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Softer, Smoother Skin can be yours

with just One Cake of Camay!

Lady, if you’d be lovely, look to your

complexion. A soft, clear skin is

beauty’s first essential. Yes, and you can have

a softer, smoother skin with just

one cake of Camay ... if you’ll forego

careless cleansing ... go on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet! Just follow

directions on the Camay wrapper. Camay—

so mild it cleanses witboat irritation—
can give your skin a thrillingly softer look!

MRS. JOSEPH S. BAUDO
the former Kathryn M. Cheetham of Forest Hills, N^Y.

Bridal portrait painted by V

MEET THE BAUDOS

Kay met Joe, a doctor, at a hospital

dance. This was it! Kay is tall, dark

and stunning—one of the most inter-

esting-looking girls you ever saw!

The site is chosen for the Baudos’ home on
Long Island. They’ll build soon. And in

the meantime, Kay stays on the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet. Let it help you too!
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CUPID: Sure! Arsenic, strychnine — take your

pick. I aim to please.

GIRL: Verr-ry funny. But you know darn well

you’re not aiming to please me! Huh— and the

folder said, “Cupid always gladdening the days

at Mountain View Inn”. .

.

CUPID: Now wait a minute! You go around

looking like the meanest trick of the week, and

you expect me to . Look, cookie, try smiling at

men for a change!

GIRL: It’d be a change for the worse. My smile’s

the original tattle-tale gray. I brush my teeth,

mind you—

CUPID: Don’t mind me. Just answer this: Do you
see “pink” on your tooth-brush?

GIRL: Well—

CUPID: Well, that's a warning to see your dentist

— but pronto! Let him 'decide what’s wrong.

Maybe it’s just a case of soft foods robbing your

gums of exercise—and if so, he’ll probably suggest

“the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage.”

GIRL: Please try to concentrate. We were speak-

ing of my smile.

CUPID: First things first, feather-brain. Sparkling

smiles depend largely on healthy gums. And
Ipana’s designed not only to clean teeth but, with

gentle massage, to help gums. So if your dentist

suggests massage with Ipana, then massage with

Ipana, Sis . . . and you'll be started on a smile

that’ll slay the men—the way you want ’em slayed!
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The greatest

star of the

screen

!

‘•LIVING IN A BIG WAY” is not a

bad idea.

It involves embracing life. Recom-
mended for those who like embracing.

M-G-M’s new musical, “Living in a Big
Way“willmake you
merrier. It may
make you live in an
even bigger way.

Gene Kelly and
Marie McDonald
are the “Boy-meets-
Girl” of this hearty,

happy picture.

Gene is the shiniest

dancer—the best
“timer” of scenes—
and, to our and the
public’s mind, one
of the very top stars

in pictures. He has
never been better,

not even in “Anchors
Aweigh”. How the boy can dance!

What originality characterizes his dance
plots! The scene in. which he does a
terpsichorean routine on the girders of

an unfinished dream-house is worth
your week’s
movieallowance.

He teeters on a
block and tackle,

totters on lad-
ders. Sure-
footed, sure-fire

Gene!

MarieMcDonald
has been bruited
about a bit in

the columns. She
is known as “The
Body ”

.

Her
curves are classic

and where she
walks one hears
a whistle.

In addition to Gene and Marie, you will

see Charles Winninger, Phyllis Thaxter,
Spring Byington, and others.

Gregory La Cava, the director, is also

the author, collaborating with Irving

Ravetch. Pandro S. Berman, one of our
better producers, is the producer.

When William James, the philosopher,

was asked, “Is life worth living?” he
said, “It all depends on the liver”.

And if the liver is “living in a big
way”, then life has its worth. So roareth
the Lion among philosophers

—

— Jlea
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CHARLES WHINGER - PHYLLIS THAXTER - SPRING BYINGTON

A GREGORY LA CAVA PRODUCTION
0i,

n; GREGORY LA CAVA
Original story by GREGORY LA CAVA . Screen play by GREGORY LA CAVA
and IRVING RAVETCH • A METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PICTURE
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

^ Great Expectations

I
ET your expectations rise as high as they
want—you’ll not be disappointed for

even a single moment in this film that’s

based on the Dickens novel. It has all the
Dickensian moods and turns and twists
of plot that you’d expect; you’ll relish

them all right up to the last exciting
moment.
This is about Pip, a “young man of great

expectations,” who falls heir to a fortune
from an anonymous patron and goes to

live in London. He’s just a blacksmith’s
apprentice, but he takes to London life

with the greatest of ease and sees in it

the chance to win the fair hand of his

(Universal-International

)

childhood playmate Valerie Hobson. The
mystery of his patron—as well as the
mystery in Valerie’s life-—will take you
from the foggy English marshes to life m
the Temple, the London courts and a
gruelling scene in a deserted old English
country house.
The first scene sets the mood and when

we tell you that most of the audience
screams involuntarily you’ll get a good
idea of the very excellent type of film-

making you’ll find in this laurel-winner.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll hold on to your
seat.

Valerie Hobson, John Mills—enchanting

couple in a thrilling, suspenseful film

Best fun in years : Betty Hutton and John

Lund in the saga of nickelodeon days

Triple shot: Harold Lloyd, Frances

Ramsden, Arline Judge in reel fun fest

^ Perils of Pauline (Paramount)

T
AKE along a bag of peanuts and the
biggest laugh you own. The laugh you’ll

need almost constantly; the peanuts are

just to put you in the mood of the picture

—a marvelous mood that takes you back
to the old nickelodeon days when Pearl
White as the serial heroine Pauline got
rescued once a week from the wicked
villain as the piano played madly on.

Pauline is back again and Betty Hutton
has her. It’s this bundle of blonde energy
that takes over the role of Pearl, the little

stage-struck girl who walks right into the
lead of the famous early-day thriller. This
is Hutton’s meat; she does it up brown
with every trick in her raucous category

going to make for some of the best fun
you’ve ever had at a movie. Backing her
up are Billy De Wolfe, a genuine sort of

a gagster, John Lund and veterans William
Demarest and Constance Collier to flavor
this old-time dish.

Pauline does just about everything and
the movie has just about everything, too.

Its scenes of the first films in the making
are something to paste up in your album
with great big gold stars.

If this one doesn’t make you laugh, you’re
lost.

Your Reviewer Says: Go yourself and take
everybody.

^ The Sin of Harold Diddlebock ( California-UA)

H
AROLD LLOYD and his horn-rimmed
glasses come out of retirement and set

up active business again as motion-picture
entertainers. How entertained you’ll be
depends on how you react to Lloyd and his

impetuous solemnity; also to the idea of

people dangling from skyscrapers attached

to a lion. Yes, that’s what we said—at-

tached to a lion. His name is Jackie and
he’s Lloyd’s most efficient prop.

Forget common sense and you may have
an uncommonly good time if you can
imagine one Harold Diddlebock, a worn-
out bookkeeper, taking to the bottle and
buying a circus. There are some funny
scenes, some not so funny and some down-

right silly, but Lloyd’s there all the time,
playing away for dear life. One Frances
Ramsden, a new and provocative personal-
ity, is the heroine, but she doesn’t have
much to do. Jimmy Conlin, Raymond
Walbum and Franklin Pangborn fill in
some comedy spots and Arline Judge adds
her bit to the fun. The rest is all handled
by the maestro himself and if you feel as
silly as he looks, the picture’s all yours.
Some scenes drag, but one is a bell-

ringer—the opening shot, lifted right out
of Lloyd’s old picture, “The Freshman.”

Your Reviewer Says: Sin without punish-
ment.

(Continued on page 6)

BY MARIAN QUINN KELLY
p
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For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 11

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 122

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 13
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(Continued from page 4)

v' Down to Earth (Columbia)

S
OME people “up there” may get a little

annoyed one of these days if Hollywood
keeps bringing celestial denizens down to

earth. This time, it’s Rita Hayworth—par-
don us, the Muse Terpsichore, who gets
Mr. Jordan to let her come wafting down
with Messenger Edward Everett Horton.
Larry Parks is the reason—he’s putting

on a musical in which the muses sing such
songs as were never heard in Greek my-
thology and Rita’s pretty mad about it. Once
on earth she gets things her own way,
which means the show’s a flop and gangster
George Macready will shoot Larry. But
here comes Mr. Jordan again—he’s dis-
tinguished Roland Culver in this one—to
set Rita straight on the path of love.

The Broadway background is, of course,
the cue for lots of songs, dances, Techni-
color costumes and big sparkly sets. Rita
is certainly just the ticket to portray a
heavenly creature and James Gleason as
her manager has had just enough practice
to be able to deal deftly with a Muse.
Larry Parks looks sincere and able as ever;
unfortunately he gets crowded right out
of the picture by the big song-and-dance
acts.

Shots of white airplanes full of spirits

heading upward into the unknown still

make us a little nervous, especially when
all this earthly merry-making and torch-
singing are going on at the same time.

Your Reviewer Says: Glitter, glitter, little

ghost.

B
ECAUSE it’s "that time of month”
do you stay out of the water pre-

tending you don’t care? You do care and

others are likely to know it. So why not

use Tampax and take your swim? Women
everywhere now are doing just that . . .

Tampax is modern sanitary protection

worn internally. There are no belts, out-

side pads or anything else that can show.

In bathing suit wet or dry, you are safe

from the most watchful eyes.

Made of compressed absorbent cotton,

Tampax was invented by a doctor for this

monthly use. Individual applicators make
insertion easy and when the Tampax is

in place it cannot be seen or felt. It is

quick to change and easy to dispose of.

Also, no odor can form. Do you wonder
that millions of women are now using

Tampax?

Buy Tampax and swim to

your heart’s content. At drug

stores and notion counters in

Regular, Super and Junior
absorbencies. Month’s supply fits into

purse. Or get the economy box with 4

months’ supply (average). Tampax In-

corporated, Palmer, Mass.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Honeymoon (RKO)

T
HIS is on the fantastic side, but the
trouble is it’s not supposed to be fantasy.

Rather, it’s obviously designed to be a
winner starring Shirley Temple and Guy
Madison, with Franchot Tone playing their

sophisticated sponsor. Shirley looks trim
and trig and Madison handsome; Tone
looks mostly harried, which might be ex-
pected from any actor trying to keep
up with the haphazard happenings of a
film that’s merely a futile attempt at fun.

Shirley’s a Minnesota girl who’s sup-
posed to meet and marry Madison in

Mexico City; she misses him but finds vice-

consul Tone. Lina Romay has previously
discovered Franchot, so naturally she re-
sents this, as does the audience when things
keep going on and on and Shirley and Guy
are no nearer getting married than they
were two reels before.

There are lots of shots of Mexican back-
ground with flowers and serapes and
upper-class garden parties, but this doesn’t

make a picture. Both Shirley and Guy
act a little as though they were repeating
lines the way somebody told them to; you
have an idea if they’d only let loose and
be themselves everything might pick up.
But then, they have such silly things to

do—as does that poor Tone—they probably
never would have a chance to make this

anything but a lame effort.

Your Reviewer Says: Nothing good doing
here.

V' The Trouble with Women
(Paramount)

WHO’S “dabbling” now? Teresa Wright,
newspaper reporter, says it’s Ray Mil-

land, a psychology professor who’s getting

into a lot of ladies’ hair by claiming they
should be shoved around more. But it

really looks as though Paramount has done
the dabbling what with using the Wright-

Milland talent, plus a touch of Brian Don-
levy, in a Aim that’s just a time-passer.

Take the story—a light little touch about
a girl reporter who’s after a story from a
publicized professor. She enrolls in his
class; he thinks she’s a cute little student
and pretty soon in comes love. The big
bad wolf is shouting city editor Donlevy
who wants his story—and Teresa.

It all sounds fairly amusing, and it is

—

fairly. But all the contrived little funny
business seems to be an echo of bigger
and better comedies and though the dia-
logue gives off an occasional spark there’s
still the feeling that Ray and Teresa are
too grown up to be playing around this
way.

Iris Adrian acts just as though she really
were a burlesque dancer, which is a great
pick-up, seeing as how everyone else is

just sort of kidding around.

Your Reviewer Says: Women have been in
better trouble than this.

The Homestretch
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HE homestretch is the best part of this
racy story. Don’t get us wrong—it’s

“racy” only insofar as it makes a Techni-
colortour of all the famous tracks. Maureen
O’Hara, looking lush in lush outfits, and
Cornel Wilde lag along for half the pic-
ture, not acting well enough to make the
audience do more than start to squirm.
Then the film gets a shot in the arm that
carries it along fairly well; by the time
the homestretch is reached in the last race,
it’s ready to take its place as a fair picture.

A genteel Bostonian like Maureen should
not have listened to the wiles of race-
track follower Wilde. She knew she
shouldn’t all the time, so when she sees
the life she has to lead, decorated con-
stantly by conniving Helen Walker, she
just packs her bags and leaves for home.
This is where everything picks up, since
the life has just been a series of would-be
romantic incidents that never quite came
off. When the film gets down to concen-
trating on the horses and Wilde’s reform
you can begin to sit up and take a little

notice.

Cornel Wilde is wasted; he just doesn’t
belong here, acting like a hare-brained
wastrel. James Gleason looks in now and
then trying to make it all worth while.
There are love scenes and beautiful clothes,

but it’s still a jittery off-the-track film.

Your Reviewer Says: Loses by more than a
nose.

v'v' The Adventuress (Eagle-Lion)

T
HIS is the Deborah Kerr who’s going to
take over Clark Gable in “The Huck-

sters.” If you want an idea of how she’s

going to go about it, just watch her take
over this slightly incredible story and make
high entertainment of it.

She’s the little Irish Bridie who wants
to be a big black rebel. She can’t manage
that directly, so lets herself be taken in

by a German spy and there she is caught
in a lot of trouble about a little black
book that presumably is the key to the
fate of the Allies.

But never mind the plot; just watch the
picture and Deborah. She acts with a
finished tautness that makes every in-

cident a shiver of suspense. Trevor How-
ard, whom you may remember from “Night
Train,” goes right along with her. The
British flavor, her nicely finished Irish

accent and the sly little humor that comes
grinning in now and then make this a
starrer that’s worth robbing your piggy
bank to see.

Your Reviewer Says: Out for a good time.
6
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Are you sure of your loveliness—sure the deodorant you now use gives you complete

protection 24 hours ofeveryday? Be sure—switch today to safe, new Odorono Cream.

New Odorono Cream
safely stops perspiration

and odor a full 24 hours

(Continued from page 6)

y' Blaze of Noon (Paramount)

T
HEY’RE flying the mail again, but this

time they have a new angle that’s an
interest-getter. The cast is an interest-
getter, too—to wit, Anne Baxter, William
Holden, Bill Bendix, Sonny Tufts and Ster-
ling Hayden. The picture marks the first

appearance of Holden and Hayden since
their war days. It’s a story about the first

mail planes in the days when pilots still

had the yen to sweep low and frighten
the chickens.
There are four flying brothers who sign

up as mail pilots. You know something’s
bound to happen to some of them—espe-
cially after you get a good look at those
open-cockpit planes. That’s the one trouble
with this—you’re sitting and waiting every
minute for big black tragedy to strike, so
that when it does you’re just not up to
being as shocked as you should be.

Anne Baxter, as Holden’s wife, who puts
up with the strain of his job—plus all his

brothers’ belongings strewn around her
room—makes everything consistent, Ben-
dix, Tufts and Holden don’t try to steal

scenes from each other, either, which
makes for a good movie. You’ll get ex-
cited about the flying sequences; also by
that pretty blonde Poppy (Jean Wallace);
and you’ll certainly breathe a big sigh
every time that mail does come through.

Your Reviewer Says: Good people; good film.

Christmas Eve (Bogeaus-UA)

E
VERY so often there comes along a film

that makes everyone wonder just why
it was produced. “Christmas Eve” is such a
movie. It has George Raft, George Brent,
Randolph Scott, Joan Blondell and Ann
Harding to head its cast; they might as
well have spent their time knitting for all

the good they’ve done in this.

The plot is incredibly confused—old lady
Ann Harding, who tries her best to talk
with a squeak and walk with a cane, has
three foster sons—Raft, Brent and Scott.

She’s in trouble and needs them and she’s

sure they’ll come to her on Christmas Eve.
Getting them there involves some terrible

suffering for the audience. First of all, they
have to watch Brent and Blondell make
fools of themselves in some “playboy”
sequences; then they have to watch Raft
shoot it out with a bad German down in

South America, after which Virginia Field
expires in his arms. The final blow is the
adventures of Scott, who steals some babies
with the help of Dolores Moran.
After all this, everybody walks in calm-

Wonderful, new wartime discovery

gives more effective protection than

any deodorant known.

New Odorono Cream not only pro-

tects your daintiness afull 24 hours, with

the most effective perspiration-stopper

known, but . . .

It gives you the exclusive extra protec-

tion of HALGENE

.

. . the new wonder

ingredient that checks perspiration odor.

Just think! One application of new
Odorono Cream in the morning
keeps you dainty—all day and night.

It does not irritate. So safe and
gentle—can be used after shaving.

Stays soft and smooth down to

the last dab. Never gritty. (Even if you

leave the cap off for weeks.)

Greaseless, stainless, vanishing.

Odorono leaves no sticky film. Pro-

tects dresses from perspiration stain

and odor.

More economical! Odorono gives 21

more applications from a 39^ jar than

other leading brands. Savings on 10<i

and 59fi sizes, too. (Odorono comes in

liquid form, also.)

Peter Lawford, home again, shares

chow and laughs with piquant Terry

Austin at Chanteclair restaurant



ly on Christmas Eve. The only pleasant
thing there seemed to be in this was
Dolores Moran’s dimple.

Your Reviewer Says: Take it away.

V The Other Love (Enterprise-UA)

F
ROM a sanitarium in the Alps to the
fabulous life of the Riviera jumps this

woman’s picture, with Barbara Stanwyck
pulling the strings as the pianist of Erich
Maria Remarque’s novel. Up on the moun-
taintop lie health for her and the love of

doctor David Niven; down in bad old
Monte Carlo is certain death, masquerad-
ing in a champagne glass and the love-
making of Richard Conte, which certainly
would be enough to make any girl disobey
her doctor’s orders.
This all goes to make up a good old-

fashioned “drawing room” movie, with
plenty of glitter around the edges. The
accent goes to the love-and-romance note
rather than to Stanwyck’s personal tragedy;
the film turns out to be a surface picture
that’s not in the least emotionally dis-
turbing. If it had gone a little deeper,
there would have been lots of tears shed;
as it is, nothing rings the bell loudly
enough—neither Stanwyck’s love for her
music, Niven’s love for her, nor her des-
perate attempt to escape her date with
death.
Richard Conte is a tall and handsome

temptation; Joan Lorring makes a nice
Celestine; and Gilbert Roland is there, too,

to look darkly impassioned. It’s a “roman-
tic” movie that should have been played
as tragedy and wasn’t.

Your Reviewer Says: Fair enough.

V Children on Trial (English Filins)

E
NGLAND shares her juvenile delin-
quency problems with America in this

documentary about the reformation of

two slum children through “approved
schools.” The court procedure of commit-
ment of the children, their actual training
in the schools and the two sample cases
are shown realistically with enough punch
to hit home for both parents and children.
You see the patient efforts of the magis-

trates and the reform-school workers to

bring the children to a clearer view of their

Joan Lorring, as a Venetian servant

girl in “Lost Moment,” cops Bob Cum-

mings’s chair on the set between scenes
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“RC WON MY VOTE IN THE TASTE-TEST!” says

Janis.'T tried leading colas in papercupsand found
Royal Crown Cola tasted best!” Try it! Say “RC
for me!” That’s the quick way to get a quick-up

with Royal Crown Cola—best by taste-test!
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says

JANIS PAIGE
starring in

“CHEYENNE”
a Warner Bros. Picture

Best by taste-test

own lives, to correct their mistakes subtly
and then to send them out with the promise
of better citizenship.

The point that’s driven home is the
family life from which the “bad” children
spring, and the fact that it is sometimes
middle-class parents who do the most harm
to their children. As another shot in the
arm of the juvenile delinquency prob-
lem, this will do very well.

Your Reviewer Says: Straight stuff on de-
linquency.

The Egg anti I (Universal)

T
HIS is a disappointment. Any resem-
blance in this mediocre film to the fun-

raising characters of the best-seller must
have gotten there by mistake.
For instance, Claudette Colbert is a chic,

well-groomed Betty. She can wallow in
mud, scrub floors and fall off a roof and
still emerge looking ready to model country
clothes for Vogue. The rowdy Kettles of
the book have degenerated into a slap-
happy pair with, heavens above, a hand-
some clean young son who works hard so
he can go to college! The final sin is the
dragging in, via shining station wagon, of
blonde Louise Allbritton, who owns a mil-
lion-dollar farm down the road and is on
the make for Bob.
The farm looks a little broken-down

and deserted—that is, just for a moment.
But before you can get a second look, it’s

all cleaned up, shiny, comfortable and
anything but the deserted patch of wilder-
ness that Betty-of-the-book had to con-
tend with. Bob is an affable and charming
Fred MacMurray who likes to get dressed
up in tails, have dinner with his wife by
candlelight and pretend they’re at Twenty-
one!

This should be enough to warn you that
this isn’t “The Egg and I.” It’s two other
movies—neither of them good. Marjorie
Main as Ma Kettle does manage to salvage
a piece of wit here and there; the forest
fire, the Indians, Stove are present but for
all the fun they are they might as well
have been omitted.

Your Reviewer Says: The omelet fell.

The Woman on the Beach (RKO)

I
F THIS is a sample of what’s happening
to the “wicked ladies” of the eftrrent

cycle, they better pack them all up and
put them away on the shelf. Joan Bennett
makes a fine Mrs. Macomber, but she had
something sensible to work with there.

Now she’s supposed to be a man-snarer
who slinks along a lonely beach making
rendezvous with Coast Guarder Robert
Ryan in the deserted wreck of a war-ghost
ship.

Since Ryan has a bad case of war nerves,
this living in the shadows with a married
woman just isn’t good for him. Wouldn’t
you think he’d snap out of it and go back
to that nice Nan Leslie who was all set to

marry him before Joan sneaked in. To
complicate things, there’s Charles Bick-
ford, the husband, who does some excellent
work in the demanding role of a blind man.
Things get steadily more muddled with

all sorts of impossible dialogue and im-
possible happenings filtering in with the
fog until you just want to push everybody
over the cliff. This had a chance, with
Ryan, Bennett and Bickford there to help,

but it got too confused with its own neu-
rotic idea.

Your Reviewer Says: Psychology goes hay-
wire.



Yankee Fakir (Republic)

T
HIS “Fakir” must have snuck in when
nobody was looking. He’s of no con-

sequence, anyway, so it really won’t matter.
Douglas Fowley is called upon to play
him—a traveling pitchman, Yankee Davis,
who comes with his partner to a small
Arizona town, takes a room in Joan Wood-
bury’s house and then takes a hand in

trying to solve the murder of her father.

It would have been much easier just to

have washed his hands of the whole thing,

bundled up Joan and her kid brother and
taken them out of the town. This way, he
has to get Clem Bevans to dress up and
play his millionaire uncle who’s offering

a prize to the chap who’ll expose the worst
scoundrel in town. Douglas naively thinks
this will smoke out the murderer, but all

that does come floating in is some pretty
bad movie-making.
You see only the back of the villain’s

head until the end of the picture but you
knew all along who he was. You can guess
just about everything that will happen too,

so you might as well stay home.

Your Reviewer Says: Big faker.

Copacabana (Coslow-UA)

G
ROUCHO MARX stalks through this,

accompanied by zippy Carmen Miranda.
If they’re enough to entertain you, then
entertained you will be because that’s

about all there is to the picture.

Groucho pretends he’s an agent for

Carmen and gets so intrigued with the
idea he sells her double to the famous
Copacabana club. This means she wiggles
through a South American act, then rushes
away to simmer in a veil as one Mile. Fiji.

Even Steve Cochran who runs the place
is fooled.

That’s the plot—dressed up by a glimpse
of fourteen “Copa Girls,” the brief ap-
pearance of New York night-life figures

Louis Sobol, Abel Green and Earl Wilson,
and with a song by Gloria Jean who’s
grown up to be quite a personable if some-
what static young lady.

One Marx looks rather lonely; further-
more, for some people, one Marx may be
one too many. Suit yourself on this—you
have Carmen and Groucho to cheer or
boo as the case may be.

Your Reviewer Says: Lots of nothing.

Best Pictures of the Month

Great Expectations

Perils of Pauline

The Adventuress

Best Performances

John Mills, Valerie Hobson,

Bernard Miles, Francis L. Sullivan,

Finlay Currie, Anthony Wager
in "Great Expectations’’

Betty Hutton, Billy De Wolfe
William Demarest, Constance Collier

in ”Perils of Pauline”

Deborah Kerr in

"The Adventuress”



The Ghost Goes Wild (Republic)

D
ON’T just blame the poor ghost for

going wild in this—everything and
everybody else do, too. James Ellison and
his butler Everett Edward Horton have to

walk around tripping over sheets while
Anne Gwynne registers horror. They can’t

scare Ruth Donnelly, though, and that’s

too bad because she’s the one who calls

forth all this phenomenal nonsense.
The background is Ellison’s farm

“Haunted Hill” which really looks like a
nice cozy place, not at all the setting for

seances and a real ghost who walks through
doors in search of chewing gum. Just for

another complication, Grant Withers runs
through doors with a shotgun looking for

Ellison. The finale is a courtroom scene
where everyone talks to an empty chair.

By this time, most of the audience’s chairs
will be empty, too.

Your Reviewer Says: Ghastly business.

Born to Kill (RKO)

WHAT a nice little group of people turn
up in this! There’s Lawrence Tierney

who, when he gets upset about anything,
just kills someone; Claire Trevor, a hard-
bitten lady who likes money; Walter
Slezak, the detective who acts so shady
as he looks for the murderer of Isabel

Jewell (Lawrence, of course). Elisha
Cook Jr. tries to keep Lawrence from
shooting more people, but when things
get touchy he even tries to knife harmless
old beer-drinking Esther Howard.
This is a dark outlook, you must admit;

it’s not cheered up any at the end, either

—

which is one good thing in its favor. The
bad stay bad and get their innings; good
Phil Terry and honest Kathryn Card just

walk out of the picture. They probably
thought they’d be better out than in.

Tierney has gone back to his steely-eyed
law-breaking with ease and Claire looks
the way you’d expect a lady to look when
she makes love to a murderer.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s a dead duck.

Homesteaders of Paradise Valley
(Republic)

IjOT much Paradise about this valley—it’s

1* all a lot of trouble that has to be cleaned
up by Allan Lane as Red Ryder and his

juvenile companion, Little Beaver.
It’s a Western that has something hap-

pening every minute, most of it routine.
Some settlers want to homestead out in

Paradise Valley, but Milton Kibbee as a

s' ady newspaper publisher wants the land
for himself. Red’s right in the thick of the
fight for a while, but then he deserts to
turn journalist, only reappearing just in

the nick of time to show up the bad men.
Ann Todd tosses her nice little hat in

the ring to freshen things up.

Your Reviewer Says: Red Ryder on a routine
trail.

Dishonored Lady
( Chertok-Stromberg-UA )

H
EDY LAMARR looks beautiful through-
out, despite the hectic life she has to

lead as a neurotic who keeps chasing fun.

Dennis O’Keefe is the young doctor who
loves Miss Lamarr when she deserts the
glitter life and takes up her paintbrush
in an attic. John Loder, who has been
made up into a menacing wolf with fake
dark eyebrows, plays at being a playboy
who just won’t let the poor girl alone.

Gentle-faced William Lundigan is supposed
to be the heavy villain who brings all this
to a climax scene in a courtroom where
the dishonored lady is presumably given
a new chance at making a go of things.
She may be able to manage it—especial-

ly since she’s the kind of a girl who can
look beautiful just after she’s been scooped
out of a messy smash-up. There’s nothing
real about this whole business; the ques-
tion is how any of the participants could
have walked through it with straight faces.

Your Reviewer Says: Too bad about Hedy

—

and the film.

V Carnegie Hall (Federal-UA)

R
EADING like a benefit performance is

the list of guest artists in this—from
Walter Damrosch to Harry James with the
N.Y. Philharmonic thrown in. You can
expect—and you’ll get beautiful music.
This is the film that was actually made

in Carnegie Hall in New York. It hangs
together on an innocuous little story about
Marsha Hunt who works at the Hall and
whose one desire is to see her son play on
its stage. This is a good enough excuse for
the artists to start making their bows

—

Pons, Piatigorsky, Stevens, Rubinstein,
Heifetz, Stokowski are some of the per-
formers who turn in their talented bits for

the good of “Carnegie Hall.”
Vaughn Monroe and Harry James wave

their batons with the best of them and a
sight-seeing camera roves around period-
ically through the Hall. But the music
would definitely call for three checks, as
this is the first time such a galaxy of

famous artists has appeared under one
banner. If you’re in the mood you’ll sit

back, forget Marsha’s problems, and listen.

Your Reviewer Says: Music festival.
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\/AFFAIRS OF BEL AMI, THE—Loew-Lewin-
UA: A savoir-faire piece with George Sanders play-

ing a French rake of the last century. Also John Car-

radme, Angela Lansbury, Frances Dee and Ann
Dvorak. Plenty of atmosphere if you go for bon mots
and the French spirit of things. (May)

ANGEL AND THE BAD MAN—Republic: A
Quaker touch gives a novel angle to this Western.
Big tough John Wayne falls in with a Quaker family;
daughter Gail Russell falls in love with him. This
spells reformation, with villain Bruce Cabot in the
background just to keep John vacillating between Gail

and his gun. (May)

BEAT THE BAND—RKO: Gene Krupa and his

band try to beat some sense into this, but even with
Frances Langford and Phil Terry chiming in musi-
cally it turns out a silly bit about a girl who takes

lessons from orchestra leader Terry, masquerading as

a classical maestro. Not enough here to cook up any-
thing. (June)

l/t/BEGINNING OR THE END, THE—M-G-M:
The atom bomb comes up for some pretty good cellu-

loid discussion with Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker
and Tom Drake heading a fine cast. It’s the history

of the bomb from laboratory to Hiroshima done in a

factual manner. See it and think. (May)

yfy'BOOMERANG—20th Century-Fox: New-type
picture based on a Reader’s Digest feature in which
honest state’s attorney Dana Andrews tries to decide
the innocence or guilt of a suspected murderer.
Straight realistic film with suspense. (Apr.)

BRASHER DOUBLOON , THE—20th Century-
Fox: George Montgomery takes over Bogart’s role of
detective Philip Marlowe to go hunting for a valu-
able coin. Meant to be a chiller-diller but misses by
a gasp or two. (May)

BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME—Universal-In-
ternational: Like Abbott and Costello? Then you’ll

probably like this gagged-up bit about their return to

the home front and their tangles with copper Nat Pen-
dleton. Silly as a Silly Symphony, with Lou climax-
ing things in a runaway midget auto. (June)

\/CALCUTTA—Paramount: Enough action out in

Calcutta centering around American flyer Alan Ladd,
his pal Bill Bendix and Gail Russell to keep you won-
dering who did smuggle the jewels. You may be sur-

prised at the way things turn out; then again, maybe
you won’t. (June)

CALENDAR GIRL—Republic: A Greenwich Village
boardinghouse at the turn of the century has Irene
Rich as the motherly hen, Jane Frazee as the girl

next door and William Marshall and James Ellison

as two of Irene’s artistic proteges. The costumes
are quaint and there’s lots of tunes but not much
else. (May)

\/CHEYENNE—Warners: Nice bad man Dennis
Morgan is fascinating to both Jane Wyman and Janis
Paige in this fancy Western that has to do with the
stage-coach robbery days of old Cheyenne. An anon-
ymous bandit called “The Poet” puts this in a differ-

ent—and good—class by itself. (June)

\/DUEL IN THE SUN—Vanguard: Jennifer Jones
loves two men—wild-oat sower Gregory Peck and his
even-keel brother Joseph Cotten way down in Texas.
Its big-time overtones, plus Lillian Gish and Lionel
Barrymore, still don’t make it any more than a
dressed-up “melodrammer.” (June)

ESCAPE ME NEVER—Warners: Errol Flynn,
Eleanor Parker, Ida Lupino and Gig Young cavort
around lightly for the first half, then get maudlin
in a tear-jerking second half. Errol’s a carefree com-
poser; Gig, a conservative; rich Eleanor likes Gig,
poor Ida likes Errol. It jumps around from the Tyrol
to London slums but it’s still a big miss. (May)

FABULOUS DORSEYS, THE—Rogers-UA: Tom-
my and Jimmy give out with the trumpet and sax but
aside from the music, the picture hasn’t much. It

shows the Dorseys’ life, featuring Sara Allgood as
their mother, and Janet Blair as their singer. William
Lundigan carries the love interest. (Apr.)
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Arthur Murray Girls tell

secret of

daintiness

while

dancing

For

safe-and-sure

protection they

rely on this

deodorant

above all

others

those graceful, gracious young instructresses

at Arthur Murray’s must be socially

poised . . . must keep themselves completely

dainty through strenuous hours of dancing.

NO wonder they rely on Etiquet. For

Etiquet gives safe-and-sure protection . .

.

stops underarm odor . . . checks perspiration

i . .

.

can be depended upon to guard

daintiness through hours of active exercise.

And not only is Etiquet so effective— so

efficient

.

. . Etiquet is delightfully “fluffy”—

goes on easily— is soothing to the skin.

etiquet stays moist in jar— is

harmless to the most delicate fabrics.

Now you can share this secret of

“dancing daintiness”— always have

confidence in your charm by using

Etiquet. At all cosmetic counters—

in 10^, 25^, 39^ and 59^ sizes.

The safe-and-sure

deodorant
PRODUCT OF LEHN 4 FINK PRODUCTS CORPORATION

FABULOUS SUZANNE — Republic: Cinderella
goes to town in this romantic rigmarole, starring
beauteous Barbara Britton and daddy-of-crooners
Rudy Vallee. The banal situations provide a goodly
helping of hokum with Richard Denning, Bill Henry,
Veda Ann Borg and Otto Kruger. (Apr.)

FARMER'S DAUGHTER, THE—RKO: This is

the way democratic politics should work, with Joseph
Cotten, Loretta Young and Ethel Barrymore running
things. Loretta is the servant Katy in Cotten’s home
and what she does to the electorate makes an amusing
make-believe evening. (June)

l/^FRAMED—Columbia: Glenn Ford gets picked
up, then let down by beautiful schemer Janis Carter
and wicked Barry Sullivan. Filled with Ford’s spe-
cial brand of acting that will keep you tensed up for
the evening, this has plenty of what it takes. (June)

1/GUILT OF JANET AMES, THE—Columbia

:

Rosalind Russell is a neurotic war widow who walks
through misty backgrounds trying to find out why her
husband gave up his life in the war. Melvyn Doug-
las plays her guide; Sid Cesar gives the proceedings
a shot in the arm with a takeoff on “psychological”
films. You may like it. (May)

HELLDORADO—Republic: Roy Rogers, with the
help of George “Gabby” Hayes and Dale Evans, goes
after the black market boys and makes ’em cry
“uncle!” It’s a colorful show what with a rodeo, a
treasure hunt and a pioneer parade but the spotlight
belongs to Rogers and Trigger. (Apr.)

y’HIGH BARBAREE—M-G-M: A money-maker
with two favorite blondes. Van Johnson and June
Allyson, who start out as a little boy and girl dream-
ing about a fabulous mountain, High Barbaree. It

takes lots of homey incidents in an Iowa town, the
war and Thomas Mitchell to get the two on the right
road to the heights. (June)

I’LL BE YOURS—Universal: Frilly little story
about singer Deanna Durbin’s trip to the Big City,
where she gets all mixed up with—and mixes up

—

waiter Bill Bendix, roue Adolphe Menjou and Lawyer
Tom Drake. Not bad, but hope for better. (Apr.)

y'IMPERFECT LADY—Paramount: Teresa
Wright’s past, especially her little mix-up with An-
thony Quinn, interferes with husband Ray Milland’s
career in Parliament. You’ll have a good evening’s
entertainment. Virginia Field and Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke are good, too. (May)

\/IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN—M-G-M: As
perky goings-on in Brooklyn as you’d want with
genial Frank Sinatra as the ex-veteran who meets up
with music teacher Kathryn Grayson. Jimmy Durante
steals the show in his best linguistic manner and Peter
Lawford is the nice Englishman who sees America
through Brooklyn eyes. (June)

l/IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH AVENUE—Allied
Artists: Unpretentious and highly amusing, this has
Victor Moore as a tramp-philosopher who borrows
tycoon Charlie Ruggles’s Fifth Avenue mansion
every winter while Charlie’s away. Lots of furn-the-
table comedy that makes for homey fun. (May)

IT’S A JOKE, SON!—Eagle-Lion: Kenny Delmar
is of course Senator Claghorn of radio fame. He runs
for office in the Deep South, booms out his quips in

great style. But even with Una Merkel and June
Lockhart, it’s on the weak-sister side. (Apr.)

JOHNNY O’CLOCK—Columbia: Dick Powell is

the slick young Johnny who gets mixed up • in the
gambling business; Evelyn Keyes is his girl. The
plot is neat; the gangster business isn’t overdone;
and it’s all woven together in a way that makes
things hum. (May)

\/\/LATE GEORGE APLEY, THE—20th Century-
Fox: Ronald Colman moves to Beacon Street in
Boston and emerges unquestionably as the famous
Marquand hero. He’s hidebound by tradition though
daughter Peggy Cummins and son Richard Ney do
their best to shake him out of it. Boston had better

be ready to laugh at itself because the rest of the
country will. (May)

LOCKET, THE—RKO: Your eyes keep getting
bigger and bigger watching what Laraine Day does.
Robert Mitchum and Brian Aheme know all about
her past, which has lots of events in it that no lady
should even think of. A psychological thriller done
up in style. (June)

LOST HONEYMOON—Eagle-Lion: Franchot Tone
gets pulled into a bad situation in a not-so-good film.

He marries an English girl overseas while he has
amnesia; and just when he’s ready to commit bigamy
in America over comes Ann Richards with his twins.
Tom Conway tries to help everybody out, but it’s a
lost cause. (June)

^MACOMBER AFFAIR, THE—Bogeaus-UA:
Ernest Hemingway’s novel about a man, his wife and
their hired hunter in deep Africa will give you plenty
of turns. Joan Bennett is Mrs. Macomber; Robert
Preston, Mr.-, Gregory Peck, the professional hunter.
What happens out on the veldt will give you some-
thing to wonder about. (May)

l/\/MY BROTHER TALKS TO HQRSES—
M-G-M : A happy and personable picture about life

in old Baltimore with Jackie Jenkins as the little guy
who talks to horses. Peter Lawford as his brother
and Spring Byington, Edward Arnold and Charlie
Ruggles adding to the good-natured fun. (Apr.)
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yyMY FAVORITE BRUNETTE—Paramount:
Words and facial expressions by Bob Hone who falls

all over himself running to aid damsel Dorothy La-
mour. He meets up with Peter Lorre and a murder
charge. Hope really has himself a time and you will

too. (May)

NEW ORLEANS—Levey-UA: Louis Armstrong and
Billie Holliday perform, but other than that this

has nothing to offer. Jazz gets born in New Orleans
with the help of Arturo De Cordova, Dorothy Patrick,

Louis and Billie. Louis and the music are good, the

rest bad. (May)

l
/NORA PRENTISS—Warners: Ann Sheridan
comes into the life of successful doctor Kent Smith
and before it’s over you have a gruesome picture of

where a back street can lead. Strong point of the film

is the dilemma faced by Nora in the climax. (Apr.)

yyyODD MAN OUT—J. Arthur Rank: A pretty

prize from England with James Mason playing the

hunted head of an “organization” in Ireland. It’s

the story of the eight hours in which he’s hunted down
by the police, of the people who try to help him and
of Kathleen Ryan who waits for his return. Excellent

picture with excellent acting. (May)

yyPURSUED—Warners: Expert treatment of the

life of Robert Mitchum who’s pursued by a childhood
memory in which Judith Anderson figures. Teresa
Wright tries to help him; Dean Jagger tries to kill

him. It’s hate and love on the wild plains of New
Mexico set to Max Steiner music. (Apr.)

RAMROD—Enterprise-UA : Here’s another wicked
lady—Veronica Lake—who makes strong-minded he-

roes of the West weak in the head. Joel McCrea is

the guy who doesn’t catch on until it’s almost too late

that she’d just as soon murder as wink. Veronica’s
her sizzling self and it's a Lake special. (June)

yi/RED HOUSE. THE--Lesser-UA : A study in

introspection to keep you in a high state of tension.

Lon McCallister is warned by a farmer Edward G.
Robinson to keep clear of Oxhcad Woods, enters them
instead, finds out about the red house and Rory
Calhoun with the help of Judith Anderson and Allene
Roberts. (Apr.)

SAN QUENTIN—RKO: This starts out by pointing
up the work in federal prisons of the inmates’ league
for self-discipline but ends up disappointingly as a
routine gangster film with grim-faced Lawrence
Tierney chasing his killer prey. (Apr.)

yySEA OF GRASS, THE—M-G-M: Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn get emotional about
life on the cattle range in the eighteen-hundreds.
Their marriage runs into complications, one of whom
is lawyer Melvyn Douglas; the years bring children
Robert Walker and Phyllis Thaxter as well as plenty
to keep you interested. (May)

ySHOCKING MISS PILGRIM, THE—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This had a big opportunity in a brand-new
plot—a female “typewriter" who walks into a staid
Boston office in 1874. It could have been a diverting
comedy, but it peters out instead into a love duet be-
tween Betty and her crooning boss Dick Haymes.
Fair enough, but could have been better. (June)

ySINBAD THE SAILOR—RKO: Fabulous Sin-
bad played by Douglas Fairbanks Jr. sails in search
of treasure. Done in rich Technicolor, with a fanci-
ful atmosphere, plenty of action, wicked Anthony
Quinn and beauteous Maureen O’Hara. (Apr.)

yySMASH-UP : THE STORY OF A WOMAN—
Universal-International: Susan Hayward turns in
a fine picture of an alcoholic woman married to Lee
Bowman and resentful of his secretary Marsha Hunt.
When time hangs heavy on her jeweled fingers she
takes to the bottle. It’s a shocker. (May)

SONG OF SCHEHERAZADE. THE—Universal-
International: Dreamed-up stuff with Jean Pierre
Aumont as composer Rimsky-Korsakov beaming his
way through colorful happenings in a Moroccan port.
Yvonne De Carlo dances, there’s lots of music, a
fight with bull whips and nonsense involving Brian
Donlevy. (May)

TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS—RKO: Some
hunters (one’s Patricia Morison) invade Johnny
Weissmuller’s jungle in search of zoo specimens, but
they’re defeated before they ever start. Brenda Joyce,
Johnny Sheffield, Cheta and some refreshing jungle
scenes make this a foregone winner in the Saturday-
afternoon line-up. (June)

TIME OUT OF MIND—Universal-International:
The novel was a best-seller, but the film fell flat on its
high minded nose. Phyllis Calvert is good as the
housekeeper’s daughter who tries to make a musician
of Robert Hutton, with Ella Raines in there plugging,
too. Eddie Albert is featured. (June)

yTWO MRS. CARROLLS, THE—Warners: Mr,
Carroll is Humphrey Bogart and Mrs. is Barbara
Stanwyck. They seem an ideal married couple until
you and Barbara begin to find out what happened to
the first Mrs. Carroll. There’s roaring wind, beating
rain and suspense; everything’s dandy except that
tough Bogie cracks up unbelievably under the strain.
(June)

yWELCOME STRANGER—Paramount: Everyone
takes it easy—Bing sings genially, Barry Fitzgerald’s
Cupid and Joan Caulfield acts the pretty foil. The
plot lallygags pleasantly along the route of a city doc-
tor’s sojourn in a Maine village. (June)
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EVER THINK OF THE

BAD BREATH ANGLE 7

NO FOOLING. PETE.

YOU OUGHT TO MAKE
TRACKS FOR OUR

DENTISTS-BUT FASTI

JUST WHEN I ^
THOUGHT THIS PERT

PIGEON AND I WERE -

DEFINITELY ON THE BEAM.

SHE FLEW 1 AND WHY?

f I ASK YOU, SIS. WHY?

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH. I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH

,
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

jf/fgfHeronSun^'

.
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“Colgate Dental Cream’s activepenetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause

of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely/”

rsLmCtdited in

Food, fun and frolic for Photoplay’s Radio Winners

Catherine McLeod puts

out welcome mat for

Photoplay’s Hollywood
Tour winners, Mrs. Lillie

Murray of Winnipeg,

Canada, and Mrs. Hazel

Baier of Glendale, Cal.

Tea for two winners

—

Hollywood host Atwater

Kent serves Californians

Mrs. Lawrason and Mrs.

Betty Landon — Hurd

Hatfield dropped in too

Natalie Draper (Lady Castle-

maine of “Forever Amber”),

at Brown Derby with Sylvia

Mizrahi, Brooklyn, and Mrs.

Hansford of Los Angeles

Don’t look now, an actor tells Mrs.

Dana, another winner on the daily

afternoon ABC show, but your

wig’s showing. It was all in fun

—

on set of “The Paradine Case”
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A Great Star Of Today I Brings You The Life, Loves and

Thrills Of A Greatf Star Of Yesterday...As Betty Hutton

1

Portrays The| Adventures-On Screen and Off-

Of Pearl White, \ Beloved “Queen Of The Serials”!

William Demarest

Constance Collier

Frank Faylen

Directed by

George Marshall

Screen Play by P. J. Wolfson and Frank Butler



PEGGY SAGE

new dewy, drear~y rose. Beautiful on, beautiful to everybody.

You’ve never never seen anything like it. You'll rave.

He’ll rave. They’ll all rave. What more can any girl ask?

Shimmer Lipstick, $1.00*. Shimmer-Sheen or Regular Nail Polish 601*

Richard Long, appear-

ing in “The Egg and I”

I

T’S a real caution the way things
happen in Hollywood. For instance,
casting director Jack Murton had

“lifted” two Hollywood High School
girls to school.

“You should see him in our class
play,” the girls were chanting.
“See whom?” Jack asked.
“Richard Long. He’s wonderful,” they

enthused. So Jack suggested the girls

have Richard telephone him that day.
It took a lot of doing to get Richard

to the phone but after he’d gone to the
studio and read the part of Drew,
Claudette Colbert’s older son in the
film “Tomorrow Is Forever,” he was it

and no fooling around. His next per-
formance in “The Stranger” convinced
executives Richard was a natural, and
International Pictures placed him under
contract.
Dick (the youngest of six children)

was born in Chicago December 17, 1927,

and went from Waller High School to the
Township High at Evanston. Remember-
ing their home in Hollywood when they
were first married, his father (a com-
mercial artist) and mother returned
four years ago and Richard enrolled at

Hollywood High. He won an “H” for

tennis and created another “H” for

havoc among the girls who cased the
six-foot-one, brown-haired lad with the
oversized gray eyes and two stand-in
dimples that almost make big time when
he smiles. He’s had a few crushes in his

time but realizes a teen-age romance
isn’t to be thought of seriously.

.Being the only actor in the family,

Dick comes in for quite a bit of well-
intentioned criticism which he accepts
gratefully. Of course, twelve-year-old
Phillip’s pronouncement that brother
Dick plain stinks, he accepts as dis-

guised praise.

He doesn’t think his role in “The Dark
Mirror” or his part in “The Egg and I”

were very much but his studio just

smiles and says nothing. They have
plans for Richard, who can not only act

but beat a piano into a frenzy—as if 'he

weren’t fascinating enough to the
femmes.

Outside Romanoff’s where the fans
gather to glimpse the stars, they made
one mad rush for Richard.
“Hey, Dick,” both boys and girls

called in unison, “how about signing our
autographs?” And when fans greet an
actor with a “Hey, Dick,” brother, he’s in.



Valerie Hobson

in “Great Expec-

tations,” British film

By,

MlanryJaimc IFuiifcDm

CALLING LONDON!

VALERIE HOBSON is a
popular English actress.

When you see her play
the femme lead in “Great
Expectations,” J. Arthur
Rank’s interesting movie
version of the Dickens

classic, she will win your admiration, too

. . . Photoplay, alert to any and all film

personalities in the news, decided to talk

with Valerie via trans-Atlantic telephone.
So, in a trice, we were chatting with her in

London!

WHAT IS REAL BEAUTY?

How had she managed to keep well-
groomed and attractive in these times of

shortages and hardships? Modestly she
replied, not alone for herself, but for her
countrywomen. Valerie told us that even
a movie star, expected to maintain her
glamour, cannot have special privileges.

With soap products rationed, she, like all

English women, must furnish her own
soap when having her hair shampooed at

the hairdresser’s. It’s the same with nail

polish and nail polish remover . . . Cosmet-
ics, although not rationed, are scarce. At
the studios, make-up is kept under lock
and key . . . We complain of high prices

and taxes—but how lucky we are. There’s
never been a time when we couldn’t buy
cosmetics. During temporary shortages, we
could change from favorite brands to other
good ones. But in England, it’s still not a
question of what women like best; it’s

what they can get. On very little, Valerie
states, they manage to present an almost
unbelievably attractive appearance . . .

“Have you noticed that the privations Eng-
lish women have endured during recent
years has aged them prematurely?” we
asked. Almost reverently, she replied: “In
many cases, yes. To me, however, a woman
is truly lovely only when she possesses
beauty of spirit. I’m proud to say that, no
matter what their ages, my country-
women’s wonderful spirit is reflected in

their faces—giving to their expressions a

beauty which softens any aging effects the

war's experiences and its

aftermath have etched
upon their faces.” This an-
swer from lovely Valerie
should give all of us Amer-
ican girls much food for

thought in the future.

Oh,yes -you look

sweet enough to kiss

!

But kisses mean close-ups, so why take chances? Be sure you’re sweet

guard your charm with Mum with Mum. Remember, a bath washes
away past perspiration, but Mum prevents

risk of future underarm odor.

checks perspiration odor

T. Safe for charm. Mum checks under-

arm odor, gives sure protection all day or

all evening.

2. Safe for skin. No irritating crystals.

Snow-white Mum is gentle, harmless to

skin.

3. Safe for clothes. No harsh ingredi-

ents in Mum to rot or discolor fine fabrics.

Economical, Mum doesn’t dry out in the

jar. Quick, easy to use, even after you’re

dressed.
• • •

For Sanitary Napkins—Mum is gentle, Safe,

dependable . . . ideal for this use, too.

THAT’S a smooth make-up job, Honey.

On you it should catch a man’s eye,

steal his heart.

But even tempting lips hold no lure ^
when a girl is guilty of underarm odor. So

J
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Larry and Betty: Enjoy-
ing his first recess from
the movies since he began
“The Jolson Story,” Larry
Parks is like a kid out of
school for a summer vaca-
tion. He and wife Betty
are busy fixing their small
house up Nichol’s Canyon
way.
The house began when

a flood swept one room of
a nearby house up on a
hillside and left it there.
When no one reported a
missing room, the people
who owned the property
simply built a little home
around the room and sold

it to Larry. The white dog
house in the rear belongs
to the setter given Betty

by the cast of “Call Me
Mister” when she left the
New York show for Holly-
wood. Betty, of course,
promptly named the dog
“Mister” and with his own
brush Larry has carefully
painted over the dog house
door “Mr. Mister.”

* * *

The Taylors: The separa-
tion between the parents
of sixteen -year -old Eliz-
abeth Taylor was caused
by disagreement over how
a teen-age daughter should
be brought up: The ques-
tion of dates with boys, of
how soon Elizabeth should
wear lipstick, what time she
should get in from dates^
and a dozen other similar

Photographs by

Tune in Cal’s Hollywood Tour—Monday through Friday 4.15 P.M. EDT
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problems that confront par-
ents of young girls.

Finally, realizing the wel-
fare and feeling of security
in a united home were more
important to Elizabeth than
any divided opinions con-
cerning her deportment, the
Taylors reunited and took
a house at Malibu.
More parents who face

the same problems can take
a lesson from the Taylors
and put a child’s first needs
first.

* * *

At the Moment: Bill
Eythe, discouraged over his

career, is off to New York
where he’ll marry Buff Cobb
(the ex-Mrs. Greg Bautzer)
at the home of her father,

singer Frank Chapman . . .

Vic Mature in New York
professes he’s lonely for
Hollywood but denies he
made any statement regard-
ing his future intentions
with Rita Hayworth. Vic
hasn’t any . . . The Anita
Colby-Skitch Henderson ro-
mance ends when Skitch
takes off for New York and
playing engagements in the
East . . . Mark Stevens,
stagging it at Jean Sablon’s
Ciro opening, dropped by
Cal’s table to report the
latest on his new son—and
Dick Haymes, joining in

from the next table, con-
fided their doctor predicts
he and Joanne may expect
twins soon.

Fink and Smith

P

Consult your newspaper for exact time and station in your community
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3 WAYS BETTER than
ordinary alcohol . .

.

J . Leaves the skin feeling

smoother, softer!

2. Helps protect against

"Alcohol Dry Skin"!

3. Makes massaging eas-

ier—feel the difference!

try new mifflin as an after-bath
rubdown for the youngsters—for your-
self. Splash it on freely! Ah-h . . . how
invigorating !

Please— don’t confuse New Mifflin
Rub with ordinary rubbing alcohol.
Dermium . . . Mifflin’s new “miracle
ingredient” . . . makes a difference you
feel instantly! Dermium aids in pre-
venting absorption of natural skin oils.

For the most exhilarating rubdown
you’ve ever enjoyed, try New Mifflin
with Dermium. Use it, too, to cleanse
nicks and cuts, and as a mild sickroom
antiseptic. Plain, and scented with Pine,
Wintergreen, Lilac or Lavender.
Don't just ask for"Alcohol". . . insist on genuine New

MIFFLIN

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

The National RubdownS

INSIDE

STUFF

%

Maria Montez and Jim Mitchell of True Story, at Ciro’s, where Jean

Sablon charmed with his songs in the French-American fashion

Beverly Hills Beachhead: This month
the New York division of Photoplay hit

our Hollywood shores. Spearheaded by
Meyer Dworkin, the man who as treas-

urer makes Macfadden Publications jin-

gle, and staunchly supported by New York
editor Helen Gilmore and Western editor

Joyce Moss, the party launched into a
gay round at Mocambo, hosted by Perry
Lieber, head of RKO publicity (they call

him “the genial genius”) with Jane
Greer, RKO’s brunette hope . . . Jerry
Asher, Photoplay writer, threw a stars-

at-home party just to prove Holly-
wood enjoys sitting around on the floor as
well as you do. There were Anne and
John Hodiak, the Zach Scotts, the Mark
Stevenses, John Dali and Helena Carter,
Cesar Romero in the flowing beard he
wears as Cortez in “Captain from Cas-
tile” and Glenn Ford in sideburns as “The
Man from Colorado.” On him they were
even becoming.

Meyer’s trip was a success when he
spent two hours and a half with his
favorite actor, Thomas Mitchell.

Speaking of Mitchell, Jim (The Smile)
Mitchell, True Story advertising director,
and his charming wife Florence, hit town
the following week. In their honor Maria
Montez and Jean Pierre Aumont gave a
delightful dinner in their home, sparked

by Peggy Cummins, the Seymour Neben-
zals, Jean Sablon (the French Sinatra)
and the lovely Lucita, Maria’s young
sister with her groom of five days, Jean
Vois, young French journalist. After-
wards the party moved to Ciro’s where
Sablon wrapped up all hearers in his
Paree version of “The Girl I Will Marree.”
Wait till you hear it!

Then there was the hospitable shindig
at Ruth Waterbury’s where Joe and Cath-
erine Dooher added a note of brightness
to the True Story contingent. Joan Craw-
ford was there with her electric greeting,
the Alan Ladds, Dan Duryea, the John
Lunds, the Macdonald Careys, Joan Caul-
field looking mighty lovely, and Bill

Eythe, about to shove off east for his
marriage to Buff Cobb. Helen Gilmore
told Sue and Alan the four-leaf clovers she
found at their ranch had already gone to
work. “Ladd’s luck” she’s going to call

everything that happens from here in.

Come again, kids!

Guy and Gail: We could hear sup-
pressed laughter outside our door. It

opened and Cal found himself engulfed
by Guy and Gail in holiday mood.

There’s downright freshness about the
youthful pair that radiates all the healthy
qualities of two (Continued on page 24)

Helen Gilmore, Photoplay Editor, and Meyer Dworkin, distinguished members of

the New York sweep on Hollywood, visit Ray Milland on set of “The Big Clock”
22



BARBARA DAVID

I STANWYCK -NIVEN
in the daring unpublished story by

|
ERICH MARIA REMARQUE

who wrote “Arch of Triumph’

i

Presented by

ENTERPRISE

STUDIOS

I RICHARD CONTE
I

GILBERT ROLAND -JOAN LORRING • LENORE AUBERT- MARIA PALMER

NATALIE SCHAFER • Screen Play by Ladislas Fodor and Harry Brown

Adapted from the short story "Beyond” by Erich Maria Remarque

|
“'"''ANDRE tie TOTH -a DAVID LEWIS Production

A UNITED ARTISTS RELEASE

—
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Insertion is easy with Fibs tampons . .

.

because Fibs have gently rounded ends.

You’ll see, when you switch to Fibs

and find at last— a tampon that’s easy
to use!

You scarcely know you’re wearing Fibs,

because "quilting” makes this tampon
really comfortable. You see, quilting

keeps Fibs from fluffing up to an uncom-
fortable size . . . which could cause
pressure, irritation or difficult removal.
Remember the tampon that’s quilted

for your comfort: Fibs.

3. "Quilted” Safety
Quilting adds to your peace of mind—
because it helps prevent cotton particles

from clinging to delicate internal tis-

sues— a Fibs safeguard women always
appreciate. Only Fibs are quilted for

your safety. So next month, switch to

Fibs for internal sanitary protection.

INSIDE

STUFF

Dinah Shore, A1 Jolson

mix moods oil Lux Show

Home and happy: Bob Taylor and Barbara

Stanwyck at welcome-home party given for

them by David Niven on the Enterprise lot

(Continued from page 22) young'sters in

love. They attempt neither sophistica-
tion nor blase indifference. “Isn’t she
beautiful, or am I crazy?” Guy kept ask-
ing Cal, and the way Gail looked at Guy
revealed she felt the same.
They were all over the place, in the

kitchen, in the icebox, like neighborhood
kids wbo come visiting.
“What do you do between pictures?”

we asked Guy. “Oh, go to the beach,”
he said. “Gail doesn’t like the ocean so
I hurry back and we sit in the sun. I

guess I just look after my little girl,” he
smiled with masculine pride.

Gail decided that what Cal needed
was a good oil painting of himself and
she was the one to do it, so without
quite knowing how, we found ourselves
posing for pencil sketches which Gail
will later transfer to canvas.
On Guy’s left hand he wore a wed-

ding ring. “When are you two kids going
to get married?” we said. Guy looked
down at his ring. “When she’ll have me,”
he said. “I’m ready when she is.”

So don’t be surprised at anything that
happens—and soon.

The Inside on the Clarks: “You’re go-
ing to dinner with Dane and me,” Margo
Clark said, “and no excuses.” But Cal
had already made plans to attend the

Jean Sablon opening at Ciro’s and had
to refuse. But we did learn the present
marital status between Margo and Clark.

Margo had returned from her estrange-
ment from Dane in New York to divorce
the actor. But once here, the couple
decided to try again, as Margo freely
admits she loves Dane and was in hope-
less despair without him. Dane loves
and needs Margo, too, so the pair decided
to reconcile.
But somehow things weren’t the same,

as is so often the case. Having relin-

quished a promising career as a pianist,
Margo now felt the need of individual
expression, of being the accomplished
person she was when Dane knew and fell

in love with her. So, after long talks, she
has decided to return to New York and
take some art and designing courses.
When Dane joins her in early summer
they will again discuss their still unde-
cided future, and perhaps go to Europe
together. Both are trying in an adult
way to adjust themselves to a reap-
proach to marriage. Cal sincerely hopes
it works out.

Romance First Hand: Handsome Mi-
chael North, who will disturb feminine
hearts when “The Unsuspected” is re-
leased, and the girl he adores, Audrey
Totter, dropped in for a cocktail. Mike
certainly doesn’t conceal his admiration
for Audrey. He laughed loudest at her
tales of her radio experiences, even above
the shouts of Glenn Ford, Kurt Kreuger
and Hurd Hatfield.

After the others (Continued on page 26 )
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Is that the kind of treatment a

pretty girl should get

when she’s off on

her vacation and

ready for romance?

Not if she’s a bright girl, it isn’t!

But Ginny isn’t very bright about some things . : ;

her breath, for example.

She has a little touch of halitosis (bad breath) from

time to time, and the boys have already spotted it.

She’s elected herself to the "Suicide Club”. . .

social suicide, that is. She’ll miss many a good time,

sit out many a dance, watch the moon rise alone

: . . and wonder why.

You, yourself, may not realize when you have halitosis

(unpleasant breath)*. So the smart thing to do

is to be extra careful about offending this way. And

by being "extra careful” we mean using Listerine

Antiseptic night and morning, and especially

before any date where you want to be at your best:

Almost instantly Listerine Antiseptic makes

your breath fresher, sweeter, less likely to of-

fend. Start the day and go to your date with a

wonderful feeling of greater assurance and fresh-

ness. Make Listerine Antiseptic a "must” every day:

It helps you to be at your best always.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri

s,

*While some cases of halitosis are of systemic origin, most cases,

say some authorities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny

food particles clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic
quickly halts such fermentation, then overcomes the odors fer-

mentation causes.

FOR ORAL HYGIENE LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
25
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$15 Cold Wave Formula

. . judged highest standard in lab tests

. . easy as putting your hair in curlers

. . conditions any hair, good for children

. . money back guarantee

developed by professional

hairdresser with 15 years'

know-how in permanent-

ing every kind of hairl

Inc. Fed. Tox

and mailing

charge

Eileen Home Cold Wave answers your

wish for hair beauty, permanently

yours . . . more economically, more

quickly, more easily than ever! Eileen

transforms your hair into glowing new
beauty . . . takes an hour or less at

home . . . easy-to-follow instructions

. . . lasts long as the finest profes-

sional waves! Don't wait! Send your

order today!

Coronet Beauty Products, Inc., Htfd. I, Conn.

Please send me Eileen Home Wave
Kits at $2 per kit (includes tax and

mailing costs).

I am enclosing $ ....

Name --

Address

City State —

INSIDE STUFF

European invasion: Feminine

hearts will pit-a-pat at Louis

Jourdan, Gallic star in “The

Paradine Case” (first pic here)

And Valli, Italian importa-

tion, “most beautiful woman
in Europe,” with Alfred

Hitchcock, picture’s director

( Continued from page 24) had left, and
Audrey, Mike and Cal had gone to dinner,

he told us that he’d been knocked cold

from the moment Audrey walked on the
set. “I’m really crazy about her but she
won’t take me seriously,” he said. We
could have told Mike that perhaps Au-
drey is more interested in a career at the
moment than romance. Anyway our con-
science hurt us a bit. Only that morning
we’d given Audrey’s phone number to
Cesar Romero who had met her once.

01^ well, we like both lads and Au-
drey too. So now we’ll see.

Cocktails and Art: It was a small party
for cocktails at Lady Mendl’s: Van and
Evie Johnson, Cal and Nelson Seabra of
Rio, Sir Charles and their house guest
Richard Ney. Later we were taken over
the house by Lady Mendl and came away
convinced this was the loveliest and most
ingeniously decorated of homes.
“My autographed book for you,” Lady

Mendl said and presented Cal with “Elsie
De Wolfe’s (her maiden name) Recipes
for Successful Dining,” which Lady
Mendl had had printed herself to be sold

for the needy of France. When we sug-
gested many of our readers would love

having the book, the author, who has
now left for France, suggested they write

to Gloria Bristol’s salon on Rodeo Drive,

Beverly Hills, California, for a copy
which costs three dollars, plus postage.

The next week Cal met Tony Duquette
at a swank exhibition of his work. He’s

the young artist Lady Mendl is spon-

soring and who created so many of the

beautiful things in her home.

Tyrone: “Come over to my dressing
room,” Tyrone Power had said. “I’ll meet
you there.”

In a suite, large as many an apartment
and tastefully furnished, we waited for
the actor to arrive from the “Captain
from Castile” set. Soon we heard his
voice as he entered the outer office and
went to meet him. In a few minutes
we were off to the studio cafe for
lunch.

Lloyd Nolan came over to ask Tyrone
if he minded if his luncheon guests came
over for his autograph. Without a mo-
ment’s hesitation, Ty went to their table,

was graciousness and kindness itself.

Back in his dressing room, Ty showed
us pictures of his South American trip

and smiled when we raved over his steam
cabinet, the beautiful radio-phonograph,
maple furniture, etc.

“A body could very well live here,”
we remarked. “A body may very well
have to if this body doesn’t get some-
where to live soon,” he laughed.

Ginny and Hyatt: Picking up Bob and
Cleatus Hutton we drove up the moun-
tain side to the beautiful new modern
home of Ginny Simms and Hyatt Dehn.
The cocktail party was in full swing
when we got there and after greeting the
hostess, we were taken upstairs by the
host to see the mirrored window that
permitted the couple to view their little

son asleep in his crib in the next room.
Howard Hughes sat down for a chat

and Bob and Mary Cummings proudly
showed us pictures of their son. Frances
Langford and (Continued on page 29)
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So spicy, so saucy, such a flattering red it’s wicked!

"Applecart”—the bright young thing to wear with

your sun-gold tan! You’ll love the provocative new

shade, "Pippin,” too— dark and delightfully attractive.

And the beauty of it is— all the new Cutex polishes

are so wonderfully well behaved.

New stay-on and-on-and-on ! Improved Cutex

can really take it—thanks to a highly talented ingredient

found only in the new Cutex. This wonder ingredient

defies chipping and peeling.

New drying speed! Try new Cutex on one hand

your old-time polish on the other, and clock-watch

them. You’ll he amazed—new Cutex dries so fast!

"Polished performance?”—now, more than ever, you

get it with Cutex. Northam Warren, New \ork.

NEW! NOW! LUSCIOUS CUTEX LIPSTICKS!

Yes, Cutex, the most popular name in nail

beauty ,now bringsyou beavenly new 1 ip bea uty

!

Creamy-smooth, alluringly lovely lipsticks in

shades that match or harmonize with your new

Cutex nails. Only 49^, at your favorite cos-

metic counter. —
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New

SHAMPOO

Guaranteed by%
Good Housekeeping

^‘‘^fMDVtBTlStO

At Last ! Tlie New

Miracle Shampoo

that lets your hair

New! Leaves your hair dazzling
as the stars! Take Miss Mayo’s advice.
Discover how new improved Drene’s richer,
creamier lather brings out all the glorious

’

brilliance now hidden by dulling soap film!

New! Never leaves hair dried out!
Proved superior in tests by hundreds of
women. New improved Drene does not dry
out hair. Instead, its richer, mellower
lather actually leaves your hair softer,

smoother, far easier to set, curl, and
arrange right after shampooing.

New! See and feel the difference,
instantly, in the way new Drene lathers
the way it brings out all the beauty of
}our hair! Ask for new Drene today.

I £

mmm

Never before DRENE
Could any shampoo perform ALL of these Beauty Miracles

Now! For All Types of Hair

New improved Drene is at your dealer’s now
ttlg fntniliar hlne-ni<t-vollow nneltair*. Marvelous hair condi tion ing action

Reveals ALL the lustre in your hair
Does net dry out hair

Leaves hair far easier to manage

Luxurious instant lather

Removes unsightly dandruff

No acid after-rinses needed
Flower-fresh fragrance



INSIDE STUFF

A cup of tea between friends: Ronald Reagan and Eleanor Parker, lovely ap-

pearing with him in film version of “Voice of the Turtle,” New York stage hit

(Continued from page 26) husband Jon
Hall stopped for a chat. Later Frances
and Ginny gave out with a duet while
Cary Grant and Skitch Henderson played.

After the party, the Huttons and Cal
dined at the Chanteclair where practi-

cally every booth was crowded with stars

listening to the wonderful music. A
combination Romanoff’s and Mocambo,
Bob called it. Still later, we all trekked
over to Slapsy Maxie’s to hear Joe Lewis
sing but Cal was so diverted by dancer
Johnny Coy’s convulsive laughter over
everything Lewis did, we forgot to listen

to the singer. Johnny had his cute wife
Babs out for their first evening’s fun
since their baby’s birth. He tells us
they’ll take the baby back to Montreal
to be christened by the same minister
who christened John.

Here and There: Frank Sinatra ig-

nored magazine writers at a press con-
ference, held a little late after all those
bombastic insults Frank has been hurl-
ing in the direction of the press. Or
maybe Frankie now needs the press on
his side since his arrest for socking
columnist Lee Mortimer . . . Difficult to
believe Mona Freeman, that precocious
teen-ager in “Dear Ruth,” is the wife of
Pat Nearney and will become a mother
in the fall . . . John Lund and his cute
wife Marie trekked to La Quinta in Palm
Springs for a rest and the first person
John ran into was Olivia de Havilland
who played his mother in “To Each His
Own.” The Lunds, Olivia and husband
Marcus Goodrich were a constant tennis
foursome . . . Alan Ladd is making his
first Technicolor film, “Whispering
Smith,” after ten years of acting and
doesn’t even need make-up due to the
deep tan acquired on his Valley ranch
. . . Creating a stir at “The Egg and I”
were Turhan Bey and Ava Gardner look-
ing soooo interested in each other.

Ohio to Castile: It’s a long jump from
a small farm in Ohio to Tyrone Power’s
leading lady in “Captain from Castile,”
but Jean Peters made it. And with the
picture over, months of location in

Mexico behind her, and multi-millionaire
Howard Hughes for a beau, Jean still

looks the farm-maid type.
The publicity boys at Twentieth came

running into Jim Reid’s office where we
were to meet Jean, with glamour poses
of Miss Peters to offset, we suppose, her
appearance off-screen which borders on
the dowdy. Like a deliberate challenge
to Hollywood, Miss Peters wears no
make-up, not even a vestige of lipstick
or powder. Her brown hair, uncombed
and uncurled, clung to one side of her
head, but her small brown eyes reveal
the intelligence within. Plainly, the
studio lads were embarrassed and seemed
ill at ease, but Cal quite frankly en-
joyed the experience and sensed instant-
ly the fact that here was a gal gone over-
board in her rebellion against any Holly-
wood demands.

After her freshman years at the Uni-
versity of Michigan, Jean went back to
her native Ohio. She won the campus
popularity contest at Ohio State, which
won her a movie test and a contract at
Twentieth. “Captain from Castile” was
her first movie assignment.

Outside Canton, Ohio, where Jean was
born, she led a wonderful life as a child

with orchards to play in, church festivals

to attend, and a seven-acre farm to roam
over. She still knits and tats but can’t
dance—at least not the ballroom kind.

She’d better be as good on the screen as
one hears if she is to maintain that rug-
ged individualism. For heavens sake, Cal
keeps wondering, what must Tyrone and
Howard Hughes think of it all, or is she
merely trying to emulate Howard’s ap-
pearance? As for us, we like it and
Jean. ’Pears like she really has some-
thing.

Viva Mexico: A brand new friendship
has developed between Evelyn Keyes and
Lauren Bacall through the interests of
their husbands, both in Mexico making
“Treasure of the Sierra Madre.”
Evelyn and Lauren planned to fly to-

gether to Mexico to visit Humphrey Bo-
gart and John Huston. The girls shopped
for all kinds of vacation clothes and
when Evelyn had to return sooner than
the others for “The Mating of Millie
McGonigle,” she brought back dozens of
Mexican sandals.
The two couples had a wonderful time

on location and expect to take up where
they left off when they all get back to
Hollywood.

You keep adorable with Jergens Dryad,

a new kind of cream deodorant. Already

approved by leading skin specialists, new
Dryad actually prevents underarm odor

safely, helps check perspiration more
daintily. A secret ingredient keeps it face-

cream-smooth to the bottom of the larg-

est jar. Dryad is harmless to clothing—has

a more luxurious fragrance. Preferred by

fastidious women everywhere. Stay sweet

to caress with Dryad. 10 <t, 25^, 50^.

DRYAD
New Kind of Cream Deodorant — by Makers

of Jergens Lotion

FREE: GIFT JAR — so you can try this

new kind of cream deodorant — free.

Simply fill out and mail coupon to:

Box 57, Cincinnati 14, Ohio

Your name .

Address

City State
p

(Paste coupon on penny postcard if you wish.)

(Print name, address plainly . . . Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only).
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Starring

PEGGY ANN GARNER
EDMUND GWENN
REGINALD OWEN

CHARLES IRWIN

From the

producers of

"Smoky”
and "My

Friend Flicka"

Directed by luuio rvmb Produced by I\UDlI\I dAooLlK
Screen Ptay by Jerome Cady Based on the Novel by Alfred Ollivant

CENTURY-FOX
ACTION HIT!



BY

RUTH

WATERBURY

It’s three on a mountain-top for

Jeanne Crain now that little Paul

has come to live with her and big Paul

T an hour after dawn on Easter Sunday
the phone rang in a flower-bedecked room
in Los Angeles Queen of the Angels Hos-

pital.

It was all wrong that the phone should have

been jangled at that hour—and one of those

flukes that exactly that moment the nurse had

stepped out on some errand. The doctor had left

—but the whole hospital understood that. He had

had a tough night—delivering four babies since

ten p.m.

The beautiful girl in the bed, still drowsy from

anesthesia, reached out a hand and held the re-

ceiver close to her ear.

“The report is out that Jeanne Crain’s baby has

been bom,” a man’s voice said. “Can you tell

me if that’s true?”

“Yes, it’s true.”

“Boy or girl?”

“A boy. Seven pounds and fifteen ounces.”

“Did they name him yet?”

“Oh, yes. Paul Frederick Brinkman Jr.”

“How’s the mother?”

“Oh, she’s fine. And the baby—he’s simply

perfect.”

“Thanks,” said the reporter, and hung up, so

excited about getting his scoop that he never

realized that he had talked to Jeanne Crain her-

self.

As for Jeanne, she hung up, and didn’t even

know she had held the conversation—or with

whom. She just went back to sleep again. But

that was how it happened that the news of her

baby’s birth made the papers less than an hour

after the proud and adoring father was allowed

upstairs into the room.

They laugh about that now, Jeanne and Paul, as

they camp with Paul (Continued on page 89)
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Are you one of those who thought Holly-

wood was ungrateful in fighting the Fans’

Convention? If so, you should read this

I
S Hollywood inhospitable to the

fans who support it? Is Holly-

wood being rude to the Interna-

tional Fan Club League which

wants to hold a convention in

honor of the stars?

On the other hand:

Is there a good reason why the fans

shouldn’t meet in Hollywood and see their

favorites? Would it be dangerous to turn a

national convention of fans loose in Holly-

wood? Could the studios sponsor or co-

operate with such a convention?

Hollywood has been unhappily aware of

the fact that it was sitting on top of a first-

class volcano. It all began last November
with Mrs. Ellen E. Roufs, President of the

International Fan Club League. Mrs. Roufs

operates a mimeographing service and was
launched in this business by the fan club

she formed for James Stewart six years ago.

Subsequently, she formed other clubs to

which she extended her mimeographing

service. Then, last November, Mrs. Roufs

had an idea. Then and there she put it into

effect. She sent bulletins to the presidents

of the five hundred member clubs of the In-

ternational League suggesting a Hollywood

convention during the month of June. Mrs.

Roufs hoped, she stated, to hold a dance at

which the stars would be present, to take

fans through the studios, to have the stars

present at a tea and open forum. And she

vlanned, she announced, to use the Masonic
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Temple for a convention hall and to hold a

dinner party at Ciro’s.

She told the 500 club presidents of the

League that they would have to make their

own hotel reservations in advance and that

the fee for attendance at the convention

would be twenty dollars per person.

Unaware of any of this, Hollywood went

its usually hectic, but comparatively calm,

way. Until last February. In February

Mrs. Roufs sent her publicity man, Ned
Crawford, well-known in Hollywood, to

the two motion picture studio associations,

the Association of Motion Picture Pro-

ducers and the Society of Independent

Motion Picture Producers, to ask for studio

cooperation. Envisioning a full-dress affair

with enormous national publicity, Mr.

Crawford suggested that the producers

contribute $4,000 to assure the convention’s

success.

It was at this point that dismay, frustra-

tion and bitterness set in and a national

hullabaloo began to pop. For the producers

said no. They ' said it very firmly. They
explained such a contribution would make
them legally and morally responsible for

the convention. They pointed out Los

Angeles was in the throes of a pretty

frightening crime wave . . . that Mrs. Roufs

had made no arrangements for chaperon-

ing, supervising or protecting the hundreds

of visitors she had invited to California.

The producers (Continued on page 119)
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George Sanders, the man who said he

hated women, is learning too late what one

woman—his wife—really meant to him

By

Harriet Eaton

G
EORGE SANDERS, the most mysterious and
close-mouthed actor in Hollywood, who con-

vinced many people he meant all the cynical

things he has said about women, has broken his

ten-year silence because of the break-up of his

marriage. After a secret courtship followed by

seven years of an equally secret marriage, his wife

suddenly left him last December.

“I didn’t give, you see,” George told a friend. “I

only took.”

This does not sound remotely like the George

Sanders about whom Hollywood has puzzled ever

since his arrival from England ten years ago. De-

pending upon the point of view, he has been called

a difficult personality and a provocative person-

ality ... a bitterly scathing talker and a brilliant

talker. And always he has hidden his innermost

feelings; frequently with a curt, “That’s none of

your business.”

No more, however. Today he says: “Since the

break-up of my marriage, friends have tried to

Elsie Sanders discovered waiting

/

console me by saying there are as good fish in the

sea as ever came out of it . . .

“I wonder about that ... I really wonder . .

His friends are amazed at the change in him.

Not many are his friends, actually, for during his

years in Hollywood he has gone out of his way not

to make friends. He has been very frank about this

too. “I am always rude to people, I’m afraid,” he

told a writer whom he had just met. “I don’t put

on the prop smile and oblige. I just look frightfully

busy. I am not a sweet person. I am a disagree-

able person.”

However, George’s few friends insist it was not

because of any wish to be disagreeable that he kept

his wife in the background—and so finally lost her.

He did this, they say, rather out of his love for her.

He wished her to stay the way she was—simple,

unaffected, truly a woman. When he left the studio

for home he wanted her to be waiting for him,

bringing him everything a man could ask for:

Serenity, peace, (Continued on page 70)
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A dream finally realized, Rita

boards SS Veendam for Europe

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

•gjttiE you going to marry David Niven
^^^after you divorce Orson Welles?”

VHV I put the question straight to Rita

Hayworth. I am never one to quibble with

my friends even when the question is as deli-

cate as this rude poser.

“How can you ask such a ridiculous ques-

tion?” Rita asked me. “Of course I am not.

I am young. I like to go out. I like to have
dinner with my friends, but I am not thinking

of marrying anyone right now.

“David was lonely,” she went on. “He
had lost his beautiful young wife. He has

two motherless boys and, as a mother, I can

appreciate his problem. I like David and

admire him tremendously. I think right now
we are good for each other. But because

you leave your husband is no reason you

have to marry immediately.”

“Then, you won’t marry again,” I persisted.



£Photof)lay s headline reporter hrealcs the

silence ihai couId be AGord from ^t '> Ilyicood to J

/

Q/o^ tvhen dPita ayworth left (Prson Q0elles
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$ita ^J^ayworth, flying high in <2)<9tn9 nir to ffarth

Scott
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Cropped and

blonde for “Lady

from Shanghai” at

daughter Rebecca’s

birthday party

Its like This. LOVEUA...

“Certainly, I’ll marry again. I

love a home and I would hate to

think that I would have to spend all

my days alone in the future. But I

am in no hurry to marry. I have

had two husbands and I am not yet

thirty. The next time must be the

right one.”

I talked with Rita in New York,

the day before she sailed for

Europe where, as a guest of the

Army, she was to visit and enter-

tain soldiers. She had not yet recov-

ered from the heartache she knew
over the dissolution of her marriage.

But she had, nevertheless, taken

hold of herself.

I found our interview strangely

reminiscent of one I did with Rita

for Photoplay the first time she left

Orson Welles. Then I asked her if

she expected to marry Tony Martin.

And she was as vehement in her

denials as she is now about David
Niven. However, her dates with

Tony were in the open, at night

clubs where they danced as beau-

tifully as any pair I ever saw.

(Continued on page 81)

Mother first, then artist: Rita at party with Rebecca and,

on her knee, Lana Turner’s daughter Cheryl Christine Crane
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Greg always has insisted that

Uncle Charlie was the only one in his family

who ever knew where he was going

BY DEE LOWRANCE

L
IKE the late Tammany politician, Big Tim Sulli-

van, Gregory Peck works on the theory that he

doesn’t care what is printed about him, as long

as his name is spelled right.

He’s adopted this philosophy out of necessity, not

out of choice.

“Lesson number one I’ve learned in my three and

a half years in Hollywood,” he explained, “is to say

‘It doesn’t matter’ to whatever is printed about me.

I’ve learned to mean it, too.

“Every profession has its- hazards. Doctors lose

patients, lawyers get adverse court decisions. An
actor must plan on seeing the unexpected, even

the untrue, about his personal and professional life

appear in print.”

Because he is honest, and natural, Gregory Peck
has had more trouble than a lot of Hollywood

poseurs. Around the studios they tell of one of his

early interviewers, a lady with fixed ideas of her

own. She was looking for a combination of John
Barrymore, Sir Henry Irving and Basil Rathbone.

She opened the interview with: “Oh, that beautiful

voice of yours, Mr. Peck— (Continued on page 118)

Four Pecks make a bushel of fun: Greg,

sons Stephen and Jonathan, and Greta.

Greg is also starred in “Duel in the Sun”
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Gene Tierney’s initials give her away. They’re clues

to her divorce, why she left Hollywood, what’s ahead

BY ELSA MAXWELL

4

G
ENE TIERNEY looks as sophisticated as pink cham-

pagne and as exotic as Scheherazade. But she’s as

simple as the New England countryside in which

she grew up and as much fun as Brooklyn where she

was born.

All of which explains why Gene left Hollywood ex-

actly seven days after the Los Angeles Superior Court

granted her divorce from Oleg Cassini.

“You feel so lonely when you’re divorced,” she said.

“You wonder if you’ll ever be able to care that much
again—or have that much to give anybody else.”

Gene, of course, could have remained in Hollywood.

Any one of a dozen attractive men I might name would
have been delighted to be in constant attendance. She
could have gone dancing at all the smartest places. She
would have been invited to swim in the biggest pools.

She would have been a desired (Continued on page 112)

Sparkling as New Eng-

land in spring—Gene

is the co-star of “The

Ghost and Mrs. Muir”

Gene knew her lines and

Rex Harrison his—so they

join forces to put Rum-
my through his paces

A new slant on the “merry

widow”—Gene in a demure

mood, on set between shots
Powolny
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And your guides are on hand to welcome you to

the City of the Angels—Larry Parks and wife

Betty Garrett, recently arrived from New York

You’ll find Los Angeles a potpourri,

made up of Mexico, China and Kansas,

U.S.A. This is entrance to New Chinatown

All aboard! Photoplay’s own super-

sensational, terrific tour of Cinema-

land-on-the-Pacific is about to begin

If you come by train, your gateway to

Hollywood is the colorful Union Station

on a plaza where lazy oxen browsed when

Los Angeles was a sleepy Spanish pueblo



Pictures by Fink and Smith

T
HE road to romance—for sixty mil-

lion people in the United States who
go to the movies—is the road to

Hollywood. So, what’s the next best thing

to going there? Photoplay’s Hollywood

Tours, personally conducted by your favor-

ite stars.

The highway to Hollywood begins at the

rambling, Spanish-colonial Union Station.

The pride of Los Angeles, it was built in

1937 (seventy-five trains a day, 10,000 to

15,000 passengers arriving and leaving).

Next, past colorful Olvera Street, as Mex-
ican as Mexico City, with ever-intriguing

Chinatown nearby. Then on to Sunset

Boulevard.

Hills polka-dotted with pastel houses

—

Columbia Pictures, (Continued on page 86)

A row of palms waves a royal welcome to

the Beverly Hills Hotel. The lovely large

swimming pool is a place to relax

—

and scrutinize some world famous figures

Alone at last at the Beverly Hills.

Beauty and The Feet—it’s been a

strenuous day—and Larry’s too weary

even to help wife Betty unpack



Guy was only seven, but in some des-

perate way he knew he had been

put to the test—and failed

BY DOROTHY DEERE

H
E STOOD with scared eyes fastened to the criminal

evidence spread on the floor. He was seven years

old and dressed in khaki shorts that hung loosely on

his bony little hips.

The words of the nurse made hissing sounds in the

shower-room. “Someone hasn’t been eating their

bread—” she was saying sternly, pointing to the un-
rolled napkin, spilling its stiffening bread-crusts to public

gaze ...

“Someone doesn’t care if he gets strong and healthy

or not—” the nurse was accusing. “And—what’s much
worse—someone has been being sneaky about it!”

Silence rode the ranks of the dozen small boys lined up
against the wall. Only the drip-drip of a faucet dared in-

trude on the shameful sound of that word “sneaky.” It was
a new word to the vocabulary of young Bob Moseley

(later to become famous as Guy Madison) and he instant-

ly decided he wanted no further connection with it. . . .

Of course, everyone at the health resort knew it was

a sin not to eat the four helpings of everything served

to them each day. It was just that young Bob preferred

his own method for a balanced diet. By rolling up his

day’s ration of bread or toast and stuffing it into his shorts,

to be thrown away after mealtime, (Cont’d on page 93)
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I

S BELIEVE in personal check-ups. Life seems to

{
be a series of check-ups, whether it’s the dentist,

I the doctor or the last time the oil was changed in

*« the family car.

What more important than a little checking up

—

and down—with yourself? Find out what is want-
ing . . . and what you yourself want.

What about this girl Caulfield? Am I reasonably

happy? What do I expect from my film future, and

what can I do about getting it?

I’m a lucky girl. A very lucky girl. But what
assurance have I that there will be blue skies from

now on? Would the odds be better if I had strug-

gled and starved?

I came to Hollywood three years ago from the

cast of a hit Broadway show, “Kiss and Tell.” In

three years I’ve starred in two pictures with Bing

Crosby, one with Bob Hope, danced in a film with

Fred Astaire, and worked with prize people like

Claude Rains and Bill Holden, with whom I co-star

in the Paramount production, “Dear Ruth.” Then
add to this the privilege of being directed by that

great artist, director Mike Curtiz.

And for all of it I can take little or no credit.

I’ve had help, great help, from every star I’ve

worked with. At all times I’ve had the full backing

of my studio, and particularly that of the Paramount
publicity personnel who have publicized Caulfield

into a “name” in an (Continued on page 78)

BY JOAN CAULFIELD
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Q0hat to Jo about (Saulfeld ?. I/}

frst=*f>erson chech=uf> of that time ahead when

head and heart say yes to romance
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My RomanceWith

Sidney Skolsky and Evelyn Keyes:

Nice work if you can get it

The “affair” was going strong

until her husband came

along—now it’s just a memo

for a columnist’s notebook

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

UNDERSTAND,” said Sidney Skolsky, the

columnist, to Sidney Skolsky, the producer,

“that you know Evelyn Keyes very well. That

you had a romance with her.”

“How you talk!” said the producer. “And what dif-

ference does it make if I did?”

“Ah, you admit it,” said the columnist. “I just want
to ask you a few questions because I am doing an

article on her.”

That’s the difference between a columnist and a

producer. A columnist leans back and asks questions.

A producer leans forward and answers them.

“And what do you want to know?” asked the pro-

ducer, leaning forward.

“I want to know how the romance started,” said the

columnist, leaning back and rather powerfully pleased.

“But in telling me about the romance, I want you to

reveal everything about Evelyn Keyes.”



Scot t
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Advice on the hanging—of an Indian mask. Beauteous

Evelyn, an ardent collector, and husband John Huston

The Hustons and family: Jennifer, their Kerry blue

named for Jennifer Jones, and Willie the Airedale

John is a famous director and writer—Evelyn an actress. They only kibitz at home

L
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John lovingly examines Oaxaca ceremonial candle-

stick and Evelyn gives points on Mexican ceramics

My RomanceWitk

veliftt
' )"{ eyes

There wasn’t anything to do but tell him. The
producer started. “Our acquaintance really began

just before ‘The Jolson Story’ went into produc-

tion. I was the producer of that picture, you know.
Well, I wanted to make certain that Evelyn was
the type to play Mrs. A1 Jolson and so I began

to instruct her and coach her in the part.”

“But don’t you think that A1 Jolson would have

been better qualified for that task?” asked the

columnist.

“Gee, a producer has to do something,” said the

producer, “and besides it appeared like such nice

work.”

The producer started again. “Evelyn Keyes hails

from Port Arthur, Texas, and the date is Novem-
ber 20, 1919. She moved to Atlanta, Georgia, when
she was a youngster and she considers this her

home town. She is five feet four inches tall, weighs

112 pounds, has brown eyes and blonde hair.”

Her full name is Evelyn Louise Keyes. In the

beginning she used to sign (Continued on page 96)

They’re Mr. and Mrs., their home is in Tar-

zana, California, and bussing is international
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\gf \J HAT happens when two male

stars come to New York City for a

few weeks of business and fun?

What happens when these two stars

are Peter Lawford and Frank Sina-

tra? What happens if these two are

together?

What happens?—Everything! Pull

up a ringside chair and have a look!

Peter and Frankie were in Man-
hattan to do some scenes for their

new co-starring M-G-M picture, “It

Happened in Brooklyn” . . . but that’s

beside the point. Most of the scenes

in their trip happened in real life.

And everything turned into an ad-

venture. Take something as simple

as deciding to go out to buy shoes.

“We’ll go to my favorite shoe

shop,” Frank told Peter.

“Oke,” said Peter. They set out

from the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,

whistling in harmony.

It was a rainy afternoon, and

hardly a figure moved on the wet

streets as they rode in a taxi to the

shoe store at 47th Street and Madi-

son Avenue. Only one rain-soaked

boy noticed them as they got out of

the taxi and went into the shop.

They sat ( Continued on page 83)

Straight-from-the-shoulder talk: Frank Sinatra and Pete Lawford
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They came, they saw—but the crowds con-

quered those slickers from the flickers when

they went to work on Brooklyn Bridge

BY ELEANOR HARRIS

Pete signs on the line for Sinatra fans—and

Frank took messages for Peter at the hotel

Peter Lawford, Frankie

and Jimmy Dnrante in “It

Happened in Brooklyn”

Not a barber-shop trio.

Bat Frankie, Kathryn

Grayson and Pete all

warble in same picture
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3 Wishes

E
STHER WILLIAMS is in the small

kitchen of her small house. She is

wearing a two-piece swim suit. Her

feet are bare. And the ends of her hair

are wet. She stirs something in a big

black pot on the gas range, takes a sip,

nods, her head and says, “I had a ham

bone and I made pea soup—try it.”

This is Esther Williams, the All-American Girl

—at home. Usually you see Esther all dressed

up—or all undressed up, on a lavish studio set,

or at a glittering party. But after spending a day

with Esther in her own home, you understand for

the first time why she is a prime favorite with

movie audiences all over the world. The whole-

someness that you see on the screen is not acting.

It’s as real as a sunny day in California. Or—

a

better metaphor—it’s as real as Esther Williams.

The house shared by Esther and her husband,

Ben Gage, is the clue to her personality. Esther

bought the house two years ago when she was

working in “Easy to Wed.” And when Don Loper,

Hollywood’s famous designer of everything from

hats to houses, heard about it he said to Esther,

“I hear you’ve got a new house.” “Yes,” replied

Esther, “and I’m so happy.” (Continued on page 116)

COVER GIRL

It’s a gala time for Esther,

starring in “Fiesta”

Esther and her pnp take

their places in Paul

Hesse’s heart—sand style
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That engaging Mrs. Gage who

didn’t want to be president, a movie star

or even Photoplay’s Cover Girl

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Snuggle-bug Esther waits for ol’ man Sun

Finale: Being a cover girl has its points, decides Esther, as she takes the pose that puts her on the cover

mmmmmumBaMeism SffiBfeWFi mm '
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PHOTOLIFE OF

J[zalkfl Scott

there was a little girl who
set her heart on becoming a

great actress. Her mother dis-

approved, but what mother can

withstand a pretty daughter who
goes around for weeks repeating:

“It’s drama school, or nothing!”

So, Lizabeth Scott came to New
York to study at the Alviene

School of Drama and, believe it or

not, turned down all the adoring

young men who wanted to take her

to dinner at 21, late suppers at the

Persian Room, or dancing on a

starlit roof.

She had work to do. She had a

dream that had to be forged into

reality.

And—like the tale of Cinderella

—this ends on a happy note. Judg-

ing by the acclaim of Mr. and Mrs.

Moviegoer, Lizabeth Scott’s dream
has become a reality.

BY LYNN PERKINS
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2. When she was in high school in Scranton, Pennsylvania,

Lizabetli, in love with a medical student, boned up on medi-

cine. She believed in “talking to your love about his love”

4. Tired of waiting for a chance at “Talu’s” part, she quit

to model hats—which she hates. Then a frantic stage direc-

tor recalled her—and she returned to score in Tallulah’s role

3. Her first job after drama school

was in a road show of “Hellzapoppin.”

“Charming nonsense,*’ says Liz. Next

she understudied Tallulah Bankhead

in Broadway’s “Skin of Our Teeth”
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PHOTOLIFE OF

5. Her fashion modeling and a photo in Harper’s

Bazaar brought a phone call from the coast. Lizabeth

wound up at Warners’ with a contract, paycheck—but

no work. She read scripts and scripts, nary a part

7. The movie public first saw Lizabeth with Bob

Cummings in “You Came Along.” As an opening

gun it was terrific. Movie-goers said “Great Scott!”

—21

6. When Hal WaUis left Warners’ to form his own

company, he remembered Lizabeth Scott—her voice,

her looks. She was the first personality he signed

8. Off the screen she indulges in her tomboy streak

—goes in for such sports as ocean fishing. Her

love of the outdoors is reflected in her personality



9. Another notch in the gun for Lizabeth when she

was starred with Humphrey Bogart in “Dead

Reckoning.” Bogie met a fair match in Siren Liz

10. But starring with Bogie wasn’t the ultimate.

Liz will next be seen in Paramount’s “Desert Fury”

with lady-killers Burt Lancaster and John Hodiak

11. Home—a cozy, comp'act two-room apartment

in Beverly. The girl who set her heart on becom-

ing a great actress has caught up with her dream
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KELLY
CAPERS

Take one Irishman, one

statue and one pair of dancing

shoes—mix thoroughly for

a mid-summer daydream

Gene, star of “Living

in a Big Way,” looks askance.

The pose is pretty.

But can she dance?

Inspired by Gene’s apache clothes,

She plays Carmen with a rose



Chris, the dog, lends orchestration

To this dreamy situation

With Kelly on a dancing spree

—

Fame rests lightly on her knee
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Starbeams : Sister Karen’s keen about Donna

And a wonderful

time for the author, who

starts out a reporter

and finishes a poet

Donna, of “Green Dolphin Street,” is a home movie fan

Donna and husband Tony at Haver wedding—that’s Jane’s mother
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D
ONNA MULLENGER, bom in Iowa, the principal

crops of which are corn and beautiful women,
was thrice selected a queen.

“Which is quite understandable.”

This is the unbiased view of no less an authority

than debonair Tony Owen. Mr. Owen is in the envi-

able position of knowing. He is her husband.

Tony looks the way a guy named Tony ought to

look. His hair and eyes are black, his hide the tan

of saddle leather; he’s athletic, horsey and he looks

right in tobacco tweed.

Darksome Tony is a setting for the topaz sparkle

of Donna who doesn’t care awfully for the name
Reed or know how in Metro she got it. She thinks

probably it was given her under ether by Bill Grady,

the casting director.

Donna’s hair and eyes are autumn brown. When
laughing her eyes fizz with golden bubbles like fresh

churned cider; her nose tilts and her lips part wide

for a dazzle you seldom get from beauties not of

African ancestry. (Miss Mullenger’s ancestors were
Irish and Queens no doubt.) It’s not royalty but

nature you think of when gazing on Donna. She
has the shimmer of rippling streams full of rainbow

trout. You can hear the meadow larks and sniff the

goldenrod, and goldamed near write poetry good as

Walt Whitman’s.

Mr. Owen was stricken on first sight of her.

“What a radiantly beautiful girl—and a lady,” he

said to himself breathing hard. A second later he

had a psychic flash. “I am going to marry her.”

Mr. Owen was shocked severely by the flash.

“It can’t be,” he said. “It can’t happen. Not to old

Pop Owen.”
He had no idea who the vision was.

“She is Donna Reed,” (Continued on page 87)

Airing “A Wonderful Life”—Donna and Jimmy Stewart

Donna takes the high notes while Karen waits her cue
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Blue-eyed Virginia Mayo,

the twinkling star of

“Out of the



On city streets—in summer stock—or on

a playa in Havana, keep it simple and your

performance will win you encores

BY ANITA COLBY
Photoplay9* Beauty Editor

A sip to the wise: Virginia believes in sunrays, but shade too A fine fence for a pretty foil

“SUMMERTIME and the livin' is

easy . .
.”

And that, gals, should be our

theme song for the summer—plus

the motto, “Take it easy!” To suit

actions to words, we should nut

down on everything—clothes, food,

and work. If we do this, we’re

bound to be summer-glamour-gals!

Let me introduce my model beach

beauty right now—Virginia Mayo,
one of the most gorgeous blondes

the sun shines on. What’s her sum-
mer recipe?

“Keep it simple,” said she. “By
which I mean your clothes, your

hair-do, your meals and your activi-

ties. Be stripped for hot weather

in every way, including mentally.

But then,” she added, “I have a

special theory about the summer. I

think it’s the time when every girl

can be more relaxed, comfortable,

happy and attractive than any other

time of the year. Why, I’ve worked
out a summer system myself, based

on my theory!”

That’s all (Continued on page 110)
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Photoplay’s gay gadabout reports

on the foolish little things with which the

stars win “double takes”

BY EDITH GWYNN
Photoplay's Reporter-about-town

IT’S those precious little details, subtle or otherwise,

those extra stitches—which make the differ-

ence between the accepted fashion, the “usual thing,” and

ect that combines the last word in chic and

becoming-ness. I’ve always thought

this applies not only to a dress or costume

as a whole—but in the matter of accessories.

Like bothering to 3ee that a

bag, shoes or gloves really match each other,

or the dress they’re being worn with,

instead of settling for something that “goes with it.”

I saw proof of this in the absolutely

dreamy ensemble that Joan Fontaine wowed

forty-nine other gals with at the

lovely luncheon and baby shower

that Mrs. Lee Bowman gave for Constance Moore.

There wasn’t one meow for Joan’s suit that

looked like a knitted job, but

actually was made of strips of silk woven together

to look like striped wool. It was of bright

canary (Continued on page 107)

an
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New! Blush-cleanse your hice ~/()r
r
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See it give your skin:

—an instant clean-fresh look

—an instant softer, silkier feel

—a lovely blush of color

SEE RESULTS TONIGHT —
with this new blush-cleansing

with Pond’s Cold Cream.

BLUSH-CLEANSE — Rouse
face with warm water. Dip deep

into Pond’s Cold Cream. Swirl

it over your receptively moist,

warm skin in little creamy “en-

gagement ring” circles up over

your face and throat. Tissue off.

BLUSH-RINSE — Swirl about

25 more creamy Pond’s circlets

over your face. Tissue well.

Tingle with cold water. Blot drv.

CLEAN, SOFT, GLOWING —
your face will feel ! Pond’s demul-

cent action softens, loosens dirt

and make-up— helps free your

skin ! Every night, this full blush-

cleansing. Every morning, a once-

over blush-cleansingwith Pond's

!

She’s Lovely

!

She uses Ponds

!

Miss Eleanor Painter, recently introduced to

Philadelphia society by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Herbert J. Painter, is engaged to Mitchell Wing
Beardsley of Narberth, Pa. During the war he flew

a P-51 in China in the A.A.F.

Miss Painter’s profile is cameo-perfect, and her

eyes darkly hazel under winged brows. Her com-

plexion has a soft and fresh-as-a-dewy-rose look

that is the lovely reward of lovely care. A Pond’s

"blush-cleanse” is her conscientious beauty rou-

tine. "It feels blissful,” she says, "and leaves my
skin so clean-fresh and extra soft.”

Have the Pond’s "blush-cleansed” look! Get a

big jar of Pond’s Cold Cream today. Blush-cleanse

your face with Pond’s tonight!

HER RING

—

a beautiful diamond

set high and round,

a baguette deep-set

on either side

Eleanor Painter gives her luminous complexion Pond’s blush-cleanse care

Engagement Diamonds and Pond’s! Round diamonds like Eleanor Painter’s;

a pointed marquise; emerald-cut diamonds, shining clear as ice!

w/io we

VIRS. GEORGE J. GOULD, JR. THE LADY DAPHNE STRAIGHT

MRS. JOHN A. ROOSEVELT

MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL, III MRS. ERNEST L. BIDDLE

MRS. WILLIAM RHINELANDER STEWART

THE DUCHESS DE RICHELIEU VISCOUNTESS MOUNTBATTEN
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Too Well Remembered

(Continued, from page 35) reality in place

of competition and artificiality.

There is no doubt that Elsie, loving

George devotedly, did wait upon him and

do everything in her power to please him

and to meet his every mood. . .

Until that day just before Christmas

when George came home to discover that

Elsie would be waiting for him no longer.

She was tired, apparently, of waiting for

him and waiting on him. She was leaving.

She made her announcement as she

packed. And completely taken by surprise,

he argued with her for hours . . . while

she methodically continued her packing,

called a taxi and drove away.

It now seems unbelievable that a famous

star could court and marry a girl under

the nose of Hollywood—and yet have no-

body know about it. It seems particularly

hard to believe when you realize that the

girl was also in the acting profession. Yet

that is what happened. Eight years ago,

when George had been a Hollywood resi-

dent for two years, he met Elsie Poole—

whose professional name was Susan Larson.

He met her inevitably, on the Twentieth

Century-Fox lot, where both were acting.

Elsie was a quiet, unpretentious girl w;ho

had never been away from home, which

was Hollywood. She had grown up there,

gone to Hollywood High School, and had

drifted into the factory work of her home
town—which was acting in the movies.

She had achieved no eminence at all when
she met the big, handsome, much-traveled

Englishman. And their courtship certainly

received no eminence. George saw to that.

They were never seen out together—not

even riding in the same car, not even walk-

ing, not even talking at the studio. This ao-

solute privacy was achieved by their driv-

ing separately to a meeting place—often the

boat on which he was then living, which

was in Santa Monica harbor. Throughout

this time George continued the Sanders

pattern of living. Take his method of lunch-

ing at the studio commissary, for instance.

Although every other actor ate with studio

friends, George ate prominently alone, with

a magazine or book propped up in front

of him. And when he left the studio at the

day’s end, he vanished as completely as if

the earth had swallowed him. So did Elsie.

They married in the same complete se-

crecy—and by the simple device of doing

it openly. Instead of a hurried flight to

Arizona, they saved time, trouble (and all

notice) by strolling into the Hollywood

Methodist Church on the sunny afternoon

of October 27th, 1940. George said to the

Reverend Mr. Glenn Phillips, “Will you

marry us?”—and he did. It was as simple

as that. On the following day, Elsie quietly

resigned from her acting duties at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox—and seemed to resign

from the face of the earth.

But not George. He continued going his

usual way. During the next two years an

occasional rumor started that he was in

love with somebody—maybe even married.

When people asked him that question, he

gave them one of the two Sanders treat-

ments: Either he snapped, “That’s none of

your business,” or he closed his eyes in a

sudden cat-nap that terminated any fur-

ther talk completely.

To further throw up a concealing smoke-

screen he even went out publicly now and

then, with lovely actresses. And he talked

freely on his views on women, none of them

fervent. “I do not spoil women,” he said

on one occasion. “I am not what is known
as ’attentive.’ I do not send flowers, gifts.

I do none of these things because I have

found it isn’t necessary. I am saving all

that for when I am an old man and have

to.” Always, however, whatever he said,

whatever he did, he managed to be inter-

esting and tantalizing.

Take an interview with him in a

Photoplay in which he said: “Men have

proven themselves supreme in all the arts

and crafts; therefore I see no reason why
women should presume to equality with us.

Women often (Continued on page 72)

C.t 3n JL S,wim

Paste it on the back

of q penny postcard.

Then mail it to:

Color Portrait Editor

Photoplay

205 East 42nd St.

New York 17. N. Y.

Man

Woman

My Name *

-Vote- We reeret this cannot mean you

Ldividua.i.v wiU
g

receive color portraits

of the stars. It means the pictures in full

color of the stars who receive the most

votes will appear in IMiotoplay.)

Put your favorites

in the champ class

Write in below the name

of the man star

and the woman star you d

like to see in vivid and

lovely color in

photoplay
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A Lux Soap Beauty

Bath makes you sure

of skin that's sweet!"

liJV* -i
m Starring in

» Diana Production

"THE SECRET BEYOND*
THE DOOR"

I V£sk < %

A PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY

There s appeal men can t resist

in skin that’s smooth, fragrant,”

says Joan Bennett. "I love the deli-

cate, clinging perfume Lux Soap

leaves on my skin.

"If a girl isn’t dainty, no other

-charm counts, and a daily Lux Soap

beauty bath makes you sure. Active

lather swiftly carries away dust

and dirt, leaves skin fresh, sweet.'’'’

Take Joan Bennett’s tip! Use

this fine complexion soap as a daily

bath soap, too. You’ll agree—Lux
Girls are daintier!

YOU thrill when he whispers "You’re
sweet!” There’s appeal men can’t resist

in skin that’s exquisitely fresh. Try this

fragrant Lux Toilet Soap beauty bath!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap #re /jrerf'er/



NEW COMFORT!
SEND FOR IT NOWS

Mail the coupon—and be com-

fortable "next time”! Try
Slender Meds — extra-easy-to-

insert— the REGULAR absorb-

ency most mature women
need. Be free from pins, belts,

odor, and chafing. Enjoy con-

venience and comfort you’ve

never known before!

See what Meds give you:

• "SAFETY-WELL designed for

your extra protection

• COTTON of high-test absorb-

ency, soft and fine

• EXPANSION—mostly side-

wise— to avoid pressure

• APPLICATORS-dainty, firm,

easy to use

Get your trial package of

Slender Meds now! Send me
the coupon TODAY!

Slender MEDS De Luxe MEDS
with REGULAR with SUPER
absorbency and • absorbency for

extra ease-of-use greater need
(in light blue box) (in dark blue box)

29<j; for 10

in applicators

(Continued from page 70) advance the

specious argument that they are the ‘Power

Behind the Throne.’ They mean that many
great men would not have been so great

had they not had brilliant and enterprising

women back of them. Granted. But the

women in back of men were just that—

back of them, where they belong. . . .

Name

P
ERHAPS it was that public statement

that, after two years of complete se-

crecy as to their marriage, made Elsie an-

nounce it to the world. For it was Elsie

who finally did announce it, not George.

She announced it in 1942, and Hollywood

was left gasping. After her announcement,

like a wraith that appears but once, she

disappeared entirely from sight again and

so did the Sanders marriage.

George snorts when anything is said

about his secret courtship and marriage.

“That’s nonsense,” he announces shortly.

“We lived with privacy—but not secrecy.

There’s satisfaction in his voice when he

says they lived with privacy. As there

well can be. Few Hollywood men of his

prominence achieve this desirable state.

He didn’t withstand other phases of

Hollywood life so successfully, however.

As he says himself: “I resent the way in

which I allowed Hollywood to ruin my per-

spective—much as I enjoy living there.

“Let me try and explain what I mean.

Hollywood has everything that God has

to offer. Beautiful surroundings and a

beautiful climate. In Hollywood there

are no daily obstacles such as people

everywhere else in the world have the

obstacles of bad weather, difficult trans-

portation to work, sharp changes of season.

Hollywood also permits you to live too

comfortably. With the result that in Holly-

wood one vegetates. ...
,

“I see only one way to get back one s

perspective. To get away from Hollywood

as often as possible. As example, take my
recent trip to New York City. Why I

was astounded to see how even very

wealthy people there could only afford

a few feet of space in which to live, in

Hollywood, people of really limited means

have big and sunny apartments.

“But that’s the very root of Bolly-

wood’s trouble. Once I was satisfied to

live on a boat, anchored off the banta

Monica pier. Then I had a small apartment.

Then I began wanting more and more. I

got the idea I was living like a pig u

I didn’t have spreading gardens, a swim-

ming pool, a huge house. The luxuries

of today became the basic necessities ot

tomorrow.” . ,

He does not add that it was his loss ot

i
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Martha Steele

J
Personal Products Corporation

I Milltown, New Jersey
,

| Dear Martha Steele: I want to try the new
s

J
Slender Meds. Please send me, in plain 1

I wrapper, the ttial package of 3 for which I
J

1 enclose 1(K in coin to cover mailing cost.
(

{ Address
J

1 City ‘...State ••

perspective, due to the lushness of Holly-

wood life, that caused the break-up ot -

his marriage. But since he talks of it in this

connection the implication is clear.
„

“I began wanting more and more, he

says.
, „ ... .

Certainly the man who says all this is

hardly recognizable as the George Sanders

Hollywood has known these past ten years.

He has taken the “Keep Out” sign off his

private life. For he is in trouble now—
you have only to see him and talk with

him to realize how deeply he misses his

wife, who was one person from whom he

did not stand apart. And it is not easy to be

independent when you are in trouble and

bewildered and lonely.

Elsie Sanders appears to always have

had great understanding for the man who

for ten years has been an Hollywood

enigma. And it may well have been be-

cause she refused to be abashed or dis-

mayed by the defensively cynical, scath-

ing things it has been his habit to say,

that she became so important to him.

A friend tells how George came home

from the set of “The Affairs of Bel Ami.

Without any preamble he began intoning

some of the lines from his script: All

women strike me as being so incredibly

stupid,” he declaimed over the dinner

table. “Women can be bought by a smile,

a look, a compliment, anything that touches

their vanity. It’s impossible not to despise

Another woman would have been infu-

riated by those lines. Not Elsie. She

laughed. , , , , • _
George’s reaction? He burst out laughing

l
° But that was before December 10fb of

last year—when Elsie suddenly told him

she was leaving, packed, called a taxi, and

drove away.
, , ,,

And that is all anyone knows about the

marriage enigma of the Sanderses. Since its

ending, George has gone through a series

of phases to forget—he has made a trip to

New York; he has gone out with Gene

Tierney; he has whirled through a most

un-Sanders-like collection of cocktail par-

ties and radio appearances. Shortly, he is

trying another memory-eraser: He is go-

ing to Italy for several months to make the

picture “Better Now.”
But always his underlying theme re-

mains the same: ,

“.
. . everywhere I have gone I have been

told by everyone that there are as good

fish in the sea as ever came out of it . . .

now I’m wondering about that. Im won-

dering. . .” „
The End

"Such a teliejf tyuuti

denied (faatnal

Meds are made by Personal Products Corporation.

—THESE GENUINE STORIES

THAT REALLY HELP ME"

• Many a listener to daytime radio drama

gratefully writes in about the enjoyment and help

she gets from “MY TRUE STORY.” Each com-

plete drama is culled from the experiences of real

people—their problems, loves, sorrows . . . and is

produced in cooperation with the editors of True
P

Story magazine. Here is entertainment that

satisfies. “MY TRUE STORY” is broadcast

every morning, Monday thru Friday, over

your American Broadcasting Company sta-

tions.

10 a.m. ET •

11:30 q.m. MT •

9 a.m. CT

10:30 a.m. PT



Which Twin has the Jcht?
( and which has the beauty shop permanent ?

)

Yes, you can give yourself a lovely

TONI Home Permanent for your date tonight

Beautiful, deep, graceful waves — so

smooth, so natural-looking. A Toni is

truly lovely. And look how easy it is to

give yourself a Toni Permanent—at home.

1. Roll your liair up on curlers (new Toni

plastic curlers make it easier than ever).

Dub on Toni Creme Lotion as you go.

2. Tie a turban round your head and do

whatever you likefor 2 to 3 hours.

3. Saturate each curl with Toni Neutral-

izer and rinse.

De Luxe Kit with re- Regular Kit with

usable plastic curlers fiber curlers

$ 2<>0 $]25

All prices plus tax • Prices slightly higher in Canada

HOME PERMANENT
THE CREME COLD WAVE

Refill Kit complete

except for curlers

$ IJ'O'i)

Your wave is in — just the wav you like it.

By following the simple Toni directions

you get the curl just as tight or as loose as

you want. And your wonderful Toni wave
is frizz-free from the start. For Toni Creme
Lotion coaxes the hair into soft, graceful,

easy-to-manage waves.

Toni works like a charm on any hair that

will take a permanent — even gray, dyed,

bleached or baby-fine hair. And the wave
is guaranteed to last just as long as a

beauty-shop permanent costing $15 or

more. That’s why— every hour of the day

another thousand women use Toni. Take
a tip from them and get a Toni Home
Permanent Kit today. On sale at leading

drug, notion and cosmetic counters.

Ella, the twin with the Toni is on the

right above. Did you guess right?

Easy as rolling your hair up on curlers

— but the leave stays in for months.

p
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SHOULD

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
ear miss colbert:
Several years ago I met a fellow I liked very much and
would have married after suitable courtship. However,

when he found out that I was a domestic, he simply dropped
out of sight. This struck my pride so deeply that I went to
night school and acquired credits equivalent to a college
degree and a teaching certificate.

Three years ago I met this same man at a party. When he
found out what I had made of myself, he began to pursue me.
Nothing seems to discourage him. He is sorry for what hap-
pened before, and says he would do anything to get me to

marry him. He is comfortably situated and wants me to drop
teaching and simply keep house for him.
When I think of the years of sacrifice, going without friends,

recreation, or decent clothing, sometimes even going hungry
just to achieve my goal, I can think of him only with wondering
pity. He was my goal, and nowadays I doubt that he was
worth the agony.
Here is my problem: I am thirty-four years old, extremely

contented with my work, and proud of my contribution to

children whom I love.

However, like every woman, I want a home and children of

my own. My matrimonial chances are few. This man is willing

to take me on my terms, just as long as I marry him.
Should I take a chance on growing to feel a mild sort of

affection for him, or should I stay in my work, which has
given me real satisfaction?

Madeleine R.

In your case, I believe that it would be a tremendous
tragedy for you to marry this man. It is altvays wrong to

marry a man for any reason except that you love him and
want to spend the rest of your life building a fine life with

him. Marriage is work and even in cases of devoted love,

there are many adjustments to make.
It seems to me this man has served his purpose in your

life. Don’t despair of marriage—for a woman of your vitality

and determination life is full of surprises. I’m certain that

one of them will be a man with whom you will fall whole-
heartedly in love.

Claudette Colbert

C&holofrlciy cTasluoiis

'i'In (^olor

i d^Page 99c/icirl ot

D
ear miss colbert:
My husband is being transferred to a large city next

month. Can you tell me what is customary about enter-

taining and calls, etc.? If some of the company wives call on
me at home, what is the procedure in returning the calls?

Should I phone first to see if they are home, or just “drop in”?

I get panicky when I think of having to entertain guests in

our home, for fear each meal wouldn’t go just as it should
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or that I wouldn’t be able to converse
properly. I would even hesitate to join

a church in a large city, as I know I would
be called upon to help in their ladies’

groups and I don’t feel confident.

This may seem terribly trivial to you,

but I do want to help my husband go as

far as he can because he has already

proved that he has the qualifications, so

I’ll appreciate any help you can give me
in fulfilling my duties.

(Mrs.) Norah M.

First of all, buy yourself a book of
etiquette. Get a modern version, and read

it carefully. It will give you some im-

portant information.
Customs differ in different cities. East-

ern and Southern cities are still quite for-

mal in social observances, whereas the

West is not so rigid.

Although you have expressed a fear of
joining in church activities, I feel that

you should affiliate at once and make
friends with some older woman whom you
admire. Ask her to take you under her
wing and help you to get started properly.

Don’t be afraid to admit that you seek
guidance.

If some of the wives of your husband’s
business associates call upon you, it would
be proper for you to return the call some
afternoon around 3:30, without telephon-
ing in advance. A formal call lasts only
twenty minutes, a period so short that

you would have no trouble in keeping the
conversation rolling.

However, you should remember that all

good manners are based upon thoughtful-
ness. When you entertain, the welfare
of your guests is important, not the im-
pression you are making. In planning a
dinner find out what sort of menu
would be welcome by having your hus-
band observe his associates’ luncheon
choice and report to you.

Relax, and you’ll get along fine.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I started at a new school last fall and

became very popular. Then a certain boy
began to pester me for dates. I didn’t think
I’d like him, but I did after two or three
dates. He dominated me so, I dropped all

my other friends. We fought all the time
because he went into a jealous rage if I

smiled at another boy. I liked him, so I

Highlights and shadows: Catherine Mc-

Leod and Frances Langford, sporting

some very chic lids at Atwater Kent’s party

"I didn’t forget to ’phone . . . but

I never knew just how much work went with

a wedding ring. Seems to me there’s always something . . .

Oh, my goodness! that’s what you used to say, isn’t it . . .?

I
T
es9 Mother • * .

"I’m doing my own cleaning and washing. Our

place is so tiny . . . and everything’s so new and

bright, I can’t bear to let anyone else touch it

or my beautiful linens and towels either . . .

Of course. Mother! . .

"Fels-Naptha Soap? ... I never use anything else.

That’s one thing I did remember ... By the

way, Mother, hoiv does a man get so much dirt

in his collars and cuifs? . . . All you’ve

learned is how to get it out? I see what you
;

mean, darling. Fels-Naptha Chips? . . .

I have plenty— I think. Soon as I

hang up I’ll make sure . . . bye!’’

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES TATTLE-TALE GRAY
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ready for romance?

start with NO.NSH

liquid deodorant

checks perspiration—

prevents odor—

longer-lasting—

fewer applications

non-caking—

won't dry out

applicator cap

makes NONSPI

easy to use

35^ and 60(f plus tax

everywhere

took it. Another thing: He kept telling me
that love was right and beautiful if two
people were meant for one another, so

very much against my will, we petted.

After three months, we broke up. He did

the breaking up and I could scarcely bear

it, but I kept my chin up. When the news
got around, two darling boys, both foot-

ball players, began to give me a rush.

As soon as I began to have fun, Tommy
wanted me back again. He wanted to go

steady. When I said I had been through all

that, he told me that I had better get rid

of my other boy friends and just be his

girl or he would blacken my reputation.

I’m scared to death. I never did a cheap
thing in my life until I met this boy, and
I swear I never will again. What shall I

do? Give up everyone else and go steady

with this boy, or run the risk of being

hated by everyone in school?
Mary Lou

Under no circumstances should you
ever give this boy another date. He is a

cheap blackmailer and any number of
other unpleasant things as well. If you
gave up your other friends, in cowardly
acquiescence, he would drop you within

a few months again.
In addition to living blamelessly, which

I am certain you will from now on, you
should tell your girl friends quite frankly
that Tommy has threatened you. Don’t
admit that you made a mistake; that be-

longs to the past. Simply say that Tommy
is causing you trouble by saying that he
will tell lies to disgrace you if you don’t

accept dates with him.
In other words, beat him to the punch.

Discredit him before he has a chance to

tell his stories. If you live an exemplary
life, you will be believed—no matter what
Tommy says.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

Some months ago we moved to a

farm and now have a cow, horses, hogs,

and some chickens. My father (really a

step-father, but he is so good to me that

I claim him as my own) is a Master Ser-

geant in the Army, stationed thirty miles

away. He comes home every night, but

not until ten o’clock which is too late to

feed stock.

The only answer to the problem was to

take me out of school to care for the an-

imals. I am fifteen years old and was in

the ninth grade. Don’t get me wrong; I lovte

to care for the stock, but it’s hard work,

especially for a girl.

Since I quit school, I have been trying

to go on with my studies alone. My father

thinks it is a grand idea, but every time

my mother sees me with a book, she

screams at me and says I am lazy.

If it hadn’t been for my father, I would
have run away from home long ago.

Mother left school when she was in fifth

grade, so she says education never did

anyone any good.

Miss Colbert, how can I make my mother

see that an education is necessary?
Paula D.

There are a number of things about

your case which puzzle me.
In the first place, why can’t your

mother attend to the chores instead of

keeping you out of school to do this

work? Your letter does not indicate that

she is an invalid.

In the second place, I assume that in

your state there is a law which provides

for your schooling until you are sixteen,

at least, perhaps until you are eighteen.

Fond as you are of your stepfather,

you should ponder the possibility that he,

or your mother, or both, are showing lit-

tle regard for your future. Since you are

ambitious and wish to continue your edu-
cation, I think you should discuss your
position with your school principal.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen. For the past four

years, I have grown up with a boy who
is now twenty-two. All during the war
he was around because he was classed as

essential in his war job. He is a lot of fun
and I have enjoyed our friendship. But I

am not in love with him.
Last summer he asked me to marry him.

I explained I didn’t want to marry for at

least three years, perhaps longer. I also

told him frankly that I thought he was
nice, but that I didn’t want to encourage
him to think I might grow to love him.
Immediately after that he began to drink

heavily, and has been in all sorts of trouble.

Our parents belong to the same church
and clubs. They are very close. When
this boy began to misbehave, his mother
came over to the house to talk it over
with me. She said she thought I was being
unnecessarily brutal, and that since there

was no one else in my life I could be
nice enough to encourage her son a little

bit.

I had a few dates with him, then tried

to fluff him off. He wrote me a note telling

ije that he was going to kill himself if

we weren’t married on his birthday which
falls in October, 1947.

I don’t think he really would, but I’d

feel horrible if he did.

This is making a bad situation between
the families, but I don’t know what to do.

Lucille W.

Obviously, this boy is a spoiled baby,

pampered by his mother, who thinks that

all he has to do to get what he wants is

to make a scene.

From your letter I presume that you
have graduated from high school and not

gone on to college. I am also taking for

granted that your family would be able to

send you out of town to school.

I think you should enter a school at

some distance, or visit relatives this sum-
mer. Usually one should not run away
from a problem, but lhet;e are some prob-

lems ivhich can be solved only by running
away.

Your family should not tell this boy
where you are going. You shouldn’t com-
municate with him in any way.

The chances are excellent that if you
are away this summer, and enter school

this fall, the boy—like a child whose at-

tention has been distracted—will begin to

devote himself to some other girl.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

CL,life CofU?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-

bert feels that your problem

is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your

protection.
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I Like It Here

(Continued from page 48) incredibly short
time.

Furthermore, I have the most wonderful
family in the world.

So, whatever success I’ve achieved has
come comparatively easy. Too easy per-
haps. And perhaps that’s why small
failures have assumed a false importance
for me. A few disagreeable past experi-
ences might have helped me pass through
the few disappointments I have had in
Hollywood less painfully. And prepared
me for the challenge to come.
The most important lesson I’ve learned

in these three years is that success is

selfish. It demands all of you ... all the
time. The brief breather you ‘have between
pictures is filled with interviews, publicity
still sittings, wardrobe fittings, make-up
tests, etc. Then you’re off before the
cameras again.

It’s essential in the beginning of any
career that you direct all your talents and
energy toward one goal. It’s that “extra”
drive you put behind yourself that pushes
you to the top. It’s the “extra something”
that accounts for the Bette Davises and
the Ingrid Bergmans in Hollywood.
Even then, it’s -hard going. This fact was

borne out recently by Claude Rains, with
whom I have been working in “The Un-
suspected” at Warner Brothers, and whose
opinions I respect. Claude, you know, was
up for the Academy Award this year. Yet
by his own measuring stick—and these are
his words—a few years ago *he was a dead
duck. Now his career has gone up again.
If a finished actor like Claude Rains, with
all his experience, can be a “dead duck,”
what about the future and Caulfield?

1
BELIEVE that anything you really want
is worth the sacrifices necessary to at-

tain it. And I have wanted ever since I

can remember to become an actress. I used
to go to a little dramatic school on Sat-
urdays and afternoons after regular school.
I remember w-hen I -was twelve years old
doing “Pygmalion” in a white cheesecloth
costume, and with utter confidence. My
mother and I thought I was wonderful. I

gravely doubt the others present agreed
with us. Later on, at Columbia University,
despite a full schedule that included an
exhaustive academic course, I devoted all

time possible to dramatic work.
Yes, I’m sure that more than anything

else, I’ve wanted to be an actress. For I

believe that basically we all do what we
really want to do.

Yet like any other girl, I want to get
married. I want a home, a husband, and
children. But too, I want that marriage to

have a fairly even chance for success. And
on the way up in Hollywood you can’t

waver. Your own personal happiness, if

any, awaits you at the top.

But, I know that any attempt to -mix
movies and matrimony at this point -would
be fatal for me. I know Caulfield far too
well. I would want to continue to give a

hundred per cent to my career and give
another hundred to my marriage. No
matter what system you use, that’s mathe-
matically impossible.
So while -my heart may say, “Go ahead,

Joan, take a chance,” my head keeps
shaking no and at this writing my head
still rules my heart.

Hollywood is very hard on romance,
anyway. You go out with someone once
or twice, and the startled gentleman picks
up his morning paper to read where some-
body says he’s going to marry you. Then
he’s scared off. And so, in a sense, are you.
You worry about whether he thinks you
are in any way responsible for the match-
making urges columnists have.
Actually, I’m still naive enough to be-



lieve that when you meet the man for

you . . . your man . . . you’ll know it.

Wiiat qualities am I looking for in that

man? What do I want? I want stability, a

sense of humor, an engaging personality.

He doesn’t have to be handsome or even
attractive, just somebody who would be
fun to spend the rest of my life with,

whether he turns out to be an actor, law-
yer, or an Indian Chief.

|IENERALLY speaking. I can’t say that

I’ve ever been short on self-confidence.

I’ve always been fairly sure of myself at

anything I attempted—tennis or a good
Australian Crawl. And I arrived in Holly-
wood completely at ease. “You have noth-
ing to worry about. Absolutely nothing,”

said Producer George Abbott (producer of

the show I was starring in, “Kiss and
Tell”) when I embarked for movieland.
And I was only too ready to agree with
him.
This self-confidence helped me get my

first break and my first heartbreak. Check-
ing back now, I’m sure I could have handled
the whole situation with more finesse and
fewer tears, if I’d been more prepared for

it. I really suffered at the time.

When the late Producer Mark Sandrich,
who was to direct “Blue Skies,” first ap-
proached me about doing the lead and
asked, “Do you think you can dance and
sing well enough to carry it?” I didn’t have
a qualm, and answered sincerely, “Sure,

I can.” He gave me the part.

It was a great break, starring opposite
Bing Crosby. It would automatically make
any newcomer a star.

Then came the sudden tragic death of

Mr. Sandrich, and another producer took
over “Blue Skies.” The new movie maestro,
together with the dancer who was set for

a starring role, decided between them that

I wasn’t right for the part. But they
neglected to inform me. Other girls were
tested for the role, and finally just before
the picture was ready to go I was told that

other arrangements were being made, and
that I was out.

I wouldn’t have minded if they’d just

told me at the beginning that they felt I

wasn’t suitable for the role. But I can’t

stand evasion in any form. Ironically

enough, when the picture finally got under
way, the producer and the dancer were out,

and I got my big chance anyway. But I’ll

never forget those few days between . . .

Perhaps this was in some measure my
o.wn fault. For I am very direct, and I

usually expect everybody else to be. Per-
haps I should just “curve” a little now
and then.

But I don’t know. The worst thing one
can do is be too nice to the wrong people.

If you’re too nice they think you’re a push-
over, and believe me they push you over
too. Through a few such hard-learned in-

cidents, I’ve decided one must maintain a

certain dignity and authority always.
On occasion, I have a positive knack for

trusting the wrong people.

For one thing, I’m much too sensitive.

Though thanks to Bing Crosby, Bill Hol-
den, Sonny Tufts and others I’ve worked
with, I’m learning to laugh a lot more, to

take little things people say or do less

seriously, and to let down between scenes
until it’s time to pick up the cue again.
However some things still affect me out

of proportion. If the rushes, for instance,

look a little bad to me, my whole day is

upset. But I am gradually worrying less

and less.

Little things can make me very happy.
A spontaneous surprise, a small act of

thoughtfulness.
And never will I forget the day Director

Mike Curtiz called to tell me he’d
observed my work and was considering
me for the lead in his picture, “The
Unsuspected.” This meant about as much
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Which Cost More?

to me as actually getting the part; just the
fact that he had been thinking of me for it.

My chances for getting that role, how-
ever, were soon dimmed by the prospect
of a package deal with a different studio.

“I’m sorry, Joan ... I would have liked
to work with you,” Mr. Curtiz said. And
my keen disappointment was assuaged by
the fact that a great director like Mr. Curtiz
would have liked to work with me.

T
HINKING I had lost the part, Mother
and I packed up and headed back to

New York to spend the Christmas holidays
with my father and sister. The four of us
then left for North Carolina to visit my
married sister and see her new baby. We
were motoring down and stopped off for

the night at the John Marshall Hotel in

Richmond, Virginia.

We had just registered, when I was paged
by long distance for a call from Mike
Curtiz asking me to return to the coast
immediately for the lead in his picture. I

couldn’t imagine how he’d found me, since

nobody in Hollywood knew where I was.
He’d called New York, gotten the message
that I was en route to North Carolina and
might spend the night in Richmond, and
had promptly put in a call to every hotel
there.

There are so many factors that can
change your future, some less happily.

Like acquiring affectations, losing one’s

naturalness, and dropping a certain sense
of dignity.

It’s hard to keep from getting a little

spoiled, with all the attention you receive;
hairdressers fussing around you, wardrobe
girls waiting on you, a make-up man re-
pairing your make-up, the entire key per-
sonnel of an entire studio eternally looking
out after you. To me, nobody is more re-
pulsive than a spoiled woman. Conse-
quently, I’m constantly underplaying, to

the point of almost seeming inhibited.

Which, of course, is equally bad.
As a challenge to myself I’d like to some

day portray a screen character like Sadie
Thompson. Complete with loud manners,
wild clothing, garish make-up, spike heels,

spangled jewelry, and gobs of chewing
gum.

If I can play Sadie successfully, I’ll

have reached another movie milestone.

And it will be high time for another check-
up with Caulfield, for anything could hap-
pen from there on.

The End
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It's Like This, Louella . . .

(Continued from page 39) When she re-

turned to Orson Welles he was heart-
broken. David Niven and she have not
frequented night clubs. They saw each
other at Palm Springs, quietly and without
the public looking on.

The first time Rita separated from Orson
she was very frank in saying she could
not live up to his giant intellect. “You get

fed up listening to how great a person he
is, you get weary of so much egotism. All

our conversation was about his greatness,

his plans, his radio show—never anything
about me, my career or our marriage.”
But after this last separation she has less

to say, only, “It’s hard to enjoy life with a
genius.” Perhaps she is a little on the de-
fensive, because when she reconciled with
Orson she went against the advice of her
friends. For Rita, very sweet, will always
take the line of least resistance. She never
in her life has wanted to hurt anyone. So
when Orson, apparently repentant, said he
was sorry, she forgave him.

It is a great pity, I think, that Rita never
has known the happiness of a contented
marriage. Her two husbands were entirely

different but neither was a helpmate in

the accepted meaning of the word. CiUward
Judson, her first husband, drove her day
and night. Eager for her to get ahead in

her career, he never was happier than
when she was a monetary success. He
must, however, be given credit for inspir-

ing her to ambition and for helping her
in her earlier days; even though Rita,

like many others, did not believe that his

interest in her career was entirely altruis-

tic.

To Welles, of course, money meant noth-
ing. I doubt, too, that he counted Rita’s

career important, except when it touched
his own as an actor or a director. Rita, to

him, was a beautiful statue, something to

admire. I cannot feel he is carrying the
torch for her as many columnists have
said. His pride is hurt because she left

him, walked out without a word.
Knowing Rita as I do, I believe she had

taken just as much as she could endure
when she departed for Palm Springs. Orson
was so taken by surprise that he said to
all inquiring reporters: “It’s ridiculous.
Mrs. Welles and I have not separated. She
has merely gone to Palm Springs to rest.”

When it could no longer be denied that
she had left him his silence could have
been heard from Hollywood to New York.

WHEN Rita telephoned me in New York
after her second matrimonial break-up

with Orson I thought she would tell me
her troubles as she has before. But the
new Rita was in evidence. The girl who
shot to fame overnight—and whom I have
known since she was Marguerite Cansino,
a dancer at Agua Caliente—has had so
many heartbreaking things happen to her
that she has learned to be discreet.

“Tell me,” I said, “are you going to Eu-
rope because you want to put the ocean
between you and Orson?”
“Oh, Louella, don’t say that,” she

pleaded. “I’m going to Europe because
I’ve never been there. I’ll go to Rotter-
dam, then to Amsterdam and Brussels,
which they tell me is the most sophisticated
of cities. And later I’ll go on to Paris and
London.

“This isn’t a case of going away to forget.
It’s mostly to learn and see things I’ve
never had a chance to learn or see before.
I’ve always wanted to go abroad.
“I’m going to travel with Evelyn Lane, a

friend,” she went on. “I know that my
daughter, Rebecca, will be all right be-
cause she is with a great aunt of mine,
besides her wonderful nurse.”
“Are you glad to be rid of Orson?”
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“Let’s not underestimate what Orson did
for me, Louella,” she answered. “He helped
me a lot, educationally speaking. But he is

pretty difficult to live up to. I think he’s
best when left alone. And,” she said this
a little wistfully, “I think it’s better for me
too. I must think for myself and no one
can have a personal thought that Orson
doesn’t want to intrude upon.”

I certainly agreed with her there.
“Have you ever tried living with a

genius?” she asked. “Well, Orson’s a
genius and never forgets it. But I

don’t want to say too much against
him because he’s the father of my daugh-
ter. And I think if you loved a man enough
to marry him the least you can do, if you
must part, is to say nothing against him.”

“Tell me, Rita,” I said, changing the
subject. “What’s happened to your glorious
long hair. You’ve always worn it so mag-
nificently it’s almost a trade mark with
you, like Zasu Pitts’s hands. Then, sud-
denly, it was very blonde and short and
you looked like any other glamour girl.”

She laughed apologetically. “I’m letting

it grow out and it will be red. I don’t ever
want my hair like this again.”
“Orson liked it blonde and short?” I

asked with a sneaking hunch that it was he
who suggested it. She just laughed.

Rita wears her hair blonde and short,

incidentally, in “The Lady from Shanghai”
the picture which Orson directed her in

just before the rift. It’s the most dramatic
thing she has ever done, I hear, and ends
forever the idea she is just a beautiful ex-
cover girl. Well, she was unhappy enough
while she was making it to look dramatic!

R
ITA sailed on a small Dutch boat, the

Veendam. She wanted to enjoy her first

trip without the fanfare and glory that

usually accompanies a star—particularly

such a glamorous one as Rita.

My mind went back to the time I sailed

in 1920 with Olga Petrova on the Rhydam,
a small Dutch boat. It, too, was my first

trip to Europe and the thrill of it has

always lingered.

I have gone abroad many times since

with my favorite doctor, but always on big

boats. But somehow the memories of

those large ships are not as nostalgic

as my memories of that little Dutch
boat with its friendly captain. Rita

may not have known it but she will eat

cheese for breakfast. That’s what they

served me. It’s an accepted custom of the

dairy-minded Dutch. What’s more I’m

sure she will learn to like it. As I did.

I thought Rita was wise to choose one of

the smaller vessels. She will find real

friends who will wish to help her. And,
temporarily, I think, she needs help. The
fascination that the Welles intellect—or

genius, if you will—has for her must not

be forgotten. Following her divorce from

Judson, Welles was able to take her away
from Victor Mature, who was madly in

love with her, who said he could never live

without her. And, later, without too much
trouble, Welles recalled her from Tony
Martin’s side.

.

Always Welles has been Ritas choice.

It is a great pity he did not appreciate

what a fine woman she is or understand

how she needs love and understanding.

This time, however, I believe she will

stand clear of genius. And, I think, too,

when she has had time to put her marriage

behind her, broken completely free from

the Svengali spell of Orson and started to

live her own life—something she has not

done for too long—she will be a happier

and lovelier woman than ever before.

The End

Turn to Page 99 for
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Two Men in Manhattan

(Continued from page 54) down, began
trying on shoes, looked out the window

—

and saw a huge mob forming on the side-

walk, led by the rain-soaked boy.
“We’ll be torn to shreds when we come

out,” Peter moaned.
“And me in my new suit,” moaned Frank

in return.
“There’s a back door to this joint,”

crowed the shoe salesman.
So, Frank and Peter waved at the enor-

mous crowd pushing against the windows,
and rushed out the back way—which led

right into the lobby of a building into

which fifty secretaries had just swarmed on
their way down from their offices at the

end of the day!
“Frankie! Pete!” shrieked fifty feminine

voices in unison—and all fifty girls began
running for the two men. The two men
began running too. They ran right through
the crowd, out the door, and down the
street. They were still running when they
jumped into the elevator back home at the
Waldorf. They were even running when
they got back into the peace of their suite.

RID we say “peace of their suite”? How
If could we tell such lies?

Their phone rang steadily, persistently,

mercilessly. It was nearly always a
bobby-soxer posing as a friend. To hear the
names on the other end of the phone, you’d
think that everyone in Hollywood was in

New York. “This is Lana Turner,” “Lou-
ella Parsons,” “June Haver,” “Mrs. Sina-
tra,” “Betty Grable,” squeaked the little

voices over the telephone. The doorbell
rang just as steadily—with pretty young
things eagerly trying to put a foot in the
door.
No, the two stars were not alone. Not

ever. What’s more, everything they
touched became complicated ... as, for

instance, what Frank thought was the
funniest thing that happened to them in

New York:
That particular evening, Peter and Frank

decided to eat dinner with separate groups
of friends. Peter was going to the night
club El Morocco, and Frank agreed to join

him there after dinner. So, around ten
o’clock, Frank breezed up to the front door
of El Morocco in a taxi. He wore a sports
jacket and slacks. He got one foot out on
the sidewalk when the gold-decorated
doorman descended on him.

“Just a minute, bud!” said that worthy.
“No one’s allowed in this joint without
wearing a full suit. Out you go!” With
which he pushed Frank back into the taxi,

slammed the door, and told the cab driver
to keep going.

All of this dazed and delighted Frank

—

who lay in the back of the taxi roaring
with helpless laughter all the way to his

favorite restaurant, Toots Shor’s. Here,
still shouting with laughter, he telephoned
Peter at El Morocco and told him, “I don’t
dress right for the kind of places you go
—they wouldn’t let me in!”

Naturally, this caused pandemonium in

the night-club circuit. Peter told the owner
of El Morocco that Frank Sinatra had
been thrown out by the doorman; the
owner called up Frank (at Toots Shor’s)
and apologized, and swore he would fire

the doorman . . . and Frank, being Frank,
insisted that he do no such thing.

“The doorman was only carrying out
orders, and he didn’t recognize me be-
sides,” he said. “You shouldn’t give orders
if you don’t expect them to be obeyed.
I’ll be .over some other night, dressed the
way I should be dressed.”
But adventures like these happened

regularly every twenty-four hours. Mean-
while, the two Hollywood stars car-
ried on their New York life as best they
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could. Finally they had things down to a
schedule. During the daytime they worked
whenever necessary—Frank on shots for

their picture, singing on the Brooklyn
Bridge; Peter on radio broadcasts.
When they weren’t working, they went

shopping. Peter bought his mother two
handmade leather bags, and his father a
cashmere sweater. Frank bought Nancy
a broadtail coat, and his daughter Nancy
Jr., a priceless treasure, 100 sticks of bub-
ble gum! (Which was tested one evening
by fifteen of Frank’s friends in the ornate
setting of his suite at the Waldorf!)

Nights, the schedule continued. Usually
the same gang gathered for dinner at

Toots Shor’s: Frank, Peter, Marilyn Max-
well, Jimmy Durante, Phil Silvers, Joan
Roberts, Dolores Gray, Johnny Downs,
John Dali, Andy Russell, Quentin Rey-
nolds, Florence Pritchett. After dinner,
they went to a play. Then came El Mo-
rocco or the Stork Club.
And after that, they invariably went to

the Copacabana night club for the 2:30
a. m. show—featuring Peter Lind Hayes.
They never stopped marveling at the pret-

ty chorus girls or shouting their amuse-
ment over Hayes’s jokes.

Let us hastily explain here that out in

Hollywood, Peter and Frankie labor from
dawn to dusk before cameras, and get to

bed with the chickens. New York only
happens to them a few times a year, and
they make the most of it.

IVOT THAT Frank’s New York is the av-
11 erage star’s New York, though. In one
week, for instance, he was in three other
cities—Detroit; Washington, D. C., for lunch
with Postmaster General Robert Hanne-
gan and for dinner with Joe Noonan of the
Internal Revenue; Chicago, on business.

Whenever he was free in New York he
ran down to do a few hours’ work at his

music publishing firm, “Barton Music Cor-
poration.” This firm was born in order to

bring to light some of the excellent songs
sent to Frank by hopeful songwriters.

If the songs seem good, Frank sees that

they are plugged by big orchestras and
radio programs—and hence such songs as

“Saturday Night is the Loneliest Night in

the Week,” “Full Moon and Empty Arms,”
and “Day by Day” have become famous.
Afternoons he posed for the celebrated

sculptor Jo Davidson, who has completed
a bust of Frank for the Museum of Modem
Art—his singing on the Brooklyn Bridge
took place only from seven until eleven in

the morning, when the sun was just right.

“After eleven,” Frank explains with a grin,

“it casts shadows under your eyes—and be-
lieve me, I had shadows under ’em already.”

Frank never wears any make-up, except

for a faint dusting of it in a Technicolor
movie. So, as he stood on the footbridge

above the Brooklyn Bridge, he was easily

recognizable to the carloads of fans who
drove back and forth steadily beneath him,
screaming, “Hello, Frankie!”

In New York, two groups of his fans

have taxis waiting always beside the door
of the Waldorf; when Frank comes out

—

at any hour of the day or night—they give

the word and their two taxis take after the
one he’s in. Often, since they know he
eats every meal at Toots Shor’s restaurant,

they are there waiting for him when he
arrives. “Hi, Frankie—we beat you over!”

they announce as he goes inside.

The “Five Fog Sisters” did better than
taxi-chasing, though. These five fifteen-

year-olds telephoned Frank and Peter
from Chicago that they would be in New
York that evening—by air.

Peter had answered the phone, and he
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was shocked. “You say you’re fifteen

years old—and flying around the country

on transport planes?” he asked. “What
do your parents think of this?”

“They think it’s fine. See you tonight

—at Toots Shor’s.” And sure enough, as

Peter and Frank were dining there that

night, they saw at the next table five teen-
agers all waving and smiling. “We are

the Fog Sisters here to see you!” they
called. So what could Peter and Frank
do but go over and sit with them awhile?
That’s just what they did!

But it wasn’t just fans who kept the

phone busy for Peter—it was girls, girls,

girls. He met them at parties, and they
rang him up from then on—usually when
Frank was alone in the suite. Frank
would answer the phone, say, “This is Mr.
Lawford’s secretary speaking,” and then
laboriously write down messages for Peter.

And that night, when they’d meet at some
night club, Peter would ask, “Any mes-
sages for me?” Frank would grin, “I should
say so” . . . and pull out handfuls of them.
“Nobody,” Frank said at the end of the

trip, “ever thought to ask my name when
I answered the phone for him!”
Both Frank and Peter talked together a

lot about their plans for the future

—

Peter’s immediate plan being a light-

hearted one: He wanted to cruise steadily

around Hollywood in his new fire engine
red convertible, which is half bright paint,

and half station-wagon wood. Frank’s
plans are more complicated. He is trying
to buy a thirty-two-foot Higgins boat, a

private airplane big enough for a pilot and
crew, and most of all he is trying to get his

picture work completed in time to go to

Czechoslovakia for the World Conference
of Christians and Jews.
All of these talks went on in their suite

... a suite made instantly their own.
Peter’s loud sports shirts were tossed
around it at random. There was, also,

Frank’s collection of records, recording
machine, boxes of cheese and crackers for

quick snacks. All this was part and par-
cel of their mad pattern.

So was a taxi driver they hailed one
night. He wanted to be an actor, and in-

sisted on giving a take-off on Jimmy
Durante all the time he dodged his way
through traffic! Behind him, of course,
streamed a caravan of taxis all jammed
with Sinatra and Lawford fans.

So much for the New York whirl en-
joyed by the two boys from Hollywood.
Can anyone deny this is a man’s world?
Not if the men are Sinatra and Lawford!

The End

Hollywood’s

guessing about

LANA TURNER

You’ll see her on the cover of
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Handsome Threesome

Hollywood Tour

(Continued from page 45) where Larry
Parks hangs his hat—Earl Carroll’s—the
broadcasting studios at Sunset and Vine,
from which Photoplay’s daily ABC radio
show “Hollywood Tour” emanates.
To the right we see the road that curves

up into Hollywood Hills. The lovely white
and gaily colored houses seemed perched,
ready to fall into The Valley that lies on the
other side. At night they’re a fairyland
with their twinkling lights.

But we continue past Schwab’s Phar-
macy, hang-out of such Hollywood soda-
sippers as Shirley Temple, Linda Darnell
and Sidney Skolsky . . .

And on to Sunset Strip, that stretch of
boulevard between Hollywood and the sea.
The “midway to movieland,” it is as clean-
lined as an etching with its white stucco
and neo-Spanish architecture. The Strip is

famous for such glamorous establishments
as: The Players, the Chanteclair, Paul
Hesse’s modern photographic studios, Mo-
cambo, LaRue’s, Ciro’s.

The winding road goes past a score of
swank buildings housing offices like Sue
Carol’s and Bing Crosby’s—and then
around the bend, the bridal path marks
Beverly Hills. Union Station is now thirty
miles behind us.

Another mile to go, to the Beverly Hills
Hotel—the hostel they built the town
around. Up the palm-shaded drive and to
the lovely swimming pool colorful with
red and yellow cabanas and a real sand
beach. We visit the exotic and beautiful
Palm Room, for parties, such as Photo-
play’s annual Gold Medal Dinner.
But now, time to unpack—and to bed

—

for an early start on the next day of your
Hollywood Tour.

Be sure to come with us in the next
issue on a tour of the Warner Studios, in

famous San Fernando Valley. We’ll he
seeing ypu.

The End
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Wonderful Life with Donna

(Continued from page 65) said an office

colleague.
“Who is Donna Reed?” said the stricken

heathen.
“She is an actress and you are working

for her.”
“Already?” gasped Tony who can take

things as they come but not that fast.

“Our agency has a contract to manage
her,” said his side-kick.

“Heavenly ordinance!” said Mr. Owen,
quoting Montaigne, for Mr. Owen is a

scholar and gentleman from old New
Orleans, a graduate from the University
of Chicago, and a literateur who earned
fifteen thousand a year as saloon columnist
on the Chicago Daily News.
With the variegated culture of his Chi-

cago background, Tony quotes at will

from Montaigne or Mayor Kelly or Alfon-
so Capone. But never in his reporting

career had he picked up anything so sensa-

tional as the flash he got on beholding
Miss Reed. He had scooped himself and
couldn’t believe it.

H
E LEAPED into his car and drove to

Palm Springs to reduce his blood
pressure. But his Hamlet soliloquy

—
“It

can’t be, it can be”—kept on driving him
nuts. At length he achieved a sort of

optimistic fatalism which by heavenly or-

dinance is the philosophy of the vision he
was to wed. She describes it as a feeling that

everything works out for the best if you
just keep doing your best. Tony dashed
back to Hollywood and started doing his

best. He telephoned Miss Reed.
“This is Mr. Owen, your business agent,

Miss Reed.”
“How do you do, Mr. Owen,” Miss Reed

said.

“Would it be possible for you to have
dinner with me, Miss Reed?”
“No,” said Miss Reed, “but thank you.”
“It is a business matter of some im-

portance, Miss Reed.”
“I am sorry, Mr. Owen. Perhaps we can

meet at the studio or your office.”

That’s the way it went for two years,

“Miss Reed” and “Mr. Owen.” Tony can’t

remember when it ended. He thinks that
when he proposed he probably said, “Miss
Reed, would you consider marrying Mr.
Owen?”
“Anyhow it was refreshingly novel in

Hollywood,” says Tony. “Here everyone
calls everyone by nickname on sight, or
honey or darling if you don’t know the
name.”
Miss Reed and Mr. Owen honeymooned

on the Iowa farm with Donna’s folks.

Relatives and friends came from all over
Crawford county, and banners hung across
the streets of Denison.

“After three years in Hollywood,” says
Tony, “I thought you had to die and go
to heaven before you met such people—no
one envious, no one with personal ambi-
tion but all for the family. It was heaven.
I understood Donna then. She has quality;
the quality of being wholly and trans-
parently genuine.”

Serenity out of fortitude is the sub-
stance of her beauty. Through her girl-

hood she endured with her family the des-
peration of ten years of heart-searing
drought on the farm.
“We were able to eat because it is al-

ways possible to carry water from a well
to a vegetable patch.”
Her worst experience, she says, was

starting high school in Denison after at-
tending the one-room country school.

The Stars Model
Photoplay Fashions on Page 99
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Denison was a dizzy metropolis of four
thousand people. For a country girl, break-
ing into school activities was a struggle
of titanic perseverance.
Her greatest moment in life occurred

when these kids elected her their Queen
of May, “for grace, for looks, for per-
sonality and popularity.”
But her original patent of nobility rests

on a pan of biscuits. She won a prize

and membership in the 4-H clubs. These
4-H clubs constitute the. nobility of red-
blooded democracy. You can’t get in to them
by the simple process of being born; you
have to do something essential for man-
kind, such as raising bulls or biscuits.

D
ONNA came to Los Angeles to visit an
aunt and remained to work her way

through City College. Her fellow students
elected her their campus queen. The news-
papers published her picture. Within
twenty-four hours three studios were on
the telephone requesting her to make tests

but Donna graciously declined until she
had her diploma in secretarial efficiency.

With her performance in “It’s a Won-
derful Life” she was enthroned queen for

the third time. Peers of the realm paid
homage after the premiere. King Gable
pressed her hands and bestowed his ac-
colade, “Swell, Donna, you’ve arrived.”
William Wyler, the Oscar-studded director

of “The Best Years of Our Lives,” made
his bow saying, “My name is Wyler; I’m
a director and I hope for the privilege of

directing you one day.”

Donna was moved but not giddied by the
starry coronation. You never can top the
triumph of your own home town, and no
performance can surpass a pan of biscuits

that wins a 4-H prize.

Donna’s ambition is to have a family of

children as fine as her brothers and sisters,

and to be as good a mother as her own, to

whom each week she types three letters.

She and Tony adopted a baby girl. Be-
fore they saw her they chose the name
Penny Jane. Jane is the name of Donna’s
grandmother. Tony’s oldest Hollywood
friend, Randy Scott, suggested Penny.
Tony liked the name Mary. A penny was
tossed and Penny won. The baby co-
operated by growing copper colored hair,

which she changed to black and now to

gold—already she has gone Hollywood.
The Owens would like to have a little

place in the country and wear sloppy
clothes, but in these days of housing short-
age beggars can’t be choosers and have
to live in palaces. They have traded a

beach lot they owned for a shelter with
five bedrooms and five baths in Beverly.
The house is L-shaped, opening inward

on a patio which is an outdoor living room,
the other two sides having walls tapestried
with flowering vines. Windows of the one-
story living room open into it; the two-
story wing has glass porches upstairs and
down.
Donna has no hobbies, belongs to no

societies except City College alumnae.
She works with intensity. Her husband
calls her a perfectionist. She likes low-
heeled shoes and slacks and her favorite

colors are blue and green.
In people, sincerity and naturalness are

her only demand. Dorothy McGuire and
Ingrid Bergman are her favorite actresses;

Jimmy Stewart ranks among men, with
Cary Grant runner-up. Plain food is pre-
ferred. For a treat she will take a cheese-
burger.
The Owens do not care for big parties

but entertain for a few friends. Their
closest are Mr. and Mrs. Randy Scott,

director George Sydney and his wife
Lillian Burns, the drama coach of Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer. Donna says Lillian made
possible all dramatic achievement and is

virtually her alter ego. Tony says its

mutual worship.

T
ONY now is partner in the Orsatti-
Owen Agency, business representatives

for stars and directors. He will probably
end up a producer. He says he would
rather be a newspaperman than anything,
a beachcomber next. He likes to call him-
self Pop Owen. That’s what he was called
by the kids in his horse cavalry unit at
Fort Riley. When war broke, passing up
the chance of being an officer, he enlisted

as a buck because that’s what he felt like

doing. He thanks God he did.

“I got to know the finest kids in this

country, most of them cowhands and farm
boys of the west.”
When he was discharged from the hos-

pital where he was laid up with a broken
foot, the kids chipped nine dollars and five

cents out of their pay to buy Pop a
present. Pop says that will always be the
big moment of his life.

Two years ago when producer Carey
Wilson read the prize-winning novel
“Green Dolphin Street” by Elizabeth
Goudge, he was struck by a passage de-
scribing the character of Marguerite. It

was, he recognized, a perfect delineation of

Donna Reed.
The passage that designated Donna for

the part, reads: “Transparent honesty and
purity and serenity that, like clear water
flooding over the bed of a stream, washes
away uncleanness, and makes fresh and
divinely lovely all that is seen through its

own transparency.”
In “Green Dolphin Street,” all who have

seen it agree, Donna will add jewels to

her crowns.
The End

ADVERTISEMENT
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Our Baby Is Here

(Continued from page 31) Frederick Jr. in

their beautiful, almost entirely finished,

almost entirely unfurnished home that’s

high on the crest of the mountains that

separate Hollywood from San Fernando
Valley.
They started building their home in

February of last year, less than two months
after they were married. Paul had owned
the land for some time, and the fun of

planning their own house was part of the
lovely excitement of their honeymoon. Yet
like many another house in these United
States, it stands, some eighteen months
later, like a beautiful movie set, not quite

all there. Its architect was Walter Wurde-
man, one the men who designed Holly-
wood’s famed “House of Tomorrow.”

T
HE Brinkman house, compared to “The
House of Tomorrow,” is the House of the

Next Century. It has gadgets that do
everything but make a suit of clothes.

In the kitchen one button makes the
dishes all wash themselves. Another makes
the garbage chew itself into eternity. The
ice cubes, on command, fly out of the box
and into the glasses. The heat comes on or
goes off, the cooling air wafts through
during the summer, the solid plate glass
windows, which run to the floor in all the
rooms and act as doors as well as windows,
open and close themselves. The indoor
barbecue turns its own spit; so does the
out-door one.
Don’t ask why two barbecues. So did

Mr. Wurdeman—and it got him nowhere
except with orders to go ahead with them.
So he did. The Brinkmans, it seems, are
great steak eaters. Mr. Wurdeman got
orders to go ahead with three fireplaces

—

in what is now a one-story “modern”
ranch house with only two master bed-
rooms—so those are there, in beautiful
fieldstone.

The fireplaces, you may be sure, have gas
under them—just as the barbecues have
—so that there’s no trouble getting them “to
start.” The electric gates open themselves,
on command, by telephone, just as the
electric clock sounds its own alarm and
the front door answers its own buzzer.
The woodwork—what there is of it and
it isn’t much, as the house is mostly of
glass and stone—is red oak, left its natural
shade and waxed—and the bathroom walls
are vitrolite, which means the housekeep-
ing is reduced to a minimum. The garage
is a “port” rather than what you and I

know as a garage. You drive right into
a kind of glorified box, that has an over-
hang but no doors, so that all opening and
closing trouble is eliminated.
Naturally, being a future-looking house,

is has its own deep-freeze unit, which
eventually will have to do something about
the fruit from the forty varieties of fruit

trees now planted about the house. (The

Something new has been added

—

ergman

as ELSA MAXWELL finds her

after her New York triumph

in the poignant

“Joan of Lorraine”

See the August Photoplay
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"Our marriage was all thorns . .

.

Ned was habitually bristling like a

cactus, over nothing at all . . . was

seldom his sweet, loving self any

more. What had happened to our

perfect marriage? Why, this: I only

thought I knew about feminine hy-

giene. I didn’t realize that careless

now-and-then care could spoil one s

married happiness . . . until my
doctor enlightened me. Yes—then, he

recommended using “Lysol brand

disinfectant for douching— always.

"Now it’s love in bloom
Happiness is, to the heart, as sun-

shine to a flower . . . and we’re so

happy again now! Ever since I be-

gan following my doctor’s advice

on feminine hygiene— always use

“Lysol” for douching. No more salt,

soda or other homemade solutions

for me! Not when far more effective

“Lysol”— a real germ-killer— is so

easy and economical to use. As the

doctor said, “Lysol” is a thorough

yet gentle cleanser . . . and it works!

More women use "LYSOL" for Feminine Hygiene than any

other germicide . . . for 6 reasons

Reason No. 2: NON-CAUSTIC . . .

GENTLE . . ."Lysol" douching solution

is non-caustic, non-injurious to delicate

membrane— not harmful to vaginal

tissue. Try the easy-to-follow

"Lysol" way!

Note: Douche thoroughly with cor-

rect "Lysol" solution . . . always!
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f Brand Disinfectant

Brinkmans are fruit crazy as well as steak

crazy.) They haven’t yet got a gadget

that will pick that fruit for them but they

have got an outdoor trick that will shake
you with excitement. They built, believe

it or not, a waterfall, up in those hills

where there’s not so much as a rill.

Paul worked that one out, by means of

pipes and a lot of planning. The water
jumps up the mountain behind their house
—a right smart jump, too, of better than

a hundred feet—and comes tumbling down
again, whenever they want it.

In fact, their whole estate lacks only

two things to make them blissful (besides

being finished and furnished): Paul wants
to find an ice-cream freezer that can be
buried in some electrified nook of the

kitchen and turn out a neat two quarts

daily, since he and Jeanne consume that

much. Jeanne wants a real live fawn to

romp about the place. She’s had to give

up her lion cub—of which more later.

But while it is faintly irksome not to

have every last doorknob and window
latch in place, it is absolute bliss to have
the house virtually unfurnished.

This is because they were so jammed
during the six months prior to Paul Jr.’s

birth that the only free space they had in

their three-room Santa Monica apartment
was their beds. They slept in the beds,

they ate in them, they sat on them. Every
other inch of space was stacked with

clothes and presents for the baby.

For some reason, most of Jeanne’s fans

chose to send her knives and forks for

“Junior.” Along with bassinets, comfort-

ers, carriage throws, she’s got enough sil-

verware to stock a jewelry store. But
Jeanne said the future baby Brinkmans
will inherit it all from little Paul.

On Easter Monday there was a story

printed that Jeanne had been so sure her

baby would be a girl, she hadn’t known
what to name her child. That wasn’t true.

Actually, Jeanne had always insisted

that her baby would be a boy, and that

he had to be called Paul Jr. Paul Sr., be-

ing the more worldly, said they’d better

prepare for a girl, too, but he insisted if

she happened, she must be Jeanne too.

T
HE great gift that Jeanne has is that

of making her dreams come true. The
happiness that Paul can bring to her is

the masculine strength that backs up her

dreams and shares them.

For example, “Margie” was her first

“mother” role. Jeanne was enchanted with

it. On screen, she seems to waft through

her characterizations, but behind that airy

finesse, there is much hard work and, more

important, careful, hard thinking. One of

the pleasures she and Paul share is read-

ing aloud to one another, and this they

did particularly with the script of “Margie.”

Long before it got to the screen, Jeanne

was playing “Margie” at home, with Paul

playing all the male parts, for her amuse-

ment and instruction. So, when during the

actual filming, Jeanne discovered she was

truly to become a mother, it was her third

happiest moment. (The first had been

falling in love with Paul, the second marry-

ing him on New Year’s Eve, 1945.)

She never went through any odd “yearn-

ings,” like for strawberries at midnight.

She made only one request of Paul. “Let’s

stay by ourselves as much as we can, she

begged. “Let’s have it just be us alone

during this great experience.”

Her slightest wish is Paul’s only desire.

For the first three months they saw a

friend or two but during the last six they

never “dated” with anyone except their

Photoplay Fashions to
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families, and that was only on Sundays.
They had “brunch” every Sunday noon
with Mrs. Crain and Jeanne’s lovely young-
er sister, Rita. At six, they moved on to

Paul’s parents and had dinner with them.

Other than that, they did nothing but

visit their house, and watch the orchard

being planted, and the flowers put in and
the space for the waterfall being dug out.

They read to one another evenings, saw
occasional movies, and Jeanne took up
water color painting, turning out sketches

of crazy, wild animals and charming little

children which are now being turned into

a frieze for Paul Jr.’s nursery.

The Saturday evening before Easter,

they went to see “The Egg and I.” The
baby was then about two weeks overdue
but Jeanne wasn’t feeling too uncomfort-
able. While she laughed at the picture,

she felt a twinge or two of pain but she

ignored it. They had huge hot-fudge sun-
daes before returning to the apartment
and were just nicely settled in their beds
when Jeanne said, “Paul, where’s your
stop watch?”
The stop watch had been one of her

Christmas presents to her husband. Work-
ing over his radios, Paul often had desired

split second timing. But it is to be doubted
if a stop watch has often been used to time
labor pains, as it was on this occasion—and
seldom that any father knew such pains

were being spaced exactly five minutes
and twenty seconds apart. In fact, Paul
didn’t know that for more than ten min-
utes and forty seconds before he had
Jeanne in the car heading toward The
Queen of the Angels. They cut the hos-
pital gates at 12:30 and at 5:13.10 on the

stop watch, Paul Jr. made his debut.

WALTER
originator

Pin-Up G
"I r e c o m
Flame - G
stick to all of my
pin-up models for

extra beauty,
extra glamour . . .

no blurry edges!"

A
SK Jeanne which one of them the baby
looks like and she smiles that tender

smile of hers and says, “Exactly like Paul.”
Ask Paul and his dark, distinguished face

glows and he announces, “He’s the image
of Jeanne.” Ask me or any other observer
of this baby of babies and we’ll tell you it

looks identically like both of them.
Only one thing had worried Jeanne dur-

ing the nine months. She was frightened
that she might have a “bald” baby. Why,
with such heads of hair as she and Paul
have this idea ever occurred to her, no-
body will ever know.
They gave her only a spinal, so she

heard her baby’s first cry, whereupon she
demanded to know its sex, and to see it.

She took one glance and relaxed. “Oh,
what beautiful hair he has,” she sighed
happily.
The doctor snorted at her. “Look at his

shoulders,” Dr. Alphonsus McCarthy said.

“I never saw such shoulders. You’d better
register him for the Notre Dame team to-
morrow morning.”

Little Paul has very dark hair, like his
father and very blue eyes like his mother.
Being the first grandchild in either fam-
ily, both elder sets are wildly happy. In
fact there’s only one creature who isn’t

thrilled over his advent. That’s Jeanne’s
lion cub. She got banished to a private
zoo. That broke Jeanne’s heart almost as
much as it did the cub’s—but the doctor
wouldn’t hear of his being around such a
wonder child. But right in that small,
empty spot in Jeanne’s wild-animal-loving
heart is where the fawn may come in.

That is, unless the second baby makes
her forget about fawns, too. For already
Jeanne is planning for another baby. He
will be, Jeanne says, another boy and his
name will be Michael Anthony Brinkman.
Paul grins. Paul says he would like it

if he turned out to be a she, Jeanne Crain
Brinkman, Second. But he knows he hasn’t
a chance.. For Jeanne always makes her
dreams come true, which is what Paul
wants for her, forever and always.

The End

C^ne pin-up girl tells another . . . and that's how Flame-Glo

Lipstick’s popularity grew! You’ve heard it, too . . . the

story of its color-vibrant magnetism, its alluring loveliness, its

"come hither” attraction for men. Yes, you can count on

Flame-Glo as the pin-ups do . . . for day-long beauty

that keeps hours longer, thanks to its water-

repellency. No blurred edges! In your choice of

Raspberry, Royal Wine, Glamour Red, Medium,

Ruby Red, Pink Fire, Dynamic Red or

Pinwheel Red. Try Flame-Glo today!
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DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
LOVALON, simple and quick to use after

a shampoo, does these 4 things to give

YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Brings out lustrous highlights.

2. Adds a rich, natural tint to hair.

3. Rinses away shampoo or soap film.

4 . Leaves hair soft, easy to manage.

LOVALON does not permanently dye or

bleach— merely tints the hair as it rinses.

Comes in 12 flattering shades. Try Lovalon.
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latter
By Lester Gottlieb

A rapid record review of this month’s popular and classical

disks—spotlighting songs and singers from Hollywood

THE RAZOR’S EDGE: Tunes like "Mam’selle” have

a way with them and young singer Art Lund has

crashed the juke box big time with his fine pressing

(M-G-M). Close behind him in popularity are the

Dennis Day (Victor) and Pied Pipers (Capitol) versions.

PERILS OF PAULINE: Phil Harris selects the hit tune

"Poppa, Don’t Preach to Me” from Betty Hutton’s

latest and has a Harrised field day with it (Victor).

Phil Harris

IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN: Frank Sinatra

clicks with "Time after Time,” "I Believe,” "Brooklyn Bridge” and "It’s the Same

Old Dream” (Columbia). The Pied Pipers (Capitol) and Tommy Dorsey (Victor)

also handle the latter tune effectively, while Jimmy Dorsey (M-G-M) wraps up

"Time after Time” and adds a sure-fire Latin-American winner, "Quien Sabe?”

on the reverse.

THE EGG AND I: It was inevitable that this intriguing title would wind up with

a melody. It took four tunesmiths, including Al Jolson, and now you can hear

Dinah Shore (Columbia) and Sammy Kaye (Victor) spin it.

JANE RUSSELL: "The Outlaw” girl will probably get more circulation with the

record she made with Kay Kyser than she will with the controversial horse opera.

The tune she sings is called "As Long As I Live”

(Columbia)

.

NORA PRENTISS: The theme song is aptly titled "Who
Cares What People Say” and Dinah Shore (Columbia)

sings it.

THE UNINVITED: Billy Butterfield (Capitol) and

Dennis Day (Victor) have just waxed the film’s

haunting theme "Stella by Starlight” and it was worth
waiting for.

CARNEGIE HALL: Lily Pons sings "The Bell Song”
from "Lakme,” Ezio Pinza sings a robust aria from Mozart’s "Don Giovanni” and
Rise Stevens has a fine time with "Seguidilla” from "Carmen” in an impressive

Columbia album.

HUMORESQUE: Now, happily, Columbia has just issued an album of Isaac Stern’s,

re-creating the same immortal melodies he bowed in the film, including the title

song by Dvorak, Rimsky-Korsakov’s "Flight of the Bumble Bee,” the Carmen Fan-

tasy and Sarasate’s Gypsy Airs. The piano accompaniment is by Oscar Levant.

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: For religious records, try Victor’s new album of

Bach’s Cantata No. 4, as performed by the RCA Chorale and Orchestra, under Robert

Shaw’s baton, and a reading of his own poems by Francis Cardinal Spellman,

elegantly transcribed by Victor . . . The musical delicacy of Mozart’s Quartet

No. 2 in E Flat Major for piano and strings is played by the Budapest String Quartet

and pianist George Szell for Columbia ... A new pressing of Gershwin’s "Rhapsody
in Blue” by Paul Whiteman is a Signature feature ... The pretentious orchestra-

tions of Morton Gould get a full dress airing by the Robin Hood Dell orchestra

in a Columbia album with Gould conducting. Highlight is Gould’s version of

the stirring Red Calvary March . . . Sibelius’s solemn Symphony No. 4 is ably

interpreted by the N. Y. Philharmonic, conducted by Artur Rodzinski for Columbia

. . . The same company has issued a package of Italian operatic arias by the Met’s

soprano Helen Traubel, a singer of impressive and physical proportions . . . Bee-

thoven’s immortal Moonlight Sonata played by Vladimir Horowitz is a Victor

musical gift . . . The interesting ballet suite by Handel, "The Great Elopement,”

is disked by its favorite delineator, Sir Thomas Beecham, with the London Phil-

harmonic in a new Victor issue.
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The Lie

(Continued, from page 46) the balance of

stomach room could be devoted to more
alluring food.

It had been working fine. Until this mo-
ment, that is, when before he’d had time

to get rid of it, the crumpled bread had
dropped into view. The nurse’s voice was
taking on a more ominous emphasis:

“Who is responsible for this—” she

pointed a long finger at the crusts. No one

spoke—not even Bob.
“I’m giving you one more chance to step

out of line. Come now—speak up and step

out
—

” The words were a clarion call

which many years later, Bob would be

able to liken to “The Voice of Gabriel.”

At seven, however, they struck pure,

wordless terror to his heart. He couldn’t

have opened his dry little mouth if some-
one had promised to drop a shiny new
dollar inside.

“A-l-l-l-rigdit, I’ll come get you!” She
was advancing down the line now, her
finger extended like a dagger. He closed

his lids tight, his breath stopped and his

skinny body tensed to meet its doom . . .

“You bad—sneaky—little boy!” A hand
whooshed through the air—clutched—and
there was another whoosh as a youngster
went flying out of line. Not Bob-—but the

red-headed kid in front of him. “Not speak-
ing up is even worse than lying!”

“Yesm—” The redhead stood patiently,

under the pelting words, showing no sur-

prise, his freckles only slightly more
prominent than usual. Somehow, he was
always falling into crime—it seemed use-
less to deny this one. Bob’s mouth, too,

stayed tight-closed.

There still seemed no way to force it

open when that afternoon, the youngsters
went trouping out into the clear mountain
air to play health games in the snow.
In the evening there was a special cere-

mony—Red in the middle of the ring of

teachers and kids, making public apology
for those sneaked-out crusts. And instead

of his helping of custard pie, gulping down
an extra, full-day’s ration of bread.

That night, Bob could hear Red, breath-
ing soundly, a couple of cots away. In some
inexplainable way, however, he himself

was too miserable to sleep. He had a kind
of sore throat—not a regular one, but a

sort of lump that seemed to want to spread
out and choke him . . .

T
hirteen-year-old Bob Moseley
kicked the dust along the road from

Bakersfield Public School No. 2, and
whistled absent-mindedly. Tanned, and
with a thatch of sun-bleached hair, he was
feeling—if he had been thinking about it

—like a young man who’d never even
heard of a health resort for underweight
children.
Happened, however, he was thinking of

the couple of hours stretch until chore-
time. A couple of hours so-far uncharted,
and offering some very fine possibilities.

There was, fr’instance, the possibility of

taking kid brother Harold for a walk
through the fields and showing him how
to scare up rabbits. Or, of getting together
with his pal Bill and a couple of other
kids for hide and seek.

Bill, it turned out, was waiting for him.
“Got somethin’ to show you,” he said,

stalking off with a mysterious air toward
the barn. Not until he stood over a nest
behind the feed-box, would he speak
further. The nest had a half-dozen eggs.
“Look—all rotten. Good and stinkin’

rotten. 01.’ settin’ hen walked off and left

em.
Bob, for the moment, was too envious

to speak. Actually, the hoard being Bill’s,

it was his place to do the speaking, any-
how. “Let’s throw ’em,” saH H

••.from Sweet to Hot!
(iM THESE 3 SWELL RCA VICTOR ALBUMS)

"SONG OF THE ISLANDS and other
Hawaiian Favorites," by Ray Kinney and
his Coral Islanders with the Mullen Sisters.

Eight recordings, in authentic Hawaiian style.

Ask for RCA Victor Album P-176, $3.15

Song of the Islands

Lovely Hula Hands
Sweet Leilani

Little Brown Gal

My Isle of Golden Dreams
Hawaiian Paradise

Blue Hawaii

Aloha Oe

MU5U/VI
"NEW 52nd ST. JAZZ," by Dizzy Gillespie,

Coleman Hawkins and their Orchestras ... 15
top musicians from New York's famous 52nd St.:

52nd Street Theme
Night in Tunisia

Say If Isn't So
Spotlite

OI' Man Rebop
Anthropology

Low Flame
Allen's Alley NATURALLY...ON RCA VICTOR RECORDS!

"FATS WALLER FAVORITES" includes some
of Fats' most famous recordings ... an album
you'll play for years!

I Can't Give You Anything but Love, Baby
Honeysuckle Rose The Joint Is Jumpin'

Your Feet's Too Big Two Sleepy People

Ain't Misbehavin' The Minor Drag
Hold Tight

Ask for RCA Victor

Album P-I5I, $3.15

SOUP

Ask for RCA Victor Album HJ-9, $3.75

Prices are suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.

HEAR BOB MERRILL on the RCA Victor Pro-

gram. Sundays, 2 p.m., EDT, over NBC Network.

Two "exclusives"— Victor's billion-record skill

. . . plus RCA's electronic wizardry . . . make
music sound so natural on RCA Victor Records!
Hear them on a Victrola radio-phonograph.

Victrola—Trade Mark Registered United States

Patent Office. Radio Corporation of America.
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“Where, out behind the bam?”
_

“Just out behind the barn—at nothing?
I’m not wastin’ rotten eggs that way—not
me,” said Bill scornfully.

It was Bill’s idea to throw them at the
Joneses’ house and, admitted Bob with
admiration, only a pretty smart kid would
have thought of it. What with the Jones
family being away for a couple of weeks,
and what with there not being a wider,
whiter expanse for egg-throwing in miles,
anyhow. The fact that the Jones home was
next to Bob’s own, caused a slight bit of
inconvenience and necessitated using the
side farthest from his Mother’s windows.

“Spat-t-t-!” In all the world there is

nothing quite so delightful, in its own
obnoxious way, as the released stench of
a splattered, dripping rotten egg. Not to
two thirteen-year-old boys, at least. They
stood gazing in awe and admiration. Then,
with a sigh that it should all be over so
soon, they stole reverently away.
Dinner was almost over that evening

when Bob’s mother spoke to his Dad: “I
do hope they catch those young vandals
who did all that damage to the Jones house.
I’d like to tan their hides myself.”

“I’m afraid the penalty is going to be a
little more serious than just a tanning—”
said Dad. “The detective told me the
damage ran into hundreds of dollars

—

beats me where they got all the eggs.”
Bob put his forkful of food slowly back

down on the plate. “Detective—hundreds
of dollars—serious penalty—” But he’d
only thrown two—they’d only had six be-
tween them.

“It beats me how they got into the
house—” his mother was saying. “Must
have crawled through a window. Minna
Jones is going to be just sick when she
sees her beautiful curtains and furniture

—

eggs all over everything, uugh—!”

The new way to judge
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B
OB was suddenly very sick at his stom-
ach. He didn’t know anything about

the damage inside the house, but he’d
thrown two eggs he’d had no right to
throw. The detective was coming back the
next evening, he thought, as he lay sleep-
less in bed. It was hard to keep Harold,
lying right next to him, from feeling how
he was shaking. It was harder still to keep
the torture out of his eyes talking to Mom
at breakfast, and when he went out to
pitch hay with Dad the sweat pouring out
of his back was not all exertion. He wished
he could tell his folks what he’d done, but
his mouth just wouldn’t open.
“I’m not telling a thing,” said Bill when

they held a hurried conference.
“But detectives find out everything,”

said Bob miserably. “If they find out
we’re keepin’ still about what we did do,
they won’t know but what we did the rest
of it, too. Anyhow, I’d feel better if I

just up and confessed.”
“Not me,” said Bill. “You go ahead and

tell and I’ll say I don’t know what you’re
talkin’ about!”
The detective, when he came, had eyes

that bored like a gimlet. Bob had a
panicky feeling that he must out with his
confession before it came from the detec-
tive as an accusation. He gulped and
opened his mouth and closed it again. The
detective was speaking. It took him a
minute to realize what the man was saying:

“I wanted to talk to you,” the man said,

“for I thought that living next door, you
might keep an eye and ear open and report
anything that looks suspicious.”

After the detective had gone, Bob went
up to bed. He had “a kind of sore throat,”

he told Mom. That old lump trouble, again.

Proctor Electric Company,
Philadelphia 40, Pa. J
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Guy Madison, Seaman First Class,

dropped his six-foot length off a Sunset
Boulevard bus, dashed through traffic and
stopped up short and breathless at the
entrance to the Palladium. He had a date
to meet a young lady and he was five

minutes late. This young lady, maybe

—

but it wasn’t the girl in the bright red
cbat—or the one wearing daisies for a
hat. Funny, he’d thought he’d know her
at once. She was short and brown-haired,
with a quick smile, and he’d danced with
her last week at the Canteen. He’d never
seen her in a coat or hat, however, and
he’d been totally unprepared for the num-
ber of short, brown-haired girls who could
pass through one lobby . . .

It was at this point he became conscious
of the two Shore Patrols staring at him.
Usually, people did stare at him—a gold-
bronze fellow with unbelievable shoulders,
gob-cap riding high on hair the color of

a ripe wheat field. Usually, too, he re-
mained unconscious of the stares. How-
ever, no sailor stays unconscious of an
S.P. very long.

“Just a minute, Mac.” The two S. P.’s

had planted themselves squarely in front
of him. “What Navy do you belong to?”
“Same one you do, I believe,” said Guy.
“What’s your name?” snapped one of the

patrolmen.
“Guy Madison,” he answered quickly,

the way he did now that he was getting

used to it.

“Got your liberty pass?”
“My I.D. card is my pass.”

“Let’s see it!”

T
OO late, Guy realized he was in trouble.
The patrolman glanced at the card briefly.

“We’re taking you in. You won’t mind the
walk—it’s just around the corner.”
Guy hoped the brown -haired girl

wouldn’t think he hadn’t shown up. It

should only take him a few minutes to
explain to the desk sergeant. . .

“Him and his I.D. card aren’t tellin’ the
same story,” said one S.P. to the sarge.
“The card says his name is Moseley.”

“Well, you see, I changed my name when
I signed my Selznick Studio contract. I

—

”

“A movie contract—now isn’t that glam-
orous? Only it says here, you’re under
contract to the Guy with the Whiskers,
for the duration.”

“I am. That is
—

”

“Never mind the story,” said the Sarge.
“I might listen to it if it wasn’t for the
fact that the cellophane has been opened
on your card. You aren’t the first guy who
altered his I.D. card and got caught at it.”

Just how and when the cellophane had
broken loose from the brass brads on his
identification, was something Guy didn’t
know. He did know what an arrest would
do to his chances for Officers’ Candidate
School. The thing he’d been striving for so
long—that meant more to him than any
date or movie job in the world.
The day Guy Madison knew that in

spite of his service record, he was defi-
nitely out of the running for O.C.S. he
felt like a fellow who’d swallowed a rock.
On the other hand, he felt curiously clean
and free of a couple of things that had
been bothering him for years. This time
he’d told the truth and they hadn’t be-
lieved him—but he’d had it coming. Little
Red, choking down those extra slices of
bread so long ago, had been paid off. He’d
squared the matter of the eggs too.

That’s why the star of “Honeymoon”
is a Guy who’s never afraid to say what he
has on his mind. Why the harder a thing
is to say, the quicker he’ll say it. “Right
or wrong—I’d rather take my chances on
it,” he’ll. tell you.
And meeting his straight gaze, you know

chances are he’ll be right many times more
than he’ll be wrong!

The End

fity the young me held back

Often a married woman has no one
but herself to blame if her husband
starts losing interest

—

False modesty may have kept her

from consulting her Doctor. Or perhaps

she very foolishly has followed old-

fashioned and wrong advice of friends.

If only young wives would realize

how important douching two or three

times a week often is to intimate

feminine cleanliness, health, charm
and marriage happiness. If only they’d

learn about this newer, scientific

method of douching with

—

zonite.

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide

tested is SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

Up-to-date, well-informed women no
longer use old-fashioned, weak or

dangerous products.

The zonite principle is truly a
miracle! No other type liquid antisep-

tic-germicide for the douche of all those

tested is so powerful yet so safe to

tissues. Absolutely non-poisonous, non-

burning, non-irritating, zonite posi-

tively contains no phenol, no bichlo-

ride of mercury, no creosote. You can

use zonite as directed as often as

needed without risk of injury.

Zonite Principle Developed By Famous

Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps

guard against infection. It’s so power-

fully effective no germs of any kind

tested have ever been found that it

will not immediately kill on contact.

You know it’s not always possible to

contact all the germs in the tract, but
you can be sure that zonite kills

every reachable germ and keeps them
from multiplying.

Buy a bottle of zonite todayl

FOR N EWER

jeminine fyyiene

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new

Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. PP-77, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Name

.State.

Ignorance of these

INTIMATE
PHYSICAL FACTS

has wrecked

many an otherwise

happy marriage
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(Continued from page 53) her initials to
papers and that made her an Elk. Her pet
name, that is, what she likes to be called
when you know her chummy, is Elevan.
And if you must know, I got this informa-
tion while we were sitting on the couch
in my office—gee, director A1 Green would
hardly give me any room and kept crowd-
ing me.

“I also found out that after attending
various schools, Evelyn wanted to be an
actress. She started by being a tap dancer.
It was while she was dancing in Charlotte,
North Carolina, that she met Ted FioRito,
the band leader. She told him about her
desire to be a movie actress and he gave
her a letter to a number of people in
Hollywood. He also told her that she
wouldn’t get anywhere in pictures until
she got rid of her Southern drawl. She
was finally given a job by Cecil B. DeMille
in ‘The Buccaneer’ as a Southern belle
with a drawl.”

“Typically Hollywood,” said the column-
ist. “Well tell me some more about her
career.”
“Gee, I believed a guy like you would

know that. The more I talk to you the
more I learn about columnists. Evelyn
later played a part in ‘Gone with the
Wind.’ A Southern gal, of course. This
was an epic, as you know, so of course no
one remembers her in it. In fact she doesn’t
boast about her role in it.

“After this she was signed by Columbia
Pictures and it looked as if she might get
places fast for she was the leading lady for
Robert Montgomery in ‘Here Comes Mr.
Jordan’ and she also had a lead in ‘Ladies
in Retirement.’

”

“And what happened?” asked the col-

umnist.
“I can take a cue,” replied the producer,

still surprised that the columnist didn’t

know as much about Evelyn Keyes as the
producer did. “She played in a number of

pictures at Columbia, was well liked, but
really didn’t click until she met up with
Technicolor.”

“That’s odd.”
“Not so very. It happens. Betty Grable

didn’t get anywhere until she was filmed
in Technicolor. Evelyn played the lead in

‘Renegades’ and then people, fans and ex-
ecutives, began to notice her. They noticed
that she was not only attractive, but also

a fine actress, a mighty fine actress.

“And I’ll tell you something else. The
combination in ‘Renegades’ was Evelyn
Keyes—Larry Parks. That’s where the

My Romance with Evelyn Keyes
teamwork started. Evelyn’s next picture
is tentatively titled, ‘The Mating of Millie
McGonigle’ and a leading man in this pic-
ture will be Larry Parks. They’re getting
to know each other.”

“That’s fine,” said the columnist to the
producer. “But now let’s get back to you
and Evelyn. What did you do? Start re-
vealing.”

“I must admit,” said the producer, “that
we held hands on the couch. She has lovely
hands. Only, sometimes I got mixed and
found I was holding A1 Green’s hands.
And we did discuss her hair. It was
blonde in the picture. Before that her hair
had been pink, yes, actually pink. It has
been practically every shade. Sometimes
even her best friends don’t recognize her
because of the color of her hair. You’ve
got to know her real well to know her.”
“Keep going,” said the columnist.
“Our romance then continued on the

set. Elevan is a hard worker. She comes
on the set prepared, knowing her lines

and how she intends to interpret a scene.
She is rather stubborn and determined,
but she will listen to the director or pro-
ducer. Later in a projection room when
she looked at the rushes with me, she
was never completely satisfied with her
performance. She always found fault and
insisted that she could play the scene
better if given another opportunity.”

“IH, so you two were together, alone, in

it a projection room,” said the columnist.
He was leading, snooping.

“Certainly,” replied the producer. “It

was all in the line of duty. Then often
we’d go to dinner together. It didn’t have
to be a famous restaurant for Evelyn. She’d
prefer a neat, cozy place. Her taste in

food varies and she’ll eat practically any-
thing. She doesn’t actually eat much. She
orders big, but she merely nibbles at her
food. Then we’d go to her apartment and
sit around. But her girl friend, Marguerite
Chapman, would be there, and do you
know she took almost as much room on
the couch as Director Green. A fellow
wants to be alone to be romantic.
“We’d sit around there and discuss the

picture and books and the world in gen-
eral. Evelyn likes to sit at the piano and
play a little. Her favorite is Chopin.”
“You two appeared to be getting along

famously,” said the columnist. “I like it.

Keep on revealing.”
“I liked it too,” replied the producer. “I

even went to watch her play tennis, went

shopping with her and for walks in Bev-
erley. But then it happened.”
“What happened?” asked the columnist,

more eager than he had been.
“I went on the set early one morning as

usual,” said the producer, “to discuss the
day’s work with her. And to be polite I

asked Evelyn if she wanted to have dinner
that night. She replied that she couldn’t,
because she was having dinner with her
husband. I told her that I didn’t even
know she was married. ‘Oh yes,’ she said,
‘I eloped last night with John Huston.’

”

“How did you take it?” asked the col-
umnist.
“The same as you would take it,” an-

swered the producer.
“How are they getting along?” asked the

columnist. “And do you ever see Evelyn?”
“Certainly I see her,” answered the pro-

ducer. “We’re still the best of friends—in
the true Hollywood tradition. I visited her
on the set of ‘Johnny O’Clock,’ and she
appeared just as happy in her work, eager
to make good.”
“Okay. So Evelyn married John Huston.

He’s a famous director and writer. She’s
an actress. What’s with their careers?”
“They’re both doing great,” answered

the producer. “Evelyn doesn’t tell John
what pictures to direct or how to write
his scripts, and she doesn’t expect him to

select her scenarios or to tell her how
to play a part.”

“That’s unusual.”
“They do, however, discuss movies in

general and actors and actresses. They
have ideas about the kind of pictures they
should make and the kind of pictures that

should be made. They do like to be around
with people in the industry and talk shop.

They’re interested in what they call ‘the

arts.’ John paints, you know, and Evelyn
is playing with paints herself.”

“Do you believe that they’ll ever make
a picture, that is a motion picture, to-

gether?” asked the columnist.
“That’s an obvious question,” replied the

producer, “and the answer is just as

obvious. They would like to make a pic-

ture together, but they are going to wait
until they find the proper story. But, what’s
more important, they want to wait until

they know each other better. It’s some-
thing, you know, to be with a person all

day on the set and then go home and be
with the same person all night.”

“Yes, I guess it is,” said the columnist.

“Keep revealing.”

“Well,” said the producer, “they reside

in Huston’s house in Tarzana, which he
designed himself. It has all kinds of furni-

ture, Colonial, modern, antique. Anything
that looks good and is comfortable. Her
pet name for him is Johnnie and his pet

name for her is Elevan.”
“Oooh! Oooh!” exclaimed the columnist,

as if he had learned something important.

Then he added, “Keep revealing.”

“Gee, doesn’t a columnist know anything
else than ‘Keep revealing’?”

“That’s the only way to get rid o' a

columnist. Reveal everything.”
The producer leaned a little more for-

ward and then said: “Elevan, pardon me,
Evelyn, sleeps in an oversized built-in bed.

There are two spotlights on the ceiling,

one for Evelyn and one for John, which
are used as reading lamps. They like to

read in bed. And—and say, how revealing

do you expect a fellow to get? If you want
to know any more you’ll have to ask

John Huston who has the information.”

It was then that Skolsky, the producer,

deciuea that he had had enough of Skolsky,

the columnist. But it was okay, for the

columnist had also decided that he had
gotten enough of the producer.

The End

SPELLS THRILLS

IT’S A DATE
EVERY SUNDAY
For a half-hour of real thrills, listen every

Sunday afternoon to "True Detective

Mysteries”. Action-packed fact stories

dramatized from the pages of True De-

tective magazine. Tune in this Sunday

and every Sunday afternoon.

4:30 PM E. T. 2:30 PM M. T.

3:30 PM C. T. 1:30 PM P. T.

TUNE IN FOR DETAILS OF S500 REWARD

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES
ON ALL MUTUAL NETWORK STATIONS
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Madelon Mason

Dura-Gloss Tropical— to highlight a British Tweeds Glen Plaid suit and Sally Victor's striking beret

yfc 5" & Oac/

$

"I change lip and fingertip make-up to

harmonize with my costume,” says beautiful

Madelon Mason. "Of the 18 fashion-right

shades of Dura-Gloss Nail Polish,

I’ve several on my dressing table—

with their matching or blending

Dura-Gloss Lipsticks. They make it

easy to give each occasion and frock

its one most flattering accent.”

Nail Polish, 10?* Lipstick, 39?*

NEW! Creamy-smooth,

long-lasting Dura-Gloss

Lipstick . . . with matching

Dura-Gloss Nail Polish, 490*

© 1947, Lorr Laboratories /
Paterson, N. J., Founded by E. T. Reynolds ^
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Adele Whitely Fletcher

Director

Peggy Thoi•nrlike

Fashion Editor

Gerry Southmayd
Fashion Service Manager

Jack Force Jr.

Fashion Art Director

Ben Studios

Photographers

John Engstead

West Coast Photographer

:

lUai-Kliiill l lnnagtson

He. was born in Peoria, Illinois,-

and educated in Los Angeles at

pilbl ic schools and Occidental Col-

lege. He’s a Phi Gamma Delta and

a First Lieutenant in the Califor-

nia State Militia and R.O.T.C. He
made his movie dehut with Gloria

Jean in “Reckless Age.” He’s 6' 1",

weighs 155 pounds and is under

contract to Metro. Aon last saw

him in “Secret of Missouri.”

Lina Itomuv

She was horn in Detroit, where

her father was Consul for Mexico,

and educated at a Brooklyn con-

vent. She was christened Elena.

But Xavier Cugat changed Elena to

Lina when she solo-ed with his

hand. It was singing with Cugat

that she made her movie dehut in

“You Were Never Lovelier.” She

lives in Beverly Hills with her in-

vestment-broker husband, John

Lawrence Adams. Her last Metro

picture was “Love Laughs at Andy

Hardy.”



“Exactly alike” bathing suits for you and your
man. Designed by Gantner & Mattem in an
Aztec Water God print with DuPont Water

Repellent Finish. Girl’s suit, sizes 10-18,

$8.95, matching coat (not shown) $7.95. Man’s
shorts, sizes 30-42, $5.95, coat $7.95.

At Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manufacturer
H't —— —
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Tfang-up

(Cottons

Veronica Lake is tiny and softly

spoken. But she can think

for herself; and, convinced

she is right, she has the staying

power of Gibraltar. In

private life she is married to

Andre de Toth, the Hun-

garian director. She has two

children, Elaine Detlie,

six, and Michael de Toth, one.

You’ll see her next in Para-

mount’s “Variety Girl” and

“Saigon,” in which she plays

with Alan Ladd.

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
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om Breneman of ABC’s “Break-

st in Hollywood” used to have

in on his famous morning program

;scribing women’s hats. Now he

akes women’s hats—as lovely as

ose which Louise Allbritton wears

ere.

romantic bonnet with a black

;lvet crown and a white pique

rim . . . trimmed with lilies of

le valley.

A soft and flattering mesh dress by

McKettrick—with large pearl but-

tons studding the opening from

neck to hem and a belt of woven

straw. Also in gray, rose or beige.

Sizes 12-20. About $12.95 at Chand-

ler’s (Misses’ Dresses), Boston,

Mass., and Kresge-Newark, N. J.

elebrate a cool Fourth

102 PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



On page 106 yon will find another

Tom Breneman hat—and a de-

lightfully amusing story that tells

how he came to create his hats

which are the stuff of which com-

pliments, not jokes, are made.

Bright red poppies trim a smart

and flattering white linen. . . .

A print that is as cool as it looks.

The scalloped neckline and perky

peplum contribute to this season’s

demands for “dressed up” cotton.

Designed by Mayflower in other

colors. Sizes 10-18. About $10.95 at

Arnold Constable (Cavendish

Shop), New York, N. Y., and

McCurdy’s (Daytime Dresses),

Rochester, N Y.

For other stores in your vicinity

write to the manufacturer listed

on page 104

of July

LOUISE ALLBRITTONT is, above all, Mrs. Charles C. Collingwood

of New York these days. But occasionally she leaves her husband,

the well-known radio commentator, and journeys to Hollywood

to make a motion picture, most recently Universal-International’s

adaptation of that realistically amusing best seller “The Egg and I”

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS 103
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Fom. uses only porous Nylon Marquisetlc

over the breasts . . . because it permits proper

ventilation. Made in the *"Allo-Ettc ' design

of all Nylon Marquisette. $2.50; with Nylon

Taffeta band and back. $2.00; with Silk

band and back. $2.50

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form

Brassiere Company. Inc.. New York 16. IN. I.
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Follow the fad . . . it’s terrific! Wear

a charm bracelet a-dangle with 8

exact miniatures ... gay groceries

like Duz and Pepsi-Cola, Crisco

and Old Dutch. Reproduced in

vivid color . .
.
perfect in detail.

Metal link bracelet with $|00*
8 charms

10 individual "miniatures" $100*
to wear as buttons, links

"plus 20(5 fed. tax. Sorry, No C. O. D’s

At Your Favorite Store or order from

precision miniatures
Dept PH., 5147 Brawn he., St Louis 15. Ms.

of the fashion Sitting

with VERONICA CAKE

By Rena Firth

In reality Veronica Lake is perhaps

more beautiful than on the screen.

She’s warmer, too, than you expect

her to be, more just-folks, with a soft,

low voice that’s as provocative as

her triangular face. And she wears

her hair in a modified version of the

style she made famous—falling softly

down one side of her face, although

she usually keeps it pinned back at

one side or worn pimply in a net.

When Veronica arrived for Photo-

play’s fashion sitting she was wear-

ing a trim little black suit, the jacket

edged with black braid, repeated in

the buttons. Her only jewelry was

her first Valentine gift from her hus-

band—a quaint heart-shaped gold

carriage drawn by two miniature

horses. The heads of the little figures

in the carriage were rubies. So were

the hubs and the tires of the wheels.

On her head, binding her pale gold

hair, was one of her favorite head-

bands—a strip of crushed black jer-

sey. Veronica has these bands, which

hook in the back, made in all colors

and materials to go with different

dresses. For evening wear she adorns

them with fresh flowers.

In the studio that day were pho-

tographer Ben’s son Alan and a pal

of his, Donald Shook. They had

come down from the country espe-

cially to see Veronica. Alan had

brought his camera and when Ver-

onica posed in the blue and pink plaid

dress, he circled around, snapping

away.

“It would be awfully funny,”

Veronica told Ben, “if your son s pic-

tures turned out better than yours!

In spite of her siren looks, Ver-

onica is very much of a homebody.

She’s a Brooklynite by birth, although

she lived most of her life in Lake

Placid and Miami Beach. She’s an

expert skier and swimmer and she

and her husband are ardent flyers—

own their own plane. Veronica can t

take passengers up yet since she only

has her student’s license.

Veronica didn’t intend to be an

actress. It was an accident.

Strangely enough, so was her first

movie hair-do. Her hair would fall

into her face and . a director, seeing

it, insisted she keep it that way in

front of the camera.

For Veronica’s New York visit

Edith Head designed a special en-

semble; a tiny black basque jacket

to alternate with three skirts, all

slightly longer than ballerina length.

One skirt was of black taffeta, one

black and white taffeta and the other

chartreuse and black. With any one

of the three costumes this ensemble

provides Veronica wears black plas-

tic soles and heels through which

she strings ribbons of the same fabric

as her dress.

It was Veronica’s first visit to New

York in four and a half years. She

found the cafes, theaters and crowded

streets as exciting as always. And

New York found her as exciting as

always, too.

Wherever You Live

You Can Buy

If the preceding pages do not list stores in

your vicinity where Photoplay Fashions are

sold, write to the manufacturers listed below.

Bathing Suit Twosome

Gantner and Mattern

145) Mission St.

San Francisco, Calif.

Plaid Cotton Dress

Reliance Mfg. Co.

212 W. Monroe Street

Chicago 6, Illinois

Striped Peplum Dress

Donnelly Garment Co.

1828 Walnut Street

Kansas City 8, Missouri

Aqua Mesli Dress

McKettrick

13 50 Broadway

New York, New York

Cotton Print Dress

Mayflower

13 50 Broadway

New York, New York

Tom Breneman Hats

Richard Lauter

728 South Hill Street

Los Angeles, Calif



Five years is a long

time, but Doug Fairbanks Jr.

found it was not too long

BY RALPH CARSON

W
HEN Douglas Fairbanks Jr. re-

turned to the States after five

years of Naval Service abroad,

he wondered about his reception. In

uniform overseas he created no more
excitement than any other officer

with his rank. “But how will it

be at home,” he wondered. “Will

people still remember me? Five

years is a long time and the public

is fickle.”

His first role—that of Sinbad the

Sailor—waited on the shelf at RKO
until Doug was free. And then he

had to be talked into taking the part.

When the Navy was ready to release

him, Fairbanks wanted rest. He
wanted to spend all his time with

his wife and two daughters.

But RKO wouldn’t be denied. The
colorful fiction Sinbad who roamed
the Mediterranean in 800 A.D.

needed a Fairbanks to breathe life

into the screen version. So John
Twist, who wrote the original screen

story, was dispatched to Washington
with orders to live with Doug if

necessary in order to sell him the

idea. Like all good salesmen, John
“sold” the story first to Mrs. Fair-

banks, pretty little Mary Lee.

So on this occasion when she

added her vote to the studio’s, Doug

Mary Lee and Doug Jr.

He stars in “The Exile”

was convinced. He would not only

play Sinbad, but his would be the

final say-so on script and cast. Back
in Hollywood, Doug went to work on

a job he knew and loved. He moved
into a tiny office on the RKO lot. At
home he built an outdoor gym-
nasium on the tennis court. In the

early morning he trained there with

ex-Army Captain Dave Sharp. Like

his father before him he never uses

a stunt mail.

On one particular occasion this

training stood Iiim in good stead.

It happened on an island near Capri,

early in 1943. Doug and six other

American officers were sent on a

pre-invasion check of the situation.

Creeping noiselessly around the

small island they happened upon an
estate housing some Nazi bigwigs.

The front of the house was protected

by a heavy oaken "door.

So they stealthily made their way
around the back. There a twelve-

foot wall separated them from the

house. The group drew back into

the shadows to consider the possi-

bilities. One of the officers kept

looking at Doug. Finally he spoke

up: “I’ve seen you do it a hundred
times in the movies. Come on, boy,

upsadaisy.” (Continued on page 121)

Everyone would say,

how wonderfully your

Miss Elaine Precisional*

fits you! Of course it does,'

it's the revolutionary new

slip that works figure

miracles for you . . . whether

you're short, medium, or tall . .

.

whether you wear junior,

misses', or women's dresses.

About $4 in leading stores;

write us, we'll tell you where.

"Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.

SEL-MOR GARMENT CO., INC.
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Exciting new accessories . . .

different ways to wear them . . .

A midsummer dream, this hat—if we
ever saw one! The crown is covered

with stiffened net. The flowers are

the soft lovely pastel shades that

blend with every color.

Tom Breneman, creator of this hat

(and the hats Louise Allbritton wears
on pages 102 and 103) , started design-

ing millinery as a lark. Master of

Ceremonies on ABC’s daily morning
coast-to-coast hook-up, “Breakfast in

Hollytvood,” Tom went on a cross-

country tour. Everywhere, in St.

Louis, Denver, Chicago, Omaha and

There’s nothing like a “conversation

piece” in the way of jewelry. These
three pieces by Coro will cause plenty

of talk! The safety pin is about three

and one-half inches lojig. The head
is studded with turquoise and pearls.

Price is $2.00. The gold crown fob
with medallion pin is wonderful to

pin on a scarf, and it costs $2.00.

The “Pirate” earrings are the newest
thing in ear adornment. They are

$3.00.

other large cities, women fans be-

sieged him with the same request.

Would he, please, select a hat for

them when he got back home. Re-

turning to Hollywood, at last, Tom
went into a huddle with Caspar-Davis,

one of Hollywood’s suavest designing

teams. Result: The Tom Breneman
millinery enterprise, which creates

twelve neiv and exciting hats every

month with their prices ranging from
$18 to $25. So when you want the

last word in a glamorous chapeau
you’ll find it in a Breneman hat.

•

Black patent leather accessories, such

as shoes, bag or belt, are smart and
right with your colorful cotton

dresses. Wear a big cool black straw

hat and pick up your dress color in

a garland of flowers around the brim.

•

Something really wonderful has been

made for the girl who loves and wears

bare-shoulder fashions. They’re called

“French Look” bra-wires and they

may be sewn into any bra, bathing

suit top, midriff, or evening gown all

in a matter of five minutes. The
wires can easily be removed for

laundering (although you don’t have

to for they are made of stainless steel

and are rustproof). You can find

these bra-wires at notion counters

for $1.00 per pair.

There always comes a time in a girl’s

life when she needs a pair of clean
white gloves in a hurry. These nylon
gloves with shell stitching around the

fingers are just the thing for they dry
in an hour or two and, after each
washing, look brand new. The other
pair of gloves are cotton with ador-
able blue forget-me-nots embroidered
in beading on the backs. They look
so sweet and dressed up wit light

summer dresses. Both these gloves
are by Aris. The price of the nylons
is $2.00. The cotton ones with bead-
ing are $2.95.

Here’s a new fad that has arrived

from Hollywood. The movie belles

are wearing small silk handkerchief
scarfs (about the size of a regular

man’s hankie ) knotted tightly around
the throat with summer suits and
dresses. The smaller pure silk square
in the picture above would be per-

fect for this attractive fashion. Wear
it tied under the collar of a shirt or

knotted through your belt. A scarf

like this tied high around your neck

also adds a new look when worn with

bare necked blouses or sun dresses.

It comes in heavenly clear colors and
the price is $2.00. The larger scarves

are tissue rayon, a fabric so soft and
light in the hand that it feels like a

bit of gossamer. They are $3.00. All

these are designed by Glentex.
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Added Attractions

(Continued from page 68) yellow, with a

collarless jumper top and had a straight

skirt. Joan wore a large-brimmed hat of

emerald green straw trimmed with tiny

bright yellow flowers around its crown,
a gorgeous color-combination not only for

the suit, but for her own coloring which
of course includes her natural yellow hair.

Her only jewelry was a heavy gold choker
around her neck. Her shoulder-slung bag
of leather had been dyed to match the soft

dark green of her hat—and no “near-
match” either. She looked like she’d fallen

off the cover of a fashion magazine.
“Three little mothers” to be were

huddled together on a bench under the

Bowman’s magnolia tree at Connie’s lunch-
eon—all of them gabbing like mad as to

whether their coming events would be boys
or girls. I mean Jeanne Crain, who is now
a Ma, and not in doubt, Lili Morris (Chest-
er Morris’s pretty wife) and Anne Shirley,

who only a few days before had announced
to the world that she’d soon have a new
baby of her own to take the place of the one
she heartbreakingly lost in England sev-
eral months ago. June Allyson was there

looking cute as a button in a white angora
sweater over a black crepe. And while on
the subject of accessories, Junie had her
initials embroidered over her heart—but in

black sequins.

E
VIE JOHNSON, looking cool in a silk

print that had black and white painter’s

palettes all over a dark green background,
was denying reports that she and Vanny-
boy are to be rocking a cradle soon. But
then, they denied they were going to get
married too, if you remember. Oh—almost
forgot to “finish” Evie’s dress. A soft three-
inch ruffle of the same print outlined its

wide canoe neckline. And the skirt had
hip draping that ended in the center with
a cascading drape to the hem. She wore
black shoes, gloves and bag. No hat. I

noted too, that smart, comfortable and right

for any time of the day or evening is the
obvious determination of Hollywood gals

who are “expecting” not to go in for “ma-
ternity clothes” in the accepted sense, but
to stick for the most part to simple hip-
length, flaring smocks over dark skirts.

Whether at lunch, on shopping tours, cock-
tail or dinner parties, you see them in

their smocks—ranging from crisp linens

through tailored gabardines, crepes and
taffetas. Some are simple—some elabo-
rately trimmed—but all are smocks.
Connie made a terrific haul in the way

of gifts for the baby. But the gift that got
the loudest “Ah’s” and “Oh’s” when it

was opened was Anita Colby’s. She had
brought two large, solid gold safety-pin?.

At least four femmes yelled, “How CHIC
can a baby be?” when the gift was un-
wrapped. Connie says you can bet the
pins will wind up on her when the infant

no longer has any use for them. She’s so
right!

Before I get off the accessory subject
entirely, mustn’t forget to tell you about
a cute gag some of the local belles are
wearing—and getting lots of attention with.
Wouldn’t be surprised if it turned into a
national fad. The gag is arm garters (yes,

real old-fashioned ones)—but with a
“something-new-has-been-added” touch.
The arm garters that the movie misses are
hitting bulls-eyes with are covered with
velvet or satin ribbon in bright colors like

kelly green or cherry red, and usually
have a little cockade of ribbons attached
to the outside edge somewhere. They look
so cute—and do so much to doll up a plain
sweater—just by snapping over a pushed
up sleeve or two. Some gals, like Ava
Gardner, f’rinstance, even wear one (just
one) on the pushed up sleeve of any simple
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dark (black or brown) dress. Even if the
sleeve of the sweater or dress is rather
short, pushing it up and holding it even
shorter with one of these gadgets creates
an intriguing effect. Try it and see.

T
HE biggest party in Hollywood history
was given after the Award doings—at

the hilltop home of the N. Peter Rathvons—he’s the head of R.K.O. Just about every
top star, executive, director and writer in
Hollywood was there for midnight supper
and dancing that lasted until the sun came
up. Under the festooned tent, decorated
with thousands of blooms, stretched the
longest buffet-table I’ve ever seen—and
some really “festooned” femmes were all

over the place. Everybody seemed to
be happy and pleased with the way the
Oscars went. Too bad Dana Andrews
wasn’t there to hear how many people
wished he too could have toted home a
statuette for his wonderful work in “Best
Years of Our Lives,” which took so many
well-deserved honors that night. There
was Dotty Lamour, in a white crepe dinner
gown, very sarongish with a diagonal white
drape—and Dotty was dripping with dia-
mond and ruby knick-knacks—like clips,

bracelet, earrings and such. Bodice was
simple and high at the neck . . . Yvonne
de Carlo (with Rory Calhoun that night

—

but definitely switched to Bob Stack at
this writing) was wearing a white satin
gown that busted out with a bustle where
a bustle should be and draped on down to
the floor. She wore lots of pearls—and
her hair in a long, flowing bob. So did Jane
Greer, who was very much with Peter
Lawford for the occasion. Lana Turner
was in white satin that night too—literally

covered with bugle beads. Greer Garson
was in plain black—very plain. But her
hair, flaming in soft billows around her
neck, should have given gals a big tip on
how to look inviting—even if a lot of them
didn’t get the hint.

Audrey Totter wore a very nakedy
gown of bright blue—very much trimmed
with sequins . . . Luscious Lilli Palmer
wore emerald green taffeta with a tremen-
dously full skirt studded with gold sequins
—and no jewelry of any kind. She had one
of those new tight-around-the-shoulders
short capes of sable around her most of

the evening—so couldn’t see much of the
dress top. These little fur capelets hook
snugly in front—the hooks being covered
by a bunch of sable-tails—or the tails of

the animal the cape happens to be made
of—natch!

Olivia de Havilland, Hollywood’s newest
“first lady,” wore a darling dress to Atwater
Kent’s Red, White and Blue party. Very
feminine it was—and strapless. It had a
very low V neckline, and a design of

garden flowers, hand-painted — which
started with small buds on the tight bodice
and became huge flowers as the design
crept on down toward the floor-hemline.

The soft multicolored flowers were high-
lighted here and there by occasional

sequins and the entire gown was of sky-
blue marquisette—with a very full skirt.

Olivia wore a tiny string of pearls—and
small pearl earrings.

Saw Donna Reed at this same party
wearing a lovely pale pink taffeta gown,
with its very full skirt beautifully draped
to one side and caught with a huge bunch
of much deeper pink silk roses. An added
fillip was a cobwebby veil of black lace

covering her lightish hair and falling across

her bare shoulders. One simple diamond
bracelet was her only piece of jewelry . . .

But then, Donna likes simplicity. She’s

crazy about slip-on jersey sweater tops

with short cap sleeves and almost turtle

necklines. She has them in all bright

colors—and wears them over black, brown
or white skirts. One reason she likes them
is because they show off a wonderful large108



gold medallion, with its platinum insignia

in the center, that she wears on a gold
snake-chain. The medallion was bestowed
on Donna for one special phase of work
she did during the war.
When you take a quick leap out of town,

like to Arrowhead Springs for a weekend,
you sometimes see a good-looking day-
time dress that is just as smart for cocktail

time as it is for play-time. Like the one
we spotted on Jo Stafford, breaking in

some sun there. It was of black linen

—

and so cool and crisp looking. It had a

sunburst-flared skirt, accented by kelly-
green braid stripes toward the hem. The
bared-shoulder bodice was edged in the

green braid—and so was the matching
black linen short bolero jacket which she
can wear any time a too-chilly breeze
blows up. Day or evening for this tricky,

and so wearable costume. Green play
pumps or black sandals and gloves are the
perfect accessories for it—depending on
how long you expect to keep the outfit on.

Barbara Stanwyck really goes to town
in a dreamy evening gown designed by
Edith Head. It’s a harem-type dress of

black crepe with gold beading. Strapless,

it has a separate bolero that may be re-
moved to show the low square-cut bodice.
The slinky skirt has a deep slit. Barbara
wears jewel-studded hairpins in her chi-
gnon hairdress with this sophisticated cos-
tume—and it’s a knockout. Thank heavens
the top-knot and Ubangi-type hair-do, on
heads slicked to the point where they look
like Maggie Jiggs over a wash tub, have
just about disappeared from the Hollywood
scene.

The End

James Mason points out
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Summer Performance

GIRLS! Want

quick curls ?
VVTHAT girl doesn’t want quick curls

W' these days! Especially when that
favorite fella gives you a call at the last

minute. .With New Wildroot Hair Set you
can set that favorite hair-

do in less time. It’s abso-
lutely tops for quick good
grooming that’s so im-
portant these days. New
Wildroot Hair Set con-
tains processed Lanolin.
Leaves anytextureofhair
soft,natural-looking,and
at its lovely best. Re-
places old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
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BLONDE HAIR KEPT

light with new
SPECIAL SHAMPOO

Blonde hair is always attractive. But everyone knows
that blonde hair has a tendency to darken, streak or
fade as one grows older. When this happens, blonde
hair is far from pleasing. Now blondes may keep hair
beautifully light and sparkling always — and without
the least bit of trouble! Simply use BLONDEX, the
new shampoo made specially for light hair. It not only
keeps light hair from darkening, but makes darkened,
faded hair shades lighter. Makes hair fluffy, silky. Fine
for scalp. Safe to use, fine for children's hair. Try
BLONDEX, the world's largest selling blonde hair
shampoo, tonight; at 10c, drug and department stores.

(Continued from page 67) I wanted to
hear. I whisked out a pencil and wrote
down the Mayo summer system. Here it is:

1. Your Lily White Body. If you sun-
burn easily and unattractively, don’t avoid
the beach. Wear a sun hat or keep shaded
under a beach umbrella. But even if you
do burn to a crisp, Virginia advises a few
minutes of sunrays because they do untold
good to your skin.

2. Your Lovely Locks. In the summer,
Virginia thinks your hair shows to best
advantage and should look its best. A
shampoo and a good massage of the scalp

afterward is an ironclad promise of beau-
tiful locks. And if your hair is dry and
brittle try these Mayo tricks: Brush it more
than you do in the winter; keep it trimmed
to avoid split ends; and when you drive in

an open roadster, tie it up in a pretty scarf.

Another good hot-weather hair idea is to

avoid hair dryers—after it’s set, let it dry
of its own accord. But the biggest Mayo
hair rule of all is this: In the sunlmer,
wear it simple! Tie yours with a gay
ribbon, braid it or let it float at will.

3. Your Sparkling Eyes. Virginia warns
to watch out for those squint-wrinkles

—

wear sun-glasses! But don’t wear them so
much that you get a white goggle-mark
around each eye. And a “must” for sun-
glasses is—buy a more expensive pair with
ground lenses; cheap glasses can be ruin-
ous to your vision.

And behind the scenes, take good care
of your eyes. An eye lotion is soothing
and beautifying after the strain of a hot
and dusty day. Virginia soaks two bit of

cotton in witch hazel and pats them on her
closed eyes for a few minutes before she
dresses for her evening date. She swears
they’ll improve your dances and glances

—

and romances!
4. Your Fortune-Making Face. A vital

matter, your face—for you don’t want it

turned to the world with make-up drool-
ing down it in rivulets. No, you want
your face to look effortlessly cool and
lovely. Virginia washes her face with soap
and water twice a day, and follows this

instantly with rinsings of ice water and
plenty of cold cream.

5. Your Revealing Hands. Once Virgi-
nia met one of those perennial bachelors
at a party who prided himself on judging
women’s ages accurately. (That explains
why he was a perennial bachelor!) But
what amazed Virginia was that he actually

guessed right—by looking at their hands,
not their faces. It convinced her that a

smart girl should look after her hands with
ferocious interest. She always wears
gloves while gardening—but before she
puts them on, she rubs soft soap under her
nails and around her cuticle. Then when
she removes the gloves, she can also

remove the grime around her nails in a

quick session with the faucet. Also, she
roots for a cream massage once a day and
hand-lotion after every hand washing.

6. Your Revealed Figure. Virginia
claims that in the summer, your real figure

comes into the spotlight whether you like

it or not—no more kidding the public in

concealing skirts and muffling coats. Your
legs and waistline are on stage center. And
they’d better be good! Virginia’s solution

is vigorous and figureous. She believes in

health first; which means exercise at all

costs—swimming, riding, tennis, hand-ball,
or walking. Second, she believes in a
slim diet. Salads, cool fruit drinks, vege-
tables and fruit should be the rule. Skip
between-meal snacks, but drink lots of

liquid. That’s how Virginia keeps that

famous Mayo figure come summertime.
7. Your Pretty Clothes. Virginia’s rule

for clothes is simple. Fancy hats, heavy
silk “slink” dresses and suits are out. Dress
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coolly in gay, crisp cottons and shantungs
—both in daylight and moonlight.

That’s the Mayo formula for a heavy
summer. Comprehensive though it is, I’d

like to add a few additional hints.

The most delicate skins can be safely

sun-tanned if done by degrees. It means
careful timing—starting with ten or fifteen

minutes a day, and daily increasing the

length of time. And, of course, encourag-
ing a tan with a good sun-tan lotion.

Once you’ve achieved that wonderful
nut-brown skin, don’t slack on the sun
lotion. It helps to keep the skin from peel-

ing and flaking. Also, make sure you rinse

off all traces of salt water after an ocean
dip—it’s quietly drying your skin every
minute it’s there! What’s more, if your
tan seems to have blotted up a lot of the

natural oil in your skin, try a baby oil

rubdown before your shower.
Now for summer perfumes. By all means

wear them—but keep ’em light! And no
heavy mystery-odors for the humid
months. Wear flower scents or light

cologne.
While Virginia emphasized care of the

hands, let me come down hard on the feet!

Nothing is uglier than a luscious morsel
of femininity whose feet look as if they
came along by mistake. Your feet should
be immaculately clean and as carefully

manicured as your finger nails. To rest

swollen, tired feet after a hot day, I recom-
mend rubbing them with cologne.

While you’re sunning, watch your swim-
suit straps! Nothing is sadder than a
lovely girl in a floating dress at the Satur-
day dance—with her back looking as if she
were wearing a cattle-brand!

As for exercise, I’ll go further than Vir-
ginia: I say; set yourself a schedule and
stick to it—say, ten laps across the pool, or

three times to the float and back.

And Virginia was too polite to bring up
a few vulgar necessities, but I’m not! (After

all, I’m here to help us all be the glamor-
ous gals we want to be.) So here goes on a

couple of honest reminders for the sum-
mer: First, get rid of any ugly fuzz on
your arms and legs and keep rid of it all

summer long. Second, use deodorants
every time you change costumes. Nothing
ruins fragile summer fabrics like under-
arm perspiration—to say nothing of fragile

summer romances!
As for clothes, I agree wholeheartedly

with Virginia. Keep ’em light, crisp-clean,

and simple—and gaily colored. Snowy
white, green, turquoise, yellow, pearl

gray, tones of brown, and pink are all

wonderful colors for you and for summer.
But if you follow all the foregoing ad-

vice, it’ll be a wonderful summer for you
all around!

The End

First Filmdom Queen of Princeton

—

Virginia Mayo, crowned with diadem of
black and orange tiger lilies at Class
Reunion in University’s Proctor Hall
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The G. E. T. Girl

(Continued, from page 43) guest at the
best parties. But this design for living

wouldn’t have saved her from being lonely.

Her salvation—and she was smart enough
to know it—was to get back East with her
family . . .

... To shop, with her mother, Belle Tay-
lor Tierney, for furnishings for her New
York apartment. Belle Tierney, incidental-
ly is clever and gay enough to be accepted
at her face value in the New York offices

of Twentieth Century-Fox where she holds
down an important job, and never -to

be described solely as Gene Tierney’s
mother . . .

. . . To double date old beaus with her
sister Pat. Gene and Pat fought all the
time when they were younger. “But we
both grew up,” Gene says, grinning. Pat,
so attractive she might very well consider
a scregn career of her own, prefers to be
Gene’s secretary. She says, “I wouldn’t
work as hard as Gene does for anything!”
... To weekend up in Green Farms, Con-
necticut, with her brother “Butch,” chris-
tened Howard, his wife, the former Jane
Hewitt of Boston, and their youngster,
Michele. Michele is one month older than
Gene’s three-year-old Daria. It was on
Butch’s arm, incidentally, that Gene at-
tended the gala New York premiere of
“The Razor’s Edge.”

O
N this occasion Belle Tierney, laughing
at herself, says: “When I saw Gene and

Howard Jr. coming down the theater aisle

together, and all heads turned in their

direction—they did make quite a pair—

I

got suddenly emotional. Like an idiot I

wanted to stand up and say ‘They’re
mine!’ ”

Gene and Butch always have been
quite a pair.

“If I never have a grain of fun again,”

Gene told me, “I had my share that sum-
mer I was sixteen, touring Europe with
Butch and two of his friends from Yale.

I’d been at school in Switzerland. Then
I’d gone to Paris where I got my first per-
manent wave and my first really grown-up
Paris suit. The boys arrived, in a new Ford
which they somehow had managed to make
look utterly disreputable—and wearing
Tyrolean shorts, open shirts and beards!
Elegantly, I refused to budge until they
had washed the car and shaved. At least!

“We scrimped in some places—where we
had tips about good inexpensive pensions—
so we could splurge in other places.”

You have only to listen to Gene talk of

her brother to know what it will mean to

her to have Daria and her nurse in Con-
necticut with the Howard Tierneys when
she is in California working on a picture.

“I see practically nothing of Daria when
I’m on production anyway,” she said. “A
bit on Sundays, that’s all. I leave for the
studio before she is awake and return after

she is asleep. I’m fortunate in having a
wonderful nurse. But with Daria under
the same roof with my brother and his

wife, and where my mother can look in
every day or two, I will feel doubly secure.

“Also, I think, Daria will have a greater
sense of security surrounded by her own
people and feeling loved always. And a
sense of security is any child’s first need.”
The place at Green Farms, built as a

carriage-house and stable, was the Tier-
ney’s garage when they lived in the big
house on the estate. But during the depres-
sion they sold all but a few acres and
converted the garage into a home. When-
ever one of the children came home from
school a room or a small wing would be
added. The room built for Gene when she
returned from Switzerland is hers today,
with the original iron initials “G(ene)
E(liza) T(ierney)” still on the door. And

FOOT POWDER

'0<”

Sprinkle CRO*PAX
foot powder on your

feet and in your slip-

pers tonight! See how
dainty and fresh they

feel. Mentholated
CRO*PAX deodoriz-

ing powder keeps feet

dry and odorless . . .

cool and sweet. Try
refreshing CRO*PAX
foot powder today!

FOREST CITY PRODUCTS, I NC.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

MAILS
ATA MOMENTS NOTICEi
Have you torn, thin, short,
or discolored Nails? don’t
worry! Just apply nu-nails
and in a jiffy you have long,
tapering fingernails. Can be
worn any length and polished
any shade. Will not harm nor
soften natural nails. Water-
proof. Removed at will. Help
overcome nail biting habit. Set of
ten,20c. At5c andlOc stores& Sears.

MB I MAil C ARTIFICIALnU-DHILD FINGERNAILS
5251 W. Harrison Street Dept, 1SH, Chicago 44,

SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS

As low as50 for*f SSARttS
Show exclusive name imprinted Per-
sonal Christmas Cards, lowas50for$l.
Amazing values bring you easy sales.

*> BIG SELLERS IN BOX ASSORTMENTS
Boost profits with 21 “Feature” SI Christ-
mas assortment— sparkling new features.

Other money making assortments— in-

cluding our famous Christmas and new
Everyday Gift Wrap Ensembles, Reli-

i gious,Everyday,Humorous.many others.

tf) ForSamples write now to Dept. L 19
’<£>/ 1225 Clifford Avenue

lAfl€S ART STUDIOS I nc. Rochester5,NewYork

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once theydiscover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions

for over 50 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.



CLEAN
When looks count, get the Mufti
bottle, clean those spots! Mufti
gives you not 1, but 4 tested
cleaning ingredients . . . cleans

so many spots from so many
fabrics— and cleans in a jiffy!

MUFTI
• SPOT REMOVER

Sofre®
PROBLEM

COMPLEXIONS
If rough, dull skin is your complexion problem,
try softening, bleaching effect of reliable

Kremola Medicated Cream. Successful for 40
years in lightening, brightening the skin. Helps
soften blackheads for removal. Buy it today!

FREE
BIG BARGAIN

IEWE1RY CATALOG
DON’T BUY your jewelry before you seeWORLD-WIDE’S BIG BARGAIN
JEWELRY CATALOG! Hundreds of Dazz-
ling Numbers! Unbelievable Low Prices!
Yes! You, too, can enjoy the Jewelry of your
dreams and SAVE MONEY, besides. Just
send name and address for your FREE
CATALOG Now! Hurry!
WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO. DeptjHQOI
2451 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago 16, 111.

For bewitching, sparkling

eyes .. .enhance their beauty
with Lash-Kote Water-proof
« , , tear-proof . . , smudge-
proof . , harmless!

VOGUE PRODUCTS

DRYHAIR
MAKE THIS EASY 7 DAY TEST

Just try this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days and see
If you are really enjoying the pleasure of Attractive
Hair that can so often capture Love and Romance.
MARVELOUS HELP FOR DRY, BRITTLE,
BREAKING-OFF HAIR. WhenScalpandHaircon-
ditions are normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be
retarded, it has a chance toget longer, muchmore attractive.

Seitd_No 5®^
JUEL COMPANY, Dept. L-610
4727 N. DAMEN, CHICAGO 2SV ILL. n

Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Let yonr I

mirror prove results. Fully guaranteed. Money back if I

you’re not delighted. Send for JUELENE now. r,

I am enclosing $1 Send C.O.D.plus postage 1

JUELENEcomesin2 forms: Pomade Liquid
|

Name...

Address.,

Clty_ .State

now Gene has added a kitchen to the wing
Daria and her nurse will occupy. So they
will have their own complete quarters.

Quite an individual, interesting and charm-
ing place, the Tierney homestead.
“Never forget Gene’s initials spell GET,”

Belle Tierney advises, amused. “She’s slow
getting started but she does get there. She
never was a brilliant scholar at school.

But at the end of a semester she always
had managed to master her lessons so

thoroughly that she excelled in her exams.
“It was the same in Switzerland. The

girls at the school were asked to speak only
in French—however limited their conver-
sation had to be. Most of them, of course,
talked fluently in English any time the
teachers were out of earshot. But not Gene.
She followed the rule to the letter. Her
French today, consequently, is splendid.

“I’ve watched the same pattern work
out in her picture career. Pat and I suf-
fered the first time we saw her on the
screen. But she’s applied herself and be-
come so absorbed in her work that I will be
surprised if she doesn’t contribute a really

fine performance—and soon.”
“I wish,” Gene says, also speaking of her

career, “that I could play a pathetic part—

a

character not quite bright, perhaps. I feel

I could bring it poignance. Maybe some
day . .

.”

I
SAW Gene in California immediately

'

after her divorce was granted and again
in New York. In New York she had taken
time out from decorating her apartment to

sit for Elsie Earle, a niece of Somerset
Maugham, and a pastel artist of note. The
portrait of Gene was to be hung in London
—together with a portrait Mrs. Earle had
done of the Queen—at an exhibition for

the benefit of delinquent children.

Gene was wearing a brown chambray
skirt and a black bra. She had taken off

her jacket because the neck-line interfered
with the lines of the portrait. Her shoul-
ders and arms, like her face, were sun-
tanned and gleaming with good health.

“It’s all that milk you drink—as well as
the California sun,” her mother exclaimed, '

laughing, “Just a New England country
girl!”

There was good talk that morning . . .

talk of Somerset Maugham “who is really
very kind even though he does say scath-
ing things sometimes” . . . talk of Gene’s
apartment, which she hoped we were in-
terested in because she loves to describe it.

“The living-room walls,” she specified,
“are to be that wonderful color of cocoa
with lots of milk in it—a pinkish brown.
The rug is beige. I’ve found a beautiful
crystal chandelier. A pair of chairs are to
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thrill over this

HIGHER TYPE
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So Powerful Yet Absolutely

Safe To Tissues

Greaseless Suppository Assures

Continuous Medication For Hours

Easier— Daintier—More Convenient

There has long been an urgent need
of a higher type method for intimate
feminine cleanliness. One that would
be powerful yet absolutely safe to tis-

sues—one that would be easier, dain-
tier, more convenient to use. Thanks
to Zonitors—you have it!

Positively Non-lrritdting, No Burns, No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
They are not the type which quickly
melt away. Instead, when inserted

—

Zonitors instantly begin to release
their powerful germicidal properties
and continue to do so for hours. Pos-
itively non-burning, non-poisonous,
non-irritating.

Easy To Carry If Away From Home

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They are so powerfully effective they
immediately kill every germ they
touch. You know it’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract. But you can BE SURE Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
themfrom multiplying. All drugstores.

FREE: Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-77, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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City State.



INVISIBLE HEMMING
"

'»sr AS YOUK «*<*“" CAN^
GREATEST INVENTION

SINCE THE
EWING MACHINE

WITH THE MAGIC FINGER

SAVES TIME! SAVES MONEY!
Gives Home Sewing a Professional Look!

Say goodbye to costly alterations . . . and forget

the nuisance of trying to keep blind stitches

from showing. It's easy with Miracle STITCH
MASTER, the amazing invention that doubles
the value of your sewing machine. Enables it,

at last, to do the entire sewing job—from blind
collar seams to blind skirt hems, as well as any
sewing job that calls for hidden or invisible

stitching. Comes to you completely assembled,
all ready to attach as easy as plugging in a
toaster. Miracle STITCH MASTER gives you
trim, tailored hems, professional-looking cuffs

and edges in speedy minutes. Don't delay!
Order yours today!

Actually Makes Your Sewing
Machine Twice as Valuable
Easily Pays For Itself At This

Amazing Low Price!

You Get to Keep This Valuable Book

“HOW TO SEW SO EASY”

Yes, if you are not simply delighted

with your Stitch Master, you may
return it for a full refund, and keep

the book absolutely free as a reward

I-“ 1 Tgflffl inmSBI—

I

I Franklin Wells— Dept. S-66
218 W. Chicago Ave.— Chicago 10, III.

* Rush Miracle STITCH MASTER and Sewing Book. If I

I not delighted I may keep book as a gift and return I

I

STITCH MASTER in 5 days for refund. 1

$095
POST
PAID

IF HOT
SATISFIED

I

‘

I NAME OF YOUR

|
SEWING MACHINE-

S

Specify if Rotary — or Long Shuttle

Check whether Presser Foot screw is at

Side Back Top

I I am enclosing 56.95. Send POSTPAID.

. Send C.O.D. I will payl pay postman S6.95 plus postage.

Name
Please Print 1

J

City
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Gray
hair
...AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and 51.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 2S7, COVINGTON, KY.

be done in a quilted chintz, all soft muted
colors, with dark green birds that have a
bit of coral in their plumage. And with the
sofa in that coral, in a rough fabric.

“Someone—who assumed that of course
I had a view—asked how I was going to
treat the windows to frame the view ad-
vantageously.” She laughed with genuine
mirth. “You should see my view. Very
cosmopolitan, it is—all fire-escapes with
pots and pans and clothes-lines. And you
should see my living room. Like the Black
Hole of Calcutta. Fortunately, Pat and I

do most of our entertaining in the evening
when the curtains—cocoa damask to match
the walls—will pull across.
“The dining room has old Eighteenth

Century furniture, a scenic wallpaper of
flowers and birds, quite feathery, and done
in white and gray and dusty blues.
“The bedroom Pat and I will share has

wallpaper with bunches of violets. So
romantic, I think! And two low chairs up-
holstered in a chintz of the same pattern.
Wide ruffled white organdy will hang at
the windows and skirt our dressing table
—which is seven feet long and will have
two benches. Pat will have her end with
her perfumes and creams. And I will
have my end with mine. So we won’t get
into each other’s hair looking over each
other’s shoulders.”
- When she came to Daria’s room her eyes
and voice softened unmistakably.

“It’s the loveliest room of all, I think.
The paper has little old-fashioned bou-
quets of pink and blue flowers. She’s such
a sensitive, sentimental child. Her rug is

braided, blue and cream. And her little

bed is to have a ruffled white organdy
spread that looks as if it were about to pick
up its skirts and dance away . .

.”

IT this point Elsie Earle held up the por-
rl trait for inspection.

“It’s nifty!” Gene said “Nifty!”
“Nifty” is one of her favorite words. But

her beautiful diction makes it her own.
“I wish I knew,” she said, returning to

the model’s chair, “why such a fuss has
been made over my decision to live in New
York.
“With the speedy air service we have to-

day there’s no reason why a film player
shouldn’t live anywhere in the country. I

can be in Hollywood nine hours after the
studio calls me.

“Besides, I think it’s a good thing for

actors and actresses to get away between
pictures. It refreshes the viewpoint!”

I agree with Gene. No longer is there
any need for movies or movie people to be
so insular about that reclaimed strip of

desert land which holds Hollywood, Bev-
erly Hills, Holmby Hills, The Valley, Cul-
ver City, Santa Monica and Malibu.

I applaud the fact that exterior shots,

more and more, are being filmed against
their actual locale, and not against a bit

of Canada or Florida that has been erected
on the studio’s back lot. It makes sense
to me that films like “Carnegie Hall” and
“Portrait of Jenny” should be filmed in

New York where the stories take place.

As for the stars; for some time now, be-
tween pictures, they’ve been migrating to

homes they’ve established in various places
throughout the United States. Paulette
Goddard and Burgess Meredith maintain
an apartment in California, but think of a

New York State farm as home. Claude
Rains has his fine farm in Chester County,
Pennsylvania. Bette Davis has long trekked
to her “Butternut” in New Hampshire.
There was no great hoop-la when these
players struck down roots beyond the
Sierra Nevada. Gene’s change in living

caused comment, I think, because it was
spotlighted by her divorce from Cassini
together with her sale of her big twelve-
room house and her yacht “The Barbill.”

“The boat always was a useless extrava-

MlUPRED BLOW
TO GET MORE

STRCNCTH
If your blood LACKS IRON!

You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you’re pale,
weak, “dragged out’’—this may be
due to lack of blood-iron. So try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s TABLETS—one
of the best home ways to build up
red blood—in such cases. Pinkham’s
Tablets are one of the greatest blood-
iron tonics you can buy! Buy them
at any drugstore. Worth trying I

Lydia E. Pinkham’sTA81CTS
PRACTICAL WOMAN’S
MAGIC DRESS PATTERN MAKER
AND COMPLETE COURSE IN
DRESS PATTERN MAKING
The new, sensational way of
making your own perfect fit-

ting patterns for ANY FIGURE
ANY STYLE,
ANY AGE.
Available at
leading stores—

OR SEND CHECK
OR MONEY ORDER
DIRECT
TO US

PRACTICAL WOMAN
287 EAST GUNHILL ROAD
NEW YORK 67. N. Y.

The L/gutdFacial Cleanser Frees Pores of Dirt, loestoresj

PICTURE
RING $1
EXQUISITE PICTURE RING—made from any
photo. SEND NO MONEY! Mail photo with paper strip

I

for ring size. Pay postman ONLY $1.00 pins postage.
Hand tinted 25 cents extra. Photo returned with ring.
Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring size NOW.
Picture Ring Co., Dept. N-31, Cincinnati 2. 0.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— “THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 4 0 years of
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.

Dept. G-12, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

iT€MV
Checked in a JIFFY
Relieve itching caused by eczemr, ath-
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
itching conditions. Use cooling, medi-
cated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it

—

or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

3 for $1.00

Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY Just mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless,

1 on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 37c plus postage—or send 40c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
lOO East Ohio Street Dept. 1557-HT Chicago (11), III.



VETO Colgate’s Antiseptic

Deodorant, Checks Underarm

Perspiration, Stops Odor—Yet is

Doubly Safe!

Only VETO Contains DURATEX,
exclusive new safety ingre-
dient! Veto is different from
any other deodorant . . . Does
not rot clothes. Safe for any
normal skin. Stays moist in

jar, never gritty, rubs in easily. Use
doubly safe Veto regularly to guard daintiness and
to check underarm perspiration, stop odor safely.

DOUBLY PREFERRED! Registered
Nurses who have tried Veto prefer it

almost 2 to 1 over ^ny other deodor-
ant, according to a nation-wide survey.

APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS— Better Fabrics Bureau

LEARN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME
Trained artists are capable of earning: $50,
$60, $75 a week. By our practical method if’'-*we teach you COMMERCIAL ART, DESIGNING .

and CARTOONING all in ONE course. FREE 1

BOOK—“Art for Pleasure & Profit” describes .

training and opportunities in art. STATE AGE.
Training Available Under "G.I." Bill

STUDIO 867 H, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
1115— 15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON 5, D. C.

A NEW FUTURE!

How Plastic Surgery easily
takes years off the pcema*
turely aged face, quickly i
reshapes an ugly nose M
and -corrects other facial M
blemishes Is told and M~%.
Illustrated with 88 be» &
fore -and* after pictures Ok ^
in fascinating book, MO ,‘m lYOUR NEW FACE IS > MYOUR FORTUNE, JHlW ’jfc

written by famous
Plastic Surgeon, II?
Yours, post* AT
paid in plain /nr 3,
wrapper—only LUU

FRANKLIN HOUSE Publishers
629 Drexel Bldg. Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. 3-F

D- Scholls lino-pads

Doctor’s Speedy Relief

You’ll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads. Thin, soft,

wonderfully soothing, cushion-
ing, protective. Separate Medi-
cations included for quickly re-

moving callouses. Get a box
today. Coat but a trifle.

gance,” she says. “I never had time to
enjoy it. With part of the money I got for
it I bought a black Cadillac sedan. The
balance I banked in my daughter’s name.
“To have kept the big house would have

been ridiculous. A house like that is

charming only if you’re doing nothing but
being social. Pat and I will be happier in
the five-room cottage I’ve taken near the
studio. It’s so conveniently appointed that
we can care for it ourselves.
“The living room is just large enough to

have a buffet supper for six. And six, I’ve
decided, is the most comfortable conver-
sational number for a party. Should I ever
want to give a big party again—which I

most seriously doubt—I can entertain out.”
All of which makes a great deal of sense

and really should* squelch the whispers
occasioned by Gene’s decision to live in the
East between pictures and to keep Daria
and her nurse there at all times. Such
whispers as “Did you hear that Gene Tier-
ney hates Hollywood? After all Hollywood
has done for her too!” And “It’s a romance
that takes Gene to New York. A romance
with an Important Man!”
There are, to be exact, two Important

Men in New York. They have been in love
with Gene since before she married Oleg
Cassini. Undoubtedly she will see and be
seen with both of them. But at this writ-
ing she is not in love with anybody.
Gene has done what she’s done in an

understandable effort to ease the loneliness
she knows following her divorce and to live
up to her responsibility as breadwinner for
Daria and herself.

Eventually, I hope, she will care for
someone as much as she cared for Oleg
Cassini. If and when this happens I have
no doubt she will have as much to offer as
she once offered Oleg. For she’s the giv-
ing type. I wish you could hear her talking
to her family. She mothers all of them.
But there is no romance now. That be-

longs to another day, another story.
The End

Hollywood again backs et good cause:

Ann Blyth and Johnny Miles at the “Egg

and I” opening, for Runyon Cancer Fund

Lets get this show

on the road!
• I’m unwilling host to some underfed

fugitives from a flea circus—and I’nt the

only one who’s fed up

!

What I need is a bath with Sergeant’s

SKIP-FLEA Soap, followed by regular

dustings with SKIP-FLEA Powder. The
SKIP-FLEA combination knocks ’em
dead . . . and it’s safe for me. Ask for

the new 50c economy size of the powder.
SKIP-FLEA Soap and Powder are only

two of the 19 dog care products devel-

oped by Sergeant’s in over 73 years of

thorough clinical research and testing.

Each one helps to keep your
dog healthy and happy.

• Learn more about how to give

your dog the core he deserves
with Sergeant's new FREE Dog
Book. It contains a lot of inter-

esting, useful advice on dog
care and training. Ask for it

at your drug or pet store, or

write to Sergeant's, Richmond
20, Va

.

SerqeanYs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

TAKE A M>%a
HEADACHE POWDER
WITHOUT A DELAY

p
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FIRST T/MC IN
FOUR YEARS/

OFFER TO READERS OF
PHOTOPLAY

IMITATION DIAMOND SOLITAIRE
Choice of GOLD PLATE or STERLING SILVER

ONCE AGAIN LIMITED QUANTITIES OF OUR FAMOUS
IMITATION DIAMOND RINGS. FLASH A GORGEOUS
SOLITAIRE (WITH WEDDING RING TO MATCH WITH 7
REPLICA DIAMONDS) PRICED AMAZINGLY LOW.

This beautiful, sentimental solitaire has an im-
ported gorgeous brilliant replica stone so like a
diamond many can’t tell the difference. The
center gem is about the size of a % carat diamond
with two smaller stones on each side. Truly this

solitaire is a ring you’ll be proud to wear. It has
style, beauty and the appearance of value far in

excess of thissensationallow price. Yes, thisis one
of America’s greatest bargains. Wear these famous
rings 10 days at our risk. Mail your order today!
Written guarantee with each ring.

P
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SOLITAIRE S2U?S£ *195

Wedding Ring To Match $195

HOW TO ORDER
On Trial, Inspection and Approval

SEND NO MONEY
Write your order on postcard or letter. Tell

whether you want the Solitaire or the Wedding
Ring, or the Set. State which mounting you
want, either Gold Plate or Sterling Silver.

Be sure to Include ring size. On arrival deposit

$1.95 for one ring or $3.50 for the Matched
Set, plus C.O.D. postage and tax. Wear your
rings 10 days ... If you aren’t entirely satisfied

return for money back. This trial oiler is

lair ... It calls for Immediate acceptance!

Send remittance with order and we pay postage.

FOR RING SIZE

Cut out chart, wrap tightly around middle

joint of ring finger. The number that meets

the end of chart strip Is your ring size. Be sure

to state ring size In your order. Or enclose

string which you have tied snugly around your

ring finger at middle joint I

UNITED STATES DIAMOND CO.
225 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, III.

(Attention: Ask for beautiful FREE Catalogue)

Three Wishes Had Esther

(Continued from page 56) “Who’s doing it

for you?” Don wanted to know. “I am,” re-
plied the swimming star. “How quaint!”
quoth Loper. “That’s what I want it to be,”
said Esther still smiling. “But darling,”
drawled Don, “it isn’t chic to be quaint!”
But “chic” is a word that Esther reserves
for her work and for her public appear-
ances, not for her home.
But don’t get the ase wrong. It’s a

little gem, due to hie hard work—and
love—put into it by Esther and Ben.
We had another helping of pea soup and

then Esther, the champion swimmer of

Hollywood, shows me what is probably the
smallest and least pretentious pool in Hol-
lywood. In fact it’s little more than a
plunge—but don’t tell Esther I said so be-
cause she’s very proud of it. And so
would you be if you had painted the bot-
tom turquoise blue, with your own fair

hands! “The filter system,” says Esther
with pride, “was put in by Ben.”
She shows me the cute dressing room

alongside the pool. “It was someone’s
shed down the road and we bought it for

ten dollars. The wash basin, etc., we
picked up in a junk shop for five dollars!

“VOU know something?” continues the
1 all-American home girl, “Before I mar-

ried Ben, I had an offer of marriage from
a man who had the most perfect home

—

everything complete, down to the last wash
cloth in the marvelous bathrooms. I

couldn’t have married him even if I hadn’t
been so much in love with Ben, because I

couldn’t be a fixture in a house. I’d want
to do the house over!”

I keep looking around for a maid to clear

away the dishes. I had assumed it was
the cook’s day off because of Esther’s whip-
ping up the meal herself. But she puts
me wise to the incredible situation—for a
star, I mean.
“We have no servants,” says Esther, “ex-

cept a cleaning woman who comes in two
hours a day, five times a week. Why have
a cook, when I can cook?” “But when
you’re making a picture ?” begins this

skeptical gal. “When I’m working, I still

do the cooking. You see when I’m ex-
hausted after a long day in the studio,

cooking relaxes me. And besides, I’d rather
be alone with Ben in the house and not
have someone in the kitchen.”

“But who taught you to cook?” I want
to know, relinquishing, for the sake of my
figure, another helping of Esther’s mar-
velous apple pie. “I didn’t learn to cook
from anybody,” she says, “I sort of ab-
sorbed it from my mother.”
And now we’re really cooking with gas,

in the business of understanding what
makes Esther Williams tick.

She is the “family-est” girl I think I ever
met in my life, with tremendous love and
respect for her mother who is indeed a

remarkable woman.
Esther has two sisters and a brother

—

another brother died when he was six-

teen. And the sisters and brother each
have two children. And Esther does very
cute things for them. Like, when Esther
bought herself a smart pinafore, she had
copies of it made for her nieces and they
wore them together at a Sunday barbecue
dinner. “We have as many as forty friends
and relatives for barbecue dinner on Sun-
days,” says Esther. And Esther and Ben
do the cooking!
“The one time we had the Brown Derby

do the catering,” she tells me, “was for my
mother’s birthday, because I wanted my
mother to be waited on. When we cook
ourselves, she’s always jumping up to

help.” When Ben’s mother had a birthday
party, Esther thoughtfully invited six

ladies who were her friends.
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And as for Esther and Ben’s friends:

with the exception of June Allyson and
Dick Powell, Janet Blair and the Sonny
Tufts (Ben plays golf with Sonny) the

names would be unfamiliar to you—make-
up men from the studio, and radio techni-

cians from Ben’s broadcasting station.

Incidentally, Ben . has never made a

broadcast since their marriage without
Esther in the control room—except of

course when she is working at Metro. Ben
makes three broadcasts on Friday and
two on Monday. But whether they are

doing broadcasts or pictures, when Esther
has to get up at five-thirty in the morn-
ing, they always have breakfast together,

and Esther always cooks it.

“We are very lucky to have so much
time together,” says Esther. “Some peo-
ple don’t get as much in a whole lifetime

as we’ve had already.”

She smiled. “All my life, ever since I

can remember that is, I’ve had three

wishes. To find my guy. To be a happily
married woman. To have children. I

didn’t want to be the President of the

United States, or a Congresswoman. I

didn’t even want to be a movie star!” And
it is true that Louis B. Mayer had to do
a heap of persuading to get Esther’s sig-

nature to a contract. “I didn’t think I had
anything to offer them,” she explains.

B
UT she is honest enough to admit that

she likes the fame that goes with being

a movie star. “And I don’t mind the auto-
graph hunters. I only mind them when
they intrude on what I call our strict pri-

vacy. At night clubs or premieres, I ex-
pect it. We’re on display and it’s part of

the job. But I don’t like to ride in an
armored car, I want to get some air. And
when kids jump on the running board of

our car I think that’s wrong.”
Even then, Esther has a tolerant atti-

tude. There was one very persistent fan.

Everywhere that Esther and Ben went,
they were sure to find this fan waiting for

them and thrusting herself at them.
“This is the Wrong way for you to live,”

Esther told the surprised girl. “You’re
wasting your life following me and other
stars. I’ve got a better idea. You like movie
stars, don’t you?” She did. “All right,” said

Esther, and she got her a job helping with
the fan mail for another star at her studio.

I don’t know any other movie actress in

Hollywood who would have bothered.
But then Esther is smarter than most

actresses. You’d think she had a Wall
Street background, the way she invests her
money. “It’s all very solid,” says Esther
with satisfaction. There’s an annuity for

her mother and some of their money is in-

vested in gilt-edged stocks.

“And,” continues Esther, “we have some
property in the Palisade district, and we’re
building a unit apartment house there fac-

ing the ocean. And we have some land
in Acapulco in Mexico, and we’ll build a
house. And. we have some land, not far

from here. And when this house gets too
small for us, we’ll build ourselves a new
house there.”
After the loss of her expected baby,

Esther and her husband wanted to have
another one right away. “But,” she tells

me, “if that happened, then I couldn’t work
for Metro for more than a year. And that
wouldn’t be fair. They were very good to

me when I was expecting the baby during
shooting of ‘This Time for Keeps.’ Joe
Pasternak and Dick Thorpe did all they
could to keep me well, and when I went
off to rest, M-G-M paid me a nice bonus.
So I’ll do one or two more pictures now,
and then I will take time off for a family.”
When people sympathize with Esther

about the baby, she replies: “When the
merry-go-round throws you off, I believe
in getting back on.”

The End
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(Continued from page 41) you must have
inherited it from a long line of theatrical
forebears!”

“No,” he said. “My father’s a druggist in
Long Beach.”
“But your other relatives—there must

have been artistes among them?”
“The only one I know is my Uncle

Charlie. He was a street car conductor at
La Jolla. I always used to say he was
the only one of us who knew where he
was going!”
To her other questions, Peck gave an-

swers as honest. Then he waited for the
interview to appear. There was no men-
tion of his father, or of Uncle Charlie.
The interviewer wasn’t going to have her
idealization spoiled—not even by its object.
Peck was not aggrieved. “I’m grateful

when they write the truth about me. I’m
pleased when nice things are said,” he
stated. “But I don’t get mad when they
pan me. Writing’s a writer’s business

—

acting is mine.”
Stretched out in a comfortable chair

in the living room of his attractive, unpre-
tentious home, Gregory Peck discussed the
printed aspect of a star’s life. A misted
view of dusk, descending on rolling hills,

could be glimpsed through the wide bay
window. Sounds of supper in preparation
came from the kitchen and the nurse had
just passed through the room, carrying the
blue-blanketed bundle of his younger son,
Stephen. Jonathan, aged two and a bit,

played nearby.

“IT was hard to learn,” Gregory Peck
1 went on, “that our private life was a

public concern. That took time to under-
stand.”
At this moment, young Jonathan spilled

a large box of big wooden matches all over
the floor. Gregory Peck just said: “Whoa,
there, Johnny!” His son knelt down and
began gathering up the matches and put-
ting them back in the box.

“Greta, you know,” Johnny’s father said,

“claims she learned about Johnny through
reading the papers. She’d been to see the
doctor once and it was still just one of
those maybes. Then, there it was in print
—we were infanticipating.

“Greta was slightly chagrined. She had
wanted it to be a secret for a while any-
way—as it could have been in San Diego or
Podunk; anywhere but here in the gold-
fish bowl district.

“My professional problems on this score
came later. To whom would I give the
news scoop when the baby arrived?” Here
Peck’s craggy features broke into a broad
grin. “If you let one magazine take first

pictures, you get your neck in a noose with
the other magazines. There’s only one baby
at a time—and a lot of magazines.”
News stories have cast Peck in about

200 pictures in the last three years.
He no longer rushes to a phone to call his

agent when he reads such stories. Signing
a contract is the only proof that he’s going
into a new film.

“I stumbled into this business,” he
said, “from a non-theatrical background.
I’m crazy about it but there are 139,-

000,000 people who aren’t in it. I’d like

to remain part of that group, too. I don’t
want to build myself a little ivory tower
and then pull in the gates. It’ll be too hard
to open them. In Hollywood, when you
talk, it’s shop-talk. When you eat, it’s

with people who’re in the same business.
You can’t get away from it.

“The one chance you have is to leave
town. I grab this chance because I need
the change of perspective that being with
businessmen, architects, fishermen, doc-
tors—non-theatrical people—gives me.

“I love the place. I love the people. I’m

not ungrateful, and never want to be, to
Hollywood. But sometimes from the out-
side, you appreciate it more.”
Greg Peck loves his work and, while he

says he comes close to being the world’s
laziest man, his three months’ layoff before
he went into Alfred Hitchcock’s “The Para-
dine Case,” gave him the jitters.
He’s enthusiastic about two of his re-

cently released pictures; “The Yearling”
and “Duel in the Sun.” The critics raved
about Peck’s performance in “The Year-
ling.” But Greg was concerned only with
the appraisal of the work done by Jane
Wyman and Claude Jarman.
“Jane did a swell job, a wonderful job,”

he said. “And the boy—the boy’s a nat-
ural actor. And you know how rare they
are.”

“The Yearling” left one other real mem-
ory. That, he remarked, scratching him-
self abstractedly, was the memory of
Florida’s fiercely ravenous red bugs. The
crew was located in Florida for seven
weeks and the red bugs were located on
the crew for the same length of time.
“Never scratched so much in my life,”

Peck laughed. “We tried all the remedies
but finally agreed with the natives. Those
red bugs stop biting when they’ve had
enough—and not before. They’re even
worse than the snakes I met up with there.”
“Duel in the Sun” gives Peck a chance

to play a villain—a virile, fascinating brute.
“I liked being a full-blown rat,” he
said. “A fine change in roles. But I don’t
know how one part of the public is going to
take it. Ever since ‘Keys of the Kingdom,’
sweet old ladies have stopped me and said:
‘The expression in your eyes was so real

—

you must have just lived the part.’ I won-
der if they’ll think so about this picture?”

T
HE Father Chisholm role did one thing
for Peck for which he is thankful. It gave

even publicity photographers the idea that
they couldn’t ask him to pose for some of
the usual pictures.
“Nobody ever asks me to do stunt pic-

tures now,” he explained. “Like baring my
chest for male cheesecake. Corny pictures
are out—which is a relief.”

However, pictures must be taken and
Peck says they are becoming a problem. “I
must have done every possible pose, in
the past three years. The other day a pho-
tographer came up with a new idea—

a

double exposure trick with me doing two
expressions—serious and smiling.

“I do have a couple of other expressions.
I can look puzzled and often do. And then
there’s the far-off looking-into-the-future
expression. One of my best. It ought to be,
I had to use it enough. I developed it when
I used to pose for the Montgomery-Ward
Catalogue. Got a lot of useful experience
out of those posing jobs,” Peck added.
“And $25 a day—which I needed. And I

worked eight hours a day, as hard as I

ever worked. When I’d get to the photog-
rapher’s studio, there would be a row of
clothes a block long waiting for me. A
tailor stood- by with clips to make the suits

fit me. You dashed in, took the far-future
expression. They snapped the picture and
off you were for the next change.
“The practice in quick-changes came in

handy later for the stage. On Broadway,
when I was in ‘Sons and Soldiers,’ I had
a twenty-second change from a business
suit into an RAF uniform—and without
Montgomery Ward behind me, I’d never
have made it.”

At this moment, the nurse came rushing
through the room again, with a crying
Stephen in her arms. Gregory Peck looked
up and said: “Thank goodness she’s a
quick-change artist, too!”

The End
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Hollywood vs. the Fan Club

(Continued, from page 33) were concerned
—deeply concerned—about the fact that

although Mrs. Roufs says the average age
of the presidents is twenty-six and some
of them are grandmothers, still there are
many who are minors.
The producers also were agreed that

Mrs. Roufs had no right to commit the
studios to visits from hundreds of people
without consulting them first. They called

attention to the old and necessarily rigid

rule against such mass visits. Large
crowds on sound stages stop expensive
productions.
And that wasn’t all! The Screen Actors

Guild and the Co-ordinating Committee,
which have jurisdiction over gratis ap-
pearances of the stars, specifically ban star

participation in such dances and social

affairs as Mrs. Roufs planned. The state-

ment of the Guild concerning the conven-
tion said: “It is dynamite which could ex-
plode and result in nation-wide unfavor-
able publicity, seriously hurting Hollywood
in general and the actors in particular. All
stars asked to participate are asked to note
the Guild’s disapproval of this affair.”

In refutation of all this Mrs. Roufs said,

“They never gave me a chance to explain.

I did not want to swamp the studios with
visitors. I meant to take the club presi-

dents through in buses, never permitting
them to get off. I have always found that
the back lots are very interesting. We had
no intention of going on sound stages.

“And we never promised that any stars

would be at our functions. We said we
hoped they would. But dozens and
dozens of stars told me they would like to
attend.”
Arch Reeve, of the public information

committee of the Association of Motion
Picture Producers, and Joe Alvin, of the
public information committee of the So-
ciety of Independent Motion Picture Pro-
ducers, undertook a thorough research
of plans for the convention. They imported
that the invitation to club members
promised three days of visits to the stu-
dios. They said it was to be regretted that
a copy of the invitations had not been
shown to them before they were mailed to
the members.

H
OWEVER, in this general disavowal of
the convention, these organizations

representing the studios were careful not
to disavow the fan clubs themselves. They
said, “We are of the opinion that the
project as outlined is ill-advised and
would prove extremely embarrassing to
fan club delegates who might accept.”
The studios have never made any at-

tempt to assay the value of fan clubs
generally, but they spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars every year servicing
fans.

Also, most stars not only welcome these
clubs but cooperate with them. Take some
stars at random: Bette Davis, Ann Sheri-
dan, Shirley Temple, Joan Crawford. They
pay great attention in trying to answer the
intelligent letters in their fan mail.
Studios and stars alike understand that

the members of these clubs are, generally
speaking, reliable individuals who have
nothing in common with the handful of
extroverts who gang up on stars in public
places.

Actually the clubs constitute a great
deal more than mere admiration societies.
They are hobbies created and largely
personally financed by individuals, women
mostly, who enjoy being amateur editors
and publishers. For usually the publica-
tion of a bulletin or journal three or four
times a year is a club’s chief activity. And
since dues never are more than one dollar
and sometimes are as low as twenty-five
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cents the originator of a club invariably
has to pay some of the costs out of his own
pocket.
Scrupulous fan clubs make it a point

not to ask stars to contribute money. There
are stars, however, with loyal clubs be-
hind them, who do give typewriters or
mimeographing machines or contribute the
paper for an occasional edition.

Always a star writes a letter for each
issue and sends snapshots which are pasted
into the journals after they have been
mimeographed, in various shapes and sizes,

labors of love by the club presidents. Print-
ing, of course, would be much too expen-
sive.

The largest known fan club, incidentally,
is that of James Mason. It has five thousand
members, here and in England. Gene
Autry’s club has twenty-five hundred
members. So does Roy Rogers’s. June
Allyson’s club has nineteen hundred mem-
bers. The John Ridgely Club—John has
never starred in a picture—boasts eight
hundred members, mostly in England. And
Frank Sinatra has more than one thousand
ardent club members, all expertly serviced
by his press- agent, George Evans of New
York.
Some of these clubs engage in charitable

activities. Jean Pierre Aumont’s Club,
according to Mrs. Ellen E. Roufs, is sup-
porting a French orphan. Jeanette Mac-
Donald’s Club is sending a young man
to singing school. Gene Autry’s Club
recently engaged in a campaign to send
coal to England; each member being asked
to package five or ten pounds of coal
and ship it to their English representative
in an effort to keep their British fans
warm.

T
HERE have been rackets in this field.

Unscrupulous persons have collected
money from fans in return for which the
fans have received nothing. These rackets,
however, are petty and infrequent.

It very definitely is not because either
the studios or stars feel that the fans who
would attend the convention are irrespon-
sible or in any way undesirable that
they refuse to give Mrs. Roufs’s idea their

support.
It is the idea itself and the hazards it

presents to which they object.

Mrs. Roufs, however, has not been
daunted by her Hollywood opposition. On
April 15 she called in her attorney and
incorporated the 21-year old International
Fan Club with its three directors, Mrs.
Roufs, Gladys Perkins and Phebe Par-
sons Wilhelm who are her employees. At
that time she announced she would go
ahead with the convention.
“We can hold our convention without

the studios, and we will,” she said. “I

expect 189 club presidents, including one
from Honolulu and one from Scotland.
Possibly there will be a hundred or so
more from California—not more than 300
all told.

“I expect that the stars will invite the
club presidents to their homes. And they
may invite them to the studios as their
special guests.”
.There you have the story. All the hulla-

baloo, bitterness and national publicity,

misunderstood, of course, by many fans,

started with an idea in a Los Angeles
mimeographing office. Mrs. Roufs thought
she had a wonderful idea and that it would
be applauded.
Hollywood thought otherwise. Hollywood

in fact, wants no part of it. Hollywood
says that without skilful supervision,
elaborate planning, and precise timing the
stars and studios could not possibly par-
ticipate in such a convention. As the
Screen Actors Guild says, it would be
“dynamite.”
And Hollywood is right.

The End

YOU NEED THIS
FAST-ACTING AGENT TO

relieve misery and kill cause* of

ATHLETES FOOT
Helps

Guard

Against

Re-Infection!

Here’s a product that really does what
it claims. It’s a Doctor’s wonderfully
soothing yet powerfully medicated liquid
called Zemo. First applications relieve
itching and burning between cracked,
peeling toes and aid healing. Zemo actu-
ally kills on contact the vicious germs*
that cause and spread this trouble.
That’s why Zemo has such an amazing
record of continuous success. First trial

convinces. Buy Zemo
at any drugstore. ZEMO

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly \ \
embarrassing scaly skin \disease Psoriasis Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly ’

spots on body or scalp.
Grateful users, often after

.

f
ears of suffering, report
he scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree?
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re*
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) fof

¥
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test”.
est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today fo|

your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R.G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

All Mexican Silver Som-
brero Pin (Illustraled In

Actual Size) Exquisitely

Fashioned. 5 Silver
Charms dangle from the SlNI

brim. ORDER TO-DAY
POSTPAID

5*zt
BOX 275, DEPT. 74 - SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

1 f>OGS
*60 for

AT
GROCERS

when used according to Instructions sent
with each radiol You can use it at home,
in many offices, hotels, cabins, %in bed,
etc. lots of fun—real entertainment!

AMAZING NEW
RSTsK. RADIO!
SMALL AS A PACK OF

CIGARETTES!

CCiin A III V Cl Aft (cash, money order, check) and
OCNU UNLT 9liUU pay postman $2.99 plus de-
livery fees on arrival or send $3.99 for postpaid
delivery. Complete as shown ready to play with self-
contained personal phone. For gifts—children will love
it—grownups tool An exceptional value—order yours
and enjoy the many good radio programs coming! Don't
be without your Pa-Kette Radio another day! (All for-
eign orders $5.00 U. S. Cash).

Pa-Kette Electric Company, Dept. MFW-7, Kearney, Nebr.
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Fabulous Fairbanks

(Continued from page 105) Doug wished
then that the wall was conveniently hung
with vines for a foothold, as the screen
prop men would most certainly have done
for him. But there wasn’t any make-
believe about this one. He led the way
back to the front. The men battered down
the door and took their prisoners.
Doug’s big dream while he was in the

service was first, to rest and spend a lot

of time with his wife and two daughters
and second, to return to Hollywood as a
producer. He wants to be responsible for

everything that goes into one of his pic-

tures. When he took off the colorful

Sinbad costumes he moved over to a quiet
little bungalow at Universal-International
and hung out a staid, business-like shin-
gle which reads: The Fairbanks Company.
There in workman-like fashion he delves

into the problems of story, location, cost,

direction, and cast for his two planned
productions, “The Exile” and “Terry and
the Pirates.” There’s no glamour about the
office. At his desk, Doug usually works
in a pair of slacks, a sport shirt open at

the throat with a neckerchief tucked under
for a tie.

H
IS hard-working secretary is a former
WAC who served in the Mediterranean

war theater. To both of them film-making
is a “job.”

How. about that home life Doug wanted
to get back to? He manages that very
nicely. Like any other good busy exec-
utive Doug spends as many hours during
the day as necessary to complete his work.
After that he belongs to his family.

Socially, the Fairbanks are definitely not
Hollywood. Their big, beautiful home,
Westridge, in Pacific Palisades, covers ten
acres high up in the hills. From one side

of his home Doug can look out over the
ocean and from the opposite windows he
can see the wide, timber-covered Will
Rogers ranch. His closest friend, David
Niven, is also his closest neighbor and
Doug is godfather to David’s youngest
child.

But Westridge is more or less an inter-
national gathering place for leaders in all

phases of world activities. When Lord Louis
Mountbatten visited this country he stayed
with Doug. And Virginia-born Mary Lee
entertained for him at a huge ball—South-
ern style. Now Westridge is taking its

place as the high social activity hub just
as Pickfair used to when Doug Sr. and
Mary Pickford reigned in Hollywood.
Time was of course when Doug Jr. was

a gay-living son of moviedom. Maybe
world conditions changed him. Maybe his

own activities on behalf of the State De-
partment and his Navy career steadied
him. But for a good share of the change,
credit quiet, non-professional Mary Lee.
There is one characteristic that every-

body in filmdom mentions when they speak
of Fairbanks, Junior or Senior. And that
is the tradition of loyalty the pair have
always shown. Somewhere, somehow, in
every picture that each has made, there
has been a job for most everyone with
whom Doug Sr. worked on his first picture
in 1915.

Charlie Stevens (Chief Eagle Eye) has
appeared in every Fairbanks picture. In
many cases he and others have been
“written in” in spite of the script.

The gag around Hollywood is that Doug
has to keep busy because so many people
depend on him. But he loves it. And as

he keeps jumping from one job to an-
other now, his favorite quip is, “Did you
hear what one moth said to another? It’s

great to be back in civilian clothes.”

And it’s great to have him back!
The End

Through the pages of the exciting new July RADIO MIRROR, you
can see your favorite radio stars . . . read new, original stories on
your favorite programs.

Here are just a few of the fun-packed features that make July RADIO
MIRROR your best bet for radio reading entertainment . . .

"Come and Visit Perry Como"—An intimate visit to the home
of crooner Como . . . complete with four-color candid
pictures.

"Here's Morgan"—A behind-the-mike glimpse at radio's

hilarious Henry Morgan.

"The Fat Man Finds The Man Who Wasn't There"—This

thrilling picture story takes you along on some smart sleuthing.

"Joyce Jordan"—See the stars of the popular "Joyce Jordan"
daytime show in gorgeous four-color photos.

"Porch Party"—Kate Smith's own recipes for a 4th of July

buffet supper.

"You^Know What The Moon Does!"—-A daffy original story

that tells of a day in the life of Dennis Day.

PLUS summer shortcuts in decorating your home, tricks in making
snappy summer playdothes, and more fascinating features on your

favorite radio stars, announcers, and programs.

ALL IN THE BIG JULY RADIO MIRROR
ON SALE NOW!

GET YOUR COPY TODAY! p
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Not your looks— but your old

fashioned deodorant! Modern 5

DAY Under Arm Pads stop under-

arm odor and perspiration better,

quicker, longer— 1 to 7 days,

depending on you and the weather

Successor to creams and liquids

—just lotionized pads, gentle,

safe, handy. Dab under arms with

a pad, then throw it away.

OdjOt~^rwaA^j

5DAY
UNDER ARM PADS
29c, 55c
Alto $1 economy the

2Sccwutfr

TIRED EYES LOVE
EYE-GENE

Tired, Dull one minute . . . Rested, Cleared the next!

SAFE RELIEF NOW IN SECONDS!
That’s how fast just two drops of safe, gentle

EYE-GENE acts to relieve your eyes tired from glare,

wind, smoke or overwork. You feel

its soothing effect in seconds l And
EYE-GENE is positively
harmless. Economical, too. 20f(,

60f, $1 bottles at Druggists. Try it!

/^v' AH Guaranteed by
l Good Housekeeping \

'S*2L*S 4overused

WoVuf. nomote a£out dull, graying,
FADED or YELLOWED HAIR

SUPER COLOR jR//VS£
glamorizes, highlights and lusterizes

all shades of hair with ABUNDANT
COLOR . . . Beautifies white and gray
hair. Blends in the unwanted gray
in mixed gray hair. NOREEN Colors
are TEMPORARY. . . are intended
to wash out at the next shampoo.
19,313,918 NOREEN Rinses were
produced in 1946. Ask for aNOREEN
Rinse at your beauty salon or buy an
8-rinse carton at drug or dept, stores.

For trial in your own home, send 10c
(to cover cost of processing your
request) and sample rinses will

be sent to you FREE : Name hair

color, or send hair sample and
state your hair color problem.
We will select and send to you
appropriate NOREEN shade, &
advise solution of your problem.

Shades^

fv Guaranteed by <

V Good Housekeeping

Aovcomco

NOREEN, Dept* E-3, P. O. Box 989, Denver 1, Colorado

Casts of Current Pictures

ADVENTURESS, THE—Eagle-Lion: Bridie Quil-
ty, Deborah Kerr; David Baynes, Trevor Howard;
Miller, Raymond Huntley; Lt. Hawkins, Michael
Howard; Man in the Straw Hat, Norman Shelley;
Michael O’ Callaghan, Brefni O’Rourke; Grand-
father, James Harcourt; Uncle Timothy, Liam Red-
mond; Danny Quilty, W. O’Gorman; Captain Good-
husband, Garry Marsh; Lt. Spanswick, Tom Macau-
lay; Oscar Pryce, David Ward; Mrs. Edwards, Olga
Lindo; Man in the Bookshop, John Salew; Chief
Mourner, Harry Hutchinson; Art Gallery Guide,
Tony Quinn; Walter, George Woodbridge; Sgt.
Harris, Humphrey Heathcote; Old Lady in Train,
Katie Johnson; Col. Bennington, Gerald K. Case;
Irish Landlord, Albert Sharp; Women on Train,
Everley Gregg and Kathleen Boutall.

BLAZE OF NOON—Paramount: Lucille Stewart,
Anne Baxter; Colin McDonald, William Holden;
Roland McDonald, Sonny Tufts; Porkie, William
Bendix; Tad McDonald, Sterling Hayden; Gafferty,
Howard DaSilva; Keith McDonald, Johnny Sands;
Poppy, Jean Wallace; Mrs. Murphy, Edith King;
Reverend Polly, Lloyd Corrigan; Sydney, Dick
Hogan; Farmer, James Burke; Mr. Thomas, Will
Wright.

BORN TO KILL—RKO: Sam, Lawrence Tierney;
Helen, Claire Trevor; Arnett, Walter Slezak; Fred,
Phillip Terry; Georgia, Audrey Long; Marty, Elisha
Cook Jr.; J^aury Palmer, Isabel Jewell; Mrs. Kraft,
Esther Howard; Grace, Kathryn Card; Danny, Tony
Barrett; Inspector Wilson, Grandon Rhodes.

CARNEGIE HALL—Federal-UA : Nora Ryan,
Marsha Hunt; Young Tony Salerno, William Prince;
Donovan, Frank McHugh; Ruth Haines, Martha
O’Driscoll; Tony Salerno, Hans Yaray.

CHILDREN ON TRIAL—English Films: Fred Wat-
son (played by a Birmingham slum boy) ; Shirley
Reynolds, Julia Lang; Chairman of Court, Basil
Henriques, J. P. ; all other characters re-enact their
own roles.

CHRISTMAS EVE—Bogeaus-UA: Mario Reed,
George Raft; Michael Reed, George Brent; Jonathan
Reed, Randolph Scott; Matilda Reed, Ann Harding;
Ann Nelson, Joan Blondell; Claire, Virginia Field;
Jean Bradford, Dolores Moran; Phillip Hastings,
Reginald Denny; Judge Alston, Clarence Kolb;
Reichman, Kurt Katch.

COPACABANA—Coslow-UA: Lionel Devereaux,
Groucho Marx; Carmen Novarro, Carmen Miranda;
Steve Hunt, Steve Cochran; Anne, Gloria Jean; Lig-
gett, Ralph Sanford; also, Andy Russell, Louis Sobol,
Abel Green, Earl Wilson.

DISHONORED LADY—Stromberg-UA: Madeleine
Damien, Hedy Lamarr; Dr. Cousins, Dennis O’Keefe;
Ethel, Natalie Schafer; Felix Courtland, John
Loder; Garet, William Lundigan; Kranish, Paul
Cavanagh; Dr. Galeb, Morris Carnovsky; Prosecut-
ing Attorney, Douglass Dumbrille; Defense Attor-
ney, Nicholas Joy; A Landlady, Margaret Hamilton.

DOWN TO EARTH—Columbia: Terpsichore, Rita
Hayworth; Danny Miller, Larry Parks; Eddie, Marc
Platt; Mr. Jordan, Roland Culver; Max Corkle,
James Gleason; Messenger 7013, Edward Everett
Horton; Georgia Evans, Adele Jergens; Joe Man-
nion, George Macready; Police Lieutenant, William
Frawley; Betty, Jean Donahue; Dolly, Kathleen
O’Malley; Spike, William Haade; Kelly, James
Burke; Orchestra Leader, Fred Sears.

EGG AND I, THE—Universal-International: Betty,
Claudette Colbert; Bob, Fred MacMurray; Ma Ket-
tle, Marjorie Main; Harriet Putnam, Louise Allbrit-

ton; Pa Kettle, Percy Kilbride; Tom Kettle, Richard
Long; Billy Reed, Billy House; Old Lady, Ida
Moore; Mr. Henty, Donald MacBride; Sheriff,
Samuel S. Hinds; Mrs. Hicks, Esther Dale; Betty’s
Mother, Elisabeth Risdon; Geoduck, John Berkes;
Crowbar, Vic Potel; Cab Driver, Fuzzy Knight; Mrs.
Hicks’s Mother, Isabel O’Madigan; Maid, Dorothy
Vaughan.

GHOST GOES WILD, THE—Republic: Monty
Crandall, James Ellison; Phyllis Beecher, Anne
Gwynne; Eric, Edward Everett Horton; Susan
Beecher, Ruth Donnelly; Irene Waters, Stephanie
Bachelor; Bill Waters, Grant Withers; Mr. Beecher,
Lloyd Corrigan; Prof. Jacques Dubonnet, Emil
Rameau; Max Atterbury, Jonathan Hale; T. O’Con-
nor Scott, Charles Halton; The Judge, Holmes Her-
bert; Magazine Man, Edward Gargan; 1st Reporter,
Gene Garrick; 2nd Reporter, Michael Hughes;
Chauffeur, William Austin.

GREA T EXPECTATIONS—Universal-Internation-
al: Pip, John Mills; Estella, Valerie Hobson; Joe
Gargery, Bernard Miles; Jaggers, Francis L. Sulli-

van; Magwitch, Finlay Currie; Miss Havisham, Mar-
tha Hunt; Pip (as a boy), Anthony Wager; Estella

(as a girl), Jean Simmons; Herbert Pocket, Alec
Guinness; Wemmick, Ivor Bernard; Mrs. Joe Gar-
gery, Freda Jackson; Bentley Drummie, Torin

Thatcher; Biddy, Eileen Erskine; Uncle Pumbly-
chook, Hay Petrie; Compeyson, George Hayes; The
Sergeant, Richard George; Sarah Pocket, Everley
Gregg; Mr. Wopsie, John Burch; Mrs. Wopsie,
Grace Denbigh-Russell

; The Aged Parent, O. B.
Clarence; Pale Young Gentleman, John Forrest.

HOMESTEADERS OF PARADISE VALLEY—
Republic: Red Ryder, Allan Lane; Little Beaver,
Bobby Blake; The Duchess, Martha Wentworth;
Melinda, Ann Todd; Bill Hume, Gene Stutenroth;
Steve, John James; Rufe Hume, Mauritz Hugo;
Langley, Emmett Vogan; Blaine, Milton Kibbee;
Rancher, Tom London; Mrs. Hume, Edythe Elliott;
White, George Chesebro; Sheriff, Edward Cassidy.

n Tur, , r cemury-r ox : jocr,

V/°
rne

A
WM* Leslie Hale, Maureen O’Hara; BillFan Dyke Glenn Langan; Kitty, Helen Walker; Doc

Kilborne James Gleason; Balcares, Henry Stephen-
Margaret Bannerman; Aunt

Martha, Ethel Gnffies; Pablo, Tommy Cook.

nKJisnrMUUN—RKO: Barbara, Shirley Temple;
Flanner, Franchot Tone; Phil, Guy Madison; Raquel,
Lina Romay; Prescott, Gene Lockhart; Senora Men-
doza, Cormna Mura; Crenshaw, Grant Mitchell;Senor Mendoza, Julio Villareal; Registrar, Manuel
Arvide; Doctor Diego, Jose R. Goula.

v hkljuua.—cnapim-UA : tlenri V er-doux, alias Varney Bonheur, Floray, Charles Chaplin;M Cor
r

rel1 PcUr
, Allison Roddan; Maurice

? R
,

obert Lewis; Martha, Audrey Betz; Anna-
belta Bonheur, Martha Raye; Annette, Ada-May;Marie Grosnay, Isobel Elsom; Marie's Maid, Mar-
jorie Bennett; Yvonne, Helene Heigh; Lydia Floray
Margaret Hoffman; The Girl, Marilyn Nash; Pierre
Couvais, Irving Bacon; Jean Couvais, Edwin Mills;
Carlotta Couyais, Virginia Brissac; Lena Couvais,
Almira Sessions; Phoebe Couvais, Eula Morgan;
Prefect of Police, Bernard J. Nedell; Detective Mor-
r°V>>. Chades Evans; Rental Agent, Arthur Hohl;
ricki, \ era Marshe; Joe

,

John Harmon.

OTHER LOVE, THE—Enterprise-UA: Karen Dun-
ran, Barbara Stanwyck; Dr. Anthony Stanton, David
Niven; Huberta, Maria Palmer; Celestine, Joan
Lorring; Paul Clermont. Richard Conte; Prof Lin-
naker Richard Hale; Richard Shelton, Edward Ash-
ley; Dora Shelton, Natalie Schafer; Yvonne, Lenore
Aubert; Pete, Jimmy Horne; Mme. Gruen, Mary
Forbes; Megaros, M. Romanoff; Florist, Ann Codee;
Florists Assistant, Kathleen Williams; Croupier,
Gilbert Roland.

PERILS OF PAULINE—Paramount: Pearl White
Betty Hutton; Michael Farrington, John Lund; Tim-
my, Billy De Wolfe; Chuck McManus, William De-
murest; Julia Gibbs, Constance Collier; Joe Gurt
Frank Faylen; Hero— Western Saloon Set, William
Farnum; 1st Chef Comic, Chester Conklin; Gent.
Interior Drawing Room, Paul Panzer; Prop Man
Western Saloon, Snub Pollard; 2nd Chef Comic
James Finlayson; Marcelled Leading Man, Creight-
on Hale; Chef Comic, Hank Mann; Heavy. Western
Saloon Set, Francis McDonald; Bartender. Western
Saloon Set, Bert Roach; Studio Cop. Wastern Saloon
Set, Heinie Conklin.

SIN. OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK, THE—Cali-
fornia-UA: Harold Diddlebock, Harold Lloyd; Miss
Otis, Frances Ramsden; Wormy, Jimmy Conlin; J.
E. Waggleberry, Raymond Walburn; Formfit Frank-
lin, Franklin Pangborn; Flora. Margaret Hamilton;
Manicurist, Arline Judge; Wild Bill Hitchcock, A1
Bridge; Jake, Edgar Kennedy; Mike, Frank Moran;
Barber, Torben Meyer; Prof. Potelle, Victor Potel;
James B. Smoke, Jack Norton; Banker Blackston,
Arthur Hoyt; Bearded Lady, Georgia Caine; Snake
Charmer, Gladys Forrest; A Doorman, Max Wagner.

TROUBLE WITH WOMEN
, THE'—Paramount:

Prof. Gilbert Sedley, Ray Milland; Kate Farrell,
Teresa Wright; Joe McBride, Brian Donlevy; Dean
Agnes Meeler, Rose Hobart; Ulysses S. Jones, Char-
les Smith; Dr. Wilmer Dawson, Lewis Russell; Rita
La May, Iris Adrian; Geeger, Frank Faylen; Judge.
Rhys Williams; Avery Wilson, Lloyd Bridges; Mrs.
Wilmer Dawson,. Norma Varden; Keefe, James NX ill i-

can; Herman, Matt McHugh; Peanuts, Jimmie
Smith.

WOMAN ON THE BEACH, THE—RKO: Peggy,
Joan Bennett; Scott, Ru ,_ ; Ryan; Ted, Charles
Bickford; Eve, Nan Leslie; Otto Wernecke, Walter
Sande; Mrs. Werneck

r

Irene Ryan; Kirk. Glenn
Vernon; Lars, Frank Darien; Jimmy, Jay Norris.

YANKEE FAKIR—Republic: Yankee Davis, Doug-
las Fowley; Mary Mason, Joan Woodbury; Shaggy
Hartley, Clem Bevans; Professor Newton, Ransom
Sherman; Randall, Frank Reicher; Duke, Marc Law-
rence; Sheriff, Walter Soderling; Mrs. Tetley, Eula
Guy; Mason, Forrest Taylor; Jenny, Elinor Apple-
ton; Walker, Peter Michael; Scrubwoman, Elspeth
Dudgeon; Charl-’e, Ernest Adams; Tommy, Tommy
Bernard.

HAVE YOU EVER VISITED WARNER BROS. STUDIOS?

One of the most beautiful studios in Hollywood, is brought

to you in EXCITING COLOR August PHOTOPLAY, via Hollywood Tour



Helen Neushaefer, color and style authority. . . originator of creme nail polish

COLOR TWINS for Summertime lips and nail-do

Precious pair for Summer wear! Newest of

Helen Neushaefer’s 12 heavenly colors. . . Carnival Red! In nail polish

with amazing Plasteen ... to help shock-proof this more brilliant
> t

nail-do agaifcj.chipping. And in the new lipstick with the miracle

ingredient llasteen for new softness of lips ... for lovely, lasting

color! At leading chain and drug store cosmetic counters.

harmonizing NA | L pOLISH and/WT |CK
Distributed by A. Sartorius & Co., Inc., Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N. Y.



From simple forward dives to in-

tricate spins and twists, Mildred
O'Donnell mastered them all to
win New York's Metropolitan

ITS TRUE IN DIVING...
’

EXPERIENCE IS
-

THE BEST TEACHER!
...AND IN SMOKING TOO

.

THE CIGARETTE FOR ME
IS CAMEL!

"In diving, you practice ond try until

you find the particular forms and
styles thot suit you best," explains
Champion
Mildred
O'Donnell r-'-.ClSt''.

DIVING CHAMPION

More people are smoking CAMELS today than ever before in history

!

IT WAS NO FUN, the cigarette

shortage; but it was a real ex-

perience. That's when millions

of smokers learned the mean-
ing of the phrase, "Camels suit

my 'T-Zone' to a TV ”

m YOURT-ZONE' ®
WILL TELL you...
T for Taste...

T forThroat...

That's your proving ground -for any

cigaretfe. See if Camels don't

suit your'T-Zone' to a'T'

Yes, experience during the shortage taught millions

the differences in cigarette quality!

how

Diving Champion Mildred O’Don-
nell hasn’t forgotten the war

shortage of cigarettes. "I never real-

ized there were such differences in

cigarettes until the shortage,” she re-

calls. 'That’s when I really learned

what cigarette suits me best — Camel.”

Millions of others had the same ex-

perience, with the result that today

more Camels are being smoked than

ever before in history. But, no matter

great the demand:

We don’t tamper with Camel
quality. Only choice tobaccos,

properly aged, and blended in

the time - honored Camel way,

are used in Camels.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem, N. C.

According to a recent Nationwide survey:

More Doctors Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette

Three nationally known independent research organizations asked

113,597 doctors — in every branch of medicine — to name the ciga-

rette they smoked. More doctors named Camel than any other brand.
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Helen

Neushaefer

WHYI
DONOTCHARGE60

1

Even though it is the only

nail polish in the world containing

the miracle
, chip-proofing ingredient

...PLASTEEN

A year ago I faced a serious decision!

I was ready to introduce the first nail polish to

hear my own name. Everything was arranged

except one thing . . . the price I would charge for it.

It was in a beautiful pyramid bottle. The shades

w ere up to the minute in fashion. The brush w as of

superfine quality. And, in addition . . . the polish

contained an amazing ingredient found in no other

nail polish at any price . . . the miracle discovery

of my cosmetic chemists . . . Plasteen.

Plasteen was the answer to every woman's
greatest nail-do problem chipping. Plasteen
not only helps to shockproof nails against chipping

but also makes my polish go on easier, quicker,

without ''bubbles,” and adds a new, starlike

brilliance.

This Was the Problem I Faced
Most every woman in the U. S. pavs either

10 cents or sixty cents for her nail polish.

W hich price should I charge?

On the one hand, I felt that, if ever there was

a nail polish worth sixty cents, it was mine . . .

particularly on account of Plasteen.

At sixty cents my profits would be tremendous.

At 10 cents they would merely be modest.

BUT. . . I also knew that if I charged sixty cents,

my market . . . and the benefits of Plasteen . .

.

would be limited to comparatively few women who
could afford that price. If I charged 10 cents,

millions of women could afford it and Plasteen
would be available to all.

I made my decision ... 10 CENTS
was the price.

Helen Neushaefer nail polish, I

sincerely believe, is the greatest

value ever offered in this country.

Won’t you try it and writeme about it?

It is now available in 12 gorgeous

shades . . . each containing Plasteen
...at chain and drug store cosmetic

counters everywhere.

Sincerely,

Distributed by A. Sartorius & Co., Inc., Fifth Avenue, New York 11, N.Y.



jou'm Sucjar-scued'...

bat cuill you hep

Guard your after-bath freshness-

stay nice to be near with Mum

r 1

i I

Of course you’re sweet and fragrant

after that refreshing shower. But,

Honey, don’t expect too much of your

bath. Remember, it can’t protect you

against risk of future underarm odor.

MUM
^

Product of Bristol-Myers

Checks perspiration odor

1. Safe for charm. Mum checks under-

arm odor, gives sure protection all day

or all evening.

2. Safe for skin. Snow-white Mum is

gentle, harmless to skin . . . forms no

irritating crystals.

3. Safe for clothes. No harsh ingre-

dients in Mum to rot or discolor fine

fabrics. Economical, Mum doesn’t dry

out in the jar. Quick, easy to use, even

after you’re dressed.

So play safe. Be sure. Complete your bath

with Mum. After you wash away past

perspiration, letMum guard your charm

all day or all evening.

p
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 36 YEARS

p

We love “Fiesta”. We recommend
“Fiesta”. “Fiesta” is the most-a of the
best-a. And so is Esth-a!

We refer, of course, to lovely Esther
Williams, who lends her glamorous
presence to M-G-M’s big Technicolor
spectacle, “Fiesta”.

Even stand-
i n g still,
Esther is lovely

to look at. And
when she swirls a
matador’s cape in

the bull ring, or
dances a flaming
Latin flamenco, or

romances under the
mellow Mexican
moon

—

ai-ai-ai!

You’ll revel in

gay “Fiesta”—
and meet, for the
very first time,
handsome new-
comer Ricardo
Montalban. the
M-G-M star dis-

covery whose
torrid love makes
the screen curl up at the edges.

Ricardo’s equally adept at dancing and
at the strings of a guitar . . . equally
audacious in the bull ring and in the
moonlight. Welcome, Good Neighbor!

The beauty of
Esther Williams
. . . the manliness
of Montalban . .

.

the music of
Mexico . . . the
magic of Techni-
color... the thrills

of the arena—
that’s M-G-M’s
“Fiesta”.

Viva! we say for Director Richard
Thorpe, Producer Jack Cummings and
a prime supporting cast : Akim Tamiroff

,

John Carroll, Cyd Charisse, Mary Astor,

Fortunio Bonanova. Also for screen
playmen George Bruce and Lester Cole.

“Fiesta” leads off a festival of M-G-M
hits. Soon “The Hucksters” comes to

town, with Clark Gable (as Vic Norman)
and lovely Deborah Kerr (pronounced
“new star”). Wait till you see Frederick
Wakeman’s bombshell best-seller^You ’ll

be saying “Love that picture!”

Coming along, too, is “Song of Love”,
starring Katharine Hepburn, Paul
Henreid and Robert Walker. We’ll say
only one thing about it: “Song of Love”
is one of the ten greatest love stories of
all time.

Meantime, be a
guest-a at “Fiesta”.

— Jlexx
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Saved by a miracle

from death in the arena
romance with new
licardo Montalbcm

!

By day, disguised as a

man, she fought the fiercest

beasts in Mexico’s bull ring

—

but at night, in the arms of her

sweetheart, she was all woman!

M-G-M’s BIGGEST, GAYEST

TECHNICOLOR SPECTACLE

AKIM

km
INTRODUCING

CYD

Gorgeous

ESTHER WILLIAMS
is an eyeful

in dazzling evening gowns!
in matador costume

!

in bathing scenes!

Aw

(WHERE THEY LIVE AND LOVE DANGEROUSLY)

ESTHER WILLIAMS
JOHN MARY FORTUNIO

TMFF •MS (WU-m MMVA

RICARDO MONTALBAN

Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by JACK CUMMINGS

Music! The dance of desire—
with exotic Cyd Charisse.

ORIGINAL SCREEN PLAY by GEORGE BRUCE and LESTER COLE

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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The(^w^Sta^e
A reliable guide to recent pictures. One cheek means good; two cheeks, very good; three checks, outstanding

Joan Caulfield, Bill Holden: From let-

ters to love in tender and riotous film

^ Dear Ruth (Paramount)

I
ITTLE girls can do lots of things that
send their elders right into hysterics.

Miriam Wilkins did just that in “Dear
Ruth” for a couple of years on Broadway;
now Mona Freeman takes her over on the
screen and turns her out to teenster per-
fection in a picture that runs along on
clever lines, festive comedy and the good
acting of Edward Arnold.
“Dear Ruth” is the way the letters from

overseas started; they were written by
William Holden to Ruth Wilkins, a very
pretty and not at all adolescent Joan
Caulfield. The catch is little sister Miriam.
In the midst of her draft-women project
she’s taken time off to write some letters

to soldier Holden, enclosing sister Ruth’s

picture and some moonlight-and-roses
touches. Everything would be fine except
that the soldier shows up with “that over-
seas look in his eye.” Take it from there
and you have a picture that’s going to lift

your spirits right up into the category
that’s known as “blithe.”

Players Arnold, Billy De Wolfe and little

Mona Freeman carry things along so well
you don’t even mind when events get a
little ludicrously out of hand towards the
end. Caulfield and Holden make a nice
straight-shooting team and everything is

fast and funny.

Your Reviewer Says: Good play makes a
good picture.

Tense and dramatic scene in GI mar-

riage of Ann Sheridan, Zachary Scott

Beguiling proof of a Santa: Maureen

O'Hara. Natalie Wood, Edmund Gwenn

BY MARIAN QUINN KELLY
p

^ The Unfaithful (Warners)

HARD-HITTING picture played with
suspense, this is an expert treatment

of a vital theme.
As Chris Hunter who had been married

only a week when her husband was sent
overseas for three years, Ann Sheridan
gives an unforgettable portrayal. Bob
(Zachary Scott) has been home a year
when the picture opens and he and Chris
are ideally happy. There is nothing to

warn Chris that the one indiscretion of a
lonely woman is already threatening her
happiness and that because of it she will

be involved in a murder charge. But the

truth cannot be hidden and in an unfor-
gettable scene between husband and wife,

Chris tries to explain her unfaithfulness.
Zachary Scott, as the husband, and Lew

Ayres, as Larry Hannaford, the lawyer
who handles her case, turn in mature,
understanding performances.
The picture offers no excuse for women

whose wartime loneliness betrayed their

love but it does put the woman’s problem
squarely up to the audience.

Your Reviewer Says: A “must” for thought-
ful movie-goers.

^ Miracle on 34tli St. (20tli Century-Fox)

T
HIS is really a miracle! Fox takes a

pleasant little picture about the fabulous
Macy’s department store, adds Edmund
Gwenn in the captivating role of Kris
Kringle, pairs off Maureen O’Hara and
John Payne, runs up some inspired dia-

logue, has everything moving fast and
out comes one of the best pictures in many
a movie month.
Get out your bag of cheers and get

ready to go. You’ll be beguiled by every
bit of it—from Edmund Gwenn’s magnifi-
cent acting as the little man who’s real

name is Kris Kringle to the great sport
you’ll have watching the merchandising
business going for a merry ride. Not to

mention the law and politics—they come
in for their share of the fun with Gene
Lockhart as the judge in a courtroom scene

that has lawyer John Payne making his
miraculous point with a chuckle.

Natalie Wood is a solemn-eyed little girl

who manages to be both lovable and pre-
cocious, an accomplishment that puts her
right up in the major league of little-girl

actresses.

There’s nothing for you to figure out

—

this miracle is just as logical and just as
wonderful as Christmas. If you don’t come
out feeling that the world is a happy place
you’d better start checking your sense of

humor. There’s no sticky Pollyanna busi-
ness about this either—it’s just everyone
working together in a film that’s worth
working for.

Your Reviewer Says: A Twentieth Century
miracle.

(Continued on page 6)
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was very, very beautiful, too!

Directed by DOUGLAS SIRK • Screenplay by LEO ROSTEN
PRODUCED BY JAMES NASSER

Executive Producer, HUNT STROMBERG
Released thru United Artists

What does he seek as he prowls

mysteriously through the night?

the artist who lured 8

:irfs to their deaths?

r
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MAYBE ITS BECAUSE I

k YOU NEED YOUR 4

DENTISTS SCHOOLING ON

HOW TO SQUARE AWAY
, THAT BAD BREATH «

OF YOURS, JOE! I

GIRLS, GIRLS L

i EVERYWHERE, BUT *
NOTAGIRL FOR ME!

HOW COME EVERY GUYS
GOT CUDDLE-CARGO
BUT ME, SAM? 1

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

COLGATES INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

0e is -- . ,
Me!

"‘Colgate Dental Cream's activepenetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth

—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause

of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!"

(Continued from page 4)

V'V Possessed (Warners)

T
HIS is scaled to adult size—a film show-
ing the torturing and eventual break-

down of a woman’s mind. The woman is

Joan Crawford who makes a neurotic role

convincing to a normal audience. Van
Heflin is the opportunist who rejects her,

thereby sending her into a loveless mar-
riage with Raymond Massey. That’s the
plot; the picture is a morbid account of the
approach of insanity.

Crawford has a hard task; she does it

magnificently. Heflin has the demanding
job of making himself both sympathetic
and unsympathetic to the audience; he
does it well. He is the materialist who
wants what he wants at the expense of

others; since he gives fair warning of his

code, he must be excused from complete
blame. Raymond Massey as the husband
has an even role that calls forth none of

his great talents but fits in beautifully in

the general patchwork of contorted love
and hate. Nana Bryant plays the young
stepdaughter with finesse; but the credits

go to Crawford and Heflin.

The picture is not entertainment but a
psychological study that may do the good
work of bringing more neurotics to medical
treatment before it is too late.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll be haunted.

fV The Bachelor and the Bobby-
soxer (RKO)

B
RACE yourself for a slice of sheer mirth
when you see this one. What, no mes-

sage, no problem, no world dilemma? Nary
a one. Even the growing pains of this story
of adolescence are painless.

Cary Grant, artist and man-about-town,
finds himself facing charges in the court
of Judge Myrna Loy, for disturbing the
night club peace and inspiring violent

emotions in the bosom of her teen-age
sister, Shirley Temple. On the pretext of

being a model, Shirley wangles her way
into his apartment. Some hours later the
startled Grant finds her there just as her
terrified sister, supported by the forces of

law and order, bangs on the door.

Matters become hilarious as the hapless
and helpless Cary struggles with his

flaming juniors, the while his eyes ap-
praise the uncharted charms of lady
judges.

Shirley is strictly in her Temple stride.

Miss Loy might have allowed Her Honor
to unbend a little more but even so she
gives her a lot of the Loy appeal. As Shir-
ley’s calf-eyed swain, Johnny Sands is

likely to stir up activity on the bobby-sox
front. Ray Collins and Rudy Vallee are
both good. But it is Cary Grant, with his

magnificent sense of comedy, who keeps
the whoops of laughter rolling.

Your Reviewer Says: Sock entertainment.

^ The Ghost and Mrs. Muir
(20th Century-Fox)

WHO’S that coming through the window?
First you can’t see him, then you can—

and he’s Rex Harrison wearing a beard
and a very attractive look for a guy who’s
just a ghost. He’s coming back because
Mrs. Muir—Gene Tierney to you—has re-

fused to be frightened away from his

former home and has decided to take over
Gold Cottage. What she hadn’t bargained
for was being taken over by a sea-captain

ghost and inveigled into writing a lusty

book dictated by him just in the nick of

time to save her family fortunes.

When a fragile English lady and an at-

tractive male ghost get together like that,

you have something in the way of enter-
tainment. And when George Sanders comes

in leering you really can enjoy yourself.
He’s the best rake around and you won’t
blame Gene for letting him pull all that
wool over her pretty eyes.

It’s all done up cleverly with some
bright comedy touches. You’ll like Rex
Harrison and wish he weren’t just a spirit;

you’ll love Mr. Sanders and you’ll find
Gene, Edna Best as the maid and Vanessa
Brown as the daughter thoroughly right
in their roles. The only catch is just how
things can end up. After all, what can hap-
pen when a ghost and a lady fall in love?
You’re right, it does.

Your Reviewer Says: Different and diverting.

Monsieur Verdoux (Chaplin-UA)

T
HE greatest artist of pantomime, Charles
Chaplin, takes all his talents—writing,

directing, producing and acting—to turn
out a picture that has aroused more
curiosity than a dozen thrillers. This “Mon-
sieur Verdoux” is brilliant—but it is bril-

liant only in spots. It is not, as Chaplin
called it, a “comedy.” It is, instead, a
pretentious and confused picture of a
dapper little murderer in ascot and Hom-
burg who presumes to raise his voice
against a universal ethical code and excuse
his crime on the basis that nations have
committed bigger and better ones.
The Chaplin genius is still there—in

those spontaneous sequences where the
hero reverts to his old ways, throws his
hand over his heart and strikes a pose that
makes you remember those wonderful old
davs of the baggy pants and battered cane
But you cannot laugh heartily at Verdoux,
a cold-blooded murderer; and, Chaplin or
no, you still won’t like him.
You can—and will—laugh at Martha

Raye, full-blooded and ready for fun. She’s
done what no one else could—or was pre-
mised to do—stolen Chaplin’s scenes.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s up to you.

Hit Parade of 1947 (Republic)

T
HE headliners are Joan Edwards, Eddie
Albert, Constance Moore and Gil Lamb;

the plot’s a musical; the picture is just

what you’d expect. A foursome starts out
in the entertaining business, discovers they
have to forego loyalty for profit so they
split up after a lot of movie heartbreak.
In the midst of this the show keeps going
on, with Joan singing, Eddie writing music,
Gil clowning and Constance being a big
Hollywood star.

Woody Herman and his orchestra swing
in with some tunes and Roy Rogers plus
Trigger has a guest spot. If you’re en-
amoured of Joan Edwards’s singing and
Gil Lamb’s acts, you may like the way
this rambles along.

Your Reviewer Says: Not too good, not too
bad.

'S Green for Danger (Eagle-Lion)

I

T takes Alastair Sim as Inspector Cock-
rill to straighten out this murderous

mix-up. If you’re as clever as he you may
guess the who-dunnit answer to this

British film before the end; otherwise,
like the rest of the capable cast, you’ll

get mixed up in some pretty wily clues.

Everything happens in an English hos-
pital in wartime. What with surgical

knives, oxygen tanks and white-robed fig-

ures in the moonlight there’s enough
atmosphere to give you some good chills.

There’s also the rocket bomb to keep
you uneasy; so by the time nurses Sally

Gray, Rosamund John and Judy Camp-
bell and doctors Trevor Howard and Leo
Genn have been (Continued on page 8)
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IF SHE WERE YOURS
COULD YOU FORGIVE ?

THE NEW
WARNER
SENSATION! Directed by Produced by

STEVEN geray • VINCENT SHERMAN - JERRY WALD
ORIGINAL SCREEN PLAY BY DAVID GOODIS AND JAMES GUNN . MUSIC BY MAX STEINER
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(Continued from page 6) under suspicion
for the murders you’ll be glad the criminal
is found.

Alastair Sim is debonair as all get-out
about the gory business and we bet you’ll
guess just about everybody did it, which
all makes for a pretty good perplexer.

Your Reviewer Says: An up-to-the-mark
mystery.

A Likely Story (RKO)

BOUT the unlikeliest story is this con-
trived nonsense concerning Bill Wil-

liams and Barbara Hale, with Sam Levene
perking around now and then. Bill is a
veteran who thinks he’s about to die;

Barbara’s a painter who thinks she’s about
to be a genius. They’re both wrong, but
before they find that out there’s some
fake-insurance-policy business, a few
silly gangster scenes and confusion for the
on-lookers.
Barbara’s a pretty miss who looks a lot

like the grown-up Miss Temple. We can
even see where an honest young man like

Bill might want to sign over a few grand to
her. They’d make a likely team for a
likelier story. The warmth of their being
man and wife in real life comes through
on the screen.

Your Reviewer Says: Slightly unlikely.

Wyoming (Republic)

T
HE Homestead Act certainly comes in
handy in Hollywood. Here it is being

worked out in Wyoming by big rancher
Bill Elliott who—you’re right—doesn’t
want the “nesters” to move in and cut
up his land into farms. Daughter Vera
Ralston thinks they may be right—but
she’s swayed in her opinion by right-
thinking John Carroll.

You know the rest—this runs right along
on the tried-and-true Western road. There
are no surprises in store, just lots of

fights, but on the whole you won’t mind
too much watching Elliott come around
to the right side.

Albert Dekker does his villain stunt
and Mme. Ouspenskaya adds a charming
gentle-lady touch.

Your Reviewer Says: Mild shooting match.

Desert Fury (Paramount)

T
HIS fury turned into a slight case of

madness on the part of whoever thought
this cryptically told tale about a bunch
of unpleasant people out in the desert
could ever come under the heading of a

good picture. You just won’t like anyone
—except maybe Burt Lancaster who has
to be the good boy and he’s so misplaced
he merely becomes a comic “copper.” You
can’t believe Mary Astor could talk out of

the side of her mouth as the lady boss of a
desert town; or that daughter Lizabeth
Scott could be so stupid as not to catch
on to the dastardly doings of John Hodiak.
Everything starts off with everybody

talking in half-sentences, intimating that
something very big is going on. When
things finally come out in the open, you
discover it’s just a lot of silly ado about
Mary’s spoiled daughter Lizabeth who’s
supposed to be a young finishing-school

girl but looks more like a lady who could
readily follow in her mother’s saloon-
keeping footsteps. She’s just determined
to ignore good honest Burt and hook up
with Hodiak.
There are big tries at big heroics, but it

all degenerates into a laughingstock with
Miss Scott succeeding only in looking very
odd in her big moments. Wendell Cory
makes his gangster debut and talks through

tight lips fairly convincingly, but he’s
much nicer when he unscrews his face
and looks like any pleasant young man.

Your Reviewer Says: No go.

The Patient Vanishes
(Film Classics)

FEW years ago James Mason played
Mick Cardby, the detective hero of

David Hume’s mystery, in an English
film. Seeing as how he now is a big name
in the movie game, over comes this
picture to show American audiences how
he used to look. It’s not much of a film

—

any detective that lets himself get caught
up by the villains so many times has no
right to catch the crooks in the end, but if

you just can’t do without Mason you may
like watching his sleuthing activities.

The patient is a lord’s daughter who
vanishes from a rest home. There’s a mur-
der and the police are called in, but Mason
beats them to the punch by his private
detecting which, as we’ve said, does seem
to have a slightly clumsy touch. Mary
Clare is a wicked wife to wicked Frederick
Valk, but they just can’t get anywhere
with their evil plans once Mason and his
secretary Margaret Vyner start stalking.
The thrills-and-chills touch flops com-

pletely.

Your Reviewer Says: Mason’s younger days.

V' Moss Rose (20tli Century-Fox)

M
URDER, murder everywhere and Victor
Mature lurking sinisterly in the back-

ground, looking tall, dark and enigmatic
in his greatcoat. A moss rose and a Bible
are around, too, whenever there’s trouble,
so naturally Inspector Vincent Price has
a very unusual mystery on his hands. A
pale pretty finger of suspicion is pointed
by cockney chorus girl Peggy Cummins
to Victor Mature. But nobleman Mature’s
mother, Ethel Barrymore, has a few tricks
up her sleeve and before she’s through,
you’ve had a pretty high old time watch-
ing things work out.

The plot and the people are fairly cred-
ible. Mature looks just a little too
Latin to be even a half-blooded English-
man, even though he’s spent most of his
life in Canada and doesn’t say or do too
much to give him away. Peggy Cummins
looks just too fresh and pretty to be the
centerpiece of these moss rose murders.
The spooky old house makes for good

atmosphere and Ethel Barrymore does the
same by acting very strangely now and
then. Margo Woode throws looks that
kill; and there’s thrills and chills—chills

from those murders and thrills, of course,
benefit of that handsome Mature.

Your Reviewer Says: Good enough.

v' Cynthia (M-G-M)

E
VERYBODY and his kid brother will

relish this family story about Cynthia
Bishop. She’s Elizabeth Taylor, acting
with a glow that’s unmistakable. Things
get off to a rather slow start, but they
start speeding up and before the end
everyone is having a fine time at a family-
portrait movie slightly reminiscent of the
Andy Hardy winners.
James Lydon steps right out in front

as the young sailor who’s come home to
throw aside his gun for some high-school
books. His role is A-l; his performance
the same. Scotty Beckett as Will Parker
has a brief moment of glory that wins the
big laugh rating of the film.

George Murphy and Mary Astor pull to-

gether well; there’s a scene at the end
between them (Continued on page 10)
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(Continued from page 8) that has the per-
fect touch of pathos without being a tear-
jerker. S. Z. Sakall goes through those
typical—and good—Sakall motions as Pro-
fessor Rosenkrantz; Gene Lockhart and
Spring Byington turn in their talents to
round out a good cast in a good picture.

Your Reviewer Says: You couldn’t have a
pleasanter time.

Oregon Trail Scouts (Republic)

I

F YOU follow Red Ryder in the comic
strip you know just about what sort of

pitfalls he encounters. This time he has
some trouble with crooked Roy Barcroft
who tries to mix up some nice straight
Indians. Allan Lane’s equal to it all,

though; and there’s Bobby Blake as Little

Beaver who rides around with the hero.
The good old Duchess (Martha Went-

worth) fires her gun with a steady hand
in the big shoot-it-out scene. This is a
Western done up in knee britches, a
small-fry special.

Your Reviewer Says: At ’em, Red!

^Northwest Outpost (Republic)

O
NCE upon a time the Russians had some
outposts in California. Being a colorful

people, they went in for some fancy cos-
tumes and fancy doings which are just the
ticket to make this light little story into

an extra-pleasant film operetta. With
Nelson Eddy riding around lustily, Ilona
Massey looking every inch the lady in her
hoop skirts and Elsa Lanchester getting
off some buffoonery as the Russian princess
you have as nice a little musical offering
as you’d want.
Eddy looks like a robust West Point

cavalryman back in those Russian-ac-
cented days and his singing, as always, is

good on any stage. Ilona is the lady with
the convict husband whom she’s followed
to the wilderness; the convict husband is

Joseph Schildkraut who turns his hand to

comedy dramatics with fine style.

Everyone rolls his r’s beautifully to

supply the Russian atmosphere, there are
lots of Russian songs, a glimpse of a Rus-
sian Easter service and as much going on
as you’d find in a Gilbert and Sullivan.

Your Reviewer Says: Operetta fun plus
Eddy.

Spoilers of the North (Republic)

T
ROUBLE, trouble, trouble in this one.
Paul Kelly is a sly salmon-fisher up in

Alaska with an eye for the ladies and
illegal business. When he’s hauling up the
nets and tinning the salmon, things get
fairly interesting, but when he tries to be
irresistible to both Adrian Booth and
Evelyn Ankers it’s just no go.

James A. Millican is his good and honest
brother who doesn’t go for Paul’s lady-
killing or his shady salmon fishing. There
are some Indians wandering around and
Adrian Booth as the half-breed wears off-

the-shoulder blouses and a vengeful
passionate look. Evelyn Ankers is cool and
calm as the city girl taken in by Paul’s
questionable wiles; but in the end, of

course, she turns right around to where
Millican’s standing and knows she’s been
fooled all the while.
There are a few poor attempts at comedy

and some poorer attempts at dramatic
murder.

Your Reviewer Says: Not worth it.

V They Won’t Believe Me (RKO)

I
F Robert Young told you all the terrible

things he had done, you might not be-

lieve that he hadn’t committed murder,
too. He looks like a real honest young man,
though; so in this one you can just sit in
and listen with the jury while he tells you
the tale.

It certainly isn’t a very pretty one. He
had a nice wife, Rita Johnson, but the
trouble was she had too much money,
which made him feel as though he were
tied to her satin apron strings. So he de-
cided to cut loose via the other-women
way. Jane Greer’s one of them and she
comes through as a young hopeful with
plenty to back up any hopes. Susan Hay-
ward is a most attractive bad girl, swishing
around in black dresses, making passes and
cocktails for philanderer Young.

You’ll be interested all the way through;
and you’ll figure that twist at the end
would be any Larry’s way of working
things out.

Your Reviewer Says: You get on a jury.

Winter Wonderland (Republic)

L
YNNE ROBERTS and Charles Drake get
out their skis to do a ballet on the

mountainside, get caught in icy caverns
and effect a daring rescue, thus turning
out some fancy figures for winter-sports
enthusiasts. The skating and skiing scenes
would catch any cameraman’s eyes,
equipped as they are with flaming torches,
filmy ballet costumes and all the trappings.
Lynne Roberts is pretty enough to catch

anyone’s eye, too. She’s a “native” who
keeps insisting she doesn’t belong up at
the big expensive ski lodge where Drake
is ski-master. For our money, she looked
better than any of the million-dollar clients.

Drake thought so too, but he really should
have worked a little harder at registering
emotion—any emotion.

There’s a little-sister act carried on
adequately by Mary Eleanor Donahue, a
big-bad-father role filled by Roman
Bohnen and Eric Blore wanders around
looking not at all the part of the stuffed

-

shirt lodge owner.

Your Reviewer Says: Mild romance on skis.

Best Pictures of the Monili

Dear Ruth
The Unfaithful

Miracle on 34th St.

Possessed
The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer

Best Performances

Edu'ard Arnold
in "Dear Ruth”

Ann Sheridan
in "The Unfaithful”

Edmund Gwenn in

"Miracle on 34th St.”

Joan Crawford, Van Heflin
in "Possessed”

Cary Grant, Shirley Temple
in "The Bachelor and the Bobby-Soxer”

Rex Harrison in

"The Ghost and Mrs. Muir”

Martha Raye in

"Monsieur Verdoux”

Trevor Howard, Leo Genn
in "Green for Danger”

,

Jimmy Lydon
in "Cynthia

”
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Only a

Sucker Would

Turn His Back...

on a

Dynamite

DameLike

RKO
PRESENTS

This!..

Killer mob closing

in!... A blonde in

his arms who might

double-cross him for

a dime. ..anything can

happen to a guy in

the toughest racket

in tough Panama!

PAT O’BRIEN

WALTER SLEZAK

ANNE JEFFREY

froduted by NAT HOLT • Directed by TED TETZLAFF • $<-..» Nay by MARTIN RACKIN
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Of course you can .

.

with Tampax!
WHY ENVY others at that certain time

of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days

and no one will be the wiser! This

summer at any popular beach, you are

almost sure to find many women who go
in swimming on "those days”—wearing

Tampax without any hesitation what-

ever. . . . There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or

offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.

WORN INTERNALLY, Tampax discards

belts, pins, outside pads—everything

rhat can possibly "show.” Perfected by a

doctor,Tampax is made ofhighly absorb-

ent cotton compressed in modern appli-

cators for dainty insertion. The hands

need never touch the Tampax. No odor

forms. There is no chafing with Tampax.

Changing is quick and disposal easy.

COMES IN 3 SIZES (Regular, Super,

Junior). Sold at drug stores and notion

counters in every part of the country

—

because millions of women are now us-

ing this newer type of monthly sanitary

protection. A whole month’s supply will

go into your purse. The Economy Box
holds four months’ supply (average).

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Casts of Current Pictures

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER, THE—
RKO: Dick, Cary Grant; Margaret, Myrna Loy;
Susan, Shirley Temple; Tommy, Rudy Vallee; Beem-
ish, Ray Collins; Thaddeus, Harry Davenport; Jerry,
Johnny Sands; Tony, Don Beddoe; Bessie, Lillian
Randolph; Agnes Prescott, Veda Ann Borg; Walters,
Dan Tobin; Judge Treadwell, Ransom Sherman; Win-
ters, William Bakewell; Melvin, Irving Bacon;
Perry, Ian Bernard; Florence, Carol Hughes; An-
thony Herman, William Hall; Maitre d’Hotel, Greg-
ory Gay.

CYNTHIA—M-G-M: Cynthia Bishop, Elizabeth Tay-
lor; Larry Bishop, George Murphy; Prof . Rosen-
krantz, S. Z. Sakall; Louise Bishop, Mary Astor;
Dr. Fred J. Jarmings, Gene Lockhart; Carrie Jan-
nings, Spring Byington ;Ricky Latham, James Lydon;
Will Parker, Scotty Beckett; Fredonia Jannings,
Carol Brannan; Miss Brady, Anna Q. Nilsson; Mr.
Phillips, Morris Ankrum; McQuillan, Kathleen How-
ard; Stella Regan, Shirley Johns; Alice, Barbara
Challis; /. M. Dingle, Harlan Briggs; Gus Wood,
Will Wright.

DEAR RUTH—Paramount: Ruth Wilkins, Joan
Caulfield; Lieut. William Seacroft, William Holden;
Miriam Wilkins. Mona Freeman; Judge Harry Wil-
kins, Edward Arnold; Albert Kummer, Billy De-
Wolfe; Mrs. Wilkins, Mary Philips; Martha Sea-
croft, Virginia Welles; Sergeant Chuck Vincent,
Kenny O’Morrison.

DESERT FURY—Wallis-Paramount: Eddie Bendix,
John Hodiak; Paula Haller, Lizabeth Scott; Tom
Hanson, Burt Lancaster; Fritzi Haller, Mary Astor;
Claire Lindquist, Kristine Miller; Judge Berle Lind-
quist, William Harrigan; Pat Johnson—Sheriff,
James Flavin; Mrs. Lindquist, Jane Novak; Johnny
Ryan, Wendell Corey.

GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, THE—20th Century-
Fox: Lucy Muir, Gene Tierney; Ghost of Capt. Dan-
iel Gregg, Rex Harrison; Miles Fairley, George Sand-
ers; Martha, Edna Best; Anna (Grown), Vanessa
Brown; Mrs . Miles Fairley, Anna Lee; Coombe,
Robert Coote; Anna, Natalie Wood; Angelica, Isobel
Elsom; Eva, Victoria Horne; Gardener, Houseley
Stevenson; Sproule, Whitford Kane; Inquiries, Brad
Slaven; Bill, William Stelling; Author, Helen Free-
man; Porter, Will Stanton; Scroggins, David Thurs-
by; Maid, Heather Wilde.

GREEN FOR DANGER—Eagle-Lion: Nurse Freddi
Linley, Sally Gray; Dr. Barnes, Trevor Howard;
Nurse Sanson, Rosamund John; Inspector Cockrill,
Alastair Sim; Mr. Eden, Leo Genn; Nurse Woods,
Megs Jenkins; Sister Bates, Judy Campbell; Postman
Higgins, Moore Marriott.

HIT PARADE OF 1947—Republic: Kip Walker,
Eddie Albert; Ellen Baker, Constance Moore; Joan,
Joan Edwards; Eddie Paige, Gil Lamb; Rod Huntley,
Bill Goodwin; Harry Holmes, William Frawley;
Serial Director, Richard Lane; Mr. Bonardi, Frank
Fenton; Small, Ralph Sanford; Sammy, Frank Scan-
ned; Announcer, Knox Manning; Announcer, Del
Sharbutt; Specialty Dancer, Albert Ruiz; Cooper,
Harland Tucker; Assistant in Radio Station, Chester
Clute; Woody Herman and liis Orchestra.

LIKELY STORY—RKO: Bill. Bill Williams; Vicki,
Barbara Hale; Jamie , Lannv Rees; Louie, Sam Le-
vine; Phil Bright. Dan Tobin; Tiny, Nestor Paiva;
Mr. Slepoff, Max Willenz; Promethus, Henry Kulky;
Ticket Girl, Robin Raymond; Little Old Lady, Mary
Young.

MIRACLE ON 34TH STREET—20th Century-Fox:
Doris Walker, Maureen O’Hara; Fred Gailey, John
Payne; Kris Kringle, Edmund Gwenn; Judge Henry
X. Harper, Gene Lockhart; Susan, Natalie Wood;
Mr. Sawyer , Porter Hall; Charles Halloran, William
Frawley; Thomas Mara, Jerome Cowan; Mr. Shell-
hammer, Philip Tonge; Dr. Pierce, James Seay; Mr.
Macy, Harry Antrim: Mothers, Thelma Ritter and
Mary Field; Cleo, Theresa Harris; Albert, Alvin
Greenman; Mrs. Mara, Anne Staunton; Thomas
Mara Jr., Robert Hyatt; Reporters, Richard Irving
and Jeff Corey; Secretary, Anne O’Neal; Mrs. Shell-
hammer, Lela Bliss; Peter, Anthony Sydes; Dr.
Rogers, William Forrest; Mara's Assistant, Alvin
Hammer; Bailiff, Joseph Mclnerney; Drum Major-
ette, Ida McGuire; Santa Claus, Percy Helton; Mrs.
Harper, Jane Green; Salesman, Loren Raker; Dutch
Girl, Marlene Lyden.

MONSIEUR VERDOUX—Chaplin-UA: Henri Ver-
doux, alias Varnay, Bonheur, Floray, Charles Chap-
lin; Mona. Mady Correll; Peter, Allison Roddan;
Maurice Bottello, Robert Lewis; Martha, Andrey
Betz; Annabella Bonheur, Martha Raye; Annette,
Ada-May; Marie Grosnay, Isobel Elsom; Marie’s
maid, Marjorie Bennett; Yvonne, Helene Heigh;
Lydia Floray, Margaret Hoffman; The Girl, Mari-
lyn Nash; Pierre Couvais, Irving Bacon; Jean Cou-
vais, Edwin Mills; Carlotta Couvais, Virginia Bris-

sac; Lena Couvais. Almira Sessions; Phoebe Cou-

vais, Eula M<prgan; Prefect of Police, Bernard J. Ne-
dell; Detectwe Morrow, Charles Evans; Rental
Agent, Arthur Hohl; Vicki

,

Vera Marshe; Joe, John
Harmon.

MOSS ROSE—20th Century-Fox: Belle Adair,
Peggy Cummins; Michael Drego, Victor Mature;
Lady Margaret Drego, Ethel Barrymore; Inspector
Ctinner, Vincent Price; Daisy Arrow, Margo Woode;
Craxton, George Zucco; Audrey Ashton,^ Patricia Me-
dina; Deputy Inspector Evans, Rhys Williams; Liza,
Felippa Rock; Harriet, Carol Savage; Wilson, Victor
Wood; George Gilby, Patrick O’Moore; White Horse
Cabby, Billy Bevan; Asst. Hotel Manager

,

Michael
Dyne; Fotliergill, John Rogers; Alf, Charles Mc-
Naughton; Mr. Bulke, Alex Frazer; Threadbare
Little Man, Harry Allen; Footmen, Gilbert Wilson
and Stanley Mann.

NORTHWEST OUTPOST—Republic: Capt. James
Laurence, Nelson Eddy; Natalie Alanova, Ilona Mas-
sey; Count Igor Savin, Joseph Schildkraut; Princess
Tanya, Elsa Lanchester; Prince Nickolai Balinin,
Hugo Haas; Baroness Kruposny, Lenore Ulric; Vol-
koff, Peter Whitney; Olga, Tamara Shayne; Kyril,
Erno Verebes; Baron Kruposny, George Sorel; Dov-
kin, Rick Vallin; Noble Ladies, Countess Rosanska,
Dina Smirnova, Antonina Barnett, Lola DeTolly and
Myra Sokolskaya; Noble Gentlemen, George Blagoi,
Sam Savitsky, Igor Dolgoruki and Nestor Eristoff.

OREGON TRAIL SCOUTS—Republic: Red Ryder,
Allan Lane; Little Beaver, Bobby Blake; The Duch-
ess, Martha Wentworth; Hunter, Roy Barcroft; Bear
Trap, Emmett Lynn; Jack, Edmund Cobb; Judge,
Earle Hodgins; Bliss, Edward Cassidy; Running
Fox, Frank Lackteen; Barking Squirrel, Billy Cum-
mings; Stagecoach Driver, Jack Kirk.

PATIENT VANISHES, THE—Film Classics;
Mick Cardby, James Mason; The Matron, Mary
Clare; Mollie Bennett, Margaret Vyner; Detective
Inspector Carby, Gordon McLeod; Doctor Moger,
Frederick Valk: Mrs. Cardby, Barbara Everest;
Lena Morne, Barbara James; Lord Morne, G. H.
Mulcaster; Al Meason, Eric Clavering; Detective-
Sergeant Trotter, Terry Conlin; Mr. Eslick, \V. G.
Fay; Doctor Crosbie, Brefni O’Rorke; Nurse, Viola
Lyel; Sir Wallace Benson, Anthony Shaw.

POSSESSED—Warners: Louise Howell, Joan Craw-
ford; Daznd Sutton, Van Heflin; Dean Graham, Ray-
mond Massey; Carol Graham, Geraldine Brooks;
Dr. H. Willard, Stanley Ridges; Harker ,

,

John Ridge-
ly; Dr. Ames, Moroni Olsen; Pauline Graham,
Nana Bryant; Dr. M. Sherman, Erskine Sanford;
Wynn Graham, Gerald Perreau; Elsie, Lisa Golm;
Dr. Craig, Don McGuire; Jury Foreman, Douglas
Kennedy; Norris, Monte Blue; Coroner, Griff Bar-
nett.

SPOILERS OF THE NORTH—Republic: Matt
Garrazvay, Paul Kelly; Jane Koster, Adrian Booth;
Laura Reed, Evelyn Ankers; Bill Garraway, James
A. Millican; Moose McGovern, Roy Barcroft; In-
spector Cal. Winters, Louis Jean Heydt; Joe Taku,
Ted Hecht; Salty, Harlan Briggs; Pete Koster, Fran-
cis McDonald; Doctor , Maurice Cass; Johnny, Neyle
Morrow.

THEY WON’T BELIEVE ME—RKO: Larry,
Robert Young; Verna, Susan Hayward; Janice, Jane
Greer; Gretta. R'ta Johnson; Trenton, Tom Powers;
L. 7. Carr, George Tyne; Thomason, Don Beddoe;
Cahill, Frank Ferguson; Judge Fletcher, Harry Har-
vey.

UNFAITHFUL. THE—Warners: Chris Hunter,
Ann Sheridan; Larry Hannaford, Lew Ayres; Bob
Hunter, Zachary Scott; Paula, Eve Arden; Prose-
cuting Atty., Jerome Cowan; Martin Barrow, Steven
Geray; Det. Lieut. Reynolds, John Hoyt: Claire,
Peggy Knudsen; Mrs. Tanner, Marta Mitrovich;
Roger, Douglas Kennedy Martha, Claire Meade;
Agnes, Frances Morris; Joan, Jane Harker.

WINTER WONDERLAND — Republic: Nancy
Wheeler, Lynne Roberts; Steve Kirk, Charles Drake;
Timothy Wheeler. Roman Bcihnen; Luddington, Eric
Blore; Betty Wheeler, Mary Eleanor Donahue;
Phyllis Simpson, Renee Godfrey; Marge, Janet War-
ren; Seth, Harry Tyler; Mrs. Schuyler-Riggs. Renie
Riano; Telephone Operator, Diana Mumby; Bellboy,
Alvin Hammer.

WYOMING—Republic: Charles Alderson, William
Elliott; Karen, Vera Ralston; Glenn Forrester, John
Carroll; Windy Gibson, George (Gabby) Hayes;
Duke Lassiter, Albert Dekker; Lila Regan, Virginia
Grey; Maria, Mme. Maria Ouspenskaya; Joe Sub-
lette, Grant Withers; Ben Jackson

,
Harry Woods;

Queenie, Minna Gombell; Ed Lassiter, Dick Curtis;
Sheriff Niles, Roy Barcroft; Timmons, Trevor Bar-
dette; Judge Sheridan, Paul Harvey; Karen (nine
years), Louise Kane; Jennings, Tom London; Wolff

,

George Chesebro; Karen (3 years), Linda Green;
Bartender, Jack O’Shea.

JENNIFER JONES will be PHOTOPLAY’S exciting cooer girl in the September issue—
on sale August 8th, or as soon thereafter as transportation permits
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There Sure was a Hex on Helen!
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Don’t take chances with your breath.

Before any date use Listerine Antiseptic.

It’s a quick, easy, delightful precaution

against simple, non-systemic cases of

halitosis (unpleasant breath).

LambertPharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Before every date let

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
look after your breath

r

P. S. Your money buys less today, so spend it wisely. You must fry the new Listerine Tooth Paste- 13
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Around Town: The Betty Gra-
ble-Harry James baby which ar-
rived ahead of schedule and will

eventually answer to the name
of Jessica, is said to be a beau-
tiful little vest-pocket edition of
its lovely mama . . . The minute
George Montgomery and Dinah
Shore discovered they were really
going to become parents, they
telephoned all their friends and
then sat down to plan for a new
nursery . . . Cal nominates for the
cutest married couple in town
Pat Nearney and Mona Freeman
who are about to become parents.
It’s almost impossible to believe
that Mona, who was so outstand-
ing as Joan Caulfield’s fresh-
faced kid sister in “Dear Ruth,”
is a grown-up “matron” . . . Orson
Welles became so noisy in his

loud monologues to his guests at
Jay’s beach cafe, the surrounding
diners took to hissing and then
clapping to drown out the noise.

Didn’t daunt the Great Exhibition-
ist in the least. Ava Gardner is

said to be hoisting a terrific torch
for Orson who is playing the field

. . . John Dali and Helena Carter
dancing around Mocambo and
stopping at Cal’s table for a chat.
The two are playing in Deanna
Durbin’s new film “Something in

the Wind” and seem to like it and
each other . . . After Linda
Darnell returns from her vaca-
tion in Europe, she and her
cameraman husband Peverell
Marley hope to adopt two young-
sters, which should certainly
spike those separation rumors
that persist in cropping up.

The Flynns: After the family,
Cal was the first to glimpse the
Errol Flynn baby. Errol proudly
tells everyone his new daughter
Rory is a real beauty, with a
gleam of pride in his eyes as he
looks at her. Errol seems to be
establishing himself as a good
father and husband.

Thinking to show Nora a good
time after her long siege at home,
Errol took her to Ciro’s for Sun-
day night supper. While waiting
outside for his car, an out of town
heckler accosted the actor and
openly insulted him. Bystanders
complimented the Flynns on their
dignity in ignoring the insults.

Had Errol taken exception to the
remarks, as any man might, head-
lines on a Hollywood brawl would
once again have made news.
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Also in on the ice fun, Cary Grant falls

for that tall tale told by Bill Bendix

Photographs by Fink and Smith

Walter Pidgeon disdains the

robe, but the Bob Montgomerys

won’t risk a chill from the rink

Dinner Party: Van Johnson
greeted us at the door of Jean
Sablon’s Bel-Air suite saying,
“Gee, everybody here I like.”

Which was a good beginning to
a wonderful evening with the
popular French singer entertain-
ing Van and Evie, the Louis Jour-
dans, Wynn Rocomora, Corinne
Calvet and Maria Montez and her
husband Jean Pierre Aumont.
Music and cocktails in the suite
were followed by dinner in the
main dining room. And what a din-
ner! Monsieur Jean Sablon knows
his food.

Louis Jourdan, who has just
finished “The Paradine Case,” was
anxious to know if there was
any improvement in his accent
since last we had seen him. He
was very ( Continued on page 16)
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as easy as putting up your hair

£wm
home cold wave

permanent

Want to give yourself thrilling new
hair beauty . . . while you do your

housework? An Eileen Home Cold

Wave will give you a permanent more
beautifully, more economically, more

quickly! A-B-C instructions make it

as easy as putting your hair in curl*

ers. Eileen’s $15 cold wave formula,

judged highest standard in lab tests,

conditions all types of hair ... is

especially good for children. Don’t

wait! Send your order today!

developed by professional

hairdresser with 15 years'

know-how in permanent-

ing every kind of hair!

Inc. Fed. Tax

and mailing

charge

Coronet Beauty Products, Inc., Htfd. 1, Conn.

Please send me Eileen Home Wave
Kits at $2 per kit (includes tax and

mailing costs).

I am enclosing $

Name
Address — ^

City... State..

Mirror of herself : It’s a tense moment for Joan Crawford as she views screen

self at private press showing of “Possessed.” Van and Evie Johnson were guests

INSIDE STUFF

pleased when we honestly stated he
seemed to have none at all. Incidentally,

be warned. Here’s the next sensation
or we miss our guess.

Cal became convulsed when Jourdan
rattled off a long speech in French to

Jean Pierre, and was answered in pure
American—“You are so right, baby, so
right.”
Jean Pierre told us of his contemplated

trip to Paris to make a picture and how
he would miss Maria and their little

daughter, Maria Christina.
Back in the suite we listened to re-

cordings made by Sablon’s sister, Ger-
maine, now singing in New York, and
Van’s new record, “Goodnight Sweet-
heart.”

“I could have done better and you
know it,” Van told Cal. “Bet they won’t
ask me to make another one.”

Corinne Calvet, who was brought here
from Paris to play opposite Ray Milland,

is a sweet-faced blonde but certainly not
typically French as we imagine them.
We all decided it was such a charming
dinner party we hated to leave for home.

* * *

Happy June: June Allyson is a happy,
bubbly girl these days for husband Dick
Powell is recovering from the peni-

cillin poisoning that almost proved fatal

and they’ve bought a new home in Bel-

Air large enough for that family they
want so much to have.
The house is an Old English type with

rooms for Dick’s two children, Norman
and Ellen, to visit when their mother
Joan Blondell is out of town.
“Heaven knows how we’ll manage to

get moved,” Junie said, “for as soon as

I finish ‘Good News’ I go right into

‘Virtuous’ with Van Johnson.”
June and Dick were receiving warm

smiles from all the other customers at

Martha Smith’s ice-cream counter which
is a sure indication that here’s a couple

the whole town loves and wishes well.

Correction Please: Seems those re-

ports that Joan Caulfield wasn’t making
too many friends on her loan-out to
Warners for “The Unsuspected” were
mighty misleading. Joan herself told us
at a recent party that on just one occa-
sion she had a blow-up with director
Mike Curtiz. It was at the end of a high-
tension day when the wily Mike had been
purposely working her up for the dra-
matic scene that was to be shot. Only
Joan didn’t know it until Mike told her
afterward. Everything’s okay because
Curtiz wrote her Paramount bosses a
glowing letter about her when the pic-

ture was finished and Joan herself says
it’s the best work she’s done. That makes
it unanimous.

* * *

Preview with Cary: At the press pre-
view of “The Bachelor and the Bobby-
soxer,” Cary Grant slid into the next
seat, saying, “I want to sit by you.”
“Now just a minute,” Cal parried,

“this can bring on complications. Sup-
pose, for instance, we don’t like your
picture. What happens then?”

“Well, you just say, ‘goodnight, Cary,
I’ll see you sometime’ and I’ll say, ‘well,

so long. See you around.’
”

But we didn’t have to worry about any
such thing. From the very beginning we
were in hysterics with Cary, the star,

not far behind. It was fun having a

preview within a preview as it were, for

Cary kept whispering information.
“Those basketball scenes were taken at

Beverly Hills High School,” he said, “and
the kids were wonderful to us. They got
right into the spirit of it.”

“Now watch Rudy Vallee in this scene.

He’s the funniest thing I’ve ever seen.”

He went on to explain how he had ad
libbed the jail scene between him and the

lawyer because it seemed more natural
that way. And judging from the roars

of the audience, this may start an entire

new trend. “It took a week to shoot that

picnic scene with (Continued on page 19)
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PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF IN AS LITTLE AS 3

CLEANLEAVES HAIR luutkmu

MINUTES!

SMOOTH

Prell is new. . . the new kind of shampoo . . . the wonderful emerald-clear

Radiant-Creme shampoo that leaves hair more gloriously radiant than

any soap shampoo— and— blessedly free from horrid, embarrassing

HERE’S WHAT THEY

DAD: That tube's so handy!
Prell's just dandy! And a

little goes so far

!

MOTHER: No waste, no drip

... no spill or slip . . . For

youngsters it's a star

!

BROTHER: And after Prell, I

know all's well. My scalp

SAY ABOUT PRELL

SISTER: You just can't hope
— with any soap— For
hair with such a sheen

!

AUNTIE: It's safe they say, for

every day— For my dry
hair, it's swell

!

ALL: Hair radiant, bright . . .

no dandruff in sight, when

dandruff. Yes, Prell contains an amazing patented cleansing ingredient,

and examinations by doctors proved that Prell removes

unsightly dandruff in as little as three minutes ! Hair looks so radiantly

lovely after a Prell shampoo, too . . . smooth and shining, it's easy

to set and to manage. Get Prell today— it comes in a convenient tube

... no messy jars, no bottles to break. Women, men,

teen-agers, and children all like this wonderful

Prel^Mh^ne^^adia^^rem^hMmo^^^^^^

/&> .. „
f* Guaranteed by
l Good Housekeeping .

<oy»nstoTd&S
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Edgar Bergen. ..Charlie McCarthy...

Mickey Mouse*. .Mortimer Snerd...

Donald Duck... plus three rollicking

new Disney characters. ..all together

in one of the funniest feature-length

pictures you'll ever hope to see.

There’s Mortimer (Hayseed)

Snerd vs. Donald (The Temper)

Duck. Timber-r-r-r!

There’s radio’s favorite

blockhead — Charlie

i (I’ll mow ’em down)

B McCarthy.

...and little Lulubelle,

who causes Bongo plenty

\ of heartaches.

thefn together

,///<r/MA(rL— ^p^ngthpicture!

There’s Mickey Mouse in

his most hair-raising

adventure.

It

hilarious/none

There’s Bongo, the famous

circus bear who wants to

get away from it all...

There s the only Goofy, who
is more confused

than ever.

There’s Jiminy Cricket, who’s

full of fun—and fancy free.

EDGAR BERGEN DINAH SHORE
in the flesh with his radio singing and narratingthe

pals Charlie McCarthy tuneful story ofBongo—
and Mortimer Snerd. the little circus bear.

with

Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse and Goofy
and introducing 3 lovable new Disney characters

Bongo, Lulubelle, Willie the Giant

Released through RKO Radio Pictures ©WDP
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have it

!

The “nose” have it!

Frank Sinatra, Edna

Borzage (Red’s ex-wife

and writer). Red Skel-

ton at Catholic Youth

benefit, Hollywood Bowl

INSIDE

STIFF

(Continued, from page 16 ) the races,” he
said. “And I was black and blue all

over.” It pleased him, too, that the air-

line of his friend Howard Hughes got a
plug and that RKO vice-president, Dore
Schary, appeared in one scene driving
Cary to the airport. In fact, he got so

much honest enjoyment out of watching
it we made him promise to sit by us
through all Cary Grant previews.

* * *

Our Bets of the Month: Martha
Vickers, unmarried and beautiful, while
achieving better and better screen roles,

is rapidly becoming the most popular
young lady in town with all the swains
hovering around. Socialite Spencer Mar-
tin seems to have the inside track at the
moment.
With the release of “Fiesta” we predict

handsome young Ricardo Montalban,
Mexican actor who once attended Fairfax
High in Hollywood (Mickey Rooney’s old

alma mater), will be the newest bobby-
sox rage—but he’s married to Loretta
Young’s sister, Georgianna, and has two
children.

Discovered all over again is Bill Hol-
den of “Dear Ruth.” (Recently Lt.

Holden of the Air Force.) His boyish
good looks and natural charm swept the
preview audience right off their balance.
We can imagine what the kids who have
either forgotten about the Holden charm
or are just about to get acquainted with
it, think of him.

* * *

A Visitor: An under-the-weather spell
that hit Cal both ways from Sunday
brought the young director Fred De
Cordova to call. Cal was more than glad
to see him. Freddie, who has just finished
directing the latest Janie film, “Wall-
flower,” laughed off the reported feud
between the players, Bob Hutton and
Joyce Reynolds (her first film since the
birth of her baby). Freddie explained
the kids were young and didn’t seem to
understand each other very well. “But
that often happens,” he said, “and at no
time were Bob or Joyce temperamental.”
At any rate, he laughed, it helped each
to give their best performance yet.

* * *

Home-town Boy: Dale Evans, who has
been riding through most of those Wes-
tern films out Republic way, tells of the
recent visit of her aunt, from Uvalde,
Texas.

After gifting Dale with a canary,

|

brought from her home town, her aunt
I

settled down in Dale’s Valley home for
a quiet visit.

“By the way,” she remarked casually
one day, “one of the boys in my Sunday

Jane Powell and radio comedian Danny

Thomas compare notes at same howlfest

School class back in Uvalde came to
Hollywood and is doing right well too.”
“Who is it?” Dale asked with some

surprise.
“Andrews,” the aunt replied, “Dana

Andrews. Awfully nice little fellow he
was, too.”

* * *

Home for the Autrys: Gene Autry and
his lovely Ina can hardly believe it. Along
with thousands of others in the same fix,

the cowboy star and his wife have been
practically homeless since their beautiful
Valley home burned down five years ago.

Right after the tragedy the Autrys
moved into the rustic cottage on their
ranch which had been intended only for
weekend visits. But Ina Autry remained
there throughout the war years while
Gene was away with the Army Air
Forces.

After the war Gene felt building ma-
terials should go to veterans who had no
homes at all but now that materials are
less scarce, Gene has already begun to
landscape his four-acre homesite in
Studio City and in the fall building will
start. And maybe you think after five
years it won’t be good to own a home
again. Or maybe you know all about
that feeling.

* * *

Cowboy Takes Advice: It’s rather
wonderful the way Roy Rogers’s fans
take an interest in his three motherless
children.

At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in

your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under

your arms begin to secrete daily a type

of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant

odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm— There is nothing

“wrong” with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a

truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation

of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can

cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush

perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-

spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike — Don’t take

chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid's exclusive

formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular

with girls your age. They buy more Arrid

than any other age group. More nurses—
more men and women everywhere — use

Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself —You’ll find the

new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid

its Approval Seal — harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops

perspiration and odor so completely yet

so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this “age of

courtship,” don’t let perspiration prob-

lems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—

be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39(' plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.

(Advertisement)
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Lovely eyes and luxurious eyelashes are

attractive and intriguing. KURLASH,
the original eyelash curler, sweeps lashes

upward in a beautiful, natural curl—even

short eyelashes appear longer — more
light enters and eyes seem larger — in-

finitely more enticing. Simply slip eye-

lashes between cushioned bows of the

precision KURLASH — press the handles

— that’s all! No heat, cosmetics or practice

necessary. Thousands of women carry

KURLASH eyelash curler just as they do

lipstick — just as important!

But be sure you get the genuine and

original eyelash curler, KURLASH $1 .00

Other Kurlash Products

KURLENE — eyelash cream — aids curl-

ing — adds luster .... 500 — $1.00*

‘Plus Tax

TWISSORS — scissor handle tweezers —
more accurate — more convenient . 500

At Drug and Dept. Stores

Write Jane Heath for eye beauty advice.

—
THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC

Rochester, N. Y. • New York City

r —

A singer, and good, is Madame Van Wee,

She trills and she hits a very high "C,"

But she said on the air without any glee,

"I can't hita note when a headache hits me."

Poor lady, somebody should tell her

about “BC.” Soothing “BC” that

comforts headaches, neuralgic pains

and minor muscular aches. On sale

everywhere. 100 and 250 a package.

Caution: use only as directed. Ask
for a package today!

Maxwell smileage:

Elsa forecasts fun as

she arrives to broadcast

on “Hollywood Tour”

INSIDE STUFF
Recently when Roy announced he in-

tended taking his two little girls with
him on his rodeo tour, letters poured in

from fans all over the country advising
him against it. Women with small chil-

dren of their own pointed out to Roy that
constant travel, change of food and
sleeping hours may be harmful to the
children’s health. So, although he’ll be
lonesome for them and they for him, he
took the advice and will leave all three
at home.

* * *

Happy Birthday to Tyrone: As we
rang Lana Turner’s doorbell we heard
laughter within. Then suddenly we were
caught up in the midst of it. Cesar
Romero who had arrived just ahead of
us had presented Lana with a beautiful
corsage of orchids—embedded in the dis-

carded beard he’d worn all through
“Captain from Castile.” “This has to
adorn the dinner table,” Lana laughed
placing it in the center of her beautifully
laid table.

The occasion was Tyrone’s birthday.
A few of his close friends had gathered
to wish him happiness. Lee Cobb, who
was on location in Mexico with Ty and
Cesar brought his lovely brown-haired
wife, the actress, Helen Beverly. They
told Cal about their four-year-old Vin-
cent and expressed a wish their next
child, due very soon, might be a girl.

At dinner, Cesar had us all in stitches

with his amusing anecdotes. A very
funny guy, that Romero. Lana, cute
and pert in trim black slacks, moaned
over her aching muscles, the result of
an all-day soft-ball session with Spencer
Tracy down by the east side gas “woiks”
for a scene in “Cass Timberlane.”
Tyrone opened his gifts after dinner.

A gold latticed cigarette case, a Sulka
scarf,

.
a pigskin script case were among

the gifts from Lana. The cigarette case
designed by Lana, is one in a million.
Cesar gave Ty soft wool for a sport coat,
Cal, a pipe lighter. (Ty has recently
gone in for pipes.) Lana was working
the following day, so we left early with
many happy returns.

* sjc *

The Final Take: It was the last day of
shooting on the “Scudda Hoo, Scudda
Hay” set out on the back lot of Twen-
tieth Century-Fox and while the bride,
June Haver, had her curls combed out
for the final take, Cal chatted with her in
the portable dressing room. All bubbly
with excitement and happiness she told
us of the month she and her groom,
Jimmy Zito will have together in San
Francisco when Jimmy’s band opens there
for an engagement. June will loaf, rest
and listen. Then they’ll hie off to Chicago
to visit all those friends and relations of
Jimmy’s, going on to New York where
June will spend several weeks playing
summer stock in (Continued on page 22)

It’s a date—for a wed-

ding next Valentine’s

Day for Jane Withers

and fiance Bill Moss

20



A product of Lever Brothers Company

9 out of 10

Screen Stars use

Lux Toilet Soap

' My Beauty Facials bring quick

are £o/e//er/

new Loveliness says famous star

Here’s the Active-lather facial Esther Williams uses:

Smooth Lux Toilet Soap’s rich fragrant lather well

into your skin. Rinse with warm water, splash with

cold. Then, with a soft towel, pat to dry.

A simple, easy care, but beautiful screen stars tell

you it works—leaves skin softer, smoother, more ap-

pealing. So don’t let neglect rob you of Romance. Be
lovelier tonight!

In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials by skin specialists,

actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in a short time.

YOU want the loveliness that

makes men whisper "I adore
you.” Let this beauty care

help you to have it!



(Continued from page 20) Dennis, Mass.
After the final scene, which had June

emerging from a country church, she
passed around the numerous presents
she’d bought for cast and crew. Lon
McCallister was also hand-
ing out his gifts. “Gee,” he
confided to Cal, “I feel just
as if I were graduating or
something on this last day.
We’ve had so much fun.”

Lon, we noticed, has ac-
quired a few silver hairs
over the temples which are
a promise of mature hand-
someness ahead.

“No, no romance,” he said
when we asked him. But Cal
noticed that his glance kept
straying between brown-
eyed Vanessa Brown and
cute Colleen Townsend who
plays June’s sister in the
film. Lon chuckled when
Colleen said she hoped the
poison oak she contracted
on this, her first picture,
just like Jeannie Crain had
on her first picture, meant
the same good luck.

* * *

Here and There: Our con-
gratulations went to Joan
Crawford for her wonderful
performance in “Possessed”
and right before everyone in

the Twentieth Century-Fox
dining room we almost got
kissed. A truly grateful girl, that Crawford ... At the
next table at Romanoff’s, cute, pert Gloria De Haven, who
was dieting, complained that husband Johnny Payne seemed to
eat everything in sight and never put on weight. “I only
shoveled eighteen tons of gravel for our new driveway today,”

John confided to Cal, “so why shouldn’t
I eat and keep thin?” We were happy
to see this nice couple has patched up
their misunderstanding . . . Across the
way Virginia Bruce and her husband Ali

Apar were entertaining
friends and nearby director
John Farrow was buying
dinner for Maureen O’Sul-
livan, his pretty wife and
the mother of his four chil-

dren. Maureen has returned
to the screen as Alan Ladd’s
leading lady in “Whisper-
ing Smith” . . . Boots Mal-
lory with Bart Marshall at
their usual corner table
looking dejected after that
run-in with traffic cops . . .

Dinner at Sydney Green-
street’s home with director
Jean Negulesco and his
pretty wife Dusty Ander-
son. Jean pleased with his
picture “Humoresque” and
its star, Joan Crawford;
Sydney pleased with his last
picture “The Hucksters”;
Cal just pleased to be there.

* * *

Heart s—S ingle and
Double: Diana Lynn re-

turned from visiting Bob
Neal’s folks in Texas look-
ing happy and marriage
minded . . . After personal
appearances throughout the
States, Kathryn Grayson
and Johnny Johnston are as

compatible as ever so that August wedding is still on . . . The
long, low car belonging to Bob Walker is parked most every
evening before the apartment of Lee Marshall, ex-wife of
Herbert Marshall. But each claim it’s only friendship . . . For
the couple who apparently finds complete enjoyment in their own

INSIDE STUFF

She’s “Oh, Kaye!” Friends at Beverly Wilshire Hotel got a private

showing when Danny Kaye produced pic of his tiny daughter



Three-way party line: Bill

Dozier talks while Doug

Fairbanks and his leading

lady Paule Croset listen in

INSIDE STUFF

company exclusively, we nominate Olivia

de Havilland and Marc Goodrich who stay
at home and like it . . . Michael North,
who seems to lead as romantic a life

off screen as on, isn’t going- to marry
Janet Paige as rumored. Or anybody,
at the moment. And that tonsileetomy
of Michael’s was not due to a sore throat
or even a doctor’s decision. Director
Mike Curtiz and a diction teacher just

decided North could enunciate better
without them, so out they came.

* * *

Newcomer: Introducing newcomers to

the press is strictly routine in Hollywood
but when Douglas Fairbanks Jr. bade us
meet his new leading lady, Paule Croset
(pronounced Paul Cro-say), we found
ourselves delightfully surprised. Miss
Croset’s natural blonde beauty, honesty
and unsophisticated eagerness were quite
the most refreshing we’ve bowed to in

ages.
Born in Tahiti of Swiss-French par-

ents, Paule traveled the world wide with
her father and was living in Korea when
war broke out. Managing to get to the
States, Paule fell in love with California
and sought a screen career in order to
stay here. Her English is perfect and so
is her French, German, Italian and
Chinese.

“I played only bits at RKO for two
years but I studied very hard at the
Actors’ Lab,” she said. Her knowledge
of the world plus her good looks, won her
the role with Doug.
And by the way, friends, after you’ve

seen Miss Croset, write us and tell us
your reaction. Unless something un-
foreseen happens to Paule on the screen,
we believe you, too, will be Croset fans.

* * *

People You Like: The Gregory Pecks
no sooner moved into their new Pacific
Palisade home than Greg trotted off to
New York to make scenes for “Gentle-
man’s Agreement.” Later he, with other
Selznick stars, will direct and act in
plays at La Jolla, his home town in Cali-

Are you in the know?

More ivosne/7 choose

KOTEX * than a// other

sanitary nafihins

You can wear it with confidence. On
"calendar days” you can wear any beach
togs without a shadow of a doubt — thanks
to Kotex. Because Kotex has flat pressed

ends that prevent "outlines” from tattling.

And while you’re sunning, remember this:

Bask on a white sheet or towel. It’s shadow-
less . . . brings out a suntan best.

If you're a budgeteen, would you buy—
A good mink

A "bargain" beaver

C A magnificent mouton

You drool for a mink, but it’s too rich for

your budget? It’s smart to select the coat

best suited to your problem. Just as on
problem days, it’s smart to select Kotex

—

for only Kotex offers you 3 sizes to help you
find the napkin that exactly meets your
needs: Regular, Junior or Super Kotex —
each made to stay soft ivhile you wear it.

So too, in buying furs, choose what’s best

for you. The very finest mouton, rather

than a third-rate heaver.

What brings out a suntan best?

A smart beret-beach-bag

A white bask-ground

A hot bath

Beauty and the Beach can go together.

Consider the sharp new beret shown above
— that shakes into a beach-bag! (Neat?)

How would you discourage this?

Keep a cool head

Tell him off

Let your hair down

When he gives that wayward wisp a tug —
why rant? Or wear a warm, longish mane?
Keep a cool head. Twine stubborn strands
around two straight hairpins, and they’re

under control. You can master other trying

situations, too. At certain times, for in-

stance, by choosing Kotex you are sure of
extra protection with that exclusive safety

center. And you’re so at ease with that

elastic Kotex Wonderform Belt. So snug!
So smooth-fitting! No binding!
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J. ARTHUR RANK
presents

the Screen s Great New Lover I

6 Feet Three of MAN I

,ith DENNIS PRICE • ROBERT HELPMANN
From the novel by Lady Eleanor Smith
Screenplay by Roland Pertwee
Produced by Harold Huth
Executive producer Maurice Ostrer
Directed by Arthur Crabtree

p A GAINSBOROUGH PICTURE o

S AN EAGLE-LION FILMS ^Vg release jtJ

WOMEN GAVE

THEIR LIVES

FOR > ^

HIM... V’

AS '%r
READILY Ti

AS THEY

INSIDE STIFF

Give me five minutes more!

pleads June Haver of new

husband, Jimmy Zito—they’re

at the Meadowbrook where

Jimmy’s band is now playing

fornia; Johnny Sands, whom you’ll be
asking- about after “The Bachelor and the
Bobby-soxer” (he played Shirley Tem-
ple’s beau), has married a childhood
sweetheart. Johnny is just twenty him-
self . . . Rumors have it that after “The
Pirate” is finished, Judy Garland and her
husband, director Vincente Minnelli will

separate. Things haven’t been too smooth
on the set between them . . . But Larry
Parks and Betty Garrett are happier
than ever since Betty landed that swell
part with Esther Williams in “Neptune’s
Daughter” . . . Shirley Temple is taking
conversational French at Berlitz School
with that future European trip in mind
. . . Spencer Tracy had to leave a local

ball game after the fifth inning because
an annoying photographer snapped
Spencer’s picture every time he rooted
or cheered. Too bad when our stars can’t
even enjoy our national pastime in peace
. . . Turhan Bey is now in Mexico making
“The Adventures of Casanova.” We hear
he has been making with some of his

own adventures down there.

* * *

The Sinatras Spruce up: Several years
ago the Frank Sinatras bought twenty
acres on a wooded hill near Tarzana
with plans to build their dream house.
But with building materials scarce and
costly, they recently abandoned their plan
for a new house and after selling several
of the acres, decided to remodel their

Toluca Lake house to fit their present
needs.
The balcony that ran along the rear

of the three bedrooms was torn out and
little Nancy’s room made larger as befits

the needs of a growing young miss.

Frank Jr.’s room was redecorated to look
more like a boy’s room; the extra space
left to the room of Frank Sr. and Nancy
was converted into more closet space.
Every night for weeks when Frank

returned home, he stumbled over
painters, buckets, carpenters, tools, pa-
perhangers and drapers. The old war-
time carpet that buckled in the middle
was replaced with new, softer rugs. New
drapes, fresh paint and wall paper have
now transformed the Sinatra home into
a more comfortable and charming place
to live.

Incidentally, that new television set
presented Frank by CBS occupies an
important spot in the play room.

* * *

Putting on the Dog: It’s been an an-
imal year in pictures come to think of
it with Lassie a dog, Flicka a horse,
Flagg a yearling doe, grabbing off huge
chunks of public interest. Even before
PRC’s picture “The Return of Rin Tin
Tin” was released letters began pouring
in asking for all sorts of information
concerning the talented canine. He is,

we’re told, a grandson of the famous
Rin Tin Tin of silent films who made
fortunes for his backers, both in films
and in personal appearances.

Rin Tin Tin III was born on the ranch
of his owner Lee Duncan near Riverside,
California. When World War II broke
out Lee and his dog volunteered for ser-
vice. The dog’s mother, Truline Von
Pondview, also in service, was killed in

action in the jungles of the South Pacific.

Rin Tin Tin III, however, was too valu-
able as a trainer of other dogs and as an
entertainer to be sent into action.
The requirements of sound and color

films have raised the standards of dog
actors considerably higher than those
of silent film days and the fans, sensing
the skill of canine performers, are most
appreciative. Certainly the performance
of this great dog in his first picture since
the war has earned applause from all

who have seen it.

Parental pastime : INew parents

Jeanne Crain and Paul Brink-

man celebrate with hamburgers

and mustard at Fox Studio party
24



As a special inducement to join

the Dollar Book Club now . . . take

this amazing 2-in-l bargain . . . this

DOUBLE package of best-sellers...

as your first books from

THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB!

Think of getting two
of the best-selling

novels today (you know
what they cost in the pub-

lishers’ editions at retail)

for only $1—not one, but
BOTH for $1! “Gentleman’s
Agreement” and “This
Side of Innocence”—what a

package of reading enjoy-

ment—and what a bargain!

Furthermore, this unpre-

cedented offer includes

FREE membership in the

Dollar Book Club—offer-
ing the greatest savings in

the book world today!

This Side of Innocence
by Taylor Caldwell

A MALIE, the whispered-about
daughter of a drunken ne’er-

do-well sold herself into a marriage
with wealth and position. Only one
man could threaten the security of

this ravishing minx — the wastrel
half-brother of her husband. And when
these two, the wanton and the wastrel,

found themselves whirled into a law-
less passion that defied every rule of
honor, their world threatened to
crumble about them. The Philadelphia
Inquirer called this best-seller “a mas-
terful piece of story-telling!” Soon to
be seen as a $2,000,000 movie!

Gentleman's Agreement
by Laura Z. Hobson

A MERICA’S new best-seller! Phil
had a new assignment from his

editor—a series of articles on anti-

Semitism. Determined to tackle his

subject irom the inside out, Phil un-
dertook an amazing masquerade. What
he learned about the unsuspected pre-

judices of “nice” people—what befell

his family—how he was forced to
choose between his conscience and the
woman who meant so much to him—
make one of the most gripping and
sensational stories you have ever read.

“One of the most discussed novels of

the year!”—New York Times

Every Dollar Book Club Selection Saves You 60% to 75%!

N O other book club brings you popular was paying up to $3.00 for the same books
current books by famous authors for >n the publishers’ edition, at retail.

only $1.00 each. No other book club saves
you 60 to 75 percent from the usual
retail prices of books!

Yet membership in the Dollar Book
Club is free and requires no dues or fees
of any kind. You do not even have to take
a book every month; the purchase of as
few as six books a year keeps your mem-
bership in full force. In fact, for conveni-
ence most members prefer to have shipped
and pay for books every other month.

More Than Half a Million Families Buy
Books This Money-Saving Way!

Think of it! With book-manufacturing costs
at an all-time high; with most popular current
fiction selling for $2.75 and $3.00 in the
publishers’ editions at retail, the Dollar Book
Club continues to bring its members the
cream of the books for only $1.00 each! And
in distinctive, full-size, handsome library edi-
tions bound in a format exclusively for mem-
bers! The Club’s huge membership makes
such savings possible.

Outstanding fiction hits by such popular
writers as W. Somerset Maugham, Kenneth
Roberts, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Upton Sin-
clair, and many others have been received by
members for $1.00 each, while the public

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK

Start Enjoying Membership Now
You need send no money now. Upon re-

ceipt of the attached coupon you will imme-
diately be sent the Double Book Package
consisting of “This Side of Innocence” and
“Gentleman’s Agreement.” As a new mem-
ber, you will be billed a total of only $1.00
for BOTH books.

Then, every other month, you will receive
the Club’s descriptive folder called The Bul-
letin. The Bulletin describes the forthcoming
two months’ book selections. It also reviews
about ten additional titles (in the original
publishers’ editions selling at retail for $2.50
or more) available to members at only $1.00
each. You may purchase either or both of the
two new selections for $1.00 each, or neither.
Or, you may purchase any of the other titles

offered for $1.00 each. The bargains are
there—but only if you want them!

SEND NO MONEY-Ma/f the Coupon
Under present conditions, we don’t know

for how long we may be able to make this
extraordinary offer. Therefore we urge you
to act now. When you receive “This Side of
Innocence” and “Gentleman’s Agreement”
and consider that these are typical of the
values you are privileged to buy for only
$1.00 each, you will be more than happy to
have joined the club. Mail the coupon today.

CLUB, Garden City, New York

MAIL THIS COUPON

both for $1.00

Doubleday One Dollar Book Club,

Dept. 8MFW, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me free as a Dollar Book Club sub-

scriber and send me at once my two introductory mem-
bership books. “This Side of Innocence” and “Gentle-
man’s Agreement”—both for $1.00.
With these books will come my first issue of the free

descriptive folder called “The Bulletin,” telling about
the two new forthcoming one-dollar bargain book
selections and several additional bargains which are
offered for $1.00* each to members only. I am to have
the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not
wish either of the following months’ selections and
whether or not I wish to purchase any of the other
bargains at the Special Club price of $1.00 each. The
purchase of books is entirely voluntary on my part. I
do not have to accept a book every month—only six
during the year to fulfill my membership requirement.
I pay nothing except $ 1.00 for each selection received
plus a few cents handling and shipping cost.

Mr. )

Mrs. y

MlSS )
PLEASE PRINT

St. & No

City & Zone

State
If under 21,

Occupation Age, please ...»

Same Price in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2.

P
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HOLMES &EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID
9

SILVERPLATE

The modern way to

ask for silverplate

The two blocks of

sterlinginlaid at back

ofbowls and handles

of most used spoons

and forks.They make

this silverplate stay

lovelier longer. Fifty-

two piece set $68.50

with chest. (No Fed-

eral Tax.)

Capyrlebt 1947, The International Silver Co.. Holmes t Edwards Dlvlsloo,

Mprlden. Conn. Sold in Canada by : Tile T. Eaton Go., ltd., °Reg. U. S. Pat. OH.

BE THE GIRL OF HIS DREAMS

a beautiful, natural -looking

Transform your hair into a shining halo of

soft, golden tresses. Use Nestle Lite — the

new, revolutionary hair lightener.

Contains a golden conditioning oil which

makes your hair softer and more lustrous as

it brightens it — in contrast with products

which make the hair dry and brittle.

Delightfully scented—easy and pleasant to

use. Wonderful, too, for use on arms, legs

and face. Nestle Lite lightens dark hairs

permanently and quickly. At all drug stores,

$1.00. Made by Nestle—originators of per-

manent waving—Meriden, Conn.

LITE

Center of distraction! Charles Brackett, Olivia de Havilland, Peggy

Cummins, at Photoplay’s party for ABC execs at Louella Parsons’s

INSIDE

STUFF

You wouldn’t believe it, David Niven tells

Joan Fontaine at same party. Joan didn’t!

Look who’s here! Deanna Durbin and

Felix Jackson among those presented

Attention-getters were

hostess Louella and

Spencer Tracy as they

paired off to watch

the party’s progress
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See Car dine
Bonded Diamon

Rings atyourJeweli

When the daisy petals tell you it’s LOVE . . ,

choose a Cardinal Bonded Diamond Ring. Flawless beauty and

perfection, actually bonded to guarantee everlasting satisfaction,

BONDED
DIAMOND RINGS

CARDINAL DIAMOND SYNDICATE ST. LOUIS LOS ANGELES MILWAUKEE



PEGGY SAGE

new dewy, dreamy rose. Beautiful on, beautiful to everybody.

You’ve never never seen anything like it. You’ll rave.

He’ll rave. They’ll all rave. What more can any girl ask?

Shimmer Lipstick, $1.00*. Shimmer-Sheen or Regular Nail Polish 6CW*

Olga San Juan, de-

lightful charmer

iu “Variety

Girl”

S
HE rolls her r’s, her eyes and her hips
in true Latin style. But she was born
in Brooklyn and doesn’t care who

knows it. Her real name is Olga San Juan,
and at home her Puerto Rican family still

speak Spanish.
The White House, no less, was the scene

of her debut as a singer when Olga and
134 other New York school children pre-
sented a program for the late President
Roosevelt. It was a hard pull from that
White House caroling to the warm little

tamale of “Blue Skies” but Olga sang and
samba’ed her way to success.
She was in the ninth grade at school

when her father took ill. So Olga termi-
nated her education and put to practical •

use the knowledge she’d gathered from her
singing and dancing teachers. She began
by giving Sunday presentations at New
York’s El Morocco. Then she was given
the chance to present bolero numbers at
the Astor Hotel. This brought her to a
crossroad in her life. She could sign either
with Xavier Cugat’s band or accept an
offer from New York’s Copacabana. She
chose the latter and with the aid of the
show’s producer Don Loper, who designed
her clothes and coiffure, Olga was a hit.

Hollywood stars and executives carried
home tales of Olga’s talent and soon Para-
mount signed her. She capered through
two Technicolor featurettes, and then
went on to her role in “Blue Skies,” sing-
ing and dancing with Fred Astaire, a feat
that didn’t scare her a bit, she says.

In true Hollywood style Paramount de-
cided to forget Olga’s singing and dancing
talent and cast her in a straight role in
“Variety Girl.” Her raven hair was
bleached a golden blonde which highlights
rather pleasingly her hazel eyes and pale
olive skin. Her friends can’t make up their
minds whether to like it or loathe it. Olga
says, “For a change it’s all right.”

Twenty-year-old Olga is far from the
bombs-bursting-in-air Latin we’ve come
to accept as a type. Demure and rather
shy, except for those rhythmic Brazilian
songs and Cuban sambas, she could be
a typical North American girl. She likes

American food, is crazy about watercress
salad, nice quiet boys and tennis.

She lives with her grandmother, whom
she brought from Puerto Rico, her mother
and thirteen-year-old sister, out San Fer-
nando Valley way.
Pretty and shapely, men swarm around

her in droves, but somehow Olga manages
to keep her Puerto Rican equilibrium, or
maybe she knows what they really do on a
rainy night in Rio.



Indicates f)icture rated outstanding when reviewed

Indicates picture rated very ^ood when reviewed

Indicates picture rated £ood when reviewed

//ADVENTURESS
,
THE—Eagle-Lion: This Ad-

venturess is Deborah Kerr whom you’ll see soon with
Clark Gable. In this thriller, she gives you shivers
plus laughs as the little Irish rebel who’s just deter-
mined to get mixed up in some spy business. Trevor
Howard helps her along.' (July)

\S^

F

^
'.

OF BEE AMI, THE—Loew-Lewin-
LJA: A savoir-faire piece with George Sanders play-
ing a French rake of the last century. Also John Car-
radine, Angela Lansbury, Frances Dee and Ann
Dvorak. Plenty of atmosphere if you go for bon mots
and the French spirit of things. (May)

BEAT THE BAND—RKO: Gene Krupa and his
band try to beat some sense into this, but even with
Frances Langford and Phil Terry chiming in musi-
cally it turns out a silly bit about a girl who takes
lessons from orchestra leader Terry, masquerading as
a classical maestro. (June)

//BEGINNING OR THE END, THE—M-G-M:
The atom bomb comes up for some pretty good cellu-
loid discussion with Brian Donlevy, Robert Walker
and Tom Drake heading a fine cast. (May)

l/BLAZE OF NOON—Paramount: Four big pop-
ular guys, Bill Holden, Bill Bendix, Sonny Tufts and
Sterling Hayden, fly the mail back in the days when
the pilots used to like frightening chickens. Anne
Baxter s the girl who gets mixed up in their high-
tension lives. Good people; good film. (July)

BORN TO KILL—RKO: A don’t-waste-your-time
bit about Lawrence Tierney who kills off people and
at the same time is supposed to be irresistible to wom-
en. Claire Trevor proves that point by turning bad
just for him, while Walter Slezak and Elisha Cook
Jr. carry on fairly convincingly. (July)

BRASHER DOUBLOON, THE—20th Century-
Jhox: George Montgomery takes over Bogart’s role of
detective Philip Marlowe to go hunting for a valu-
able coin. Meant to be a chiller-diller. (May)

BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME—Universal-In-
ternational : Like Abbott and Costello? Then you’ll
probably like this gagged-up bit about their return to
the home front and their tangles with copper Nat Pen-
dleton. Silly as a Silly Symphony. (June)

/CALCUTTA—Paramount: Enough action out in
Calcutta centering around American flyer Alan Ladd
his pal Bill Bendix and Gail Russell to keep you won-
dering who did smuggle the jewels. (June)

/CARNEGIE HALL—Federal-UA: The list of
guest artists in this, from Walter Damrosch to Harry
James, reads like a benefit performance and that’s
just about what this film is. You can expect—andget—beautiful music with Pons, Piatigorsky, Stevens,
Rubinstein, Heifetz, Stokowski; meanwhile you can
practically forget the little plot. (July)

\/CHEYENNE—Warners : Nice bad man DennisMorgan is fascinating to both Jane Wyman and Janis
Paige m this fancy Western that has to do with the
stage-coach robbery days of old Cheyenne. An anon-
ymous bandit called “The Poet" puts this in a differ-
ent—and good—class by itself. (June)

)TCHILDREN ON TRIAL—English Films: Eng-
land shares her juvenile-delinquency problems with
America in a documentary about two children re-formed through “approved schools.” Court proce-
dure and the children’s actual training are shown
realistically enough to give punch. (July)

CHRISTMAS EVE—Bogeaus-UA: Why was this
ever produced? It has a confused plot about old ladyAnn Harding who gathers her adopted sons George
Raft George Brent and Randolph Scott about her atChristmas Eve. (July)

COPACABANA Coslow-UA: If you’re entertainedby Groucho Marx and Carmen Miranda, you may en-
joy this pmiure set against New York’s famous night

•u.,-JHres a
?
hmPse of some “Copa Girls,” of

night-life figures Louis Sobol, Abel Green and EarlWilson and a grown-up” Gloria Jean. (July)

DISHONORED L A D Y—Chertok-Stromberg-UA:
Nothing real about this whole business except HedvLamarrs beauty. She still manages to look imper-
10US even when she s a neurotic. John Loder tries
to be a wolf and poor Dennis O’Keefe just doesn’tknow what to make of the whole thing. (July)

\/DOWN TO EARTH—Columbia: Rita Hayworthcomes down to earth as the Muse Terpsichore toplay the lead in Larry Parks’s musical. She sticksa celestial finger in the pie and almost spoils every-thing until Mr. Jordan sets her straight. Lots ofsongs and dances in Technicolor. (July)

/DUEL IN THE SUN—Vanguard: Jennifer Jones
loves two men—wild-oat sower Gregory Peck and his
even-keel brother Joseph Cotten way down in Texas.
Its big-time overtones, plus Lillian Gish and Lionel
Barrymore, still don’t make it any more than a
dressed-up “melodrammer.” (June)

EGG AND I, THE—Universal: The rough-and-
riotous best seller had everyone- laughing but the
film turned into a rather scrambled egg with Fred
MacMurray and Claudette Colbert looking chic in a
chic setting. There’s a blonde millionairess down the
road; and one of the Kettles is clean! Marjorie Main
helps some but not enough. (July)

ESCAPE ME NEVER—Warners: Errol Flynn,
Eleanor Parker, Ida Lupino and Gig Young cavort
around lightly for the first half, then get maudlin
1

j

1 a tear-jerking second half. It jumps around from
the Tyrol to London slums. (May)

/FARMER’S DAUGHTER, THE—RKO : This is
the way democratic politics should work, with Joseph
Cotten, Loretta Young and Ethel Barrymore running
th

j
lgS

L
Loretta is the servant Katy in Cotten’s home

and what she does to the electorate makes an amusing
make-believe evening. (June)

//FRAMED—Columbia: Glenn Ford gets picked
up, then let down by beautiful schemer Janis Carter
and wicked Barry Sullivan. Filled with Ford’s spe-
cial brand of acting. (June)

GHOST GOES WILD, THE—Republic: Everybody
else goes wild in this, too. James Ellison and his
butler Edward Everett Horton walk around in sheets
while Anne Gwynne registers horror. Ruth Donnelly
isn t scared; you won’t be either. (July)

//GREAT EXPECTATIONS—Universal-Inter-
national : You won’t be disappointed for a single min-
ute by this English film based on the Dickens novelA ‘‘young man of great expectations” falls heir to a
fortune, leads a life of romance and mystery. It has
everything; needed for a laurel-winner plus John Mills
and Valerie Hobson. (July)

^GUJLK °F
,

JANET AMES, THE—Columbia

:

Kosahnd Russell is a neurotic war widow who walks
through misty backgrounds trying to find out why her
husband gave up his life in the war. Melvyn Doug-
las plays her guide; Sid Caesar gives the proceedings
a shot in the arm with a take-off on “psychological”
films. You may like it. (May)

\THIGH BARBAREE—M-G-M: A money-maker
with two favorite blondes, Van Johnson and June
Allyson, who start out as a little boy and girl dream-
ing about a fabulous mountain, High Barbaree. It
takes lots of homey incidents in an Iowa town, the
war and Thomas Mitchell to get the two on the right
road to the heights. (June)

HOMESTEADERS OF PARADISE VALLEY—
Republic: Allan Lane as Red Ryder has to clean up
a lot of trouble in a Western valley with the help of
Little Beaver and Ann Todd. (July)

x\ri
MESTRETCH, THE—20th Century-Fox: Cornel

Wilde is called upon to act like a hare-brained was-
trel in a film about horses and race tracks The
races are fairly exciting, the romantic problems of
Wilde and Maureen O'Hara less so. (July)

—RKO: An attempt at some fun
W'th Shirley Temple trying to catch up with soldierGuy Madison in Mexico City in order to marry him
and branchot Tone trying to catch up with her zany
doings. It has colorful shots of flowers and serapes
but the comedy doesn’t quite come off. (July)

^IMPERFECT LADY—Paramount: Teresa
VV right s past, especially her little mix-up with An-thony Quinn, interferes with husband Rav Milland’s
career in Parliament. You’ll have a good evening's
entertainment. Virginia Field and Sir Cedric Hard-
wicke are good, too. (May)

\/IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN—M-G-M- Asperky goings-on in Brooklyn as you’d want with
genial trank Sinatra as the ex-veteran who meets up
with music teacher Kathryn Grayson. Jimmy Durante
steals the show in his best linguistic manner and PeterLawford is the nice Englishman. (June)

\/IT HAPPENED ON FIFTH A VENUE—Allied
Artists : L npretentious and highly amusing, this has
\ ictor Moore as a tramp-philosopher who borrows
y
£?i

01VuCh ,

a
-

rl
-

Ie RuSSles ’ Fifth Avenue mansion
while Charlies away. Lots of homey fun. (May)

(Continued on page 107 )

GIRLS! Want

quick curls ?

WHAT girl doesn’t want quick curls
these days! Especially when that

favorite fella gives you a call at the last
minute. With New Wildroot Hair Set you
can set that favorite hair-
do in less time. It’s abso-
lutely tops for quick good
grooming that’s so im-
portant these days. New
Wildroot Hair Set con-
tains processed Lanolin.
Leaves anytextureofhair
soft, natural-looking, and
at its lovely best. Re-
places old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.
Light bodied. Faster dry-
ing. Lets you style your
favorite hair-do at home
quickly, without fuss or
disappointment.

NEW WILDROOT HAIR SET

THRILLING New Plan! Your choice
of Gorgeous New Dress or Suit — in
your favorite style, size and color,
given to you for sending orders for
only Three Dresses for your friends,
neighbors, or members of your fam-
ily. That’s all. Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

i EXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY
Spare Time Will Do!

^Famous Harford Frocks will send you
their big, new Style Line show-
ing scores of latest fashions,with
actual fabrics, in dresses, linge-
rie, children’s wear, etc., at sen-
sationally low money-saving
prices. Also sportswear, slacks,
suits and coats. Show styles and

./ fabrics to friends, neighbors, and
p family—send in only 3 orders

—

p and your own dress is included
1

without paying one cent.

I FIRST IN YOUR TOWN
WriteToday for big: Style Presen-
tation showing scores of latest
fashions with actual sample fab-

No money needed. Don’t
this opportunity to get

. complete wardrobe — with a
k
chance to earnup to$22 cash
in aweek besides. Actnow.

HARFORD FROCKS
DEPT. A-9001

CINCINNATI 25. OHIO
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Wherever he

went there

was a lovely

face, a trim

ankle and

melodies that

set an era

aflame! Gad,

what a life!

The story of

Joe Howard,

America’s

most romantic

troubadour!

MARTHA STEWART • REGINALD GARDINER
LENORE AUBERT • WILLIAM FRAWLEY • GENE NELSON • TRUMAN BRADLEY • GEORGE CLEVELAND

Directed by LLOYD BACON • Produced by GEORGE JESSEL

Screen Play by Lewis R. Foster
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Is Hollywood

Because of his known liberalism,

Photoplay asked the eminent au-

thor of “Double Indemnity,” “The

Postman Always Rings Twice and

‘‘Mildred Pierce” to discuss for our

readers the question, Is Hollywood

Red? In all fairness to Mr. Cain

we are publishing his thoughts on

the subject just as he put them down
on paper.

C^cZejZ

AN EDITORIAL BY JAMES M. CAIN

A/Tr. Leo Birinski, in recent years a picture writer, before

that a playwright, once did a play called * Narrentanz,

which had quite a vogue in Middle Europe, and which fur-

nishes a viewpoint, it seems to me, on this question of Commu-
nism and Counter-Communism currently so hot in the picture

business. It was based on a curious and little-known aspect of

the Russian Revolution of 1905, in which certain spots were

designated by the Revolutionists as neutral ground, where for

various reasons, such as the safety of their archives, they per-

mitted no disturbances, and life was quiet. In the play, the

Governor of one such place was shown as quite unhappy,

because though other governors were getting large sums from

St. Petersburg to suppress the revolution he was getting none,

a situation thus arising which was distressing to the guberna-

torial, to say nothing of the Slavic mind. So. to stir up a little

revolution he arranged an attentat on his life, a shot outside

the window neatly pulled off by his secretary; but the chief

revolutionary, thinking fast, made the thing personal, rather

than political, by saying he fired the shot because he was in

love with the Governor s wife. From there on in, as you might

suppose, it was a delightful piece of nonsense.

But it embodied a principle which I believe both sides in this

dispute might reflect on with the utmost concern. It is this:

There can be areas where even the most fanatical Red can

properly keep hands off, and where even the most well-intended

counter-Red activities can easily verge on the absurd. That

pictures should become such an area must be evident to all

who have their well-being at heart. For, despite the megalo-

mania of Flollywood, which tends to assume that because it

speaks to the world it also speaks for the world, the conflict

(Continued on page 104)
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T
N my thirty years of interviewing I have

|

never talked with a woman laboring under

sucR emotional strain as Laraine Day on the day

she came to my home straight from the courtroom.

For five days a battery of lawyers had been

trying to prove collusion in Laraine’s divorce

from Ray Hendricks.

She had sat within the range of a legal finger

pointing her out as one who had flaunted the

divorce laws of California so she could quickly

get rid of one man to marry another in Mexico

“without regard for the code of decency or con-

ventions.”

She had listened to Leo Durocher, the man she

loves, called a man who deserts a woman in time

of crisis. “Where is this Romeo? Why isn’t this

dashing cavalier at her side when she needs him
most?” the prosecution had shouted.

The strain had left marks that a day, that a week
or a year cannot erase, no matter how hard she

tries to forget. Laraine was so pitifully thin it was

obvious it will take a long time to build back her

emotional and physical health.

All the time we talked her hands trembled so

noticeably that she had to clasp them to keep them

under control. Her eyes filled constantly with

tears that could not spill over in the welcome relief

tears usually bring to most of us in trouble. Even

P
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him all over aqain I

and only interview since her headline divorce and marriage to Leo Durocher

BY LOUELIA 0. PARSONS

a stone image would have been affected by this

girl.

I think right here is the place to say I have no

intention of arguing the moral or legal questions

arising from Laraine’s divorce from Ray Hendricks

and her subsequent firecracker-setting-off mar-
riage to Leo “Lippy” Durocher.

The Judge presiding on the case proclaimed her

divorce from Hendricks valid. He did not condone

her conduct in quickly marrying Durocher. These

legal technicalities are out of my province. Legally

she is divorced from Ray Hendricks and what I,

personally, think about the second divorce and
remarriage of Laraine ( Continued on page 90)

Attentive groom : Leo, on set

shortly after their marriage, helps

ready Laraine for picture shot

Laraine and Leo leave Ebbets

Field where Leo said his goodbyes

P
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She writes her own ticket

—

whether it’s a million-dollar

contract or the latest man

in her life. That’s why she’s

—

Joan Crawford—artist : Star of “Possessed’

A
FEW weeks ago a picture which

M-G-M is considering reissuing

was being run off in a luxurious

projection room before an audience

of two people.

It was the story of a dancing girl

and a hard-boiled stage manager,

and despite the fact that the picture

was made in 1933 it was as undated

as the day it was released.

There was a girl in a very tiny

characterization who stood out mar-

velously. Her name was Eve Arden.

There was a singer, new to Holly-

wood in 1933, who came in for one



Joan the woman: Will she marry

handsome Greg Bautzer?

Joan the mother: with

Christina and Christopher

Nelson Eddy. A Hollywood -new
dancer in it was a knockout, too,

even though he did only one num-
ber. His name was Fred Astaire.

The title of the picture was “Danc-

ing Lady” and the stars of it were
Joan Crawford and Clark Gable.

The audience of two that watched

it a few weeks ago was Joan Craw-
ford and myself. We were seated in

her home projection room.

When Joan switched on the lights,

I looked at her in absolute wonder-
ment. Fourteen years had passed

and yet the woman we had just

seen on the (Continued on page 110)

BY RUTH WATERBURY

P
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Horseshoe Hymie has the luck

to catch Lana Turner and Ty Power out

on their first public date night

BY HYMIE FINK

“Anatole Litvak, Ty’s house-mate, was supposed

to join them—hut didn’t show up in time”

“No side-door exit for these two.

They even stopped for autographs”

“Maid’s night out brought them out in the open”

I

WAS at Ciro’s on my regular rounds of the night

clubs. Nothing much doing, so I phoned La Rue,

Mocambo and the Chanteclair to ask who was there.

Horseshoes! The headwaiter at the Chanteclair said

Lana and Ty just walked in. I took my car and beat it

out to the Strip to this newest lush dine-and-dance spot.

Sure enough, there were Lana and Ty. Strictly a

cameramen’s field day because this was just about the

first time they had been seen publicly together in Holly-

wood since their hectic romance had blossomed. Any-
way, the first time we boys had caught them—and you

know how we hate to hear about a romance and then

go camera-empty. And now here they were.

Seems since it was maid’s night out, Ty had picked

Lana up and they had dropped by for a “quick bite.”

Ty and I gabbed about our stay in Mexico when Ty
was on location for “Captain from Castile.” He thanked

me for the swell layout of color shots I took on that trip.

That gave me my chance to ask for some pictures. Both

he and Lana were mighty nice, said I could take as many
as I wanted, as long as they didn’t have to pose.

That’s what I call horseshoes!

-
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“I caught up with Lana and

Ty at the Chanteclair, swanky

new dine-and-dance restaurant”
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Partners in “Triumph”:

Star and author Erich Maria

Remarque discuss the script of

his biggest-selling novel

BY ELSA MAXWELL

©m
Six crucial months marked the

climax of Ingrid Bergman’s fight to

become another woman

M
Y STORY begins with a lonely little girl. . . .

Her mother died when she was two years old.

Her father, it is true, sought to be

both parents to her—and her friend. But he

was an artist and so, more often than not, he

was preoccupied with his paints and his brushes

and his cameras, his own loneliness and his dreams. Nor was
he with her long. He died when she was twelve, and she

went to live with an aunt and uncle, who were very

strict. She used to stand outside the schoolhouse,

this little girl, and watch her classmates, met by
their mothers, go off on shopping sprees and

gay excursions in the town. And sometimes she dreamed
that she too came out of school to find a mother
waiting; that she slipped her hand into a mother’s

hand and they walked off together laughing and
talking. It (Continued on page 72)

Bergman, “greatest of them

all,” as the mercurial Joan Madou

in “Arch of Triumph”
Graybill
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It took an injured arm, a world war, three pairs of

Pete, his shiny new car and

the small but delightful house

in Brentwood he bought

for his parents

wanderlust feet and boogie woogie but now he’s all yours

P
ETER LAWFORD was walking down
Hollywood Boulevard. He was discussing

the weather, the new sports jacket, Mo-
cambo, and a few serious things like that

with his Metro friends, Jack Cummings and

Jack Donohue.

Suddenly from out of the nowhere—

a

record shop to be precise—some hot boogie

music changed the Boulevard into a jive

palace. Forgetting his companions, Peter

went into his dance. People stopped and

stared. Even in Hollywood it’s not a com-
mon sight to see a well-dressed young man
of twenty-three with a face you know you’ve

seen in the movies, jiving and swinging on

the sidewalk. But more important, Pete’s

two companions, stopped and stared.

When they came to, Jack Cummings, the

producer of “It Happened in Brooklyn,” put

in a call to Isobel Lennart, the author of

the Brooklyn opus. (Continued on page 83)

Peter Lawford—England’s reverse lend-lease

to bobby-soxers in “It Happened in Brooklyn’’

Engstead BY SHEILAH GRAHAM
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•BIT OF

macM)
Warm your heart with Peg who was

horn in Wales, lived in Ireland and

has Hollywood for a middle name

BY DOROTHY DEERE
The house Pep lives in—a hit of England in Hollywood

P
EGGY CUMMINS of the candid yet enigmatic

green eyes, is distractingly unlike anyone

you’ve met. Describing her, you reach for

adjectives as cool and calm and simple as she is

—and discard them for words of warmth and

depth and utter contradiction.

Her hair is cool sunshine, her skin is warm
snow. Her unpowdered snub nose astonishes you

with its proximity to a mouth of womanly full-

ness. A figure as clean-lined as a child’s, but

intricately curved. She is totally uncalculated,

yet with all sorts of promises in the lilt of her

voice.

“How did I feel about losing ‘Amber’? Well,

I can’t deny ft was like having a lovely jewel,

or some other wonderful gift, and then having to

give it back.

“It’s hard, but you have a choice. You can

let yourself ache over your loss—or you can

think instead of how wonderful and exciting it

was while you had it. (Continued on page 113)
Nobody told Peggy and her mother about a housing

shortage, so they rented one three days after arrival

Irish from Killiney: Peggy Cummins, now in

“The Late George Apley,” soon in “Moss Rose”

Powolny
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Out on the lot you spot surplus war

planes, many still bearing the marks of

numerous bombing missions, stacked be-

side an oeean-going ship in drv-doek You approach the outer walls after coming through Cahuenga Pass

1

There’s glamorous Joan Crawford posing in the portrait

gallery. Joan knows so much about camera technique she

should be eligible for a card in the cameramen’s union

Crashing the set of “My Wild Irish Rose” you see

Andrea King, as Lillian Russell, darling of the nine-

ties, wearing a king’s ransom in rented jewels



Rver Iried flying around the

world in eight hours? You’ll get

the same sensation when you join

Photoplay’s whirlwind jaunt through

Warner Brothers" famous celluloid city

Shades of Paul Revere! Are you in Holly-

wood or Cape Cod? This New England

village, a permanent feature of Warner

Brothers’ hack lot. was built in 1931

*

You watch Osa Massen, star of “Night unto Night,” help

keep the shiny fire engine in trim. The Studio Fire De-

partment is one of the most modern in private industry

This is the nerve-center of the celluloid city. See

the fan mail and publicity buildings over there?
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A smiling “yes” for Martha Vickers

on her way to work at Warners! These

same studio guards can be the best

“no” men in Hollywood when necessary

There’s Alexis Smith, dressed up just

like grandma, riding a studio scooter

You catch Lew Ayres on his way to

change his clothes for the role of

the lawyer in “The Unfaithful”

Why not join Bob Hutton, Gerald-

ine Brooks' and Martha Vickers for

some food and table hopping

among the stars at the Green Boom
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T
HE sun is up over the Hollywood Hills ... the

world of make-believe magic is stirring. Time
to be off on the second stage of Photoplay’s

super-colossal Hollywood Tour—an exciting visit

to one of the biggest celluloid cities in the world
—the Warner Brothers Studios at Burbank.
California.

We drive through the picturesque San Fer-
nando Valley, celebrated in song, with a back-
drop of the Hollywood Hills. At last we pull up
before the gates of the studio. Through these
portals pass some of the most glamorous figures

in cinemaland . . . Bette Davis, Joan Crawford,
Ida Lupino, Dennis Morgan, Errol Flynn, Hum-
phrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall, Martha Vickers
and lots more ... as well as the thousands of

more anonymous but ( Continued on page 82 )

Your next stop, first-aid station and

hospital one of the most modern
and well-equipped in the industrv

Getting a little nostalgic? Many a

star’s ship has come in at this chand-

lers’ wharf, a prominent feature of

the permanent New England village
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The decision was not hers.

but in turning her back on a dream

she faced a brighter future

IIS SIDE Of -ton

She played the Andante from Haydn's “Surprise

Symphony” at seven—and won first prize

This portrait won June Haver

entry in M-G-M contest

T
O THE little blonde girl sitting bolt upright in her straight-

backed chair on the stage of the old Albee Theater in Cmcxnna i,

this was the ultimate ordeal. This was the culmination of a

long series of trials which had placed her, at last, among the four

who had survived out of 1,900.

June Stovenour (whom the World was later to acclaim as; June

Haver) stole a glance at the small brunette who was sitting besi c

her An inner prescience warned that this one would prove the

sternest competition she had yet met. There was a deten^,
almost fierce, in the young face beside her. June sudde y

a spurt of uneasiness. To reassure herself she forced her thoughts

back over the path she had traveled leading to this final moment.

There had been the hard-won prize for oratory; the four music

contests in each of which she had achieved first place, f>laymg

the “Andante” from the “Surprise Symphony by Haydn

Eugene Goossens, conductor of the Cincinnati Symphony Orches-

tra She had won the Shirley Temple contest, singing a mecUej

of Shirley Temple songs and doing a (Continued on page 86)

BY HYATT DOWNING

Summer tapestry: June Haver,

star of “I Wonder Who’s

Kissing Her Now”

Potoolny
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A barefoot boy has joined the cast of “The Happy Family”—the

billing now reads,

BY WYNN

T
HE small, luxurious but definitely crowded Ladd
house was in a turmoil. Flowers were arriving.

Telegrams were arriving. The phenes were

ringing.

The hospital nurse, who had accompanied Sue

home, conferred with Kathleen, the nurse who has

been at the Ladds’ ever since their daughter Alana

was born four years ago.

Susie had been carried upstairs and installed in

the master bedroom, the self-same exquisite room
in which she had waited an interminable eleven

months for young David to make his debut on earth.

Alan, who had forgotten all about the studio

The Four Ladds”

ROBERTS

while rushing up- and downstairs on emergency
errands, paused for one moment in the dark green

drawing room, and lighted a cigarette. He was
about to draw a sigh of relief at having an instant

alone, when he became aware of Alana. She had
slipped noiselessly into the room and was standing

beside him.

“It’s time for my dinner, Daddy,” she said.

Distracted by a thousand details, Alan spoke

quickly. “George will give you your dinner,” he

said, referring to the Ladd butler.

Alana’s tiny figure began to shake as terribly as

though an icy wind had struck through the room.
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Littlest

The littlest Ladd and the biggest

Ladd have a man-to-man talk

HW t ^
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Though she almost lost her life when David was born. Sue

Ladd has • never looked better than she does right now

Then, without warning, she started to scream.

“I grabbed her and I said, ‘You get into that

dining room and eat,’ ” Alan now tells the story.

“I was ready to give her hell, for I hate rude chil-

dren, but then I suddenly realized what was
happening to that youngster. For four years Susie

and her nurse and I had been constantly with

her. We’d fed her and dressed her and done

everything for her.

“But now she was being ignored for a small, red

thing up in a comer of her room, in the bassinette

that had once been hers. She had known nothing

but love and care, and now she felt shut out.

“I gathered her up in my arms, and I apologized

to her. I went into the dining room with her and
ordered dinner for just us. It was the first meal
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“I learned a lesson,” says Alan. “Now

when I come home from the stndio, I

stop first and play with Lannie”

we had ever had by ourselves, and it made her

proud as Punch.

“I let her eat her ice cream while sitting on my
lap and as she finished she whispered up to me,

‘Daddy, you don’t like sons better than daughters,

do you?’

“It took a moment before I could answer her.

Then I leaned down and whispered back, ‘Of

course, I don’t.’ And that’s the truth. It’s won-
derful to have a boy—but it’s no more wonderful

than having a girl. I know that other guys go

around singing and dancing and passing out cigars

when they have a son—but I don’t get what that

proves. I’m glad David is here. I’m glad that

Sue is well again, after that very tough time she

had. But that boy will (Continued on page 79)

A baby brother could be fun too, decides Alana
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Jeanne Crain looks the sun straight in the eye in a yellow

midriff, set off by black—and an intriguing Egyptian drape

ti

Stream-lined simplicity by

day—-dream-lined elegance

by night; the fashion, ac-

cent in Hollywood is now

on a dual personality

BY EDITH GWYNN
Photoplay’s Reporter-about-town
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f
HERE are two definite trends in Hollywood this sea-

son and the word is “trends,” not “styles.” Fortu-

nately for all concerned these trends bring a wide

variety of styles, fabrics and silhouettes. The days of

stereotyped fashion are over. It’s no longer necessary

for any gal to conform to set rules of design—whether
flattering or unflattering—simply because these rules

are set up as the “fashion” or “look” of the season.

Most of the stars are choosing to wear clothes of great

simplicity for daytime wear. Of course they’re accen-

tuated by smartly designed hats and sleek accessories.

The hair styles, I note, are modest, most of them a varia-

tion of the chignon—minus rattings and lacquer. Then
at five p.m. the picture changes; coiffures become loose

bobs or exaggerated creations, but still pretty. And
beginning with the cocktail hour (Continued on page 115)

Gossamer flair for dancing and romancing, Diana

Lynn’s removable lace apron goes in for back dial

Lizabcth Scott plays a star role at home too in

this tafl’eta dirndl topped by a jersey blouse

There’s summer magic in Joan Bennett’s dead-white

lace frock with eye-catching sparkles at the pockets
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“Loneliness can be

an awful thing”

‘Just name it and I’ll

play it—if it’s in

the key of C”

“A bachelor might jus

as well go to a movie!

“Some people even

ask me if I like

sauerkraut”

Photographs
by Valetka



Jim made a golf date with Susan’s son Timmie

You don’t interview a guy like Jimmy,

as Susan finds out. You just relax

and talk—about the gosh-damdest things!

BY SUSAN PETERS

J
IMMY STEWART and I were not exactly

strangers. We had first been introduced a long

time ago at a party given by Joan Crawford.

I had said, “How do you do.” He had responded,

gallantly, “How do you do.”

Fate had thrown us together on another mem-
orable occasion. Mr. Stewart, coming into Chasen’s

restaurant, had stopped at my table and we had

had a soul-to-soul talk revolving around our mu-
tual regard for the delights of Mr. Chasen’s spinach

salad.

However, you could scarcely call us bosom pals,

even in the Hollywood manner. So when I was
assigned to interview Mr. S. it was quite a differ-

ent proposition from the other articles I had writ-

ten in Photoplay’s series, “My Hollywood Friends.”

This time I would have to start from scratch with-

out benefit of long association and mutual regard.

Quizzical Jim Stewart of “A Miracle Can Happen”

Consequently, there was much pencil-chewing

before I was able to compile a list of crafty ques-
tions, all calculated to elicit confidences that would
make this interview a sensational, soul-searching

session. Such questions as, “Do you like sour
cream in borscht?” and “Which shoe do you put
on first in the morning?”

In he came, at the appointed hour, a lank, diffi-

dent man in a leather flying jacket, a scarf,

trousers, shoes and a head cold. He eased his

six-foot-several down on my sofa, and with his

first words my fancy list of questions flew out

of the window.
“Ya know,” he drawled, “some interviewers ask

the doggondest questions. Why one girl asked me
once if I liked sauerkraut! Honest! Now let’s

face it, who the heck cares?”

Well, you don’t have to (Continued on page 76)
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The Cautious Nymph : Joan Caulfield of “Dear Ruth” does her own

Virginia Welles of “Variety

Girl” prefers one-piece

suits, but settles for two
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Photoplay’s bemused investigator

takes a second look at the swimsuit crisis

and decides it’s much ado about nothing

BY HERB HOWE

mm m

A modest muchacha, Olga San

Juan does a two-way stretch

Bloomer girl: Mona Freeman of “Dear Ruth” wades right in

A
SPECIAL investigating committee has been quietly

looking into Hollywood bathing suits. Those symbols

of our Hollywood way of life as worn by the founding

mothers, the Mack Sennett Bathing Girls, are in danger

of vanishing like sunbonnets.

Already we have diaper trunks; other suits have

reached the vanishing point or points at which rhine-

stones, sequins or bubble gum are affixed to appease

propriety; and Miss Gypsy Rose Lee is rumored to have

been forced to retire to Wisconsin woods to strip for

squirrels.

Everyone says civilization is collapsing. But need the

Bathing Suit collapse along with it?

Miss Romay, a Latin wriggle in hoop earrings and

beaded suit, of all things, was first witness subpoenaed

by the investigating committee.

“There are tricks in bathing suits,” Miss Romay
testified.

“We observe,” said the committee.
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A Latin trick! Lina Romay had nothing to hide

—proved it in a beaded lastex no-swim suit

Esther Williams, star of “Fiesta,” reeled off a line about

baby oil, wards off pool wolves in one-piece swimsuits

“No dear,” said Miss Romay. “Tricks in design to

make women look better. They hide things.”

“Continuel” cried the alert committee.

“Some people have little rolls of fat here,” said Miss

Romay, clutching in vain at her hips and then poking

the committee exultantly, “there!”

She was sharply reminded that investigation of inves-

tigators is not congressional.

According to Miss Romay, women have a tendency to

overflow their banks and designing suits to make them
look streamy is an engineering feat beside which the

damming of the Colorado is a beaver’s job. The trick lies

in the cutting. Irene, designer for Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, is a shear genius.

“She could make an old tub look like a speedboat,”
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II

On the gold standard : Olga San Juan, another “Variety Girl,”

makes her mark in this number, but warns against diaper suits

said Miss Romay smiling pointedly at the committee.

The committee was on the point of holding Miss Romay
in contempt for that crack but on second glance decided

just to hold her.

The second investigation, after a breathing spell, re-

volved around Miss Olga San Juan or rather Olga re-

volved around it, being another Latin rumbalutionist.

(The committee disclaims partiality but holds, with Presi-

dent Truman, the warmest feeling for our Latin Amer-
ican sisters.)

Miss San Juan chose to appear in a one-piece banana-

gold metallic job in tribute to Puerto Rico where she

spent her early childhood eating bananas.

“Viva Puerto Rico! Ole bananas!” cried the committee

rising.

A modest muchacha, as Latin girls invariably are, Miss

San Juan was wide-eyed with warning against diaper

swim trunks. Miss San Juan saw a horrifying thing hap-

pen at Santa Monica. A girl lost hers in the breakers

and drifted around for hours like a glass-bottom boat.

Miss San Juan warned her Paramount colleague, Miss

Virginia Welles, who, being cute as a sandab, had been
persuaded into one of those baby suits. Miss Welles

despised it. She swims like a whizz from Wisconsin lakes

and prefers a one-piece suit as good swimmers do. Be-
sides, she thinks a two-piece makes a short girl appear

sawed in half.

Miss San Juan, full of Latin (Continued on page 70)

It’s still done with mirrors! Cyd Charisse

of ‘‘Fiesta” reflects onlookers in her suit
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A touch of earth: It gives

roots to your sense of values,

says Joan Leslie, starring

in “Repeat Performance”

Cure for mental cobwebs:

A horse, a breeze and a

trail through the woods
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Count ten before you answer.

Then read this and see whether you

change your mind

BY ANITA COLBY

A furry friend i« a heart-warming way

to learn responsibility. This is Sandy

As the world grows smaller, minds must

grow bigger. Courses are Joan’s answer

H
OW many times has this happened to you?

You walked into a party where the most beautiful

girl in the world was holding court. Awed, you said

to yourself, “What chance has any average girl against

such knock-out beauty?”

But by the end of the evening—what had happened?

You had discovered that it was not Miss Glamour at

all who held the men spellbound for the bulk of the

party—no, indeed. It was Miss Mousey, the plain

woman in the quiet black dress. She had a certain

magic, it almost seemed a definite beauty . . . and you
spent days trying to figure out what it was.

That’s happened to me, too, and it will happen to both

of us over and over again. But next time we’ll be pre-

pared to understand that woman’s power. Because,

right here and now, we are going to examine her magic

and see of wdiat it consists. And we’re going to use

lovely Joan Leslie as our spokesman—for Joan’s for-

mula for living would make her beautiful if she had
no physical beauty at all.

“I think the most important (Continued on page 88)
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As delightful a portrait as

you have ever seen of a debonair

husband by his dynamic wife

BY MARIA MONTEZ ADMONT
Star of “ Pirate* of Monterey**

FLASH—Camera

!

At this moment Maria Christina took her first step to delighted cries from her parents



Jean Pierre Aumont, the insouciant half of this colorful duo

W
HAT is it like to be married to Jean Pierre

Aumont? I will simply tell you this: I budget

our lives; Jean Pierre unbudgets them. It is

I who make all hotel and train reservations; it is

Jean Pierre who makes us miss trains and lose

hotel rooms! My husband is delightfully happy-

go-lucky—I am much, much too methodical. The
result is complete pandemonium. But I wouldn’t

do without it because I couldn’t do without Jean

Pierre!

Jean Pierre is like this, exactly:

Picture the eve of our departure for Europe a

few months ago. My suitcases were being carried

to the car for the drive to the airport—packed

with dresses and hats. There was no sign of Jean

Pierre. As usual, he had left his packing until

the last second. Finally I called to him frantically

—and he appeared. He was carrying one dejected

old suitcase, tied up with rope!

I was horrified. “Jean Pierre!” I wailed. “Is that

all you’re taking with you? Did you put in your

tails? Remember we will be entertained like mad
in Paris!”

He shrugged and grinned at me. “No tails. In

Paris these sad days they are passe. I left them
in my closet.”

You already know what happened. The instant

we reached Paris, we were invited to London to

the Command Performance of the King and Queen,

the first time royalty had (Continued on page 108)
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Where there’s smoke, there’s

fire—if it’s Rory Calhoun, who’s

all ablaze about everything

By HELEN LOUISE WALKER

I

F YOU had met Rory Calhoun for the first time one

day this past spring, you would have decided here

was a first-class roustabout.

The black hair with its widow’s peak looked as if it

had just come through a high wind—or vice versa.

The broad shoulders were anything but enhanced by

the rumpled shirt which wouldn’t stay down' in the

back. It wouldn’t for the very good reason there was

nothing to stay, down, the shirttail being conspicuous

by its absence.

But the crowning touch was the remnant of lipstick

still shamelessly evident on his face.

A flash of triumph lighted his electric blue-green

eyes. For his were the ravages of success. He had just

completed his first solo flight. Whereupon the seasoned

fliers seized the astonished fledgling, ripped off the tail

of his shirt and tacked it up on the bulletin board of the

airport with the name and date on it and the number

of hours he spent in the air.

The lipstick? That, too was the result of masculine

hands which inscribed cabalistic designs on his face.

Thus was he made a member of the secret order of the

air. Nice going—especially for the shirttail.

Rory had had no special aspirations to be a birdman

until he’d gone out to an airfield near Los Angeles for

some publicity pictures. Then suddenly he became

obsessed with the idea of learning to fly. And learn to

fly he did—in just two weeks and seven lessons.

While the congratulations on a remarkably short period

of training were still raining (Continued on page 102)

Smokey and his mother: He likes the small-town feel of their house in the Valley
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Rory, as young woodsman, with provoc-

ative Julie London, in “The Red House”

A jewel of a workshop—Rory and his father are excellent craftsmen

Rory lights up like a neon sign

when you catch his interest. He’s been

holding yours in “The Red House”
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
ear miss colbert:

I happen to be a man married to a

lovely woman with two daughters by a

previous marriage. A more wonderful wife,

and a more perfect companion could not be

found. I am thirty-eight and my wife is

forty-two. We have been married three

years. When I met the family, my wife’s

daughters were twelve and ten; so they are

now sixteen and fourteen.

The younger daughter is smart and co-

operative. She gets top grades in school,

reads widely, and helps her mother, who
has retained her office position, do the

housekeeping. She is always thinking of

sweet things to do for both of us.
, ,

. ,

The older girl is lazy, poor in school, slovenly around the house and about her

person, and sullen in her relationship with all of us. She has no respect for any

sort of authority. We allowed her to attend a formal party recently, specifying that

she was to be home by one o’clock. She arrived at two-thirty. Two weeks later,

we allowed her another date, stating that this time she must be m at midnight. She

arrived at one-thirty. „ , , . , , ,•

In family discussion she waits until she finds out what the rest of us believe,

then she takes the opposite stand. When asked what she plans to do after she is

graduated from high school, she said she had her own ideas, which is all that is

^iluiow that a good school would be just the thing for her, but unfortunately a

good one is beyond our means, and we wouldn t think of trusting her to a mediocre

faculty.

Both my wife and I would like your advice on this matter.
G. B. C.

/ am sincerely glad that you wrote to me about this problem.

Nowadays, psychiatrists suggest that children be spaced four years apart for

this reason: A child of four may be reasoned with, whereas a child under four*

supplanted by a new baby feels itself alienated from its mother. It. misbehaves

to gain attention, if the mother fails to understand the child’s panic, and pun-

ishes instead of reasoning with it, the child feels indeed that it is an outcast.

In your family, the younger daughter gets all the compliments, the older

all the rebukes. The reasons for her misbehaviour are beyond her own under*

standing. You and your wife must help her. ^
(Continued on page 80)

Claudette Colbert, star of “The Egg and

Tholofilay (^Fashions

<FJn C olor o/iart

on cFPage 93
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Your piercing joy as he

ivhispers, “Always and only yours.”

His heart in turmoil from the

softness ofyour hands. Oh, there’s

magic in a woman’s soft hands.

Your hands can keep this magic softness—
even more surely now— with Jergens Lotion

care. Amazingly— Jergens today is finer

than ever. Makes your hands feel smoother,

softer— protects longer—due to recent

research. Jergens benefits your hands with

two ingredients many doctors rely on.

Other women—the most charming—

prefer Jergens Lotion way above any other

hand care. Look:

Hollywood Stars use Jergens Lotion, 7 to 1.

Young Marrieds give more than 4 to 1

preference to Jergens.

New York Models go nearly 5 to 1 for

Jergens Lotion.

Won’t you trust your hand care

to this famous Jergens Lotion? Never oily—
no stickiness. 10^ to $1.00 (plus tax).

Your daintiness — surer with new Dryad—
new kind of deodorant cream.

Skin specialists approve Dryad.

It stops odor instantly, safely.

Helps check perspiration daintily.

Smooth as face cream.

Stays cream-smooth, thanks to

secret ingredient.

Safe for skin and fabrics.

Daintily perfumed.

SPECIAL OFFER TO YOU
2 ways to insure the sweetness of love.

Both for the price of one—

-

Famous JERGENS LOTION 50*.

New DRYAD deodorant 25*

__ 'V Value 75*

WONDERFUL BUY —ask for Jergens Special at your cosmetics counter t<

r
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Pool's Paradise

p

HAPPY
PAYS.
FRJEB
DAYS-
with

MEOS!
No “lost days” /his summer!
Pack a box of Meds tampons in

your bag— and enjoy any day!

Meds are different: the "Safety-
Well” for extra protection; soft,

luxurious cotton; neat applica-

tors—so handy to carry, so easy to

use, so simple to dispose of.

Now’s the time to discover

how marvelous Meds are. Get a
box today— or send coupon be-

low for trial package of the
new easy-to-insert size with the

REGULAR absorbency most
mature women need.

Slender MEDS De Luxe MEDS
with REGULAR with SUPER
absorbency in the * absorbency in the

light blue box dark blue box

29if for 10 in applicators

Milltown, New Jersey

Dear Martha Steele: I want to try REGULAR
Meds. Please send, in plain wrapper, with
full directions, trial package for which I en-

close 10<# (stamps or coin) to cover mailing.

Name

Address ,,

City State

Acceptame tor advertising in tne
Journal of the American Medical Association.

(Continued from page 61) propriety, in-
terposed to say she thought a girl should
not be sawed in half unless the man
promised to marry her, as Mr. Welles did
Miss Hayworth.
“Not even then,” said Miss Welles, a

spirited tike and earnest actress who was
about to take off to the University of

Wisconsin to take a summer course in

drama.

M
ISS ESTHER WILLIAMS, only profes-
sional woman swimmer to succeed as

an actress, is best authority on what a girl

should wear in the water.
“I always wear a thin coat of baby oil,”

said Miss Williams.
Baby oil, the committee was hastily

informed, is absorbable and protects skin
from drying effect of salt in sea and
chlorine in pools.

Those rhinestone and phosphorescent
suits you have seen on Miss Williams are
chichi for pictures only. If she wore them
at sea the fish would chase her. Bright
objects are bait for fish. Miss Williams in

rhinestones might make quite a catch; on
the other hand, the fish might. To throw
off sea lions and pool wolves, she wears a
white one-piece with tight-fitting trunks.
Still tempting.
Miss Cyd Charisse says she comes from

the Texas Panhandle but if you come
within range of her eyes and sirenic voice
you know she comes from around Scylla
and Charybdis where the girls wrecked
those mariners. It is deemed inadvisable
to allow Miss Charisse in the ocean because
our Navy is based here and we can afford
to take no chances on having it wrecked,
in spite of how they may feel, the world
situation being what it is.

But when it comes to a pool party, ah,

that’s a different matter. La Charisse daz-
zles the denizens by appearing in a pink
satin suit hung with mirrors, no less. Thus
the oncoming pack is confounded by sud-
denly seeing their own images gleaming
back at them.
In fact, there is no end to the mad things

worn at swimming parties in pools. There
are suits of ostrich feathers, suede, se-
quins, gold mesh, gold and silver lame
that’s waterproof, Tarzan leopard skin and
imitation bare skin.

Swimming pools are in as many sizes

and lovely shapes as the contents of suits.

Atwater Kent, a business tycoon who
gives dazzling parties, has a pool large

enough to float Cleopatra’s barge or Elsa
Maxwell, and does. Miss Romay’s pool
has only sufficient draft for a flat-bottomed
boat and therefore insufficient for Lina
who is digging another in a niche of hill.

This will resemble one of those secret
mountain pools of fiction on to which a
lonely man stumbles to behold a nymph
disporting.

However, there will be none of that, says
Miss Romay. She is never without her
earrings she says, and anyone stumbling
around her pool may encounter her big
brother Pancho or papa Porfirio.

Jimmy Durante, the old social climber,
just completed an eighteen-thousand-dol-
lar pool only to have frogs invade it. The
frogs at night sound exactly like Jimmy.
It’s infuriatin’, says Mr. Durante. Girls
passing at night might think he was calling

to them and leap in only to get a frog in
the throat.

Lewis Milestone has dumped tons of
sea salt into his pool to give it the tonic
zing of the sea that makes a man tingle.

Hearing of this, Miss San Juan dumped
chili peppers in her pool.

Bathing suits are worn everywhere in
Hollywood in summer, for sports events,
for shopping on the Boulevard, for business
such as car-hopping, soda-jerking and
assisting dentists to keep patients’ minds
off the drill. They are even worn on
diplomatic missions.
That scintillating ambassador of good

thrill, Miss Lana Turner, on her trip to
Mexico packed in white satin suits aflame
with red flowers edged in sequins. Up till

then the biggest horticultural show in
Mexico had been the floating gardens of
Xochimilco. But these floating islands are
flat. Miss Turner is not. As a float Miss
Turner was voted sweepstakes by Mex-
ican caballeros who are notorious flower-
lovers.

Mexican feeling toward the United
States was never warmer, said President
Aleman. Now President Truman is being
urged to drop Miss Turner in the Kremlin
pool. It is argued the effect would be
more devastating than the atom bomb.

If man ignobly prefers the bomb to

Lana, all life may revert to that primordial
ooze from which our polliwog ancestors
emerged inadvisedly when taxes were low.

But bomb or Lana, the committee sees

no cause for melancholy. “Toujours gai!”

is the committee’s motto.
The End
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But now Fresh brings you a new fluffier,

creamier deodorant ... to give you carefree

underarm protection even on hottest days.

Only Fresh can give you this patented

combination of amazing ingredients in a new

deodorant that has never been made before.

New Fresh is the most effective cream deodorant

you have ever tried ... we think you’ll agree!

Yet dresses are perfectly safe from rotting . . .

normal skin is perfectly safe from irritation.

New Fresh is delicately perfumed, delightful to

smooth on. No gritty crystals or annoying hard

particles and it doesn’t dry out in the jar.

But don’t take our word for it— test it. Test

New Perfect Fresh today against your present

deodorant— see if it isn’t the most effective— the

most pleasant cream deodorant you have ever

been able to buy. Get your jar of New Perfect

Fresh now— tor carefree underarm protection

even on hottest days. Available at all drug and

toilet goods counters.

New Perfect Fresh comes to you at the same low pre-

war price* . . . IO*
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Triumph for Ingrid

THIS HIGHER TYPE

offers extra'advantage

So Widely Used Among The

More Intelligent Women l

(Greaseless Suppository Gives

Continuous Medication For Hours

For a long time there has been an
urgent need of a higher type
method for intimate feminine
cleanliness. One that would be
easier, daintier, more convenient
—one that would be powerful yet
absolutely safe to delicate tissues.

Now, thanks to modern science—
you have Zonitors!

Positively No Bum— No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,

snow-white vaginal suppositor ss.

They are not the type which
quickly melt away. Instead, when
inserted — Zonitors instantly be-
gin to release their powerful
germicidal properties and continue
to do so for hours. They are posi-
tively non-burning, non-poison-
ous, and non-irritating.

Easy To Carry If Away From Home
Zonitors actually destroy offend-
ing odor. Help guard against in-
fection. They are so powerfully
effective they immediately kill

every germ they touch. You know
it’s not always possible to contact
all the germs in the tract. But
you can BE SURE Zonitors kill

every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying.

free booklet sent In plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank Intimate facts.

Zonitors. Dept. ZPP-87, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Address
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(Continued from page 39) was a wonder-
ful dream.
The lonely years passed and this girl,

in her teens, found it less and less fun to

be with boys and girls her own age. She
began withdrawing from people to such
an extent that she found it difficult to say
or to do those little things that other girls

seemed to do quite casually. All because,
growing too fast, she felt herself unattrac-
tive; as if she were all head and feet.

More and more she went alone to the
snowy hills of her northern homeland and
found physical freedom at least, flying

down those hills on skis. Where there was
nobody to see she became quite adept in

executing the most difficult turns. Pres-
ently she became a ski champion.

It was John Bernadotte, grandson of the
King of Sweden, who told me about her
being a ski champion. She had never men-
tioned it. She wouldn’t. Her childhood and
adolescence had left her much too shy and
reserved. So shy and reserved that she’s

been an enigma in Hollywood.
For the girl of whom I write is Ingrid

Bergman. .

I predict, however, that from now on
Ingrid will hold her own in Hollywood’s
social ranks. For she has emerged from her
six triumphant months on Broadway lovely

and poised, secure and unafraid.

I[0 one, of course, could experience the
11 sensational success Ingrid has known
this year and have remained the same. It’s

been a long time since New York’s drama
critics have had such praise for any star.

And the public concurred. At every per-
formance at the Alvin Theater where In-

grid played, the “Standing Room Only”
sign was out. And illustrious persons from
every walk of life ordered their tickets

to see her weeks in advance.
At the same time movie houses all over

the country—showing her latest films,

“Saratoga Trunk,” “The Bells of St.

Mary’s,” “Spellbound” and “Notorious”

—

were crowded to capacity. No actress ever

has known a more gala year.

Photoplay’s Gold Medal went to Ingrid

as a result of the national poll conducted
by Dr. George Gallup’s Audience Research
Inc., in which men and women, rich and
poor, young and old, voted her the most
popular actress of 1946 . . . The Minister

of Sweden travelled to New York to honor
her with the King of Sweden’s Award . . .

Helen Hayes, First Lady of the Ameri-
can Theater, presented her with the Drama
League Medal.

“Ingrid Bergman’s presence here is an
historical event,” she told the people of

the theater gathered at that luncheon. “The
theater has been enriched. It is not only

her talent and her beauty but also her
graciousness that brings me to say we are

proud of her.

“She says she is going back to Holly-

wood to make a picture. But we are only

lending her to Hollywood. For we of the

theater have adopted her and she now be-
longs to us.”

Ingrid had prepared a little speech of

acceptance. But she never made it. As
Helen Hayes spoke in her quiet, earnest

way, Ingrid’s hands began to tremble. And
when she arose to face a great ovation she

could not talk. She blurted out a few
meaningless words, then said impulsively,

“I have to kiss Helen Hayes. Excuse me!”
Whereupon she rushed to Helen Hayes
and threw her arms around her and for

a full moment they held each other close.

There were other awards, too numerous

to mention. Preceding her to Hollywood
went a crate of them, packed carefully by
Ingrid herself.

Invariably, too, when she left the thea-
ter the crowds at the stage door would
be so great that ushers and stagehands
had to clear a lane to her car. “There
she is,” the cry would arise. And as she
passed down the little break in the hun-
dreds of people massed in the street, smil-
ing in her gentle way, there would be such
whispers as “Isn’t she beautiful . .

.” “See
the shine of her hair . .

.” “She’s the great-
est actress of them all. . .

.”

After one such experience Ingrid was
silent as she and her manager, Joseph
Henry Steele, drove away. Then, turning
to him, she said quietly: “Joe, how long
do you think this can last?”
Naturally Ingrid has been aware for

years now that she ranks as an attractive
woman, even in Hollywood. Nor has she
been lonely. She has had her husband,
Doctor Peter Lindstrom, and her daugh-
ter, Pia. She has had a few selected friends.

But still the behavior pattern she ac-
quired in her youth, when all behavior
patterns are formed, persisted in her reti-

cence and her shyness.
Usually six months would be too short

a time to change a personality pattern as
deeply rooted as Ingrid’s. But not such a
six months as she has just known. For in
these months she has tasted greater
triumph than comes to most in an entire
lifetime.

I noticed the first change in Ingrid,
dramatically enough, the night the eminent
Maxwell Anderson announced he hoped
to get her for “Joan of Lorraine.” We were
at a party at George Cukor’s. George,
directed Ingrid in “Gaslight.”

“I’m working on the story of Joan of
Arc as a new play,” Maxwell Anderson
told me.
“Don’t you think George Bernard Shaw

did that pretty well?” I countered.
“My story is different!”

“Who is to play Joan?” I asked.
It was a tactless question. Katie Hep-

burn was there. Garbo too, although, as
always, Garbo slipped out soon after Ingrid
arrived. There is rivalry here, I think,
Garbo feeling that Ingrid, also Swedish,
has usurped the place she once knew upon
the screen. Both Katie and Garbo were
eager to play Joan. Definitely I put Max-
well Anderson on a spot.

But he did not mince words. “Who is to

play Joan?” he said. “Who but Ingrid!”
Ingrid blossomed that evening, talked

and laughed as never before.

Several months later I met her again,

this time at the Anderson’s country house
up in New York State. Helen Hayes was
there with Charlie MacArthur, Paulette
Goddard and Burgess Meredith. Jinx Fal-
kenburg and Tex McCrary. Milt Caniff, the
wonderful comic strip artist, and his wife.

I was struck by the difference in Ingrid

at once. She did not creep into the room.
She was not listless. She was not shy.

Watching her, I no longer thought, “What
a pity these stars can’t be normal!” She
came into the room, smiling. She listened

respectfully to the opinions of one and all.

But she also asked intelligent questions
and offered colorful and interesting opin-
ions. And she had a delightful humor. In

fact before that party was over everyone
had a definite inkling of the way they were
to feel about Ingrid before her season on
Broadway was over.

So I say that it was the great compliment
paid her by (Continued on page 74)
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Nurses test new napkin-

101 out of 120 report no chafing

with new Free-Stride Modess!

Nurses, busy nurses . . . bending, lifting,

pulling, pushing, stretching . . . WHO could bet-

ter judge the chafe-free comfort of a napkin?

Just read what they discovered:

In hospital after hospital, nurses who had

suffered chafe with their regular napkin were

asked to try a new, improved napkin

—

Free-

Stride Modess.

The brand was kept a secret. Nurses were sim-

ply asked to see if the new napkin gave freedom

from chafe.

Their verdict: 101 out of 120 nurses reported

no chafing with Free-Stride Modess!

The secret of the chafe-free comfortso manv

nurses discovered in Free-Stride Modess lies in

the clever fashioning of the napkin edges!

Free Stride Modess has extra cotton on its

edges

—

extra softness—right where the cause of

chafe begins.

The extra cotton also acts to direct and retain

moisture inside the napkin, keeping the edges

dry and smooth longer. And dry, smooth edges

don’t chafe!

So safe, too! Free-Stride Modess has a triple

safety shield to keep you confident—free of acci-

dent fears. And a fine, sealed-in deodorant to

help keep you fresh as spring. No telltale outline

— Free-Stride Modess is silhouette-proof!

Try this luxury-comfortable, luxury-safe nap-

kin now. Improved Free-Stride Modess is on sale

everywhere now. Product of Personal Products

Corporation.
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Yodora checks

perspiration odor
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(Vay

l»’« Newl Made with a face cream liase.

It’» Gentler! Yodora is actually sooth-

ing to normal skins.

If* Effective I Gives lasting protection.

Won’t Rot or Fade Fabrics. Better Fabrics

Testing Bureau says so.

No Irritating Salts. Can use right after

under-arm shaving.

Stays Soft and Croamy. Never gets grainy

in jar.

iconomlcal. Tubes or jars, 100, 300, 60<

You’ll adore Yodora ! Try it today

!

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS QUICK MONET-SAVING WAT
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in-

stead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 8o0,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.

First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music. 3068 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.

FREE
BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music, 3068 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name instrument).

Instrument.
Have you
.Instrument?.

Name
(Please Print)

Address.

(Continued from page 72) Maxwell Ander-
son when he chose her for his “Joan of
Lorraine” that began her metamorphosis.

Ingrid is back in California now. A new
woman. And, I suspect, a happier woman.
For, freed of the inhibitions her lonely
youth so long imposed upon her, she now
is able to relax, to meet all the charming
and intelligent people who have always
wanted to know her, to have fun.

She flew back to California the day after
her theater contract ended and the play
closed—because there was no other actress
who could or would follow her on Broad-
way. She was weary. Her New York
schedule had included two charity
appearances every week, numerous pro-
fessional luncheons, interviews, photo-
graphic sittings, all the acclaim, all the
honors—and eight performances a week in

a role which undoubtedly was the most de-
manding, physically and histrionically, that
the stage has seen for many a moon.
She also was very homesick for her

husband, Doctor Peter Lindstrom, and their
eight-year-old daughter Pia. In spite of
the fact that the doctor and Pia had visited
her in New York at Christmas and the
doctor, alone, had flown on for week-
ends whenever his work permitted.

“I am going to call my friends,” she told
me, “including the producer and director
with whom I will make ‘Joan of Lorraine’
as a movie and say ‘Hello, how are you?’
And then I am going to ask them not even
to call me for three weeks—to make be-
lieve I am not yet home.
“So I may rest—and visit my family

—

and do little else, except perhaps walk in
my woods and read some new books.”
She is a great walker and a great reader.

Almost always she walked from her hotel
to the theater. And whatever her schedule
she reads at least two books a week. Her
appetite for knowledge and experience is

great. She wants to travel all over the
world, meet different kinds of people in
different walks of life, talk to them of
their work, partake with them of their food.

She has an exploring mind.
Home to Ingrid is a house of stone and

rafters up in the hills which rise above
the fashionable Benedict Canyon. She calls

it “The Barn” because it is, literally, a
house built onto a great raftered living
room. Directly opposite the living room
door is a fireplace alcove. Ingrid calls this
her den. And the embrasure of a window
here, as deep as the great stones from
which the house is built, she has heretofore
designated as her trophy room. But it

won’t hold her trophies now.
To the right of the entrance door there

is a large bow window with a built-in seat
complemented by a table. This she calls

her breakfast room. The other side of the
room is the dining room. A kitchen, three
bedrooms and baths complete the house.
The land consists of almost two acres,

one-half of it in woodland. And it is here
she loves to walk. For once you are in

her woods there is no sight or sound of

human habitation. You are alone with the
birds and the insects and little wild ani-
mals and the wind that moves in the trees.

It will be January before she com-
pletes the movie “Joan of Lorraine.” Then,
after a couple of months’ rest, she will go to

the London studios to play a dipsomaniac
in “Under Capricorn,” with that master of

thrills and chills, Alfred Hitchcock, di-
recting. Whether it will be the stage again
after that or another movie depends upon
the characters that are offered her.

“I like crazy characters,” she says with
quiet firmness, meaning she likes char-
acters who are offbeat. Straight leading
lady roles usually bore her. Always she
is thinking of the parts she would like to

play even when she gets to be sixty or
seventy years old. For acting is her whole
life. Without it I firmly believe she would
shrivel up and die.

Thus she has come a long way. And
thus my story which began with a lonely

little girl ends with a great actress—and
even more—a great and happy woman.

The End
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Decide on the man star and the

woman star you’d like to see in

vivid and lovely color in
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Write in the names below

—

paste it on the back of a penny postcard.
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Color Portrait Editor, Photoplay

205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Woman

My Name

(Ed. Note: We regret this cannot mean you
individually will receive color portraits of the stars.

It means the pictures in full color of the stars who
receive the most votes will appear in Photoplay.)



Which Twin has the Tckc?
(and which had her permanent at the beauty shop?)

Miss Ella Wigren of Chicago, the lovely Toni
twin, says, "No one at the party could tell our
permanents apart—can you?” (See answer below.)

"My Toni Home Permanent looked soft and
lovely from the start! No wonder Lila says

after this we’ll be Toni twins.”

For your date tonight . . .

give yourself a lovely TONI Home Permanent

Easy? You would never dream it could

be so easy to give yourself a perma-

nent at home. Just three simple steps

:

1. Roll your hair lip on curlers (new Toni

plastic curlers make it easier than ever).

Dab on Toni Creme Lotion as you go.

2. Tie a turban round your head and do

whatever you likefor 2 to 3 hours.

3. Saturate each curl with Toni Neutral-

izer and rinse.

Wonderfully simple... and oh, what a

De Luxe Kit with Regular Kit with

re-usable plastic curlers fiber curlers

$200 $]25

All prices plus tax • Prices slightly higher in Canada

beautiful wave ! So soft, so smooth, so

natural-looking. Exactly the amount of

curl to suit yourself. Not too loose . .

.

not too tight... but just right. Easy to

manage from the start because there’s

no stubborn frizzy stage with Toni.

Even if your hair is gray, dyed,

bleached or baby -fine it will take a

beautiful wave. For Toni waves any

kind of hair that will take a permanent.

See why every hour of the day another

1000 women use Toni. Try it today.

Refill Kit complete

except for curlers

$|00

HOME PERMANENT
THE CREME COLD WAVE

All leading drug, notions and cosmetic

counters feature and recommend the

Toni Home Permanent Kit.

Ella, the twin at the right above, has

the Toni. Could you tell?

Easy as rolling your hair up on curlers

— but the wave stays in for months.
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NEW creamy, white

odorless LOTION
safely

REMOVES HAIR

.o'°V efi

Nsi*

1 . A pleasant white lotion without
bad clinging depilatory odor.

2. Not messy. Quick— rinses off
easily with lukewarm water.

3. No razor stubble. Keeps legs
hair-free longer. Economical!

4. Doesn’t irritate normal skin.

5. Removes hair close to skin, leaving

skin soft, smooth, and alluring.

6. Country’s largest seller, because
better way to remove hair.

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair

NAIR 59*

plus tax
/

At Drug, Dtpahmint and 10<! Starts /'J®

the miracle of

Figure Flatter;

Stvle 502

—

Tejrose Batiste

A.BK Cups

Style 507

—

White, Rayon-Cotton
A Cup

$150

Style 505

—

White, Black and
Tearose Satin

B Cup

Exqulait* Form Brattloro, Inc.
373 Fourth Ave., Now York 16, N. Y.

Easy Does It

(Continued from page 57) hit me with a
shilelah for me to get the idea. The peren-
nial favorite of “What’s the best thing to

do for a code id the head” offered safer

ground. We combed the inevitable sure-
cure remedies and reached the inevitable
conclusion that there isn’t a gosh-darned
thing you can do about it, really, except
carry a spare handkerchief and blow.
From there we digressed to my son

Tim. I don’t recall Jimmy talking, being
too much the gentleman to interrupt me.
However, Mr. S. has a way with little

people. He and Tim hit it
.

off famously.
In fact they made a date for golf.

Jimmy has taken up golf since his re-
turn to mufti. He confessed to staggering
scores requiring one caddy for the clubs
and another for an adding machine but
found solace in the fact that his close

friend Bill Grady, Metro talent exec, has
been playing ever since he’s been Irish

and still sends his score card to a C.P.A.
Then, of course, we discussed pictures

and Hollywood. Jimmy rides the middle
of the road on all things concerned with
his work and the territory surrounding it.

In this he is unique. He does not pro-
pound theories about picture subject mat-
ter, production methods, or directorial

technique. He is an actor and would re-
tain that status without thought of being
a triple-threat genius.
“One job at a time is enough. I like

to act and that’s my business. I still have
lots to learn about it so I’ll leave the
other jobs to fellows that know. I’m busy
enough makin’ pictures.”

And busy he is. His latest job is a
sequence in “A Miracle Can Happen” in

which he teamed with his side-kick Hank
Fonda, the first time in all their years
in pictures that these two close friends

have played together. One hears tell it’s

one of the most hilarious things to hit the
screen. But I didn’t get that from Jimmy.
They play it safe in Indiana, Pennsylvania,
where he comes from.
Recently he’s finished “Magic Town”

with Jane Wyman and like every picture

he does, he enjoyed it. Again he’s unique
in that he has no preference as to roles.

Westerns, farces or dramas, any darn thing
so long as it’s good entertainment and the
part calls for a tall, slender guy who
doesn’t have to talk too fast.

He’s more concerned about the public
than anything. He’s curious as to what the
bobby-sox brigade will think of him . . .

and he can’t understand why some stars

complain about the gamuts of gamins they
must run when entering night clubs.

“Heck, they don’t have to go to those
places if it bothers them do they?” There’s
a question that’s a pretty good answer!
The only desire he expressed in regard

to his career, was to make a picture with
Ingrid Bergman and his reason, “I think
she’s good,” sounded infinitely more flat-

tering to Miss Bergman than it reads.

Jimmy dropped just one key from his

otherwise casual comfortable scale of

philosophy when I steered our talk to

marriage. He followed his middle-of-the-
road policy by having nothing to say
against either marriage or bachelorhood
until the word “loneliness” crept into the

conversation. He said, “When you get

home from work tired—too tired to go out

or to have people over, you get kinda
lonesome. Loneliness can be an awful
thing.”

We analyzed the problem and had very
little trouble arriving at marriage as the

solution. But that presented still another

problem—to wit, the right girl.

His decision on that? “Loneliness is no
reason to go looking for a wife. The right
one just has to happen. If you’re over-
anxious you’re liable to guess wrong—
and you can be just as lonely with the
wrong wife—maybe lonelier.”

On the more futuristic side of this mar-
riage topic we discussed children. Here
Jimmy just feels sorta “left out.” It seems
every bull-session eventually winds up
with the fathers extolling Jr.’s latest

achievement. Then out come the latest

snapshots. “When this happens, I can’t get
a word in edgeways. A bachelor might
just as well get up and go to a movie.”

I suppose you all know he plays the
accordion and the part of the piano that’s

in C. And that he lives in a small cozy
house and has a wonderful housekeeper
named Daisy. But did you know he’s a

veritable Izaak Walton with rod and reel?
His specialty is sword fish.

It all started one morning when the
tabloids announced a run of marlin just

off the coast. This struck an adventurous
chord in Mr. S. so he promptly called

cronies Leland Hayward and Ward Bond,
chartered a boat and set out to acquire
the necessary equipment.

H
E recalled that the proper marlin bait

was flying fish and recalled, too, an in-

tegral factor regarding these air-minded
marlin tempters. It seems that shortly after

a flying fish’s demise, the eyes fall out! The
wily marlin, chancing upon an eyeless
flying fish will say, “Oh no, brother, you’re

too hard to digest with that hook in you,”
and take it on the lam. So the even wilier

fishermen must sew the eyes in cautiously

and with finesse in order to fox Mr. Marlin.
This calls for the proper thread and needle.

Mr. Stewart entered a store and asked
the clerk for some thread. The clerk

solicitously asked, “For what use, sir?”

and the preoccupied Mr. S. answered, “To
sew some eyes in a flying fish.”

This sent the incredulous clerk in search

of a larger clerk behind whom to hide.

Eventually, however, our hero acquired
the thread, also the proper needle for

sewing flying-fish eyes, the tackle, the

pole, and lasso (you lasso marlin!) and
was ready. At 3:00 a.m. breakfast. At 4:30

a.m., Mr. Stewart and company boarded
the boat and cast off. At 4: 40 a.m., Mr.
Stewart completed sewing his first eye. At
4:41 a.m. Mr. Stewart became suddenly
ill and remained in this unfisherman-like
condition for the remainder of the day.

The story goes, if you would believe the

old salts who recall the voyage, that nary
a marlin was seen that day. Nor has the

tall fisherman with the green complexion
been seen round that port since.

There’s a moral to this story. Remember,
“A stitch in time saves nine,” whereas “a

stitch in a flying fish ruined Stewart.” But
then the world is made up of give and
take and if I hadn’t been given the assign-

ment of interviewing Jimmy Stewart you
might never have known what it takes to

catch a swordfish.

So you see, I did get a scoop after all!

The End

We are sure Photoplay readers will be

delighted to know that Susan will shortly

start work in “Sign of the Ram”—her first

picture since her accident nearly three

years ago. She will play from her wheel
chair—but don’t expect a good-goody role.

She will surprise you.

Lots of luck, Susan!

Be Smart on a Budget - See Photoplay Fashions on Page 93
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NEW! COLOR. ON A HOLIDAY!

Karin Booth, in

“The Unfinished

lance,” a la page hoy

B
y/

Ml airy Jaime IFuilltam

powder, lipstick, rouge!

Color cuts loose . . . rides high in
J

Woodbury Fiesta! Beauty breaks

all bounds in this new new

powder shade. Wait 'til you

wear it. Like that!— your skin

gets a glow from heady essence

of-roses. In a flash— you're

alive with Fiesta! And don't

overlook Woodbury's lasting

cling . . . color-freshness . .

.

heavenly fragrance. Say

yes to Fiesta today I

rose

Thotenc
^'1"9

...it's yours—with

sp°'
VAe

1

?

WOODBURY
MATCHED MAKE UP

With Fiesta Film-Finish Powder

you also get Fiesta Lipstick and Rouge

All 3 in the dollar powder box-

ONLY $1.00

Fiesta and 8 other exciting shades come

in Matched Make-up $1.00; "Purse" size

Powder 25c and lOc. (All prices plus tax)

QUICK CHANGE ARTIST
KARIN BOOTH is one gal who can

dress in a hurry, and look as though
she’s spent hours getting ready. She’d
overslept, but twenty minutes after we’d
phoned her to say we were downstairs,

she joined us for breakfast looking so

gorgeous that all male eyes focused on
her. . . . Knowing what a time the aver-
age femme has getting dressed, we asked
how she did it. Laughingly, she replied

that it’s just a matter of habit. She keeps
her clothes constantly “in order,” so that

she doesn’t have to make one big job of

it. She doesn’t put off shampooing her
hair, or manicuring her nails. Thus, at a

moment’s notice, she can appear looking
her loveliest.

TIPS ON POISE
KARIN confided that, like many

actresses, she is inclined to worry about
doing a scene well. So she tries not to

be afraid, and to have confidence in her
ability. You’ll have a chance to see how
well this tall blue-eyed blonde’s idea
works in her latest M-G-M picture, “The
Unfinished Dance.” . . . Another tip on
poise which she gave us, and we believe
you’ll find it worthwhile trying, is to

think well of yourself, so others will, too.

Karin claims if this attitude isn’t done to

the point of conceit, it has a definite

psychological, beautifying effect.

STAR ATTRACTIONS
If your eyes are your best feature, she

suggests giving them star billing by subtle
use of eye make-up. And if you have
lovely teeth, experiment until you find

the most flattering lipstick shade. . . . The
new cream lipsticks, incidentally, are
claimed to have greater indelibility, and
of course there’s the liquid type, which
requires a special remover. . . . Karin be-
lieves in her
good luck, but
“insures” it by
folding new
dollar bills
once before
spending them.
Born June
Frances Hoff-
man in Minne-
apolis, Minne-
sota, there must
be a bit of
Scotch in Karin
Booth! Karin again—upswept

Donna
Reed
appearing in

Metro-

Goldwyn-

Mayer's

"GREEN

DOLPHIN

STREET"

CITY STATE

* Paste on penny postcard, if you wish. (Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only)

ury fi

FILM
NISH Powder

MAIL COUPON TODAY !

for fiesta FREE SAMPLE
Seeing's believing! See Fiesta's sorcery on your skin! Send
for free Woodbury Powder Sampler (contains Fiesta, 8 other

flattering shades), plus Hollywood Make-up Chart. Print
|

name, address clearly. Mail* to Box 45, Cincinnati 14, Ohio.
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(Jewelite IN VIGORATOR

It’s the newest creation of

America’s foremost maker of

fine brushes! The unique

Jewelite Invigorator provides extra-

wide bristle area— a scientifically

arranged half-circle of long,

resilient Prolon bristles,

to stimulate your scalp and

bring shining new beauty

to your hair. Jewelite Brushes,

Combs and complete

Dresser Sets are available at good

brush departments in delicate

shades of ruby or sapphire,

or in diamond-clear

crystal. Jewelite, styled in

the loveliest of plastics,

is made by the makers of the

famous Pro-phy-lac-tic Tooth

Brush. Look for the name

Jewelite on the box.

Pro-phy-lac-tic Brush Company

Florence, Mass.

The new Jewelite Invigorator Brush has

more than 1000 individual Prolon bris-

tles set in a wide-flaring pattern to pro-

vide maximum brushing efficiency. And
it’s easy to keep clean. Each Jewelite

Invigorator comes packaged in its own
miniature "showcase” with the new
transparent dome top. $4.00.

A- Guaranteed by A
1 Good HousekeepingJ

rovutiUO

Jewelite for men, too! This handsomely

streamlined club brush and comb set is a

new addition to the Jewelite line. Avail-

able in garnet or crystal. $4.50.

Jewelite Combs and other lovely Pro-phy-

lac-tic Plastic Combs are designed for per-

fect combing. Available in a wide choice of

styles and colors. 15^ to 50 <f.

JEWELITE BY PRO PHY L A C - T I C



The Littles! Ladd

(Continued from, page 53) mean no more
to me than my little girl.

“The only difference is that now when
I come home from the studio, the first

thing I do is stop and play with Alana
for awhile. She isn’t actually jealous but

she is sensitive, and I don’t think any
child should ever be hurt. Currently I

get loved all over the place by her when
I come home, but she’s gradually taking

an interest in the baby, and I know things

will work out so that she’ll become proud
of him. At the same time she will be
proud of herself because she is bigger

and older than he is. The other day she

looked down at him and said, ‘Daddy, he
can’t ride a horse yet, can he?’

”

OUNG DAVID isn’t doing anything yet

—except all those wonderful things that

all miracle babies do at approximately
six months. And David is definitely a

miracle baby, let his fond parents tell it.

Alan and Sue go through the usual pa-
rental routine of insisting he looks like the

other one of them, but to this reporter he
looks more like Alan, just as Alana does,

though his face is rounder than his sister’s.

However, his eyes are exactly as blue and
his hair as blond. He is a “long” baby
meaning he will be tall, and natch, accord-

ing to his doting parents, he “never cries.”

He was named for sentimental reasons.

“The first job that Sue ever got me

—

the first real break I ever had in pictures

—

was in ‘Rulers of the Sea’,” Alan explains.

“Life was absolutely tops to me then. I

was falling in love. I was getting my
chance—and I was sent to Catalina on
location, which meant I was going to eat

regularly for a change.
“I was assigned to bunk in with a guy

named David Kline. He was old enough
to be my father, and that’s how he
treated me. A week hadn’t passed before

I got to love the guy. I thought he didn’t

have a dollar. He knew that I didn’t.

“Actually he was one of the best-off

guys in town. He’d had an amazing career,

running shows, carnivals and stock com-
panies. His wife was Gaby Fay, who had
been the first Tondeleyo of ‘White Cargo,’

which was one of those first ‘wild women’
parts, but they had come to settle down
in Hollywood and his wife changed her
name and became, of all things, the
serene Ma Hardy of the screen, Fay
Holden.
“Dave and Fay had exactly the kind

of marriage to which I aspired for Sue
and me. Our friendship grew. I got my
Paramount contract. I got my Susie. As the
years went by, we grew closer and closer

together. Dave understood my problems
and his advice was always the soundest I

could get on any subject. He was one of

the best, and when he died a couple of

years ago I knew I had lost something
from my life that can never be replaced.
“Often when we talked, I told him that

if Susie and I ever had a son, he’d be
called David. He was a quiet fellow. He
didn’t say a lot, but I always knew, by
the way he beamed at that idea, that he
went for it in a big way. If his namesake
grows up to be half the man he was, that
will be very much okay.”
Small as he is, you may be sure that

David Kline’s namesake has already
changed everything. To be truthful about
it, his parents don’t exactly know what to
do about him. The Hollywood house is

too small with him added to it. The ranch
house, which Susie converted into a dwell-

ing despite its having been born to be a
garage, is barely big enough for three
Ladds, let alone four. And even as you and
I, they have discovered that everything
costs too much.
However, four of the ranch horses

worked in “Whispering Smith,” along
with Alan, himself. Susie says, “Imagine
those poor innocent horses working,” but
Alan grins and says, “They ate regularly.

Why shouldn’t they work?” If you really

want to know those horses earned twenty
dollars a day for a matter of three months
on “Whispering Smith,” which should buy
them quite a few oats, wild or otherwise.
Alan says, “I’m fighting for security,

which in my case means fighting for

the kind of productions that will keep
me at the top. Now with David, I want to

do so many things for him and Lannie.
The bond between me and Susie has never
been closer. David adds to this.

“It’s a growing thing, the difference
between romance and a real marriage.
Susie and I have had both, that wonderful
excitement between us, and now this thing
of a home and our two children. It is a

bond that steadily grows deeper and
deeper. It isn’t easy to talk about. In a
way you don’t need to talk about it at

all—but one thing you do need to do is

to plan for it—to plan to protect it.

“My luck has held so far. Every one of

my pictures has done better business
than I dared hope—especially ‘Two Years
Before the Mast’ and now ‘Calcutta.’

I’d like to get a purely romantic picture
for a change, but those seem mighty hard
to find. So far as actual working condi-
tions are concerned, I never enjoyed
making any picture as much as ‘The Big
Haircut’ with Dottie Lamour. There is a
girl in a million and after two days on a
picture, you know why Crosby and Hope
have fought to keep her with them.”
Sue is still shopping for a bigger house

for the family. David is still at the
stage where he only requires the space
of a bassinet. Kathleen can care for both
him and Alana, but add another six months
and that blissful state will be impossible.

Alan’s dream, meanwhile, remains as it

was before David came. He wants to

build up the ranch so that eventually it

will be a resort spot, which he will run,
and support the whole family thereby.
With this thought in mind, he has re-

cently enlarged the swimming pool, and
put in a great refrigerator and irrigation

system. Sue grins at this long range plan-
ning and says, “Is this thrift really neces-
sarv? Don’t forget we are going to make
millions from Alsulad.”
Alsulad and Marijuana are their two

racers who are now busily engaged in

eating the finest oats over at Santa Anita.
Marijuana nearly got them in trouble
during the telephone strike, when they
had to wire the man who was going to

breed her, “Marijuana ready to be picked
up at ranch.” Western Union asked lots of

questions about that one.

But underneath all the kidding, Susie
is just as serious about the future as Alan
is. It seems impossible that it can hold
anything but the loveliest things for

them—but regardless, they know they
will be together in it—so how could it

be anything but perfect?
Alan sums it up when you ask where

he’s registered David for future education.
“What college could possibly teach any boy
more than dear old Paramount?” he asks.

The End

Turn to Page 93 for the New Clothes Modeled by the Stars
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Smooth at six

—

dressed tor her date,

with a honey of a

[
smooth, steek hair-

\
do, But, does the hair

|
stay that way? Alas,

no . .

.

Tangled at ten.

Hattie's hair just

seemed to tumble,

and so did her rating

with the lads (How
they notice hatrJ) . . ,

til de discovered

HAIRLAD
— the delicately perfumed hair lacquer

Now Hattie knows what to do—she bough*

a bottle of Nestle Hairlac and conquerec'i

all those wayward wisps. Why don't you

SIX SMART SHADES

in gold-hued mefcil

jewelry-style cases.

PLUS TAX

A new lipstick that is DATED
— to assure you it is truly FRESH, with

oils and color unimpaired. Goes on, stays

on, better. The date is on each box.
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What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 68) This girl prob-
ably feels she’s unloved. That you do
care deeply about her welfare is shown
by your letter. Tell her, then. Find
things about her to compliment. Instead
of accusing her of negligence, why not
tell her how pretty her hair is, and add
that it always shines after it has been
ivashed.

Give her the emotional security of feel-

ing that you have confidence in her. It

may take time and enormous patience,
but she will respond.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Almost three years ago I had polio and

was confined to bed a year. I was so happy
when I was able to come home in the
spring. I had recovered quite a bit and
was walking and riding well when I had
a horrible accident: A horse fell on me and
crushed my crippled leg.

I was taken south to visit relatives so I

had a wonderful time. I had dates—the
boys pushed my wheel chair to the swim-
ming pool and once I was in the water I

could outswim most of them.
I was overjoyed when I came home and

the doctor told me I was able to learn to
walk again. A month afterward I started
back to school on crutches.
You can imagine how I felt when I be-

gan to realize that I didn’t fit in with the
kids I had known. I have no close girl

friends, and I don’t rate any dates.
Finally I mentioned my plight to my

singing teacher and she said, “You have
such a beautiful voice that you should be
thankful for it and not let anything make
you unhappy. You will go far in this

world—farther than anyone else I know.”
I should be grateful, but I can’t help

being lonely. Tell me how to win the right
kind of friends to ease my loneliness.

Estella C.

/ think your singing teacher’s philoso-
phy is excellent : If you have a talent, as
apparently you have, devote your entire
strength toward preparing yourself for
a career. Have the spunk and resource-
fulness to bring fun into your own life,

to study your music and to bring unex-
pected happiness to others.

If there is a government hospital near
you, you should make arrangements to
sing there each weekend ; if a children’s
hospital, encourage youngsters who are
suffering, by your return to health.

The sure way to contentment is to con-
cern oneself with the needs of others.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
In the February issue there was a letter

from a girl signed “Jane U.” who was six
feet tall, and who complained of having no
boy friends. I am nineteen, six feet tall, and
weigh one hundred sixty-five pounds I

find that girls over 5' 7" are best for me to
dance with and have the best personali-
ties. I understand that you aren’t running
a lonely hearts club but I would appreci-
ate it very much if you would ask this girl

to write to me.
PFC C. G. Johnson, Jr.

B Company, Marine Barracks
Saipan, M. I. c/o FPO,
San Francisco, California.

Since “Jane V.” failed to supply an
address, I am publishing your letter. I

hope she will see it and write to you. I

also received a very nice letter from PFC
Henri Despies. 833 O.B.D. Co Ordinance
School, APG, Aberdeen, Maryland, who
was eager to get in touch with “Jane V.”
PFC Despies is 6' 2", and is nineteen.

I hope all of you become pen pals.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I recently turned twenty-one. At all

times I have striven to be a gentleman,
but have found it doesn’t pay. The older
generation teaches us to have good man-
ners, and be civilized human beings.

Well, it seems the better manners a
person has, the more quickly other guys
take advantage of him. The girls just

think he is a sad sack.
I was taught to respect womanhood, but

I’ve noticed that the guys who howl and
maul get the girls.

Jim L.

Your letter reminds me of an inter-

esting anecdote told about the prize-

fighter, Gentleman Jim Corbett. As he
was uialking through a hotel lobby one
evening, a bumptious, fuming bantam
collided with him. Instead of apologizing,
the man in error yelled at the pugilist,

blaming him for the accident. Mr. Cor-
bett just bowed and begged pardon. A
friend with Corbett said, “Why didn’t
you tell the little fool off?”

“/ can afford to be polite,” said Cor-
bett. “/ have the punch to back it up.”

You might remember that hereafter.
As for the “guys who hotel and maul”

getting the girls, it depends upon what
kind of girls you have in mind. Every
delivery of mail that I receive contains
letters from girls eager to be popular
without having to submit to mauling.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Could you please give me a list of

linens that a girl, planning to marry in the
fall, should have for her new home?

I’ve looked high and low in books for

sensible advice. Most writers of etiquette
books give a list that sounds like a banquet
at Buckingham Palace and simply scares
me to death.

Forsythia M.

I believe in starting married life with
minimum essentials. Styles in table linens
change almost as frequently as styles in

clothing. A few years ago no one owned
such a boon as a set of plastic place mats.

Since you are moving into a home,
rather than into an apartment, I presume
that you will have two bedrooms. In this

case you should have six sets of sheets
and pillow slips, so that at all times two
sets will be in the laundry, two on the
beds, and two on the closet shelf.

You will be able to figure out your own

^\JjULhe

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
W7 oulfl you like the thought-
ful advice of

(^(audette CJLa?
If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-

bert feels that your problem
is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your
protection.
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towel requirements. In addition to family
needs, you should have a dozen small
guest towels.

As for table linen, I should think that
six changes would be enough, including
place mats of various types as well as
linen cloths with napkins to match. There
should be one festive cloth for large fam-
ily affairs. You ivill also need about two
dozen doilies.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
This is my first year in this town as we

just moved here. Almost at once I made
friends with a girl and she introduced me
to her friends. At midterm I was voted
most popular girl in the school.
This honor caused me plenty of trouble,

because my girl friend who had introduced
me around had won “Most Popular” for
the past three years. She didn’t say very
much, but I knew that she was horribly
disappointed.
The next thing I knew, a boy I had liked

very much stopped asking me for dates.

Then one of the girls gave a party and for
the first time I wasn’t included. A few
days later, another party was given, and
once again I wasn’t invited.

Finally a committee from our gang made
a date to see me, and explained that my
“girl friend” had told everyone that my
father was a drunkard, and that he came
home from work every day and beat up
my mother and me. She had said that I

was very brave—imagine!—to put up with
it, and that our life was terrible.

I said it wasn’t true; but she had thought
of that and had told the kids that I would
deny it. Now what can I do?

Dalcye G.

Apparently you haven’t discussed this

problem with your mother. If you had 1

feel certain she would have hit instantly
on the right solution, which is this:

Simply give a party in your own home—a big party. This needn’t be expensive
as you could serve hot dogs and soda. In
addition to the usual gang make a point
of inviting the trouble-making girl.

During the evening, your father should
appear and make himself agreeable. Let
your guests see for themselves that your
father is a sober, pleasant man who loves
his family.
Once you have made your point, 1 think

you should see as little as possible of
your erstwhile friend. She strikes me as

being the sort of person who could be
voted Least Likely To Succeed, if she is

going to persist in fabricating evil stories

every time she loses a contest.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am seventeen and in high school. I go

with a boy in my class and we have a
wonderful time except for one thing.

I have a sister ten years old and she
seems to think she should go every place
I go. She is backed up by my mother who
says I can take my choice: Either take my
sister along on dates, and to school dances,
or I can stay at home.
A ten-year-old sister is a dreadful drag

on a girl’s popularity. Luckily I’m sort of

pretty or I’d never have a date.

PLEASE, help me. Ade ia g

The relation between two sisters is

usually determined by the wisdom of their

mother. To have a sister can be a blessed

gift or the source of lifetime bitterness.

Your mother should realize that. In the

first place, a child of ten should be in bed
by eight o’clock. In the second place, no
child of ten should be allowed to attend



movies on school nights, and certainly

there is no reason for her accompanying
you to high school social functions. By
insisting you accept your sister’s presence
at all times, your mother is building up
resentment between the two of you.

I do hope that this letter, when shown
to your mother, may prove effective.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Ten months ago I married a widower.

His wife had died of a heart attack while
he was in the Marine Corps, leaving him
with a baby son.

I should really be very happy. I have
a husband who loves me dearly and whom
I love with all my heart, a nice home, good
health, my own car, and a cute little son.

But— I am jealous of my husband’s son
and vice versa. The boy was two years
old when his mother died. He is so spoiled

now, that he won’t even sleep alone. He
insisted on sleeping with us ever since

we have been married.
I get up at five each morning to prepare

Frank’s breakfast, so the baby gets up too.

He can hardly hold his eyes open, but he
follows his daddy everywhere and is cross

the rest of the day.
Twice we have hired “sitters” to stay

with the boy so we could have an evening
out. He cried and carried on so we had
to dismiss the sitter and stay home.

I have tried to be good (I have a step-
mother whom I love), but it’s hopeless.
If he sees a toy in a store he wants, but
can’t have, he cries, hits and kicks me and
even throws things at me afterward.

I have said nothing to my husband about
the boy's behavior for fear it would cause
trouble in our marriage. Could you please
give me some help?

(Mrs.) J. B. M.

It is natural for your husband to be
devoted to his son, but he should be wise
enough to see that his attitude towards
the boy will eventually make both of you
complete slaves of a spoiled child.

First of all, the child should be sold
the idea of sleeping in a room alone. Any
physician will assure you that the worst
possible thing in the world for both par-
ents and child is the arrangement you
have described. The way to sell him the
idea is to take him with you to the home
of friends whose children have their own
rooms. Then you can say, “Isn’t Bobby
lucky to have his own bed in his own
room.” Give the impression that there is

something superior and desirable in hav-
ing his private quarters. He’ll catch on
and demand his own bedroom.

You might try the same motivation in
regard to the sitter. Tell him about other
children who stay at home icith nurse-
maids while their parents are away. If
he doesn’t take kindly to suggestion, sim-
ply leave him with a sitter and walk out.
The boy must learn cooperation now, or
he will certainly become a problem child.

Buy some good hooks on child psy-
chology and read them with your hus-
band. Show him that you are interested
in the welfare of your son, and in build-
ing a satisfactory life for yourselves.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I saw “The Secret Heart” twice and

fell in love with the theme song. Could
you please tell me what the name of the
melody is and whether it has been re-
corded? Bonny B.

The melody is “La Plus Que Lent” by
Debussy, and it has been recorded by a
number of different pianists.

Claudette Colbert

"I’m nobody’s pin-up boy—but any time 1 can do the Fels-Naptha

folks a favor—count me in. The missus says I’m a fast man with

a shirt and if it wasn’t for Fels-Naptha Soap, her permanent

address would be R. D. 1, Laundry Tub Row.

"Well . . . she keeps me stocked with dean shirts (white, that is)

and she’s ready to step whenever I am. So if I’m the type

you’re looking for . . . shoot! It’s on the house.”

f i 1

Welcome, Brother! You are now entitled to membership

in the Fels-Naptha Boosters Club. 'Experience’

meetings held every week on wash day.

Be sure to bring the 'missus’. We want

to hear her own report on Why
Fels-Naptha is the Best Laundry Soap

on the Market.

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAM/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY

'

r
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HowArthurMurray Girls

guard daintiness

while

dancing

!

Lovely experts

rely on this

"safe-and-sure"

deodorant!

5CHOOLED IN GRACE and
graciousness . . . Arthur
Murray’s charming young
instructresses take care

to keep themselves

completely dainty

through strenuous

hours of dancing.

FOR SAFE-AND-SURE PROTECTION

they rely on Etiquet above all

other deodorants. Etiquet works
effectively, efficiently to keep them
free from underarm odor, check

perspiration. And they know from
experience—Etiquet can be depended
upon through hours of active exercise.

so fluffy! so light! Etiquet goes on

easily— is soothing to the skin. And Etiquet

stays moist in jar—is harmless to delicate

fabrics. Now you can guard your daintiness

as carefully as an Arthur Murray girl-

protect your personal charm with Etiquet.

Get Etiquet at any cosmetic counter—in

10^, 25<f, 39<f and 59<f sizes.

Etiauet
The safe-and-sure

deodorant

Hollywood Tour

(Continued from page 47) equally indus-
trious individuals whose daily labor makes
possible the flickers on your home-town
screen.

Our first impression is one of beauty . .

.

wide streets lined with nodding palms,
luxurious shrubbery and landscaping.
Then, of spaciousness . . . 140 acres sub-
divided by twelve miles of streets. It’s a
real city in a make-believe setting, with
its own police and fire departments, school,
library, restaurants, theaters, and com-
munication system . . . twenty-two sound
stages resembling airplane hangars, and
scores of squat buildings housing shops,
laboratories, dressing rooms, offices, a giant
electrical plant, etc.

Through streets of lavish exterior sets
representing small communities in England,
France, Italy and early New England, even
the sky-scrapers of New York . . . make-
up men, prop men, and an occasional star

thread through the busy automobile traffic

on bicycles, bright red motor scooters, or
motor bikes . . . the simplest and easiest

transportation in this far-flung community.
They are the citizens of this celluloid city—3,200 to 4,000 of them.
So much to see, so little time to take

it all in. The Green Room, where the
stars eat, which in typical Hollywood
fashion is not green at all, but a sort of

gray-blue, with colorful chintz drapes and
vivid flowers . . . the luxurious dressing
rooms, living room, kitchen and bath, com-
pact and liveable apartments . . . what’s all

this about a housing shortage? Stage 21,

the largest sound stage in the world, which
can be flooded with water four-feet deep,
to provide a realistic background for ocean
epics . . . the Portrait Gallery, where the
stars are immortalized . . . the airplanes
and the ocean-going ships . . . the fan-
mail department where eight men and
women, working eight hours a day, clear
60,000 letters a month.
Hurry, hurry, hurry . . . the sun is

dropping behind the Hollywood Hills, and
we still haven’t seen it all.

And next we have a full day with the
Agars—Shirley Temple and her John—
beginning with breakfast beside the Bev-
erly Wilshire pool and ending—well, wait
till you see!

The End

Just for Laughs
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Accidentally Yours

(Continued from page 41) “Write in a

logical spot for a song and dance for

Peter Lawford.” And Peter was off to a
new career as the new heartthrob of films.

Because when the girls who squeal young
men into fame saw and heard Peter’s

number, “
’Tain’t Right to Love You Like

I Do,” at the sneak preview of “It Hap-
pened in Brooklyn,” they screamed,
“
’Taint Right To Neglect You.” For a few

minutes they even forgot Frankie Boy and
carried on fit to kill for Mr. Lawford. Now
he’s a star.

And all because Peter accidentally heard
some music on Hollywood Boulevard. What
would have happened to Peter and his

career if instead of boogie woogie, the
someone in that record shop had played
the “Pastoral Symphony” by Beethoven?
But that’s the way it’s always been with

Peter. Accidents of the moment have al-

ways changed the course of his career.

He is accidentally yours!
It was accident that pushed him into

British pictures when he was seven, an
accident that brought him to California, an
accident that kept him here.

And there is only one thing in Pete’s

life that will not happen accidentally. And
that is his marriage. On that subject, his

ideas are almost too definite.

“In the first place,” says Pete, “I won’t
marry till I’m thirty.” And that’s surprising
because he has been linked romantically
with most Hollywood glamor gals.

Time was when Lana Turner and Pete
were the handsomest twosome in Holly-
wood. “Lana’s a girl to have a million
laughs with,” admits Mr. Lawford. “But—

”

The “but” means that they did not ever
consider the less funny business of mar-
riage. Before Lana there was Judy Gar-
land. And now if it isn’t Marilyn Maxwell,
it’s Audrey Totter, or Marie Winsor.

“I’ve never been in love,” says Pete. He
has a definite dream about the type of girl

he will fall in love with and marry.

I
WANT someone soignee, smart, chic.

This you don’t find in a girl less than
twenty-eight years old, and by that time
they’re usually married—to someone else.

The most attractive girls in this town
are married,” sums up the choosey star.

Here are some “musts” for Pete’s wife.

“One, she must be a lady. I don’t care
if she’s in pictures or not. Two, she must
have a sense of humor, that’s imperative.
Three, not a social climber. Looks will

help, but she doesn’t have to be a raging
beauty. She must have poise. She must
know how to dress—if she doesn’t know
this when we marry, she’ll never know it.

She must never be loud or raucous. Or
over-ambitious. Hollywood is full of over-
ambitious girls—they’re around every cor-
ner. And phony girls. The woods here are
full of phonies.”
The girl will probably be a New Yorker

because—“I think New York has the most
attractive girls in the world.” Pete should
know because he’s been around the world
several times.

In 1934 he stopped off in California for
the first time, with his parents. They fell

in love with the Golden State. And re-
membered it later.

Pete’s father was a Lieutenant General
in the first World War. Peter, who will be
twenty-four, September 7th, was born in

England. In the normal course of events,
he would have entered Sandhurst and the
Army.

Turn to Page 93 for

Photoplay Fashions in Color

At last— a bobby pin that reajfy holds fully 144% better by unbiased
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ButIdidn’t say tissues . , .1 said KLEENEX

!

It’s not the same thing at all—bridled

Mother. Look. This is the only face I

have— and I intend to take care of it.

With a s-o-f-t tissue. A Kleenex Tissue.

Good heavens — how many times do I

have to tell you that Kleenex isn't an-

other name for tissues?

I’ve got my NOSE to think of! blurted

Sis. Talk about a raw deal! Jeepers—
all day I’ve been quietly dying for some
dreamy, soft Kleenex for these sniffles.

And what happens? Smarty-pants, here,

hands me ordinary tissues— when my
nose knows there’s no other tissue just

like heavenly Kleenex!

Your Mother’s right — for once! Pop
chimed in. Kleenex is different. Take
this box. Does it say Kleenex? No!
Does it serve up tissues one at a time—
so you don’t have to fumble for ’em?
No ! So ? Before you mistake other

tissues for Kleenex — think twice, son

!

I’ll learn you! winked Uncle Joe.
Hold this gen-u-wyne Kleenex Tissue

to a light. See any lumps, or weak
spots? Never. You see Kleenex quality

come smilin’ through— always the same
— so you can bet Kleenex is plenty

soft. And husky! Your eyes tell you
there is only one Kleenex.

Now I know. . . There is only one KLEENEX*

“My mother was in politics with Lord
Beaverbrook and Sir Thomas Paulson,”
says Pete, “and Sir Thomas had interests
at Elstree. For a treat—I was seven at the
time—I was taken to a studio to see how
pictures are made.” Monty Banks, at that
moment was looking for a little boy to play
an important part in “Poor Old Bill.”

“You’re it,” Banks shrieked jubilantly
when he saw Pete. There was parental
opposition. But Pete begged, “Just this
once!” And that was the first of six pic-
tures that young Lawford made in England.

“I was in France with my father in 1937,”
he continues. “And I was playing with
some kids when I tripped and fell through
a window, and almost lost my arm.” Pete
still carries the scar on his left hand. It

was this injury that kept him out of the
service during the war.

It took a long time for the boy to re-
cover from the shock and loss of blood,
and his doctors said the best thing would
be for him to spend the winter in a warm
climate. “Like California,” said Pete with
finality. And that’s where they came, al-
ways of course with the idea of returning
to Europe. And it wasn’t long before
Peter had “accidentally” landed a part
in “Lord Jeff.”

But then Hitler marched into Poland!
The Lawfords, who had booked passage on
the Rex, cancelled and went to Florida.

T
HERE'S another side of Peter Lawford
beside the fun and exuberance you see.

He is a very good son. With their funds
from England cut off, it was up to Pete, he
felt, to support the two people who had
lavished everything they had on him. The
way was long and hard before he finally

landed the part of Irene Dunne’s son in

“The White Cliffs of Dover,” followed by
“Two Sisters from Boston” and “Cluny
Brown.” He was on the way to realizing
his great ambition—a house of their own
for the two people he loves best—his
parents.
And it’s quite a house—small, but very

fancy. Pete bought it last October. There
are two bedrooms, a den, a living room
or 'drawing room’ as Pete calls it, on one
acre of land in Brentwood.
Pete designed the color scheme him-

self—gray and maroon striped wallpaper
in his bedroom with a gray leather head-
board on his bed. The way he bought the
bed was also an accident.
Pete saw and ordered the magnificent

bed in a Chicago shop during a wait be-
tween trains. “First they sent me the
headboard. Then three months later I re-
ceived the box springs and mattress, but
no legs! It took me six months to put the
bed together.” Now that it is all set up,
the oversized double is a beautiful sight
for tired eyes.

Most of the lamps in the house came
from New York. In the living room the
lamps are maroon and gray, and the long-
haired rug is gray. It’s all very modern, in

keeping with the son of the house.
Maybe that’s why the bobby-soxers are

hep to him. He’s modern and new, and
their own generation. They understand
him, and he has a pretty clear idea of

what makes them tick.

Pete has changed—even in the com-
paratively short time that he has been a
movie star. “At one time,” he says, “my
chief ambition was to own a Dunhill gold
cigarette lighter.” He shows me the gold
badge of success in Hollywood and radio
—you’ll know what I mean if you’ve read
“The Hucksters”—every self-respecting <

executive and star of radio and screen
must have a gold lighter! “Now I don’t
want to be a millionaire, I just want
enough money so I don’t have to cut
corners.”

This should be a cinch for Pete because
he is sure to get a new contract at Metro
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after the release of “Good News,” his re-

cent co-starring stint with June Allyson.

And to give you an idea of his new im-
portance, for three months they held

Esther Williams’s picture, “On an Island

with You,” until Pete was available.

But a bigger change in Pete is his way
of living. He used to live in night clubs.

“Now,” he tells me, “I’d rather go to

people’s houses. Every Saturday I go to the

Gene Kellys’. And one of my great friends

is Frank Sinatra. I may not see him often,

but I know that if I needed help, Frank
would be the first I’d turn to.”

Pete used to go around a lot with Van
Johnson, before he married Evie Wynn.
Now he doesn’t see too much of Van

—

no one does except Evie. Keenan Wynn is

Pete’s closest friend. He helped Pete with
his early pictures at Metro—and still does.

Pete’s wardrobe deserves a chapter to

itself. He has to have a lot of clothes for

his pictures in which he is usually cast

as a well-dressed man-about-town. It’s a

miracle how he gets them all into his small

home. “I love clothes,” says Pete. He thinks

Cary Grant is the best-dressed actor in

r9ins7f7^y^f7fif r̂sr'
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Dreams come true on radio's
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tening experience, every day,
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for exact time and station

Don’t miss the special “Heart’s Desire”

feature in the August
TRUE STORY Magazine
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Hollywood. In fact, he’s Pete’s idol. “He
has everything—charm, he knows how to
wear clothes and he’s a great actor.”

In spite of his wardrobe, and swanky
new red car, Pete is careful with his money.
A saleswoman once tried to get Pete to
buy some hand-knitted socks. “How much
are they?” he asked, examining them
carefully. “Five dollars a pair,” she told
him. “I get mine for eighty-nine cents,”
said Pete triumphantly. There was no sale.

Pete has two failings. He hates to get
up in the morning, and he’s always late
for appointments. “But it’s never my fault
when I’m late,” apologizes Peter. “It’s al-
ways an accident.”
Sure, it’s always an accident, but just

as long as these accidents keep Pete in
Hollywood, that’s all right.

The End
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(Continued from page 48) jump-rope

dance. Oh, she thought wearily, there had

been too many contests, even though she

had won them all—too many medals and

gold cups, and not enough fun playing

with other kids of her own age.

She looked again at the dark little girl

beside her. Suddenly, her spirits rose. In

that instant she knew that this contest

would end exactly as the others had ended

because this was the greatest prize she

had ever striven for—a screen test and the

opportunity to go to Hollywood, the heaven

which made all other promised heavens

seem drab by comparison. Hollywood, for

June, was more than a land of make-
believe; it was reality itself, the epitome

of desire. Even now among those who had

crowded into the theater to witness this

final contest, she could see the two men
who had inspired this occasion. One was a

Mr. Hal Roach and the other was Rus-

sell Stewart, a cameraman for M-G-M.
The appealing child in the pink organdie

dress had finished her routine, and turned

again to her chair amid a mild flutter of ap-

plause. “She has lost,” June thought, and

she knows she has lost.” She was con-

scious of a poignant sense of pity for the

girl and, watching her closely, she could

see the tears shimmering in her brown
eyes. “Now she’ll have to go home, June

was whispering to herself, “and all the kids

will say: ‘Yah, yah, yah! You thought you
were so smart and you didn’t win.’

’

But when you are very young the mind
does not retain the feeling of tragedy and

abruptly June’s thoughts were jerked back

to the vital moments which lay just ahead.

The dark girl was rising from her chair.

There was assurance in her young stride,

an awareness of the people who had come

This Side of Heaven

to see her in the smile on her lips as

she met the applause that greeted her.

Here, June felt intuitively, was no child

inured to defeat. This girl was a thorough-

bred and she knew it.

June’s mind flashed back to something

the girl had said in the theater lobby.

“What do you want more than anything

else?” a newsman had asked.

“I want to win so that I can come back
someday to this same theater and tell all

these nice people how much I love them,

the girl replied.

June had carried the words onto the

stage with her and now they were beating

again through her mind. “She’s sure she’s

going to win,” June thought. “She thinks

she’s prettier than me, prettier than Shir-

ley Temple, prettier than anybody. Well,

she just isn’t!” But even as these brave

words were printing themselves indelibly

on her mind June realized that the little

dark girl was meeting her test like a

trouper. Her sense of timing was profes-

sional, her young voice was a bar of music.

F
OR the first time in the eight crowded
years of her life June knew fear, a dark

numbing thing which crawled up from

somewhere inside her. Her hands were

trembling and her mouth grew dry and

cottony. She tried to swallow and couldn’t.

And then June remembered something

her mother had said that same morning:

“Darling, do your best to win, but if you
don’t, just remember that some of the

finest actresses in the world are great be-

cause they had the courage to overcome
failure.” June repeated these words to her-

self—and in that moment grew calm. She

scarcely heard the master of ceremonies

announcing to the audience that June

Stovenour would now present her inter-

pretations of Mae West, Greta Garbo,

Katharine Hepburn and Helen Hayes.
The spotlight found her as she crossed

the stage and the opening lines of her

script, the lines which her mother had
herself written for her, began to shape

themselves in her mind.
Down in the orchestra seats Hal Roach

had gazed at each of the contestants

with jaded eyes. He had seen too many
stage-struck juveniles. The world seemed
to be populated entirely by precocious

youngsters and gushing mothers. His mind
had grown numb during this quest, spon-

sored by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, for a

child star who could divert at least a ray

of the lambent light that was currently

beating about the tiny form of moppet
Shirley Temple. So Mr. Roach and Mr.

Stewart had been sent forth on a motor
tour of the country beating the hedgerows
for some child who might share just a little

of the glory being heaped upon the curly

head of the fabulous Shirley.

Now Mr. Roach was nearing the end of

his journey. Thus far the results had not

been encouraging. That little brunette

might just possibly do. Certainly she had
been miles in front of the others. Just one

more remained. After that he would go

back and talk to the child’s mother. He
sighed. There must be some way of making
a living which did not include talking to

ambitious mothers. He dozed.

Suddenly he felt a hand shaking his

arm. “Get a load of this new kid,” Stewart

hissed. “She’s a ball of fire. Boy, maybe
this is it. Wake up, man, and watch this

little blond kid do Hepburn. She’s layin’

’em in the aisles.”

Hal Roach straightened in his seat,
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blinked his eyes and a yawn died on his

lips. Something was happening up there

on the stage, something that he had not

seen since Mary Miles Minter and the Gish
sisters. And even they had not been so

dewy-young, so unbelievably immature, as

this little yellow-haired girl. What she was
doing to Mae West would have startled

that artist into a critical survey of her
repertoire of tricks. It was astonishing,

even alarming, to watch a slip of a girl ex-
hibit such subtlety, capture all the fine

nuances of another’s mannerisms.
When June had finished and flashed her

dimpling smile at a gaping audience, deaf-
ening applause shook the old Albee Thea-
ter. There never was any doubt as to the

decision of the judges. The people them-
selves had made that for them. June’s eyes
searched for the two faces she most wanted
to see at that moment—those of her mother
and Jane Craig, her elocution teacher. She
found them both, Mrs. Stovenour was smil-
ing quietly, Jane Craig frankly crying.

AFTER the curtain had dropped June
rl turned to thank the friends who had
crowded onto the stage. She found herself

looking into the tired eyes, now curiously

lighted, of Hal Roach.
He gazed at her speculatively, almost a

little sadly. Then he said: “Kid, you’ve
won the right to a screen test. But you’ve
won more than that. I’m offering you a

Hollywood contract. Do you want it?”

Did she want it! June couldn’t breathe
because of the choking suffocation in her
throat. She could only gasp: “Oh, Yes!”
Roach stood quite still, gazing down upon

her. At last he murmured: “Yes, I guess
you do. And somehow I wish you didn’t.”

That night a conference was held in the
Stovenour home. June was perched on the
edge of her chair, listening to the grave
words which passed between her mother
and father, aware that something more
important than her young mind could
grasp was taking place.
At last Mrs. Stovenour said gently:

“June, if we accept this offer it will mean
that Daddy will have to give up his busi-
ness. Your sisters will be forced to leave
school and all their friends. It would mean
that you could never be a normal little

girl again, and your Daddy and I want
that for you more than anything else in
the world. So we have decided that we’ll
just pretend that none of this has hap-
pened. Maybe sometime the chance will
come again.”

It took a long time for June to realize
that though she had had one foot in heaven
she could go no further; that the dream
for which she had striven so feverisly
was to remain after all, only a dream. Tears
sprang in her eyes as she turned word-
lessly from the room and went out into the
yard where a group of worshipful friends
were waiting. Then a tall youth whom
June had always considered the most dis-
tinguished boy she had ever known took
her hand and said almost roughly: “I’ll

buy you a soda.”
Her friends crowded about her in a

tight circle. These, she suddenly under-
stood, were gallant knights and ladies come
to pay homage. This was no pavement
which she was treading. It was a carpet,
royally purple, which had been magically
spread before her. The tall boy was clad
in shining armor and presently he would
kneel and lay his jeweled sword at her
feet. She looked up at him shyly and
smiled. "Thank you,” she murmured, “I
think a soda would be lovely.”

The End

The Stars Model
Photoplay Fashions on Page 93

BORDERLINE ANEMIA'
is no help to a happy marriage!

Thousands who are tired and pale may find renewed energy-

restore healthy good looks—with Ironized Yeast Tablets

D O everyday tasks exhaust your
energy and leave you fatigued and

irritable? Do you look older than your

years? Is your color poor? These signs

often come from a blood condition.

jYou may have a Borderline Anemia,

resulting from a ferro-nutritional defi-

ciency of the blood.

The red cells in your blood may be

below-par in color and size—they may
be too weak to transmit full energy to

your body. Results of medical surveys

show that up to 68% of the women
examined—many men and children—

have this Borderline Anemia.

How Ironized Yeast Tablets

Build Up Your Blood and Vigor

And if this common blood condition is

robbing you of your usual color and
energy, take Ironized Yeast Tablets.

They are formulated to help build up
faded red blood cells. Of course, con-

tinuing tiredness and pallor may be
due to other conditions— so consult

your doctor regularly. But in this Bor-

derline Anemia, take Ironized Yeast
Tablets to help build up your blood.

Take them to start your energy shift-

ing back into “high”— to help restore

your natural color! Take them so you
can enjoy life again!
*Resulting from ferro-nutritional blood deficiency

BORDERLINE ANEMIA
why it can make you

TIRED • PALE • LISTLESS

Energy-BuildingBlood. This
is a microscopic view of
blood rich in energy ele-

ments. Here are big,
plentiful red cells that
release energy to every
muscle, limb, tissue.

Borderline Anemia. Many
have blood like this;
never know it. Cells are
puny, faded. Blood like
this can’t release the
energy you need to feel
and look your best.

Ironized Yeast
TABLETS
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TO RADIANT BEAUTY

These 'Queens of Beauty’— famous for their shining bright
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beautifying action of Kreml Shampoo and these million

dollar Powers Models claim no other shampoo leaves their

hair more radiant with natural brilliant highlights.

Kreml Shampoo actually 'glamour-bathes’ each tiny

strand of hair to reveal all its natural gloss and sheen and

it keeps it shining bright for days. Kreml Shampoo also

has a 'built in’ oil base, which helps keep hair from becoming
dry or brittle. It removes dandruff flakes the very first time

you use it!

Buy a bottle of Kreml Shampoo and see how easy it is to

'glamour-bathe’ your hair to tantalizing beauty. (Takes only
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KREML SHAMPOO
A product of R. B. Semler , Inc.
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How Beautiful Is Your Mind?

(Continued from page 63) attribute a girl

can have,” Joan tells me, “is not beauty
of face and figure, but the beauty that
comes from within. And I can prove it.

If you look at nearly all the famous women
in history—past or present—you can prove
it too. For the flat truth is that most
‘famous beauties’ of history weren’t beau-
tiful at all. They’ve gone down in the
minds of generations as lovely women
because they gave the illusion of loveli-
ness by their charm, poise, intelligence
and personality. And because they were
truly interested in other people, and in
the affairs of the world. Take a look at
their pictures—and then think of what
they achieved.”

Joan started me thinking, all right

—

and I came up with some currently
famous women who give the impression
of beauty because of their mental outlook.
See if you agree with me. I think that
Mrs. Wendell Willkie is a fine example;
so are Gertrude Lawrence and Helen
Hayes; and so are many moving picture
actresses who are not actually beautiful

—

although we firmly believe them to be.

By the power of their personalities they
create the aura of beauty.

All right. Now let’s get down to exact
Leslie figures on how to acquire this kind
of beauty—the only lasting kind.

“FURST on my list is to supplement the
r elementary education most of us get in

high school, by taking college courses,”

says Joan. “I want to broaden my knowl-
edge of people and customs—with airplane
and radio the world has become so small
that understanding of other countries is

absolutely essential. And I want to know
how to take my place as an intelligent

member of society.”

Joan is taking several courses at a uni-
versity near her home. She also keeps her
mind brushed up by an easy home
schedule—she reads at least one news-
paper thoroughly every day, one news
magazine every week, one home and one
fashion magazine every month. She at-

tends at least one lecture, concert, or play
every month. This makes Joan able to

take her part in any conversation.
“Second on my list is a healthy body,

which will automatically reflect a happy
frame of mind,” Joan went on. “For the
body should not be forgotten—it should be
the background of the mind. I keep my
body in tune by getting exercise outdoors,
where the rest of me is also in tune. There
is something about such essentials as earth,

sky, and sun, that makes me realize how
really unimportant we are as individuals

in the huge scope of things.”

Joan spends hours in her garden, work-
ing with trowel and soil. She also takes
long rides on her horse—meanwhile learn-
ing a great deal about the California
countryside she rides through. She has
learned to identify all the trees and
bushes, all the birds that fly across her
path, and all the little animals around her.

Often, too, she goes off on long walks with
her dog Sandy—which brings her to an-
other point.

“I think that caring for some small ani-
mal, feeding it and training it, gives you a
sense of responsibility that is of great use
in the world—where you have to take your
responsible place with other people.”
Another way that Joan has learned re-

sponsibility and developed a sense of

values is to take on the task of bookkeep-
ing for her household and for her own
needs. Still another is cooking on the
cook’s night out—regardless of distracting

offers of dates.

Now to the fourth requisite:

“Laughter, a real sense of the ridiculous,



is a wonderful quality for happy living . . .

a sense of humor, if you want to call it

that,” said Joan. (A man once told me,
“No woman is truly attractive without the

light touch.”) But Joan doesn’t mean the

kind of laughter that hurts someone else.

She doesn’t mean cruel practical jokes.

“I’ll give you an example of a cruel

joke,” Joan went pn, “I once knew a man
who wrote poetry and was very proud of

his poems. They may not have been very
good, but he thought so and he liked to

read them aloud to his friends. A big

group of his friends thought up a practical

joke to play on him—they all gathered
and asked him to read aloud a collection

of his works. He did so, and as he did, one
by one the members of his audience slipped

away silently until as he finished, only two
were left. They thought it was a very
funny ‘rib’ and they laughed themselves
sick over his humiliation. But I wanted
to cry when I heard it.

“But there are affectionate, practical

jokes that are pure fun and hurt nobody.
I’ll give you an example of that too. Fred
Astaire and Hermes Pan pulled this one
on Ginger Rogers years ago, when Fred
and Ginger were starring together in their

famous dancing pictures. One day, Fred
and Hermes asked Ginger to come to a

projection room and see the rushes on the
picture they were making. So off the three
of them went to see the film—all care-
fully doctored ahead of time. Every time
Ginger swayed with the music, there was
a sharp ripping sound as if she’d torn
her clothes. When she leaped into the air

and came to the floor again, the sound
effects resembled an explosion. When she
bent her knees there was a terrible creak-
ing sound as if her joints were ninety
years old.

“Ginger watched for a few moments of
stunned disbelief. Then she burst out
laughing, and together with Fred and
Hermes simply loved the whole gag.
That’s what I call an affectionate, kindly
type of practical joke.”

110W let’s stop a moment and sum up
11 Joan’s formula so far, before going on to

the last—and most important—requisite.

An informed mind, a healthy body, de-
pendability, and a sense of laughter will

take any woman a long way toward her
goal. She will be almost beautiful to the
beholder.
But here’s the fourth and final essential

that assures her beauty without any ques-
tion. It’s the real secret—and it’s Joan’s
basis of operation.

“I try to have understanding love for

everyone around me—for my family,
friends, and eventually I hope I’ll have it

for the man I’ll marry,” says Joan.
We all know women who are generously

loving in their attitude toward everyone
they meet, and are therefore deeply loved
in return—although they have little more
to offer the world then love. What more
is there, when you think of it? Everyone
is lonely and a little uncertain. Everyone
is attracted toward kindness and under-
standing.
“No matter how beautiful your face may

be in youth,” says Joan, “time goes on.
And as it goes, it writes a story on your
face—the story of your character. Beauty
of spirit is written on the faces of such
people as Lincoln and Florence Nightin-
gale—the faces of people who loved man-
kind. Whatever your spiritual story is,

never forget that it too will be written on
your face as you grow older.

“How beautiful is your mind? I think it

can be as beautiful as your capacity for

love.”

And that is Joan’s creed. I believe it to

be as true as life itself. Make your mind
beautiful, and you will have beauty.

The End

Gaby Greaseless

Suntan Lotion helps the sun

make you lovelier.

Gaby gives you a rich, even tan—

without painful sunburn

!

This dainty, greaseless lotion actually

filters out the sun’s harmful rays

while it promotes a glamorous Gabytan

!

No messy oil . . . no stickiness ... no

skin-drying alcohol. Trust your tan to Gaby!

25c 5Qc $1.00 plus lax
P
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"I'd Marry Him All Over Again!'

(Continued from page 33) Day to the de-
posed baseball king has nothing to do with
my story. This is an interview with Laraine
Day, the woman, and is not a discussion of
the moral aspect of the elopement. That
has all been thrashed out in the news-
papers.

I AM interested in Laraine Day as an
actress and as a human being. For she is

as sweet and fine a girl as has ever sought
and achieved a career in Hollywood.

It is little short of ironic that just a year
ago Laraine, who neither smokes nor
drinks nor makes with wisecracks, was
considered dull copy by Hollywood inter-
viewers!

I said, “Laraine, if you had known what
misery you would have to endure

—

would you still have married Leo, with
whom you have had nothing but trouble?”
The import of my sudden question did

not seem to reach her at first. She looked
so young leaning back against the divan in

my living room, the dirndl type dress she
wore and the Mexican costume jewelry
making her seem even more like a child.

It was as though my question had to seep
through the depths of her feeling before
she could answer. Then she opened her
eyes wide and looked at me.
“Oh, there can’t be any question about

that!” she cried, her voice quivering with
excitement and protest. “I love him. That’s
all the answer there is. My husband is the
most wonderful man I have ever known.
He has been as badly treated as I have
just because he loves me.” Her words
were tumbling over each other now. “I

know very well he would never have been
asked to leave the Brooklyn ball team
that was his very life if we hadn’t had all

this public discussion of our marriage and
elopement!”
The sobs were so close to the surface

that she had to bite at her under lip nerv-
ously to hold them back.
“No matter what the price I would not

have missed the love I have found with
this fine man, this wonderful man who is

my husband, for anything in the world!
“I wish everyone could know him as I

do—his consideration and tenderness. If

I hadn’t realized his love every minute, I

could not have stood all the humiliation
of this trial.

“Why wasn’t he at my side in the court-
room—as that lawyer kept pounding and
pounding? Because my attorney, Judge
Pacht, had told him he must not come into

court with me. It wasn’t Leo's case. It

was a trial to ascertain whether or not
my divorce from Ray Hendricks was to be

thrown out of court because of collusion.
“Right at this unhappy time, the story

broke that Leo had caught a plane back to
New York. How untrue that was! If any-
one had taken the trouble to investigate,
he would have discovered that my husband
was here—here at my side. I felt like
standing up in court and crying it out to
the world. Lawyers can say what they
want to in court, but you can only answer
direct questions put to you.

“Believe me, every day of this trial has
been an Inquisition to both of us. If I

tried to restrain myself and keep my emo-
tions in check, I was ‘hard and uncon-
cerned.’ If I cried and gave way to my
feelings, I was ‘acting.’ I couldn’t have
stood any of it if I hadn’t known Leo was
waiting for me.
“He was so completely understanding. Do

you know that when we met after each
ordeal he never once mentioned what I had
gone through until I was ready to talk
about it? I would just realize he was
there and with me—and then I could pour
it all out in torrents.”

S
HE seemed calmer when she added,
“One thing—I don’t see how anything

more can possibly happen to us.”

She nervously clasped and unclasped her
hands. “No matter what anyone else thinks,

I believe in my heart that I am married to

Leo Durocher and that he is married to me.
If our Mexican marriage isn’t legal, think
how many other marriages come under the
same category. But I hate to even men-
tion that. I couldn’t bear to have anyone
else go through the agony Leo and I have
endured these past few months.
“The thing that is so bitter to me is that

Leo has been accused of breaking up my
home. You know how untrue that is. You
know I wasn’t happy with Ray Hendricks.
“You knew I was miserable even when

I didn’t tell you the true state of affairs.

Remember how often you telephoned me
to ask if it were true I was leaving Ray?
Then I never talked. At that time, I

thought there wasn’t any more happiness
for me, except what I could find with my
adopted children. They really filled my
life—I loved and wanted them so much.
“Even now I can stand all the blows that

come to Leo and me—if only the children
aren’t involved. Yes—they have even tried

to take my babies away from me.”
Laraine went on to tell me how a certain

radio commentator had written the home
where she obtained the two little girls and
the baby boy and said she was unfit to

have them. “Every American demands

P
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# So writes one listener of the thousands

who appreciate the true-to-life quality of

“MY TRUE STORY” Radio Program.
Many women say that these real stories

help them with their own life problems—
give both spiritual help and practical help.

A complete story every morning, Monday
thru Friday, in cooperation with the edi-

tors of TRUE STORY magazine. Check
your local radio listings for the time of

“MY TRUE STORY” over the American
Broadcasting Company station in your
community.

i

that these children be taken away from
Laraine Day,” is what he wrote.
“The letter came back to me,” she said

tonelessly. “The head of the institution
knew me. She had thoroughly investigated
before she let me have the children in the
first place and she knew my character. Leo
wants to adopt my children,” she went on,
“but we fear what might happen—at least'
until all this blackness has cleared away.
If we could only live in California, Leo
and the children and I, in my beautiful
home—that’s all the happiness we ask for.
Leo wants it that way as much as I.”

All conversational roads lead . straight
back to Durocher where Laraine is con-
cerned as I fully realized by now. No man
has ever had such paeans of praise sung
to him. To the girl who loves him so
much he is a man standing friendless in a
world of enemies.
“They are determined that whatever he

does is wrong,” she said defiantly. “When
we were in Havana we kept mostly to our-
selves so no one could accuse him of asso-
ciating with Lucky Luciano, who was very
much in the picture down there. As a re-
sult we were criticized because I didn’t
appear with him at the ballpark. When
we finally agreed to pose for a few pub-
licity pictures, there was the criticism that
he was neglecting his business for me.
“One thing about my husband,” said

Laraine (she always carefully referred to
him as “my husband”), “is that all his
faults have been spotlighted. Whatever he
has done has been in every newspaper

—

so what more is there to say?”
I don’t know Leo Durocher personally.

But when a woman loves a man as much
as Laraine Day loves him, he should be
grateful to the end of his life. Such love
doesn’t come along every day. Whether
it’s right or wrong is not for me to say. I

only know that he came to Hollywood,
courted and won one of the gentlest and
finest girls in our entire industry.
Again the tears were welling up in her

eyes as she said, “My life was so miser-
able before I met him. He is so kind and
so good. If we were wrong not to have
waited a full year to get married after

my divorce, it was not because we wanted
to flaunt the law, but because we are so
much in love. Someone suggested we
should have lived together until the time
was up—but that I could never do. We
didn’t want to get away with anything!
We loved each other and we wanted to

live as man and wife in a respectable
home. That’s the only code I know. If we
erred, it is only because this desire was
so deep with both of us.”

And these are the words of a girl who
has been accused (legally) of flaunting
the code of decency and convention! My
heart went out to her and I am neither
afraid nor ashamed to say so.

Because of the strong moral scruples
she has always had and always lived by
in Hollywood, I suppose she must have
thought she had shocked me in what she
had just said, for she went on: “I had to

come to you and tell you everything

—

because you have always been kind to me
and understanding. I wanted you to know
some of the real facts in this horrible
nightmare that has been like a frightening

dream hanging over our heads.”
“I’m glad you did, Laraine,” I answered,

because in understanding there is toler-

ance. I have tried to quote her words as

faithfully as possible—for they are hers

—

not mine. And, in passing on what she had
to say, I can only hope that you will

second my wish that her great loyalty and
love will be rewarded and will eventually
lead to the happiness she prays for.

The End
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LOOK HOW

LADY ESTHERS

FLATTERS YOUR SKIA AT MIGHT !

It’s Summer’s Most Flattering Face Powder Shade ... a soft, subtle, heavenly shade . . .

designed to enhance a natural tan or make untanned skin look beautifully,

naturally tan. And here, at last, is a summer-tan shade which will not change its

I



Are you sure of your I,.venues.—sure the deodorant you now use gives you complete

protection 24 hours of every day? Be sure—switch today to safe, new Odorouo Cream.

New Odorono Cream

safely stops perspiration

and odor a full 24 hours

Wonderful, new wartime discovery

gives more effective protection than

any deodorant known.

New Odorono Cream not only pro-

tects your daintiness afull 24 hours, with

the most effective perspiration-stopper

known ,
but . . .

It gives you the exclusive extra protec-

tion of HALGENE . . . the new wonder

ingredient that checks perspiration odor.

Just think! One application of new

Odorono Cream in the morning

keeps you dainty— all day and night.

It does not irritate. So safe and

gentle— can be used after shaving.

Stays soft and smooth down to

^

the last dab. Never gritty. (Even if you

leave the cap oh for weeks.)

Greaseless, stainless, vanishing.

Odorono leaves no sticky film. Pro-

tects dresses from perspiration stain

and odor.

More economical! Odorono gives 21

more applications from a 39^ jar than

other leading brands. Savings on 100

and 59^ sizes, too. (Odorono comes in

liquid form, also.)
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Laugh at those

Dog Da ys

Now come the dog days when the

temperature rises—and the humidity

too. Above all, you’ll want some-

thing fresh and cool to wear, as

fresh and cool as a frapped lemon

ade with garden mint ... as fresh

and cool—and as smart too—as these

Photoplay Fashions, chosen also with

proper regard for your budget.

Avsi Gardner, born in Wilson, North

Carolina, on Christmas Eve. 1922.

is 5' 5V2" tall, weighs 118 pounds

has dark brown hair and green eyes.

She loves to dance — but dislikes

night clubs. Steak, potatoes, milk

are her favorite foods. She's under

contract to Metro where she recently

completed “The Hucksters" with

Clark Gable. You'll see her next in

Universal-International's“Singapore.



A slim white skirt of Strutter cloth. And an exciting

red jacket to wear when the mercury suddenly plunges.

The jacket, which has this season’s full belted hack,

is equally perfect over slacks or date dresses. By Sandy

Kay in many brilliant colors. Sizes 10-18. Jacket

$14.95. Skirt $5.95. At John Taylor’s (Sportswear),

Kansas City, Mo, and Wieholdt Stores, Inc., Chicago, 111.

For the store in yonr vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on page 101 93



Two

Cool and flattering as moonlight is this

Donna Hale gray and white Bemherg sheer

print. Note the soft slimming ruffles from

peplum to hem. Also navy and luggage on

white. Sizes 9-15. Priced at $10.95 at

Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.,

and Chandler’s, Boston, Mass.

For the store in your vicinity ivrtte to the manu
facturer listed on Page 101

.

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



Sheer Delights for the Dog Days

Back in Vancouver, B. C.—where she was born on September 1, 1 924—she

was Peggy Yvonne Middleton. She combined her middle name with

her mother’s maiden name, becoming Yvonne De Carlo, when

she made her debut as a professional dancer. When she danced in

California her life-long ambition to be an actress was realized

—for the movie scouts saw her and she was signed to a movie contract.

You’ll see her next in Universal-International’s “Slave Girl”

A one-piece dress, designed by Debutante,

to keep you cool and glamorous through

all the summer hours. The sheer bodice is

trimmed with grosgrain bands, a white

pique collar and white flower lwttons.

Black or brown. Sizes 9-17. Priced at

122.95 at Robertson Bros. Dept. Store Inc.,

South Bend, Ind.. and Miller’s, Knoxville,

Tenn.

For the store in your vicinity write to the manu-
facturer listed on Page 101

.



Linen

The redingote ensemble is back! And

this, designed by Lombardy, consists of

a versatile coat of white linen and a

dress of black and white Bemberg sheer.

Sizes 14-20. Priced at $17.00 at Crow-

ley’s, Detroit, Mich, and Macy’s New

York, N. Y.

For the store in your vicinity write to the

manufacturer listed on Page 101.
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Dotted Swiss for the Dog Day

Anne Jeffreys, who hummed little tunes before she could talk,, was educated

for the opera. When she sang Mimi in “La Boheme” and Nedda in

“Pagliacci” the Metropolitan seemed just around the corner. Then she

and her mother went to California for a short vacation—and Anne became

an RKO star! Her latest pictures are “Trail Street” and “Riff Raff”

The newest full-skirt-and-tiny-waist look

makes this Jonathan Logan print dotted

Swiss the perfect answer to that mid-

summer prayer for something at once

smart and cool to wear. Sizes 9-15.

Priced at $10.95 at the Hecht Co.

(Young Washington Shop), Washing-

ton, D. C., and Korrick’s (Sub-Deb

Shop), Phoenix, Ariz.

For the store in your vicinity write to the
manufacturer listed on Page 101
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Go S>HOPPING

or when you are writing to the manufacturers

of merchandise which you ha/ve seen featured

in these Fashion Pages . . . it will be easier for them

to know exactly the item you wish to buy,

if you mention you saw it in Photoplay.

of the Fashion Sitting

ANNE JEFFREYS
By Rena Firth

A
LL was quiet on the photographic

front when Anne Jeffreys arrived

at the Ben Studio for her Photoplay

Fashion sitting. The two canine cu-

ries scheduled to pose with her had

not yet arrived.

Blonde and statuesque, Anne stands

V 5" in her stocking feet, weighs 120

pounds and has fascinating, twinkling

eyes, very blue. She arrived at the

studio wearing a fuschia-red suede

topcoat over a figure-molding green

crepe dress. Her shoes were green

suede with straps that tied in soft

bows in front. Her jewelry was heavy

gold oddly-cut earrings and bracelets

—the kind that only tall girls like

Anne should wear, actually! Her hair

was classically simple—parted in the

center and drawn back in soft waves,

caught up with gold-topped combs

and worn in a cluster of soft curls

at the nape of the neck.

Anne recently played the role of the

daughter. Rose, in the Broadway mu-

sical stage production "Street Scene.”

It was pretty strenuous stuff—strenu-

ous enough to cause her to decide she

preferred Hollywood to the stage,

definitely.

By the time Anne had gotten into

the black and white print dress with

its stunning topcoat of white butcher

linen, the dogs had arrived. And the

fun began! Ginger, the cocker puppy,

was perfectly amiable. He just natu-

rally liked blondes. But Ditto, the

Dalmatian, possessing no yen for the

spotlight, vigorously demonstrated his

desire for solitude and contemplation

of his own spots!

Anne was at home with both dogs.

But she’s really a cat-lover. In the

specially built cattery outside her

hovlse in California she has eight white

Persians. They’re all named after op-

eratic characters, Rudolfo, Butterfly,

Musetta, Mimi, Violetta, Pinkerton,

La Tosca and Manon. Manon has

green eyes, the others have blue. Very

much at home among this aristocratic

brood is a part Siamese, part alley cat,

named Felix.

When the sitting was over and the

dogs had been returned to their ken-

nels, we asked Anne to name her fa-

vorite flower. It was our notion she

deserved orchids. She breathed a little

sigh. "Dogwood!” she said. "Dog-

wood!”
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Here’s a wonderful new addition to

your beloved flats—a leather cuff

over the vamp. This shoe, designed

by Junior Deb, can be had in any
color suede with matching or con-

trasting leather trim. This new styl-

ing, you’ll find, does wonders toward

making your foot look smaller. These

shoes come in sizes 4 to 9—all widths

—and are around $8.00.

We thought you might like to know
a little more about the print dress

under the white linen coat that we
photographed on Anne Jeffreys this

month. There’s a self-tie bow at

the neck, short cool sleeves, buttons

to the waist and soft fullness in the

skirt. The sheer fabric is light as a

thistle and you’ll be well dressed in

this print anytime—any place—with

or without the coat.

new camera is called “Winpro
35”. It’s a 35mm and is designed for

black-and-white or color photog-

raphy. The handstrap is nylon, it’s

simple to use, and the price is an
answer to an amateur’s prayer.

$10.95 tax included. Look pretty,

please.

(Continued on page 101)

Write for FREE BOOK-

LET on corset and bras-

siere fitting comfort.

Address Ruth Stone—
Perma -lift" Stylist

,

1143 W. Congress St.,

Chicago 7, III., Dept. 66

THE LIFT THHT HEUER LETS VOU DOUIR

There's magic in your " Perma-hft"* Bra — the magic of

comfortable uplift. In a "Perma-lift" Bra, the specially constructed cushion

insets at the base of the bra cups gently support your bust from below—
never lose that support thru ever so many washings and wearings. Your

favorite corsetiere has a "Perma • lift
'

' Bra for you— smartly styled in lovely

new fabrics— most styles 1.50 to 3.50. • For a real comfort thrill, you'll also

en/oy a new" Perma -lift' ' Girdle. No Bones About It- Stays Up Without Stays.

*" Perma lift" and "Hickory” are trademarks of A. STEIN & COMPANY (Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)



AT LEAST 94% OF THE SUN’S

Mm
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SCIENTIFIC SUN CLASSES

•*

SOLAREX the original TWILIGHT COLOR

Changes Bright Sunlight Into Soft Restful Twilight

ANN BLYTH

Co-Starring in Mark Hellinger’s

"Brute Force"

AUniversaMntenTationa^Release

Irritating Infra-red (heat) Rays

and Ultra-violet (sunburn) Rays

are Filtered Out When You Wear Solarex

Bachmann Bros., Inc., 1400-38 E. Erie Ave., Phila. 24

Manufacturers of PLASTIC PRODUCTS Established 1833
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(iContinued from page 99)

When the wind blows don’t let your

hair be tousled. These Dayson bar-

rettes will keep you smooth. The

three-inch barrette with charms for

$1.00. The link effect circle for 79
<f

and the gold fluted bar for 50<f. In

gold or silver plate.

•

Accessories mean so much to any

costume. Here are two simple rules to

follow . . . First, if your suit or dress

is a solid color you will want your

hat and gloves to be a pair. Say white

hat and gloves or high shades that

blend with your costume. Your leath-

er accessories will match each other

and that is simple now as most shoe

departments will show you a match-

ing handbag. Second, always remem-
ber if there are predominating colors

in your costume it is not smart to

wear colored accessories. Keep them
in dark, w'hite, or muted shades.

Wherever You Live You Can Buy

For stores in your vicinity where
Photoplay Fashions are sold, write
to the manufacturers listed below:

Red Jacket—White Shirt

Sandy Kay
317 West Adams Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

Gray and White Print

Donna Hale
498 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Black Sheer with Pique Collar

Debutante
237 South Market Street

Chicago 1, Illinois

Redingote Ensemble

Lombardy
134 West 37th Street

New York, N. Y.

Print Dotted Swiss

Jonathan Logan
1373 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

nationally famous

I0R”

Style

#100

•Reg U S. Pat Oft.

MOVIE STAR SLIPS • 1 59 MADISON AVE., N. Y.

Tall

Medium
Short

Junior

Your best slip is back again

with its famous swirl skirt that

won’t bunch, ride up or twist

—and "UPLINE for the Outline

of Youth" bra-type bosom.

about $2.25

In a slip it's Good Behavior" that <ounts

P
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Smokey

let glamorous BLUE RIDGE — the world's finest

Muskrat coat, play the starring role in your ward-

robe this season. For this versatile fur favorite,

with the million dollar look, rises to new heights

of beauty. Styled in 1947-48's newest modes by

master craftsmen, these quality coats are made
of long wearing, glossy skins to high standard

specifications . . . subtly hand-blended into all

the HIT shades. You’ll find Oscar performance

in BLUE RIDGE MUSKRAT COATS . . . wonderfully

warm and just right for every occasion. You'll

wear it proudly for seasons to come. At leading

stores throughout the country. Moderately priced.

fn New York at JAMES McCREERY & CO.

B. GELLER & SONS, me.

Fur Manufacturers over 50 years

333 • 7th Avenue, New York 1, N. Y.

(Continued from, page 67) on him, Rory
was saying impatiently, “But that isn’t

anything! I still have to get my pilot’s

license—and that takes more time!”
That’s Rory Calhoun in a capsule. Every-

thing about this power-built lad is quick.
His smile, his likes—even his temper.
About the only thing you can predict
with accuracy about him is that his next
step will be unexpected and vigorous.
Your first glimpse of Rory inevitably

makes you think of forests and the sea
and this isn’t strange. His father, James
McCowan, was a seaman. He was drowned
when Rory was nine months old. Rory
was born in Hollywood but his school
years were spent in San Jose, California,
where he is remembered for his football
exploits and the fact that he became a
“Golden Gloves” boxer . . . fought fifteen

bouts without losing a decision.
Along about then wanderlust overtook

him. He worked as lumberjack, hard rock
miner, truck driver and ranch hand,
bringing to each job a tremendous enthusi-
asm and curiosity which made him resolve
to be the best darned whatever-it-was-he-
was-being-at-the-moment that the world
had ever seen. He was busy learning to be
the best forest fire fighter in the California
Ranger Service when, on vacation, he
came to visit his great grandmother in

Hollywood. A talent scout for the Sue
Carol agency spotted him on a bridle
path and persuaded him to tarry a bit in

Hollywood. Right after that he was in-

vited to a party at Sue’s and Alan Ladd’s
house where Henry Willson, a Selznick
executive, saw him and took note of the
fact that not a girl there could take her
eyes off him. That did it. Rory soon was
concentrating on becoming the best up-
and-coming young actor in Hollywood!

H
E is six feet three and tapers neatly
downward from tremendous shoulders.

His hair is bronze-brown and his face is

dark, with a pair of blazing blue-green
eyes that light up like a Neon sign when
he is amused or interested—or angry.
He has the ability to imbue everyone

around him with his own enthusiasms.
When he decided that he must learn to

ice skate, it was no time at all until

Shirley Temple and John Agar, Johnny
Sands and his bride, the former Sue Allen,

Chris Adams and any number of his

friends were slithering about the ice, too,

in earnest endeavor to learn curlicues and
pirouettes, come bruises or abrasions.

He was indifferent about learning to

rumba until he heard someone say, “Of
course a big man can never be good at it.

It takes someone slight and agile.” Rory,
recalling that he had been considered
phenominally fast on his feet in the prize

ring, was off like a shot to the nearest
dance instructor and now he is rated
pretty well tops at this terpsichorean
tangle by such a nimble expert as Ida

Lupino, with whom he won a rumba prize

at a party at David O. Selznick’s house.
An expert swimmer, rider and marks-

man, he admits to an inferiority complex
about tennis

—“Everyone else in Hollywood
seems to be so good at it!” He frequently
steals onto a public school playground to

practise batting a ball against a wall be-
cause he wants to get the feel of a racquet
in his hand before he even lets an instruc-

tor know how inept he is.

He was invited recently to talk to a
group of Boy Scouts about archery and
wood carving. Accepting, he said, “Arch-
ery—yes. I know something about that.

Wood carving—no. The boys would be
standing up to tell me about that!” Rory
was taught by Guy Madison to hunt with
bow and arrow, and is now as enthusiastic

as Guy about the sport. The two often
go on hunting trips together.
Rory has had two big experiences re-

cently. One—his first personal appearance
—occurred in his home town of San Jose.
The other was his first real “fling,” oc-
casioned by the studio taking up his op-
tion. It was, he says, “a dinger.” He hap-
pened to be wearing a loud plaid shirt,

dungarees and boots when he thought of
it, so that’s what he was wearing when
he turned up in Las Vegas with nothing
on his mind except fun . . . and those were
what he wore during his whole vacation
which included a trip to Reno.
At El Rancho Vegas where he stopped,

he encountered lovely Martha O’Driscoll,
who didn’t seem to mind his informal at-
tire in that relaxed atmosphere and who
assisted him in making merry. “I had
never before spent money just for fun
without stopping to think about it,” Rory
explains. “Of course it didn’t last long and
probably won’t happen again but it’s a
nice thing to have to remember!”
The personal appearance was equally

thrilling, even if it did scare him nearly
to death. A local priest, Father Schmidt,
was anxious to raise a modest sum of
money for a nonsectarian Youth Center
and had the idea that Rory, a home-town
boy, might help him to persuade some
talent to appear at a benefit. With the help
of Selznick executives Rory outdid him-
self. He found himself making his first

appearance before a live audience in the
company of Frank Sinatra, Jack Carson,
Dennis Morgan, Rhonda Fleming and the
Page Cavanaugh Trio.

“The only thing I could think of when
I faced the microphone,” he says, “was
that someone had told me there were
3500 people out there—and I kept multi-
plying it by two, counting seven thousand
eyes—all looking at me. Then I grew fas-

cinated, watching my trouser legs jiggle

with my vibrating knees. I heard my
voice coming from a long way away, say-
ing that I was glad to be there but that,

since I couldn’t sing or dance, I’d better

retire and let someone come onto the
stage who could.” San Jose loved it, but
Rory is still bemused at the idea that

there are people who really like to make
public appearances. No amount of money,
he is sure, could ever lure him into a

stage show. Incidentally, .the amount raised

for the Youth Center exceeded by more
than three times, Father Schmidt’s modest
first estimate.

Rory’s idiosyncrasies about clothes are
becoming a legend. Not long ago a studio
bigwig was showing some visiting nota-
bles around the lot. They were anxious
to meet actors. Suddenly the host de-
cried what he afterward described as “a

terrible apparition.” It was Rory, with a

three-day beard and dressed in his beloved
dungarees and what the bigwig said was
“the most incredible shirt yet!” He pre-
tended not to see his rising young star

and has complained bitterly since that the

following weeks, when there were no
visitors, Rory was all over the place look-

ing simply too elegant.

Rory lives with his mother and step-

father, Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Durgin, in a

modest house in the Valley with a deep
back garden. Rory plans to give innumer-
able parties there this summer.
The first party will be for Henry Will-

son’s birthday. Rory is knocking himself

out with enthusiastic plans. Henry has

been forbidden to come near the place

without phoning first, for fear he will

stumble over evidences of some projected

“surprise.”

Rory loves parties and delights in taking

pretty girls to night clubs, especially if the
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girls wear “sleek, slinky clothes.” But a

girl in a red dress makes him very un-
comfortable. He dislikes red with what he
thinks is an unreasonable intensity.

He collects antique guns and spends a

lot of time taking the things apart and
polishing them to pieces. At the moment
he and his stepfather are assembling a

spectacular workshop in the basement of

their Valley house. The array of lathes

and other gadgets would make the ama-
teur workman’s mouth water. Trouble
is they can’t get the fine woods they want
to work with now and Mr. Durgin may
well be fearful that Rory’s interest will

have turned to something else before they
have a chance to collaborate.

Rory’s favorite food is meat loaf. He
has an idea that he is going to concoct
some pretty wonderful things when and
if that barbecue he is planning to build is

ever completed.
He wants to marry and “have lots of

children” but his ideas about this are
vague and his plans are far in the future,

as this is written! He wants to build a

solid sort of ranch house with fireplaces

everywhere and a great deal of “really

massive furniture.” It must be on a hill

with views in all directions . . . trees

about and, if possible, glimpses of the
sea. He owns two dogs and a cat or two
but plans to have any number of pets
around him when it is more convenient.
His friends imagine that his easy going

amiability is perhaps his greatest weak-
ness. However, Rory thinks his greatest
fault is a quick temper which he finds it

difficult to control. Those green eyes can
flash fire as well as fun. He cools off

quickly, as most hot tempered people do

—

especially if he has flared at someone he
really likes. (Confidentially . . . sometimes
when this happens, he pretends afterward
that he was only kidding! And the people
who are fond of him and who know that
he wasn’t kidding at all, let it go at that.)

Unpredictable? Well, listen to this. It

was said of Rory recently that, however
varied his interests had been and his
enthusiasms, at least they had all been
vigorous, active physical enthusiasms,
things to do with an ax, a motor or a
hammer. And just then Rory began con-
founding friends and acquaintances by
producing caricatures of them in off mo-
ments—good ones, which have been
praised as distinctive by some eminent
art critics. What do you make of a man
like that? No one produces sensitive cari-
catures with an ax or a hammer!
There is more to this Calhoun than

meets the eye—and what meets the eye
is extremely pleasant!

The End

uni

STOP, LOOK and LIVE

Accidents are killing American
citizens right now faster

than American soldiers were

killed in World War II!

Every 3 seconds SOMEONE IS HURT!

Every 51/2 minutes

SOMEONE IS KILLED!

BE CAREFUL—THE LIFE YOU
SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN!

INNER-CON'

^ Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping
V *0, lf oirtCTivi on

Skillful designing and qualify fabrics

combine to enhance your figure and give you

that heavenly feeling of freedom from restraint.

There is a Starlight Bra for every figure

type including teen age and long line.

Also wired bras with detachable straps.

At leading stores

everywhere

MAKE MONEY
With Biggest Line
Money-Saving Fast Sellers

FREE
SAMPLES BEST VALUES

EVER SHQWU!\

Start Earning Now—Full or ;

time. Show greatest value Name- 4

Imprinted Christmas Cards, 60 for
only$l. Rich colorful designs, glorious
papers, finest quality at this low price.
Others at 25 for $1.00 and DeLuxe line.

No experience. Alsomake big money with

22 Big Value Assortments!
Smashing sellers in Christmas & Every-
day Boxes. Many Economy Assortments

to sell at 60c retail.
Gift Wrappings to sell

for 90c. 1 2 new $1.00

assortments. Earn
cash NOW ! Send for
samples FREE today. Jf?l/nff ..

GENERAL CARD COMPANY," ""'1

1300 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept. 88. CHICAGO 7, ILL.

FRECKLES
Writefor FREE BEAUTY SUGGESTIONS

We will send you a
delightful storyabout
Stillman’s Freckle
Cream. It is not only
a freckle bleach, but
also a beautifying
cream. It makes skin

look, lighter—feel

Softer, smoother. Over 30 million jars

have been purchased by enthusiastic

users! Only 50c at all drug and cosmetic
counters. A postal card brings this amaz-
ing story of beauty to you! u£&'%r

tii!2

THE STILLMAN CO., Box 8, Aurora, IIL

ShllmanY^TJ#

First impressions last the day! Serve
breakfast on a cheery note in a crisp

border pattern apron by Starcross, Inc.

Pre-war 80 square percales in a bib ap-

ron with fitted tucks, self material ties,

generous size pocket. Available in bright

fruit and floral prints at your favorite

apron store—lot #8140, approximately
®9c. Send for your free catalog.



AT LAST A REAL

PIN CURLER

BY GOODWIN

If you have dreamed of

your own hair at home in

fessional, easily managed curls,

here is your answer. Set your hair

as you comb it, catching hair ends

firmly, a quick twist and you have

smooth unruffled pin curls. The

curler is made of clear durable

plastic and you need only one.

Women who know it call it

THE SENSATION OF THE BEAUTY PARADE
Eight page hair styling booklet with each curler. 1.00 at your leading

notions and cosmetics counter or write the SCULPTURE CURLER CO., INC.

3286 Adeline Street, Berkeley, California.
Copyright 1947 by Sculpture Curler Co.

NEW FIGURE LOVELINESS

GLAMOUR BELT
For Posture . . . For Health

You’ll love the way
Glamour Belt slenderizes
instanrly I

& /ijj.i n f Order your Glamour
Belt now for an in-

stantly new, improved
figure. Satisfaction or

1pj
MAIL
THIS

HOW!

n $950VP L each

mm

City State

We oay postage if remittance is enclosed, no C.O.D.’s outside U.S.A.

| INTERSTATE STORES CO., Inc., Dept. 17

Owensboro, Ky.
I

Please send me Glamour Belts at $2.50 eaoh.

* My waist measure is My hip measure is
*

I (check one) Cash Money Order Check C.O.D. I

I Name I

IT SLENDERIZES
IMMEDIATELY

Actually helps reduce your
waist, hips and abdomen.
Scientifically designed to
support your back and ab
domen. Helps relieve tired-

ness. You’ll really feel like

enjoying life with your new
figure! Even your clothes
will look more glamourous!
Glamour Belt brings you
beauty with comfort and a
"freshened-up” feeling. No
binding, no riding up or
down.

It’s soft, sturdy, lightweight
(weighs less than 8 ounces),
easily laundered, easily
worn.

]
INGROWN NAIL

Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis-
comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Whitehall Pharmacal Co.,Dept.MWG,N.Y. 1 6, N.Y.

EXTRA MONEY EASY

Sell Personal Christmas

CardsDelight your friends
with beautiful, new selections of
Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards at
50 for $1 and 25 for $1 retail. You make
big profits taking orders in spare time.

14 BIG VALUE ASSORTMENTS
Up to 60c cash profit on fast-selling $1 Box
Assortments. Complete line for Christmas,
Everyday and Birthdays, Gif t Wraps, Notes
—low as 65c retail. Stunning Fine Arts box,
Religious, Humorous . . . other top-notch
money-makers. START EARNING NOW

!

Send today for samples on approval.
HertelArt Co., 305 W. Adams St.
Dept. 188, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

.nMBtf GRIP
FOR REPEATED USE.

SMOOTH FINISH

NEVER LET YOUR

INSIDE AND
OUT!

Is Hollywood Red?

(Continued, from page 31) we have here
can have no effect, or at most only an
infinitesimal effect, on the general result.

Whether we have war with Russia,
whether we declare the Communist Party
a foreign agent, whether we extend the
Graeco-Turkish policy to Persia and India
and Korea and China, will not be decided
in Hollywood. Some of these questions,
by the best odds that can be calculated
now, will not be decided in our lifetimes.

But what can be decided in Hollywood,
and not only in our lifetime but quick,
is whether pictures are to be declared
legally dead or not. For they can die.

Other forms of entertainment have died,

of grotesque and trivial causes, and when
they died they stayed dead. And all that
pictures need to turn up their toes is that
they become the football of politics, as

they have already become the football of

do-gooders and sam-singers and soul-
savers. They don’t need to go sailing be-
tween the goal posts, sent there by the
victorious boot of either side. This game
doesn’t have to be won, and it doesn’t
have to be lost. All it needs is to go on,

and as sure as God made little apples,

when we look up, during one of the
wrangles between officials of a long,

dreary, and pointless tie, we shall find

out our customers have gone home.

O
N BOTH sides, I think, even among the
extremists, there are many who would

like to see pictures made an “open” in-

dustry, at least within certain limits, so

the conflict could suspend. The trouble is,

though there might be desire for such an
agreement, there is at present no means
by which either side could make sure of

the good faith of the other in carrying it

out. For such are the reputations that

conspiratorial activity has got for itself on
the one hand, and narrow chauvinism on
the other, that if the word of a Red is

worth considerably less than a plugged
dime, the word of an anti-Red as a

polemic curiosity is worth considerably and
unfortunately more. For some of the

charges made by the Moving Picture

Alliance for the Preservation of American
Ideals, through its house organ Vigil, its

close ally the Hollywood Reporter, and its

friendly backers among the Los Angeles
press, have to be seen to be believed, and
have only to be read to be discredited.

That the Reds dream silly dreams I don’t

for a moment deny. But that they have
a monopoly on the disservice now being

done the picture business is indeed far

from the truth. Among the MPA are some
fine men and women, with solid records

of civic activity going back many years.

But that any large number of them are

noble Horatiuses, backed against the

bridge, facing fearful odds for the ashes

of their fathers and the temples of their

gods, is most unlikely. Actually, they
suffer from the same diseases as afflicts

the rank and file of Reds. They are

Johnny-come-latelys to the field, political

amateurs, with all the zeal of the recent

convert, and all of his ignorance, too, of

the possible consequences of his zeal. And
their “educational” campaign, designed to

awaken all and sundry to the menace
that besets our hallowed sound stages,

happens also to be an advertising cam-
paign, and of the very worst kind. It does

awaken all and sundry, that is the trouble

with it. And it convinces them that Holly-

wood is about five times as sinister a

place as it really is. They are in the posi-

tion of the man who gets up in church
and asks all the brethren and sistern

present to pray for his beloved wife, who
now feels temptation a-threatening her. It

may make for salvation but it’ll hardly



make for marriage, and you wouldn’t
blame the lady much for getting up and
taking a swipe at his jaw.
Possibly I am naive, and certainly one

can rarely be sure of one’s ground in

a realms where conspiracy is part of the
scheme of things, and has been intellectu-

ally rationalized. And yet I believe that on
the left there are many professionals, that

is party members, or those commonly be-
lieved to be party members, who would
be agreeable to a truce of some sort. On
the right, allowing for flag-wavers, I think
there is a good solid faction for such a

truce, if it felt there was any prospect
whatever that the left would abide by it.

In the middle, I can guarantee there are
thousands, in every part of the industry,
from executives to talent to just plain

mugs, who would give anything for a
truce, as they are utterly sick of the
whole miserable turmoil. If this is the
case, I think it is wholly practicable for

the moderates in each group to approach
each other, through the contacts afforded
by the guilds and the unions, and try to

arrive at an understanding on a very
simple formula. The formula would be
that however sharp the fighting might be
on the organization level, each side would
give over any effort to capture film, that
is to use film for propaganda purposes, to

slip into the pictures themselves material
of a partisan nature, to put something
over. It may be objected that in the long
run the film will be exempt from subver-
sion in any particular direction, as it must
remain entertainment if it is to remain
profitable, so that any imbalance here
must inevitably right itself. However,
there is one other alternative, already
alluded to: If it does not remain enter-
tainment it can kill the business, so the
film is no ipso facto exception to the dis-
cussion, but the very center of the case.
Furthermore, it is what both sides worry
about. Dominance in the guilds and the
unions, each side realizes now, is some-
thing that cannot be handed to either on
a silver platter. To get it you have to
work at it, and if you don’t get it you
can’t blame anything but a superior or-
ganization for your defeat.
But the film, subversion of pictures to

an ulterior plan, lurks as a danger over
and beyond anything that can be achieved
through control of this or that executive
committee. However, by now I believe
there is sufficient realization on all sides,
except as I have noted among the ro-
mantics, that the film must be kept
sacrosanct, to provide the basis for an
understanding. Of course, it will be a
bitter pill to many that one more Gable
leer must be in, where a star-eyed look
at the mention of Stalin must be out, but
if it has to be, it can be swallowed. And
it is the considered opinion of my riper
years, as Joe Von Sternberg puts it, that
it has to come out this way, or we are
sunk. It is the only way that confidence
can be gained, that this mutual suspicion
and name-calling and recrimination-howl-
ing can be stopped. For there is always
the old Franklinian warning to sober us:
If we don’t hang together, we shall cer-
tainly hang separately.

The End

V.V/.V.W.V.W.V.V.V.V.V.V.

NOTICE TO MITCHUM FANS!

Bob shorn his colors

in the September Photoplay

.V.V.'.V.V.VV.V.V.

What you must tellyour daughter

Be Sure She Knows The Real Truth About

These INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS!

Your daughter—and every girl enter-

ing marriage should be carefully

instructed on how important douch-
ing often is to intimate feminine
cleanliness, health, charm and mar-
riage happiness—how important it is

to combat one of woman’s most
serious deodorant problems.

Often your daughter may know
only ‘half-the-truth’ or old-fashioned

advice whispered by her girl friends.

So what a comfort for you, mother,
to be able to tell your daughter about
this newer, really scientific method of

douching with zonite—to assure her
NO OTHER TYPE LIQUID ANTISEPTIC-
GERMICIDE FOR THE DOUCHE OF ALL
THOSE TESTED IS SO POWERFUL YET
SO SAFE TO TISSUES.

Truly A Modern Miracle

—

Wise women no longer use weak,
homemade or dangerous products for

the douche. They know these do not

and can not give the great germicidal
and deodorizing action of zonite.

The zonite principle is truly a
miracle! The first antiseptic-germicide

principle in the world that was so

powerful yet positively non-poisonous
,

non-irritating, non-burning. Women
can use zonite as directed as often as

necessary without risk of injury.

Zonite Principle Developed By

Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It’s so power-
fully effective it immediately kills every
germ it touches. You know it’s not
always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract, but you can be
sure that zonite kills every reachable
germ and keeps them from multi-

plying.

Buy zonite today. Complete direc-

tions come with every bottle.

fe

FOR NEWER

emimne Avyyiene

FREE! NEW

!

f For amazing enlightening new
\ Booklet containing frank discussion

f of intimate physical facts, recently
\ published — mail this coupon to

f Zonite Products, Dept. PP-87, 370
' Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Name-

Address

-

State-

P
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FIGURE
have the BEAUTY

of the Movie STARS

stage,

screen
and
radio

Let Yvonne DeCarlo.Ella

Raines, Joan Fulton,

Paula Drew, Peggy Ryan
and Jane Adams show
you the exercises in

motion as directed by

FRANKIE VAN
famous Hollywood motion
picture Physical Director.

AMAZING Video-Action Pic-
tures! Actual 8-exercise
course of the Stars. 240
Pictures! 42 Pages! In-
tructions- Doctor-ap-

proved Diets! YOU can
reduce and develop your
body to alluring, irresist-

able Movie Star curves!

BODY BY VAN"
Send for your book

today, $2.00 postpaid

Take easy, profitableorders for
Hand Processed Christmas assortment.

Religious and Everyday cards. Friends, re-
latives, business people buy on sight. Noex-

perience needed—make calls spare time or full
time. Boost earnings with 50 for $1 and 25 for 31
Name-Imprinted Christmas cards. Send name
for samples today. COLONIALSTUDIOS, Inc.
642 S. Summer St., Dept. 29-w. Holyoke. Mass.

Hake your own lasting, glamorous wares

. . . in your own home! H's grand! It's

quick! It’s lun! ... Just dampen your

hair ... and let Merrin WAYE-0-MA1ICS

do the rest lor you!

- Buy 4 WAVE-O-MATICS today! You'll be

l^kamazed

!

Tit chain store, drug and department

. i stores.

‘ ft Or send 51.00 tor package of 4

,N| WAVE 0-MATICS

^j/ direct to Dept.

W Postage Prepaid.

*' Guaranteed by o

Good Housekeeping

MERVIN WAVE CLIP CO., Inc.'3? chambers st.. n. y. t

after atte r
By Lester Gottlieb

A record eye-view of music, both classical and popular,
with stress on the hits you’ll be hearing in the movies

THE RED HOUSE.: The complete musical score from
this melodrama has been recorded by Capitol, with dis-

tinguished Miklos Rosza, who wrote the scores for

"Spellbound,” "Lost Weekend,” "The Killers” and "Ma-
comber Affair,” directing the orchestra.

PERILS OF PAULINE: Betty Hutton follows up her

original disk of the two major tunes from her new
Paramount film, with a Capitol disk of a pair of other

Frank Loesser melodies from this saga of the silents:

"Sewing Machine” and the ballad, "I Wish I Didn’t

Love You So.” In case you’ve forgotten, the earlier songs were "Poppa, Don’t Preach

to Me” and "Rumble, Rumble.”

Betty Hutton

ROY R.OGERS: The western singing star lassos "Dangerous Ground” and “I’m

Restless” (Victor). But for more complete cowboy stuff try Victor’s new album

by The Sons of The Pioneers, which includes "Tumbling Tumbleweeds” and songs

from such horse operas as "Texas Stampede” and "Home in Oklahoma.”

LOVE AND LEARN: The ballad from this comedy should warrant replaying. It’s

called "Would You Believe Me” and Skitch Henderson (Capitol), Sammy Kaye
(Victor) and Claude Thornhill (Columbia) have waxed it.

WELCOME STRANGER: Bing himself has cut the

two merry tunes fashioned by his favorite tunesmiths,

Burke and Van Heusen, for Decca, but practically

everyone else has grooved them too. Best of the lot, the

way Art Mooney (M-G-M), Harry James (Columbia),

Andy Russell (Capitol) play "As Long As I’m Dream-
ing” and Tex Beneke’s Victor version of "My Heart Is

a Hobo.”

VARIETY GIRL: This musical has a lively tune called

"Tallahassee” and Kate Smith (M-G-M) makes it

sound much better than it really is.

SONG OF SCHEHEREZADE: Universal’s pretentious spectacle owes most of its

popularity to the immortal Rimsky-Korsakov music. Skitch Henderson (Capitol)

Steinways the title melody with a unique arrangement.

COPACABANA: UA’s ode to a New York night club has a nice new tune, "Je
Vous Aime.” Andy Russell is first man on the turntables with it (Capitol).

IT HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN: The one and only Louis Armstrong picks out

a tune from Sinatra’s latest. It’s called "I Believe” and you won’t want to miss this

version (Victor).

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: The churchly "Reformation Symphony” by Mendels-

sohn gets a rare recording by The London Philharmonic conducted by reliable

Sir Thomas Beecham (Victor) . . . Brahms’ Sonata in F Minor is played by the

capable young pianist William Kapell and the violinist William Primrose in a new
Victor album . . . The English composer Delius’s Concerto for Violin and Orchestra

is played by the Liverpool Philharmonic, with Albert Sammons as violin soloist.

Congratulations are in order to Columbia for bringing out this oft-neglected work
. . . There’s never enough of Tchaikovsky so Columbia has issued two new albums.

One is "The Little Russian” Symphony, ably performed by The Minneapolis Sym-
phony, with Dimitri Mitropoulos on the podium. The other is the great composer’s

Serenade in Major for Strings. The Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by Eugene

Ormandy, records this work in their usual masterly way . . . Schubert’s ambitious,

timeless Ninth gets a new and spirited interpretation by Bruno Walter and The New
York Philharmonic (Columbia). Written in the last year of his short life, many
consider it his greatest work.

Bing Crosby
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— yoU'RE VUE FOR A LOT OF FUN!"

SPIVAK PLAYS "KREISLER FAVORITES"
in his brand-new RCA Victor album! In smooth dance time,

Charlie and his band bring you eight lovely melodies:

Liebesfreud, Caprice Viermois, The Old Refrain, Liebesleid,

Schon Rosmarin, La Gitana, Tambourin Chinois and Mighty

Lak’ a Rose. Ask for Album P-179, $3.15.

GLENN MILLER ALBUM includes eight famous record-

ings by the original Miller band, led by Glenn himself:

Moonlight Serenade, Tuxedo Junction, Star Dust, In the Mood,

American Patrol, Song of the Volga Boatmen, Little Brown

Jug, Pennsylvania 6-5000. Ask for Album P-148, $3.15.

%
“8 TO THE BAR” ALBUM is swell two-

piano boogie woogie for dancing, played by

Pete Johnson and Albert Ammons, with drums.

You get Cuffin’ the Boogie, Barrel House Boogie,

Boogie Woogie Man, Walkin’ the Boogie, Sixth

Avenue Express, Pine Creek, Foot Pedal Boogie

and Movin’ the Boogie. It’s Album P-69, $3.15.

NATURALLY ...ON RCA VICTOR RECORDS!

Brief Reviews
( Continued, from page 29)

X/JOHNNY O’CLOCK—Columbia: Dick Powell is

the slick young Johnny who gets mixed up in the
gambling business; Evelyn Keyes is his girl. The
gangster business isn’t overdone. (May)

X/x/LA TE GEORGE APLEY, THE—20th Centurv-
Fox; Ronald Colman moves to Beacon Street in

Boston and emerges unquestionably as the famous
Marquand hero. He’s hidebound by tradition though
daughter Peggy Cummins and son Richard Ney do
their best to shake him out of it. (May)

X/fx/'LOCKET ,
THE—RKO: Your eyes keep getting

bigger and bigger watching what Laraine Day does.

Robert Mitchum and Brian Aherne know all about
her past, which has lots of events in it. (June)

X/MACOMBER AFFAIR, THE—Bogeaus-UA:
Ernest Hemingway’s novel about a man, his wife and
their hired hunter in deep Africa will give you plenty
of turns. With Joan Bennett, Robert Preston,
Gregory Peck. (May)

1^4/MY FAVORITE BR UNETTE—Paramount;
Words and facial expressions by Bob Hope who falls

all over himself running to aid Dorothy Laniour. He
meets up with Peter Lorre and murder. (May)

y'^'SODD MAN OUT—J. Arthur Rank: A pretty
prize from England with James Mason playing the
hunted head of an “organization” in Ireland. (May)

X/OTHER LOVE, THE—Enterprise-UA ; Barbara
Stanwyck’s the woman patient at a tubercular sani-

tarium run by doctor David Niven. She should stay
and recover but instead she runs away to the Riviera
gay life with handsome Richard Conte. (July)

lSx/PERILS OF PA ULINE—Paramount: The old
serial heroine Pauline is back again with Betty Hut-
ton as Pearl White to give you some of the best fun
you’ve ever had. Billy De Wolfe, John Lund, Wil-
liam Demarest and Constance Collier give you a per-
fect picture of the old time movie days. (July)

^RAMROD—Enterprise-UA: Here’s another wicked
lady—Veronica Lake—who makes strong-minded he-
roes of the West weak in the head. Joel McCrea is

the guy who doesn’t catch on until it’s almost too late

that she’d just as soon murder as wink. (June)

X/x/SEA OF GRASS, THE—M-G-M : Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn get emotional about
life on the cattle range. With Melvyn Douglas, Robert
Walker and Phyllis Thaxter. (May)

X/SHOCKING MISS PILGRIM, THE—20th Cen-
ury-Fox: This had a big opportunity in a brand-new
plot—a female “typewriter” who walks into a staid
Boston office in 1874. It could have been a diverting
comedy, but it peters out instead into a love duet be-
tween Betty Grable and her boss Dick Haymes.
Fair enough, but could have been better. (June)

l/'SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK, THE—Cali-
fornia-LlA: Harold Lloyd comes back to make a silly
picture about one Harold Diddlebock who goes off

his routine track and ends up with a circus. Lots of
nonsense that’s fun if you’re in the mood. (July)

X/x/SMASH-UP- THE STORY OF A WOMAN—
Universal-International: Susan Hayward turns in
a fine picture of an alcoholic. When time hangs heavy
on her jeweled fingers she takes to the bottle. With
Marsha Hunt, Lee Bowman. (May)

TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS—RKO: Some
hunters (one’s Patricia Morison) invade Johnny
Weissmuller’s jungle in search of zoo specimens, but
they’re defeated before they ever start. (June)

'I IME OUT OF MIND—Universal-International:
The novel was a best-seller, but the film fell flat on its

high-minded nose. Phyllis Calvert is good as the
housekeeper’s daughter who tries to make a musician
of Robert Hutton. (June)

TROUBLE WITH WOMEN, THE—Paramount:
Teresa Wright and Ray Milland lend their talents to
a film that’s just a time-passer. It has to do with n
psychology professor who thinks women should be
pushed around and a girl reporter who pushes him
around instead. Brian Donlevy helps things. (July)

X/TWO MRS. CARROLLS, THE—Warners: Mr.
Carroll is Humphrey Bogart and Mrs. is Barbara
Stanwyck. They seem an ideal married couple until
you and Barbara begin to find out what happened to
the first Mrs. Carroll. (June)

^WELCOME STRANGER—Paramount: Everyone
takes it easy—Bing sings genially, Barry Fitzgerald’s
Cupid and Joan Caulfield acts the pretty, foil. The
plot lallygags pleasantly along the route of a city doc-
tor’s sojourn in a Maine village. (June)

WOMAN ON THE BEACH, THE—RKO
:
Joan

Bennett slinks along a deserted beach with Robert
Ryan who has a bad case of war nerves. They’re
made worse when he meets Joan’s blind husband
Charles Bickford and gets mixed up in their morbid
lives. (July)

YANKEE FAKIR—Republic: You see only the back
of the villain’s head until the end of the picture, but
you know all along who murdered Joan Woodbury’s
father. Too bad traveling pitchman Douglas Fowley
couldn’t have guessed too. (July)

Prices are suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.

HEAR BOB MERRILL singing "Music America

Loves Best." Every Sunday at 2 p.m., EDT, over

the NBC Network. Radio Corporation of America.

Two "exclusives"—Victor's billion-record skill

. .
.
plus RCA's electronic wizardry . . . make

music sound so natural on RCA Victor Records!

Hear them on a Victrola radio-phonograph.

Victrola — Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

The STARS
MAKe^ HitsAR£ on @ .

RCA \/lCf&R RECORDS «£!£>
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l Dennison, Dept. V-145, Framingham, Mass.

;
FREE Please send me a whole day's

‘ supply of Dennison Diaper Liners.

Name.

Street.

1 City State.

f0
se*r

“VoV**

HEY, MOM! Don’t be a Diaper Drudge I

Dennison Diaper Liners reduce unpleasant-
ness in changing and washing my diapers. Just
fold a Liner inside diaper next to my skin.
When soiled, flush away. No hard scrubbing.
Sanitary. Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs
only a few cents a day. deluxe: 180 for $1;
CRADLE TIME & DOWNEESOFT: 180 for 69*!.

DIAPER LINERS
Wherever Baby Goods Are Sold

SELL SMARTEST, NEWEST

CHRISTMAS CARD
Easy way to earn extra cash every

day. Show friends and others sensa-

tional Christmas card values! Get

orders full or spare time. Personal

Christmas cards with sender’s name
,

5 0 for $1.00 and up. Also make
fast money with big-value $1.00
Box Assortments—21 -card “Fea-
ture," Religious, Everyday. Gift
Wrappings. Stationery. No expe-
rience needed. Amazing FREE
Sample book gets quick orders for you. Get samples sent

on approval. Write TODAY.

ARTISTIC CARD CO., 615 Way Street, Elmira, H. T.

Here's One Of The Greatest

MOOMRON
TONICS"XT

If you have SIMPLE ANEMIA!
You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you’re pale,
weak, “dragged out”—thismay be due
to lack of blood-iron. So try Lydia E.
Pinkham’sTABLETS—one of the best
home ways to build up red blood ta
get more strength—In such cases.
Pinkham’sTabletsare oneofthe great-
est blood-iron tonics you can buy!

Lydia E. Pinkham’sTA61CTS

p

"PAID FOR HOME
...FROM

s35 A WEEK
WITH BOARD"
Mrs. M.A.S., Benton. III.

Ambitious and energetic,
Mrs. M.A.S. learned how
to be a trained, practical
nurse through the physi-
cian-endorsed home-study
methods of the Chicago School of Nursing. Now |
she has steady income, doing work she loves. |
High School Not Required. Whether you’re 18 |
or 60—you can benefit, as have thousands of men |
and women, by studying practical nursing at home
in your spare time. Nurses are always needed! .

Nurse B.D.E. writes: “Have all the work I can
do at S35 a week.” Lessons easily understood. I

Earn while learning. Trial plan, easy payments.
r
Equipment included. 48th year. Write today!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 188, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name Age

City. .State.

This Is My Husband

(Continued from page 65) ever recognized
the movies officially. We were both thrilled

to death. And Jean Pierre admitted that
for that affair, he certainly would have to

have tails.

“I will rent them in London. After all,

I will have plenty of time. We’re getting

there two days ahead of time,” said he.

There was no use arguing with him, so

I rushed off and had a special Paris gown
designed. Let me tell you: It was cham-
pagne-colored satin, with an off-the-

shoulder bodice, and with it I wore cham-
pagne-colored gloves and a gossamer
champagne tulle scarf that fell to the floor

in back and front. In my hair gold dots
were sprinkled—it was unbelievably lovely.

While I was arranging all this, Jean
Pierre was doing what he loves best-
seeing his hundreds of friends in Paris.

And giving not a thought to his tails.

In London, with only forty-eight hours
in which to rent them, I drove him out
immediately to locate some. We went to

every renting place in London in vain.

There just wasn’t a single pair of tails

that fitted his big shoulders and narrow
hips. I was sick with worry, but Jean
Pierre was calm.
“Something will turn up, my love. Do

not worry,” he said. He was still saying
that the night before the great event. We
had gone to dinner at a smart London night
club whose owner Johnny Mills (like

everyone else in the world) was a friend

of Jean Pierre’s. Jean Pierre told him his

problem.
“Tomorrow’s the Command Perform-

ance, and my wife’s all decked out like a
movie star—and I can’t find any tails,” he
said.

Johnny Mills thought a moment. Then
he suggested, “Well, look around the club
tonight. When you see someone who looks
about the right size, let me know.”
You can guess the rest of this dizzy

story! Yes, Jean Pierre picked out an
austere-looking Englishman with a walrus
moustache who looked about the right size

and height, and told Johnny Mills.

“Just a minute,” said Johnny. He spoke
to Mr. Moustache, who listened in aston-
ishment—and then nodded and smiled! And
the next morning the tails all neatly
pressed, were delivered to my crazy hus-
band. So Jean Pierre wore them to meet
the King and Queen of England, as self-

possessed as if they’d been tailored spe-
cially to him after sixteen fittings! The
shoulders were a little tight, it’s true, so
that he had to stand a little hunched.

“But, after all, everyone’s tails in Eng-
land are a bit tight these days . . . nobody’s
had ’em on for so long,” grinned Jean
Pierre.

This, then, is my husband!

B
UT there is a lot more to it than that.

There is our daily life in Hollywood.
We live in a beautiful house—a Florentine-
type house which was a birthday present
from my husband to me, as well as a
second wedding anniversary present. (Oh,
yes, he may be irresponsible—but never
about presents.) What’s more, the house
was a complete surprise.

I’d seen it and loved it, then I had gone
to the hospital, very sick. When Jean
Pierre called at the hospital to bring me
home, he brought me to our new house—

-

which he and my sisters Consuelo. Adita
and Lucita had fixed up for me in advance.
It is a big house with six bedrooms, a
large garden and a rumpus room in the
cellar. I looked at all of it and I said,

“Jean Pierre, a man’s house is his castle.

I am happy.”
He stood beside me with his arm around

me and he said, “Darling, this man’s

house may be more like a hotel than a
castle. I am happy too.”

Both of us were prophetic. We always
have three or four house guests, and
twice a month we give formal dinner
parties. But it’s the unexpected daily
subway jams that throw me!
Every evening when I come home from

the studio in order to get through the
downstairs of our house, I have to elbow
my way through a crowd of people—Jean
Pierre’s friends! He attracts people like a
magnet. Also, he is at peace in a large
crowd. I have seen him surrounded by our
friends, the Gene Kellys, the Charles
Boyers, the Louis Jourdans, the Mark
Stephenses, Josh Miller. They are all talk-
ing, arguing, playing cards, even dancing.
In the midst of them sits Jean Pierre,
pulling at his pipe and writing his latest
play! He can concentrate completely in a
mob-scene.
Now, right here let me tell you again

that I am methodical. Every night before
I go to bed I write down these things for
the next day; the menu, the laundry list,

a complete shopping list of groceries and
necessities; and I go through my accounts.
Then I go to bed calm, sure that every-

thing is planned. I am always surprised
that (as it turns out) nothing is planned
for—thanks to my husband!

LL of us know by this time that we must
always plan for six extra for dinner.

But Jean Pierre doesn’t even notice that
we usually have fourteen people sitting

down to every meal. The only time he
noticed that there seemed to be some extra
guests unexpectedly was one Sunday night
when there were thirty-four extra and I

was out of my mind over what to feed
them!
That night I got him aside and I moaned,

“But darling, what can we do? It’s the
cook’s night off, and we haven’t enough
food in the house anyway!”
Jean Pierre patted my shoulder. “I don’t

know, dear. But you will know.”
And I did. Always I keep lots of bread

in the house, and big bowls of chocolate
pudding are always in the refrigerator for
emergencies. This night I utilized the
bread and pudding, opened cans of cold
ham, many cans of peaches which I

crowned with cottage cheese, and I made
huge platters of potato and Russian
salad. And I served wine—Jean Pierre
wouldn’t eat without wine. It turned out
quite a success.
My husband is like this, too: Every

morning he gets up in a beaming good
humor. Again, I am the opposite. He starts

to make a joke before his eyes are opened.
But I beg him, “Please, darling, don’t
speak to me before I have my coffee.”

Then he says, “Angel, don’t be mean,” and
smfles at me—and what can I do?
We are also opposites about our clothes.

Jean Pierre hardly knows what he has
on. When he takes his clothes off he throws
them all over the place. Then when he
comes back and finds his clothes hung up,
he says, very aggrieved, “I like my clothes

on the floor—who picked them up?”
Once last summer, when he had only

three suits to his name, two of them were
stolen from his dressing room. He was
wearing the third, or it would have been
gone too. He came home happy and said

to me, “Now I have only one suit to wear,
which is fine with me. No indecision when
I get up!” Of course it was I who went out
and ordered more suits for him.
But on the other hand, he is very par-

ticular about what I wear. He notices

everything I put on, and when he doesn’t

like a new hat, he says very gently, “No,
darling. Please don’t wear that.”
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IS THIS YOUR
WALLFLOWER

WEEK?
Why “sit it out”
while your friends

go bowling or dancing? Unless there are

underlying organic conditions, Chi-Ches-
Ters Pills offer blessed relief from
“monthly blues”. They tend to relax

muscular contractions that often induce
pain and nervousness. For best results

take them as directed two or three days
before your time.

Most Leading Druggists Carry

Chi-Ches-T ers Pills

For relief from “periodic functional distress*

50 Cents, and Larger Economy Boxes.
FREE — Illustrated booklet of intimate facts

every woman should know. Mailed in plain

wrapper. Write: CHICHESTER CHEMICAL
COMPANY, Dept. 0-8, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

oin
AMAZING SPARE TIME PROFITS

^CHRISTMAS (ARDS

1**1
WITH
NAME
PRINTED

Sell Leader 21-card $1 box, make up to

50c profit. Most complete line Christ-
mas and Everyday Boxes, Name imprinted
cards and stationery. 25 Top Moneymakers.
NO EXPERIENCE OR MONEY NEEDED
TO START. SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.

EMPIRE CARD

Keven-Tei
j

DEOoonnnT

Dancing, walking, working, playing .

there’s no better wav to fresh, sweet
underarm daintiricaB than NEVER-TEL.
NEVER-TEL, Box M. KansnsCity K. Mo.

RING $1.
EXQUISITE PICTURE RING—made from any

Money back guarantee. Send photo and ring
Picture Ring Co.. Dept. P-31, Cincinnati 2,

90 pins postage,
iraed with ring,
ring size NOW.

MAKE MONEY— lots of it— between now and
Christmas. Amazing values in PERSONAL IM-
PRINTED CARDS including 50 for $1. and 25 for
51. Also fast-selling BOXES including our outstand-
ing “BLUE RIBBON” ASSORTMENT. Gift wrappings, etch-
ings. Religious Assortments. Samples sent on approval.
No experience necessary. CHAS. A. BELZ CO.
Dept. S¥l 914 Walnut St. f Philadelphia, Pa,

^’“‘Allergic Shin?m
, AR-EX(r

In cosmetics, too, phy-
sicians know best. Ask
your doctor about AR-EX ^

Cosmetics. At leading '

drug stores. Write for

FREE f; BOOKLET: “New
'Facts on Skin Care." r0R SENSIT1¥E skINj

AR-EX COSMETICS, INC., 103C-JH W. Via Buren SI, Chicago 7, III.

[YiOMtHl

to#*
Iff*
With form

Tailored

Women go wild about “Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new, glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman-
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and under-
wear for the whole family. If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated
Style Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY
FREE.

WORLD'S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. G-39, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Show big value
Personal Christmas Cards, 60 for $1 and
25 for$l with name imprinted. Friends,
others buy readily. Big profit for you. Also
sell Christmas Card Assortments, Every-
day Cards, Stationery, etc. -— at 60c and
$1.00 retail. No experience is necessary.
Write today for FREE Personal samples.

ciMuma re SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.
oAmrLto McCall Bldg., Dept.L-11. Memphis 3, Tenn,

FREE

Yet with all his gay absentmindedness,
he never forgets the monthly anniversary
of our baby’s birth, or of our wedding.
And the sweet presents he brings home!
Once he brought me a stunning painting
by Utrillo. On the baby’s anniversaries he
has given me gold earrings, belts, bags,

and another painting—a Marie Laurencin.
Also, among his other talents he designs

beautiful jewelry. He has designed several
sets of bracelets, earrings, and choker.
And he designed my emerald engagement
ring, which I will always love.

He adores our baby, Maria Christina,

who is almost a year and a half old now.
He is always in her room, laughing with
her. She has the same happy-go-lucky
nature he has.

Now I may have given the impression
that I try to run everything but let me
say that at times the tables are turned.
When Jean Pierre gets a “masterful
streak”—then things really happen! For
instance, when we were in Paris he made
up his mind that we should go on an
automobile trip through the South of

France.
“I must show you my beloved France,”

he said dreamily. “Besides, such a trip

will give you sun and air, which you very
much need.” (I forgot to say that Jean
Pierre has an outdoor complexion—while
I sunburn and freckle!)

When he mentioned this automobile
trip, I pointed out that we were both due
in Brussels for a picture opening in a
week. “Why not take the train from Paris
to Brussels?” I asked. “Then, after the
opening, we can dally around the South
of France in peace.”
Jean Pierre’s face looked like a disap-

pointed small boy’s. “No—you are spoiling
everything!” he argued. “I have already
planned the trip. I have my brother’s
car and my brother to drive it. We must
start!”

What could I do? I agreed. Naturally,
the car, as is true of practically all cars
in Europe these days, was utterly broken-
down. I had a vision that we would push
it all the way to the South of France

—

and how right I was! I remember coming
into Cannes at seven o’clock one night, all

three of us pushing the car as usual. I

was crv’ng in exhaustion and exasperation.
Suddenly Jean Pierre stopped pushing

and stood solemnly in the road. Then he
flung out his arms in a gesture of hand-
some generosity. “My love—how can you
cry, when I offer you my beautiful
France?”
That made me burst out laughing, and

we went on pushing the car into Cannes.
Once there, however, I pointed out to my
husband that the two-day trip had taken
us six days. “We are due in Brussels to-
morrow night,” I said. “We will have to
postpone our vacation in Cannes and
somehow get to Brussels tomorrow.”
“Leave that to me,” said Jean Pierre

vigorously. “I will charter a plane.”
You should have seen the plane Jean

Pierre hired! I give you my word it was
like a toy. And while we were waiting to
get into it, I saw the pilot move it—with
two fingers!

Well, we finally reached Brussels in
time for the opening and it was wonderful.
But after it Jean Pierre said, “My darling,
maybe you are right about my arrange-
ments for trips. From now on we will do
it your way.” So we flew back to Paris by
an airliner, and then took the train to
Cannes for a divine two-week holiday.
But for all the upset existence Jean

Pierre and I have, I wouldn’t dream of
existence with anyone else. After all,

wouldn’t life be dull if Jean Pierre weren’t
in it to shake it up? And with him, life

may be confused—but also it is quite,
quite wonderful!

The End

lake a bath without

'vTORK? new!

For 4 generations Doctors have recom-
mended StorkCastile. It’s made especially

to take better care of

baby’s delicate skin.

—the only real

Castile enriched

with Lanolin.

MOTHER! Baby
YOUR skin

with Stork

Castile, too.

best soap for baby

MATERNITY DRESSES
Smart, youthful styles for Morning, i

Street, or Afternoon at low budget CATALOG 1
prices. Charming fashions with con-
cealing lines for the mother-to-be.
Also Maternity Corsets & Lingerie.
CRAWFORD’S,Z)epL//.729Balt. Ave. , KansasC ity, Mo.

Experienced Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer up.
sets due to teething may seriously
interfere with Baby’s progress.

Relieve your Baby’s teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion— the
actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

P
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Theyre putting

the bite on me!
•Fleas are like poor relatives after a rich

uncle—they’re out for all they can get.

Mother told me there’d be days like

this—times when the best thing to do is

bathe me with Sergeant’s SKIP-FLEA
Soap, followed by regular dustings with
SKIP-FLEA Powder. The powder con-
tains proved anti-flea ingredients, and it

brings fast relief . . . it’s tested for safety,

too. For economy, try the new 50c size.

Sergeant’s 73 years of clinical research

and laboratory testing have developed 19
dog care products, each of which helps

you to give your dog the

care he deserves.

• You can pick up a number of
valuable hints on dog training
and dog health in Sergeant's
new Dog Book. It’s FREE for the
asking at drug and pet stores,

or by writing to Sergeant's,
Richmond 20, Va.

Serqeax\Ys
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

FRIENDLY SOCIAL VISITS BRING YOU

L

BIG CHRISTMAS CARD PROFITS

33 DIFFERENT BOXES • ODD CARDS 2’/ic UP
Show lop quality 21-card 11.00 Christmas

assortments. Also Currier and Ives, Jewel

lEtchtone, Oilettes, Religious, Gift Wrap-
" ping. Humorous boxes as low as 30c each.

)
Send at once for FREE CATALOG and

'

e FREE SAMPLES 25 and 50 for $1.00 per-

J sonals, name imprinted Stationery and special feature $1.00

1

assortment ON APPROVAL. Special Offers. Cush bonus.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS, Box E, North Abington, Mots.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches mm mm
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER t it
Same price for full length or M
bust form, groups, landscapes, « H A
pet animals, etc., or enlarge- A|
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your O fnr Cl 9C

enlargement. m IUI

SEND NO MONEY JaBtma„ photo .

negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage — or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing otter now.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
too East Ohio Street Dept. 15S7-K Chicago (11), III.

f
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LEARN
MILLINERY

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America's
noted designers. Complete materials,

blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illustrated. You make
exclusive salable hats right from the start. Begin a prof-
itable business in spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept 198, Chieago I, III.

Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.

Print
Name
Address

Un-Possessed

(Continued from page 35) screen was no
more beautiful or slim or vital than the
woman you saw in “Mildred Pierce” or
“Humoresque.”
Yet during that interval Nelson Eddy

had risen to great picture stardom, is to-

day no longer a major movie personality.

The same thing is true of Fred Astaire.

Eve Arden is still a wonderful character
comedienne. Gable advanced, went to war,
returned to make “Adventure”—and now
we’ll see what we shall see when “The
Hucksters” comes out.
Only Crawford, the girl who was

thought to be on the skids three years ago,

has risen to the highest accolade of Holly-
wood, to win the Academy Award for

1945, to be discussed for it in 1946, and to

be prophesied for it by everyone who has
seen “Possessed” for 1947.

Her new seven-year contract with War-
ner Bros, rates her $200,000 a picture, the
choice of stories, directors, producer, cast

—and the right to make any three outside
pictures she desires. The night table at

her home is piled high with scripts sub-
mitted to her by every studio in town.
Fabulous offers from Broadway and Lon-
don stage producers clutter every mail.

She has become a great artist as well as a

great personality and the world of acting
lies at her feet.

I had just seen her newest picture, “Pos-
sessed,” in a Warner Bros, projection room.
The small, select preview audience at the
showing had been particularly tough-
minded. Two of the men present were
sophisticated New Yorkers, gentlemen of

great power, one of the women present
was a lady of the widest influence, and
not at all a Crawford fan. Yet at the end,
we all reacted alike.

The lady had said, “This is the best per-
formance I’ve ever seen in my entire life.”

The men had said, practically in unison,
“There is an important Academy Award
Contender for 1947.”

Suddenly the trio turned to me and
asked, “Do you suppose Crawford’s going
to marry Greg Bautzer?”

I

T is the human side, running hand-in-
hand with Crawford, which throws

everyone—including Joan herself—and
makes her an everlasting subject of dis-

cussion in Hollywood.
Everybody wonders if Gregson Bautzer,

the handsome lawyer, will become her
next husband.

I don’t know whether or not she will

marry again. Joan doesn’t know either,

and that’s the truth of it. Of course, Walter
Winchell did announce that she would be
married some time this past April—which
was actually before her divorce from Phil-
lip Terry became final. And Louella Par-
sons said she would be married about May
first, when she was free, which made a lot

of sense and was highly probable.
Joan and I have been the closest of

friends for years—and I say it wouldn’t
surprise me at all if Joan does marry, and
soon. It wouldn’t surprise me either if she
never marries again.

Joan separated from Phil just prior to

Christmas of 1945.

She had known Greg Bautzer casually

for years, since in the restricted social

circle of Hollywood they were bound to

meet at various parties. However, she had
never had an important date with him
until April 19 of last year.

That date Greg did up in the dashing
style that was bound to appeal to a girl

who can’t stamp a letter without drama-
tizing it.

Joan, with her two children and their

nurse, was in Palm Springs, staying at the
very beautiful but extremely quiet Hotel

La Quinta. Youngsters go to bed early,
as everyone knows, and the desert nights
at Palm Springs are very magical—par-
ticularly at a luxury spot like La Quinta,
which is some fifteen miles outside the
Palm Springs razzle-dazzle. Out there the
eternal desert silence enfolds the very
mountains. The scent of sage and wild
verbena hang on the air and the stars
twinkle down, round and silvery, like

wonderful Christmas-tree ornaments.
Such nights, such settings are made for

romance, and on that evening Joan Craw-
ford sat alone on the porch of her La
Quinta bungalow. Across the sky, the
lights of an airplane glowed red and green
as the plane circled, then landed. In an-
other few moments a tall, dark figure strode
toward her.
“The moment I heard you were stop-

ping here, I flew down,” Greg Bautzer
said. “I can’t break through that telephone
guard of yours in town. You’re either
busy, or not in, or not talking. But look.
I’m here, you’re here. It’s a beautiful
night. Let’s go dancing. Will you?”
Joan loves dancing the way other women

love diamonds and fur coats. Palm Springs
is a sun-time place, really, but driving
back to the center of the desert glamour
spot they did find one place that had a
band, which wasn’t too bad and a floor

that wasn’t too rocky. They danced till

the place folded up at one a.m., and from
the end of the first chorus of the first tune,
they knew that they danced perfectly to-
gether.

That was the first bond, but they soon
discovered others. Greg loves to swim.
So does Joan. Greg loves to play tennis.

So does Joan. He loves fine food. She
does, too.

Greg knows how to court a beautiful
girl. He sends orchids, almost daily. He
sends gifts—very golden gifts; like a gold
bracelet dangling a golden heart and key,
studded with rubies; a gold compact, stud-
ded with topazes, with a golden cigarette
case to match. Things like a gold lighter

and an extra pair of very, very wide gold
bracelets for either arm, with the most
sentimental inscriptions written in them.
Things like that, and many of them. Plus
hourly telephone calls, except on the days
that they were half-hourly—and don’t
forget that Greg’s a lawyer, which means
he knows how to make most convincing
speeches.
BUT—Greg also dotes on all-night poker

sessions, played for very high stakes. Joan
hates all forms of card playing. Greg
loves to gamble—on anything and every-
thing. Joan has never so much as placed
a two-dollar bet on a guaranteed winner.
So they quarreled over those things, and

made up over the dancing. They quarreled
dramatically and made up more dramati-
cally—things like Joan locking the gates
of her estate against him and his scaling
the high wall.

Last winter, after a particularly big set-

to, Joan moved to New York, bag, bag-
gage and children, and opened up her New
York apartment. She was staying four
months, she said, and that was that. Only
it wasn’t.

For Greg flew East and begged and
pleaded with her. When specific cases
called him Westward, back he flew, only
to fly East once more. It took three com-
plete transcontinental flights to finally

effect the reconciliation between them.
However, Missy Crawford did stay in New
York four months.

Since this past spring, however, things
have run not one bit smoother. Joan
began dining frequently with Otto Prem-
inger, who is currently directing her in
“Daisy Kenyon.” She went on lots of
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Sunday picnics with Peter Shaw and her
children, Christina and Christopher. There
were and still are a couple of New York
gentlemen, who are so enamoured of her
that they frequently fly out to Hollywood
just to see her. She has had a few dinners
with Steve Crane—and you’d collapse if

you knew some of the names of some of
the characters who call her daily—and
never get anybody but her devoted secre-
tary.

Right there is where the score stands at
this moment.
Joan adores all this attention and ex-

citement, as what girl wouldn’t. Watch her
on a dance floor and she is the most ex-
citing, gay sight. Yet more nights she is

quietly at home, dining with the kids at
six, and after they’re in bed, reading, or
perhaps having two or three very close
friends in, for a drink and a lot of talk

—

friends like Jerry Wald, her Warner pro-
ducer, and his beautiful wife, Connie

—

or Curtis Bernhardt, the director of
“Possessed,” or Billy Haines, her friend
from her early Metro days.

T
HOSE are two sides of her, but those
are only the beginning of her complexity.

There is, for instance, the girl athlete that
crops up every summer. Right now she
is coaching in tennis with Eleanor Tennant
and coaching in swimming with Paul Nass.
She is already a fine horsewoman and a
good golfer, but that’s not enough. An
average mortal would be content to go
neatly through a pool, or tidily about a
court—but Joan has to be a champ.
When you know her intimately you also

encounter Miss Crawford, the drudge. This
phase crops out every now and then and
manifests itself in intensive house clean-
ing. No small item of tidying linen closets
satisfies her when in this mood.
She has to get down and scrub, literally.

She has an enormous kitchen, almost com-
pletely stocked with stainless steel. You
should see her, her hair screwed up on her
head, her eyes beaming fanatically as she
scours every inch of that steel, and then,
nothing daunted, go into her monster din-
ing room and start waxing the floor and
woodwork. She keeps right on going,
through the library, through the music
room, through her upstairs sitting room
and the bedrooms. It is hard, dirty work
and only sheer exhaustion eventually stops
her. Why she enjoys it, and gets a boot
out of it heaven only knows. Certainly
she doesn’t.

Then there is the Joan Crawford, who
quietly supports a clinic where scores of
tonsils have been removed, babies have
born born, and difficult operations per-
formed, for all of which she pays, even
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To be well groomed, check
clothes for spots—Get the Mufti
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though often all she knows of the people
benefited is that the need is there, and
she has the means to alleviate it.

But, actually, I think the least known
side, and one of the most dominant, is

Joan, the business woman. Everything
about her looks extravagant. Yet every-
thing she has acquired is, basically, a
superb investment. Not many people
know that she has important Los Angeles
and even New York holdings in real

estate. But many producers know the
sharp bargains she can drive when it

comes to signing for a picture.

One thing you may be sure of: Neither
she nor her children will ever know finan-

cial worry. She started with nothing and
has made every cent of this herself,

through sheer intelligence. Admittedly, she
began with the gifts of beauty and talent,

but Hollywood is littered with the wrecks
of girls who started with those same pos-
sessions—in much greater degree—and
completely squandered them.
Two more babies have just come into her

home. They are both girls. One is named
Cynthia and the other Cathy. With Chris-
topher and Christina, Joan’s home can
truly be called the “House of the Four Cs.”
The new additions to the family are en-
sconced in Christina’s nursery, and the
cheerfully dispossessed Christina and
Christopher take turns sleeping on the
porch and in the guest bedroom.

This makes four adopted children for

Joan, and while four youngsters in one
household would be enough for most
women, Joan wants to bring up at least

eight.

If they all turn out as terrifically as
Christina and Christopher have—come ten
years from now—that will really be some-
thing. Christina is a tall, lovely eight-year-
old, whose sensitive dreaminess does not
prevent her from being head of her class

in school, and captain of “The Brownies”
in her neighborhood. Christopher, at four,

is about the handsomest small boy in town,
and certainly the most beaming.
Those plans of Joan’s head and her heart

—her financial planning, her career plan-
ning, her devotion to the children—those
are very clear to her. But the wishes of

her secret heart—that hidden dream that
waits yearning at the back of every ro-
mantic woman’s mind—have never been
answered. These Joan has not yet mas-
tered. There lies the eternal humanness
of her, the eternal youth.
But just between us girls, isn’t it won-

derful to watch a woman, who when life

starts pushing her around, pushes it right
straight back and makes it whisper,
“Darling!” The End

Warm embrace—warm friends: Photoplay
writer Ruth Waterbury, Joan Crawford
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( Continued, from page 43) Possession is al-

ways a happiness—at least, you’ve known
it, even if temporarily.”
As an actress, you can imagine her sup-

plying all the knowing provocativeness
necessary to the role of Amber—yet re-
maining at the same time confusingly
clean and untouched. You really can't

blame Twentieth Century-Fox for their in-
decision. Peggy is “Forever Amber” and
“Never Amber” all at once.

“Life
—

” continues the little lady who has
lived just twenty-one years of it, “is very
well balanced. As an unknown, I might
have kept Amber and met with envy and
hostility.

“I lost it, and found friendship, sym-
pathy and kindness—things it might or-
dinarily have taken me much longer to

earn in a country that was not my own.”
In the country that she came from the

little Cummins is far from an “unknown.”
She has been enjoying sensational successes
with British theater, radio and film fans
ever since she was thirteen.

M
ORE English in appearance than Irish,

Peggy is a native of Killiney, outside of
Dublin. In her contradictory way, she was
born in Prestatyn, North Wales, adding
unexpected diversion to her mother’s visit

to an aunt there. Currently, she is the
only known Californian who can claim
Hollywood as a middle name. Her father
was William Hollywood Cummins, a direct

descendant of the gentleman after whom
Hollywood, County Down, Ireland, is

named.
Peggy’s childhood home in Killiney, was

a modest one, surrounded by a garden, a
small private wood and a tiny strip of

beach. Keeping up with her two older
brothers, she became an expert tree- and
roof-climber, not to mention fence-jumper.
Today, she swims, dives, fences, rides
horseback or a bicycle with equal equa-
nimity. The brothers grew up to be R.A.F.
Squadron leader William Cummins, and
scenic artist Harry Cummins. Their little

sister grew up with several broken bones
nicely mended, and only one permanent
scar on her right knee.
Peggy joined the Abbey School of Ballet

at the age of seven. Her dramatic career
began when she was picked from the class

to play a child’s part in Dublin’s famous
Gate Theater. From then on, she was in

great demand by both the Gate and the
Abbey Players, but by coincidence all the
roles seemed to be of little boys.
A brazen schoolgirl role in “Women

without Men” convinced a London friend
of the family that the youngster with the
slanted green eyes and the lilting voice was
developing beyond her opportunities. He
persuaded her mother to take her to

the famed London producer, Audrey
Blackburn.
Blackburn was not interested in a child

actress—but one hour after meeting this

one, he had signed her for a revue. The
revue, “Let’s Pretend,” opened on her thir-
teenth birthday—and flopped. From it,

however, she stepped into television, and
eventually into the notice of a Warner
talent scout, who signed her to come to
America. A week before sailing, war was
declared and the contract was cancelled by
mutual agreement. But Peggy was des-
tined to come to the United States and
this was finally accomplished after the war.
In “The Late George Apley,” Peggy

screens slightly larger than her diminu-
tive five-one, and the ninety-eight pounds
she slips into a size nine dress. The “Apley”
picture had a homey flavor, and “working
with Ronald Colman was exciting, he is

such a magnificent actor. And the fact
that he is English made things very nice.
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APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS—Better Fabrics Bureau

Before and After
DO IT AT HOME IN 7 SHORT WEEKS!

These are actual
photographs of Diana
Parker of New York
before and after tak-

ing the famous John
Robert Powers Home
Course, under the
supervision of lovely

Grace Eden. You too
can acquire the poise,
charm, and self-confi-

dence of a Powers
Model through figure

control, make-up. hair styling—in only 7 weeks.
Edenized Powers Girl training shows you how to make

the best of yourself! Your friends will be amazed. Write
today for “The Powers Way”. It’s free.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Avenue, Suite H367, New York 17, New York

Women £at/t /ffem/ Sell

IfcuhA-Tuifif nylons
IN AMAZING NEW FIT SERVICE

Complete Outfit with SAMPLE STOCKING
FREE— Write for Yours Today!
Enjoy taking orders from friends, in spare
time, for amazingYours-Truly Nylon Hosiery
in a new Individual Customer Fit Service.Fit
every type of leg: slim, stout, average, short,
long, extra long. No twisted seams, no baggy
ankles, or binding at the top! Yours-Truly
Nylons are more beautiful because they fit

perfectly. Customers buy time after time.
Be First in Your Town — WRITE!

with Yours-Truly Nylon Ho-
siery in this amazing: Customer
Fit Service. Ask for FREE
OUTFIT, including; sample
stocking;. Write a letter about
yourself. Noexperienceneeded.

HOSIERY MILLS, Depl G-tl. Indianapolis 7, Ind.

/V<nv /for-

CDEC CATALOG of

TI\CC Hollywood Styles

Big, new Hollywood Fashion Catalog

of screen styles in dresses, slacks,

suits, blouses, jackets • Gift ideas,

housewares, men's wear, too!

Send one dime (no stamps) to cover
mailing and handling charges.

BETTY CO-ED of HOLLYWOOD. Dept f-91

6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

prim Lu-iu ur HOLLYWOOD, Dept. F-91

6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send catalog. I enclose a dime.

I

I

I

Name.
P

Address.

Zone State.

I

j
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Dry HAIR
Just try this SYSTEM on your hail

7 days and see if you are really en-
joying the pleasure of attractive hair

that so often captures love, romance.

MARVELOUS RESULTS
when scalp and hair conditions are

v normal and the dry. brittle, breaking
L off hair can beretaraed.it has a chance
" to get longer and much more beautiful.
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM foi

7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send $1.00. (If C.O.D. plus postage).

Fully guaranteed. Your money back if you are not delighted.

JUELCO., 4727 North Damen, DeptM-6 1 0,Chicago 25, III.

jENiAHiitMcni
Of Your Favorite Photo Size8xi(f_
Most gorgeous life-like enlargement you _

ever saw. Finished in beautiful “Gold-

1

tone” process on heavy portrait paper. 1

SEND NO MONEY! Mail snapshot, pho-
|

tograph or negative, any size, any sub-
ject. Pay postman only 69c for one or $1.00

for two, plus postage. Or send price and we
pay postage. Original returned unharmed. R
QUICK SERVICE. Money back guarantee.

"

Hand colored in oils $1 extra. State colors.
ALLIED PHOTO CO.,108 W. Lake St. f Dept. E36, Chicagol.llL

I the $1.00 to u*. Send
1 No Money. Order

|

4Rosebud Salve byonecentpoatcard.
(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, if you send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70, WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

WE WILL PAY YOU >25
for selling 50 boxes 21 for $1 Christmas Cards.
Also 50 and 25 for $1 embossed with name
on. Samples on approval.
Merit Card Co., Dept. F, 70 William SI., Newark 2, N.J.

Scrafchinq
Mosquito- Other Insect Bites
Relieve the itching caused by insect

bites, athlete’s foot— other itching

troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial

m bottle provesit—or money back. Ask
t yourdruggist for D.DJ).Prescription.

De^Hf^HAIR
Temporary relief not enough—you want freedom

Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can you
be sure your unwanted hair has gone FOR-
EVER. The Mahler Method—used success-
fully all over the world for over fifty years
—positively enables you to do this in the
privacy of your home. It brings relief and
social happiness long denied you . . . Send
6c in stamps TODAY for illustrated booklet,
“New Charm for Madame.”
MAHLER'S. Inc. Dept: S8K, E. Providence, R. I.

) Take easy orders . . .
get big

J profits. Show sensational
new line with 21-card $1.00

“Feature” assortment. You
make up to 60c on every box. Big selection

Personal Christmas Cards, 25 for $1.00 up.
Religious. Humorous, Everyday Cards,
Gift Wraps, Stationery, other assts. No
experience needed. Samples on approval.

PROCESS CORP., Troy at 21st.St,
Dept. K-l 5 CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS

Christmas „
with, lor

Name

ENDS GRAY HAIR
MUTINY

WORRIES IN 5 SECONDS
SOOTS Quick, easy Tintz Touch-up

Pencil colors gray, faded hair

at roots, parting, temples.
Like lipstick. In metal swivel
case.Won’truboff.but washes
out. SEND NO MONEY.
Deposit with postman on
delivery 50c or $1 for 2 plus

tax and C. O. D. postage on
guarantee of satisfaction or
Money Back. State shade:

Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown, Med. Brown, Light
Brown, Auburn or Blonde. Mail order now to:

TINTZ CO„ Dept. 5- K. 205 N. Michigan Ave„ Chicago 1, III.

With Edna Best in the cast, too, I knew
we’d always take time out for tea,” Peggy
said.

“During the picture, we got together
and bought a cow to send to England. The
children there need fresh milk so badly.
They brought the cow on the set and we
had our pictures taken with her. We got
so attached to her—she really was a sweet
thing.

“The really touching, wonderful thing,
was when the stagehands, prop men and
other technicians, put some money to-
gether and sent another cow. It impressed
me so much. It’s hard for any one who
hasn’t been over there to know what
their generosity will mean.”
Peggy loves to laugh—unrestrainedly,

unexpectedly, often without rhyme or
reason:

“It’s a release—a way of cleansing your-
self. I’ll talk for hours on the phone with
anyone who’ll laugh with me. Sometimes
I know I could have spent that time tidy-
ing my bedroom, or polishing my shoes.
But there will be bedrooms that need
tidying and unpolished shoes after I’m
gone. It seems to me that I do myself more
permanent good, make myself a better
person, by laughing.”

Y
OU’VE been searching for the “some-
thing” that lies behind this Irish girl’s

very small, very clean face. She has un-
usual intelligence and sincerity, but there
is something more. . . .

You’ve found it in that last little speech
of hers: That matter-of-fact acknowledge-
ment of the impermanency of material
things.

Peggy learned this first-hand as the
youngest member of the Women’s Vol-
untary Services during the war. She
learned the spiritual value of laughter,
doing her giggling Fluffy in “Junior Miss”
to the accompaniment of falling bombs
and shrieking sirens. As she later tells

you, “I was scared out of my wits most
of the time. Then, I’d look down at all

those faces in the audience—not a soul
moving from his seat—all of them look-
ing toward the stage, as if that was where
their life hung. Their calm always cured
my panic.”
During the making of “Moss Rose” she

found herself a laughing partner worthy
of the name, one Victor Mature:
“He’s such a nice person—terribly con-

siderate of every one. And he’s so full of
jokes!

“He loves to tease, the same way I do.
I think your word for it is ‘kid.’ Five and
six times a day the phone would ring for
Victor, and the door man who answered
it would always call, ‘It’s your mother
from Kentucky!’ And Victor would say to
the director, ‘I’m sorry—but I can’t keep
my mother waiting.’
“But I know of one conversation he had

with his mother that was real. It was after

they cast him in ‘Kiss of Death,’ the gang-
ster picture. He called her up and said,

‘Hello, Mom—they’ve got me in Sing Sing!’
His mother must need a sense of humor,
too!”

Peggy’s own telephone rings quite often,
with baritones emanating from the other
end. Inevitably, you must ask the new-
comer her opinion of Americans versus
Europeans.
“Of course, there is bound to be some

difference in people who live differently,

dress differently, and who think under
different conditions. But people are like

scales—when one has something the other
one lacks, then the other has something
to balance it.”

The outstanding trait of Americans as
noted by the Cumminses, mother and
daughter, is, “You are so terribly polite, no
one could feel strange in a country where

every one is so courteous.” Just between
us Americans, this comes as a sort of shock
—you take a second look into Peggy’s
green eyes to be sure she is not “teasing.”
Finding them perfectly serious, you sus-
pect that maybe courtesy is the natural
result of the Cummins approach:
“The people in the shops and the markets

are all so friendly. ‘Thank you,’ they say,
and ‘be sure to come see us again.’ Only
one phrase of yours confuses us. Some-
times, when we said ‘Thank you,’ the
person would just say, ‘You’re welcome.’
It didn’t sound like an invitation, and we
thought maybe it was sarcasm. It took us
a while to catch on that ‘You’re welcome’
is the American way of saying, ‘Thank
you, too.’

”

In an over-all way, this little Irisher
loves people and loves life. The warmth
of this appreciation runs through all her
conversation. All her emotions are ex-
tremely human, she has a sensitivity for the
sight and sound and smell of small, human
things:

“The sight that stirred me most? Well,
perhaps I haven’t seen it yet because to me
so many sights have been wonderful.
There is nothing so beautiful, I think, as

walking through the door of a room and
seeing a person you love sitting there

—

your mother, a dear friend, or maybe the

two of them sitting together.

“Of course, my new car standing out
front was a sight I’ll never forget, either.

And when they were fixing up my dressing
room on the lot, I kept finding excuses
to run in and out the door, just so I

could be struck over and over again with
the lovely blue walls that they were giving

me.”

A
NGER terrifies her. She will rim away
from it if directed against herself, or

skip the distressing sight of other people
quarreling. “I refuse to hate anyone—be-
cause you’d have to hate yourself even
more, to allow yourself to become so con-
fused inside.”

Now that she is a permanent resident

of California, Peggy revels in the feel of

peace. She has a phobia against crowds
and night clubs. Large social events don’t

appeal to her. She loves to drive at night

with the car top down, and to park on some
high hillside to breathe in and absorb
the sight of “miles and miles of spreading

peace and quiet.”

The bright sunshine does painful things

to her extremely fair skin, which for years

knew nothing but England’s fog and damp.
After taking the sun carefully, a few
minutes at a time, she is feeling boastful

about the faint golden tint beginning to

show on her arms.
The weathering process is in prepara-

tion for her next picture, “The Black
Rose,” which will have Cornel Wilde as

its hero. A great many of the scenes will

be shot on location in Monument Valley,

Utah.
There will be plenty of opportunity for

horseback riding and, next to people,

Peggy feels very chummy towards horses.

“They’re so intelligent, I think.”

The little Cummins has a private slogan.

She pulls it from her purse and reads it to

you:
“ ‘You have what you give.’ Just that

—

if you give out happiness and good, you
also keep it. Those are the only words I

can find to express my deep appreciation

for the kindness and friendliness of the

people in this town to me!”
Not all newcomers find nothing but

politeness in America, and nothing but

kindness in Hollywood. Maybe, because
she lives up to that little scrap of paper,

this little Irish girl will find nothing but

fine things wherever she goes.

The End
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Sun and Shade Parade

(Continued from page 55) the dresses be-
come elaborate and very feminine. These
are the two trends and they both make
sense. I can remember when Hollywood
stars thought it was their heaven-sent duty
to be as dressed up at lunch as they were
at parties. But now, it’s the simple, un-
cluttered dress for busy days and elegant
creations for romantic nights.

For luncheons at home and other in-

formal wear, Diana Lynn has a ducky
dress of navy blue, gray and yellow print

fashioned out of your great grandma’s
favorite yard goods—percale! It has a cool

off-shoulder neckline, particularly becom-
ing to rounded shoulders. The skirt is full

and ballet length. Tiny spring flowers in

the hair substitute for a hat with this one.

For dancing nights Diana also has one of

the loveliest evening dresses of palest gray
chiffon and lace that Edith Head has ever
designed, I think. The gray chiffon skirt

is worn over a pale cyclamen slip. The lace

apron peplum is removable and falls to the
floor in back in a fishtail effect. The “bust
bolero” also has a simple removable collar,

leaving a bare-shoulder evening gown
when it’s not worn.

B
ETTY HUTTON has a wonderful white
sharkskin suit. The jacket is made with

deep revers and an extremely long waist-
line cut to give a full flare at the back.
The skirt is straight with a small slit at

the side. Instead of a blouse, Betty wears
a vivid emerald green ascot and pins her
now-famous “gold handkerchief pin” right
smack in the middle of it.

Incidentally, Betty’s shoes were the talk
of a big party that Carole Landis gave.
They were chocolate-brown satin evening
sandals, with platform soles edged in gold
to match the trimming of her lovely dark
brown marquisette gown. Mona Freeman,
looking like a little Grecian goddess, was a
dream at the same affair in a gown of shell

pink chiffon. The bodice was draped art-
fully over one shoulder, leaving the other
shoulder bare. And the backline was
slashed to a new low. The skirt was won-
derful—so full—and accordion pleated, with
the faintest all-over design of scrolled
iridescent sequins. She wafted around like

a breeze—and nobody suspected that she
and Pat Nearney were stork-dating.
At Carole’s party—like just about every

other party you go to these Hollywood
nights, they’re playing that hilarious
lemon-under-the-chin game—and it’s mak-
ing for a lot of fun. Everyone sorta stands
around while a girl—or a man (whoever
chooses to start the thing off) puts a large
lemon between the chin and against the
chest—toward one side. It is held there
by pressing the chin down on the fruit, but
not too hard. Because the object of the
game is for a man to take the lemon away
with his own chin and neck and whatever
shoulder manipulation he can manage—

-

but without using hands! If the fellow
can succeed in getting the lemon beneath
his own chin without having it drop to
the floor, the game continues by having
a gal take it from him by the same
means—all hands still behind backs, mind
you. Well! The gyrations, contortions and
squirmings you go through to manage this
are really hilarious—and believe me, you
don’t always manage it. It certainly is a
new way to get lip rouge all over a feller’s

coat! Lynn Bari, who was at the party, re-
marked that if they keep playing it around
here, she’d just love to have the pre-game
hanky concession!
Lynn looked lovely too in a story book

gown of white chiffon that featured the
bared-shoulder neckline, the bodice grace-
fully shirred to achieve a Grecian effect

—

a line that is getting tremendously popular.

SMOOTH SAILING WITH

If summer means agony to you
— if pollen-laden breezes aggra-

vate your bronchial asthma-
take a new lease on life with Dr.

R. Schiffmann’s ASTHMADOR.
Just ignite Asthmador powder
or an Asthmador cigarette, and
let those pleasant, aromatic
fumes penetrate congested pas-

sages. Notice how they help
make breathing easier, aid in re-

ducing the severity of your par-

oxysm. Enjoy summer vacations

— you can get Asthmador any-

where — take it everywhere. No
costly sprays to buy, nothing to

take internally. No wonder
Asthmatics have made Asth-
mador the leading inhalant
treatment! Sold under a money-
back guarantee. You can't lose —
and you’ve a lot of welcome
relief to gain!

Sell CHILTON
Christmas Cards

Make BIG

MONEY,

k w iTH HANIEShow friends. . . neigrh
bors these sensational
bargain Christmas Cards.
Everyone wants . . . buys. —
Just show samples — take orders— no risk. Come
in beautiful new designs— rich colors— fine papers.

17 Smart Popular Assortments
AMAZING LINE all fast sellers. 21-card “Prize**
Christmas Cards, Religious, Fine Arts, Humorous,
Everyday, Gift Wraps, retail $1.00. Get “Prize**
Christmas assortment on approval. Write today l

CHILTON GREETINGS CO., Dept. 23-D,
147 ESSEX STREET • BOSTON, MASS.m

Now She Shops

"Cash And Carry"
Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffines3
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don’t wait ! Ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills,

a stimulant diuretic, used successfully by millions
for over 60 years. Doan’s give happy relief and will

help the 16 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

GOT A BOIL?
HERE’S HOW TO GET RELIEF

Apply a ready- to-u se

ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice

comfortably hot. Almost at

once you’ll feel the moist
heat go right to work help-

ing to relieve the pain and
soreness. You’ll see how it

helps bring the boil to a

head. The moist heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE works for

several hours bringing
soothing relief. Feels good
—does good.

GET A TUBE OR CAN
FROM YOUR
DRUGGIST.

FOR BO/LS—

Antiphlogistine

WHY SUFFER
FROM MISERY OF SIMPLE

PILES?
• Here’s a single soothing medicine
to speed relief from tortures of simple
piles. It’s amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—lubricates dry, hard-
ened parts—helps prevent cracking
and soreness—reduce swelling and
check minor bleeding. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists’ in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-
cation—also tins and suppositories.

*Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

Quick FOOT RELIEF
Protects Feet and Toes Wherever Shoes Painfully

Rub or Pinch. Helps Prevent “Breaking-In” Torture
For quick relief from corns, sore toes, callouses, bunions,
chafed heels, tender spots and instep ridges—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex. This downy-soft, soothing, cushioning, protective,
flesh color foot plaster instantly stops tormenting shoe fric-
tion; lifts painful pressure. Helps prevent blisters and "break-
ing-in” discomfort of new or tight shoes.
Cut Dr. Scholl’s .Kurotex to any shape or size and apply it. Does not come off in the
hath. This superior type of moleskin is also splendid for preventing blisters on hands
of Golfers, Tennis and Baseball players. Economical! At Drug, Shoe, Department
and 100 Stores. FREE sample—write Dr. Scholl’s, Inc., Dept. K, Chicago.

Dr Scholls KUROTEX
p
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Nol your looks— but your old

fashioned deodorant! Modern 5

DAY Under Arm Pads stop under-

arm odor and perspiration better,

quicker, longer— 1 to 7 days,

depending on you and the weather.

Successor to creams and liquids

—just lotionized pads, gentle,

safe, handy. Dab under arms with

a pad, then throw it away.

"Cjbfc ‘ Xw, 2 SeCOYuHi?

5VAy
UNDER ARM PADS
29c, 55c
Also $1 economy size

TIRED EYES THRILL TOm EYE-GENE
Relieved in SECONDS!
Wonderful EYE-GENE! Just
two drops in your eyes that are
tired or irritated from wind,
glare, overwork, lack of sleep

or smoke— will relieve, rest,

refresh, clear them in seconds.

Use it every day. EYE-GENE
is positively harmless. 20^, 60^,
and $1 in handy eye-dropper
bottles at
Druggists /^Guorameedby*^
everywhere. I Good Housekeeping ,

Insist on
EYE-GENE!

Weary, irritated
one minute . .

.

Relieved, rested,

cleared the next!

For EXTRA DOLLARS
Vl‘

Want

50 <" 5
1

Those

Show 6 NEW SERIES of Name-
Imprinted Christmas Cards, low
as 60 for $1.00. Exclusive designs,
bigvalues! Your friends, neighbors
order quickly from FREE samples
we send you. Big cash profits easy.

17 SMART ASSORTMENTS
Add to earnings with beautiful, “Artists’ Award”
Christmas and Everyday Assortments. Pay you fine

profits. Exclusive variety offers “21

Feature” Christmas Assortment,
famous Matched Christmas and
Everyday Gift Wrap Ensembles,
Holiday Notes, Religious, Everyday,
Humorous, 10 other money-makers.

Write Dept.M-l9today for Samples

The very full bouffant skirt was lightly
sprinkled with bugle beads. Her only
jewelry, a tiny diamond choker. All this
was topped by an ermine cape stole—that
“stole” the show!

B
ACK to the “busy days” department we
go for Ann Sheridan’s smart, plainly

tailored suit of sheer wool. Cafe-au-lait in
color, it has a collarless V-neckline, pencil
slim skirt. It’s trimmed with large gold
buttons down the front of the jacket. Annie
wears with this, a large cream colored
felt beret pushed softly to one side and
folded over a gold kid rose. I can just see
her in this stunning outfit, with her nice
brown alligator accessories, leaping off the
train to meet Steve Hannagan in New
York, which is just what she does every
time she finishes a picture.
Shirley Temple’s darling all-day blue and

white checkered gingham really has cute
touches. The dress has a tight bodice, and
a full skirt gathered at its basque-length
waistline. The skirt is plain, but appliqued
all over the top front and extending into

the band of the waist is a varicolored
gingham design that forms a flower pot,

topped by two little birds that spread to the
shoulder line. The appliqued gingham is of
red, black, white and green.
An ideal summer afternoon or cocktail

dress is the one pictured that Travis Ban-
ton designed for Joan Bennett. It’s of dead
white cotton lace and has absolutely simple
lines. Its rather low square neck is finished
off by appliqued scallops of the lace. It’s a
shoulder-strap dress, topped by a tiny
short-sleeved bolero. The skirt features slit

pockets at the hip trimmed with tiny rhine-
stone baguettes. Around the waist is a
crushed blue-green velvet sash.

There’s nothing like dead white against
a golden tan these summer days—and in-

cidentally, the more golden the tan, the
better. Our advice, based on what a lot

of the glamour-boys tell us is, that if get-
ting sunburned gives you a swarthy look
instead of a coppery or vivid hue—then
stay out of the sun, babes! Well to get back
to the dead white—especially in cool suits

that Hollywood gals love: Gail Russell’s

favorite is a white sharkskin, two-piece
suit with a multicolored silk print blouse.
The jacket is styled with a hood lined en-
tirely with the same bright print of the
blouse. Gail also has gloves of the print.

Lizabeth Scott has a lounge or cocktail

dress (for cocktails around your own
house, that is) that’s a nice change from
slacks—or dressy pajamas—or even just

dresses. It’s striking too, with its top con-
sisting of a slip-on jersey shirt of bright
powder blue, high necked and short
sleeved. The long skirt is a dirndl of

heavy, stiff taffeta in a plaid of blue, green,
rose, lavender and white, tied tight at the
waist with a wide crushed sash of the same
plaid taffeta. Lots of gold jewelry, plus
very open sandals finish off this stunning,
casual costume.
Joan Fontaine has a new taffeta after-

noon or cocktail dress too—but hers is a
bright navy, medium length and drapes to

a bustle back. Joan’s “something different”

really appears in the sleeves of this dress,

which are puffed at the shoulder, tight at

the elbow, where they end, and feature a
slit through the center of the sleeve. The
only trimming is a striking lei that ties

just like the ones that are made of Ha-
waiian flowers. Joan’s is made of dead
white paillette clusters studded with bril-

liants. Naturally, she wears no personal
jewelry with this dazzling “collar.”

You almost never see Joan Crawford,
without a hat, but I ran into her at LaRue
one night (just about the last date she
had with Greg Bautzer) and the little black
taffeta number she was sporting was out
of this world for piquancy. If she’d been
wearing a bonnet, I doubt whether it would

have been noticed. Don Loper made it for
Joan. Its heavy, swishy, crisp skirt was al-
most ballet length and very full. The only
trimming, an enormous, flat rosette made
of rows and rows of narrow white lace
near the hem. The tight fitting bodice was
very long waisted, very broad shouldered
and had tiny short sleeves. A high neck-
line was finished off with a tiny round
collar made of several rows of the same
lace, but it didn’t end where little round
collars usually do—it slanted off-side, with
one end of it a little wider and conse-
quently a little lower (in a slightly cock-
eyed effect). Black patent accessories.
Judy Garland has always had a mad

pash for yellow. And she never looked
lovelier in it than the night she traipsed
to the Ballet Russe wearing a sheath-like
dress of palest yellow crepe. It had a
high boat-shaped neckline, long tight
sleeves and a wide grosgrain cummerbund
of a deeper yellow. Her hat was a halo of
matching yellow roses, swathed in lime
colored tulle. Judy wore a dark mink
stole (even the summer nights are cool
enough to rate a mink, if you have one),
brown suede pumps and bag. Her only
jewelry, a canary diamond clip worn close
to her right shoulder.
What’s new? Well, there’s the cute gag

ZJ

'TktiLU J EltiUi / Excitement!

EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES”

Tune in the most exciting lis-

tening time in radio as the au-
thentic crime detection cases

of True Detective Magazine
come to life. All the action, all

the inside facts, all the thrills

of watching law enforcement
at work.

For dramatic, action-filled

entertainment—listen this Sun-

day and every Sunda/! Get
the details about a special

$500 REWARD

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

ON ALL
MUTUAL NETWORK STATIONS

^ a .^ --^ --------1

that Jennifer Jones dreamed up that
really puts an accent on gloves. On her
dark ones she has her first name, or just
her initials embroidered on the back of
the hand. On white or pale colors, the
monogramming is done in black or brown.
Then there’s Ellen Drew’s “autograph”

blouse. And I wouldn’t be surprised if this

didn’t become a new fad. She had the
unique idea of having friends autograph
a white silk blouse in pencil, and then
having the signatures embroidered over in

sequins. When you stop and think how
many different ways this autograph idea
could be carried out in anything from
jersey slip-ons with contrasting woolen
signatures to dressy blouses with your
pals’ names in anything from silk to gold
thread, there’s no end to what blouses
or slack tops may be coming to.

The End
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Get Your

Own Dresses
Without a Penny

of Cost
AS AN EXTRA

^C^ouldn’t you jump at the chance of earning

up to $18, $20 and $25 a week in spare time?

Well, here it is-the quick, easy way to make

this good money in odd hours—in your own

neighborhood — and, besides, get this Fall’s

loveliest dresses for yourself without a penny

of cost! Just imagine! You invest no money!

You simply take orders when and where you

please for FASHION FROCKS — gorgeous

exclusive styles of exquisite fabrics, unbeliev-

ably inexpensive—as low as $3.98. For every

sale, you get paid in cash on the spot. And, to

top it off, you get your own smart Fall dresses

—as a bonus besides your cash earnings!

No Canvassing — No Experience Needed!

How can we make this wonderful offer? Be-

cause more representatives are needed right

now to show a marvelous added feature of
FASHION FROCKS— sensational new styles

personally designed by the lovely screen star,

Constance Bennett, "one of the world’s ten
best -dressed women.” Miss Bennett, famous
for her unique style sense, now designs exclu-

sively for FASHION FROCKS. Her Holly-
wood-inspired creations will thrill millions of

women. Be the one to present these exciting

dresses to your friends and neighbors. Remem-
ber, they can’t be bought in stores, so people

must come to you if they want to be admired
in stunning Constance Bennett originals.

FASHION FROCKS carry the famous Good
Housekeeping guaranty seal. You can make
good profits without previous experience.

Our special cooperation plan helps you to ex-

ceptional earnings like these:—Marie Patton,

111., earned an average of $28.84 weekly—Mrs.
Claude Burnett, Ala., averaged $27.10 weekly.

No wonder so many of our representatives

bless the day they mailed the coupon below!

AS YOU LIKE IT
A wearable gabar-
dine classic that goes
straight to your
heart—and his!

Everything Free — But Delay May Be Costly!

Openings have been going fast ever since the first announce-
ment of Constance Bennett’s FASHION FROCKS. Don’t risk

missing out on this astonishing offer. Decide to use your spare
hours to pay you a rich reward—in a pleasant, dignified way.
Develop a steady group of regular customers, who buy from
you season after season. Mail this coupon now to reserve valu-

able Style Presentation Portfolio sent FREE. No obligation—and
nothing to pay. Just paste coupon to postcard and mail it today.

Desk 52039 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

mist LOVELY fASHION FROCKS WERE
INSPIRED BY CREATIONS I DESIGNED FOR

MY PERSONAL WARDROBE AT $200 TO %300
EACH I AM HAPPY TO OFFER THEM AT A

TINY FRACTION OF THOSE PRICES!"

$OU4t&HCe
. . Glamorous star of stage, screen

and radio, one of the world’s 10
best-dressed women, she designs ex-

clusively for FASHION FROCKS.

INC

SOAP ’N WATER
FABRIC

that takes you places

in traditional style.Celebrating Our 40th Birthday This Year!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Desk S2039 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES— I am interested in your opportunity to make money in

spare time and g_. my own dresses without a penny of cost.

Send me full information, without obligation.

Name

Adares:

State

Dress Size

FIRST NIGHTER
A classic black dress
— demurely charm-
ing for any occasion.



" THE WARTIME
CIGARETTE SHORTAGE
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WAS A REAL EXPERIENCE
I LEARNED THAT CAMELS

SUIT ME BEST/ I

WELL-KNOWN FENCER

EST

It wasn't muchfun,
standing in line, tak-

ing any brand you

could get. But that’s

when millionslearned

what cigarette suited

them best — Camels!

e* YOURT-ZONt m
WILL TELL yOU...
T for Taste...

T forThroaf...
That'S your proving ground for any

cigarette. See if Camels don't

__ suit your"T-Zone"to a T"

More people are smoking CAMELS than ever before

"The shortage taught me the big differences

in cigarette quality,” says Miss Decker

S
MOKERS everywhere shared your experience with

cigarettes, Miss Decker. They too smoked many
different brands . . . and compared.

And millions found that experience is the best teacher

. . . that for smoking pleasure you just can t heat the rich,

full flavor and the cool mildness of Camels. That’s why
today more people are smoking Camels than ever before.

But, no matter how great the demand:

We don't tamper with Camel quality. Only choice

tobaccos, properly aged, and blended in the time-

honored Camel way, are used in Camels.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Sal

According to a recent

Nationwide survey--

More Doctors
smoke Camels
than any other cigarette

Three nationally known independent research organiza-

tions asked 113,597 doctors to name the cigarette they
smoked. More doctors named Camel than any other brand.
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MRS. GERROLD WESTON HART

the former Shirley Humphreys of New York

Bridal portrait painted by ^7 /

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE HART STORY

Romance began when Gerrold came to

tea at the Humphreys’ family apartment

in New York. No wonder — Shirley’s

complexion is really something to see!

Just One Cake of Camay
brings your Skin a Lovelier Look!

Compliments come to you when your complexion’s

right. And you can possess a softer, lovelier

skin with just one cake of Camay! Renounce

all careless cleansing and go on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet! Follow directions on the

wrapper. Camay—to mild it cleanses without irritation

—can make your skin so much smoother, lovelier!

After a June wedding the Harts hon-

eymooned in Oklahoma where they

saw the famous Indian dances, and

Shirley’s "little-girl" loveliness

nearly stole the show. P.S. Shirley

promises to stay on the Camay
Mild-Soap Diet!



but now l-resh brings you a new tlurner,

creamier deodorant ... to give you carefree

underarm protection even on hottest days.

Only Fresh can give you this patented

combination of amazing ingredients in a new

deodorant that has never been made before.

New Fresh is the most effective cream deodorant

you have ever tried ... we think you’ll agree!

Yet dresses are perfectly safe from rotting . . .

normal skin is perfectly safe from irritation.

New Fresh is delicately perfumed, delightful to

smooth on. No gritty crystals or annoying hard

particles and it doesn’t dry out in the jar.

But don’t take our word for it— test it. Test

New Perlect Fresh today against your present

deodorant— see if it isn’t the most effective— the

most pleasant cream deodorant you have ever

been able to buy. Get your jar of New Perfect

Fresh now— for carefree underarm protection

even on hottest days. Available at all drug and

toilet goods counters.

r<f OOOttAN*
SlO#5* PI BSriftA7«ON

New Perfect Fresh comes to you at the same low pre-

war prices . . . IO*, 25*, 43*, and new 59* economy size.

P
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“The Romance of Rosy Ridge”—

a

story bristling with action, crackling

with thrills—is an authentic piece of
Americana.

And the accent is on “The Romance” be-

cause Van Johnson has found a new and
exciting darling to love in blonde, viva-

cious Janet Leigh (rhymes with Wheel).
She’s in every sense a girl to watch.

MacKinlay Kantor’s Satevepost story,

set in the embattled border states,

seethes with scores of exciting scenes:

night raids by black-hooded marauders;
bare-knuckle fights to the death; gun-

play; breathless races against the ele-

ments; lovers’ nights alone on moonlit
mountainsides.

Van in this new element is an elemental

Van, a different Van, a man who’s
really in the van.

All is rosy in “The Romance of Rosy
Ridge

.

Not far over the horizon are two other
M-G-M biggies: “Song of Love”, star-

ring Katharine Hepburn, Paul Henreid
and Robert Walker, which shapes up
as one of the greatest love stories of
all time; “The Unfinished Dance”,
in Technicolor, starring Hollywood’s
biggest little star, Margaret O’Brien.

i

Entertainment-
wise, M-G-Myy
shines bright in
the summer skies.

Q-.

—
• Jlea

Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

No won rlor that between the fights

and the feuds,
Van finds time
to sing tender
love ballads to
Janet Leigh

—

the girl of his

heart—and sings

as he never has
before.

Gusto went into the acting of stalwart
Thomas Mitchell, Marshall Thompson,
Selena Royle, Dean Stockwell. Zest
went into the screenplay by Lester Cole.
Roy Rowland’s direction, the produc-
tion of Jack Cummings have vigor
and taste.

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 36 YEARS
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CLARK GABLE

aptotion by Edward Chodorov and on nc

y JACK CONWAY • Produced by ARTHUR HORNB Jf* * A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

^ The Hucksters (M-G-M)

EARLY everyone read “The Hucksters”
and everyone had something to say

about it. Here’s more parlor talk—a good
picture, quick and to the satirical point
with Clark Gable as an attractive “Huck-
ster” and Deborah Kerr as the lady so
remote from his fast and fascinating ways.
Said lady comes to warmer life than she
did in the book; she’s handled here by
that competent Britisher Kerr. The chil-
dren keep out of sight most of the time,
thereby letting everyone get right on with
the interesting business of producing
laughs at the expense of that great Amer-
ican Field—advertising.
When Sidney Greenstreet put on the

straw hat and egomaniac expressions of

Evan Llewelyn Evans, he made the pic-

ture. Without him, it might have been just

another; with him it turns into two-check
entertainment.
Looking very well and playing the whole

business straight is Gable, with Ava Gard-
ner vibrating with lots of promise all the
way through. That worn-out and worn-
down advertising executive is Adolphe
Menjou who shouts his “Check” to Mr.
Evans with just the right degree of hopeful
subservience.

All the facts of the film stick closely to

the facts of the novel in most instances; it

will probably sell itself to you with ease.

Your Reviewer Says: Who’d miss it?

On the advertising merry-go-round: Deb-

orah Kerr, Clark Gable inject romance

^ Brute Force (Universal)

No holds barred : Brutally realistic roles

for Burt Lancaster and Charles Bickford

A
STRAIGHT right from Hollywood

comes along in this powerful and in-

tense bit of film-making that stars some
pretty intense people. Bowing to take the
realistic honors are Burt Lancaster, Hume
Cronyn and Charles Bickford who play
their way brutally through this brutal
story of life in a U.S. prison.

Lancaster is just right for a “just right”

role. He is strength working against brains
—neurotic brains possessed by jailer

Cronyn. All the less noble emotions are
Cronyn’s to portray: He comes through
with something that will have you mop-
ping your brow.
The story takes a little time off for some

levity starring Anita Colby, who looks just

as smart behind a gun as she talks on
Photoplay’s beauty pages. The other three
women, Ella Raines, Yvonne De Carlo and
Ann Blyth, who have but a few seconds
to work with in flashbacks, keep the tenor
of the story true.

The lesser roles are carried by some
major-league performers—a handsome and
earnest Howard Duff, Art Smith, Sam
Levene and Whit Bassell.

This is not for the weak-in-heart—it’s

a story of frustration that wins its colors

by reason of its power alone.

Your Reviewer Says: Hard-to-take.

^ The Long Night (RKO)

A night to remember: Henry Fonda and

Barbara Bel Geddes share acting honors

T
HE END of this will come, but only
after you’ve kept a somewhat dreary

vigil with Henry Fonda in his boarding-
house room while the police try to get him
to surrender for murder. Downstairs in

the crowd are all the people who know
and like him—Barbara Bel Geddes, his

Jo Ann; Ann Dvorak as Charlene, the en-
tertainer who’s on the giving end of the
love story, and his blind friend Elisha
Cook Jr. You’ll spend the night wondering
whether Fonda is going to come out, re-
membering the beginning of all this trag-

edy with him—and you’ll probably be
weak in the knees by the time that door
does open.

There’s a brand-new fresh candidate for
“Any Girl” in this: Barbara Bel Geddes,
who could be just anybody, not too pretty,
just nice enough, and who happens to play
an orphan—and very well—in a drab
Pennsylvania industrial town. Fonda takes
on the moods and manners of a common
workman; you can actually feel his emo-
tions. With a shrug of his suave shoulders
Vincent Price turns into a slick character
to add the final depressing note to a pic-
ture that’s fine in portrayal and plot, but
not pleasant entertainment.

Your Reviewer Says: Grips hard, sometimes
too hard.

(Continued on page 6)

BY MARIAN QUINN KELLY
p
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For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 125

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 129

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 126
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Meet the screen's

nftw thrill team ... in

a picture that will set

your heart pounding

DICK ERDMAN • ALLEN JENKINS

PRODUCED BY ROBERT FELLOWS

Directed By TAY GARNETT
Screen Play by John Monks, Jr.
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Arthur Murray Girls tell how

to keep 'dainty while dancing
7

!

This

safe-and-sure

deodorant

is their

secret!

glamour girls to their

toes . . . Arthur Murray’s
instructresses are

experts in more than
dancing routines . . .

they make sure of their

complete personal

daintiness through those

hours of dancing!

they say that they rely on Etiquet

above all other deodorants for

safe-and-sure protection. Because
Etiquet works so effectively, with
such efficiency, it can be depended
upon to stop underarm odor,

check perspiration during
hours of active exercise.

you, too, can share their secret of personal
charm by using Etiquet. And how you’ll

love Etiquet’s fluffy-lightness! The way it

stays moist in jar—will not harm delicate

fabrics. Get Etiquet at all cosmetic

counters—in lOtf, 25^, 39^ and 59<f sizes.

Eticmet

The safe-and-sure

deodorant

( Continued, from page 4)

V' Fiesta (M-G-M)

Y
OU’LL take no siesta during this “Fiesta”
—there are enough lively happenings go-

ing on from gay bullfights to symphony
concerts to keep your eyes on this brilliant
celluloid ball. Esther Williams and John
Carroll have been transplanted to old
Mexico for a story about a gal who’s so
fond of her twin brother she’ll even take
on a bull for him. That’s a giddy enough
twist to spell light entertainment with any
accent and that’s what this picture does.
Miss Williams is a beautiful athlete with

plenty to show off in Technicolor. With
Mexican actor Ricardo Montalban looking
handsome and romantic in the best Latin
tradition, some authentic color-filled Mexi-
can scenery, plenty of time-beating Span-
ish dances and Akim Tamiroff to fill in the
high spots with grace, you have an all-

round piece of inconsequential fun. Look-
ing every inch the lady is Mary Astor;
Fortunio Bonanova plays the bumbling,
well-meaning father with finesse. John
Carroll doesn’t seem too comfortable in all

this atmosphere; but everyone else is, in-
cluding that pretty little dancer Cyd
Charisse.
Maybe Mexico isn’t like this; and maybe

bullfights are quite a bit bloodier, but who
cares when it’s all so much fun.

Your Reviewer Soys: Summer starrer.

v' Repeat Performance (Eagle Lion)

A
DIFFERENT little idea is the reason for
this—i. e., the thought that a gal who’s

had a pretty bad time of it could live a
year over again. Seeing as how the curtain
goes up with Joan Leslie finishing off Louis
Hayward with a gun, you can see that the
events of that year must have been pretty
hectic. At any rate, she gets a try at patch-
ing things up when the calendar rolls back
a year just for her; the audience gets a
chance to find out just how fateful fate can
be.

Joan plays an actress married to tem-
peramental playwright, Hayward. Their
domestic life is somewhat complicated by
Virginia Field who has an eye out for other
ladies’ husbands. She spots Hayward and
tragedy comes stalking in right with her,

with only Joan, of course, knowing the big
black future. Her confidant is one William
played fairly credibly by Richard Basehart.
Everything seems just a bit too preten-

tious. Despite a grown-up wardrobe, in-

cluding, incidentally, some quite unattrac-
tive matronly hats, Miss Leslie seems a
little too young for her tragic role. She’s
better playing the fresh young girl she is.

Hayward looks a bit too grim, but he may
give you a shudder or two. Pleasant Tom
Conway walks around comfortably in a

background role of the good old friend.

Your Reviewer Says: Good enough, but no
encores needed.

V Bob, Son of Battle

(20th Century-Fox)

T
HERE are lots of much-thumbed copies

of this children’s classic in juvenile

libraries—here’s a new version that will

bring that good old shepherd dog Bob to

1947 fame. It brings along Lon McCallister

and Peggy Ann Garner, too, with some
Scotch dialect and looking just as fresh

and gentle as the story itself.

Adam M’Adam—Edmund Gwenn in an
old tarn—is the fellow who puts teeth in

this. He looks as though he grew up in

plaids and talks the same way. The dog
honors are shared, (Continued on page 8)
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You'// be

possessed

bythe
JOANCRAWFORD

andVANHEFLIN
love-madness of

TREMENDOUS
WARNER
ACHIEVEMENT

RAYMOND MASSEY

GERALDINE BROOKS
DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

CURTIS BERNHARDT- JERRY WALD
Screen Ploy by Silvto Richards and Ronold MacDougall* Bosea upon o story by Rito Weimon

Director of Photogrophy Joseph Valentine A S C • Music by Fronz Woxmon P
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Love-quiz ...For Married Folks Only

WHY HAVE HIS KISSES

GONE COLD?

A. If her devoted husband has suddenly become indifferent, it may
be because she has grown careless about feminine hygiene.

Q, Is proper feminine hygiene so important to married happiness?

A. Yes. Intimate daintiness. ..charm. ..call for effective douching.

That's why so many doctors recommend thorough yet gentle

'‘Lysol” brand disinfectant.

Q. What about salt, soda . . . other homemade douching solutions?

A. Weak, makeshift or homemade solutions cannot compare with

the tested and proved cleansing efficiency of “Lysol.”

Q. Why is “Lysol” more dependable than many other disinfectants?

A. Because it is effective not only in the test tube but in contact

with organic matter. “Lysol” is a proved germ and odor killer.

ALWAYS USE "LYSOL'' in the douche, to help you keep the complete

feminine daintiness that is magic in a marriage.

Check these facts with

your doctor

Many doctors recommend “Lysol”

brand disinfectant for Feminine

Hygiene. Non-caustic, “Lysol” is

non-injurious to delicate mem-
brane. Its clean, antiseptic odor

quickly disappears. Highly con-

centrated, “Lysol” is economical in

solution. Follow easy directions

for correct douching solution.

For Feminine

Hygiene—always use

VP
j

FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about inti-

' mate hygiene and its important role in married

happiness. Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, Dept.

F-471 , 1 92 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for

I / frankly informing FREE booklet.

Copr., 194 7 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

(Continued from page 6) especially in
some interest-getting field trials, by Bob
and Red Wull.
Everyone in the family can trot right

along to watch the dogs and their human
friends. But be prepared for some too-
drawn-out emotional scenes and a film
that’s a little too long and slow to deliver
any very special goods.

Your Reviewer Says: Perfectly all right.

kV The Roosevelt Story
(Tola Productions)

WHETHER you are a Franklin Delano
Roosevelt follower or not, you cannot

help but be moved by this life story of

the man who sat in the White House from
the black days of the Depression through
the blacker days of the world’s most
devastating war.
Actually the picture is not a picture in

the broader sense, but is a series of news-
reel clips. These go back to when Roose-
velt was Assistant Secretary of the Navy
in World War I, preceded by some shots

at the time of his marriage to Eleanor
Roosevelt that look as if they had been
taken by a family movie - camera.
Yet the producers have managed to

thread through the patched-together film

a narrative mood by using the voice of a
taxi driver who watches the starkly simple
caisson bearing the body of the Com-
mander-in-Chief on its last processional.
The flashback account gathers in momen-

tum and power right up to the President’s
last speech to Congress following the tax-
ing Yalta trip. There is dark prophecy in

his words and a direct dignity that brings
Congress to its feet in a thumping tribute.

Your Reviewer Says: It will bring you to

your feet, too!

^Living in a Big Way (M-G-M)

K
ELLY the dancer is the be-all of this.

Just how much talent this guy Gene
has you’ll realize when you see him trip-

ping lightly over some planks and boards
or doing a gay little fantastic with a marble
statue. It’s enough to make you like any
film, no matter what else is going on.

The “what else” in this is a fairly chuck-
ly little plot about veterans’ need of hous-
ing, along with ( Continued on page 122)

A great moment in a great film: Franklin

D. Roosevelt and mother read congratu-

latory telegrams on his 1936 re-election



as loan Madou, a woman of the shadows

magnificent production of

important screen event in years!

Painted by world-famous French artist BERNARD LAMOTTE

and the street noises ot Paris, the ominous shadows of tomorrow, seemed far away . .

.

CHARLES LAUGHTON
with LOUIS CALHERN * RUTH WARRICK • roman bohnen

RUTH NELSON . MICHAEL ROMANOFF . A LEWIS MILESTONE Production

Produced by DAVID LEWIS • Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE • RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

p
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Photographs by

Round-up: Mrs. Leslie Howard, now in Holly-
wood, may sell the screen rights to the life

story of her late husband, Leslie Howard, who
was shot down in a plane during the war . . .

Dana Andrews, back on the Twentieth Century-
Fox lot for the lead opposite Joan Crawford
in “Daisy Kenyon,” has never looked better.
That salt air he gets cruising about on his
boat, the Vileehi, seems to make him younger
and younger . . . Jeffrey Lynn explains his wife
Robin traveled to New York alone not because
of any trouble but because he was deep in “The
Adventures of Black Bart” and couldn’t get
away. They are very happy, Jeffrey says . . .

Lew Ayres seems to have settled on Jacqueline
White as his steady girl and he couldn’t have
chosen a nicer one . . . Rumor has it Clark
Gable isn’t exactly thrilled with “The Huck-
sters” but audiences are certainly thrilled with
him. Even top actors admit he’s the dynamite
king of them all.

A “Cast-Off” Gathering: Cal drove up Miller
Drive last week to Kurt Kreuger’s “leg-out-of-
cast” celebration. Kurt, an expert skier, broke
his leg while skiing at Sun Valley several
months ago. Ruth Brady, our idea of a dream
girl, was there with her best beau, Richard
Derr, and Audrey Totter, who once was Rich-
ard’s steadiest date, came with radio writer
Fred Heider. Kurt confided to Cal that his real
heart, Nina Vale, who once played in pictures
under the name Ann Hunter, is in the East.
Kurt will be there soon and there may be a
serious announcement when they meet.

Rendezvous at Romanoff’s: Jimmy Stewart

stands by for a chat with Sally Eilers

Merry mates : The Dick

Haymeses have fun together

dinner dating at Ciro’s



Fink and Smith

Here and There: That contested suit of Mrs.
Mickey Rooney’s, concerning her divorce set-

tlement, threatens to make hot newspaper copy
unless the whole thing is dropped—like a hot
potato . . . The Orson Welles-Rita Hayworth
divorce comes up the minute Rita returns from
Europe . . . The expected baby in the Deborah
Kerr-Tony Bartley menage slightly disrupted
M-G-M’s plans to make Deborah their shining
new star of 1948, especially after “The Huck-
sters.” But as soon as she returns from Eng-
land where her baby will be born, the studio
will carry right on . . . Maria Montez is sooo
in love with her husband Jean Pierre Aumont
she’ll follow him to Paris where he’s gone to

make a movie . . . The Collier Young-Ida Lupino
romance continues the warmest in town.

* * *

The Haymeses: No one was more surprised
and amused than the Dick Haymeses when the
radio blared the news of their separation and
Dick’s forthcoming marriage to starlet Margo
Woode; for in their living room at that mo-
ment sat Margo, who will soon wed Bill Burton,
Dick’s manager. Bill, also present, wore such
an expression of surprised bewilderment, Dick
and Joanne had hysterics.
Anyway it gives us great pleasure to report

the Haymeses have never been happier. “It’s

like a second honeymoon,” Dick smiles. “And
with the arrival of our third child in Septem-
ber, life will be complete for Joanne and me.”
A year or two ago when Joanne felt she

wanted a career of her own, friction was re-
ported in the household. But Dick finally con-
sented, so under the ( Continued on page 13)

Serving tea and the Jolson brand of hu-

mor at Lux broadcast—A1 and Gail Patrick
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Game: Walter Pidgeon matched tennis

skill with champions Sara Palfrey Cooke,

Pauline Betz at Beverly Hills matches

INSIDE STIFF
(Continued from page 11) name Joanne
Dru, his wife made the film “Abie’s Irish

Rose.” But home and family meant more
to pretty little Joanne. Five-year-old

Skippy and three-year-old Helen Joanne,
affectionately called Pigeon, keep the

place lively and gay.
Dick’s career is also zooming. After

obtaining his release from Twentieth
Century-Fox, Dick garnered a fat sum
for one week’s personal appearance on
the Steel Pier in Atlantic City and re-

turned in time to play the lead opposite

Deanna Durbin in “Up in Central Park.”

* * *

Party News: Cesar Romero called by
for Cal around six-thirty one evening
recently and we took off to the hillside

home of friends to welcome to Hollywood
some Argentina friends. John Garfield

warned Cal to save him some supper as

he left to make a speech for United Re-
lief. He’s taking his family to live in

New York, he told us, and already has a
place for them in the Village. “With
eight hours flying time between here and
New York, it’s just like commuting,” he
said. “And if we don’t like it we can
always come back.”
Cary Grant, we noticed again, is one

of the best dancers in Hollywood. Cesar,
voted the tops, was fascinated by Cary’s
footwork. In better spirits than he’s been
in for a long time, Cary seems to be hav-
ing a wonderful time these days.

Bob Taylor, handsome as ever, told us
some of his European experiences and
how much he and Barbara enjoyed their
visit. But something tells us Bob will

always prefer his good American fans
who have always preferred him.
The Edgar Bergens and Kay Kysers

talked radio all evening.
Sonja Henie, back from months in

Europe, looked chic in a Paris gown but
Stuart Barthelmess was nowhere to be
seen. Sonja has confided to friends that
that romance is over. Cal walked with
Errol and Nora Flynn to their car just
for a quick chat. Errol tells us his father,

brides ... a genuine registered Keepsake Diamond

Ring is the traditional symbol of love. Only one diamond

in hundreds meets the exacting standards of quality which

distinguish every Keepsake Diamond. Identify Keepsake

by the name in the ring, and the words “guaranteed AA registered

perfect gem” on the tag ... as illustrated. Let comparison

prove that a Keepsake gives you higher quality and greater value

than an ordinary ring of the same price. Better jewelers are

Keepsake Jewelers. Prices from $100 to $5000.

All rings illustrated available in

white os well as natural gold

Rings enlarged to show details

Prices include Federal tax

Look for the name “Keepsake

"

in the ring, and require the

Keepsake Certificate of Guar -

antee and Registration.

A CONRAD Set 154.75

Engagement Ring 125.00

B HUDSON Set 300.00

Engagement Ring 225.00

C HEATHER Set 362.50

Engagement Ring 350.00

Also $100 to 2475 and
in platinum $300 to 3450

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful 20-page book, ‘‘The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding” ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning

the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of

Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose

10c to cover mailing.
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Street and No.

City
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The Scalp Perspires . . . your hair collects and holds odors and dirt.

Don't risk offending either in public, or personal "close-ups.”

Remove Scalp Odors by using Fitch's Saponified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo.

This efficient cleanser "suds-up" into “mountains" of lather that float

away dirt and scalp odors. Leaves your hair with a light, fresh scent,

radiantly clean, soft and easy to arrange into your personal hair style.

Patented Rinsing Agent contained right in this shampoo

eliminates need for special after rinses. No dull film re-

mains on your hair. At drug counters or have professional

applications at beauty shops.

SAPONIFIED COCOANUT OIL SHAMPOO

• m What paper gadgets,

tied with string

Put addresses on
anything?

SHIPPING TAGS
At Stationery Departments Everywhere

Glamour- Eyes „ \
with

LflSH-KoT-E
\ f Applies eosily^^kl

[

m dries quickly. V
Lasls (or days. I

1 In black or brown 1

For bewitching, sparkling

eyes... enhance their beauty

with Lash-Kote. Water-proof

. . . tear- proof . . . smudge-

proof . . . harmless! \25yl
AT ALL 5 & 104 STORE COSMETIC COUNTERS

Personal charm requires mouth cleanliness

INSIDE STUFF

Headliners: Larry Parks looks engrossed

in a Hebrew newspaper at Jack’s Restau-

rant—kibitzing is wife Betty Garrett

now in Ireland, may retire to live on the
island Errol bought in the West Indies.
Bill Howard, Dorothy Lamour’s husband,
kidded Cal about almost running him
down on Sunset Boulevard but Dorothy,
as well as Joan Bennett, Mrs. Bill Powell
and others were too enchanted with
Jimmy McHugh’s playing and Jean Sab-
lon’s singing to move from the piano.

Cal and Cesar covered a lot of ground
and decided it was by far the best party
of the month.

* * «

A Day with Lana: We joined Lana
Turner in her dressing room and strolled
over to the M-G-M commissary for lunch-
eon. Across from us Lana’s little daugh-
ter Cheryl was the luncheon guest of
Lillian Burns, the studio drama coach,
and at this party “Mommy” wasn’t in-

vited. Cheryl was the belle of the com-
missary, in her Sally Victor bonnet and
white gloves.
We joked with Frank Sinatra, thin as

a tea sandwich in his Spanish costume
for his film “The Kissing Bandit,” and
he took it with good nature.

After lunch we strolled back with Lana
to the “Cass Timberlane” set and watched
that young and brilliant director George
Sidney direct a scene or two.

“Let’s make it a day,” Lana suggested,
and as Tyrone was dining with his

mother, Lana appeared at our door at

seven that evening for dinner.
Later Tyrone dropped in and we all

joined in a “remember when” session.

* * *

Who Was There: Franchot Tone with
his wife Jean Wallace were at the cock-
tail-buffet supper given by that charming
hostess Elyse Hunt. All seems well again
with the Tones, we are happy to report.

Frances Langford looked a dream in

white and husband Jon Hall seemed to

enjoy the music of the roving accordion
player.
Looking beautiful and wearing her hair

in a new short bob was Mrs. Reggie
Gardiner. Reggie couldn’t seem to tear
himself away from the outdoor ham-
burger grill, we noticed. But then neither
could Cal.

Horace Schmid- (Continued on page 16)



Their meeting

was saucy

and flippant!

Their romance
found birth in

the magic of a

sudden kiss!

Their love

jeopardized the

happiness of

thousands!

-ELECTRICas only the stars

of "It's A Wonderful Life"and

"The Yearling" can be!

Ann Shoemaker Donald Meek

|

iiiy Released by RKO Radio Pictures, Inc.

UYIAN ’ A William A Wellman ProductionVritten and Produced by Directed by
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A NEW BEAUTY TREATMENT FOR

IT’S A NEW KIND OF HAIR BEAUTY

FROM A WORLD-FAMOUS COSMETIC HOUSE.

p

NOW COMES A SHAMPOO that really restores

life and "lovelighted” radiance—even to dull,

unmanageable, sun-split hair.

ENRICHED WITH REAL EGG! A luxurious sham-
poo and reconditioning treatment in one. Con-
tains rich egg, nature's own aid in overcoming
hair damage and lack of lustre.

YOU'LL THRILL at how quickly and thoroughly this

new shampoo works. The creamy, egg-enriched
liquid bathes your hair so luxuriously, even in the

hardest water. Then rinses out instantly, thor-

oughly. Your hair "squeaks” clean.

NOT A SOAP. Not a drying, chemical shampoo.
Richard Hudnut Egg Creme Shampoo is truly

different in so many delightful ways!

Introductory offer!

A trial kit of the new
4-way Hair Beauty

Ritual for only Jl.00

(plus tax). Contains

generous-size bottles

of Egg Creme
Shampoo, CremeRinse,
Dandruff Treatment

and Creme Hair

Dressing.

At your drug or

department store,

$1 .00 for the big

family size.

Don’t miss Jean Sablon . . . every Sunday afternoon over Columbia Broadcasting System.

Susan Peters is back in pictures, celebrates

with her husband Dick Quine at Jack’s

INSIDE STIFF
( Continued, from page 14) lapp brought
his lovely wife Carole Landis, and Tony
Martin, we marked with surprise, had
come with Nan Bennett, instead of his
recently steady girl, Marilyn Maxwell.

Mrs. Herbert Marshall joined Mike
North, Cal, Bob and Cleatus Hutton, An-
gela Greene and Stuart Martin at supper
time and everyone pronounced it a bang-
up party.

* * *

Plans: That fine actor Macdonald
Carey who scored in “Suddenly It’s

Spring” told us on the “Dream Girl” set
that he is arranging for a 1948 reunion
of the members of his platoon—a radar
outfit—who went through the Pacific
campaigns together. Macdonald was a
lieutenant in the Marines and did more
than his share of island hopping.
One thing sure, Macdonald can be cer-

tain his buddies will find a welcome in

Hollywood.
* * *

Wooooo—I’m an Indian: An amusing
story this month concerns Dennis Mor-
gan and Jack Carson who finally per-
suaded lovely Cleatus Caldwell to don a

black wig and play a surprise bit as a
beautiful Indian girl at the end of their

picture “Two Guys from Texas.”
“We wanted you because you’re so

beautiful,” the boys said.

Cleatus looked amazed. “Is that the

reason?” she asked. The boys assured
her it was.
And then Cleatus had the last long

laugh. She is, you see, one quarter
Cherokee.

* * *

It’s a Joke, Son? : When Peter Lawford
went down to location in Miami to make
“On an Island with You” he decided just

for the fun of it to go around to his

former employer, a parking lot ownei

.

and see if he could get back his old job

of parking cars.

“Mr. Brickfield, I worked here about
seven years ago,” Pete said, “and I won-
dered if there was any chance of getting

my old job back?”
“Not on your (Continued on page 19)
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1 COWBOY movie star who could out-
/I ride most cowhands at sixteen, Wil-

liam Elliott has more authentic reasons
to strut his stuff than any Western star

in the business. And yet, he’s the quietest

in clothes and manner. Soft spoken, with
no affected twangs or drawls, he’s six foot

two and every inch the handsome hero
who could well grace society dramas.
Only Bill wants no part of them. He’s
exactly what he wants to be—a cowboy
star making million-dollar pictures.

Born on his father’s stock ranch in Mis-
souri, young Bill learned to ride almost as

soon as he walked. When his father was
made commission man at the famous Kan-
sas City stockyards, the Elliotts moved into

Missouri City. Those stockyards were the
meeting place for all range riders of the
West and from them Bill learned riding,

roping, shooting, bulldozing and bronco
busting. By the time he was sixteen, the
cowboys were finding themselves outclassed
in their own tricks by the rangy Elliott kid.

But it was really his first glimpse of Bill

Hart on the screen that determined his

future. He would be a cowboy movie actor

and that was that. So he left college and
set off for Hollywood.
At first they shoved him into every kind

of picture but Westerns. He stood around
in full dress and pined for a six-shooter.
Finally, his chance came. They made him
Red Ryder and he was on his way.
Today, fans everywhere know Bill who

is lovingly called ‘Wild Bill” since Elliott

first made a pictune based on the life of

Wild Bill Hickocl® Through the south,
they affectionately call him “Mr. Wild” and
all over the country he’s known as “The
Gentleman Cowboy.” Fans like his fight-

ing—it’s clean, vigorous and gentlemanly.
They like the fact that he never steps out
of character or interrupts the action to

whang away on a guitar.

Twenty years ago he married Helen
Josephine Myer, the prettiest model and
hostess at I. Magnin’s exclusive shop, and
has been happy ever since. Next to being
made an Honorary Texas Ranger, he’s

proudest of his daughter, Barbara, who
now attends Sarah Lawrence College.
Recently on a trip east to visit Barbara,

he was stopped by a gentleman who po-
litely inquired, “Aren’t you Bill Hart?”

“No, but I hope to be,” Bill said and
right then and there began planning to

bring to the screen, with himself as Hart,
the story of another “Gentleman Bill.”

NEW ! Beauty on a fling !

for heads turned, hearts

stolen by F.iesta — audacioi

chan
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new powder shade! Quick

winks, it gives your skin a
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eyes with a vital young glov
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freshness ... lasting cling!
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FREE! FREE!

Seeing's believing! See Fiesta's sparkle on your skin. Ser
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A-Way yOli go and your heart has wings —
that carry you back to your very first ride on

a dashing pink-and-gold charger! How you

gripped those reins, wide-eyed . . . remember?

Flying to a wonderland so very personally yours?

You've never outgrown your gift for keeping

life gay witli many interests. You’ve learned

many ways to outwit care . . . never forgetting

that problem days need be no problem, with

Kotex — the napkin made to stay soft while

you wear it.

Further, your confidence never fails you.

How could it — when t lie flat pressed ends of

Kotex prevent revealing outlines. When that

exclusive safety center insures protection you

can trust. And when Kotex alone gives you a

choice of Regular, Junior and Super ... to

meet your special needs.

So many good reasons why you and most

women choose Kotex. To help you find the

you rig-hearted fun and laughter that are

very personally yours.

More women choose Kotex*

than aU other sanitary napkins

To make the most of the comfort Kotex gives you, buy a new Kotex Belt. Adjustable, snug fitting, all-elastic.



Her Day: Mrs. Roosevelt

and son James admire

hand-carved statue of late

President presented to her

by Frank Sinatra at the

Jackson Day dinner.

INSIDE

STIFF

“What me?” asked

Danny Kaye when

waiter insisted he and

Mrs. James Roosevelt

produce dinner checks.

Danny, a guest of

honor, had no check!

At the first

blush of

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in

your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type
of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant
odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm— There is nothing
“wrong” with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a

truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation
of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can
cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-
spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

(Continued from page 16) life,” came the
surprising reply. “I remember you, young
fellow, and I’m not going to pay for any
more of your bent fenders.” And then
as if to temper his refusal, he added,
“By the way, what have you been doing
lately?”

* * *

Lunch with the Flynns: “Let’s have
lunch at Lake Side Golf Club,” Errol
Flynn had said, so Cal picked up lovely
Nora Flynn and together with our mu-
tual friends Louisa Wasserman and Julia
McLaughlin of Argentina, we took off for
the Club.

This favorite stamping ground, or
rather golfing ground, of Crosby and
Hope, is only a few minutes’ drive from
the studio, so many Warner stars lunch
there. We waved to Ann Sheridan as we
made for the buffet table. Ann looked
happy over being loaned out to Rainbow
Productions for the film “Good Sam.”

Errol and Cal, with that fine actor Tom
d’Andrea, told amusing anecdotes on
Hollywood and kept our Argentinian
friends intrigued. Errol had met them
on a trip made there several years ago.

After lunch we visited Errol on the set
of “Silver River,” and watched a three-
way scene with the star, Harry Hayden

All deodorants not alike — Don’t take
chances! Rely on Arrid which stops

and d’Andrea. Between scenes we chatted
with Tom Mitchell, also in the film, while
Errol, Mrs. Wasserman and director
Raoul^ Walsh joined in horse racing chat-
ter. The Wassermans own one of the
finest stables in Argentina.

The Hustons’ New Son: On the Mex
ican location of “Treasure of the Sierrg
Madre” a young Mexican lad hung about
his big eyes hungrily taking in every-
thing. Evelyn Keyes, visiting her hus-
band John Huston, director of the film
became interested in the boy and learnec
through other Mexicans his name was
Pablo Albarran and that he wanted a
job. Unable to speak English, there was
nothing the boy could do, but the attach-
ment between Evelyn, Huston and Pablc
grew as the days passed.
When the time came for Evelyn to re-

port to Columbia for her new film, “The
Mating of Millie McGonigle,” she was
loath to leave young Pablo. But im-
agine her pleasure and surprise when she
went to the airport a few weeks later to
meet her husband and there was Pablo
also. “We’ve adopted him,” John said
while Pablo grinned with joy.

JisUttaiuittik

underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid’s exclusive
formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid
than any other age group. More nurses—
more men and women everywhere— use
Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself-You’ll find the
new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid
its Approval Seal — harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops
perspiration and odor so completely yet
so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this “age of
courtship,” don’t let perspiration prob-
lems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—
be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39^ plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.

( Advertisement) p
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'GLAMOUR-BATHE'THOR HAIR

TO A VISIOH OF BEAUTY

Miss Nancy Gaggin, a captivating Powers beauty
,
uses Kreml Shampoo

to keep her lovely tresses sparkling with natural highlights

Leaves Hair Shining-Bright For Days!

Those radiantly beautiful Powers Models must be up to the

minute on every beauty trick. And these famous American

Beauties wash their hair with Kreml Shampoo. They claim

there's nothing better to leave the hair softer, silkier and

easier to hold a wave.

Kreml Shampoo thoroughly cleanses your hair and scalp.

Its luxurious active foam removes all loose dandruff as well as

the dirt. It has been especially developed to 'glamour-bathe'

each tiny strand of hair so that your hair fairly dances with

natural glossy highlights and rich lustre that last for days.

Helps Keep Hair From Becoming Dry

Kreml Shampoo positively contains no harsh chemicals to

dry or break the hair. Instead, its beneficial oil base helps keep

hair from becoming dry or brittle. It rinses out so easily and

never leaves any excess soapy film which makes hair look so

dull and lifeless.

So before that important date—‘glamour-bathe hairto its

natural shining glory with Kreml Shampoo. sffK"
Then see if he doesn’t whisper "you're beau- ri Guaranteed
.... .. ,

V Good Housekeeping I

ttful ! At drug, department and 10*2 stores.

JfremlSHAMPOO
A product of R. B. Semler, Inc.

Kreml Shampoo leaves hair

fairly teeming with natural

glossy lustre

Helps keep hair from
becoming dry or brittle

FOR SILKEN-SHEEN HAIR— EASIER TO ARRANGE Leaves hair softer ,
silkier

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS KREML HAIR TONIC —holds a wave better

A match for beauty: Dave Rose and Mar-

tha Stewart at gathering of notables in

his honor. Eddie Cantor was the host

INSIDE STUFF
to a twelve-year-old boy,” John’s father,
Walter Huston, remarked, “but I’m happy
about it.”

The Hustons will place Pablo in school
where he will learn English and unless
homesickness overtakes him, he’ll become
Americanized in no time.

* * *

Newcomer of the Month: When “The
Unsuspected” was sneak previewed, a big

“well, well, well,” arose among the young
ladies of the audience when Mike North
made his first entrance. And because we
believe you’ll be wanting to know some-
thing of the handsome young man, Cal is

giving you the ahead-of-the-news tip-off.

Mike is thirty, blonde, blue-eyed, with

a dimple in one cheek and muscles like

iron which come from faithful exercising.

His divorce from Mary Beth Hughes be-

came final almost a year ago, so all in all

Mike is the most eligible young man in

town. He comes from a long line of “show
business” people. His parents and grand-
parents are famous throughout the mid-
west for their Ted North stock com-
panies.

After graduating from high school in

Topeka, Kansas (his home town), Mike
went on to the University of Kansas,
graduating with a B.A. Deciding to be

a lawyer, he went back to the University
for one year of law but the old acting

bug was too deeply implanted in the boy’s

heart. So, after several summers in his

father’s stock company, Mike decided

acting was his forte and came to Holly-

wood.
Twentieth Century -Fox signed him

immediately but before he could graduate
from B’s to A’s, he found himself a

lieutenant in the Navy, and after three
and one-half years emerged with seven
battle stars and no job.

One look from Director Mike Curtiz,

however, ended that. The director signed
him to a personal contract, changed his

name from Ted to Mike North and gave
him the lead in “The Unsuspected.”
He lives with his parents (now retired)

and his Great (Continued on page 22)



Infectious Dandruff? . . . Listerine, Quick!

Make a habit of using Listerine Anti-

septic and massage as a precaution.

And if infectious dandruff does get started,

remember to use Listerine Antiseptic and

massage regularly. Listerine Antiseptic at-

tacks an infection as it should be attacked . .

.

with germ-killing action . . . kills millions of

the “bottle bacillus” (Pityrosporum ovale).

This is the ugly little germ that many noted

dermatologists call a causative agent

of the trouble.

You’ll like Listerine Antiseptic for

infectious dandruff. It’s so easy, so

freshening, so delightful ... so cool-

ing. Almost at once you will see ugly flakes

and scales begin to disappear.

Remember, in a clinical test, twice-a-day

use brought marked improvement to 76%
of dandruff patients within a month. Your

scalp feels so much healthier, and your hair

looks so much more attractive.

Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic

that has been famous for more than 60 years

in the field of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St. Louis, Missouri

THE TESTED TREATMENT



.OOK AT"

Be charming the f^eluil pro-

fessional way . . . the fastest,

safest home permanent method.

You can have soft, silky waves
just 30 minutes after wrapping
—perfect for all types, lengths

of hair . . . even dyed and
bleached!

And/owd/gives you 2f:
types

of professional curling . , . real

professional curlers and profes-

sional pin curl clips. Ask for

your favorite store—or

use the handy coupon below.

_

B & A SALES COMPANY
3037 Williams Street
Denver. Colorado

Please send me, at your special prices

—

Complete Prolessional Unit, illustrated (includes SO professional curlers, solu-
tion, end papers, and powder to make 1 qt oi neutralizer), (plus 18c
federal tax) $3.75

Complete Professional Unit (same as above, with special wood curlers),

(plus 22c federal tax) $2.75

Refill Units—Complete Except Curlers (plus 31c federal tax) 2.00

Pin Curl Clips for Daily Pin-ups and Permanents (12) 75

Rehal Hair Control Creme—Glorifies dull and dry hair (plus 20c federal tax).. 1.00

Rehal Fast Foaming Shampoo 1-00

Name. —
Address —
Name of Favorite Dealer

I am enclosing check. .money order. .Send C.O.D. (plus postage).

(Postage paid when check or money order is sent with order.) FULLY GUARANTEED

Ringside romantics at Walcott-Maxim fight

were Leo Durocher and wife Laraine Day

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 20) Dane out in the
Valley. Dates Martha Vickers, Janis
Paige, Audrey Totter and others but has
no serious romance. He wouldn’t mind
getting married again but wants first to
get set in his career.

* * *

On the Ice: A beautiful ice pond in a
wooded setting on Stage 21 of the Sam
Goldwyn Studio, which was created for
a scene in “The Bishop’s Wife,” just
couldn’t go to waste. So Mr. Goldwyn
kindly invited the press and the cast to
get together for a skating party.
Cary Grant in a red checked sport

shirt and Loretta Young in a red checked
dress, were skating around rather shak-
ily. We even had a spell of uneasiness
there when both waved enthusiastic
greetings our way. Cary stopped by our
table for a chat later on. He said he’s
having fun in the picture.

We joined Una Merkel for a chat and
were heartbroken to hear of her recent
grief. Una, who has had more than her
share of troubles, recently lost her fiance
when he died in an automobile accident.
Everyone wishes her more happiness for
the future and with her good role with
Van Johnson in “Virtuous” her career
seems to be zooming again.

David Niven assured Cal he had no
notion of exhibiting himself on skates
after the wonderful show put on by skat-
ers from the “Icecapades.”

* *

Engagement Party: Columbia execu-
tive Milton Pickman invited his friends
in to celebrate his engagement to the
lovely singer Nan Wynn and Cal trotted
right over to wish them the best.

Producer Casey Robinson roamed
around looking lost now that his wife,

Toumanova, is in Paris making a picture.

June Havoc had us in stitches with her
Klondike Kate clowning. Pat Dane as-

sured everyone her marriage with Tommy
Dorsey was over at last—we wonder.
And that handsome and happy couple
Tony Owen and (Continued on page 24)
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They say she kissed 2000 men

COLUMBIA

PICTURES

presents
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Original screenplay by Edwin Blum, Don Hartman Songs by Allan Roberts and Doris Fisher

Directed by AlfXANDER HALL • A DON HARTMAN PRODUCTION

HEAR THE NEW SONG HITS:

"They Can’t Convince Me*

"Let’s Stay Young Forever*

•People Have More Fun Than Anyone*



INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 22) Donna Reed told us
of their two beautiful children. Penny and
Tony Jr. We wished Milton and Nan as much
happiness as the Owens, which is all anyone
can hope for.

* * *

Cal’s Dailey Bulletin: He’s the lad you’re
going to be asking about, writing to and cheer-
ing for when “Mother Wore Tights” and “Off
to Buffalo” come your way. His name is Dan
Dailey and you’ve seen the six-foot-four, blue-
eyed blond guy before—but never as the sensa-
tional hoofer and actor he is now.
Doing pretty well at M-G-M, Dan was about

to hit stardom when you know what came along
and he joined the cavalry and hit for Fort
Riley, Kansas. Later he went overseas with the
Infantry’s 88th Division. In Italy he saw Gene
Kelly doing the part he’d tested for in “For
Me and My Gal” and thought Gene was great.
There didn’t seem to be much doing for Dan

when he got back and to make it worse, he and
his lovely wife were going through the usual
readjustment period. Then Twentieth remem-
bered Dan and M-G-M released him for “Off
to Buffalo” and he was in.

Today he’s the fair-haired boy on his way up.
He’s happy with his bride of four and a half years, who
cooks like a dream and whom he met while she was a student
at the University of Southern California. Fact is, Dan is

a whale of a cook himself—especially in the crepe Suzette
department and his seventy-five cups and ribbons attest to
the fact he’s some equestrian.
He began his career hoofing at six; at fourteen was sup-

porting himself and was referred to as a second Jack Dono-
hue. He trouped in vaudeville, on cruisers and in burlesque
before he hit “I Married an Angel” and “Stars in Your Eyes”
on Broadway.

There’s a doggoned cute catch to his voice when he laughs,
or have you noticed? He has a swell sense of the ridiculous,
would love to bring the life of Jack Donohue to the screen

and lives in a small apartment with no chi chi about it. Soon
every movie fan alive will be Dan Dailey conscious, take
Cal’s word for it.

*

Van Stands: A breach between Van Johnson and his studio
is said to be growing wider. Van is reported as blaming the
innocuous movies handed him for his drop from the top
favorites as rated by recent motion picture polls. When Van
and Evie failed to attend Mr. Louis B. Mayer’s birthday
party friends explained the couple were hurt by the neglect
of Leo the Lion in not sending them a wedding present, and
that Van was silently protesting over his latest assignment,
“Virtuous.” How about Van’s role in “Romance of Rosy
Ridge?” Preview reports are all to (Continued on page 26)

A good skate: Cary Grant cuts an impromptu figure on ice at the

Sam Goldwyn Ice Carnival party on the set of “The Bishop’s Wife”
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The FOXES4 HARROW
CHARLES DICKENS' HEARTWARMING STORY

“"Great Expectations

if you join the Book League of America now

r\EVIL-MAY-CaRE Stephen Fox landed in

New Orleans with a ten-dollar gold piece,

a pearl stick pin—and a swaggering audacity.
But he gambled his way to wealth and power

—

won the blue-blooded Odalie—then her lovely
sister, Aurore—and finally the sultry quadroon
with the creamy skin and golden hair, Desiree.

Here are blood and thunder, swashbuckling
adventure, ardent romance—in the “wickedest
city in the world.” “As sheer entertainment, it

will take backwater from nothing,” says the
Chicago Sun of this million-copy best-seller.

¥ N addition to your free copy of

The Foxes of Harrow, you
ALSO get—as your second FREE
book—the stirring novel by Charles
Dickens, Great Expectations.

Millions have laughed and cried

at this moving story of a penniless

orphan whose mysterious bene-

factor made him the richest man
in London! Now it has been
made into a motion picture that

the critics are raving about

!

The N. Y. Times calls it “Per-

fect!” The N. Y. Herald Tribune

says: “Irresistible entertainment.”

“Superb, brilliant, delightful, en-

chanting !” raves the N. Y. News.
You can have Great Expectations
FREE, as one of your TWO
FREE BOOKS on this amazing
offer !

Scene from Great Expectations, starring John Mills and
Valerie Hobson. A J. Arthur Rank presentation, released

through Universal-International Pictures

THIS SENSATIONAL 524-PAGE BEST-SELLER!

HfOCB>/taV0fU£MS!
1,000, Cop

You Get Both Books FREE—with Membership in the Book League
IT COSTS you nothing to join this Club. And
1

every month (or less often, if you wish) you

may receive the current Selection—a best-

seller by an author like Ben Ames Williams,

John Steinbeck, Somerset Maugham, or Ernest

Hemingway—a book selling for $2.50 and up
in the publisher's edition. But you can get it

for only $1,491

You Also Get FREE Bonus Books

IN ADDITION, for every two Selections you
accept, you get—FREE:—a BONUS BOOK, an
immortal masterpiece by Shakespeare, Balzac, Du-
mas, Zola, etc. These BONUS BOOKS are hand-
somely and uniformly bound: they grow into an
impressive lifetime library.

You Do NOT Have to Take
Every Monthly Selection

You do NOT have to accept each monthly Selec-
tion; only six of your own choice during the year to
fulfill your membership requirement. And each
month the Club’s “Review” describes a number of
other popular best-sellers; so that, if you prefer one
of these to the regular Selection, choose it instead.
No membership dues; no further cost or obligation.

Mail the coupon without money, and you will re-
ceive at once your free copies of The Foxes of Har-
row AND Great Expectations. You will ALSO re-
ceive, as your first Selection, your choice of any of
these 3 best-sellers:

Gentleman's Agreement— Daring novel which be-
came America’s No. 1 Best-Seller—almost overnight I

This Side of Innocence—Sensational best-seller
about the woman who had to choose between mar-
riage without love—or love without marriage

l

Strange Woman—The astounding story of a
"Maine Cleopatra”; now a smash movie hit

t

Send No Money—Just Mail

the Coupon Now
Send coupon—without money—now. At once you

will receive, FREE, The Foxes of Harrow AND
Great Expectations. You will also receive, as your
first Selection, the book you have chosen in the cou-
pon here. Enjoy these three books—two absolutely
FREE, the third at an amazing bargain price.

When you realize that you can get popular best-
sellers like these month after month at a tremendous
saving—and that you ALSO get FREE Bonus
Books—you will understand why this IS “America’s
Biggest Bargain Book Club.” Mail coupon—with-
out money—now. BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA, Dept,
MWG9, Garden City, N. T.

Mail This Coupon To
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. MWG9, Garden City, N. T.

Please send me—FREE—-The Foxes ol Harrow
AND Great Expectations. Also enroll me, free, as
a member of the Book League of America, and send
me, as my first Selection, the book I have checked
below

:

GENTLEMAN’S AGREEMENT
THIS SIDE OF INNOCENCE
STRANGE WOMAN

For every two monthly Selections 1 accept, 1 will
receive, free, a BONUS BOOK. However. I do
NOT have to accept each month’s new Selection;
only six of my own choice during the year to fulfill
my membership requirement. Each month I will
receive the Club’s “Review.” describing a num-
ber of other best-sellers; so that if I prefer one of
these to the regular Selection, I may choose it in-
stead. I am to pay only $1.49 (plus few cents’
shipping charges) for each Selection I accept.
There are no membership dues for me to pay

:

no further cost or obligation.

MR. I

MRS. /

MISS )
(Please Print Plainly)

ADDRESS
Zone No..

CITY if any STATE
If under 21

Occupation age please
Slightly higher in Canada. Address 106 Bond St. Toronto 2

, Can.
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I'M NOT SO SURE,

TED. ID RATHER

BE SHOT THAN TELL

YOU THIS- BUT WON'T

YOU PLEASE SEE
YOUR DENTIST

'

ABOUT BAD BREATH,

DEAR? -

JEEPERS, JEANIE!

I'M NO BIO DAME
HUNTER-IM THE

GUY WHO'S GOING TO

8E YOUR HUSBAND.
REMEMBER?

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

0yd'oy<>‘'^ ?

Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating
foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth
—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely!'"

INSIDE

STUFF

(Continued from page 24) the good,
with Van said to have the best role

of his career.
5jS *

Love Lost Department: In cold

storage along with that white mink
coat reputed to have cost thirty

thousand dollars but didn’t, is that
front-page romance of Joan Craw-
ford and the erstwhile cowboy, Don
(Red) Barry. Seems Red was a bit

optimistic about securing Joan’s
services for a picture (not a West-
ern) and took the costly-present
route to woo his prospect. Joan was
indignant when the ruse was dis-

covered.
Everyone regrets the unfortun-

ate publicity afforded the actress,

but wonders at the same time why
she would accept such costly gifts

(there were costly jewel trinkets
too) from so new an acquaintance.
It is reported that only the night
before the blow-up, Joan attended
a party all done up in rich finery.

The next day, back it went to the
shop. At any rate, everyone is glad
it’s all over.

* *

Twosomes—Old and New: When
it comes to constant twosomes,
don’t overlook Clark Gable and Iris

Bynum, who are almost as constant
as Peter Shaw and Angela Lans-
bury . . . Lana Turner and Tyrone
Power are celebrating one year of
being in love which gives the laugh
to those who said the romance

On the laugh line at the Sam Goldwyn Ice

Carnival party, Loretta Young, Henry Koster,

star and director of “The Bishop’s Wife”

At same party: Steve Cochran shows Virginia

Mayo the hand is quicker than the eye

would last only a month . . . But
when it comes to new heart affairs
look out for Peter Lawford and
Corinne Calvet, the French import.
Pete is proudly beauing the new
beauty everywhere.

* *

Hats Off Department: Since his
separation, Mark Stevens finds
himself (much to his confused em-
barrassment) the most popular and
sought-after young man in town.
But the actor is determined to es-
cape all such romances and go his
way alone. His amazing success on
his Midwest tour with “I Wonder
Who’s Kissing Her Now” may send
Mark back East for more personal
appearances at the Roxy.
At any rate, our hats are off to

him for his fine deportment and we
are lifting our chapeau at the same
time to his lovely ex-wife, Annelle
Stevens, who is determined to make
something of her life without Mark.
Annelle freely admits that her
possessiveness and her lack of
understanding Mark’s desire to
have occasional moments alone
caused the rift. Both are agreed,
however, it’s a final one.

:Je $ %

A Salute to Fay: She’s middle
aged, not pretty in the movie sense,
not glamorous according to smart-
set rules, and yet Fay Bainter is

one of the happiest, gayest, sound-
est women anywhere.

“Don’t (Continued on page 31)
-



BY APPOINTMENT PERFUMERS TO H.M. QUEEN M A R Y . YA R DLE Y , LON DON

...lx YARD LEY.

Light your smile with

“Red Burgundy,” a warm,

fashion-bright lipstick for fall.

Wear Yardley Make-Up Base,

“Red Burgundy” Cream Rouge,

“English Complexion” Powder

—and look your loveliest.

Cream Rouge 85c, all

others $1 each, plus tax.

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U. S. A. from the original English

formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C.



A beautiful, roma ntic pattern

. . . long a favorite with

discriminating women!

Prized for its exquisite

ornamentation, graceful’

contours! In fine,

long-wearing King

Edward Silverplate

— economically priced.

"CAVALCADE"

The "modern mood"

brilliantly interpreted in

distinguished King Edward

Silverplate . . . ultra-smart,

ultra-new! An outstand-

ing value in popular-

priced tableware.

IKSttt) Edward
J5iih?erplate

Unlimited Service Guarantee

Mosl frequently-used spoons

nd forks are extra pi

t points of greolest v

Ajk your dealerfor these lovely patterns.

NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY
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Gale
From the Texas prairies

to Fifth Avenue

via a radio talent hunt

BY SARA HAMILTON

Gale Storm, delightful lead in

“It Happened on Fifth Avenue”

llHE’S happy, she’s content, she’s in

13 Hollywood and she’s news. Her
name is Gale Storm, but there are no
storms or gales to mar the unruffled

calm of her life. Sunny, natural and
pretty, she’s the ingenue lead in Allied

Artists’ bright movie, “It Happened on
Fifth Avenue.” Tried in the fiery furnace
of quickies and Westei’ns for six years,

she is still unscorched by career frus-
trations. Her goal of happiness reached
six years ago when Gale wed Lee Bon-
nell, everything that has happened since
is so much extra trimming on that solid

foundation.
Every Sunday she teaches the pri-

mary class in the Hollywood-Beverly
Christian Sunday School and on Sat-
urday nights she and Lee may trot off

to the movies with ice cream after-

wards, providing all is well with the
two children—Phillip Lee, aged four
and Peter Wade, a year old.

In a small white cottage with green
shutters in San Fernando Valley, the
Bonnells and children, with one maid
of all work, live the life of any subur-
ban family. Gale is thrilled to death at

meeting movie stars and still can’t get
over being seated next to Gregory
Peck at a recent press party. She and
Lee share one car and days that Gale
is working, her husband drops her off

at her studio, while he continues on to

RKO where he is under contract

—

a contract that was interrupted by
three years with the Coast Guard.
When it comes to really important

things in life, Miss Storm knows what
she wants. Lee was one of those “im-
portant” things. They met when
both arrived in Hollywood, regional
winners in Jesse Lasky’s national tal-

ent hunt put on over the radio six

years ago and called “The Gateway to

Hollywood.” Gale won for her state,

Texas—Lee for Indiana. The contest-
ants palled about together but no one
paid much attention to Gale who was

just eighteen and looked four years
younger.
One week after Lee asked her for

a date, she announced to her mother
that here was the man she intended
to marry. One year later she did. But
not before each had emerged final

winners in the contests which earned
them a six-months’ RKO contract.
At the end of six months Gale

moved over to Monogram and gradu-
ally emerged from a sea of quickies
into such films as “Sunbonnet Sue,”
“Are These Your Children?” and fi-

nally, “It Happened on Fifth Avenue”
with Don DeFore and Victor Moore.
That it probably will open a whole
new field to the splendid little actress

is just fine with her. It’s just fine if it

doesn’t, too, because her home, the
man she loves and two children spell

complete happiness to Gale.
Born Josephine Cottle in Blooming-

ton, Texas, her mother took the family
of five children (Gale was the young-
est) to Houston after her husband’s
death. In a happy home of sisters and
brothers Gale attended school without
one tiny urge to be an actress, despite
the fact she did an outstanding job in

San Jacinto High School plays.
No one was more surprised than Gale

when she was chosen winner from her
city, and after three broadcasts over a
national radio hookup in Hollywood,
pronounced final winner.
When Monogram arranged for Gale

to make her first trip to New York, she
first stipulated Lee must go along. Her
sweet naturalness won her friends all

over the place.

Hollywood never sees Gale in night
clubs and seldom had seen her on the
screen before her last big feature. But
Hollywood is rapidly becoming aware of

the little Gale from the Valley. Some
predict it will blow a really big Storm
in the year to come.

The End



WELL, NO WONDER, ONLY BEAUTYREST

OWES BEAUTYRBST "LUXURY COMFORT".'f

/ When you slip between the sheets
* on your new Beautyrest, your whole

body tells you that here at last is a mattress!

A mattress that absorbs tension from every

tired muscle... and relaxes you right through

to your very bones!

And what’s the secret of this luxurious com-

fort? Inside Beautyrest are 837 individually

pocketed coil springs—837 of them—and each

spring acts on its oivn! That’s why Beautyrest

cushions every tired inch of you so naturally,

so buoyantly!

Better value! In “torture tests” made by
U. S. Testing Co., Inc., Beautyrest lasted jar

longer than any mattress tested. Guaranteed

for 10 years, priced at $49.50. Beautyrest

costs little more than 1<I a night! See your

dealer today!

?) Compare! Above, see how an ordinary

inner-spring mattress can sag beneath

you, rob you of rest. But, below, see how
Beautyrest tends to mould itself to you . . .

lets you relax more naturally as you sleep!

7 “Water glass test” tells why! Left.

* see how wired-together springs in ordi-

nary mattresses sag under pressure—form a

hollow. But, right, see how Beautvrest's 837
individually pocketed springs act on their own!

Suggestion: Get a Beautyrest Box Spring

with your new Beautyrest Mattress, $49.50.

Famous Deepsleep Mattress, Box Spring by
Simmons, $39.50 each. Simmons Decorator

Headboards, $22.50 up.

Only SIMMONS makes BEAUTYfcESf
MAKERS OF THE WORLD'S ONLY ELECTRONIC BLANKET

* REG. U. S. PATENT OFFICE •

© 1947, SIMMONS CO., MDSE. MART, CHICAGO, ILL. AND OTHER FINE-QUALITY BEDDING



APPEARING IN

"CALENDAR GIRL”

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

A thrilling improvement in cake make-up that’s set Hollywood
all agog. For Cashmere Bouquet Beau Cake has its own dainty

make-up sponge in a moisture-proof compartment right in the

compact. As glamorous Gail Patrick says, "It’s perfect! As soon

as I open my Beau Cake there’s the sponge, ready for use.”

Cashmere Bouquet Beau Cake imparts ravishing young color

to your skin; hides tiny blemishes; lasts for hours and hours.

Enjoy it once and you’ll agree Cashmere Bouquet Beau Cake

is truly the cosmetic sensation of the year.

With BEAU CAKE it’s so

much quicker to make your

skin look youthful, smooth

and glamorous.”

“BEAU CAKE is so much
neater ... no need for

loose cotton in my purse.

Gay new cake make-up with Sponge compartment right in the case



INSIDE

STUFF

Clamour turn-out: The

John Lunds were among

those previewed by the

sidewalk audience at

the “It Happened on

Fifth Avenue” premiere

(Continued from page 26 ) you think we’re
wonderful, we show people?” she beamed
at Cal—and yet Fay belongs not only to

a show world but a world of home, of a
mother, a wife, a community. Bright,
alert, broad-minded, the younger belles

immediately seem to lack luster in her
presence. By far the alive-est person on
the “Off to Buffalo” set, she chatted in-

telligently, was interested in everything
and everybody.
She lamented the fact her twenty-

three-year-old son, now at Stanford
University, had missed the youthful
crushes and heartaches that are such a
part of growing up. Like his father be-

fore him, young Redge was in the Navy
four years during the war.
“He seems too old for those young feel-

ings now that he’s twenty-three,” she
said.

Strolling over, the bride Nancy Guild
informed us she was having pork chops
for her husband Charles Russell’s dinner.

“Well, have apples with them by all

means,” Fay said and proceeded to tell

Nancy exactly how to prepare them, her
short curls bobbing as she talked.
We came away convinced that Fay

Bainter was the most coveted of all

women—successful in her career, in her
home and as a person.

Flashbacks: Belita and

her husband Joel Mc-

Ginnis were kept busy

greeting their friends

at the same premiere

You’ll understand this enthusiasm some
day— the day that you first use Tampax!
How good it will feel to find yourself

free from all external reminders that "it’s

sanitary-protection time” Tampax is

an internal absorbent and comes without

belts, pins or outside pads. A dainty ap-

plicator makes insertion easy. After that,

the Tampax is unseen and unfelt.

Now let your imagination carry you
on! No chafing, of course. No odor. No
disposal trouble. Your dresses will never

show an edge-line from Tampax nor will

there be twisting or bulging....Made of

highly absorbent cotton, compressed by

a patented process, Tampax was invented

by a doctor. It is a serious product in-

tended for full-time protection and by

no means only for incidental use.

Millions of women are now
buying Tampax— at drug stores

and notion counters everywhere.
Three different absorbencies

(Regular, Super, Junior). Get it

for "next time.” Month’s sup-

ply slips into your purse. Economy Box
holds four months’ average supply.

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR
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“Folks in the know here in Hollywood agree about a great

Technicolor motion picture called ‘Mother Wore Tights.’ I am

not in it, though I wish I was, but I’m one of the many thousands

in show business who hopes everybody will see it.

“To us in the theatrical world it hits home. It’s a story of

family life and family affections—warm, tender and real—proving

that in their hearts show folks are no different from other folk.

'“Mother Wore Tights’ is fine entertainment. Betty Grable’s in

it and I vow I’ve never seen her more glamorous or fascinating.

Playing opposite her is Dan Dailey, and five will get you fifty

that his performance is going to make him a star over night.

“Why don’t you have yourself a big time and see ‘Mother

Wore Tights’? I know you’ll enjoy every minute of it.”



Marriage Turnstile

I

N Hollywood, where divorce is almost

as commonplace as divorce in Chi-

cago or New York, the news this

month seems unhappily to be concen-

trated on marital misfortunes. On pages

36 and 37 of this issue, you will find

Louella Parsons’s report of the Hedy
Lamarr-John Loder situation, and on

the following pages columnist Sheilah

Graham’s analysis of the working dan-

gers to happy marriages when star

couples join in film enterprises.

Most ironical of the new stories is

that concerning a charming new musi-

cal, “I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her

Now.” The two young stars of this

aptly named film, June Haver and

Mark Stevens, in recent weeks have

both announced separations from their

spouses.

With voices rising in strengthening

chorus against divorce as a national

sickness sapping America’s strength,

it is unfortunate that the spotlight

should veer toward Hollywood once

again, especially in the case of June

Haver, who has been married only a

few months, after a front-paged elope-

ment to Las Vegas, followed by a

church wedding two weeks later.

It is natural to wonder whether there

might be less marital disaster in Holly-

wood were the stars less emotional

and impulsive in their wedding actions.

There is no connection except coin-

cidence between the Haver and Stevens

breakups, but drama and heartbreak

are in both stories. Photoplay asked

its associate editor, Sara Hamilton, to

talk to June. Sara reports as follows:

“This has been a most unfortunate

situation all the way around. June is

a much brighter than average young
girl and exceptionally talented. She

can write music, dance, sing and, some
critics suspect, act. She had known her

husband, Jimmy Zito, for some seven

years, but evidently not nearly well

enough.

“June told me, ‘I was fifteen when
I met Jimmy. He was seventeen. We
were travelling with Ted FioRito’s

band. I was singing. Jimmy was play-

ing trumpet. Because we were the only

youngsters with the band we went out

together like two kids anywhere. I

was with the band three and a half

months and it was two years before

I saw Jimmy again. Then Jimmy went
into service and it was another two and
a half years before we met again. Last

November I (Continued on page 84)



Ingrid Bergman

Humphrey B<

the half-way mark, with

rising upsets and gains in the race for

Photoplay’s Gold Medal Awards

Rita Hayworth

I

T will be another several months

before you, the public, will finally

choose your favorite actor, actress

and motion picture for 1947. This

v/ill be the fourth time that, through

our national poll, you will vote for

the stars and the picture that will

receive the Photoplay Gold Medals

as the popular stars and picture of

the year. But already you have

stated your choices for the first half

of the year. And as usual, they are

interesting choices, showing many
unexpected decisions upon the part

of you, the public, with whom rests

the fate of every movie made and

every star’s career.

At the half-way mark, your five

favorite actresses—listed alphabet-

ically—are:

Ingrid Bergman (last year’s win-

Bing Crosby

ner), Bette Davis, Greer Gai-son

(a two-year winner), Rita Hay-
worth and Lana Turner.

Unless a dark horse, nowhere in

sight at this polling, appears, one of

these stars will win the Photoplay

Gold Medal.

It is interesting to note that four

of these young women were the

most popular actresses of 1946. But

in the six months since the 1946

Photoplay Gold Medal Awards

were announced, Rita Hayworth
has climbed into the Big Five list,

replacing Judy Garland, who was
on it last year.

The five most popular actors

with the people of our forty-eight

states—listed alphabetically also

—

are:

Humphrey Bogart, Gary Cooper,

Bing Crosby (three-time winner),

Bob Hope and Alan Ladd.

The six months that have elapsed

p
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Gary Cooper

since the 1946 Photoplay Gold

Medal Award winners were named
have made changes in this list too.

Since a half year ago, Spencer

Tracy and Van Johnson have

dropped from the list of the first

five, giving way to Humphrey Bo-

gart and Alan Ladd.

Now we come to the ten motion

pictures which, in the middle of

this year 1947, have proved the

most popular with the approx-

10) The Killers

However, some highly enjoyed

motion pictures which were re-

leased late, and therefore have not

as yet been seen by enough people

to warrant our including them on

the list, are “Boomerang,” “The
Best Years of Our Lives,” “The

Yearling,” “The Farmer’s Daugh-
ter,” “The Late George Apley,”

“Miracle on 34th St.” etc.

Judging by our poll thus far,

these pictures may very well be up
toward the top of the list by the

end of 1947.

And of course some pictures not

yet released may well supplant pic-

tures mentioned, or supply the

winner.

“The Jolson Story” has been an

interesting ( Continued on page 86)

imately sixty million regular
movie-goers. Listed in order of

popularity these pictures are:

1) The Jolson Story

2) It’s a Wonderful Life

3) Margie

4) Blue Skies

5) 13 Rue Madeleine

6) Till the Clouds Roll By
7) Notorious

8) Song of the South

9) The Dark Mirror

Greer Garson
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John Loder and Hedy Lamarr, principals in the marriage break-up that is baffling Hollywood



At Denise Loder’s christening

Bette Davis was godmother

EOUELLA 0. PARSONS

In the sensational Lamarr-Loder marriage break-up. Photoplay’s ace

reporter gives startling facts about both sides of the story

John and Hedy are teamed together in “Dishonored Lady”

F ever a woman had everything

other women dream of this side of

heaven, it is Hedy Lamarr. Yet here

she is, wracked with discontent,

weariness of body and mind and an inner

unhappiness that is almost beyond compre-

hension.

When the gods got around to Hedy, they

ladled it out in shovelfuls. They gave her

beauty with such abundance that it hurts.

I have heard women (but few men) say of

her, “She isn’t my type of beauty,” but I

have never heard it argued that she isn’t

a beauty.

As the pampered wife of a Continental

millionaire, she was adorned with jewels and

furs and waited on like a queen while she

was still in her ’teens.

As the movie favorite of millions of fans,

she has known fame and the soul-satisfying

fulfillment of living creatively.

She has been blessed with three beautiful

children—two of her own and an adopted

child. ( Continued on page 94)
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Why should the break-up risks be greater

for married stars who work together than

for those who don’t? Here’s the eye-

opening report of an eye witness

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Their twenty-four-hour-a-day job bothers Judy and Vincente

The test hasn’t come yet for the Powells

Till Work

S
CARCELY a day passes that

someone doesn’t call with the

“exclusive” rumor that Judy

Garland and her husband, Vin-

cente Minnelli, are separating

and getting a divorce. So far it hasn’t

happened. Let’s hope it never will be-

cause Judy and Vincente are very nice

people. But something is the mattei’

—

that’s obvious. One day Judy is so gay

that it’s hard to keep up with her. The

next she is morose, non- talkative, easy

to take offense. And tired.

There’s the root of the trouble.

Judy is getting no rest. She can’t get

away from her work. Because she is

working with her husband. And her

work is now a twenty-four-hour-a-day

r
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Bill Dozier and Joan Fontaine tried a six-months’ plan

“Goodbye” had another meaning for Deanna and Felix

Do Us Part*

job. Some people just can’t live with

their work—and Judy is one of them.

This will give you an idea of what is

happening. I saw Judy the Sunday be-

fore the Monday that she started “The

Pirate,” directed by Vincente. It was at

a Don Loper fashion show.-And Vincente

was with her. Judy was jittering all over

the place.

“I’m nervous,” she told me, “about the

picture tomorrow. I haven’t worked for

a year and a half. And I don’t know how
it’ll be. But,” she said, with ah apolo-

getic glance at Vincente, “we made a

pact last night not to talk about the

picture for thirty hours!”

If any girl in Hollywood has no reason

to be nervous (Continued on page 116 )

Marriage off key? Not Jean Pierre AumonI and Maria Monlez
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She can be a tomboy in blue jeans or a charmer in

chiffon, this teen-ager with a crush on living

L
IFE is real. Life is earnest. And life is full

of junior complications for beautiful little

Elizabeth Taylor these days. All a com-

plete mystery to her chipmunk Nibbles and

the rest of her animal kingdom, who feel no

kinship with the new creatures invading their

Never-Never-Land.

The noisy new Ford with twin pipes “that

cost thirty-nine dollars extra” and have

a wheeze reminiscent of Red Skelton’s 903.

The crowds of husky high school boys in

jackets and T-shirts. And equal crowds of

girls in pedal-pushers and sweaters who
comb their hair endlessly, refer to Nibbles’s

beloved young mistress familiarly as “Liz” and

to the T-shirts either admiringly as “rugged”

or derisively as “drips.”

She’s still the same Elizabeth. Sincere,

warmly affectionate, tender, with a depth far

beyond her fifteen years, and a spiritual sweet-

ness apd unworldly quality that send her often

into a dream world into which the other

pedal-pushers can’t push.

She’s a saintly tomboy who gazes dreamily

out over the Pacific eulogizing about life and
death, and a few minutes later is on King’s

back, laughing and whooping it up along the

beach in the surf, her hair a flying black carpet

in the wind.

You’ll still find her playing baseball at

recess at the M-G-M school with Claude Jar-

man, who says, “she catches and throws better

than any girl I ever saw!”

On Saturdays she’s in blue jeans down at

the stables currying (Continued on page 81)

Sand sprite: Liz, of “Life with Father,” loves the

beach, the wind in her hair—peasant dresses

!

BY DIANE SC01T
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There was an urgent reason

On solid ground: Eleanor, Peter Newton and Glenn Ford

why Eleanor went East while

Glenn Ford stayed West. But it

wasn’t what people guessed

By Jerry Asher

“1|JY Mommy,” said young Peter Newton Ford wistfully, “has

. |f|
gone for a 1-1-ong ride.”

His gray-blue eyes looked up appealingly. Tiny trembles

tugged at the comers of his sensitive mouth. While his small

boy’s mind accepted Daddy’s simple explanation of Mommy’s pro-

longed absence, Peter still instinctively knew there was more to

the situation.

It was Sunday morning. A strangely spent Sunday morning
in these parts. We were skimming down La Cienega Boulevard

heading toward the Beverly Children’s Amusement Park. Glenn
Ford, otherwise known as “Daddy,” sat at the wheel of his delft

blue Cadillac. Peter Newton sat between us. Just a week-

previous, Eleanor Powell, otherwise known as “Mommy,” trained

out for Chicago to fulfill her first dancing engagement since her

three years of retirement.

“Come on along and keep me company,” urged Glenn, who had
dropped by with Peter on his way home (Continued on page 87)
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Two little peppers: Greg and Tim with parents Susan and Jess Barker

BY

JACK
ASHLAND

mEtT fEfvmi
They said she was too hot to handle

—

until Susan Hayward learned to handle herself

USAN HAYWARD of the movies, who is Edyth Marrener on Gowanus

J/ Canal, Brooklyn, and Mrs. Jess Barker at Bank of America window
No. 6 (Beverly Hills Branch) is looking at the world through Techni-

color glasses. Everything is rosy now!

Recently she appeared in “Smash-up,” her second picture since

signing that lucrative Walter Wanger deal. (“Canyon Passage”

with Dana Andrews was her first.) For the first time since serving

her Hollywood “internship” (her name for it) she thoroughly

enjoyed relationship of cast and crew. From the twenty-seventh

day of May until the end of August, she worked every single

day. She was never tired, never unhappy. She had complete

trust in her director, felt he completely trusted her too.

Every shot the cameraman took she knew was the best he

could do.

“I’m the girl who made all the mistakes in the book,”

Susan tells you frankly. “But (Continued on page 78)
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1. Breakfast in Beverly Wilshire

Nubian Room is festive, with hosts

Shirley and John Agar. John makes

his screen debut in “War Party”

3. Original Brown Derby

—

famous for food and celebrities.

You rub elbows with the great,

near-great and plain tourists



4. You trace Shirley’s foot-o-

graph in forecourt of Grauman’s

Chinese Theatre. Shirley’s been

asked to give a repeat performance

5. Wil Wright’s Ice Cream Parlor on Sunset Strip

—

where your flicker favorites pick up a quart to take

home—or air express it Mexico way and points east

6. More Hawaiian than Hawaii: Beverly Hills

Tropics, where romance and hibiscus flower.

Here John gave Shirley her ring. Shirley

stars in “The Bachelor and the Bobby-soxer”

T
HE phone rings. It’s Shirley Temple

Agar and her handsome John

—

your Hollywood Tour hosts for the

day. Shirley asks if you’d care to

breakfast with them at the Beverly

Wilshire Hotel. You would—and

do.

So, an hour later, you’re dunking

your toast in your coffee (that is if

you dunk) in the glass-enclosed Nu-
bian Room of the hotel—while not

ten yards away sundry glamorous

movie guests are dunking themselves

in the lovely pool. It’s just what you’d

imagined a Hollywood swimming pool

would be (Continued on page 115 )
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He went to jeer and stayed to cheer, for what else can

a chap do when he meets a man who won’t stay in character

A
BOUT a year ago I took my sister to see a picture called “The Seventh

Veil,” at the Carthay Circle in Hollywood. Therein lies a frightening story.

To begin with, I discovered why I hadn’t been able to contact a certain

girl friend of mine for at least a week. There she was, happily ensconced in

row G, screaming herself into a frenzy over a guy by the name of James
Mason. Aside from the fact that her squeals were shattering my concentra-

tion, I couldn’t help but become a victim of that green-eyed monster,

Jealousy! After all, I had taken her to Mocambo at least twice; that, natur-

ally, made me her legal guardian. I also felt that she had reached an age

where squealing at screen actors was highly indecorous and a little inane.

As the picture progressed, my sister, a happily-married lady-like creature,

also began to gurgle. I’d had it! This gink on the screen was obviously a

menace to the average male enjoyment of a good film.

You may imagine my horror, a month later, when I woke up to find myself

in London and all set to do a picture at the same studio with this ogre,

Mason. Luckily, there was one point in my favor: I had two weeks in which
to browse around that fascinating city, completely free from the bugaboo of

having to go to work at Denham on my film “Meet Me at Dawn,” thereby

escaping the possibility of running into “the menace” on the lot. As a matter

of reporting, any time I happened to hear a derogatory remark about Mr.

Mason (and like all figures in the public eye, one is apt to hear more unkind

than kind remarks about them) I jumped up and (Continued on page 112)

BY WILLIAM EYTBE

Bill helps his bride. Buff Cobb, pass the cake. The Masons passed out smiles
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The boys’ crystal set provides lots of fan for Josh, Chris, Dorothy and Bob

He rode the rails—to love and fame. Is Hollywood

just another whistle stop for Bob?

BY THYRA SAMTER WINSLOW

NTIL his thirtieth birthday, Robert Mitch-

um was completely a free soul. No one

quite knew what went on behind his odd,

inscrutable eyes or what often shocking

—

and quite as often true—things he was going

to say. He did things he wanted to do in

the way he wanted to do them. He was a

tramp, a prize fighter, a wiper on a freighter.

His was the sort of life that a thousand clerks,

driven by circumstance to stay behind coun-

ters, dream of living, were they only free.

And now he is thirty. He is a screen star.

And no longer is he Robert Mitchum, adven-

turer, an unfettered and unbound individual.

Now he’s a studio asset. And the big hand of

influence is reaching out to smooth the rough

edges of the clay that is Robert Mitchum, to

try to make him sleek and usual and conven-

tional and conforming. Already, the exciting

love affair between the boy who rode the

rails, without a cent in his pockets, to see the

conventional and sheltered girl he loved

—

thereby practically ruining her very correct

social position—is being smoothed down to

a most usual girl-meets-boy affair. Already,

Robert Mitchum’s provocative and impudent

conversation is being watched and guarded

and touched up a bit.

Just the other day at luncheon Ingrid

Bergman said, “One of the great troubles

with the young stars that come to Hollywood

is that they arrive (Continued on page 72)
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This is one of those rarities-

a visit with the Taylors who greet

you with, “Help yourself to the house!”

BY DOROTHY DEERE

Bob and his “Queen” have a deep-rooted

sense of humor—dislike practical jokes

ISITING Barbara Stanwyck

and Bob Taylor at home for the

first time is an experience that

begins on a note of incredulity.

“We’re easy to get to,” says

Barbara casually. “The first house

from the comer of . . .” She’s

named two of the best travelled

streets' in one of the most popu-
lous locales. You ask her to repeat

it by way of testing your hearing.

The homes of top name stars

are seldom conspicuously located.

For privacy, the usual movie

dwelling flattens itself behind a

high wall perched on a canyon

rim or lures you miles along a

tangled route the well-known
crow would go crazy trying to

fly-

The Taylor residence, however,

is a pleasant and open-faced white

colonial set not too far from the

street. There’s no forbidding

wall either of shrubbery or brick,

just an ordinary front walk run-

ning between rows of extraordi-

narily large and friendly pansies

to a very visible front door.

Realizing how often you’ve passed

this house all unknowing has an

unsettling effect. For a moment
you have a wild desire to see

what would happen if you’d step

out into the stream of passing

motorists and give a yell, “Hey,

kids. Bet you’d never guess who
lives here.” Then your better

nature, which is that part of you
that doesn’t want to g?t killed in

a stampede, prevails.

The front door, when you’ve
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S)ate willi BOB and "THE QUEEN

Preferred pastime: Coffee and discussion in the “pushed-out” study

Flowers grow bigger and brighter for Barbara

and Bob. Barbara is starring in “Cry Wolf’

99

Informality is not a pose with the

Taylors. Bob’s in “High Wall”

raised the knocker, flies open with an
informal yank.

“Hello, c’mon in.” Bob has opened
it himself.

Crossing his doorsill you are once

again impressed by the fact that as long

as there are movies and as long as there

are men as- handsome as this Taylor guy
the two will be getting together. He’s

a walking hunk of Technicolor, white

teeth adding a flash of vitality to his

strongly tanned face, yellow golfing

sweater and sand slacks contrasting with

his black hair. As always his very blue

eyes hold that remarkable quality of

secret laughter which invariably makes
you feel as if you share a very funny

story between you.

“The Queen just phoned,” he says.

“She was detained a little at the studio.

We’re fresh out of servants you know,

so help yourself to the house will you?”

Part of this breezy hospitality is tossed

over a well squared shoulder as he

returns to the brace of studio photog-

raphers who have their equipment set
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up on the terrace. At this very first mo-
ment and every minute of your stay you

enjoy the lack of self-consciousness with

which your host and hostess go about

their vocation of being top ranking gla-

mour stars. None of those phony apolo-

gies or protests about the time sacrificed

to their “art.” To Bob and Barbara, mo-
tion pictures are both a business and a

major interest, absorbing most of their

effort, conversation and thought. On the

ordinary Saturday afternoon Bob might

be up in the blue yonder with his plane

or perhaps enjoying a skeet shoot with

Gene Raymond and/or Bob Stack. He’s

rueful but not rebellious about this

“home sitting” his studio has requested

and as a guest you are highly compli-

mented that he credits you with under-

standing such things.

“Hope you don’t mind the racket,” he

sings out between the pop of a flashlight

bulb, the ringing of a phone, and the

reiterated bang of a hammer somewhere
on the outside of the house. “You should

have been here (Continued on page 91)

Bob’s “gun” pals are Gene Raymond and Bob Stack
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Chic chat from our gay gadabout on

Fan fair: Maria Montez of “The Exile,” lovely

in white net over blue with matching mantilla



I

Lynn Bari of “A Texas

Story” knitted up this

one, added gold threads

how to make your mark—Hollywood style

BY EDITH GWYNN
Photoplay's Reporter-about-town

C
OUPLE of months ago we
“warned” you that leading

fashion arbiters were deter-

mined that padded hips,

smaller shoulder lines and

much longer daytime skirts be

accepted by American femininity

—

and it really looks as if their edict is

in full sway. With a couple of excep-

tions. We’ll never believe—and

Howard Greer expressed the same

opinion to us—that American
women will go for the padded-hip

idea. That fashion just doesn’t fall in

line with the lives we live. But

there’s no doubt that the longer

skirts and smaller shoulders are here

to stay awhile. The only hold-out

for the wide, square shoulder among
the top-ranking designers is Holly-

wood’s Adrian—and by golly, we’ll

stick with him or at least go down
fighting!

As we look over the filmland

glammer-pusses these days, the

change in the fashion picture is

striking. The fuller, wider, so much
more luxurious skirts and sleeves;

the freer hand with drapery in day-

time dresses; the amazing abundance
of rich fabrics and the lavish use of

beautiful beading for evening wear.

We have some really hot fall fashion

tips—but will tell you a few para-

graphs later.

Maria Montez breezed into a

party at Joan Fontaine and Bill

Dozier’s new house, in a dream de-
signed for (Continued on page 108 )

Joan Bennett

an on the Beach

to navy blue and
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Baby takes a bow—in the wrong direction! Or is it

for mama Kay Aldrich? Melissa’s white organdie dress

has hand-painted forget-me-nots, if you please!

Enchanting: Gail approves the brother-and-sister outfits

Jane and Ronnie. Gail is one of the many Hollywood

Sn came the smallfry out went

hth it iucher set in fjail (fJatricfc s

Judy Ponlevy was hut mad about the blue organdie she is modelling until Gail held up the

green Brian Donlevv likes the blue, so-o-o, there’s only one thing for an adoring daddy to do!
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worn by Michael and Maureen Reagan, pride and joy of

stars who run successful business careers on the side

“My right profile’s best, don’t you think?’’ asks Maria

of producer Jerry Fairbanks and a convulsed Gail.

Paddy and Maria are Maureen O’Sullivan’s kiddies

Nightie night complete with candle! Alana

Ladd’s yellow batiste nightie has a square yoke

Ann Rutherford May adds a few touches to the hair-do

of cute daughter Gloria May, who is going in for the double-

breasted line these days, yellow pique with real embroidery
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It’s a proud day for the parents. Kay Aldrich and

Brenda Joyce beam as very sub-deb Melissa and Bren-

da’s son. Junior Tim Ward, show off their infant best

It’s a solemn moment for those pixies in pigtails, Cheryl and Linda Rogers, in their

latest kindergarten-set negligees. That’s Gloria May with Roy Rogers’s children



Miss Kim Kyser figures it is never too early to start being

smart, but her daddy Kay Kyser and her mother Georgia

Carroll are on hand to see that everything isn’t all wet!

Boy Brummel: Brenda Joyce obliges with a tempo-

rary perch for son Timothy Ward, who leans to-

ward the light pants-dark shirt ensemble for fall

No wonder McCarthy is jealous! Edgar

Bergen’s tiny Candy views parade from on

high with Jerry Fairbanks’s daughter Jerilvn
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anners

S
OME years ago, I remember, I stood before my
grandmother waiting for her to tell me that I

looked pretty. I was dressed for a party in dotted

Swiss with a pink sash and hair ribbon and new
patent leather strap slippers. However, instead of

telling me I looked pretty my grandmother crushed

me by saying, “Pretty is as pretty does, Anita. Just

act as nice as you look and everything will be fine.”

Not being any brighter than any other kid my age I

didn’t stop to weigh my grandmother’s words. I

thought only, “Oh, that again!” Consequently, later,

at considerable personal cost, I had to discover for

myself that no one of us is any more attractive than

she acts. And one of the surest ways of being attrac-

tive, of course, is to mind our manners.

Obviously, all of us almost automatically say “thank

you” or “please” and stand up when an older person

comes into a room. But by good manners I mean
more than this. I mean the sort of truly civilized and

considerate behavior you get from a girl like Gene
Tierney; from her entire family, in fact.

The Tierneys are a joy to know. Weekends when
Gene is in the East, the entire tribe—Howard Tierney

and his family, Gene and her daughter Daria, her

sister Pat and their mother Belle—holiday at their

house in Connecticut. They have a wonderful time

with nary a squabble. Because not one of the Tier-

neys would think of imposing on another, of letting

anyone do more than his share, of entering anyone’s

room without knocking.

It’s the same with Gene and Pat who live together,

either in Gene’s little house in Beverly Hills or in

Gene’s apartment in New York. Pat is Gene’s secre-

tary. But this doesn’t mean for an instant that Gene
plays the grand movie queen and Pat caters to her.

In the New York apartment which Gene recently

furnished she and Pat not only share the same
bedroom but the same dressing table. It’s a long

table, skirted with the same violet bouqueted chintz

that covers the beds and (Continued on page 110)
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Your slips will show if your manners

are just the party-kind—so take some tips on

being a full-time lady

T3ij flmta (Solby

Photoplay’s Beauty Editor-

Gene Tierney, of “The Ghost and Mrs. Muir,” and sister Pat consider each other—at twin dressing table in Gene’s home



Jennifer stars in “Portrait of Jennie”

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

Complete In This Issue

anvioBi one

Of i\ Girl

fernec! Joiu#
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Portrait of Jennifer at two years

School days: Jennifer didn't want to be May Queen, felt

her best friend Ruth (seated) should have been chosen



JENNIFER.

her first starring role and of having been

nominated in every Awards line-up

since.

But long before Oscar’s votes started

rolling in, early symptoms of stardom

got her the votes of her childhood play-

mates, school friends, teachers and
everybody who knew her. All of them
sensed that this tall willowy girl, with

her wide expressive hazel eyes, pink

cheeks, her solid sincerity and electric

enthusiasm, was bom to be a star.

Jennifer’s parents knew it, though

they were too familiar with show busi-

ness and its hardships to encourage her

in that direction. Her father, Phil Isley,

a lovable genuine person, had come up
the hard way, travelling with tent shows

and really toughing it until he eventually

got into the theater business on his own.

Her mother, affectionately known as

“Dolly” to her friends, had worked in

A source of inspiration to Jennifer, the former head of Monte Cas-

sino school welcomes back the student she once knew as Phylis Isley

The last round-up: This picture was taken at the famous Oklahoma ranch of the late Pawnee Bill, (center).

Guests were Bob Walker, Jennifer, Blanche Yurka and stage director Richard Mansfield Dickinson
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Although their marriage is ended, Jennifer

and Bob still share a mutual respect and

interest in their sons, Michael and Bobby

Success duo: Jennifer and star-maker David O. Selznick.

Together they made headlines with “Duel in the Sun”

offices that booked road shows. They
wanted their daughter just to grow up

and be a lady and enjoy the comfortable

amount of money they had.

But whether they wanted it that way
or not, it must have been early apparent

to them that she was born to act. For

Jennifer was always coming home from

school in different character, aping the

mannerisms and inflections of children

she’d been playing with. Later she took

spells at being Janet Gaynor, Sylvia

Sidney and Katharine Cornell. She

really concentrated on Sylvia, studying

her dignified, retiring manner, her low

throaty voice and lingering look. “Some
kind people said I looked like Sylvia

Sidney, so I guess it was successful—the

wistful business,” (Continued on page 118 )
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An out of season gift from

20th-Century Fox, with Santa Claus

gaining new fans. If you don’t

believe in Christmas after seeing this

picture—go see it again!

• •

2. Doris’s daughter Susan (Natalie Wood) watches

parade with neighbor Fred Gailey (John Payne), a young

lawyer. He enlists Susotrs aid in meeting her mother

3. Doris , a realist, has brought Susan up to believe fairy

tales are silly and Santa Claus a myth. She is annoyed

with Fred when she sees him waiting in line with Susan

to greet Kris Kringle, now a full-time Santa at Macy’s

4. Kris is invited to dinner at Doris’s home, discovers Susan

is unhappy because the other kids won’t play with her. He

tells her it’s not really silly to pretend and soon has her

imitating a monkey in a wonderful new “imagining” game

1. “You’re a disgrace to the tradition of Christmas,”

a plump little man with a white beard and pink cheeks

(Edmund Gwenn) tells drunken Santa Claus in Macy’s

Thanksgiving parade. Doris Walker (Maureen O’Hara)

persuades the stranger, Kris Kringle, to take the job



5. Kris helps people who can’t find toys they want there by

sending them elsewhere. Sales boom and Mr. Macy orders

store-wide adoption of the new policy. Mr. Gimbel, rival

store head, bawls staff out for not being first with idea

6. The store psychologist (Porter Hall) has a mania for

finding “complexes” in employees. Enraged by harm he

is doing, Kris strikes Satcyer, who dislikes him and

says Kris has maniacal tendencies—must be locked up

!

'

l l! n
L. /

7. By a ruse, Kris is commit-

ted to Bellevue. Disillusioned,

he pretends insanity, but Fred

persuades him to fight back

8. In court, defended by Fred, Kris insists he is

Santa. D. A. Mara (Jerome Cowan) and the judge

(Gene Lockhart) fence for a ruling, now suddenly

complicated by nation-wide interest in the case

9. Proof that Kris is Santa

arrives unexpectedly—let-

ters to Santa Claus are for-

warded to Kris at court

10. Reunited, Doris, Fred and Susan spend Christmas with

Kris at a home for the aged where he lives. Susan’s faith

is shaken when she doesn’t get the house in the country she

asked for. But Kris sends them a roundabout way home . . .

11. • • . and Susan’s new-won faith is justified. For

suddenly she sees her dream house, magically for sale-

Doris and Fred know it is their dream house too

—

for in the living room is proof that Kris arranged it



YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED
BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert, starring i/i

“Sleep, My Love”

Editor’s Note: Because of the increasing

amount of work entailed in handling the

many letters that come each month to Miss
Colbert, Photoplay has assigned her the

editorial services of Fredda Dudley, well-

known Hollywood correspondent.

D
ear miss colbert:

I am twenty-nine years old, and have been a
widow for five years. My husband was killed in

North Africa in 1942.

I still wealr my wedding and engagement rings and use
my husband’s name. My friends have told me that I

should remove my rings and use my given name and
his surname.

I have a boy of seven and a girl of five. I’ve argued
it would be unfair to the children and the memory of

my dead husband to pass myself off as Miss Helen T.

in preference to Mrs. Andrew T.

Will you please clarify this point for me?
Helen T.

After consulting both legal and social authorities /

have secured the following information for you:
Your legal name is Helen Brown T. (Your maiden

name is used ivhenever you sign legal documents.)
Socially, you should refer to yourself as Mrs. Andrew
T. Formerly it was customary for a widow to sign her-
self “Mrs. Helen T.” but that has fallen into disuse.

I suspect your friends have some sort of mistaken
notion that your use of Miss would make you more
attractive to a prospective second husband, but statistics

contradict them. Analysts of vital statistics say a
widow's prospects of marrying a second or even a
third time are good. Also the title of “Miss" would

complicate matters for your children.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I was an only child, brought up by very strict parents;

my father was a pillar of the community and active in

the church.
I had every advantage, so there was no excuse for

what happened. Just before I was fifteen I gave birth

to a baby daughter under circumstances that ended my
ability to bear any more children.

My parents sold their home, took my baby, and moved
to another community almost a thousand miles away.
I was placed in a private school where I finished my
secondary training, and four years of college. During
my junior college year, I renewed my acquaintance
with my baby’s father and we were married on Com-
mencement Night.

I am now twenty-three, and my daughter (whom I

have seen only twice, although I have hundreds of

pictures of her) is eight. She has grown up in the belief

that she is my sister instead of my daughter.
Now that my husband and I have our own home, and

because we can’t have other children, he wants to take
our daughter and bring her up as our own.

I wrote to my parents about this. My father answered
angrily, saying that I was selfish and heartless to con-
sider taking my daughter. He (Continued on page V tj)



Qdbxk, (3)cJotCrck^ of New York City is blonde and blue-eyed. Her

complexion has the soft freshness of a Renoir painting. Daughter of the

"Blush-Cleanse your face

Tonight”

ADVISES THIS LOVELY ENGAGED GIRL

"A blush-cleanse makes me feel I’ve done

something special for my face,” says Celia

Babcock. Read how her new "blush-cleanse”

beauty care with Pond’s Cold Cream can help

your skin have that lovely, soft look.

Warm your skin thoroughly with a face

cloth drenched in good warm water.

—your face is ready for real cleansing

Over your receptively warm, moist skin
"
blush-cleanse” by swirling on plenty of

Pond’s Cold Cream. Tissue off well.

—this softens away dirt and make-up

Now—a quick second swirling of Pond’s to

rinse pore-openings thoroughly. Tissue off.

—last traces of dirt "blush-rinse” away

Tingle your clean, clean face with a splash

of cold water. Blot dry.

—fresh colorfloods your skin

RESULT—you glow with cleanness!

See how the persuasive demulcent action

of Pond’s Cold Cream has helped free your

skin of make-up and dirt. Your face feels

clean-fresh . . . softer, silkier to touch . . .

has a lovely blush of color! Every night give

your face this blush-cleanse and rinse with

Pond’s. Every morning just a brisk blush-

rinse with Pond’s. Buy a big convenient-to-

use jar of Pond’s Cold Cream today.

Joseph Park Babcocks, she attended New York’s fashionable Finch

Junior College, is engaged to Peter Van Dyk Berg of Short Hills, N. J.

HER RING—a large

diamond, with

baguette diamonds

Celia Babcock says, "My face has the nicest feeling after I blush-cleanse with Pond’s’*

Women know

what Pond’s Cream can do

for them

That is why far more

women use Pond’s Cream

than any other

Some of the Beautiful Women of Society

who use Pond's

Viscountess Bridport, Duchess of Bronte

Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr.

Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr.

The Princess Guy de Polignac

Mrs. George Whitney, Jr.

The Marchioness of Milford Haven



fvrneu/ COMFORT—

new FO/SE-

trg MEDS

!

Have a happy vacation— free

from nagging worry! Pack a box
of Meds tampons in your bag—
be secure on "difficult” days!

Meds are so different— the
famous "Safety-Well” for extra

protection; soft, luxurious cotton

for added comfort; tidy, compact
aoolicators, so easy to use! Enjoy
EVERY day ! Say goodbye to pads
and belts, binding and chafing!

Ask for Meds TODAY at your
favorite store— or use the cou-
pon below for trial package of

REGULAR Meds — the absorb-
ency most mature women need.

Slender MEDS
with REGULAR
absorbency in the
light blue box

De Luxe MEDS
with SUPER

absorbency in the
dark blue box

29^ for 10 in applicators

Martha Steele

Personal Products Corporation
Milltown, New Jersey

P-9

Dear Martha Steele: I want to try REGULAR
Meds. Please send, in plain wrapper, with
full directions, trial package for which I en-

close 10 (‘ (stamps or coin) to cover mailing.

Name

Address..

City.. State..
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Mitchum
—

(Continued from page 50) with a distinct

personality of their own, great charm and
great individuality. But, in no time at all,

they copy the other stars they see. And
before long, they become like the other
stars. They lose the very qualities that
brought them to Hollywood. They become
one of a row of paper dolls.”

It’s hard to believe that this will happen
to Robert Mitchum. Hard to believe that
his bright ideals, his brilliant sense of in-
dependence and freedom and individuality
will be dulled into a pattern of conven-
tionality. Of course, without this streak of
difference, of color, of unusualness, he
will be easier to handle, easier to mold into
the pattern of a correct movie star. Still,

perhaps the sleek patina of the studio
would be becoming to those broad
cheekbones and shoulders, that curiously
sensitive and almost weak mouth, the in-
scrutable and humorous eyes. But it’s

doubtful that Robert Mitchum, adventurer,
will take easily to the role of Robert
Mitchum, gentleman star. However, it will

be an interesting experiment to watch
from the side lines.

Bob started out when he was fourteen.
“My mother spoiled me,” he said. “A

wonderful woman—but if she’d had her
way, I wouldn’t have done anything. And
I wanted to do things—so I lit out—and
did them. Anything—dull, some of them—
so I quit those. Fun, some of them—so I

kept on. I learned to fight to protect my-
self—and' then fought professionally. I’d

bum my way to a town—or ride a freight,

get up a fight, make a little money, and
be on my way. I learned a lot about the
country—and more about people that way.”
He was born in Bridgeport, Connecticut,

on August 6, 1917.

“I don’t know too much about Bridge-
port, though. I wandered too far away from
it.”

Very far from Bridgeport. On trains and
boats—into every adventure a boy could
think of.

“Of course I got into trouble. Any boy
would. But I always managed to come
out all right. I like people. I like towns.
I’ll tell you,” his odd eyes lit up with a
new light, “a strange town is always excit-
ing. Every new place is a new adventure.
I’d get to a new town and I wouldn’t know
what to expect. There would always be a
new, interesting person to talk with. I’d

hang around a bar—or wherever people
were. Pretty soon, I’d have a chance to

Free Style

do something for someone, maybe—and
then someone would do something for m:.
Pretty soon I’d be all set—for a while—”
Then the wandering foot, again. Or a

misdemeanor. Or a fight. Or a jail sentence.
Or a job.

“I could sing. Sometimes I got a job
singing. Or I’d work as a bouncer in a
cafe. Or I’d work as a longshoreman. In-
teresting, too. Everyone you meet is in-
teresting, if you get to know him. I’d

make friends—be on my way—

”

“What about the astrologer? And do
you believe in astrology?” I wanted to
know.

“It was a job, like everything else. Fun,
too. For a while. Helped a lot of people,
too. Didn’t do much for me. It seemed the
astrologer thought that my chart said I

should stay in Chicago—and that I’d never
make good in the movies or on the stage.
Matter of fact, I never had any luck in

Chicago. Just goes to show.
“I wrote songs, too. For a lot of night

club entertainers. I wrote a couple of songs
for Peggy Fears—one about a trip around
the world—and for other singers. But
I quit, finally. I’d probably have put them
all out of business if I’d kept on.”

M
RS. MITCHUM joined us. Dorothy is

pretty, young looking, slender, with
serious eyes and a nice, understanding look
in them. She’d been shopping, and doesn’t
like to shop, even now, when she can
afford it.

This was the moment to find out about
their romance.

“I met Dorothy in Camden, Delaware,”
Bob said. “She was fourteen, and I was
sixteen.” This was during the period when
he called Rising Sun, a little town just

outside of Camden, his home.
• “He was the bad boy of the town,”
Dorothy said. “I wasn’t allowed to go with
him—but I went. So that meant that no
other boy in town would go with me.
Then Bob left town. So there I was—all

by myself. Lonely, too.”

“I always came back,” Mitchum said.

“Usually, I rode the rods. But I got there.”

“And tougher each time,” Dorothy said.

They thought of something. Laughed to-

gether.

“I hurt my leg,” Mitchum said. “I told

Dorothy and her folks I’d hurt it hopping
a freight train. And I wondered why they
were shocked. That sounded respectable
to me—that’s why (Continued on page 74)
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"MY TRUE STORY”

That’s how women feel about the dramas,

the conversations, the people they hear

about on “MY TRUE STORY” Radio

Program. They’re real people! Listen in

and share their joys and problems. A
complete story every morning Monday
thru Friday. Your American Broadcast-

ing Company Station; see your news-

paper for time and station.



Keep your hands

as kissable as your li ps

fars new, new...

Woodbury Lotion

is actually 2-lotions-in-l

Street.

1. A softening lotion that helps bring

hands endearing natural softness. Its

luxury lanolin (just one of its soften-

ing ingredients) is the “first cousin”
of your skin’s own natural moisture.

City_ State
Please print name, address plainly. Sorry, offer good in U.S.\. only.

Really and truly new! Discover this won-
derful new 2- lotion - in - 1 care for your
hands. New Woodbury Lotion is so

peaches- and - cream rich . . . feels so lus-

cious on your skin. Never sticky or greasy.

Exquisitely fragrant. At drug and cos-

metic counters. 10c, 25c & 50c— plus tax.

2. A protective lotion that helps “glove”
your hands against roughness, redness,

drying, chapping. Helps keep hands soft,

lovely . . . despite wind and cold, daily

dishwashing and soap and water cleansing.

PROTECTS AS IT SOFTENS . . .

CONTAINS LUXURY LANOLIN

MAIL COUPON FOR PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE

Your own hands will show you the wonderful
difference in Woodbury Beauty-Blended Lotion.

Mail to Box 56, Cincinnati 14, Ohio.
(Paste on penny postcard if you wish.) (545)

P

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS WOODBURY FACIAL SOAP AND OTHER AIDS TO LOVELINESS
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(Design Patent No. 122691)

Even if the Park Avenue were an ordinary tumbler, Federal would be proud to

announce that today—as before the war—it still costs a nickel or less.

But there’s nothing ordinary about the Park Avenue Tumbler! Its design is dis-

tinctive, eye-catching, and practical. Its brilliance, color and clarity rival that of

expensive crystal. No wonder it’s the All-American favorite—the most famous

tumbler ever made.

SUM priced the

jame as before
the war.

Iced tea water juice whisky

All sizes (except
iced tea) sell

inr Sr nr Inct.

Wherever glassware is sold, you will find Park Avenue tumblers bearing the Fed-

eral Shield Cf? symbol of outstanding quality and craftmanship. It will pay you to

buy some of all four sizes at these low, prewar prices.

r

T M IS FEDERAL GLASS COMPANY • COLUMBUS 7 , OHIO

(Continued from page 72) I said it. I’d
really hurt my leg while I was working on
a chain gang in Georgia.”
Get the picture? He really tried to be

conventional—in his way. He still does.
Even when he tells shocking stories to
get conventional people out of their own
rut of conventionality.
After a six-year courtship, if you can

call those odd visits “a courtship,” they
were married.

“I chased him for six years,” Dorothy
said. “But I got him, finally.”
Mitchum didn’t bother to deny that his

wife had chased him. But she got him

—

that was the main thing. And she’ll do all
she can to hold onto him, though it’s not
at all sure he won’t wander just a bit. The
world is such a large and interesting
place— But he’ll come back.

IFTER years of wandering, he and his
'

*

family found themselves in California.
He didn’t have a job, though Dorothy was
working. A man he knew got him a bit
part in a Western. He’d said he could ric'e

a horse—and he couldn’t ride at all. But
he stayed on. And did a lot of Westerns—because he needed the money; more
money there than any other place he knew
of. Then, when the baby was coming,
they needed even more money, so he kept
on in pictures.

“I like pictures,” he said. “But you’ve
got to take them seriously—be a real actor,
or quit. I like acting. I like to understand
a role—and then act it. Sometimes I forget
my lines, but usually my ad lib lines seem
just about as good. I don’t take direction
too well, I suppose, but so far I’ve been
lucky—most of my directors have taken it

for granted that I had some sense and they
have let me work with them. You’ve got
to do a thing as well as you can, today,
in Hollywood. The time has passed for
semi-professionals.
“There are too many pastel people

—

pastel characters—in Hollywood. They
don’t know how to portray a character
because they don’t know people. Some of
them are just busy little people studying
their lines. If they learned more about
life, about people, about psychology, about
acting and timing, their characterizations
would be more believable, more truthful,
easier to take. Pastel people can ruin a
picture. I want movie characters to be real.

If you can’t contribute anything to the
movies, get out! That’s my motto. As long
as I believe I can contribute, I’ll stay. I

want to write, too, but it’s hard work

—

I’ve got to feel I have something to give
or what’s the use? Someday I’ll get around
to writing. You’ve got to be useful in the
world, todav.”

Serious, suddenly. About work. About
people. About life. And this side was as
much a part of him as was the side that
made him jump the nearest freight car
when things got dull. Or fight for money

—

or the fun of it—when he wanted to fight.

“Hollywood is fine,” he said. “In a way,
it’s like New York. You get what you give,

in both places. Big Hollywood parties in-
terest me because of what I can see. I

like to go and watch people arrive, all

dressed up and formal. They act so dis-

tant. And then they begin to thaw. And,
toward the end of the evening, they act

like human beings—or like themselves,
anyhow. The phonies show up, after their

formal veneer comes off, too. Yes, I like

parties, though I haven’t been going to

them very long, in Hollywood. But not too
many parties. Most of all, I like a few
friends in. . .

.”

Bob likes the same people he knew be-
fore he became a star. Not fair weather
friends, but the actors who started out
when he did. He’s a little worried about
some of them.

“I haven’t chan^-l ” he said. “But they
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have. They treat me differently ,
oecause

I’ve got ahead. Only a few are the same.”
It’s been said that, since he’s made the

grade, Mitchum is pretty much of an easy
mark' for the easy loan, the quick touch.

He gave away so much of his first year’s

salary that he had practically none left

at the end of the year.

“I always spend all I have—much or

little. It really doesn’t matter to me. Now
I have a manager. He puts me on a twen-
ty-five-dollar-a-week allowance. I spend
that—when it’s gone I stop spending. I’d

do the same thing if there were ten

times more. This way, there will be some-
thing against the future—something for

the kids.” So he believes in providing for

them—a future minus riding the rods.

Mitchum is as frank about his motion
picture career as he is about his other

lives. The Westerns he was in were the

Hopalong Cassidy series. Then, for RKO
he made “West of the Pecos,” and
“Nevada,” both of which have been re-

issued since his success.

When the war came, Bob tried to enlist

but was rejected. Then he worked at Lock-
heed for a while. It was while playing the

role of Lieutenant Walker in Ernie Pyle’s

“The Story of G.I. Joe,” that he was drafted,

and was in the Army one year.

WITH the release of “The Story of G.I.

Joe,” Bob scored an immediate success,

and as soon as he was discharged he was
right back in pictures. He co-starred with
Dorothy McGuire, Guy Madison and Bill

Williams, in “Till the End of Time.” His
recent successes, “The Locket,” “Pursued”
and “Crossfire,” put him right on top. “Out
of the Past” will soon be released and Bob
is now established as our newest glamour
star, with some of the charm of Clark
Gable of ten years ago—and a lot of added
attraction that is Robert Mitchum.
Bob is completely natural and unspoiled,

with a native attractiveness which he is

clever enough to take advantage of. And
why not? Hiding your light under a

bushel went out of fashion a long time ago.

Of his three suits, he admits that he
bought only two—one he stole from the
studio. He really doesn’t want or need any
more, he says. He has only one pair of

shoes, which he thinks is enough. Hasn’t
he just one pair of feet?

Mrs. Mitchum says he is a fine husband,
interested in the children and in house-
hold things, even ready to listen to her
troubles after he’s been at the studio all

day. Of course he doesn’t pick up his things
—but she doesn’t expect him to. His only
dislike, he says, are people who have set

habits and who are always saying the ex-
pected thing.

That’s Mitchum. A curious mixture of

naivete, sophistication, adventure, indis-

cretion, simplicity, modesty, conceit, ex-
hibitionism, introversion, extraversion,
understanding and doubt. A complex, in-

teresting and amusing personality, living,

just now, in a safety zone of his own
making—yet ready to accept and experi-
ment with life. Loving his wife and sons

—

yet with one eyebrow cocked for adven-
ture. Wanting to make pictures—and good
pictures, too—but not at all sure that pic-
tures are a complete future. Brilliant

enough to write important things, once
he puts his mind to it, and yet afraid to
write now, because he might not achieve
the rather vague goal he perceives ahead.

You’ll be hearing a lot more about Robert
Mitchum during the next months. After
that, it’s completely up to Robert Mitchum,
himself, as he knows only too well.

The End

The Stars Model
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(Continued from page 70) said that she
has her place in the world, her friends,

and her attitude about herself comfortably
accepted and that I would only inflict be-
wilderment and unhappiness upon her.

I think my parents are being a little

selfish in wanting to keep her, don’t you?
Katharine M.

It is very easy for me to understand
your longing to reclaim your daughter.
Undoubtedly you and your husband, con-
sidering the wretchedness that must have
separated you originally and the long
years between, are very much in love.

However , in this case your first respon-
sibility is to your child , and your second
to the parents who assumed your burden
and tvhose entire life was shattered by
your young mistake.

You and your husband must not com-
pound that mistake by heaping new grief
upon your parents and plunging an in-

nocent child into a thousand confusions,
doubts and fears. Have you stopped to

think that there are people in your com-
munity who know hotv long you have been
married, and who icould gossip about your
abruptly introducing an eight-year-old
daughter? Human beings are not perfect,
and some malicious person would find a
way to hurt your family with this fact.

It seems to me that the thing for you
and your husband to do is to adopt a
little girl and give her the love each of
you is eager to bestow upon a daughter.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a girl fifteen years old, and I have

a younger brother who is thirteen. My
father and mother have been separated
for seven years, and divorced for two.

I really don’t blame my father for

divorcing my mother. I love her, but she
is peculiar. She hates all my father’s

people and has never let me get to know
my cousins because she says they are
snobbish. She says it is better to be an
orphan, which she is, because one isn’t

bothered by relatives.

Three months ago my father remarried.
My mother does not approve of this mar-
riage at all. I had met my father’s new
wife several times before they were
married, and even if it is awful to say,

I must admit that I liked her. As a matter
of fact, I could get to love her. She is pretty
and she laughs a lot. When she and I did
the dishes in her apartment after dinner,
we sang—not old songs, but groovy new
ones. She loves my father very much, and
he loves her. They like to have fun, and
they seemed to like to have me with them.
My mother asked me never to see them

again, otherwise it would break her heart.
My mother is very unhappy and has had
much bad luck. She says that many men
fall in love with her but she does not want
to get married. One is an orchestra leader,
and I think he does like my mother, but
she snaps at him.
How can I manage to be with my father

and his nice new wife without making my
mother mad at me?

Mary Ellen C.

Ordinarily I would not think of sug-
gesting that a girl in her teens play cupid.

However, in your case I feel that your
happiness depends upon your mother’s
finding happiness. I think that she should
marry again, and the way to encourage
this is to give her back her self-assurance.
She may feel that she is averse to a sec-

What Should I Do?

ond marriage because it might fail.

You can help her by telling her hotv
pretty she is, what a good housekeeper
she is, and how much the orchestra leader
admires her. Encourage her to have her
hair done in a becoming new way, go shop-
ping with her for a new dress or a suit.

Don’t be obvious about this or you will

spoil everything. You are going to have
to learn tact—and for its acquisition you
will be grateful all the days of your life.

With a renewed interest in herself and
in her own future, your mother won’t
mind your spending a reasonable amount
of time with your father and his wife.
At present she is probably jealous but
when she overcomes her jealousy by los-

ing interest in your father, all of you
will be much more contented.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am in the Navy and before coming in

I went with a girl I loved deeply. We’d
known each other all through school and
I thought we were set for the future. How-
ever, when she knew I was going to join

up and be away several years, she said we
should forget each other.

I agreed. Then, when I got to thinking
it over, I decided—especially after seeing
some of the other girls in this world—that

she was tops. I wrote to her, asking her to

consider our old “steady” deal as on again,

but she hasn’t answered my letters.

I have gone out with plenty of other girls,

some nice, some not so nice, but I can’t get
interested in any of them.
Can you tell me how I can win her back?

Kurt J.

To answer you specifically : As you still

have some time to serve in the Navy, and
since your ex-girl friend won’t answer
your letters, I would say that there is

nothing you can do until you return to

your home town. When you see her again,

you may be astonished to discover that

she is not the paragon you have studied
in your dreams.

But, I think some light should be shed
upon the entire matter of attraction be-

tween the sexes. Opinion seems to be that

the surest way to lose someone you ad-
mire is to be too eager or too obvious.

Much praise, not only in love affairs

but in most human activity, should be
given to patience, and to the philosophy
that what is right for you will be yours.
This doesn’t mean that if you spend your
days in a hammock someone is going to

stuff ten-dollar bills in your pockets, but
it does mean that if you work diligently

at the task of the moment, a just reward
will surely be yours.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-one and have been married

a little over three years. I met my hus-
band when he was stationed at a Southern
Army Base only a few miles from my home.
He was from the northwest, twenty-five
hundred miles away.
While my husband was overseas, I stayed

at home with my parents and worked in

order to save up for a home of my own.
When my husband was discharged, my
parents didn’t want me to leave, so we
lived with my family until my father and
my husband had a dreadful quarrel.

After that happened, my husband said
that he was leaving and that I could do
as I wished. I love him, and I’m certain
he loves me, so I came up here to the land

of tall timber with him.
In every letter I receive from home, my

mother or my father repeat that I should
come home. My parents think it is a tragedy
for a girl to live her life among strangers,
neglecting her loved ones.
There is no one with whom I can discuss

this, so I have come to you for advice.
Nell J.

I must admit that my sympathies are
entirely with you and your husband. It’s

true that it is extremely difficult for par-
ents to give up their grown children,
knowing that they will see them but rarely
during the unfolding years. However,
your parents had the opportunity of keep-
ing you and your husband in their home,
yet serious difficulties arose. I’m sure
that if your happiness had been para-
mount, your parents would have found
some way of adjusting their misunder-
standing tcith your husband.

Much as you love your parents, you
are living in a social system which pre-
sumes that a woman will follow her hus-
band and will share his life, make his

home, rear his children in accordance
with his vieivpoint, considering always, of
course, her tvishes.

Write to your parents and explain that
you are well and happy, that they have
your unchanging daughterly devotion,
but that they are going to have to face
the fact that you are notv an adult with
a life of your own to lead.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am the President of a teen-age girls’

club in our block. We have wonderful
times and all the most attractive boys ask
our members for dates.

Last month a new girl moved into our
block and we want her to join, but she
doesn’t feel that she would fit in. Every
afternoon she simply goes home from
school and sits in the bay window and
stare6 out at the club members passing
by. She looks very wistful.

This girl thinks she is funny-looking and
that no one likes her, but our club has de-
cided to help her and has asked me to write
to you for advice.

First of all, she is tall and thin, with
short, thin hair. Her nose is rather long.

What should she do about her hair to make
it more becoming? What sort of clothes

should she wear to appear less thin?

Her skin is a lovely olive color, but it

gets oily. What could she do about that?

This girl is really swell, and just needs to

have her personality developed. It would
be wonderful if you would help her.

President, Teen-Age Club

I think it is admirable for you to take
such an interest in this new girl. She
sounds as if she would become an excel-

lent member of your group.
Since her hair is straight and fine, she

probably has difficulty in securing a satis-

factory permanent wave, but there is a
new radio-type wave on the market which
people in the studio make-up de-
partment have told me is excellent. Have
her ask her beauty shop operator about it.

To disguise her intense thinness, she
should wear tailored suits with their flat-

tering, padded shoulders. As for her oily

skin, this may be caused by wrong diet.

If she will consult her family doctor, he
will give her information about food
values tvhich will improve her skin.

Claudette Colbert
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Dear Miss Colbert:
The lady who lives across the street from

me is very nice and friendly, but is always
asking me questions.

In our apartment building there is a

widow with two young children, so I work
as her baby sitter whenever she wants to

go out. This woman across the street asks
me who the widow goes out with, how late

she stays out, whether she gets a govern-
ment pension check every month, etc.

She also asks questions about my own
family such as, how much money my father
makes, how much rent we pay, how much
our clothing costs. I have been brought up
to believe that it is wrong to lie and to be
rude to one’s elders. Still, I don’t think I

should tell this woman the things she wants
to know, do you? , „

Helen D.

This woman is an old-fashioned Polly
Pry and she should be heartily ashamed
of trying to extract information from you.
You may count on it, that any answer
you happen to give her will be distorted
beyond recognition and passed on.

Keep out of her way as much as pos-
sible. But if she corners you, you ask
the questions. Make up a list of stock
queries. Ask her how she is, and if she
says she isn’t well, question her on every
detail, then excuse yourself—expressing
sympathy—before she has a chance to
turn the tables.

Finally, if nothing else works, look her
squarely in the eye and say, “/ know that
you are a loyal person. You wouldn’t want
to answer that question about a friend of
yours, so I’m certain you'll understand
my not discussing the private affairs of
my friends.”

Claudette Colbert

(Note: I could not resist publishing this
letter. Its viewpoint may or may not coin-
cide with those of other men now in uni-
form or who have been discharged. CC.)

Dear Miss Colbert:
Here I am in Japan, reading a Stateside

magazine—a treat we don’t often get. I got
quite a kick out of the sound advice you
dish out.

Here is something I wish you would
print for the benefit of civilian readers.
When a guy goes into service, he meets
other guys that he never saw before and
will never see again, but for a certain
length of time everybody has to live like
brothers. In barracks I have seen a college
graduate in the upper bunk and a grease
monkey in the lower getting along fine.

Why in heck can’t American civilians get
along the same way?

Bob L.

Have you a problem which
seems to have no solution?
Would you like the thought-
ful advice of

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-
bert feels that your problem
is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your
protection.

When you are 'sunk’ with washing

work — try Fels-Naptha Soap.

It’s a real "Washday Life Saver.”

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY"



(Continued from page 45) if I hadn’t, I

never would have fully appreciated that
wonderful cooperation from the entire
company. I’ve never been as contented in
my life but it took me seven unfortunate
years to learn my lessons and profit by
them. I guess no one can really tell an-
other person how to change. You just
have to learn for yourself, go through it

yourself.”
Susan, at long last, has recovered the

original enthusiasm she first had in Holly-
wood. If her role in “Smash-up” hadn’t
established her as a permanent dramatic
star, you have her solemn word that

—

“I’ll take the advice of that dramatic critic

who saw me in ‘Adam Had Four Sons’ and
wrote: ‘As far as I am concerned, Susan
Hayward can go back to the Gowanus
Canal—and jump in!”

Her starring roles in two subsequent pic-
tures, “They Won’t Believe Me” and “The
Lost Moment,” will secure her more firmly
in Hollywood.

I

T WAS director George Cukor who origi-
nally saw Susan’s picture in a national

magazine. Selected as a potential Scarlett
O'Hara, she was brought to Hollywood.
Being too young for the part, her Scarlett
turned out too pink for posterity. Fortu-
nately for her finances, but unfortunately in
the face of things, before she got off for
New York, she was signed by Warner Bros.
Out of that deal she inherited her screen
name and became the cheese-cake queen
of Burbank.

Six months later Susan signed with Para-
mount because they offered her a “strong
dramatic” role in “Beau Geste.” In her
first scene she sat at the piano while Gary
Cooper, Robert Preston and Ray Milland
marched off to join the Foreign Legion.
She wore curls and a satin bow in her hair.
In her second scene, and incidentally her
last one, Ray, the only surviving brother,
came marching home again. Susan, now
bursting into womanhood (with hair worn
high on head) was still sitting at the piano
working out her little problem on the keys!
For the balance of her Paramount days
she played parts that were equally dis-
couraging.
“They kept referring to me as a promis-

ing young actress,” she remembers.
“What I want to know is, just how long
can a girl be promising? I kept kidding
myself into believing that someday I’d be
this, or do that. Only someday never came.
In the meantime I really made a mess of
things.
“When I arrived at Paramount I had pre-

conceived notions and stubbornly clung to
the belief that they were right. I was a
green kid, fresh at times, and it was prob-
ably that quality that made them see pos-
sibilities in me. Then something happened.
They gave a party to introduce all the
young hopefuls. Claudette Colbert was
there, Paulette Goddard, Dietrich—all the
super-sophisticated, successful actresses.

“All my life I’ve been terribly fright-
ened of people. At the studio it was the
casting director, the cameramen, reporters
and publicists who asked endless questions.
I thought everyone was so brilliant and I

felt so inadequate. Then at this party, all

those famous stars seemed so poised, so
sure of themselves. Or so I thought. That’s
when I got the idea that I should try and
be like them.
“People around the studio had told me

that I should change, that my attitude was

Sweet Pepper

wrong. So sudaenly, overnight, I stopped
being myself and tried to copy everyone
else. As a result I got so mixed up and
was more confused than ever. Some peo-
p’ i did try to straighten me out but their
approach was wrong. A word of encour-
agement produced a glow inside, like good,
fine wine. But mostly I was criticized. I

guess it never occurred to anyone to try
to find out why I behaved the way I did.
“The only way I knew how to protect

myself was to try and scare people before
they scared me. Other girls were going
right to the top, while I got the parts no
one else wanted. I was getting a good
salary. But, being a basically honest per-
son, I felt like a fraud for accepting it.

Things went from bad to bedlam. Then,
out of a clear sky I was called in and told
they were loaning me out for the important
lead in ‘Dark Waters.’ All my faith was
renewed. But just as swiftly as it came,
it went.
“Unexpectedly Merle Oberon was avail-

able. Hers was a box-office name, so the
deal to borrow me was called off. I was
deeply hurt and humiliated. For the first

time I went to the front office and demanded
to know why—why hadn’t the studio pro-
tected me

—

why hadn’t they insisted on the
loanout when the contract was already
sijned?

“That’s when I really found out the spot
I was in. One of the top executives told
me he had deliberately okayed the cancel-
lation to teach me a lesson. I knew then
that some way, I’d have to start all over
again. Looking back, it’s probably just
as well that they didn’t entrust me with
an important role. I undoubtedly would
have fouled myself up good.”

P
ROBABLY the most satisfying contract
of her career was signed when Susan

married blonde and bland Jess Barker, one
of Hollywood’s most eligible bachelors. It

was a tempestuous courtship, their eventual
marriage only climaxed by the arrival of
twins. They started out on a fifty-fifty

bi.sis, with Jess naming Gregory and Susan
naming Timothy. It’s been fifty-fifty in
sharing, encouraging and growing all along
the way. Including ten evictions in the
past two years. It got so bad, Jess fondly
referred to his little family as “The
Barker Roadshow Company.” But now
their lives are complete. Susan and Jess
have bought a three-bedroom house in

the Valley. They spent all the money they
had for the house—and haven’t a stick

of furniture in it outside that lent them by
Universal-International. Susan jokingly
says she’s a real movie star now—she has
a swimming pool.
Having discovered “people are only hu-

man” Susan now loves going to parties

—

especially where there are people who
make her laugh. Next to comedians, her
greatest enjoyment is food—any food—all

food. And she’s never had to count a calorie

in her life. One night when Jess was
working late at Universal, he returned home
to find Susan sitting up reading a book
and eating crackers—in bed! He kidded
her unmercifully, to which she replied:

“Just be grateful that I wasn’t eating
watermelon!”
When she was a little girl in Brooklyn,

Susan promised herself: “Someday I’m
going to have a whole closet filled with
bath towels—big thick, fluffy ones.”

At Erasmus Hall High School (Girls
swimming Thursday and Saturday, 5c) the

towels were thin, gray and dingy. The
gray tank suits were dingy. The cold
water smelled nauseatingly of chlorine.
Those blue fingers—purple lips. Susan
hates the very memory of it.

She always wears “anything I like” but
she prefers rich reds and vibrant yellows.
Susan will never forget a creamy beige
moulded-to-her-figure gown she wore
when Paramount sent her to Kentucky to
judge a horse race. It was originally made
for Carole Lombard and Susan felt im-
portant and good. When she returned to
Hollywood, there was a studio wardrobe
woman waiting at the station to take the
gown back again!
Susan likes the smell of new paper, her

own natural red hair (in New York beauty
parlors they always tell her what good
“dye” jobs they do in Hollywood!) and
people who are excited about something.
She doesn’t like men who smoke cigars
in closed rooms—“You know you’ll have
to wash everything tomorrow”—tired look-
ing vegetables in shop windows, people
who want things and don’t come out and
say what they want, people who are con-
spicuously “important,” people who pre-
sume on privacy.
There are still two wishes that remain

unfulfilled. The first one Susan finds amus-
ing. About the second, she couldn’t be
more serious.

“I’d like to have sturdier legs,” she
banters. “But I’m not exactly losing any
sleep over it. On the other hand, more
than anything else in life, I hope to even-
tually be like Laurette Taylor. To me,
she was always sheer magic. Someday
if I could accomplish what she has done,
I’d really be proud of myself.”
Because she has successfully come this

far, Susan has no desire to force issues.

So she has never met Danny Kaye and
she wants to when the right opportunity
presents itself. It all goes back to the time
Paramount dressed her up in borrowed
finery and sent her to New York to do
personal appearances with the opening of
her picture.

“I was a scared kid and didn’t know
from nothing,” Susan recalls. “I had to be
at the theater at ten in the morning. Un-
fortunately someone showed me the re-
views just before I went on. They were
terrible. That night I was taken to a late

supper party at the Cafe Martinique. Danny
Kaye was entertaining. He didn’t know
how miserable I was when he sang ‘Molly
Malone’ and dedicated it to me. At that
moment I needed every ounce of encour-
agement. I shall never forget his kind-
ness and someday I hope I will be able to

thank him.”
In retrospect Susan reminds herself of

the bewildered Great Dane puppy, who
liked everyone and in turn wanted to be
liked. All the other puppies seemed to

get along. He did as they did, tried to

c _py them in every respect. But some-
how he just didn’t seem to belong. Finally,

one day he happened to look in a pond.
For the first time he saw himself as he
really was and realized he could never
behave like anyone else hut himself.

That’s what happened to Susan. She
eventually got around to seeing her own
reflection. The second she started behav-
ing like her true self, everything worked
out all right. “Promising young actress,”

they called her. It now reads—“Promise
Fulfilled!”

The End

The Stars Model Photoplay Fashions to Make You Lovelier—on Page 99
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her trousseau— this real love gift that starts

the home of your dreams.
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with Lane’s exclusive patented features. Backed
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)

A magnificent chest with
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stump flanked with exotic African Zebra
wood, and A-matched American Walnut.
V-matched top and balance of case is

American Walnut. Has Lane’s patented
automatic tray.



...PLEASES THAT LAD IN NIY

LIFE!”... says Mrs. ALAN LADD
delightful wife of the dashing screen star

If you want your lips to be teasingly pleasing

...to look glamourous and amourous . . . to

have that exciting, inviting glow that brings a

warm glow in every man's heart... then do

as so many Hollywood beauties do — for your

very next lipstick, choose that terrific new
Tangee hit-shade ... Red Majesty!

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of the House of

Tangee ancf creator of

Tangee Red Majesty
Lipstick and Petal-

Finish Cake Make-Up.

NEW HIT SHADE
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Life with Liz

(Continued from page 41) and brushing

King, or bathing her protesting dogs,

Monty, Twinkle, and Spot.

And even though she may say when
being teased about the T-shirts, “I can’t

go on just loving animals all my life,” she

keeps adding more of them all the time.

But there’s no denying that the all-over

affection she once had for her animal king-

dom is now shared by a silver choker, a

pair of flower earrings, a new peasant

blouse, several seniors at Beverly High,

and the roller coaster at the Ocean Park
pier. With some swooning left over for

Dick Haymes’s recording of “Mam’selle.”

She likes to go dancing at the Cocoanut
Grove, to play gin rummy, and to “pool”

her finances with the rest of the gang and
“go on everything down at the pier until

I make myself sick.” One rather full day
recently included a swim at the beach, a

barbecue, a movie, a high school dance,

then another movie, and a roller coaster

ride.

“I just like to have fun,” she says. “You
know, always doing things on the spur of

the moment. Like going to a dance and
leaving after one dance and going down
to the pier. Or going in the ocean when
it’s cold. You know . . . just have fun.”

Elizabeth and her brother Howard love

to give beach parties down at the Malibu
place for the whole Beverly High School
gang. Her parents’ lives are now linked

with yards and yards of hot dogs, but no
matter how many they buy, they’re always
fresh out. They go down to the beach
house armed with mountains of potato
salad, tuna fish and peanut butter sand-
wiches, homemade cookies and marsh-
mallows, in a vain attempt to fill the
youthful vacuums. It’s all gone almost
before it gets there, and Mr. Taylor goes
tearing down the highway buying out the
six grocery stores within Malibu range.

I

N THIS Elizabethan period . . . life itself

hangs on a telephone call, using a darker
shade of finger nail polish, or the fact that

a city ordinance says her beloved “pipes”
will have to come off her new car.

She held out for a convertible from the
very first, saying diplomatically, “Driving
back and forth in it between home and
Metro will be the only fresh air I’ll get,”

realizing this would cinch the open-top.
She was ecstatic the first night the car

was delivered, and slept with the car keys
wound around one thumb. The following

day, undisturbed by the super-sports jobs
in their palatial crates all over the Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer lot, Elizabeth insisted

that everybody in the studio come out in

the street in shifts and see her new car.

“Do you want to hear my pipes?” Then
without encouragement, she would climb
in, step on the gas, and make them roar.

“Listen to them!” she said.

“I’ve only had my car a month, and now
all pipes have to go off,” she says sadly.

“Mine aren’t too loud. They’re just right.”

Her recent awareness of things material
. . . like money . . . springs from the
monthly clothes allowance her parents
have begun giving her. At first she thought
this was a wonderful idea. “I’ll save up
for months and have loads,” she said. And
is amazed now to find that she has to keep
borrowing a month ahead to keep even.
A couple of skirts, blouses and play suits,

and she gets home stony broke. “I thought
it would take longer to spend it than
that,” she says.

On her birthday, Elizabeth asked her
parents to give her a special sum of money
“that I can spend on something foolish

. . . anything I want.” They were agreeable
until her foolish fancy turned towards a
$75 John Frederics leghorn hat, trimmed
with black velvet ribbon and a large pink
rose.

Inasmuch as she never even wears a
hat, Mrs. Taylor fished out an old leghorn
of hers, they put ribbon on it, shopped for

a pink rose at Sears Roebuck for $2.98,

and the Taylor-made creation still blos-

soms untouched on a rack down at the
beach.

ELIZABETH is going through a slightly

Ei gypsyish age now. She loves any kind
of jewelry, the bigger bangles the better,

and combs her hair with a nonchalant
fluff that she hopes will leave it slightly

over one eye.
She’s a little fascinated by tight belts,

lower neck dresses, and is very proud of

her “Adrian” shoulder pads. She studies
her reflection in the mirror sideways and
worries about her weight . . . 110. “I’ve

just got to take off ten pounds, and I like

everything that’s fattening,” she says dis-

gustedly. “I can eat a whole pie.”

Elizabeth’s always worrying and dream-
ing up ways to glamour herself up. “This
dress needs something,” she says critically,

of a frock with silver-edged ruffles around
the neck. “It’s just too plain. Maybe he’ll

You stay lovable with Jergens Dryad, a

new kind of cream deodorant. Already

approved by leading skin specialists, new
Dryad actually prevents underarm odor

safely, helps check perspiration more
daintily. A secret ingredient keeps it

smooth as face cream to the bottom of

the largest jar. Dryad is harmless to cloth-

ing— has a more luxurious fragrance. Pre-

ferred by fastidious women everywhere.

Now . . . stay sweet to cuddle with Dryad.

DRYAD
New Kind of Cream Deodorant — by Makers

of Jergens Lotion.

FREE: GIFT JAR— so you can try this

new Dryad cream deodorant — free.

Simply fill out and mail coupon to:
0

Box 97 ,
Cincinnati 14 ,

Ohio

Name

Address —
City State —-

—

(Paste coupon on penny postcard if you wish.)

(Print name, address plainly . . . Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only).

Marquee mirthmaker: Reader Peter C. Jung snapped this shot of the sign on the

marquee of the Valley Theatre, Menasha, Wis. It shouldn’t happen to a star!
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bring me a corsage ... an orchid,” she
adds as an after-thought, referring to that
night’s date for a school dance.
What she thought this particular dress

“needed” was a scattering of silver star-
dust in her hair to sort of match the
ruffles. “You know, those little bits of
silver sequins,” she said, excitedly describ-
ing them. “Just a few here and there.” At
this point her mother passed the fashion
problem on to Sydney Guilaroff, head
M-G-M hair stylist, for whom Elizabeth
has great respect. He told her tactfully that
while some girls might need additional
sparkle, she definitely didn’t.

Elizabeth was especially solicitous about
sparkling on this occasion because she was
going to the Beverly High Senior Prom.
It was a very big night. She borrowed the
same blue chiffon trimmed with silver that
she wore to the all-important prom with
Jimmy Lydon in her picture, “Cynthia,”
begging the studio to “loan” it to her so
prettily that the executive in charge
couldn’t refuse.
She went to the prom with Danny Buck-

ley, “best-looking boy” this year at Bever-
ly High. Liz came home from the dance
just as Cynthia did in the picture . . .

absolutely starry-eyed. “They talked to
me about all the other kids in school . . .

just as if I were one of them. Just as if I

knew all of them. And I pretended I did.
It was wonderful!” she said.

E
LIZABETH’S brother, Howard, goes to
Beverly High, and the other students

think of her just as “Howard Taylor’s sis-
ter.” They address her as “Liz,” obligingly
forget that she’s a motion picture star, and
invite her to all their parties and dances.
“That’s what I am to them . . . Howard
Taylor’s sister,” she says proudly.
She fairly worships her eighteen-year-

old brother, and the blackest moment in
her young life was when Howard was
thrown recently from a wild horse, landed
on his head on the wet hard-packed sand
beach, and was knocked unconscious.
Elizabeth rushed up on King, pulled him
out of reach of the waves, and held his
head in her lap, sobbing and praying until
he came to. “I just kept saying ‘God—Dear
God,’ ” she told her mother later, when
Howard was safe in bed at home. “And
suddenly he opened his eyes and smiled
at me. But it was awful,” she said starting
to cry again.
Sometimes she and Howard double-date,

making a foursome with Jerome Court-
land, whom she met at a party, and Je-
rome’s cute sister, Joanne. On other occa-
sions she and Danny Buckley (“I met him
when I was stagging it with a bunch of

girls at a high school dance”) go along
with her brother and his date.

But “romance” is a very fleeting item in

Elizabeth’s life now. “Oh that was a long
time ago,” she says seriously, when you
mention somebody she toasted hot dogs
with, say, two weeks before.

On the subject of boys she says, “A boy’s
personality is what counts. Whether he’s a

drip or not. Of course it’s really unfair to

call them ‘drips’,” she corrects hastily, “but
. . . well . . . personality means so very
much.”
Her first screen romancing was in “Life

with Father,” at Warner’s, and in “Cyn-
thia,” at Metro ... in both instances with
Jimmy Lydon, who gave her, in the latter,

her first oh-so-fast movie kiss.

Elizabeth was literally swept into star-

dom with her performance as the teen-
ager in “Cynthia,” who was doomed as a

Turn to Page 99 for

Photoplay Fashions in Color



delicate invalid, until she blossomed out at

the Senior Prom. Her sensitive perform-
ance, together with the treatment of typical

teen-age problems, hit home in every
household. “This is a picture every child

should see,” parents wrote in at the sneak
preview. While their sons and daughters
wrote in suggesting that parents should do
likewise. And at the official M-G-M press

preview, the nation’s press were invited

to come see “Leo’s new young star.”

Director Mike Curtiz, who directed her in

“Life with Father,” says without qualifica-

tion that, “Elizabeth is the most promising
dramatic ingenue in years.” It was Curtiz

and Mrs. Clarence Day who insisted that

Elizabeth play the part which Teresa
Wright created on Broadway, and who
persuaded Metro to loan her for that role.

As for “Howard Taylor’s sister,” she loved

playing it.

Elizabeth used to dream of playing

“Peter Pan,” wearing autumn leaves and
cobwebs, living with animals, and riding

on the back of the wind. Today she’s con-
centrating on very dramatic parts like that

of “Young Bess,” adding eagerly, “And I

want to do ‘Green Mansions’ too.”

She talks excitedly about her movie am-
bitions, meanwhile filling in with sure
quick strokes a charcoal sketch of a horse
on an easel in the Taylors’ beach home.
Abruptly she drops the pencil and rushes
out on the beach for a better look at a seal

she’s seen rearing its head up out of a

wave. “I hope he’s not coming in to die,”

she says sadly. “You know they always
come ashore to die.”

The $39 pipes on her new Ford are for-

gotten now. She stares out over the ocean,
watching the seal and listening to the
pounding of the surf. Sweet music to her.

The pipes of Pan. And she’s back in her
dream world of autumn leaves and cob-
webs again.

Elizabeth loves to take long walks along
the beach alone at sundown. In an old
pair of blue jeans and one of her brother’s

T-shirts, she sits on the big rock out in

front of the house watching the breakers
come rearing in, lash themselves against

the rock, then foam away into peaceful
submission.
But, even as the sun goes down, she’s

jumping from the rock, running up the
beach, downing a double cheeseburger,
donning her new peasant blouse, and is

off to ride the roller coaster and be jerked
further into oblivion.

For such is life . . . with Elizabeth.
The End
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Marriage Turnstile

(Continued jrom page 33) saw Jimmy at
the Club Morocco in New York. He told
me he’d be out in California right after
Christmas and would call me up. Because
our paths kept crossing, this must be it, I

thought to myself, so we slipped away to
Las Vegas and were married and two weeks
later we remarried in the church.’

“
‘It was six weeks after we were married

that awful disagreements arose. We were as
far apart as the poles in our ideas and
ideals, and we knew it. We parted at Santa
Ynez—not friends; not even with a hope of
friendship between us.’

”

Sara ends her report: “Contrast with
this the happy marriages of June’s two
sisters, Effie and Dorothy.”

I
ESS spectacular than June’s breakup,
the separation of Mark Stevens and his

wife is the more poignant for their years
of critical times together when Mark was
struggling to launch his career.
Photoplay correspondent, Jerry Asher,

one of the good friends of both Mark and
Annelle Stevens, reports:

“This breakup might have seemed more
understandable had there been one defi-

nite reason why these young people had to
admit their marriage had failed. There was
none. It might best be explained by saying
that two people who needed each other
badly when the going was rough slowly
discovered how little they had in common
with the rough spots smoothed out.

“The separation would have occurred be-
fore but for the advent of the baby. Then
every possible effort was made to hold
on and try and work things out. Mark
left his home in Montreal at sixteen. A
dreamer, an idealist, he battered his way
around, holding every job from dishwasher
on up and down. In Hollywood, Mark met
with more rebuffs. One week he ate, the
next meals had to be skipped.
“While under contract at Warners, he

was asked to assist in a screen test. This is

how he met Annelle Hays, a young beauty
from Texas. Away from home for the first

time, Annelle was young, lonely, scared.
Mark was lonely and not scared a bit. He
drove her home after the test. Mark didn’t
even have a job when they decided to cast
their lot together.

“When Mark was finally signed by
Twentieth Century-Fox, and loaned out
for ‘From This Day Forward’ he knew this

was his big chance. He had to make good.
Then without warning, his spine, seriously
injured in his youth, became so painful he
thought he was going to die.

“Every penny he made went to the doc-
tors. Week after week there was no relief

from pain. Operation followed operation.
Mark became terribly depressed, unable
to bring to his marriage the youth and
gaiety that normally might have provided
the basis for a lifetime of happiness.
“When the separation came, Mark said, ‘I

am the one who is to blame.’ Actually,
neither is to blame and both are. Right
now, Annelle is remaining in their large

two-story house overlooking Toluca Lake.
Mark is living with a good friend and will

move as soon as he finds an apartment.
Mark calls Annelle daily to inquire about
the baby. When the divorce settlement is

arranged, there will be no questions, no
arguing. Mark loves his son and wants
him to remain with his mother. He wants
to see him as often as possible and, when
the personal hurt has healed, he hopes
that Annelle and he will continue to know
and respect each other.”

Thus two more marriages apparently
have foundered in the troubled seas of

today’s world. These two happened to be
Hollywood marriages.

The End
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Jerome Cowan—act-

ing is his business

and your pleasure

JERRY
on the JOBS

H
OW many times have you seen someone
do an especially good job in a minor

role on the screen and wondered “Who’s

that?” That’s what you will do certainly

when you see Jerome Cowan as the frus-

trated district attorney who tries to prove

that there is no Santa Claus in Twentieth
Century-Fox’s charming film, “Miracle on
34th Street.”

Before he became part of the Hollywood
scene, Jerome Cowan had already made
quite a name for himself on the Broadway
stage.

Today, he is one of Hollywood’s stand-

bys and may be spotted at work on almost

every major lot. He appeared in Para-
mount’s “The Perfect Marriage,” Twentieth
Century-Fox’s “Claudia and David,” and
recently in Warner’s “The Unfaithful.”

In spite of his studio schedule, Jerry,

as his friends call him, manages to live a

good, normal life. His home in Van Nuys
is large but unpretentious—big enough to

house Jerry, his attractive wife Helen, and
their two little daughters, Diane and
Suzanne.
Helen was formerly of the stage too.

She has, however, completely abandoned
the grease paint in favor of running a

very efficient household and rearing her
two daughters. She still manages though,
to look like any man’s idea of a pin-up girl.

Weekends for the Cowans are spent
mostly around their swimming pool, usu-
ally with close personal friends who have
made it a standing habit to drop in on them
Sundays.
Definitely a man with a “green thumb,”

Jerry’s interest in plants almost amounts
to a passion. He spends a great deal of

time caring for a good-sized walnut grove
and a considerable mass of growing things.

His friends won’t let him forget the time
he was ready to commit mayhem when a
telephone cable crew came along with the
obvious intention of running a cable trench
right through the middle of a Cowan palm
tree! Casualties were avoided only when
Jerry learned the crew had planned in ad-
vance to make a detour!

It’s a good life and so far as Jerry is con-
cerned, just as easy to achieve in Holly-
wood as anywhere else.
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Who Will Be Your Favorites for 1947?

(Continued from page 35) study to our re-
searchers because once again it proves the
public’s ability to make its own decisions.

You, the public, cannot be pressed into

liking a picture because of big star names.
On the other hand, as in the case of “The
Jolson Story,” you will fight for theater
seats to see a picture in which the actors

are relatively little known, but which you
hear was greatly enjoyed by those who
have seen it.

Larry Parks, who played the leading role

in this picture, was a new screen person-
ality to you, the public. He previously had
played a few unnoticed roles. Now, how-
ever, thanks to your high enjoyment of

“The Jolson Story,” his popularity is

rapidly increasing. Evelyn Keyes, who
played opposite Larry Parks, was known
but she was not a star. The other principal
players were William Demarest and Lud-
wig Donath.
Another interesting fact about the ten

most popular pictures for 1947 thus far is

that five of them are musicals—“The Jol-
son Story,” “Margie,” “Till the Clouds
Roll By,” “Blue Skies” and “Song of the
South.” “Song of the South,” it is of inter-

est to note, is Walt Disney’s most widely
enjoyed picture since “Snow White.”
Now for some of the other surprise

opinions you, the public, have revealed.
The fastest rising actors of 1946 were
Gregory Peck (top climber in popularity),
Cornel Wilde and Glenn Ford. So far this

year your choice puts Larry Parks and
Robert Mitchum at the head of the rapid
climbers. Another thing: Your 1947 votes
at this point reveal that the most widely
seen movie ever made (based on the num-
ber of people who saw it on its first issue)

was “Bells of St. Mary’s.” More of you

went to see this motion picture than any
other in film history—even more than went
to see the first issue of “Gone with the
Wind,” the previous record-holder.
Our polls have a way of dredging up

surprise discoveries about what makes or
breaks a star. They have, for instance,
discovered that scandalous publicity doesn’t
always harm a star—as in the case of

Errol Flynn’s sensational trial in Los
Angeles, following which his popularity
increased slightly.

Your votes in our national poll also
consistently prove that the more you see
of stars on the screen, the more interest-

ed you become in them—all of which may
be a shock to many stars whose credo is,

“Don’t make too many pictures or you may
bore your audience.” Ingrid Bergman is

proof positive that too many pictures do
not pall. She was in so many pictures
released in rapid succession that at one
time she was being billed simultaneously
on the marquees of four theaters in big
cities. Remember “Spellbound,” “Sara-
toga Trunk,” “Notorious” and “Bells of St.

Mary’s”?
Actually, your votes clearly indicate that

a star tends to lose popularity when his or
her face disappears from the screen. A
temporary example of that is Jimmy Stew-

-~Arnn Sheridan

as stimulating as a fall breeze.

HERB HOWE tells you the how

in October Photoplay

art, a big star who was gone from the
screen for years during the war. His
popularity promises to build up rapidly
after he has made a few more pictures.
But right now the teen-agers are just
discovering him. They had not seen him
before his post-war roles. Whereas, stars
like Fred MacMurray and Claudette Col-
bert keep on being box-office draws for
the simple reason that they keep on mak-
ing pictures. And of course radio shows
of magnitude help stars like Bing Crosby
and Bob Hope—since more American
homes have radios (more than 90%)
than have bathrooms.
There is also no question that you, the

public, discover the actors in the begin-
ning—and it is your interest in them that
makes them into stars. The studios can
only place the actor on the screen. You
do the rest. It was you who, seeing Van
Johnson in a bit part, wrote so many
letters about him that Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer, surprised, upped him to stardom
with your continuing approval.
The opposite also is true. Many times a

studio, “discovering” a star, has by a gi-

gantic advertising campaign attempted to
enlist your support; only to fail.

It is discoveries like this about your
power that makes our polls so interesting
and keeps our 300 interviewers constantly
on the job intercepting you in your homes,
on the sidewalks, in the stores asking ques-
tions. Your answers to these questions, in
time, add up to the most popular stars

and pictures of the year. And you may
be sure Hollywood, ever mindful of this

poll, will be eager to know who the win-
ners of the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards
for 1947 will be.

The End

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COIA COMPANY

“I'll get the Pepsi — that will keep the boys around.”



"We Have a Home"

(Continued from page 43) from Sunday
School.
A few blocks below Sunset the Beverly

Amusement Park burst into full view.

Ponies, miniature trains, merry-go-rounds
and racing cars! Peanuts, popcorn, hot

dogs and ice cream! Peter stared in fasci-

nation, let out a war whoop and went
scrambling over Daddy. At that particular

moment, as far as young Mr. Ford was
concerned, Mommy could have been in

Afghanistan!
“Aren’t children wonderful—and fortu-

nate,” reflected Glenn, as Peter shot by us

waving his arms like a small windmill.

“He is too young to actually miss his

mother and yet all the things she repre-

sents are missing. Therefore, he is quite

aware that the pattern of his life has

changed but naturally he can’t understand
it. Put him on a merry-go-round and his

whole world is bright again. Wouldn’t it

be gratifying if life for us could be that

simple!”
Like all young married couples today

who are searching for security, the Glenn
Fords are no exception. This unstable

world, being what it is, prompted them to

reverse a vital decision. A little over three

years ago while she was making the pic-

ture, “Sensations of 1945,” Eleanor and
Glenn were married. He was still in Marine
uniform. Like thousands of others who
were betrothed, their future was uncer-
tain. Completely without direction. Of one
thing only were they sure—they loved

each other.

“It makes no difference to me,” Eleanor
confided to her husband, “whether or not

I ever dance again. I’ve had a long, full

career. Now I want to stay home, run a

house, raise a family.”
Glenn had hoped she’d say it. Appreci-

ating how much she had accomplished, he
couldn’t bring himself to express his true
feelings. Wisely he remained silent and
allowed the proposal to come voluntarily.

“Just promise me one thing,” he cau-
tioned. “If you ever do change your mind,
if there is either the strong urge or a good
reason, please don’t hold out on me.
Whether I like it or not, I’ll do my best to

see it your way.”

E
LEANOR’S retirement didn’t come easy.
Those lucrative offers from stage and

screen producers were tempting. A South
American night club guaranteed $10,000

a week. Eighteen months later, and just

two months after Glenn became a civilian,

Peter was born. They had been living in a
two-room apartment over a garage, close

to Camp Pendleton. Now the situation was
really serious.

There was the housing shortage and
rents that were out of all proportion. On
a Marine sergeant’s salary, Glenn had
hardly saved enough to bribe someone into
finding him a place. So Eleanor had to
move into the small home owned by her
mother. Glenn in turn was forced to share
a two-room apartment with his mother.
Finally, when they almost felt unmarried,
Glenn in desperation determined to remedy
their predicament.
Along about this time Eleanor received

another fantastic offer from South Amer-
ica—$50,000 for a four-week engagement
and all expenses included! They could have
their own home, the companionship they
were missing, the chance of growing to-
gether. All day long Eleanor paced the
floor and debated. Just as the sun was
setting, Glenn called her on the telephone.
“Honey, I’ve got news for you,” he ex-

claimed excitedly. “You’re going to have
a home of your own. It’s much more than
I can afford. It isn’t large enough and it

isn’t the type of house we’ve dreamed
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about. It’s on a hilltop, there isn’t much
yard and we’ll be the last house on a dead-
end street. But it’s completely furnished
so we can move right in. I’ve been able
to raise enough money to swing the deal
but we’ll sure have to count the pennies
for the next few years.”
“How wonderful,” answered Eleanor

quietly. “I’ll do all the housework and
take care of Peter. Don’t worry about it,

dear, we’ll manage and you’ll get it paid
off in no time. Now I’ll go start packing.”
The ensuing years were good ones.

Following the outstanding success he made
in “Gilda,” Glenn’s popularity really
zoomed after “A Stolen Life” and
“Framed.” His current Technicolor produc-
tion, “The Man from Colorado,” is costing
Columbia close to two million dollars.

“Just two and a half years more,” he
promised Eleanor when they were day-
dreaming. “I won’t be tied down to a
full-time contract. Maybe I’ll be making
much more money and we’ll be able to

have a better place. We can have ser-
vants to take care of Peter when we want
to travel. I’d love to do a picture in France
and if you want to do personal appear-
ances then, we could have a wonderful
time working and playing together.”

T
HAT’S the way Glenn planned it. While
he was in the midst of making “Gallant

Journey” for Bill Wellman something hap-
pened that changed the entire picture.
Glenn stayed home to take care of Peter
one night, while Eleanor slipped out to a
movie with some girl friends. Investigating
the sound of breaking glass, he interrupted
a prowler who was about to climb through
the basement window. A lost motorist on
the dead-end street smacked his door in
turning around. A drunken driver plowed
through his garden, while a pair of “love
birds” selected the isolated, unpoliced spot
to carry on a hysterical quarrel.
“Does this sort of thing go on often?”

the exhausted husband demanded when
his wife came in later from the movies.
It was only then that he got a full con-
fession. Eleanor and Glenn’s mother, who
lives with them, had lived for months in

terror. Twice before they had been visited

by prowlers. She worried constantly, lest

Peter wander out too close to the steep
edge of the hilltop.

The following Friday night at the
American Legion fights, when he kept his

weekly date with Robert Walker and Mark
Stevens, Glenn told them the story.

“They were trying to spare me, so I had
no idea all this was going on,” said Glenn.
“I’ve got to find another place right away.”
“And I know where you can find it,”

answered Mark. “We’ve been looking. This
one is too big for us. It’s in Beverly
Hills, three and a half acres, right across
the street from the homes of Fred Astaire
and William Wyler. It belongs to the music
conductor, Max Steiner. Every room is

sound proof, it’s beautifully panelled, there
are large servants quarters, music outlets

throughout the house.”
When Glenn went to see the place, it

was all he could do to tear himself away,
rush home and get Eleanor. Back they
went and spent hours just walking around,
visualizing how perfectly it fit into their

scheme of things.

“If only it would still be available two
and a half years from now,” said Glenn
longingly. “Then I could afford it.”

“But if I went back to work I could help
pay for it,” Eleanor found herself saying.

“Then we wouldn’t have to wait.”

She was gone fourteen weeks. Despite
all their logic and sound reasoning, it

wasn’t an easy decision. She knew she’d

be terribly lonely for her home and hus-
band. There was that awful moment of

saying goodbye to Peter—“Mommy’s gone
for a long ride,” they told him. It was
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risky business too, a great challenge to her
courage. She was the champion whom
people remembered—or would they re-

member? Night club business was pre-
carious. Big name attractions were flopping

all over the country. If she failed it would
be a great blow any way you looked at it.

Ironically, no sooner had Eleanor finally

convinced herself than the rumor spread
that the Fords were separating! How it

started, why it started, only those little

blue devils know—the ones who grind the
grist for the mills of Hollywood.

“It’s just our turn to make the gossips

happy,” Glenn reassured her. “Would we
be taking on this responsibility of our new
home if there were any truth in it? Any
reasonable person will see this. The others
don’t matter.”
Eleanor broke in her act in Buffalo.

From there she went to the Beverly Hills

Club in Cincinnati, and finally to the Chez
Paree in Chicago. Even when such terrific

troupers as Joe E. Lewis, Sophie Tucker
and Harry Richmond were on the same
bill, Eleanor broke all previous records.
Glenn wanted to fly back to Chicago for

her opening. Instead he made extra pay-
ments on the home they have already
grown to love. Before Eleanor left they
decided to indulge in one weekly long
distance telephone conversation.
“Once again I am grateful to my fans,”

Glenn enthuses. “When the telephone
strike came, naturally we couldn’t get
through to each other. A fan of mine, who
is an amateur radio sender in Los Angeles,
often talks to another amateur radio fan in
Chicago. They relayed messages, and be-
tween the two of them, Eleanor and I were
practically able to talk to each other. Cer-
tainly it was better than telegraphing.”
Eleanor arrived home on Glenn’s birth-

day. At the Pump Room in Chicago, she
purchased a case of his very favorite and
very scarce, Major Grey’s Chutney. This
automatically became a gift from Peter to
his daddy. In the midst of all her activity,
Eleanor somehow managed to slip over to
Canada from Niagara. There she purchased
several dozen pairs of various colored Ar-
gyles, also Glenn’s favorites.
During the fourteen weeks she was away

from her loved ones, Eleanor gave dozens
of interviews. Not even once was she ques-
tioned about their rumored separation

—

which only goes to prove again that the
whole world doesn’t begin or end with
Hollywood. As a matter of fact, some day
(in the near future they hope) Peter New-
ton will have a baby sister. Take the word
of an eyewitness, in the new Beverly Hills
home they bought together and hope to
grow old in together—the Fords couldn’t
be chugging along more merrily.

The End

Figure facts: Frankie Van, famed Holly-

wood physical director, gives Ann Blyth

the lowdown on his figure control book
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By Lester Gottlieb

A check list of this month’s popular and classical records,
focusing attention on songs and singers from Hollywood

FIESTA: M-G-M’s lavish Technicolor splash has an im-

pressive theme, "Fantasia Mexicana,” written by the

brilliant American composer Aaron Copland and adapted

for the screen by Johnny Green. The big movie com-
pany’s own record subsidiary has an excellent two-part

grooving conducted by Macklin Marrow that you’ll

enjoy. Leonid Hambro is the piano soloist.

THE HUCKSTERS: Ava Gardner sings the original

song, "Don’t Tell Me,” fetchingly in this expose of the

radio advertising business. Margaret Whiting (Capitol)

and Helen Forrest (M-G-M) are the disk distaffers.

THE PLOW THAT BROKE THE PLAINS: In 1936 the U. S. Farm Security

Administration issued a striking documentary film that told the terrible saga of

thirsty people and thirsty crops. Virgil Thomson composed the truly great score

which captured the mood of the southwest. Now Victor has issued a fine album
of this music with Leopold Stokowski conducting the Hollywood Bowl Symphony.

FRANK SINATRA: F. S. skips Hollywood music for Broadway’s, doing two fine

ballads from "Brigadoon.” The melodies are "There But for You Go I” and "Almost
Like Being in Love” (Columbia).

SONG OF THE THIN MAN: Something new has been

added to the latest gumshoe adventures of Bill Powell

and Myrna Loy. It’s a song called "You’re Not So Easy
to Forget” and baritone Johnnie Johnston (M-G-M) is

first to introduce it on the waxworks.

DARK PASSAGE: What the old tune “As Time Goes
By” did for "Casablanca,” Warners are hoping the late

Dick Whiting’s familiar melody "Too Marvelous for

Words” will do for this melodrama. Tony Martin’s new
Victor pressing will help the tune get a start.

JIMMY DURANTE: The Nose, abetted by deep-voiced

Candy Candido, clowns through "I’m Feeling Mighty Low” and on the reverse, has

the grooves all to himself with "I’ll Do the Strut-Away in My Cutaway” (M-G-M).

7VY: Recording artists are rushing to the studios to cut the theme melody Hoagy
Carmichael penned. One of the better new ones is Vaughn Monroe’s (Victor).

LAURITZ MELCHIOR: The movies’ best known operatic singer modulates his

powerful pipes to sing two lovely ballads, Cole Porter’s "Easy to Love” and "You
Are My Heart’s Delight.” If Melchior gets serious about swooning, the anemic

crooners better run for cover (M-G-M).

THE FABULOUS DORSEYS: The highlight of this film, The Dorsey Concerto,

is now available on an exciting 12-inch Victor recording.

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: Sibelius’s rarely-heard Karelia Suite is now available

in a single 12 -inch Victor Red Seal pressing played by the BBC Symphony and

conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham . . . Marc Blitzstein’s exciting Airborne Sym-
phony, dedicated to America’s Eagles, is the outstanding symphonic album of the

month, thanks largely to Leonard Bernstein’s inspired conducting of the N. Y.

Symphony, and Robert Shaw’s narration (Victor) . . . Yehudi Menuhin plays Bela

Bartok’s Concerto For Violin, a musical work capturing the spirit of the composer’s

native Hungary. The Dallas Symphony assists admirably (Victor) . . . Piano music

of Felix Mendelssohn played by Vladimir Horowitz is a top flight combination Victor

has made possible in an excellent album. . . . Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos, No. 2

in F and No. 5 in D, is another new Victor album, this time played by the

Boston Symphony with the incomparable Serge Koussevitzky on the podium.

Tony Martin



Date with Bob and
"The Queen"

( Continued from page 55) when we were
moving the study wall back to accommo-
date the Queen’s new spinet.”

The spinet was bought, as you discover
later, when Barbara learned to play piano
for her role in “The Other Love.” Mostly,

however, it was purchased because “we’d
been wanting something to make music
with around here, anyhow.” There’s a

nice elastic sound to a house that doesn’t

mind having its rooms stretched.

This current residence is a temporary
one bought during Bob’s Navy Air Force
service when Barbara decided their ram-
bling home in Coldwater Canyon was too

expensive a dwelling place. Someday when
building materials are available they will

build their farmhouse—which will have
plenty of room. Meantime, however, this

fairly small abode is a two-story expres-
sion of the Stanwyck’s extremely vital self.

I

N PERSON, Barbara is a beige and brown
girl, usually matching her brown hair

and tanned skin in superbly tailored en-
sembles in the same shades. The only
make-up she ordinarily allows herself is a

bright dash of lipstick. Yet somehow it is

this bit of vividness which seems most
indicative of her personality. Her favorite

jewels are rubies and you are not sur-
prised to find that she uses red or some
shade of red in almost every room of their

home. She uses it not garishly but simply,
warmly and dramatically.
The living room has a quality of reach-

ing out and enveloping you in cordiality.

The walls are entirely covered with quietly
patterned red calico against which the
double tiered white batiste curtains look
clean and crisp as a breeze. ... In front of
the brick fireplace with its brass scuttle

are two comfortable red and green plain
divans with a low, wide antique table be-
tween them. The hooked rugs have a red
farmhouse pattern and at each end of the
room are open-shelved cupboards, one dis-
playing a rare collection of Tobey mugs,
the other precious antique plates.

The “pushed-out study” has its new
spinet of course, and shelf after shelf of

leather-bound volumes, screen scripts cov-
ered in calf and a complete collection of
Life and Time. The most arresting feature
of the room is a portrait of Barbara done
in pastels by Paul Clemens. While you are
studying it the original walks in.

She comes in quietly, straightforwardly
the way she does everything else. There
is a fresh, washed look about her face
which has just lately been relieved of its

screen make-up.
“Hello,” she says in a way that makes

those two syllables sufficient in themselves,
an I then gives a long, quiet look from her
deep blue eyes toward her husband.

“Hello, beautiful,” he says putting his
arm around her and kissing her.
Barbara gives her long hair a toss for

comfort, sinks into one of the plain divans
and foregoes asking you whether or not
you’ve been having a good time.
“Do you want to take my word for it

that I’m a bad hostess or do you want me
to go on proving it?” she asks with a frank
smile. “Do you know you are actually
the third ‘company’ we’ve had in a whole
year? The first time we had guests was
Christmas Eve and the other time was
the night before we left for Europe.”
The photographers have gone. The car-

penters also have folded their kits and
faded away. There’s a quietude Bob ac-
knowledges with a deep grin. “Good. Now
we can get going on our favorite argu-
ment.”
“He means those eternal discussions we

have about my working too much,” ex-

the ^ hits AR£ cw

RCA \fiat>R Records MASTER'S VOICE*

IN 3 GRBATWk VICTOR ALBUMS

"DREAMLAND SPECIAL" ALBUM!
Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra bring you smooth, spar-

kling arrangements of I'll See You in My Dreams, Drifting and
Dreaming, My Isle of Golden Dreams, Meet Me Tonight in Dream-
land, I've Got a Pocketful of Dreams, Did You Ever See a Dream
Walking?, My Dreams Are Getting Better All the Time, Dream. Vocals

by Vaughn, The Moon Maids and The Norton Sisters. P-160, $3.15.

NEW "TUXEDO JUNCTION" ALBUM!
Erskine Hawkins leads his famous band in eight great record-

ings. Every one is a famous Hawkins arrangement. Every one is an

important collector's item. You'll hear Tuxedo Junction; Don't Cry,

Baby; Tippin' In; I've Got a Right to Cry; After Hours; Cherry; Sweet

Georgia Brown; Song of the Wanderer. RCA Victor Album P-181, $3.1 5.

NEW "STUDENT PRINCE" ALBUM!
Al Goodman conducts his orchestra in immortal melodies from

the gay "Student Prince." The lilting lyrics are sung by Earl Wright-

son, Frances Greer, Donald Dame, Mary Martha Briney and The

Guild Choristers. They bring you the Overture; Just We Two; Golden

Days; Serenade; Drinking Song; Deep in My Heart, Dear and the

Students' March Song. RCA Victor Album P-180, $3.75.

. • . plus RCA Victor quality

!

Two "exclusives"—Victor's billion-record skill...

plus RCA's electronic wizardry— make music

sound so true to life on RCA Victor Records!

Hear them on a Victrola radio-phonograph.

"Victrola"—T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. All prices

shown are suggested list prices, exclusive of
taxes. Radio Corporation of America.

Hear Bob Merrill on the RCA Victor Program.

Sundays, 2 p.m., EDT, over your NBC station.
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TEETH SHOULD SHOW

IN YOUR SMILE

NEVER

IN YOUH

HAIR-DO

TEETH NEVER

SHOW WITH

KANT-SLIP* COMBS

...BECAUSE ONLY BANT-SUP

combs have CONCEALED

TIGHT-GBIPPING TEETH

making the teeth

Invisible In your hair.

ONLY 10c
Available in a variety of popular Iizei

at leading 5 and 10c itorei and

notion counter$.

Made by the makers of famous GOODY
barrettes • curlers • wave clips

*RKC. TRADEMARK

FOR BETTER HAIR AIDS
BETTER REACH FOR GOODY

plains his wife. “Sure, I work too much
and I work too hard—but I like it.”

“I worry about what she’ll find to fill

her life if she ever finishes with pictures,”
says Bob seriously. “I’m afraid she could
never be happy—

”

“Well—they shoot horses, when they’re
through.”
“But not hams, Queen—

”

“But not hams, Lieutenant,” she comes
back. “Well, it’s great to feel safe on that
score. Of course, if you ever got tired

of acting, you could always get a job as
a commercial pilot. Me? Well— I could be
a librarian—you know, books!”

“ IRGUING,” or at least, the straight-

11 forward expression of opinions, is a
preferred pastime with both Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor. Returning from their recent trip

to Europe, they were feted in New York
by members of the foreign press repre-
senting the countries they had visited. It

was an impressive affair, with everyone
completely charmed by the guests of honor.
“Lovely people—” sighed a French cor-

respondent, after their departure, “but so
irrevocably American!”
Not forgetting all their glamour, their

handsomeness, their talent and their share
of the world’s wealth, the correspondent’s
remark is still the best possible thumbnail
description of these two, to date.

“The more I see of Europe, the more con-
vinced I am that America is God’s gift to

Americans,” is the way Barbara puts it.

“The more I see
—

” well, few overseas
visitors have seen more. In England, they
mingled with the people on the streets

—

a very close mingling, as those “mob re-
ception” and “fan riot” stories reported.
And they mingled with those of title, too,

among the most charming of whom was
their hostess Lady Bailey who entertained
them at the famous Leeds Castle, built by
Henry VIII.

On both sides of society, they were pity-

torn by the lack of food, heat and light.

“And, oh, how glad we were to get back
to this California sunshine—” says Bob. “We
actually saw the sun three days during
the whole eight weeks we were over there.”

The clothes closet of Barbara’s dubonnet
and lushly white-carpeted bedroom holds
no Parisian frock nor English tailor-made.
Neither has her jewel box been increased
by any imported trinket. “We came back
with what we took—except for Missy!”
Missy is a small, silver- colored French

poodle given them by Lady Bailey—and
currently the cause of some confusion.

“Missy” is one of Bob’s pet names for his

wife, which accounts for it also being the
name of his plane, and by coincidence the
name of the dog they already had. The
new poodle is “a little girl-dog—and just

looked like a ‘Missy.’
”

At any rate, dogs One and Two have
found some way of distinguishing which
“Missy” is being called, and romp con-
genially about the back yard. The Taylor
back yard blazes with wide borders of the

most outsize dahlias, zinnias and other
colorful blooms.

“I don’t know why, but flowers seem to

grow bigger and brighter for Barbara and
Bob than they do for anyone else,” says
Uncle Buck.
Which, of course, is a rather late intro-

duction of the gentleman who is the most
important member of this household. Not
really an uncle, but a godfather, Buck
Mack is one of the famous old-time vaude-
ville team of Miller and Mack.

In those struggling ’teens when the

Stanwyck was still Ruby Stevens of Brook-

Turn to Page 99 for

Photoplay Fashions in Color

How? can you

prove LOVE?

'T'HAT night before the fireplace Laurie
Denver wanted Dick to know she really

loved him. But how could she prove it? How
could she decide the right thing to do?
Would Dick love her more—or less—if she

followed her head instead of her heart? You’ll

find Laurie’s decision in “The Moment”, a

complete story in the new September TRUE
ROMANCE.

And That’s Just One of the 20 Exciting

Features in the Bigger . . . Better . . . Brand
New TRUE ROMANCE. You’ll Find More
Pages . . . More Departments . . . More
Stories . . . and Gorgeous Full-Color Illus-

trations ... In The Big September TRUE
ROMANCE.

DON’T NIISS . . .

“Yes, I Killed Him”—The shocking story

of a young wife who committed two
crimes . . . for love.

“When A Girl’s Engaged”—About Phyllis

who suddenly became more possessive

than her fiance could stand—or under-

stand.

“Just Married”—This thrilling new feature

takes you to the real wedding of a real

TRUE ROMANCE reader.

“Who’s Running This Marriage?”—In

this heart-warming story, Sara and Dan
find that a meddling mother-in-law can

mend a marriage.

All this and much more in the big new September

TRUE ROMANCE
ON SALE NOW

GET YOUR COPYTODAY

LISTEN Every Monday Through Friday

to "HEART'S DESIRE" Over All Mutual

Stations. It's The Program Where
Dreams Come True! And be sure to read

the "Heart's Desire" department in the

September issue of True Romance.
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lyn, Uncle Buck did everything he could
to help her. She still worships him, and
he idolizes her and her husband. He lives

in a spreading and comfortably furnished
guest house at the rear of the long yard,
close enough so that his advice and dry
humor are immediately available.

The absence of servants on the premises
is a temporary lull occasioned by the sud-
den illness of one retainer, and the sudden
marriage of another. Necessity being the
mother of unexpected talents, it has been
discovered that Uncle Buck makes the most
superb coffee and the best darned shirred-

eggs-and-bacon in the State of California.

Also, anyone so inclined can make them-
selves up a Dagwood sandwich from vari-

ous ingredients in the icebox, and the

copious accessories thereto displayed on a

“Lazy Susan” in the breakfast room.
The Taylors’ social scheme is a simple

one. Their usual “evening out” consists

of dinner at LaRue or some other not too

noisy restaurant, possibly with their very
close chums, the Jack Bennys. For dress,

Barbara will wear another beautifully tai-

lored suit, adding several heavy gold brace-
lets, and a large ruby clip and earrings
from the collection of ruby and diamond
pieces Bob has given her. After dinner

—

ten to one—they’ll attend a screening in one
of the studio projection rooms. . . .

Evenings “in” are spent in the manner
of most movie folk who must answer an
early production call at six or seven in the
morning. Talk is on fairly serious sub-
jects—they dislike useless chitchat. While
both Barbara and Bob are blessed with a
deep-rooted sense of humor, there are no
practical jokes played between this Mr.
and Mrs. “Neither one of us can stand
people who think they are being cute

—

”

Barbara reads a lot, and Bob pours over
airplane building plans. He has a wonder-
ful sense of detail, and knows his ships

as if they had originally been blueprinted
on his mind. Barbara, on the other hand,
hates detail—unless you count the screen
dialogue which she soaks up like a sponge.
In addition, she goes on “picture jags”
sometimes seeing two a night, if she has
none of her own in production, and Bob
and Buck are at the ball games.

“I'm just like any other busman,” she
says.

All of which means that when you finally

make your exit from this movie-star
menage, and turn to look back at it, you
are no longer shocked to find it so close

to the street. So is every other house on
the block—and inside are two people as
unpretentious, honest and hard-working
as any other Mr. and Mrs. America!

The End

On the home set: Alice Faye with hus-

band Phil Harris, Alice Jr. and Phyllis

You can bet

a million . •

«

DIANA TAKING THE FAMOUS TASTE-TEST

"RC
tastes bestl

/#

''The taste-test proved it!"

says Diana. “I tried leading

colas in paper cups— found RC
best-tasting!” Try it! Say“RC
for me!” That’s the quick way
to get a quick-up with a frosty

bottle of Royal Crown Cola—
best by taste-test!

says

DIANA LYNN

Co-starring in

"VARIETY GIRL"

a Paramount Picture
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• unbeatable as a rubdown, invaluable

in the sickroom— that’s Mifflin Rub!
For Mifflin— and only Mifflin— con-
tains the new “miracle ingredient”
Dermium !

What a friend to your skin Dermium
is! It helps prevent the absorption of

skin oils . . . leaves your skin glowing
and alive, feeling smoother, soft-as-

silk! And Dermium makes massaging
almost effortless!

Try New Mifflin Rub after your bath
or shower. Use it in the sickroom . . .

as a bed bath, a mild antiseptic, a

cleansing agent. Plain, or scented with
Lilac, Pine, Lavender or Wintergreen.

Don't just ask for"Alcohol". . . insist on genuine New

MIFFLIN

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

The National RubdownS

The Strange Case of

Hedy Lamarr

(Continued from page 37) And she has
known love and companionship. No matter
how many times she and John Loder separ-
ate and make-up and separate again, Hedy
has loved him. I know. She told me so.

And yet I can reveal now that with all

these things in her past, and all she still

holds of the material things of life, Hedy
has been dangerously close to a nervous
breakdown for the past year and she is

still far from well.

I have been puzzled, and because I have
always liked her and am therefore sym-
pathetic, I have thought a lot about her
lately. Several times I have scolded her
in my column. I said she should snap out
of it; that it is a mistake to let herself go
and appear in public unglamorous, in

slacks and sneakers—that she should do
something, anything to change her frame
of mind.
So I was not too surprised one day to

get a telephone call from Hedy asking if

she might see me.
This was during her recent separation

from John Loder when she hadn’t yet
made up her mind to go back to him. It

was a revealing moment because I don’t
believe she would have opened her heart
to me as she did if she hadn’t been in a
state of indecision.

She arrived looking beautiful (as usual)
with her hair in a dark halo around her
face and young and slim in a peasant
blouse and wide skirt.

We talked all afternoon from the time
when the playroom was flooded with light,

until the shadows waned and we were
sitting in the dusk without bothering to

turn on a lamp.
We talked first about her troubles with

John Loder since that was uppermost in

her mind. Obviously, it was a case of

“can’t live with him—or without him.”

“ IOHN really can’t help things,” she said
J gently. “He has had such a bad break

in his career. If only he could get some
permanent work everything would be all

right. But as it stands now, I just can’t

go on living with him unless he has some-
thing to occupy his mind. You don’t know
how terrible it is to have a restless, un-
happy man around the house all the time.

“The difficult thing is that John loves

me and I care for him—if only he could
get some job that would keep him busy
and happy. You see, he is like all English-
men with an English public-school back-
ground. He is fitted only for a diplomatic,

professional or acting career.” She sighed
slightly. “He can do nothing with his

hands! Why, once I asked him to hang
some curtains—the simplest thing in the

world, and he couldn’t do it!”

I bit my lip to conceal a smile that could
easily have become a good hearty laugh.

John really had my sympathy, for heavens
knows, he isn’t the first man to balk at

domestic chores. Yet it was clear that to

Hedy this was a major failing. It is typical

of the way her mind works these days. She
has got herself in a state where she mag-
nifies everything.

I said, “But, Hedy, that seems so trivial.

John has been working lately (he had
been back East for a stage engagement
and made several films)—and curtain

hanging isn’t too important.”
“I know, I know,” she said a little im-

patiently, “but it is just one of a million

little things that pile up. Everything that

has happened to me lately has been wrong.
I have been left alone so much with three

small children. We had a burglary that

completely unnerved me. I have had
many business worries producing my own

VETO Colgate’s Antiseptic

Deodorant, Checks Underarm

Perspiration, Stops Odor—Yet is

Doubly Safe!

Only VETO Contains DURATEX,
exclusive new safety ingre-
dient! Veto is different from
any other deodorant . . . Does
not rot clothes. Safe for any
normal skin. Stays moist in
jar, never gritty, rubs in easily. Use
doubly safe Veto regularly to guard daintiness and
to check underarm perspiration, stop odor safely.

DOUBLY PREFERRED! Registered
Nurses who have tried Veto prefer it

almost 2 to 1 over any other deodor-
ant ’ accor(finS to a nation-wide survey.

APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS— Better Fabrics Bureau

THRILLING New Plan! Your choice
of Gorgeous New Dress or Suit — in

your favorite style, size and color,

given to you for sending orders for

only Three Dresses for your friends,

neighbors, or members of your fam-
ily. That's all. Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE UNNECESSARY
Spare Time Will Do!

S Famous Harford Frocks will send you
their big, new Style Line show-
ing scores of latest fashions,with
actual fabrics, in dresses, linge-

rie, children's wear, etc., at sen-
sationally low money-saving

. prices. Also sportswear, slacks.

) suits and coats. Show styles and
' fabrics to friends,neighbors,and
family—send in only 3 orders

—

and your own dress is included
without paying one cent.

BE FIRST IN YOUR TOWN
WriteToday for big Style Presen-
tation showing scores of latest

‘ fashionswith actual sample fab-
rics. No money needed. Don t

‘ miss this opportunity to get
k complete wardrobe— with a

chance to earnup to $22 cash
1

in aweek besides. Actnow.

HARFORD FROCKS
DEPT.B-9001

CINCINNATI 25, OHIO
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NEW creamy, odorless

LOTION safely

REMOVES

HAIR
1. A pleasant white lotion

without bad clinging

depilatory odor.

2. Not messy. Quick

—

rinses off easily with
lukewarm water.

3.No razor stubble.
Keeps legs hair-free

longer. Economical!

4. Doesn’t irritate normal
skin.

5. Removes hair close to
skin, leaving skin soft,

smooth, and alluring.

6 . Country’s largest seller,

because better way to re-

move hair.

Cosmetic lotion to remove hair

NAIR 2
At Drug, Department and I0«! Stores

make sure of

this accepted modern way!

Feminine daintiness is a fleeting thing!

That's why fastidious women prefer the

Faultless Feminine Syringe for intimate

hygienic care. Scientifically designed...

convenient ... no accessories to assemble

. . . thoroughly, gently cleansing. 89c to

$2.89 at drug stores everywhere. Send
for free booklet "Facts You Should Know
About Intimate Feminine Care." Feminine
Products Division, Dept. P-97

The Faultless Rubber Company

feminine syringes

pictures. There are so many people depen-
dent on me—sometimes I think I am going
to break under the responsibility.”

“But think of all the wonderful things
in your life,” I said, and this time it was
my turn to be a little impatient. “Here you
are a beautiful, famous woman with lovely
children, your home and your physical
health. You should start counting your
blessings instead of living in a world of

imaginary fears.”

She seemed so downcast, I hated to be
abrupt. But sometimes we all need doses
of cold truth.

“I am trying more and more to do just

that, Louella,” she replied quietly. “I

realize it has been a big mistake for me to

shut myself off almost to the point where
I have been living like a recluse. You
aren’t the only person who has talked to

me this way. Not long ago, things got so

bad that I felt I had to consult a psychia-
trist—and he told me the same thing.

“But it isn’t easy to shake off depression.
When you are in my frame of mind you
just can’t suddenly become interested in

buying clothes, or keeping social engage-
ments or getting out. But I have made
myself go shopping, made myself plan for

a vacation, made myself accept a few din-
ner dates—and I believe I am getting
better.”

“Let me ask you something,” I pressed
on. “You say you have been unhappy
with John, a man in your own profession
and the father of two of your children.
Were you happy, then, with Fritz Mandl
when you were the bride of this fabulously
rich man?”

“I was miserable,” she answered. “I

married Fritz before I was sixteen. He
was terribly jealous. I had everything

—

but never any money. I could charge
everything I wanted, but he was exacting
and critical. He would go into a tantrum
if I wore the wrong jewelry—something
that didn’t go with my costume. But that
is all over—and in the past. Although once,
before coming to Hollywood, when things
were going badly for me, he came to me
and offered financial help. That was kind
of him.”

(

LOOKED at this beauty and realized that
she is convinced her troubles are the

blackest in the world. She is reaching out
for something, anythin

q

that is different
from what she has. Even in her picture
making, she is tired of playing allur-
ing, glamorous beauties—the roles that
brought her fame—and is seeking the exact
opposite.

She said, “I am tired of playing bad
women, unkind women and unscrupulous
women. I want to do ‘Cinderella’—it’s

always been mv favorite fictional charac-
ter. ‘Snow White’ is my favorite picture.
I want verv much to do a picture that is a
beautiful fantasy.”

“Hedy,” I asked, “as a producer of your
own movies, would you cast yourself as
‘Cinderella’?”
She laughed for almost the first time

since we had been talking. “Perhaps not,”
she agreed, “but maybe some other pro-
ducer would take the chance.”
She left soon after this, and as I walked

with her to the door, I realized I had ob-
tained an interview with no logical ending
—just a solution. For believe me, there is

a solution to her unhappiness if she will
only permit herself to find it.

It is a very simple thing—as simple as
faith. You can talk to a friend until dooms-
day about happiness and, on the surface,
she may agree with what you say. But the
rare jewel of contentment and peace has
to come from within ourselves. Right now,
I do not believe that Hedy Lamarr under-
stands herself or what she really wants
out of life.

lovelier hair
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You’ll find it so easy—so effortless

—to achieve the exact hairdo that

is most becoming to your own
type of beauty—with the original

Dr, Ellis Wave Set. Pick up a

bottle tomorrow, at most any 5 &
10 or drugstore.
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WE MAIL C. O. D.

"Does Things” for Your Figure
Designed for uplift.separation, and firm sup*

port! Finest quality rayon SATIN . . . trimmed

with filmy embroidered net. Molds your bust

into high, rounded lines of youthful loveliness!

Adjustable straps. ..elastic back. Grand value!

Sizes 32 to 40 — A, B, C Cups. (A — Small;

B- Medium; C — Full) WHITE or BLACK.

srrry co-ed or Hollywood
Dept. F- 105, 6402 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Californio

5 Betty Co-Ed of Hollywood, Dept. F.105*

6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me *Satin Siren" Bras at $1.98.
BUST SIZE: 32 34 36 38 ; CUP SIZE A B C 5

! (Draw circle around Bust Size and Cup Size)

COLORS: WHITE BLACK i

2 (Mark 1st and 2nd Color Choice) ^

Name 2

Address
2
2 City Zone State*

Wilmas hair-do

used to “Wilt

"

SMOOTH START!

with hair neat

and shining.
(Watch the boys
admirel)

FROWZY FINISH.

Look what a
couple of hours

did to her hair-

do-poor Wilma

HI she dis

'/fatik HAIRLAC
— Ih« delicately perfumed hair lacquer

NOW, SHE KNOWS
that Nestle Hair-

lac keeps her hair

neat and shining

all day long! Try

Nestle Hairlac
today I Atdrug and
dept, stores. 50c.

Keeps every ha.ir

style wellgroomed

Since we talked, Hedy has reconciled
with John—and then left him again. But
when he had a slight operation on his leg,
it was Hedy who went to the hospital and
brought him home.
Yet now, the changeable lady has sued

John for divorce. After a week together,
according to John, the always unpredictable
beauty began to grow cold and very ner-
vous whenever her husband spoke to her.

“I’ll leave you for a few days if my
presence bothers you,” John said, “and
come back when you feel better.”
To his complete surprise, Ronald Button,

attorney for Hedy, telephoned and stated
that John should remain available so he
could be served with divorce papers.

It was then that easy-going Loder hit
the ceiling. He phoned Greg Bautzer,
attorney for many glamour gals, and told
him to say he would fight Hedy all the way
if she attempted to divorce him.

“I shall file a counter suit,” said Jitfin.

“Why, I signed an agreement with her that
will tie up my salary for the next four
years. I promised to pay her for my board
during the weeks I wasn’t working. I

signed it believing Hedy meant to recon-
cile with me. I was so happy to have her
back that I signed the papers against the
lawyer’s advice.”
After this Hedy and John got together.

There will be no battle royal over property
settlement in their divorce case. Greg
Bautzer, John’s attorney, has made a new
settlement for John, which is equitable.
John says he loves his two babies and

Hedy very dearly. When he was in New
York on the stage, he called me to tell me
how worried he was about Hedy, and to
ask me to beg her to join him there.

After hearing both sides—John’s and
Hedy’s—I’ll admit, as a reporter who has
covered the Hollywood beat for years I

am completely baffled.

Of only one thing do I feel reasonably
sure: This divorce, if it comes to pass, will

not solve Hedy’s problem of finding happi-
ness. That comes from within a person

—

not from without.
The End

Jllke ftLent

y

ofi ftg. cLlo 'Thxilll?

DON’T MISS

“TRUE DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES”

Sunday afternoon’s
most exciting radio program

If you like action, you'll like "True

Detective Mysteries". Every Sunday
afternoon this thrill-a-minute program
brings you the true story of how the

police solved a famous crime. All the

facts, all the clues, all the excitement

of the capture! Every story taken

from the action-packed pages of

True Detective Magazine. • Tune

in this Sunday afternoon. Listen for

details on how you can win a $500

reward.

“TRUE DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES”

ON ALL MUTUAL STATIONS

See Your Newspaper
for Time and Stations
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Marilyn Nash,

j“The Girl” in

nnsienr Verdoux’

Mlaiiry Jaime IFuilltfa>ni

If It’s a Boy
There’ll be a baby soon in the MARILYN

NASH-PHILIP YORDAN home, after al-

most two years of happy marriage. The big
event is scheduled for September. If it’s

not a boy, they’ll have to think of another
name than “Danny.” That’s the one already
picked by the prospective father. But if

it’s a girl, they’ll be just as proud and
happy. The babe will have noted par-
ents. Pop’s the famous playwright—Mom’s
Charles Chaplin’s newest discovery. She
plays opposite him in “Monsieur Ver-
doux.”

Mom’s a Beauty
When interviewed at the Sulgrave Hotel

in New York, it was a hot, humid Sum-
mer morn. Yet Marilyn looked cool, dainty

and refreshingly girlish in her chic, figure-

concealing gray maternity dress. . . Hers
is a wholesome, healthy beauty; baby-fine,

ash-blonde hair, skin evenly tanned to a

dreamy honey color and neatly groomed,
heavy dark eyebrows, which emphasize
the hazel shading of her friendly eyes. Be-
fore returning to Hollywood, she flew to

Detroit to visit her mother, Mrs. W. A.
Downs.

Happy Motlier-to-Be

Can you tell which is which?

T
eacher can’t tell them apart—twin or dress! For though

one little frock cost $6.95 and the other over twice as

much, both were laundered with linit* Starch, lhat means
MARILYN has that spiritual radiance

the promise of motherhood gives. At -first,

she said, she craved sweets, and ate too

much. After gaining twenty pounds, she
decided to adhere to her doctor’s diet

orders. Consequently, she hasn’t gained
another ounce, her complexion has cleared
and she claims .she feels wonderful. . . .

The first few months, she noticed her skin

was dry and her ‘hair dull looking. Daily
massage with a rich lubricating cream or

oil soon made her skin lovely again. Brush-
ing a light, greaseless dressing on her hair
quickly restored its former shimmering
beauty. She had the dentist check on her
teeth. She discarded high-lieeled shoes for

low-heeled ones, and found she not only
looked more graceful, but could walk
comfortably a mile or more a day. . . . Lily
of the valley, lilac, gardenia and carnation
toilet waters and colognes are her fra-
grance favorites. If women wear pretty
maternity clothes, and keep well-groomed
during pregnancy, advises Marilyn with
wifely authority, husbands will think them
more beautiful than ever. From the look in
her eyes, Philip must have told her she is!

they are equally crisp, fresh and dainty.

linit is an easy, wonderful way to make everything wash-

able look its best. It gives a smooth, soil-resisting finish

that busy mothers appreciate. No white streaks on colored

fabrics. No white spots. Easy directions are on the package.

D
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Which Twin has the Tcki?
(and which has the beauty shop permanent? See answer below.)

Jane Brown, of Chicago, the Toni twin,

says, "I’m so pleased with my home per-

manent that it’s Toni for me from now
on.” And her twin, Patricia, exclaims,

"We’ll be Toni twins because my next

permanent is going to be a Toni, too.”

Yes, you can give yourself a lovely

Toni Home Permanent for your date tonight.

The proof is in the picture! Yes, this photograph of the Brown twins shows

you that a Toni Home Permanent is every bit as lovely as an expensive beauty

salon permanent. Beautiful waves, deep, soft, and natural-looking. The

saving comes in giving yourself the Toni Permanent at home. Itis easy as rolling

your hair up on curlers. So convenient and comfortable, too. No waiting for

appointments. No sitting under a hot dryer. In just 2 to 3 pleasant hours,

Toni gives you a luxurious wave that’s guaranteed to last just as long as a $15

permanent — or your money back. So try Toni today. Ask for the

Toni Home Permanent Kit at any leading drug, notion or cosmetic counter.

Jane, the twin at the right, has the Toni Home Permanent.

THE CREME COLD WAVE

De Luxe Kit with re- Regular Kit with Refill Kit complete

usable plastic curlers fiber curlers except for curlers

$200 $]25 $]00

All prices plus tax • Prices slightly higher in Canada

HOME PERMANENT

Adele Whitely Fletcher

Director

Peggy Thorndike
Fashion Editor

Gerry Southmayd
Fashion Service Manager

Jack Force Jr.

Fashion Art Director

Ben Studios

Photographers

John Engstead

West Coast Photographer

Ann Blytli

She was born at Mt. Kisco, N. Y., on

August 16th, 1928. At five she made

her professional debut on the radio.

It was her work in the stage play

“Watch on the Rhine,” in which

Paul Lukas was starred, that

brought her a movie contract. At

first, having a beautiful coloratura

soprano voice, she was cast in pic-

tures in which she sang. Then,

playing Joan Crawford’s daughter

in “Mildred Pierce,” she achieved

her ambition to rank as a dramatic

actress. You will see her next in the

Mark Hellinger-Universal- Inter-

national production “Brute Force.”



For the fall season—this eye-catching plaid outfit with
its newsworthy cape. In three pieces. Designed

by Tailored Lass in light worsted wool. Sizes 9-15.

About $18 at Carson, Pirie Scott & Co., Chicago,
111., and J. P. Allen & Co.. Atlanta, Ga.

(For other stores in your vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on Page 104)
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Line

Olga San Juan is a girl from Brooklyn, where
she was born on March 16, 1927, of Puerto

Rican parents. Especially noted for her Afro-
Cubano songs and dances and Brazilian

sambas, Olga came to Hollywood after a success

at the Copacabana in New York.
You’ll see her next in Paramount’s “Variety Girl”

The long moulded look, so popular this

season, is achieved by Doris Dodson in

this striped middy top and plaid skirt. A
sheer wool in aqua and black, red and

green, or yellow and brown. Sizes 9-15.

About $17.00 at Kaufmann’s, Pittsburgh,

Pa., and Mandel Bros., Chicago, 111.

(For other stores in your vicinity write to the

manufacturer listed on Page 104)



Mona Freeman was born in Baltimore, Maryland, on June 9th,
1926. She was educated in Pelham, New York, and was a model

for school-age fashions before she went to Hollywood, married
Pat Nerney, an auto agency executive, and after playing

a few minor screen roles, captivated audiences everywhere with
her Miriam, the bobby-sox sister with ideas and ideals, in

Paramount’s “Dear Ruth.”

Slim princess lines and a soft rounded
shoulder are featured in this beau-catch-

ing dress of lightweight wool by Carole
King. Also in blue and gray or lime and
luggage. Sizes 9-15. About $11.00 at

the H & S Pogue Co. (Junior Miss Dept.).

Cincinnati, O., and Scruggs-Vandervoort-
Barney, St. Louis, Mo.

(For the name of the store in your vicinity

write to the manufacturer listed on Page 104

1
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Sophisticated

_
Joan Lorring, born in Hong Kong on -4pril

17th, 1926, was educated in English
schools in the Orient. She and her
mother came to the United States in

1939, when her father saw that war was
inevitable. Before he could follow he

was placed in a Japanese concentration
camp where he remained for the duration.

Joan Lorring is the name she adopted for

professional purposes—shielding her
real name for fear of Japanese

retaliation against her father

For glamour girls only: A moire suit by
Barbara Field. With a jacket that dips
slightly and flares dramatically ... With
a scalloped edge on its cutaway jacket . . .

With silver buttons ... In black, brown
or gray. Sizes 9-17. About $20.00 at

Maison Blanche Co. (Junior Shop), New
Orleans, La., and Gimbel Bros. (Junior
Center Dept.), Milwaukee, Wis.

(For other stores in your vicinity write to the
manufacturer listed on Page 104 )



PHOTOPLAYS 'VoflM

Shirley Temple wearing the Stevenson suit in RKO’s “Honeymoon”

Toast Flannel

Dress like a star . . .

Have the suit Shirley Temple wears
in RKO’s “Honeymoon”—created

by studio designer Edward Stevenson
Make it from a Photoplay Pattern

During the autumn and winter days ahead

you will find this Shirley Temple-

“Honeymoon” suit the perfect answer to

that eternal question, “What shall I wear?”

Its charming young dignity makes it a

wearable fashion for business, school or

dates . . . And there is no end to the varia-

tions you can plan with collar and cuffs.

They might he the same fabric as the suit

itself. They might be white or a solid

contrasting color. Or they might be fash-

ioned of a checked or striped fabric . . .

The three Botany swatches shown below,

all of which tailor superbly, were chosen

as likely fabrics for this suit by our

fashion editors with Designer Edward

Stevenson’s approval.

I Photoplay Patterns,

|
205 East 42nd Street,

I
New York 17, New York

J

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for
which please send me the Photoplay Pat-
tern of the Shirley Temple-“Honeymoon”

I suit in size (Circle size you wish) 11

|

13 15 17
I My name and address is:

I Name
Street

|
City

Brown Baronette Crepe Pink Gabartwill
State

_l
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•loan Lorring acted for the first time when, at thirteen,

she came to Hollywood. Previously, when she was six,

she had danced in the Orient, but as an amateur. Her
performance as Bessie Watty with Bette Davis in

“The Com Is Green” established her as an actress of

great promise. You’ll see her next in “The Gangster”
and “The Lost Moment”

1

w„crever

Yon Live

Von Can Buy

If the preceding pages do not list

stores in your vicinity where Photo-

play Fashions are sold, write to the

manufacturers listed below:

Plaid Skirt, Red Blouse, Plaid Cape

House of Novy
315 -21 West Adams Street

Chicago, Illinois

Striped Top—Plaid Skirt

Doris Dodson
1120 Washington Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri

Princess Dress

Carole King
641 Washington Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri

Moire Suit

Barbara Field

318 West Adams Street

Chicago, Illinois

Two-Piece Gabardine

Korach Brothers

913-921 West Van Buren Street

Chicago, Illinois

A long torso look—that’s the thing . . .

A full cuffed sleeve—that’s the thing . . .

A flattering yoke effect—that’s the thing

. . . All in this Johnnye Junior design in

Berlinger gabardine. Cocoa and beige,

claret and pink and black and aqua. Sizes

9-15. About $13.00 at L. S. Donaldson Co.

(Junior World Dept.) Minneapolis, Minn,

and The Harvey Co. (Young Nashville

Shop) Nashville, Tenn.

(For the store in your vicinity write to the manu-
facturer listed above.)
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a

typical

Carole King

fitful

and spun rayon. Junior sizes 9 to 15. Under $13.00. At one fine store in your city.
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of Edward Stevenson

MIRACLE MAN
Eddie Stevenson, who created

the Shirley Temple “Honeymoon”
suit which is Photoplay’s pattern
this month, has a way with clothes
that makes him one of Hollywood’s
top designers. Whether .the cal!

be for a soft dance dress or a

flannel nightgown, Eddie is cer-

tain to dream up something new,
feminine and utterly appealing.
And he’s a miracle man when it

comes to draping a skirt so that
inches disappear from the hips, or
whittling down a waistline with
darts and tucks strategically placed.

Ever since the day he was grad-

uated from high school Eddie has
concerned himself with making
American women more beautiful.

And even before he had his di-

ploma, his summer holidays used
to find him working in the studios’

designing rooms. His first full time
job was Assistant Designer at the

old Fox Studios. Then he was
head designer at the First National
Studios. Then he spent a year
creating clothes for all of the stars

who had worn his designs on the
screen and wanted the same magic
in their personal wardrobes. As
designer at the RKO Studios,

where he has been associated for

many years, Eddie dresses stars

like Shirley Temple, Ginger
Rogers, Rosalind Russell, Hedy La-

marr, Laraine Day, Carole Landis,
Dorothy McGuire, Olivia de Havil-

land and Anne Shirley.

“Stevenson clothes” according to

the stars who love them “are never

flagrant or loud.” To a perfectly

tailored suit Eddie will add such

little soft touches as cut-stone but
tons, round lapels, or a bunch of

forget-me-nots in a pocket. For he

believes that irrespective of how
smart a woman looks, she should

be pretty and feminine too.

Above all Eddie Stevenson im-

plores women to make the most
of their very own type. In other

words, if you are the fluffy type do
not copy your sleek sister. And if

you have a small waist, or lovely

shoulders see to it that every dress

you own accentuates these features.
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And Makes You Lovelier

For a different look in gloves, try this

idea with a pair of plain white

shorties. Stitch carefully over the

original stitching with colored thread.

Say your thread is green. Then cut

out of plain green fabric your fa-

vorite symbol which might well be a

shamrock. Stitch the small shamrock
on the cuff. You’ll not only have a

pair of gloves with a real made-to-

order look but you’ll be the envy of

every colleen in town.

Are you the proud possessor of a

chatelaine? A new and unusual

way to wear it is to tuck flowers at

the ends and drape the chatelaine like

a necklace with the flowers on each

shoulder. You might put two chrys-

anthemums on one end and a tiny

one on the other for variation.

When you buy this wonderful blouse

you don’t have to consider what size

you wear! It fits all sizes. For it has

an elasticized waistband that can be

worn in or out. It’s made of an ex-

citing print jersey and designed by
Baar & Beards. Wear this gay and
colorful blouse under your first fall

suit. The price is only $2.98.

Here’s a shoe that is a natural ac-

companiment for your tailored suits,

tweed skirts and wool dresses. To-

day’s walking shoes are style-wise as

well as comfort-wise. This Queen
Quality spectator pump can be had

in either black or brown calf. They’re

$9.95. (Continued on page 113)
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IT’S A DRESS!

IT’S A CULOTTES

DEBU ANTE

I

Double-breasted front and

action back. The

comfoitable culotte

is completely concealed

by the attached skirt.

Buttoned sleeve

for easy freedom. Sparkling

colors in all sizes.

Under fifteen dollars.

soon to be seen in Paramount’s

all-star musical "Variety Girl”.

COPYRIGHTED 1947 BY DEBUTANTE SPORTSWEAR

If your favorite store does not carry the Debutante Line, send us their

name. DEBUTANTE SPORTSWEAR • 237 S. Market St., Chicago 6, Illinois
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Don’t reach for that cookie but do reach

for a Real-form Girdle or Panty Girdle!

Raschel-Knitted of fashioned to fit Lastex

with removable crotch. Can't run! $5.00.

REAL-FORM GIRDLE CO., 3SS Fifth Ate., New York 1

Write for Free Illustrated Booklet, Dept. 4P
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Magical uplift and superb separation

through the exclusive patented

Bias Cup feature makes the most

of little bosoms, the least of

larger ones. From $1.50.

Qti iCt

'

fit ie. rft <<Uf ClaCvtl

MADE BY MOD1L BRASSIERES

358 Fifth Avenue, New York 1 dept 4p

WRITE FOR NEW BEAUTV HINT BOOKLET
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Dress Circle

(Continued from page 57) her by Pierre
Balman in Paris. It billowed and billowed
and almost overshadowed the stunning
“portrait print” evening gown that the
hostess was wearing.

Maria’s dress was of blended shades of
pale blue—layer on layer under a skirt
of fine white net. The bodice twisted into
a drape down the center. The white net
skirt and also its matching mantilla were
dotted with tufts of white chenille. Gor-
geous! Laraine Day was there with her
Leo, and she sported a dinner gown com-
prised of a full white skirt topped by a
black silk jersey, turtle-necked, short-
sleeved “sweater.” She also sported a pearl
necklace of fourteen strands! Starting with
a choker at the throat, the cascade de-
scended until the longest rope fell just
above the waistline. Maureen O’Hara was
there in a horizontally striped dress of
bright red and white silk and I assure you,
it didn’t make her look exactly dainty.
Joan and Bill’s new house is so full of

charm and comfort—and arranged for en-
tertaining with amazing ease, since the
house is not large. The dinner party was
given in a large semi-living room-play-
room, with comfortable cushioned ban-
quettes against the walls, a good-sized
bar, and one entire wall of glass which
overlooks a lovely garden walk leading
to their “ol’ swimmin’ hole” type of pool.

All this outdoor view was beautifully
lighted during the feast. Instead of seat-
ing her twenty guests buffet-style at a
lot of small tables—or even at one large,

clumsy one—Joan arranged two long, nar-
row glass tables at an angle to each other.
The floral arrangements of gardenias and
white sweet peas, the leaf-green glassware
and very dark green china combined for

a striking and tasteful effect. Dessert
“took the cake” in more ways than one.
Huge platters of ice cream—the individual
portions formed into various kinds of fruit

(in their proper colors)—were passed
along with the petit fours.

Dropper-inners later included David
Niven, who is soon to leave for Eng-
land and a visit with his two kiddies.
And of course that movie, “Bonnie Prince
Charlie,” which he’ll make over there for

Alexander Korda. Anita Colby, fresh
from New York, poppied in too—and I

noticed a shiny gadget on one of her plain
black satin pumps. In answer to “What’s
that?” she said, “It’s an earring. I lost

the mate to it. I think clipping one earring
to a shoe along the instep where an orna-
ment would naturally go anyway is a
wonderful way to use that one earring that

everybody has lying - around.” Colby has
an idea there!

T
HESE between-season days there’s

nothing so comfortable as a cool sheer-
wool frock—just the kind Carole Landis
wore to lunch at LaRue. It’s a black and
white dress of very light, fine wool, with
its flaring skirt (about fourteen inches
from the floor) that has flame red line

trimmings and a small neck scarf. Howard
Greer made it. Her hat, especially made
to go with it, is a black beret type with
perky flame red feathers. And her gloves

are flame red too. Black pumps. A chic

outfit for sports events and perfect under
fur coats.

Lynn Bari could take in knitting for a

living, if the stunning dress she actually

knitted for herself is any indication of her
prowess with the needles. It’s so good-
looking and she added an unusual and
stunning touch by working gold thread
into horizontal bars across the bodice—to

tie in with the gold belt that finishes the
costume. The lines are simple, the yam
used was fine wool boucle in a maroon

shade. The full skirt is almost fifteen
inches from the floor. Lynn thinks that a
tall girl should wear her skirts just a little

further from the floor than a short girl,

who gains height by the longer length.
Another gal who goes for knitted dresses

is Esther Williams who lolls at the movies
in an early fall two-piece number of ice

blue. Hers is perfectly plain, with a deep-
ribbed skirt, plain round neckline and
short sleeves—so much more comfortable
under coats. Esther prefers platinum to
gold jewelry with sports clothes and has
a big flat band bracelet and a graceful
platinum clip in the form of a fish that she
wears at her neck.
Most of the Hollywood gals are letting

the locks down in soft fullness. Nora
Eddington Flynn is only one of them. Ran
into her (with Errol) at a party and he,
like just about every male I talk to, prefers
hair that way and thinks Nora never
looked so pretty. He’s so right.

T
WO Joans, Caulfield and Bennett, make
news for this session when you want to be

warm, in case it’s suddenly cool, and cool

but smart if it’s still hot. Spotted Joan
Bennett leaving Romanoffs after lunch
and even her cute French poodle couldn’t
take all the attention away from her navy
blue raw silk dress, with its simple straight

lines. The jacket is banded from shoulder
to waist in a heavy crepe that shades from
chartreuse to emerald green. Her gloves
were of chartreuse suede and her acces-
sories were of navy. Joan wore a gold
snake necklace and a big round gold and
emerald clip . . . Joan Caulfield was caught
going the other way—to lunch—her soft

sheer black wool suit was a knockout.
It had a collarless, cutaway jacket and the

longer length skirt had a double pleat in

front. The blouse was of checked white
taffeta, with a little bow that tied at the
neck. The jacket was lined with the same
taffeta as the blouse.
June Allyson and Dick Powell who are

as busy denying stork rumors this month
as Van and Evie Johnson were last month
(but the Johnsons’ turned out to be true!)

did the Strip spots one night recently

and June really had something to show off

in the way of a new hat that is just right

for pert little faces. Of natural colored

felt (she was wearing a black suit) it

looked like a man’s straw hat gone pretty.

It settled back on her head and had French
illusion green and cream colored striped

satin ribbons around the crown, ending
with streamers down the back long enough
to sit on. June wears her hair long for the

first time on the screen in “Virtuous”

—

and in this picture there will also be no
crying scenes, for which June says, “Thank
the Lord!”
Now here’s some fashion news I’ve been

saving. The two hottest tips for fall are

fans—all kinds of fans—and drop earrings.

The small wing-type—or any up-the-ear
type of earring—will be out completely

by winter. Drop earrings are coming back
and though they may start conservatively

—you can bet they’ll hang to there before

winter is over.

As for fans—they’re going to be plugged
for daytime as well as nighttime use. The
most desired will be the little antique fans,

lacey ones, beaded ones, the kind you hang
from a chain at the waist—or even from
the wrist. But feathered fans and fabric

fans will be the vogue again before long.

So hie yourself to the nearest junk shop,

or antique shop, or hock shop, and pick

up as many as you can—of the kind that

Ma or Grandma used to love—or you’ll be
paying three times as much for the same
ones in stores!

The End



Best Days of the Year . . .

Doris Dodson's beloved

middy and pleated skirt that spelt

grammar school glamour . . . now

brought up to Big Girl Specifications.

Pacific’s wool feather flannel

. . . green, red, or copper penny.

Sizes 9 to 15. About $17.

Write for the name of your local shop,

Doris Dodson, St. Louis 1, Missouri



Mind Your

... you'd wear it proudly... knowing

that your Miss Elaine Precisional*

fits you to personalized

perfection. It’s the slip that works

figure miracles for you whether

you're short, medium, or tall...

wear junior, misses', or women's

dresses. Your Miss Elaine slip is

precisionally sized and styled* to

give you magic fit that's personal

- as your own signature.

Around $3.50 in leading stores;

write us we'll tell you where.

* Reg. U. S. Pat. Off © > 947 s-m gar co

SEL-MOR GARMENT CO., INC. • ST. LOUIS

(Continued from page 62) complemented
with twin white and violet chairs. Half of

the table is Gene’s and half is Pat’s. On
their individual sides of the table the girls

have identical lamps, identical containers
for cold cream, tissues, perfume and make-
up—even identical flower vases.

I was talking to Gene the other day
about the bachelor-girl hall she and Pat
keep so happily. “I think,” I told her, ‘‘it’s

all due to the fact that you Tierneys have
the same manners with each other that

you have in public.”

“Good manners after all are nothing but
kindness,” replied Gene. “If we remem-
ber to be kind to others, we have good
manners—and to me that’s one of the
most important things in life. Manners
show up in so many ways. You’re right

about Pat and me, I’m sure. It’s because
we observe the common courtesies toward
each other that we haven’t had a single

argument. For instance, we never borrow
gloves or stockings without asking if the
other is planning on using them. Nothing
is more enraging than to plan a whole
outfit around a certain dress—and then
discover your apartment-mate walked
out in it two hours before you got home!
“Luckily Pat’s and my ideas on manners

agree perfectly. For a long time in our
New York apartment we weren’t able to

find a maid. But we still wanted to give
small parties for our friends. So I would
vacuum, Pat would dust and together we
made all the canapes long before our
guests arrived. Then when they did come,
we had all the refreshments ready and we
were both dressed and ready to talk. Since
everything had been prepared ahead of

time we were able to be relaxed hostesses
paying full attention to our guests. I think
this is simple courtesy toward the people
you’ve asked into your home.
“And when I’m a guest of maidless

friends tor a weekend I try to remember
my manners too. This means that I quietly

make my own bed or help clear the table

—but never do I spend my time asking,

‘What can I do to help?’ for that gives your
hostess the impression you’re working so

hard you’re not having a good time.”

T
O Gene, good manners extend into

clothes just as well as into actions.

“Nothing is more impolite to your hostess

than to dress in an incongruous way when
you’re going to a party she’s given thought
to,” says Gene. “Once I went to a big
cocktail party where everyone was dressed
to the teeth—except one girl, who came
in dirty sneakers and dungarees! I have
never forgotten that. She had dressed
for comfort and for less effort on her own
part—which to me was as much of an
insult to our hostess as if she hadn’t
thanked her for the party. I believe you
should dress up for a party and that, once
at it, you should do your share of talking

and mixing to make it a success.”

Gene smiled, then added, “I think we all

judge people at first meeting by their

manners. I know I do. Often I’ve met
men who were rude to waiters or who
insisted on bullying them into giving them
reserved tables at restaurants—which to

me is unbearable rudeness. I never go out
with those men twice. I also feel strongly

about the kind of people who get up noisily

in the middle of an act and leave the thea-
ter, or who talk loudly during a night club
show. They are unkind to the actors work-
ing to entertain them. Yes, to me good
manners are of vital importance.”
A bow in Gene’s direction.

I remember something Esther Williams
said to me not long ago. She made a small
distinction in the word “kindness” that

Gene used. Esther called it “unselfishness.”

Manners

“When I was a little girl in a big family
where there wasn’t much money, I learned
how unselfishness counted,” she told me.
“I remember when I’d be training for a
swimming race, all my brothers and sisters
sacrificed some of their own meat at meals
so that my diet would be stronger. You
don’t forget things like that. The result is

that now that I have my own home, I try
to be considerate of others always. When I

entertain, for instance, I try to plan the
evening according to my guests—young
guests like one type of party and older rel-
atives like another. That is my notion of
having good manners toward the people
I’ve invited under my roof.”
Over and over, you see, you’ll find that

really good manners start at home and thus
become part of a personality—and are not
stiff little affectations observed only in
public—party manners.

Olivia de Havilland is another gal whose
manners are always showing to advantage.
Long ago she learned how considerate it

was to hear other people out in their stories
—not to interrupt with self-centered anec-
dotes or to try and outdo their yams. She
is what everyone loves to find and seldom
does—a good listener. And she is extreme-
ly attentive toward the man most women
forget: Her husband. When I asked Olivia
for her opinions on good manners, she
frowned thoughtfully and then answered,
“Well, for one thing, I don’t believe in

boring people with apologies for my ap-
pearance if I look disheveled. I give people
credit for noticing if my hair is mussed,
and I don’t like burdening them with a lot

of breathless talk about it.”

There we have three good ladies’ opinions
on good manners. Summing it all up, I

think good manners boil down into the
old Golden Rule: Do unto others as you
would have them do unto you. This means
making sure that you never hurt people the
way you have sometimes been hurt. Oh,
and here let me get in a Colby mania:

If your pleasant manners are defeated
by irritability and exhaustion, better stop
and think what causes your mean disposi-
tion. Ten to one it’s caused by bad health
habits. Sure you’re eating all the fruits

and leafy green vegetables you should be
stowing away? Sure you’re drinking
enough milk? There’s an old expression
that “we are what we eat” and I, for one,
firmly believe it. Or else, perhaps your
surly nature is bom of having a misfitting

job. Sit down quietly and think out what
you’re after in life and then go about get-
ting it. A job you really enjoy will take
those furrows out of your forehead and the
snarl out of your voice.

And that’s about it—except for a brisk
list of do’s and don’ts. Do remember to

thank your hostess always for a party—and
never omit writing a thank-you note to a
weekend hostess. And do be thoughtful of

others from the time you get up in the
morning until the time you fall into bed
again—including in stores and busses. We
women have become so bad mannered in

public people make jokes about us. Re-
member the story of the man who gave a

woman his seat in the subway? She was so

surprised she fainted! When she came to,

she thanked him and then he fainted!

Such stories are amusing—but oh, what a

slur on the fair sex! To do our bit to end
these jokes, I think we had better follow
the advice of the Misses Tierney, Williams,
and de Havilland. By remembering that

good manners and kindness are the same
thing, we’ll make happiness for others and
also for ourselves. And you know, don’t

you, what friends are the most ardent ad-
mirers of considerate and amiable women 9

Yes, you guessed it—men friends!

The End
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(Continued from page 48) down with glee.
All of us know by now that Mr. Mason

has beaten up Britain’s number one film
star, Margaret Lockwood; battered the
knuckles of the Garbo-like Ann Todd;
driven to suicide the charming Dulcie
Gray. But he is also noted for his pugilis-
tic prowess with the sex that should be
better equipped to protect itself.

By this time I was getting curious about
the Junior Karloff, because his actions
around the lot, reversely, appeared to be
quiet, well-mannered and friendly. De-
terminedly unconvinced, I wanted to in-
vestigate for myself.
At this direst of moments the telephone

rang, and a very lovely female voice
bubbled, “Mr. Eythe, this is Mrs. James
Mason. We’ve learned that you are mak-
ing a film at Denham, and since we live

nearby and you are a stranger in our
country, James (she always calls him
“James”) and I thought perhaps you would
like to dine with us?”

I smelled a trap, imagined full well the
Masons had learned, via the grapevine, of
my violent antipathy to them; they, in
turn, were plotting their revenge! But I

gathered up all my Hollywood bravado and
gave Mrs. Mason the arch reply . . . “Yes!”
After work I set out for Olleberrie Farm

armed to the teeth with a carnation in my
buttonhole. I intended to give Mrs. Mason
the carnation later on, if I was still alive,

after a dinner which I suspected would be
sprinkled with arsenic.

When I arrived at Olleberrie Farm, the
front door was suspiciously wide open. So
I crept into the starkly English drawing
room, plunked myself down on a mile-wide
sofa, gave the joint a quick casing, and
swallowed my disappointment at not find-
ing at least one Iron Maiden. Then, from
the four comers of the room, Toy Boy,
Whitey Thompson, Tree and Lady Leeds
(the Mason cats) leaped upon me and be-
gan to devour me with affection.

T
HUS, in the midst of much cat-flapping,

the Masons and Mr. John Monoghan dis-
covered me. Johnny is a native Pennsyl-
vanian, the Mason’s closest friend, and co-
author of Jim’s latest film, “The Upturned
Glass.” They became friends when Mono-
ghan, an officer in the United States Army,
was on leave in England.
The Masons had not entered on broom-

sticks. In place of a Lucrezia Borgia I found
a petite, vivacious auburn-haired girl,

and instead of a saturnine cross between
Merlin and Savonarola I faced a medium-
tall, quizzical-looking, typical Yorkshire-
man. Both smiling! They looked quite nice.

Over the proffered drink we began to talk

of how he likes to write with his actress-

novelist “Mrs.”—professionally known as

Pamela Kellino; how he wanted to go to

Hollywood where he believes American
efficiency in film production will eliminate
the many problems that beset the actor,

director, writer, producer in England. Here
I dared disagree, because from experience
I’d found the sole difference in production
exists because of a lack of up-to-date
equipment and to the shortage of stage

space in the average English studio.

During a really superb dinner (a rarity

in those days—as now—in England) we
talked about war-time increase in English
film quality. Mr. M. attributed the change
to influx of stage folk like Noel Coward,
Laurence Olivier, and one or two of the

better British directors. Here was the first

evidence of the Masons’ extreme reverence
for director Carol Reed, the man respon-
sible for “Odd Man Out.”

I found that Mason had turned down the

male lead in “Forever Amber” because
he honestly thought the part was bad for

him; that he is in the envied position of
being able to pick and choose his own film
parts; that he resents film producers who
look upon the feature film as a medium of
propaganda. He got eloquent about fans,
insisting that they should organize into
guilds for the purpose of setting a high
standard of good manners.
Pretty nice so far. I was beginning to

endure these people and I was grudgingly
nursing the hope that I would be asked
back for a similar evening of terror. After
dinner, with an excellent port at hand
(Mr. M. is a connoisseur of wines), we
cozily sat around over a stew of bad
English coffee while James gave one of
his cats a resounding wallop on the hind
quarters. (Never fear, the cat—like the
myriad Mason fans—loved it and came
purring back for more.)
For the perfect finale I discovered that

the Masons were inveterate stayer-up-
laters, so we “yakked” for hours. The eve-
ning ended with my forgetting the jealousy
angle, collecting a signed photograph for
the girl friend, who was undoubtedly still

sitting in the Carthay Circle, and giving
Mrs. Mason my carnation as I departed.

M
ONTHS later, after the Masons had
stormily descended on New York—to

what I consider an unfair reception from
the American press—Buff Cobb, the girl

in the Carthay Circle, and I had dinner
with them at Toots Shor’s. We found them
to be the same unaffected, imaginative,
fun-loving people who had hosted me so
generously in England. Contrary to varied
newspaper reports, I found James, Pamela,
and Johnny as keenly interested in Amer-
ica, Americans, the making of good movies,
the enjoyment of life, and just generally
being nice people as I had before.

This statement will apparently take a lot

of explaining to a heap of people, and since
I am only an amateur analyst I can only
base my reasons for the “defense” on a
very pleasant personal relationship. To
begin with, both Mr. and Mrs. Mason are
rather shy—more correctly, they have a
normal English reserve which leads people
to think them “high-hat.” They are two
of the most stimulating people I have ever
met in the motion picture industry. It is

rare that a star of his magnitude is so com-
pletely sincere and independent in his be-
liefs. I’d like to be around to see what
happens with them in Hollywood.
He is a bit of a mystic, and I strongly

suspect is held in practical check by Mrs.
M., which assuredly is none of my business,
except that I genuinely admire them both
and I believe them to have been unfairly
maligned. One thing is certain: I smell a
strong battle in the distance when once the
Masons alight in the glammer town. .

From an actor’s point of view, I should
certainly never hesitate to work for Mason
(his real ambition lies in the production
line) because he is a complete and utter

perfectionist. I believe that only through
men such as he—Hollywood has many, i.e.,

Adrian Scott, Henry Hathaway, William
Wyler, Lewis Milestone to name a few

—

will the standard of American pictures be
raised to the intelligence the medium has
been all too slowly struggling towards for

the past thirty years.

In the meantime, Jim, Pamela and
Johnny came to the wedding reception of

“that certain fan,” whose name now is Buff
Cobb Eythe. For I was the groom. With
them they bore a gift in the form of a

Siamese cat. Buff and I have naturally
named it “The Menace.”
And I might add that now I refuse to

give her money to go to the movies. This
stops that nonsense!

The End
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A vest and skirt make two very versa-

tile members of your wardrobe. You
can manage so many changes with

accessories for this type of costume!
For instance, a lightweight turtle-

neck sweater and a brightly polished

leather belt for sport. Or a white

blouse, a silk handkerchief tied at

your throat and a chatelaine at your
waist when a quick change is re-

quired. A vest and skirt made of

wool jersey is an excellent investment

when fall is in the air.

These “Skintees” are just what they

sound like—panties that fit like a

glove and never show a ripple even
under your clingingest dance dress.

They are sold packaged in cellophane
and come in small, medium and large

sizes. Colors are either tea rose or

white. They’re guaranteed not to

run, and the price is sixty-five cents.

“Shoulders make the man” is an old

saying. But every woman knows that

a well rounded shoulder will give
her costume that “couturiere” look.

There are shoulder pads in the stores

that will wash with soap and water
and retain their original shape.
They’re called Gerry Nufoam pads
and contain 90% air. Covered in

light and dark shades of taffeta these

pads sell at about $2.00 a pair.

Having a baby? You’re awfully
lucky and if there are moments
when you yearn for your “once little”

waistline, be cheered by the new
maternity clothes. They play up your
pretty face and neck with lingerie

collars, jewelry necklines and in-

teresting sleeves. And one of the
maternity lines is showing an ex-
cellent skirt. It is cut out under the
stomach so it always hangs grace-
fully. Shop carefully if you’re having
a baby and even your best friend will

say “Why, I never knew.”

no BOnES BBOIII IT
Stays up without stays !

Enjoy the comfort of this

slimming “Perma-lift”* Pantie

Girdle. All elastic leg sections

comfortably control hips and

thighs. Best of all, this won-

derful pantie won’t ride up.

Deftly styled—the magic in-

set prevents rolling over,

wrinkling, entirely eliminates

the annoying discomfort of

bones. Yes, it STAYS UP
WITHOUT STAYS.
“Perma-lift” Panties, Girdles,

and Foundations — at your

favorite corset department—
most styles $7 to $12.50.

Perma‘ lift" and “ Hickory " are trademarks

of A. Stein <£ Company. ( Key. U. S. Pat. Off.)

Write for Free Booklet on corset and
brassiere fitting comfort.

Address Ruth Stone—

“
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1143 W. Congress Street,

Chicago 7, 111.— Dept. 66
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HAT COURTESY OF KNOX

Dress up and go dating in this dashing suit designed by BONNIE LANE for "big-times* on and off tbe campus. With dramatic

effectiveness, tbe jacket buttons over to tbe side . . . indulges your figure in the svelte lines of a cut-away front- Pure Worsted

Gabardine loomed for us by tbe AMERICAN WOOLEN CO. in tbe newest Fall colors. Sizes 10 to 18. Around $40.

Consult with your Local Reta iler, or114 write LOU SCHNEIDER, 512 Seventh Avenue, New York 18, N. 1 .



Hollywood Tour

(Continued from page 47) —gay orange,
green and blue umbrellas, picturesque
cabanas—exactly like the movies.
After a leisurely breakfast, Shirley sug-

gests a walk through the hotel, which is

practically a miniature city. You nod a
greeting at Errol Flynn, Walter Pidgeon
and other famous movie folk, getting in a
few sets of tennis before lunch—and spy
Ginger Rogers and Eleanor Powell in one
of the shops—Eleanor looks so happy to

be home again after her successful danc-
ing engagements in the East. You wander
around—just plain rubber-necking, but
so-o-o relaxing and in such good company.
Before you know it, it’s time for lunch.

Where else but the Brown Derby? Shirley
chuckles when you spy the queue of auto-
graph fans outside the Derby and stops a
moment to sign their books. John grins but
also signs. Inside a long line of would-be
diners, waiting for tables. Lucky you

—

your table was reserved in advance. A
waitress in a charming balloon parachute
skirt takes your order—you’ve decided on
a Derby special, scrambled eggs and to-
matoes. You’re not disappointed when it

arrives. Food for gods—and the stars.

It’s Shirley who suggests you have your
dessert out at Wil Wright’s Ice Cream Par-
lor—emporium of frozen delight next door
to LaRue’s. Shirley confesses that ice

cream is her favorite dessert, and that she
and John often go to Wil Wright’s after
lunching or dining out.

Wil Wright’s, with its peppermint-stick
pole outside and merry-go-round roof,

could only happen in Hollywood. It was
opened about three months before the war
—when three young men decided good ice

cream would sell anywhere. When war
broke out these boys traded their ice-

cream paddles for guns and went into the
service. Nothing, however, keeps good ice

cream down, so when they opened up again
out on the Strip, their ice cream (secret

formula) became the rage of Hollywood.

Joan Crawford, Joan Caulfield, Gail Pat-
rick and Judy Garland are among the
many who may be seen at Wright’s at most
any time of the day or night. Eddie Cantor
sends this ice cream to his daughter in

New York. Hollywood stars down in Mex-
ico find themselves dreaming of Wright’s
and have the cream sent down air express.
How about a movie? Shirley asks. So off

you go to Grauman’s Chinese Theater on
Hollywood Boulevard. This pagoda-like
building is a Hollywood landmark. Foot-
prints of famous stars, both past and pres-
ent, are immortalized in cement. Shirley
delightedly shows John her footprints—he
had never seen them. She tried fitting her
foot into the impression made when she
was a child star but, small as it is, her foot

didn’t fit the original print. Recently Grau-
man’s asked Shirley to make another im-
pression beside the original one, and if she
does she will be the first actress in Holly-
wood to have her footprints done in cement
twice—once as a child star and later as a
grownup. You invest in several bags of

popcorn, and then into deep restful seats

to watch the latest flicker.

When you come out it’s late afternoon.
John suggests eating at The Tropics. Shir-
ley tells you that ever since she can re-
member she has been going to The Tropics
at least once a week for dinner—first with
her mother and father, and afterward with
John. You eat outdoors. There’s wonder-
ful Chinese food in an oriental setting of

bamboo tables, leis of flowers for the
guests, palm trees, soft music. In this ro-
mantic setting you can appreciate why
Sugie is known as the Cinema Cupid.
And now it’s time to bid your hosts

goodbye. Shirley and John assure you they
have enjoyed their “Tour” as much as you.
Shirley says that even though she has lived

in Hollywood for years, she always finds

something exciting and new about the
places you have visited.

The End
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Till Work Do Us Part
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(Continued from page 39) about her pic-
tures, it’s Judy Garland. But if you talk
about anything long enough, you can scare
and exhaust yourself.

“I can’t sleep,” Judy admits frankly.
That’s one way of starting a nervous
breakdown.
The sooner Judy stops making pictures

with her very excellent director-mate, the
happier she’ll be. The same goes for Vin-
cente. Because their movies have become
more important than their marriage.
Something very similar happened with

Rita Hayworth and Orson Welles. Next
to Judy, Rita, when she was working with
Orson in “The Lady from Shanghai,” was
the tensest person you’ve ever seen in your
life. She’d collapse in her dressing room
at least once a day. “Orson and I never
stop talking about the picture, day or
night,” she wailed.
Once when I visited her on the set, it

was the birthday of their two-year-old
daughter, Rebecca. Four o’clock came.
“Aren’t you going to the party?” I asked

Rita, who was pacing up and down the
set like a caged kitten.

“I don’t know, I don’t know,” she said

with an appealing glance at Orson.

At four-thirty he let her go—and added,
“Don’t forget to be back here at seven!”

No wonder, when Rita finally escaped,
she screamed, “I just couldn’t stand his

genius any longer.”

A
ND that raises the question, are hus-
bands and wives in Hollywood taking

too much of a chance with their marriages
by working together? You’d naturally
think that there would be fewer hazards
to a Hollywood marriage under such cir-

cumstances, because husband and wife
would have a close and common interest,

and perhaps even more important, there
wouldn’t be the danger of romantic at-

tachments elsewhere. Nevertheless, see
what happened to Red Skelton and his

former wife, Edna, his writer and manager.
“Too much work and not enough mar-

riage,” Red explained when they called it

a day. “When I go home at night, I don’t

want to talk shop. I want to make love

to my wife.” Now they both go home to

someone else—Red to Georgia, and Edna to

Frank Borzage. As a result they like each
other as persons a great deal more and do
better work together because now they
don’t quarrel. They had to choose between
work and marriage, and they chose work.
Sue and Alan Ladd made just the op-

posite decision. You know, of course,

that Sue “discovered” Alan and got him
started in Hollywood. And for a while
after their marriage, Sue continued to

work as Alan’s agent. I saw them in New
York on their honeymoon. At that time

Sue made the startling statement, “I’m

selling out as Alan’s agent. I want to be
.his wife, not his agent. That’s for some-
one else, not his wife.” In due course Sue
“sold” for $50,000. She could have held

on and made $50,000 a year. Today Alan
and Sue and their two children are among
the happiest family units in Hollywood.
Of course, it’s hard to predict about any

Hollywood marriage, but Deanna Durbin
and Felix Jackson have a much better

chance of keeping their marriage intact,

now that Felix has said “goodbye” to

Deanna’s career. Their working life was
not a success. Felix was Deanna’s pro-
ducer, and he gave her bad-girl roles and
tried to make her a sophisticate. Deanna
is at her best, and always will be, playing

nice happy girls on the screen. She looks

wholesome and healthy, and anything else

is wrong. So before Deanna could blame
her mate for her pictures, he walked out

in;
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of her career. As of this writing, the

rumors of marital breakup have ceased.

But Maria Montez and Jean Pierre

Aumont are proof that some husbands
and wives can work together—and stay

married. Perhaps because Maria is an
unabashed exhibitionist. When they co-
starred in “Atlantis,” they made love all

over the set, in and out of the scenes.

“It’s a crime to take the money,” grinned
Jean Pierre, who nevertheless pocketed
his $75,000. “Jean Pierre is the most won-
derful actor and the best husband in the
whorld,” said Maria between kisses.

Roz Russell can take it—that is, she can
take her husband, Fred Brisson—at work
and at play. Roz and Fred are two of the
partners in Independent Artists, a com-
pany formed nine months ago to star Roz
in one picture a year and to make three
others with Roz and Fred as producers.
Well, they’re still married! Of course
they haven’t really come to grips yet with
a twenty-four-hour-a-day working sched-
ule. Give them a year after they make
their first picture together. Then we’ll see.

G
INGER ROGERS and her Jackie Briggs
are in the same star-producer working

boat—so are Joan Fontaine and her pro-
ducer-mate William Dozier. It’s an odd
thing about gals who work with their hus-
bands. They seem to find it difficult to

get their pictures rolling. Ginger and
Jackie have been hemming and hawing
for a year now—and they haven’t yet
started “Wild Calendar,” which Briggs is

to produce with Ginger as the star.

And Miss Fontaine. For six months she
and Producer Dozier made every kind of

plan to begin “Thunder on the Hill” with
Joan starred. Then it was postponed indefi-

nitely. Can it be that pictures planned
in the office are scrapped in the bedroom?
It’s easy to talk yourself out of a good
idea.

There’s Teresa Wright and her husband
Niven Busch. Niven produced as well as

wrote “Pursued,” Teresa’s picture with
Robert Mitchum. I was on the set when
Niven decided to cut one of Teresa’s big
scenes. She burst into tears and production
was suspended for the day. But she must
have put in some good homework because
the scene was back in next day!
Lauren Bacall says flatly that she doesn’t

want to work unless it’s with her husband,
Humphrey Bogart. Otherwise she’d just

as soon retire and be a wife only. And
she’s right, because Bogey is not an ego-
maniac. He’s really anxious for his wife
to be a success on the screen. In their

last picture, “Dark Passage,” you see little

of Bogey. It’s all Bacall. As long as he
keeps that up, their working and married
partnership is bound to be a success.
The same goes for Merle Oberon and her

cameraman husband, Lucien Ballard.
Merle and Lucien “sell” themselves as “a
package.” If you want Merle, you have to

take Lucien. And vice versa. So far this

has worked fine. Because not only is

Merle protected on the camera angles but,
unlike Linda Darnell and her cameraman
mate, Pev Marley, Merle and Lucien work
at the same time and are always free to

vacation at the same time.

June Allyson wants to make pictures
with Dick Powell. “It’s the dream of my
life,” she’s always telling me. But she’s

so happily married that it would seem a
shame to run the risk.

It’s one that John Payne refuses to take.

“An actor must watch out for himself,”
explains John honestly. “And Gloria
wouldn’t understand—especially if it inter-
fered with her role.”

So there you have it. With some, it

works—with most it doesn’t. So why take
the chance? Would you?

The End

ABOVE ALL . . . UNDER ALL
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The Saga of Jennifer

(Continued, from page 67) Jennifer once
said laughingly.
After seeing Katharine Cornell in “Wing-

less Victory” some five times, Jennifer
wrote her for advice about how to become
an actress and will never forget her an-
swer. “There’s only one way to become an
actress . . . and that’s never to give up
trying to be one.”

* “I’ve never forgotten that,” Jennifer has
said since. “I’m still trying to follow it.”

Today directors talk about how Jennifer
virtually “lives” every part while she’s

playing it, fairly breathing her own life

into it. She always has. So much so that
once during a school play when she was
supposed to take poison, she played the
scene so realistically some children jumped
up from their seats shouting, “Don’t let her
take it—don’t let her!” When the curtain
fell they were sure she was dead.
This same sincerity later prompted

Director Henry King to say that among the
various stars he tested for “The Song of

Bernadette,” only Jennifer actually saw
the Vision. “In twenty years as a director

I’ve worked with many fine actresses, but
few inspired ones. And she is inspired.”

Her former French teacher, Marie Gic-
quel Barrett, who first brought the book to

Jennifer’s attention and urged her to try

for the part, remembers many “inspiring”
performances Jennifer used to give on a
bench under an elm tree in the back yard
of her home in Tulsa. Nobody had more
faith in heir future than this French teacher
and Jennifer’s first dramatics teacher, Mrs.
Irene Kendle. It was of the latter that Jen-
nifer said, when she first came to Holly-
wood, “She taught me everything I know.”

Curiously enough, all this absorption in

what must have seemed to others a make-
believe world did not cut her off from hav-
ing friends. A great deal of it was due to

the qualities of the girl herself. Jennifer’s

greatest desire always was to be just one of

the “gang.”
Certainly her native generosity of spirit

was an important factor in cementing life-

long friendships. When she was chosen
May Queen for her class at Monte Cassino,

she said unhappily to her best friend, Ruth
Bowers King, “This is silly. I don’t want it.

You should be queen.” Not until years
later did Jennifer’s other good friend, Mary
Birmingham, discover how she had be-
come class valedictorian. Originally Jen-
nifer had been asked to accept the honor
but she refused in her friend’s favor, say-
ing quickly, “Let Mary do it. I’m doing
so many things.”

Unlike the other girls in their gang—“The
Toppers,” they called themselves—Jenni-
fer cared little about social events. “Dates
bored her to death,” says Mary. “When-
ever she went out with us she took the
whole crowd by storm and was always the
most popular, but she just didn’t care for
anything but acting.”
When the other girls daydreamed about

the future, most of them agreed they’d
get married when they were twenty-five.
“Not me,” Jennifer would break in. “I’m

going to wait until I’m thirty-five!”
“Then Phyl was the first in our gang to

get married,” they laugh now.

I
N those days, Jennifer liked td stop by
Wolferman’s store and buy candied

apples, getting the steering wheel all sticky
as she alternated between driving and eat-
ing the rest of the way home. A special lark
in those days meant going on a hamburger
binge. She would have a friend over to

spend the night and, instead of raiding the
icebox when they got hungry, they’d make
sure the rest of the household was asleep,

dress and go buy a sack full of hamburgers,
then drive out to a country road, park and
eat the whole sackful and listen to the
car radio.

The close association of the girls was
broken temporarily when the Monte Cas-
sino days were over and it was time to go
on to college. Ruth went to Texas Univer-
sity, but Jennifer after careful study chose
Northwestern University in Evanston, Illi-

nois, because of its excellent drama depart-
ment. However, they were inseparable
during vacation periods. Once when Ruth
had two more days of vacation than she,

Jennifer deliberately missed her train back
to Northwestern so that they could drive
out into the rain-soaked country for a long
excursion together.
At Northwestern Jennifer met David

Bruce, whose name was then Andy Mc-
Broom. It was to mark a new era for both
of them, for Bruce, fired by Jennifer’s en-
thusiasm, returned with her to play leads
in the stock company which Papa Isley had
finally been persuaded to back when he
realized it was useless to try to dissuade
his daughter from a career of acting. The
“Mansfield Players” was directed by Rich-
ard Mansfield Dickinson and Jennifer, of

course, was its leading lady.

But make no mistake about it, she
carried her end of the load, as Dickinson
himself would gladly tell you. They
travelled by automobiles during that hot
summer, with the scenery lumbering
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along in a truck ahead of them. Though
her father owned the company, Jennifer

never ducked any of the hard work. She
helped put up scenery, painted, cleaned up
the stage and worked props. Her parents
usually joined them wherever they were
playing on weekends and brought their

laundry, which they’d sent back to Tulsa

by them the week before.

Jennifer worked up quite a rolling reper-

toire in “The Family Upstairs,” “This Thing
Called Love” and “Smilin’ Through,” which
latter she particularly enjoyed because of

its dramatic depths and haunting love

scenes.
But opening night of her first “profes-

sional” engagement with the Mansfield
Players was anything but auspicious for

Jennifer. She fluffed some lines of “This

Thing Called Love” and further disgraced

herself in her own eyes by knocking over

a lamp and breaking it. She was complete-
ly crushed. She wanted to pay for the

broken prop out of her own allowance
and it took the combined persuasion of

her parents and all members of the cast

to get her back on stage again the next
night.

She’s still extremely self-critical about
her own work, magnifies out of proportion
any small failure, and studies any luke-
warm reviews conscientiously, saying,

“They’re very helpful to me.”

A
LL these years the remembrance of

Broadway and Ruth Draper’s name in

brilliant lights had been locked away in

Jennifer’s mind like a precious jewel. The
time was not at hand when she must get to

New York to learn more of her chosen
career. Under her persistent campaign,
Mother and Dad Isley finally broke down
and agreed to her attending the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts.

There she met the tall, lanky youth from
Utah who was to become her husband.
They were a match for each other in en-
thusiasm and impetuousness. What more
natural than that in due course Jennifer
should carry him back home to Tulsa to

do a dramatic radio series with her? Thus
listeners of KOME were presently taking
in their stride the earnest young voices of

Phylis Isley and Robert Walker on a half-

hour dramatic show Sunday afternoons.
Jennifer was insistent that the scripts

have two equally good leads. “Bob has so
much more talent than I have,” she would
say.

Jennifer’s sudden decision to marry Bob
was part of the pattern of her impulsive-
ness—and at the same time of her natural
reserve. A girl generally confides her
romantic plans to her best friend, but even
Ruth King had no idea of what was brew-
ing until a week before the wedding.
They were married early one morning

at the Christ’s King Church. It was a pri-
vate family wedding with only some ten
people present. Jennifer wore a Peter
Pan-ish hat with high crown and a red
velvet suit, which she used to say brought
her luck.

This optimism was undoubtedly prompted
by the fact that after she and Bob had de-
cided to shake the dust of Oklahoma from
their feet and try their luck in Hollywood,
Jennifer had succeeded in getting a job at
Republic Studios. Her first screen role was
with John Wayne. Then she appeared
in the “Dick Tracy” series. There was even
talk of teaming her with Roy Rogers.
But things weren’t going well for Bob.

New York might be a chance for both of

them. So the Walkers bundled their pos-
sessions into their car and headed East.
The rest is a twice-told tale. How after

a struggle Bob began to find success in
radio, while Jennifer kept house and bore
their two children, Michael and Bobby, just
eleven months apart. How Jennifer walked

with the patented
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in cold to read for David O. Selznick and
came out with a contract, thereafter to
enter upon a period of intensive study
under his coaches. How the call came for
her to go to Hollywood to prepare for
“The Song of Bernadette” and Bob landed
a Metro contract.
But the luck of the red velvet wedding

suit was beginning to fade. About the how
and why, Jennifer and Bob have always
been silent. But most of Hollywood could
take lessons in the conversational loyalty
each has displayed where the other is con-
cerned and in the manner in which they’ve
worked together to keep their separation
from being any more painful than neces-
sary to their two children. And it’s no
secret that during his publicized “disap-
pearance,” when the studio was alarmed
over his absence, Jennifer drove back to
Hollywood alone early in the morning from
her vacation at Delmar to get the latest

news of him.
,

M
EANTIME, “The Song of Bernadette”
had hurtled a new star across the Hol-

lywood skieg. But the girl from Okla-
homa couldn’t face the labyrinth of a
Hollywood opening. Clothes, photograph-
ers, reporters, dinners, parties and the
awful moment when she would have to
walk the red carpet between the rows of
premiere bleachers, with the microphone
raising its slender neck like a snake about
to strike.

She would save her first taste of success
to share with her friends at the South-
western premiere which was held in her
home town.
With her two boys, she climbed aboard

the train for Tulsa, the black taffeta dress
she’d bought for her Hollywood debut as
a star tucked away in her bag. The studio
had offered to send a maid along but Jen-
nifer declined. They started out with a
nice box lunch which was promptly up-
ended on the floor. And the problem of

keeping the boys safe together in their

upper berth in the drawing room was al-

most too much. “Whew!” she laughed when
her father and Ruth King met her at the
Kansas City station to accompany her on
home.
The town turned out to meet her when

the train pulled in. “I’m so glad to be here
I could almost die!” Jennifer said.

She wore a yellow and brown tweed suit,

alligator pumps, and carried a large felt

hat that impressed the members of “The
Toppers” there to greet her. “She never
used to even own one,” they said.

But she was the same “Phyl” they’d al-

ways known. The only reference she made
to her new screen status was while sign-
ing an autograph. “I never could make a
decent ‘J’—and now I have to make two of

them,” she laughed.
Huge banners saying “Welcome, Jennifer

Jones” were strung across Main Street.

Giant posters of Norman Rockwell’s paint-
ing of her in the character of Bernadette
stood up high on the comer of the First

National Bank and in the window of a
local department store. Two others, six

by eighteen feet, were mounted over the
marquee of the Ritz Theatre for the pre-
miere.
That night Jennifer saw her childhood

dream come true. Her name fairly blazed
in lights over Fourth and Main Streets,

Tulsa’s “Little Times Square,” while on
the sidelines hundreds of home-towners
applauded the new star who was born.

It was thrilling, breath-taking—but not
terrifying like a Hollywood premiere.
Even today she still has to brace herself

for a function like the “Duel in the Sun”
premiere. You see her step out of the
limousine and pause politely for the
cameramen. But her hands are trembling.

She hurries as quickly as possible down the
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last red mile of carpet, body tense, looking
neither right nor left until she reaches the

haven inside the theater. It’s her night to

take bows but, being Jennifer, she can’t.

Perhaps it is this same tenseness and
reserve which has prevented her from
making many Hollywood friends. Then
again, her loyalty to her Tulsa chums may
be responsible. A more practical explana-
tion is her complete devotion to her work
which has confined her contacts to those
connected with it—hairdressers, make-up
people and most particularly Anita Colby
who was Selznick’s directress of women
stars and who now is like a sister to her.

T
ODAY Jennifer is one of the hardest-
working stars in Hollywood. As evi-

denced by her performance of the perils of

Pearl in “Duel in the Sun,” which would
have tired any serial queen. Jennifer ad-
mits by way of understatement that it was
“the most vigorous thing I’ve ever done.”
She climbed over Arizona cactus and

rocky crags with a gun in her hand until

her arms and hands were scratched and
bleeding, her fingernails broken and torn.

She spent hours at a time in slimy water
for those sump scenes in which she was
supposed to be shivering with cold and
blue from the chill. And she says, “I was
cold and blue. It was no feat of acting.”

She has the same eager enthusiasm she’s

always had. Jennifer has finally found her-
self a home. A beautiful pink stucco
French Riviera style out in Brentwood,
furnished in rich colors that make a per-
fect background for Jennifer’s own rich

coloring, her gold-brown eyes, pink cheeks
and gleaming wealth of dark brown hair.

She had it redecorated while she was in

New York on location with “Portrait of

Jennie” and was so eager to know how the
place was coming, she wanted photographs
sent her of the various rooms.
Her young sons took an active interest

in the redecoration too. “We want funny
things over our bathtub,” they told their

mother before she left. And they got them.
Murals featuring two little boys in a boat.

There are those who think this is the
home Jennifer is preparing against the time
when she and David O. Selznick may be
man and wife after his marital problems
have been cleared up. Whatever the out-
come, the mutual faith of Hollywood’s bril-

liant star-maker and his sensitive star

continues to write screen history.

Today back in Tulsa there stands a life-

sized statue of Jennifer in the role of Ber-
nadette. Against a background of lilac

bushes and her native Oklahoma dog-
wood, the statue is an inspiration to other
ambitious home-town girls to remember
the story of a girl named Jones.

The End
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hair looked . . . and how it fairly glistened

with gold?

You can recapture that dazzling golden
gleam — and keep it, too — with Marchand’s
Golden Hair Wash!
Whether you are a blonde, brunette or red-

head, you can lighten your hair just a little or

make it several shades blonder. The new im-

proved Marchand’s Golden Hair Wash actually

lets you control the lightness!

Even if your hair is streaked and faded, you
can make it enchantingly golden again — in

one simple treatment at home!
Perfected by experts in hair care, Marchand’s

Golden Hair Wash is not a bleach, not an
expensive “treatment.” It’s complete in one
package and easier than ever to use yourself.

Try it, too, for lightening

arm and leg hair.

NlURCtWNDS
Golden

Hair Wash

Watf
iAST/\

SOMETHING NEW AND SE N SAT IO NA L I

N

CHRISTMAS CARDS
AMAZING “OILETTE” CARDS
Like costly oil paintings. Designs never
before offered. Amazing Value! Gets or-
ders fasti Gorgeou 8 Christmas Cards with,
name, 60 for $1.00 up. Pays up to 1C

"

profit. Also Stationery. 20 other ass .

menta. 60c to $1. Samples on Approval.
PURO CO. 2801 Locust, Dept. 715L, St.Louls3, Mo*

p

CROWN LAVENDER SMELLING SALTS

At your druggist, OR SEND 254 (coin or stamps) to

Dept. J-35, Schielfelin A Co., 20 Coopor Square,

New York 3, N. Y. Established 1794.

Carry Crown Laven-
der Smelling Salts

with you. ..when
shopping or travel-

ing. Its stimulating

fragrance is always

delightful . . . always

refreshing. Get the

handy purse-size

bottle.

The Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 8) veteran Gene’s
problem about his war bride, Marie Mc-
Donald. A young war widow, Phyllis
Thaxter, who looks very down-to earth in
an exceedingly glamorous fashion—no
mean accomplishment—helps them both in
both dilemmas.
Most of the details you can enjoy and

then check off—except that figure of Mc-
Donald’s, that nice honest shining look of
Thaxter’s and the dancing of Mr. Kelly.
His feet must certainly have touched that
Blarney Stone!

Your Reviewer Says: Mild film with major
dancing.

^ The Romance of Rosy Ridge
(M-G-M)

A
FEUD about the color of britches down
in the Ozarks can raise an awful lot of

hullabaloo, especially when that genial Van
Johnson is the man who won’t come out
and say whether he’s for the blue or the
gray. As you may remember from your
history books, those colors had a lot to do
with the Civil War, especially in the in-
between Ozarks where these goings-on
occur.
The war’s over and farmer Thomas

Mitchell is waiting for his son to “home
himself.” Instead, in walks schoolmaster
Van Johnson, takes over the chores, takes
over daughter Janet Leigh, too. In this

process some delightful dialogue comes
along. If this is the way they talk in the
Ozarks, they should get out a special book
of poetry. Van fits into his patched britches
readily, twists his words around some real
music and does his best to bring the
North-South aftermath of the war to a
good end. There’s one Ninny Nat who, in
person of O. A. Whitehead, is about the
best Ozarkian in the picture; plus that,

there’s Thomas Mitchell looking strong-
minded, Selena Royle looking determined
and Janet Leigh looking pretty.

Rosy Ridge is a very pleasant place; the
people are nice, too. You’ll like them all

and the easy way the uncommon little story
runs along.

Your Reviewer Says: Rosy Romance.

^Variety Girl (Paramount)

P
ARAMOUNT went and found itself a
novel little idea—the founding of the

famous Variety Club, that “heart of show
business,” and the story of the first baby
it fostered. She’s Mary Hatcher who comes
out to Hollywood to get into films—at

Paramount, of course. On goes the bright
green light for all the Paramount stars,

from Ladd to Lake, to come stepping high
into the picture, with Hope and Crosby
being Hope and Crosby all over the place
and leading the ingenious parade.
Mary manages to get herself mixed up

with all sorts of people, so you’ll be seeing
stars all evening. You won’t be blinded by
them—it’s all handled so deftly it seems
the most natural act in the Hollywood
world. The Variety Club comes in for its

share at the end and there are some
specialty numbers, a “Puppetoon” se-
quence and Miss Hatcher to look at and
listen to. Right along with Mary and her
nice singing voice on this tour goes one
Olga San Juan who clowns around for
dear life; you’d have to be just too, too
sophisticated not to laugh at her.

Nobody set out to make anything Big
out of this so you can just settle down and
enjoy a real “Variety” show.

Your Reviewer Says: All the stars and a dif-

ferent kind of fun.

STOP CORNS!

INSTANT RELIEF
Protect sore toes from tight shoes with Dr. Scholl’*
Zino-pads today and you’ll stop corns from develop-
ing tomorrow! But—if you have corns—Zino-pads
will instantly stop painful shoe friction', lift pressure
and quickly remove corns. Get a box NOW !

D- Schollslino-pads

torn!

DRESS GWEH

Earn%*23
Weekly!

Ladies, here’s your chance
to earn up to $23 weekly ! And besides,
take your pick of dozens of gorgeous
Fall dresses

—

without a penny of
cost. That’s what we offer you for rep-
resenting us in your spare time. Show
our popular frocks to your friends,
then send us their orders. Collect hand-
some cash commissions In advance. No
canvassing orexperience necessary. Get
free details of this unusual offer and
Portfolio ofnew styles. Everything fur-
nished FREE. Rush name, address and
dress size on postcard. Fashion Frocks,
Inc., Dept. 53039, Cincinnati 25, O*

PHOTO-RING
Any Photo or Picture of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend
reproduced perma- ^nently in this beau- Jfc
tiful onyx like ring p H
featuring the New

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde-
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper
for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents
postage. If you send cash we pay postage.

(Expertly

painted

25c extra)
RING CO., Dept. M-l, CINCINNATI, O.

ITCH
Relieve
Misery of I

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—'Other itch-

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

less. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bot-

tle proves it—or money back. Ask

jj/L your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

XMAS MONEY NOW!
. .SELLING MAYFAIR’S „HI Christmas Card
£ I Box Assortment for I

Your Profit Up to 50e Per Box
Other Outstanding Values

Request Box On Approval
Rush Name and Address NOW I

MAYFAIR GREETING CARD
Dept. M, 40 E.20th St.,NewYork3,N.V.

It will pay you to try Dr. Guild’s
GREEN MOUNTAIN ASTH-
MATIC COMPOUND for the

relief of summer asthmatic attacks.
This product has brought comfort-
ing relief to thousands of sufferers

during the past 77 years. Cigarettes,
SO*:. Powder, 254 and $1.00 at nearly
all drug stores. Ifyour dealer cannot
supply you, order direct. Use only
as directed on package. Write for
FREE SAMPLE. J. H. Guild Co^

DepLD- 1 7 .Rupert,^Vermont,

_
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R E P I tCA

Set its- 102

—

Flashing Replica
Diamond in Solid
Sterling Silver,

with wedding
band to match

Dinmono
Engagement Rings
with matched wedding bands
Flashing rep-
lica diamond . ... Qf l
engagement W M T

rings chased m m
wedding bands FOR BOTH
to match.
Choice of any set In Sterling Silver.

White or Yellow Gold Color Effect.

SEND NO MONEY. Just name, ad-

dress, ring size. Order by set num -

ber. Pay post-
man 97c plus
postage or
send $1 with
order and we
pay postage.
G U A R A N-
TEE: If not
pleased. return
in 10 days for

refund.

Set its- 104-
Flashing Replica
Diamond, white
gold color effect.

With wedding band
to match

Flashing Replica
Diamond, yellow
gold color effect

with wedding band
to match. —

W

Set if S- 1 03-

ORDERS TO
30 Church St., Dept. N69
New York 7. N. Y.

Lured (Stromberg-UA)

T
HIS IS supposed to have some deep dark
secrets hidden in its reels, but it’s all

fairly handsome hokum. Take that scene
where mad artist Boris Karloff is out after

the blonde scalp of Lucille Ball and the

dark figure lurks on the balcony.
George Sanders is his usual man-about-

town, but he doesn’t give enough punch
to his women-chasing this time. Lucille

Ball, as the American working for “The
Yard” to clear up the murders of some
beautiful girls, is too light-of-heart to send
any chills running up your spine.

It’s not boring and you’ll bear up fairly

well under it, but add it all up and you’ll

find a papier-mache mystery that’s crack-
ing under the strain.

Your Reviewer Says: A light-weight.

Heaven Only Knows (Nebenzal-UA)

Here s EXTRA MONEY!
[SellChristmasCards

5
NAME -

IMPRINTED

CHRISTMAS
CARD LINES

50 for '1 up

FREE SAMPLES

if Show amazing Christmas Card values and
pocket Big Cash Profits. Make easy

i quick sales with Name-Imprinted
|
Christmas Cards 60 for $1 up, Christ-
mas and Everyday Assortments sell

for 60c and $1.00 — Stationery, Gift
t Wraps. Free boxes for early orders.

|GET SUPREME $1 Send today for

[Box on Approval SSSSSfeS
Christmas Cards. Extra Cash Bonus.
Start earning now. Write Today 1

1 CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN, Dept. C-54
1X7 W. Pearl St., Cincinnati l rO*

UNWANTED HAIR
FOREVER with our proven
method in the privacy of your
own home. Send 10 cents in

coin or stamps for booklet
“New Beauty Awaits Within."

MAHLER'S, INC.
Dept. 58M, Ea. Providence 15, R. I.

T
HE ARCHANGEL MICHAEL has to pull

all the heavenly strings he knows when
he gets mixed up with some tough guys
out in old Montana. Robert Cummings
wears his invisible wings well—so well he
unfortunately seems like any good fellow
who’s doing his best to straighten out the
very crooked life of Brian Donlevy. Fists

fly, dice roll, guns flash and Mr. Donlevy
gets reformed, but not until after Michael
has had to work a couple of miracles.
The opening scene is “Up There,” with

every one wearing benign expressions and
frock coats, but within two wafts of a
spiritual hand, we’re all down to earth in

a film that’s just another Western. Don-
levy uses his fists with no effort—the role
asks for no effort from him. Jorja Curt-
right is too much the tempestuous exotic
to seem like a spiritual schoolmarm. A
light touch of love-thy-brother would have
made this a “different” Western; the studied
religious dramatics in this is just too much
for the film’s lightweight shoulders.

"PEPE" PIN . . . All
Mexican Silver . . An
appealing little char-
acter lrom Old Mexico.
l >/2 inches tall.

POSTPAID $2.95

BOX 2 7 5. DEPT. 1 0 6 SAN ANTONIO. TEXAS.

SELL "DOLLAR KING”
tfofrVl CHRISTMAS BOX

\
Earneasy extracashinsparetimei "mu

"> Just show big value Christmas
“

assts.. Gift Wraps, Everyday CARq
(

greeting cards to friends.,Also-." .

'takeorders lorname-imprinted "V.
Christmas Cards, 60 for $1 retail.

Write for samples on approval.
Chas.C. SchwerCo. 171 Elm, Dept. G-2 ,

Westfield, Mass.

J
tfvo"6

SAMPLi
FABRM

f
Write me, and I'll send you this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation
I^^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You'll see gor-

geous, newest style dresses— lovely
lingerie—hosiery, men's shirts and

socks— all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends

I and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!
Send nomoneyforthisbisr-profit

I lineofsamplefabrics.lt syoura
free. Rush name, address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 4340, CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

LEARN
MILLINERY

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America's

EMamJx- noted designers. Complete materials,
blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illustrated. You make
exclusive salable hats right from the start. Begin a prof-
itable business in spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept. 199, Chicago I, III.

Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.
Print
Name
Address

Your Reviewer Says: Archangels, stay ’way
from the West.

Saddle Pals (Republic)

I
NTO THIS Autry episode comes that
lurking villain—rent raise. Gene can

beat him lots easier than other people
since he has a calm disposition and Cham-
pion Jr. to race around on. He also has the
Cass County Boys to keep him placid,

what with their humming and strumming.
To beat that villain landlord, Gene has

to deal with spoiled young lady Lynne
Roberts, calm Sterling Holloway out of a
very exaggerated nervous breakdown, and
get a Big Idea. He does all three, which
undoubtedly will delight all the Autry fans.

Your Reviewer Says: Autry canters along.

Deep Valley (Warners)

T
HE VALLEY’S beautiful, but that’s

about all that is in this dreary episode
about a broken-down family—daughter
Ida Lupino and Fay Bainter and Henry
Hull. They’re queer sort of people. Fay
and Henry haven’t seen each other for

years though they live in the same house;
poor Ida has trouble talking—and no
wonder, since there’s nothing around her
worth talking about.
Everything changes, though. Before you

can snap your fingers, Ida gets a glimpse of

Dane Clark and overnight she’s chattering
away like a magpie. Mama and Papa sud-
denly decide to become as chummy as
Darby and Joan; and Ida gets some new
dresses. Then, before you’re used to all

this sunshine-and-light, everyone’s grim

Avoid underarm

irritation...

Wonderful! Yodora stops perspiration odor

safely, quickly . . . yet is positively sooth-

ing to normal skin. Made with a face cream

base, with no acid salts to cause irritation,

Yodora actually helps soften your skin, like a

face cream. No other known deodorant gives

this PLUS protection. Try Yodora, the sooth-

ingest deodorant. Tubes or jars, 10$, 30$, 60$.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

EASE TIRED EYES
wm. eye-gene

You’ll See, Feel The Difference In Seconds!
Just two drops of safe EYE-GENE in your eyes

tired or bloodshot from overwork, wind, glare, late

hours or over-indulgence — presto ! — they will be

rested, cleared, refreshed ! Yes,

EYE-GENE is positively SAFE.
Use it every day. At all Drug
stores in handy eye -dropper

bottles — 20^, 60tf and $1.00.

/v Guaranteed by *5\

L Good Housekeepingj
40vranstt>

F
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' From every Angle

^TORK£ best -for

For 4 generations Doctors have recom-

mended Stork Castile. It’s made especially

to take better care of

baby’s delicate skin.

—the only real

Castile enriched

with Lanolin.

MOTHER! Baby

YOUR skin

with Stork

Castile, too.

O

best soap for baby— best soap for YOUI

MATERNITY DRESSES
Smart. VOllt.hflll Mnmlnir

w«, Te
*OR I

Smart, youthful styles for Morning:, /RfC I

1

Street, or Afternoon at low budget CATALOG Iprices. Charming fashions with con- ^ I
cealing lines for the mother-to-be. ~
Also Maternity Corsets & Lingerie.
CRAWFORD’S, Devt.H 729Balt. A v6. , KansasCity.Mo.

INEXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously
interfere with Baby’s progress.

Relieve your Baby’s teething

S
ains this summer by rubbing on
'r. Hand’s Teething Lotion— the

actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

as can be about the posse stalking Dane.
Somehow Dane and Ida don’t get to-

gether—maybe because an Ida in little-
girl skirts just doesn’t match up with the
rough-and-tough Clark. We have an idea
in a more mature role the more mature
Miss Lupino would come shining through.
Wayne Morris is the big honest guy in big
honest fashion. There are some psycholog-
ical ideas filtering around, but they don’t
get anywhere with too many theatrics for
a film that’s a little weak in the knees.

Your Reviewer Says: Obscure Valley.

The Web
(Universal-international

)

WHO COULD look more like a smart
veteran copper than that old master Bill

Bendix? Who could look better than Ed-
mond O’Brien as the rough-and-honest
young lawyer with a flair for making A-l
wisecracks? Who but Vincent Price could
play a million-dollar crook with such
finesse? And who, you’ll ask yourself
when you see it, but Ella Raines as the
secretary could look smart enough to turn
over several new leaves, especially when
O’Brien’s writing the book? The answer
to all this is a fast-moving film with
enough on the ball to keep you wondering
just how things are going to end up.

It’s an old story of a frame-up with some
novel twists. O’Brien’s the young career
man who gets caught up in the threads
spun by unethical opportunist Price. Since
Price has enough guns to guarantee plenty
of suspense and enough amoral ideas to
make a good thriller, the plot lacks for
nothing. Bendix is in there in horn-
rimmed glasses looking like a very shrewd
solid citizen and doing a wonderful job.
O’Brien gets most of the good lines—and
turns them out with a deft bluntness that
leaves nothing lacking. Nothing’s lacking
either in the female-secretary role as it’s

handled by Ella Raines.

Your Reviewer Says: “Step into the parlor”

—

with pleasure.

I'VI Wonder Who’s Kissing Her
Now (20th Century-Fox)

A
S well-turned as a Gay Nineties leg is

this Technicolor musical that sings

Frances Rafferty, elected Queen of the

movies by Coronation Diamonds, greets

Roman York, newly-crowned Queen of

Bill Miller’s Riviera in New Jersey

EASE TORTURE

SIMPLE PILES
• Here’s a single soothing medicine
to speed relief from tortures of simple
piles. It’s amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—lubricates dry, hard-
ened parts—helps prevent cracking
and soreness—reduce swelling and
check minor bleeding. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists’ in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-

cation—also tins and suppositories.

*Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

AREYOUPALI
WEAK.TIRED

due to SIMPLE ANEMIA?
You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you’re pale,
weak, “dragged out”—this may be
due to lack of blood-iron. So try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s TABLETS—one
of the best home ways to build up
red blood—in such cases. Pinkham’s
Tablets are one of the greatest blood-
iron tonics you can buy! Buy them
at any drugstore. Worth trying!

Lydia E. Pinkham's TA61CTS

New CHRISTMAS CARDS
” Show gorgeous new Christmas cards

f
to friends . . . others you know. Daz-

,

f zling21 Christmas card $1 “Feature”
assortment sells on sight.Other money~ ” lous. Hr’ makers: Relit

1 day cards. Gift
.
iumorous. Every*

Wrappings, Stationery
. . .Christmas Cards with name, 25

for ^ UP- Send for
SAMPLES samples on approval.
PROCESS CORP., Troy at 2 1st St.
Dept. L-15 CHICAGO 23, ILLINOIS

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter

KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates so
much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk with
greater comfort and security; in many cases almost as
well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the constant
fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate. 25c and 50c at
druggists. ... If your druggist hasn’t it, don't waste
money on substitutes, but send US 10c and we will
mail you a generous trial box. © I. P. INC.

KLUTCH CO. Box 4786 I ELMIRA, N. Y.

you show our wonderful cords Superb assortment.

21 CAROS, oil with beautiful hand-opplied decorofions!

Take orders for this fast-selling line Average 1 00% PROFIT!

IT COSTS YOU NOTHING TO GET OUR SAMPLES.

START MAKING MONEY NOW! WRITE TODAY!

FANMOUR PUBLISHING CORP. 45 Rose Street, New York 7, N. Y.

] INGROWN NAIL
j «=—- Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis-
comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Whitehall Pharraacal Co.,Dept.MWG,N.Y. 1 6,N.Y a
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KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If youhave an excess ofacids in your blood, your 15
miles ofkidney tubesmaybe over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid yoursystem of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, itmay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so
ask your druggist for Doan’s Pills, a stimulant
diuretic, used successfully by millions for'over 50
years. Doan’s give happy relief and will help the 15
miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste
from your blood. Get Doan’s Pills.

JUST SHOW friends our beautiful

Christmas Cards.Astounding values
in Name-Imprinted Christmas
Folders, 50 for$l and up. Gorgeous
designs. Big money-makers. Easy
to earn plenty cash taking orders.

of Artists’ Reproductions . . . Oilette,

Fiesta and other fast-selling $1 assort-

ments; also Gift Wrappings and Sta-

tionery. Big money easy and quick!
Send for our 21 -card Christmas assort-

ment on approval. WRITE TODAY.
FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, INC.
734 Adams Street, ELMIRA, N.Ya

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—"THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-
dcrsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.
|

Dept. J-12, Milwaukee. Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

WANTED
to make extra money selling high
class line of cosmetics made especi-
ally for people with dark complex-
ions. Also 100 other products. Make
big money working spare time or
luU time. We show you how, send

MEN
AND

you everything you need to get ..... i>.i
started. Write to Lucky Heart Co., WQMFN
Dept.. MW-7 . Memphis, Tenn. WWW 1*1U,

Selling CHRISTMAS CARDS
A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM C. L. EVANS
Up lo 100% profit. Show top quality 21-card
$1.00 Christmas assortments. Currier & Ivca,Oil-

cttes. Gift Wrappings, Humorous boxes 30c up.
Write today for FREE CATALOG and FREE
SAMPLES 25 and 50 for $1.00
personals, stationery and special

feature $1.00 assortment
ON APPROVAL. Special

j

offers. Cash bonus for you.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS^

8ox E, North Abington, Moss.

A NEW FUTURE!

How Plastic Surgery easily
takes years off the prema-
turely aged face, quickly
reshapes an ugly nose
and ‘corrects other facial
blemishes is told and
illustrated with 88 be-
fore -and* after pictures
in fascinating book,
YOUR NEW FACE U$TOUR FORTUNE,
written by famous
Plastic Surgeon,
Yours, post- nr.
paid in plain /hP
wrapper—only LUW

FRANKLIN HOUSE Publishers

629 Drexel Bldg. Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. 3-F

along about the life of the famous com-
poser Joe E. Howard. It has the fine hand
of Producer George E. Jessel to keep it

humming, Mark Stevens as Howard and
June Haver, Lenore Aubert and Martha
Stewart a pretty and dimpled trio playing

the women in his turn-of-the-century life.

The whole business has a lilt to it—from
the old songs that are still echoing around
today, to Reginald Gardiner’s clowning
and the high-kicking, lace-gartered frivol-

ities of Miss Stewart.
Stevens is an acceptable Howard, the

piano-playing guy who was to compose
songs that would be hummed for four
generations. His romance-dotted life was
a natural for a good musical; the black-
lace era in which he lived was just what
the doctor ordered for good entertainment.
The role of Fritzi Barrington fell like a
plum into the hands of Lenore Aubert who
handles it to pretty perfection; all the
music-filled cavortings are going to look
pleasant to any light-hearted audience.

Your Reviewer Says: What you like in a
musical.

l^Ivy (20th Century-Fox)

“IVY” doesn’t give you as many chills as

I she should. There she is—a Joan Fon-
taine making eyes at rich Herbert Marshall
who can give her all the frills and
flounces she wants and in the meantime
planning to poison poor husband Richard
Ney. You’d think that watching her ad-
minister the lethal dose would have you
on the end of the seat, but instead it’s

merely a sort of lukewarm pity you feel.

Joan does a good job with “Ivy,” espe-
cially at the end, when she gives you a
haunting idea of a woman in terror.

Richard Ney is affable, Herbert Marshall
distinguished as ordered and Patric
Knowles the maligned cast-aside lover.

There are lots of looks at pretty dresses,

glimpses of old England—and also some
scenes with Miss Fontaine’s mother.

“Ivy” is evil enough to keep you inter-
ested, but not enough to be a shocker.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll go along with it.

Best Pictures of the Month

The Hucksters

Brute Force

The Long Night

The Web
The Roosevelt Story

I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Now

Best Performances

Deborah Kerr, Sidney Greenstreet
in "The Hucksters”

Burt Lancaster, Hume Cronyn,
Charles Bickford in

"Brute Force”

Henry Fonda, Vincent Price,

Barbara Bel Geddes in

"The Long Night”

Thomas Mitchell in

"The Romance of Rosy Ridge”

William Bendix, Vincent Price,

Edmund O’Brien in "The Web”

Akim Tamiroff in "Fiesta”

Edmund Gwenn in

"Bob, Son of Battle”

Joan Fontaine in "Ivy”

UOUiO
SHO*

CUAHS*

and longer wear

,
WITH SHINOLA. In

Your Shoes
are Showing I

F—linrrassing.isn' '

of oi |y waxes helps ke p

ible-and
new-looking longer.

Shinola is easy to apply andeeo-

nomicaltabuy. For good « roo“.

Amazing
Opportunity for Reliable Women!

RIGHT now, if you are a mature energetic woman,
you can launch a prosperous career in your own
neighborhood as a Sheba Ann Fashion Coun-
sellor. Sell exclusive Frocks direct to eager
wearers. Easy, fascinating— pays in prestige
and splendid income—your friends, neighbors
will be glad to buy glorious, irresistible Sheba
Ann Originals styled in Hollywood & NewYork.

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED
We show you how to make money the very first day. These
top quality, superbly made frocks in widest range of sizes,
offer greater values than retail stores. It's fun to selltheml

FREE SAMPLE OUTFIT-Earn Money Right Away
Powerful FreeSample Outfitgives you everythingyou need.
Many Counsellors make up to $60 a week part time— $125
full time. Also Extra CASH Bonuses. START TODAY.
JUST MAIL THE COUPON. We’ll send the Sample Outfit
(FREE) -and you can START REAPING PROFITS I

SHEBA ANN FROCKS, 407 So. Austin Street
DEPT. H*18, DALLAS 2, TEXAS

MAIL THIS TODAY
SHEBA ANN FROCKS. Dent. H-18
407 South Austin St., Dallas 2. Texas

YES—I am interested in knowing more about becoming the
Sheba Ann Fashion Counsellor in my area. I want your great
FREE SAMPLE OUTFIT I

| NAME.,
ADDRESS -

|^CITY STATE



THEY TALK ABOUT YOU?

41Beforen

method of Plastic Surgery;

discomfort badly shaped

thick lips, wrinkles and

signs of age. Also cleft

palate, hare-lip, over and
under developed breasts,

etc. Fully explained by

an experienced and fa-

mous specialist. Richly

illustrated, 125 pages,

25c coin or stamps. Man
or woman, boy or girl—

Write today to:

GLENNVILLE

Do you feel that they

are laughing at your nose

or ears? You can stop this

by sending for this well

known book

“Before & After”
that has helped thousands

of people like you for

the past twenty years. It

tells about the newest

how quickly and without

noses, protruding ears,

"After"

PUBLISHERS
60 E. 42nd St., Dept. AW, New York 17, N. Y.

Easy Money Plan
Pat9 cash in your pocket daily. Show our^ amazing Christmas Card values— 60 for $1

’'cCl'L Name-Imprinted. Also smart $1.00 assort-
-*it W men ts of Christmas, Religious,

Humorous, Everyday
,
Cards. Get samples now.

\ Special plan for churches,

\ lodges, clubs; just write
\WETMORE & SUGDEN

749 Monroe Avenue
.
Oept.C-5, Rochester

2

t N.Y.&
OLD LEG TROUBLE

Easy to useV iscose Home Method . Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R.G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 46 years. Benj. N. Bogue
Dept. 1199, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

oxes RosebudSalve I

I at25ceach remitting I

the $1.00 to ua. Send I

No Money. Order
4 Rosebud Salve by onecent poetcard. I

(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, ifyou send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70, W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

7CCHRISTMRSCRRDS1KLJ WITH SENDERS NAME >| •

Smartly styled. Super Values. Everybody buys. Others to

f
:2.50. 56 designs. Sell Nationally Famous 21 Christmas
olders $1. Cost 50c. Nature Prints, DeLuxe, Glitter,
Religious Boxes, Gift Wraps, Everydays. Personal Line. 21
Ass’t and Sunshine Notes on approval. FREE SAMPLES of
Imprint Lines. No investment. Start today. SUNSHINE
ART STUDIOS. 115 Fulton St., Dept. MB-9. New York 8. N.Y.

Earn *35 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 43th year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
* Dept. 189, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.
T Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_
City

_Age_

_8t»te_

mrnir

Indicates (yicture rated

outstanding’ when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

'very good’ when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

'good” whwhen reviewec

ADVENTURESS, THE—Eagle-Lion : This Ad-
venturess is Deborah Kerr whom you’ll see soon with
Clark Gable. In this thriller, she gives you shivers
plus laughs as the little Irish rebel who’s just deter-
mined to get mixed up in some spy business. Trevor
Howard helps her along. (July)

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER,
THE-—RKO: The whoops of laughter keep rolling
along with Cary Grant handling a comedy that has
Shirley Temple a teen-ager pretending to be a model
and landing with Cary in Judge Myrna Loy’s court.
Brace yourself for real mirth. (Aug.)

BEAT THE BAND—RKO: Gene Krupa and his
band try to beat some sense into this, but even with
Frances Langford and Phil Terry chiming in musi-
cally it turns out a silly bit about a girl who takes
lessons from orchestra leader Terry, masquerading as
a classical maestro. (June)

ABLAZE OF NOON—Paramount : Four big pop-
ular guys, Bill Holden, Bill Bendix, Sonny Tufts and
Sterling Hayden, fly the mail back in the days when
the pilots used to like frightening chickens. Anne
Baxter’s the girl who gets mixed up in their high-
tension lives. Good people; good film. (July)

BORN TO KILL—RKO: A don’t-waste-your-time
bit about Lawrence Tierney who kills off people and
is supposed to be irresistible to women. Claire
Trevor proves that point while Walter Slezak and
Elisha Cook Jr. carry on fairly convincingly. (July)

BUCK PRIVATES COME HOME—Universal-In-
ternational : Like Abbott and Costello? Then you’ll
probably like this gagged-up bit about their return to
the home front and their tangles with copper Nat Pen-
dleton. Silly as a Silly Symphony. (June)

CALCUTTA—Paramount: Enough action out in
Calcutta centering around American flyer Alan Ladd,
his pal Bill Bendix and Gail Russell to keep you won-
dering who did smuggle the jewels. (June)

^CARNEGIE HALL—Federal-UA: The list of
guest artists in this, from Walter Damrosch to Harry
James, reads like a benefit performance. You can ex-
pect—and get—beautiful music with Pons, Piatigor-
sky, Stevens, Rubinstein, Heifetz, Stokowski; mean-
while you can forget the little plot. (July)

\VCHEYENNE—Warners: Nice bad man Dennis
Morgan is fascinating to both Jane Wyman and Janis
Paige in this fancy Western that has to do with the
stage-coach robbery days of old Cheyenne. An anon-
ymous bandit called “The Poet” puts this in a differ-
ent—and good—class by itself. (June)

CHILDREN ON TRIAL—English Films: Eng-
land shares her juvenile-delinquency problems with
America in a documentary about two children re-
formed through “approved schools.” Court proce-
dure and the children’s actual training are shown
realistically enough to give punch. (July)

CHRISTMAS EVE—Bogeaus-UA: Why was this
ever produced? It has a confused plot about old lady
Ann Harding who gathers her adopted sons George
Raft, George Brent and Randolph Scott about her at
Christmas Eve. Where they come from and what
they’ve been doing is so incredible you may walk
right out. (July)

COPACABANA—Coslow -UA: If you’re entertained
by Groucho Marx and Carmen Miranda, you may en-
joy this picture set against New York’s famous night
club. There’s a glimpse of some “Copa Girls,” of
night-life figures Louis Sobol, Abel Green and Earl
Wilson and a “grown-up” Gloria Jean. (July)

\/CYNTHIA—M-G-M: Elizabeth Taylor is Cynthia
in a family story that starts off slow but ends up with
everyone having a fine time in a pleasant atmosphere.
James Lydon is A-l ;

Scotty Beckett gets a big laugh
rating. There’s George Murphy and Mary Astor, too,

along with veterans S. Z. Sakall, Gene Lockhart
and Spring Byington. (Aug.)

y'^/'DEAR RUTH—Paramount: A picture to lift

your spirits is this comedy about little Mona Free-
man who writes letters to soldier William Holden,
using sister Joan Caulfield’s name and photograph.
Edward Arnold and Billy De Wolfe take part in this

NOW! The ONE-UNIT

HEARING AID
Thousands Have Waited for

The New 0Nt-UNlT

THIS IS ALL 'Jf\rfYOU WEAR •

NO SEPARATE
BATTERY PACK

NO DANGLING
BATTERY CORDS

The tiny new beltone
Mono-Pac is about% size,

and weight of old-style

hearing aids, yet so|\ ___ _

powerful you hear even
whispers

!

Get helpful
facts about this new/?5

Guaranteed by^
“MIRACLE” aid in Valu-\At,°d Housekeeping

able FREE book about x'£ii«ovtimsio

deafness. Find outwhy more people
hear with beltone than any
otherOne-Unit Hearing Aid.

BELTONE HEARING AID CO., 0eptMW679.|
1450 W. 19th Street, Chicago S, III.

FREE BOOKLET
Beltone HearingAid Co.

Dept. MWG78, 1450W. 19th St., Chicago 9, III.

Please send me FREE booklet about deafness and what
can be done to overcome it.

Nn/mn

Address.

Town Zone State .j

High School Course
at Home Many Finish fa 2 Years

I

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent School work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. 8. subject*
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

'American School Dept.H-692 Drexel at 58th,Chlcago37

The bookkeeper worked on his books all day,

A balance to strike in the usual way.

But add and subtract he could not do.

His aching head had him in a stew.

Yes, a headache can surely throw
most anyone off balance, but a “BC”
Headache Powder offers soothing re-
lief. Quiets neuralgic pains and minor
muscular aches, too. On sale every-
where. 10s* and 25£ packages. Cau-
tion: use only as directed. Ask for
a package today!

**S?
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GOT A BOIL?
HERE’S HOW TO GET RELIEF

Apply a ready-to-use
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice

comfortably hot. Almost at

once you’ll feel the moist
heat go right to work help-

ing to relieve the pain and
soreness. You’ll see how it

helps bring the boil to a

head. The moist heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE works for

several hours bringing
soothing relief. Feels good
—does good.

GET A TUBE OR CAN
FROM YOUR
DRUGGIST.

FOR 80/1$-

Antiphlogistine

WE WILL PAY YOU *25

I

' for selling 50 boxes 21 for $1 Christmas Cards.
Also 50 and 25 for $1 embossed with name
on. Samples on approval.
Merit Card Co., Dept. F, TO William St., Newark 2, H.J.

[women]

With Form

,

Tailored

d;
Women go wild about “Form-Tailored”
Lingerie—new, glamorous styling, new
kind of fitting, high quality workman-
ship. Low prices bring quick orders.
Also fine hosiery, girdles and under-
wear for the whole family. If you want
money, full or spare time, write today
for complete, beautiful, illustrated
Style Equipment — sent ABSOLUTELY
FREE.

WORLD'S STAR-MALLOCH
Dept. H-39, Grand Rapids, Mich.

50 s

AMMING SPACE TIME PROFITS

^CHRISTMAS (ARDS

|f**l
WITH
NAME
PRINTED

Sell Leader 21 -card $1 box, make up to

50c profit. Most complete line Christ-

mas and Everyday Boxes, Name Imprinted
cards and stationery. 25 Top Moneymakers.
NO EXPERIENCE OR MONEY NEEDED
TO START. SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.

EMPIRE CARD

BeIS*flairdreMer
Simplified, modern hair-styling course complete with illus-
trated step-by-step instructions teaches you how to style
your own “Coiffure” for any occasion, right in your own
home. Learn professional secrets & methods. Tested!
Proved! Amazing results! Thousands of others have
learned, and saved time and money. Why not you ? Don’t
delay! Send for it now! Complete course only $2.00 post-
paid—or C.O.D. plus postal charges.
PATH-TO-BEAUTY BOX 4919 MIAMI 29, FLA.

MAKE MONEY— lots of it— between now and
Christmas. Amazing values in PERSONAL IM-
PRINTED CARDS including SO for $1. and 25 for
$1. Also fast-selling BOXES including our outstand-
ing "BLUE RIBBON" ASSORTMENT. Gift wrappings, etch-
ings. Religious Assortments. Samples sent on approval.
No experience necessary. CHAS. A. BELZ CO.
Dept. M-2 914 Walnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

fast and funny Hollywood version of the Broadway
hit. (Aug.)

DESERT .FURY—Paramount: Disregard this

“Fury”—it's nothing but a cryptically told tale about
a lot of unpleasant people out in the desert. Burt
Lancaster is miscast, as is Mary Astor; Lisabeth
Scott and John Hodiak make an unconvincing ro-

mantic team. Big tries at big heroics degenerate
into a laughingstock. (Aug.)

DISHONORED LADY — Chertok-Stromberg-UA:
Nothing real about this whole business except Hedy
Lamarr’s beauty. She still manages to look imper-
ious even when she’s a neurotic. John Loder tries

to be a wolf and poor Dennis O'Keefe just doesn't
know what to make of the whole thing. (July)

\/DOWN TO EARTH—Columbia: Rita Hayworth
comes down to earth as the Muse Terpsichore to
play the lead in Larry Parks’s musical She sticks
a celestial finger in the pie and almost spoils every-
thing until Mr. Jordan sets her straight. Lots of
songs and dances in Technicolor. (July)

\/DUEL IN THE SUN—Vanguard
:
Jennifer Jones

loves two men—wild-oat sower Gregory Peck and his

even-keel brother Joseph Cotten way down in Texas.
Its big-time overtones, plus Lillian Gish’ and Lionel
Barrymore, still don’t make it any more than a
dressed-up “melodrammer.” (June)

EGG AND I. THE—Universal: The rough-and-
riotous best seller had everyone laughing but the
film turned into a rather scrambled egg with Fred
MacMurray and Claudette Colbert looking chic in a
chic setting. There’s a blonde millionairess down the
road; and one of the Kettles is clean I Marjorie Main
helps some but not enough. (July)

FARMER’S DAUGHTER. THE—RKO : This is

the way democratic politics should work, with Joseph
Cotten, Loretta Young and Ethel Barrymore running
things. Ixiretta is the servant Katy in Cotten's home
and what she does to the electorate makes an amusing
make-believe evening. (June)

y'^FRAMED—Columbia: Glenn Ford gets picked
up, then let down by beautiful schemer Janis Carter
and wicked Barry Sullivan. Filled with Ford’s spe-
cial brand of acting. (June)

I/'GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, THE—20th Century-
Fox: A different and diverting piece about ghost Rex
Harrison who doesn’t like the idea of Mrs. Gene
Tierney Muir coming to live in his former home. He
haunts her; they get romantic; George Sanders gets
delightfully wolfish, Edna Best and Vanessa Brown
are there, along with bright comedy touches. (Aug.)

GHOST GOES WILD, THE—Republic: Everybody
else goes wild in this, too. James Ellison and his
butler Edward Everett Horton walk around in sheets
while Anne Gwynne registers horror. Ruth Donnelly
isn’t scared; you won’t be either. (July)

\S\SGREA T EXPECTATIONS—Universal-Inter-
national- You won’t be disappointed for a single min-
ute by this English film based on the Dickens novel.
A “young man of great expectations” falls heir to a
fortune, leads a life of romance and mystery. It has
everything needed for a laurel-winner plus John Mills
and Valerie Hobson. (July)

\VGREEN FOR DANGER — Eagle-Lion: Alastair
Sim as Inspector Cockrill straightens out a murderous
mix-up with white-clad doctors Trevor Howard and
Leo Genn making good suspects. Rosamund John
and Sally Gray are the nurses; the British plot’s good
enough to give you shivers if you’re a mystery-lover.
(Aug.)

y'HIGH BARBAREE—M-G-M; A money-maker
with two favorite blondes, Van Johnson and June
Allyson, who start out as a little boy and girl dream-
ing about a fabulous mountain, High Barbaree. It
takes lots of homey incidents in an Iowa town, the
war and Thomas Mitchell to get the two on the right
road to the heights. (June)

HIT PARADE OF 1947—Republic: Headliners of
the entertainment world; Joan Edwards, Eddie Al-
bert, Constance Moore and Gil Lamb turn in another
musical about show business that’s not hard to take.
Woody Herman and his orchestra swing in; Roy
Rogers has a guest spot. (Aug.)

HOMESTEADERS OF PARADISE VALLEY—
Republic: Allan Lane as Red Ryder has to clean up
a lot of trouble in a Western valley with the help of
Little Beaver and Ann Todd. (July)

HOMESTRETCH, THE—20th Century-Fox: Cornel
Wilde is called upon to act like a hare-brained was-
trel in a film about horses and race tracks. The
races are fairly exciting, the romantic problems of
Wilde and Maureen O’Hara less so. (July)

HONEYMOON—RKO: An attempt at some fun
with Shirley Temple trying to catch up with soldier
Guy Madison in Mexico City in order to marry him
and Franchot Tone trying to catch up with her zany
doings. It has colorful shots of flowers and serapes
but the comedy doesn’t quite come off. (July)

jy'/T HAPPENED IN BROOKLYN—M-G-M: As
perky goings-on in Brooklyn as you’d want with
genial Frank Sinatra as the ex-veteran who meets up
with music teacher Kathryn Grayson. Jimmy Durante
steals the show in his best linguistic manner and Peter
Lawford is the nice Englishman. (June)

DO YOU WANT***

Longer Hair?
THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY

SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!

• Hair May Get Longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded

by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.

Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if not delighted. See ifJuelene’s tendency to help

your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous

than it has been before

—

in just one short week
helps your hair gain its normal beauty.

G brunettes, blondes, titiansi

Just try this System on your HAIR seven

days and see if you are really enjoying the

pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often

captures Love and Romance for you.

* Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory

Offer today, and know at last the happiness of pos-

sessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.

JUEL COMPANY, 4727 N. Damen, Chicago 25, Illinois

inIrodTctoTyToopon ! S

I JUEL COMPANY, Dept. N-610
| 4727 North Damen, Chicago 25, III.

I Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the f
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t

|
b show satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back. ,

I am enclosing $1.00.
O Send C. O. D. plus postage.

I JUELENE Comes in 2 Forms
POMADE LIQUID

! i

•
I ADDRESS •

I

| CITY ZONE STATE I

jj
8g§“ 0ur Customers Participate in Gifts

j|

P
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The Free-Vue Beauty Mirror... an

amazing new idea that frees both

hands for glamour treatments! $1
98

Reversible—regular and magnifying glass!

Adjust it to any angle!

F Fold it flat when not in use!

^ Prop it on any flat surface!

^ Hang it 'round your neck or on the wall!

t Take it where the light is brightest!

P Sturdy, lustrous, clear plastic frame!

IDEAL CONVALESCENT GIFT

FOR HOME OR HOSPITAL!

DORSET SALES CO.
226 Wooster St., New York 12, N. Y.

Please send me Free-Vue Beoufy Mirrors

ot $1 .98 each.

Cosh Money Order C.O.D.

Add 15c. shipping charge. Add 2% City Sales

Tax within N. Y. City.

LIKELY STORY, A—RKO: Contrived nonsense
about Bill Williams and Barbara Hale with some
fake-insurance-policy business, a few silly gangster
scenes and a lot of confusion. If the story had been
likelier everyone might have had a better chance.
(Aug.)

yyLOCKET, THE—RKO: Your eyes keep get-
ting bigger and bigger watching what Laraine Day
does. Robert Mitchum and Brian Aherne know all

about her past, which has lots of events in it. (June)

yyMIRACLE ON 34th ST.—20th Century-Fox: A
hit takes over with Edmund Gwenn making a magnifi-
cent Santa Claus in a film that shouldn’t be missed.
John Payne, Maureen O’Hara, Natalie Wood and
Macy’s and Gimbel’s are all in there pitching fast;
there’s plenty of comedy to keep you chuckling and
send you home cheering. (Aug.)

MONSIEUR VERDO UX—Chaplin-UA : Charles
Chaplin presents a picture that’s aroused more curios-
ity than a dozen thrillers. It's brilliant in spots with
touches of -the old Chaplin genius, but the theme of
excusing murder on economic grounds is questionable.
You may not like the film, but you’ll love scene-
stealer Martha Raye. (Aug.)

y.MOSS ROSE—20th Century-Fox: Victor Mature
looks tall, dark and enigmatic in this murder mystery
that has Peggy Cummins, Vincent Price and Ethel
Barrymore to spice it up. Plot and people are fairly
credible; there are some chills from the murders, lots
of thrills from Mature. (Aug.)

I
/NORTHWEST OUTPOST—Republic: Fancy
costumes, fancy doings in a Russian outpost in old
California, and Nelson Eddy’s voice make this into
a pleasant little operetta. Elsa Lanchester and Ilona
Massey are the females; Eddy looks fine, sings better.
(Aug.)

OREGON TRAIL SCOUTS—Republic: Allan Lane
as Red Ryder gets mixed up in the usual sort of
crooked business with Roy Barcroft as the villain this
time. It’s a small-fry special. (Aug.)

MOTHER LOVE, THE—Enterprise-UA: Barbara
Stanwyck’s the woman patient at a tubercular sani-
tarium run by doctor David Niven. She should stay
and recover but instead she runs away to the Riviera
gay life with handsome Richard Conte. (July)

PATIENT VANISHES, THE — Film Classics:
James Mason in his old English role of detective Nick
Cardby plays around at sleuthing in a weak mystery.
If you just can’t do without Mason you may like a
look at him in his younger days, otherwise, don’t
bother. (Aug.)

Nome

Addrest

City-Slate.

% Spare Time—Full Time

AS LOW AS I

>0> $
1

'H NAME 4 IMPRINTED |

CHRISTMAS

CARDS
Complete Line! Exclusive
Name Imprinted Personal
Cards. Also smart Box
Assortments— including 21

Christmas Folders $1, our

famous matched Christmas

and Everyday Gift Wrap
Ensembles, Religious,
Everyday, Humorous,
many others. Write TODAY
for SAMPLES.

LreSART STUDIO Sire.

1225CliffordAv.,Dept. P- 1

9 j

Rochester 5, N.Y.

yyPERILS OF PAULINE—-Paramount: The old
serial heroine Pauline is back again with Betty Hut-
ton as Pearl White to give you some of the best fun
you’ve ever had. Billy De Wolfe, John Lund, Wil-
liam Demarest and Constance Collier give you a per-
fect picture of the old-time movie days. (July)

I/yPOSSESSED—Warners: Scaled to adult size,
this is the grim study of the approach of insanity in
Joan Crawford’s mind. Van Heflin and Raymond
Massey help put over strongly a picture that is more
psychological study than entertainment. Crawford
turns in a stirring performance. (Aug.)

yRAMROD—Enterprise-UA: Here’s another wicked
lady—Veronica Lake—who makes strong-minded he-
roes of the West weak in the head. Joel McCrea is

the guy who doesn’t catch on until it’s almost too late
that she'd just as soon murder as wink. (June)

s/shocking miss pilgrim, the—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: This had a big opportunity in a brand-new
plot—a female “typewriter” who walks into a staid
Boston office in 1874. It could have been a diverting
comedy, but it peters out instead into a love duet be-
tween Betty Grable and her boss Dick Haymes.
Fair enough, but could have been better. (June)

1/SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK, THE—Cali-

fornia-UA: Harold Lloyd comes back to make a silly

picture about one Harold Diddlebock who goes oft

his routine track and ends up with a circus. Lots of
nonsense that’s fun if you’re in the mood. (July)

SPOILERS OF THE NORTH—Republic : Trouble,
trouble in this one about salmon-fishing up in Alaska.
Paul Kelly’s a crooked operator; James A. Millican is

his good and honest brother who wins out in the end.
Evelyn Ankers is a cool and calm city gal, but every-
one's talents are wasted. (Aug.)

TARZAN AND THE HUNTRESS—RKO: Some
hunters (one’s Patricia Morison) invade Johnny
Weissmuller’s jungle in search of zoo specimens, but
they’re defeated before they ever start. (June)

THEY WON’T BELIEVE ME—RKO: You can sit

in with the jury while the accused, Robert Young,
tells of his treatment of his wife Rita Johnson, his
conniving with bad girl Susan Hayward and his

philandering with Jane Greer. After you’ve been in-

terested by his story, you can decide about the ver-

dict. (Aug.)

TIME OUT OF MIND—Universal-International:
The novel was a best-seller, but the film fell flat on its

high-minded nose. Phyllis Calvert is good as the
housekeeper’s daughter who tries to make a musician
of Robert Hutton. (June)

yTROUBLE WITH WOMEN, THE—Paramount

:

Teresa Wright and Ray Milland lend their talents to

So
Sell CHILTON
Christmas Cards

Make BIG

MONEY/

SAMPLES
j

FREE

Show friends . . . neigh- ^lllllHllllAt1! with

bors these sensational
bargain Christmas Cards.
Everyone wants . . . buys.
Just show samples — take orders— no risk. Come
in beautiful new designs— rich colors-—fine papers.

17 Smart Popular Assortments
AMAZING LINE all fast sellers. 21 -card “Prize”
Christmas Cards, Religious, FineArts, Humorous.
Everyday, Gift Wraps, retail $1.00. Get “Prize’*

Christmas assortment on approval. Write today!

CHILTON GREETINGS CO., Dept.23-F.
147 ESSEX STREET • BOSTON, MASS.

BRUSHAWAY

GRAY
HAIR
...AND LOOK 10
YEARS YOUNGER

• Now; at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and SI.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 289, COVINGTON, KY.

embarrassing scaly _

disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-staining Dermoil.
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or si

Grateful users, often
years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared and —
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agroo-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re-

funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

¥
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test .

est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Writ_e today for

your test bottle. Caution: Use onfy as directed. Print name
plainly. Don't delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores a_nd.other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 9504, Detroit 4, Mich.

Why be OVERWEIGHT
when you can lose 12 lbs.

—

a single month!
And you can—easily, safely,
the Common Sense Wav’.
Whether you are over-weight
or merely want to rid your-
self of overly large hips,
thighs or thick ankles, Syl-
via of Hollywood gets right
down to honest facts con-
cerning your figure faults in
her amazing book— “No
More Alibis!”

No Harmful Drugs

PostageJwW prepaid

No Starvation Diets

No Appliances Needed

The author, who successfully reduced famous
Hollywood stars, tells you how you, too, can
acquire a lovely, slender figure, feel 100% better

and look years younger besides in just no time
at all 1

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, Inc., Dept. PP947

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.
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ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your 2 4ai< Cl 2C

enlargement. * ,u*

SEND NO MONEY Just mail photo.
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage — or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Ta
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. 1557-l Chicago (11). III.

^- Take easy, big profit

orders from friends, others. Show
Christmas Cards with name — 6 big lines

selling at 60 for $1.00 op. Amazing designs,

gorgeous papers. FREE SAMPLES. Alsosell

$1.00 assortments of Christmas Cards, Gift

Wrappings, Everyday Cards, Stationery.

MAKE BIG MONEY QUICK -write today 1

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.

.

McCallBldg.,Deptx- 1 1 ,
Memphis.Tenn.^

Sell
Nome-Imprinted

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

SO fw’I
Also

Assortments

SHORTHAND in

Weeks at Home
Famous Speedwriting system. No signs or

symbols: uses ABC’s. Easy to learn, easy

to write and transcribe. Fast preparation for a job. Sur-

prisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail. Used in

leading offices and Civil Service. Write for free booklet.

Speedwriting, Dept. 609-7, 55 W. 42 St., N. Y. 18

make money
Extracash foryou daily! Sell Christ-
mas and Everyd ay Card Assort-
ments for $1; alsoName-Imprinted
Christmas Cards, 60 for$l. No ex-

'

perience is necessary. Send today
for samples on approval. Write
COLONIAL STUDIOS, Inc
642 S. Summer St., Dept. 2 9 -X, Holyoke, Mass.

ti
dSfiL. W

'flsh
NEW HEALTHY HAIR
Nature created hair! Man killed it! Nerves plus energy
stimulate hair growth. Scientific method. No massages.
No liquid tonics. No medicines. Just by using the new
REST-O- RATO R, nerve center energizer, an inexpensive,

compact electrical instrument that stimulates hair growth.

Send for FREE booklet.

THE REST-0-RAT0R LABORATORY, Dept. L
360 N. Park Avenue. Pomona, California

IMAGINE
THIS! I

5 GREAT MONEY-MAKING LINES

PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CARDS
FREE SAMPLES PERSONAE STATIONERY

Bid line C.lirisimuH urul Everyday amort*
nicnlN. Sell only SOe to$ 1.00—your profit.

25c to SSe per box. Extra bonus. Write
today for free samples personal Christ-

mas cards, stationery, and Leader 2 1 -surd

Oliriillnius, 16-card Feature All-Occasion
assortments on approval. Special Offers.

ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO., Dept. M -235, Elmira, N. Y.

Keep them safe-enjoy them always
EngelArt Corners are neat, easy
to usefor mounting prints, cards,
stamps, etc. Six styles and colors.
New Poc-kets permit filing nega-
tives in back of prints. At photo
supply and album counters or send
10c for pkg. of 1 00 and free samples

Engel ArtCornersMfg.Co
Dept. 70 w. 4711 N. Clark Chlcago40

Christmas Caras
Earn money in spare time I Magnificent Personal
Card Lines, name imprinted, 26 for $1 and 26

ments, including 21-Card “Feature” Box,
unmatched for beauty. Sells for
•rofit op to 60c. Gift Wrappings.

NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY FAST
Sell Big-Value Christmas Cards
Show leading line of greeting cards! Smart-
est designs, newest decorations . . . greatest
values. N?me-ImprlntedChristmasCards
—50 and 25 for $1. Show 22 different su-
perb Assortments. “Supercraft” 21 -card
Christmas, Religious, Humorous, Everyday,
Stationery. Write today for 21-card assort-
ment sent on approval and FREE samples.
Phillips CardCo.. 843 Hunt St. .Newton.Mass.

a film that’s just a time-passer. It has to do with a

psychology professor who thinks women should be
pushed around and a girl reporter who pushes him
around instead. Brian Donlevy helps things. (July)

\/TWO MRS. CARROLLS, THE—Warners : Mr.
Carroll is Humphrey Bogart and Mrs. is Barbara
Stanwyck. They seem an ideal married couple until

you and Barbara begin to find out what happened to

the first Mrs. Carroll. (June)

V'V'UNFAITHFUL, THE—’Warners: Hard-hitting
and suspenseful, this has Ann Sheridan doing a good
job as the week-old bride whose husband Zachary
Scott goes overseas for three years. Unfaithfulness
leads to a murder charge with Lew Ayres as the law-
yer. Thoughtful movie-goers will like it. (Aug.)

i/'WELCOME STRANGER—Paramount : Everyone
takes it easy—Bing sings genially, Barry Fitzgerald’s

Cupid and Joan Caulfield acts the pretty foil. The
plot lailygags pleasantly along the route of a city doc-

tor’s sojourn in a Maine village. (June)

WINTER WONDERLAND—Republic: There’s a
ski ballet starring Lynne Roberts and Charles Drake,
a daring rescue from a cavern and some fancy skat-

ing in this innocuous tale about life in a winter resort.

If you’re a winter-sports enthusiast, you may mildly
enjoy the mild goings-on. (Aug.)

WOMAN ON THE BEACH, THE—RKO: Joan
Bennett slinks along a deserted beach with Robert
Ryan who has a bad case of war nerves. They’re
made worse when he meets Joan’s blind husband
Charles Bickford and gets mixed up in their morbid
lives. (July)

WYOMING — Republic: Big rancher Bill Elliott

fights the Homestead Act, but daughter Vera Ralston
and John Carroll think the law’s right. This runs
along inconspicuously on the tried-and-true Western
trail with Albert Dekker, Mme. Ouspenskaya. (Aug.)

YANKEE FAKIR—Republic: You see only the back
of the villain’s head until the end of the picture, but
you know all along who murdered Joan Woodbury’s
father. Too bad traveling pitchman Douglas Fowley
couldn’t have guessed too. (July)

Casts of Current Pictures

BOB, SON OF BATTLE—20th Century-Fox: David
M’Adam, Lon McCallister; Maggie, Peggy Ann Gar-
ner; Adam M’Adam, Edmund Gwenn; James Moore,
Reginald Owen; Long Kirby, Charles Irwin; Samuel
Thornton, Dave Thursby; MacKenzie, John Rogers;
Ferguson, Leyland Hodgson; Tammas, Harry Allen;
Parson Leggy Hornbut, Edgar Norton; Lady Eleanor,
Norma Varden; Mrs. Moore, Jean Prescott; Mac-
Ivor, Houseley Stevenson; Steward Cyril Thornton;
Court Judge, James Finlayson; Judges, C. Montague
Shaw, George Mel ford and Charles Knight.

BRUTE FORCE—Universal-International: Joe Col-
lins, Burt Lancaster; Captain Munsey, Hume Cronyn;
Gallagher, Charles Bickford; Gina, Yvonne De Carlo;
Ruth, Ann Blyth; Cora, Ella Raines; Flossie, Anita
Colby; Louie, Sam Levene; Soldier, Howard Duff;
Dr. Walters, Art Smith; Warden Barnes, Roman
Bohnen; Spencer, John Hoyt; McCollum, Richard
Gaines; Ferrara, Frank Puglia; Freshman, Jeff
Corey; Muggsy, Vince Barnett; Crenshaw, James
Bell; Kid Coy, Jack Overman; Tom Lister, Whit
Bissell; Calypso, Sir Lancelot; Jackson, Ray Teal;
Hodges, Jay C. Flippen; Wilson, James O’Rear;
Gaines, Howland Chamberlin; Bronski, Kenneth Pat-
terson; Armed Guard in Drain Pipe, Crane Whitley;
Andy, Charles McGraw; Roberts, John Harmon;
Hoffman, Gene Stutenroth; Peary, Wally Rose;
Strella, Carl Rhodes; Convict Foreman, Guy Beach;
Bradley, Edmund Cobb; Machine Gunner, Tom Steele.

DEEP VALLEY—Warners: Libby, Ida Lupino;.
Barry, Dane Clark; Barker, Wayne Morris; Mrs.
Saul, Fay Bainter; Mr. Saul, Henry Hull; Sheriff,
Willard Robertson.

FIESTA—M-G-M: Maria Morales, Esther Williams;
Chato Vasquez, Akim Tamiroff; Mario Morales, Ri-
cardo Montalban; Jose "Pepe” Ortega, John Carroll;
Senora Morales, Mary Astor; Conchita, Cyd Charisse;
Antonio Morales, Fortunio Bonanova; Maximino Con-
treras, Hugo Haas; Maria Morales (as a child), Jean
Van; Mario Morales (as a child), Joey Preston;
Doctor, Frank Puglia; The Basque Singers, Los
Bocheros; The Tourist, Alan Napier.

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS—Nebenzal-UA: Michael,
Robert Cummings; Duke Byron, Brian Donlevy;
Drusilla Wainright, Jorja Curtright; Ginger, Mar-
jorie Reynolds; Bill Plumber, Bill Goodwin; Rev.
Wainwright, John Litel; Sheriff, Stuart Erwin;
Treason, Gerald Mohr; Judd, Edgar Kennedy; Mrs.
O’Donnell, Lurene Tuttle.

HUCKSTERS, THE—M-G-M: Victor Albee Nor-
man, Clark Gable; Kay Dorrance, Deborah Kerr;
Evan Llewellyn Evans, Sydney Greenstreet; Mr.
Kimberly. Adolphe Menjou; Jean Ogilvie, Ava Gard-
ner; Buddy Hare, Keenan Wynn; Dave Lash, Ed-
ward Arnold; Valet, Aubrey Mather; Cooke, Richard
Gaines; Max Herman, Frank Albertson; Georgie
Gaver, Douglas Fowley; Michael Michaelson, Clin-
ton Sundberg; Mrs. Kimberly, Gloria Holden; Betty,
Connie Gilchrist; Regina Kennedy, Kathryn Card;
Miss Hammer, Lillian Bronson; Secretary, Vera
Marshe; Allison, Ralph Bunker; Kimberly Recep-
tionist, Virginia Dale; Blake, Jimmy Conlin.

Hira
RU-ED FASHIONS, 838 6th Ave., N. Y. C.

Rush me "Starlight Magic” at $7.95. I’ll

• pay postman

.

..plus postacag<
I may return same for refund
prepaid, you’ll pay postage.

Circle Sizes 9 10 II 12

First Color Choice

e. If not delighted,
within 10 days. If

13 14 15 16

Second Color Choice

Also —"Black Magic,"

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _ZONE_ ..STATE

SENT ON APPROVAL

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS QUICK MONEY-SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections, in-
stead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you can play many popular songs.

Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 3069 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10, N.Y.

FREE

BOOKLET
U. S. School of Music, 3069 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample,
I would like to play (Name instrument).

Instrument.
Have you
•Instrument?....***-*

Name
(Please Print)

Address.



“PRESS DOWN? Not with my NEW BISSELL*!"

New "Biseo-Nlatic”* Brush Action
sweeps clean without any pressure

on the handle!

Yes—even under tables and beds

!

Just glide the sweeper. This new
feature adjusts the brush auto-

matically to any rug, anywhere!

“Bisco-Matic” Bissells are avail-

able now in limited quantities at

Bissell dealers only—complete with

exclusive “Sta-up” Handle, and
easy “Flip-O” Empty.

NEW BISSELL SWEEPERS
with patented "Bisco-Matic” Brush Action

*«EQ. U. 8. PATENT OFF. BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO., GRAND RAPIDS 2, MICH.

P

HOLMES &EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID
0

SILVERPLATE

t&Aet

aperked talfe

Begin with these

fiSs Sr
s'. C\
-7/in''/ll\v

The two blocks of

Sterling inlaid at back

of bowls and handles

of most used spoons

and forks. They make
this silverplate stay

lovelier longer. Fifty-

two piece set $68.50

with chest. (No Fed-

eral Tax.)

Copyright 1S47, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division,

Meriden, Conn. Sold In Canada by : The T. Eaton Co., ltd., «Reg. U. S. Pat. OIL

FOR SELLING 100 ASSORTMENTS
'of 21 gorgeous CHRISTMAS CARDS wonh^-—

-

IlOc to 25c each. Sells $1.00-profit up to 50c. /
FREC

|Sample box on approval. 75 m
akers Special Offers WRITE TODAY>

HEDENKAMP & CO., 3*3 Broadway, Dept. S-6, New York 13. N. Y.

See your dealer now for this BIG
electric refrigerator that fits into
small or crowded kitchens. Com-
plete with a built-in 25 lb. Frozen
Food Locker, a roomy Vegetable
Crisp-O-Lator and Coolerator’s
"Econ-o-Mizer” Freezing Unit.

*T. M. Reg. U. S.Pat. Off.

REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS

The Coolerator Company, Dept. MW-97
Duluth 1, Minnesota

1 WONDER WHO’S KISSING HER NOW—20th
Century-Fox: Katie, June Haver; Joe Howard, Mark
Stevens; Lulu Madison, Martha Stewart; Will
Hough, Reginald Gardiner; Fritzi Barrington, Lenore
Aubert; Jim Mason, William Frawley; Tommy Yale,
Gene Nelson; Martin Webb, Truman Bradley; John
McCullem, George Cleveland; Charley, Harry Sey-
mour; T. J. Milford, Lewis L. Russell; Kassel, John
“Skins” Miller; Karl, Lew Hearn; Anita, Eve Mil-
ler; Marie, Florence O’Brien; Harris, Emmett
Vogan; Mr. Fennabeck, Milton Parsons; King Louis,
Dewey Robinson; Pres. Theodore Roosevelt, John
Morton; Mr. Kurlinger, Robert Emmett Keane;
Stage Doorman, John Sheehan; Chef, Sam McDaniel;
Clerk, John Arledge; Song Plugger, Steve Olsen;
Stage Managers, Frank Scanned, Harry Cheshire;
Bartender, Joe Whitehead; Critic, Perry Ivins;
Doorman, Herbert Heywood; Cigarette Girl, Claire
Richards; Italian Barber, Antonio Fidauri; Stage
Hands, Eddie Dunn and Ralph Dunn.

IVY—Universal-International: Ivy, Joan Fontaine;
Roger Gretorex, Patric Knowles; Miles Rushworth,
Herbert Marshall; Jervis Lexton, Richard Ney; In-
spector, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Mrs. Gretorex, Lucille
Watson; Martha Huntley, Sara Allgood; Judge,
Henry Stephenson; Emily, Rosalind Ivan.

LIVING IN A BIG WAY—M-G-M: Leo Gogarty,
Gene Kelly; Margaud Morgan, Marie McDonald;
D. Rutherford Morgan, Charles Winninger; Peggy
Randall, Phyllis Thaxter; Mrs. Morgan, Spring
Byington; Abigail Morgan, Jean Adair; Everett Han-
over Smythe, Clinton Sundberg; Stuart, John War-
burton; Schultz, Wm. “Bill” Phillips.

LONG NIGHT, THE—RKO: Joe, Henry Fonda;
Jo Ann, Barbara Bel Geddes; Maximilian, Vincent
Price; Charlene, Ann Dvorak; Sheriff, Howard Free-
man; Chief of Police, Moroni Olsen; Frank, Elisha
Cook Jr.; Janitor's Wife, Queenie Smith; Bill, David
Clarke; Policeman, Charles McGraw; Peggy, Patty
King; Freddie, Robert A. Davis.

LURED—Stromberg-UA : Robert Fleming, George
Sanders; Sandra Carpenter, Lucille Ball; Inspector
Temple, Charles Coburn; Maxwell, Alan Mowbray;
Julian Wilde, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Officer Barrett,
George Zucco; Dr. Moryani, Joseph Calleia; Lucy
Barnard, Tanis Chandler; Artist, Boris Karloff.

REPEAT PERFORMANCE—Eagle-Lion: Barney
Page, Louis Hayward; Sheila Page, Joan Leslie;
William Williams, Richard Basehart; Paula Costello,
Virginia Field; John Friday, Tom Conway; Eloise
Shaw, Natalie Schafer; Bess Nichols, Benay Venuta;
Mattie, Ilka Gruning.

ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE, THE—M-G-M:
Henry Carson, Van Johnson; Gill MacBean

l
Thomas

Mitchell; Lissy Anne McBean, Janet Leigh; Ben
MacBean, Marshall Thompson; Sairy MacBean,
Selena Royle; John Dcssapk, Charles Dingle; Andrew
MacBean, Dean Stockwell; Cal Baggett. Guy Kib-
bee; Emily Baggett, Elisabeth Risdon; Badge Des-
sark, Jim Davis; Dan Yeary, Russell Simpson; Ninny
Nat, O. Z. Whitehead; John Willhart, James Bell;

Mrs. Willhart, Joyce Arling; Ad Buchanan, William
Bishop; Tom Yeary, Paul Langton.

SADDLE PALS—Republic: Gene, Gene Autry;
Shelly Brooks. Lynne Roberts; Waldo T. Brooks Jr.,

Sterling Holloway; Thaddeus Bellweather, Irving Ba-
con; Brad Collins, Damian O’Flynn; William
Schooler, Charles Amt; Robin Brooks, Jean Van;
Dad Gardner. Tom London; Leslie, Charles Wil-
liams; Sheriff, Francis McDonald; Dippy, George
Chandler; Jailer, Edward Gargan; and Cass County
Boys.

VARIETY GIRL—Paramount: Catherine Brown,
Mary Hatcher; Amber La Vonne, Olga San Juan;
Bob Kirby, DeForest Kelley; Barker, William
Demarest; Stage Manager, Frank Faylen; /. R.
O’Connell, Frank Ferguson: and Bing Crosby, Bob
Hope, Gary Cooper, Ray Milland, Alan Ladd, Bar-
bara Stanwyck, Paulette Goddard, Dorothy Lamour,
Veronica Lake, Sonny Tufts, Joan Caulfield, William
Holden, Lizabeth Scott, Burt Lancaster, Gail Russell,
Diana Lynn, Sterling Hayden, Robert Preston, John
Lund, William Bendix, Barry Fitzgerald, Cass
Daley, Howard Da Silva, Billy De Wolfe, Mac-
donald Carey, Arleen Whelan, Patric Knowles, Mona
Freeman, Cecil Kellaway, Johnny Coy, Virginia
Field, Richard Webb, Stanley Clements.

WEB. THE—Universal-International: Noel Faraday,
Ella Raines; Robert Regan, Edmond O’Brien; Lieut.
Damico, William Bendix; Andrew Colby, Vincent
Price; Murdock, John Abbott; Martha Kroner, Maria
Palmer; Leopold Kroner, Fritz Leiber; James Nolan,
Howland Chamberlin; Emilio Canepa, Tito Vuolo;
District Attorney, Wilton Graff.

Hit the favorite night spots of

your flicker favorites— captured in

lovely California color in

Photoplay’s

October Hollywood Tour

L’A’P- .1’.»• - --
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It's a gloriously new, different Drene! A miracle

shampoo adored by shining Hollywood stars like

Merle Oberon. A wonderfully improved shampoo that

now lets your hair shine like the stars!your

Merle Oberon tells you: “It’s easy to keep your hair

shining with new Drene!” For this shampooing

marvel now makes quicker, richer, more active lather.

Brings out all the sheen now hidden by dulling

soap film. Aes, far more sheen— by actual test—
than you get with any soap shampoo.

Never dries out your hair! Instead, new
improved Drene actually helps guard against

“fly-away dryness.” Now leaves your hair

softer— smoother— far easier to set, curl, and

arrange. Start now to use this shampoo of lovely

stars in Hollywood. Get new Drene today.

Guaranteed by %
Good Housekeeping

4ornmsto First Shampoo ever to bring you ALL of these Beauty Miracles!

gow! Better for

types of ht Reveals ALL the sheen in your hair

Never dries out your hair

Leaves hair far easier to manage
Marvelous hair conditioning action

Luxurious instant lather

Removes unsightly dandruff

No acid after-rinses needed

Flower-fresh fragrance

New improved Drene is at your dealer’s now
in the familiar blue-and-yellow package.

ron



Copyright 1947, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co

A Always Milder

B Better Tasting

C pooler Smoking
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Olivia de Havilland

By Paul Hesse

LARRY PARKS

by Louella 0. Parsons

THAT'S HOLLYWOOD

kolsky

LA
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maxwell



Your Skin is

Smoother, Softer, too,

with just One Cake

of Camay!

You’re the object of attentions and affections when

your skin is soft and lovely! So isn’t it wonderful that

just one cake of Camay can give your skin a softer,

smoother look. Put aside careless cleansing—go on

the Camay Mild-Soap Diet! Follow directions on the

Camay wrapper and watch your beauty bloom!

MRS. WILLIAM ALBERT TRISCHETT

the former Dorothy Bertuch of Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

bridal portrait painted by

MEET THE TRISCHETTS

Back at Dartmouth after a long tour overseas,

Bill asked Dorothy, his high school

sweetheart, to the Winter Carnival. Then
and there they decided their romance was
real! Dorothy set a date.

Now Bill gives

Dorothy golf lessons near their Hanover
home. He’s helped her game. And her beauty

tip can help your complexion:—"Go on the

Camay Mild-Soap Diet for a softer skin!”

•nriFucwoMeN



CUPID: Who else? Funny thing, though, some gi

come here with husbands. Honeymooning, I think

they call it. But, of course, they're girls with

sparkling smiles.

GIRL: Listen, my fine feathered fiend, if I could coax

a little sparkle into my smile, I would, believe me!

I brush my teeth regularly, but all I get is—

CUPID: Maybe some “pink” on your tooth brush?

and what’s a little “pink’GIRL: Bright, aren’t you . .

.

in my young life?

CUPID: Grow up, youngster. “Pink” is a sign to see

your dentist. He’ll tell you what’s behind it. And if it

turns out to be simply a case of soft foods robbing

your gums of exercise, he may suggest “the helpful

stimulation of Ipana and gentle massage.”

GIRL: Fine, fine . . . but by what higher mathematics

does all this add up to one big, bright smile?

CUPID: Elementary, my dear witless. Sparkling smiles

depend largely on firm, healthy gums. So, if your dentist

advises massage, go to it, gal. 9 out of 10 dentists today do

recommend gum massage . . . regularly or in special cases,

according to a just-completed nationwide survey.

And what’s more, they prefer Ipana Tooth Paste

2 to 1 for their own personal use.

^ Product Of

Bristol-Myers

HOW TO MASSAGE YOUR GUMS. Gently mas-
sage at the gum line, always keeping fingertip

in contact with the tooth surface. It’s at the gum
line, where teeth and gums meet, that so many
troubles start — where gentle massage can be so

helpful. Between regular visits to your dentist, help

him guard your smile of beauty.
P
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Every few years we get the Ten Best
craze. You know—What ten books
would you like to take to a desert island?

What ten films? What ten girls?

The last time
we had it was
when “Mrs.
Miniver” was
released.
Everybody
sent in his or
her ten-best list.

Now we’ve got it again. We’ve seen
M-G-M’s “Song of Love” and we’re
going to tell you about it. In turn, when
you’ve seen it, we want you to tell us.

We want you to list the TEN BEST
LOVE STORIES EVER PRODUCED.
And then we want to see where you
classify “Song of Love”.

To us, “Song of Love” is the ten most
exciting love stories melted into one.

It’s almost the story of love itself—the
kind of love that sings in the heart.

Katharine Hepburn,
Paul Henreid and Robert
Walker are in it. Katha-
rine plays a gifted piano
virtuosa; Paul and Robert
are two young composers.
For her ears both wrote
immortal music; for her
heart both would have
given their lives.

M-G-M has caught the
tenderness and the joy,

the inspiration and the
intimate details of their

three-way friendship.
Caught them, and set them to unfor-

gettable music.

There’s a wonderful supporting cast:

Leo G. Carroll, Henry Daniell, Henry
Stephenson, and others.

Clarence Brown, who brightened your
life with “National Velvet” and “The
Yearling”, is both director and pro-

ducer. Ivan Tors, Irmgard Von Cube,
Allen Vincent and Robert Ardrey did

the screenplay.

You’re invited to send in your list of

love stories to Leo, c/o M-G-M, 1540
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. We
want to hear from you—whether you
include “Song of Love” or not.

We think you will. p

P.S.: A few titles to get your “Song of

Love” started:

A Farewell to Arms
A Guy Named Joe
Camille
Cavalcade
Dark Victory
Flesh and the Devil
Gaslight
Gone With The Wind
It Happened One Night

Jane Eyre
Kitty Foyle
Mrs. Miniver
Random Harvest
Rebecca
San Francisco
Seventh Heaven
The Philadelphia Story
White Cliffs of Dover

FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 36 YEARS

PHOTOPLAY
Contents for October, 1947

STORY HIGHLIGHTS
Pictures for Juniors Fred R. Sammis
The Larry Parks Puzzle Louella O. Parsons
Cable from Paris Elsa Maxwell
I Was There Bud Fraker
“This Time for Keeps” (Kathryn Grayson-Johnnie Johnston)

Dorothy Deere
Get Me! John Lund
Dear Baby: (Jeanne Crain) Elaine St. Johns
Hollywood Tour
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Everyone’s listing the Screen’s Most Exciting Love Stories! Try it! It’s fun!

^ To help gel your list started, here are some all-time great love stories from M-G-M:

"THE GREAT ZIEGFELD' "SAN FRANCISCO'' 'GONE WITH THE WIND' 1 "THE PHILADELPHIA STORY" 'MRS. MINIVER'

'RANDOM HARVEST" 'A GUY NAMED JOE" 'WHITE CLIFFS OF DOVER' 'GASLIGHT'

Yes! We could go on . . .

but you get the idea! Get

up your list of 10 favorite

Love Stories . . . and s^nd

it to M-G-M, 1540 Broad-

way, New York 19, N. Y.

We want to hear from you!

M-G-M presents

KATHARINE HEPBURN • PAUL HENREID • ROBERT WALKER

A CLARENCE BROWN PRODUCTION with LEO G. CARROLL • HENRY DANIELL • HENRY STEPHENSON
Screen Ploy by IVAN TORS, IRMGARD VON CUBE & ALLEN VINCENT & ROBERT ARDREY . Produced and Directed by CLARENCE BROWN A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE 3
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A reliable guide to recent pictures. One check means good; two checks, very good; three checks, outstanding

Robert Ryan and Robert Young appeal

to your sense of justice in this fine film

Danny Kaye has the time of his life

dating with dream girl Virginia Mayo

^Crossfire (RKO-Radio)

S
TART asking questions of yourself about
your sense of justice; you’ll need the

answers after you’ve seen this picture.
First of all, it’s an excellent movie with
some excellent acting by Robert Young,
Robert Mitchum and Robert Ryan. That
trio takes a film on the touchy subject of
intolerance and makes it into an A-l
success.
Mitchum and Ryan play two soldiers in

the same outfit but far apart on their
ideas. Young is the lawyer who solves
the murder—and also thereby exposes
some American history, past and current,
of which all Americans can be ashamed.
Some sentences are spoken that have
never been whispered in movies before;

some ideas are expounded that have
hitherto been kept under cover as too
“delicate” ground; and some prototypes of

bad Americans appear that will have you
asking those questions we mentioned.
This sticks to the facts; it’s a plain film

about plain people—Protestant, Catholic
and Jew. Young William Phipps as the
bewildered Leroy can start holding out
his hand for congratulations, too—he turns
in a fine performance in a small role.

You’re not going to be preached at,

make no mistake; instead, you’re going to

be intrigued by every reel in this fine

movie.

Your Reviewer Says: Are you guilty?

^ The Secret Life of Walter Mitty (Goldwyn)

VERY short story by James Thurber
turns into a very funny idea for Danny

Kaye. He takes Walter Mitty, that bashful
henpecked little fellow who lives a life

of vicarious thrills in his daydreams, adds
some special Kaye touches and turns him
out as the leader of the month’s laugh
parade. The hens in his life cackle around
to perfection in the form of mother Fay
Bainter, fiancee Ann Rutherford, and
prospective mother-in-law Florence Bates.
They’re the reason for his escapist dreams
that will have you thinking one Thurber
had one Kaye in mind when he wrote
his piece.

You’re going to laugh all up and down
the scale at Walter turned sea captain,

drawling Southern gentleman, two-fisted
cowboy. The hearty thanks go to the deft

Kaye, playing away in his special field for

dear life, with Virginia Mayo as the best-
turned dream girl in any man’s mind.
Some Thurber addicts may look down

their noses a little at those liberties—such
as Boris Karloff—Hollywood has taken
with his plot, but they’d do better just to

sit back and watch Danny take the lead
on the take-off list. There are two Kaye
acts
—“Symphony for Unstrung Tongue”

and “Anatole of Paris;” how ardent you
are about this Kaye talent may decide
whether or no you think they—and the
picture—are a little on the long side. We’ll
take a bet you’ll come out shouting for

more.

Your Reviewer Says: Meet Walter and pin a
medal on him.

^ Golden Earrings (Paramount)

The gypsy in her attracts British

agent Ray Milland to Marlene Dietrich

WHEN Quentin Reynolds, played in big-

hearted fashion by himself, sees that

British Colonel Ray Milland’s ears are

pierced, he scents out a story, tracks down
Ray and gets not only his man but an
earful. “There’s a woman involved,” says

Ray; whereupon you meet up with Mar-
lene Dietrich, a gypsy roaming around
pre-war Germany. You’ll know Miss
Dietrich by her throaty humming; you
may not know her by her clothes. She
plays her gypsy straight, showing off a

famous gam in only one scene. Milland
does the same with his intelligence-agent
role.

The one drawback to this novel angle
is that the picture can’t seem to make up
its mind whether to be a straight comedy

about the adventures of a dignified Brit-
isher with an amorous gypsy or to turn
into a serious drama about poison gas,

torture and Nazis. Aside from this, you’ll

probably get a light touch of entertainment
from it, especially when you find yourself
in a gypsy camp where Murvyn Vye, late

of “Oklahoma,” is giving off with some
gypsy tunes.

It’s different enough to give you a new
slant; a dirty-faced Marlene Dietrich is

still something to keep you staring. Mil-
land and Bruce Lester are a competent
team; and the whole show, provided you
don’t take it too seriously, is a fair enough
time-passer.

Your Reviewer Says: Lend an ear.

(Continued on page 6)

BY MARIAN QUINN KELLY
r
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For Best Pictures of the Month and Best Performances See Page 10

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 134

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 130
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Cecil B. DeMilleProduced and Directed by

A Heart As Fiery As Her
Crimson Tresses .. .The Most
Desirable Prize In All This

Fabulous Continent . .

.

Bought By The Most

Dangerous Man Of Those

Dangerous Times!

Screenplay by (Charles Bennett, Fredric M. Frank and Jesse Lasky.Jt. • Based on the novel by Neil H. Swanson • A PARAMOUNT PICTURt

SHE WAS SOLD TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!



(Continued from page 4)

P' Her Husband’s Affairs

(Columbia)

T
HESE are some affairs! There’s that

business about the miracle cream for an
instantaneous shave that backfires, where-
upon everyone starts sprouting beards.

Then there’s the up-and-down married
life of Lucille Ball and Franchot Tone,
that young couple in advertising, who get
all tied up with boss Edward Everett
Horton and all mixed up with a mad
inventor. By now you should know what
you’re in for—a light touch of nonsense
with some big laughs lighting everything
up.
What goes on in between the laughs is

sometimes on the slow side, but since the
funny business is just silly enough to

break down your dignity and make you
chuckle out loud you’re not going to care.

Everything gets all mixed up with the
greatest of ease and right in the middle
in steps Larry Parks with his nice smile
and some black whiskers—fair bonus in

a good comedy.
Leave your cares and dignity with the

baby sitter and go have some fun.

Your Reviewer Says: Good for a laugh any
day.

V Something in the Wind
(Universal)

T
HERE’S a faint—very faint—rustle of in-

terest stirring around in this mild ac-
count of the troubles of Deanna Durbin,
bowing in this time as a gal disk jockey
eager for a sponsor and also eager to find

out why John Dali thinks she was mixed
up with his grandfather. The audience
won’t be quite so eager to figure out all

the intricacies, which doesn’t matter in the
least as they’re merely piled up there to

serve as an excuse for Miss Durbin’s sing-
ing. As usual, the fair Deanna comes forth
with some forthright excellent songs—six

of them catchy little tunes, the seventh a
chuckleful duet with Jan Peerce in which
both artists give Verdi everything he ever
expected.
Ducking in and out between a sprightly

Deanna and a morose Dali is that Donald
O’Connor, back again with his backtalk
and worth a half-dozen laughs. Charles
Winninger lends himself to some funny
business and Margaret Wycherly manages
to make a possessive old lady look mis-
led rather than downright hateful, no
mean accomplishment.
We wish that this wind had blown in two

other things: A good solid story for a Dur-
bin film and a hat for Deanna that isn’t a
middle-aged matron model.

Your Reviewer Says: Take it for a song.

v' Merton of the Movies (M-G-M)

M
ERTON’S been hanging around the
movies for a long time. As a matter

of fact, this is the third time he’s come
around in pictures. Red Skelton takes
him over—that naive hero of the early

days of the film industry who figures he
can take Hollywood by the tail. Holly-
wood does just that with him to turn
out a nice little comedy on the slapstick

side.

“Perils of Pauline” may have taken the

edge off his view of the first flicker days,

but Skelton, playing a sweet shy guy for

a change, is still enough to carry you
along, with Virginia O’Brien there to keep
it all lighthearted and a lot of fun. Such
characters as Leon Ames, Alan Mowbray
and Gloria Grahame and such touches as

Red in a coonskin cap are what you can
expect; it’s enough to make you feel

Merton is certainly worth the price of

admission.

Your Reviewer Says: Giddy but good.

Adventure Island (Paramount)

R
ORY CALHOUN, that exclamation-
point male, takes over the role in this

Cinecolor version of Robert Louis Steven-
son’s adventure story, “Ebb Tide.” Hang-
ing onto his arm is the fair Rhonda
Fleming; it must be said they’re a nice
young couple if not a very professional
one. If their acting were up to their looks,

you might get a rousing reaction to “Ad-
venture Island,” but since they’re both
a couple of unfinished youngsters all you
find here is an innocuous piece about some
deviltry on the high seas with Paul Kelly,
John Abbott and Alan Napier adding their

various touches to the fabulous story.

A South Sea Island and some pearls
figure prominently and it’s all as action-
packed as its famous author would have
wished. Adventuresome young devils who
like to play cops and robbers will find it

enthralling; everyone will enjoy the fine

features of Mr. Calhoun and Miss Flem-
ing; but unfortunately the acting leaves
too big a blank to be filled—even by a plot

from the hand of Stevenson.

Your Reviewer Says: Good try.

The Dark Passage (Warners)

H
UMPHREY BOGART undergoes some
plastic surgery—and emerges looking

just like Humphrey Bogart. What he
looked like before he broke out of prison

no one knows since (Continued on page 8)

Want More Flavor ? ASK FOR FLEER’S
ALSO MAKERS OF FLEER’S DUBBLE BUBBLE GUM • FRANK H. FLEER COUP. • PH I LA. • PA.
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The Howl intheMight is the K>ice ofDangbu

WARNER BROS• present

Directed by Peter Godfrey
Screen Play by Catherine Turney • From the Novel by

Marjorie CarSeton • Music by Franz Woxman

Produced by Henry Blanke

.
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lU>c£c<7m£/ 1 UjeScom&lwarmer Bros.bring LIFE WITH FATHER TO THE SCREEN 1
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Hold a Kleenex* Tissue up to a light!

You won’t find lumps, or weak spots.

You’ll see Kleenex quality come smiling

through ! Each tissue always the same
. . . with that special quality of soft-

ness . . . strength . . . you depend on in

Kleenex, your favorite of all tissues.

And only Kleenex gives you the

Serv-a -Tissue Box. You pull a Kleenex

Tissue, and up pops another !

America^ Favorite Tigsuo
Liked best in a nation-wide survey

by 7 out of 10 tissue users.

(Continued from page 6) you see every-
thing through his eyes until after the doc-
tor wields the scalpel. Lauren Bacall
knows, though, since she’s the one who
finds him on the road and takes him
trustingly into her apartment, figuring
since her father died innocent in prison,
Humphrey, wrong or right, must be spared
the same fate.

Agnes Moorehead and Bruce Bennett are
the two people who keep barging into
the apartment where Humphrey is hidden
and there’s Clifton Young hanging around
on his trail, too. The details are all slightly
involved and there’s really not much point
in going into them because after you
watch this trumped-up version of a con-
vict’s escape you’re going to be muddled
enough. Bacall and Bogart exchange their
usual weighted glances, Agnes Moorehead
gets vixenish with just too much drama
and Bruce Bennett is a mild partner in

this somewhat worthless foursome. The
ending is hokum, pure and very simple;
even though you like to think Lauren
and Bogie will be happy ever after you
just won’t be able to take it like this.

Your Reviewer Says: Nothing to get steamed
up about.

k'Black Narcissus (Rank-Universal)

R
EMEMBER Rumer Godden’s strange
book about some Protestant-Anglican

nuns in a convent up in the Himalayas? J.

Arthur Rank has taken over the nuns to
show just what happened when they
transported their community life to a
place on a six-thousand-foot peak in India
and began to feel the strange effects of

this fairylike atmosphere. Deborah Kerr
is his mother superior; with her she has
Flora Robson, Kathleen Bryon and two
other sisters. Around this first trio and
their vacillating emotions the picture is

played, with David Farrar as the English
agent and Sabu as the young native gen-
eral moving amidst the general unrest.

If you’ve read the novel of the fight of

spirituality against physical elements you
know what to expect; if not, prepare your-
self for an unusual film that is going to

make you uneasy. Kathleen Bryon is the
very personification of Evil; seen as she
is in a nun’s habit, she may have you
dreaming bad dreams. Deborah Kerr is

adequate, but not as outstanding as she
should be.

The settings are magnificent Technicolor
with some effects that will make you gasp. -

But your reaction to the unfortunate ex-
periences of these women whose spiritual

vocations were not strong enough to resist

temptation will be anything but pleasant.

Your Reviewer Says: Heady strangeness.

The Red Stallion (Eagle-Lion)

G
UESS what this is about—a big red
horse. When we tell you he’s even

named “Red,” you’ll get the general mild
idea that this is something all the boys
and gals will line up with their nickels
to see. Ted Donaldson is going to make
them very happy as the little guy who’s
bound to save Grandma Jane Darwell’s
ranch by turning his horse into a racer.

Homey sentimentality runs riot with Rob-
ert Paige and Noreen Nash in the romantic
yoke together.

Red has a fight with a bear which is

geing to cause a lot of juvenile excitement
and there’s a minor-league horse race to

top things off. Everything ends in a nice

storybook fashion with Grandma getting a
fistful of dollars—at just the last minute,
of course.

Your Reviewer Says: Send your small fry.

(Continued on page 10)
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Perhaps you saw
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE in LADY IN THE

DARK . . . PYGMALION . . . PRIVATE LIVES.

Did you watch her hands? They’re like

white flowers in a summer wind . . .

Eloquent, feminine, utterly alluring.

HAVEN’T you noticed how many
chic women everywhere are chang-

ing to cream for hand care? And how
many more use Pacquins than any other

hand cream?

Sticky? No! Greasy? Never! A 12-second

Pacquin hand massage morning and night

is all your hands need.

Change to Pacquins cream! Ah, how
quickly you’ll notice the difference.

Miss Lawrence advises: “Every woman
who wants smooth, lovely hands should

cream, cream, CREAM! Pacquins, I mean.”

Smooth on a dab of snowy-white, flower-

fragrant, quick-vanishing Pacquins. You
can feel the dry roughness of your skin

respond! You can see your hands change!

for“dream hands-creamyourhands

/with/)

—M— O HAND CREAM

VIRGINIA KENT, R. N.:

"I wash my hands thirty to

forty times a day. That’s

murder! So, it’s Pacquins
for me!” (Pacquins Hand
Cream was originally cre-

ated for nurses and doctors.)

(Continued from page 8 )

Black Gold (Allied Artists)

T
HAT old Charley Eagle is one of the
nicest Indians ever to come riding over

the reels, thanks to Anthony Quinn. Wife
Katherine DeMille, who’s also his stoical

half in the picture, has just too much of
an Oxford accent to convince you that she
is one Sarah Eagle, a passive Indian on an
Oklahoma ranch. The affairs of Charley
and Sarah get mixed up with a Chinese
boy they adopt and some business about
a horse, Black Gold, with an oil-well
touch to the whole proceedings.
Everything is set off in that new Cine-

color, which is not too bad and not too
good; the Indian touch now and then perks
up one’s interest; and, as we’ve said,

Charley is a guy to warm your heart.
But the gold in this is still pretty much
hidden.

Your Reviewer Says: Harmless.

Wild Harvest (Paramount)

T
HE wheat fields certainly get a going-
over in this. First they have Alan Ladd

and his tough-fisted, tough-minded crew
—among them Robert Preston and Lloyd
Nolan—rolling over them in those big
new combines; then they have to put up
with Dorothy Lamour trampling them
down with her spike heels. Combines,
those revolutionizers of harvesting, cer-
tainly belong in the wheat fields and this

look-see at how they work is something.
But Dorothy, nice girl that she may be,

certainly is not at home on a farm. Those
sultry eyes and sirenish ways should have
a bit of comedy to help them along; when
this harvest really gets wild, poor Dottie
comes in only for a laugh.

It’s not all her fault—it may be that
after the first interesting workout of the
combines, plus a big wheat fire, no one
seems to know exactly what to do with
the picture. That may also account for

some pretty ludicrous scenes, plus some
pretty bad trickery on the part of Ladd
who stoops to some things no good hero
ever thought of. The men punch at each
other and both Dottie and the farmers get
good and mad, but all their theatrics can’t

get this back on the right track.

Your Reviewer Says: Reaps nothing much.

Best Pictures of the Month

Crossfire

The Secret Life of Walter Mitty

Best Performances

Robert Young, Robert Ryan,

Robert Mitchum, in

"Crossfire”

Kathleen Bryon in

"Black Narcissus”

Danny Kaye in

"The Secret Life of Walter Mitty”

10
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AS Kathryn stood there, waiting for the boy she

loved to waltz her into the glittering ballroom,

she knew this was her night of nights.

Never had she felt so completely happy or

looked so immaculately fresh and sweet.

Indeed that eternal freshness was one of

Kathryn’s charms. It was something that she

strove for, recognizing it almost as a passport to

the popularity she had known since her teens.

Just to look at her was to realize that here was
a girl far too clever, far too fastidious to ever take

chances with off-color breath (halitosis).

Can You Be Sure?

Can you say as much for yourself? Do you fool-

ishly take your breath for granted? Well . . . don't!

One little offense (and you may not know when
you’re guilty) can stamp you as a person to avoid.

Follow the delightful precaution that countless

popular people take . . . Listerine Antiseptic night

and morning and between times when you want
to be at your best. While sometimes systemic,

most cases of halitosis, say some authorities, are

due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food
particles clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine An-
tiseptic halts such fermentation, and then over-

comes the odors fermentation causes.
9

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Missouri
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Men can’t ignore Ann Sheridan’s appeal for help on the Cancer Fund

drive. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Tony Marlin and Danny Kaye responded!

Bachelor and the lady: Betty Hensel and Cary Grant celebrate at Mocambo

Hedy and Mark: Several years ago when Mark Stevens
was attempting a look-in, a toehold, a finger clasp on
the proverbial first rung, Hedy Lamarr saw the boy and
asked that he be given a role in her current film.

Nothing came of it despite Hedy’s efforts, but Mark
never forgot.

So, when Hedy’s recent breakup with John Loder left

her confused and unhappy, Mark appeared on the scene
as her friend.
They dined several nights in a row and Hedy, sensing

his sincerity, poured out her troubles to one she knew
would sympathize and understand.

Mark’s strength and understanding (having gone
through a recent separation himself) have brought them
together in a strong bond of friendship. Whether this
will bloom into romance, only time will tell.

Party: When Celeste Holm and husband Schuyler
Dunning give a party, it means outdoor clothes, wonder-
ful barbecued meats and all the garden-party trimmings.

Cal admits he went back for second helpings of every-
thing, but Cesar Romero beat our record by about two
helpings. Cesar was happy because he’d just drawn a
top role in the picture “Spoonhandle” and will take off

for location in Maine at the end of the summer.
Zachary Scott who was winding up “Cass Timber-

lane,” his fourth picture in a row, looked fatigued. Mrs.
Scott hopes he will go down to Texas to visit his family
and get some rest.

Zach left for home and bed (having an early call)

before we took up sides for “The Game,” but the vivacious
Mrs. Scott, along with the lively Celeste, kept the guests
in stitches with their antics. Celeste, incidentally, is

P
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Comedy in “C” flat! Oscar Levant can’t decide whether the piano or Jack

Carson’s out of tune. They’re on set of Warners’ “Romance in High C”

9

Photographs by Fink and Smith

happier over her role in “Gentleman’s Agreement” than
she’s been in a long time. And that figure! What these
gals accomplish with diet is plain amazing.

*

Premieres and Previews: Dressed in our best, Cal and
Michael North set off for the premiere of the English
picture “Black Narcissus.” Crowds of fans jammed the
streets leading to the Carthay Circle Theater ablaze with
lights and flowers, and lined op the sides, front and rear
with bleachers overflowing with eager spectators. Stars
by the score were cheered by the throngs outside.

Looking a bit bewildered by all the beautiful folderol
was the star of the picture Deborah Kerr and her hus-
band, Tony Bartley. Sonja Henie, Rosalind Russell,
Celeste Holm, Joan Fontaine, Jack and Mary Benny,

Norma Shearer, Alan and Sue Ladd were just a few
of the many who made the evening a bright one.

Later at Ciro’s we met others who had attended and
compared notes. John Payne and his cute little wife,
Gloria De Haven, looking beautiful in green taffeta,

Margaret Whiting and Jean Sablon, Mark Stevens in a
party, that cute couple, the Donald O’Connors—all

agreed it had been a festive affair.

The following night, however, was quite a different
thing. Mike North’s first big picture, “The Unsuspected,”
was to have a “sneak” preview and, of course, we were
anxious to know the public reaction. Meeting first at
Cal’s apartment, Michael with Sonja Henie, Gabriel
Tudela of Lima, Peru, and Cal set off to the theater.
We needn’t have worried. Michael in “The Unsus-

pected” is, in all our opinions, a future bobby-sox rave.
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For you ... the finest, a genuine registered Keepsake
Diamond Ring. Only one diamond in hundreds meets
the exacting standards of quality which distinguish

every Keepsake Diamond. Identify Keepsake by the

name in the ring, and the words "guaranteed regis-

tered perfect gem" on the tag ... as illustrated. Let

comparison prove that a Keepsake gives you higher

quality and greater value than an ordinary ring of the

same price. Better jewelers are Keepsake Jewelers.

Prices from $100 to $5,000.

I A. SHIRLEY Set 129.75 C. LADY DIANA
Engagement Ring 100.00

350.00 E.' WELLESLEY Set 550.00
Engagement Ring 225.00

Also $350 and 500
B. CASTLE Set 262,50 p HEATHER Set 362.50

Engagement Rmg 175.00 Engagement Ring 3j0.00
Look for the name “Keepsake" in the ring, and require Also $100 to 2475 and
the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration. jr» platinum $300 to 3450

Engagement Ring 450.00
Also $<500 and 750

All rings illustrated available in

white os well as natural gold

Rings enlarged to show details

Prices include Federal tax

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful 20-page book, “The Etiquette of the Engagement
and Wedding" ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning
the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of

Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose

10c to cover mailing.

AyZ, n
* Guaranteed by
.Good Housekeeping

Name

Street and No.

City.

INSIDE

STUFF

Later at the Crillon for a bite of supper,
Sonja and Cal agreed Michael will hit
the movie jackpot.

* * *

Babies: The discovery by Deborah
Kerr and her husband Tony Bartley that
Dinah Shore’s and George Montgomery’s
baby was due on the same day as theirs,
Christmas, no less, began all sorts of
telephoned messages among them. At
least they know each other’s holiday
plans by now.

Incidentally, George is making all the
nursery furniture himself, even to carv-
ing the cradle. What an heirloom that
will make for future generations!
The Macdonald Careys are sooo happy

over the prospect of their coming child,

due in February; and, of course, Bill Wil-
liams and Barbara Hale think that baby
daughter of theirs something extraspe-
cial. And it is, Bill. No arguing please.
That comeback screen career of Mau-

reen O’Sullivan, after finishing “The Big
Clock” with Ray Milland, was halted
when Maureen and husband, director
Johnny Farrow learned their family was
about to be increased to five children
(what a happy brood). Dana Andrews is

hoping for a girl this time to balance his
family of two boys and one girl. And
visitors who have seen the two babies
recently adopted by Joan Crawford, a
boy and girl which increases her family
to four, declare them real beauties.
But the baby everyone is looking for-

ward to, as if it were Hollywood’s very
own, is due to arrive at the home of
Shirley Temple and husband John Agar.
Shirley announced the coming event at
a family party and everyone is delighted.
John is already at work in the picture
“War Party” but it’s doubtful if Shirley
will be able to go into the picture with
him as planned. But with this happiness
to look forward to she really doesn’t
mind. Seems only yesterday Shirley was
a dancing, singing baby wonder herself.

What a mother Shirley will make!
* * *

Exchange Visits: Odd how Hollywood
people are pour- (Continued on page 16 )

An Irishman loves a fight: Michael O’Shea

took wife Virginia Mayo to Stadium
14



So young, and so delightful -the fresh

breath of loveliness that's excitingly

feminine, enchantingly yours-when

you’re wearing the gay-hearted fragrance

YARDLEY English Lavender

Yardley English Lavender,

$5, $2.50, $1.50, plus tax.

Yardley English Lavender Soap, 35c

Box of three tablets, $1.

Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U. S. A. from the original English

formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Avenue, N.Y. C.

P
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with this fragrant,
luxurious talcum powder

KEEP FRESHER! Bathe, then soothe

every curve of your body with lots of

Cashmere Bouquet Talc. Instantly your
skin feels gloriously, fragrantly fresher.

INSIDE

STUFF

Fight fans Glenn and

Eleanor Ford were

among star turnouts

at Gilmore Stadium

Eddie Bracken, who takes his fights ser-

iously, saw it coming and dodged. His

pert little wife took a calmer view!

(Continued from page 14) ing into Europe
for holidays (and some for work) just as
the Europeans are arrivmg here.
John Mills, star of “Great Expecta-

tions, ” arrived here about the time David
Niven and his pal Bob Coote took off for
England and a movie. Rita Hayworth
and Linda Darnell are returning home
about the time Orson Welles and Victor
Mature go over. Margaret Lockwood,
English star, arrives as Cary Grant
leaves for a movie in England and Tur-
key. James Mason plans to be in Holly-
wood just as producer Arthur Hornblow
(“The Hucksters”) embarks for London.
Greer Garson and Walter Pidgeon sail

for England to make a sequel to “Mrs.
Miniver” about the time Michael Red-
grave finishes his English commitment
and returns here for another film. Bing
Crosby and Claudette Colbert, signed by
Rank, will fly the Atlantic later on.

French actress Corinne Calvet is al-

ready here. The Italian star Valli is a
hit in “The Paradine Case” and later

on Chevalier will arrive in Hollywood
while Tyrone Power, on a round-the-
world flight, will probably be seeing
gay Paree.
Lana Turner hopes to fly (but not with

Tyrone) to Europe very soon and will

probably meet (Continued on page 19)

FEEL SMOOTHER! For chafable
spots, use extra Cashmere Bouquet Talc,

a satin-smooth sheath of protection.
Girdles slip on like magic!

STAY ItAlNTI ER! Prolong bathtub
freshness by using Cashmere Bouquet
Talc generously and often. It gives your
whole person the fragrance men love!

Ultra-luxurious
is Cashmere Bouquet

! Dusting Powder . . .

smartly packaged, with
huge velour puff!

Cashmere
Bouquet

Tale
Two minutes to go!

Tense moment for

the fans and the

Dennis O’Keefes
16 with the fragrance men love



PROCTER & GAMBLE PRESENTS

PRELLTl Nmi kiidioid • (MML

PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF IN AS LITTLE AS 3 MINUTES!

luuWatfu CLEAN 1XmLEAVES HAIR

HERE’S WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT PRELL

DAD: That tube's so handy!

Prell's just dandy! And a

little goes so far I

MOTHER: No waste, no drip

... no spill or slip . . . For

youfigsters it's a star!

BROTHER: And after Prell, I

know all's well. My scalp

feels really clean.

SISTER: You just can't hope
— with any soap— For

hair with such a sheen

!

AUNTIE: It's safe they say, for

every day— For my dry

hair, it's swell

!

ALL: Hair radiant, bright . . .

no dandruff in sight, when
we shampoo with Prell!

0
SMOOTH

New, thrilling Prell! The emerald-clear Radiant-Creme shampoo

with the patented cleansing ingredient which leaves your hair more

gorgeously radiant than any soap or soap shampoo— and— free of ugly,

embarrassing dandruff. Why, actual examinations by doctors proved

that wonderful Prell removes unsightly dandruff in as little as

three minutes . . . and that regular Prell shampoos control this dandruff!

After a Prell shampoo, just look at your hair— how shining it is! Just

touch it— how soft and sleek. It's easy to "do" too! And the Prell tube

is so handy— no messy jars, no slippery bottles to break.
Guaranteed by 'A

Whole families love this marvelous new Radiant-Creme

shampoo— buy a tube of Prell today, use it tonight ! *T. M. REG. U. 8. PAT. OFF.



Just how ravishing-red can red get?

Just how wonderful can your hands

look? You'll know when you see

"Pretty Gay.”

It’s the shade to make a man’s eyes

go Blink, Blink! Make his heart go

Thump, Thump! Make him stop . . ,

look . . . and love it!

And all new Cutex polish is so won-

drously improved.

Now! Cutex wears longer than

even high-priced polishes. A new mir-

acle ingredient, found only in new

Cutex, defies chipping and peeling.

Dries extra-fast, too!

Try "Pretty Gay” polish for pretti-

ness’ sake. Try all the other exquisite

Cutex hand-care products too, lor the

same attractive reason.

0
Blue Pink

Blue Red

created to harmonize with a|l polish shades.

Now— so easy to choose

your lipstick and polisli "go

togethers.”

Cutex Blue Pink lipstick

makes sweet harmony with

any cool pinkish shade. Clear

Bed "clicks" with any bright

true red. Blue Red lipstick is

lovely with any of the many
blue-toned red polishes on the

market. Try it with the new

Cutex "Pretty Gay" polish—
pretty devastating.”

All Cutex lipstick is so

creamy sm-o-o-oth, too. Stays

put—stays radiantly lustrous

for hours. And—surprise

—

only

49<ji* for this luxury lipstick.

At your favorite cosmetic

counter. Northam \\ arren.

New York. * Plus Federal Tax.



Charles Boyer and Orson Welles exchange some man talk at Ro-

manoff’s. Getting the male point of view is Barbara Lodge

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued, jrom page 16) Charles Boyer
coming or going.

Altogether, the Atlantic has become a

mere overnight hop that helps fuse
Hollywood and Europe.

* * *

We’re Impressed By: The fun Mark
Stevens has on a glass of milk when
everyone around requires more stimula-
tion. And how he becomes the life of the
party on two glasses of straight homog-
enized.
By Barbara Stanwyck’s frank honesty

in admitting to forty when certain other
stars go into fits of denials at the mere
mention of reaching the forty line.

With Gregory Peck’s capacity for
work. He permits nothing and no one to

persuade him against the idea of too
many pictures. And for those who would
like to snag him for parties and social

whirls—well, not Peck.
The way Tyrone Power speaks French

like a native and makes no to-do about it.

Van Johnson’s memory for old tunes
and old movies. He can tell you who
wrote a tune, when it came out, who
was in a movie (this goes back to silent

films too), who made it, etc. Once when
a guest argued that Joan Crawford had
never appeared in a certain old film

—

“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” we believe it

was—Van calmly phoned Joan who said
she most certainly had. But even Joan
had a time remembering it.

The way Hollywood men take care of
their figures. Clark Gable who has shed
pounds (but not by a four-day diet, he
tells us) will refuse a cocktail as quickly
as a bonbon when he has a picture ahead.
Andy Devine has lost ninety pounds by
undereating at each meal and even di-

rectors George Cukor and Alfred Hitch-
cock are shadows of their former out-
sized selves. It’s of health as well as the
camera demands that the men think.

COLORINSE

D on't have drab, "colorless”

hair one minute longer! Give

your hair the lovely, glowing color

that makes you look "alive.” Thou-

sands of women use Nestle Colo-

rinse to discover the "buried trea-

sure” in their hair, Colorinse is not

a permanent dye or bleach ... it

rinses new beauty into your hair,

enhances its natural color, fills it

with sparkling highlights and lus-

trous sheen. Colorinse won’t rub

or brush off but it is easily removed

with shampooing. Try it tonight-

after you shampoo. Nestle Colo-

rinse comes in 9 colors, to glorify

every shade of hair.

10

4

and 254
beauty counters everywhere

COLORINSE

Tuning in at CBS broadcast: Balph Edwards, Bill Good-

win, John Beal, Hoagy Carmichael and Gloria De Haven
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At last — a bobby pin that really^olds fully 144% better by unbiased

certified test* ... a totally new kinijof bobby pin! You’ll see the difference

at once—these bobby pins look lik^ lightning. You’ll feel the difference at once,

too. They’re strong, yet flexible^gentle as a lover’s embrace. Note, too, the

invisible heads, rounded-for-safety ends, super-smooth finish. They stay more

securely, feel better, keep your hair looking neater, smarter all day through.

INSIDE STUFF

Courageous: The sight of Susan
Peters, beautiful and serene in her wheel
chair on “The Sign of The Ram” set, is

an object lesson to those stars who spend
half their lives complaining over minor
troubles . . . And the obvious happiness
of Laraine Day and Leo Durocher in

their marriage, despite their headlined
troubles that came in outsized bunches,
should calm those couples who complain
of the dullness of their settled lives . . .

Alan Marshall who bravely fought the
nervous illness that threatened his career
for the past several years, just at a time
when stardom seemed imminent, is back
and ready to try again, which should
shame the more self-indulgent of Holly-
wood . . . And the way Jimmy Stewart,
with no stage experience for twelve
years, stepped into Frank Fay’s unbeat-
able shoes in the Broadway show “Har-
vey” overrode any critical comparisons,
and has made the whole town proud of
the lad who had the courage for such an
undertaking.

^ ^

The French Celebrate: It was Bastille
Day for France, the anniversary that
resembles our own July 4th, so Cal got
rigged up in his best and trekked off to
Jean Sablon’s to celebrate.
The door seemed to open of its own

accord when we rang, but after peering
around we found Van Johnson hiding
behind it pretending to be an automatic
opener or something.

Evie Johnson was there, too, looking
perky with her new short haircut. Their
household couple had left that day, Evie
explained, and that meant getting up at
seven instead of seven-thirty to cook
breakfast for Van before he left for the
studio and for the two boys, two and
four years old. It also meant lunches,
bedtime baths for the boys and dinner,
too. Evie didn’t mind. Even the prospect
of a big house to keep straight failed to

daunt her.

Handsome Louis Jourdan and his cute
wife came over to chat and between
Jimmy McHugh’s terrific piano-playing,
we greeted Jean’s (Continued on page 22)

Outlined at Romanoff’s: Songstress Jean-

ette MacDonald and Joan Fontaine



Are yon in the know ?

What’s this paper doll trying to do?

Get into print

Scoop the news

A slight-of-hand trick

Which type calls for this neckline?

Pudge

Pee-wee

TNT

What the lonesome lass lacks is—
Goldilocks

Good standing

Gorgeous goms

Ma Nature gave this little girl a great big

hand. Outsize paws seem smaller if you
make them less conspicuous. With one
hand, practice crumpling a sheet of news-
paper into a ball. That’s a trick to limber

hands, lend them grace (a confidence

builder!). At "those” times, too, you can

gain self-assurance—with Kotex, and that

exclusive safety center. Because it gives extra

protection, it’s a can’t-miss for confidence.

Scarves are neckline news again. Top ’em
off with a fancy stickpin — maybe made
from your own sorority pin. But mind
you — chin-chucking scarves are not for

the short or chubby. It’s the TNT gal (tall

’n’ terrific) who can best wear the style

shown here. And by the way, it’s smart to

know Kotex comes in sizes! 3 of ’em! So —
from Regular, Junior and Super you can

choose the napkin suited to you.

Will you score with your stadium squire,

if you're

Cheer-happy

Sweet and silent

A quiz kid

Gals should know football! -squires com-
plain. Block that "kick”—- by boning up,

beforehand. Then get with the game!

Have fun! Better to cheer your head off

than be sweetly mute or a question-box

And don’t let calendar interference faze

you. Just depend on Kotex: it’s made to

stay soft while you wear it. And teamed with

a Kotex Sanitary Belt (all-elastic — snug-

fitting— adjustable!) Kotex keeps you in

blissful comfort, from kickoff to final

whistle

!

More women choose KOTEX*
than all other sanitary napkins

It takes more than honey-hued tresses and

trim pegs to make an impression. Avoid

that Leaning Tower look. Since it comes
front toting textbooks on one favored side

— shift the ballast! Good standing im-

proves your poise. Of course, poise is

yours for the asking on difficult days —
when you’ve asked for Kotex. Naturally!

Because Kotex is the napkin with flat

pressed ends that prevent telltale outlines.

Remove makeup at bedtime
LJ Repair chipped nail polishu Buy a new sanitary belt

Could be you do keep your na

at curfe;.
an

Yet
y0

hke
6

chances are you forlet to
V*

new sanitary belt
g L buy

.

V* “•» ?W,*

.iTSSTJ
T' napl,n

Sanitary BelO
7 a nCW Kot '

to Ji

0

e

U

fla

e

t

e

^tf
eK°teX Bdtis

*• >vV”1 elastic . . . non-binding

Kotex
San itary

Belt

Ask for it by name

*T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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VIRGINIA

MAYO

you . .

.

«

GEORGE BRENT • VIRGINIA MAYO

TURHAN BEY • ANN DVORAK

CAROLE LANDIS in VERA CASPARY'S

mm-mmnm
with ELIZABETH PATTERSON*JULIA DEAN«RICHARD LANE-CHARIIE SMITH

Produced by Isadore G. Goldsmith • Directed by Leigh Jason

BRYAN FOY in Charge of Production

INSIDE STUFF

Ricardo Montalban and his wife. It was

love at first screen sight for Ricardo

( Continued from page 20) French guests
—but not in French, alas.

Lovely Nancy Oakes de Marigny, who
suffered through that Bahama incident
when her husband Count Alfred de
Marigny was accused and exonerated
of killing her father Sir Harry Oakes,
told us of meeting our friend Turhan
Bey in Mexico. But it was only friend-
ship, we assure you.
French songs by the guests with Jean

singing his French theme song “Passing
By” followed by the English version by
Margaret Whiting made it a spirited
evening. Vive la France, say we and the
best to our French friends.

* * *

Here and There: Lauren Bacall is so
in love with her husband, Humphrey
Bogart, she serves him before the guests
and flutters around like a star-struck
fan. Which, come 1 ) think of it, she is.

And that’s not bad. We need more in-love
wives in Hollywood . . . Betty Garrett,
wife of Larry Parks, is so discouraged
(at this writing) over the lack of action
in her screen career she may return to
New York for another play. And that
means those long separations both Larry
and Betty abhor . . . Henry Fonda, driv-
ing to work of a bright sunny morning
with the top of his convertible down and
resplendent in a plaid sport shirt, look-
ing better than he has in years. And that
success of his pal, Jimmy Stewart, trod-
ding the Broadway boards in “Harvey”
has given Henry that old feeling again.
Only movies won’t let him go . . . Every-
one agreeing Brian Aherne, who seems
so austere both on and off the screen,
dances a wonderful samba. Incidentally,
Mrs. Aherne is a very stunning woman.

$ ^ ^

Ricardo Montalban: The picture was
“Fiesta” and the young man who danced
and heroed his way to overnight success
was Ricardo Montalban, a Mexican lad
who had never danced before and most
certainly never fought a bull. And yet
at the picture’s conclusion, studio and

;°u
d ShinolA

1 INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drop9 of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis-

comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Whitehall PharmacalGo.,Dopt.MWG'NtY. 1

6

tN.T.

99.



INSIDE STUFF

Dapper Dan Duryea and his wife made

a personable pair at recent premiere

fans alike knew a new star was ascend-
ing. So, where has all this left him?
Exactly where it found him—modest,
hopeful, happy in his home life, grateful.

About Ricardo there is no Spanish
flash, Latin daring, Mexican whoop-la;
off screen that is. Mild in manner, almost
diffident in approach but still possessing
enough eclat to stand on his own, this

Mexican-born actor is far from Ameri-
ca’s idea of a hot peppered tamale.
Ricardo, product of a Hollywod high
school, much prefers steak, blood-rare,

a baked potato and salad to chili. But
our bread— “Here it is too soggy I think.

The crisp French loaves we have in

Mexico are better,” he contends.
With every intention of becoming an

engineer, he was brought to Hollywood
by his older brother Carlos from his

home town of Torreon. Enrolling at Fair-
fax High School to catch up on pre-
college civics and history, the Mexican
lad was too shy to try out his one-word-
at-a-time English in classes. So, to

overcome this, he signed up for courses
in public speaking, graduating to bits

in school plays and finally emerging as
a Mexican-Russian in “Tovarich” where
he was spotted by an M-G-M talent
scout. To avert any such nonsense as
movies, his brother packed him off to

school in New York. But Ricardo ended
up playing in summer stock opposite
such stars as Tallulah Bankhead in

“Her Cardboard Lover” and Elsa Max-
well in “Our Betters” where, believe it or
not, he was better than Elsa.
Again M-G-M sent for him but before

he could test for “Tortilla Flats,” the
illness of his mother called him back to
Mexico. Here he was given the lead in

the Mexican film “Five Were Chosen”
and, he says, “I was so awful no one
would speak to me.”
He was almost resigned to a lifetime

job in his father’s little dry-goods store
when the American director Norman

You’ve picked a perfect silent partner, Honey. Mum not

only protects your work-a-day charm, but keeps you

sweet and dainty after hours, too.

It’s foolish for any girl to take chances with underarm

odor. A bath washes away past perspiration, but Mum
prevents risk of future offense.

a girl uJitlv
i MUM

Mum

Mum

Mum

safe for charm

safe for skin

safe for clothes

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum checks perspiration odor, keeps un-

derarms dainty all day or evening.

No irritating crystals. Snow-white Mum is

gentle, harmless to skin.

No harsh ingredients in Mum to rot or dis-

color fine fabrics. Economical Mum doesn't

dry out in the jar. Quick, easy to use, even

after you're dressed.



WISH I HATED 'EM! *

THEN THIS FREEZE-OUT
YOUR SISTER'S

HANDING ME WOULDN'T

7
HIT ME SO HARD!

I'M IN BAD WITH SIS, TOO.

SHE WANTS yOU TO

SEE yOUR DENTIST ABOUT

BAD BREATH. BUT WHEN
I SAID I'D TELL YOU

-

SHE JUMPED ALL OVER ME!

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES.

COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH

THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH

!

‘‘‘’Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating

foam gets into hidden cFevices between teeth

—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause

of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely/”

Foster gave him the lead in another
Mexican film “Santa” and as a dashing
bullfighter he was in. Nine more films
followed before Jack Cummings saw him
and brought him back again to Holly-
wood and M-G-M.
Sometime before, Ricardo fell in love

with the picture of a beautiful American
model, Georgianna Young, who hap-
pened to be the sister of Sally Blane,
Norman Foster’s wife. So, at Sally’s in-

sistence, Ricardo looked up Georgianna
and two weeks later they were married.
They have two beautiful babies, Laura,
aged two, and Mark, four months. At the
least encouragement, and even without,
he brings forth the pictures of his lovely
wife and babies and proudly passes them
around.
Happy in his marriage, he lives in a

cute house tastefully furnished by and
rented from his mother-in-law, likes

wearing the colorful sport shirts his wife
buys him, is never without the St.

Christopher around his neck, enjoys their
friends, mostly out-of-picture people,
and playing records at home. He be-

INSIDE STUFF

Off the air on the town: Jack Benny and

Mary Livingston drop in at Romanoff’s

GIRLS! Want

quick curls ?
"YY/'HAT girl doesn’t want quick curls

these days! Especially when that

favorite fella gives you a call at the last

minute. With New Wildroot Hair Set you
can set that favorite hair-

do in less time. It’s abso-

lutely tops for quick good
grooming that’s so im-
portant these days. New
Wildroot Hair Set con-
tains processed Lanolin.

Leaves anytextureofhair
soft, natural-looking, and
at its lovely best. Re-
places old-fashioned
thick gummy wave sets.

Light bodied. Faster dry-
ing. Lets you style your
favorite hair-do at home
quickly, without fuss or
disappointment.

NEW WILDROOT HAIR SET

SHOW FRIENDS SMART NEW-
|N

CHRISTMAS CARDS 43 cash

For Selling Only

50 Boxes of

21 Cards For *1

belling 5U big value 21-card Christmas Assort-
ments at $1— pays you $25 cash. Make extra profits
with 22 different Assortments for Christmas & Every-
day. Also Stationery. Write for 21 -card box on ap- . —
proval and FREE samples of Name- Imprinted V-
Christmas Cards to sell at 60 & 25 for $1 . Act now!f SEND FOR
PHILLIPS CARD CO., 860HuntSt., Newton,Mass\SAMPLES now

moans the little accent he has and can do
nothing with the two dimples in his
smile.
Thin and dark, almost entirely without

the verve and fire one would expect of
him, he is fearful of critical opinion if he
is given the life role of Valentino. Our
bet is, he needn’t worry.
He possesses a marked sense of humor,

especially over the way Americans call

him everything from Mountbatten to
Mendelblitz. In his present picture, “On
an Island with You,” he plays, of all

things, a movie star. “But I try to play
him straight,” he explains.
He has never traded on the popularity

of his beautiful sister-in-law, Loretta
Young, nor forgotten his two brothers
and sister in Mexico. He hopes you who
liked him in “Fiesta” will not forget him.

* * *

Gaddings: Dropped by the home of
genial Mike Romanoff where agent
Fefe Ferri was celebrating his birthday.
We were just in time for the speech of
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. who delivered his

birthday greeting entirely in pantomime.

ASK FOR

STAYFAST
SHEER NYLON

HYMAN & HYMAN BeauFy Products. Inc

TO East 49th Street New York 17

EACH

COLORS:

Black Auburn
Dk. Brown Blonde
Med. Brown Grey
Lt. Brown White

lavender

AT CHAIN,
DRUG AND
DEPARTMENT

STORES

STAYFAST Sheer
Net is exquisite,

1

line and definitely low-priced!
Only 5c each. To keep your
coiffure always smooth and
chic, ask for the STAYFAST
Sheer Nylon Hair Net at
your chain, drug and depart-
ment stores, or order direct

5 for 25c from

24



It was a gay affair with the town love-

lies in their prettiest frocks . . . Lunch-
ing with Mrs. Errol Flynn and designer
Don Loper as guests of pretty Iris By-
num around the pool of the beautiful
Bel-Air Hotel. Iris is the girl very much
in Clark Gable’s life these days and a
wonderfully good sport . . . To Neil Van-
derbilt’s cocktail party with the guest of
honor, Mrs. Leonard Thomas of Newport
and New York. Mary Pickford and
Buddy Rogers, Maria Palmer and hosts
of socialites greeted the lovely Mrs.
Thomas. Later, at Chanteclair, we
glimpsed George Sanders being very at-

tentive to Ava Gardner, who was wearing
huge horn-rimmed spectacles, of all

things . . . Chatting with director Ed-
mund Goulding, who is bringing in

“Nightmare Alley” on schedule, and
chuckling at Goulding’s aside after an
inspired bit of directing: “How did I

ever get so clever?”

Birtiiday Celebration: When Errol and
Nora Flynn learned Cal had a birthday
in the offing, they set out to make it a

INSIDE STUFF

"First move toward romance," says Joan Bennett, "he holds

your hand. Is it a nice soft hand - very feminine?

Then he's thrilled -and encouraged. Such sweet, soft hands

are no problem for you with Jergens Lotion hand care."

JOAN BENNETT STARRING IN THE DIANA PRODUCTION

"SECRET BEYOND THE DOOR"- A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

Tough guy John Garfield kepi Lana

Turner weak with laughter at CBS show

Two guesses —what hand care does Joan Bennett use? Of course . .

.

she’s sure of darling hands — she uses Jergens Lotion.

happy one indeed. The fun began a day
or two before when Errol telephoned Cal
to meet him and Nora at their home.
From there we went to the airport and
in the four-passenger plane he had
rented for the occasion set off to view
the yacht races from Catalina.
The day was clear and bright and

below us the boats with their sails looked
like pretty toys. Flying low, we tried to
glimpse the Frank Morgan and George
Brent boats, both in the race. It was an
exciting experience and one we all

enjoyed.
On Sunday we drove up Laurel Can-

yon to the beautiful Flynn home perched
on the side of a mountain overlooking
the Valley. Gathered around the patio
and pool, waiting to wish us a happy
birthday, were Clark Gable and Iris By-
num, Mark Stevens, Betty Furness with
husband Bud Ernst, tennis star Frank
Shields, David May, Bruce Cabot, Errol,
Nora and many others.
Swimming, and tennis that was really

somethine-. with that e-nv Shields heating

And the other Stars — 7 to 1 ,
they, too, use Jergens Lotion hand care.

You, too — be happy with even softer, smoother hands today.

Lovely! Jergens Lotion is finer than ever now, thanks to recent research.

More protective, too. Contains two ingredients, so tops for

skin-care that many doctors use them. 10^ to $1.00 (plus tax)

for this even-finer hand care. No oiliness; no stickiness.

For the softest, love-inviting Hands, use

JERGENS LOTION

9free:
Try-it Bottle

of this

finer hand care

the Stars use.

Mail coupon now to Box 27, Cincinnati 14, Ohio

(Paste on penny postcard if you wish.)

Your Name-

Address—
City -State-

P
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IT PAYS
to buy two packages
instead of only one

.

PREPAREDNESS,
when you need belief
means half the battle won

l keep an EXTRA package
of Alka-Seltzei' near.
And when a headache
threatens ••

I soon get
in the clear:

Of coui'se I keep an EXTRA.
And after all •• why not.?
If Acid Indigestion comes
I'm "Johnny-on -the - Spot

"

I hate discomforts of a COLD
A sniff le, snuff or sneeze.
That's why I keep an EXTRA
For just such times as these.

Alka-Seltzer can be so helpful in

so many ways in your home, you
will find it wise always to have
an EXTRA package handy.
Why not do as thousands do: —
Instead of buying one, buy two!
All drugstores. 60c — 30c — and
the new purse and pocket size.

Alka-Seltzer

INSIDE STUFF

Laughter in full boom : Frank Morgan’s

mirthquake had the other diners shaking!

all comers, was followed by a delicious

lunch and a big “happy birthday” cake
for Cal. Errol had very tactfully placed
three candles atop the icing.

Clark Gable and Cal discussed his last

picture, “The Hucksters,” which will reap
a harvest, talked over with Errol his

hopes of buying a plane of his own,
discussed sports with Shields and in

between roared with laughter at the
antics of Errol’s pet gibbon, sent to him
from Siam.

All together it was a grand weekend,
thanks to the Flynns, and a wonderful
birthday celebration for Cal.

A Chat with Kelly: Finishing an in-

terview in the M-G-M commissary, we
strolled over to the table of our good
friend, Gene Kelly, and pulled out a
chair. There is no ceremony and no need
for formality with Gene and Cal. We’re
friends, we know it, accept it and that’s

that.

In his inevitable white cotton under-
shirt (his dancing costume) he looked
relaxed and at ease as always. Gene has
no pretentions; he’s plain down-to-earth
Kelly, take it or leave it.

“Well, fellow Pittsburgher,” he said,

“what’s with you these days?” We
watched him put away a dish of choco-
late ice cream before answering.
We talked then of Pittsburgh and the

little suburban town of West Elizabeth
where Cal was born and the girl Gene
used to court there while attending
classes at the University of Pittsburgh.
And finally we got around to his last

picture, “The Pirate.” He was due to

catch up with a few dance sequences
that afternoon.
“Think I’ll do ‘Easter Parade’ next,”

he said, with Cal arguing that Gene
should really hold out for a good solid

drama. Finally we talked of movie glam-
our girls and what happens to them.
“Studio spoils them,” he said. “Soon as
they show signs of becoming stars,

they’re petted and pampered by every-
one until they lose all perspective.” He’s
so right.

“Aren’t you glad your cute wife Betsy
isn’t in pictures?” we asked.

Avoid underarm

irritation...

Wonderful! Yodora stops perspiration odor

safely, quickly . . . yet is positively sooth-

ing to normal skin. Made with a face cream
base, with no acid salts to cause irritation,

Yodora actually helps soften your skin, like a

face cream. No other known deodorant gives

this PLUS protection. Try Yodora, the sooth-

ingest deodorant. Tubes or jars, 10 <, ZQf, 60g.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc., Bridgeport, Conn.

eUUOUPREOBIOOO
TO GET MORE

STRENGTH
If your blood LACKS IRON!

You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you’re pale,
weak, “dragged out”—this may be
due to lack of blood-iron. So try
Lydia E. Pinkham’s TABLETS—one
of the best home ways to build up
red blood—in such cases. Pinkham’s
Tablets are one of the greatest blood-
iron tonics you can buy! Buy them
at any drugstore. Worth trying!

Lydia E. Pinkham’sTABLETS



INSIDE STUFF

Inspiration! for the dance: Cyd Charisse

has Tony Martin in a whirl—at Ciro’s

“Betsy,” he said with pride, “could
take anything in stride. She took me,
didn’t she?” And with that Kelly twinkle
in his eyes and a friendly crooked smile,

he was off for rehearsals.

* * *

News of Helmut: His voice came to us
over the telephone and although it had
been a year since we’d talked, we recog-
nized that Viennese accent at once. “So
much has happened since we last saw
each other,” Helmut said. He has been
to Europe and to visit his family in

Vienna, then to Canada to make pic-

tures and, later on, to Broadway as Tal-
lulah Bankhead’s leading man in “The
Eagle Has Two Heads.”
We asked about his romance with the

pretty deb, Charlene Wrightsman. “We
talk over the telephone all the time,” he
said, “and if you think it doesn’t cost a
fortune to talk to Paris, London and
Rome, you should see my bill.”

We asked then about marriage. “First
I must think of my family,” he said. “I
have brought my mother to this country
and when my younger brother arrives
they will both come to Hollywood.”

Helmut’s brother is an engineer and
will enroll here in California Tech. Hel-
mut assures us that for the time being
he’ll stay in Hollywood for more movies.
At least he hopes to.

* * *

Hey, kids: Want a pair of Gene Autry
jeans? Real cowboy jeans like Autry and
other cowboys wear when there’s work
to be done? Well, just sit back and wait
a little while and they’ll be yours, for
there’s a deal whereby 2,500,000 pairs of
Autry jeans are about to be manufac-
tured just for you kids. You’ll read all

about it when they’re ready.
And speaking of Gene, he’s finally

made that producing contact with
Columbia Studios, so after he returns
from his rodeo tour, which should be
soon, you can contact the actor by writ-
ing to Columbia Studios in Hollywood.

Gene’s old sidekick, Smiley Burnette
or “The Frog” as you call him, is also
at this studio. But whether they’ll be
together a<*ain hasn’t been decided yet.
But watch for that “jean” announce-

ment and get your pair first.

-Wjj. fmall trn dm
How sweetly feminine is the appeal of a woman’s lovely hair to men. Hair

gleaming with natural highlights— sparkling with silken softness— invit-

ing with clean fragrance. For though your hair-style he formal or free as the

wind, it’s your natural hair-appeal men love. And more and more women

are learning that Lustre-Creme Shampoo brings out the fullest natural glory

of their hair . . . cjuickly (no special rinse) ... easily ... inexpensively. Not

a soap, not a liquid, Lustre-Creme Shampoo is an amazing new dainty

Cream that lathers luxuriously in hard Or soft water, and sweeps

dullness away. Out of her wealth of cosmetic lore, Kay Daumit

blended gentle lanolin with special secret ingredients to

achieve this almost-magic cream that offers new glamour,

wonderful obedience, to your hair! Try

Lustre-Creme—The Cream Shampoo for The Hair

Men Love. At all cosmetic counters.

Four ounces, $1.00
Family 1 lb., $3.50

Also 304 and 554 sizes.

See how a
fingertipful of

Lustre-Creme

Shampoo bursts

into heaps of fragrant

lather. See how tempting

it leaves your hair! Not
dried— not dulled—

not unruly— but silken

soft, responsive, sparkling

as if you’d given it

a hard brushing.

)*50 ^
;

• .;•)

;

sott, responsive, sparkling

1 sizes.

"sŜ as if you'd given it

/% d'Tit ° *1arc* brushing.

Kay Daumit, Inc. (Successor), 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III. I
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Something disturbing has happened—something which the editors

of Photoplay feel that you—and Hollywood—should know7 about.

In Scarsdale, a suburb of New York, the Motion Picture Council

headed by Mrs. William D. Moyle, set out to determine whether

mothers throughout the country were as concerned over the type of

film entertainment being offered at children's matinees as were the

mothers of Scarsdale. So they sent questionnaires to other motion

picture councils and the replies represented 2,226 civic organizations

in thirty states.

The key question was whether or not the organizations addressed

considered the films shown at children s matinees satisfactory enter-

tainment for their young audiences.

Seventy-five per cent of the responses said no!

Yet children s matinees are virtually the only attempt our American
system makes to give young people appropriate screen fare.

Is Hollywood, the greatest medium in the world for mass enter-

tainment, turning a deaf ear to the children s Tell me a story?

If so. why? Is it because it won t pay? It has on occasion in the

past. There have been Little Women, Little Lord Fauntleroy,

”

the early Disney pictures, more recently the Flicka and Lassie”

stories, the Andy Hardy series, to name a few. But the occasions

still have not been frequent enough to fill the hungry eyes of America’s

vast junior audiences.

The Motion Picture Council of Scarsdale, as a result of its ques-

tionnaire, has come up with some further suggestions for books with

universal appeal to be filmed. Among these are Just So Stories by
Rudyard Kipling, The Cloister and the Hearth by Charles Reacle,

The Little Lame Prince by Rusk in, Ivanhoe (going into produc-

tion in England), The Pied Piper of Hamelin by Browning, Rip
Van Winkle by Irving, The Nurenberg Stove by De la Rame.

Photoplay agrees

these days some of th

with their suggestions and hopes that one of

em will come to lile on the marquees of America.

i!

r
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The first part of his story

was a sensational success

—but what about the

next instalment?

I

S he a one-shot?

Or a sure-shot?

Whom else could I mean but Larry Parks and, of

course, I’m talking about the unprecedented predicament

of this young actor who, a year ago, soared to an Academy
Award nomination in “The Jolson Story” and who is

today facing a great big WHAT in the future.

Larry is one of the most quixotic cases of my thirty

years of looking ’em over as movie stars. And his case

is the back-scenes talk of Hollywood today.

Was he up for an Oscar because of his fine performance?

Or did he get there on the strength of another man’s

(A1 Jolson’s) electric voice singing through his personal-

ity?

Recently, at a big party, I was all ears when I heard

Larry’s name come up. One of the men talking is one of

Hollywood’s most important producers—at a rival studio,

not Columbia, which is Larry’s home lot. He said:

“The case of this boy is a heart breaker because he hit

and hit big with another star’s personality. Not only was
Larry singing with A1 Jolson’s voice, but he had been

loaned the Jolson personality, been coached in the Jolson

mannerisms, and then to top it all off, he had Al’s life

story thrown in. He gave a ( Continued on page 106)
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“I want him to be happy,” said Aiinabella of Ty

HR HE boulevards over here in Paris throng again

1 with civilians. Men and women sit in the sun

in sidewalk cafes discussing the exciting poli-

tics of today. And everywhere you look you

see American movie stars. They’ve swooped
down upon us like beautiful birds of paradise

, „ . n
. I. , , , .

wearing all their plumage, some gracefully, some
Broken dates lost Kita Hayworth a royal decoration . „ , ,

not so gracefully. They re making pictures in

the English studios. They’re holidaying in Lon-
don, in Paris, on the Riviera and in Switzerland.

Some of them have been ambassadors of good

will. Others, I regret, have failed on this score.



Flash! Our world correspondent scoops

with news on Annabella and

Tyrone Power, the Darnell

psycho-sessions and the mystery of the

missing Rita Hayworth

Marlene’s queenly gesture was royally received

Paulette Goddard, hard at work in London on

a Korda picture, “The Ideal Husband,” flew over

to Belgium for the Film Festival, kissed the

burgomaster for the newsreels, appeared at the

Paris Opera, dined with me and went back to

England again.

Sonja Henie found her special heaven at St.

Moritz.

Linda Darnell has been closeted at the Zurich

villa of Dr. Jung, successor to that world-famous

father of psychoanalysis, Sigmund Freud. Rea-

son? A series of ( Continued on page 104)

Paulette Goddard helped to raise the American score
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When anyone steals the spotlight from

Betty Hutton—that’s news! BY BUD FRAKER

SURE thanked my lucky stars that Lindsay Diane Briskin was
used to seeing me around because when I arrived at her house

on the morning of her six-months’ birthday she’d decided that

was the day for her to stand on her own two feet for the first time.

Lindsay was tickled pink with her performance, her mom and pop

were ditto—to say nothing of me and my camera.

It really all started way back when Betty Hutton first came to

Hollywood. I am at Paramount Studios where Betty made her

first picture, so I’ve taken plenty of pictures of Lindsay Diane’s

mother. Then when Lindsay Diane came along I started doing

monthly sittings for her mother’s private collection. The usual

thing—you know, nude on a bear rug, high-chair hijinks, etc.

Someday she’ll probably want to shoot me for these shots.

But this day was a real occasion. A born camera natural

(hasn’t her mother made her fame and fortune in front of a

camera—and isn’t her father, Ted Briskin, owner of a large camera

corporation?), she immediately started playing, modestly covering

herself with bubbles. You should have seen her face when the

bubbles broke.

One look at these pictures and you’ll catch why I think Lindsay

Diane Briskin is the most photogenic baby in Hollywood.

Siren at six months: Lindsav Diane Little Miss Modesty isn’t too sure lindsav sat this one out with her

favors the new longer dresses about making this pose public! favorite escort, daddy Ted Briskin







Johnnie Johnston, bride

Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie's

only rival — Throckmorton

Fink and Smith

Their home was wait-

ing for them—for the day

these young lovers could say.

The house is hers, the furnish-

ing and modern kitchen, his

Saddle mates—Johnnie and daughter Julie visited

Kathryn and Director Jason on “The Kissing Bandit”

set. Johnnie is in Eagle-Lion’s “The Man from Texas”

BY DOROTHY DEERE

F
OR richer or for poorer—” said the

tanned young man with the serious

face and the squared shoulders. “Until

death do us part—” The girl’s eyes had

brought all of the blue of the outdoors

into the shaded chapel with her.

Their voices were low—part of the

hush that had hovered in these old Span-

ish walls for almost two centuries. The
slanting finger of light reaching through

the high, stained windows to touch the

boy’s blond head and to trace in dull

gold the pattern of the lace on the girl’s

brown one, was the same late afternoon

sun that had laid its gentle blessing on

shadowy generations of couples before

them . . .

“Quiet” is the way this particular

couple had wanted it. “We’re going to

have a very simple wedding,” said Kath-

ryn Grayson when she first planned it.

“Just Johnnie ( Continued on page 114)
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n oCund reaches

heights unth d3etty ^JJutton in comedy hit

99

“DL Peril, ofPaulime

Schafer
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Everyone’s talking about John

Lund who does some straight-from-the-

shoulder talking—about himself!

M
Y outstanding characteristic is be-

wilderment. Right now, heading

the bewilderment category is the

fact that I, John Lund, am in movies.

And, one of the most startling things

about being in movies is being asked

to tell what kind of a guy you are. Such
a request makes me feel more exposed

than the scenes left on the cutting room
floor by the Johnston office.

However, they tell me that such per-

sonal confession is good for my options

—so here you have me, as clearly as I

can see myself—which is about as

clearly as a face seen through an adobe

wall.

I’ve been in Hollywood a shade more
than two years. I’ve done two pictures—“To Each His Own” and “The Perils

of Pauline.” And as I write this I’m

working in a third, ‘The Night Has a

Thousand Eyes.”

Each picture has given me an in-

feriority complex. I’ve become face

conscious. Projection rooms are tor-

ture chambers to me, at this point.

When I saw the first day’s rushes on

“To Each His Own,” I went home and

started packing. I had thought I was
smiling tenderly at Olivia de Havilland,

but on screen I looked as though I

were ready to bite her ear off, and I

didn’t have any eyes at all. After that

I refused to look at myself, but I began

enjoying the work.

All this propaganda about how tough

it is to work in pictures, to me, is a lot

of nothing. The really chic Hollywood
attitude is to mutter how brutal it is

getting up at six in the morning and
working until six at night. I don’t claim

that is easy, but how often do we do

that?

If you get anywhere at all, you make
three or four pictures a year, at most,

and usually less. That means you aver-

age three or four months off each year.

If that’s overwork, I’ll have a double

portion with mushroom sauce.

Personally, (Continued on page 109)

BY

JOHN LUND
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Paul Jr. isn’t sure he didn’t dream

this one up—decides to investigate

A confidential report to

Jeanne Crain’s son, who

adds an exciting new chapter

to his mother’s love story

BY ELAINE ST. JOHNS
D
EAR Paul Frederick Brinkman Jr.:

This is a secret and confidential document for

your private records. Of course some millions will

read it but that is all right. They are very good friends

of your mother’s, whom they know as Jeanne Crain.

(They are what we, in this new world of yours, call

“fans.”) Your mother has never met them but they

know her very well indeed because she is a movie star.

Of course you wouldn’t know about that yet. You
are probably only aware that the lady who leans over

your bassinet is quite as lovely as she is kind and

attentive—and you probably are unaware that this is

unusual. Outside of that, what has being a movie
star’s son gotten you thus far?

Have you managed to get more than your share of

bottles—even an extra ounce or two? You have not!

Or to evade your cod liver oil? Not so far! Or to stay

in a blissful state of perpetual dryness? Definitely no!

But for the records, and your mother is dutifully

keeping five of them in blue satin covers neatly labeled

“Baby’s Book,” sent her by (Continued on page 79)
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Chanteclair: A subtle blend of lush decor, warmth and • hospitality. For

as low as fifteen dollars you can be two on a dream date—-wine, dine

and dance in the glassed-in terrace, sing along with the glamour glee club

Mocamho—its exotic

carnivalmotifdrama-

tized by brilliantly

lighted cages of birds

whose colorful plum-

age vies with that

of the cinema celebs



Dave’s Blue Room—usually the last stop celebrities make on the Strip

for a bite before bedtime. In they come in mink or slacks to read papers,

talk shop, play gin rummy or feast on Dave’s specialty, apple pancakes

Giro’s: Sophisticated

French cuisine and

decoration. Cigarette

girls in ballet skirts.

Irish Betty Reilly en-

chanting you with

her !>atin-American

songs and her guitar

Photoplay’s gay whirl is on.

Eat in six languages, dance in

more—on your rounds of the

Cosmopolitan Ciro’s—scene of

Hollywood’s gayest parties

—

adds its after-dark brilliance to

the world-famed Sunset Strip

favorite night spots of the stars

Photograph9 by
Fink and Smith



“ 1 CTUALLY, she’s a damned interesting

/I woman, but people keep on writing

T* things about her that are bunk!”

The explosive gentleman speaking was Niven
Busch and the interesting woman of whom he

was speaking was his wife, Teresa Wright.

At the moment Niven is glowing with pride

over Teresa’s performances in “The Best Years

of Our Lives” and “Pursued,” which latter

picture he wrote himself. He is also walk-

ing on clouds because they are expecting

a second child about October 1st. Their first,

Niven Terence (called “Terry” at home), is

nearly two.

Teresa first met Niven at a party given by
her agent when she came to Hollywood to do

“The Little Foxes” for Sam Goldwyn. Niven

was story editor at that studio. He invited

her to dinner and presently she plucked up
courage to invite him to dinner, at her house.

By this time she really wanted to impress him
and she tried to do it by baking a cake! It

was as hard as concrete and Niven laughed at

her . . . which galled (Continued on page 71)

*

Clue to happiness: Teresa

Wright practices what she

doesn’t preach

BY HELEN LOUISE WALKER

That interesting woman, his wife, still surprises Niven Bnsch
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She’s gay, she’s gracious*

she knows her own mind—this

very beautiful Right Guy!

BY FREDDA DUDLEY

Claudette lost to Don Ameche in a game of wits

RAUCOUS voice rang out. “Where is Claudeen

Colburt?” the vocal bugle demanded. “I want to

see Claudeen Colburt.”

On the Triangle Productions set for “Sleep, My
Love,” property men turned pale, electricians hid be-

hind master control panels, and here and there a strong

man fainted because, after all, Hollywood is the Land
of Protocol, also called The Home of the Red Velvet

Rug. There are sacred rules about when a star is to

be approached, by whom, under what circumstance,

which knee flexed. Although no names will be named,
there are some stars in Hollywood who are tougher

to contact than Stalin’s wife.

So, to a crew which had never worked with her be-

fore, the sound of Miss Colbert’s name being rendered

in this unseemly fashion was more terrifying than an

air circus of flying saucers.

The door of Miss Colbert’s dressing room opened

and a mischievous face peered out. An amused voice

demanded, “Who is calling me by that awful name?”

“It is I, Bob Cummings,” said that unabashed gen-

tleman. “Hi, Claudeen.”

“Where on earth did you ever get that label?” pur-

sued Miss Colbert.

Bob, grinning, explained with mock dignity, “Where
I come from—Joplin, Missouri—that’s what you’re

called: Claudeen Colburt.”

“How did they like me in Joplin?” asked Miss Col-

bert earnestly.

“In Joplin, like everywhere, they’re simply nuts

about you,” said Bob.

Claudette Colbert’s eyes crinkled at the comers. “In

that case, call me Claudeen.”

By noon, everyone on the United Artists lot had

heard about the gag. By noon of the following day,

everyone on the set was calling the picture’s star

Claudeen.

This story is probably the best possible answer to

those who ask, “What is Claudette Colbert really like?”

She is a good-natured (Continued on page 95)
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Happiness is

It wasn’t always that way with Bill Holden—who

once viewed life from a not-so-merry-go-round

BY JERRY ASHER

F
OR the first time in his twenty-nine years, Bill

Holden’s stopped spinning. He can look at you
without running furtive fingers through a shock

of brownish-blond hair. When he sits in a chair,

those long, lean legs no longer wind themselves

around like vines. He talks without tugging at his

tie.

“You’re gazing upon a relaxed man,” Bill sighs

gratefully.

It took nearly a year after V-J day for ex-GI

Bill Holden to reconvert to Hollywood. And it

took exactly one picture
—“Dear Ruth”—for the

movie fans, who hadn’t seen a Holden film in five

long years, to reconvert to Bill.

He grins, a slow smile that gains momentum and

spreads until it stretches from ear to ear.

“You see, the entire time I was in the Army I

was well adjusted. But, when I got out, if ever

there was a time that I doubted myself, that was
it. I was supposed to go right into “Dear Ruth”

but they kept postponing it. In the Army I was

just like everyone else. But here I was an indi-

vidual again and instead of that feeling of freedom

I had counted on, I didn’t know what to do about

myself.

“I was short-tempered, moody and depressed.

Peter Westfield, bored but obliging, stops for a

quick shot with parents Bill and Brenda Marshall

Study in contentment

:

The Holden charm works its

magic in “Dear Ruth”
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Their new house is probably the biggest thing

Their pride and joy is the barbecue pit in the garden.

Bill also stars in Columbia’s “The Man from Colorado”

Happiness is a

I avoided all my friends. I saw every movie

I had missed. I read every available script

at Paramount. I worked around the house.

Finally I felt that everything had ended.

Naturally, after the Army, I had expected

there would be some adjustment requiring

about a month at the most. Well for ten

months I was a fugitive from a psychoanalyst.

And then I went to work.”

“Work” meant “Dear Ruth,” followed by

“Blaze of Noon,” and “The Man from Col-

orado.”

Bill was discharged from the Army in

November of 1945. Reconverting to peace

also meant reconverting to his wife, Brenda

Marshall, and to their three-year-old son,

Peter Westfield. To say nothing of the new
child they were expecting. For after four

years of marriage the Holdens were prac-

tically strangers!

Bill met and married Brenda Marshall

in 1941, while he was making “Invisible



that’s ever happened to Bill and his “Ardis”

Bill and Brenda are still catching up on all the things

that they never had time to do before. Periodically

they go on talking jags—which sometimes last for hours!

tilingcalled BILL
Brenda’s return to the screen in “Whispering Smith”
played an important part in their plans for the future

Stripes,” on loanout to Warner Bros. Three
days later Brenda left for North Bay, On-
tario, to play opposite Jimmy Cagney in

“Captains of the Clouds.” When she came
back Bill was on his way to Carson City
where they were shooting “Remarkable
Andrew.” Eleven days later they rushed
Bill home and into the hospital for an
emergency appendectomy. The afternoon
they let him out Brenda was rushed in for

the same operation. By the time she was
dismissed, Bill was making “The Fleet’s

In.” The day he finished, Warner Bros,

sent Brenda to the President’s Birthday
Ball in Washington. Instead of returning,

she was taken on to New York for the
premiere of “Captains of the Clouds.”
“That was in January, 1942,” Bill remem-

bers only too well. “On April 17th, less

than three months later, I enlisted in the
Army. For the following three years and
eight months, we ( Continued on page 68)
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Errol Flynn and his Nora. The author still

has a score to settle with him

!

too vivid not to

remember, too exciting not to report

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

OLLYWOOD Moments—on my personal and par-

ticular screen of time!

Susan Peters in a wheel chair, leading a caravan of

veteran paraplegics—in wheel chairs—on a sight-

seeing tour of Universal-International Studio. Susan

so pretty and slender and gay. The men excited. Some trying

to rise as they are introduced to Yvonne De Carlo, Burt Lan-
caster, Charles Bickford. And then remembering and half

apologizing for not being able to get up. . . .

Maria Montez—I think it was at the beginning of 1941. She

has just come to Hollywood and she’s a yellow blonde, and no

one knows who she is—except Maria. I meet her in a fashion-

able bar. And between sips of something, Maria says, “In

five years, I make one hundred sousand dollars a peecture

—

or I geeve up.” I remembered this moment last year, when
Maria was paid $100,000 and ten per cent of the profits for

co-starring in “Atlantis.” . . .

Larry Parks, working all day in “The Jolson Story.” And
staying up all night with his mother, dying of cancer. “I’m

so tired I can hardly go on,” Larry told me day after weary
day. But he went on, and his mother lived just long enough to

see Larry in “The Jolson Story.” That’s something neither Larry

nor I can ever forget—his mother’s tears as she watched her

son make history on the screen . . .
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Greer Garson, on her arrival in Hollywood

:

AH play and no work was too much for Greer

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Peck at the Academy

Awards Dinner. Greg became a winner in losing

Greer Garson—I met Greer when she first came to Holly-

wood in 1938. She was under contract to Metro and they were

.

paying her a thousand dollars a week. But they wouldn’t give

her a chance to work. And Greer was so sick in spirit, her

body caught the disease. And she told me then she was going to

have an operation on her back. Which she didn’t need—when
she landed the part of Mrs. Chips. . . .

Joan Crawford—no job—poison at the box office. So I went
to see her in her palatial Brentwood home—to sympathize with

her. And found her washing diapers! The diaper laundry had
burned down the day before. But life, and I do mean babies

and diapers, had to go on! . . .

Memories of Susan Hayward when she first started in pic-

tures. I was on the set the first day of her first picture—

I

won’t mention the title because Susie wants me to forget! She
was scared pink, almost the color of her hair. The assistant

director screamed at her, “Hayward, come here!” With a

tightening of her lips, she “came here.” And I thought, “When
that girl’s a star, she’ll get her own back.” She’s a star. And
the early pushing around has left a scar of shyness. But no
one has ever complained that Susan Hayward’s mean on the

set. . . .

My first Hollywood party! At Sam Goldwyn’s house New
Year’s Eve, 1936. Every star in (Continued on page 127)

Judy, at sixteen, had different dreams



Great Expectations

More than a century ago Charles Dickens

wrote this story. Today, from the English

studios of J. Arthur Rank, comes a great

picture in which once again you thrill

to the magic of a great storyteller

1. “Ye’ll never escape me if ye break your promise!”

Paralyzed with fright, young Pip (Anthony Wager)

mutely assures the desperate escaped convict Magwitch

(Finlay Currie) he’ll return with food and drink for him

3. Pip's bleak young life is enlivened by occasional vis-

j its to the home of eccentric Miss Havisham (Martita

Hunt) where he plays with her niece Estella (Jean Sim-

mons ). The pretty, imperious girl fascinates Pip

2. Following a chase across the moors, Magwitch is cap-

tured and taken back to the prison ship. Before he em-

barks, Magwitch turns and looks long and silently at

Pip, the only one who has ever shown him a kindness

4. The years pass. One day Pip (John Mills) and his

brother-in-law Joe Gargery (Bernard Miles) receive the as-

tounding news from lawyer Jaggers (Francis L. Sullivan)

that an unknown benefactor has settled an income on Pip!



5. The transition of the rough

country boy begins. Herb

Pocket (Alec Guinness) grooms

Pip for his new station in life

6. Pip, now a young gentleman of fashion, again

meets Estella (Valerie Hobson), who is a beautiful

young woman. Loving her, he’s jealous and hurt when

she encourages Bentley Drummie (Torin Thatcher)

7. Magwitch, risking his

life if caught, appears at

the apartment, reveals he’s

Pip's unknown benefactor!

8. Estella plans to marry Drummie. Miss Havisham

realizes the vengeance she sought for her own un-

happiness by planning for Pip to love Estella hope-

lessly has borne bitter fruit. She dies broken-hearted

9. Pip and Herbert try to smuggle

Magicitch out of the country. They

are run down by a packet boat. The

convict is fatally hurt and captured

10. In the prison hospital

Pip comforts the old man
with news of the daughter

he had lost as a child

11. For in logger’s office he had learned Estella is Mag-

tvitch's daughter, adopted by Miss Havisham. The events of

the last few weeks prove too much for Pip. He becomes

seriously ill, is taken back home by his brother-in-law Joe

12. Recovering, Pip finds Estella. her engagement bro-

ken because of her parentage, prepared to live shut

away from the world as Miss Havisham did. He realizes

there is only one course he can take to save Estella



Sidney gets a line on Ingrid Bergman He can take ’em or leave ’em—on Martha Vickers

THAIS

raw
Capsule comments from the blithe-

some pen of the guy who sees all.

I

HEARD Jane Russell sing the other night, and must

admit that I was pleasantly surprised. She can hold

her own with any good “singer with a band,” and has

proved that there is more than one way to put on a good

front . .. . Judy Garland is still my favorite singer, how-
ever, but I do wish she would stop trying to do things

with over-orchestrated songs and just be herself ... I

don’t believe the marriage of Van Johnson to Pal Keen-
an’s Evie has affected his status, for it isn’t like the old

days (referred to by those who don’t know better as the

good old days) when a movie star had to hide the fact

that he was married or he couldn’t have a following.

These days the screechers yell for Frankie-boy to go

back to Nancy while they are tearing the clothes off him.

I can’t understand why Tallulah Bankhead isn’t in

more pictures and isn’t a big favorite, for she has a great

voice, is a great personality and is also a fine actress . . .

It is odd indeed how things change in Hollywood and

knows all and tells it well

HQIHWO0D

BY SIDNEY SKOISKY



The stop light isn’t a spotlight (or the stars

yet really don’t change at all. What I mean to say is

is that a few years ago everyone in the social whirl was
going to parties given by the Countess di Frasso. The
Countess di Frasso has been switched to Atwater Kent,

but it is the same crowd in the same social whirl. They

just gave the host the “switcheroo,” a trick they do with

the same story when making it into another picture . . .

I think Martha Vickers is a cutie, even though she in-

sists that she must have freckles to be sexy. For me,

sexy can be with or without freckles.

I am of the opinion that Hollywood is like any other

town, and that the stuff of which heroes and heroines

are made is ordinary, even as you and I. I have seen

Merle Oberon in slacks, and with little make-up on,

going into a bakery on Shlepp Row (the sign posts call

it Beverly Drive) to buy some cake for tonight’s dinner.

Ann Sothem will go shopping at Saks, or June Haver
might drop into the Knobby ( Continued on page 92)

The stage is set—for another screen cliche

I

It’s a “slack” season

for Hollywood wolves
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Wit and witchery make a pair when Steve

Hannagan and Annie get together

Annie, Hollywood’s happy

philosopher, proves that laughter

makes the men come ’round

BY HERB HOWE

L
OOKING for a lift out of boredom
and atomic despair the world to-

day might well turn to the

Sheridan way of life.

Miss Ann Sheridan came back to

Hollywood from her two years sab-

batical a practicing philosopher. Her
doctrines should put to flight the

dolorists who remind us we will soon

be in our coffins and the atom
smashers who say we will not even

need coffins.

Opulent of eye as the Hope dia-

mond or her own emerald-cut

Kohinoor, philosopher Sheridan is

still the Sultana of Oompf. But that’s

not all. Down in Texas where she

was born thirty-two years ago she

was known as Clara Lou, and though

all hands today in Hollywood call

her Annie, her own name lingers on.

She calls her cow Clara Lou. That

cow, they say, is a card. So is

Annie.

On the set of “Silver River,” a

young father passed round the cigars

in jubilation for his new bambino.

Errol Flynn got one but Miss Sheri-

dan was neglected. Annie was ag-

grieved. Though she smokes neither

stogie nor hookah, the Sultana

played football and baseball in her

days and says she had the best

collection of aggies of any sport in

the state or Texas.

Annie is (Continued on page 117]
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The star of “The

Unfaithful” out-

lines the Sheridan

way of life. Her

creed is— laugh

and grow fat
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On hand for the occasion and looking

radiantly happy were lovely Laraine

Day and her husband Leo Durocher

^ ft.

Deborah Kerr, star of the picture, found Hollywood premieres a

new experience. With her is husband Tony Bartley, Joan Fontaine

and Bill Dozier. Rear-viewers are Van and Evie Johnson

Sip® mists

Fine feathers for a fair femme: Gloria

De Haven, with husband John Payne, were

among those spotlighted at the event

60

The red carpet rolls out for Hollywood’s

of parties to celebrate the

Many gay parties followed the premiere. At the Chanteclair.

where there were more guests than seats, Tony Martin and

dainty dancer Cyd Charisse were lucky, relax with a cigarette



First night fever is catching: Bob Cummings and his pretty

wife shared in the general excitement, couldn’t resist turn-

ing around for another look at the glittering panorama

Fair exchange: The fans crowding the out-

side of the theater got wide-eyed atten-

tion from Ann Blyth and Peter Thompson

dress circle, with a gay round

glittering premiere of “Black Narcissus”

Among those cheered by the fans outside the theater was

stunningly gowned Ava Gardner. The lovely lady with her

came with George Sanders—wouldn’t give her name!

Walter Pidgeon congratulates Deborah

Kerr at the Chanteclair party. She

had to wait half an hour for a table!
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Catherine
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It’s not what they do but how they

McLeod s corsages

do it that keeps these

stars in the topical limelight

C
ONVERSATION is an art—it re-

quires cultivation and practice

as all arts do. But unlike other

arts, it may be acquired by all of us.

And it always helps to have a con-

venient peg on which you can hang

the conversation when it lan-

guishes. We call them “Conversa-

tion Pieces.”

A conversation piece can be any-

thing that is interesting, amusing or

different. It can be something you

wear, something you do, something

original in your home; it can be

some particular facet of your per-

sonality—that particular something

that makes you you.

You’ll be surprised how often

they come in handy.

The most discussed Hollywood

conversation piece in recent years

is the tiny gold whistle which hangs

from Lauren Bacall’s charm brace-

let, given her by Humphrey Bogart

before they were married. If you’ll

recall, it was inspired by that line

of Laui'en’s in the movie “Casa-

blanca,” “If you want me, just

whistle.” That is a superb example

of what I mean by “conversation

piece”—it’s unusual, and it’s truly

Bacall.

But Lauren’s collection of con-

versation pieces doesn’t end with

the whistle. She has a second one,

also decidedly her own—her

blouses. (Continued on page 112)



BY ANITA COLBY
Photoplay'* Beauty Editor

Bogart’s gift to Lanren Bacall became the talk of the town

Roz Russell’s originality takes an atomic trend

Nancy’s error became

a Guild trademark

S3



S
HOPPING around Hollywood and Beverly Hills gets

more and more exciting—so many new and lavishly

appointed shops keep opening up! And the tempta-

tion to buy anything from gadgets to gorgeous gowns,

furs and fabulous shoes is terrific. The “small town”

atmosphere has just about disappeared from the local

shopping scene and as for Beverly Hills—well, the salons

in that little center can now compete with those in the

world capitals. Beverly boasts a new shoe shop

(Joseph) that’s one of the most unusual. Has the air

of a modem drawing room, complete with an indoor

garden and welcoming fireplace. Tea is served every

afternoon at four—and the shoes! They “floor” you!

Little gold kid slippers, sparkling with tiny mirrors as

trimmings; rhinestone-studded black satin evening

sandals with matching bags.

As we snoop around, we note that the giant handbags,

so popular so long, seem to be giving way to bags of

daintier sizes. Yet with cool weather coming on, the

gals will be willing to lug more things in bigger purses

again no doubt. But there’s nothing “tiny” about the

beautiful new evening bag (Continued on page 100)

Suited for the occasion: Beige

felt adds style interest to Gail

Patrick’s brown gabardine suit

Perky plaid for pert Ann

Blyth. Under the jacket

there’s a gay green weskit



Catch up with the stars on this

gay safari for fabulous new fashions

and the latest in gadgets

BY EDITH GWYNN
Photoplay*8 Reporter-about-town

For “after dark” drama : Mar-

guerite Chapman’s brown taf-

feta dress, fetchingly frilled

Frosted elegance for early

fall dating— Paule Croset’s

smart Australian Possum coat
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> WHAT SHOULD I DO ?

YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWERED BY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Editor’s Note: Because of

tbe increasing amount of

work entailed in handling

the many letters that come

each month to Miss Colbert.

Photoplay has assigned her

the editorial services of

Fredda Dudley, well-known

Hollywood correspondent.

D
ear miss colbert:

I am in love with my boy friend, who says he is

in love with me.
We would like to be married but due to the fact that

he is in college and is receiving only $65.00 per month,
we couldn’t get along. I am willing to work, but he
simply won’t hear of it. He says he has too much
pride along that line.

We have decided not to see each other for awhile.
We have tried this before and I find it very hard to
live without him. When he comes back, he always
seems to be more in love with me than ever, but he
still can’t decide on marriage.
He doesn’t seem to think he would be able to devote

much time to me because of his studies. I would be
willing to overlook that while he is in school. What
should I do to persuade him?

Kate Lee I.

If you had discussed this quite frankly with your
mother I think she might have come to the same con-
clusion I have reached: Your beau is undoubtedly
very fond of you, but he simply does not want to get
married yet.

In any emotional relationship, most boys try to be
as kind as well-reared girls. But a girl who tries to
cajole a man into marriage is often setting up future
work for the divorce court.

In our society, marriage is often regarded as a
handicap for a man, but an advantage for a girl. For
this reason, most men are not eager to rush into mar-
riage unless they are overwhelmingly in love or con-
vinced that great advantage is offered by the union.

Marriage is becoming more and more an equal
partnership. If this boy is really too proud to allow
you the right to contribute to the marriage, he might

not be a very good bet as a husband. You should
relax and let the boy do the pursuing.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty and have been married for a year to an

ex-GI who is attending college under the G.I. Bill.

I work in an office eight hours a day. The work is

demanding and very tiresome. My husband goes to

school mornings, but has no classes in the afternoon.
He spends the time playing ball or hanging out with
friends at the drugstore. Many evenings he is not
home when I arrive, and the house is a mess.

It would only take an hour of his leisure time to

straighten up a bit, but when I discuss this with him
he says I am nagging. If I don’t “shut up” as he sug-
gests, he says he is going to get a divorce. If I mention
how the husbands of my girl friends help with the
housework, he slaps me.

I love my husband very much and I want us to be
happy. Sometimes I think that if I quit my office job
my problems would be solved, but I have to keep on
working to support us.

Mrs. J. L. D.

You have said that you love your husband very
much—a statement that interests me. Personally, I

can’t undersand how a girl who is working eight hours
a day to aid a man through college could continue to

love that man if he abused her.

However, love is what the economists and politicians

call “an imponderable.” There’s no predicting it.

If you really ivant to be happy, the only thing for
you to do is to forget the appearance of your house
at night. Do what you can in the morning, leave it,

and don’t even mention it (Continued on page 120)

Photoplay Fashions In Color Start on Page 83
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7#n#VH?veJt?cm daughter of Mrs. Oliver J. Moore, lives in Lake Forest.

She is engaged to Joseph A. Kelly of Akron. Ohio. "Ginny” has legendary Celtic beauty—raven

black hair, a complexion white as milk, kept smooth as velvet with Pond’s Cold Cream.

She’s Engaged

!

a

SOME OF THE BEAUTIFUL WOMEN
OF SOCIETY WHO USE POND’S

Mrs. William Rhinelander Stewart

Mrs. Allan A. Ryan Mrs. John J. Astor

H. H. Princess Priscilla Bibesco

Mrs. Ernest L. Biddle

Mrs. George Jay Gould, Jr.

The Lady Moyra Forester

YOCTMUSr

rom/ac£7Vjv/o//t/;

says lovely Ginny Moure

"I feel I’ve given my face a wonderful super

clean-up and smooth-out—when I blush-cleanse

it,” Ginny says. Read how her blush-cleanse

beauty care with Pond’s can help your skin.

Just 4 quick beauty-making steps:

Rouse face with splashes of warm water.

Cream your receptively moist, warm skin

thickly with Pond’s Cold Cream. Swirl

briskly. This blush-cleanse loosens clinging

dirt and make-up, softens skin, brings up

fresh color. Tissue off.

Re-cream, to blush-rinse away last traces

of dirt, make-up. This blush-rinse brings up
still more color—makes skin feel super-soft.

Tissue off again.

Tingle face with cold water.

RESULT—a softer, rosier, cleaner face than

has looked out of your mirror for a long time.

The demulcent action of Pond’s Cold Cream
has helped free your skin of dirt. This Pond’s

blush-cleanse has brought up the circulation

that is so good for your skin.

Get a big jar of Pond’s Cold Cream today.

Every night do this blush-cleanse and blush-rinse

—every morning just a quick blush-rinse. Watch
your face respond.

. ,
HER RING—

V a center diamond,

glittering between two

smaller diamonds

Site uses Ponds

!

Women know

what Pond’s Cream can do

for them

That is why far more

women use Pond’s Cream

than any other
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Happiness Is a Thing Called Bill

(Continued from page 51) remained on a
merry-go-round. Ardis (Brenda was
christened Ardis Ankerson) caught up with
me whenever time or money permitted.
When I went into O.C.S. from then on
there was barely time for breathing. Like
all GIs, I had to count the pennies. Ardis
worked for a few months, and then she
retired to wait for the birth of Peter West-
field.”

S
INCE he was singing the reconversion
blues, Bill said he might as well tell

me how the Holdens reconverted to the
housing problem.
When he came home from the army, the

house that once had sufficed was beginning
to bulge at the corners.
A small breakfast room served as sleep-

ing quarters for Virginia, Ardis’s young
daughter by a former marriage. Peter
Westfield had to have his own nursery, and
now they were expecting the young person
who turned out to be Scott Porter! With
three children, a nurse, and a couple in the
kitchen, Bill briefly toyed with the idea of

installing a red and green traffic light

system.
So they started out to look for a new

home. Bill and Brenda had a definite

picture in mind; they knew what they
wanted and exactly what they could afford
to pay. Bill was working at Columbia, co-
starring with Glenn Ford in “The Man
from Colorado.” On his first day off he
made a date with his wife and a real-estate
man.
The real -estate man tried to tell them

about a house that belonged to comedian,
Leon Errol, who had lost his wife and now
wanted to sell and move into a smaller
place.

“I think maybe I must have been listen-

ing with half an ear,” Bill laughed. “Any-
way, the way the house was described
to me, I wouldn’t even be bothered to go
look at it. Then one day we were driving
around.
“After looking at several prospects, the

real-estate man drove down a winding,
flower-bordered street. It had no sidewalks,
and its natural unplanned pattern ap-
pealed to us instantly. On a corner we saw
this beautiful Georgian, flagstone-front
house. I pointed it out and kiddingly asked
the real-estate man why he couldn’t find

us something like that.”

“That,” he announced grimly, “is the
house I’ve been talking about for the last

five days!”
They saw it—two stories, four bedrooms

and baths, room to think in, space to grow
in—and they fell in love with it. But they
knew they couldn’t afford it. That night

they sat at the dinner table and tried to
visualize how it would feel to own such a
home. Brenda looked at Bill wistfully. He
blinked, gulped and kicked himself under
the table. Just then the phone rang. Brenda
came back a few minutes later, looking
like she had swallowed a couple of tons
of stardust.

“It was Leslie Fenton,” she said ecstati-
cally. “They are looking for someone to
play opposite Alan Ladd in ‘Whispering
Smith’ and he suggested me. The part is

mine and I’m going to take it.”

They knew when they moved in that it

would be a year before they could even
afford to buy an ash tray, let alone the
extra furniture they would be needing.

Bill came home one evening and Brenda,
who had preceded him, was behind the bar
whipping up a malted milk for Peter West-
field (they call him “West”) on the mix-
master.
“Oh Ardis,” said Bill nonchalantly, “I

stopped by Rennick’s today. You know
those bar benches we looked at? Well, we
can have them next week.”
“But Bill,” cried Brenda. “You said

if we ordered them, they wouldn’t be
delivered for six or eight months.”
“No honey,” Bill emphasized the words

with great masculine patience. “That was
our new dining room set I was referring
to.”

“Dining room set!” shrieked Brenda.
“WHAT dining room set? Oh Bill—!”

That’s how the Holdens reconverted

—

I

T’S been so long since Bill Holden last

appeared in the movie magazines—way
back in 1942, that was—that perhaps we’d
better tell you a little about his back-
ground.
His real name is William Beedle, and he

was born in O’Fallon, Illinois, the oldest of

three brothers. When Bill was four, his

father, a chemical analyst, moved the
Beedle brood to Pasadena. Despite high
hopes held, Bill remained uninspired by
scientific research. The analysis of fertilizer

he especially found completely lacking in

fatal fascination.

In the Beedle world, one somehow just

didn’t decry, “I want to be an actor.” So
Bill quietly slipped into the Pasadena
Playhouse. He was portraying an old man
of seventy when a Paramount talent scout
first saw him. Bill tested late in 1938 and
signed early in 1939.

Columbia (who still share his contract)

borrowed him for “Golden Boy.” When
Bill wasn’t learning to act and talk, he was
taking violin lessons, or training to fight

like a professional. There were inter-

views and portrait sittings, wardrobe fit-

rmgs and endless rehearsals for his numer-
ous picture jobs. Occasionally he managed
to sneak a quick visit to his bewildered
family in Pasadena.
And then came his marriage to Brenda

Marshall, and Pearl Harbor—and the rest
you already know.
From here on it’s clear sailing for the

reconverted Holdens—loving each other,
laughing at each other—working and play-
ing, planning their future together.

S
UNDAYS are especially special. Usually
the kids are commandeered by Bill’s

parents and whisked over to Pasadena. The
servants leave, Brenda gets on the tele-
phone and Bill makes a beeline for their
barbecue pit. By very informal invitation,
the Ronald Reagans, the Richard Carlsons,
the Glenn Fords wander in as the day
progresses.

Bill is the organizer and how he loves
organizing! He barbecues the steaks and
chickens, toasts the garlic bread and bakes
the potatoes. It’s practically witchcraft but
everything comes out piping hot and ready
at the same time. Ardis stares at him in

wonder and offers up silent little prayers
that she’ll manage to whip through the
salad. Speaking of cooking (and just try
and stop him) for Bill it holds a serpent-
like fascination.

“It isn’t that I eat so much,” he quickly
clears himself. “But I love all kinds of
food, both exotic and simple. Someday I’m
going to give my stomach a real, culinary
holiday. I’ll have fried locusts in India,

French snails in France—in fact I’ll just

quietly eat my way around the world.”
Aside from cooking food and eating

food, Bill also gets a vicarious thrill out of

just reading about it! All of which recalls

one of Brenda’s favorite stories. They had
retired early. Bill was comfortably propped
up in bed reading the “Gentlemen’s Com-
panion,” or

—“Round the World with Knife,
Fork and Spoon” and “Exotic Drinks and
Cooking.”
Brenda, who was writing letters, sud-

denly looked over at her husband.
“So help me,” she loves to taunt him,

“he was—DROOLING!”
Despite their relaxed life and living, Bill

and Brenda still are catching up on things
there was never time to discuss before.

Periodically they go on talking jags and
once to their horror—dawn broke and
there they were still yakking! When Bill

was making “The Man from Colorado,”
the company was dismissed at six. At six-

fifteen he was back home talking to

Brenda.
“You see how simple life can be,” he

stretched himself out on the couch lux-
uriously while she mixed them a Martini.

“I’ve been off the screen so long, no one
recognizes me. When I come out the studio

gate, those happy little characters with
autograph books don’t even bother to look
in my direction. So I’m home in a few
minutes. I tell you—life certainly can be
beautiful.”

The following Saturday Bill was down
at the market buying steaks for their Sun-
day barbecue. At the end of the counter
stood a woman who kept staring. And
staring. Bill became so aware of it he
began showing his discomfort. Then she
came over.

“For just a moment there, you gave me
quite a thrill,” she giggled. “I thought you
were—Alan Ladd. You ought to try and
get a job in the studios. You could
double for Alan—any time!”

It’s our personal opinion that Bill Holden
does a whale of a job—just “doubling” for

himself.

The End

Do BREAMS COME TRUE?
YES! Find out how you can get your fond-

est wish. Fabulous gifts awarded daily.

LISTEN TO

44Heart 9
s Hesire"

Daytime—Monday through Friday

on the Mutual Network

Ben Alexander, graeter of DRAMA HUMOR LOVE
hearts desires.

Do You want your dream to come true? Read the HEART'S DESIRE feature in this month's

TRUE ROMANCE Magazine.
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It'* thrilling when he whispers

"You’re beautiful !” In recent

tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials

by skin specialists, actually

3 out of 4 complexions improved
in a short time!

ft L&/clief[mi§lt!
“My Beauty Facials give skin

fresh new Loveliness/ says this famous

ft

Star

Lovely Joan Caulfield tells you how she takes her Active-

lather facials with Lux Toilet Soap: "Just smooth Lux

Soap’s fragrant creamy lather well into your skin. Rinse

with warm water, a dash of cold. As you pat gently to dry,

skin is smoother, more appealing.”

Don’t let neglect cheat you of Romance. You’ll find

Joan Caulfield is right when she says "My Lux Soap

beauty care will make you lovelier tonight!”

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap _ Prefer/
t
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7-Day Prune (lake

says BETTY BLAKE

Everybody knows how good Prunes are

for breakfast . . . but not everybody knows

how many good things can be made from

them. Here’s one, for example:

Easy to make, wonderful to eat... and
keeps fresh and moist for a full weekl

IK cups uncooked SUNSWEET
"Tenderized” Prunes

1 K cups granulated sugar

K cup shortening

3 eggs, beaten

2K cups all-purpose flour

K teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon mace

1 teaspoon cinnamon

1 K teaspoons soda

K cup boiling coffee

Wash prunes, boil 10 minutes in water to

cover, drain, pit, and put through medium
food chopper. Cream sugar and shorten-

ing, add beaten eggs, mix. Add prunes,

mix. Add flour sifted with salt, spices, and

K tsp. soda, mix well. Add coffee in which
remaining soda has been dissolved. Beat

well. Pour into 3 well-greased layer cake

pans. Bake in moderate oven (375°) for 25

min. Combine layers with butter and sugar

icing. This cake gathers moisture and will

keep a full week without loss of flavor.

Serves 10 to 12.

-ft -Sr

Try this Quick SUNSWEET Trick! Fill a quart

jar with SUNSWEET "Tenderized” Prunes, add
boiling water to cover, and let stand. Good the

next day, better the day after . . . the longer they

stand the richer they get.

-Dr -tx

SUNSWEET Prunes are tree-rip-

ened for sweetness and flavor . .

.

"
Tenderized

”

for quick-cooking

and better eating . . . sealed in foil

cartons for perfect protection . .

.

packed by the grow-

ers themselves.

-Or «Cr -tr -tr -f?

California Prune & Apricot Growers Assn.

San Jose, California

SUNSWEET "Tenderized” Prunes, Apricots and
Peaches . . . also SUNSWEET Prune Juice

Olivia discusses her

role in “The Snake

Pit” with author

Mary Jane Ward

'A/ww'taJkxA cu clnmw
Win or lose, there was no other course

for the girl who has never “played it safe”

O
NCE you’ve
reached the top
it’s human na-

ture to sit back
and say, “Now I

can take it easy,

play it safe.”

Not so Olivia de
Havilland. The
day after she had
dusted off her
mantelpiece with
a white silk hand-
kerchief and care-

fully deposited upon it Hollywood’s
most prized trophy, the Academy Oscar,

it was announced that her next picture

would be “The Snake Pit,” Twentieth
Century-Fox’s adaptation of the best-

selling novel about a girl in a mental
hospital.

That is definitely not “playing it

safe.” If Livvie had looked around
deliberately for the most dangerous
vehicle she could find, a role that would
tax to the utmost her ingenuity as an
actress, this was it. But Livvie is a

gambler and has always been a mys-
tery to Hollywood. She was either a

recluse or an habitue of the night spots.

When people asked her why she didn’t

get married, her answer was bewilder-
ingly direct. “The right man hasn’t

come along yet. I’m in no hurry!”
When the right man came along she

didn’t hesitate. She and Marcus Good-
rich were married just a few weeks
after they met. She didn’t need a long
engagement. She knew he was the

right man and she was in a hurry.

She is full of sentiment. During an

appearance at the Hollywood Bowl one
night, a policeman backstage told her
that a little old lady who had come by
streetcar all the way from Compton
(some thirty miles) was at the stage
door and wanted to see her. The little

lady came in and presented Olivia with
a gift, wrapped in a shoe box and cov-
ered with silver paper.
In it was a replica of Olivia as Melanie

in “Gone With the Wind.” She was so
touched that she broke into tears.

She loves to eat, but has to be care-
ful about food, because of a tendency to
gain weight. Before she started work
on “The Snake Pit” she went on a diet
and lost fourteen pounds. She felt that
the character should look wan and
gaunt and diet was the only way to get
the effect.

She can face a huge audience and give
a dramatic portrayal that will put tears
into the eyes of every one of her listen-

ers, but she has a dread of being inter-
viewed on the radio. She explains it

simply—“When I play a part I’m fine

—

but the hardest thing for me to do is

play myself.”
Her greatest thrill? She still isn’t

quite sure. For years she thought that
she could never get a bigger thrill than
when she won the junior cup for public
speaking at Saratoga (California) High
School. Yet the night the Oscar was
put into her hands, she could scarcely
speak through excitement. That was a
great thrill too.

So great a thrill that she’s willing to

gamble on a repeat for her performance
in “The Snake Pit.”

The End

(sover cfjwl
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The Best Years of Her Life

(Continued from page 44) her so that
she made up her mind to learn to bake
the best cakes in California. That’s how
it came about that she learned to bake
superlative cakes before she tackled any-
thing as simple as a poached egg. She
has been collecting cookbooks ever since

and has “spurts” of frantic cooking activity,

sizzling language and all. Just now it is

casserole cookery and she tells how Pete,

her fourteen-year-old stepson, coming up-
on her the third day in succession growing
rosy cheeked over an earthenware dish,

wailed, “Oh, please—not again! Can’t we
eat out tonight?” Teresa produced a steak

for Pete—but Niven eats her concoctions
and praises them highly.

They live in a rambling white frame
house in the Valley, on a three-and-one-
half acre hillside plot boasting a wealth
of huge trees and more riches in the lovely

vistas of hills and meadows. The house
has ambled right up the hillside with the
result that no two rooms are on the same
level and it is something of an adventure
to find your way from one part of the

house to another, although it isn’t particu-
larly large. Even the garden and the two
patios are on different levels but wherever
you are, no matter in which direction you
look, there is a lovely view.
When I first knew Teresa she was al-

ways talking about the “bi-ig” barbecue
party they intended to give “some day
when we really feel up to it.” They finally

gave it and were so delighted with the
whole thing that they have been giving
them more and more frequently ever since.

The thing that they emphatically do not do
at these parties is play games. “Because,”
says Teresa, “they interfere with conver-
sation. And what is the use of getting in-

teresting people together if you don’t have
conversation?”

In spite of the fact that one of Teresa’s
hobbies is interior decorating and that she
fills innumerable scrapbooks with informa-
tion about color schemes, wallpapers,
fabrics and so on, she insists that her
own house is “plain hodge podge,” since

most of the furniture was left over from
the days when Niven had a bachelor estab-
lishment and she her own small apartment.
All the chairs and divans are deep and soft

and although there is no “planned period”
or even a consistent color scheme, every-
thing harmonizes to give an impression of

peace. The only splash of real color in the
house is an outburst of huge roses on
Teresa’s bedroom walls. At the moment she
is brooding happily over the “leaf-green
and white dining room” she will have some
day.

S
HE MEETS people socially with ease
and an engaging eagerness, but she

suffers horrible stage fright when she is

about to be introduced to someone whom
she admires professionally. When she first

arrived in Hollywood a member of the
publicity department was taking her to
lunch at the studio commissary when she
espied Bette Davis. She burst into tears
and refused to go in. The press agent, sens-
ing a good story in the meeting of the two
women, walked round and round the
block with her, imploring, but finally gave
in and took her to a drive-in for a sand-
wich. Yet, when she met Bette later on at
a party, she was as cool and poised as a
plate of cream. Tears nearly overcame her
when Barbara Stanwyck complimented
her on her work (Continued on page 75)

The Stars Model

Photoplay Fashions on Page 83

All in favor say...

FELS-NAPTHA!

When it’s a choice of laundry

soap, millions of families vote

the straight Fels-Naptha 'ticket*.

For work clothes and play clothes; white shirts, linens

and towels; for delicate underthings— and of course

for Baby’s things that must be extra clean and soft—
there is nothing like the thorough cleaning

action of gentle Fels-Naptha Soap.

Fels-Naptha’s blend of good, mild soap

and active naptha assures whiter

washes with less work. Be sure

to mark your shopping 'ballot’

Fels-Naptha—Bar and Chips.

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES "TATTLE-TALE GRAY*



The prize was a trip to screenland and a screen test for the winner of the

Peggy Sage Raving Beauty Contest

Next stop the hairdresser, where Liza-

beth Scott gave her some tips on how

to wear her hair. Anita Colby advised

on the coming test—Edith Head, Para-

mount designer, okayed her dress.

Edwina Muehlberger, 18-year-old sales-

girl from Stern’s New York store,

reached Hollywood excited but tired,

went straight to Beverly Hills Hotel

P

Van’s handshake al-

most killed her! At

preview of his pic-

ture she met Norma

Shearer, Janet

Leigh and— later

on—the Frank Sin-

atra! “He’s nice!”
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Lights, camera! Edwina hopes she can

stop trembling—more than anything she

wants screen test to lead to something

!

Dinner at the Chanteelair with John and

Marie Lund ! “The sweetest people in all

Hollywood,” said a delighted Edwina.

A rhumba with John Lund at Giro’s!

Edwina’s thrilling six-day stay in starland

is almost ended— but, who knows?

/fs New//fs /ove of first fooc/t/

P||p‘y
1. A softening lotion that helps bring hands en-

§P> dearing natural softness. Its luxury lanolin (just

one of its softening ingredients) is the “first

cousin” of your skin’s own natural moisture.
.

2 . A protective lotion that helps “glove”

your hands against roughness, redness,

drying, wind-and-weather chapping.

Even the first petol touch of Woodbury Lotion on
your skin tells you it’s really and wonderfully

new. Beauty-blended to protect as it softens.

Rich. Creamy. Never sticky or greasy. At drug
and cosmetic counters. 10c, 25c & 50c—plus tax.

Your own hands will show you

/ the wonderful difference in

Woodbury Beauty-Blended Lotion.

\ti Mail to Box 56, Cincinnati 14, Ohio.
(Paste cm penny postcard if you wish.)

^
ij

Narne
*

Street

Please print name, address plainly. Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only.

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS WOODBURY FACIAL, SOAP AND OTHER AIDS TO LOVELINESS

P
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Expect the

best ... for that is

latter atte r

By Lester Gottlieb

Current disk-doings with the spotlight focused on music

and musical personalities from the motion-picture world

HENRY V: The brilliant spectacle which helped win

Laurence Olivier knighthood now serves as a fine album,

recorded in London by the star and beautifully packaged

here by Victor. The fine original musical score by Wil-

liam Walton is prominently heard in the background.

NORTHWEST OUTPOST: Columbia has issued an

album of tunes from the film with Nelson Eddy s voice

in fine manly fettle.

Laurence Olivier

J WONDER WHO’S KISSING HER NOW: Perry

Como (Victor), Ray Noble (Columbia) and the sweet

singing Dinning Sisters (Capitol) are among those who

have taken to the title tune which Mark Stevens sings in the movie. (For the record,

let it be stated that Buddy Clark is Stevens’s anonymous singing voice.)

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS: This one has a sure-fire hit ballad, "You Do,” which

Helen Forrest (M-G-M), Margaret Whiting (Capitol) and Vic Damone (Mercury)

do for the phonographs.

DEAR RUTH: This has a bright theme, "Fine Thing ” If you don’t remember

it, Charlie Spivak (Victor) and Les Brown (Columbia) will help refresh your memory.

BODY AND SOUL: This film took Johnny Green’s

torcher for its title and now the tune is due for re-

peated airings. Latest one is by long-absent Lee Wiley

and Eric Siday’s interesting little group (Victor).

OLD SPANISH TRAIL: Roy Rogers has disked the

title tune for Victor, Kay Kyser for Columbia, and Andy

Russell for Capitol.

VARIETY GIRL: This one has a novelty click in "Talla-

hassee” and Dinah Shore and Woody Herman join up

for a slick Columbia grooving. Incidentally, Dinah co-

stars with Frank Sinatra in a wonderful Columbia plat-

ter of "My Romance” and "Tea for Two” with all pro-
,

ceeds from its sale going to the Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. Don t pass it up.

Helen Forrest

what you get when you select

a Treasureland diamond ring.

The diamond of proud beauty

and pure quality . . . throned

in gold with the artisan-skill

that only Treasureland can

achieve. Excellence is as-

sured, value guarded by the

Treasureland Certificate of

Guarantee and Registration.

TIFF WITH FATHER: Music chief wisely selected a song from the 19th Century,

"Sweet Marie,” to serve the film’s atmosphere and Jack Smith (Capitol) gives it a

fine modern treatment.

' D 22
Solitaire $250.00

Wedding ring $100.00

*D16
Solitaire $125.00

Wedding ring $15.00

Federal tax included

See your jeweler or write

for the Treasureland

Booklet with Little Known
Facts about Diamonds.

TREASURELAND
RING COMPANY
Box I, Chicago 90, lllinoit

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: The New York Philharmonic Orchestra has several

new Columbia albums worthy of your attention. One is Liszt’s satamc Meph^to Wa tz

Artur Rodzinski is on the podium for this one. . . . Modernist Igor Stravinsky

conducts his own Symphony In Three Movements for sophisticated music-lovers. . . .

The orchestra accompanies brilliant violinist Isaac Stern in Wiemawski s Concerto

No 2 in D Minor. The results of all three works are entirely satisfactory. ... For

more violin importance, try Jascha Heifetz’s collection of modern viohn transcrip-

tions which Victor has just issued. . . . Bach s immortal Suites No. 2 and 3 get a

sympathetic rendition by the Boston Symphony with Koussevitzky conducting^ is

important Victor classical contribution. . . . Light operatic melodies of Weill,

Youmans and Rodgers are finely sung by Gladys Swarthout in a new Victor album.

More top-grade singing is done by tenor Torsten Ralf in a grouping of ag

no-i'an operatk excerpts'le'gantly organized by Columbia . . . Radio’s famed Fim

p- _ Quartet (Victor) play Variations on a Theme by Paganini and Three Etudes

by Chapin. . . Shostakovich’s stirring Ninth, written shortly after World War II

and dedicated to his country’s victorious armed forces, is thr.lhngly executed by

Koussevitzky and the Boston Symphony. ... An excellent album is Columbia s eol-

ation of famous Russian melodies by Tchaikovsky and Rimski-Korsakov and

bv cellist Gregor Piatigorsky.
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'-Haei it, RCA VICTOR

'Record Round-Up
in

ev!FREDDY MARTIM'S

"concertos
FOR DANCING-"

You get the Tchaikovsky Piano

Concerto, Grieg Piano Concerto,

Intermezzo, Warsaw Concerto,
Rachmaninoff Concerto No. 2,

others. It's Album P-169, $3.15.

TOMMY OORSey'S
“ALL TIMS HITS"

Includes Hawaiian War
Chant, Somewhere a Voice
Is Calling (with Frank Sina-

tra), Chicago, After You've
Gone, Boogie Woogie, Opus
No. 1, others. P-163, $3.15.

NEW ALBUM BY THE THREE SUNS
"Three Suns Week" starts Sept. 22nd! Celebrate with

their new album, "The Three Suns Present"— Twilight

Time, When Day Is Done, Deep Purple, Dardanella, The

Breeze and I, Sunrise Serenade, Hindustan. P-185, $3.15.

(Continued from page 71) in “Pride of the
Yankees,” and when she met dancer Vera-
Ellen recently she was as breathless as a
teen-aged fan, which amazed Vera-Ellen
no end—she being the shy type, herself!

Niven has always laughed at her and
made her laugh at herself. Often when she

< is engaged in earnest conversation (dis—

j cussion, really grows intense with her!)
she will suddenly catch his eye and will

break all out in giggles and lose her place
in what she was saying. She goes back to

i her subject, though.
She likes to garden but came a sad

cropper this spring when she attempted a
bed of larkspur. She “had at” the hard,
adobe soil with a pick-axe—all five feet

(

two inches of her—and tamped the baby
plants down, watered them thoroughly and
retired to dream of azure loveliness. Next
morning the snails had taken every single

| plant. So-o-o she bought a box of snail

* poison and began over. Even snails aren’t
going to defeat her.

She loves to swim and thinks the luxury
of a pool is the only one for which she

}
really yearns. She has “made passes” at

!

learning to ride and play tennis but has
never had time to be really good at either.

She buys old china and fine old woods
from a favorite shop in Beverly Hills.

There she dreamily makes deposits on
it various objects and weeks later someone
!< phones to say, “We’re still holding the blue
ii and white milk pitcher. Remember?”

Teresa gasps apologetically. Of course she
' remembers. She hasn’t called for it be-

!

cause—oh, well, she knows it’s there and
that it belongs to her and there doesn’t

I seem to be any particular rush about the
I actual possession of it. When she finally

j
goes to pick it up she inevitably finds
something else to reserve for another ex-
citing day. The blue and white pitcher was

!

followed by a wonderful antique chafing
dish (she still owes nineteen dollars on
this!) which caused a minor crisis in the
Busch household when she attempted to

!

use wood alcohol for fuel. It smelled.

C1INCE she has been in pictures she has
\j learned to get up at six and even to
like it. Since she has been married to the
ebullient Niven, she has learned to eat a
tremendous breakfast and to like that, too.
She does most of the family marketing
and hates doing it . . . she gets her ac-
counts all mixed up and can never re-
member whether or not she received her
change. She is always promising herself
to “make lists of things—all kinds of
things”—under the apparent impression
that if she ever gets round to doing this,
life will magically become much simpler
than it is now. She writes notes to herself
and leaves them all over the house in
odd corners but usually she can’t decipher
them when she comes upon them.
She loves to shop for clothes and feels

I

wicked and delightfully guilty when she
orders things without asking the prices.
This, she thinks, is a hangover from the
days when she could only window-shop
at Macy’s and pretend she was ordering
things. She likes simple dinner frocks and
doesn’t want any glittery trimming on
them. She likes slacks and tweeds—

1 “country-looking clothes”—and thinks she
is “the sloppiest woman I know” about her
clothes at home. She is puzzled at women
who constantly worry and fuss about their
hair. Hers is long and straight and won’t
take a permanent and she wonders, wist-
fully, sometimes, how she would look if

she had it cut short like a little boy’s. She
enjoys mild bath oils and colognes and
what she describes as “indefinite odors.”
She hates to pose for stills and perhaps

this has something to do with the legend
about her disliking “leg art.” “I don’t care
what they have me wearing,” she explains.
“It’s so dull, putting a leg here and an

Hear "Witchery"—Charlie Spivak's new-

est hit record! It's dedicated to Primrose House

"Witchery" Perfume. Vocal by Tommy Mercer.

On the other side: Stardreams, Charlie's famous

theme. Record 20-2373, 60(2.

Eddy Arnold and his Tennessee Plowboys: It's

a Sin and / Couldn't Believe It Was True. Record

20-2241, 60(2.

Maurice Chevalier: "Maurice Chevalier Re-

turns." Album includes Place Pigalle, Weeping
Willie, Quai de Bercy, Valentine, Vingt Ans. With

Henri Rene and his Orchestra. S-51, $3.75.

Bill Johnson and his Musical Notes: Don't You
Think I Oughta Know (vocal by Gus Gordon and

Quartet) and Shorty's Got to Go (vocal by Bill

Johnson and Quartet). Record 20-2225, 60#.

Freddy Martin and his Orchestra: The Lady
from 29 Palms (vocal by The Martin Men) and
Cumana (Barclay Allen at the piano). 20-2347,60^.

Prices are suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.

Read "In the Groove" every month. News
and pictures of your favorite bands and singers,

the latest records! Get yours from your RCA
Victor dealer.

What ! — No phonograph? — You're missing

hours of fun ! Hear the new Victrola radio-phono-

graph with the "Golden Throat." Victrola—T.M.

Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. Radio Corporation of America.

thb STARS
/V'AK£^ Hits AR£ om ^

RCH \f\CToR RECORDS
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Love-quiz . . . For Married Folks Only

WHY IS HE WRITING

TO ANOTHER WOMAN?

A. Her husband’s cooling love . . . his apparent disloyalty . . . may
be largely her fault. She may have become neglectful of proper

feminine hygiene.

Q. Can such neglect affect married happiness?

A. Doctors say many wives kill romance this way... stress that

intimate daintiness demands effective douching. For this, you

can depend on “Lysol” brand disinfectant.

Q. How does "Lysol" rate among other disinfectants?

A. Less “Lysol” is more effective than many other, weaker anti*

septics. “Lysol,” a proved germ and odor killer, is effective

not only in the test tube but in contact with organic matter.

Q. How about homemade solutions—like salt, or soda?

A. No weak, makeshift solution can compare with “Lysol” for

cleansing effectively.

ALWAYS USE "LYSOL" in the douche. See what a difference complete

daintiness makes in renewed charm and married romance.

Check these facts with

your doctor

Many doctors recommend “Lysol,

"

In the proper solution, for Femi-

nine Hygiene. Non-caustic, “Lysol"

Is non-injurious to delicate mem-

brane. Its clean, antiseptic odor

quickly disappears. Highly con-

centrated, "Lysol" Is economical

i n solution. Follow easy directions

for correct douching solution.

For Feminine

Hygiene—always use

r—
FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about inti-

mate hygiene and its important role in married

happiness. Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, Dept.

F-472, 1 92 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J., for

frankly informing FREE booklet.

NAME.

STREET.

CITY _STATE._
J Copr., 1947 by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

arm there and then—just sitting. I want
to do something!”
Her bland little tricks on the set are

fast becoming a Hollywood legend. “She
knows,” her husband says, “how to ac-
complish things without getting belligerent
—without even raising her voice.”

When she is nervously tense, as she
is before starting a difficult scene, she hisses
through her teeth—“exactly like a Japanese
General!” And when she is puzzled—which
is rather often—she rubs her little nose
until it is as red as a cherry.
Someone asked her what she would like

to do if she had a whole week to herself
and she spent a long time speculating,
finally reaching the decision that she would
like a week of New York shows, with din-
ners and suppers at the exciting places but
a little torn because she thought she would
also enjoy a week in New England, near a
brook. Then she realized suddenly that she
actually had a whole week to herself re-
cently and that she had spent it rapturous-
ly, sewing baby clothes, gardening and try-
ing to learn to like mystery stories because
Niven does. But, “I never can quite care
who murdered whom, somehow. I guess it’s

because I didn’t know him!”
She won’t commit herself about her

favorite reading anyhow. “There are so
many things I haven’t read,” she protests,

“and so many things I want to read and
I’m sure there are things of which I haven’t
even heard that I shall read some time.”

S
HE FEELS that her education is far

from complete. She was born in New
York City and went to grammar school
there, afterward moving to Maplewood,
New Jersey, where she attended the Rose-
haven School for Girls. Despite the fact

that no one in her family had ever been in

show business (her father was an insur-
ance salesman) she thinks she started to

try to act when she was about eight and
was taken to see Baby Rose Marie on the
screen. She imitated Rose Marie assiduous-
ly and after she had seen Mitzi Green she
began to imitate everybody. She still does
and people on sets where she works are
convulsed at her not-always-too-kind
mimicry of various Hollywood glamour
gals. The first time she was ever in a real

theater was when a teacher took her to

see Cornelia Otis Skinner. The first play
she ever saw was “Victoria Regina” with
Helen Hayes, and she recalls it as the
greatest experience of her life, the thing
that made her grow up and gave her vague
ambitions a sharp reality.

She studied at the Wharf Theater in

Provincetown, where Bette Davis had
studied, and she had a year or two on the

road and along the straw-hat circuit be-
fore she got the role in “Life With Father”
which was to make her famous. Contrary
to what has been written too often, Teresa
asserts that she did not walk placidly into

Oscar Serlin’s office, unannounced, and
convince him out of hand that she was the

girl for the role. “I went to see him by
appointment, just as any other actress

would. It was no great feat getting in to

see Oscar. When he is casting he sees
everyone. He had me read for him several

times, just as he had a dozen other actress-

es do, and then he engaged me. Any other
story you hear is nonsense.”

If she is in a group which talks “shop,”
that is, show business, she joins in eagerly.

If the conversation is about something un-
familiar she listens avidly, storing away
bits of information like a squirrel. In New
York she was frequently with a group of

Turn to Page 83 for

Photoplay Fashions in Color
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people who surrounded Georges Barrere,
the noted flautist, and she learned to ap-
preciate Beethoven and was introduced to

the charms of chamber music. Out of this

has grown her passion for collecting fine

recordings.
She likes to go to night clubs if they

are fairly large and well ventilated but
she detests small, “exclusive” stuffy ones.

Often, in these places, people sit down at

their table and outline story ideas for

Niven. She just looks absent-minded while
this goes on. But months later, if the sub-
ject arises, she knows the story by heart,

almost word for word as it was told to

them. What’s more, she has definite opin-
ions about it and her husband avers that
her judgment is invariably sound.
She used to give away large sums of

money quite haphazardly until Niven per-
suaded her to put her finances into the
hands of a manager, who introduced her
to that Nemesis—her allowance. It dis-

tresses her because she enjoys money and
“what is the use of having it if you can’t

get at it?”

She thinks she hasn’t any theories about
how to achieve a happy marriage. “If you
both work, then it is important that you
admire and respect one another’s activities.

But then, it is even more important that
you admire and respect each other. I think
it must be important to put your marriage
first, before any other concern, and that
you try hard to remember all the things,

the wise things, you’ve heard about good
humor and optimism. After that . . . you
just hope. . . .

“I seem to live,” she concludes, help-
lessly, “in a state of perpetual confusion!”
Perhaps she does but you must admit

—

on Teresa it looks pretty!

The End
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Lovely to know . . . that you can really rely on

Fresh. Fresh contains the most effective per-

spiration-stopping ingredient known to science!

Lovely to use . . . creamy Fresh stays smooth . . .

never greasy, gritty or sticky . , . doesn’t dry out.

And gentle ... Fresh contains a patented ingredi-

ent that makes it gentle to skin, safe for fabrics.

No wonder . . . more and more women are

switching to Fresh. _ „ „O # 1947, The Pharma-Craft Corporation,

FRESH is approved by the

American Medical Association

for advertising in their publications.
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when he catches you "all cream"— don’t scream...

3* /tmccz

% A DAY

PAYS HOSPITAL

& DOCTOR BILLS
In case of sickness or accident,

you may go to any Hospital in

the U. S. or Canada under any

Doctor’s care. WE PAY YOUR
EXPENSES in full accordance

with Policy Provisions.

INDIVIDUAL or FAMILY
You are eligible for this low

cost Protection from birth to

age 70 . . . Without medical

examination. The famous North

American Plan is sold direct at

a saving to you. The Company
is under the supervision of the

Delaware Insurance Depart-

ment. BE PREPARED! Sickness

and accident strike suddenly.'

Insure now! Send for free de-

tails at once. No Agent will call.

FREE! MAIL C

*6.00

POLICY PAYS
Hospital Room and Board
for Sickness or Accident

Per Day
Up to

Doctor Visits

In Case of Accident

*3.00
Surgical Operations

up to $150.00
Time Lost from Work
In Case of Accident

w«k
*25.00

Accidental Death

r*2000.00
Physical Dismemberment

Z*2000.00
Identification Service

up to $100.00
Ambulance Service

*10.00

NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY
Dept. MC74-I0. Wilmington, Del.

Please send me. without obligation, details about
your "3e A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

Nome......

Address

City .Slate.

Are YOU Bothered

by Constipation?

Here’s what millions do for

pleasant, satisfying relief!

Constipation is bad enough. Why add
to your troubles by taking a harsh,

upsetting laxative? Next time you
need relief, take pleasant, gentle

Ex-Lax.
Ex-Lax gets results easily, com-

fortably. It isn’t violent or upsetting

like some laxatives are. When you
take Ex-Lax, you hardly know you
have used a laxative, except for the

satisfying relief you get.

Yet, gentle as it is, you can depend
on Ex-Lax for thorough relief. It is

biologically tested for effective action.

Many doctors use Ex-Lax in their

practice.

And remember, Ex-Lax has a deli-

cious chocolate taste. It’s a real plea-

sure to take

!

So take Ex-Lax and as a precau-

tion use only as directed. Ex-Lax is

America’s most widely used laxative

—the favorite of old and young alike.

|
Still only 10^. Economy size, 25(f.

|

When Nature “forgets”. . . remember

: EX-LAX
4 THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

It Happened.

In

A real tour of stars’ homes in

a Fifth Ave. bus, star vehicle

of “It Happened on Fifth Ave.”

All aboard! Photoplay’s guests are off

to a thrilling start with Rod Cameron as

driver. Gale Storm as “barker”

Guests Hermaine Hunsicker and Tula

Mitchell meet Jeanette MacDonald and

Gene Raymond at their Bel-Air home

In the Aumont-Montez home. Photoplay’s

guests do a little harmonizing with Jean

Pierre, Dale Evans and Catherine McLeod
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Dear Baby

(Continued from page 41) the above men-
tioned fans, your life has been remarkable
already.

It is not usual, my man, to have your
cod liver oil with a lion cub in the yard,

looking in through glass doors! Her name is

Shah. Since she has long teeth and sharp
claws you will never know her well. Your
mother rescued her from a cage when she

was about as big as you are. Now she has
found a zoo in San Diego where they will

let her roam in a five-acre park. If you
are very persuasive you can probably get

your Ma to take you down there one day
to call on Shah.
Then too, you were offered a part in a

picture before you had your eyes prop-
erly opened. And what did your mother
do? She cried! It happened in the hospital

where you and your mother were spending
an extra week while your father tore the

town apart to furnish two rooms in your
new hillside home, and she cried for three

days. First because she read in the papers
that she wished you had been a girl. And
then because they said she wanted you to

be in a picture.

“First he’ll think I didn’t want him

—

then he’ll think I wanted him to go right

to work,” your mother sobbed. And it is a

heart rending sight to see your mother cry.

Anyhow, let’s get that straight. Your
mother not only wanted you, but she knew
you were a boy long before anyone else

did. Mothers are never supposed to know
for sure what they are going to get. But
your mother did! At Christmas, long be-
fore you arrived, she gave your father a

book on lions, accompanied by a note
saying, “and right this minute our son is

jumping like mad.” So you see?
And she is not even considering making

you earn your keep. Your parents can
manage very nicely without your help at

present. And probably throw in a gold
spoon or two if and when they finish buy-
ing circular couches for your living room
and importing sandy loam from the San
Fernando Valley so that your rocky hillside

will produce a proper lawn for you to roll

§n when you reach that stage.

I

T will interest you to know that your
father chaperoned you at your first

party. There are treasonous reports cir-

culating that he did some muttering about
“me and the other mothers” and “feeling
silly.” These are unconfirmed and the facts

remain. He did take you. Your mother had
to do a radio show. And they are both too
proud of you to send you alone with a
nurse.
Perhaps your mother’s pride in his abil-

ity to keep you shipshape (a chore he in-
sisted he would never attempt before your
actual arrival) influenced him. Or perhaps
it was the wiles of your first hostess, one
Stephanie Wanger by name. She is the
daughter of Walter Wanger and Joan Ben-
nett. The party was to celebrate Ste-
phanie’s fourth birthday.
Your mother tried to convince her that

you were pretty little to be partying around
and might not carry your end socially. “He
can’t even walk yet,” she told Stephanie.
“You just let him come,” your prospective
hostess begged. “He’ll walk Thursday.”
So your father agreed to take you but

you fooled everyone and did not walk.
You were baptized at the age of seven

weeks and you behaved extremely well!
You .were assisted by the fact that it

was kept strictly a family affair. Your
mother’s twenty-year-old sister Rita be-
came your godmother; your father’s six-
teen-year-old brother Peter, your god-
father; your grandparents were the only,
witnesses; the same Jesuit priest who mar-
ried your father and mother baptized you

Cut
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NO WINDOW need he dull or

dingy now. For kitchen, bath

or bedroom— for basement, hall

or attic, CLOPAY Hollywood
Style Curtains bring gaiety and

charm for just a few pennies.

Five-piece sets of genuine
plasticized cellulose in brisk

polka dot, gingham or straw-

berry patterns. Red, blue or

green. They’re a full 54 inches

long and can be shortened just

by cutting.

Clopay cottage sets

So smart, so fresh—CLOPAY
Cottage Sets make any win-

dow sing. 7-Piece set includes

2 top panels, 2 sash panels, 2 tie

backs, and an extra width of valance.

Clopay^^W^/drapes
Charm and elegance at amaz-

ingly low cost. Stunning
florals, stripes and plaids.

Generous 2V2 yards long, with

matching tie-backs.

1 Windows at Low Cost.” Write to:

Clopay C.orp., 1246 Clopay Sq., Cincinnati 14, O.

Clopay
Reg. U. S. Pat. OH.
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in the Church of the Blessed Sacrament
where their nuptials were performed.

Still and all, swathed in your unfamiliar
silks, bonneted and shod with silk booties,
gifts of your mother’s mama, you not only
behaved yourself but managed a toothless
smile when the priest brushed your lips

with salt during the ceremony.
You have a good deal to smile over, my

young friend. Your mother has given you
a start that is not only unusual for a movie
star’s offspring, it is, unfortunately, all too
unusual for most babies of today.
There were no bottles in your life until

you were two months old. Your mother
fed you as nature intended she should as
long as it was possible. She has kept your
bassinet by her bed all night every night
since she brought you to your new home.
The loving care and attention you have
had is that which comes only from a
mother’s overflowing heart.
Your father, too, is catching some of that

overflow, usually at about 5:30 in the
morning. It is your famous mother who
puts you down, warm and full and happy,
at 10:30 at night and who dashes sleepily

to your rescue at 5:30 when you demand
that the day begin. But it is your father
who is prodded into wakefulness to keep
you warm while she heats your bottle.

“I wouldn’t really call it a full night’s

rest,” Paul Sr. has been heard muttering
sleepily at his coffee cup as he prepares
to face his plant, bright and brisk, at 9.

“But it is an improvement over having
the same performance at 2 a.m.”

T
HEN there are mornings when he is

called upon for more active service. If it

is cold (and you will discover later that in

selecting Southern California for your
home you did not evade cold mornings)
both you and your mother have been
known to go back to sleep while your bot-
tle heated, then boiled, and finally ex-
ploded on the kitchen stove. Then father’s

day begins with mopping down the ceiling.

Of course, there is Clarice on whom your
mother claims she can see filmy dark
wings. She is your nurse, but she also

manages to keep your house clean, do
some laundry and whip up a snack for

your elders now and then. •

At the moment you are the exclusive
charge of your parents. And there prob-
ably never were two who got more fun
and real joy out of a new arrival. But
soon your mother will have to go back
to her glamorous business.
You can start right now being as proud

of her and her work as your father is.

Maybe she had you in mind all the time,

for there has never been a line, or a look,

or anything in one of her pictures that

was not just as clean and bright and gay as

you are. And now you have a definite

part in her career. For you are sending her
back to her fans a little lovelier, a little

more grown up, with a serenity and pride
on her faee that were never there before.

Already you seem to have sensed your
responsibility. Already you reserve your
temper, and they tell us you have a temper,
for someone else. She never sees that

lower lip roll down until it covers your
chin. When she hangs over your lacey

basket and teases you about it, calls you
her “little tough guy,” she gets nothing but
smiles and gurgles.

Keep it up, little Paul! You are now a

most important member of a working team,
a team with a big job and a lot of influence.

For with your help, your lovely mother
will go on making more people laugh and
sing and forget themselves in this sorely

troubled world. You may have to learn

about that later but not if your mother and
the rest of America’s mothers can help

it; and never, I hope, from your friend,

Elaine St. Johns
The End



Ava Gardner, in

Hucksters,”

suggests lip-tricks

By/

Maury Jaime IFuilllrom

A “SECOND LOOK” GAL
Off the screen, AVA GARDNER looks

like an attractive college girl. You’d
hardly take her for a movie star. But,
definitely, you’d notice her. That’s be-
cause she has a certain something about
her that draws admiring glances. . . .

You might first notice her light olive

skin, as clean and soft as a baby’s. Or it

could be her reddish-brown hair, be-
comingly worn in a loose, shoulder-
length glamour bob, tempting the wind
to touch it playfully. Perhaps you’d
notice the unconscious grace with which
she walks and wears her clothes. When
interviewed here in New York recently,

she had on a gray checked suit, a pink
sweater and a pink chiffon scarf pulled
through an attractive gold scarf ring.

HEP TO BEAUTY TRICKS
AVA believes that one make-up color

is not right for wear with every costume.
She had on a pinkish shade of lipstick

and nail polish which harmonized beau-
tifully with the pink part of her outfit.

. . . A movie make-up man told her how
to put on lipstick so that it doesn’t smear
easily. After applying it with a lipstick

brush, she blots it by biting on a tissue.

Then, to set it, she moistens it with
cologne. You might try this trick, to see
if it works as well for you. Or you might
like using one of the liquid or cream lip-

sticks, which are claimed to stay on so
well. Besides having more indelibility

now, nail polishes and cream lipsticks

may be made to last even longer by
applying one of the new colorless liquid
products, made especially for the pur-
pose, over or under them. Ava’s tan is

fading. As it does, she switches to lighter

powder shades. She suggests that you
keep mixing a light face powder in with
the darker shade you’ve been using. In
this way, as your tan gradually disap-
pears, your powder will match your
changing skin tones. Then you can buy
one of the luscious new fall face powder
shades. . . . After the summer, too, she
has a hair-conditioning treatment at the
beauty parlor. If your hair needs one,
she advises that you either have it given
professionally, or get a special treatment
cream or oil, and use it according to
directions. . . . Brush your hair a lot,

Ava urges. This, she thoughtfully points
out, is one good way to put glints in your
hair, so that when he sees you there’ll

be a glint in his eyes!

See how easy il is to give yourself a lovely

Toni Home Permanent for your date tonight

Like the lovely Toni twin, you’ll have soft

natural-looking curls and deep, smooth
waves the day you Toni-wave your hair.

Before you try Toni you’ll want to know—
Will TONI work on my hair?

Yes, Toni waves any kind of hair that will

take a permanent, including gray, dyed,

bleached or baby-fine hair.

Is it easy to do?

Easy as rolling your hair up on curlers.

That’s why every hour of the day another
thousand women use Toni.

as long as a $15 beauty shop permanent—
or your money back.

How much do I save with TONI?

The Toni Kit with re-usuable plastic curl-

ers costs only .$2 . . . with handy fiber curl-

ers only $1.25. The Toni Refill Kit com-
plete except for curlers is $1. (All prices

plus tax. Prices slightly higher in Canada.)

Which is the TONI twin?

Kathleene, at the right, has the Toni.

Ask for Toni today at any leading drug,

notions or cosmetic counter.

Will TONI save me time?

Definitely. The actual waving time is only
2 to 3 hours. And during that time yqu are

free to do whatever you want.

How long will my TONI wave last?

Your Toni wave is guaranteed to last just

. iuiiiucV-

'iOME PERMANENT
THE. CREME COLD WAVE
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WALLEEN
Cross-draped

front in patent

RAE
Neat town-tie

in supple calfskin

JOETT
Tailored calfskin

suit-shoe

Do your

shopping, marketing,

all your clashing about in

smooth-looking, smooth-fitting

Velvet Step Shoes .. , never

conscious of a moment’s

foot fatigue. Really, they’re

just "like walking

on velvet.”
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THE PHOTOPLAY LOOK

On the following pages Photoplay

Fashions are proud to present reproduc-

tions of suits which Designer Edith Head

created for Joan Caulfield to wear in

“Dear Ruth” and “Welcome Stranger”

and for Lizabeth Scott to wear in “Desert

Fury.”

Through the courtesy of Edith Head

and Paramount Pictures our editors have

had these suits copied by leading manu-

facturers so they are available to you in

stores throughout the country—at prices

which you will find unbelievably consid-

erate of your clothes budget.

So—dreaa like a atari

Hare The i,hoioplap Took!

A scene from Paramount’s “Dear Ruth” in

which Joan Caulfield, shoivn with William

Holden, wears the original suit. Facing,

Joan models the reproduction of this suit
STYLED BY PETERS, DIVISION OF INTERNATIONAL SHOE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS 3, MO.



THE "DEAR RUTH99 SUIT ... adapted by Donnybrook in

Venetian covert, comes in many autumn shades. Sizes 10-18 and 9-17

Under $40.00. It is a romantic suit—it’s Joan Caulfield’s wedding suit

in the picture—with the corded neckline an important fashion note.

For the store in your vicinity see page 103



PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

0VTHER designers, inspired

by the Edith Head suits ap-

pearing on these pages,

promptly created accessories

to be worn with them—and

to point up their great chic

... ^ A checkerboard scarf

by Glentex. As new as tomor-

row, it will—worn in the neck

of your new suit—win you

quick double-takes. It is pure

silk and costs $5.00 . . .

A" Gold chains, by Coro, to

give you that Midas touch.

Wear them roped high

aroimd your neck or clip

three together for that long

look—with the medallion pin

to hold them together. Each

chain $1.00. Medallion $2.98

. . . A Jean Allen felt hat,

styled by Gage, has a

brim that is coquet-

tishly lower on one side

and a veil over the

crown that ends in a

swoosh. In all autumn

shades for about $4.50

... A' A blouse by Ann
ter, with a wonderful neckline

to wear in or out of a suit col-

lar—with or without jewelry

on the tabs. In white and

pastel colors. Sizes 10-20 and

9-15 at $5.95 ...A- Your hands

will steal the show when you

slip on these gauntlet gloves

by Aris. They have

a wide flare so you

may wear them the

latest way—over

the cuff of your

suit. In many
colors. Double
woven cotton for

strength. At $2.98

... A- Why wear

one belt when you

can mix colors by
wearing two or

three narrow ones by Crite-

rion? Each belt, leather with

brass buckle, costs $1.00. . . .

For the store in your vicinity see page 103
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The
“Welcome
Stranger ”

Suit

Designer Edith Head calls this a “mad money

suit.” For in the little sleeve pocket

you can carry change for carfare or a bill

or two. Below, Joan Caulfield wearing

the original suit in a scene from Para-

mount’s “Welcome Stranger,” with Bing

Croaby and Barry Fitzgerald. Right,

Joan models the reproduction

Adapted by Lou Schneider in American

Woolen twill. With copper coin buttons. In

the new fail colors. Sizes 9-15. Under $40.00

For the store in your vicinity see page 103

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

The

“Desert Fury”

Suit

A simple suit, this, with magic. Because the build

of the shoulders, the length of the coat,

the placing of seams all combine to create an

extraordinarily slimming effect. Below, a scene

from the Hal Wallis-Paramount production

“Desert Fury” in which Lizabeth Scott, wearing the

original suit, is shown with Burt Lancaster. Left,

Lizabeth models the reproduction

Adapted by Koret of California in hard surface

all wool. In all colors. Sizes 10-18. Under $20.00.

For the store in your vicinity see page 103



“Jolly Red’

“('oast Guard”

'’Gray Sage”

iSi'

Lizabeth Scott wearing Edith Head suit in Hal Wallis-Paramount production “Desert Fury’

PHOTOPLAY’S

The Edith Head-Lizabeth Scott “Desert Fury” bolero.

Have it in your wardrobe. Use a Photoplay pattern.

All bolero suits offer a variety of costumes because of the

many changes that can be achieved with belts and blouses.

The Edith Head-Lizabeth Scott bolero suit offers all this

—

and is heavenly chic too with its flatteringly curved jacket. If

you prefer a solid color we suggest the Duplex suitings in

the new autumn colors shown above. Think, too, how attrac-

tive this suit would be for evening or cocktail wear made

from velvet or satin with a long skirt and your waist wrapped

in a wide soft cummerbund.

I
PhoPhotoplay Patterns,
205 East 42nd Street,

|

New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please

J

send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Lizabeth Scott-
“Desert Fury” suit in size (Circle size you wish)

12 14 16 18 20

I
My name and address is:

Name.

Street

City. State.
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You’ll want to read this story

about Edith Head who designed

the suits in this fashion section

who protects the working girl

THERE’S a Hollywood twist on the old refrain

which says, “Heaven will protect the working

girl.” Hollywood says it’s Edith Head who does

the most heavenly job for those of us who work in

factory, shop, office or our own home. She does

this good deed by designing suits which can make
a girl look simultaneously smart and romantic at

a price which won’t shatter a pocketbook.

Ten years back this heady Head girl became top

designer at Paramount. She was the first woman
to break the male monopoly of studio clothes cre-

ating. Reality could be Edith Head’s middle name;
reality and a sense of the good richness of every-

day living. “I would rather design suits suited to

the average girl than turn out six dozen long span-

gled evening gowns or straight glamour clothes,”

she says.

Her designs are a reproduction of her appear-

ance and her dynamic personality, all three being

very smart, smooth and sharp. She has straight

black hair, large dark eyes, which she dramatizes

with huge spectacles, is five feet two and weighs

one hundred ten pounds. “Anything that looks

good on me looks a lot better on a tall girl,” she

says. “I’m a very good guinea pig for my own de-

signs—-and sometimes when I want to put across

an idea to Joan Caulfield or Lizabeth Scott or

Barbara Stanwyck I wear it. They see me and say,

H ‘That’s exactly what I want for my next picture,’

j and on them, of course, it looks good.”

® On Edith it looks good, too, even if she is too

L clever to admit it. She is a very clever cookie

Y anyhow and has an A.B. (Continued on page 91) Edith Head and Lizabeth Scott confer on the original sketch of

the “Desert Fury” bolero suit which is our Pattern of the Month
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Edith—Who Protects the

Working Girl

(Continued from, page 88) from the Uni-
versity of California, an M.A. from
Stanford and speaks Spanish and French
fluently. She was brought up in ghost
towns throughout the West, her father
being a silver mining engineer who always
believed he’d unearth some treasure. Prac-
tical Edith dug in her own brains for her
treasure—and it turned out to be pure gold.

Notice on the preceding pages, four of

her newest suits, modeled by Joan Caul-
field and Lizabeth Scott. “I’m so happy
that copies of three of these suits are going
to be in the stores,” Edith says, “and that
they are moderately priced; and that the
fourth will be a Photoplay Pattern. These
are the kind of clothes that I’ve always
thought should be available to the types
of girls who want to be smart but still must
be practical. The feature I like most about
these three suits is that they are “per-
sonalized.” So many suits could be worn
by a man if you used trousers instead of

skirts. That shouldn’t be.”
Edie’s favorite is the suit Joan Caulfield

wears in “Welcome Stranger.” Its “con-
versation point” is the sleeve pocket.

It’s a real pocket and any man whose
soul isn’t dead is bound to ask what it’s

for. And amy cute girl will come up with
the answer that it’s for mad money. And
if that doesn’t get the talk started, you
shouldn’t have dated in the first place.

“This is a suit that any girl can wear,”
Edith says. “It is fitted because I believe a
girl should show her figure. It is a rounded,
feminine suit and it buttons high—as do
the other two suits, so that it can be
used effectively as a two-piece dress. I

think a suit is the most necessary item of
a girl’s wardrobe, whether she’s already
an executive or still climbing.”

E
DITH is not using rounded shoulders in

her suits because she thinks tailored

things should be tailored. She is not, how-
ever, padding hips, a la Paris, but is using
the nipped-in waist and is getting the
rounded look about the hips by way of

larger pockets. She is keeping skirts at an
average of fourteen inches from the floor

and does not believe they will go lower.

The “traditional” type of suit here' shown
on Lizabeth Scott is one which Miss Head
feels is the best “background” outfit. In

gray flannel with its little white turned

-

back cuff and turned-down collar, which
can be buttoned on, it is capable of many '

changes through the use of accessories.

Joan Caulfield’s “Dear Ruth” suit is on
the dressmaker lines, meaning it is de-
signed for more formal occasions—or those
days when a girl goes straight from work
to a party. Because of the cords that form
a bib on the front, it looks like a particu-
larly dashing dress, but if a girl chooses it

for some occasion where she’s going to re-
move the coat, Edith advises that a soft

blouse—in chiffon or some similar material
—be worn with it.

“None of these suits is so ‘high-styled’

that they will go out of fashion the mo-
ment they are purchased,” Edith says.

“With moderate care any girl can get sev-
eral seasons from them. I’m happy I re-
peat, that these will sell at a nominal cost,

but I advise, if you must budget,, that your
biggest investment go into suits and a
nominal amount into dresses.

“There’s one most exciting fact about the
fashions being sold today. They are all,

generally speaking, so well designed that
any girl can be smart, if she will only use
her brains.”
Hollywood puts a twist on that, too.

Hollywood says any girl can be smart who
will use her Head.

The End
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That's Hollywood For You

(Continued from page 57) Knit Shop, and
no one will bother them for their auto-
graphs. The shop girls don’t get excited.
These ladies are all citizens of Hollywood.
They are expected to roam the streets, to
go shopping. In New York or Boston
or Washington, Greer Garson would be
mobbed if she entered a large department
store to make a purchase. But when Greer
Garson walks into the Broadway-Holly-
wood, not an autograph hunter bothers
her. In fact, when Miss Garson writes a
check, the salesgirl has to take it to the
department head to see if the signature is

acceptable. This doesn’t apply merely to
Miss Garson. It goes for any player whose
name is in lights.

For although Hollywood may be the
glamour city to the other cities of the
United States, the celebrities here are ac-
cepted. They are not a novelty act. Gene
Kelly, if he drives through a red light,

gets a ticket the same as—well, the same
as Alan Ladd.

I

AM aware that Ava Gardner is pro-
gressing nicely in pictures (“The Huck-

sters” with King Gable is nice progress)
but I still insist that Ava hasn’t been
photographed properly, and Ava probably
agrees with me. She still looks better off

the screen than on ... If I had a million
I’d give it to Jack Benny, because I’m tired

of those jokes about cheapness. The worst
part of it is that since it succeeds for

Benny, other comics have now become
cheap skates and the air is loaded with
cheapness ... I know that Charles Boyer
is amused by the “Casbah” stuff, for al-

though he did that picture years ago, im-
personators haven’t allowed him to leave
the Casbah ... I must admit that the

oddest sight I ever saw on any set was
the day I walked into the jungle of a

Tarzan picture and spied Johnny Weiss-
muller playing gin rummy with the chim-
panzee—and the chimpanzee was winning
. . . And since I mentioned gin rummy, I

must mention Robert Harrari’s remark. He
said, “I just can’t stop playing the game.
I don’t know what to do. Guess I’ll have
to join Gin Rummy Anonymous.”

I still don’t understand those campaigns
for pictures which boast that they are

giving you a “new” Van Johnson or a

“new” Linda Darnell or a “new” Humph-
rey Bogart. As far as I’m concerned, there’s

nothing the matter with the Van, Linda or

Humphrey who achieved stardom ... I

admire Paulette Goddard for many rea-

sons, but chiefly because of all Charlie (I

refuse to call him Charles) Chaplin’s ex-
leading ladies and ex-wives, Paulette is the

only one who went on to make a name
and big career for herself ... I think June
Allyson looks cute and dressed up whether
she is wearing a gown or slacks. I believe

certain girls can look neat in slacks. Sue
me! . . . Tom Jenk, who should know about

wolves, Hollywood brand, told me about

the wolf who made the approach by saying,

“Let’s sit down and have a man-to-girl

talk.”

I know that there are certain cliche

scenes in pictures which are accepted by
you the audience, but if they weren’t, the

pictures couldn’t go on. Audiences are nice

people who make themselves believe cer-

tain scenes. You are at a movie. The scene

is a dreary old house, a million miles from
nowhere, and five people have already

been murdered by an unseen maniac. The
beautiful girl gets a note saying she’s next

on the list. Do the six people who are still

alive guard her through the night? No.

Does she call the police? No. Here’s what
she does: She insists on staying in her own
bedroom—alone. She leaves her door un-
locked. She goes to the French windows



and opens them. Then she crawls into bed
and waits for the maniac, who arrives on
schedule.
You are at another movie, accepting

another cliche sequence. A hundred out-
laws and a hundred ranchers are killing

each other off as a big gun battle pro-
gresses on the dusty street of a western
town. On the ranchers’ side, the hero
searches this no-cowboy’s land for sight

of the villain. On the outlaws’ side, the
villain is doing the same thing. Slowly
they walk toward each other, as shots fly

wildly all about them. But the outlaws
don’t shoot at the hero because the villain

wants him. And the villain remains un-
scratched because he’s the hero’s target. In
Hollywood, you must understand, bullets

take direction just as well as actors. That’s
what makes the movies so entertaining!

I couldn’t name an actor who has
handled his career better than Ronald
Colman. He has lasted as long as any and
holds a dignified position in the industry.
Yet can you imagine Victor Mature trying
to handle himself in the same manner?
Where would he be? ... I know I shouldn’t
let you in on this secret, but I’m going to:

Betty Hutton relaxes . . . There are singers
and singers and practically all of them have
gotten around to “The September Song,”
but for my money none of the voices sing
it with the feeling that Walter Huston does,
and he is not a singer ... I saw Gary
Cooper and Jimmy Stewart standing next
to each other at a party, and I couldn’t
decide whether Cooper or Stewart was the
more typical “typical average American”
type. Come to think of it, the average
American lad isn’t that tall, Mr. Capra! . . .

Ray Milland, who has an Oscar, in talking
about it with me, said, “The Academy
Award is a very important thing in Holly-
wood, especially with headwaiters.”

I am often more entertained by the
dramatic critics than they are by the plays
they review. For example, they praised
Ingrid Bergman when she returned to the
stage in “Joan of Lorraine,” but they gave
no credit to Hollywood and the movies.
However, let any player return to Broad-
way and be a flop or appear in a flop play,
and immediately Hollywood and the movies
are blamed ... I wish Metro would do
better by Ann Sothem than those “Maisie”
pictures, and I’ll bet Ann Sothern wishes
so, too . . . It’s getting so that when I go
on a movie set and play “Truth or Falsie”
while watching the actresses emote, my
I.Q. is good enough to place me on “In-
formation Please” . . I must tell you about
the night Claudette Colbert was . dancing
at Mocambo and saw her cameraman
there. “What are you doing here?” she
asked. “You should be home getting some
sleep. You have to photograph me to-
morrow.”
And that’s Hollywood for you.

The End
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Eternally Claudette

(Continued from page 46) greatly-talented,

very beautiful Right Guy.
Every few years Hollywood produces a

First Lady of the American Screen.

Ordinarily this monumental actress has

specialized in high drama in which she

has lived or died in anguish requiring tons

of make-up.
No publicist has ever been brash enough

to describe Claudette Colbert as a First

Lady—she would have laughed into the

gentleman’s eyes with an intonation say-

ing, “Oh, come now!”—but her unchanging
popularity has outlasted the prestige of

an imposing series of touted queens.

Not that Claudette is without many well-

earned superlatives of her own. She is

unchallenged claimant to the title of

Actress Who Has Maintained The Same
Hair-do For The Longest Time.
When Claudette emerged from her De

Mille or “Cleopatra” era, her hair was
styled in its celebrated halo bob. She
liked it. In her opinion the coiffure had
everything: It was becoming, it was time-
less, it was easy to keep groomed, it made
coiffure testing for each new picture un-
necessary.
With the sunny satisfaction of a woman

who knows her own mind, Claudette set-

tled on the hair-do and hasn’t changed
since. In one or two pictures, a side part

has been introduced and in the early se-

quences of “Tomorrow Is Forever” a switch
was added in deference to the picture’s

period. But aside from such minor de-
partures, the Colbert hair-do has become
as much her trademark as her pert, tip-

tilted nose.
Don’t think that this adherence to com-

fort and convenience has passed without
controversy. Fans, by the thousands, have
both commended and chided Claudette
upon the style and for sticking to it.

Incidentally, Claudette Colbert is the
year-in, year-out recipient of more fan
mail than is received by any other actress.

Even before she undertook the sponsor-
ship of Photoplay’s “What Should I Do?”
department, Claudette was a Hollywood
stamp champ.

A
S A CHILD Claudette didn’t intend to be
an actress at all, but a ballet dancer. She

had returned from a dancing lesson one
afternoon and was playing ball, when she
was struck by a truck. Result: Four
months in a hospital with one leg—broken
in three places—in traction. This position
inhibited almost all activities except talk-
ing and singing. So, after a visit from her
father who was a music lover, Claudette
decided to become an opera singer.

This plan persisted until Claudette went
ice skating one winter, caught a cold which
turned into laryngitis, and discovered

—

when she was able to speak for the first

time several weeks later—that she couldn’t
sing a note. But an interesting thing had
happened to her speaking voice: It wasn’t
exactly husky, but it had acquired an
edge, an intonation that was unique. For
some reason, it made almost anything she
said under pressure of emotion seem
funny. She developed a pleasant repu-
tation as the school wit, simply by saying
“Really?” in that breathless and astonished
tone. And with such an advantage, it

occurred to Claudette and her family that
she should become a comedienne.
In the intervening years, Claudette has

gained an enviable Hollywood reputation
for her humor, but her off-screen wit does
not rely upon quaint delivery alone for
its authority. She is an able polisher of
the wisecrack.
In “The Egg and I,” she had to spend

the greater part of two days in the quag-
mire of the ranch sty while a sequence
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with a pig was filmed. At the end of the
second day, she stepped out of the dark
brown slush, cold, wet, tired, and be-
grimed. Catching sight of herself in a
mirror she observed, “I always knew it

was a lie. No mud bath ever improved
anyone.”
Don Ameche was once complaining bit-

terly on the set of “Guest Wife” that
Claudette’s dressing room was filled with
flowers, but that no one ever sent an actor
flowers to congratulate him upon the start

of a new picture.

Claudette sneaked onto the set next door
and found a cracked, nondescript old vase
filled with dusty artificial flowers. This
she had delivered, by special messenger,
to Don’s dressing room.
That afternoon a flurried prop man

showed up, in search of the vase.
He explained that this particular vase

was needed for a picture being shot on
the set next door and unless it could be
located, the entire sequence would have
to be rephotographed, a procedure cost-
ing thousands of dollars.

Horrified, Claudette hurried to Don’s
dressing room. The vase was gone. A
frenzied phone call to the studio gate sup-
plied the information that Don, on his way
home, had told the gateman about the
“gift” and had taken it to show his wife.

There was nothing to do except dispatch
a messenger (at Claudette’s expense) to

the Ameche home to reclaim the battered
prop. After a lapse of two nervous hours,
and the expenditure of large cash, the vase
was returned.
The next morning she learned that Don

had rigged the whole thing. Nobody gave
a hang for the vase. Nobody needed it.

Except Don—to rib his co-star. To this

day, Claudette is still planning revenge.

IlfHEN Claudette was working in “Re-
II member the Day,” one sequence was
taken in a schoolroom in which thirty-

five junior extras were working. Claudette
wasn’t happy with the dialogue in the first

place, and she felt that she wasn’t enact-
ing the scene sensitively in the second.

Seated at one of the front desks was a

disdainful child who fastened her gaze upon
Claudette and studied her every gesture
with critical eyebrows. Claudette began
to get jitters, king-size.

When the camera had to be reloaded,
Claudette went to her dressing room, found
herself too restless and puzzled to remain
there, and wandered back to the set. Un-
noticed, she came upon the absorbed group
of youngsters, who were listening, spell-

bound, to the disdainful child imitating
Claudette Colbert. The lampoon was
deadly and the childish audience giggled
in wicked delight.

—* ...
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So did Claudette, tiptoeing away before I

she was seen. Someone observed, upon !

hearing this story, “You were a good sport,

not to have said anything about the little

upstart mimicking you.”
Claudette’s answer was swift: “Not at

all. If I’d been certain that the girl would
have understood me, instead of being

humiliated, I would have thanked her.

You see, she showed me exactly what I

was doing that was wrong. When we
went back into the scene, I played it in

a totally different way—and knew instinct-

ively that I had done it right, at last.”

When she and Walter Pidgeon were cast

in “The Secret Heart,” Mr. Pidgeon—who
had never met Claudette—asked casually

here and there how she was to work with.

Four or five people said, “She’s conscien-

tious. She’s always on the set on time,

and she always knows her lines. She
doesn’t blow once in a blue moon, and
she’ll give you the best reaction to your
own lines that you’ve ever had. She’s a

fine actress and a swell gal. Between
scenes she’ll talk you into playing cha-
rades. She’s a whizz at it.”

So Mr. Walter Pidgeon met Miss Clau-
dette Colbert, and the two got on famously
exchanging wisecracks, playing charades
and rehearsing scenes. After several days’

shooting, Pidge met one of those whom he
had previously questioned. “Well, how
are you two getting along?” he was asked.

Pidge grabbed his friend’s arm. “Ev-
erything you said was right. She’s won-
derful. But, Great Scott, man, why didn’t

you tell me she had the best figure in

town?”

C
LAUDETTE is one of the few actresses

who looks, in person, exactly as she does
on the screen with the exception that

black and white film does not do her col-

oring justice. Her hair is a dark auburn,
her eyes are a flecked brown and her skin
is olive with a faint rosy highlight.

Around the house she likes to wear red,

pink, or deep rose hostess gowns—gar-
ments, usually, that she has worn in a
picture, admired, and bought from an in-
dulgent wardrobe department since there
are few people tiny enough to make sec-
ondary use of her picture clothes.

The home, into which these lush gowns
fit beautifully, is one of the handsomest,
not only in Hollywood, but in the entire
country, and it is furnished in exquisite
taste. The general feeling of the white
frame, two-story house is traditional, but
the huge den in which most of Claudette’s
informal entertaining is done is entirely
modern. The rugs are gray shag, two of
the lounges are figured (gray, red and
chartreuse)-, and the other two lounges are
cherry red. Two of the lamps consist of
converted, antique Chinese tea canisters.
The fireplace is faced with black marble,
and the broad mantel is of hand-carved,
bleached oak. On the mantel stand six
antique, hand-carved coral figurines which
would represent a prized acquisition to
any museum. In this room there is also
a concealed projection machine so situated
as to allow a thirty-five foot throw onto a
huge roll-down screen.

Claudette’s marriage (to Dr. Joel
Pressman on December 24, 1936), like

her career and her home, has received
her devoted concentration, her high de-
termination to make it succeed. An easy
task, actually, because Dr. Pressman (she
calls him Jack) and Claudette are deeply
in love, share a keen sense of humor and
honestly nourish a deep interest in both
the theatrical and the medical professions.

It is well-known that Claudette has won
several championship awards for her sla-
lom racing, but it is not so well-known
that it was Jack Pressman who started her
skiing career. The Pressmans went to
Yosemite National Park on their honey-
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moon. Because it was in the midst of

winter, because there had been a heavy
fall of snow, and because Dr. Pressman
is a great believer in exercise, he per-
suaded Claudette to try transportation on
wooden rails. She proved to be a terrific

pupil.

Not everything in Claudette Colbert’s
life is at present or has been in the past
a neat row of bottled rainbows. For years
she has suffered from chronic sinusitis, an
ailment which makes up in annoyance
and misery what it lacks in danger. A
woman who loves children, she has been
denied motherhood. She has always as-
sumed the responsibility of a great many
people, both relatives and close friends,

and during the war an enormous slice of
her income was devoted to relatives in
France and to general French relief.

All in all, the best one-line description
of Claudette Colbert must be credited to
a veteran electrician who delivered the
bon mot on the set for “Sleep, My Love.”
In one sequence the script required Bob

Cummings to carry Claudette up a flight

of stairs.

“Let’s change that,” said Claudette. “I’m
too heavy for you to carry up that long
flight of stairs.”

Director Douglas Sirk and Bob howled.
Said Bob, “Not only will I be able to
carry you up that stairway at full gallop,

but I’ll be able to stand you on your head
when I reach the top.”

“You wouldn’t dare!” gasped Claudette.
“Wait and see,” chirped Bob.
Said Mr. Sirk, grinning broadly, “Let’s

take the picture.”

So Bob lifted Claudette high in his arms,
ascended the stairway without drawing a
labored breath and—when Mr. Sirk yelled
“Cut”—held Claudette firmly, and being
careful to keep her skirts in place, turned
her upside down until her curly head
brushed the carpet.

Amid Miss Colbert’s anguished demands
to be put down, the veteran electrician

who has seen the big ones and the little

ones come and go for a long time, chuckled,
“Right there is the first instance in Clau-
dette Colbert’s entire career when she
hasn’t had her two feet firmly planted on
the ground.”

The End

YOU CAN’T FENCE IN

TROUBLE

Trouble spreads. It can infect

whole neighborhoods, then a

community and even an entire

nation.

When trouble hits a neighbor,

the impulse is to help. Under the

Red Feather services, this im-

pulse is guided into channels

where it can do the most good.

Give to your local Community
Chest and help your neighbors

all over the country.

AMERICA'S BEST DRESSED WOMEN WEAR CORO JEWELRY



Magically molded for

graceful, fluid lines. Sheer

double nylon marquisette

body. Nylon satin cup,

satin shoulderstraps.

Colors: white, nude, black.

Sizes 32 to 38. Average cup.

$2.50

Allanfa, Ga.

St. Louis, Mo.
New Orleans, La.

Memphis, Tenn.

Omaha, Neb.
Tampa, Fla.

Mobile, Ala.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Charleston, S. C.

Charleston, W. Va.

Savannah, Ga.

Macon, Ga.
Montgomery, Ala.

Duluth, Minn.

Baton Rouge, La.

Columbia, S. C.

Huntington, W. Va.

Meridian, Miss.

Pensacola, Fla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Dallas, Tex.

Johnstown, Penn.

Austin, Tex.

Charlotte, N. C.

Rockford, III.

San Antonio, Tex.

Chicago, III.

Miami, Fla.

Birmingham, Ala.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Raleigh, N. C.

Corpus Christi, Tex

Little Rock, Ark

Selma, Ala.

. . . and at all other(
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Mangel Stores.

“the champagne bra

for gingerale budgets"

Available now in your

favorite Mangel store

If there is no
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so soft, so warm, so fashion right,

you'll wonder how you ever got along

without it! The flared-back, easy

fitting sleeves, and deep pockets make

it a wardrobe must! Cavalier Covert

in Harbor Blue, Clove Brown, Steel

Grey or Camel Tan. Sizes 12 to 42.

About $35.

For dealer neorest you write

STERN - SLEGMAN - PRINS CO.
|

Gay Gadabouts

(Continued from page 64) that Rene Hu-
bert dug up for Maureen O’Hara to use in

“Foxes of Harrow.” And she is so crazy
about it, she’s having it copied for her
own private evening use. It’s called a
“caskette,” and is like a miniature trunk
of gold kid, trimmed with gold lace and
encrusted with imitation jewels. It hangs
from the shoulder with a gdld • kid strap.

T
HERE were about two hundred guests
at another of those fancy Atwater Kent

shindigs—a formal one. But no one wore
a lovelier evening gown than Janis Paige,
who was with Michael North—for the
’steenth time. But a couple of nights later

I saw him at Mocambo with Sonja Henie.
Janis’s heavy sky-blue crepe was ballet
length, very decollete, tiny sleeved, basque-
bodiced and very full skirted. When people
admired it, she broke down and confessed
that her stand-in had made it for her!
Dotty Lamour was there in simple black,
and instead of wearing her diamond clip

pinned to her dress, it was clamped to the
center of a tiny black velvet bow which
tied the narrow black velvet ribbon around
her throat. The Alan Ladds, the Sonny
Tufts (he played bartender for about two
hours), Diana Lynn with Bob Neal, Dane
Clark, Joyce Reynolds, were just some of

the crowd who dined on the lovely out-
door terrace, overlooking the whole of
Beverly Hills and Bel-Air. You can bet
Evie Johnson was glad it was cool enough
out there to wear that terrific new blonde
mink coat that Van just gave her. He said,

“That’s my suspension present to Evie.”
Perfectly matched pelts for this coat which
is three-quarter length, swing-backed and
has enormous balloon sleeves that can be
worn wrist-length or pushed up to the
elbows to look even more enormous. A
knockout!
Marguerite Chapman’s off-the-shoulder

dark brown taffeta dress that Don Loper
designed for her is a thing of charm. The
tiny frill of coffee colored lace shows at the
bottom of the full skirt and around the
neckline of draped brown velvet. With it

she wears hand-made matching “shorty”
gloves of the same brown velvet.

Before we get out of the “after dark” de-
partment there’s a floaty new dress of

Betty Hutton’s that just screams out for

description. It’s of sea-green chiffon—yards
and yards and yards of it. And she looks
like a Grecian damsel in it. The bodice,
designed with an extremely low back
and neckline, drapes artistically over one
shoulder and is rather high-waisted. The
full skirt is accordion pleated and features
a faint design scrolled with iridescent se-
quins. The whole effect is glowing and so
feminine. Betty wears evening sandals of

a slightly deeper green satin with this

gown and carries a matching pouch-bag
of velvet.
The Hollywood blades are raving over

the looks of newcomer Paule Croset. But
we’re raving about a dress that Dede
Johnson designed for Paule that’s just per-
fect for early fall days. Soft green wool
gabardine—in a shirtmaker style with
French cuffs and collar. The dress has a
fly front and a full skirt that is belted.

But being the color that it is, the dress
can sport brown, dark blue or black
leather belts. The knockout touch is her
coat of Australian Possum—so soft, so
furry and yet so absolutely right for day-
time wear.
And while on the subject of wools

—

there are two more worth a note. Gail
Patrick’s brown gabardine with its very
different turn-back collar and yoke, edged
in beige felt; and the V- flaps on the pock-
ets. To say nothing of the brown and beige
crocheted gloves Gail wears with this out-

EXCLUSIVE WITH

be first

to own
this

glittering

Jewel blouse

Dress-up drama under your jacket or starring

solo! Shimmering sequins and beads! Golden
stems and violet flowers! Chic self-covered

back buttons. Fine romaine crepe in black,

brown or aqua. Sizes 32-38.

At smart stores everywhere. ..For store nearest you, write

KAUFMAN KNITTING CO., 24 No. 4th St., Minneapolis

WHEN

YOU

GO

SHOPPING . .

.

or when you are writing

to the manufacturers of

merchandise which you

have seen featured in

these Fashion Pages . . .

it will be easier for them

to know exactly the

item you wish to buy,

if you mention you

saw it in Photoplay.



fit. And Ann Blyth liked that plaid wool
dress she wore in “Brute Force” so much
she bought it from the studio for her own
wardrobe. The colors are red, blue and
black and the full skirt has an extended
high waistband. It also has a fitted jacket

with green velvet buttons and collar.

“Dancing in the Dark” is the title

Marusia has given the divine sapphire
blue dess that Janis Carter is wowing ’em
with. It’s one of those lavish numbers that

proves the slim dresses of the war period
are a thing very much of the past. This one
boasts an eight-yard skirt embroidered in

self-colored beads. With it Janis wears a
gold and sapphire necklace from Hobe.
While on things lavish, Betty Avery

(and lots of people think she’ll be Mrs.
Tony Martin one day soon) breezed back
from Paris and into Mocambo with Tony,
wearing a really exciting dinner dress,

designed especially for her. The new
shorter length, and Spanish in spirit, it’s

heavily beaded along its scalloped hem-
line. It’s of black net over white satin

topped with an off-shoulder, tulle-shawled
bodice. Soooo effective!

G
REER GARSON has a new fall evening
coat that’s just too lovely to take off. And

with her flaming tresses, you can imagine
the effect. Fashioned of Watteau-gray
heavy silk faille it has elbow length
balloon sleeves and the season’s fullest

“skirt” which is peignoir in silhouette. She
can wear it, of course, with a gown of just

about any shade but beige or brown.
Gray seems to be much in favor right

now. It crops forth here again because of

the wonderful gray velveteen trousers
which are the lower half of a lounging
costume that Alexis Smith has. The trou-
sers have a wide waistband and narrow,
tapering legs. With it she wears a long-
sleeved white silk blouse with a ruffled

shirt front, and occasionally a very short
purple velveteen bolero jacket. Gold kid
harem slippers on her feet.

One of the designers for a new shop
has come out with a “miracle” idea for

skirts that is made of elastic—and is such
a good idea that Zukin, who dreamed it up,
is patenting it—and you’ll be able to get
one no matter where you live. The skirt

has an elastic trick top that not only holds
the skirt up, but holds the blouse down
and flatters the figure into the bargain! The
skirts will be on the market in time to
round out back-to-school wardrobes—or
for just plain shirt’n’skirt addicts.
Two California jewelers (JosefE and Bea

Norton) have brought out “wingbacks,”
fascinating little contraptions which, when
attached to your earrings, keep them
firmly anchored to your ears—and very
comfortable too. A little gimmick comes
around under the ear and fits neatly and
invisibly behind it.

Someone sent Susan Peters a pair of
glamour dice—in fact it was one of the
vets at Birmingham Hospital—probably
encouraged by the wonderful news that
Susan is starring in a picture (“Sign of
the Ram”) again—even though she plays
her entire role from a wheel chair. Any-
way, she still finds time to visit these
wounded vets and she’s so tickled with
this particular gift (the dice are tiny
ebony ones, with her initials set in in fine
gold wire) that she’s having the cubes
made into earrings.
Susan isn’t the only one with a pash for

something new in gimmicks. Edgar Ber-
gen’s pretty Mrs. has a new charm brace-
let made entirely of antique watch fobs

—

set with tiny precious stones. She’s been
years collecting the dozen or so she has
now. If you like the idea, a little hunting
around for simpler unjeweled ones might
be rewarding. They make a stunning, “im-
portant looking” arm decoration.

The End
!
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FASHION TIPS

by KAY

1 "BOTANY"

w

brand
100% VIRGIN WOOL

R | C j—
1 FAB

| m ;

i'n an m sms
ORIGINAL DfSlGN

OF CALIFORNIA

Do men like their women in

suits ?

"Yleles,” say most men,—"if.” If the

suit is soft and pretty and feminine.

If it doesn’t look severe and manly
like the suits he wears himself.

This Kay Saks of California suit

is the type most men like best.

Kot a sharp line anywhere, just gently

rounded curves like your own figure

BOTANY superchan (super smooth)

gabardine drapes like a dream.

Look what happens to the low>

ly button when it’s elevated to

fashion heights.

S ix self buttons slither down the

jacket of this Kay Saks suit— scoop-

ing out a snug waist and flaunting

your hips ever so slightly. The big,

big pocket looks new as tomorrow’s

headlines.

Color! Color! California has it!

V,es, California is the land of glowing

color, and clothes designed here re-

flect the radiance of all the outdoors.

BOTANY’S new Fall shades are most

flattering to the complexion.

Many a man who falls in love

with a dimple makes the mis-

take of marrying the whole girl.

Sext nicest thing to having a dimple

of your own is the "dimple point”

shoulder on every Kay Saks suit. It

is just one of many Kay Saks design

features.

Only Kay Saks of California gives

you all these exclusives:

-* California Costume Styling

-K World Famous "BOTANY”
Brand 100% virgin woolens

•K Model molded fit*

Kay Saks suits are priced under $(

Sizes 12 to 20. For name of Kay Saks

store nearest you, write to Kay, 35

Dorman Ave., San Francisco 24, Calif

* reg. applied fo
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"DEAR RUTH” Suit

Baltimore

,

A7d.—Stewart & Co.
Boston, Mass.—Jordan Marsh Co.

Chicago, III.—Charles A. Stevens & Co.

Nashville, Tenn.—The Harvey Co.
Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Co.
Winnipeg, Canada—T. Eaton Co., Ltd.

( Price slightly higher

)

For the store in your vicinity write direct-

ly to the manufacturer.

Donnybrook
500 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

"WELCOME STRANGER” Suit

Baltimore, Md.—Stewart & Co.
Columbus, 0.—F. & R. Lazarus & Co.

( Sorority Shop

)

Nashville, Tenn.—The Harvey Co.
New York, N. Y.—Gimbel Bros. (Junior

Suit Dept.)

Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Co.

For the store in your vicinity write directly

to the manufacturer.

Lou Schneider, Inc.

512 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.

"DESERT FURY” Suit

Baltimore, Md.—Stewart & Co.
Chicago, 111.—Charles A. Stevens & Co.

Nashville, Tenn.—The Harvey Co.
New York, N. Y.—Saks-34th ( Sportswear

Dept.)
San Francisco, Calif.—The Emporium

( Sportswear Dept.)

Washington, D. C.—The Hecht Co.

For the store in your vicinity write directly

to the manufacturer.

Koret of California, Inc.

611 Mission Street, San Francisco, Calif.

•

The accessories shown in this issue are
available at leading department stores all

over the country. For the store in your
vicinity write directly to the manufacturer.

SCARF
Glentex

417 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

HAT
Gage Bros. & Co.

18 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3, III.

GLOVES
Aris Gloves, Inc.

411 Fifth Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

JEWELRY
Coro, Inc.

47 West 34lh Street, New York 1, New York

BLOUSE
Ann Foster

434-440 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, III.
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of today’s fashions. Your lines are

firmly molded to youthful beauty

,

freedom and lovely grace .

.

.

when vou trear a Flexaire hra.

P

BELTS
Criterion

16 East 34th Street, New York, N. Y.
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Only Peter Pen make*
patentedMerry-Go-Ron nd,

LOOK rOK THE LABEL I

merry Go • Round encircles your bust with glamour— transforms

a small bust into alluring, feminine curves— gives a full bosom

youthful, firm contours. Circles of stitching support the bust-

patented Circular Bias molds the bust. The secret's in the circle!

/ A PETER PAN BRA

P For FREE Booklet, "Your New Guide

to Bustline Beauty," Write Dept. ma-4. * pcm pun 116 EAST 27 ST., NEW YORK 16

MOJUD.

(jimOiUi

Eye-luring

Mojud nylon

stockings.

So sheer,

so sleek,

smooth-

fitting.

MARK REG. © 1947 MOJUD HOSIERY CO., INC., N. Y. C,

STEAK RARE . . . K ,

APRON BRIGHT . . .

EVERYTHING'S RIGHT!
Perk up for that backyard picnic in a
crisp, colorful apron that rates the cook
a second look.

Three gores, "V” neck, trim, slenderiz-

ing cotton percale bib apron by Star-

cross, Inc. Two matching pockets, tape

binding all around, hemmed percale

ties. At your favorite apron store —

>

style #8130 . . . approximately 89c.

Write for Catalogue

STARCROSS
INC.

1450 Broadway, New York,

Greenville, S. C.

Cable From Paris

(Continued from page 33) psychoanalytical
sessions.

Annabella, the first star I saw in Paris,
sent me lovely red roses upon my arrival
and the next day came to see me. She looks
younger and prettier and seems gayer than
she was in America. It is hard to realize
that she is the mother of a sixteen-year-old
daughter.

I was curious, naturally, to know if An-
nabella was divorcing Tyrone Power and
when the “Reno-vation” would occur. She
laughed at my blunt question and, shrug-
ging her shoulders, replied “I have no idea
at this time when I will divorce Tyrone.
Or where! Or if! I would be only too
happy to make him happy.”
During the summer months Annabella

was busy making a picture in Paris. Then
she planned to do over her little house at
St. Cloud. The Germans who occupied it

during the war had treated it horribly.
“In October, however,” she told me, “I

will return to California. I am due then
to make a picture for Twentieth Century-
Fox. Until that time Millicent Rogers has
my house in Brentwood.”

This house, you know, was part of
Tyrone’s munificent settlement upon Anna-
bella. He gave her nearly everything he
possessed. Actually he has started over
again from the bottom of the ladder al-

though artistically he is at the top.

“Tyrone and I have remained great
friends,” Annabella reminded me the day
we talked. “We will decide what to do and
how to do it.”

However, it is my impression, gleaned
over a period of time and several conver-
sations with Annabella, that she wished to

wait to divorce Tyrone and thus determine
if he is seriously enough interested in any-
one to marry.
Her attitude toward him is maternal.

Obviously she considers him quite young
and lacking in worldly experience. He had
after all, little time to sow wild oats and
learn his way about. Almost as soon as he
became one of the favorite romantic actors

on the screen he and Annabella were mar-
ried. Then the war came. When he re-
turned, an unsung hero because he hates
personal publicity, they went on a second
honeymoon to Canada to ski. There they
confirmed what they previously had
feared, that they had reached the end of

the rainbow, that the dream was over.

All this, I am sure, has influenced Anna-
bella to let Tyrone go it alone for a time
and do his own thinking. And I am not

sure that Tyrone too, so far at least, has
not taken a philosophic view of the situa-

tion. He writes to Annabella regularly and
she to him. In fact the photographs he sent

her of many sequences from “Captain from
Castile,” the picture he made in Mexico,
betray an intimacy and understanding that

is surprising even in these modern times.

Therefore, to that perpetual question

“Are Annabella and Tyrone going to

divorce?” I have no definite answer. My
guess would be “Not now.” However,
should Tyrone decide he wishes to be

legally free and come to Annabella in

Paris with such a request it likely would
be granted.

R
ITA HAYWORTH was in Europe too

—

until she went over to London to meet
David Niven. Rita, whom I have long ad-

mired has, I confess, disappointed me. The
French still think she is beautiful and a

dream girl. But they do not like the idea

of announcing in the press that a star will

appear at a benefit or charity bazaar, of

giving her considerable personal publicity

on this score then having her fail to ap-

pear. Rita did this more than once. Three
104
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large charity affairs I attended found her
among the missing although she had
promised to attend.
Neither did Rita go to the banquet given

on the last night of the Film Festival in

Brussels by the Regent Prince Charles,

brother of King Leopold in exile—or a
luncheon the following day given by that
wonderful man, Paul Henri Spaak, Prime
Minister of Belgium. She had promised to

be present on both occasions but instead

chose to linger on in Switzerland.
All of this left George McArthy, Eric

Johnston’s representative for European
films without an American star for the most
important festival since the war. Left him
in that spot just twenty-four hours before
the event. Paulette already had returned
to England. Sonja had sailed for the United
States. And Linda was being psychoana-
lyzed in Zurich. Whereupon McArthy tel-

ephoned Marlene Dietrich, who said he
might see her at once. He found her in

pajamas on the terrace of her hotel enjoy-
ing her morning coffee.

Marlene gave him no time to blurt out
his trouble. Fixing him with large limpid
eyes she said, “So, in the end you always
have to come to mama.” She had heard,
you see, of his dilemma.
Then to end his misery she added quick-

ly, “Of course I shall come. I am an Amer-
ican citizen and this is an American prob-
lem. And even if I am asked at the last

moment my answer still is yes.”

So she packed her best dress and went off

to Brussels. The next night she appeared
on the right of Prince Charles and made
herself so attractive that he went quite
wild about her. In fact she was called
away from the Prime Minister’s luncheon
the next day four times. Over and over
Prince Charles must telephone to express
his undying gratitude for her coming.
Furthermore, this autumn Marlene will re-
turn to Brussels—to receive the highest
decoration that Belgium has to offer. Rita
might have had it had she been as gracious
and realistic as “the trained horse in the
circus,” which is Marlene’s way of referring
to herself.

I rejoice to see our stars working and
holidaying in England and on the Conti-
nent. Such travel cannot fail to help them
keep their perspective—not an easy thing
to do when you are as exploited as the
stars are. Also, inevitably, it will help them
become greater human beings and, by the
same token, greater artists.

The End

HELP WANTED!

Sympathy helps

—

But cash is better—

When it helps a

Disabled American Veteran

become

An able American citizen

So GIVE what you can

—

So he can DO what he can

Send your contributions to

DAV, 41 E. 42 St, New York 17
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Save Five Dollars Today!

send for “SUGAR PLAID”
wear the newer
longer look for T II

only

Sugar Plaid ... a 1948 Junior Cover
Girl classic . . . sports the newer,
longer, fuller skirt with bias panels at

each side. Extravagantly handsome
belt . . . deep side pockets . .

.
push-up

bracelet sleeves ... a really fine qual-
ity wool and rayon fabric in white
ground plaids— blue or red predomi-
nating. Sizes 9-11-13-15. Immediate
delivery. And your money back if

you don’t agree it’s worth every
penny of fifteen dollars.

CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR C.O.D.
SEND NO CASH

,

I JUNIOR COVER GIRL
I 45 EAST 17th STREET, NEW YORK

Please send me the SUGAR PLAID in the eolor I

I and size cheeked:

Red plaid

Blue plaid

J
Check enclosed (We pay postage)
Money order enclosed (We pay postage)
C. 0. D. (You pay postage)

Name

|
Address

]
City State

9 1

1

13 15

The Larry Parks Puzzle

( Continued, from page 31) magnificent in-
terpretation of another man’s success story.”
“Then you think he is through?” I put

in quickly.
“Not through,” he replied, “but stymied.

Until Parks is given a role in which he can
express his own personality, he’s in the
same spot as any other newcomer who has
not yet proved himself.”
“But he’s a star,” I argued, “I get as

much mail about Larry as I do about any
other star on the screen.”
“Yes,” he agreed. “He is a star—with-

out a personality he can call his own.
That’s the frustrating thing about it. He’s
basking in all the fame and glory Holly-
wood can bestow on a player but he’s got
to fight the rest of the way just as hard
as if he were in the extra ranks!”

I quote this man’s remarks in such detail

because it is the opinion of many people
in this town who are supposed to know
their movie onions.
But it isn’t my opinion—and I’ll tell you

why. I have talked with Larry Parks. And
I have talked with the man who holds his

contract, Harry Cohn—the producer who
made him a star and with whom Larry
is now squabbling.

If this dispute between them is a “trade”
story (I mean by that, a business argu-
ment that is not supposed to interest the
fans as much as love and romance stories

about Hollywood), then I say it is a trade
story with a great big heartache behind it.

Can a boy have everything that Holly-
wood stands for put before him on a silver

tray? And then, before his eager hands can
grasp and steady it, have the tray tipped
over and be left as hungry for success as he
was before? That is personal—not “trade”
—tragedy. Better not to have been in-
vited to the laden board than to get there
and find the good things are papier-mache.

I
THOUGHT of that all the time I was talk-
ing with Larry the day he came to my

house and we thrashed out all these things
around an umbrella table in my garden.
Yes, there is a change in him since the

last time we talked. The first interview
we had was just before the release of

“The Jolson Story,” and this kid had been
jumping and jiving. It wasn’t A1 Jolson’s

personality he turned on me full force in

the first flush of anticipating fame after

years of striving. It was Larry’s own brand
of enthusiasm coming out of him.
Even now, depressed and unsettled as

he is, something of that same spark re-
mains. But he is puzzled, bewildered and
discouraged. The spark isn’t out—but it

has been dimmed by the events of the past
seven months. There is a look of strain

around his boyish mouth and brown eyes.

I asked him what he thought had hap-
pened to upset the applecart?
He was twisting a soft drink around in

his hands, looking at it, not drinking it

much. His voice was soft and unexcited
as he answered:

“I think it was a mistake to put me into

Rita Hayworth’s picture and allow me to

sing with my own voice. The impression
of ‘The Jolson Story’ was too fresh, too
recent. Many people who do not follow
inside stories about picture making, never
knew that it was Al’s voice on the sound
track when I sang. And it came as a shock
and a surprise to hear me singing in a
totally different way.”

“But, Larry,” I protested, “you can’t go
on forever with Al’s voice behind you.”

“I know that,” he replied quickly. “The
mistake was having me sing at all!”

“Then from ‘Down to Earth’ (Rita’s

picture) I went into ‘The Swordsman,’ a
costume, swashbuckling movie. That isn’t

my cup of tea, either.”

Being a girl who likes to get down to

SMOOTH
LOVELY

SLIM in

ownwearN prc. u. s. pat. orr.

Fashion-Right in Townwear-s
New Fall Colors. Tans and

Browns . . . and the new, subtle

shades of black and gray.
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cases, I asked, “What is your dish of tea?”
“Comedy, I think,” he said, “polite com-

edy with a note of brashness.”
Still on the firing line, I put in, “Do you

know a lot of people are calling you un-
grateful because you have said you are
thinking of taking your troubles with
Columbia to court? Do you know they are
saying that you had a chance in twenty
or thirty movies before ‘The Jolson Story’
came along and you were given the oppor-
tunity to hit the top?”
“Yes,” he replied, slowly. “I know that.

But my movie affairs are in the hands of

my agent and my lawyer. I’ll do what they
say. For the sake of my physical and men-
tal health, I must get out of this rut”—he
repeated, “I must get out of this rut!”
He had put the drink down on the table

now, untouched, and while his voice was
even and steady there was a current of
emotion running through his words deeper
than any lines he spoke in “The Jolson
Story.”
“You see,” he said, simply, “this isn’t the

first time I’ve had to fight to keep the
thing I want.”
There wasn’t the slightest iota of self-

sympathy. in his voice when he added,
“Most things—even good things—have been
acquired the hard way with me. With
some of us—it’s like that always.

“I had to laugh when many of the fans
wrote me about my ‘overnight’ success.
Why I have been hammering away, trying
to get somewhere in more unimportant
stage jobs than you could list in one maga-
zine story. I’ve played thirty—yes, I mean
thirty—movie roles, some of them just bits,
it’s true. Well, when most fellows over-
come these things and get a real break

—

they are on their way. But I’m almost
back where I started from—except for one
shot in the spotlight.”

“JND before that, Larry,” I asked, “were
™ there other things that came the hard
way?”
He said, “Almost from the time I can re-

member. When I was a kid, I came down
with rheumatic fever that left me with a
weak heart. It left me an easy mark for
an illness that paralyzed me and made one
of my legs shorter than the other. It made
me sick when I thought of myself and then
saw other kids playing baseball, football
and running around on even legs. And,
then my mother instilled in me the will to
fight. So, for several years I devoted my-
self to exercise and corrective treatments
so that I might be as strong and normal as
other kids.”

It was while he was attending the Uni-
versity of Illinois with the intention of be-
coming a doctor, that he was injected with
the acting bug. “I was exposed to it dur-
ing a campus play,” he laughed. “I got
great reviews in the college paper. The
amateur critic predicted that achieving
success on the stage would be easy for me.
He should know!”

“Well, Larry,” I interposed, “at least
your marriage to pretty little Betty Gar-
rett has been a bright mark along your
way.”
“Our love has been a bright mark,” he

corrected, “but we have had to fight to
keep every bit of happiness we have found.
You know, of course, I married Betty just
two days before we had to be separated.
She had been signed for a wonderful part
on Broadway in the Cole Porter show,
‘Something for the Boys.’ It was the
break she had been waiting for for a long
time.

“I had just signed a contract out here.
We didn’t know what to do. Then we
talked it all over and decided that, in spite
of the separation this meant, we would
risk a long-distance marriage. I didn’t
want to find Betty—just to lose her!”
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What a cycle this boy’s life has run.
Love, marriage and career—a constant
fight to hold what he has found!
For two years, Larry and Betty caught

only casual glances at one another and
then only when she could sneak off from
Broadway to spend a day or week-end
with him, or he could catch a plane there.
As more success came to her in “Call Me
Mister,” and he clicked in Hollywood, their

visits together were less and less frequent.
Then, when they were almost miserable
with worry over their long separations

—

Betty was signed on a movie contract and
came here to live with him in his small
hillside home.

“DUT as bad as that was when you were
W separated and as much as you had to

fight for health as a child—you see those
problems had a happy ending,” I told him.

“I know,” he said quickly with a flash

of the old enthusiasm, “that is what gives
me heart and courage now, while I am
facing the question mark of where I go
from here in my career. I have to believe
that there is a happy solution ahead—or
I haven’t the heart for the fight.”

Long after he left me that day, I thought
about Larry and his worries—so much so
that I finally decided to call Harry Cohn,
the man who knows better than anyone
else what will happen to him because he
holds his contract.
He is an old friend of mine and is con-

sidered by many people to be a very ex-
plosive gentleman. But I have always
found him to be fair and above everything
else, honest. I told him I wanted him to

be honest with me when I asked, “What
do you really think is ahead for Larry
Parks? Come on and tell me the truth, even
if there may be legal trouble with him.”
And I hope before Larry takes any step

he may regret he will read here what his

boss told me—and be guided by it.

Harry Cohn said, “I believe in the boy
and want to help him. I know what he is

saying and thinking. He claims it was a
mistake to put him in a picture where he
had to sing with his own voice following
‘Jolson.’ But we had to attempt to estab-
lish his own personality as soon as pos-
sible.

“And as you know, he exhibited a great
amount of verve and animation in ‘Jol-

son’ and we tried to play up this facet of

his screen character in ‘The Swordsman.’
These experiments with the kid have yet
to be released—so who knows yet whether
they are successful. Because he doesn’t
think so doesn’t prove the point.

“We are going to keep on striving to find

just the right thing for Larry Parks be-
cause any simpleton would realize it is

just as much to our interests as to his, to

keep him on top as a star.

“But, in the long run, the answer lies

with the public. The people who buy the

tickets have been making stars from the

beginning of movie history—and they are

the final judges. We will do all we can.

Speaking for our entire studio—we are for

Larry Parks. But the very fans who put
him on top are the very ones who hold the

answer to his future.”

Thanks, Harry. That’s straight from the

shoulder.
Now, I ask you, and you—WELL?

The End

An epic story about an epic guy!
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Get Me
(Continued from page 39) I’m still on
Broadway hours. I manage to get to sleep

by three o’clock in the morning and if it’s

a day when I have to get to the studio by
quarter of eight, I feel it and look it. But
I relax, and read everything I can get
my hands on. If I’m not careful, I’ll begin
to improve my mind.

I was born in Rochester, New York, the
youngest in a family of seven. I left school
at the age of fourteen to seek my fame
and fortune and I always pretended I was
older than I was. Pretty soon I shall reach
the point where I’ll have to do a switch on
that routine. It wasn’t until 1939 that I

accidentally became an actor and in be-
tween I did a bit of everything. For awhile
I “was in advertising” as we elegant-
ly call it in the trade and for another
stretch I worked at CBS in one of those
jobs where you are a combination of stage
hand, writer, director, actor, announcer
and vice president for $20 a week.

It was at CBS and for television that
Arthur Murray taught me dancing—but
not in a hurry. I think he picked on me
to demonstrate his magic step because I

was the clumsiest human he could imagine.
For hour after hour, in front of that tele-

vision camera, I kept right on having two
left feet. Marie, my wife, insists that I

dance “quite well” now, but that’s her
flattery. She’s prejudiced.

WE celebrated our fifth wedding anniver-
sary this past August, Marie and I. We

met on a blind date and I fell in love after

one look—and why not?
I was a kind of a Broadway actor then.

I’d drifted into acting because a friend of

mine was directing “Waiting for Lefty.”

He wanted somebody with a loud voice to

play a part and wheedled me into it. I was
all right during rehearsals but on opening
night I drank an entire flask of Martinis
before I got up nerve enough to walk on
stage and face the audience.
That started me, though, and some good

parts came along. Finally “The Hasty
Heart” cinched it for me, and I got to

Hollywood.
But, I was hanging around with a bunch

of other Thespians when I met Marie. I’d

gone up to a friend’s house and there was
this black-hairepl glamour girl looking at

me. After that, I wasn’t aware of one
thing until at the end of the evening she
asked, “Will you come again?”

I said, “I will, if you’re going to be
here.”
That began it, and after two years of

going together we got married—and then
had a bachelor’s honeymoon.
What caused that was the date. It was

1942, and the war years. Marie was posing
for Conover in New York. I was writing
an Army radio program called “Cheers
from the Camps.” We got married in Balti-

more. That night Marie had to fly back to

New York for an engagement and our
show was shipping out. We’ve had many
separations ever since.

Marie, in fact, got a chance at pictures
long before I did. She was signed by RKO
and was in Hollywood for seven months.
Then she wiggled out of her contract and
rejoined me, I’m pleased and flattered to

report. She insists I’m inhibited about
everything but her.

I’m embarrassed at showing emotion,
which is the Scandinavian in me. But I’ll

confess here that I cry at movies. I’m
moody, and sometimes begin hamming
around to myself, carrying the weight of

the world on my shoulders and suffering
for all humanity.
I’m a poor “mixer.” Marie and I stay

by ourselves a great deal, possibly too
much. But I wouldn’t be telling the truth
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if I didn’t say that I’m keen for California.
I may even get around to the point
where I’ll wear bright shirts. I’ve got
one bright yellow coat. I’ve had it for
months. But I haven’t had the courage to
take it out of the closet. I always wear
solid-color neckties and shirts.

I’m an illiterate eater. I don’t like onions
or garlic and only Marie’s forcing has made
me consume any vegetables. Left to myself
I would eat nothing but steak and potatoes,
washed down with a candy bar, a sauce of

soft drinks, plus much coffee with three
teaspoons of sugar per cup. As you might
surmise from this, I’ve been known to have
trouble, at times, with my stomach.

I

DEALLY I’d like to gravitate between
the stage and screen, as Freddie March

does. That’s because I think I am more of

a character actor than the great, big hero
type. I feel as though I am sailing under
false colors. I’ve gone to the bosses and
said, “Can’t there be some reason in these
pictures why the girl falls for me? I mean,
couldn’t I have a lot of money or be kind
to animals or something?”
Seeing my kisser on screen always re-

minds me of a story that Roger Pryor used
to tell about himself. He was in a play and
his entrance was due when the heroine
said, “Here he is now. Doesn’t he look like

a savage god?”
Rog pleaded with her to do something

about that line. He’s a good looking man,
but he knew he was no Adonis, and he
felt that once the audience got a look at

him, after that crack, he was dead for the
evening. So he argued with the star, with
the result that on the opening night she
said, “Here he is now. Doesn’t he look
like a savage—God?”
But I might get a screen part where I

have some real excuse for being, and you
can’t tell what that might do to me.
As a matter of fact, Charlie Brackett and

Billy Wilder encouraged me to write a few
trial scenes for their next picture, “Opera-
tion Candy Bar” which stars Jean Arthur
and Marlene Dietrich in the girl section

and yours truly opposite. So there’s no
telling where that might lead. An actor
stirring around among the adjectives is an
always unpredictable creature.

To sum it up, I guess I’m the kind of

bewildered guy who takes the other un-
bewildered guys seriously. But I can’t seem
to take myself that way. I get spells of

being convinced that if I could I’d be
Napoleon. But there’s one danger there.

Let that happen and I’d probably be just

as dead as he is.

So I’m letting well enough alone, mean-
while spending my sleepless nights trying

to figure out some way to make my eyes
look as big on screen as Joan Crawford’s.

The End
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Stardust Life-Insured Bras are quality made of lovable, tubbable acetate

rayon satin. Designed for uplift support and separation, with self ^
material lining and adjustable straps. Elastic back. Sizes 32 to 40 . .

. $ 1.25
A, B and C cups. Made by Stardust, Inc., Empire State Building, N. Y. 1. *

Lovely JOAN MURRAY,

selected as Miss Stardust

'k ot 1947, now a Walter

Thornton Pin-Up Girl.
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figure. Profusely illustrated with photographs of
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Conversation Piece

(Continued from page 62) They’re the
mainstay of her wardrobe, since she wears
nothing but suits or slacks. “It doesn’t
matter whether I tramp around all day
on location with Bogie, spend a week end
with him on our boat, or go to a fancy
party,” says she, “I still wear my blouses.
And they’re really my blouses. I select
the materials myself and have them made.
They’re all long-sleeved, and if I find a
particularly fine design I have it copied in
several different colors. My pet design is

fashioned after a man’s shirt, with the
starkness softened by quilted cuffs, quilted
collar, and quilted bosom fronts. You have
no idea how people ask me about those
blouses, too!”

Since she has so many more blouses
than the average girl, Lauren’s method of
caring for them is different to most of
us. Instead of folding them in bureau
drawers, she arranges them on quilted
hangers in a long wardrobe, according to
color. “The white ones, the printed ones,
and the colored ones are all grouped sepa-
rately,” says Lauren, “and because they’re
on hangers, they’re always fresh.”

There’s an example my gals, of combin-
ing both a personality quirk and a con-
versation piece.

IND HERE’S yet another Hollywood con-
n versation piece—a tip on jewelry. It’s

also one all of us could adapt to our own
personalities, although it’s originally due
to Nancy Guild’s quick thinking. Nancy
knows her own type, and dresses accord-
ingly. For instance, she buys plain belts

and bags, and then dresses them up with
interesting gold or silver crests that match.
This way she can interchange the crests

and pins on her accessories at will.

“It’s true that my belts and bags are
conversation pieces wherever I go,” says
Nancy, “but my biggest conversation piece
is the one I thought least about. I have an
old locket on a chain that has been in my
family for years—I guess everyone has
one. Well, instead of wearing it as a lapel

pin or around my neck, I wear mine in my
hair. I tried it one day by mistake, and
I’ve been doing it ever since on purpose!
I pull back my hair as if I were going to

clip on a barette, and then I pin the locket
in back and wind its gold chain around the
bunched hair. Simple as it is, everyone
asks me about it wherever I go!” And
wherever she goes, it is a sign of Nancy
Guild, and only Nancy!
Betty Hutton has a conversation piece

that she owes to her husband Ted Briskin.

He presented it when Lindsay Diane was
born, and everyone notices it the minute
Betty enters a room. It’s a jewelry piece

fitting into the pocket of her suits, shaped
exactly like a folded pocket handkerchief
—only it’s gold, fringed with filmy gold
mesh embedded with tiny diamonds. Some-
where in our attic trunks (or a handy
hock shop) we might each discover a bit

of antique gold mesh that would do as

well!

But here’s still another idea—this one
thanks to Catherine McLeod. Her fiance is

often away on business, so that she has to

go to Hollywood parties alone—and minus
the lovely floral corsages he always sends
her when they’re together. “But I’ve

worked that out,” says Catherine, “by
making my own corsages—out of fresh

flowers! One of my most successful was a
corsage of Indian paint brush. The flowers
have such beautiful coloring and they last

much longer than orchids. And, not long
ago, I was going to a big splashy party
sans beau or a corsage. So I bought four
huge double poinsettias. With floral wire
and a needle and thread, I sewed them on
a black evening jacket, so that one whole



shoulder and sleeve were almost complete-
ly covered. The result was so terrific that

one gossip columnist actually wrote up
what I had done—let alone the conversa-
tion that went on about it!”

Rosalind Russell is another original gal

whose doings make conversation pieces by
the score. She doesn’t hesitate in her home
to combine colors that sound atomic and
turn out lovely. Take her living room

—

done in the single shock color of char-
treuse with the shades varying a little.

Sounds baffling, doesn’t it? Well, its won-
derful. Also her flowers match the pale

green-yellow of the room. “I was trying to

achieve a feeling of restfulness,” says

Rosalind, “and I think I did. Also I

achieved plenty for my guests to talk

about!”

I

T’S WELL worth while thinking of un-
usual touches for your home—tnus giv-

ing your imagination some exercise, and
providing conversation. I tried something
in my bedroom that has Hollywood gab-
bling a mile a minute. I have a very gay
bedroom with gingham skirts on the dress-

ing table and milk-glass lamps. But when
the room was finished I felt something
was out of key—something seemed to be
fighting the gaiety of the atmosphere.
Then I saw what it was: The businesslike

cord of the telephone on my bedside table!

Quick as a flash came an idea: Why not

wind a giddy string of artificial flowers

on the cord so that every time I picked

up the phone a garland of flowers would
swing up with the receiver? That’s what
I did—and the results are everything I

wanted, both for the looks of my room
and the gab of my guests!

And that’s almost the end of the Colby
Class! Now that you’ve had a quick
glance at some of Hollywood’s conver-
sation pieces, I expect you to rush out
pellmell and develop your own! It’s quite

simple . . . just remember that whether
it’s a new touch in clothes, jewelry or

household decoration, make sure it repre-
sents you. For your conversation piece is

not supposed to be a bizarre curiosity

—

it’s supposed to be part of your personality.

You could try collecting something. Jen-
nifer Jones collects fans—some to carry
to dressy parties, others to trim mantels
and bare walls. Opera star Gladys
Swarthout has her downstairs powder
room papered with old opera programs.

Whatever you do, remember that you’re
developing your own personality and your
taste in living. Get a “gab piece” and get
going! You’ll go far!

The End

Date Line: Jane Powell’s jacket dress

has interesting lapel and dress design

—perfect for date with Geary Steffen
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"This Time for Keeps"

(Continued from page 37) and I, and
Maureen and Will. We’ll be married in the
Lourellief Inn.”

In a way, this was a fairly accurate de-
scription of the Grayson-Johnnie Johnston
nuptials when they occurred at Carmel-
by-the-sea, California, on August 22nd.
In another way, Katie was pretty well
confounded by Nature, which if it didn’t
“overdo” things, certainly outdid itself to

make this a Technicolor production.
For one thing, you couldn’t bring to-

gether so naturally handsome a pair as
this bride and groom anywhere, and keep
it a “plain” occasion. Straight, bright-
haired Johnnie in his gray suit, white shirt

emphasizing the brown of his face, and
slim, blue-eyed Katie, with those fresh
pink cheeks her groom is so proud
of, wearing lace and orange blossoms,
and a gray taffeta dress that stopped,
ballet length, just short of her slender
ankles. . .

Also, to defeat any wedding in its “plain

and simple” determination, we give you
a “technical adviser” as spectacularly love-
ly as Maureen O’Hara. It was Maureen,
Kathryn’s closest chum, who planned
everything from the bride’s orange wreath
down to her silvery-gray sandals. Will
Price, Maureen’s husband, was to be best
man—Maureen, matron of honor. But
the tragic death of Will’s brother, Ken-
neth Price, Jr., on August 20th, naturally
necessitated a change of plan.

Last October, when Katie and Johnnie
did a Philharmonic concert in Sacramento,
they drove back to Los Angeles along the
road which follows the ocean. It was then
they decided they would some day be mar-
ried in Carmel, where the beach curves
like the golden rim of a saucer around the
wide blue of the Pacific. They’d spend such
honeymoon as movie stars can count on,

on Pebble Beach, where agates can be
picked up by the handful for free, and
where the wind -flattened cypress and
pines stand in somber sentry-like rows in

sun and moonlight.
This lovely valley is famous for its

Carmelo Mission, erected in 1771 by Padre
Junipero Serra. Sacred and changeless
as time, its mossy old walls stand in the
blue and gold glare of sun, sea and ocean.
The imperturbability of yesterday, and the
bright promise of today and tomorrow.
Unconsciously significant on this wedding
day of two young people who both had
known previous unhappiness.

R
ADIO-STAR Johnnie and Katie first met
on the M-G-M lot where they were

both under contract. There was the imme-
diate and common bond possessed by all

those favored individuals who have the
power of lifting themselves and their
voices into a stratosphere of song where
earth-bound voices can’t follow. Too,
there was the inner loneliness and con-
fusion of a couple of kids who hadn’t been
quite able to work things out with mates
they’d picked “when all of us were too
young to know about those things.”

Johnnie has two children by his first

marriage—Julie, aged five and John Den-
nis, one-and-a-half years old. They visit

Johnnie often. Kathryn has no children.

When Metro sent them both out on a
personal appearance tour their friendship
had ripened into love.

The tour was an extended one—“And
we knew that any romance that could last

through the irritations and tribulations of

three-and-a-half months of touring must
be true love!” says Johnnie.

For a year now, they have been gradu-
ally “fixing up” the home they will live

in together. The house, one of the loveli-

est old English manors you’ve seen, was



purchased by Katie before they met.
Originally built by a British family who
copied it from their country estate in

England, it is timbered and white, vine-
hung and spreading. High ceilings inside,

with wide expanses of mellowed wood-
paneling, and large bright-flowered wall-
paper upstairs.

“Katie used her money for buying the

house,” says her husband, “so I’m using
mine for furnishing it. Afterwards, we’ll

balance up.”
Although Kathryn’s upstairs wing and

the study downstairs are the only rooms
in a completed state, the entire house is

a steadily growing treasure trove of silver

and copper, lamps, glassware and other
collector’s items they have picked up in

their touring. The enormous, high-vaulted
living room has lamps made from Victorian
vases they acquired in Boston, and two
beautiful old organs guaranteed to turn
an antique collector green. One of them,
tall and ornately carved, was sent to Kath-
ryn by her grandmother in Carolina. Com-
plete with beveled mirror above, and a
bellows to help pump out the tunes, its

tone is mellow with more than a hundred
years of use.

Prize object among the silver services
collected for the dining room is an enor-
mous sterling silver “Lazy Susan” which
with steaming water placed in its base will

keep slowly revolving, offering its food-
stuffs to the diners . . .

It is in the kitchen however, that this

young husband has really gone to town
with outsize refrigerator, deep freezer, and
eight-burner gas range. Absolutely fasci-

nating to the visitor as well as to its proud
owner is a large double sink, gleaming in

all its stainless steel beauty amidst the
pale yellow cannisters and yellow decor.
Never, in a thousand years—unless you’d
read the ads—would you dream this deco-

rative object was capable of disintegrating

garbage so fast this modern kitchen would
never have to admit it ever even had any
refuse like other kitchens.

The food department and everything
pertaining to it is important in this home-
making, because Katie and Johnnie love

to eat. In fact, their feats at making food
disappear, are famous.
“People still talk about the night we ate

a whole angel food cake apiece
—

” says
Kathryn. “They looked so good neither

one of us wanted to give the other any, so

I bought two. I piled whipped cream and
strawberries on top, and we ate every
crumb.”
“Of course, that was after we’d eaten a

full chicken dinner first,” explains her
husband.

They’ll drive miles for a Spanish, or fish

dinner. And when indulging in another
favorite pastime—movies—they take along
plenty of popcorn to hold them oyer until

they can get out to eat again.

“Noisy popcorn, too. We’re what is

known as ‘movie pests.’
”

The wide rolling grounds around the
house also show the effects of the groom’s
furnishing spree. Garden furniture, the
graceful old wrought-iron type, was
bought in Missouri and now stands painted
a clean white, on the green lawns. Or-
dered and expected any minute now, are
huge wrought-iron gates for the drive-
way specially designed by Johnnie.
“The design has our initials set into it

—

a large ‘K’ on one side and a large ;

J’ on
the other. The ‘J’ is removable in case she
decides to get a new husband some time.
I’m still not sure she loves me as much
as she loves Throckmorton.”
Throckmorton is Kathryn’s dog—and

loving him is quite a project. A Saint
Bernard, he is so large that to have him
rub up against you affectionately, is some-

ADVERTISEMENT

thing like being leaned against by a freight

car. Throck is an outright ham, loves to

be admired and starts his posing the min-
ute a still cameraman steps on the place.

Notable, too, is “The House of Throck-
morton,” something gigantic in dog houses
and with “No Vacancy” painted over the
door.

J
UST ACROSS the canyon from their

back lawn is a fine view of the golf club
where Johnnie plays every leisure minute
he can find. The right to be a golf addict
is one of the inviolable privileges of a hus-
band, he believes, but fortunately here’s

one fellow who’s really proud of his wife’s

golf game.
“For such a little thing, she has an un-

believable amount of strength in her arms,
which gives her a terrific swing. We
played with Ruth McCullough, the pro-
fessional, one day and she was really com-
plimentary about Katie’s arm.”
Marriage will probably not change the

Grayson habit of being late for appoint-
ments either, although she admits her
husband is working on it.

“I don’t know, I just can’t seem to be
ready and dressed for things on time, and
I still don’t know whether it helps or hin-
ders to have Johnnie rushing me.”
Do they have arguments? “Oh, lovely

juicy ones,” she says, “on any subject, at

any time. And confidentially, they’re almost
always my fault. Johnnie is the easiest

person to get along with I’ve ever known
—I usually have to work at it a while
before I get a good verbal bout going.”

“I really think that’s what she loves
about Throckmorton—he never does an-
swer back,” says her husband.
Not in the “arguments” but rather in

the discussion class at present, are names
for those four children they hope to have.
Two boys and two girls, the first boy to be

“Our very latest model. Built-in, roller-bearing case for Pepsi-Cola.”
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named John Grayson Johnston. That much
is fairly well settled. The girl will be Mary
Kathryn, with her mother (when and if

she arrives) slightly minded to spell it

“Merrie.”
“I’m like Cohan. I think M-a-r-y is a

grand old name,” says the paternal side
of the family.
Actually, he’ll be satisfied if any feminine

offspring they have manages to arrive with
one-half as beautiful a complexion as his

wife’s always fresh-washed looking skin. “I

think that school -girl look was what first

attracted me to Katie.”
Between eating, golfing, and furnishing,

Katie and Johnnie like to play double
solitaire. They don’t care a lot for big par-
ties, but prefer to spend a chummy evening
with a small group—the group being almost
certain to contain Maureen and husband
Will Price. The O’Hara and the Grayson
were once neighbors, and they’ve remained
very close girl friends.

“I love that Irish warmth about her,”
says Kathryn, “and I get such a kick out
of those superstitions of hers. She even
believes in banshees!”
More than any of their other diversions,

of course, Mr. and Mrs. Johnston like to

sing together. “We just sit down and try
to drown each other out,” says Kathryn.
This is one case in which it’s hard on the
neighbors—living out of ear-range. As con-
solation, however, there’s the fact that
Kathryn will soon be heard in Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s “The Kissing Bandit,”
with Frank Sinatra as co-star. Johnnie
whose picture career is beginning to boom
to the same heights as his already estab-
lished radio status, will hit the screen soon
for Eagle-Lion as “The Man From Texas.”

Completed and ready for showing, too,

is his recent screen job in “This Time For
Keeps”—which strikes us as a happy title

for these two real-life lovers.

“We haven’t any rules for our marriage,”
says Kathryn seriously. “My one belief is,

if a husband and wife will remember to

‘live and let live,’ they have a big chance
for happiness.”
Remembering those hushed, happy mo-

ments in the lovely inn at Carmel-by-
the-Sea, we just repeat the title from the
picture of the same name: “This Time For
Keeps!”

The End
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Sheridan Preferred

(Continued from, page 58) a man’s woman
in more ways than one.

At the time her feelings were lacerated

by the cigars passing her by she was tug-

ging at her corsets. In basque waist and
hoop skirt she was attired for General
Grant’s reception. She said she couldn’t

breathe. The corsets interfered with chest

expansion of which she has considerable,

due to playing football no doubt.
“Tomorrow I’ll make you wear these,

Flynn,” she said.

Mr. Flynn demurred. He modestly said

he had not the wherewithal to put in them.
“I’ll find a couple of things,” said Annie.
Mr. Flynn was called into the scene and

put down his cigar to join General Grant.

It was his business to be overwhelmed on
sight of Miss Sheridan as she entered a

moment later, a queenly vision. And in-

deed he was overwhelmed, as was General
Grant and guest. The vision made her
majestic entrance with Mr. Flynn’s cigar

atilt in the queenly face.

This “take” will not reach the screen,

which seems too bad because it got an
ovation from director Raoul Walsh and
crew.
Working with Annie is like having old

happy days here again, says old-timer
director Walsh who knows the business.

She makes work play, as it should be, and
sparks the spontaneity in everyone.

Half Annie’s time is spent in comedy
performances for her colleagues. They
reciprocate. She observed that her wire
bustle looked like a bird cage. Next morn-
ing two young parrots were in it.

“Don’t think I won’t wear them!” cried
Annie.
This is another “take” the public will

be denied. The things those parrots said
behind Annie’s behind, though flattering

to same, were not according to the John-
ston code. The impudent birds must have
majored in English at a sailors’ boot camp.

MISS SHERIDAN does not confine her
efforts to her own set. She’s all over

the lot. Humphrey Bogart toiled through
the last scene of a hard day when his
director said: “Just one more take; it

will be the last.”

“I hope,” said Mr. Bogart wearily.
It was a street of dives. Bogart was

tailed by a hag making indelicate pro-
posals. In the final take when he turned
to rebuff her he was rocked back by a
bit of business he wasn’t prepared for.

The wench lifted her skirt to reveal a su-
perlative leg artistically painted with a
butterfly, a fee and “Annie.”

“Sheridan, you wench!” whooped Bogart.
Annie had galloped over from her own

stage to put on the make-up and substitute
for the bit player, all as a gag to refresh
old chum Bogie.
The core of Annie’s philosophy, like

Voltaire’s, is laughter. “I live for laughs,”
says she. The creed: Have fun and get fat.

This is not as simple as it sounds else
the world would not be dolorous and
Annie underweight.

Dazzling as ever in “Nora Prentiss” she
was fourteen pounds less than before going
AWOL. Male customers let out cries of
pain. What they want is more Annie, not
less. We can take shortages in many things
but not in Sheridan.
Annie was not deliberately selling us

short; she was up to no fool diet. The
fourteen pounds were war casualty. She
lost them on the Burma front to which
Uncle Sam, knowing his business, sent her
to oompf morale.
Though never feeling better in her virile

life, Annie started drinking a glass of
beer with a sandwich before going to bed.
Then she tried ginger ale mixed with

No loving mother would think of

letting her daughter enter marriage
without first telling her how impor-
tant douching two or three times a
week often is to intimate feminine
cleanliness, health, charm and mar-
riage happiness — how important
douching is to combat one of woman’s
most serious deodorant problems.

Often a young girl knows only
‘half-the-truth’ or misinformation
whispered among her girl friends.

So mothers should make sure the
advice they pass on to their daughters
is as modern, scientific and trustworthy

as it can be. And it will be if she
tells her daughter to put zonite in
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cream. During “The Unfaithful,” Zachary
Scott stoked her with eggnogs which she
despises. He kept adding eggs until all the
bobby-sox pullets in San Fernando Valley
were cackling “Annie” and laying then-

best, while back in Massachusetts an old
hen fan laid a four-and-a-half pounder.
“Men,” says Annie, speaking on a sub-

ject she’s in position to speak on, “men
like women fat; cushioned well, anyhow.”
She thinks diet vicious because it tends

to make gals irritable and witchy. Annie
herself eats with vim, not much at a time
but often, staple fodder such as meat
and potatoes and pancakes rolled with
jelly.

Hollywood is responsible for the slen-
derizing madness.

“It began with the assumption that the
camera adds five pounds to your appear-
ance,” says Annie. “I think that a myth.
But what if it does?”
Annie couldn’t be too voluptuous to

please the Sultans.
Annie’s best chum is Steve Hannagan,

publicity tycoon, and to his Irish influence
much of her gaiety might be ascribed were
it not for the fact that Annie herself has
Irish blood and does not credit it for

humor.
“All Irish are not funny. That’s another

myth,” says Annie the myth-smasher. Her
second husband, George Brent, was Irish

and evidently not funny because Annie
divorced him. Her first husband, Eddie
Norris, “Oh, he was a mixture of Welsh
and something.”
Annie thinks it’s the Indian in her; she

has a Cherokee ancestor.
“Squaws don’t laugh,” someone said.

“Don’t you believe that,” said squaw
Sheridan. “They laugh behind the white
squaws’ backs.”
Will Rogers, like Annie, boasted Chero-

kee blood. The world never knew how
funny Will was until Sam Goldwyn had
him tailed by a stenographer who set

down his spontaneous drollery. That was
in days of silent pictures and Goldwyn
put Will’s wit on the screen as subtitles.

Some scenarist should tail Annie. She’s a
natural for comedy. Enchantresses of his-
tory, stage and screen have been ladies

loving laughter and capable of provoking
it in men. Annie suggests that “Red-
Headed Woman” Jean Harlow did, and
roles such as Carole Lombard made classic.

A
NNIE bolted the screen after making
some fifty pictures in twelve years be-

cause she wanted to find better stories.

She didn’t object to a little more money
either; she doesn’t want the responsibility

of her own production unit but, “I could
do with a little percentage.”
Sheridan has worked like a Trojan from

the day she arrived, a beauty contest win-
ner in a carload of thirty in 1933. She’s
the only one of that cargo on the screen
today.
Her manner of life is simple. Her friends

are mostly workers she has known from
way back; few are on the star lists. Her
constant friend is probably Martha Gid-
dings, who also acts as wardrobe woman on
her films. A Swedish couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Bewick, have been her homekeepers
for years.
Annie lives in a small farmhouse on

three acres in Encino in San Fernando
Valley. The population of the estate in-
cludes, beside Annie and the Bewicks,
Clara Lou the slap-happy cow, Amos and
Andy the poodles, Rex the horse.

The favorite room, in consonance with
Annie’s philosophy, is the playroom. It is

also music room and trophy room, prettily

adorned with embalmed bull’s ears and
tails which were dedicated to Annie by the
toreros in the arena in Mexico City.

Chiquelin, famous matador, also tossed her
the capote he wore in the promenade, and

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
LOVALON, simple and quick to use after

a shampoo, does these 4 things to give

YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Brings out lustrous highlights.

2. Adds a rich, natural tint to hair.

3. Rinses away shampoo or soap film.

4. Leaves hair soft, easy to manage.

LOVALON does not permanently dye or

bleach — merely tints the hair as it rinses.

Comes in 12 flattering shades. Try Lovalon.

At stores which sell toilet goods

25,' and 10*1 sizes

Guaranteed by
l Good HousekeepingJ

Good News! You Make

BIG MONEY
Selling Christmas Cards
Make easy cash profits with big: value
Christmas Cards. Show our gorgeous
Name-Imprinted folders, 50 for $1.00.

Amazing quality, easy sellers. Extra
dollars for you showing 23 beautiful

assortments and 6 Name-Imprinted lines.You
-

if 8actual FREE samples of 8 assortments—
‘ ts* Reproductions, Oilette, Fiesta, Mello-

,
Handi-Notes, Gift Cards ; also Persona]
& Stationery. 21-card Christmas assort-
on approval and Free Imprint samples.

STIC CARD CO., INC.
WAY STREET, ELMIRA, N. Y.



that cape adorns a wall. Music cabinets are

filled with Latin-American records.

Annie favors our Latin neighbors be-
cause she finds them more successful at

having fun, and hence at living.

“We North Americans make too much
of a job of it,” says Annie. “Mexicans let

down their hair. They make their own
fun.”
Speaking Spanish, singing and dancing

and full of laughs, Annie is no gringa in

Mexico. She was made honorary citizen

and got a bid to President Aleman’s
reception.

Her preference is not for the formal
society of the Spanish set. She likes the
paisanos, the toreros, the mariachi trou-
badors. The small village of Nautla pre-
sented her with a piece of ground for a

home.
“I’d like another five years in pictures

with good stories,” says Annie. “Then I’d

like to loaf.”

In “The Unfaithful,” Annie gives one of

the best performances of the year, Louella
says, dramatic and emotional. “It’s a new
Annie,” she adds.

Our laughing philosopher is a versatile

gal.

An old boulevardier who can remember
the Big Moments of Great Actresses way
back to Bernhardt and Bella Fatima,
queen of the hoochie coochies, would get
a jolt peering into opulent Annie’s own
bedroom. It’s Puritan, furnished in New
England antiques. The bed is a mahogany
four-poster with white canopy. On re-
tiring Annie takes to bed not a romance
but a murder mystery; the more gangster
corpses the more peaceful Annie’s slumber.
The high point in this austerity is an

alarm clock. It stands leering beside the
bed. Annie in vexation awakes at four a.m.,

two hours ahead of her call, in order to

leer back and give it a clip before it can
sound off. This miserable object is the only
thing Annie can’t figure for a laugh.

The End

hai s closest to

a utoman s hearl?

Sometimes it’s

her love for a

man. Sometimes
her love for a

child. Some-
times it’s a se-

cret problem
she cannot tell

anyone. Listen

in on these
heart - stirring

dramas of real-life women: hear
MY TRUE STORY Radio Program
. . . produced in cooperation with
TRUE STORY Magazine. It’s on
your American Broadcasting Station

every morning, Monday through
Friday. “MY TRUE STORY” gives

you a thrilling, complete story every
morning.

SEE YOUR NEWSPAPER FOR TIME AND STATION

IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU!
15 Minutes a Day Brings Amazing,
New Loveliness to Throat and Chin

Today, thousands ofhap-

py women are giving
thanks—because they dis-

covered this amazing, new
way to loveliness ofthroat
and chin.

Sagging throats, double
chins caused by unexer-
cised muscles and neglect

begin to vanish under the

gentle action of this marvel-

ous Profile Chin Strap. Fat, flabbiness, lines and wrin-

kles are smoothed away by its gentle action.

New Beauty Based on a Great Natural Principle

Actually there’s no magic in the Profile way except the

marvelous, thrilling magic of nature. That sagging

chin, those wrinkles, those rolls of fat are there be-

cause of loose muscles, sluggish circulation, and tissues

that have grown weak from lack of exercise.

The Profile way is Nature's way to beauty. Just use

this wonderful Profile Chin Strap massaging with any

throat cream. The natural movements of your chin and

neck do the rest. Tissues are revitalized; muscles ob-

tain the exercise they need; circulation is stimulated.

Soon you should notice a vast improvement. In a mat-

ter of weeks you can expect new loveliness.

Make up your mind that you will put up with that

double chin, those sagging cheek and throat muscles

no longer. Now, in the privacy of your own bedroom.

just 15 minutes a day and this amazing Profile Qua
Strap can begin to win you back the loveliness of
throat and chin that used to be yours.

A Lovelier Profile or Your Money Back!

The Profile Chin Strap is built on scientific prin-

ciples to conform with known anatomical and physi-

ological laws. It is perfectly comfortable to wear.

Gradually, but so quickly that you will be aston-

ished, its gentle action will begin to smooth away the

ravages caused by time and modern conditions of

living.

Fill in the coupon below now. Take this definite

srep toward new beauty today. The Profile Chin Strap

will come to you in a plain wrapper. On arrival pay

postman $1.50 plus postage. If cash accompanies

order, we pay postage. Your money back if not satis-

fied after 7 days trial. Rush coupon today.

PROFILE COMPANY, Det)t. 21
36 South State Street, Chicago 2, Illinois

;i Please send me a PROFILE CHIN STRAP

.

I’ll pay postman SI.50 plus postage. II I am
not satisfied after 7 days, I’ll return it for

refund of my purchase price. (If you send
I cash we pay postage.)

Name

I A ddress

| City State

— —————
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Write for booklet “ADOLA SECRET”— how to

choose your bra and name of nearest dealer.

ADOLA • 31 W. 27 St. • N. Y. C.

refresh

A whiff of Crown
Lavender Smelling

Salts is very invig-

orating. Particu-

larly when you are

feeling nervous or

fatigued! Carry the

little bottlewith you

—wherever you go.

CROWN LAVENDER SMELLING SALTS

At your druggist, OR SEND 25 « (coin or stampsVto

Dept. 1-36, Schietfelin & Co., 20 Cooper Squaro,

New York 3, N. Y. Established 1794.
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in

your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under

your arms begin to secrete daily a type

of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant

odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm— There is nothing

“wrong” with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a

truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation

of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can

cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush

perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-

spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike — Don’t take

chances! Rely on Arrid which stops

underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid’s exclusive

formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular

with girls your age. They buy more Arrid

than any other age group. More nurses—

more men and women everywhere — use

Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself —You’ll find the

new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy.The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid

its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops

perspiration and odor so completely yet

so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this “age of

courtship,” don’t let perspiration prob-

lems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—

be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39( plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.

(Advertisement )
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What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 66) when your
husband conies home at night.

Both of you need to become mental ad-
ults, to recognize that marriage is a part-
nership and that it doesn’t matter who
contributes what share to the union as
long as both of you are planning together,
working together, and “having fun” to-

gether.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
In 1943 I met an Army Captain and fell

in love with him at first sight. I saw him
only once, but he asked me to write while
he was overseas and sent me his address
when he was shipped out. For two years
we corresponded regularly.
Those letters were the most wonderful

things in all the world. You can imagine
my surprise when one of my last letters

was returned to me, marked “Returned
to U.S.A.”
A few weeks later his mother (with

whom I had corresponded although I’d

never met her) wrote, saying that he had
come home on leave, but had been sent

out again on a secret mission, so would
be unable to write.

Eventually I met another soldier at my
sister’s home, and after his discharge we
saw each other often and he admitted he
was in love with me. So, we were married,
and he has proved to be a wonderful
husband.
However, I am still in love with the

Captain.
Do you think I should write to his

mother and ask her how to get in touch
with him? I don’t want to hurt my hus-
band, but I feel I may have missed my
destiny if I don’t hear from the Captain
and perhaps see him just once again.

Helen L.

The important thing to realize is that

you aren’t in love with the “Captain” of
your dreams at all. You are in love ivith

Love. You have built up an ideal—so

handsome, debonair, so gallant and so

courtly that no mere human being could
ever half fulfill it.

If you were to meet the Captain, pref-
erably with a head cold, all your fine
illusions would vanish with the first

sneeze.
You have admitted that your husband

loves you and has proved to be an ideal

partner.
If you only knew how much marital

unhappiness there is in this world you
would get down on your knees and thank
heaven for such a husband—and turn
your romantic love to him alone.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I was married at the age of fifteen, and
had my first child ten months later, a little

girl. A year later we had our second
child, a boy, but by that time my hus-
band and I were having so much trouble

that we decided to separate. One of the

difficulties between us was a boy I had
known all my life. Wherever we went,

I saw this boy.
I was never in love with him, yet I

planned to marry him—after my divorce

—had he not died of pneumonia. In ex-
cusing myself for something that is totally

inexcusable, I might say that I felt sorry

for this boy and that after my husband
and I had separated, I was wretched and
miserable, and lost sight of values. At
any rate, the point of this is that my
third child, another boy, was born just

before my divorce decree became final.

His birth certificate bears the same sur-

name as that of the other two children.

MAKE THE

MISTAKE I DID . .

“I had everything most women want . . .

a husband I loved, two handsome children,

a pretty home . . . but I let it slip through

my fingers. Now that Tom is gone, I realize

how foolish I’ve been. But what good can

that do . . . unless you can learn from
my mistake.” And you can profit from Tina
Carlin’s mistake. Read her startling rev-

elation in the new October TRUE STORY.
It’s called

"I THREW MY LIFE AWAY"

And that’s Just One of the 19 Grand Fea-

tures in the Big October TRUE STORY,
Including . . .

DOCTORS IN LOVE—The dilemma of a

nurse who had to choose between a society

doctor and a poor surgeon.

THE WAY TO HANDLE WOMEN—In this

teen tale, 16-year-old Stevie tells his older

brother a few things about women.

OUT OF MY CLASS—About Johnny and
Lisbeth who put on airs, but come down to

earth when they fall in love.

DAUGHTERS IN DANGER—This fast-mov-

ing serial begins with the murder of an

innocent girl and promises excitement right

to the end.

ALL THIS AND MUCH MORE IN THE BIG

OCTOBER

TRUE
STORY

ON SALE SEPTEMBER 17

TUNE IN every Monday thru Friday To "MY TRUE
STORY” over^the stations of the American Broad-

casting Company. A new and complete story every

day. See your taper for local time and station.
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• choose Ribaux
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AMAZING COLOR SHAMPOO

COLORS HAIR
)
JET BLACK
\WITHOUT
DYEING

Now you can give
your hair a Rich

* E T BLACKCOLOR that's
lull of life and
sparkle and atthe same
time wash out
dlrt.ollygrlme.
grease and

loose dandruff So why go
around with dull, faded,

gray or discolored hair any longer. Get
Shadi Color Shampoo and see how your
hair becomes progressively blacker, softer,
prettier and easier to dress with each
shampoo. No messing around with dyes
that may prove difficult. No test required.
No dyed appearance: no harm to hair;
will not slain hands or scalp Helps you
look years younger, invite romance, at-
tract new friends, become more popular
or get a better Job. Highly praised by
users everywhere. _NO RISK TEST. Try Shadz Color
Shampoo without risking one penny. Just
send SOc for full size cake or SI 00 for 2
cakes (CO O. postage extra) If you are
nut absolutely satisfied within 7 days,
return unused portion and get your
money back Don't delay. Order today

THE RONALD CO., Dept. 409

*J 6605 Cottage Grove » Chicago 37, IH.

However, there was a good deal of talk
in town at the time.
This boy is now ten. Not long ago, a

“friend” of mine told my daughter that her
younger brother was not a full brother,
but only a half-brother.

I am now married to the finest man on
earth. When he asked me to marry him,
seven years ago, I told him my entire story
and he said, “Not your past, but your
future with me is my concern.” I asked him
if we should tell our youngest boy the
truth and he said, “Not until he is old
enough and has seen enough of life to
understand.”
Should I tell this ten-year-old boy,

whom I love desperately and whose love
I want to keep, the truth?

Mrs. Dennis I.

(Because this problem presented difficul-

ties beyond my depth, / felt, I have asked
Dr. Paul Popenoe, renowned domestic
relations counselor to supply his judg-
ment in the matter—CC

)

Tell him now. The longer you wait, the
harder it will be—for you and for him
alike.

Remember, he is going to find out,
sooner or later. Other people know it

and are already talking about it. You
can’t insulate your son.

There are people in the world ivho are
mean enough, ornery enough, to take de-
light in giving him the information in the
most harmful possible way. Somehow
they feel unconsciously they will them-
selves be just a little bit happier if they
can make him miserable—not because
they have anything against him, but
merely because when someone, anyone,
else is miserable they can rejoice, “I’m
better off than he is, anyhow.”

Your husband wants the boy to be old
enough to understand. In one sense, he
will never be old enough to understand

.

No one could understand fully, tvithout
going through the whole experience that
you went through. But if you face the
situation immediately, you will be doing
all you can to protect him. He deserves it.

Paul Popenoe

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband left two years ago, not be-

cause he didn’t love me, but because he
couldn’t settle down.
During the time he was gone, I took my

two children and moved in with, my single
sister because her apartment was larger
than my place and the children’s school
was nearby. My sister has never been
well, and a few months ago her doctor
told me that her ailment is incurable.
Watching her die slowly, and not being
able to do anything for her is getting
on my nerves.
Naturally I have been working while

my husband has been away. Recently, I

met Nat quite by accident and discovered
that he is a new man, settled down to one
job. I love him more than ever, and he
loves me, too. We would like to start all

over again, but I can’t very well leave
my sister. She refuses to go to a hospital
because she doesn’t think she is sick
enough.

I know that if my sister came to live

with us, Nat’s old restlessness would be-
gin again. He can’t endure being near a
sick person.

Please help me. I’ve thought about it

so much that I can’t make my own
decision.

Mrs. N. P. R.

Throughout your letter there is a word-
less plea for me to tell you what your own
conscience refuses to advise you: To tell

your sister the truth about her condition,
place her in a hospital, and return to your
husband.

i

A PREVIEW

ORIGINAL

!
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$798

Two-piece beauty ini

the new longer length.

The dress that puts

you ip the center of the stage—and gives you

the confidence to walk away with the show.

Expensively made of sleek rayon faille. Double-

breasted and double- buttoned, with a full

peplum that puts allure into your every move.

White cuffs on the sleeves and sweeping white

revers highlight your face into loveliness. In Mink

Brown, Forest Green, Royal Blue, Deep Purple,

or Magic Black. Sizes 9-11-13-15 orl7. All this is

yours, an exceptional value, for a mere $7.98!

ORDER BY MAIL! • RUSH THE COUPON!
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PREVIEW FASHIONS, Dept. mfp-io
275 Seventh Avenue, New Yotk I, N. V.

Send this lovely dress on approval. I'll pay postman
$7.98 plus postage and C.O.D. charges. 11 not de-
lighted, I may return dress for refund within ten days.

If prepaid, we pay postage. In New York City add
2r/o Sales Tax.
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p

up

your

mind?

YOUo,
somebody else?

Atcepted for Advertising

Every woman who discovers Tampax
through this advertisement will probably

be very glad she acted for herself instead

of waiting for other women to lead the

way Make up your own mind! Start

right now to use this Tampax method
of sanitary protection, which does away
with belts, pins and external pads. . . .

Tampax is a simple internal absorbent,

invented by a doctor. When in place, it

is neither seen nor felt!

Tampax is intended for use on every

one of those "less pleasant” days of the

month— and the difference it makes is

real. No bulk to hamper
you or show an edge-

line under dresses. No
extra warmth in over-

heated or crowded
rooms. No worry about

odor because odor can-

not form. . . . Made of

pure absorbent cotton,

each Tampax is compressed in an appli-

cator for easy insertion. Quick to change;

and so small it is discreetly managed in

restrooms; readily disposed of.

Get Tampax this very month. At drug

and notion counters in 3 absorbencies

(Regular, Super, Junior). Month’s sup-

ply slips into your purse. Tampax Incor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

by tht Journal of thi American Medical Association

I wish / could. But there is something
more important in this world, I believe,
than keeping a marriage together: That
is preserving human dignity.

When you were in need, your sister

took you in. Now you must stand by her
as long as she needs you.

This hard fact may be a blessing in

disguise.

Deep in your heart, you don’t trust

your husband to be equal to the emerg-
ency of illness. If he can’t endure being
near a sick person, what would happen to
your family if you fell ill—with ttvo chil-

dren for whom you are responsible—and
he deserted you again?

Don’t you think a courting period, dur-
ing ivhich you stand by your sister, and
your husband proves his good intentions
by helping you in every way possible,
ivould be a good thing? I do.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

My son is a lieutenant in the Air Corps.
Last spring he married a girl eighteen;
he is twenty-one.
Three months after his wedding he was

shipped overseas, and his wife came to
live with me. At Christmas time she went
to visit her relatives in a southern state
for a month. When she came back I dis-
covered that she had met a fellow and had
dated him while she was visiting, and
that she wrote to him several times, also
sent him her picture for which he thanked
her.

My close friends want me to tell my
son about his wife, but he is a very jealous
boy and might do something desperate as
he worships her. He sends her money, has
bought her lots of nice clothes, a beautiful
set of rings and a five-hundred-dollar fur
coat.

When she goes out at night with her
girl friends, she removes her rings.

She doesn’t know that the family knows
all of this.

Now my son has sent for her to join
him overseas, and she is planning to make
the trip. I want him to be happy and I

don’t like to be a meddlesome in-law, but
my friends say I should tip him off before
there are children involved.

I will be glad to follow your advice.

A worried mother.

The important issue—as you realize

and have implied in your letter—is the
happiness of your son.

Before writing a letter that would ob-
viously bring great unhappiness to some-
one you love, you should ask yourself
what really would be accomplished by
such a step.

Since your daughter-in-law is joining
your son, she would be with him when
the letter arrived. I think I am safe in

predicting that such a letter would cause
her to hate you for the rest of her days.
I\or do I think your son would thank you.
Naturally, the girl ivould deny every bit of
your story, and your son—who adores her—would believe her and regard you as a
trouble-making and a jealous woman.
Now that these young people are going

to be together again, why not hold fast

to the belief that they will be able to build
a fine marriage? Perhaps your son has
also made mistakes during his wife’s
absence.
One more thing: Don’t you think that

keeping family troubles to yourself, in-

stead of sharing them with neighbors,
would simplify family adjustments in the
future? Talking over a thing as serious as
this with people in your home town, might
jeopardize your son’s happiness in the
future.

7*? MILES NERVINE
NEXT TIME you feel nervous and upset, try
Miles Nervine. This scientific combination of
mild sedatives can help calm your nerves and
permit sound, refreshing sleep; can help relieve
nervous headache. Caution: use only as direct-
ed. Your druggist will be glad to sell you
Miles Nervine. Effervescent tablets 35c and
75c. Liquid Nervine 25c and $1.00. Satisfac-
tion guaranteed or money refunded. Mile3
Laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Indiana.

MAKE EXTRA CASH
Sell Smart Christmas Cards
Earn good profits taking orders for Per-
sonal Christmas Cards with name im-
printed. Showtofriends,relatives,busi- *

ness people. FREE Samples. No experi-
ence. Earn EXTRA money with stunning New
Assortments— Religions, Christmas. Everyday,
etc. Special plan for lodges, clnbs, church groups.
Send for your samples TODAY. WRITE NOW 1

WETMORE & SUGDEN, Dept. D-5.
749 MONROE AVE.. ROCHESTER (2), N. Y.

'Sastf..

• Now, at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is

guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and $1.75 at dniggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 280, COVINGTON, KY.

'The Work

I Love"
AND $25 to $35 A WEEK!

“I’m a TRAINED PRACTICAL
nurse, and thankful to

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF
nursing for training me,
at home, in my spare
time, for this well-paid,

dignified work.”
YOU can become a nurse, too! Thousands of men
and women, 18 to 60, have studied this thorough,
home-study course. Lessons are easy to understand
and high school education not necessary. Many
earn as they learn—Mrs. R. W. of Mich, earned
$25 a week while still studying. Endorsed by phy-
sicians. Easy payments. Trial plan. Equipment
included. 48th year. Write now

l

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1810, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name — Age

City— State d
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Safe for Skin!

Safe for

Clothes

!

Keeps You Oo/ntyf

f Says EDNA MINES
L Registered Nurse A

VETO Colgate’s Antiseptic

Deodorant, Checks Underarm

Perspiration, Stops Odor Yet is

Doubly Safe!

Only VETO Contains DURATEX, exclusive new safety

ingredient! Veto is different from any other deo-

dorant . . . Does not rot clothes. Safe for any normal

skin. Stays moist in jar, never gritty, rubs in easily.

Use doubly safe Veto regularly to guard daintiness

—and to check underarm per-

spiration, stop odor safely.

DOUBLY PREFERRED!

Registered Nurses who have

tried Veto prefer it almost 2

,
tol over any other deo-

I
dorant, according to

' a nation-wide survey.

APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS— Better Fabrics Bureau

Now Available in beautiful
TWO TONE. These pic-
turesque jackets from Old
Mexico give you eye-
catching color for sports-
wear, office or classroom. Divinely soft, light
and fluffy. Truly a cuddly type jacket. Bril-
liantly colored Mexican appliques. Saddle
stitching, superb tailoring makes this jacket
as practical as it is irresistible. Young
women’s sizes from 10 to 20 in Red, Kelly
Green and Blue—in two-tone combinations.
Cash orders sent postpaid! C.O.D.’s plus
charges.
sEND JO MONEY—MAIL_C0UP0N_J0pAY
rSANDER S OF HOLLYWOOD, Dept. TM-107"]
|

6064 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
j

Gentlemen:
jj

|
Send me the two-tone LaMexicona Jacket as indicated. I |

,
must be fully satisfied or I will return for a full refund, •

I Sizes: 10 12 14 16 18 20
|

“ (Circle size wanted) .

I Check color choice below
I

I Two-Tone—Camel Tan and Red 11

jj

Two-Tone—Camel Tan and Kelly Green II

ii
Two-Tone—Camel Tan and Blue >'

I am enclosing $9.95 Send C.O.D. i

Name....

Address.

|_City. .State.

Dear Miss Colbert:

My husband and I have been married

a little over two years and have a year-

old baby boy. A few weeks ago we went
to a night club to celebrate our second
anniversary. I returned to our table after

freshening up and found my husband kiss-

ing another woman.
When I asked him about it afterward,

my husband said he had a mild “crush”
on her. This hurt me and it preys on my
mind night and day. I’ve lost my appetite,

and my nights are sleepless. My husband
has now told me that this woman doesn’t

mean a thing to him, but I no longer feel

safe.

How would you suggest I get over this?

I have no parents, so I have no place to

go, and both of us are twenty-four years
old, which is late in life to try to start

all over again.
Vanita B.

Unless you revise your attitude about
this minor happening, you will ruin your
marriage and perhaps your life.

You shoultl forget this incident and
never mention it again. Certainly no
sensible woman would consider dissolving
a marriage because of one impetuous,
meaningless kiss exchanged in the midst
of a night club during an anniversary cele-

bration.
A kiss is not that important. When you

were in high school you probably kissed
a dozen boys good night after dancing
parties and neither of you thought much
about it later. In motion pictures every
actress and actor plays love scenes which
are strictly business and in no way alter

the artist’s devotion to the one he or
she loves.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I think the main reason I am writing to

n aNGER 1
-

detecuves

at work

Every Sunday Afternoon on

TRUE DETECTIVE
MYSTERIES

Real life detectives solve famous crimes
on this exciting, different thrill pro-
gram. You’re with the police from start

to finish, from the crime to the capture.

It’s a breath-taking half-hour that you
won’t want to miss. Tune in every Sun-
day afternoon, when the pages of True
Detective Magazine come to life on

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

See your newspaper for time and

station. Over all Mutual Stations

$500 REWARD
for information on wanted criminals

—

tune in for details.

saddays
can be

GLAD DAYS

RELIEVES FUNCTIONAL

PERIODIC PAIN
CHAMPS-HEADACHE-'BLUES’
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you is that I am weary of my own self-
pity.

I am a male member of the “problem
generation.” In addition to that I am of
Filipino and Danish parenthood, so am
considered “different.”
Here at school where I am a Junior,

sororities and fraternities compose the
social world. Because of my nationality

—

and maybe because of myself—I am ex-
cluded from membership. This does not
bother me too much as I realize there
are certain boundaries which people like
me cannot cross.

I tried solving this social problem by
seeking friends among my own “kind” but
I ran into a stone wall. You see, I am five
feet eight—an extreme height for my na-
tionality. For this reason and for many
other traits which set me apart, I found
myself, again, excluded.
Next year I will be graduated. I now

find another problem facing me. If I spend
money and time at college, I may again
be confronted by the same borderline
when the time comes to secure a position.
Should I strive to achieve some success

despite my handicap or should I settle
down to the menial and monotonous life al-
lowed to a person of my racial extraction?

Emilio Z.

Velvety Soft Hair that sparkles with radiant highlights will catch his

eye . . . stir his heart. Bring out the natural loveliness in YOUR hair with

Fitch's Saponified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo. Made from mild cocoanut and

pure vegetable oils, this efficient shampoo does not "dry" the hair. De-

lightfully fragrant, it “suds -up" into a rich, billowy lather that completely

removes all scalp odor. Fitch's Saponified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo con-

tains its own patented rinsing agent, so only an ordinary

water rinse is needed. No dull film remains. Buy it at drug

or toilet goods counters ... or have professional applica-

tions at beauty shops.

COCOANUT

Ugve/ie*iMai/i

TUFFENAIL
Enhance and glorify the natural

beauty of lovely nails . . .

Hollywood’s own daily nail-

care with easy-to-use applica-

tor. Nails stay lovelier longer .

.

with TUFFENAIL. 25<f

5 AND lOt STORE COSMETIC COUNTERS

TIRED EYES LOVE
EYE-GENE

Tired, Dull one minute . . . Rested, Cleared the next

t

SAFE RELIEF NOW IN SECONDS!
That’s how fast juct two drops of safe, gentle
EYE-GENE acts to relieve your eyes tired from glare,

wind, smoke or overwork.You feel

its soothing effect in seconds I And /$*'*'

EYE-GENE is positively ft Guaranteed by

harmless. Economical, too. 20f!, \ °od Housekeeping/

60»f, $1 bottles at Druggists. Try it!

Of Your Favorite Photo size8xio
r

Most gorgeous life-like enlargement you
ever saw. Finished in beautiful

“Gold-
tone” process on heavy portrait paper,
SEND NO MONEY! Mail snapshot, pho-
tograph or negative, any size, any sub-
ject. Pay postman only 69c for one or $1.00

for two, plus postage. Or send price and we
pay postage. Original returned unharmed. \
QUICK SERVICE. Money back guarantee.

.

Hand colored in oils $1 extra. State colors. _
ALLIED PHOTO CO.,108 W. Lake St., Dept.E-350,Chicagol,

_„Mli[R LUSTING grip
FOR REPEATED USE.

PUAATU EIMICLISMOOTH FINISH

INSIDE AND
OUT!

You are right in growing weary of your
own self-pity. Such indulgence gets a per-
son nowhere, and is a violation of the
most important principles of personal de-
velopment.

Turning your attention outivard for a
change, you ivill soon notice that every
person on earth is bound by a borderline
of some sort. Right in your own school
there are boys and girls who are no dif-
ferent from members of sororities and
fraternities, yet they are excluded. In
every society there are divisions and sub-
divisions.

By all means you should plan-to attend
university for the full four years, edu-
cating yourself as extensively as possible.
Don’t forget this: The more intelligent
people are (or the more highly educated

)

the more readily they see one of the great
truths of life: That the earth thrives on
difference.

Your letter was so intelligent that I feel
you will find rare success in life if you
cast aside self-pity. Continue your edu-
cation and devote yourself to finding
others of all nationalities who, like your-
self, want to make a contribution to the
further civilizing of humankind.

There are two excellent books which
you, and almost everyone, should read:
“What Life Should Mean To You” by Dr.
Alfred Adler, and “Peace of Mind,” by
Joshua Loth Liebman.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Last term I had an urge to take things

around high school that weren’t mine. I

kept telling myself that it was just “swip-
ing” until one of the girls caught me and
told me to my face that I was a thief.

The word was so horrible that it made
me sick. I’ve never taken another thing.

I guess the reason I did it in the first

place was that my father and I make a
home together and we don’t have very
much. My mother died when I was eleven

and things have been very tough for us
ever since.

This girl who caught me didn’t report

me to the faculty, but she did tell some
of my best girl friends so that now they
won’t have anything to do with me.
How can I explain to them that I didn’t

realize what a dreadful thing I was doing,

and how can I win them back?
Celia W.

First of all you should be grateful to
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the girl who, as you say, caught you. The
humiliation you experienced at her hands
may well have saved you from prison in

later years. She made you see your mis-

take so clearly that, I am sure, you will

never repeat it.

The next thing for you to do is to

realize that everyone in the world has
made at least one serious mistake in his

or her lifetime. To make a mistake is

human. Once that mistake is corrected,

it should be forgotten and allowed to slip

into the past.

Having started on the right road, you
will have no trouble in keeping your old

friends and making new friends. With
your old friends, I feel it would be best

for you to explain to them, as you have
to me, why you did what you did, and
that you are not going to do it again. Ask
them if they ivill continue to be friendly
with you since you have realized your
mistake.

Finally, may I say that I admire you for
having done a fine about-face in the mis-
taken path you had taken? You have
shown real character, and character al-

ways wins.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
As soon as my boy friend (now my

husband) returned from overseas, he re-
enlisted in the regular army. He intends
making the Army a permanent career.

I don’t say that Army life isn’t promis-
ing, but it is making my husband a lazy
loafer. He puts in a few hours work in

the morning, after which he is free to play
golf, lie around the house and sleep, or
otherwise waste time.

My greatest complaint is his disinterest
in getting better quarters for us. We have
been living in a room at the home of my
relatives for over two years. He seems
perfectly content to let this situation go
on indefinitely.

When I complained, he^ made arrange-
ments for us to share a house with another
Army couple, which I refused to do on the
ground that no roof is wide enough to

shelter two families.

His buddies are a major factor in his
life. He works with them, shares recreation
hours with them, and then expects me to

spend most of my evenings with them and
their families. If I refuse to accompany
him, he goes without me. It isn’t that I

mind his having lots of friends, but he
won’t go with me to visit my friends

—

none of whom are Army people.
Can you tell me how I can get my hus-

band to show some ambition, make a real
home for me, and consider my choice of
friends as important as his?

Sally W.

Because your husband doesn’t exert
himself beyond the bonds required by his

Army job, you mustn’t feel he isn’t con-
tributing his share of work to the world.
/ don’t think there are many human
beings in the world who, if given a steady
job which paid them a living ivage for
four hours of labor, would insist upon
doing eight, ten or twelve for the mere
love of it.

You sound like an energetic human
being who is inclined to be critical of
anyone who lacks your drive.

If you want better living quarters, spend
each morning—while your husband is

soldiering—trying to find something to

your taste. Then you can take off the
afternoons to relax with him.

As for the matter of friends, I suspect
that your husband is uneasy around your
civilian acquaintances. The Army is run
on a totally different basis from civilian

industry, so your husband may feel lost

and. unimportant in any discussion of

WITH THE

WIRE PART

FOR THE

PART OF BEAUTlf

It’s DIVIDER’S wire part for the part of

beauty ... a tiny wire that controls

and uplifts tenderly . . . instantly re-

movable for easy laundering. Satie,

with plush-softened wire. Nude,White

and Black. Sizes: A Cup 32 — 36,

B Cup 32-38, C Cup 32—40.

at better stores everywhere $3.50 F0RM0ST FOUNDATIONS
New York

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, “Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction,” describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-

tering—successful for 46 years. Benj. N. Bogue
Dept. 7500, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

YOU MAKE $25 FOR
SELLING FIFTY $1.00 BOXES

60 beautiful assorted Christmas cards sell for
only $1.00. your profit 60c. Write today for free
samples 50 and 25 for $1.00 and other boxes

WRITE
FOR

SAMPLES
ON

APPROVAL

Wear Your

LUCKY

January—Carnet

Feb—Amethyst

Mar—Aquamarine

Apr—White Sapphi

May—Emerald

June—Alexandrite

July—Ruby
Aug—Peridot

Sept—Sapphire

Oct—Rose Zircon

Nov—Topaz

Dec—Zircon

Simulated

How to

Measure
Ring

Size

Only* a week

Fine stones, clustered together

(or dazzling brilliance, set in

the full richness of 10-kt Cold
Choice of all birthstone colors

&
NO Down Payment

Get a ring of right size

and put flat on a piece

of paper. With a sharp

pointed pencil draw a

circle inside the ring.

Send the paper to us

with the coupon.

SEND NO MONEY
GOLDCRAFT, Box 417, Birmingham 1, Ala.

Please send me Birthstone Ring as advertised for

month of Size

I agree to pay Goldcraft the sum of $1 weekly until

balance is paid in full. m-io

Name.

P
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it’s new!

LI P-STAE*
the most sensational

cosmetic since lipstickl

on you. Before using this

magic clear liquid, apply

your favorite lipstick as

usual. Then brush Lip-Stae

lightly over your lips.

1.00

LIP'STAE
by

business, stocks and bonds, and such in-
terests.

Perhaps you are making yourself un-
happy because you believe your lot to be
totally different from that of other young
ivives. Nearly all married couples have to
work out differences of opinion, and
most wives finally accept their husband’s
group of friends as their own.

Unless your husband is completely
selfish and unreasonable—it’s ivorth try-
ing. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a physically handicapped young

lady in my early twenties, who is a “shut-
in” as a result.

It has occurred to me that there are a
lot of young men and women who are in
the same condition, yet who long to make
new friends and to learn something of the
great outside world.

I would like to organize a correspondence
club so these people could communicate
with each other, but I am not sure just
how to go about it. I am not doing this
for profit—I want to spread a little sun-
light.

Do you think such a club could be
organized in spite of the opinion of some
of my friends that the whole idea is

idealistic but impractical?
(Miss) Thomasine Thomas
Route No. 1

Marysville, Washington

Your idea seems to me to be an ex-
cellent one.

From my PHOTOPLAY correspondence
I knoiv that there are many shut-ins who
are eager for this sort of friendship. For
this reason I am breaking my hard-and-
fast rule of not publishing real names and
addresses.

In addition to answering each of the
letters yourself, I think you should for-
ward letters from people in, say, Maine,
to those in Arizona. In short, introduce
people in one part of the country to those
at some distance so that each—in writing
about the things he knows best—will have
a fascinated audience in the other.

Let me know how this works out.

Claudette Colbert

tUXA=

Have you a problem

which seems to have

no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette C^oibert?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-

bert feels that your problem

is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your

protection.

^irrrrt= -rrn)

Sell CHILTON
Christmas Cards

Make BIG

MONEY.

' SAMPLES
,

FREE

I WITH HUMEShow friends . . . neigh-

"

bors these sensational
bargain Christmas Cards.
Everyone wants . . . buys.
Just show samples — take orders— no risk. Come
in beautiful new designs— rich colors—fine papers.

17 Smart Popular Assortments
AMAZING LINE all fast sellers. 21 -card “Prize**
Christmas Cards, Religious, Fine Arts, Humorous,
Everyday, Gift Wraps, retail $1.00. Get “Prize**

Christmas assortment on approval. Write today!

CHILTON GREETINGS CO., Dept. 23-G
147 ESSEX STREET • BOSTON, MASS,

YOU, TOO, CAN HAVE
A BEAUTIFUL NOSE!

Nobody today need go through
life with the handicap of a
badly shaped nose, disfigured
features or blemishes. Get your
copy of "YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE". See how
Plastic Surgery quickly, easily
reshapes ugly noses, sets back
protruding ears. Learn how

SCIENCE "takes years off" the prematurely-
aged face, corrects scrawny necks, double chins,
excessive wrinkles, etc. "YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE", written by a famous plastic
surgeon, will be sent post-paid in a private
wrapper, for only 25c. Address:

FRANKLIN HOUSE, Publishers
629 Drexel Bldg., Phila., Pa., Dept.4-F

Mount Your Pictures in an Album
with -fEZ EJ

Engel Poc-kefc Art CornersTS^ir
Unexcelled for photos, cards, stamps, etc.

Neat - easy to use - gummed Inside for holding

prints tight or loose. At photo supply and,

album counters, or send 10c for pkg. of 100

and free samples to try.

Engel Art Corners Mfg. Co.,

Dept. 70X 4717 N. Clark. Chicago • 40

PERFECT COPIES of
~
'ptuneu.i- Tfiime.

PERFUMES
EXPERTS CAN’T TELL THE DIFFERENCE

between these exotic, alluring, quality Reproductions by

= and costly FAMOUS NAME Perfumes. You pay only a

fraction of th&cost of the originals. SEND 25^ TODAY for this Minia-

ture TREASURE CHEST containing reproductions of THREE of the

most costly and famous Perfumes in the World and full details of my

AMAZING and SENSATIONAL INTRODUCTORY GIFT OFFER.

VALLETTE Dept.M -24, Box 744 Decatur/ Illinois

1 Take easy orders . . .
get big

i
profits. Show sensational
new line with 21-card $1.00

‘Feature” assortment. You
makeup to 60c on every box. Big selection

Personal Christmas Cards, 25 for $1.00 up.
Religious, Humorous, Everyday Cards,
Gift Wraps, Stationery, other assts. No m±Qrat .

experience needed. Samples on approval. V «Wtn.

PROCESS CORP., Troy at 21st St., f name 9Bii

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Apply
non-stai ning Dermoil
Thousands do for scaly
spots on body or s

’

Grateful users, often __

r
ears of suffering, report
he scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared —_

—

they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money Is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for

f
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test’ .

est It yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. FYint name
Plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
tores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,

Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 9604, Detroit 4, Mich.



Don't be an

AUce-Sit-

By-The-

fire!
If periodic pains
keep you home a
day or two each

month and prevent your doing the things

you enjoy, Chi-Ches-Ters Pills may give
you blessed relief. Unless there are un-
derlying organic conditions, they tend to
relax the muscular tension responsible
for many discomforts of “difficult days”.

Most Leading Druggists Carry

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

For relief from “periodic functional distress*

SO Cents, and Larger Economy Boxes.
FREE— Illustrated booklet of intimate facts
every woman should know. Mailed in plain
wrapper. Write: CHICHESTER CHEMICAL
COMPANY, Dept. 0-10, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

MODEL!
It’s EASY to learn modeling:
at home in your spare time I

The new BONOMO MODEL’S
COURSE, prepared by Joe Bonomo,
famous beauty authority, publisher,
BEAUTY FAIR magazine, gives complete
professional instructions. Retail, wholesale, illustrative,

television, fashion show, photographic, accessory modeling;
how to talk, walk, stand, sit; how to develop grace, charm,
poise; how to dramatize your personality with proper
clothes, make-up, hair-dos; model’s professional wardrobe,

etc. 5-week complete course, 8Vfe// x
11", 145 illustrations. Money back
if not delighted. Sent C.O.D. for 98c
plus postage or send 98c and we
pay postage. Send for a copy today.

BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
Dept. M6010

1841 Broadway, New York 23, N.Y.

pCCHRISTMnS CARDS l25

LJ WITH SENDER'S NAME >| •

Smartly styled. Super Values. Everybody buys. Others to

?
12.50. 56 designs. Sell Nationally Famous 21 Christmas
olders $1. Cost .50c. Nature Prints, DeLuxe, Glitter,
Religious Boxes, Gift Wraps, Everydays, Personal Line. 21
Ass’t and Sunshine Notes on approval. FREE SAMPLES of
Imprint Lines. No investment. Start today. SUNSHINE
ART STUDIOS, 115Fulton St., Dept. MB-10, NewYorkS, N.Y.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Earn while learning - Opportunities everywhere

THOUSANDS NEEDED NOW
Demand for Nurses today greater than ever
before! Profitable, interesting career.

HOSPITAL TRAINING
( optional ) in hospitals near own locality.
High school not necessary. No age limit.
Get the facts today!

FREE PLACEMENT Minimi TlMlkl
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Dept. 29C, 10 E. Erie St. Chicago II, Illinois

f®arn Profitable Profession™ in 90 days at Home
ivias&age graduates maxe

even more per week. Large full time
from doctors, hospitals, sanato-numA clubs or private-practice. Others make
good money in spare time. You can
win independence and prepare for
future security by training at home
and qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy

, Charts and 32-page illustrated
T Book FREE—Now!
<i«®&i&S§8!THE College of Swedish Massage

Dpt.759M,100 E.OhioSt.,Chicago 11

|

ALSO AN INCENSE BURNER!
It’s different! It's beautiful! It’s use-
ful .. . attractive forhome and office.
Handcolored to look like the real fire*

.stones. Smoke curls out the chimney.
^Holds generous supply of cigarettes

and matches. Has metal fireplace
% grill cover which lifts out to re-
Imoveashes. Ideal gift. $1.98—
1 includes a package of incense.

I
Rush this COUPON
Illinois merchandise mart

Dept. 1481 , 1227 LOYOLA AVENUE, CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
Cl Rush BarbecueAsh Tray C.O.D. for $1.93 oa money back guarantee.

NAME

ADDRESS.

I Can't Forget

(Continued, from page 53) Hollywood was
there—my then dream boy, Gary Cooper
(p.s. He still is!), Cary Grant, Fred As-
taire, Merle Oberon, Claudette Colbert.

And Ronald Colman. And I remember this

party more because of Ronnie than because
of the wonderful jewels and gowns and all

the other stars. It was the beginning of

Colman’s courtship of Benita Hume! He
met her here for the first time. He took
her home. The next thing, they were going
steady and getting married. . . .

Van Johnson’s smile—filling the whole
screen in “Of Human Bondage.” I don’t
know if Van had made any pictures before
that—he probably had. But this was the
first time he registered with me. I’ll always
remember Van as the soldier, smiling in the
train as he went off to war and death. . .

.

My first luncheon with Orson Welles

—

I hated him! He wasn’t married at the
time. And consciously or subconsciously I

always try to be very charming to bach-
elors. (I wasn’t married myself then!) But
it was like hitting a rock with a small
stone. Orson never stopped talking, even
to let me ask a question. He was just busy
talking like a genius. Time and Hollywood
have tempered Mr. Welles. Now he’s the
one who tries to be charming. I like it

better this way!. . . .

M
Y FIGHT with Constance Bennett—

I

still feel warm when I think of it.

Connie was making her last “Topper” pic-
ture. And I’d heard that she was difficult

and when her producer wanted to intro-
duce us, I said, “Well, perhaps not.” He
thought I was shy, pushed me forward.
And made the introduction. There was a
ghastly silence for ten seconds. Then Con-
nie, in her loudest, and sweetest voice—
there were about two hundred men, wom-
en, and children on the set—called me
the biggest so and so in Hollywood! At
such moments my brain is usually para-
lyzed. But heaven granted me one moment
of clarity—to hiss back, just as sweetly.

“Not the biggest Connie, the second
biggest!”. . . .

Errol Flynn—I was on a party with
Errol, just after he separated from Lili

Damita. And I bet him fifty dollars that
he would remarry within five years. Errol
was so sure he wouldn’t marry ever again,
I could have made the bet for a thousand
dollars. And the reason the incident stays
in my Hollywood memories—Errol didn’t
pay off! ....
Judy Garland at sixteen—plump and

starry-eyed, inviting me to have tea with
her for a reading of her poems! Judy at
twenty-five

—
'too thin, too nervous, head-

aches, sleepless nights. . . .

Ever since I can remember in Hollywood,
Frank Sinatra has been breaking dates
with me. He always has a legitimate ex-
cuse. The first, second, and third times, it

was urgent business. The fourth time it

was a bad cold. And he usually sends me
red roses as an apology. That’s all right
with me, but Frankie, if you make another
date with me and break it—so help me

—

well, I guess I’ll love you just the same. . . .

One of my more memorable moments in
Hollywood was seeing Paulette Goddard
after she was supposed to have acted badly
at Ciro’s with a well-known director. All
the women’s clubs of America seemed to
know about it and were threatening to
boycott her movies. It was embarrassing,
but I asked Paulette the question direct.
And she gave it back clear and straight
from the shoulder, ending with, “You know
how ambitious I am. Would I jeopardize
everything I’ve worked for, for one moment
of silliness?” I believed her. . . .

The Howard Hughes airplane crash in
Beverly Hills! I was the first to put it over

The Adjustable

SUM-MODE

Does a bulging tummy make
you look years older than you
really are? Are ordinary girdles

uncomfortable to wear ... do
they fail to flatten out your
abdomen the way you want?
Then here at last is the answer
to your problem ! SLIM-MODE,
the wonderful new adjustable
health supporter girdle is

scientifically constructed to

help you look and feel like a
"Slim Sixteen".

So why go on day after day
with/ a tired back that needs
•posture support to bring relief?

Why look droopy and beyond
your years because your mid-
section bulges and your clothes
don’t fit right? Read below
why SLIM-MODE brings you
vital control where you need
it most . . . how it helps to
"harmonize" your figure to
more stylish lines . . . why it's

so comfortable to wear. And
remember, you can have a
SLIM-MODE sent to you to
wear on FREE TRIAL. See
our offer in the coupon.

HEALTH SUPPORTER
GIRDLE

LIFTS AND
FLATTENS YOUR
BULGING TUMMY
SLIM-MODE has a built-
in front -laced panel. Ad-
just the laces to your own
greatest comfort. Your
tummy is lifted in to shape,
flattened out . . .yet you
feel truly comfortable.

NATURALLY
CONTROLLED
S-T-R-E-T-C-H

SLIM-MODE is made of
two-way S-t-r-e-t-c-h
wonder cloth—it stretches
as you breathe, bend,
stoop, after meals, etc.

HEALTHFUL, ENJOYABLE FIGURE
CONTROL - ALL DAY LONG!

You can wear SLIM-MODE all day long. Will not bind
or make you feel constricted. That's because the two-way
s-t-r-e-t-c-h cloth plus the front- laced panel brings you
perfect personalized fit. The design of SLIM-MODE is

based on scientific facts of healthful figure control. Made
by experts of quality materials. Comes with detachable
crotch of rayon satin material . also 4 detachable garters.
(Remove garters when not wearing stockings.) Color:
Nude. All sizes. Only $3. 98 in regular
sizes. Sent on Free Trial. Give meas-
urements asked for in coupon below.

rnrr "Magic" Plastic Laces. For
rf\CC your extra added comfort
you get a pair of Plastic laces that
stretch gently as needed. Try them
in SLIM-MODE instead of regular
laces. See which you prefer.

SEND NO MONEY
YOU TRY !7

BEFORE YOU BUY IT!

RONNIE SALES, Inc., Dept. G-1410
13 Astor Place, New York 3, N. Y.

Send me for 10 days' FREE TRIAL a SLIM-MODE.
I will pay postman $3.98 (plus postage) (sizes 38
and over $4.98) with the understanding that this
payment is only my evidence of good faith and is

not to be considered a final purchase unless I decide
to keep the garment. In 10 days I will either return
SLIM-MODE to you and you will return my money,
or otherwise my payment will be a full and final
purchase price.

My waist measure is Hips are

My height is

Name
Address *

•

City & Zone State

Save Money. We pay postage if you enclose pay-
ment now. Same FREE TRIAL and refund privilege.

No Canadian or Foreign C.O.D.'s
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Excuse me
for pointing!

• But it’s about the only way I know to

bring my real point home. I’ve got worm
troubles, and I need attention.

Sergeant’s SURE SHOT Capsules kill

worms fast and leave me feeling like my
old self again. They’re safe and depend-
able, too.

Pups, and^mall dogs weighing less than

10 pounds, get the same sure relief from
worms with Sergeant’s Puppy Capsules.

In over 73 years of research and kennel-

testing, Sergeant’s has developed many re-

liable dog remedies. Their 19 dog care

products enable you to give

your pet the fine care he
deserves.

• Learn more about your dog's
health with Sergeant's new Dog
Book. It's FREE for the asking at

drug and pet stores. Or write

Sergeant's, Richmond 20, Va.

SerqeanVs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

LEARN
MILLINERY

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive hats under

. ... ^ personal direction of one of America's
UMm T noted designers. Complete materials,

blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illustrated. You make
exclusive salable hats right from the start. Begin a prof-
itable business in spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept. 1910, Chicago I, III.

Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.
Print
Name
Address-

FAST RELIEF
FROM PAIN

SIMPLE PILES
• Here’s a single soothing medicine
to speed relief from tortures of simple
piles. It’s amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—lubricates dry, hard-
ened parts—helps prevent cracking
and soreness—reduce swelling and
check minor bleeding. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists’ in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-
cation—also tins and suppositories.

*Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

the air in Hollywood. Just five minutes
before I had to broadcast, I was called and
given the terrible news. At that time, and
for many days after they said Howard
would die. I’m glad he made liars of us
all. . .

Listening with William Powell to Presi-
dent Roosevelt’s birthday celebrations from
Washington. And watching Bill’s face when
Jean Harlow came on to speak her piece.

Before the next birthday came around,
Jean had passed away. . . .

Lunch, incognito, with Katharine Hep-
burn at R.K.O. I had just arrived in Holly-
wood, and next to Garbo, Katie was the

hardest girl to interview. She used to

lunch with John Ford, Cliff Reed, Dudley
Nichols, and a few other chosen men. I

was invited to the table—prearranged

—

and introduced under a different name.
Miss Hepburn’s conversation was fascinat-

ing, until John Ford whispered something
in her ear, and then she yelled at me,
“Are you a reporter?” It was an awful
moment and I mumbled something about
being a writer, and confessed everything!
She was a good sport and said, “Write
anything you like”. . . .

Watching Gene Kelly, take a flying leap

in the air—and coming down the wrong
way—and spraining his ankle. This is a

favorite press agent story, that a star

breaks or sprains a leg, and it’s usually

just a scratch. But this one I saw happen
in “Living In A Big Way.” And I saw
Gene’s agonized face as he landed. I also

saw Errol Flynn knock out Barton Mac-
Lane in “Silver River,” when Errol

punched too soon, or Barton ducked too

late!. . . .

And here’s another memory I’ll never
lose—Gregory Peck at the Academy
Awards in the Shrine Auditorium this

year. I was sitting next to Greg and
everyone in Hollywood expected him to

get the award for his terrific performances
in “The Yearling” and “Duel In The Sun.”

Then came the announcement—Frederic

March! As I told you I was sitting next to

Greg. And this is the truth. The man who
led the applause for March, was Mr.
Peck!. . . .

When I was a little girl, I fell in love

with Richard Barthelmess in “Broken
Blossoms.” And one of the first things I

did when I came to Hollywood was to

hunt him out with the excuse that I

wanted to interview him. Dick still looked
fine. But he wasn’t the Chinese who gave
Lillian Gish the little flower pot in

“Broken Blossoms!” And that’s one thing

I’ve learned, never interview your child-

hood dreams!. . . .

A
ND THAT brings me to Shirley Temple
—when she was the golden-haired girl

of the screen. I guess she was eight at

the time. Her mother invited me for lunch
with Shirley and Rosa Ponselle at the

Beverly Hills Hotel. Rosa wanted to sing

and have a picture taken with Shirley at

the piano. The posing was no problem

—

Shirley was an experienced picture poser.

But when it came to singing the song,

she didn’t know the words, and when
Rosa gave her the words to read, Shirley

couldn’t read ’em!

I’ll always remember my first meeting
with Lana Turner. We had lunch at the

Hollywood Brown Derby. And she was
soft and sweet and round. She’s still soft

and round, and she seems to be getting

sweet again, now she’s going with Tyrone
Power. But for a few years there, Lana
was like rock. . . .

And Ty—do you want to know how a

new star is born? I saw it happen with
Ty. I’ll never forget his brief flash in

“Girl’s Dormitory” with Simone Simone.
He had the same electrifying effect as

Guy Madison in “Since You Went Away.”
And I remember saying to Ty after the

Peveloja & (ylamotorn

•Qlluxine ^TitjU’za!

For irresistible figure-beauty, follow BONOMO
RITUAL for Beautiful Bust Contour—Complete,
improved and revised 0-week Course shows
how to develop alluring bust contour so im-
portant to romance. Features exclusive home
techniques created by Joe Bonomo, famous
beauty authority, publisher BEAUTY FaJR
magazine. 8V2" x 11", 124 diagrams, charts,
and illustrations of special exercises, bust
control methods; diet, food analysis; tables

of weight and correct
proportions, etc. Money

back if not delighted.
Sent C.O.D. for 98c plus

postage or send 98c and
we pay postage.

BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
Dept. B6010

1841 Broadway / NewYork23 / N.Y.

WORLD'S SMALLEST RADIO
Wt. only \ lb. Beautiful Silver Black plastic

case. Has Inductive Slide Tuner—W4 Crystal
Diode—NO TUBES. BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC
"PLUG IN" NEEDED! Should last for years!

GUARANTEED TO PLAY
on local stations if complete instructions sent IlfcWw IT"f®
are followed. Use it at home, in bed, in many offices, hotels, cabins—most any-
where! HUNDREDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS ALL OVER THE WORLD!
CE|d|\ nWlY (1 ftfi (Cash, M.O. Check) and pay postman $2.99 plus de-

livery fees on arrival or send $3.99 for Post Paid
delivery. Complete as shown—ready to play with self contained perso
WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR CHILDREN! Order now at this low bargain price—
Prompt shipment on orders sent now—today! Be the firat to get YOUR Pakette
Radio! (All foreign orders $5.00 U. S. cash with order)..

Pa-Kette Radio to., Inc, Dept. MFW-10, Kearney. Hehr.

$vop Scratchinq
ItMay Cause Infection
Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch-
ing troubles. Usecooling, medicated
D. D. 0. Prescription.Greaseless, stain-
less.Calmsitchingfast. 35c trial bottle
proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

fjffe/ected\^\SS\S
$399

"”a dress for every, day within your means. As-
sorted Styles. Colors and Materials. USED but
CLEANED—Some may need repairs. Sizes 1 2 to 18
only. Send $1.00 deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or pur-
chase price refunded promptly. FREE CATALOG.
OUR BETTER DRESSES (used) 4 C9 QA
Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44 FOR
COTTON DRESSES (used). ...5 for$2.95 Sizes
OUR BETTER GRADE 3for$2.55 12 to 20

CHILDREN’S DRESSES (used) 6for$2.45 Sizes
OUR BETTER GRADE 6for$3.00 1 to 10

COLUMBIA MAIL ORDER CO.
548 Grand St. Dept. 154E New York 2, N. Y.

Women £a/tn 7ffM£r/-S*\\

IJcM-VUdlj nylons
AMAZING NEW FIT SERVICE
Write today. . . ask for FREE outfit with sample
stocking. Enjoy taking orders for YOURS-TRULY
Nylon Hosiery. Sensational Individual Customer
Fit Service to fit every type of leg:— short, long,
extra long, slim, stout, and average. Earn money
of your own. No experience needed. Write fully.

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS, Dept. J- 18, Indianapolis?, Ind.

IMAGINE I

THIS! |

50M *i
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

COST YOU AS
LOW AS45t

5 GREAT MONEY-MAKING LINES

PERSONAL CHRISTMAS CAROS
FREE SAMPLES PERSONAL STATIONERY

Big line (JtriMmaM urul Everyduy assort-

ment-. Sell orfly 50c to $1 .00—your profit.

25c to 55c per box. Extra bonus. Write
today for free samples personal Christ-

mas cards. btatior>ery, and Leader 2 1 -s ard
Christmas, 16-card Feature All-Occasion
assortments on approval. Special Offers.

FREE
SAMPLES
50 (or St .00

25 (or $1.00
PERSONALS

ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO., Dept. M-245, Elmira, N. Y.

PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or
bast form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

37«

3 for $1.00
Plus 25c for
makinq nega-
tive. if you
send photo.

Just mail photo.SEND NO MONEY;
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless on beautiful
double -weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman only 37c pins postage or send 40c and
we pay postage if yon send negative. Add 25c for making negative
if you send photo. Send yocr photos or negatives today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. i S57-MR Chicago (11). ID.



HelpKidneys

If BackAtHES
Do you suffer from Getting Up Nights, Backache,

Nervousness, Leg Pains, Dizziness, Swollen Ankles,
Rheumatic Pains, Bladder Weakness, Painful Passages,
or feel old and rundown, due to non-organic and non-
systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles? If so, try Cystex.
This great medicine, a doctor's formula, has helped

thousands of sufferers for over 20 years. Usually the
very first dose of Cystex starts to work immediately
to help you in these three ways: 1. Helps nature re-
move irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and
certain germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature
alleviate many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness.
3. Helps reduce frequent night and day calls, thus
promoting better sleep.
Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give it a fair

trial as directed on package. Money back guaranteed
unless Cystex satisfies you.

msjm€ dwith Christmas Cards
Easy with gorgeous now line 25 for $1 & 25

S
>r $1.95— name imprinted. Also big Album
eLuxe higher priced Personals. More money

with Box Ass’ts—21-Card “Feature” Ass't’
only $1—profit up to 60c. Six other Christmas

,

Ass’ts—plus year ’round Everyday Ass't. All

big money-makers. Write for FREE Samples
Personal Cards & ‘

* Feature” Box on approval.

Wallace Brown, Inc.. 225 Fifth Ave.l
Dept, w- 139 New York 10, New York'

SPECIAL!
Ladies’

18-Kt. GOLD
Plated

EXPANSION
WATCH BAND

$ 1.98Gold plate on stainless steel. Dainty,
rich- looking. Send no money. Pay post-
man, plus C.O.D. charges. Send re- m • a*
mittance, save charges. Guaranteed. Included
Vogue Jewelers, Pept.MW-IO, 1003 Locust, St. Louis, Mo.

I Lovely solid sterling I

I silver cushion shape I

I set ring in your own I

Birthstone Color Sxtvg t

given for selling 4 P
boxes RosebudSalve I

I at25c each remitting I

I the $1.00 tous. Send
|No Money. Order I

4 Rosebud Salve byone cent postcard. I _____
(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, ifyou send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 70, W000SB0R0. MARYLAND.

Christmas Cards with name — 6 big lines

sellmg at 50 for $1.00 up. Amazing designs,
gorgeous papers. FREE SAMPLES. Alsosell
$1.00 assortments of Christmas Cards, Gift
Wrappings, Everyday Cards, Stationery.
MAKE BIG MONEY QUICK -write today I

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.
McCallBldg.»Dept.L-l 1 ,

Memphis.Tenn.

\ EARN
] MONEY
SHOWING FREE

SAMPLE
FABRKS

I Write me, and I'll send you this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation

^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor-
^geous, newest style dresses—lovely

.lingerie—hosiery, men’s shirts and
^socks— all at LOW PRICES.

Take orders from friends
|
and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!
Sendnomoney forthisbig-profit
lineof sample fabrics. It’syoura
free. Rush name, address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Dept. 4351. CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

preview, “You’re going to be a big star,

how does it feel?” Ty wasn’t sure, but he
jumped overnight from a salary of some-
tiding like $200 a week, to $4,000. Now it’s

even higher—somewhere around $6,000

weekly. I was in there at the beginning
and saw it happen . . . !

And I also know how it feels to be a

star—I was “paired” with Gary Cooper
when we went to Texas for the premiere
of “The Westerner.” The plane trip was
very bumpy and I was very ill—until Gary
lifted me out of my berth and carried me
to the car! Boy, oh boy, oh boy . . . !

I’ll never forget my one and only movie
role in Hollywood—with Kay Kyser in

“That’s Right, You’re Wrong.” I was play-
ing myself, and I had one line to say,

“How do you do Mr. Kyser,” but I was
determined to do it right. I got up at

five in the morning for a complete make-
up and hair-do at the studio. I think I even
lost a few pounds so as to look good on
the screen. Then came the big moment. I

opened my mouth to say the line. At that

point Hedda Hopper stood right in front

of me! Well, they saw the brim of my hat
anyway—and I do mean, My hat . . . !

More unforgettable memories—seeing
Jennifer Jones work as the nun in “Song
of Bernadette.” She actually looked holy!

. . . Jack Oakie pushing wife Benita, fully

clothed, into their swimming pool. She
divorced him soon after! . . . Watching
Deanna Durbin marry Vaughn Paul and
knowing it wouldn’t last. . . . Seeing Lau-
rence Olivier as Henry The Fifth. . . .

Hearing someone at David Selznick’s

studio say about Ingrid Bergman, “She’ll

never be a star in Hollywood, you can’t

photograph her face!” . . . Watching Peggy
Cummins “take it,” when she was fired from
“Forever Amber”. . . .Lucille Ball calling

me from New York and bawling me out
for thirty minutes without a break, for

something I had aired about her. . . . The
nice letter from Robert Taylor, thanking
me for something I’d written. Very few
do, you know. . . .The impact of James
Mason in “Odd Man Out”. . . .Cornel Wilde,
terribly unhappy, working with Sonja
Henie in “Winter Time”. . . .Dorothy La-
mour, after her divorce from Herbie Kay,
crying and saying, “Will I ever get mar-
ried again?” . . . Mary Astor’s dignity dur-
ing the front page—“Diary Case” . . . Ray
Milland’s kindness when I burst into tears
for no reason when I was interviewing
him, too soon after the birth of my son. . . .

David Niven’s courage when his beloved
Primmie died so tragically. . . .Memories
. . . .Memorable moments in Hollywood.

The End

PlotopLj QoU WeJJ
wards

is the movie industry’s only
national public opinion poll

WIVES! ENJOY
'extra'advantage of

this higher type

remHwte
reme

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept.ZPP -107, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Address

City State-

Greaseless Suppository Assures Hours

Of Continuous Medication — Easy To

Carry If Away From Home!

Here’s one of the most satisfactory
methods ever discovered for intimate
feminine cleanliness—and so widely
used among the more intelligent
women. Easier—daintier—more con-
venient—SO POWERFUL yet SO SAFE tO
delicate tissues. It’s called Zonitors!

Positively No Burn—No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
They are not the type which quickly
melt away. Instead—when inserted

—

Zonitors instantly release their pow-
erful gtrmicidal properties and con-
tinue to do so for hours. They are
positively non-poisonous, non-irritat-
ing, non-burning.

Leave No Odor or Sticky Residue

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They are so powerfully effective they
immediately kill every germ they
touch. You know it’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract. But you can be sure Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Buy Zonitors
at any drugstore.
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TAKEa X'BC"
HEADACHEPOWDER

without
Tr^ X A delay

.

"BC" FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES, NEURALGIC PAINS

AND MUSCULAR ACHES—10c 0„d25c.

AMAZING! MAKE $25
for selling 50 boxes 21 for $1 Christmas Cards.
Also 50 and 25 for $1 embossed with name
on. Samples on approval.
Merit Card Co., Dept. F, 70 William St., Newark 2, N. J.

I Dennison, Dept. X-145, Framingham, Mass.

! FREE Please send me a whole day’s

supply of Dennison Diaper Liners.

“"TIC

Street

City State

.

HEY, MOM! Don’t be a Diaper
Dennison Diaper Liners reduce un
ness in changing and washing my
fold a Liner inside diaper next to
When soiled, flush away. No hard
Sanitary. Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs
only a few cents a day. deluxe: 180 for $1;
CRADLE TIME b DOWNEESOFT: 180 for 69*.

DIAPER LINERS
Wherever Baby Goods Are Sold

outstanding’ when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

'very good’ wken reviewed

Indicates picture rated

"good” when reviewed

\/\/ADVENTURESS
, THE—Eagle-Lion : This Ad-

venturess is Deborah Kerr whom you’ll see soon with
Clark Gable. In this thriller, she gives you shivers
plus laughs as the little Irish rebel who’s just deter-
mined to get mixed up in some spy business. Trevor
Howard helps her along. (July)

\/\/BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER,
THE—RKO: The whoops of laughter keep rolling
along with Cary Grant handling a comedy that has
Shirley Temple a teen-ager pretending to be a model
and landing with Cary in Judge Myrna Loy’s court.
Brace yourself for real mirth. (Aug.)

ABLAZE OF NOON—Paramount: Four big pop-
ular guys, Bill Holden, Bill Bendix, Sonny Tufts and
Sterling Hayden, fly the mail back in the days when
the pilots used to like frightening chickens. Anne
Baxter’s the girl who gets mixed up in their high-
tension lives. Good people; good film. (July)

1
/BOB, SON OF BATTLE—20th Century-Fox: A
loved children’s classic gives Lon McCallister and
Peggy Ann Garner a chance to try out their Scotch
accents. Everybody in the family can go along to
watch shepherds’ dogs being worked and Edmund
Gwenn as a fine Scot in a film that’s a little too drawn
out to deliver any special goods. (Sept.)

BORN TO KILL—RKO: A don’t-waste-your-time
bit about Lawrence Tierney who kills off people and
is supposed to be irresistible to women. Claire
Trevor proves that point while Walter Slezak and
Elisha Cook Jr. carry on fairly convincingly. (July)

BRUTE FORCE—Universal: A straight right
from Hollywood with a strong brutal plot about a
prison break and some just as strong and brutal por-
trayals by Burt Lancaster, Hume Cronyn and Charles
Bickford. You’ll mop your brow when it’s over.
(Sept.)

\ZCARNEG1E HALL—Federal-UA : The list of
guest artists in this, from Walter Damrosch to Harry
James, reads like a benefit performance. You can ex-
pect—and get—beautiful music with Pons, Piatigor-
sky, Stevens, Rubinstein, Heifetz, Stokowski; mean-
while you can forget the little plot. (July)

CHILDREN ON TRIAL—English Films: Eng-
land shares her juvenile-delinquency problems with
America in a documentary about two children re-

formed through “approved schools.” Court proce-
dure and the children’s actual training are shown
realistically enough to give punch. (July)

CHRISTM AS EVE—Bogeaus-UA: Why was this
ever produced? It has a confused plot about old lady
Ann Harding who gathers her adopted sons George
Raft, George Brent and Randolph Scott about her at

Christmas Eve. Where they come from and what
they’ve been doing is so incredible you may walk
right out. (July)

COPACABANA—Coslow-LIA: If you’re entertained
i by Groucho Marx and Carmen Miranda, you may en-
joy this picture set against New York’s famous night
club. There’s a glimpse of some “Copa Girls,” of
night-life figures Louis Sobol, Abel Green and Earl
Wilson and a “grown-up” Gloria Jean. (July)

^CYNTHIA—M-G-M: Elizabeth Taylor is Cynthia
in a family story that starts off slow but ends up with
everyone having a fine time in a pleasant atmosphere.
James Lydon is A-l ; Scotty Beckett gets a big laugh
rating. There’s George Murphy and Mary Astor, too,

along with veterans S. Z. Sakall, Gene Lockhart
and Spring Byington. (Aug.)

^’y'DEAR RUTH—Paramount: A picture to lift

your spirits is this comedy about little Mona Free-
man who writes letters to soldier William Holden,
using sister Joan Caulfield’s name and photograph.
Edward Arnold and Billy De Wolfe take part in this

fast and funny Hollywood version of the Broadway
hit. (Aug.)

DEEP VALLEY—Warners: On-the-dreary-side film

about a broken-down family with Ida Lupino in be-

tween feuding mama Fay Bainter and Henry Hull,

and Wayne Morris being unexcitingly good and hon-
est. Convict Dane Clark snaps Ida out of her
depression, then comes the posse, then comes the

beginning of boredom. Weak at the knees. (Sept.)

STOP CORNS!

INSTANT RELIEF
Protect sore toes from tight shoes with Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads today and you’ll stop corns from develop-
ing tomorrow

!

But—if you have corns—Zino-paas
will instantly stop painful shoe friction, lift pressure
and quickly remove corns. Get a box NOW 1

D- SchollsZino-pads

BEAUTIFUL
FINGERNAILS

Don’t be embarrassed by
short, broken, thin nails. It’s

so easy to cover unsightly
nails with nu-nails. Applied
in a jiffy, they bring you long,
lovely nails that everyone ad-
mires.Can beworn any length
and polished any shade. Help you
overcome nail biting habit. Set of
10 only 20c at all 5c- 10c stores
. . . and at Sears.

NII.NAII Q ARTIFICIALUU-NHILOFINGERNAILS
5251 West Harrison Street

Dept. 16-M. Chicago 44, Illinois

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

i Go ub rapidly as your time -and abilities permit. Equivalent to ree>

dent School work—preptireB for college entrance exama. Standard
EL S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. S. subject*

completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

• American School Depi.H-792 Drexel at 58th,Chlcago3I

PREMIUMS GIVEN!

SEND NAME Send No
AND ADDRESS Money Now!
SEND NAME and ADDRESS. LADIES! GIRLS! BOYS!
Attractive Wrist Watches, Pocket Watches, Aluminum Ware,
Jewelry, Alarm Clocks, Blankets,Towels, other premiums or
Cash Commission easily yours. Simply Give colorful pictures
with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild
burns, easily sold to friends at25ca box (with popular picture)
and remit amount stated for premium wanted, as explained
in catalog sent with order, postage paid by us. 62nd year.
Write for trial order ofSALVE and Pictures on trust to start.

WILSON CHEMICAL CO., Dept. 65-61A, TYRONE, PA,

REDUCE—This Common Sense Way
If you are overweight send for Sylvia of

Hollywood’s 128 page illustrated book NO
MORE ALIBIS and learn how to reduce ugly-

fat quickly and safely. Only 50c postpaid.
Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PP-1047, 205
E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

uon can be a

^jood Samaritan ...

• SEND CLOTHING. SHOES. CANNED
GOODS . . . ANYTHING THAT WILL

SUSTAIN LIFE TO THE IMPOVERISHED

POLISH PEOPLE.

YOUR GIFT OR CHECK
MAY SAVE A LIFE

AMERICAN RELIEF FOR POLAND, INC,

Warehouse: 1S3 W. 124th St., N. Y. C.

Headquarters: 287 Fourth Aye., N. Y. C.



Jeautilul prints. Large color-
ful pieces. Make child's play
clothes, sun suits, rompers,
aprons, skirts, patch-work
quilts, lunch cloths, bed jack-
ets, etc. Full width material
In every bundle. You’ll be
delighted. Three pounds (18
yds. or more) $1.98 plus post-
age. Sent C.O.D. GIVEN
EXTRA! Dandy needlework-
er’s book included without
extra cost. Filled with pat-
terns. plans, suggestions and
illustrations. Satisfaction
guaranteed or your S1.98 refunded. Could anything bo
more fair! You be the judge. You can't losel Get yours
nowl SEND NO MONEY. Just mail a card today.

KNIGHT’S REMNANTS, Dept. 31-K
3140 W. Roosevelt Rd. Chicago 12, Illinois

WANT to beNURSE?
A PRACTICAL#^ tra ,n at home

— ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED
Now you can prepare for practical experience

as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 66. Higrn

y school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
e, for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.

2301 N.Wayne Ave., DeskQ-22, CHICAGO 14, ILL.

Be%£flairdreMer
Simplified, modern hair-styling course complete with illus-
trated step-by-step instructions teaches you how to style
your own "Coiffure” for any occasion, right in your own
home. Learn professional secrets & methods. Tested!
Proved 1 Amazing results I Thousands of others have
learned, and saved time and money. Why not you ? Don’t
delay! Send for it now! Complete course only $2.00 post-
paid—or C.O.D. plus postal charges.

PATH-TO-BEAUTY BOX 4919 MIAMI 29. FLA.

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
when dazzling Zircons from the mines
of far-away mystic East are so effective

and inexpensive

?

Thrilling beauty, stand
acid, true backs! Exquisite mountings.
See before you buy . Write

]

for Free catalog. Address:

NATIONAL JEWELRY COMPANY
|

Dept. 1-A Wheeling. W. Va.

Cota/o4
FREE!

MEETMORE PEOPLE!
MAKE EXTRAMONEY

You'll be more than welcome
when you show our lovely cards. 21 CARDS
all with beautiful hand-applied decoration
sell for $1. Start making money at once
.Turn your spare time into dollars.

COSTS NOTHING-GET OUR SAMPLES. WRITE TODAY

FANMOUR PUBLISHING CORP. 45 Rose Street, New York 7, N.

FREE GROCERIES
Show and Sell to Friends!
SEND NO MONEYS Rush name and ad-
dress for big Free (f.o.b. factory) Assort-
ment of Foods f Groceries, Soaps, etc.,
full size packages. Show to friends and neighbors.
Take orders formore than 200 qnality Home Neces-
sities at bargain prices. Earn GOOD MONEY,
full or spare time. No experience is needed.
Write forFREE Assortment of Products NOW.
ZANOL, Richmond Street
Dept. 5036-IW, CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

PHOTO-RING
Any Photo or Picture of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend
reproduced perma-
nently in this beau*
tiful onyx like ring H
featuring the New I

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde-
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper _

1 '

for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents (Expertly
postage. If you send cash we pay postage. painted
(Photos Returned.)

25c extra)
PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO., Dept. M-2, CINCINNATI, O.

UNWANTED HAIR
FOREVER with our proven
method in the privacy of your
own home, Send 10 cents in
coin or stamps for booklet
“New Beauty Awaits Within.**

MAHLER’S INC.
Dept. 58N Riverside. R. I.

DESERT FURY—Paramount: Disregard this

“Fury”—it’s nothing but a cryptically told tale about
a lot of unpleasant people out in the desert. Burt
Lancaster is miscast, as is Mary Astor; Lisabeth
Scott and John Hodiak make an unconvincing ro-

mantic team. Big tries at big heroics degenerate
into a laughing stock. (Aug.)

DISHONORED LADY — Chertok-Stromberg-UA:
Nothing real about this whole business except Hedy
Lamarr’s beauty. She still manages to look imper-
ious even when she’s a neurotic. John Loder tries

to be a wolf and poor Dennis O’Keefe just doesn’t

know what to make of the whole thing. (July)

\/DOWN TO EART

H

—Columbia : Rita Hayworth
comes down to earth as the Muse Terpsichore to

play the lead in Larry Parks’s musical. She sticks

a celestial finger in the pie and almost spoils every-
thing until Mr. Jordan sets her straight. Lots of

songs and dances in Technicolor. (July)

EGG AND I, THE—Universal: The rough-and-
riotous best seller had everyone laughing but the
film turned into a rather scrambled egg with Fred
MacMurray and Claudette Colbert looking chic in a

chic setting. There’s a blonde millionairess down the
road; and one of the Kettles is clean! Marjorie Main
helps some but not enough. (July)

\/FIESTA—M-G-M: Lively Technicolor happenings
down in Mexico including gay bullfights £nd sym-
phony concerts, centering around Esther Williams
and her twin brother newcomer Ricardo Montalban.
There’s Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova and Akim
Tamiroff to help carry off this successful little summer
starrer. (Sept.)

GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, THE—20th Century-
Fox: A different and diverting piece about ghost Rex
Harrison who doesn’t like the idea of Mrs. Gene
Tierney Muir coming to live in his former home. He
haunts her; they get romantic; George Sanders gets

delightfully wolfish, Edna Best and Vanessa Brown
are there, along with bright comedy touches. (Aug.)

GHOST GOES WILD, THE—Republic: Everybody
else goes wild in this, too. James Ellison and his

butler Edward Everett Horton walk around in sheets
while Anne Gwynne registers horror. Ruth Donnelly
isn’t scared; you won’t be either. (July)

\/)/GREAT EXPECTATIONS—Universal-Inter-
national: You won’t be disappointed for a single min-
ute by this English film based on the Dickens novel.
A “young man of great expectations” falls heir to a
fortune, leads a life of romance and mystery. It has
everything needed for a laurel-winner plus John Mills
and Valerie Hobson. (July)

|
yGREEN FOR DANGER—Eagle-Lion: Alastair
Sim as Inspector Cockrill straightens out a murderous
mix-up with white-clad doctors Trevor Howard and
Leo Genn making good suspects. Rosamund John
and Sally Gray are the nurses; the British plot’s good
enough to give you shivers if you’re a mystery-lover.
(Aug.)

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS — Nebenzel-UA: Bob
Cummings sprouts some invisible wings and comes
down to earth as the Archangel Michael to straighten
out the life of bad man Brian Donlevy. Despite the
wings this is just another Western with Jorja Curt-
right looking exotically out of place in her calico
skirts. (Sept.)

HIT PARADE OF 1947—Republics Headliners of
the entertainment world; Joan Edwards, Eddie Al-
bert, Constance Moore and Gil Lamb turn in another
musical about show business that’s not hard to take.
Woody Herman and his orchestra swing in; Roy
Rogers has a guest spot. (Aug.)

HOMESTEADERS OF PARADISE VALLEY—
Republic: Allan Lane as Red Ryder has to clean up
a lot of trouble in a Western valley with the help of

Little Beaver and Ann Todd. (July)

HOMESTRETCH , THE—20th Century-Fox: Cornel
Wilde is called upon to act like a hare-brained was-
trel in a film about horses and race tracks. The
races are fairly exciting, the romantic problems of
Wilde and Maureen O’Hara less so. (July)

HONEYMOON—RKO: An attempt at some fun
with Shirley Temple trying to catch up with soldier
Guy Madison in Mexico City in order to marry him,
and Franchot Tone trying to catch up with her zany
doings. It has colorful shots of flowers and serapes
but the comedy doesn’t quite come off. (July)

\/\/HUCKSTERS,. THE—M-G-M: Quick and to
the satirical point is this remake of the best-seller
with Clark Gable as the advertising “Huckster” and
English Deborah Kerr the lady who can resist a sales
talk. Sidney Greenstreet, Ava Gardner and Adolphe
Menjou help get the laughs and the whole business
will sell itself to you with ease. (Sept.)

\/\/I WONDER WHO’S KISSING HER NOW—
20th Century-Fox: Well-turned as a Gay Nineties
leg is this Technicolor musical about the life of com-
poser Joe E. Howard. Mark Stevens, June Haver,
Lenore Aubert and Martha Stewart dress it up; the
songs and Reginald Gardiner’s clowning add the
finishing touches, and there you have a dandy musical.
(Sept.)

V'IVY—20th Century-Fox: “Ivy,” despite Joan
Fontaine’s deft manipulations, doesn’t give you as
many chills as she should. A lady who’s bent on
getting somewhere by using men and is a murderess

ow to make a

Sad-eyed Baby

happy i

Such a sad little

baby! And no
wonder — look at her
straight, stringy hair.

Too bad her mother
hasn't discovered
Nestle Baby Hair
Treatment, the gentle
lotion that helps give
babies lovely curls.

What a difference!
Nestle Baby Hair
Treatment has helped
transform her straight,

wispy hair into ador-

able curls. Why not

use it on your baby.

At drug, dept, stores,

baby and beauty shops,
or if unable to buy lo-

cally. mail coupon.

BABY HAIR TREATMENT
Awardod the famous Seal ol Commendation from Parents' Magazine

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Nestle-LeMur Co. Meriden. Connecticut

0 Send me (tax and postage prepaid) full size

bottle of Nestle Baby Hair Treatment and your
FREE booklet “Curls for your Baby”. I am en-
closing $1.00.

Name
Address

City State. . .mwg- 10-47 4

Announcing!

A REVOLUTIONARY

NEW PROCTOR

/YmRlffr IRON

-k The iron that lifts

itself!

* Makes sit-down
ironing possible!

* Even heat for fast-

er ironing
better work!

It Big Fabric Dial
convenient off

switch.

Rayon Safe Signal
red warning

if heat is too high
for synthetics.

It's new. . . it's exclusive... its

PROCTOR
AUTOMATIC ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

Proctor Electric Company, Philadelphia 40, Pa.

?
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DO YOU WANT...

Longer Hair?
*THEN TRY THIS PROVEN EASY
SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends Breaking Off!

• Hair May Get Longer
when scalp and hair conditions are normal and
the dry, brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded

by supplementing the natural hair oils, it has a
chance to get longer and much more beautiful.

Just try the easy JUELENE System 7 days and
let your mirror prove results. Your money back
if not delighted. See if Juelene’s tendency to help

your hair to become softer, silkier, more lustrous

than it has been before— in just one short week
helps your hair gain its normal beauty.

G BRUNETTES, BLONDES, TITIANS!
Just try this System on your HAIR seven
days and see if you are really enjoying the
pleasure of LONGER HAIR that so often
captures Love and Romance for you.

* Send No Money!
Just mail the convenient introductory coupon. Take
advantage of this Fully Guaranteed Introductory
Offer today, and know at last the happiness of pos-
sessing really lovelier hair and be envied by so many.
JUEL COMPANY, 4727 N. Damen, Chicago 25, Illinois

i /^"iiiiriilloDliTroBv’coii’polNTi
I JUEL COMPANY, Dept. P-610
I 4727 North Damen, Chicago 25, III.

I Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the I

| JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn’t |
show satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back.

I am enclosing $1.00.
Send C. O. D. plus postage.

I JUELENE Comes in 2 Forms
POMADE LIQUID

I I

I NAME I

I I

I I
| ADDRESS I

I I
I I
| CITY ZONE STATE I

J
Our Customers Participate in Gifts

j

to boot should have you feeling more than lukewarm
pity. Despite nice performances by Herbert Marshall,
Richard Ney and Patric Knowles you’ll still just go
along with it—and mildly at that. (Sept.)

LIKELY STORY, A—RKO: Contrived nonsense
about Bill Williams and Barbara Hale with some
fake-insurance-policy business, silly gangster scenes
and a lot of confusion. If the story had been likelier
everyone might have had a better chance. (Aug.)

/LIVING IN A BIG WAY—M-G-M: The be-all
of this fairly chuckly little story about veterans’
housing is dancer Gene Kelly who does some pretty
footwork all the way through. Marie McDonald and
Phyllis Thaxter are the gals, but Gene and his
dancing are the stars. (Sept.)

/LONG NIGHT, THE—RKO: You’ll keep rather
dreary vigil with Henry Fonda in the room he refuses
to leave after he’s committed murder. Barbara Bel
Geddes and Ann Dvorak try and convince him he
better face the police but before he does you’ll hear
the whole and rather depressing story of why he killed
off slimy Vincent Price. (Sept.)

LURED—Stromberg-UA : This is supposed to have
some deep dark secrets in its reels, but it’s all fairly
handsome hokum conducted by Lucille Ball, George
Sanders and Boris Karloff. “The Yard’’ is in the
background trying to clear up some murders, but
when all’s dramatically said and done it’s still just
a papier mache mystery. (Sept.)

//MIRACLE ON 34th ST.—20th Century-Fox: A
hit takes over with Edmund Gwenn making a magnifi-
cent Santa Claus in a film that shouldn’t be missed.
John Payne, Maureen O’Hara, Natalie Wood and
Macy’s and Gimbel’s are all in there pitching fast;

there’s plenty of comedy to keep you chuckling and
send you home cheering (Aug.)

MONSIEUR VERDOUX—Chaplin-UA : Charles
Chaplin presents a picture that’s aroused more curios-
ity than a dozen thrillers It’s brilliant in spots with
touches of the old Chaplin genius, but the theme of
excusing murder on economic grounds is questionable.
You may not like the film, but you’ll love scene-
stealer Martha Raye. (Aug.)

yMOSS ROSE—20th Century-Fox: Victor Mature
looks tall, dark and enigmatic in this murder mystery
that has Peggy Cummins, Vincent Price and Ethel
Barrymore to spice it up. Plot and people are fairly
credible; there are some chills from the murders, lots

of thrills from Mature. (Aug.)

yNORTHWEST OUTPOST—Republic: Fancy
costumes, fancy doings in a Russian outpost in old
California, and Nelson Eddy’s voice make this into a
pleasant operetta, Elsa Lanchester and Ilona Massey
are the females; Eddy looks fine, sings better. (Aug.)

OREGON TRAIL SCOUTS—Republic: Allan Lane
as Red Ryder gets mixed up in the usual sort of
crooked business with Roy Barcroft as the villain this
time. It’s a small-fry special. (Aug.)

\
/OTHER LOVE, THE—Enterprise -UA: Barbara
Stanwyck’s the woman patient at a tubercular sani-
tarium run by doctor David Niven. She should stay
and recover but instead she runs away to the Riviera
gay life with handsome Richard Conte. (July)

PATIENT VANISHES, THE—Film Classics;
James Mason in his old English role of detective Nick
Cardby plays around at sleuthing in a weak mystery.
If you just can’t do without Mason you may like a
look at him in his younger days, otherwise, don’t
bother (Aug.)

//PERILS OF PAULINE—Paramount: The old
serial heroine Pauline is back again with Betty Hut-
ton as Pearl White to give you some of the best fun
you’ve ever had. Billy De Wolfe, John Lund, Wil-
liam Demarest and Constance Collier give you a per-
fect picture of the old-time movie days. (July)

//POSSESSED—Warners: Scaled to adult size,

this is the grim study of the approach of insanity in

Joan Crawford’s mind. Van Heflin and Raymond
Massey help put over strongly a picture that is more
psychological study than entertainment. Crawford
turns in a stirring performance. (Aug.)

/REPEAT PERFORMANCE—Eagle-Lion: Rather
a different little idea in this: i.e., that a girl has the
chance to live over one year of her life again. Seeing
as how Joan Leslie shot husband Louis Hayward the
first time, you may be interested in seeing how she
fares on her second run. It’s good enough, but you
won’t call for any encores. (Sept.)

/ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE, THE—M-G-M:
Van Johnson gets mixed up in the feud that went on
down in the Ozarks after the Civil War. There’s
real music in that hill-billy accent, plus O. A. White-
head, Thomas Mitchell, Selena Royle and Janet
Leigh to keep the uncommon little story running
easily along. (Sept.)

//ROOSEVELT STORY, THE—Tola Produc-
tions: A series of newsreel clips takes on the feeling

of a narrative film to recount the life of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt from the time of his marriage.
Whether you’re a Roosevelt man or no, you’ll be
intensely moved. (Sept.)

SADDLE PALS—Republic: Another Autry episode
with Gene and the Cass County Boys fighting a rent

rise and taming spoiled young lady Lynne Roberts.

(Sept.)

Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE

POULTICE
SIMPLE

CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL
IRRITATION

SIMPLE

The moist heat of an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-

tightness of chest mui<
cle soreness due to chest

_ cold, bronchial irritation
SPRAIN, BRUISE antj simple sore throat.
SORE MUSCLES Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
BOILS poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable—then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also reduces swelling and relieves pain
due to a boil, simple sprain, bruise, or similar
injury or condition and limbers up stiff, aching
muscles. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE MEDICATED
POULTICE-DRESSING in tube or can at your
drug store NOW.

MEDICATED POULTICE-DRESSING

The WhitePackage with the Orange Band

DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD >

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St.. New Haven, Ct.

also Calluses. Quick, easy,
and economical. Just rub
on. Jars, 30£, 50^. At your
druggist. Moneyrefunded
if not satisfied. Moss Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.

IS THIS YOU?
Your prematurely aged

face doesn’t Have to be

an obstacle for a happy

or successful future life.

Read this well known book

“Before & After"
that has helped thou-

sands of people for the

past twenty years. If tells

•’Before" about the latest scientific

methods for correcting face wrinkles, sagging mus-

cles, eye bags, etc. Tells about the correction of

badly shaped noses, pro-

truding ears, thick lips.

Also pendulous breasts.

Hare lip and other de-

fects, etc. Plastic Surgery

fully explained by a fam-

ous and experienced spe-

cialist. 125 pages richly

illustrated. 25( coin or

stamps. Woman or man;

Write today
••After"

GLENNVILLE PUBLISHERS
60 E. 42nd St., Dept. CW, New York 17, N. Y.

tice relieves cough.

CORNS
removed by

MOSCO



I/SIN OF HAROLD DIDDLEBOCK, THE—Cali-

fornia-UA: Harold Lloyd comes back to make a silly

picture about one Harold Diddlebock who goes off

his routine track and ends up with a circus. Lots of

nonsense that’s fun if you’re in the mood. (July)

SPOILERS OF THE NORTH—Republic: Trouble,

trouble in this one about salmon-fishing up in Alaska.

Paul Kelly’s a crooked operator; James A. Millican is

his good and honest brother who wins out in the end.

Evelyn Ankers is a cool and calm city gal, but every-

one’s talents are wasted. (Aug.)

THEY WON'T BELIEVE ME—RKO: You can sit

with the jury while the accused, Robert Young, tells

of his treatment of wife Rita Johnson, his conniving
with bad girl Susan Hayward and philandering with

Jane Greer. After you’ve been interested by his

story, you can decide the verdict. (Aug.)

I/TROUBLE WITH WOMEN, THE—Paramount

:

Teresa Wright and Ray Milland lend their talents to

a film that’s just a time-passer. It has to do with a

psychology professor who thinks women should be

pushed around and a girl reporter who pushes him
around instead. Brian Donlevy helps things. (July)

\/\/UNFA1THFUL, THE—Warners: Hard-hitting
and suspenseful, this has Ann Sheridan doing a good
job as the week-old bride whose husband Zachary
Scott goes overseas for three years. Unfaithfulness

leads to a murder charge with Lew Ayres as the law-

yer. Thoughtful movie-goers will like it. (Aug.)

/VARIETY GIRL—Paramount: The history of

the Variety Club, “heart of show business,’’ is the

novel idea behind this. Everyone in Paramount makes
a bow at some time or other, with Crosby and Hope
leading the parade. Mary Hatcheq and Olga San
Juan center the theme adequately; it's a real Variety
Show that’s a different kind of fun. (Sept.)

//WEB ,
THE—Universal-International: A fast-

moving film with fast dialogue bantered by lawyer
Edmond O’Brien, suave crookster Vincent Price,

smart secretary Ella Raines and that sure fire char-

acter Bill Bendix. It's the old frame-up with lots of

novel twists; go right on into that “Web.” (Sept.)

WINTER WONDERLAND—Republic: There’s a

ski ballet starring Lynne Roberts and Charles Drake,
a daring rescue from a cavern and some fancy skat-

ing in this innocuous tale about life in a winter resort.

If you’re a winter-sports enthusiast, you may mildly
enjoy the mild goings-on. (Aug.)

WOMAN ON THE BEACH, THE—RKO: Joan
Bennett slinks along a deserted beach with Robert
Ryan who has a bad case of war nerves. They’re
made worse when he meets Joan’s blind husband
Charles Bickford and gets mixed up in their morbid
lives. (July)

WYOMING—Republic: Big rancher Bill Elliott

fights the Homestead Act, but daughter Vera Ralston
and John Carroll think the law’s right. This runs
along inconspicuously on the tried-and-true Western
trail with Albert Dekker, Mme. Ouspenskaya. (Aug.)

YANKEE FAKIR—Republic: You see only the back
of the villain’s head until the end of the picture, but
you know all along who murdered Joan Woodbury’s
father. Too bad traveling pitchman Douglas Fowley
couldn’t have guessed too. (July)

You’ll exit laughing over the mishaps

of married madcaps Franchot Tone and

Lucille Ball in “Her Husband’s Affairs”

SELL
10UJ COST-HIGH PROFIT

CHRISTmnS CURDS
Up to 100% for you. Show friends *

top quality 21-card S1.00 Christ- <

mas assortments. Currier & Ives,

Jewel Etchtonc, Oilettes, Gift *

Wrapping, Humorous boxes
*

30c up. Odd cards 2%c. Write
today for FREE CATALOG and FREE SAM-
PLES 25 and 50 for $1.00 personals, stationery.

Request special feature S1.00 assortment ON
APPROVAL. Special offers. Cash bonus.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS, Box E, North Abington, Moss.

Asthma
Don’t let coughing, sneezing, choking, recurring at-

tacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and energy an-
other day without trying Mendaco. This great internal
medicine is tasteless and taken exactly as directed
works thru the blood, thus reaching the bronchial tubes
and lungs. Usually starts helping nature immediately
to remove thick, sticky mucus, thus alleviating coughing
and promoting freerr breathing and more refreshing
sleep. Get Mendaco from your druggist today. Money
back guaranteed unless completely satisfied.

GIVE YOUR JEWELRY

, •'/ t Bring out the sparkling, lustrous beauty of your jewelry!
/ l It’s easy . . . speedy . . . safe . . . with DIENER'S Ring and

Jewelry Cleaner. Removes all tarnish, powder, soap,
dirt, grime, from your precious and costume jewelry. Do
a professional job easily, quickly, with DIENER’S the
sensational jeweler’s formula, time-tried for over 45
years. 2 oz. bottle lasts a long time. Send $1 today. Money
back guarantee.

DEPT. 5-
° DIENER'S MONT,cetLO ’ ,Lt -

DON’T 6,VE
IN TO

Simply try Mary T. Goldman’s Gray
Hair Coloring Preparation. Give your hair
the lovely, appealing color you desire,
quickly—or so gradually even close friends
won’t guess your secret.
So simple! Safe! Sure! Comb this clear

liquid through your gray, bleached or faded
hair. Watch it give your hair the youthful-
looking shade you want. It’s safe (no skin
test needed). Won’t harm wave or hair
texture. 50 year favorite of millions. Now
give yourself lustrous hair beauty—in the
privacy of your home!
Buy a bottle today at your drug or depart-

GRAY HAIR
ment store. Money - back guarantee. FREE
TRIAL: Send coupon now for free test kit"

See how amazing Mary T. Goldman’s works

MARY T. GOLDMAN'S
101 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2, Minn.
Send free sample. (Check color of hair)

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Q Medium Brown Blonde Auburn
Name
Address

City State
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The sensational beauty

invention that’s making his'

tory— Sculpture Curler!

Create your own lovely, in-

dividual coiffures in half the

time ... so easily, it’s like

magic ! Set your hair as you

comb it, making smooth,

long-lasting Sculpture pin-

curls. Designed for your use

by a noted hair stylist . . .

one curler is all you need

—

yours, with 8-page styling

booklet for only 49tb

At leading notions counters

or write Sculpture Curler

Co., Inc., Dept. P-8, 3286

Adeline St.
,
Berkeley

,
Calif.

hlo C O D. orders.

^ Guaranteed by *'

Good Housekeeping

.Dvf BTISCO

BYGOODWI
Copyright 1947 by Sculpture Curler Co.

A West Branch Cedar Hope Chest will
help fulfill your dream of a graciously fur-

nished home. Whether your heart is set or
period or modern, every West Branch it

styled to express your sense of beauty ic

your presenthome . . . or in one you may bt
planning. Your precious possessions art
perfectly protected in its roomy interior

West Branch Chests, Milton, Pa.

West Branch
CEDAR HOPE CHEST

urvttv a*^ctwie

Betty Co-Ed of Hollywood, Dept. F118 £
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

g
Please send me “Super-Stitched” Bras at $2.00.

BUST SIZE: 32 34 36 38 ; CUP SIZE ABCS
(Draw circle around Bust Size and Cup Size) r

COLORS: WHITE TEAROSE BLACK
(Mark 1st and 2nd Color Choice) p

Name £

Address

City Zone Slate

In

Cup
Sizes

"Does Things”

For Your Figure!

A thrilling bra with stitched cups for perfect

uplift, young, rounded lines, and firm support.

Daring “plunging neckline." Finest quality rayon

SATIN. Marvelous value! Sizes: 32 to 38; A, B, C
cups; WHITE, TEAROSE, BLACK.

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. FI 18, 6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Casts of Current Pictures

ADVENTURE ISLAND — Pine-Thomas-Para-
mount: Mr. Herrick, Rory Calhoun; Faith Wishart,
Rhonda Fleming; Capt. Donald Lochlin, Paul Kelly;
Mr. Huish, John Abbott; Mr. Attwater, Alan Napier.

BLACK GOLD — Allied Artists: Charley Eagle,
Anthony Quinn; Sarah Eagle, Katherine DeMille;
Ruth Frazer, Elyse Knox; Stanley Lowell, Kane
Richmond; Davey, Ducky Louie; Bncky, Raymond
Hatton; Col. Caldwell, Thurston Hall; Jonas, Alan
Bridge; Dan Toland, Moroni Olsen; Davey’s Father,
H. T. Tsiang; Judge Wilson, Charles Trowbridge;
Monty, Jack Norman.

BLACK NARCISSUS —- Rank-Universal: Sister
Clodagh, Deborah Kerr; Sister Philippa

,

Flora Rob-
son; Sister Honey, Jenny Laird; Sister Briony, Judith
Furse: Sister Ruth, Kathleen Byron: The Old Gen-
eral, Esmond Knight; The Young General, Sabu; Mr.
Dean, David Farrar; Kanchi, Jean Simmxms; Angu
Ayah, May Hallatt; Joseph Anthony, Eddie Whaley
Jr.; Con, Shaun Noble; Mother Dorothea, Nancy
Roberts; Phuba, Ley On.

CROSSFIRE—RKO: Finlay, Robert Young; Keeley,
Robert Mitchum; Montgomery, Robert Ryan; Ginny,
Gloria Grahame; The Man, Paul Kelly; Samuels,
Sam Levene; Mary Mitchell, Jacqueline White;
Floyd, Steve Brodie; Mitchell, George Cooper; Bill,

Richard Benedict; Detective, Richard Powers; Leroy,
William Phipps; Harry, Lex Barker; Miss Lewis,
Mario Dwyer.

DARK PASSAGE,-THE—Warners: Vincent Parry,
Humphrey Bogart; Irene Jansen, Lauren Bacall;
Madge Rapf, Agnes Moorehead; Bob, Bruce Bennett;
Sam (Cabby), Tom D’Andrea; Baker, Clifton Young;
Detective, Douglas Kennedy; Geo. Fellsinger, Rory
Mallinson; Dr. W. Coley, Houseley Stevenson.

GOLDEN EARRINGS — Paramount: Col.
_

Ralph
Denistoun

,

Ray Milland; Lydia, Marlene Dietrich;
Zoltan, Murvyn Vye; Byrd, Bruce Lester; Hoff.
Dennis Hoey; Quentin Reynolds, Himself; Professor
Krosigk, Reinhold Schunzel; Major Reimann, Ivan
Triesault.

HER HUSBAND’S AFFAIRS — Columbia: Mar-
garet Weldon, Lucille Ball; William Weldon, Fran-
chot Tone; J. B. Cruikshank, Edward Everett Hor-
ton; Professor Glinka, Mikhail Rasumny; Peter
Winterbottom, Gene Lockhart; Mrs. Winterbottom,
Nana Biyant; Governor Fox, Jonathan Hale; Dr.
Frazee, Paul Stanton; Mrs. Josper, Mabel Paige;
Vice-President Starrett, Frank Mayo; Vice-President
Beitler, Pierre Watkin; Vice-President Brady, Carl
Leviness; Vice-President Nicholson, Dick Gordon;
Tappel, Douglas Wood; Slocum, Jack Rice; Window
Washer, Clancy Cooper; Police Captain, Charles C.
Wilson; Brewster, Charles Trowbridge; Judge, Sel-

mer Jackson; District Attorney, Arthur Space.

MERTON OF THE MOVIES — M-G-M: Merton
Gill, Red Skelton; Phyllis Montague, Virginia
O’Brien; Beulah Baxter, Gloria Grahame; Lawrence
Rupert, Leon Ames; Frank Mulvaney, Alan Mow-
bray; Jeff Baird, Charles D. Brown; Von Strutt,

Hugo Haas; Mr. Gashwiler, Harry Hayden; Marty,
Tom Trout; Phil, Douglas Fowley; Chick, Dick
Wessell.

RED STALLION
,
THE—Eagle-Lion: Andy Mc-

Bride, Robert Paige; Ellen Reynolds, Noreen Nash;
Joel Curtis, Ted Donaldson; Mrs. Curtis, Jane Dar-
well ;

Barton, Ray Collins; Dr. Thompson, Guy
Kibbee; Jackson, Willie Best; Ho-Na, Robert Bice;
Richard Moresby, Pierre Watkin; Johnny Stevens,
Bill Cartledge; Big Red, Himself; Daisy, Herself.

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER M1TTY, THE—
Goldwyn : Walter Mitty, Danny Kaye; Rosalind van
Hoorn, Virginia Mayo; Dr. Hollingshead, Boris
Karloff; Mrs. Mitty, Fay Bainter; Gertrude Griswold,
Ann Rutherford; Bruce Pierce, Thurston Hall; Tub-
by Wadsworth, Gordon Jones; Mrs. Griswold, Flor-

ence Bates; Peter van Hoorn, Konstantin Shayne;
Colonel, Reginald Denny; Hendrick, Henry Corden;
Mrs. Follinsbee, Doris Lloyd; Anatole, Fritz Feld;

Maasdam, Frank Reicher; Butler, Milton Parsons;
and The Goldwyn Girls.

SOMETHING IN THE WIND—Universal-Inter-

national: Mary Collins, Deanna Durbin; Charlie

Read, Donald O’Connor; Donald Read, John Dali;

Uncle Chester, Charles Winninger; Clarissa Prentice,

Helena Carter; Grandma Read, Margaret Wycherly;
Tony, Jan Peerce; Aunt Mary Collins, Jean Adair;
Singing Quartette, The Four Williams Bros.; Sales-

lady, Jacqueline de Wit; M. C., William Ching;
Model

,

Patricia Alphin; Beamis, Chester Clute;

Masterson, Frank Wilcox.

WILD HARVEST—Paramount: Joe Madigan, Alan
Ladd; Fay Rankin, Dorothy Lamour; Jim Davis,

Robert Preston; Kink, Lloyd Nolan; Mark Lewis,
Dick Erdman; Higgins, Allen Jenkins; Mike Alper-
son, Will Wright; Rankin, Griff Barnett; Pete,

Anthony Caruso; Long, Walter Sande; Nick, Frank
Sully; Drury, William Meader; Sam, Bob Kortman.
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Look what happens when you stop with half a make-
up. In contrast to those red lips, the eyes seem a bit
dull and blank, don’t they? Now see what a few soft
touches of Maybelline Mascara, Eyebrow Pencil and
Eye Shadow can do.

With darker, longer-looking lashes . . .

gracefully tapered eyebrows . . . and
just a whisper of eye shadow on
the lids to accentuate the color

of your eyes, your entire

face is more attractive.

Add Maybelline to

your regular make-
up today and see

what a thrilling dif-

ference it makes!
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MANy DIFFERENT

BRANDS DURING THE

WARTIME SHORTAGE.

CAMELS SUIT ME

, BEST/

Experience

is the best

teacher...
in playing table tennis

or choosing a cigarette/

/ffore peop/e are smob'ap (?ame/s t/taa ever before

• Experience? Yes, that wartime cigarette

shortage was a revealing experience to

smokers everywhere.

You smoked one brand one day ... a dif-

ferent brand the next . . . whatever was

available. Naturally, you compared brands.

That’s how millions learned the meaning

of the phrase, "Camels suit me to a 'T’!”

And, now that you can get any brand of

cigarettesyou ask for, more people are smok-

ing Camels than ever before. Try Camels

yourself. And, when you smoke them, re-

member this fact: Only choice tobaccos,

properly aged, and blended in the time-

honored Camel way, are used in Camels.

your"T-ZONE"
will tell you ...

T FOR. TASTE...

T FOR THROAT...

that's your proving

ground for any ciga-

rette. See if Camels
suit your

to a "T."

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
Winston-Salem, N. C.

According to a recent Nationwide survey:

More Doctors Smoke Camels
• Three nationally known
independent research or-

ganizations asked 1 1 3,597

doctors to name the ciga-

rette they smoked. More

than any other cigarette
doctors named Camel than

any other brand.
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Ever see a dewy-fresh, fragrant bed of mint like this? Probably not — be-

cause this is special mint, with the sparkling clean, cool flavor you can only

find in Clark’s Tendermirit gum! Clark’s fine row-mint is gathered at the

peak of early-morning freshness, when nature seals in its true mint-

essence. Ask for freshly minted Clark’s Tendermint

—

naturally
, it’s better!

<21ark’s

FreshlyMMd

Copyright 1047. Clark Brothers Chewing Gum Company
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CUPID: Maybe you should make like those

stars, Sugar. They’re practically cuddling

your moon-man. But, of course, they sparkle.

GIRL: I get it. All but one teeny-weeny point-

just how do I put sparkle in this 5-watt smile of

mine, Mr. Smarty-Pantless?

CUPID: I’ll tell you, glum one. But first ... see

any “pink” on your tooth brush these days?

GIRL: Uh-huh, and blue skies and red sails in the

sunset and . . . what’s my tooth brush’s color scheme

got to do with my smile?

CUPID: Only just about everything, Miss Ignorance of

1947. That “pink” is a sign to see your dentist. Quick.

Let him decide what’s the matter. May be simply a case of

today’s soft foods robbing your gums of exercise. If so,

he may suggest “the helpful stimulation of Ipana and

massage.”

GIRL: Smile . . . remember, urchin? ... it was my smile we
were yappity-yappiting about. Where’d it go?

CUPID : This way: A sparkling smile depends largely on

healthy gums. So-o-o, if your dentist advises

massage— that’s for you. 9 out of 10 dentists

do recommend gum massage . . . regularly or

in special cases, according to a recent nationwide

survey. And this same survey shows they prefer

Ipana Tooth Paste 2 to 1 for their own personal use.

HOW TO MASSAGE YOUR GUMS. Gently massage

at the gum line, always keeping fingertip in contact

with the tooth surface. It’s at the gum line,

where teeth and gums meet, that so many troubles

start—where gentle massage can be so helpful.

Between regular visits to your dentist,

help him guard your smile of beauty.

Product »] Briutl-Mytrs

GIRL: And that, my half-pint pest, is about

as close as I get to any man anywhere..

<jow Smile of

p

1
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This month we’re roaring about one of
the most dramatic and Technicolorfully
beautiful movies that we’ve ever had
the pleasure of roaring about.

Now we do sound a little adjective-y.
You know what we mean. Whenever
you hear the phrase “One of the most”
you sort of know the etcetera.

Instead we’re going to take a different

stance. We’re going to tell you what the
picture is called and who’s in it. Then
see if you don’t agree that this one is

different.

ik-

Very good. The title is “The Unfinished
Dance.” The producer is Joseph
Pasternak. The director is Henry Koster.

They are responsible for many memo-
rable musicals. But while “The Unfin-
ished Dance” is not strictly a musical,
it is a dramatic story that deals with
dancers.

The star is Margaret O’Brien—the big-
gest little star

on the screen.

(Adjectives
again!)

The leading
girls are Cyd
Charisse, a
poem on legs,

and Karin
Booth, ditto.

A new personality, Danny Thomas,
seen on many a stage, is introduced in

this—may we say unusual—picture.

Myles Connolly’s screen play is based
on the story by Paul Morand.

Now you know the facts. But what you
don’t know is this:

Little Margaret—in one sense of the
word—plays a heavy.

At a rehearsal of the most wonderful
eye-filling
ballet (those
adjectives
again!) she
pulls a certain

backstage
switch.

Her heart
makes her do it

—her love makes her do it. But did she
commit a crime? Did she end the career
of a person she would later grow to love?

What a great part does Conscience

—

the inner thing—play in this adjective-
worthy film.

One could go on. But
’tis better p’raps to
leave the column
“unfinished” . . .

For you will surely

see “The Unfinished
Dance.”

—Jtea
2
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TREMENDOUS

SPECTACULAR

MAGNIFICENT

VAN DONNA RICHARD

HEFLIN REED HART
From the pulsating pages of M-G-M’s

Prize Novel— enjoyed by 20 million

readers—comes the thrilling story of a fiery girl who dares the

dangers of the sea and a savage land ... to fight for the love of a

bold adventurer.

Frank MORGAN • Edmund GWENN • Dame May WHITIY

Reginald OWEN • Gladys COOPER

Screen Play by Samson Raphaelson • Based on the Novel by Elizabeth

Goudge • Directed by Victor Saville • Produced by Carey Wilson

A METRO-GOLDWYMIAYER HIT!

DOLPHIN

sim
TURNER
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D
EAR Miss Colbert:

I am a college freshman of sev-
enteen. Although I have been told

that I am attractive, neat, modern, and
have a fairly good personality, I do not
seem to appeal to the opposite sex.

Boys are friendly and respectful, but
that is as far as it goes. I meet boys in

classes, on the campus, and at church,
but it seems to do me no social good
at all.

Please give me some advice as to
correcting this situation.

Hildreth Ann T.

Claudette Colbert, star

of “Sleep, My Love”

YOUR PROBLEMS

ANSWERED BY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

There can be no doubt that your
letter is of universal interest. No mail
is delivered in the Photoplay offices
which does not include at least a dozen
letters, from both men and girls, asking
how one should go about regaining a
lost love.

I have talked to a good many au-
thorities on human relations in regard
to this subject ivithout acquiring par-
ticularly good advice.

Trying to recapture a vanished emo-
tion, or one that has changed, is futile.
It is living in the past in the most use-
less sense.

Psychologists have come to the con-
clusion that popularity is based upon
accomplishment. Usually the most pop-
ular men in school are the athletes,

or those who are working on the school
paper, debating on school teams, etc.

The ability to do something ivell is the
keynote to admiration.

You should study your capabilities

well, then select one particular talent

and capitalize on it. Perhaps you like

tennis—then become an expert. If you
like bridge, become a whiz.

The greatest defeating factor is lazi-

ness. To do anything well requires de-
termination, long hours of practice,
and a tvillingness to perform when your
technique has reached its peak.

So, get busy. Discover your talent
and develop it and you icill have more
friends than you will have time for.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’ve been going with a girl for five

years, thirty-six months of which I

spent in the Army. When I was dis-
charged (January, 1946) I presented
this girl with a diamond engagement
ring. I’m twenty-three and she is

twenty.
I went to work and with my first pay

check I established a joint bank ac-
count in her name and mine. I bought
her some pretty clothes and trinkets

—

simply because I loved her. She always
told me that she loved me, too.

One day last month we had an
argument, sort of a silly thing, and I

didn’t see her for about three days.
When I did go to see her, she handed
me the ring and told me that she didn’t
want to be engaged, and that she didn’t
intend to marry because no fellow was
worth being miserable about.

Since then I have been to see her
three or four times, and I even wrote
to her, but she won’t see me and she
hasn’t answered my letter.

All of this comes, I feel, from her

starting work. Before she got a job she
stayed at home, kept house, cooked,
sewed and was a real woman.

Please help me by explaining what
might have been behind her actions.

Dan M.

Subconsciously you know what has
caused the change in your ex-fiancee's
attitude, although you hedge about it

in your letter. Since she has taken a
job, she probably has met someone in
whom she could become interested.

There is nothing you can do except
wait to see ivhether she is going to re-

turn to you, newly appreciative of your
loving kindness.
One thing you should do at once:

Close your joint account with her.
Social usage has always frowned for
valid reasons upon financial sharing
until a man and a girl are married.

There is little as embittering to a
man as to lose his girl and his savings
at the same time. You should protect
yourself even though you trust this girl.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I met a nice guy about a year ago.

He was in the Army Air Force and was
sent to Tokyo two months after we met.
I wrote to him while he was overseas
and we made plans to be married as

soon as he was discharged.
All went well until he was actually

out of uniform, then he told me that

we were through. He didn’t give any
reasons or find fault with me; he simply
said that he had changed his mind.

I love him and I would do anything
to get him back.

I hope you can suggest some sure-
fire way to interest him in me again
so that we could go on with our origi-

nal plans. Since we broke up I have no
desire to go out with other boys.

Ora C.

Having lost a boy friend or a girl

friend, a husband or a wife, the intel-

ligent human being must regard the
incident as part and parcel of the past
and must turn a resolute face toward
the future, secure in the knowledge
that the future will provide even
greater advantages—if one seeks them—than have been provided by the past.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have done some modeling and a

certain amount of professional dancing,
and I have always been lucky enough
to have a date with a fairly attractive

boy whenever there was a party or
some event I wanted to attend. I am
no raving beauty, but I like people,
make friends easily and seem to get
along well with men.
Already three different boys have

asked me to marry them.
My ambition is to become an attor-

ney. I still have one year of high
school to finish, then I’ll start my col-

lege course.
Personally, I don’t want to get mar-

ried for at least ten years. But—and
here’s my problem—once a girl has
refused to marry a man, or even to

go steady, he won’t accept her career
ambitions as a reason and concludes
that the girl doesn’t like him. That ends
his telephone calls asking for dates.

Can you tell me how I can go on be-
ing popular and having a gay time
without letting the boys get serious?

Mary Frances L.

I have a witty friend who says, with
conviction, that it is much more diffi-

cult to remain single, popular and
nice, than it is to give up and get
married!
My friend, like you, is pursuing a

career in which she is absorbed.
She manages the situation in this

way: As soon as possible, after she has
met a new (Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 4) man she de-

scribes her intense interest in her career
and adds that she has no intention of
marrying for at least five years. Since she
has already stated her vieivs, no man can
be hurt tvhen she reminds him of them
if he begins to grow serious.

However, there is this danger: A career
girl , having stated her non-matrimonial
intentions, is likely to become “good old

Joe” to a series of ambitious young men
who will depend upon her friendship,
take advantage of her hospitality and talk

at length about their mangled feelings
because of some other girl's indifference.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My sister is just a year younger than

I am, but we are in the same grade at

school because I lost a year due to illness.

I get better grades in school, partly
because I am older but my sister tells our
friends that I cheat and that she does my
homework for me. She says it in sort of

a kidding way, but some people believe it.

She also says that I steal. There was
fifteen dollars missing at our music school
one day, and she intimated that I had
taken it. When I was asked, naturally I

emptied my pockets and my purse and
all I had was thirty-seven cents.

In our family we were brought up not
to fight, so I haven’t said anything to our
parents about this, but I am beginning
to get sick and tired of it.

What do you think I should do?
Andrea N.

Someday, when your sister is away, I

think you should sit doicn quietly with
your mother and tell her the full story.
This may be the beginning of serious
trouble between you and your sister and
between your sister and the outside world.

unless something is done at once.
It may be that your sister is jealous of

you. Perhaps, during your illness your
sister felt neglected because your parents
were so worried about you and gave you
so much attention. When you recovered,
you represented further competition be-
cause you icere in her class at school. I

think the trouble might be cleared up if

everyone in the family would reassure
your sister that she is loved and cherished
quite as much as you are.

But it may be that she is doing some
of the things of which she accuses you.
If this is the case, your sister needs the
aid of a good psychiatrist. Luckily you live

in a large city where it will be a simple
matter for your mother to secure the
name of a competent psychiatrist.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am eighteen and engaged to be mar-

ried—or I was—to a boy twenty-one.
Our trouble began when he said that

Prince, my police dog, could not come
to live with us after we were married.
My fiance hates and despises dogs be-
cause his mother died as the result of a
dog biting her. Prince has grown up with
me and I am devoted to him.

I haven’t the slightest intention of giv-
ing up my dog, yet I want to marry my
fiance. How can I keep my boy friend and
my dog, too?

Dana S.

Your fiance has had a horrible expe-
rience and one that, inevitably, will influ-

ence the rest of his life. If you regarded
marriage as a partnership in which ad-
justments must be made, you would
understand his viewpoint and accede to

his request.
Your insistence upon keeping your dog

in the face of his quite understandable
reluctance indicates to me that you are
still very much an immature youngster.

In your case the important considera-
tion is not whether you are to relinquish
your dog. Rather, it is ichether you are
ready for marriage, or have any concept
of the meaning of marriage.

Claudette Colbert
Dear Miss Colbert:
My childhood was very unhappy be-

cause of my mother’s greed, selfishness

and bad temper. My older sister ran away
from home when she was nineteen and
took work as a domestic. She was wonder-
ful to me. She bought my clothes and saw
to it that I was able to finish school.

Six years ago my mother died, and
shortly afterward my sister and I both
married. When war was declared our
husbands were both drafted.

My sister, whose health had failed by
that time, could not work, and my father
—who is a World War I veteran—wasn’t
able to contribute to our support either.

I supported the three of us out of my
husband’s monthly allotment.
When he came home, he was furious

with me. Now he wants me to establish a
home away from my father and sister, be-
cause he says I can’t be a proper wife and
mother if my time is taken up with my
father’s and my sister’s problems.

I love my husband and I take good care
of my baby, but I do think I owe my
family a great deal, don’t you?

Helen B. R.

There are things about your letter

which I don’t understand.
If your father is a veteran and ailing

as a result of his service, why hasn’t he
applied to his local Veterans’ Administra-
tion Office. He may be entitled to a pen-
sion or medical (Continued on page 8)
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THE MAGDALENE who
FLED FROM HER SINS

THE FUGITIVE, man of faith who
FLED FROM HIS SOUL AND TYRANNY

THE BETRAYER WHO
FLED FROM POVERTY

THE PURSUER WHO FLED

FROM HIS OWN PERSECUTIONS

THE KILLER WHO
FROM THE LAW

You'// Afomomber Trie so

JOHN FORD Directed Hitt

* THE INFORMER
THE HURRICANE
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Get this

straight . . •

RC

tastes best!"

says

JOAN LESLIE

See her in Eagle Lion's

"NORTHWEST STAMPEDE"

"The taste-test proved it!"

says Joan. “When I tried leading

colas in paper cups, I found
Royal Crown Cola tastes best by
far!” Try it! Say “RC for me!”
That’s the quick way to get a

quick-up with a frosty bottle of

Royal Crown Cola— best by taste-

test! You get two full glasses.

(Continued from page 6) aid. And why
didn't your sister’s husband make her an
allotment? Since you gave no indication
that the marriage had been dissolved, l
think that she is the responsibility of her
husband. You have done your share.

Certainly you must be concerned with
your father’s problem, but you should see
that he investigates his status with the VA.

Finally, here is a truth that you must
face: Unless the comfort of your hus-
band and your child is your chief concern,
you will surely lose your husband.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Each year I repair and dress all the

dolls I can get—old ones of every kind.
At Christmas time I secure the names

of little girls who are living in orphanages.
The day before Christmas, each girl re-
ceives a doll and wardrobe, gift-wrapped
with a card bearing the little girl’s name.
Last year I delivered fifty-four dolls.

I’m doing this entirely on my own; it is

a charity for which I do not receive one
penny. Those in this city who know my
work have helped me collect battered dolls

and have supplied odd bits of material,

but it seems that I could always use more.
Do you suppose that your readers would

be willing to package their children’s cast-

off dolls and odd bits of fabric and mail
them to me so that, instead of making
fifty-four little girls happy this Christmas,
I might be able to double that number?
Your aid will be deeply appreciated.

(Mrs.) Vaughn E. Seid
3535 Delgany

Denver, Colorado

Now I believe in Mrs. Santa Claus!
It gives me great pleasure to publish

your letter, and I am certain that you will

be astonished at the number of dolls you
receive from PHOTOPLAY readers.

Best of luck—and may I wish you the
glorious Christmas which you deserve!

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Can you please tell me what the re-

quirements of a script girl are? Also to

whom one would send an application in

order to be in line for such a position.

I know that most girls dream of going
to Hollywood to become actresses, but I

dream only of becoming a script girl.

Cora M.

Last week in Hollywood, there were
forty-seven pictures in production. Every
cast was employing a great number of
actresses but only one script girl. This
will give you some idea of the competition
for the script girl jobs in each studio.

Basic requirements for a script girl are
possession of an acute power of observa-
tion, an excellent memory and a kncnvl-

edge of shorthand and typing. Most script

girls have tcorked up to their jobs by
starting as utility (Continued on page 10)

A story after your own heart!

“LIFE WITH MY FATHER”
by William Powell Jr.

who gives the lowdown

on his father,

WILLIAM POWELL SR

—

In December Photoplay

8
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A kiss from a stranger

led to strange dangers!

Here’s adventure to thrill

--and love to enthrall!

DEEP IN LOVE!

DEEPER IN DANGER!

BORN FOR VENGEANCE

DIRECTED 8* PRODUCED

•CREEN PLAY BY SALKA VIERTEl AND STEPHEN MOREHOUSE AVERY FROM THE NOVEL 8V DAN TOTHEROH • MUSIC BY MAX STEINER

TORRENTS OF EXCITEMENT

roaring out of this

VALLEY OF VlOU
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(Continued from page 8) secretaries, then
being assigned to one particular produ-
cer’s staff, then the script job.

Most of the script girls are mature
women icho have the respect and admira-
tion of everyone on a set. Because of the
job’s prestige as well as its pay, a girl at-

tains it only after years of studio ivork.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen and have spent the summer

working in a restaurant in my home town.
Recently a man named James Sanders,

who says he lives in St. Joe, Missouri, and
is a technical director for Warner Broth-
ers, came to town looking for girls to play
in a movie to be made in Oklahoma. He
offered me $4,000 for sixty days.
One night I was supposed to meet him,

but my boy friend came to the restaurant
and we decided to see a movie. The next
night Mr. Sanders came in the restaurant
and was provoked at me. He said he had
spent two hundred dollars for a pretty
wardrobe for me, for a trailer dressing
room, and for a make-up man and hair-
dresser, and that if I refused to go to

Oklahoma, he would report me to the
studio and I’d have to repay the money.
Some of my friends think that this man

may not be honest. He writes to me when
he is away on business, but he types his

letters and doesn’t sign any name.
Could you tell me if this man is really

employed by Warner Brothers?
Elsine T.

/ telephoned the Warner Brothers’
legal department as soon as your letter

was received, and was assured that THERE
IS NO MAS NAMED JAMES SANDERS
ON THEIR TALENT SCOUT LIST. Of
course if there is a real “James Sanders”
in St. Joe, Missouri, who is not the person
referred to, no reflection upon him is in-

tended.
Here is a solemn warning for every

girl: Whenever you are approached by a

man who represents himself as an em-
ployee of a studio, simply telegraph the
studio legal department, asking if such
a man is employed as a talent scout.

Unfortunately this country is full of
evil men who masquerade behind the
name of Hollywood, giving its legitimate
citizens a bad name. To catch such men,
the intelligent thing to do is to check
on their credentials first, then report
them to the police if they have misrepre-
sented themselves. This man’s attempt to

frighten you into going to Oklahoma to

avoid legal entanglements is shocking.
You oice him nothing. That is not the
way studios operate at all.

Claudette Colbert

— ^AJJLJLL'

Have you a problem
which seems to have

no solution?

Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

ClaujM. CofUt?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-

bert feels that your problem

is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your

protection.

IT'S LYNN FONTANNE ... IN O MISTRESS MINE.

You’ve noticed how an actress acts with her

whole self— especially her hands. They are her

second most important medium of expression.

Naturally, she spares no trouble to keep them
looking lovely. Nor should you. Lovely hands

are important to every woman’s "act.”

m\mmm

PACQ.UI3VS is the hand cream

she uses... this beautifully groomed

aristocrat of the theatre.

“Doesn’t it make sense that the skin of

your hands needs cream just as the

skin of your face ? It does to me,” says

Lynn Fontanne; “that’s why I choose

wonderful Pacquins!”

Yes, “wonderful” is the word for

Pacquins.

When you massage it onto your

hands it feels wonderful, without being

sticky or greasy.

Your hands look wonderful ... and

Pacquins scent is so well bred.

Try a 12-second massage with

Pacquins every morning and again at

night. And don’t be surprised if

women say, “Darling! What are you

using on your hands?” And men say

simply, “Darling
!”

GLENYA WESTBROOK, REGISTERED NURSE,

^ hands 30 to 40 times a

Cream was made for us.

for dream hands -cream yourhands

with

Never
Sticky

Greasy!

HAND CREAM

AT ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE



'Big/.-'Rough/.-'Roaring/

REPUBLIC
PICTURE

Starring

VERA JOHN

ELUOTT- A N- A L
with

WILLIAM

GEORGE "GABBY" HAYES • ALBERT DEKKER

VIRGINIA GREY-MM E. MARIA OUSPENSKAYA
Screen Play by Lawrence Hazard and Gerald Geraghty

Associate Producer-Director JOSEPH KANE
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The Mickey Rooneys at Ciro’s, following their recent re-

conciliation. Something new has been added—to Mickey!

The Errol Flynns in party mood. Errol

recently hosted an Hawaiian party in a

shirt that would make even Crosby swoon!

Heart Interest: Clark Gable and his favor-
ite girl friend, Iris Bynum, had a sudden
lapse of romance when their friends began
taking the courtship too seriously; always a
signal to retreat for the actor. Meantime
Mrs. Dolly O’Brien, the Palm Beach matron
who interrupted her romance with Clark to
marry Jose Dorelis whom she is now divorc-
ing, is back in Hollywood at the moment.
At a Santa Barbara party together, Mr.
Gable was dancing constant attendance on
the fair Dolly. Handsome director Freddy
de Cordova, however, finds Iris the dream
"irl of the moment and seems to be rapidly
extinguishing any torch the personable By-
num may be toting ... A romance for the
kids to approve is that reported between
Roy Rogers and his leading lady, Dale Evans.
And don’t take it up with Cal, kids. After
all it’s Roy’s prerogative to fall in love off

the screen, isn’t it? ... Director Bruce
Humberstone, who stood by Helen Walker
through her serious traffic accident and en-
suing troubles, now claims the actress has
become too career minded for marriage. So
their romance, as of now, seems over. Helen
has a good role with Tyrone Power in “Night-
mare Alley” . . . Dinner at The Tropics with
Turhan Bey convinced Cal the actor is deep-
ly in love with actress Linda Christians and
is even contemplating matrimony. Both are
continentals, sophisticates and accomplished
linguists. Linda, in fact, speaks seven lan-

guages including Turkish and Arabic . . .

Charlene Wrightsman, daughter of million-

aire Charles Wrightsman, arrived in town

hi i wmm 3f8jjSg£s?5r%
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Favorite pastime with favorite escort:

The plays the thing for Ingrid Bergman

and husband Doctor Peter Lindstrom

from Europe and is seen everywhere with
attentive Helmut Dantine. Her sister Irene
seems to have captured Bob Stack’s heart
completely . . . Diana Lynn has decided
against marriage with Bob Neal which has a
lot of fellows forming a line to the right.
Don’t blame ’em. Diana is a mighty cute girl.

* % *

A Line or Two: Saturday nights, big party
time in Hollywood, usually find Barbara
Stanwyck and Bob Taylor in an M-G-M
projection room looking at movies. Spencer
Tracy and Katharine Hepburn, another pair
of non-party-goers, also spend many evenings
in projection rooms. If more newcomers
would do likewise, they might become better
performers . . . George Brent, who makes
more farewell appearances than Harry Lau-
der, swears “Luxury Liner” will be his last.

Then it’s the South Sea Islands and the rest
of the world forgotten for Georgie . . .

Jeanette MacDonald, with her red hair atop
her head, looking every bit a happy actress,
songstress, and wife of Gene Raymond, con-
tented to live in Hollywood between concert
tours.

* * *

The Creepy Set: They warned us before
we entered the sound stage where Olivia de
Havilland is making “The Snake Pit,” that
this was far from a cheery set. They un-
derstated. The gloom and almost clammy
atmosphere of the slate-gray walls and
iron-barred windows are enough to bring on
melancholy. Not a smile on any face did

Taking a tip from A. C. Lyles, press agent, right on her cute

little nose, is Martha Vickers, snapped on a Mocambo date

9 sum

r
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Janet Leigh looks

amazed at Jimmy
Durante’s nutburger

(hamburgers with nuts

—the house specialty)

technique at opening

of Bisbee’s new drive-

in at Beverly Hills

Putt—and take: Kee-

nan Wynn and his

motorcycle club roared

in for the opening

and joined Jane Pow-

ell in a toast to the

new roadside spot

we see. Even volatile Beulah Bondi
in her outlandish riggings looked al-

most as if she expected someone to
leap out and boo at her.

In a small cell-like room, Olivia
was emoting, while nearby a real
nurse mingled with actresses play-
ing nurses. Livvie had developed a
cold and needed care on the set.

Grimly, director Anatole Litvak
put Olivia through paces that ranged
from mental fogginess to screaming
insanity. And after twenty-six takes
we wondered how she maintained her
reason, or why, in a world of so
much misery, a film of this depress-
ing quality needed making in the
first place. And to come out again
into the warm sunshine of the studio

lot! What a pleasure!

* * *

Men of Interest: So far the town
doesn’t seem aware of George San-
ders’s intention to quit it cold either
for Mexico or Uruguay, South Amer-
ica. At least at this moment those
are his plans, but despite his pro-
tests over living in Hollywood, he
made quite sure he got his return
visa. After his years of semi-seclu-
sion, it seems odd to see George stalk-
ing about at all the parties and local
bistros. A most contradictory and
ambiguous gentleman, Mr. Sanders.

William Powell, a real veteran of
the screen, has come into his own
again with his brilliant playing of

“Father” in “Life With Father.”
Another almost-recluse, in Holly-
wood at least. Bill likes best his

home life in town and in Palm
Springs. “Mousie,” his tiny wife,
seems quite happy with the arrange-
ment. Those who see Bill these days
marvel at the pleasure he gets from
his make-up in “The Senator Was
Indiscreet.” Nice if Bill won that
coveted Oscar after all these years
for that “Father” role.

George Mui’phy, a gentleman-actor,
seems to have come out short on
dancing roles lately, and wants to

get back to tapping. George and his

wife Julie have more or less given
Hollywood the go-by for the less

publicized but strictly social set of



Keeping an eagle eye on the proceed-

ings! Ted Donaldson, star of “Red

Stallion,” poses at premiere with

eagles which appeared in the film

Peggy Ann Garner had to sign—on

the autograph line—when she ar-

rived for this Eagle Lion opening

Los Angeles, which is why one doesn’t

read much about them. A happy
father and husband, we’d like to see
George a happier actor in roles com-
mensurate with his talent.

Gentleman’s Chores: The cast on
the “Gentleman’s Agreement” set

was amused at Gregory Peck’s daily

chores on the sound-stage telephone.

The Pecks, who moved into their new
Pacific Palisades home were, like so
many others, without a telephone so
every morning Mrs. Peck handed her
husband a list of calls to make.
Between takes before the camera,

Gregory would call the grocer and
butcher on the phone and order the

Nancy Guild and husband Charles Russell shared audience in-

terest in premiere which also hosted many famous animal stars!
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TO COMBAT BAD BREATH, I RECOMMEND
COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth
—helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely

l”

Cornered at Ciro’s: The rumor birds are flying around Mark

Stevens and Hedy Lamarr, chatting with handsome Tony Martin

INSIDE STUFF

daily supplies. “No, TWO cans of

coffee,” he’d order or maybe it would be
the furniture dealer he’d consult.

It was heartening and somehow com-
forting to see a star of Greg’s magni-
tude busily engaged in sharing home
chores.

Incidentally, the guests who care-
lessly left open the garden gate which
resulted in Greg’s small son almost
drowning himself in the pool, felt some-
thing of the anger of this family man.
Greg now keeps the gate keys in his

possession.
* * *

News—All Kinds: Good news that
Judy Garland, back again in Hollywood,
may go to work soon . . . Bad news
that Johnny Coy and his cute wife Babs
separated despite their new baby . . .

Wonderful news that John Payne and
Gloria De Haven have not only made a
go of their reconciliation, but are re-

ported to be expecting the stork . . .

Pleasing news that both Anne Baxter
and husband John Hodiak will work to-

gether in the Gable picture, “Home-
coming” . . . Interesting news that
after a year’s absence from the screen,

Jeanne Crain returns to “The Flapper
Age” with Glenn Langan as her leading
man . . . Reassuring news that Van
Johnson and Evie are not quarreling as
reported . . . Fine news that Bing
Crosby and Claudette Colbert refuse to

make British films while the 75 per cent
tax is on . . . Depressing news the large
number of studio workers who have lost

jobs due to the tax . . . Cheering news
that Betty Hutton will retire from the

screen for a year to have another child

. . . Amazing news that June Haver
and Jimmy Zito are said to have recon-
ciled in the face of June’s statement,
and I quote, “We couldn’t even part as
friends.” . . . Oh well, this is Holly-
wood where yesterday’s news can be
reversed in tomorrow’s headlines.

* * *

Hedy and Mark: “You can say what
you want about Hedy and me,” Mark

Stevens said to Cal as we sat together
at dinner at Romanoff’s recently. “In
two days I’m meeting her at the air-
port when she returns from Lake Tahoe,
and if you want to say we’re in love,

go ahead.” A neat pile of pictures
snapped of the two at Tahoe lay beside
us on the table, and between entree and
dessert, we looked them over.
The night of our date, Mark was late.

A bit of tardiness usually means nothing
in Hollywood, but Mark is the soul of
punctuality—often arriving before the
stated time. So we knew something was
very wrong.

“I’m visiting my son,” he telephoned,
“and I’ll be along soon.” But it was
an hour or more before he arrived and
knowing him as we do, we instantly
sensed frustration and unhappiness.
The story broke next day that de-

spite Mark’s request for an immediate
divorce, Annelle had agreed only to
separate maintenance. Whether this be
true or not. Cal can not testify. But
unhappiness does exist for Mark; he’s
mixed up and in the midst of his love
for Hedy, somehow depressed. With three
husbands behind Hedy Lamarr and a
career still ahead for Mark, Cal hopes
he’ll walk slowly into the future.
A few days before, Cal had lunched

with Annelle Stevens, Mark’s estranged
wife, and had been impressed with her
new-found assurance and radiant beauty,
enhanced by her spirit of freedom. A
charming, natural and honest girl, An-
nelle is determined to make a life of her
own.

* * *

It’s Looks That Help: Recently at
Romanoff’s, Cal noticed that Humphrey
Bogart’s hair, which fell out in chunks
due to a nervous ailment, has grown
back in and curly yet. As if to com-
plement her husband, Lauren Bacall
now wears her hair in soft waves and
curls and the result is most gratifying.

Now if only someone would apply a
curling iron to that long straight hair-

do of Lizabeth Scott’s, we’d be happier.
Frank Sinatra (Continued on page 21)



PROCTER & GAMBLE PRESENTS

PRELL1L Nm • Cmm SJiaMp(w in aTX!

PRELL REMOVES DANDRUFF IN AS LITTLE AS 3 MINUTES'

LEAVES HAIRl?ftiiftntL CLEANluulmtfu SMOOTH

Here’s What the Rileys Say About Prell

RILEY: Dandruff
1

s a mess on

your coat or your dress,

So we Rileys shampoo
with Prell.

JUNIOR: No jar that will

slip or bottle to drip—
That Prell tube is sure on

the beam.

New! New wonderful PRELL! This marvelous, emerald-clear,

Radiant-Creme shampoo leaves your hair more radiantly gleaming

than any soap or soap shampoo . . . and leaves it free of horrid,

unsightly dandruff too. Doctors' examinations proved that Prell

removes embarrassing dandruff in as little as 3 minutes—and

showed also, that regular Prell shampoos actually control this

dandruff. What a joy! A Prell shampoo— then hair that shines

with glamorous radiance . . . soft, smooth, easy to manage!

That handy tube makes Prell an extra pleasure to use, too— no

MOM: And "Prelled" hair

shines so— it just seems

to glow, and arranges so

smoothly and well.

BABS: It's so ec onomical,

the lather's astronomical

— That's Prell, the new
Radiant-Creme I

Enjoy "The Life of Riley" Every Saturday Night—NBC

messy jars or slippery bottles to break! Get Prell today

—

everyone

in the family will be thrilled with this new, different

Radiant-Creme shampoo that leaves your hair so radiantly lovely.

*T.M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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Hinds Honey

lovelier— insto

- -i lanolin . •

feels sticky

helpless in voi

Hinds today

larger “Beau

average of

money- Fc

Hands soothed

Fragrance Cream aie

enriched with beautifying

protects longer
. - •

never t~

If you want him

hands,” try the New

it’s now in a handsome

Bottle” • • givin§
y°u ‘U

more lotion for yom

w sizes, 10<f to $1

IANOLIN'ENRICHED

Dancing dynamo: June

Havoc of “Intrigue”

cJra ii l<lv C nchanlind

Eat—if you can—while
lunching with JUNE
HAVOC. The gal has
such a dynamic person-
ality that food’s usually
forgotten as you listen

to her enthusiastic chat-
ter. She’ll tell you anything you wish to

know about her and does so frankly and
charmingly. That’s what you like best
about June. She’s got beauty and brains,

makes good use of both and works hard

—

harder, if necessary.

MARY

JANE

FULTON

c'J^eel ^Jteld (0ut

During a lean winter she worked on
radio, in cabarets, understudied a leading
Broadway role and won three dance mara-
thons. One ran 2200 hours. Result—June’s
feet were practically ruined. However,
during rest periods she bravely submerged
them in cracked ice up to her knees for

two minutes, then lay down for fifteen

minutes with her feet elevated. This en-
abled her to go on dancing, and win the
money prize! She doesn’t recommend this

for the average woman. It’s too strenuous
for anyone but a marathoner. Instead, she
advises, stick your aching tootsies alter-
nately in hot and cold water. Stock up on

j

all the foot comfort aids you need and use
! ’em all the year ’round. Another trick
learned during her dance marathon days
was how to soften foot calluses by rubbing
olive oil on them.

dJdui CTru/y

In “Intrigue,” JUNE wears six different

coiffures, several glamorized with false

braids. Ever since then she often wears
false additions to her blonde locks. She

i
suggests you might like buying a false

hair piece or two. You may have braids,
curls, or chignons matched to your hair
color. For a smooth look use hair lacquer.
It’s a new styling trick of which she ap-
proves.

t il e cJeimnme ''ZTouch

Once, when a part she played called for

her to carry a tiny lace hanky, she re-
ceived stacks of fan mail on it. Men adore
little feminine touches like this added to

your costume. JUNE passes the tip along
to you, so you can make good use of it.18
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BEAUTYREST LUXURY COMFORT / ^
BEAUTYREST

J

1 Wouldn’t you like to own a mat-
* tress that gives you something no other

mattress can give you? You can! Only the

Beautyrest gives you that famous “luxury

comfort” which blissfully relaxes every tired

bone in your body!

O Compare! Above, see how an ordinary
“ * inner-spring mattress can sag beneath

you, rob you of rest. But, below, see how
Beautyrest “gives” only in the right places—
offers you firmer, more natural support!

Here’s why: Inside Beautyrest are 837 in-

dividually pocketed coil springs. 837 of them
—and each spring acts on its own, moulding

itself to every curve of your body! That’s

how Beautyrest offers you more buoyant,

more natural support! (See diagram above)

.

2 “Water glass test” tells why! Left,

*^* see how wired-together springs in ordi-

nary mattresses sag under pressure—form a

hollow. Right, see how Beautyrest’s 837 indi-

vidually pocketed springs act on their own!

Prewar quality! In “torture tests” made in

United States Testing Co.. Inc. laboratory,

Beautyrest lasted far longer than any other

mattress tested. Guaranteed for ten years.

Beautyrest costs you little more than If a

night.

Shopping hint: Get a new Beautyrest
Box Spring when you get your new Beauty-

rest Mattress—and enjoy the most comfort-

able sleeping combination in the world! See

your dealer today!

Only SIMMONS mokes BEAUT/BBSf
* REG. U. S. PATENT OFFICE

© 1947, SIMMONS CO., MDSE. MART, CHICAGO, ILL.

MAKERS OF THE WORLD'S ONLY ELECTRONIC BLANKET

AND OTHER FINE-QUALITY BEDDING



Dress — Pattullo Original by Jo Copeland • Jewels — A La Vieille Russie

. . . the Mystery of the Beautiful Lady
Hers is a disturbing beauty ... Like Mona Lisa, sbe will tell you nothing. For she has

discovered something new and wondrously different... a new kind of nail polish that

wears longer, dries faster than any she has ever known. And a new kind of lipstick that

shimmers beautifully, that stays on and on and on. She has found too, in Miss Sage’s unique

genius for color, a new and boldly original concept of fashion accent. Her secret is, of

course, Peggy Sage’s Nail Polish, 60^* and Peggy Sage’s new Shimmer Lipstick, $1*.

PEGGY SAGE
Salons- New York: 50 East 57th Street • London: 130 New Bond Street • Paris: 7, Place Vendome

How to solve her mystery: Buy
the book in her hands. It’s

Peggy Sage’s new ”Mystery

”

package. Turn the page that

holds the lipstick and find the

surprise ending, the hidden
extra value, all for $1.00*.

Copr. 1947, by Peggy Sage, Inc.



A little lipstick goes a long way, so

Johnnie Johnston removes guest-marks on

Kathryn Grayson at Carmel reception

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 16) is another
happy actor now that his receding hair

line has responded to treatment.
Linda Darnell will be glad when a final

okay is given “Forever Amber” and she

can resort to her natural dark color.

Linda is fearful of injury to her hair.

And Marie McDonald has gone from
blonde to brunette in the hope it will

change her luck.

The town is amazed at Anne Baxter’s

new figure now that she’s shed twenty
pounds; a feat that won her the role

of Clark Gable’s wife in “Homecoming.”
And back to her former beautiful figure

is Lana Turner, who plays Clark’s

sweetheart.
On the other hand, the added weight

put on by Rosalind Russell, who came
by a complete nervous breakdown
through lack of proper eating, is most
becoming.

* * *

Chuckles: We sat beside four-year-
old Cheryl Crane and her mother Lana
Turner at the Hollywood Bowl and mar-
veled at the little girl’s interest albeit
she kept tugging at her clothes. Fi-
nally, leaning over, she confided in a
whisper, “These panties are driving me
crazy.” Cal fell under the chair and all

but stayed there.
Fans surrounding Bob Hutton and

his wife Cleatus Caldwell asking
autographs, mistook Cleatus for Joan
Caulfield and asked her to sign. Cleatus
without batting an eye wrote “Joan—

”

and then turning to Cal innocently said,
“How do you spell Caulfield?” The
look of amazement on the fan’s face at
a star not being able to spell her own
name was too much for Bob and Cal. Of
course the fan joined in too when he
learned of his mistake.

* * *

People Are Talking About: Fred
Astaire’s return to the screen as the
dancing (but must he sing?) lead in
Joan Crawford’s next starring musical
and how glad they’ll be to have him

WHICH PATTERN? Th ree to choose
from: Lovely Lady, Danish Princess and
Youth, all made in U. S. A.

HOW MUCH? Only $68.50 for 52 pieces,

service for8, with chest (No Federal Tax)

.

WHERE TO BUY? At jewelry and de-
partment stores.

WHAT ABOUT DELIVERY? More and
more sets are being delivered, so your
chances of prompt delivery are excellent.

Today's girls are

choosing these

Let’s get rid of that old, old notion

that all silverplate is alike, shall we?

It just isn’t so!

For instance, there are the ordinary

kinds of silverplate . . . the extra-plated

kind, the kind that’s reinforced.

then . . . there is Holmes & Edwards

Sterling Inlaid silverplate, the really

finer,
truly different silverplate.

You see, Holmes & Edwards is Sterling

Inlaid to stay lovely longer. Here'show:

Two blocks of sterling silver are invisibly

inlaid at backs of bowls and handles of

your most used spoons

and forks. Like this.

Furthermore, our prices have not

gone up like so many other things.

They’re down.

.

.way down! Quite an

achievement in these times when you

consider the extra quality of Holmes

& Edwards.

HOLMES & EDWAR]
STERLING INLAIP0

SILVERPLATE

HERE AND HERE

It's Sterling Inlaid

Copyright 1947, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Div., Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by: The T. Eaton Co., ltd., °Reg. U. S. Fit. Off.

P
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A new kind of Hair Beauty

for you from a world-famous

THIS MAY EASILY BE YOU. Your hair can look like

this, tonight—so radiantly alive, so impeccably
groomed. Discover, now, the shampoo created by
the beauty experts of Richard Hudnut’s famed
Fifth Avenue Salon.

SPECIAL FORMULA with real egg. This is one shampoo
that makes the most of an ageless beauty secret. It is

enriched with egg, real egg, to bring out shimmering
"lovelights" in your hair

—

naturally.

NOT A SOAP or drying chemical shampoo. Instead,

Richard Hudnut Egg Creme Shampoo is a lavish,

liquid creme. From roots to ends, your hair glistens

with new life. And the very first shampoo leaves it

so soft and manageable, so easy to groom.

TRY IT TODAY and tonight step out proudly aware
of the new-found loveliness of your hair!

Special offer!

A trial kit of the

new Richard Hudnut
Hair Beauty Ritual

is yours for only

$1.00 (plus tax).

Contains generous-

size bottles of

Egg CremeShampoo
Creme Rinse,

Dandruff Treatment

and Creme
Hair Dressing.

At your drug or

department store,

$1.00 for the big

family size.

Don't miss Jean Sablon . . . every Sunday afternoon over CBS

INSIDE STUFF

In the Mocambo spotlight: Lizabeth

Scott and director Otto Preminger

back . . . Orson Welles’s miraculous feat
in bringing in “Macbeth” in exactly
twenty-one days and how it may revise
shooting schedules . . . Larry Parks’s
suit against Columbia Studios in which
it is said Larry claims he had to sign
a certain contract in order to get “The
Jolson Story.” Now he wants to be
free of it . . . The slow pace of Gable
in “The Hucksters” which is so unlike
his usual sledge-hammer qualities. And
how Clark himself yearns for the old
one-two in his former stories . . . The
rapid rise of Lana Turner in the dra-
matic field with two dramas behind her,

“Green Dolphin Street” and “Cass Tim-
berlane,” and the co-starring role with
Gable in “Homecoming” ahead of her.

And how Louis B. Mayer predicts she’ll

be tops in 1948 . . . The ever-rising up-
ward push of actor Nick Conte who is

becoming the newest heir to the punch
and sex qualities once Gable’s. And
how every feminine star in town wishes
she had him sewed up for her films.

* # #

Parties: Cocktails with John Mills,

the Englishman who charmed us all as
“Pip” in “Great Expectations,” and his

talented playwright wife. Enthusiastic
and friendly. Mills won everyone’s heart.

At the same gathering we bid goodbye
to Rex Harrison, who with his wife Lilli

Palmer and the Millses has gone back to

England. The Harrisons expect to re-

turn soon unless, as rumored, the
English government keeps English per-

formers at home.
Errol Flynn was so pleased with the

co-operation of his leading lady, Ann
Sheridan, in their last picture, “Silver

River,” he invited a few close friends

to a Hawaiian party in Ann’s honor.

An Hawaiian orchestra, roast piglet,

real carnation leis and Errol’s floral

shirt, that outdid any of Crosby’s, made
it a real party. Shy and reticent before

more than three people, Ann sat quietly

on the sidelines listening to the Mex-
ican troubadours who alternated with

the Island music. She did tell Cal, how-
ever, how happy she was to achieve

her dream of playing opposite Gary
Cooper in “Good Sam” with Leo McCarey
directing.
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"My Beauty Facials bring quick new

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap /ax6r//& #re

Lovel
//

iness, says this famous star

"You’ll be delighted with the

way Lux Soap facials leave skin

softer, smoother,” says lovely

Evelyn Keyes speaking to you at

her dressing table.

"Smooth the fragrant Active

lather well in,” she tells you.

"Then rinse with warm water,

splash on cold. As you pat gently

with a soft towel to dry, skin

takes on fresh new beauty!”

Don't let neglect cheat you of

Romance. The gentle beauty care

Evelyn Keyes recommends will

make you lovelier tonight!

In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap fa-

cials by skin specialists, actually 3 out of

4 complexions improved in a short time.

P
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Artistry set to music: Katharine Hepburn, Paul Hen-

reid and Robert Walker in scene from “Song of Love”

^ Song of Love (M-G-M)

T
HIS is Schumann’s song—his life as portrayed by
Paul Henreid, a fascinating interest-rouser of those

fabulous days when the great courts of Europe re-

sounded to the music of Liszt and Brahms. That
adjective “sensitive” has been overworked so far as

Henreid goes, but it must be used again in this in-

stance where he takes over the poor, hard-working
musician marked for great happiness in his love for

Clara Wieck and great tragedy in his career.

Katharine Hepburn is Mrs. Schumann; it’s unfor-

tunate that she takes her artistic role too much to

her artistic heart. The result is an overplayed per-
formance with Hepburn pumping that emotional
pedal too hard. She is as tragic over the dismissal

of a maid as she is over her husband’s death; she
races breathlessly through her stint with a self-

sacrificial bustle that leaves her audience way be-
hind. Unfortunately Robert Walker is just too much
the young American to be the young Brahms, but
Henry Daniell as the brilliant erratic showman Liszt

takes his encores with finesse. Biographies differ

about what really happened in the Brahms-Schumann
affair; the film is the result of reading all the facts.

And there’s always the music—rolling beautifully
through a picture that’s going to keep you looking
and listening all the way through.

Your Reviewer Says: A song to sing.

A reliable guide to recent pictures.

One check means good; two checks,

very good; three checks, outstanding

•> SHADOW

Picture with a moral punch: John Garfield and Lilli

Palmer in prize-fight expose, “Body and Soul”

^ Body and Soul (Enterprise-U. A.)

M
OOD music and mood treatment change this into

something other than just a prize-fight story.

Using his fists to get what he wants—anything with
a dollar sign on it—John Garfield takes his role and
shakes everything right out of it. How he slides

down the moral ladder makes a film that has a lot

of body blows about it; if you’re up to some good
fisticuffs scenes you’ll find one of the best fights ever
staged in this one.

The prettier side of the picture is Lilli Palmer as

the gal who knows John’s all wrong. Just as pretty

but not so perfect is one Hazel Brooks, a sultry-

looking newcomer who doesn’t do more than look in

most of her scenes but makes a fair enough bow. In

the background is Mother Anne Revere, looking the

strong and silent type and some racketeers of the

prize-fight business who will give you a nasty turn

two or three times.

It’s no hearts-and-flowers story; but on the other
hand it’s not just a picture of punches. Besides,

there’s Canada Lee, an actor whom you won’t want
to miss seeing. Garfield and Palmer make good show-
ings in their respective corners and the pugilistic

proceedings have been handled with more than ordi-

nary imagination.

Your Reviewer Says: Fight it out.



^ The Unsuspected (Warners)

D
ON’T let the title fool you—you’ll suspect all along
who’s the guilty one in this minor thriller star-

ring that old hand Claude Rains. It is his perform-
ance that takes this along in the right direction;

without him it might have subsided without a whim-
per into another pale-faced mystery. Joan Caulfield

is Mr. Rains’s niece, a gal with lots of money and
lots of looks. Young Michael North comes along and
tells her she’s married to him; she doesn’t think she
is; neither does Mr. Rains. Things are complicated
by Audrey Totter, who’s snapped off Hurd Hatfield,

beloved of Joan; things are still more complicated
by murders to the right and left of you with that

unsuspected one closing right in.

Joan behaves perfectly, giving no star performance
but not stepping out of line. The rest of the workers,
including Constance Bennett, follow suit, with the
exception of that brutal-faced Jack Lambert, who
looks just too ape-like to be real. The climax is

supposed to come in with a thundering roar, but it’s

all so hopped up right at the end that you may even
find yourself chuckling instead of clutching your seat.

However, you’ll get your money’s worth. Forget all

the drawbacks, don’t look for perfection and you’ll
find a good enough movie.

Small town invasion: Jane Wyman’s opinion upsets

Jimmy Stewart’s calculations in picture “Magic Town”

^ Magic Town (RKO)

CEEING as how that long lanky Jimmy Stewart
^ comes along in this everyone will go to see it.

Depending on how much you like Stewart acting
the patented Stewart role and how much you’ll swal-
low about what may happen in a small town, you
may or may not applaud the picture. It’s a lot of

business about a public-opinion expert who invades
the perfect small town for professional reasons, ends
up by wanting to stay there for romantic ones, gets
Jane Wyman first against him, then with him and
turns this American “Utopia” upside down.

It’s unusual enough to rate a cheer; it’s unrealistic
enough to rate a brush-off. Wyman is a good actress;
her quiet handling of the role of small-town Mary
Peterman is apt sometimes to put the mannered
Stewart at a disadvantage. The other small-towners
are in the groove—Kent Smith, Wallace Ford, Regis
Toomey, Ann Shoemaker. Touches of comedy come
here and there from Ned Sparks and Donald Meek
and the boys’ basketball team might have been
plucked from any town you’d point out on the map.
But the goings-on are something else again, a bit too
implausible to convince an adult audience, a bit too
childish to be fantasy about Small Town, U.S.A. Mr.
Stewart has something, so does the picture; but we
wish both had used them a little differently to come
up with a real winner.

Your Reviewer Says: It all depends.

For Best Pictures and Best Performances See Page 33
For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 34
For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 37

Your Reviewer Says: Guess who did it?
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Love-quiz . . . For Married Folks Only

WHY ARE HIS KISSES

JUST “PECKS”. . . NOW?

A. This wife may be losing romance from her marriage because

of faulty feminine hygiene habits .

Q. Faulty feminine hygiene? Can this affect married happiness?

A. Yes—because the charm of complete feminine daintiness is

assured only by effective douching. For this, many doctors

recommend efficient, dependable “Lysol” brand disinfectant.

Q. How does “Lysol" compare with other disinfectants for dependability?

A. Unlike some other, weaker antiseptics, “Lysol" is a proved

germ and odor killer which remains effective in the presence

of organic matter.

Q. What about salt, soda . . . other homemade douching solutions on

which some women rely?

A. These weak cleansing makeshifts are neither antiseptic nor

germicidal—can never compare with reliable “Lysol.”

MAKE “LYSOL” your safeguard of intimate daintiness and charm

—

so important to married happiness. Always use “Lysol" in the douche.

Check these facts with

your doctor

Many doctors recommend “Lysol"

for Feminine Hygiene. Non-caustic,

"Lysol" is genfle, non-injurious to

delicate membrane. Its clean,

antiseptic aroma quickly dis-

appears. Highly concentrated,

"Lysol" is economical in solution.

Follow easy directions for cor-

rect douching solution.

For Feminine

Hygiene—always use

FREE BOOKLET! Learn the truth about inti-

mate hygiene and its important role in married

happiness. Mail this coupon to Lehn & Fink, Dept.

P.-471 1, 192 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N.J.,

for frankly informing FREE booklet.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE

Product of Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

^The Unfinished Dance (M-G-M)

S
TAND up on your tiptoes to look at

Margaret O’Brien floating around on
her tiptoes as the prettiest little ballerina
of them all. Straight out of a Technicolor
storybook she comes, bowing gracefully
in a graceful finished story about one
small girl whose devotion brings her to
the edge of tragedy.
Dancing around her are Cyd Charisse

and Karin Booth, Cyd as the ballerina-
idol of the small Meg, Karin as the strange
pretender to the idol’s prima-donna
throne. The behind-the-scenes life of the
ballet has a fairytale touch, so light that
it brings the picture close to perfection.
Charisse dances deftly, Karin Booth is

somebody to watch, while the wistful Miss
O’Brien can start stringing more hearts
on her belt. The little-girl touch of these
small would-be ballerinas in wisps of skirts

is carried competently by Mary Eleanor
Donahue and Connie Cornell; Danny
Thomas is Mr. Paneros whose specialty is

a love of rare things and real people.
You won’t want “The Unfinished Dance”

to have an end; it’s just right as it is.

Your Reviewer Says: Classic specialty.

FV Frieda

( Universal-International

)

H
ERE comes that man Rank again with
another picture on a subject Hollywood

could well have snapped up. It’s the
everyday picture of a soldier with a for-
eign bride who must adjust to a new
country—only Mr. Rank’s angle has a bit

of dynamite in it. David Farrar is the
Englishman who brings home to an Eng-
lish country village his German bride
Frieda, Mai Zetterling. The characters
that revolve about this situation are
the usual ones—widowed sister-in-law,
shocked mother, baffled younger brother,
brilliant sister whose political career is

jeopardized by the union. What they have
to say is not usual—it is through Farrar,
Flora Robson, Glynis Johns and their

cohorts that this dangerous problem is

threshed out.

The audience listens with an ear to some
strong statements and an eye to some
smooth and even scenes of English family
life. Underneath is the tragedy of the
German Frieda, caught in the midst of a

people who can’t make up their minds as

to whether she, the individual, is guilty of

Germany’s crime.
The love story is handled softly; there

is a harsh portrayal of the German who
will wear the swastika forever by Albert
Lieven; and there’s enough to think about
to keep your mind doing exercises for

many a day.

Your Reviewer Says: Go and decide about
“Frieda.”

VV Life with Father (Warners)

F
OR ABOUT six years people have come
from all over the United States to take

a look at Father who’s had Broadway in

hysterics. Now Father, thanks to Warners,
is going out to give the U.S. a look at him.

It’s a wonderful look because he’s William
Powell, who stamps his foot, twirls his

mustache and gets handled by innocent-
looking mother Irene Dunne as prettily

as you please.

Powell is a wonderful father in a won-
derful family-album background of an
old New York brownstone and his doings
plus those of his family will keep you as

hilarious as any collection of ancient

snapshots. There’s Jimmy Lydon as Clar-

ence Jr., Derek (Continued on page 28)
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Will the law ever require women who are care-

less about their breath to wear bells warning

others of their approach? It’s not a bad idea.

You can understand why if you ever came face-

to-face with a case of halitosis (unpleasant

breath).

This all too common offense is likely to

stamp any woman, or man, as an objectionable

person to be avoided.

Don’t take your breath for granted. Don’t
assume it’s O. K. when it may be quite the

opposite. You yourself may not know when
you’re guilty. Let Listerine Antiseptic help to

put you on the polite side. Use it before any date.

Almost at once Listerine Antiseptic makes your
breath sweeter, fresher . . . less likely to offend.

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic

origin, most cases, say some authorities, are due
to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food par-

ticles clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine Anti-

septic quickly halts such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes. Never
omit Listerine Antiseptic.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis
, Mo.
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Shampoo because it eat

. sparkling like d,amends-

'it and .lossy for days.

MAKE EACH TINY STRAW OF HAIR

RAPIATE NATURAL DAZZLING

Give Your Hair This 10-Minute 'Glamour-Bath’

Helps Hair Hold A Wave and Set Better, Too!

Lovely Powers Models were quick to

discover this is one shampoo that can

always be relied on to uncover all the

natural brilliant highlights that lie con-

cealed in your and every girl’s hair.

And the beauty about using Kreml
Shampoo is that it never dries the hair.

In fact, it’s very beneficial in that it

has a 'built-in’ oil base which helps

keep hair from becoming dry.

Notice the rich, thick consistency

of Kreml Shampoo compared to any
other shampoo you’ve used! You
know you’re really getting your
money’s worth.

Removes Dandruff Flakes

First Time You Use It

Kreml Shampoo whips up a luxuriant

active foam even in the hardest water.

It actually 'glamour-bathes’ each tiny

strand of hair from top to bottom so

that it reflects all its natural silken

sheen beauty and highlights.

And when all these millions of bright

sparkling hairs are combed and
brushed into a coiffure—no wonder
your hair becomes a vision of shining

radiance, a vision which will lure

men’s hearts away.

Complete directions on how to

’glamour-bathe’ hair come with every

bottle. All drug, dept, or \0<ji stores.

Not a cream shampoo
Not a harsh soap

Not a soapless shampoo
Not a drying detergent—
It’s Entirety different!

Kreml SHAMPOO
A product ofR. B. Semler, Inc.

FOR SILKEN-SHEEN HAIR—EASIER TO ARRANGE (Good Housekeeping^

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF THE FAMOUS KREML HAIR TONIC

(Continued ]rom page 26) Scott as Harlan,
Johnny Calkins as Whitney and Martin
Milner as John, cutting up as fast as they
can to keep Father’s blood pressure ris-
ing; there’s Elizabeth Taylor to inject
some young-romance touches, looking as
pretty as a tintype and shepherded by the
diverting Zazu Pitts. Edmund Gwenn as
the minister has his run-ins with black-
sheep Father; the succession of maids
scurry out of his way; and all the while,
taking Father for a merry buggyride is

wife Vinnie, played perfectly by Irene
Dunne.

Your Reviewer Says: Clever comedy on the
don’t-miss file.

kV Kiss of Death
(20th Century-Fox)

H
ERE’s a movie that has all you’ll ask for
in the way of mature entertainment.

If you knew Victor Mature before the
war, forget that “playboy” judgment you
passed on him and see him as the realistic

“squealer” in this new-type gangster film.

Made in New York City, it is filled with
the new-and-different, among them two
people—one Richard Widmark, who’s going
to have you crawling under the seat as a
moronic killer, and a fair-faced Coleen
Gray, who has that breath-of-spring
touch that will send her breezing along
the Hollywood path.
Brian Donlevy’s solid shoulder is right

there supporting Mature and Widmark
who between them carry off a film that
will carry you off. Two nice little girls

help motivate the plot as Mature’s chil-
dren, but if you think you’re going to get
an overdose of “daddy” sentimentality
you’re all wrong. The action is as simple
as that of your own fireside and therefore
has an impact you won’t forget. Two
things can be said about “Kiss of Death”
—first, it’s not an ordinary film; second,
see it and start giving thanks that Holly-
wood has started giving you the kind of

film you want.

Your Reviewer Says: It has something you’ll

want.

^ Mother Wore Tights
(20tli Century-Fox)

A
BOUT the cutest little mama around is

Betty Grable, gracing as she does this

light-hearted muscial of the days when
vaudeville was played before an asbestos
curtain. Dan Dailey is the blustering
papa who two-steps with her. This family
act is seen through the eyes of little

daughters Mona Freeman and Connie
Marshall who slide along unaffectedly
through the film, which is one big song-
and-dance act with little ruffles of story

about it.

The music you’ll like, the dancing you’ll

relish. The Christmas incident where the
two little girls of a show family are enter-
tained by the troupe, including one clever
specialty act by Senor Wences, steps into

the story spotlight, as does the sojourn of

the four Burts in the Berkshires. Mama
may have shocked her era by going on the

stage, but she’ll give this generation a nice

look at the good old days.

Your Reviewer Says: Snug fit.

/ Out of the Blue (Eagle-Lion)

H
ERE comes a pretty surprise right out

of the blue—a jovial comedy in which
George Brent, by acting in deadpan George
Brent fashion, gets more laughs than he
ever got sighs as a big lover. Turhan Bey
is just the ro- (Continued on page 33) ,
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announces

An Amazing ew Lipstick

With the new

wonder ingredient

LASTEEN

Created by Popular Demand
for a lipstick as fine as her nail polish

Women all over America have asked Helen Neushaefer

to create a lipstick as lastingly lovely as her nail polish . . . one that

really stays on . . . not too moist . . . not too dry, hut just right! From her

cosmetic chemists has come this amazing, new lipstick . . . containing

LASTEEN, to give her lipstick what the miracle ingredient

PLASTEEN gives her nail polish. Now available at chain

store cosmetic counters . . . in five beautiful shades that

harmonize with Helen Neushaefer nail polish.

1 ()f ',

,lus
' tax

with PLASTEEN

with the stunning

“Color Teller

A

Tip

s \\ I VP

Distributed by A. Sartorius & Co., Inc., 80 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 11, N.Y.

HELEN

NEUSHAEFER
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Which Twin has the Tent?
(and which has the beauty shop permanent? See answer below)

Bernadette Fitzgerald of Chicago, the

Toni Twin, says: "As soon as Sis saw
what a soft, natural-looking wave I gave

myself, she admitted I was the smarter

half. Next time it’ll be Toni for two.”

See how easy it is to give yourself a lovely

TONI Home Permanent for your date tonight

The very first time you try Toni, you’ll

have soft, natural -looking curls, deep,

smooth waves — with no frizziness, no
dried-out brittleness. But, before you
try Toni, you may want to know—
Will Toni work on my hair?

Yes, Toni waves any kind of hair that

will take a permanent, including gray,

dyed, bleached or baby-fine hair.

Must I be handy with my hands ?

Not at all! If you can roll your hair up
on curlers you can give yourself a

smooth, professional-looking Toni per-

manent by following the easy directions.

How long will it take me ?

Waving time is only 2 to 3 hours—
even less for hair that’s easy to wave.

And during that time you’re free to do
as you please.

How much curl will I have with Toni?

You can have just the amount of curl

that suits you best— from a wide, loose

HOME PERMANENT

wave to a halo of ringlets. Just follow

the simple directions for timing.

How long will my Toni wave last?

It’s guaranteed to last just as long as a $15
beauty-shop wave or your money back.

How much do I save with Toni?

The Toni Kit with re-usable plas|ic

curlers costs only $2 . . . with handy
fiber curlers only $1.25. The Toni Refill

Kit complete except for curlers is $1.

(All prices plus tax. Prices slightly

higher in Canada.)

Which Twin has the Toni?
Bernadette, on the left, is the Toni twin.

The Toni Kit is on sale at all leading drug,

notions and cosmetic counters.

Orchids to Mike Romanoff from

Walter Winchell, guest of honor at

Charlie Morrison’s Mocambo party

The Pat Nerneys (Mona Freeman)

join the toast to Winchell for

his work on Runyon Cancer Fund

The Sinatras: The ladies got leis

of orchids flown from Honolulu
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Mocambo closer! to the public while

guests wined, dined am! danced. The

Boh Hopes joined in the gay whir'

Merry mates: The Van Heflins and

the Bob Huttons got right into

fun-raising spirit of the party

Dorothy Lamour adds a decorative

note to husband Bill Howard

Reg. Trade Marks

Most everybody loves the refresh-

ingly different, clean taste ofDentyne
— it's keen chewing gum

!

And Dentyne owes its popularity

to more than delightful, long-lasting

flavor alone! Its firm chewy texture

helps keep teeth sparkling, too.

Every time you enjoy Dentyne,

you enjoy the quality result of 75

years of Adams manufacturing
know-how. Try the other Adams
quality gums, too. Always

—



PR/EES TO GET
YOt7 TO TRY WONOERFOC

/few/mprooeoDrene/
U"UU^!I0

810/TOES/
BRUNETTES/ REO //EROS/

*

Discover New, Improved Drene’s

BEA//7Y BONOS FOR
ACL 7YPES OFNA/R

• Reveals all the natural lustre!

• Leaves hair easier to set, curl, arrange

!

• Never dries out hair!

fV/N $/0t000 F/rstPr/ze
$/,000 SECOND pr/ze

250 PR/ZES OP $50 EACN

. .....

VIRGINIA MAYO
Co-starring in Samuel Goldwyn’

s

Technicolor Comedy

“THE SECRET LIFE OF
WALTER MITTY”

Virginia Mayo is just one of the lovely Hollywood
stars who have switched to the wonderful

New, Improved Drene Shampoo. She says,

“My hair is now so full of highlights

it actually shines.”

282 PRIZES! GET DRENE! ENTER NOW!
What’s your beauty problem? Is your hair

oily? Dry? Dull? Hard to manage? Here’s

your opportunity to discover the magic of

New, Improved Drene for all types of hair

—

and win a big prize, too!

HERE’S ALL YOU DO: To get you to try

New, Improved Drene we’ve made this great

new contest easy to enter. Discover Drene’s
“beauty bonus” for your hair—then complete
this sentence in 25 additional words or less:

Owup/ifived ^)aM/ it

Ij&V kcu/l/, . .

.

Mail your entry with the top (or facsimile)

of any Drene carton to Drene,
Dept. F ,

Box 2118, Cincinnati 1,

Ohio. Your entry may win that $10,000
first prize!

HINTS TO HELP YOU WIN! You’ll quickly find how
New, Improved Drene makes quicker, richer, more
active lather. Brings out all the sheen in your hair

—more sheen than any soap shampoo. Never dries

out your hair. Leaves your hair softer, smoother,
far easier to set, curl and arrange. There’s plenty

to write about!

Let Virginia Mayo give you an example: “New,
Improved Drene is perfect for my type of hair be-

cause its rich, mellow lather brings out all the

natural color brilliance of my hair and leaves it

soft, smooth, and easy to set and curl.”

Try it! Get Drene now!
Your sentence may win!

FOLLOW THESE EASY RULES:
1. Complete this sentence: “New, Improved
Drene is perfect for my type of hair because ...”
in 25 additional words or less. Write on an official

entry blank or on one side of a sheet of paper.
Print plainly name and address. Send in as many
entries as you wish. Entry blanks available where
you get Drene—at toilet goods counters everywhere.

2. Mail to Drene, Dept. F, Box 2118, Cincinnati 1,

Ohio. Enclose top (or facsimile) of any Drene car-

ton with eafch entry. Be sure to use enough postage.

3 . Any resident of the United States or Canada
may compete, except employees of Procter &
Gamble, their advertising agencies and their fami-
lies. Contest subject to all Federal, State and
Dominion regulations.

4 . First Prize will be $10,000, Second Prize $1,000
and 280 additional prizes of $50 each.

5 . The contest is open now. Entries must be post-
marked before midnight, November 20, and re-

ceived by midnight, December 14, 1947.

6 . Entries will be judged for originality, sincerity,

aptness of thought. Judges’ decisions will be final.

Duplicate prizes will be awarded in case of ties. No
entries will be returned. Entries, contents, and
ideas therein become the property of Procter &
Gamble.

7 . All winners will be notified by mail shortly after

close of the contest. Winners lists will be available

on request about one month after close of contest.



(Continued from page 28) mantic ticket as

the Greenwich Village artist whose hob-
bies run to big dogs and luscious lovelies.

Virginia Mayo is one of the latter who
shares artist Bey’s dilemma at living next
door to Arthur (Brent) Earthleigh who’s
just about as imaginative as his name. The
Earthleigh spouse is Carole Landis, of the

antimicassar vintage; the Earthleigh trou-

ble in a close-fitting dress is Ann Dvorak
from the terrace above. You’ll laugh it

all off heartily, take your hat off to Mr.
Brent for turning himself into a clown and
to Miss Dvorak for playing her touchy
role with the right touch. You’ll also

discover why the ladies line up for Bey.

Your Reviewer Says: Have fun!

Caravan (Eagle-Lion)

T
HIS “Caravan” of J. Arthur Rank’s is

composed of a long line of cutthroats
out to get a necklace big romantic Stewart
Granger is toting around to deliver to a
friend. As you can guess, the plot’s straight

out of one of those novels your grand-
mother may still have hanging around.
Ann Crawford is the beflounced and soul-
ful-looking heroine Oriana and Dennis
Price is the monacle-twirling cad. There’s
a gypsy girl, Jean Kent, who comes to

the rescue of the hero when he gets
amnesia after his beating-up, but she can’t

make any time at all with him when she
mentions Oriana. Unfortunately, Oriana,
believing her true love dead, has thrown
herself right into the arms of the cad.
There are scenes in which people get

properly grief-stricken, dastardly villain-
ous and emotionally upset in a rather
polite Victorian fashion. The audience,
we’re afraid, is just going to be bored in
their good new modern way.

Your Reviewer Says: Mr. Rank slips.

Best Pictures of the Month

Life with Lather

Song of Love

Frieda

The Unfinished Dance

Kiss of Death

Best Performances

William Powell, Irene Dunne
in "Life with Father"

Paul Henreid, Henry Daniell

in "Song of Love”

Margaret O’Brien

in "The Unfinished Dance”

David Farrar, Flora Robson, Mai Zetterling

in "Frieda”

John Garfield, Lilli Palmer
in "Body and Soul”

Claude Rains

in "The Unsuspected”

Jane Wyman
in "Magic Town”

Victor Mature, Richard Widmark
in "Kiss of Death”

ring

All rings illustrated available in

white as well as norurol gold

Rings enlarged to show details

Prices include Federal tax

Lucky girl! It’s a Keepsake, the

traditional symbol of love. Only

one diamond in hundreds meets the exacting stand-

ards of quality which distinguish every Keepsake

Diamond. Identify Keepsake by the name in the

and the words "guaranteed registered perfect

gem" on the tag ... as illustrated. Let com-

parison prove that a Keepsake gives you higher

quality and greater value than an ordinary

ring of the same price. Better jewelers are Keepsake

Jewelers. Prices from $100 to $5,000.

Look for the name “Keepsake" in the ring, and require

the Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee and Registration.

A. ASTORIA Set

Engagement Ring

200.00 B. LADY DIANA Set 625.00 C. HEATHER Set 362.50 D. JORDAN Set (Plat.) 800.00

150.00 Engagement Ring 500.00 Engagement Ring 350.00 Engagement Ring 575.00
Also $225 and 350 Also $100 to 2475 and Also $400 to 3950

in platinum $300 to 3450 Available in gold $575
and 750

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

120 E. Washington, Syracuse 2, New York

Please send the useful 20-page book, “The Etiquette of the Engagement

and Wedding" ... a complete guide to social correctness in planning

the betrothal and wedding events . . . with illustrations and prices of

Keepsake Rings and the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose

10c to cover mailing.

ft Guaranteed
Good Housekeeping

J

Name..

Street and No..

City
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The sensational beauty

invention that’s making his-

tory—Sculpture Curler!

Create your own lovely, in-

dividual coiffures in half the

time ... so easily, it’s like

magic ! Set your hair as you

coml it, making smooth,

long-lasting Sculpture pin-

curls Designed for your use

by a noted hair stylist . . .

one curler is all you need

—

yours, with 8-page styling

booklet for only 49^

At leading notions counters

or write Sculpture Curler

Co., Inc., Dept. P-ll, 3286

Adeline St., Berkeley, Calif.

Nfi C O D. orders.

* Guaranteed by
~

Good Housekeeping

Jovirmni

BY GOODWIN
Copyright 1 947 hy Sculpture Curler Co.

Casts of Current Pictures

BODY AND SOUL — Enterprise-U.A. : Charlie
Davis, John Garfield; Peg Born, Lilli Palmer; Alice,
Hazel Brooks; Anna Davis, Anne Revere; Quinn,
William Conrad; Shorty Polaski, Joseph Pevney; Ben
Chaplin, Canada Lee; Roberts, Lloyd Coff; David
Davis, Art Smith; Arnold, James Burke; Irma, Vir-
ginia Gregg; Drummer, Peter Virgo; Prince, Joe
Devlin; Grocer, Shimin Rushkin; Miss Tedder, Mary
Currier; Dan, Milton Kibbie; Shelton, Tim Ryan;
Jack Marlowe, Artie Dorrell; Victor, Cy Ring; Ma-
rine, Glen Lee; Referee, John Indresano; Fight An-
nouncer, Dan Tobey.

CARAVAN—Eagle Lion: Richard, Stewart Gran-
ger; Rosal, Jean Kent; Oriana, Anne Crawford;
Francis, Dennis Price; IVy croft, Robert Helpmann;
Don Carlos, Gerhard Hinze; Bertha, Enid Stamp
Taylor; Camperdene, David Horne; Diego, John
Salew; Suiza, Arthur Goullet; Nanoel, Julian Somers;
Juan, Peter Murray; Paco, Gypsy Petulengro; Marie,
Sylvie St. Clair; Tweeny, Merle Tottenham; Fanny,
Victoria Campbell; Woman, Mabel Constanduros;
Jose, Josef Ramart; Singer in Cafe, Erin de Selfa;
Betty, Patricia Laffan; Butler to Don Carlos, H. R.
Hignett; Camperdene’s Butler, Dick' Dunn; Black
Patch, Brooks Turner; Fighting Seaman, Johnny
Roman; Guitarist

,
Cecil Brock ;_ Francis (as a child),

Phillip Guard; Richard (as a child), Peter Mullins;
Oriana (as a child), Jacqueline Boyer.

FRIEDA — Universal-International: Robert, David
Farrar; Judy, Glynis Johns; Frieda, Mai Zetterling;
Nell, Flora Robson; Richard,- Albert Lieven; Mrs.
Dazuson, Barbara Everest; Edith, Gladys Henson;
Tony, Ray Jackson; Alan, Patrick Holt; Merrick,
Milton Rosmer; Jim Merrick, Barry Letts; Lawrence,
Gilbert Davis; Mrs. Freeman, Renee Gadd; Hobson,
Douglas Jefferies; Holliday, Barry Jones; Bailey,
Eliot Makeham; Crawley, Norman Pierce; Granger,
John Ruddock; Herriot, D. A. Clarke-Smith

; Beck-
zvithr Garry Marsh; Irznne, Aubrey Mallalieu;
Latham, John Molecey; Post-boy, Stanley Escane;
Polish priest, Gerhard Hinze; First official, Arthur
Howard.

KISS OF DEATH—20th Century-Fox: Nick Bianco,
Victor ~ Mature; D’Angelo, Brian Donlevy; Nettie,
Coleen Gray; Tom Udo, Richard Widmark; Maria,
Patricia Morison; Earl Howser, Taylor Holmes;
Judge, Robert Keith; Pep Mangone, Wendell Phil-
lips; Ma Rizzo, Mildred Dunnock; Williams, Anthony
Ross; Pete Rizzo, Henry Brandon; Congetta (Age
4), Gioia Lombardi; Rosaria (Age 3), Ronnie Marie
Morse; Sgt. William Cullen, Karl Malden; Max
Schulte, Millard Mitchell; Bull Weed, Harry Bel-

A story that will discover

a new Ingrid Bergman for

you, so take time out to read

TIME OUT FOR LAUGHTER

in

December Photoplay

laver; Rosaria, Marilee Grassini; Congetta, Iris
Mann; Captain Dolan, Norman McKay; Mrs. Mos-
kowitz, Michelette Bu-rani; Bessie, Joan Lazar; Joe
Salvadore, William Ricciardi; Harris, John A.
Stearns; Mrs. Keller, Eda Heineman; Al, John
Marley; District Attorney, Jay Jostyn.

LIFE WITH FATHER—Warners: Father. William
Powell; Vinnie, Irene Dunne; Mary, Elizabeth Tay-
lor; Rev. Dr. .Lloyd, Edmund Gwenn; Cora, Zasu
Pitts; Clarence, Jimpiy Lydon; Margaret, Emma
Dunn; Harlan, Derek Scott; Whitney, Johnny Cal-
kins; John, Martin Milner; Annie, Heather Wilde;
Policeman, Monte Blue; Nora, Mary Field; Maggie,
Queenie Leonard; Delia, Edna Harris.

MAGIC TOWN—RKO: Rip Smith, James Stewart;
Mary Peterman, Jane Wyman; Hoopendecker, Kent
Smith; Ike Sloan, Ned Sparks; Lou Dicketts, Wallace
Ford; Ed Weaver, Regis Toomey; Mrs. Weaver,
Ann Doran; Mr. Tzviddle, Donald Meek; Moody, E.

J. Ballentine; Ma Peterman, Ann Shoemakef; Hank
Nickleby, Mickey Kuhn; Nickleby, Howard Freeman;
Mayor, Harry Holman; Mrs. Frisby, Mary Currier;
Bob Peterman, Mickey Roth; Birch, Frank Fenton;
Senator Wilson, George Irving; Stringer, Selmer
Jackson; Dickey, Robert Dudley; Mrs. Wilton, Julia
Dean; Dingle, Joel Friedkin; Hodges, Paul Scardon;
Bus Driver, George Chandler; Quincy, Frank Darien;
Sam Fuller, Larry Wheat; Shorty, Jimmy Crane;
Junior Dicketts, Richard Belding; Benny, Danny
Mummert.

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS—20th Century-Fox:
Myrtle McKinley Burt, Betty Grable; Frank Burt

,



Dan Dailey; Iris Burt, Mona Freeman; Mikie Burt,
Connie Marshall; Bessie, Vanessa Brown; Boh Clark-
man, Robert Arthur; Grandmother McKinley, Sara
Allgood; Mr. Schneider, William Frawley; Miss
Ridgeway, Ruth Nelson; Alice Flemmerhammer,
Anabel Shaw; Roy Bivins, Michael Dunne; Grand-
father McKinley, George Cleveland; Rosemary 01-
cott, Veda Ann Borg; Papa, Sig Ruman; Lil, Lee
Patrick; Specialty, Senor Wences; Mrs. Muggins,
Maude Eburne; Papa Capucci, Antonio Filauri;
Mama, Lotte Stein; Mr. Clarkman, William Forrest;
Mrs. Clarkman, Kathleen Lockhardt; Ed, Chick
Chandler; Dance Director, Kenny Williams; Withers,
Will Wright; Stage Doorman, Frank Orth.

OUT OF THE BLUE—Eagle Lion: Deborah, Vir-
ginia Mayo; Mr. Earthleigh, George Brent; David,
Turhan Bey; Olive, Ann Dvorak; Mrs. Earthleigh,
Carole Landis; Singer, Hadda Brooks; Dombry,
Alton E. Horton; Elevator Boy, Charlie Smith; Miss
Ritchie, Julia Dean; Miss Spring, Elizabeth Patter-
son; Noonan, Richard Lane.

SONG OF LOVE—M-G-M: Clara Wieck Schumann,
Katharine Hepburn; Robert Schumann, Paul Hen-
reid; Johannes Brahms, Robert Walker; Frans Liszt,
Henry Daniell; Professor Wieck, Leo G. Carroll;
Bertha, Else Janssen; Julie, Gigi Perreau; Felix,
“Tinker” Furlong; Marie, Ann Carter; Eugenie,
Janine Perreau; Ludwig, Jimmie Hunt; Ferdinand,
Anthony Sydes; Elise, Eilene Janssen; Dr. Hoffman,
Roman Bohnen; Haslinger, Ludwig Stossel; Princess
Valerie Hohenfels, Tala Birell; Judge, Kurt Katch;
King Albert, Henry Stephenson; Reinecke, Konstantin
Shayne.

UNFINISHED DANCE, THE — M-G-M: “Meg”
Merlin, Margaret O’Brien; Mile. Ariane Boucliet,
Cyd Charisse; La Darina, Karin Booth; Mr. Paneros,
Danny Thomas; Olga, Esther Dale; Mr. Ronsell,
Thurston Hall; Murphy, Harry Hayden; Josie, Mary
Eleanor Donahue; Phyllis, Connie Cornell; Miss
Merlin, Ruth Brady; Fred Carleton, Charles Brad-
street; Mme. Borodin, Ann Codee; Jacques Lacoste,
Gregory Gay.

UNSUSPECTED
,
THE—Warners: Matilda Frazier,

Joan Caulfield; Victor Grandison, Claude Rains;
Althea Keane, Audrey Totter; Jane Moynihan, Con-
stance Bennett; Oliver Keane, Hurd Hatfield; Steven
Francis Howard, Michael North; Richard Donovan,
Fred Clark; Max, Harry Lewis; Mr. Press, Jack
Lambert; Donovan’s Assistant, Ray Walker; Mrs.
White, Nana Bryant; Justice of the Peace, Walter
Baldwin.

Profiled against the passing years: Eight

years ago “Intermezzo” made its first ap-

pearance before the American public. The

late Leslie Howard, then at the height of

his career, was the star. His co-star was a

young girl making her debut on the Amer-

ican screen whose fresh charm made an

unforgettable impression on audiences.

Now Vanguard Films has re-released “In-

termezzo” starring Leslie Howard and In-

grid Bergman for showings in motion

picture theaters throughout the country

(jould YOU charm

W

ELLEN DREW, CO-STARRING WITH LARRY PARKS IN

COLUMBIA'S TECHNICOLOR PRODUCTION "THE SWORDSMAN'

ELLEN DREW SAYS: “No girl

can charm Larry unless her hands

are divinely soft and smooth.” Ellen

has that feminine appeal of smooth,

soft hands.

“I use Jergens Lotion,” she says.

And the other feminine Stars? They,

too, use Jergens Lotion ... 7 to 1.

Will you learn charm from the

glamorous Hollywood Stars?

Their hand care — Jergens Lotion

— makes your hands even smoother,

softer, now, thanks to product im-

provements resulting from recent

skin-care research. And Jergens pro-

tects even longer. Two ingredients

many doctors use for skin-beauty are

included in today’s Jergens Lotion.

Still 10<t to $1.00 (plus tax). Leaves

no oiliness: no stickiness.

For the Softest,
Adorable Hands, use

JERGENS LOTION
Mail coupon today for gift bottle. (Paste on penny postcard it you wish.)

Box 27, Cincinnati 14, Ohio. Please send my gift bottle.

FREE!
See for yourself why £
Hollywood Stars,

7 to 1, use
Jergens Lotion

230

Name-

Address-

-State-

(Please print name, address plainly . . . Sorry, offer good in U. S. A. only)

P
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An EXTRA Package, Like a Spare

Saves You Trouble, Time and Care

Next time your victual* disagree
And gase* start to rise.
Try Alka-$eltzer for RELIEF,
And get a big surprise.

I go for Alka -Seltzer
When headaches pick on me.
The Sooner I get rid of them.

The happier I'll be.

Stock up on Alka-Seltzer,
That's what folks do today.
To lessen their discomforts
When COLDS are holding sway.

So many times ... so many ways
your family will need Alka-Seltzer!

So here’s the wisest thing to do:

Instead of buying one, buy two.

?

Alka-Seltzer

latter tte r
By Lester Qottlieb

More record recommendations focusing attention

on music and musical personalities from Hollywood

UNFINISHED DANCE: All the beautiful music heard

on the soundtrack has inspired a new album featuring

a narration by Walter Pidgeon and as an extra feature,

two comedy numbers by Danny Thomas, who makes
his movie debut in this picture (M-G-M).

SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY: This hilarious

comedy has the reformed Timid Soul imagining him-
self a famous dress designer, thus setting the stage for

one of Danny Kaye’s great numbers, "Anatole of Paris.”

This number is included in the Kaye Columbia record

Walter Pidgeon album (Set C-91).

SOMETHING IN THE WIND: The Deanna Durbin film has a record natural in

"The Turntable Song,” dedicated to disk jockeys. Sammy Kaye (Victor) gives it

quite a spin and The Modernaires (Columbia) pair it with the picture’s delightful

title song.

SONG OF LOVE: The picture’s best remembered melody "As Years Go By,” based

on the major theme of Brahms’s Hungarian Dance No. 4, is tenderly sung by baritone

Bob Houston and you’ll want it for your own record collection (M-G-M).

BUGS BUNNY: The cartoon star of "Looney Tunes”
and his friends, Porky Pig and Daffy Duck (all played

by versatile Mel Blanc), win their own Capitol record

album and the results should be eminently satisfactory

for small-fry disk fans.

THE EMPEROR WALTZ: You won’t find a better

rendition of "I Kiss Your Hand, Madame” than the one

Buddy Clark has plattered for Columbia. He makes
this old ballad refreshingly pleasant.

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS: Dinah Shore (Columbia)

and Vaughn Monroe (Victor) handle "You Do” and
"Kokomo” with customary finesse. Throaty Mel Torme
(Musicraft), who is due for a big M-G-M build-up, has

his own way with "Kokomo.”

BODY AND SOUL: This drama of the prize ring gives a new record personality,

Sarah Vaughn, a good reason to sing the old Johnny Green ballad that inspired the

film’s title (Musicraft).

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: The lilting "Die Fledermaus” Waltzes of Strauss

serve Leopold Stokowski and the Hollywood Symphony adequately for a new Victor

Red Seal single disk. . . . Jascha Heifetz selects Korngold’s "March” and the well-

known "Estrellita” by Ponce for his Victor solo record of the month. . . . There’s a

fine Andre Kostelanetz Columbia album, featuring "Rosary,” "Souvenir” and the

tango "Jalousie” just out. . . . The long awaited, complete recording of Verdi’s "La

Traviata” has reached the record stalls in a boxed two-volume album, featuring the

famed Rome Opera House singers and orchestra conducted by Vincenzo Bellezza.

It is beautifully performed and transcribed. The recording was made in Italy. An
excellent libretto is included. . . . Lily Pons sings her favorite songs accompanied by

her favorite conductor husband Andre Kostelanetz for Columbia. . . . Zino France-

scatti, violinist, and Robert Casadesus, pianist, join talents for Debussy’s Sonata,

on the Columbia album label. . . . Symphony of the month is Dvorak’s Symphony
Number One, as performed by Erich Leinsdorf and the Cleveland Orchestra

(Columbia)

.

Dinah Shore
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yv* indicates picture rated

"outstanding” when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

"very good’ when reviewed

Indicates picture rated

"good” when reviewed

ADVENTURE ISLAND—Pine-Thomas-Paramount

:

The plot’s from Stevenson’s “Ebb Tide” and the act-

ing's by that picturesque young couple Rory Calhoun
and Rhonda Fleming; but even all the Cinecolor of

the South Seas doesn’t make this more than a good
try at a good adventure story. (Oct.)

BACHELOR AND THE BOBBY-SOXER,
THE—RKO: The whoops of laughter keep rolling

along with Cary Grant handling a comedy that has
Shirley Temple a teen-ager pretending to be a model
and landing with Cary in Judge Myrna Loy's court.

Brace yourself for real mirth. (Aug.)

BLACK GOLD—Allied Artists: Anthony Quinn as

Charley Eagle is one of the nicest Indians ever;

Katherine DeMille, as his wife, has just too much
of an Oxford accent to be perfectly convincing, but
you may still warm to the affairs—horse races and
oil wells—of Charley and his Chinese protege. How-
ever, the gold seems too hidden to be worth much
attention. (Oct.)

y'BLACK NARCISSUS—Rank-Universal: This is

a strange movie based on Rumer Godden’s strange
book about some nuns up in the Himalayas. Kathleen
Bryon may give you some shudders as Evil personi-

fied, but Deborah Kerr is too restrained to be out-

standing and the whole business, done up in mag-
nificent Technicolor, has a sense of unreality. (Oct.)

\/BOB, SON OF BATTLE—20th Century-Fox: A
loved children’s classic gives Lon McCallister and
Peggy Ann Garner a chance to try out their Scotch
accents. Everybody in the family can go along to

watch shepherds’ dogs being worked and Edmund
Gwenn as a fine Scot in a film that’s a little too drawn
out to deliver any special goods. (Sept.)

BRUTE FORCE—Universal: A straight right
from Hollywood with a strong brutal plot about a
prison break and some just as strong and brutal por-
trayals by Burt Lancaster, Hume Cronyn and Charles
Bickford. You'll mop your brow when it’s over.
(Sept.)

y'y'CROSSFIRE—RKO: An A-l movie, dealing
with plain facts and plain people—and the touchy
subject of intolerance, in an intelligent and courage-
ous manner. Robert Ryan and Robert Mitchuni do an
excellent job as two soldiers in the same company,
but poles apart in their ideas. Robert Young plays
the lawyer who solves the murder. You’ll be in-

volved up to the last minute. (Oct.)

CYNTHIA—M G-M: Elizabeth Taylor is Cynthia
in a family story that starts off slow but ends up with
everyone having a fine time in a pleasant atmosphere.
James Lydon is A-l ; Scotty Beckett gets a big laugh
rating. .There’s George Murphy and Mary Astor, too,
along with veterans S. Z. Sakall, Gene Lockhart
and Spring Byington. (Aug.)

DARK PASSAGE, THE—Warners: Some plastic
surgery features in this, with Humphrey Bogart on
the receiving end. Lauren Bacall exchanges weighted
glances with convict Bogart who’s on the lam;
Agnes Moorehead and Bruce Bennett try hard to keep
things in high gear; but it’s still nothing to get
steamed up about. (Oct.)

y'^SDEAR RUTH—Paramount: A picture to lift

your spirits is this comedy about little Mona Free-
man who writes letters to soldier William Holden,
using sister Joan Caulfield’s name and photograph.
Edward Arnold and Billy De Wolfe take part in this
Hollywood version of the Broadway hit. (Aug.)

DEEP VALLEY—Warners: On-the-dreary-side film
about a broken down family with Ida Lupino in be-
tween feuding mama Fay Bainter and Henry Hull,
and Wayne Morris being unexcitingly good and hon-
est. Convict Dane Clark snaps Ida out of her
depression, then comes the posse, then comes the
beginning of boredom. Weak at the knees. (Sept.)

DESERT FURY—Paramount: Disregard this
“Fury”—it’s nothing but a cryptically told tale about
a lot of unpleasant people out in the desert. Burt
Lancaster is miscast, ^s is Mary Astor; Lizabeth
Scott and John Hodiak make an unconvincing ro-
mantic team. (Aug.)

(Continued on vaqe 128)

<3wu f, R.CA VICTORS

mQSho!"
NEW ALBUM BY

TEX 8ENEKE «

The "20th Century

Gabriel" and his band

bring you Don't Cry,

Baby; After Hours;

Cherry; Sweet Georgia

Brown; I've Got a

Right to Cry; Tippin
1

In; Song of the Wanderer
j

Tuxedo Junction. Ask

for "Tuxedo Junction,"

P-181, $3.15.

NEW ALBUM BV
ERSKINE HAWKINS!

In his "Prom Date" Album, Tex leads the Miller

Orchestra in On Wisconsin, The Eyes of Texas

,

Rambling Wreck from Georgia Tech, Anchors

Aweigh, Victory March of Notre Dame,
others. P-183, $3.15.

NEW RECORD BY
BERYL DAVIS!

Beryl's the new English star who's steal-

ing American hearts with her intimate,

velvety voice. Let her sing to you . . .

If All Came True and One Little Tear Is

an Ocean. Record 20-2426, 60?.

to

Tex Beneke with The Miller Orchestra: Body

and Soul (from the Enterprise-United Artists film,

"Body and Soul") and Stormy Weather. Record

20-2374, 60?.-

Perry Como: So Far and A Fellow Needs a

Girl. With Russ Case and his Orch. 20-2402, 60?.

Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye: Zu-Bi

(Everyone's Love Song) and Where is Sam?
Record 20-2420, 60?.

Tony Martin: Lazy Country Side and Too Good
to be True (both from Walt Disney's "Fun and

Fancy Free"). With Earl Hagen and his Orchestra

and Chorus. Record 20-2396, 60?.

Charlie Spivak and his Orchestra: (I'm Gonna
Wait) A Little Bit Longer and What Are You

Doing New Year's Eve? Record 20-2395, 60?.

. . . plus RCA Victor quality! Two "ex-

clusives"—Victor's billion-record skill and RCA's

electronic wizardry — make music sound so true

to life on RCA Victor Records!

What! No phonograph?—You're missing

hours of fun! Hear the new Victrola radio-

phonographs! "Victrola"—T.M.Reg.U.S.Pat.Off.

Hear Robert Merrill on the RCA Victor Pro-

gram. Sundays, 2 p.m., EST, over NBC.

Prices are suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.

the starsf*
0 mKe We hits AR£on ^ .

RCA Victor records
p
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RICHARD GREENE
os Lord Almsbvry

CORNEL WILDE
os Brvce Carlton

Starring

Linda
GEORGE SANDERS

os King Charles II

Cornel
JOHN RUSSELL
os Black Jack Mallard

GLENN LANGAN
os Capt Rex Morgan

RICHARD HAYDN
os Earl of Raddiffe

Richard

CENTURY- FOX
Achievement
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Dore Schary, new Executive Vice

President in Charge of Production

at the RKO Studios, is rapidly be-

coming one of the exciting figures

in Hollywood film making. You saw
his handiwork in the amusing but

significant “Farmer’s Daughter and
now in the courageous film treating

with anti-semitism, “Crossfire. We
present here the film credo of Dore
Schary.

The Editors

AN EDITORIAL BY DORE SCHARY

r
|~'His is my credo, the things I believe in deeply, vitally, regard-

ing motion pictures:

I believe in the contribution they have made to the world,

and I II be glad to examine the record at any time with anyone.

It’s something to be proud of, something that everyone con-

nected with the industry is proud of. But we have reached a

milestone. The question now is, where do we go from here?

I believe the answer lies in introducing the many intelligent

adult subjects which have not yet been touched upon. A whole

field of important issues lies fallow and we intend to plow

it. For instance, justice in politics (not partisanship, mind

you) ; respect for law, minority problems. There are great stories

in these issues. I believe audiences will thrive on this more

adult diet. Proof of this is shown in their response to Crossfire,”

a picture in which we pulled no punches in dealing with the

savage, undermining influence of bigotry and intolerance.

I believe that every producer worth his salt must gamble. The
biggest box-office hits have been made by men who were willing

to get away from formula pictures and take a chance. This is

healthy both for the studios and for the theaters. It’s a matter

of leading with your chin and accepting the fact that you may
get hurt. But it’s the only way of making the screen grow up”

and develop a definite point of view on things.

I believe it’s time we spent less and said more on the screen

by the careful preparation of each story. Give a movie a real

story and a real point of view, and you won t need to spend

a million or two to make it worth while. For this reason, I think

that low-budget pictures should be approached with the same

careful preparation as “A” pictures. They should be experi-

mental in nature and should give opportunity to new writers,

directors, and actors.

I believe whole-heartedly in the future of motion pictures.
F
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Clark and Dolly O’Brien, princi-

pals in a romantic rumor

tl)
fB M HEN I first decided to tackle the assignment for

/ H| M a story about my old friend Clark Gable, I thought

V
7 I could write it while I was buying a hat or hav-

V mt ing a massage or taking a nap.

After all I’ve known the King (and that is what every-

one on the M-G-M lot calls Clark Gable, from prop boy

to L. B. Mayer himself) for twenty years.

But it wasn’t that easy, believe me. Some of the ques-

tions I wanted to ask him were pretty difficult. Such as,

“Where does the King go from the top?” And, “What is

in a man’s heart when he has known and lost a great

love? Is it possible to accept a ‘second best’?”

So you see what I mean when I say it wasn’t easy.

However, the chance to talk naturally and easily with

Clark came when he accepted my invitation to appear

as guest on my radio show. As these shows require more
preparation than you might think, it wasn’t just one

conversation but several that I had with Clark about
the things that are ahead for him.

It was on the first of these trips to the house—we were
sitting out in the garden after the others had left—that

we began to relax and let our hair down.

The King, genial, amusing and as handsome as Lucifer,

was stretched out comfortably in the swing, his sport

shirt open at the throat in the ( Continued on page 90)

He stands at the top and has

never had to move over

for anyone. What else lies

ahead for Clark Gable?

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS





Success brought separation to these two

whom poverty could not part. Why? A trusted

friend supplies the answer

BY JERRY ASHER

Principals in the Wilde separation

:
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Pal, Cornel, Wendy. The one you don’t see is hardship
Cornel Wilde stars in “Forever Amber”

A
S this is being written, the Cornel

Wildes are together again. This

writer had hoped for' and ex-

pected this. Less than a week fol-

lowing the surprise announcement

of their recent separation, they

“dined out” at the Chanteclair

Restaurant on the Sunset Strip.

Several nights later Pat invited Cor-

nel to the sneak preview of her very

first picture, “Roses Are Red.”

Sitting there in the darkened •

theater at Santa Monica, they held

hands. This was the moment Cornel

had dreamed about, fought for,

wanted with all his heart. Even with

a dark cloud of unhappiness hang-

ing over them, they felt close- to

each other. It was a very special

evening.

On September 1st, less then a

month after the announcement of

their separation, Pat joined Cornel

in Del Monte, California. They left

shortly afterward for Honolulu,

Hawaii, on a second honeymoon. If

they had failed to reconcile—or now
fail to make it good—then even

blase Hollywood will be keenly dis-

appointed.

The unparalleled relationship of

the Cornel Wildes has been out-

standing in career case history.

Schooled skeptics were frankly

floored when on the morning of Au-
gust 5th, Cornel gave out the follow-

ing statement for publication:

“We regret to announce we are

separating. Our troubles are due
to circumstances beyond our con-

trol. I have (Continued on page 120)
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Blue skies overhead and blue skies ahead for Jack Wrath-

er and bride Bonita Granville, on Palm Springs holiday
It might be dinner at mid-

Lucille Ball gets tips from tennis pro Dave

GiUam. Many great professionals spend

between-tournament time at Club

night or a canter at dawn,

for you do as you please in

this dreamy desert resort

BY ELSA MAXWELL
Color Pictures by Bernard of Hollywood

Spencer Tracy waits while Charlie Farrell concentrates. Out-

door chess, with foot-high chessmen, is popular pastime
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“||ASIS!” travellers on the desert

II used to cry as, sighting a verdant

spot ahead, they leaned forward on

their camels.

“Oasis!” they cry, much the same

way in California today as, sighting

Palm Springs ahead, they lean forward

in their convertible station wagons and

look over the sides of their private

planes.

Without a sojourn at this dreamy
resort no visit to California is com-

plete. Provided, of course, you go there

between September and April. In the

summer ( Continued on page 82 )

The gay social life of the Racquet Club centers around its

pool, which is bordered by small, exclusive bungalows

Frequent visitors to the Club, Paulette Goddard and Evelyn

Keyes combine solid comfort with some solid reading

What Ho! No London fogs for the Rex

Harrisons w'ho get right into the spirit

of an American vacation
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THE TRUTH

Judy and husband Vincente

Minnelli were at a party when

she was reported “dying”

R
UMOR is on the wing—this time carrying tales

about the health of one of the nation’s favorite

stars, Miss Judy Garland. Fans from Maine to

Mexico have demanded that they be told the truth.

Via the press and the radio they have been apprised

that Judy— (a) is on the verge of a nervous break-

down, (b) that she will withdraw from the making of

motion pictures for several years, (c) that she is

going into an Eastern sanatorium for an indefinite stay.

In the heyday of the great Gloria Swanson, rumor
tried to play the same games with that vivacious lady,

even going the last cruel step and decreeing her dead.

Her studio was forced to hire the Astor ballroom in

New York, invite all the members of the press, and

insist that la Swanson, under a silvery spotlight, ex-

change a few words of personal greeting with each of

the guests.

That lady tripped around the ballroom quietly quot-

ing Mark Twain. “The reports of my death,” she

maintained, “have been greatly exaggerated.”

All of which settled the Swanson problem nicely. But
it would take something more than the Astor ballroom

to solve the Judy Garland dilemma, for the issue is

not quite so clean cut. Nevertheless, the hue and cry

should be answered—and answered by fact, available

to anyone in Hollywood who takes the trouble to

look it up.

The first time Judy heard of her “serious illness”

was via the radio while attending a dinner party with

her husband, Vincente Minnelli. Naturally, it sur-

prised her no end. “Could this be I?” she asked.

But Mrs. Minnelli, who, according to the other din-

ner guests, “never looked lovelier,” is a fighter. She
did not propose to take the sentence lying down. She

went straight to the telephone, called the radio station

and, after identifying herself, demanded that the com-

mentator be taken off the air. That is fact. There

were a good many witnesses.

A short time ago Judy gave an interview to an

accredited correspondent. He asked her about her

health. Judy insisted on tipping her bathroom scales

for him to prove that she weighs more now than she

has at any time in the past five years. That also is fact.

It is a further fact that Judy is scheduled to report

for work on the Irving Berlin musical “Easter Parade”

around the first of October. She sat for studio photog-

raphers recently with Mr. Berlin while they were dis-

cussing the story. What’s more, she told friends she

was mighty anxious to do that picture.

Now there comes that (Continued on page 85)



When people say Judy is dying, it’s

time to treat the rumors with an injection of facts

BY ELAINE ST. JOHNS

The studio says the delay in starting “The Pirate” was not Judy’s health bnt Gene Kelly’s sprained ankle

ABOUT
(Jwfy

(jaftlaruta HEALTH
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Betty and Ted

Briskin on “Perils

of Pauline” set

There’s a contented hum to

the glamorous dynamo—now

that love has set the pace

BY BETTY HUTTON

I
’VE got news for you.

I’m in love with a married man—just like the char-

acter in last year’s song. And exactly like her, the

married man is the man I’m married to.

I’m much more in love with my husband than I was the day

we were wed. I didn’t know what the word “love” meant then

—and that’s the truth. Oh, I was mad, wild, crazy about the

guy two years ago on the September day when I became Mrs.

Ted Briskin.

But that, I found out, is not love.

I’d met Ted in a Chicago restaurant. I was there on a personal

appearance date and a big party had been arranged for me at

the swank Pump Room.
But it was just too big. I slipped away from all the people

who were being too glad to see me and went with my hair-

dresser to a cafe where I used to eat when I was in vaudeville.

Teddy came in. I took one look at him and said, “Anybody
that good looking must either be a gangster or married.” Just

the same I flirted with him and he flirted back. It was fun

because he plainly didn’t know who ( Continued on page 115)
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Bob Cummings delivered when Mrs. Vincent won him for a day as prize on krskine

Johnson program. Dale Morgan of MBC and Bob listen as Mr. Vincent gives orders

Hollywood cow-slip: Elsie, the

T
HE first headline in my private file of

Most Memorable Hollywood Moments
reads:

Frank Sinatra Threatens to Punch Me
in the Nose

When Frankie first came to Hollywood

for the launching of his picareer, he looked

like a good kid who could use a break. Two
of my 'syndicated newspaper columns and

two of the guest spots on my coast-to-coast

air column were devoted to interviews with

him.

Now two plus two has a conventional

total of four and in this case should have

led to a beautiful friendship . . . not so.

During the shooting of “Anchors

Aweigh,” starring Frankie and Gene Kelly

I went out to the set to get a follow-up on

the soxers’ swoon-boy for my column . . .

something on the order of “Singer Turns

Dancer.”

%

His Waterloo: Romanoff’s

powder room where . . •

Erskine Johnson, noted col-

umnist, lost his composure!
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Borden cow, presented Erskinc with another problem

After watching the shooting for a few

minutes, I was mentally writing a very

complimentary piece about Frank, when
suddenly he saw me. Immediately, he

stopped the shooting of the scene. Then he

walked over to me and barked, “You’ll

have to have an appointment to talk to me.

Can’t you see I’m busy?”

There ended a beautiful friendship in

the bud. The next day my syndicate car-

ried a column in the “How Big Can You
Get” department.

When my column hit the prints Frankie

must have read it, for one of his “repre-

sentatives” called to assure me that “Mr.

Sinatra had confused me with another

columnist.” This, after I had interviewed

him twice in the column and in person as

guest on my air show . . . also twice.

For the next two years the boy made
many mistakes ( Continued on page 88)

Riotous recollections from a

busy columnist’s past which prove

some things are well worth repeating

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

Frank Sinatra and Alex Stordahl, orchestra

leader, at Beverly Hills Hotel. Frankie

learned that turn-about is fair play!
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Margaret O’Brien of “The Unfinished Dance’

§ does a Jekyll and Hyde every Sunday!

52

Of course, it’s Maggie

O’Brien speaking, otherwise

known these days as

Gun-totin’ Angel

—

and for reasons!

A diamond ring for a fickle femme



9%
1 IMMY DURANTE gave her a diamond

y >| ring. Lionel Barrymore gave her a dia-

mond-and-sapphire pin. Butch Jenkins

gave her mice.

“The mice went away,” Miss O’Brien said.

“Butch went away too.”

“Where did Butch and mice go?”

Miss O’Brien was silent.

There’s mystery here. The Case of the

Vanishing Butch has angles.

Seems Miss O’Brien is the fickle type.

Laurence Olivier was her favorite actor which

was no skin off Butch’s nose because it is well

known that Sir Laurence is no slugger but only

a Shakespeare actor. Suddenly Miss O’Brien

went overboard for Burt Lancaster, the

“Brute Force” man. It was only fan stuff,

nothing personal. But a professional rival is

hardest for an actor to take. Life is hard.

Last word off the teletype, Butch is over in

Arizona eating cactus, going to Military and

getting tougher than a homed toad.

Miss O’Brien is no panty-waist herself.

Appearance is deceptive. Gentle of manner,

speaking little and that in a hush—“soft-

spoken” as we say of gentlemen—she is a

pattern of what our bobby-sox generation

should be; subtle and delicate and considerate,

polite in thought without effusion of manner.
I was thinking how (Continued an page 99)

The Look: A columnist at eleven. Miss O’Brien

feels literary but is definitely going to the dogs

BY HERB HOWE
Photographs by Valeska
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James Thurber’s timid, daydreaming hero comes

to frantic life in Danny Kaye’s scream interpretations of

the dreams that made a man out of Mitty

1.

“It’s the worst typhoon in torty years!” In spite

of the storm and the clinging blonde (Virginia Mayo),

heroic Captain Walter Mitty (Danny Kaye) steers his

ship to safety. Nothing daunts Walter in his dreams!

2.

But in real life Walter is a henpecked timid soul who

spends his noon hours shopping for his mother (Fay Bainter)

and his days in a magazine-publishing office proof-reading

the lurid adventure stories which inspire his escapist dreams

3.

Plans for a new magazine set Walter dreaming

again. He is a famous surgeon, performing an im-

possible operation! Again the blonde, now a nurse,

is on hand to pay homage to the man of her dreams

4.

The angry voice of his boss (Thurston Hall) brings

Walter back to the office! He goes home to dinner with

fiancee Gertrude (Ann Rutherford) and her mother (Flor-

ence Bates). The furnace goes out—and so does Walter . . .



5. ... on a new daydream as Wing Commander
Mitty, terror of the skies and toast of the RAF.

The blonde, with a French accent, persuades

him to do his equally famous impersonations.

6. Next day he meets his dream girl.

She is real—her name is Rosalind—
and she is being pursued by crooks

who want a mysterious black book

7. As an implacable Southern

gambler, Walter dreams he wins

Rosalind on a wager—and proves,

suh, he is not without honor!

8. Walter and Rostdind hide from the crooks in a hat

salon where he immediately dreams he is Anatole, the

rage of Paris, whose hats go to American heads! Rosa-

lind takes 1Valter to her home, is about to hand . . .

9. ... her uncle (Konstantin Shayne) the book when she

discovers he is an imposter and head of the gang. She

hides it before they drug her and carry her away. “Un-

cle” persuades Walter’s family he has been dreaming

10. Confused, Walter decides Rosa-

lind must be a dream, prepares to

marry Gertrude. But as he reaches for

the ring he finds proof she is real . . ,

11. .. and rushes to her rescue. On
the way he dreams he is Killer Mitty,

a Texan cowboy, who shoots to kill the

villain who threatens Rosalind’s honor!

12. Using the technique he learned

from his adventure stories, Walter sets

a trap for the gang—with results that

surprise even the daydreamer himself!



Odds and ends from the

changing Hollywood scene, of girls

and gadgets and gossip

Cocktail hors d oeu-

vre— Vera Ral-

ston’s blouse with

wheat motif, out-

lined in sequins

Neeklace news: The eyes had

it when Evie Johnson wore

her dog-collar to Jack’s

Restaurant the other day

Keyed to dinner

dates: Singer Doris Day

achieves a peg-top look



BY EDITH GWYNN
Photoplay's Reporter-About-Town

W ELL, the battle over the new fall fash-

ion foibles is really on hot and heavy

in Hollywood. So much so that it’s

hard to tell whose “war” is the hottest

—the war between the designers—or that of

the belles who buy the clothes and want to

wear ’em—and the babes who don’t want to

buy them until they see whether they’ll stick

or not. If you’re wise, you’ll wait until things

level off a bit and settle to some sort of a

compromise—instead of the mad extremes

that are on the market now.

Adrian seems to be a lone wolf among the

top designers because he is still garbing his

patrons in the flattering broad shoulders, slim

hips and sweeping evening gowns (while pre-

serving the tiny waistlines so much the vogue)

that enhance the best points of any gal. More
power to him!

Those ballet-length (and some a little

longer) cocktail and evening dresses are

mighty swirly and pretty if you haven’t thick

ankles and feet like shoe boxes . . . because

of all skirt lengths, the eight-inch-from-the-

floor style centers the most attention on your

feet. A gal who can wear ’em is Doris Day,

the singer, who gets her first big role in

“Romance in High C”—she’s a Michael Curtiz

discovery. Saw her at the Patio Room of the

Beverly Hills Hotel in a lovely black moire

dinner dress. Three deep vertical tucks at the

waistline gave the skirt a peg-top look. The
shawl collar of the bodice was off-shoulder

and softly tied in front. She wore cobweb
black hose and very high-heeled (smart girl!)

sandals which laced about the ankle with

black satin ribbon. Little antique diamond
earrings and tiny short black velvet gloves

and a box-like black velvet bag completed
her chic ensemble.

The party of the month was an enormous
dressy shindig in a very rustic setting! I mean
the triple anniversary party that Evelyn Keyes
and John Huston, the (Continued on page 95)

White -witchery: Esther Williams premiered her white

lace and marquisette at a recent picture premiere
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A sudden decision—a short flight

—

French dressing under the Bermuda sun

—

a cover girl—a courtship—a wedding!

BY PAT TIERNEY

“¥,T is time,” announced

I my sister Gene, one
' morning, “that we had

a holiday ...”

We were propped up in

cover girl our twin beds, the break-

fast trays we had fixed our-

selves balanced upon our knees. The

maid who looks after Gene’s apartment

does not arrive until mid-morning.

“Bermuda would be restful,” Gene
went on.

“Bermuda would be divine!” I said

and promptly dialed the airlines.

We arrived at the Islands at three

o’clock one afternoon, three incredibly

short hours after we had risen above

New York. Our first day was strenuous;

for we crowded swimming, bicycling and

tennis into the remaining daylight time.

But after that we enjoyed the rest we
needed; except for one gay spree when
we visited Jennifer Jones and Anita

Colby who were vacationing two islands

away. We went ( Continued on page 113)

Bob Young, an old friend, shared

Gene’s enthusiasm for beach sunning

Gene’s Bermuda tan started

with a home-made recipe!

Vacation reunion:' Gene

and former school chum,

Mrs. Bo Bramson of Denmark
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PHOTOLIFE OF

S
URELY you’ve heard of the

“young man of the moun-
tain”? His name is Gregory

Peck—and he’s on top of the

world in more ways than one.

You see, Greg really lives on

a mountain, in a home he built

for himself and his family.

From the time when his life

began at La Jolla as the son of

a druggist until he hit his star

stride, there were some tough

climbs for Gregory. Yet once he

reached Hollywood he made the

astounding record of starring

in his first two pictures and

starting his third before the

public ever saw him in “Days
of Glory.”

He climbed to movie prom-
inence with such film triumphs

as “Valley of Decision,” “Spell-

bound,” “Keys of the Kingdom,”
“The Yearling,” “Duel in the

Sun.” His latest picture, not yet

released, is “The Paradine Case.”

Where did he get all his en-

ergy? The answer lies perhaps

in this panorama of his life.

BY LYNN PERKINS
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trips to Yosemite—he learned to ride and shoot

2. This is that gay college blade, Stroke Gregory Peck,

in
1 ^8—before a fall on a slippery pier put an end

to tus athletic career. Greg’s energies turned elsewhere

4. Back in college as an English major, he earned

tuition looking down throats of cars for insurance

underwriters. No stethescope was needed for this job

!

3. Two years of study convinced him he’d never be happy

as a doctor. So he took a truck-driving job, which meant

eating hot dogs at roadside stands most of the time



5. After graduation Greg decided to be-

come ail actor. A two-year scholarship at

New York Neighborhood Playhouse even-

tually led to a role with Jane Cowl in

“Punch and Julia” in Washington, D. C.

6. Oil tour with Katharine Cornell in “The Doctor’s Dilemma,”

he met—a beautiful blonde, of course. She was Greta Kukonen

from Finland, Miss Cornell’s make-up artist. He married her

no i oil it: 01 Gnifjjo^pKk,

7. Then Greg heard the siren song: “Go West, young man,” so the Pecks

went to Hollywood. He made such a hit that when Jennifer Jones decid-

ed to pull a gun on her boy friend in “Duel in the Sun” it had to be Greg

62

8. He learned Chinese for “Keys of the

Kingdom,” skiing for “Spellbound.” At

heart he’s still an English major—his

hobby, of all things, collecting words!



9. As the staid, dignified English barrister in

“The Paradine Case,” Gregory Peck gives one of

the most outstanding performances of his career

1 ] . Mr. and Mrs. and the Peeks’ good boys. Steven

the baby gels all the attentio/i these days. But watch

young Jonathan; the son of the “young man of the

mountain” won’t remain in the background all Jiis life

10. In some ways life is pretty much the same

—whether you are the son of a La Jolla

druggist or a famous Hollywood star—you

chop wood when you want to keep warm



Shirley and Rory Calhoun rehearse a scene from “Thai Hagen Girl”

BY

For fifteen years people

interpreted Shirley Temple to

the world—now she

interprets herself!

[ u\ MAN walked over to me the other day as I was
getting into my car. He was a sedate man in his

fifties and I knew there was no need to look for a police-

man. “Hello, Shirley Temple,” he said. “I want to tell

you how much I enjoyed your pictures when I was a

boy.” He tipped his hat and walked away.

After he was gone, I didn’t laugh. The man meant to

be complimentary. He had his own idea about Shirley

Temple and there was no way I could change it.

It was a nicer idea than that of the woman who stopped

me later in Bullock’s Wilshire. She stared down at me
and then announced in a voice like a steam whistle, “Why,
it’s Shirley Temple. I haven’t seen you in four years

—

when we had that lovely talk in that little bar. You
haven’t changed a bit.”

I smiled and felt silly but I (Continued on page 93)

The John Agars are rehearsing a

cradle song. He’s in “War Party”

>
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wtom letter

Are these two married or not? How long are they going

Dealt (jiuj/ cmdu G^ai£

:

You’re in love—deeply, seriously in

love. No, it’s not from the columns

and magazines I’m quoting, although

they’ve said it often enough heaven

knows.

It’s from first-hand observation,

hearing it from your own lips, watching

you sitting across the room or moving

about my kitchen. It’s reflected in your

voices, your eyes when you look

at each other. And it’s a pretty wonderful

thing to behold, this love with its

roots reaching down into complete

understanding.

What’s standing between you two and

the culmination of your dreams?

Since you seemingly know you’re for

each other, why not begin together

to build that wonderful life that could be

yours?

When you two handsome people fell in

Gay Madison of “Honey-

moon.” “She knows,’’ he

says, “I’m a one-woman man!’’



to play this cat-and-mouse game with the public, asks

SARA HAMILTON

love, sparks flew and ignited the imagina-

tion of your fans everywhere. They
were all for it. And how could they help

it? Even blase Hollywood turns its

head when you pass by.

Time has proved the test of your feel-

ings, so why the delay? This is the

question being asked by all of us, even

those very fans who have made you both

stars.

Remember, Hollywood is a place of

quicksands. Precious things can bog

down in the demands of careers, the flux

of rising or receding fame. Don’t risk

losing what you have by this cat-

and-mouse game, if that’s what it is.

Even you, Guy, say, “She keeps me
under a constant strain,” though you say

it with that I’m-loving-it tone in your

voice. Then you turn to Gail and
demand almost impatiently, “Don’t you?”
“Yesh,” Gail finally answers with

that comical little (Continued on page 123)

Gail Russell of “Variety

Girl.” She carries a -golden

treasure in her pillbox



Fink and Smith

Their Sealyham, Jason, was named too soon!

She hates small talk and parties. She

adores babies and puppies. She’s shy,

she’s charming—this Deborah Kerr

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Christmas has a new meaning for Deb and husband Tony

I

T happened at a Hollywood party. Robert Taylor

was standing in a comer of the room, looking

over the guests,,when he noticed across the room

a slender girl with glorious auburn hair and green-

blue eyes. Turning to the man next to him, Bob

asked: “Who’s that girl over there?” The man told

him it was Deborah Kerr. “She’s beautiful,” said

Bob, and went on raving about her. The man looked

embarrassed, finally broke in: “Incidentally, old

man, I’m her husband!”

Bob is a sample of how this beautiful twenty-six-

year-old British-Scotch star has taken Hollywood,

as the redcoats could never have taken Valley

Forge.

Every top star at Metro wants to make a picture

with the lass. Gable got her for “The Hucksters.”

Pidgeon whooped with joy when she was assigned

with him in “If Winter Comes.” Spencer Tracy wants

her. So do Van Johnson, Van Heflin, Bill Powell.

Even Mickey Rooney wouldn’t say no to Deb.

“Americans are so generous with praise,” says

Deborah. “So much more so than the British.

There are stars here I worship and adore. I long

to say to Garbo, for instance, ‘I think you’re won-
derful.’ And to Clark Gable. (Continued on page 118)
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Whether it’s a short cut to

romance or the long road to

success—the mercurial Mr.

Grant plans it to perfection

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

S
OME years ago when Cary Grant

first came to Hollywood he dated

a girl in Pasadena—a long

twenty-five'miles away. Before the

freeway was built one passed every-

thing but the Taj Mahal getting

there.

For several evenings Cary made
his romantic pilgrimage along bridle

paths, around mountains, over riv-

ers and through the patios of an-

tique shops, arriving on the dot,

tired but triumphant.

Then one day he got a pal of his

who owned an airplane to fly him
back and forth over the route. He
made extensive maps indicating a

right turn here, skirting two stables

there and all in all charted the

shortest possible path to Pasadena.

He still remembers it.

Since then, after much off-and-on

i



The listener— incentive to talk

research, he has discovered the

quickest way of pulling on his socks

for making that early - morning

studio calL

This academic approach to geog-

raphy and hosiery is characteristic

of Cary, the perfectionist. “All of

us are perfectionists to some ex-

tent,” says one star who’s worked
with him. “But believe me, it’s lit-

erally a matter of life or death with

Grant!”

It’s also a matter of his more
serious side. A side usually lost

in the pleasant shuffle of observing

his deeply tanned face, blue-black

hair, electric brown eyes, his hearty

laugh, breezy greeting and debonair

dimple in his chin.

He’s quicksilver, this gentleman,

Grant. A man of mercurial moods

—

philosopher (Continued on page 125)

The life-of-the-party—electric!

The comedian—this was the

beginning of a mirth out-

break in a prison cell in

“Bobby-soxer.” Cary’s next

is “The Bishop’s Wife”
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The star of “The Lady from Shang-

hai” in her living room. Note idea

planted in center of coffee table

H
OUSES reflect our thoughts just as much as do

our bodies.

So mused Rita Hayworth a little grimly as she

shut the door for the last time on the ornate canyon-

top mansion she had shared with Orson Welles.

Certainly this showplace with its lushly islanded pool

was no true reflection of herself. Nor was her life

with her show-off husband.

Both were due for a drastic change. Divorce took

care of the marriage . . . And a small house in

secluded Brentwood, where tall trees drip shade over

the roofs, and flowers spill across the green lawns,

has taken care of the other. Of white-painted brick

and clapboard combined, it is cool, comfortable,

charming—a mirror of the woman who lives in it.

Inside the house its mistress, who’s a lavishly deco-

rative item all in herself, put comfort ahead of smart-

ness. By coincidence, the two qualities came out

neck-and-neck with a part of the coincidence pro-

vided by Wilber Menefee, Superintendent of Set

Decoration at Columbia Studios, and therefore,

expert on interiors.

First of all, the house is furnished with color.

Literally that. Color doesn’t cost you any more than

the price of good paint and the possession of a

harmonious eye.

For instance, in Rita’s house, nowhere is there any

pattern, period or ruling “scheme.” Just color—so

synonomous of Hayworth, and vice versa. Rita has a

fondness for solid colors in (Continued on page 112)
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A little lacquer, a bolt of cloth, a little planning and

a lot of work give you star ideas for your own. home

The Colonial-California

house—sharp contrast to

the canyon-top mansion

Rita shared with Welles

The lacquered lamp table in Rita’s

bedroom records the slightest sound from the nursery

BY DOROTHY DEERE

You can trim your corners and your budget by using

scepic wall paper in the Hayworth manner



The line forms to the right—if the

form has the right lines for a

more fascinating feminine finish

BY ANITA COLBY
Photoplay's Beauty Editor

B
OYS will be boys . . . and girls, you will be glad to

hear, are going back to being ladies. For the first

time since the war years, feminine lines are coming

into their own again. The result—an entirely new look

for women.
Watch your stars carefully—-the stars on the screen

that is—for that “new look.” You’ll see Betty Hutton

for instance, with a whole new personality in “Dream
Girl,” created for her just through Edith Head’s com-

pletely feminine and ladylike clothes designs. Before the

ink was dry on Edith’s sketch, Betty had purchased the

screen dream for her own personal wardrobe.

You won’t recognize that dynamo of melody when you

see her trim figure encased in a black faille cocktail

dress with pencil-slim skirt (really long) and full-flared

overskirt to give it the rounded hip feeling. Pink tulle

sprinkled with silver sequins is lightly tucked in the

center of the bodice and on the sides to give the new
shawl-effect.

And artful Ava Gardner, aware of the lovely feminine

line given by a bouffant skirt, has added a Sorel import

—a French Bianchinni pure silk taffeta gown—to her

wardrobe for fall evening wear. The skirt is six yards

wide! And the waist! A delectable line that could easily

be spanned, as in grandma’s time, with two hands. Ava
carries out the “new look” in the butterfly strap (over

just one shoulder and lined with tissue faille), the other

shoulder tantalizingly bare.

But don’t be lulled into a false sense of relaxation by

this subtle softness. For what dresses like these do to

your posture—and vice versa! No more spines like wilted

string beans. That back must ( Continued on page 86)

The old look influences the new. Period

gown worn by Joan Fontaine in Univer-

sal-International’s “Ivy” illustrates

importance of lovely shoulders
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In the modern mood: Ava Gardner of “Singapore,” whose formal frock stresses

the new vogue for bare shoulders and tiny waistlines



N a summer evening, a little more

than three years ago, Catherine

McLeod and her married sister

Mary Jane O’Brien were sitting on the

front steps of her sister’s modest bun-

galow in Alhambra, California, talking

girl talk.

Suddenly, breaking in on Mary Jane’s

chatter, Catherine said, “I am going to

be a movie star.”

Only half heeding this irrelevant in-

terruption Mary Jane said absently,

“Really, dear? What for? So you can

meet Clark Gable?”

Catherine returned, “With me, it is

not a dream. It is a carefully planned

project. I have saved a thousand dollars.

I have made a set of rules to follow.

The thousand dollars will finance me
while, according to my rules, I play the

game.” There was a slight pause. Cath-

erine added quietly, “I’ll win.”

Mary Jane said, “I wonder . . . well,

maybe . . . my goodness, you do make
me think of, let’s see, Jennifer Jones, or

maybe it’s Teresa Wright. Or Claudette

Colbert.”

Catherine interrupted. “One of my
rules is to try not to look like anyone

else. Resemblance to a risen star can

be fatal. I hope to avoid comparisons.

‘The first rule is to have enough

money to carry me while I campaign.

That, thanks to what Dad left me plus

what I have earned, I think I have. The
second, to put myself in the hands of

an established agent. The third, never to

go to a studio (Continued on page 97

)

MW mb
With the movie magazines to guide her and her own set

BY GLADYS HALL

Catherine McLeod of “The Fabulous Texan” prefers to relax at home

of rules to stick by—she’s arriving right on schedule



Ella ltainos ... Charles Boyer and Howard Hawks knew

what they were doing when they brought Ella

—

about to go into rehearsal for' a bit part in “Oklahoma”—to

Hollywood. With her first picture she was a star . . . Ella

is married to Major Robin Olds, former all American grid

ace at West Point . . . Her next picture will be

Universal-International’s “The Senator Was Indiscreet”

Brave this year’s fashionable winds in the

newest of new plaid coats, by Jaunty Junior.

Plaid also comes in navy and black or

brown and green. Sizes 7-17. $50.00 at Rosen-

baum Co. (Better Coats), Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and Franklin Simon & Co., New York, N. Y.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manu-
facturer listed on page 110.



Tiwo ways

You’ll be smart—and exciting—in this black

velveteen vest and jersey skirt by Madison.

Vest, $5.95. Skirt, (which comes in all high

shades) $8.95. Sizes 9-15 and 10-18. At L. S.

Ayres & Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind„ and

Strawbridge & Clothier (Sportswear Dept.),-

Philadelphia, Pa. Broadcloth blouse by Sid-

ney Heller. About $9.00.
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to influence people

Lois Collier: She wanted to be a missionary

to China—until she played an angel in a

-Sunday School cantata. Not too long after

that—when she was fourteen—she

left her home town, Salley, S. C., to study

the drama in New York. You saw her as

“Eileen” in Irving Berlin’s “This Is the

Army.” So did Universal-International to

whom she has, ever since, been under

contract. Her latest film is “Slave Girl”

A heavenly date dress dreamed up by Minx
Modes. Note the tucked hip pockets and
shoulders that give you the sought after

rounded fall figure. Evergrand crepe in pale

green, blue or pink. Sizes 9-15. Under
$20.00 at Saks-34th (Junior Dress Dept.),

New York, N. Y., and Davison, Paxon Co.

(Davison Deb Dept.), Atlanta, Ga.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manufacturer listed on page 110

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



Romaine Crepe

Photoplay Patterns, V
205 East 42nd Street, ^
New York 17, New York ^
Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) tor which %
please send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Jane j

; Greer—"Out of the Past” dress in size (Circle size V
1 you wish) 12— 14—16—18—20. ’'y

X My name and address is: \

; /

2 Name 1

Street ^

City State -T ^

PHOTOPLWS PATTERN OF THE MONTH . . .

. . . is the smooth sophisticated dress Jane Greer

wears in RKO’s “Out of the Past.” The simplicity of

this dress and its matching turban, designed by

Edward Stevenson, provide a perfect foil for acces-

sories. You will find the wide shaped belt figure

Mattering. Make this dress of wool or jersey for

school or business. Make it of satin or crepe for a

date dress. If you choose the crepeback satins shown

here we suggest the dull reverse side be used for

belt and turban. All fabrics by Skinner. (For other

views see page 110)

For more fashions see page 103

"Starkist” Satin



THIS WONDERFUL NEW WAY TO COLOR LIPS
Not Greasy— Not Dry

Nothing on Your Lips at All But

Lovely, Smooth Color

Something very different and heavenly has been

created! A completely new, much more

attractive kind of beauty for your lips— beauty so

exquisite, so perfect, there has never been anything

like it and you’ll never again be content with

anything less eye-catching, less flattering. I have

worked seven long years to perfect my LIPCOLOR
principle of lip make-up. Now it is ready for

you to enjoy.

So Very Different from ‘Lipstick’

It looks like lipstick and you apply it like lipstick,

but oh! how beautifully different it is! Imagine!

With my LIPCOLORS your lips will no longer wear

a thick, pasty coating. They will wear nothing but

concentrated color that stays and stays and STAYS,
never piling up, never caking— never, never,

NEVER deserting your lips in patches. Just sheer,

flattering beauty, and every minute of every

hour— right thru cocktails— right thru dinner—

your lips will look and feel very well dressed,

and much softer, much smoother than ever before!

How to Discover Your Most Flattering Lipcolor

I have fashioned my ‘LIPCOLORS’ in seven really

breath-taking shades. Read about them here, then

ask to see the Lady Esther Lipcolor

card at your favorite department

or drug store. This card shows

exactly how each Lady Esther

Lipcolor will look on your

own lips.

TAX EXTRA

There are Seven

Heavenly LIFTOLOHS . . • STARDUST—For night only—startlingly beautiful on anyone under electric light... REDDER THAN—So clear, so very red! Oh, so provocative ...

STAR RUBY — An exquisite gem ruby hue sprinkled with the blue from sapphires . . . CRIMSON BRONZE — A quietly racey brown red that sings clearly but softly . . .

BRIDAL PINK—The freshest , rosiest pink ever... MOONDUST—A soft fuchsia that gathers golden glamour under nighttime lights . .

.

COY SIREN—An audacious scarlet—with a disarming aire.

Lady Esthrr

P
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Both are lovely on the table . .

.

can you tell which set costs the most?

Palm Springs Spree

(Continued from page 45) months the
temperature rises to 125° in the shade
For Palm Springs lies in a desert valley
almost entirely encircled by mountains.
Yet Mt. Jacinto, towering above the rest,

is snow-crowned a good portion of the
year. The town is approximately 120
miles from Hollywood, three hours by
motor, forty-five minutes by air, in a
Navion, say, such as Veronica Lake and
Andre de Toth use for their Palm Springs
commuting.

Visit the Springs with a movie star and
you’ll likely stop at the Racquet Club,
owned and run by Charlie Farrell and his

beautiful wife, Virginia Valli. The Far-
rells, whom I admire for their courage
and imagination, live at the Club in the
style to which they became accustomed
when they were movie stars about a dec-
ade ago.

When Charlie and Virginia announced
they were going into the desert to start

this club their friends, not believing they
would really do it, said carelessly, “You're
crazy! You’ll be lost without the movies.”

Charlie and Virginia grinned. “You’re
crazy! We’re going to bring the movies
to us!” Whereupon their friends, con-
vinced they meant it and therefore that
they toere crazy, kept silent.

O
F course you like fresh, colorful Place Mats for your table! But don’t

think that such sets must be expensive. The blue set, as illustrated

above, cost $17.50 . . . the yellow cost $34.50. Yet, because they were

both luxury starched with unit*, they look equally smart and inviting.

You 11 like unit, the superior starch that makes cotton look and feel like

linen. Use unit for all washables . . . easy directions are on every package.

OF

T IS A R EG I

RADE- MARK
3RN PRODUCT!
INING COM PA t

£W YORK, N. Y

UNIT
PERFECT LAUNDRY STARCH

.

MAKES COTTON LOOK AND FEE! LIKE LINEN
PC.P R. CO..

.ADDS THE T&ue/C
ss

T
HE Racquet Club consists of small ex-
clusive bungalows built in the woods and

around the pool, blue as the canopy of

clear desert sky overhead. It’s at the pool

that luncheon is served, that gin rummy
is played in the afternoon and around
which the social life of the club centers.

And frequently you find Paul Lukas and
other stars on the tennis courts close by.

Paul flies down at every opportunity to

play with the great professionals who
spend much between-tournament time
there, or with Billy Wilder, his most in-

teresting non-professional opponent.
Last spring, when I was a house guest

of the Darryl Zanucks, I lunched at the
Racquet Club with Sam Goldwyn—and
thought I must be back in Hollywood. Rita

Hayworth and David Niven, having just

come out of the pool, were lying on their

tummies in the sun. A handsome couple
they were too. And I can tell you there
most definitely was a desert romance un-
der way at that time, regardless of what
may have happened since.

Spencer Tracy was there, playing chess
on the eight-foot-square chessboard com-
prised of lawn and flagstones, with foot-

high pieces.

ft was to the Racquet Club that Gene
Tierney repaired last winter to recuperate
from her sprained ankle. Janet Blair and
her husband, Louis Busch, frequently
weekend there. Paulette Goddard and
Burgess Meredith run down at every op-
portunity, as do Evelyn Keyes and John
Huston.
The food at the Racquet Club is divine

and a great credit to Charlie Farrell’s

father who runs the kitchen. Divine and
expensive. But, then, nothing in Palm
Springs is inexpensive. It’s like any other
resort. The daily rate is about twenty-
five dollars and up. At the Doll’s House,
for instance, a favorite spot of Cornel
Wilde and Pat Knight in their happy days
together, the curry—which I must report

to be most excellent—is about $4.00 a por-
tion. It’s the same at Pago Pago where
they turn on the rain at will and, hearing
it drench the roof, you think romantically

of the South Seas—and life is as dreamy
as the Pago Pago proprietors meant it to be.

The Zanuck house, like many others, is

adobe style. The swimming pool sits di-

rectly between the main house and the

guest house which I occupied. The Doug-82



las Fairbanks and the Reggie Gardiners
were guests too. So were Rex Harrison
and Lilli Palmer. And weekends six or

seven other stars would arrive. The Zan-
uck children were home on a holiday
and Darrylin, who is a great swimmer, had
a boy who was training for the Olympic
games as a house guest so he could train

in the Zanuck pool. It was very gay. One
weekend there was a dance for 159 beside
the pool under the stars, which shine
brighter there, I think, than anywhere
else in the world. I know the moon hangs
closer to the earth. You really feel if you
could reach just a little higher you could
touch it. Peggy Ann Garner came down
for that dance. So did Barbara Whiting,
whom you’ll remember as Fluffy in “Junior
Miss.”
Breakfast at the Zanucks is served

whenever you arise or return from a ride

in the hills, horseback riding being a
pleasanter pursuit before the sun gets too
high. Luncheon, depending upon the day’s
program, is served anywhere between
twelve and four. And often enough it is

close to midnight before you leave the
dinner table.

P
ALM SPRINGS has one main street and,
by the same token, one paved street.

Here gay throngs parade in open cars, on
bicycles and on foot. Window shopping is

fun, for the swank shops along this main
way are tempting with their bright resort

clothes and wonderful riding boots and
belts and harness. There’s a drugstore,

too, where you’re likely to discover Lana
Turner or one of the season’s glamorous
debs considering a bottle of sun-tan prep-
aration or imbibing a double beaker of

orange juice. There’s a movie theater on
this “boulevard.”
And, farther along, is Desert Inn, the

genesis of Palm Springs. Like the Racquet
Club, Desert Inn is a series -of small build-
ings but here they are set in a lush tropical

gai’den. And a very exclusive inn this is

too. If you plan to lunch there look to

your credentials. At the dining-room door
they will be sure to ask, “Will you please
check in at the desk first.” The desk, if

it considers you properly dignified and
well-mannered, will give you a ticket to

the dining room. Otherwise you will be
told they are filled up. Perhaps you will

meet Shirley Temple and John Agar at

the Inn. You’re more likely, however, to

see an industrial tycoon and his family,
one of the officers of Bethlehem Steel,

perhaps, or a Du Pont.
An incredible change from the days

fifty-odd years ago when Nellie Kaufman
hung out her shingle with “Desert Inn”
inscribed on it. For the story of Palm
Springs is the story of this plucky woman.
With her husband and two small sons,

she lived in the Middle West. However,
her husband was tubercular and a dry
climate was essential. So she gathered to-
gether her family and all their worldly
possessions and started out. Across the
prairie she drove, over mountains and
into the desert. And one afternoon, be-
cause night was coming, she stopped at

a funny little place with an Indian name
that boasted one old broken-down road
and scattered Indian dwellings.
The next morning when the sun came

up over the mountains the air was like
wine, trees grew in little clusters, wild
flowers covered the valley floor and some
of the encircling mountains, including Mt.
Jacinto, wore crowns of snow. Deciding
to stay, they built a ghack. Every day
Mr. Kaufman was a little stronger. Out-
side their shack Nellie Kaufman hung a
sign: “Coffee. Sandwiches. Home-made
pie and cake.” Travelers, crossing the
desert, remembering the flavor of the cof-
fee and sandwiches and pie and cake they
bought at that ( Continued on page 851

NEW! Color with COME-ON! Color with FLARE!

powder and lipstick!

Two parts feminine, one

part fire— Fiesta, the

most talked-about powder

shade that ever came out

of Hollywood! On your

skin, it glows like an angel

—yet Fiesta kindles

that glint in his eye!

Add Woodbury

color-freshness , last-

ing cling, heavenly

fragrance ... and say

yes to Fiesta today

!
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to meet every woman's needs

• Modess Regular in the familiar blue box. Ideal for

average needs ... it’s the size most women use. A luxury

napkin— so soft, so comfortable, 8 out of 10 women in a re-

cent test reported: no chafing with Modess! And wonder-

fully absorbent!

• Modess Junior in the green box. A slightly nar-

rower napkin. For women and girls of all ages who find

a smaller napkin more comfortable and amply pro-

tective. Modess Junior size gives you the same luxury

softness and so-safe protection as Regular size Modess,

• MoJessSuper in the orchid box. Extra absorbent,

extra protective—yet soft and light as a cloud. Ideal for

days when you need above-average protection. Every

Modess Super (Regular and Junior sizes, too) has a

triple, full-length safety shield.

Product of Personal Products Corporation 0 Makers of Modess, Meds, Co-ets, Yes Tissues, Sanitary Belts

All 3 sizes - Now on Sale af your -favorite store



(Continued from, page 83) little shack,
came to look for the sign another time
and told others who would be passing that

way to look for it too. Mr. Kaufman grew
strong enough to help the boys and his

wife build another shack in which motor-
ists could be put up for the night. A new
sign went up—“Desert Inn.”
Today only a handful of people can tell

you the Indian name by which this valley
used to be known. The Indians, however,
are still there, living in ramshackle clus-

ters of houses beyond the livery stable

and within a stone’s throw of the elegant
clubs and the pink, yellow and white ha-
ciendas which the Hollywood stars and
producers, among others, have built there.

Often as not the land upon which these
clubs and houses stand is Indian owned.
For every other mile of Palm Springs is

Indian reservation and although they can
rent their property by the year they can-
not sell it.

Thus a large portion of fashionable
Tamarisk Road is Indian-owned. It is

here that Harold Lloyd has his place.
Next comes A1 Jolson’s. On another road

the Jack Warners recently acquired a
house. William Powell and Diana Lewis
might be called Palm Springs fixtures.

They arrange their working schedule so
they can stay there almost constantly dur-
ing the winter season. Rudy Vallee has
a house there too—and this year he has
leased a theater where he will present
legitimate plays. Ann Sothern and the
Frank Sinatras have houses. Rosalind
Russell and the Bob Hopes rent. So does
Jinx Falkenburg when she comes out
from the East. Joan Crawford prefers La
Quinta, a few miles and date groves far-

ther on.

And now Edgar Bergen, together with
Harvey Firestone, has started a develop-
ment between Palm Springs and La Quinta
which will be known as Desert Palms.
Already streets are being laid out and
Edgar tells me he expects this venture to

keep him healthy all his life and to make
him a fortune.

A fantastically healthy place, Palm
Springs! Fantastically beautiful too . . .

Oasis!
The End

The Truth About Judy Garland's Health

(Continued from page 46) other rumor
that she was wrestling with a nervous
breakdown. Judy was in the East, all

right. She was in New England and,
among other things, she attended the
Tanglewood Music Festival conducted by
Koussevitzky, and strawhat theater per-
formances in the surrounding area.

Then there was the matter of “Annie
Get Your Gun.” “Annie” unwittingly
loosened a load of bird shot in the air for

the rumor mongers because the reports
that Judy was to do the picture were fol-

lowed by other reports saying tests were
being given other hopefuls around the
M-G-M lot. All of which was true. But
figure the time schedule for yourself.

With “Easter Parade” getting under way
October 1st, Garland wouldn’t be free

until the first of the year, if then. So, if

the studio wanted to get rolling on “Annie”
before the winter was half over they’d
have to use another star.

EVERTHELESS, we cannot evade the
evidence that Judy Garland has been

overtired. She has put behind her
what might be mildly referred to as a
strenuous year. She and her husband re-
did their hilltop home in preparation for a
blessed event. She gave birth to a daugh-
ter, Liza Minnelli, by Caesarean section.

Her doctor advised a four to five month
rest before she started work on “The
Pirate” with Gene Kelly. She used that
rest period to have a good deal of nerve-
wracking dental work done.

Nor was there anything unusual in the
fact that she worked part of the time on a
“closed set”—a set from which visitors

are barred. Many stars do so at all times.
In this instance Judy had a tough row
to hoe. Everything was done to make it

as easy as possible—one surmises—and
visitors have a pretty disrupting influence.

Talk to those grips or prop men who
worked those closed sets. They’ll tell you
when Garland works for rehearsal or for a
turning camera, 180-pound men go home
tired from just watching her. When she
sings, she sings! When she dances, she
dances! At the end of a picture the girl

is weary.

Rx: REST. Short trips around the coun-
try. Where? The only chance a star has
to get a real rest is to keep that a secret.
Judy has not always been on the gravy

train by a long shot. It was not until she

hit the ripe old age of fifteen that she
made the big time—in Hollywood. She has
never taken an honest vacation since then.
She took time off to have a baby. She
went to New York on her honeymoon.
But New York, for a big star, is not a
restful vacation. Yet Judy Garland has
turned out consistently fine pictures as
regularly as anyone in Hollywood.

It is hard to believe, when you see Judy
Garland, that she has been a top-ranking
star for nine years. She looks incredibly
young to have carried the burdens of
stardom for so long a time. There must
be stamina behind that piquant little face,

those fine bones and deep eyes that light

to such beauty on the screen but which
shadow so quickly when she isn’t well.
Her first marriage was heartbreak and

failure. It was not until she married Vin-
cente Minnelli that Judy found someone
with whom to share her work; if anything,
shared too much of her work—and she
has been kept constantly busy denying
rumors that all is not well with them.
Vincente is Italian, sensitive, tempera-

mental, with a deep love for and under-
standing of music. The advantages of un-
derstanding also have the disadvantages of
two temperaments. The trick is that they
don’t both develop temperament at the
same time according to Judy. When they
do there is an uproar.
There has been one such and very

likely there may be another. They are
two high-strung artistic people—and when
nerves complicate the picture, as they
must when Judy forces herself beyond
her endurance, differences that a more
phlegmatic couple might take in their
stride are, of course, further exaggerated.
(Editor’s Note: The persistent gossip that
Judy and Minnelli will find it difficult to
reestablish their old basis of relationship
and go on together continues. However,
there are no rumors that they do not
work together harmoniously.)
So under the spotlight of available facts

the pieces seem to fit together. Judy Gar-
land has put a big year behind her. She
has borne a daughter. She has worked
hard. She went East for a rest, and upon
her return retired with her baby and
nurse to the beach—to rest some more.
However, she promises she will be back
before the cameras within the year to sing
and dance her way more deeply than ever
into America’s hearts.

The End

beautiful motion picture actress,

starring in “The Trespassers" a

Republic Production,.
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make YUllll lips more thrilling!

Here is the most important charm

discovery since the beginning of

beauty. A “lipstick,” at last, that

actually can’t smear—that really won’t

rub off—and that will keep your lips

satin smooth and lovely. It isn’t a

lipstick at all. It’s

a lush liquid in the

most romantic shades

ever! And so perma-

nent! Put it on at dusk

—it stays till dawn or
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I he New Look

BORDERLINE ANEMIA
can put ugly, tired lines on your face!

Thousands who are tired and pale may find renewed energy-
restore healthy good looks—with Ironized Yeast Tablets

SO many young girls watch the fresh

color and beauty fade from their

faces — wonder why tired, unflattering

lines appear. They should know that

such effects can come from a blood
condition. If you have them, you may
have a Borderline Anemia, due to a

ferro-nutritional blood deficiency.

Yes, your red blood cells may have
shrunk and faded—they may be weak-
ened to the point where they cannot

transmit full energy to all your body.

Borderline Anemia steals your
energy, endurance! And results of med-
ical surveys show that up to 68% of

the women examined—many men and
children—have it.

How Ironized Yeast Tablets

Build Up Your Blood and Vigor

If your color and “pep” are waning
—and this common blood condition’s

to blame, take Ironized Yeast Tablets.

They are formulated to help build up
faded red blood cells to healthy color

and size. Continuing tiredness and pal-

lor may be due to other conditions—so

consult your doctor regularly. But in

this Borderline Anemia, take Ironized

Yeast Tablets to help build up your
blood. Take them to start your energy
shifting back into “high”—to help re-

store your natural color. Take them so
you can enjoy life again!

*Resulting from ferro-nutritional blood deficiency

BORDERLINE ANEMIA
why it can make you

TIRED • PALE • LISTLESS

Energy-BuildingBlood. This
is a microscopic view of
blood rich in energy ele-

ments. Here are big,
plentiful red cells that
release energy to every
muscle, limb, tissue.

Borderline Anemia. Many
have blood like this;
never know it. Cells are
puny, faded. Blood like

this can’t release the
energy you need to feel

and look your best.

(Continued from, page 74) be as straight
as an arrow, the way grandmother’s was
in her heyday; the neck proud, the shoul-
ders straight.

Despite the rounded hips of suits and
dresses, make sure the curves belong to
the dress, not to you! Don’t think you
can get away with hiding a multitude of
poundage beneath. Start on the old bi-
cycle exercise again . . . and walk . . .

walk . . . walk. Golf, swimming and ten-
nis are also wonderful sports for banishing
“stenographer’s spread.”
And, with the new tiny waists and full

skirts, milady (if she’s going to be a lady)
can’t afford waistline spread either. A
minimizer, or small corset, is either built
into, or used as a decoration for many of
the new fall clothes, but it won’t hide
what exercise and diet should have taken
off long ago.
For firm muscles in this department,

Ella Raines, before she goes to work in
“The Senator Was Indiscreet,” has this
morning routine. Stand barefoot with feet
about ten inches apart. Lift arms above
the head with hands locked, keeping pos-
ture correct, tummy flat, bottom in and
back straight. Bend far to the right and
then to the left twenty times. Play fair

and don’t lean forward, Ella cautions, and
you’ll have her perfect twenty-six-inch
measurement.
Of course, the new look is influencing

our coiffures too. Soft and neat is the
feeling. Naturally, your hair-do will con-
form with the new hats which are really
hats for a change and not just a gar-
land of flowers or a feather. Most of
the Hollywood glamour gals are wearing
chignons, braids and curls high enough to
avoid collision with the great coat collars

(worn very high in back).
Because these coats have such lush col-

lars fashion dictates no hats in some in-
stances. That means a lot of attention to
hair grooming. Constant brushing of your
top knot, no matter what basic style you
choose, is more important than ever. A
weekly shampoo to keep your hair soft

and fragrant, plus the brushing, should do
the trick.

S
HOULDERS are so important, too. Did
you notice the beauty of Joan Fon-

taine’s shoulders set off by the period
clothes in “Ivy”? This is the kind of
loveliness you must have to go with the
charming chiffons, laces, and organdies
now in vogue. A bath brush and a good
pure soap are the best known prescrip-
tions for keeping your back and shoulders
clear-skinned and beautiful.

To achieve perfect ladylike harmony of
face, neck and shoulders, be certain to

use cosmetics that create a dewy unmade-
up look, and a complexion as soft as this

year’s fabrics.

It perhaps is unnecessary to point out
to you that you can’t be a lovely lady
and ever, ever neglect personal daintiness.

Ilka Chase has been quoted as saying
that the trouble with women is they don’t
know how to scrub! And my friend,

Steve Hannagan, the well-known publi-
cist, once said: “If you don’t think a smell
counts . . . ask a fox.”

So be a soap-and-water girl. By all

means select your deodorant carefully,

experimenting until you find one that

suits your special needs. Remember, too,

the cleaner your body, the fresher your
clothes will remain.

It will take a little more time and effort

on the part of all of us to fit ourselves into

the frame for the new Portrait of a Lady.
But, we’ll be dressing up a great deal more
and what girl doesn’t like to dress up?

The End

Q^n/nwec/, Wo/tce/ifoafa/

Ironized Yeast
TABLETS
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if. A softening lotion that helps bring

hands endearing natural softness. Its

luxury lanolin (just one of its soften-

ing ingredients) is the “first cousin”

of your skin’s own natural moisture.

2. A protective lotion that helps “glove”

your hands against roughness, redness,

drying, chapping. Helps keep hands soft,

lovely . . . despite wind and cold, daily

dishwashing and soap and water cleansing.

PROTECTS AS IT SOFTENS...

CONTAINS LUXURY LANOLIN

You start falling in love with it, the first wonder-
ful moment you feel its luscious touch on your
skin. So rich. So creamy. (Never sticky or

greasy!) So new—Woodbury Lotion is beauty-

blended to protect as it softens. At drug and
cosmetic counters, 10c, 25c & 50c—plus tax.

Or write for free see-how-wonderful sample.

/^ffcr^^MAIL COUPON FOR PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE

Your own hands will show you the wonderful
difference in Woodbury Beauty-Blended Lotion.

Mail to Box 56, Cincinnati 14, Ohio.
(Paste on penny postcard if you wish.) (565)

.State.
Please print name, address plainly. Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only.

P

MADE BY THE MAKERS OF FAMOUS WOODBURY FACIAL SOAP AND OTHER AIDS TO LOVELINESS
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use lampat!
How could she lead the active

life she does if she didn’t have
Tampax to depend on during

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR
those miserable days each
month?... Tampax is that dif-

ferent kind of monthly protection you
have heard about—worn internally with-

out any belts, pins or external pads

whatever! It’s a very modern product

indeed, invented by a doctor and now
sold at practically all drug and notion

counters in city or country wherever you
live. And that’s a fact!

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

There is plenty to tell about Tampax! It

is fashioned of pure surgical cotton com-
pressed in those slim white applicators

for dainty insertion. Your hands need
not touch the Tampax and you don’t feel

it when in place. It cannot cause bulges

or ridges under a dress. And when dis-

posal time comes, Tampax has only 1/15
the bulk of the "other kind.’’

No chafing. No odor. Quick to change.

Wear it in your tub or shower. Millions

of women depend upon Tampax every

month. The Economy Box holds four

months’ average supply. Three absorb-

ency-sizes to choose from— Regular,

Super, Junior. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

I Can't

(Continued from page 51) and I reported
each one faithfully. And each time, one
of his “leg-men” would come to me with,
“Really, Erskine, Mr. Sinatra didn’t know
it was you on the ‘Anchors Aweigh’ set.”

But nothing came in person from Frankie
until the day he sent me this wire from
New York: “Just continue to print lies

about me and my temper, not my tem-
perament, will see that you get a belt
in your vicious and stupid mouth.”

Lies, he called them. My reply was
simply, “I’ll be in my office any morn-
ing. Don’t bother to open the door,
Frankie, come through the crack.”
Then after three years of beefing with

me, Frank Sinatra takes a poke at another
columnist, Lee Mortimer.
When that tempest hit the headlines, a

certain newspaper chain started accusing
Sinatra of being a Communist. That was
too thick for me. I don’t mind a private
scrap but fair play is fair play. In my
column and on the air, I came to Sinatra’s
defense. I didn’t believe he was a Com-
munist and said so.

That evening at home we were at the
dinner table when the phone rang. My
nine-and-a-half-year-old daughter an-
swered. She is a Sinatra fan and she had
that pale purple swooner’s color when she
rushed back to me gushing. “Daddy, oh
Daddy, Sancfrinatra’s on the phone . . .

I mean . . . Oh, it’s Frankie,” and she
swooned.
My six-year-old son, reared in strict

anti-Sinatraism, rushed upstairs for his
baseball bat as I went to the phone.
Sure enough, after three years, it was

The Voice which said, “Hello, Erskine . . .

this is Sinatra. Heard your program while
driving home this afternoon and I almost
fell out of the car. I want to thank you
for coming to my defense.”

Well, that was that ... it is a memorable
moment to have a love crooner offer to
poke you in the nose. It’s completely out
of character. I autographed my picture
and sent it to Frank Sinatra for future
identification purposes, and am continuing
to fill out my collection of Crosby records.

I
HAD an air show five times a week and
no giveaways. This, mind you, when

most any woman could get up and make
a fool of herself for three minutes on the
air and walk out with a refrigerator on
her back. I wanted a good clean prize,

and no fumadidles needed to win it.

So I picked Bob Cummings, wrapped
him in cellophane tied with a big blue bow
and bid the ladies write me letters.

Mrs. Joe Public could write a letter

explaining what she would do with Bob
Cummings for a full day, if she won him,
and the best letter would win the prize.

The runners-up would get wrist watches.
Joan Leslie, Irene Rich and Gracie Allen,

the judges, spent weeks reading the 50,000
letters received. Bob Cummings read the
letters, too. He grunted and groaned,
laughed and protested.

“I hope this gal doesn’t win,” he said of

one. “There’s a limit to how far this thing
can go, prize or no prize.” Some of those
women really had right bright ideas.

Mrs. Edith Hudson Vincent of Delmar,
Delaware, was the winner. Her letter said:

“If I had Robert Cummings for a day, I

would ask him to come and help clerk in

my husband’s grocery store, because I

would like to see how a movie star acts

when he gets with folks in a small town
in a real life situation. In the evening, we
could show him a little local night life.”

Gracie Allen brought me the winning
letter . . . “Tell Bob to take his corn plas-

ters with him,” she said.

Forget

Bob and his wife, Mary, flew to New
York and the next morning hopped over to
a field near Delmar, Delaware. Just be-
fore their early morning take-off, Bob
sent me a wire from New York.

“This is the day Stop I’m scared to
death Stop how did you get me mixed up
in this anyway Stop”

I waited and wondered all day, then Bob
called me in Hollywood that night from
Delmar. This is what he said: “The
Vincents are swell people and I’ve had a
whale of a day. OUCH! Mrs. Vincent,
that’s Edith, the winner, met us at the
airport, took us to her college, then WBOC,
the Mutual station where she heard about
your contest. OUCH!, we went to the
grocery store and met Bob, her husband.
Did you know that peas are not just
peas? There are small peas, large peas,
medium grade, dry and canned in No. 2
or No. 31/2 tins or frozen. And why didn’t
you tell me about those infernal cash reg-
isters? I’m $2.21 short for the day.

“I ran my legs off, and so did Mary. Big
rush at the store. There ought to be a
Society for the Prevention of, OUCH!,
Cruelty to Grocery Clerks . . . I’ll be presi-
dent. After work, went to a good home-
cooked dinner at Edith and Bob’s. What
a meal, the Derby couldn’t touch it. Fried
chicken and all the trimmings.

“Later, at a local night spot, we found
out it was Edith’s birthday . . . and the
whole town turned out to help celebrate
it. Mary and I haven’t had so much fun
in years. OUCH! I wish Edith had won
me for a week, we’d like to know these
people better.”
Before I hung up, I asked Bob what all

the ouching was about.
“I’m soaking my feet in Epsom Salts

and Mary’s pouring boiling water on them
. . . OUCH! I’m scalded.”
The contest was a success, Bob and Mary

Cummings had the time of their lives and
Edith had her movie star for the day.
But the reason she entered the contest

was to win a wrist watch as a runner-up!

F
OR nine months in Hollywood, between
columns, I was a press agent for a couple

of mad men named Gene Towne and Gra-
ham Baker. Our job was to push motion
pictures with anything we could think up
along the publicity line. I was stuck with
a picture called “Little Men,” a picture no
one would want to see if they gave away
a gross of bubble-gum with each admission.
One morning I sat at my desk swearing

at Towne, Baker and the whole bloody
business, when I spied a picture on the
back of a magazine. It was Elsie, The
Borden Cow, shown in her boudoir at the
Chicago World’s Fair.

Brain storms hit suddenly in Hollywood.
I remembered that in the picture “Little

Men,” Kay Francis had to milk a cow. I

wired the Borden Milk Company an offer

for Elsie to be that cow.
Borden wired right back . . . “Great,

don’t worry about a thing, we’ll take care
of all expenses and plug your picture in

our ads.” I was a genius, I thought.
Elsie completed her engagement at the

Chicago Fair, climbed aboard her special

car on the Santa Fe Chief with her nurse,
her vet and the President of the Borden
Company. I released the story of “Elsie

Goes to Hollywood to Be a MOO-vie Star.”

We paraded The Milk through Los An-
geles streets in a special truck with a

white picket fence around it down to the
Ambassador Hotel where she entertained

the Press at a “Pasture Luncheon.”
Elsie took up residence on the RKO lot

to await her call to the cameras. It was
getting to be Elsie’s picture by now. She
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reported for make-up one morning at 7:30
milking time, got her false eyelashes and
they shot her scenes.
When the picture was almost ready for

preview, we planned a reception at Ciro’s.

To keep the gag rolling, Edward Steven-
son, fashion designer on the RKO lot, made
Elsie a low-cut glamour girl dress for the
occasion, John Frederics created a hat for

her. Everyone wanted to get in the

act. Other concerns made silk hose and
shoes for her extremities.

Borden’s assured us that she was night-
club broken, so at the cocktail hour, I

took Elsie into Ciro’s, stood her in a pink
spotlight in the middle of the dance floor.

An English butler was engaged to an-
nounce the 350 invited guests and two milk
maids dressed in tin buckets and little else

stood by Elsie to make the introductions.

On the stage behind her, a string en-
semble serenaded with “How Ya Gonna
Keep ’Em Down on the Farm” and the
whole soiree was a moo-ing success.

The next morning, the whole of Holly-
wood awoke to a scandal. Elsie was going
to have a baby! And I didn’t even know
she was married!
The studio wanted her for retakes, some

of the scenes needed a change or two, but
she had gained weight. That presented a
problem, but not for long. They rewrote
the picture, and changed the ending to

climax in Elsie’s Blessed Event. And that’s

how Beulah was born.

Elsie wept milk-punches when she left

Hollywood, but the rest of us took the
straw from our ears and celebrated.

It was a year later that I read of her
tragedy. Elsie was headed for another
cocktail party and the report said that she
fell off a truck and broke her neck. But
for anyone who can read between the
lines, the truth is evident. She saw the
picture, “Little Men,” and took the short
way out.

J
OHN GUNTHER has been “Inside Eu-
rope” and “Inside Asia” but I claim the

distinction of having beer; “Inside the
Ladies’ Room at Romanoff’s.”
Barbara Barondess, an interior decorator

of note in our town, met me for lunch at

Romanoff’s to give me the lowdown for my
column on how she had decorated the
homes of the stars.

She mentioned a number of the more
popular names whose mansions had felt

her tasteful touch and wound up with, “I

also decorated the Ladies’ Room here at

Romanoff’s. Would you like to see it?”

I swallowed an imaginary bone from the
chicken a la king on my plate and mum-
bled something about “some other time.”

“Oh, it’ll be all right,” she fluttered.

“I’ll see if the coast is clear.” With which
she swayed off in the direction of the
inner sanctum, and a moment later popped
her head out the swinging door and
crooked a finger at me.

I never walked stark naked through a
crowded church, but I couldn’t have been
more embarrassed than I was on that
fifteen-foot stroll toward that doorway.
Once inside, she bubbled on about “See

this,” and “See that,” and “Isn’t it the most
beautiful Ladies’ Lounge you ever saw?”

It seemed futile to point out that I was
not a frequenter of Ladies’ Lounges, dec-
orated or not. All I wanted to do was get
hence. La Barondess was leaning protec-
tively against the outside door, playing
Horatio to stem the tide of intruders
who might interrupt our tour of inspection.

I took a quick look around, took mental
note of some French can-can dancers
painted on the walls and rushed out in an
atomic exit just in time! Hedy Lamarr
stood just outside the door, rummaging
through her purse in search of a nickel.

The End
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You will enjoy using these lovely new occasional dishes by Federal— they are

popular and practical for many uses. Unusually attractive in pattern and contour,

they have all the lustre and sparkle of clear, brilliant crystal, for which Federal

is justly famous. Really, they are so lovely, and so very inexpensive that you will

want several of them. You will find them, too—at your favorite store—for as

little as 5c to 10c each.

THE FEDERAL GLASS COMPANY • COLUMBUS 7, OHIO

Mister "King"

(Continued from, page 40) informal man-
ner he prefers when he isn’t “done up”
for a movie. At forty-six—and he doesn’t
deny a year of it—he is still one of the
best-looking guys that ever ingratiated
his way into a woman’s heart—including
mine.

It was after one of those comfortable
conversational lulls only old friends can
enjoy that I asked him, “Where do you go
from the top?”
The swing rocked on a couple of times

before Clark said, “You keep on going.
There isn’t a place anyone ever reaches
where you don’t keep on going straight
ahead—particularly where your work is

concerned. Believe me, Louella, you are
through when you begin to think you’re
on top. That is the mythical place where
you start sliding down!”

“That’s just the point,” I argued. “You
don’t ever slide! ‘Adventure’ wasn’t a
good picture but ‘The Hucksters’ put you
right back on top! Were you really angry
with the studio during those long months
when you refused script after script be-
tween those two pictures?” That rumor
had certainly been well circulated—even
to the point that Clark was retiring.

“Of course, I wasn’t angry with them,”
he answered quickly. “The studio was just
as eager as I to make my comeback after
the war a successful picture. I admit I

didn’t like the story of ‘Adventure.’ But,
I blame myself as much as anyone that it

wasn’t as good as my earlier movies. The
trouble was, I had war jitters. Like every
other guy back from the service, I was
nervous and restless. I was pressing too
hard. We were all pressing too hard. Re-
sult—-it was all very de-pressing!
“When it was over, I realized I was

going to have to get away for awhile and
fight this thing out by myself. When ‘The
Hucksters’ was first submitted to me, I

didn’t turn it down because I didn’t like
the script or the story. I just wasn’t ready
to tackle another picture so soon.
“So I went away on fishing and hunting

trips with an occasionaal fling in New
York, dining or dancing with a pretty girl.

And all of a sudden the kinks were ironed
out. I was raring to get back to work.
Why, at one time, I even thought of retir-

ing, and am I glad I didn’t! Lucky for me
that no one took me seriously.”

T
HAT dancing-dining-with-a-pretty-girl
reference gave me just the break I had

been waiting for. “Do you think you’ll
ever marry again?” I asked, hoping the
words didn’t sound as though they jumped
out of my mouth. When I had asked that
same question several years ago, he had
said: “No, I’ll never marry. I had the best
in the world in the love of Carole Lom-
bard, and there can never be another
woman to take her place.”
This time Clark didn’t reply immedi-

ately. He seemed to be deep in thought.
Then—“I don’t know,” was the unexpected
answer, “I can’t say for sure. It gets
awfully lonesome living alone. Do you
think there is a chance for happiness,
after you have been so in love in another
marriage?”

I knew what he meant. Carole had given
him a special kind of companionship, as

well as deep love. They had so much fun
together. She brought so much gaiety to

the relationship.

But I said what I really felt—that if

he gets the right girl there should be
happiness in congenial companionship.
“They’ve tried to marry me off often

enough,” the flash of his teeth revealed
that lovable old Gable grin. I’m sure we
were both thinking of the long string of

charmers “rumored” as having caught



Gable’s heart. There were—Virginia Grey,
the beautiful blonde actress, to whom (to

quote the columns) “Clark always re-
turns;” Dolly O’Brien, the sophisticated
New York matron for whom he was sup-
posed to have “carried a torch” when she
married Jose Dorelis. Dolly has since

divorced her husband and is now in

Hollywood. Clark takes her out and has
had her at his ranch. They also spent a
weekend at Santa Barbara with Constance
Bennett and her husband, Colonel Coulter.
At first I had thought this was “it,” but
I’ve changed my mind. After seeing them
together at the Zanuck party I am confi-

dent it is not serious. While Clark is very
courteous he doesn’t act like a man in love.

And believe me, I have seen Clark when
he has been head over heels in love.

Also on this list, are: Millicent Rogers,
Miss Money Bags, herself, who followed
Clark to the Coast on several occasions;
Iris Bynum, a Hollywood beauty with
whom he dined and danced several times.
Then there was Anita Colby, the glamor-
ous girl executive, who would give up any
date, any time, for Clark.
We saluted the parade of beauties silent-

ly before Clark said, “If I do marry again,

it will probably be sudden. Unless you
have the girl already, marriage is one of

those things you can’t really plan for the
future, Louella. Sure, you can hope you’ll

find the right one, but you never know
when or where if ever she’ll come along.”
He went on, “I have a friend who was

a confirmed bachelor. If he told me once,
he told me a million times he would never
get married. Then he meets a girl, knows
her a few weeks, and the next thing you
know I am in San Francisco being best
man at his wedding.”

That’s an old story that invariably
amuses men when it happens to the other
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DON’T KEEP US

IN THE DARK

about the man and

woman star you’d like to see

in color in Photoplay.

Write in their names below,

paste it on the back of a

penny postcard and mail to:

Color Portrait Editor, Photoplay,

205 E. 42 Street, New York 17, N. Y.

bright spot of the

My Name

(Ed. Note.: We regret this cannot
mean you individually will receive

color portraits of the stars. It means
the pictures in full color of the

stars who receive the most votes

will appear in Photoplay.)
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No smart woman has to be sold on
how important vaginal douching is.

But she certainly should learn that

NO other type liquid antiseptic-

germicide tested for this use is so
powerful yet so safe to tissues as

zonite. Scientists tested every gener-

ally known antiseptic and germicide

they could find on sale for the douche.
And no other type proved to be
so powerful yet so harmless.

Cautions Against Weak
Or Dangerous Products

Pity those unfortunate women who,
because of ignorant advice passed on
by friends, use ‘kitchen makeshifts’

in the douche such as vinegar, salt, or

soda. By now they certainly should

know better. These are not germi-

cides in the douche. They can’t
possibly give the great germicidal

and deodorizing action of zonite.

zonite positively contains no
phenol, no mercury—no harsh acids

—over-strong solutions of which may
damage tissues and even impair the

functional activity of the mucous
glands.

zonite is non-irritating, non-burn-
ing, non-poisonous! You can use it

as directed as often as needed without
the slightest risk of injury.

A Modern Miracle Developed

By Famous Surgeon and Chemist

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing, clinging waste sub-

stances. Helps guard against infection

—it immediately kills every germ it

touches. You know it’s not always
possible to contact all the germs in the

tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable living germ
and keeps them from multiplying.

Complete directions for douching
come with every bottle.

Zonite
FOR NEWER

yjeminine /itjyiene

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new

Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently

published — mail this coupon to

Zonite Products, Dept. PP-117, 370
Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Name_

Address_

.
State_

fellow and, as per custom, Clark was
laughing about it now.

“If a girl, the right girl, came along in
your life—which type would she be?” I

put in while I had him on this hook. But
do you think I could pin down a smart
Huckster like Clark?
“Types really don’t matter,” he hedged,

“I have been accused of preferring
blondes. But I have known some mighty
attractive redheads, brunettes, and yes,

women with gray hair. Age, height, weight
haven’t anything to do with glamour.” He
must have realized he had tipped his hand
a little here for he quickly admitted:

“I’ll beat you to the question. Yes, I am
intrigued by glamorous women. And be-
fore you jump in with ‘What’s glamour,
papa?’ I’ll tell you what it is to me.

“It’s that inner something that inspires

a woman to express outwardly, ‘I’m some-
thing special and distinctive.’ I don’t mean
conceit or vanity, two awful traits. Maybe
this will explain what I mean—a vain
woman is continually taking out a com-
pact to repair her make-up. A glamorous
woman knows she doesn’t need to.

“Take Joan Crawford—she’s a queen of

glamour, dressed to the teeth and knowing
what she is doing every minute. Deborah
Kerr has another type of glamour—the
charm of sweetness and femininity. Ingrid
Bergman’s glamour—and she is one of the
most exciting women of today-—is the gla-
mour of complete naturalness.”

C
LARK raved so particularly about Ava
Gardner, I asked him especially about

her. “No,” he laughed, “I’m not in love
with Ava. It isn’t anything personal that
makes me believe she will go far. Perhaps
as far as Lana Turner or Jean Harlow.
“Ava just has what it takes. The first

day we worked on ‘The Hucksters’ I was
worried about her. It was at my suggestion
that she had accepted such a small role

and I wondered if I had done right in urg-
ing her. She was in fast acting company
with Deborah, Adolphe Menjou, Sydney
Greenstreet and Keenan Wynn. Then I

took a look at the rushes. ‘Gable, my boy,’

I said to myself, ‘Every man for himself.

That girl’s good.’

“That is what I mean when I say there’s

never a goal you can reach and then relax.

These newcomers are constantly fighting

to get there too. When you’re there, you’re
fighting to stay. If you want a good career,

you have to keep at it all the time.

“I cannot understand some of these kids
who think they are all set the minute they
get a studio contract. How can they go out
dancing every night when they have work,
and good hard work to do? No one can
loaf with more enthusiasm than I—but I

still believe that when I have a job to do,

nothing in the world comes ahead of it.

“You just can’t accept the good things

this business gives you—and refuse the
responsibility. I feel it is up to me to read
good books and see plays that might make
good pictures for me and that this is as
much my job as it is the studio’s.

“In a way I’d like to get back to the
character of some of my earlier hits—the
tough guy with an all-right heart. I don’t
want to be a James Mason, heaven forbid.

It’s swell for him, but I couldn’t do that
woman-slapping sort of thing well. But
find me another ‘Boomtown,’ ‘San Fran-
cisco’ or ‘Red Dust,’ and I’ll be happy.”
He was getting up now and we walked

together toward the house.
“With all your arguments about my

having no place to go from here, Louella,”

he said, “you’re dead wrong. Every picture

I make, every experience of my private
life, every lesson I learn are the keys to

my future. And I have faith in it.”

And that philosophy, my friends, is what
makes Gable what he is today—still King.
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The Shirley I Know

(Continued, from page 64) didn’t say,

“Madam, I never saw you before in my
life. Four years ago I was fifteen and I’ve

never been inside a bar.” The woman
wouldn’t have believed me.
And then there’s another group that

says, “When you were a little, little girl, I

bounced you on my knee.” One week I

counted up the people who told me that.

There were twenty-seven of them. Some-
times I wonder how I had time to make
any pictures if I were being bounced on
so many knees.

If this confuses you, just remember it

confuses me, too. After all, I’m Shirley

Temple and I ought to know something
about myself. But I end up sometimes
wondering, “Who am I?” Right now I’m
going to try to answer that question.

When I was young, Mother never showed
me any stories about myself in magazines
or newspapers. Later I could read them
if I wished. After reading a few I stopped.

I was recognizable in them, but somehow
it was always some other person’s concept
of Shirley Temple and, in many cases,

an idealization. I’m no princess or tin-

goddess and I wouldn’t want to be either.

I’ve had a good life and a fortunate one.

I love my work—acting. I work hard at

it. And I have my share of vanity. I like

to feel I’ve brought people pleasure on the

screen. But it was an accident of fate,

of timing, that gave me the chance.

I

’M NINETEEN years old and sometimes
my feet hurt and sometimes I have

headaches. Frequently I want things I

can’t have, and won’t get. Often I’m angry
with myself and often I’m disappointed.
That makes me like lots of other girls.

Sure, there’s a difference. I’m in the
movies, have been for a long time.

That has made me public property, like

the Smithsonian Institution and Grant’s
Tomb. As a result, almost everything I’ve

done for years has been publicized. Some
stories have been true. Others have been
lies.

Long ago I learned not to pay any atten-
tion to the lies. Now I’m trying to get my
husband, Jack Agar, to treat them the
same way. But it’s harder for him as he’s

newer to the movie world and gets riled

by stories which make me giggle.

When he’s really irate, I tell him my
favorite story. I was five when a chain of
European newspapers printed a story that
I was a thirty-year-old midget with two
children. One newspaper even sent a cor-
respondent to Hollywood to ferret out the
real facts. He was probably disappointed
when he discovered I wasn’t a midget.
The most annoying stories these days

are the ones that have our marriage break-
ing up. Not long ago one appeared and
gave the inside “dope.” It seems we were
splitting because Jack liked to listen to

symphonies on the radio and I liked mur-
der mysteries. If Jack had been able to

find the author of that story there would
have been a murder and no mystery.
But here’s one story that I’m happy to say

now is true . . . Jack and I are looking for-
ward to having our first child in the early
part of next year. We’re naturally both
excited about it and terrifically happy.
I’d like it to be a girl and Jack says he
doesn’t care what it is “as long as it’s a
boy!” That’s a man for you. As far as the
name of the child goes, we’re still looking.
But neither of us want “it” to be a “junior.”

I’ll continue acting as long as I can
before the baby is born. But when she

—

or he—is very young I’d like to stay home.
After the baby is a little older I’d like to
go back to work.
You see, I get jittery when I’m idle. It

UUt&Uf !

But now Fresh brings you a new, more

effective, creamier deodorant to give you

carefree underarm protection. Only
Fresh can give you this patented combi-

nation of amazing ingredients.

New Fresh is the most effective cream de-

odorant you have ever tried . . . we think

you’ll agree! Yet dresses are safe from rot-

ting . . . normal skin is safe from irritation.

New Fresh is delicately perfumed, delight-

ful to smooth on . . . doesn’t dry out.

But don’t take our word for it. Test Fresh

— see if it isn’t the best deodorant you’ve

ever used.
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1. I enjoy a "new" kitchen monthly by changing to

new Royledge patterns on shelves, cupboards,

etc. For a penny a day, my kitchen always sings

with color

!

2. I put color harmony in closets, decorating shelves

with gay Royledge patterns that match room
colors and sparkle up the room.

3. I make old lamps look new, trimming with lovely

"left-over" Royledge designs. So easy, such fun.

See exciting neiu Royledge colors and patterns

now! Doubl-edge Royledge is shelf lining paper

and. edging all-in-one—place on shelf and fold.

At 5-and-10's, naborhood, hardware, dept, stores.
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MILES 1

When your nerves occasion-

ally get Jit-Jit-Jittery try 1
Miles NERVINE. Use only
as directed. All drug stores 1
—two forms—Liquid Nerv- 1

L
ine or Effervescent Tablets.

NERVINE

As Your Daily

Mouthwash

Notice its delightful flavor and pleasing results

was some time after I finished "Honey-
moon” and “The Bachelor and the Bobby-
soxer” at RKO that I started in “That
Hagen Girl” and I really got restless. But
now Im busy again and am looking for-
ward to working with Jack in his first
picture, John Ford’s "War Party.”

I ve always had ideas on how I’d like my
abmft f£

med
fu
y a

,

nd after talking to Jackabout them the decorator and I had greatfun putting the plans to work. We’r

e

g
liv-mg m a charming home (at least we think

so) we had built for ourselves in WestBos Angeles. When anyone exclaims aboutthe house I purr like a contented cat.fm proudest of the way we redid the
downstairs-because I did this all myself

re!r rm h
ldo11 collection has always been

P • t s been turned into a play room—a dancing room, really—with panels thathave landscapes on them. The panels canbe drawn back to show off the dolls. I
still get additions to the collection and Ilove exhibiting them.

ill ping. When I have to get clothes, I do
it as quickly as possible. I like simple
lines and unbrash colors. I do let myself goon hats and evening dresses. Some of mine
are giddy. But for everyday wear I stick
mainly to suits.

I have a great many faults and I think
I know most of them. My temper, for in-
stance. When I get mad I cover it up.then it simmers for awhile and I finally
blow up. Usually at something trivial
You might say I have a delayed-take
temper too delayed. I’m trying to cure
that.

I also suffer from “foot-and-mouth”
disease. Nearly every time I open mymouth I put my foot in it. I’m trying to
be less outspoken and, even harder, trying
to keep some of my thoughts to myself.
Another of my failings I blame on hered-

lty. Anyway, on my father. That’s my
habit of kidding with a straight face. I
find that sometimes it hurts people’s feel-
ings, which is the last thing in the world
I want to do.
Jack helps me a lot with one big fault.

I can’t remember names or faces. I could
get away with it as a child and Mother
always covered for me. But now I’m onmy own. Luckily, Jack has a memory like
a traffic cop and can tip me in whispers.

I m looking forward to being old enough
to vote because I feel like a citizen. I got
that feeling as I grew up during the war.
The hospital tours were largely respon-
sible. I’d walk miles through the wards
and rooms, talk with wounded men, visit
with boys from all over the country.
And, long before the term “One World”

was coined, it seemed like one world to me.
I received letters and dolls from every-
where. Many of the dolls were dressed in
native costumes. They all had the same
bodies, the same number of features—two
eyes, one nose, one mouth, two ears. It
was only the dress that differed.
National boundaries didn’t exist for me.

The people who wrote me, regardless of
the language, all seemed to be the same
kind of people, interested in the same
things,

,

seeing the same moving pictures.
It didn t matter what their color or creed.
That s why the headlines, the stories in

the papers about international squabbles
and arguments, never seem quite real to
me. There isn’t much difference between
people.

All I really want out of life is to live a
useful existence in private as Mrs. John
Agar and a useful existence in public as
Shirley Temple, an actress who can give
people a little pleasure. That seems to me
the most wonderful life anyone can have
—useful, full and happy.

The End
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Promenaders

(Continued from page 57) director Lewis
Milestones and Dusty Anderson and direct-

or Jean Negulesco gave at the Huston
ranch (in San Fernando Valley) to cele-

brate their one-, twelve- and one-year-
wedding anniversaries respectively. And
what a lovely setting it was! The low
rancho rambles between two knolls and
has an enormous porch the whole length
of the place (seemed about a mile long)

that was set with plaid-clothed, candle-
lighted tables for the two hundred and
more guests. A huge buffet and bar in-

doors (where a small hot band provided
dance music) and another dining and
drinking arrangement outdoors furnished
“refreshment” from nine p. m. until the
sun was actually high in the heavens!

NE of the reasons guests stayed so late

was the wonderful impromptu enter-
tainment furnished at the piano by Johnny
“Body and Soul” Green, with Georgia
Gibbs, Betty Garrett (Larry Parks’s wife)
and Sono Osato, the little Japanese dancer
in Hollywood to make a picture, dishing
up songs like mad while Danny Kaye and
Edgar Bergen, who usually do a lot of

entertaining at parties themselves, just

stood around and applauded. A big bunch
of the younger star-set kept the place
jumping—and if you don’t think that
Robert Mitchum is a jitterbug de luxe,
you don’t know your “cats.” Teresa Wright
and Mrs. Doug Fairbanks sat most of ’em
out, because both should be welcoming
Sir Stork as you read this. But Van and
Frances Heflin, Ann Rutherford, Ida Lu-
pino and her big moment, Collier Young,
Cesar Romero, the Dana Andrewses, Joan
Fontaine (in a lovely strapless dress of

heavy white lace, heart-shaped bodice and
full skirt), the John Garfields—and oh so
many more—tore up the floor. Lana
Turner, there with Ty Power (natch!), was
wearing a black satin gown, her pretty
feet glimpsed below the hemline which
was about six inches from the floor. Bodice
was tight with panels of smooth black
marquisette over the shoulders. It also had
a corset effect, with lacings up the back!
Waistline was longish, the skirt very full,

with a four-inch band of the black mar-
quisette finishing off the hemline.

I must have been prophetic, for when I

ran into the Cornel Wildes that evening,
I started to introduce Mrs. W. to someone
and asked her, “Do you want to be intro-
duced as Mrs. Wilde or Miss Knight?” Pat
looked quizzical—glanced toward Cornel
and then said, “Well—I don’t know—I’ve
made two pictures

—
” A few days later they

announced their separation! Career trouble,
no doubt. Two careers. Some people really
take it big. Too big!

A recent big premiere brought out the
glamour pusses in droves. Looking
charming because of her simplicity was
Esther Williams in a white lace and mar-
quisette evening gown, the top of which
was a moulded-torso line of white lace
over nude and finished with a stiff cuff
of the marquisette at the hip line. From
there fell a very full bouffant skirt. Esther
wore white suede gloves with this gown—but we can’t imagine why.
Roz Russell was there in a dark red

chiffon evening dress, bare on one shoul-
der—the other covered by a continuation
of the drape of her bodice that ended in
a long scarf.

Odds and ends worth mentioning are
Evie Johnson’s silver-plated “dog-collar”
that she wore to La Rue for dinner. It

caught a lot of eyes besides Van’s. The big-
gest thing! And she has a bracelet to match.
That stunning “salad-bowl” of a hat was
really something too. A big inverted mush-

"The girl who canI say no /

That’s Betsy, all right! Hasn’t said "No” to good-

tasting Gerber’s since the doctor started her right

from the first on Gerber’s Cereals. And how she goes

for Gerber’s Strained Foods—from carrots to custard!

But a girl’s never too young to

watch her figure. So, when Betsy’s

ready for Junior Foods she’ll get just

the right-size portions—with Gerber’s.

Only Gerber's Junior Foods come in

the same size container at the same

low price as Strained Foods.

Thousands of babies can’t say “No” to good-

tasting Gerber’s. And, more doctors approve them.

So start Baby on Gerber’s— keep Baby on Gerber’s!

For FREE SAMPLES of Gerber’s 3 Cereals, write to Gerber’s,

Dept. FI 1-7, Fremont, Mich.

© 1947, G. P. C.

erber’s
BABY FOODS

Fremont, Mich. — Oakland, Calif.

3 CEREALS 18 STRAINED FOODS 13 JUK'IOR FOODS
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TWO PIECE SUIT!

New Longer Length

Here it is— your loveliest,

most important suit, to

invite the loveliest, most important events in your-

life! New, longer jacket, flaring out at the hips in

a full, flirtatious, double peplum. The top tier of

the peplum and the jaunty collar smartly match

the skirt. New, longer skirt with zipper closing.

Superbly tailored of sleek, rich rayon faille. In

enchanting colors:

Kelly Green and Black; Royal Blue and Black; Scarlet Red and

Black; Kelly Green and Brown. Sizes 9-11-13-15-17.

COME IN OR MAIL COOPON

IMKiP
275 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Retail Shop, 19th Floor

> PREVIEW FASHIONS, Dept, mfi ii «>

111 275. Seventh Avenue, New York I, N. Y. PI

Z Send this- lovely dress on approval. I’ll pay postman
$7.98 plus postage and C.O.D. charges. If not delighted, "I® I may return dress for refund within ten days. If prepaid, A

S we pay postage. In New York City add 2% Sales Tax. ®
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room of gray felt (worn rather back on the
head) and trimmed with rows and rows
of black sequins. A wonderful lid for
simple black dresses or dressmaker suits.

Casual, yet dressy enough to be worn on
any daytime occasion is the two-piece suit
that serves so many purposes for Vera
Ralston. It’s a light-weight doveskin wool
crepe with a top of soft coral and has a
form-revealing seafoam skirt. It has an
ascot and snug-fitting belt of black and
white taffeta. With it go white doeskin
gloves, black kid pumps and bag. Vera also
has a good looking cocktail dress that
consists of a black crepe skirt gathered
slightly in front, with a simple white crepe
blouse that has a black sequin trim (a
spray of wheat heavily accented by a
graceful outline of the black sequins too)
at the left shoulder. A stunning black
Persian lamb jacket goes over the combi-
nation—and it has full sleeves, a fitted

waist and flares slightly around the hips.
And speaking of coats, I’m crazy about

the one that Janis Paige calls her “com-
forter.” She wears it to market—or to
“make her mark” any time of day. And
though it’s of a bright coral shade, it

would be a real comfort to anyone in any
color. It’s a mass of fullness from shoulder
to hem, great full sleeves, with turn-back
cuffs, great big pockets with double flaps
and even its tailored collar has “big ears.”
It has large, self-covered buttons. The
kind of a coat you can wear wrapped
around you, belted or buttoned—and vary
the color of the belts as well.
And here’s a suggestion, thanks to Bonnie

Cashin, the fashion designer. She has one
of the best-looking fall coats in town
that she calls a “horseblanket” coat. She
bought a beautiful red and white blanket
at a saddle shop, had it made into a coat
with a full swing back and only one seam
(down the back) and set on a yoke. You
couldn’t ask for a better looking sports
job—and for almost no money at all!

The End

Phil’s in a new kind of trouble—
which means complications for Alice—and a barrel of laughs for you!

tune in the Big Surprise Broadcast of

THE BANDWAGON
starring

PHIL HARRIS - ALICE FAYE

NBC, SUN., OCTOBER 26

7:30 P.M., E.S.T.

Residents of Other Time Zones Consult

Your Local Newspapers

Read the happy story of Phil and Alice

in the current November TRUE STORY!

triumph of Modern Watchmaking

i choose Ribaux for

faultless timekeeping

• choose Ribaux for

inspired styling

• choose Ribaux for

value unexcelled

/< Sold by better jewelers

RIBAUX WATCHES
^ 1250 Avenue of the Americas-. A

New York •

GENUINE DIAMOND
'BhidalVaiti

10 K GOLD

'This neat, expensive - looking
Genuine Diamond chip Bridal
Pair is gloriously designed in

^gleaming 10K Gold with brilliant
GENUINE chip DIAMOND. Nowl

2 Rings for price of one. Gift Boxed!
or ||n Ud ftlfllSCYf OrderC.O.D. Pay postman $6.46 plus 20%
DELIVU I1U ITlUlfLI ; Federal Tax and postage on delivery. Send
strip of paper for finger size. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Order Today!

2451 S. Michigan Avenue
. HA-909 Chicago 16, IU*WORLD WIDE DIAMOND CO.

IPevelop a Qiamotoui.
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For irresistible figure-beauty, follow BONOMO
RITUAL for Beautiful Bust Contour—Complete,
improved and revised 6-week Course shows
how to develop alluring bust contour so im-
portant to romance. Features exclusive homo
techniques created by Joe Bonomo, famous
beauty authority, publisher BEAUTY FaIR
magazine. 8 Vs" x 11", 124 diagrams, charts,

hnd illustrations of special exercises, bust
control methods; diet, food analysis; tables

of weight and correct
proportions, etc. Money

back if not delighted.
Sent C.O.D. for 98c plus

postage or send 98c and
we pay postage.

DONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
Dept. B601

1

1841 Broadway,NewYork23,N.Y.
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On the Dot

(Continued from, page 76) and apply for

a job but to work in stock or a little theater,
in the hope that the studios will come to

me. The fourth, to remember that once
you sign with a major studio, you have
just begun. Fifth, to do as you are told.

The sixth, to bear no resemblance in

appearance or in your work to any star.”

A little more than two years after this

talk, Catherine, in Republic’s “I’ll Always
Love You,” became a star.

This amazing “girl with the rules” is one
of those rarities—a Californian by birth.

She came into being in Santa Monica, Cali-
fornia, but at a very young age moved with
the family to Alhambra, where, with the
exception of a year spent in Dallas, Cath-
erine has lived ever since
Catherine went to Romona Convent to

school until the Dallas move where she
landed in time to take her senior year in

a public school. Then the Cinderella pat-
tern began. “I was a cashier in a movie
theater in Dallas. I car-hopped. After my
Dad died (Mother died when I was eight)
I went back to Alhambra and, during the
war, worked in a defense plant.”

It was while Catherine was working in

the Clary Multiplying Corp. that she met
Bill Gerds. They “went steady” for four
years, and on January 3rd, 1947, were
married. They kept their secret well for

about eight months when an Associated
Press man happened to see the marriage
license record in Reno, Nevada.

Bill, originally from Milwaukee, is now
studying at the College of Physicians &
Surgeons in San Francisco, where he and
Catherine live when she is not working in

a picture.

C
ATHERINE’S ardour for Clark Gable
was the cause of her being expelled,

although only for three days, from Romona.
“In your room at the convent,” Catherine

explains, “you could have pictures of your
father, brother, uncles, blood cousins, the
Holy Family and the Saints. In my room
was a large framed portrait of Clark
Gable. The Sisters told me I must take it

down. ‘But, Sister,’ I protested, ‘that’s not
a picture of a boy friend—that’s Clark
Gable, the big movie star.’ Sister took it

down. I put it up again. Sister took it down.
This went on for days. One night I found
it in my wastebasket, torn to tatters.

Painstakingly, I patched it together again,
put it back on the wall—and was expelled!”
Movie magazines were her textbooks

in her quest for stardom. “I practically
memorized the stories of how Ginger
Rogers, Rosalind Russell, Ingrid Bergman
and others became stars. I found that they
all agreed that an agent, and a good one,
is a basic necessity and that to be ap-
proached by, rather than to approach, a
studio, is to be a smart apple.”
Catherine looked up an agent—in Dun

& Bradstreet. Mr. Louis Shurr, ace ten-
percenter, having been given a substan-
tial bill of solvency, was paid a call and
contrary to all rules was agreeable to the
young unknown.
After delivering himself of a sermon on

birthing a new star, Mr. Shurr said, “I will
take you to the studios Monday.”
Catherine said, “Oh, no. Take me, in-

stead, to a little theater or a good dramatic
school and watch over me there.”

On a Monday Mr. Shurr, protesting that
to take a client to the studios was part of
his job, took Catherine to the Pasadena
Community Playhouse. The Pasadena
Community Playhouse would not take
Catherine. But Mr. Max Reinhardt did and
after a few productive months with Mr.
Reinhardt Catherine enrolled in the Bliss-
Haydon Workshop of the Drama and there

DOYOU
WANT
LONGER

HAIR?
Make This Easy

7 Day Test • • for BRUNETTES, BLONDES, TITIANS

Helps Prevent Brittle Ends from Breaking-Off!
That’s why the JUELENE SYSTEM is such an effective way to help your
hair gain its normal beauty. You see, this wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve

hair dryness that is caused by lack of natural oil. It helps soften harsh,
brittle, breaking -off ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer.
So if your hair is dry, breaking-off, rough and hard to keep neat— try the
easyJUELENE SYSTEM for just 7 days . . . see if its tendency to soften harsh,
difficult-to-manage hair can help your hair to become softer, silkier, more
lustrous— in just 7 days! Truly, you may win compliments from both
men and women who admire and envy your hair in its new lovely beauty.

MARVELOUS HELP for

DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
TRY JUELENE. See how much
more beautiful your hair may be
in just 7 days. Here is thrilling

new hope to prove to yourself
that you, too, may overcome the
handicaps of hair dryness—have
sparkling, longer hair! Be con-
vinced! Send for JUELENE now!
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JUEL COMPANY, Dept. T-610
4727 North Damon, Chicago 25, III.

THRILLING RESULTS or
YOUR MONEY BACK
Make the convincing JUELENE test
for 7 days. Then, if you aren’t abso-
lutely amazed with its glistening
sheen . . .with the ease you can man-
age your hair, we will refund your
money. WHAT COULD BE FAIRER?
SEND NO MONEY!...
So don’t wait ! Mail the coupon right now.
Like thousands of others you may find the
thrilling new beauty and be rightfully
proud of your hair. You run no risk—be-
cause we guarantee the wonders of excit-
ing results or money back. Mail coupon!

JUEL COMPANY, Dept. T-610
4727 North Damen, Chicago 25, III.
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the way to have

beautifully, natural -lookin g

Nestle Lite actually seems to improve the
condition of your hair as it lightens it

—

leaves it soft and lustrous, not dry and
brittle.

Lite is wonderful, too, for lightening
dark hairs on arms, legs and face. Deli-
cately scented — made by Nestle, origi-

nators of permanent waving — Meriden,
Conn. At drug and dept, stores $1.00.

BE BEAUTIFUL • BE LOVED . BE BLONDE

BUTS OF A LIFETIME- FOR A LIFETIME

AT BIG SAVINGS
Bargain prices include Federal tax. Smart, accurate timepieces,

made by Swiss master watchmakers. Latest styles. Written
money-back guarantee. Delivery by return mail. Please order

by number Each watch individually gift wrapped.

2 Reliable Men's Wristwatch

2 Expensive looking meial case, leather

strap.

2 No. 101 only $3.9$
• No. 1 01 S (sweep second hand) $4.95
S No. 1 0 1 R (radium dial) $5.45

Smart Ladies’ Wristwatch
Neat, dependable, with accurate jew-
elled movement. Polished chrome
case. Stainless Steel expansion band.
No. 201 A find at $8.45

Dependable Men's 7 Jewel Watch
Handsomely designed. Luminous dial,

sweep second hand. Has chrome case,

stainless steel back. Pigskin strap.

No. 170 only $V.H

Dainty 7 Jewel Ladies' Watch
Adorably styled. Accurate timekeeper.
Genuine gold-filled top. Stainless steel

back. Adjustable cord bracelet.

Ne. 270 only $14.85

S Waterproof 15 Jewel Men's Watch Deluxe 15 Jewel Ladies' Watch
m Super-accurate IS jewel movement. Exquisitely styled in square modern

2 Radium dial Sweep second hand. case. Optical crystal. Heavy silk ad-
• Stainless steel screw-back case. Stain- justable cord.

2 less Steel expansion bracelet. N«. 280 A rare buy M $14.95
• N*. 190 Special price $14.9$

£ Send remittance and we pay postage. Or pay

5 postman C. O. D. plus a few cents postage.

| Send for Complete Catalog (M)

went through a varied repertoire.
The next nibble turned out to be a bite.

This time, casting director Bill Grady
asked her to come to M-G-M.

Catherine signed with M-G-M and
gratefully and docilely went into bit parts
in, among others, “The Harvey Girls.” Soon
realizing, however, that the studio felt

they had in her “a potential chorus girl,”

Catherine became restive and ever so
slightly refractory. She started arriving on
sets late. “I didn’t want to put my $1000
into being a chorus girl,” she says.

In time Bill Grady sent for her. He gave
her short shrift. “You have been late on
sets,” he said. “Not once, which is for-
givable, but many times. You are fired.”

Catherine says, admiringly, “He hired
me with a one-two-three-boom! and he
fired me with a one-two-three-boom!—

a

man after my own heart.”

C
ANNED, Catherine went back to work
canning tomatoes in commercial shorts

until Mr. Laurence Langner of the New
York Theatre Guild came to Hollywood
and auditioned for subordinate parts in the
Guild’s “Oklahoma” and “Foolish Notion.”
One of the few chosen was Catharine.
She was offered a two-year contract with

the Guild, but Mr. Shurr demurred.
“What can I do to keep you here?” he

asked.
To which Catherine replied, “Get me the

lead in an ‘A’ production—and I’ll stay.”
“If that’s what it takes,” said Mr. Shurr,

as concisely, “okay.”
Frank Borzage was testing name actress-

es for the part of Myra Hassman in “I’ll

Always Love You.” But a name actress,

when it came to finding one at liberty, was
a needle in the haystack and Mr. Borzage
was “reduced to testing newcomers.” New-
comer McLeod was given a test and with-
out much notice. Mr. Borzage tested
for three and a half hours. The next day
the test was run. Mr. Borzage told Cather-
ine, “Your acting is pretty good; your
looks pretty bad.”
“When I explained,” Catherine says,

“that I was working under the handicap
of two layers of make-up—one for canning
tomatoes, the other for the test—they
tested me again. A make-up test, this

time, strictly hair, clothes, lighting . .
.”

The second test won her the role.

The day the picture started, Catherine
discovered that her name had been changed
to Cathy Marlowe. “Gee, boss,” she said,

“let me keep my own name. My Dad and
Mother are dead, you know, and I—well,

I’d like to keep McLeod for Dad and Cath-
erine for Mother, whose name it was.”
Mr. Borzage crossed out Cathy Mar-

lowe. “Done, Miss Catherine McLeod,”
said he.

A few days after the picture started,

co-star Philip Dorn asked Catherine how
it felt to be walking, so soon, among the
stars. Catherine, looking bleak, shook her
head. “You see, I haven’t been given a
contract, which makes me feel temporary
and insecure. I can bear bodily pain
better than a feeling of insecurity.”

A few moments later the grapevine to

the Front Office having functioned swiftly,

Catherine was signed to a contract.

However, the McLeod insecurity should
be dissipated by now, because her studio

has now cast her in what is going to be
one of their big pictures of the year, “The
Fabulous Texan.”

“ ‘How are you going to feel,’ my sister

asked me, ‘When you are a great, big

movie star?’
“

‘I won’t feel like a big star,’ I said,

‘Until I mention that I want a Coke and,

quick like that, someone on the set brings

it to me. Just between you and me, I tried

it on the last day of ‘I’ll Always Love You’
and no one brought it!’

”

The End
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Did I Say Candy?

(Continued from page 53) inspired her

mother was to have named her Angela
just as the Angel softly said, “I carry

two guns.”
“Shootin’ guns?” I cried, prepared to

do a Butch.
“One,” she said ominously, “clicks. The

other does not click.”

The one-click chick was headed for the

Hitching Post theater. She attends Sun-
day afternoon as regularly as she goes to

church in the morning. It’s a Jekyll-Hyde
transformation. In the morning a tot in

bobby-sox and bonnet carrying a rosary,

in the afternoon a tootin’ terror in jeans.

The Jekyll-Hyde change is nothing
for Margaret. She’s protean in life as on
the screen; actress, dancer, radio artist

and columnist at eleven. And all this she

is giving up to become a dog trainer.

That’s the scoop she gave us in the first

interview in six months.
“Is that material?” she asked.
“Sensational.”
She smiled and turned to her mother,

“That’s material, Mommy.”

H
ISS O’BRIEN became a writer last sum-
mer. She uses a portable the Philadel-

phia Ledger gave her and two fingers.

Twenty newspapers leaped for her column.
“Now you are one of us dear!” cried a

Big Sister columnist. “Don’t you love it?”

“I would rather be a dog trainer,” said

Miss O’Brien.
She likes writing, though, and feels

literary. Her library is growing.
“How many volumes have you?” asked

a fellow bibliophile.

“Twenty dog stories,” she replied. “I

also read Superman, Bugs Bunny, Cap-
tain Marvel and Donald Duck.”
Happily she will continue acting a while

longer. She does not plan to adjourn to

the kennels until a dilapidated crone of

twenty or thirty.

Having read of the hard work and trib-

ulations that go with stardom the in-

quiring reporter asked her what she
found hardest.
“Nothing is hard,” she said. “It’s fun.”

She feels sorry for children who cannot
act, only play.

“I like to play too,” she said. “I play
jacks, jump rope, skate and swim.”

Mrs. O’Brien sold their house and moved
into a beach club this summer. Margaret
took a running dive into the breakers and
proceeded to swim uninstructed like a
baby porpoise. Admiring life guards said

she sure would be another champ like

Esther Williams.
There was a time when Miss O’Brien

talked of being a lady jockey. One does
not speak of that now. Wally Beery’s
horse ran away with her. That was on
his Wyoming ranch, doing “Bad Bas-
comb.” Cowboys congealed as the horse
pounded over ground pitted with holes.

Margaret clung to the reins and the horse
took her into the barn. Miss O’Brien
emerged in favor of dogs but no hard
feelings toward horses.
She has only one fear, that of being

alone. Mrs. O’Brien takes the blame for

that. “Her aunt and I felt it necessary
to warn her when we were traveling.”
She is not temperamental. Her mother

gave her the privilege of naming the
temperamental member of the family.
Margaret only smiled discreetly. Mrs.
O’Brien made a clean breast: “Mommy is

the one who blows up.”
“You are bad only a moment,” said

Margaret indulgently.

Of her pictures, the last one is her
favorite. The last one is always her
favorite, her mother says. In “The Un-
finished Dance” she does ballet and in-

BRASSIERES BY

“Allo-Ette ’ /superbly moulds ar^i) controls

the average bosom and that in-between type,

the just slightly larger than average bosom.

Made with 2-inch diaphragm band for addi-

tional support. In various fabrics . . . $1.75 up.

"There is a Maiden Form
for Every Type of Figure

!"

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Company, Inc., New York 16. N Y.

Double-Duty Nose Drops Work

Right Where Trouble Is!

Instantly— when you put a few drops of

Vicks Va-tro-nol in each nostril— it starts

right to work to bring grand relief. It

quickly relieves sniffly head cold distress

. . . opens up cold-dogged nose and lets

you breathe easier again. And Va-tro-nol

helps prevent many colds from develop-

ing if used at that first warning sniffle or

sneeze. Just try it!

Follow directions

VU 1^11# in the package.

VA-TRO-NOL P
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NEW BISSELLS* SWEEP WITH NO PRESSURE!

New "Bisco-matic”* Brush Action

turns the trick! Adjusts the brush

automatically to any rug, thick or

thin, anywhere . . . without the

slightest pressure on the handle!

Just glide the sweeper with one

hand to get a perfect pick-up . .

,

even under beds and chairs!

Available now in limited quanti-

ties at Bissell dealers only— com-
plete with “Sta-up” Handle and
the new, easier “Flip-O” Empty.

NEW BISSELL SWEEPERS
with patented "Bisco-matic” Brush Action

BE'!, u. S. PATENT OFF. BISSELL CARPET SWEEPER CO., GRAND RAPIOS *, MICH.
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Ever to be admired, a
West Branch Cedar Hope Chest
is a lovely expression of sentiment
and good taste. West Branch
Chests are styled by gifted design-
ers, fashioned from fine woods.
Every model, period or modern,
provides perfect protection
for those things you prize.

lA West Branch Chests, Milton, Pa.

Miracle of

Figure

Flattery

Luxurious Satin, Style 195

A cup—32 to 36; B cup—32 to 38

White, Tearose and Black

C cup—32 to 38; White and Tearose $2 .

Exquisite Form Brassiere, Inc.

373 4th Ave., N.Y. • 850 S. B’way, Los Angeles

troduces Lucy Barrymore to the screen.
Miss Barrymore is a doll with a face
painted by Mr. Lionel Barrymore.
Her next picture is “The Big City.”
“I will speak three languages, Gaelic,

Spanish and Jewish,” she said. “I don’t
know them yet, except Spanish, but I

know the barker’s spiel ... I have to

imitate a circus barker.”
With her mother she made a trip this

summer to Cuba and New York. Mr.
Barrymore, obviously her most ardent
swain, gave her a red suitcase stamped
“Journey for Margaret.” She carried it

all the way herself, trusting no one. “It

was embarrassing for me,” said her moth-
er. “People stared at me as I walked
along carrying nothing while my little

girl wrestled with the heavy baggage.”
Of the New York plays Miss O’Brien

reported most favorably on “Alice in

Wonderland.” She thought Ingrid Berg-
man in “Joan of Lorraine” finest actress.

Her screen favorite is Vivien Leigh, whose
unfortunate husband, Sir Laurence Oli-
vier, has toppled before Mr. Lancaster.

“I like food,” she confided. “Except
milk. No milk. My favorite food is

spaghetti. Also ice cream and hot Mexi-
can food and I have Chinese food three
times a week and did I say candy? You
can say I like candy.”

“YOU mean it’s an acceptable gift?” said
I a reporter who can take a tip.

“Oh yes,” said Miss O’Brien, too dem-
ocratic to accept only diamonds.
“Mommy bought me five dresses in

New York. One is red velvet.” She
added that her favorite color was laven-
der, same as her grandmother, and she
preferred skirts and sweaters. She was
wearing a sweater of watermelon pink.

“That is my favorite food also, water-
melon,” she said. “Did you put down
candy?”
Another favorite is President Aleman

of Mexico. She was waiting in a crowd
to see him in a New York hotel and he
came directly to speak to her.

“She blushed to her hairline,” her
mother said. “And forgot all her Spanish
words.”
Miss O’Brien observed that the Presi-

dent was handsome enough to be a star.

“Did you tell him?”
“No,” said old diplomat O’Brien. “He

is more important than a star.”

Being highly sensitive as fine artists

are, Miss O’Brien blushes often and is

easily embarrassed. At age five when
she first faced a microphone she was
humiliated to note that all other radio
performers carried scripts which they
read from. She didn’t need one because
she memorizes lines as fast as her mother
reads them to her. All the same, she
determined to learn reading and raced
through first, second and third readers
in sixty-seven days.
She always gets the shudders in facing

a mike but never misses a line. Her
favorite programs are Superman and Red
Ryder. Also Dick Tracy, though she
hasn’t received that two-way watch for

which she sent fifteen cents and a box top.

She got her atomic ring all right. Cost
her ten cents.

Recently Mrs. O’Brien thought the time
had come for more serious programs.
She asked Margaret if she would not like

to listen to radio commentators.
“You listen to them, Mommy,” said

Miss O’Brien. “I will read the funnies.”

Such wisdom requires no comment. If

we did as Angel O’Brien, peace might
return to nations and to the home. Lion
might consort with lamb and Butch be
reconciled to Lancaster.

Did I say candy?
The End
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Big Fruit Cake . . . little Fruit Cakes . . . and a Pudding—all made
with the same wonderful KARO* Syrup recipe! Every one of

them rich and moist and with that delicious flavor KARO always

gives. My Mom says it’s a grand idea because you can make ’em

all ahead of the Christmas excitement. (Just wrap well and store

in airtight container.) I say, "Better not let me know where you

hide ’em!’’ 0 . .
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A true lacquer—genuine as

jewels, Chen Yu adorns

your nails with the clinging

devotion that spurns

chipping. Equally faithful are

Chen Yu matching lipsticks.

Thus will the finger-tips

and lips of enduring

beauty become your own.

Arlele Whitelv Fletcher

Director

Peggy Thorndike

Fashion Editor

Gerry Soiithniayd

Fashion Service iManager

Jack Force Jr.

Fashion Art Director

Ben Studios

Photographers

John Engstead

West Coast Photographer

Francos llafferlv: If Frances had not

seen a great Russian ballerina she prob-

ably would have been a physician . . .

If Frances had not fractured her leg

while dancing in the Hollywood Bowl

she probably always would have been a

dancer . . .

But when she could dance no longer

movie talent scouts, already aware of her,

were waiting with contracts . . .

She made her screen debut in M-G-M’s

“Dragon Seed” . . .

Her new picture is Eagle-Lion’s “Lost

Honeymoon” . . .

She was horn in Sioux City, Iowa, on

June 26. 1922. However, nudged by fate,

no doubt, her parents moved to Los

Angeles when she was nine . . .

She has hazel eyes, reddish golden hair,

is 5' 5^4 " tall, weighs 115 pounds and lives

in a ranch house in the San Fernando

Valley where she raises prize-winning

dogs . . .
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

and a new you

A nipped-in waistline and soft back fullness

give this longer jacket and slim skirt the new

autnmn look. An R & K Original in Trotter

Cloth. Jacket comes in bright shades with

black skirt. Sizes 9-15 and 10-16. $14.95. At

Bloomingdale Bros., New York, N. Y., and

Charles A. Stevens & Co., Chicago, 111.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manu-
facturer listed on page 110.
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lacks go slimming

These frontier pants, designed by Fenwick,

will do the most miraculous things for your

figure. They’re slimming because of the fly-

front, flat hip pockets, and magnificent cut.

“Black Watch” plaid wool in sizes 10-18.

$12.95 at Cimbel Bros. (Sports Dept.), Phila-

delphia, Pa., and Macy’s, New York, N. Y.

Turtle-neck cotton sweater by Old Colony.

About $3.00 at Chandler & Co., Boston, Mass.,

and Hahne & Co., Newark, N. J.

Modeled through the courtesy of Frances

Rafferty.

For other stores in your vicinity write to the manu-
facturer listed on page 110.
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Jf n>» require, above till, Jdailies$ Jil 4- a slocking which

precisely follows the contour of foot, heel, ankle and

leg — then this is, the hosiery for you. Available

stocking counter, in a

selection oj colorsystyles and weights and in

your particular size and leg length.

HOSIERY &s£/0£ ClAe* /t

READING, PA.
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Don't reach for that cookie but do reach

for a Real-form Girdle or Panty Girdle!

Raschel-Knitted of fashioned to fit Lastex

with removable crotch. Can't run! $5.00.

REAL-FORM GIRDLE CO.. 358 Fifth Ave., New York t

Write for Free Illustrated Booklet, Dept. 4P

Magical uplift and

through the exclusive

Bias -Cup feature makes

of little bosoms, the least of

larger ones. From $1.50

At 75" & Csf ikf

MADE BY BRASSIERES

358 Fifth Avenue, New York I dept a

p
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And Makes You Lovelier

We love this particular bag and
belt set because it glamorizes your
wardrobe and gives you that won-
derful well-dressed feeling. Made
from small pieces of pony-skin and
suede leather these sets are avail-

able in either black and white or

brown and white. Just imagine how
smart such a bag and belt would
look worn with a basic suit or

dress? Ask for Elf pony-skin acces-

sories when, you go shopping for

this ‘'extra special” something. Bag
is $8.95 plus tax and belt is $4.95.

•
Here's an idea fresh from the Hol-
lywood boulevards. Get a small
pillbox hat and fasten your favorite

pins all over the crown. Or cover
it tvith buttons; just scatter the
buttons and sew them on tightly

for a gay conversation piece.

The stuff dreams are made of—this

adorable checked flannelette night-

shirt designed by Reliance. Espe-

cially made for those who like to

be pretty, cozy and warm, all at

the same time. Small, medium and
large sizes. Choose colors pink,

blue or green. $3.00.

There’s something new about these

Goody Kant-Slip combs that makes
them a boon to any coiffure. Your
hair comes right up between the

bar and the top of the teeth, to give

a sleek smooth look with no comb
showing. They stay in your hair,

too, no matter how vigorously you
say “No”. They come in a silver or

gold finish and the price is wonder-
ful. The large combs are each $.50,

the small ones $.39 each. Ask for

them at your favorite notion coun-
ter.

•

We believe in the new darker tones
this fall for leg glamour. Flatternit

hosiery by Huffman have seven ex-

citing .new dark tones which they
call “Carolina Colors.” Your stock-

ings this year should be a comple-
ment to your costume so shop
carefully for just the right shade.

Why not take a little piece of your
dress fabric with you to the stock-

ing counter?
•

You’ll never have “baggy ankles”

if you wear these spun-nylon socks

by Burson. The brushed cuffs are

like soft angora and they come in

every color of the rainbow. Dress

up your ankles when you’re wear-

ing slacks or sport clothes with

pretty well fitting socks. These are

$1.50 a pair.
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BY APPOINTMENT PERFUMERS TO t M. QUEEN MABY. YAROLEY . LONDON
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b yardley

T o brighten your smile ... a merry lipstick shade

that’s alive with the wonderful red of the berries

thac gladden English thickets. . . aglow with the young, fresh

look that’s the essence of an

English Complexion.” With it, you’ll

want an undertone of Yardley

Make-up Base to “Color-light”

your skin, and a touch of matching Cream
Rouge in Holly Red. And to perfect your

look of dewy freshness there are eight

flattering shades of soft, silken “English

Complexion” Powder lastingly perfumed

with “Bond Street.” Lipstick comes
* in a distinctive case. Cream

Rouge in a cunning little jar, 85c.

All others each, plus tax.
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Yardley products for America are created in England and finished in the U S A. Irom the original English formulae, combining imported and domestic ingredients. Yardley of London, Inc., 620 Fifth Aye.. N.Y.C.
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Edward Stevenson OFFERS 1

TO BE A "WELL DRESSED

WOMAN”

Edward Stevenson, who designed
onr Pattern of the Month, at
work in the RKO Radio Studios.

• “You can be well-dressed on nothing a

year! But you can't be well-dressed for
nothing !" So says Edward Stevenson,
noted designer for the stars at the RKO
Studios. He adds, “If you lack money you
must compensate by spending more time
in planning and hard work.”
To help you towards this end Eddie

Stevenson offers ten rules for chic which
he has learned the hard way, by experi-

ence in gowning players for a thousand
different roles. Currently he is creating

the costumes Irene Dunne will wear in

“l Remember Mama.”

1. Know thyself. Study your face and
figure with an unprejudiced eye. Do not
excuse figure faults by telling yourself you
will diet next week. Face a full-length

mirror and put on, one at a time, every
ensemble in your wardrobe. Note what
each does for you—or fails to do. Mark
well the skirt line, body line, shoulder
formation which is flattering. Eliminate
the others. Make the same check with
color.

2. Learn to walk, to sit, to stand, to move
with good effect. Otherwise a million
dollars worth of clothes will not make you
truly chic, someone to whom eyes will

turn admiringly.

3. Avoid clothes which hamper or dis-

tract you or which have to be held closed
or up or down. Do not wear a shoulder
bag if it makes you walk hunchbacked.
Do not fill your hands and arms with
cumbersome accessories, bags, bundles,
gloves or scarf. Wear your accessories or
leave ’em home. Choose clothes you can
put on and forget.



IO WAYS TO BE

A "WELL DRESSED WOMAN”

4. Buy clothes that fit. Do not yield to

the charm of any suit, dress or coat if the

alterations must be extensive. It never
will look or feel right—and neither will

you. Besides, extensive alterations ruin

a budget.

5. Keep your clothes spotless and in re-

pair always. You cannot be well-dressed

if you have a button off, if your hem
hangs, if your veil is torn, if your collar

is ragged or soiled. Washing and mend-
ing must go on forever and ever and ever

if you would be well-groomed.

fi. Avoid all fads; fads in color as well

as style. If “everyone” is wearing puce,

avoid puce. All too soon “everyone” will

be throwing their puce away. And you
cannot afford to.

7. Base your wardrobe on classics—those

coats, suits and dresses which are good
year after year and which, with an en-

chanting variety of accessories, may be
worn with different effect until they are

worn out. And don’t make the mistake of

thinking that basic clothes must be black.

Pick the color that gives you a lift, is

most becoming and right for your climate.

B. Remember that one of anything is an
extravagance, two an economy. You can-

not keep a suit clean and in repair if it

is your only suit. Two of any garment
(particularly two pairs of shoes) will last

more than twice as long as one.

ft. Learn to sew. I do not mean to tailor

elaborately. Just learn how to mend
and repair your clothes, to alter them to

keep them up to date, to brighten and
refurbish.

IO. Investigate fabrics, tailoring, labels.

Watch 6ales and learn to spot a bargain.
But never buy anything—however cheap
it may be—unless you need it.

There you have it—straight from one of

Hollywoods most eminent designers—

a

man who for years has helped the stars

solve their personal wardrobe problems
in addition to creating the clothes they
wear on the screen.

our cover

Gene TIerney?s

cocktail dress

by Filcol

PEARLS
by Coro

GLOVES
by Arts

DRAPERIES
of Martin Velvet from
Concordia-Gallia

Ceil Chapman gown

Jay Thorpe

ACTION-EASE

WITH THE NEW “EXTENDO” CLOSING

V)ti can slim your figure

to smooth fashion curves... in light anil

lovely Corsees ... created for your

youthful, active figure.

Extra give for extra comfort.

The exclusive lastique “Exlendo”

zips open to give you more
s-t-r-e-t-c-h. more action-ease.

© 101 7

Designed by FLEXEES tvorld ,
s loveliest foundations
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• control led-stretch rubber

• won't ride up

• perforated for coolness

• fleece-backed edge

• flat, adjustable garters

Made of petal-soft, petal-smooth

natural rubber, Sturdi-flex stays

petal-fresh. Always keeps its shape.

Won’t ride up because it’s figure-

moulded with exclusive stretch-

control. All-over pin-point perfora-

tions for comfortable ventilation.

And, most wonderful of all, you

can whisk your Sturdi-flex girdle

through mild suds, pat dry, and

put it on ... in a few seconds. See

what we mean by "petal-fresh”?

Sizes 24-36. About $2.95 at good

stores everywhere.

'&SeJtte£&
STURDI-FLEX

MUSLIM
J^SLIM

with a

STURDI-FLEX*
Girdle

Yes, once again you can buy
a girdle that gives you much

more than figure-control. Sturdi-

flex gives you "figure-reform” the

instant you put it on. Makes you
look slimmer and trimmer ... as it

immediately smooths and moulds
your figure into long lithe lines of

beauty by its controlled stretch.

1

Von Can Huy

If the preceding pages do not list

stores in your vicinity where Photo-

play Fashions are sold, write to the

manufacturers listed below:

Plaid coat

Morris W. Haft
500 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Date dress with gold belt

R. Lowenbaum & Co.

St. Louis, Mo.

Vest and skirt

Madison Sportswear

1410 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Blouse

Sidney Heller

525 Seventh Avenue
New York, N . Y.

Slacks

Fenwick
147 West 3 5 th Street

New York, N. Y.

Two-piece suit dress

Rosenthal & Kalman
1400 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Turtle-neck sweater

Old Colony Knitting Mills

1410 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Other Views of

Photoplay Pattern

Back View

Front View
with Belt

Front View
without Belt
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For the young in heart...

and fair in figure, Barbara

Field's heartbreaker peplum

d re-ss of fayon-erepe-wittr

—

marquisette insert and trim.

Slide fastener in back is

caught by an enchanting bow.

Sizes 9-15. Grey with black,

autumn green with brown, all

brown and all black. About

twenty-five dollars.

Dale Evans, soon to be seen in

Republic's "The Trespasser."

for name of store nearest you, write BARBARA FIELD, INC., 318 West Adams St., Chicago 6, III.
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the slip that stays pat!

* Be*. U.S. Pet. Off.

180 MADISON

At leading stores or write.

UNITED MILLS CORPORATION

of NO-HIKE* REALCRAFT* and MISS SWING* Slips

NEW YORK 16, N. Y. • MOUNT GILEAD, N. C.

You’ll treasure this exquisitely tailored

No-Hike* slip by United. Of exclusive patented

it’s Personal-Sized to your figure,

eans it’s cut to conform to your

very own proportions. It slips on so easily,

cannily follows every curve, knows its place

and stays there. Creamy smooth rayon

crepe with V-cut satin panelled neckline.

White, tearose and black.

DESIGNED-TO-FIT PERFECTION
PERSONAL-SIZED

FOR YOUR FIGURE!

FIGURE TYPE SIZES

JUNIOR .... . . 11 to 17
SHORT .... . . 31 to 39
AVERAGE . . . . 32 to 44
TALL . 34 to 44
AVERAGE STOUT . . 46 to 52
TALL STOUT . . 46 to 52

no BOHES ABOUT IT
STAYS UP WITHOUT STAYS

Wonder of wonders, a smart new girdle

that has no bones, yet it won’t wrinkle,

won’t roll over, won’t bind. Yes+~IT
STAYS UP WITHOUT STAYS. This
new “Perma-lift”* Girdle gives you all

the advantages of bones, yet none of
the discomfort. For a real comfort thrill,

wear a new “Perma-lift” Girdle. At
all fine corset departments, most styles

$5.95 to $12.50. The perfect companion
to your “Perma-lift” Brassiere with
The Lift that never lets you down.

Write for Free Booklet on corset and

* * Pernut • lift * *
•»mi ’ * Hi, kor

,

t
'

ir< trademarkh of

A Stein X Cnmpanu
tteq. ('. S. Pat. Off.

brassiere fitting comfort.

Address Ruth Stone “ Perma-lift" Stylist.

1 143 W. Congress Street.

Chicago 7. HI.- Dept. 66

Rita Hayworth Lives Here

(Continued from page 72) pastel shadings,
with a rich bottle green being her favorite

among the deeper hues. In each room a
monotone color scheme has been used,

with just one accenting color for contrast.

The living room, with its ceiling beams of

driftwood gray, has walls of a shade
called “ashes of lemon” by Menafee—

a

grayed yellow, which melts unobtrusively
into the gray-green carpeting throughout
the house. The upholstered pieces, includ-
ing specially designed “conversation
couches,” are tufted in bottle-green velvet.

There’s an over-sized coffee table with
an antiqued mirror top and green plants
growing up through its center.

Who’s to say you yourself couldn’t take
an old square or round job that’s been
hanging around the attic, saw off part of

the legs to lower it, saw out the center,

set in a plant, fit some inexpensive mir-
roring on the top and paint it whatever
color fits your own scheme of things?

B
UT let’s get back to Rita’s living room.
The couches and the over-sized coffee

table are in front of a severe modem fire-

place of white painted brick which runs
the full length of one wall. Books line

another wall. Especially notable on a third

wall is an arrangement of twenty-five old
prints sent Rita by an admirer in Spain,,

all of them matted and framed in bottle-
green lacquered frames.
The contrasting color in this room oc-

curs in two large, armless wool-twill chairs
of bright raspberry. Standing next to them
are green lacquered tables with built-in

bookcases, and handsome English lamps
of black and gold.

The dining room is simple but formal,
its Eighteenth Century pieces lacquered
in deep green, with the chairs upholstered
pure white in a modem fabric. Three of

the walls are papered in a handprint scenic
panorama, the fourth wall is a mirror.
Why couldn’t you do something like that
in your own dining room? If you don’t

want to pay the cost of covering solid

walls with panoramic paper, use just
enough to trim up the comers, as you will

note in the picture of Rita’s dining room.
Rita’s boudoir suite has gray-blue walls

with woodwork and drapery of the same
cool shade. A soft, sunny yellow faille

makes up the bed-head, bedspread and
matching chairs. Definitely not fussy, but
functional and comfortable, with a few
good modem French pictures hung on the
walls. Here again is a hint to the bright
home-maker. The bed, that is. What’s to
hinder pushing together two old twin beds,
knocking off the foot and headboards,
having an inexpensive wooden headboard
made and covering it with the contrasting
material of your two-toned spread?
In Rita’s boudoir, however, the most

important accessory is the telephone sys-
tem on the lacquered lamp table next to

the bed. It connects directly with the
nursery suite occupied by Miss Rebecca
Welles, so if she should let out a cry
during the night, Mommy can immediately
find out the cause. Nursery and playroom
also feature lacquered furniture in a pale
shade of green, with toile chairs and drap-
ery to blend.
For that “favorite” room that every

house possesses, its mistress nominates the
sitting- and reading-room adjoining the
bedroom suite. Done in grayed turquoise
with bright touches of strawberry red, it

abounds in comfortable tufted couches and
chairs. There’s an Eighteenth Century desk
and numerous built-in shelves to accom-
modate piles of books and magazines.

Colorful, comfortable, wholly charming
—that’s the House of Hayworth!

The End112



I Was There

(Continued from page 59) to bed early

and we slept late. And hours on end we
relaxed on the beach. Our conversation
was no tax, certainly. We talked of little

else but our sun tans. Gene does a pan-
tomime now of us comparing our dark-
ening shades. We’d lather ourselves with
French dressing (equal parts of olive oil

and vinegar, which ruined our clothes

until we switched to a good sun-tan prep-
aration) and bake. We’d go back into the
sea the instant we dried off, as salt water
possesses marvelous tanning properties.

Yes, Bermuda was restful. And speaking
for myself, it also was divine, for Elliott

Reed was there. Soon after our return
Elliott and I announced our engagement.
Gene insists Sonny—which is what every-
body calls Elliott—proposed in Bermuda.
Night after night when she and I talk

for hours, even those nights when we
get in from dates late enough to go straight

to sleep, she tries to get me to admit it

was the Bermuda moon. When I insist it

was after we returned to New York that

we became engaged she always says,

“Well, you certainly were working on him
down there."
The day we got home—Gene and Sonny

and I loved the Island so much we stayed
on after Bob Young and Mr. and Mrs.
Bo Bramson (Mrs. Bramson was an old
school chum of Gene’s) had left—Sonny
and I went on to town, hoping to meet
friends to whom we could show off our
tans. Unfortunately it was midweek and
we did not meet a soul we knew.
Gene chose a replica of the dress on the

cover to wear to my engagement party.
She had it made in beige. I wore a blue
dotted Swiss.
“You stand in the dining room,” she

told me before the guests arrived. Her
dining room is blue. “I’ll stand in the
living room.” Her living room is brown
and beige. Mother came in just then in

a black and white print. “Mercy!” Gene
cried, “I’m afraid, Mother, you’ll have to
stand in the powder room!” The powder
room is in black and white tiles.

I’m sorry, in a way, that I won’t be
Gene’s secretary any more now that I’m
being married. I can truthfully say the last

year has been fun. However, it’s only since
both Gene and I have become adult that
we got on so well. When we were kids we
didn’t like each other, at all. Or if we did
we didn’t know it. And if anyone had
prophesized then that I‘d have Gene for a
matron of honor at my wedding—from
choice—I wouldn’t have believed it.

The End

for the annual
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is the movie industry’s only
national public opinion poll

/f/ot/sd Juninor rhapsody in

the romantic manner, with smart new swag

drape, star-sprinkled hodice. Smoothest

HAMILTON tissue wool, in I ender Tones:

Fink, Mauve, Green. Sizes 9 to 15, under

$25. With it; wear Minx Modes' Lip and

Nail Lustre, perfumes and cologne.

Junior dresses and cosmetics hy Minx Modes are so Id hy ONL
fine store in every community. Write us; we ’ll tell you where.
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BACK ON THE AIR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 1

Wednesday is Bingsday again . . . America’s favorite voice sings for America’s

favorite radio. It’s Bing Crosby’s one and only radio show, with his own cast and

famous guests. Join the millions of Crosby fans . . . Tune in Wednesday, 10 P.M. in the

East, 9 P.M. everywhere else; ABC network and many additional stations.



I'm A New Woman
(Continued, from page 49) I was. When he
left before we did, my heart sank.
Then what happened was that a taxi-

driver outside said to Ted, “Know who’s
inside there? Betty Hutton, the blonde
bombshell.” Ted got it then. He went to

a phone and called me. Two weeks later

we were married. I never dreamed of the
happiness I was letting myself in for.

In fact, less than a month later I would
have said I’d let myself in for a mess of
trouble. I wasn’t having any fun. I thought
Ted was a square because he knew nothing
about show business. He thought I was a
creep because I called everybody darling.
I told him he was intolerant.

It didn’t occur to me once that I was
the one who was intolerant. I never
thought that I was a square because show
business was all I could talk about.

I know now that marriage is difficult

enough at first for any girl, but it was
especially difficult for me. I’d been
bossing myself ever since I was eleven and
started singing in the streets of Battle
Creek, Michigan. I’d shoved and clawed
my way up, through vaudeville, night
clubs, movie-house shows and contests
into pictures. If I’d only married a guy
who was content to let me pay all the
bills, do all the work, and have my way
all the time, it would have been simple.
But Ted didn’t think of me as Betty

Hutton. He thought of me as his wife.
Mrs. Briskin. Running the house for
Mr. Briskin. Who paid the bills. And
who was the boss and got his way.
We didn’t quarrel those first few months,

but that wasn’t for lack of trying on my
part. I got nowhere because Ted would just
remain silent. He’d wait until I’d blown my
top and then he’d say calmly, “Now, listen,
darling.” And so help me, I would listen.
It was the weirdest sensation.
For I never had listened to anyone before

that. I was hep to Hutton—and there I

began and ended. But as Ted talked T
began to get some understanding of the
other fellow’s viewpoint and emotions.

T
HERE was, for example, the matter of
Ted’s driving me down to the studio

mornings and calling for me at the end of
the day. We live in Brentwood, a tidy fif-

teen miles from Paramount. When I’m
working I have to leave the house at six
a.m. and I’m lucky if I’m back home four-
teen hours later. I was used to having that
morning drive alone, in order to think over
the day’s coming scenes. On the drive
back I just huddled down behind the wheel
in a state of complete mental exhaustion.
Teddy said, “Betty, when you’re work-

ing, if I don’t see you to and from the
studio, I’ll only see you when you’re sleep-
ing. Considering that you’ll be on your
pictures for two or three months at a
stretch, that means we could easily drift
apart. I’m not going to let that happen.”
“But what about your own work?” I

screamed. “Can you fit your hours to
mine? Mine are too crazy.”

“I’ve selected a plant site at Santa
Monica,” Ted said, calmly. “After I deliver
you at the studio I can go back there and
on my way from it, I can wash up at home,
then pick you up.”
At first there was nothing else I could

do, and I boiled. But gradually I began
to like it, because it was just so calming.
It was something to rely on—not something
I had to fight for or about. I was being
treated like a woman, even a lady. I was
not having to make a noise like a glamor-
ous dynamo.
The next thing I had to straighten out

were my friends, my so-called friends. Up
until my marriage what I wanted to know
was what you heard from the Hollywood

WITH THE

WIRE PART

FOR THE

PART OF BEAUTY

It’s DIVIDER’S wire part for the part of

beauty ... a tiny wire that controls

and uplifts tenderly . . . instantly re-

movable for easy laundering. Satin,

with plush-softened wire. Nude,White

and Black. Sizes: A Cup 32 — 36,

B Cup 32-38, C Cup 32-40.

at better stores everywhere . . $3.50 F0RM0ST FOUNDATIONS
New York

EMBROIDERY BLOSSOMS FORTH

on the GLAMOUR BLOUSE

*' Guotonteed by
Good Housekeeping
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Fine sheer
Romaine crepe,

lit up w i t h Vj'J
bold

contrasting em-
broidery. Peter Pan collar, full sleeves, and
button-back closing. In black, white, or brown,

with contrasting trim. Sizes 32 to 38. $8,00.

At smart stores everywhere,

or write for the store nearest you:

Kaufman Knitting Co. * Minneapolis, Minn,
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Skillful designing and quality fabrics

combine to enhance your figure and give you

that heavenly feeling of freedom from restraint.

There is a Starlight Bra for every figure

type including teen age and long line.

Also wired bras with detachable straps.

At leading stores

everywhere

L. & W. BRASSIERE CO NEW YORK 1 0, N. Y
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NEW creamy, odorless

LOTION safely

REMOVES

HAIR

2 . No clinging depilatory

odor— a pleasant white

lotion.

3. Not messy. Quick

—

rinses off easily with

lukewarm water.

4. No razor stubble.

Keeps legs hair-free

longer. Economical!

1. Safe— doesn’t irritate

normal skin. Painless.

5. Removes hair close to

skin, leaving skin soft,

smooth and alluring.

Cosmetic lotion to remove hair

59*

plus tax

TEETH should show

in your smile

NEVER in your

HAIR-DO

Teeth never show

with

KANT-SLIP COMBS
Because only Kant-Slip Combs have

CONCEALED Tight-Gripping Teeth

Only Goody Kant-Slip Combs have this overlapping pat-

ented construction making the teeth invisible in your hair

Available In

a Variety of popular sizes at leading
5 and 10c stores and notion counters,

•AEtt. TRADEMARK

crowd, so I had to have the crowd in to
find out. And that way you find out
strictly nothing. You tell the latest joke,
you retail the latest scandal.
Ted didn’t talk those people’s language.

He’s a smart guy. He’s only twenty-eight
now but he’s invented a camera that is the
talk of the industry.
But at first, the subject bored me and

plenty. Then I heard him talking to some-
body like Henry Ginsberg, head of my own
studio, and I noticed how Ginsberg and
others were impressed. I also noticed how
the money was rolling in from Ted’s cam-
era sales and similar smart ideas, and it

began to dawn on me that there was more
in life than worrying over which director
I got.

I
T’S sharp in show business to use the
word “corn” and we tag it onto the sen-

timental things—Christmas, mother love,
sunsets, fidelity. Ted was always do-
ing things I would once have tagged
corny. He remembered little anniversar-
ies—and he remembered little gifts as well
as big ones.
I’m crazy about robes, for instance, so

I’d find myself getting a robe—to celebrate
that we’d been married a month—or that
we’d had St. Patrick’s day—or that we’d
been married two months—or any crazy
thing. Then along with that, he’d crack out
with something like a new Cadillac for my
birthday, or gold jewelry which he knows
I dote on.

But what got me were the cards that
went with them. Did he write me clever
messages? Nope. What he did was go
into a drugstore and stand around for a
couple of hours, reading over all the
cards, getting me just exactly the right
sentiment. That’s sure corny—and it melted
the heart right out of me to think that
anybody would care that much about my
happiness.
Then when I knew the baby was com-

ing, I started acting corny and I didn’t care
‘who knew it. Not that so many did—for

<0i lie/fis me be

a beiier tvrfe

I This is what one woman writes of

“MY TRUE STORY” Radio Program,

brought to you in cooperation with

the editors of True Story Magazine.

Others love this greatest of morning

shows because it gives them a com-

plete drama every morning, Monday

thru Friday. Thousands praise it be-

cause it’s true-to-life! Listen—over

your American Rroadcasting Station

—10:00 EST, 9:00 CST, 11:30 MST,

10:30 PST.
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gradually we were getting away from the

old group. We live very informally in a

one-story house, with a pool out in the

back yard and as I discovered listening, I

also discovered who were our friends. I

learned that if you had cynical people
around you became cynical too, and
couples who quarreled made you want to

quarrel.
And as I quieted down, they began to go.

And that was good. For the real friends

gathered around then, the people who,
like Ted, don’t care about my being Betty
Hutton, but like me for myself.

WHEN the baby came, she looked just like

Teddy, meaning perfectly beautiful. I

named her Lindsay, after Lindsay Durand,
who was bridesmaid at my wedding and is

my best friend anywhere, but we nick-
named her “Buttercup.” My mother said,

“How can that be our baby? She’s not
blonde.” But I’m so glad she has dark
hair like her daddy, though she’s gradu-
ally beginning to resemble me. Her eyes

are absolutely black like Ted’s and she’s

personality plus.

She’s crazy about her daddy. He drives

back from the plant every day to have
lunch with her, and on Sundays when the

nurse is off, we take care of her. Teddy
puts on old dungarees, gets out a pipe and
looks like heck. But Buttercup swings on
his pipe and has a wonderful time.

I am so happy she is going to have a

little brother or sister about April. I want
to have my first two children close together

and then we won’t worry about the rest

too much—though we want four at least.

I hope Buttercup wants to be an actress

when she grows up. I think being in

movies is a wonderful life for a girl. You
can get mixed up—sure—but you get un-
scrambled when you meet somebody like

my Ted.
You see, I’ve come to appreciate the guy.

There’s not a lazy bone in his body, or one
frightened thought in his head. He’s al-

ways calm and he has courage. I never
can respect anybody who isn’t smarter
than I am—but he is—so I look up to him.
We go out a lot, because we both like a

change of pace. But most of the time we
just go by ourselves to corny little places,

small restaurants with terrific food, or to

look at the beach in the moonlight, or the
movies and a drive-in. And it’s such fun!

I love our silly little evenings together,

Ted’s and mine, but I guess I really appre-
ciate Ted best when we get to a big brawl.
For there’s never any question of making
me jealous. He’s a family guy, who loves
his wife and child.

How square can you be? And how
corny? And how utterly wonderful?
Teddy is my present and my future.

Being married to him has given me security
in my heart. I used to make a picture and
worry, “If this picture is bad, how am I

going to eat.” Now I’m not afraid. I know
whatever happens we’ll be together in

it, with Buttercup, and what more do I

want—but more Buttercups?
The laugh is, too, that now that I’m re-

laxed about my career, it’s coming easier
and I’m much better. It’s so wonderful to
have a home that is so calming and well-
regulated, that outside of the studio I

never give my work a second thought. Be-
cause Teddy taught me to listen and to
understand the other fellow’s emotions, I

can now sit down and examine a charac-
ter in a picture and understand it as I

never could before. I know I never could
have played Georgiana in “Dream Girl”
unless I’d been Mrs. Briskin. Why, heav-
ens to Betty, if this keeps on I may yet
become a really dramatic actress.
Doesn’t love lead to the darndest—most

beautiful things? Real love, I mean?
The End
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Gleaming rayon SATIN . . . Stitched

undercup gives firm support!

Gives a beautiful young bustline*

Perfect for new, fitted clothes!

1 Vj " band gives firm support . . .

Adjustable straps and hooks for fit!

Marvelous value at this low price!

WHITE * TEAROSE BLACK

BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. F-123, 6402 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

5 Betty Co-Ed of Hollywood, Dept. F-123

6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me "Young Charm" Bras at $1.50.

BUST SIZE: 32 34 36 38 40; B-CUP (medium)
*

i Draw circle around Bust Size and Cup Size)

COLORS: WHITE TEAROSE Q BLACK Q
(Mark 1st and 2nd Color Choice)

YOU CAN SAVE TIME AND MONEY
by sending payment with your order. We pay postage; you

also save C. O. D. fees. Our Money-Back Guarantee protects

you! Or ... if you prefer . .

.

Free Booklet—The Marvel Co., 11 East St., New Haven, Ct.

YOU MAKE $25 FOR
SELLING FIFTY $1.00 BOXES

50 beautiful assorted Christmas cards sell for
only $1.00. your profit 50c. Write today for free
samples 50 and 25 for $1.00 and other boxes
on approval. It costs nothing to try. *

CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. U-7, White Plains, N. Y.

January—Carnet

Feb—Amethyst
Mar—Aquamarine
Apr—White Sapphi

May—Emerald

June—Alexandrite

July—Ruby
Aug—Peridot

Sept—Sapphire

Oct—Rose Zircon

Nov—Topaz

Dec—Zircon

* Simulated

How to

Measure

Get a ring of right size

and put flat on a piece

of paper. With a sharp

pointed pencil draw a

circle inside the ring.

Send the paper to us

with the coupon.

Only $ a week

Fine stones, clustered together
for dazzling brilliance, set in

the full richness of 10-kt Gold.

Choice of all birthstone color*.

NO Down Payment

SEND NO MONEY
GOLDCRAFT, Box 417, Birmingham 1, Ala.

Please send me Birthstone Ring as advertised

Birth Month Ring Size

I agree to pay Goldcraft the sum of $1 weekly until

balance is paid in full. p.^
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At the first

blush of

Womanhood

by
VALDA SHERMAN

Many mysterious changes take place in

your body as you approach womanhood.
For instance, the apocrine glands under
your arms begin to secrete daily a type

of perspiration you have never known
before. This is closely related to physical

development and is especially evident in

young women. It causes an unpleasant

odor on both your person and your clothes.

No need for alarm— There is nothing

“wrong” with you. It is just another sign

you are now a woman, not a girl. It is also

a warning that now you must select a

truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers to overcome — Underarm
odor is a real handicap at this age when
a girl wants to be attractive, and the new
cream deodorant Arrid is made especially

to overcome this very difficulty. It kills

odor instantly, safely and surely, then by
antiseptic action prevents the formation

of all odor for many hours and keeps you
safe. Moreover, it protects against a sec-

ond danger—perspiration stains. The
physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion of the teens and twenties can

cause the apocrine glands to fairly gush
perspiration. A dance, a date, an embar-
rassing remark may easily make you per-

spire and offend as well as ruin a dress.

All deodorants not alike — Don’t take

chances! Rely on Arrid which stops
underarm perspiration as well as odor.

No other deodorant gives you the same
intimate protection as Arrid’s exclusive

formula. That’s why Arrid is so popular
with girls your age. They buy more Arrid

than any other age group. More nurses—
more men and women everywhere— use

Arrid than any other deodorant.

How to protect yourself —You’ll find the

new Arrid a snowy, stainless cream that

smooths on and disappears in a jiffy.

Never gritty or grainy. The American In-

stitute of Laundering has awarded Arrid
its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.

Gentle, antiseptic Arrid will not irritate

skin. No other deodorant tested stops

perspiration and odor so completely yet

so safely!

Don't be half-safe — During this “age of

courtship,” don’t let perspiration prob-

lems spoil your fun. Don’t be half-safe—

be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid to be sure. Get
Arrid right away, only 39<f plus tax at

your favorite drug counter.

( Advertisement)

Deborah

( Continued, from page G8) But I wouldn’t
dream of saying such a thing, it would
sound so presumptuous. The thing to do
when I’m told I’m wonderful, is not to

believe it. Of course I have to believe
I can act, and while I’m doing it I know
I can, but when it’s done, I think, it’s

dreadful. I’m always shattered with nerves
the first time I see myself on the screen.

You see, I have a tremendous inferiority

complex.”
With youth, beauty, fame, love, every-

thing a girl could want, Miss Kerr has an
intense inferiority complex! And like most
complexes, it started in her early child-
hood.

“I was five,” Deborah says, “when I

danced at the Guildford Town Hall in

Sussex (England). I was a very solemn
little thing, I never smiled much, and after

the dance my teacher said, ‘Go on, take
a bow.’ I went back and did a boy’s bow.
And there was a roar of laughter. I never
forgot it. I cried for days and I still feel

awful when I remember it!

“It’s desperately hard for me to meet
new people, I feel absolutely lost. When
I go to parties, I creep in so that no one
will see me and then I look desperately
around for someone I know. I’m getting
a little better lately. But I’ll never like

parties. Having a baby has given me a
marvelous excuse to refuse party invita-
tions.”

I
F Deborah is shy, her husband, former
Wing Commander Anthony Bartley, is

the complete opposite. He’s typically
English, but easy-going, a good mixer,
very amusing and he’s as popular in Hol-
lywood as Deborah.
“We were married two years ago this

November,” Deborah says. “Tony gave
me an awful scare at the wedding. Weeks
before I’d told him, ‘You know we really
ought to look up what we’ll have to say.’

And he’d answer, ‘Nonsense, I’ve been
to lots of weddings. I know every word.’
But he didn’t! And I was frightfully nerv-
ous. I was so afraid I’d fall ovec my train.”

Deborah doesn’t need much prodding to
tell you that her husband brought down
fifteen German planes during the war,
and about his medals.

Until he came to America, Commander
Bartley, son of the - famous barrister, Sir
Charles Bartley, was a test pilot. But now
that Deborah has a straight seven-year
contract at Metro, “It’s kind of definite,”

she says, “that we will have to live in

Hollywood most of the time.”
“And how about you?” I asked her

husband. “Do .you want to live in Holly-
wood?”

“I wouldn’t mind it at all,” Tony grins.

“Having lived in thirty-six countries in
the past six years, and roughing it with
bad food, army cots to sleep on and every
discomfort you can think of, I’m all for
the food, comfort and climate of Holly-
wood.” Tony appeared in a picture, “First
of the Few,” with the late Leslie Howard.
He played himself, a pilot.

“But he doesn’t want to be an actor,”

his wife interrupts. “He just couldn’t
emote to order.” Instead Tony is hoping
to work in movies in an executive ca-
pacity. He was what is called “an ob-
server” on Deb’s picture, “If Winter
Comes.” When he finds out which phase
of the business he likes best, he’ll apply
for a job. “The main thing is for us to

stay together,” says Deb.
Deborah was not always as happy as

she is now. For example, the time when
Gabriel Pascal gave her her first chance
in picture—in “Major Barbara.”

“I was eighteen or nineteen when I met
Mr. Pascal,” Debbie recounts. “He came
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over to the table where I was having din-
ner with friends, and said, ‘Are you an
actress? You have a spiritual face.’ He
told me to report the next day to the set

of ‘Major Barbara.’ I had no idea what
a movie was like. I didn’t know whether
the camera was behind me or in front of

me. I couldn’t coordinate the words with
the action. And Mr. Pascal kept shouting
at me, ‘You’re hopeless.’

“I sobbed, I cried, I vowed I’d never
come back,” Deborah continued. “But on
the fourth day I finally caught on.

“I was the Salvation Army girl smacked
by Robert Newton,” she reminded me.
“Pascal is a realist (nice way of putting
it) and he went on with the scene until
one in the morning. Each time I was
slapped Mr. Pascal said, ‘Wonderful!’ And
each time I was smacked I prayed, ‘Please
God, let it be all right for the next take.’

Robert Newton is a big man, and all told,

he hit me fourteen times on the face.

After the thirteenth take the assistant di-
rector said, ‘Gabby, she’s had enough.’
‘No,’ Mr. Pascal shouted. ‘She’s young,
she must suffer for her art!’

”

Pascal and Debbie have had many a
laugh over this incident. And today they
are very good friends.

“He came to see me when he was in
Hollywood,” Debbie relates. “But he never
behaves like anyone else. We saw a man
prowling around the house and it was
Gabby. He was walking around tapping
at the window and saying, ‘Alio, are you
in?’ It would have been too simple for
him to have walked in at the door!”

D
EBORAH was born in Helensburgh, a
small village in Scotland. The year,

1921. As a child -she never said like so
many little girls, “I want to be an actress.”
And she rarely went to see movies. “At
first I wanted to be a dancer but I grew
too tall.” (She is five-feet-six-and-a-half-
inches in her stocking feet.)

“But, I remember that at eleven, I

wanted to be a welfare worker for chil-
dren! That’s because a girl at school
wanted to do that. A year later I wanted
to be a veterinary because I liked dogs. I

always had a passion for little things, ba-
bies and puppies.” Now Deborah is in the
seventh heaven of delight because she is

expecting her own baby on Christmas Day.
Meantime, Deb knits cute little pink

things for the baby. “I want to make
enough woolens to keep the baby warm
when we go to England in March.” The
trip is as much to show the child to its

grandparents, as for Debbie to star for

Metro in their British studio in “Young
Bess.” “We’re going to have two children,”
she announces with a smile at her hus-
band. “Then we’ll stop and think about it.”

Deb and Tony haven’t yet decided on a
name for the baby. “I wish,” says Tony,
“that we hadn’t called our dog Jason

—

that would have been a wonderful name
for a boy!”
At Metro, Deborah is not yet in the star

row of dressing rooms. She will be when
they have room. But it doesn’t bother
her. She is not the kind of girl to worry
about where she is. She worries more
about what she is. And here is a little

story to illustrate that point.

When Deborah started work with Clark
Gable in “The Hucksters,” Gable’s stand-
in asked for her autograph. Deb, who
thinks that anything connected with Gable
is out of this world, signed her signature
with a grand curlycue flourish. At the end
of the picture, Clark presented Deb with
a leather script cover, with her own curly-
cue signature embossed in gold. She
blushed when she saw it. “It’s always be-
fore me,” says Deb, “as a reminder never
to be vain again!”

The End

OLD LEG TROUBLE
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DO THIS: Take just 3 easy steps to

recapture youthful-looking hair. 1. Try
Mary T. Goldman’s hair-coloring cos-

metic on a single lock of hair. 2. Simply
comb clear liquid through your hair.

3. Let dry, then arrange your hair. It’s

that simplel You’ll see a change that de-
lights you. Hair looks young, vital! So
easyl So effective millions of women have
used Mary T. Goldman’s. Accept no sub-
stitutes. Get a bottle of Mary T. Gold-
man’s Gray Hair Coloring Preparation at

your drug or department store. Use it

today on Money Back Guarantee. Or
send coupon today for FREE TRIAL kit 1

I MARY T. GOLDMAN’S, L-2 Goldman j
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j
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The Wilde Affair

Rounded end

like this

One glance at the gently rounded end of
Fibs and you know insertion’s bound to be

easy with this tampon. And your first

experience proves it’s so ! Next month,
switch to FIBS.

AND FIBS are quilted

!

Only Fibs are quilted to control expansion

. . . keep them from fluffing up to an un-

comfortable size which might cause pres-

sure, irritation, difficult removal. And
quilting helps prevent cotton particles from

clinging to delicate internal tissues ... a

FIBS safety feature women always appre-

ciate. For comfort, for safety in internal

protection—switch to FIBS tampons.
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(Continued from page 43) worked in too
many pictures in the past three and one-
half years. I have been exhausted and
temperamental. Patricia has had her
troubles. This does not make for happi-
ness. So, we have decided the best thing
to do is separate.”
The rumors went from bad to bedlam.

The Wildes were at Toyan Bay on Cata-
lina Island, supposedly resting up for a
week before going East to fulfill a summer
stock engagement. There they came to
their momentous, if not impulsive, deci-
sion. Hollywood yachtsmen sailed home
with the news that over the weekend,
Cornel had recklessly swum out to sea.

Two boats, so the story goes, were sent
out needlessly to rescue him.
Appreciating the depths of his ten-year

devotion, it’s plausible to believe a man
of Cornel’s great intensity might resort to
such drastic action. It’s not probable,
however, and for reasons that are more
than obvious. Cornel is an intelligent
man and too analytical to resort to such
an extreme measure to solve a situation.
He also happens to be an excellent
swimmer.

In those earlier days when he was
struggling for recognition, ofttimes he’d
drive to the beach and swim until phys-
ical exhaustion released the pressure of
his pent-up emotion. Undoubtedly such
were the circumstances in this case. But,
his nautical adventure having been pre-
ceded by a quarrel (according to the
island gossip)

,
then topped by Cornel’s

announcement—it was only natural for

Hollywood to jump to such a conclusion.

J
UST a week preceding the Catalina epi-
sode, there was that party, jointly given

by the Lewis Milestones, the John Hustons,
and the Jean Negulescos. All Hollywood
was there and all Hollywood enjoyed
itself. Pat, looking even more radiant than
usual, never missed a dance. Cornel, mis-
apprehension lurking in his dark smoul-
dering eyes, wandered about aimlessly and
was unable to join in the festivities. Holly-
wood gossiped .about it when notes were
compared on the gay evening. Because
Hollywood so believed in the solidity of

the Wilde marriage, never once was it

questioned. Never suspecting there might
be repercussions, the whole interlude was
dismissed lightly.

When it did happen, the opinions
were varied and many as to what caused
the Wilde separation. As in all similar

situations, one person couldn’t be com-
pletely responsible. Certainly no one par-
ticular action or deed could destroy the
love and devotion of two people who have
clung togethei with an almost fierce tenac-
ity. Cornel and Pat naturally knew but
were too hurt and concerned to discuss it

publicly. Much as they appreciate any
genuine interest, the sooner it all remains
just a memory, the better they’ll like it.

'

Marriage breakups, trial separations, di-

vorces, aren’t exactly a novelty in Holly-
wood. The Wilde affair, however, had
such an unusual background that to this

writer in particular it represents a chal-
lenge—a challenge to one’s faith in people
and a challenge to one’s belief that fair-

ness can win out.

More than any Hollywood couple I

have ever known, it has been my belief

that Pat and Cornel Wilde could weather
any storm—together. Perhaps because I

was there with them at the beginning, be-
cause I saw and fully appreciated those
early struggles. Having witnessed their

complete oblivion, shared in a small way
some of their anguish and despair, it’s

hard to believe that anything today could
grow so out of all proportion.

The most famous name in make-up
is Westmore. The Westmores orig-
inated the whole idea of founda-
tion make-up for the Hollywood
stars. . . for you!

5 not 1 . . . so that all complexions
can be lovelier, the Westmores
offer three different types of
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2. Adds a rich, natural tint to hair.
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4. Leaves hair soft, easy to manage.
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Cornel himself has often referred pub-
licly to our early-days relationship, so I

betray no confidence. We met when both
of us were working at Warner Bros. The
Wildes were poor and terribly in debt.

Several studios were mildly interested in

Cornel, after witnessing his performance
as Tybalt, in the Laurence Olivier-Vivien
Leigh cheater production of “Romeo and
Juliet.”

Cornel signed with Warners because he
felt there was no one on the lot like him in

appearance. His chances seemed better

there. For six months he was wasted in

bits and small parts, then dropped. High-
strung, nervous, invariably taking medi-
cine to quiet their nerves, the Wildes kept
moving in the hopes of finding one place
where sleep was possible. Cornel’s Hun-
garian background further enhanced his

brooding discontent. His inability to crash
the Hollywood gates only added to the
complete frustration he felt about Pat’s

welfare and future.

Perhaps it was this complete absorption
that contributed to Iheir brief undoing.
Pat and Cornel clung to each other until

it was almost as if they were one person.
They seldom saw anyone. They went no-
where. One night I did induce them to

have dinner at the Brown Derby. They
were utterly miserable until they could
escape the place and get back to their

four walls again. Had Cornel kept his

natural sense of humor, at least there
might have been moments ' of pleasure
during this privation period. He has a
tendency towards pessimism. Pat in turn,
tried to be optimistic. She seldom com-
plained, except to resent Hollywood’s
indifference to her husband.
One night we were sitting in their one-

room apartment at the Marsden, just off

Hollywood Boulevard. Incidentally, it was
this very apartment a kindly landlady
offered to reduce, when they couldn’t pay
the $65 rent! Low as he felt, Cornel had
completed a script which he wanted me
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cosmetic since lipstickl

Lip-Stae keeps your lipstick

on you. Before using this

magic clear liquid, apply

I your favorite lipstick as

usual. Then brush Lip-Stae

lightly over your lips.

to take to Bette Davis. How well I re-
member his saying:

“If I sell it, the first thing I’ll do is buy
a new dress for Pat. She’s been wearing
the same dresses for three years and it isn’t

fair. Pat has a wonderful talent and she’s

subordinating it all for me. She is just
as ambitious as I am, so why should she
have to stifle her feelings any more than
I do? There is nothing I could ever do
for Pat that would make up for what she’s

been through with me. If I click first,

I’ll never be happy until Pat has had her
chance too.”

Thus disqualified is the general impres-
sion that after his hit, Cornel was goaded
on by Pat who insisted on sharing the
spotlight too. It is no secret that he did
hammer away at directors and executives
in Pat’s behalf. He did make himself un-
popular upon occasion; one in particular
when it got about that a cameraman at
Twentieth who was testing Pat walked off

the set because Cornel, in his anxiety,
kept interfering.

Pat was ambitious and is ambitious to-
day. Neither her home, her little girl, a
magnificent car, clothes, jewels and furs
have ever quite made up for an acting
ambition that remained unsatisfied. But
Cornel wanted it for her too and to this

end he devoted his life. At first Holly-
wood couldn’t believe it. Two careers un-
der one roof, at best, is a pretty pressing
proposition. And here was Cornel asking
for it, insisting on it, practically mowing
down anyone who presented the slightest
obstacle.
Eventually, after Cornel made his sen-

sational hit in “Song to Remember,” Pat
was signed at Twentieth. At the end of
the year she asked for her release. Some
said it was the parts offered her which
Cornel never considered worthy of his
wife’s talents. Maybe he was right; per-
haps in his great altruism he was carried
away to the point of losing perspective.
“Margie,” a popular success, is one pic-
ture, for example, on which Pat is

supposed to have preferred taking a sus-
pension rather than do.

No one has worked harder than Cornel.
Grateful as he’s been it does seem as if

his success came just a bit too late for
that terrific feeling of fulfillment. The
studios have worked him so constantly
that Cornel has had little time to be with
Pat. When there was a spare day or two,
he was usually so exhausted they’d slip out
of town for a much-needed rest. When he
was an unknown, they were together con-
stantly and had little to share but them-
selves. With fame and fortune, they ac-
quired all the worldly goods and no time
to enjoy it together. From where we sit,

it’s no small miracle that their lives co-
ordinated as long as they did.

Reversing the usual order of things, if

Pat’s career clicks on her own endeavors
it should strengthen the Wilde marriage,
now that they are together again. Cornel
and Pat have invested too great a part of

themselves in each other to stop sharing
dividends permanently.
Knowing them as I do, it’s inconceivable

that they could ever be anything but to-
gether—always.

The End

(Joe (2oiten

and

Maxwell
a fascinating combination

IN
DECEMBER PHOTOPLAY

INJURED or DEFORMED BACK
A woman, aided by Philo Burt support, writes:
“Now, I can walk, run, dance, ride without
aches and pains.” A man, invalided by a bad
fall, was enabled to walk, ride horseback and

play tennis. A child paralyzed from
a spinal deformity was playing
around the house within four weeks.
In our Free Book, many users tell
of relief, improved appearance, even
permanent correction.

Over 68,000 benefited by
Philo Burt Back Aid
If your back is weak, injured, dis-
eased or deformed, investigate what
the patented Philo Burt Appliance
can do for you. Light, flexible and

easily adjustable, it’s far more
comfortable than torturing plas-
ter casts, leather and celluloid
jackets or steel braces. Physi-
cians recommend it; and we
work with your doctor.
30 day’s trial to prove its value
Reduced price within reach of
all. Send for FREE BOOK,
describing your condition so
we can give you specific infor-
mation.

PHILO BURT CO..
19-11 Philo Burt Bldg.,
Jamestown, New York

Speciol! fe. Ladies'

18-Kt. GOLD
Plated

Expansion
Watch Band

Gold plate on stainless steel. f)ainty, C QQ
rich-looking. Send no money. Pay post-
man, plus C.O.D. charges. Send remit- Tax
tance, save charges. Guaranteed. Included
Vogue Jewelers, Dept. P-l I, 1003 Locust, St. Louis. Mo.

Quack!

|

THE NEW ORIGINAL
DRINKING DUCK

only This amazing new duck will
to iQ fascinate young and old with

hi 8 antics. No motor, no
electricity, no springs. He just guzzles.

2 wonderful Xmas Gifts.

ELECTRIC LIGHT BOW TIE WITH
BATTERY AND BULBS $1.95— Rush Your Order Today

BERNARD FINE CO., INC.
501 Sixth Avenue, Dept. MC, New York II. N. Y.

FOOT RELIEF
Instant-Acting

Soothing

Cushioning

Foot Plaster
To instantly relieve painful shoe
friction and pressure on corns,
sore toes, callouses, bunions,
tender spots—use Dr. Scholl’s
Kurotex—^ flesh color, cushion-
ing, superior type moleskin. Cuts
to any size. Sold everywhere.

D- Scholls KUR0TEX
Here’s One Of The Greatest

eiOOOIRON
TOMICS’^r

If you have SIMPLE ANEMIA!
You girls and women who suffer so
from simple anemia that you’re pale,

weak, “dragged out”—thismay be due
to lack of blood- iron. So try Lydia E.

Pinkham’sTABLETS—one of the best
home ways to build up red blood to
get more strength—in such cases.

Pinkham’sTabletsare oneofthe great-
est blood-iron tonics you can buyl

Lydia E. Pin^^’sTABLETS
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Carry Crown Laven-

der Smelling Salts

with you. ./when
shopping or travel-

ing. Its stimulating

fragrance is always

delightfu 1 . . . always

refreshing. Get the

handy purse-size

bottle.

Dept. J-35

CROWN LAVENDER SMELLING SALTS
At your, druggist, OR SEND 35 t (coin or stomps) to

Dept, above. Schietfelin & Co., 20 Cooper Square,

New York 3, N. Y. Established 1794.

Design Smart Fashions
Fascinating work. Originate your own distinctive
clothes. Our basic training provides excellent
starting point for career. Learn at home—spare
time. Send for FREE booklet today.

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michigan Ave., Dept. 1488, Chicago 5» III.

GIRlSj

Premiums
GIVEN!

Send No
Money NOW)

Send name and address—Ladies! Girls! Boys! Dainty wrist
watches, pocket watches, alarm clocks, flashlights, ovenware
sets, blankets—other premiums or Cash Commission easily
yours. SIMPLY GIVE colorful art pictures with White
CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild burns, sold
to friends at 25 cents a box (with popular picture) and remit
amounts stated for premium wanted as explained in catalog
sent with order postage paid by us. Our 62nd year. Write
now for trial order of SALVE and Pictures on trust to start.
WILSON CHEM. CO.. Dept. 65-57A TYRONE. PA.

BRUSHAWAY
GRAY
HAIR
...AND LOOK 10
[YEARS YOUNGER

• Now; at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of nair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and $1.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write for FREE TEST BOTTLE
Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 28-N, COVINGTON. KY.

LEARN
MILLINERY

AT HOME
Design and make exclusive hats under
personal direction of one of America's
noted designers. Complete materials,

blocks, etc., furnished. Every step illustrated. You make
exclusive salable hats right from the start. Begin a prof-
itable business in spare time. Low cost, easy terms.

LOUIE MILLER SCHOOL OF MILLINERY
225 North Wabash Avenue, Dept. 191 1, Chicago I, III.

Please send me your FREE catalog describing your training
course in professional millinery.

Print
Same
Address

Open Letter to Guy
and Gail

(Continued from page 67) slurring of the

“s.” “Yesh, I do.” But instead of taking
exception, you merely grin the satisfied

grin of a man who knows a secret.

But no secret, Guy, is that plain gold

wedding ring you wear. You’re proud to

wear it because Gail gave it to you. You
even display the engraving inside: “From
This Day Forward.” Those words were
the title of a motion picture about the
trials of a young couple in love who marry
despite the odds against them. Mark
Stevens and Joan Fontaine played the

married sweethearts, remember, and like

other movie fans you two went alone to

the picture. It must have impressed you
deeply, for your ring Guy, that plain gold
wedding band, carries its title in tiny gold
carving inside.

And what about your wedding ring,

Gail? Oh, yes, you have one too! It fits

the top of a pill bottle you keep in your
purse. Guy gave you that ring, but so

far you haven’t worn it in public. It’s a
gold wedding band too, waiting—for what,
Gail? A marriage ceremony ahead? Or
does it signify one that’s already taken
place? You say, “No, no, not a marriage
that’s taken place!” But when we ask
“when—why” you smile as if you were
nursing a secret that can’t be shared.

Most couples in love seldom stop to

analyze why they love each other. What
makes yours a one-in-a-million romance
is that you two know.
Gail says she loves you, Guy, because

you’re sincere. She explains that in a town
where a single man is expected to date a

different belle every night, for the sake of

publicity if for no other reason, you never
look at another girl.

Now that’s exceptional, isn’t it? Because
your studio might well be anxious that you
crash the columns and keep before the
public as much as possible, even with Gail’s

knowledge and understanding. But she’s

right. You don’t. Isn’t it because you’ve
found the only girl you want to be linked
with for the rest of your life? And doesn’t
that plain gold band on your hand indicate

it?

But what’s your answer? A sidelong
glance, that famous grin and—“She knows
doggone well I’m a one-woman man.”

EVERTHELESS, you’re not always so
indirect; not when you say, “I love her

because she has a heart. She cares about
people, she’s generous, sentimental, and
kind and I love it. She’s not like some of

these girls around here who think only of

themselves.”
And he’s right, Gail. Remember how I

admired a purse you carried one day, and
then and there you emptied its contents
into a napkin and handed the bag to me?
And how Guy overrode my protests?
“Don’t stop her,” he said. “It’s all a part
of why I love her.”

He gets such a kick when you open that
fat wallet of yours to reveal pictures, keep-
sakes, cards—anything that has to do with
another’s kindness. The card that accom-
panied the tiny cross sent you as a gift from
Carole Landis, and mate of the one Guy
wears. And the old snapshots, and a thank-
you note from Guy’s mother.

“Gail’s goodies,” Guy calls them, as de-
lighted as if you were a kid. And then he
adds, “But nothing of mine in there. You
see how it is?”

But there is something of his, of course.
Not in the wallet, but in a separate little

cloth bag kept always with you and in the
bag is the highest award a man out here can
really bestow on the girl he loves—a small

Choice of These Heavenly Colors:
BLACK, BLUE, PINK, or WHITE

Enticing! This dream nightie is made especially

for figure flattery. Wear it when you yearn to
look most alluring. It’s your feminine bedtimer
of soft rayon sheer, trimmed with expensive
lace and ribbons. You’re a picture of loveliness

when you slip on this enchanting gown, with
its wealth of lace and gorgeous design.

SEND NO MONEY!
Wear This BeautifulGown at Our Risk

Yes, we mean it! Send for this lovely gown on approval.
Prove to your own satisfaction that this dream nightie ij

as gorgeous as we say it is. If not completely delighted,
your money is returned. Join our thousands of satisfied

customers. Paypostman C.O.D. only $5.98 and postage.

IN ALL SIZES:
Misses’ 10 to 14— Women's 32 to 42.
Extra large sizes 44 to 52, Price $6.98.

INTERNATIONAL DIAMOND CO.. 2435 South Indiana Ave,
Garment Dept. 1126, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

Ytlali 3Mb COUPON 3o.day!

International Diamond Co., Garment Dept. 1 126,
2435 S. Indiana Ave., Chicago 1C, III.

Please send me the “Black Magic” nightie.
When it arrives, I will pay postman C.O.D.
only $5.98 plus postage. It is understood that
if I am not completely thrilled and delighted,
I may return gown for full refund.

SIZE COLOR

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY __ STATE.

r
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“I Can’t

Chance Travel
Stomach’

—

That’s Why
I Carry TUMS!”
Says MORTON DOWNEY
Singing Star of Radio,

Stage and Screen

“I travel a lot and my throat couldn’t hit

a high note if I ever let acid indigestion
bother me,” says Morton. “So I carry
Turns. They always bring me sweet relief

jiffy-quick!”

Whenever, wherever acid indigestion
pops up, put it down fast with Turns.
One or two tasty Turns not only neu-
tralize excess acid almost instantly

—

Turns also coat the stomach with pro-
tective medication, so relief is more
prolonged. Turns settle fluttery, sour
stomach. Chase heartburn, gas and that

bloated feeling. And when excess acid
keeps you awake, don’t count sheep

—

count on Turns! No soda in Turns

—

nothing to overalkalize and irritate

your delicate stomach. So never over-

alkalize—always neutralize excess acid-

ity with Turns. Nothing surer, nothing
faster! Get Turns today

—

genuine Turns
for the tummy!

y^' an
<fd«y,athom*<*.

TUMS ARE ANTACID—not a laxative. For a

laxative, use mild, dependable, all-vegetable PR
(Nature’s Remedy). Caution: Take only as di-

rected. Get a 25c box today.

gold Oscar, an exact replica of the coveted
Academy Award Oscar. On its base is in-
scribed: “Because you have a heart.”
You’ve made so many adjustments that

only people seriously in love try to make.
Because you love to dance, Gail, Guy has
become a pretty good dancer. Of course,
neither of you care a lot about night-club-
bing, but when you do go, you have fun.
And that’s another thing—there seems

never to be a moment of boredom between
you. You’ve kept your romance gay and
wonderfully alive and free of the usual
jealousies that befog so many sweethearts.
And because Guy’s favorite sport is arch-

ery, you, Gail, spent hours practicing with
bow and arrow in your back yard. Today
you’re almost as good at hunting with the
bow and arrow as Guy. And it pleases him
to have you take off with him along about
four o’clock each afternoon when the
rabbits come out of the hills back of Chats-
worth. In dungarees and sport shirts, you
both tramp about popping off enough
rabbits to keep Guy in rabbit stew for a

month. And afterwards it’s fun to stop in

at a little cafe and listen to the juke box
and later have dinner. The kind of fun
only two people in love can appreciate.
Like the time Guy decided to have a crew

haircut, and you, Gail, said you could give
a better crew cut than the barber. So with
a towel around his neck, you hacked and
cut, while Guy kept muttering, “I don’t
think Mr. Selznick is going to like this.”

But it was a pretty good haircut, at that.

Then there’s his faith in you, Gail! He
believes you the greatest actress, the great-
est painter. Everything you do has his
beaming approval. Your sketches and your
watercolors are to him the best.

And the way he calls you “Gailie” when
speaking of your recent illness. “Yes, sir,

Gailie is fine now.” And we know he
means your recovery from that dark brood-
ing melancholy, born of shyness, that
bordered on neurosis. I knew you then,
Gail, and I can hardly believe you’re the
same girl—so well, so happy, so alive and
so in love.

So you see why your fans love the idea
of your romance. Why they feel their ap-
proval gives them the right to know
straight from you both the truth about the
marriage rumors. They’ll settle for a mar-
riage without the rumors.

Yours sincerely, Sara
The End

onevinnon

Your Hollywood Tour

next month takes you on

a romantic trek through

beautiful

BEL-AIR HOTEL

with newlyweds

Qlancy Quilcl

and

(Charles aussetl

In Color in December PHOTOPLAY

on sale November 12th

CORN BAD?
FEEL SAD?

Dl lie IAV with Nupercaine*

DLUL’JMT RELIEVES 3 WAYS:

Stops shoe pressure—its soft Dura-felt

pad relieves pain instantly! Curbs surface
pain, thanks to Blue-Jay’s exclusive anes-

thetic Nupercaine! Loosens hard “core”
with gentle medication—you just lift it out in

a few days ! For grea ter relief get Blue-Jay.
"America’s Largest Selling Corn Plaster.”

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by Ciba

^'^unuTOt
STANDARD

lasmmsam
Division of The Kendall Company

Chicago 16

AMAZING! MAKE $25
for selling 50 boxes 21 for $1 Christmas Cards.
Also 50 and 25 for $1 embossed with name
on. Samples and selling plan on approval.
Merit Card Co., Dept. F, 70 William St., Newark 2, N. J.

Get Well

QUICKER
from Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FO L E Y’S Cou|h Compound

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
when dazzling Zircons from the mines
of far-away mystic East are so effective

and inexpensive

?

Thrilling beauty, stand
acid, true backs! Exquisite jnountings.

See before you buy.Write 1

for Free catalog. Address:

NATIONAL JEWELRY COMPANY
Dept. 1 -A Wheeling. W. Va.

Cctta/oCf

FREE!

Be Hairdrefjer
WOMEN! Just what you need! 'Simple, easy to follow
instructions, how to set your own hair at home. Shampoo-
ing! Cutting! Curling! Waving! with styles to suit any age
from 16 to 60. Photos & diagrams make it so easy anyone
can do it and have that professional look. “Delighted/*
writes Mrs. A. R. (N. Y.), “so simple and easy, and I
save twice the cost every week." Send today! $2.00 com-
plete, postpaid, or C.O.D. plus postal charges.
PATH-TO-BEAUTY Box 4919 Miami 29, Flo.

PHOTO-RING
Any Photo or Picture of
Sweetheart, Relative or Friend
reproduced perma-
nently in this beau-
tiful onyx like ring
featuring the New

Magnified Setting! Will last a lifetime! Inde-
structible! Waterproof! Enclose strip of paper .

for ring size. Pay postman plus a few cents 'Ezpertiy

postage. If you send cash we pay postage. painted
(Photos Returned.) 25c extra)

PHOTO MOVETTE RING CO.. Dept. M-3. CINCINNATI, O.

PHOTO ENLARGEMENT
Size 8 x 10 Inches

J
>W

on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER # C
Same price for fall length or B
bast form, groups, landscapes. « # • ep
pet animals, etc-, or enlarge- O TGr<pl.&D
ments of any part of group, plus 25c for
Original returned with your nega.

enlargement. vou

SEND NO MONEY
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless on beautiful
double -weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman only S7c plus postage or send 60c and
we pay postage if you send negative. Add 25c for making negative
if you send photo. Send your photos or negatives today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
lOO East Ohio Street Dept. 1557-PA .Chicago (11), Ilf.
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VETO Colgate’s Antiseptic

Deodorant, Checks Underarm

Perspiration, Stops Odor— Yet is

Doubly Safe!

Only VETO Contains DURATEX,
exclusive new safety ingre-

dient! Veto is different from
any other deodorant . . . Does
not rot clothes. Safe for any
normal skin. Stays moist in

jar, never gritty, rubs in easily. Use
doubly safe Veto regularly to guard daintiness and
Co check underarm perspiration, stop odor safely.

DOUBLY PREFERRED! Registered
Nurses who have tried Veto prefer it

almost 2 to 1 over any other deodor-
ant, according to a nation-wide survey.

APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS— Better Fabrics Bureau

ENDS GRAY HAIR
PARTIN?.

WORRIES IN 5 SECONDS
Quick, easy Tintz Touch-up
Pencil colors gray, faded hair
at roots, parting, temples.
Like lipstick. In metal swivel
case.Won’truboff,but washes
out. SEND NO MONEY.
Deposit with postman on
delivery 50c or $1 for 2 plus

1 tax and C. O. D% postage on
guarantee of satisfaction or
Money Bock. State shade:

Black, Dark Brown, Dark Warm Brown, Med. Brown, Light
Brown, Auburn or Blonde. Moil order now to:

TINTZ CO.. Dept.5-P. 205 N. Michigan Ave„ Chicago 1, III.

UFFfcHERS
FROM PSORIASIS

(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE!

DERITIOIL
Prove it yourself no matter
how long you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psorta*
sis and Derm oil with
amazing, true photo.

for the stubborn, ugly
•mbarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Applr
non-staining Dermoi
Thousands do for scaly

8
>ots on body or scalp,
rateful users, often afte.

G
ears of suffering, report
le scales have gone, the

red patches gradually disappeared and ,

they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoi I
. -

y do.
• • * *-

efini

f

que . . ___
enerous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot Test",
est it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for

your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and othe leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 9704, Detroit 4, Mich.

''PAID FOR HOME
...FROM

s35 A WEEK

S

WITH BOARD"
Mrs. M.A.S., Benton, III.

Ambitious and energetic,
L Mrs. M.A.S. learned how
u to be a trained, practical

nurse through the physi-
1 eian-endorsed home-study
| methods of the Chicago School of Nursing. Now
| she has steady income, doing work she loves. |
| High School Not Required. Whether you’re 18 |
| or 60—you can benefit, as have thousands of men |

and women, by studying practical nursing at home
_ in your spare time. Nurses are always needed! !

Nurse B.D.E. writes: “Have all the work I can *

I do at $35 a week.” Lessons easily understood. I

^1 Earn while learning. Trial plan, easy payments.
Equipment included. 48th year. Write today!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 1811, 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago 11. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Same A ge

City_ _State_

Portrait in Quicksilver

(Continued from, page 71) and scholar;

gay man-about-town—moody and hyper-
sensitive; equally jovial and relaxed. The
life of any party and a worrier when he
works.
One room in his studio dressing room

suite is ultra-conservative, boasts his two
beloved antique lamps with the lapis

lazuli bases he bought with the first big
money he earned. The inner dressing room
is all done up in red-striped wallpaper and
strictly carnival motif. His eight-foot

studio bed at home, surrounded as it is

by titled furniture, dares a yellow quilted

spread. And his collection of valuable
Boudin paintings must feel chastened by
the cherished cream-colored Ford con-
vertible with the red trim that he drives.

Concerning his more serious side, Cary’s
perfected the art of worrying along with
everything else. He does it very well.

Acutely sensitive to the feelings of others,

he worries exaggeratedly about any word
or act of his that might be misinterpreted
and hurt the person involved. He worries
about the international chaos in the head-
lines and will stop reading his morning
newspaper because reading it makes him
too depressed. He keeps a little black book
always with him in which he notes long
lists of things he’s promised to do. A re-
quest for a picture or a promise to call

somebody the next morning at ten. And
he spends from one to two hours daily
clearing his book. The guy who never
thought he’d hear from him again gets a
ring at 9:59, “This is Cary. I said I’d

call . .
.”

H
E TAKES his work even more seriously
and worries about a picture from the

opening shot until it breaks all box-office
records and the rave reviews come in.

Henry Koster, who directed him in the
Samuel Goldwyn production, “The Bishop’s
Wife,” and who has great admiration for

Grant’s “tremendous talent,” echoes a
common directorial sentiment. “Cary’s a
thinking man. If you convince him that
you’re right, you have to prove why, and
if you can’t show him . . . then you start

all over again,” he laughed.
Why he worries so much over minute

details, with all of his stature and some
thirteen years of successful hits behind
him, is a matter of conjecture. It could be
a deep feeling of insecurity carried over
from his early years of hardships, when
he lived on hot dogs and fifty cents a day.
Sometimes, in reminiscing about the stilt-

walking stanza, he says he used to walk in
fear, constantly afraid some hoodlums
would run between his legs, knock him
down and break his knees, and that he
wouldn’t be able to find an acting job
when the Broadway season opened again
in the fall.

Or it could be that he doesn’t place
enough value on what he’s achieved. That
he’s still reaching for the ultimate . . . and
doesn’t realize he’s practically up to his
dimpled chin in it right now.

Cary’s versatility has been unanimously
acclaimed, what with his underplaying in
“Notorious,” his brash yet sensitive role in
“None But the Lonely Heart,” his wide-
open comedy in “The Bachelor and the
Bobby-soxer,” to name three.

He’s recognized as one of the finest
comedians in films, and by many as the
greatest pantomime artist since Chaplin.

Irving Reis, who directed him in “The
Bachelor and the Bobby-soxer,” praises
Cary’s rare gift of timing and facial re-
actions. “He can express more with one
flick of an eyelash than most players can
with a page of dialogue,” he says. And
Myrna Loy, who’s starring with him again
at RKO in “Mr. Blandings Builds His

Inspired by romance . . . designed to

capture his heart, yet softly feminine.

Beautifully made of fine 80 Square per-

cale in a bewitching paisley print. 5
great yards of sweeping skirt, 27 inch

zipper that whisks you in ... or out,

plus the added caress of dainty white

eyelet trim at the neck and sleeves. For
Good Morning thru Good Night. In

Blue, Rose or Orchid.

*•-- national mail order COHP.-—

-

333 No. Michigan, Chicago 1/ Dept.
Please tend me: 104

WHIRL-A-COAT at $3.95 plui pottage
|

Circle tize and color

12 14 16 18 20
Blue Rote Orchid

(check tecond color choice)

C.O.D. Money Order
Save 30c C.O.D. charge by mailing money
order for amount plui 15c pottage. In III.

add 2% talet tax.

Namo ..

Addret* .

City Zone.. State..

SMART FASHIONS- SUPER VALUES-BY MAIL!
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FIND OUT WHY THE

CALL IT A MIRACLE

You’d call this

new BELTONE
O ne -

U

n i

t

Hearing Aid a
miracle, too, if

you had been i

wearing a sep-

arate battery
pack strapped

toyour body with
entangling wires, and then

suddenly found the tiny new
Beltone! No wonder so many
thousands of hard-of-hearing

people have switched to Beltone

. . . Find out why for yourself

!

BefoZL
HEARING AID

BELTONE HEARING AID CO.
1450 W. 19th St., Dept. MWG11,Chicago 8

FREE BOOKLET-MAIL COUPON

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. MWG II
|

1450 W. 19th St., Chicago 8, III.

Please send me, without obligation, FREE Booklet
about Hearing Problems.

Name

Address
I

I

|
Town Zone State J

MATERNITY DRESSES
Smart. VOUthful Ktvlpu for Mnmino

Fall
Styles

i
Smart, youthful styles for Morning, I
Street, or Afternoon at low budget CATALOG Iprices. Charming fashions with con.
cealing lines for the mother-to-be. ’
Also Maternity Corsets & Lingerie.CRAWFORD S, Dert.//.729Balt.Av*.,KansasClty,Mo,

KHEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand’s Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

Dream House,” is equally enthusiastic.

Cary has been perfecting his pantomime
since the age of thirteen, when he ran
away from home to join a vaudeville
troupe. He used to stand in the theater
wings studying the comedians, analyzing
their facial reactions, why they got their

laughs. From the first he wanted more
than anything to be a headline low
comedian, a character with balloon pants
and size fifteen shoes. He talked about it

for years, but got little encouragement
from the old hands. “It’s no use, son,”

they’d say, studying his handsome features
sorrowfully. “You’ll never make it. You’ll
have to be a leading man.”
So he resigned himself to his fate!

Cary loves to give presents and shops
for them very thoughtfully. On one occa-
sion he practically started a straw-hat cir-

cuit in Palm Springs when he did a little

ad libbing on a brown straw number he
bought for his hostess, Mrs. William
Powell, while visiting their desert home.
Choosing one of those “farmerette” type
brimmed hats, Cary had the clerk take
the crown out and fill it in with fresh flow-
ers, then sent it to Diane for an Easter
bonnet. When the Hollywood girls saw
hers they wanted one like it and the
brown-straw market went up.

I

T WAS his faultless manners which first

impressed his old friend, Don Barclay,

a skilled Hollywood caricature artist and
actor. Barclay headlined the vaudeville
show in Ipswich, England, in which thir-

teen-year-old Cary first appeared when
he ran away from home to join a troupe of

acrobats. Scared and inexperienced as he
was, he stood out from all the others “be-
cause he was so polite, such a little gentle-
man,” says Don. Later when Cary came
to America he worked as Barclay’s
straight man in vaudeville and has some
of their old bills in a scrapbook at home.
They read, “DON BARCLAY,” and in

very small print, “assisted by Archie
Leach.” Cary threatens to have one of them
engraved on Don’s cigarette case with the
added inscription, “This is to remind you
. . . not me.”
Although he started in show business

before completing his education, Cary
has given himself a master’s degree in

philosophy, history, and literature. He’s
an avid reader, has an inquiring mind and
a photographic memory. He has a deep
appreciation and understanding of music
and the fine arts, is a fair pianist himself.
He possesses a valuable art collection
including a Utrillo and some carefully
chosen English sporting prints which are
hung in the dark-panelled library of his
Bel-Air home.
Most people—those who don’t see him

when he worries—know Grant as the gay-
est guy in all Hollywood. For there are
many days when he rides on top of the
world, fairly pushing it along.

This is the Cary who’s always giving
studio personnel a ride to work. The Cary
who forgets his house key and greets his
English housekeeper who opens the door
for him with a bland, “Trick or treat?”

Who gets a bang out of confusing the
crew on the set of “The Bishop’s Wife”
with a mind-reading act he’s worked out
with Loretta Young.
Hollywood hostesses agree that Cary is

a gay and gracious person, who always
enters enthusiastically into the spirit of

any evening, whether it involves serious
conversation, showing a movie or a home
musicale.

On the latter occasion he can’t resist

joining Skitch Henderson as a piano team.
He gives out with his full repertoire of

Cockney songs and sings duets with his

good pal, Rosalind Russell, usually their

own corny, if stirring rendition of “Good-

make sure of

this accepted modern way

l

Feminine daintiness is a fleeting thingl

That’s why fastidious women prefer the

Faultless Feminine Syringe for intimate

hygienic care. Scientifically designed . .

.

convenient ... no accessories to assemble

. . . thoroughly, gently cleansing. 89c to

$2.89 at drug stores everywhere. Send
for free booklet ‘‘Facts You Should Know
About Intimate Feminine Care." Feminine

Products Division, Dept. P-117

The Faultless Rubber Company
Ashland, Ohio

feminine syringes
Teg sufferers
Why continue to suffer without attempt-

ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet

—“THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.'' It tells about Varicose

Ulcers and Open Leg Sores, Liepe Methods

used while you walk. More than 40 years of

success. Praised and en-

dorsed by multitudes.
jj

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.

Dept. M-12, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

it 'IxfyeuKOtio* "psee

Contracts— costs paid- tor "><me or radio IdBOl

| _ plots or lilies— short stones. RUDY VAllEE—

1 ROY del RUTH- JACK LONDON Estate spon-

1 soring new material. Not o contest. 32 Page

f FREE Book gives complete information.

1 SEND TODAY 10^ coin for moiling and handling.

| Do it NOW. Dept. S.

WRITERS
1067 N. Fa

TALENT SCOUT, INC.
irfox, Hollywood 46, Calif.

FREE PROOF
That You May Change Yourself in 7 Weeks)

These actual
photos of Doris
Bertel of New
York show her
beforeandofter
taking the fa-

mous John Rob-
ert Powers
Home Course,
under the guid-
ance of lovely

Grace Eden. “Now my friends say I’m attractivel”

says happy Doris. And you, too, may acquire the
poise, charm, and self-confidence of a Powers Girl

Model in only 7 short weeks—at home. EDEN-
IZED-POWERS GIRL TRAINING helps you get

more out of life. Write today for booklet, “The
Powers Way.” It’s yours free.

JOHN ROBERT POWERS HOME COURSE
247 Park Ave.. Suite L367, New York 17, N. Y.



When the Children

are Constipated-
Give them the Laxative

they love to take l

Forcing a* child to take a strong,

nasty-tasting medicine upsets the

parents as well as the child. Next
time your youngster needs a laxative,

give him Ex-Lax! He’ll love its deli-

cious chocolate taste—not a bit like

medicine!

Ex-Lax gets results easily, com-
fortably. It isn’t violent or upsetting
like some laxatives are. When you
give the children Ex-Lax, they’ll

hardly know they have taken a laxa-
tive, except for the satisfying relief

they get.

Yet, gentle as it is, you can depend
on Ex-Lax to give the youngsters
thorough relief. It is biologically

tested for effective action. Many doc-
tors use it in their practice.

And don’t forget—Ex-Lax is just
as good for grown-ups as it is for
children. It’s America’s most widely
used laxative

—

over AO million boxes
sold annually! Take Ex-Lax yourself
and as a precaution use only as di-
rected. Still only 10*. Economy size,

25*.

When Nature “forgets”... remember

EM-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

AsthmaCoughs
Don’t let coughing, sneezing, choking, recurring attacks

of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and energy another day
without trying Mendaco. This great internal medicine is

tasteless and taken exactly as directed works thru the

blood, thus reaching the bronchial tubes and lungs. Usually
starts helping nature immediately to remove thick, sticky

mucus, thus alleviating coughing and promoting freer

breathing and more refreshing sleep. Get Mendaco from
your druggist today. Money back guaranteed unless com-
pletely satisfied.

SENSATIONAL
FREE OFFER!

(For Blondes Only)
Just return this advertisement with TWO DIMES
for our 16-page booklet, “The New Art of Lighten-
ing Hair.” We will include FREE a regular $1.00
size package of a Famous Hair Lightener.
If you have Tight ends’ and ‘dark root' problem you
will be amazed at the thrilling results. Any shade
from golden to platinum. Applied in cream form.

ONE TIME OFFER! Good Only If

You Send This Entire Advertisement
Address: Free Sample Dept. 2511

Box #10 Prince Station

New York 12, N. Y.

'Kentucky

/Mil BARBECUE ASH TRAY
ALSO AN INCENSE BURNER!
It's different! It’s beautiful! It’suse-

I
|j ful .

.

. attractive for home and office.

I Handcolored to look like the real fire°

Ipir stones. Smoke curls out the chimney.
generous supply of cigarettes
matches. Has metal fireplace

ST* 11 cover which lifts out to re-
move ashes. Ideal gift. $1.98—
includes a package of incense.

?-s-J-LsJL°yS-H
EitPltTiuEli I V71 Tiunois merchTndise mart
Oept.1481-A.1227 LOYOLA AVENUE, CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
[] Rush BarbecueAsh Tray C.O.D. for $1.98on money back guarantee.

NAME— -----
-

bye-ee,” an English song of the first World
War.

Cary’s hobbies are his work and travel-

ling. He talks with a far-away look about
a picturesque little town in Italy he’s

visited, a drive through the Riviera, a trip

he plans to Rio or the Orient.

He loves to meet interesting people, all

kinds of people. He gets claustrophobia
from the barriers imposed by being a
celebrity, and would like to be able to

mingle more. To be able to go in and out
of stores chatting with clerks and looking
over all the merchandise, instead of enter-
ing through back doors and being clois-

tered in a manager’s office while a few
chosen articles are brought to him.
He likes to drive through small towns,

to linger a little passing the time of year
with the man who owns the filling station

and the soda jerker at the drugstore.
He believes in an international corner

drugstore where all peoples can put their

elbows on the counters and order ideas
on the house.
And Cary’s current dream is to help

provide such a common meeting place
through the medium of international pic-
tures. For he believes travel is a passport
to peace. On his recent trip to England he
completed plans with Alexander Korda
for a series of pictures to be shot in va-
rious European locales, in which he will

play a visiting American who explains
his country’s customs to them and brings
back their customs to us.

Cary is deeply interested in philosophy,
particularly that of old Indian philoso-
phers, in the beliefs of the Buddhists and
the Taoists and their faith in retribution.
This faith echoes in some measure

Cary’s own creed . . . you get what you
earn.

He has his own philosophy of Holly-
wood too, in which he compares motion
pictures to a street car with only seats
enough for so many. Somebody gets
pushed off. Somebody stays.

If Hollywood is such a street car, we
say this gentleman Grant has earned the
pink slip on a front seat.

The End

LISTEN IN

AS REAL CRIMES ARE SOLVED

Every Sunday Afternoon on

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES"

Every week the files of TRUE
DETECTIVE Magazine are opened
on another famous case. Then you

join the police or FBI as they

gather clues, question witnesses,

and bring another dangerous crim-

inal to justice. It’s an exciting half-

hour, extra interesting because

every story is true and believable.

Be ready for action and a full

quota of thrills,

Every Sunday Afternoon on

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES"

ON ALL MUTUAL STATIONS

See your newspaper for time and station

$500 REWARD
for information on wanted criminals;

tune in for details

YOUll BE THRIUEP

over'extra advantage'

Greaseless Suppository Assures Hours

Of Continuous Medication — Easy To

Carry If Away From Home!

Zonitors are one of the most satisfac-
tory methods ever used for intimate
feminine cleanliness. They are being
more and more widely used among
the intelligent women in the U. S.
Easier, daintier, more convenient

—

so
powerfully germicidal yet harmless.

Positively No Burn—No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow-white vaginal suppositories.
They are not the type which quickly
melt away. Instead—when inserted

—

Zonitors instantly release their pow-
erful germicidal properties and con-
tinue to do so for hours. They are
positively non-poisonous, non-irritat-
ing, non-burning. J

Leave No Sticky Residue

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor. Help guard against infection.
They are so powerfully effective they
immediately kill every germ they
touch. You know it’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract, but you can be sure Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying.

free booklet sent In plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank Intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-117, 370 Lexing-
ton Avenue. New York 17, N. Y.

Name ^ p

Address

City— State-ADDRESS.
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TAKE A "I
HEADACHE p.

NEXT TIME YOU

"BC" FOR QUICK RELIEF FROM

HEADACHES, NEURALGIC PAINS

AND MUSCULAR ACHES—10^and25 c.

Caution: use only as directed.

STAMMER?
This new 12 8-page book, "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the BogueUnit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 46 years. Benj. N. Bogue
Dept. 7501. Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4. Inri.

Brief Reviews
(Continued from page 37 )

\/FlESTA—M-G-M: Lively Technicolor happenings
down in Mexico including gay bullfights and sym-
phony concerts, centering around Esther Williams
and her twin brother newcomer Ricardo Montalban.
There’s Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova and Akim
Tamiroff to help carry this off successfully. (Sept.)

\/GHOST AND MRS. MUIR, THE—20th Century-
Fox: A different and diverting piece about ghost Rex
Harrison who doesn’t like the idea of Mrs. Gene
Tierney Muir coming to live in his former home. He
haunts her; they get romantic; George Sanders gets
delightfully wolfish. Edna Best and Vanessa Brown
are there, along with bright comedy touches. (Aug.)

yGOLDEN EARRINGS—Paramount: Quentin Rey-
nolds plays himself to track down the story of why
British Colonel Ray Milland’s ears are pierced. It’s
some story, featuring Marlene Dietrich as a dirty-
faced gypsy and Murvyn Vye as a brawny chorister.
Different enough to be a fair time-passer. (Oct.)

SCREEN FOR DANGER— Eagle-Lion; Alastair
Sim as Inspector Cockrill straightens out a murderous
mix-up with white-clad doctors Trevor Howard and
Leo Genn making good suspects. Rosamund John
and Sally Gray are the nurses; the British plot will
give you shivers if you’re a mystery-lover. (Aug.)

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS — Nebenzal-UA: Bob
Cummings sprouts some invisible wings and comes
down to earth as the Archangel Michael to straighten
out the life of bad man Brian Donlevy. Despite the
wings this is just another Western with Jorja Curt-
right looking exotically out of place. (Sept.)

1AHER HUSBAND’S AFFAIRS—Columbia; A
light touch of nonsense about the married life of
advertising couple Lucille Ball and Franchot Tone,
this has some big laughs about bigger black beards
and Edward Everett Horton. Larrv Parks bows in
briefly. (Oct.)

HIT PARADE OF 1947— Republic: Headliners of
the entertainment world; Joan Edwards, Eddie Al-
bert, Constance Moore and Gil Lamb turn in another
musical about show business that’s not hard to take.
Woody Herman and orchestra swing in. (Aug.)

HUCKSTERS, THE—M-G-M
: Quick and to

the satirical point is this remake of the best-seller
with Clark Gable as the advertising "Huckster” and
English Deborah Kerr the lady who can resist a sales
talk. Sydney Greenstreet, Ava Gardner and Adolphe
Menjou help get the laughs and the whole business
will sell itself to you with ease. (Sept.)

/l WONDER WHO'S KISSING HER NOW—
20th Century-Fox: Well-turned as a Gay Nineties
leg is this Technicolor musical about the life of com-
poser Joe E. Howard. Mark Stevens, June Haver,
Lenore Aubert and Martha Stewart dress it up; the
songs and Reginald Gardiner’s clowning add the
finishing touches to a dandy musical. (Sept.)

^IVY—L’niversal-International : “Ivy,” despite Joan
Fontaine’s deft manipulations, doesn’t give you as
many chills as she should. A lady who’s bent on
getting somewhere by using men and is a murderess
to boot- should have you feeling more than lukewarm
pity. Despite nice performances by Herbert Marshall,
Richard Ney and Patric Knowles you’ll still just go
along with it—and mildly at that. (Sept.)

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Earn while learning - Opportunities everywhere

THOUSANDS NEEDED NOW
Demand for Nurses today greater than ever
before! Profitable, interesting career.

HOSPITAL TRAINING
( optional ) in hospitals near own locality.
High school not necessary. No age limit.

saJl
FREE PLACEMENT
Post Graduate Hospital School of Nursing
Dept. 2- IOC, 10 E. Erie St., Chicago II, III.

FAST RELIEF
FROM ITCHING

SIMPLE PILES
• Here’s a single soothing medicine
to speed relief from tortures of simple
piles. It’s amazing Pazo*. Acts at once
to relieve pain and itching—soothes
inflamed tissues—lubricates dry, hard-
ened parts—helps prevent cracking
and soreness—reduce swelling and
check minor bleeding. The help you
get is wonderful!

So, to speed relief from itching and
pain of simple piles, get Pazo*. Your
doctor can tell you about it. At all

druggists’ in tubes with perforated
pile pipe for simple, thorough appli-
cation-*-also tins and suppositories.

*Pile Ointment and Suppositories.

\SLIVING IN A BIG WAY—M-G-M: The be-all

of this fairly chuckly little story about veterans’
housing is dancer Gene Kelly who does some pretty
footwork all the way through. Marie McDonald and
Phyllis Thaxter are the gals. (Sept.)

y''LONG NIGHT, THE—RKO: You’ll keep rather
dreary vigil with Henry Fonda in the room he refuses
to leave after he’s committed murder. Barbara Bel
Geddes and Ann Dvorak try and convince him to
better face the police but before he does "you’ll hear
the whole and rather depressing story of why he killed
off slimy Vincent Price. (Sept.)

LURED—Stromberg-UA : This is all fairly hand-
some hokum conducted by Lucille Ball, George
Sanders and Boris Karloff. “The Yard” is in the
background trying to clear up some murders, but
when all’s dramatically said and done it’s still just
a papier mache mystery. (Sept.)

/MERTON OF THE MOVIES—M-G-M: Red Skel-
ton takes over the famous Merton and brings him
up to date in a nice little comedy that’s on the slap-

stick side. Virginia O’Brien keeps it all lighthearted
and Alan Mowbray, Gloria Grahame and Leon Ames
play around in their old flicker-day roles. (Oct.)

\/^MIRACLE ON 34th ST.—20th Century-Fox: A
hit takes over with Edmund Gwenn making a magnifi-
cent Santa Claus in a film that shouldn’t be missed.
John Payne, Maureen O'Hara, Natalie Wood and
Macy’s and Gimbel’s are all in there pitching fast;

there’s plenty of comedy to keep you chuckling and
send you home cheering. (Aug.)

MONSIEUR VERDO UX—Chaplin-UA : Charles
Chaplin presents a picture that’s aroused more curios-
ity than a dozen thrillers. It’s brilliant in spots with
touches of the old Chaplin genius, but the theme of
excusing murder on economic grounds is questionable.
You may not like the film, but you’ll love scene-
stealer Martha Raye. (Aug.)

Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE

POULTICE
SIMPLE

CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL
IRRITATION
SIMPLE

The moist heat of an
poul-ANTIPHLOGISTINE

tice relieves cough,
tightness of chest mus-
cle soreness due to chest
cold, bronchial irritation

SPRAIN, | BRUISE amj 8 impie 8ore throat.

ROM c
MUSCLES Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE

poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable—then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also reduces swelling and relieves pain
due to a boil, simple sprain, bruise, or similar
injury or condition and limbers up stiff, aching
muscles. Get ANTIPHLOGISTINE MEDICATED
POULTICE-DRESSING in tube or can at your
drug store NOW.

MEDICATED POULTICE-DRESSING

The WhitePackage with theOrange Band {

fTCMtV
Checked in a d/F/Y
Relieve Itching caused by eczema, ath-
lete’s foot, scabies, pimples and other
itching conditions. Use cooling, medi-
cated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it

—

or money back. Don’t suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D. D. Prescription.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail

to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis-

comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Whit«hallPliarmacalCo. lDept.MWO l II.Y.I6 ( II.T.

ANEW,
FACE 1

-A NEW FUTURE! •

How Plastic Surgery easily
takes years off the prema<
turely aged face, quickly
reshapes an ugly nose
and ’corrects other facial
blemishes is told and
illustrated with 88 be-
fore -and -after picture*
in fascinating book#
YOUR NEW FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE,
written by famous
Plastic Surgeon,
Yours, post- ATa
paid in plain /nP
wrapper—only wv

FRANKLIN HOUSE Publishers

S 629 Drexel Bldg. Philadelphia, Pa. Dept. 3-F t
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It shouldn't

happen to a dog!
“I’ve been feeling as low as a dog-catcher,

lately. I’ve got worms — and they
shouldn’t happen to any dog!

“Sergeant’s SURE SHOT Capsules are

what I need. They clean out worms fast,

surely, and safely. For pups, and small

dogs weighing less than 10 pounds, use
Sergeant’s Puppy Capsules. They’re
specially made for worming the little

fellows.”

(Sergeant’s 73 years of clinical research
have developed 19 dependable dog care

products. Each one helps

you to give your dog the

care he deserves.

• You can keep your dog happy
and healthy with just a little at-
tention. Sergeant's new FREE Dog
Book contains many interesting dog
care hints. Ask for it at any drug
or pet store, or write Sergeant's,
Richmond 20, Virginia.

SerqecmYs
DOG CARE PRODUCTS

When kidneys

WorkTooOflen
Are you embarrassed and inconvenienced by too

frequent elimination during the day or night? This
symptom as well as Smarting Passages, Backache,
Leg Pains, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains and Swol-
len Ankles may be due to non-organic and non-
systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles. In such cases
the very first dose of the scientifically compounded
medicine called Cystex usually goes to work right now
helping you these 3 ways: 1. Helps nature remove
irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and certain
germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature alleviate
many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness. 3. Helps
reduce frequent night and day calls, thus promoting
better sleep.
Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give it a

fair trial as directed on package. Money back guar-
anteed unless" Cystex satisfies you.

“Get Relief

with Green

Mountain

Asthmatic

Compound”

Thousands of people
have learned that
Dr. Guild’sGREENMOUNTAINASTHMATIC
COMPOUND brings
welcome relief from
asthmatic misery.
On sale at nearly all

drug stores. Cigar-
ettes, 50*. Powder,
25* and $1.00. Cau-
tion: Use only as
directed. If your
dealer cannot supply
you, order direct.

Write J. H. Guild
Co., Dept.D18,Ru-
pert, Vermont.

SEND TODAY FOR FREE SAMPLE

\/MOSS ROSE—20th Century-Fox: Victor Mature
looks tall, dark and enigmatic in this murder mystery
that has Peggy Cummins, Vincent Price and Ethel
Barrymore to spice it up. Plot and people are fairly

credible; there are some chills from the murders, lots

of thrills from Mature. (Aug.)

PATIENT VANISHES, THE—Film Classics:

James Mason in his old English role of detective Nick
Cardby plays around at sleuthing in a weak mystery.
If you just can’t do without Mason you may like a

look at him in his younger days, otherwise, don’t
bother. (Aug.)

POSSESSED—Warners: Scaled to adult size,

this is the grim study of the approach of insanity in

Joan Crawford’s mind. Van Heflin and Raymond
Massey help put over strongly a picture that is more
psychological study than entertainment. Crawford
turns in a stirring performance. (Aug.)

RED STALLION, THE—Eagle Lion: Small fry

will probably love this business about a big horse
named “Red” and his young owner Ted Donaldson
who saves Grandma’s ranch right at the last moment.
Older audiences can pass with no regrets. (Oct.)

WREPEAT PERFORMANCE—Eagle-Lion: Rather
a different little idea in this: i.e., that a girl has the
chance to live over one year of her life again. Seeing
as how Joan Leslie shot husband Louis Hayward the
first time, you may be interested in seeing how she
fares on her second run. (Sept.)

I
/ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE. THE—M-G-M:
Van Johnson gets mixed up in the feud that went on
down in the Ozarks after the Civil War. There’s
real music in that hill-billy accent, plus O. A. White-
head, Thomas Mitchell, Selena Royle and Janet
Leigh to keep the story running along. (Sept.)

\/\/ROOSEVELT STORY, THE—Tola Produc-
tions: A series of newsreel clips takes on the feeling
of a narrative film to recount the life of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt from the time of his marriage.
Whether you’re a Roosevelt man or no, you’ll be
intensely moved. (Sept.)

SADDLE PALS—Republic: Another Autry episode
with Gene and the Cass County Boys fighting a rent
rise and taming Lynne Roberts. (Sept.)

\/\/SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE
—Goldwyn: Danny Kaye turns up as the daydreaming
Mitty of Thurber’s famous short story, adds a few
plot and personal twists and with the help of Fay
Bainter, Ann Rutherford, Virginia Mayo and Boris
Karloff makes this a leader. (Oct.)

I/SOMETHING IN THE WIND—Universal-Inter-
national: Deanna Durbin is a disk jockey eager to
find out why John Dali thinks she was mixed up with
his grandfather. There are some excellent songs as
usual from Miss Durbin including a chuckleful duet
with Jan Peerce. Donald O'Connor ducks in and out
of this fairly interesting piece. (Oct.)

SPOILERS OF THE NORT

H

—Republic : Trouble,
trouble in this one about salmon-fishing up in Alaska.
Paul Kelly’s a crooked operator; James A. Millican is

his good and honest brother who wins out in the end.
Evelyn Ankers is a cool and calm city gal, but every-
one’s talents are wasted. (Aug.)

THEY WON’T BELIEVE ME—RKO: You can sit

with the jury while the accused, Robert Young, tells

of his treatment of wife Rita Johnson, his conniving
with bad girl Susan Hayward and philandering with
Jane Greer. After you’ve been interested by his
story, you can decide the verdict. (Aug.)
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\/\/UNFAITHFUL, THE—Warners: Hard-hitting
and suspenseful, this has Ann Sheridan doing a good
job as the week-old bride whose husband Zachary
Scott goes overseas for three years. Unfaithfulness
leads to a murder charge with Levy Ayres as the law-
yer. Thoughtful movie-goers will like it. (Aug.)

^VARIETY GIRL—Paramount: The history of
the Variety Club, “heart of show business,” is the
novel idea behind this. Everyone in Paramount makes
a bow at some time or other, with Crosby and Hope
leading the parade. Mary Hatcher and Olga San
Juan center the theme adequately. (Sept.)

BirthstoneRingGIVEN
I Lovely solid sterling I

silver cushion shape
[

I set ring in your own
Birthstone Color I

given for selling 4 I

boxesRosebudSalve I

I at25c each remitting I

I the $1.00 to us. Send I

No Money. Order I

4 Rosebud Salve by one cent postcard. I

(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, ifyou send $1.00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME C0, Box 70. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

\S\/WEB ,
THE—Universal-International: A fast-

moving film with fast dialogue bantered by lawyer
Edmond O’Brien, suave crookster Vincent Price,
smart secretary Ella Raines and that sure fire char-
acter Bill Bendix. (Sept.)

WILD HARVEST—Paramount: Alan Ladd and his
toughminded harvesting crew, including Robert Pres-
ton and Lloyd Nolan, roll over the wheat fields in
those big new combines that are fun to watch. Not
so much fun is the high-heeled maneuvering of Dor-
othy Lamour who, certainly, never belonged on a farm.
Things get pretty ludicrous whenever the big ma-
chines aren’t roaring. (Oct.)

WINTER WONDERLAND—Republic: There’s a
ski ballet starring Lynne Roberts and Charles Drake,
a daring rescue from a cavern and some fancy skat-
ing in this tale about life in a resort. If you’re a
winter sports enthusiast, you may enjoy it. (Aug.)

WYOMING—Republic: Big rancher Bill Elliott

fights the Homestead Act, but daughter Vera Ralston
and John Carroll think the law’s right. This runs
along inconspicuously on the tried-and-true Western
trail with Albert Dekker, Mme. Ouspenskaya. (Aug.)
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Relieved in SECONDS!
Wonderful EYE-GENE! Just
two drops in your eyes that are
tired or irritated from wind,
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Send No Money! Mail Coupon!

This blazing bestseller already read by oner

500,000 people . . . currently sweeping the

country at $2:75 in the publisher's edition!

NOW
it’s yours

theVIXENS
The impassioned story of a New Orleans hellion who wouldn't

share her man with any woman- not even his wife!
"^^THEN Denise Lascals meets Laird Fournois, it’s as explosive

fj ” as a torch set to gasoline! You’ll understand why when you
meet this reckless renegade and the irresistible Denise in "The
Vixens”—yours FREE as a gift from The Fiction Book Club! You’ll
understand, too, why Laird—so careless with life and love—was
such a burning legend even in wicked, old New Orleans.

What a woman! And what a story!

This was the man Denise found she had to have, and he
knew she was the only woman for him. Yet, honor made
him marry the beautiful Sabrina. Denise knew why, but
would not share his love. To 'capture him for her-

self alone she endured public disgrace . . . became
the mistress of another . . . even caused murder!

"A rip-roaring thriller"-Boston Herald
It’s a sweeping, passionate novel of that bitter,

bloody period when Yankee Carpetbaggers, de-

cadent Southern Aristocrats, and Scalawags
fought for political power and booty! And it’s

yours FREE to introduce you to the savings and
pleasure of Fi'ction Book Club membership.

Membership is FREE in The FICTION BOOK CLUB
...and you get all these Money-Saving advantages too!

[YOURS FREE . . ."THE VIXENS"
5 The best-selling novel everybody's talking about!

The FICTION BOOK CLUB (Dept. 142), 31 W.57thSt., N.Y.I9, N.Y.

I want to take advantage of
your sensational introductory
offer to send me free the out-

• standing best-seller "THE
g VIXENS,” and at the same

time (and also FREE) make
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g The Fiction Book Club. I un-
demand that each month I will
be offered a new and popular
best-seller at only $1.39 (plus

5 a few cents postage). This

[

1 NAME
Please Print Plainly

means savings to me of up to
$1.61 on each book from the
regular price of the publisher’s
edition. However, I can accept
or reject monthly selection as
I please. My only agreement is

to purchase 6 of the entire
year’s offerings. Rush my free
copy of "THE VIXENS” and
begin club service with cur-
rent selection: that sensational
best-selling novel "Mr. Adam.”

: ADDRESS.

: CITY STATE
Zone No. (if any)

AGE
' OCCUPATION (if under 21)
! (Slightly higher in Canada. Address 266 King St. West, Toronto)

\bu will be sent immediately
FREE your copy of this new
best-seller when you mail the

coupon. You'll also become a
member of The Fiction Book
Club with your choice of the

club's monthly best-seller selec-

tions and you'll get these four

big advantages, too:

I. You save up to $1.61 on every

book! Fiction Book Club contracts

for big special editions — prints

from original plates, and in return

for mass distribution, authors ac-

cept lower royalties. These savings
are passed right on to you. You
6ave up to $1.61 on every book you
get. And you get the current best-

seller—the book everybody’s talking

about — FREE as an introductory

gift when you join!

2. You get outstanding new books!
Selections are made only after a
careful study of current books from
all publishers. From these reports

of top-quality novels ($2.50 lo $3.00
in the publisher's edition) our edi-

tors select the best available books
that are "the cream of the crop.”
Fiction Book Club selections are
always outstanding best-sellers . . .

books by leading authors . . . brand-
new, full size, beautiful books you
will be proud to own.

3. You pay no special dues or fees!

No trick obligation clauses. You
simply agree to accept any six of

the twelve outstanding books offered

in a year. You do not have to accept
every book offered—just those you
decide you want after you have read a
detailed description well in advance.

4.

You’ll find plan so simple and
easy! If you decide you don’t want
the book simply notify us not to

send it. Otherwise simply do noth-

ing, and it will be mailed to you.

For each monthly selection YOU
decide you want you pay just $1.39

plus a few cents postage.

SO ACT NOW!
Get your FREE copy of the

sensational best-seller described
above and get all the con-
veniences and savings of free

Fiction Book Club membership !

But hurry—offer is limited ! It’s

first come — first served. Mail
coupon NOW to The Fiction

Book Club, 31 West 57th St..

New York 19, New York.

First Selection! VVHAT WOULD YOU DO ... to be EVE to this MR. ADAM?
"MR. ADAM" He is the only man on earth ablq to be a father after a freak atomic

accident sterilizes all other men but leaves the women untouched.

Millions of women want Mr. Adam-but 3 lovely plotters try every

"trick in the book." wins Mr. Adam and in history s

greatest "man-hunt”— makes a story you’ll never forget. 'Gloriously

Funny — didn’t stop laughing,” says the Philadelphia Inquirer. A fat

r MAIL COUPON NOW! HURRY., .OFFER LIMITED!
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Lines on Lon

(Continued from page 58) surf. The can-
dlelight always gives Ann a particular

charm, he feels.

Afterwards there was a walk on the
sand, an impulsive choice of a movie, a
stop in a drive-in for juicy hamburgers
and coffee and more talk about their latest

discoveries about life. Time steals by until,

parked in front of Ann’s apartment, she’ll

self-accusingly gasp, “It’s late, Lon! Now
good night. I’ve got to get some sleep!” Be-
ing a night owl who’s never had a guilty

twinge about enjoying after-midnight
hours most, he is given to retorting, “You
mean it’s so early now!”
Ask Lon McCallister about girls in

general, and Ann specifically, and he will

tell you they have a great deal in com-
mon. But, he adds frankly, “We’re not in
love. I’ve never been in love yet. I’ve

concentrated on getting a start in the
movies, and on acquiring as good an edu-
cation as possible.”

Lon and Ann aren’t the night-club type,
so they met, ironically enough, at Ciro’s.

The occasion was a press party both had to
attend. The only vacant chair Lon could
find was at Ann’s table. Already a distant
admirer of her looks and acting ability,

he was intrigued by her off-screen person-
ality. Her reaction was similar.

Lon is a native of modern Los Angeles
and college educated. His youthful face
got him cast as a high-school senior on
his return from war. He’s never been on
a farm. But now in “Bob, Son of Battle,”
he’s convincing as a high-tempered sheep-
herder, tossing in an authentic Scottish ac-
cent and playing a violin besides. Next in
“Summer Lightning” he’ll be rural again.

Ann, in turn, has scored on the screen
as a wilful girl causing plenty of trouble.
That she’s made her dent by being the
dramatically defiant sort is ironic. Lit-
erally she’s an unusually nice girl with no
vices, gifted at portraying characters whose
motivation she must mentally and emo-
tionally estimate.
They like to walk down Hollywood

Boulevard and since they happen to live
only a block apart and three blocks above
the Boulevard, they do this when they
haven’t time to take off for the beach. They
are rarely recognized because Lon looks
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MYSTERIES"

These are the thrilling true stories of
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like any college boy and Ann also has a
campus air “She doesn’t want people to

stare at her. Ann wants to save her acting
ability for each role she rates. So she’s

fun!” Lon enthuses.
You might suppose these two talk inces-

santly of their respective careers. Both
of them actually act in their movies,
they’re not just being themselves. But
they never talk shop.
“We both think of acting quite unhys-

terically,” Lon says. “It is an acquired,
skilled trade we’re both learning and we
agree you improve a technique only by
practice and not by forever talking
about it. We don’t think waiting for inspira-
tion has any bearing—that is wishful
reliance on others to put you across.
Nursing moods before and after a scene
strikes us both as phony stuff. We don’t
ham it up at all. And I haven’t even
discussed this; we just sense each other’s
professional attitude.”

NN definitely is one of Lon’s favorite
people—even though he dates other girls

too; Cathy Downs, Nancy Walker, Allene
Roberts and Peggy Ann Garner, so far as
“names” go. And any day now, Eeta Lin-
den, who’s not news so far, will arrive
in Hollywood for a long-anticipated visit.

“Eeta had a small part in the U.S.O.’s
production of ‘What a Life’ and when
that troupe came to Alaska I was assigned
as their Army guide. They staged the play
for the troops in Anchorage, Fairbanks
and Nome. I’ll never forget the laughs
Eeta and I had over hot cakes in the Log
Cabin in Fairbanks. Or the afternoon we
went swimming in an Alaskan lake.”

Lon looked her up in New York City,

where her home is, when his studio sent
him East last winter. She was every bit

as gay and bright as he’d remembered
her. He proudly took her to a lavish film
premiere, introducing her to Tyrone
Power, Maureen O’Hara and the other
Hollywood people there for it. “I had to

rent a tux, and she rented a fur coat,”

Lon says with a smile, “and we reveled
in our temporary finery.”

Lon’s new apartment house looks down
a hillside onto the exact center of Holly-
wood. He sold his Malibu house, bought
with his first movie earnings, because it

nearly tripled in value in four years and,
being a shrewd business man, he couldn’t
ignore that. He’s invested in a triplex,

living on the top floor himself with his

mother and grandparents. “I’m not too
tied to my folks,” he insists. “I’d really

rather live alone now, but I can’t afford
it yet. Besides, the folks shared the bad
times and the slowly arriving good times,

and we love each other.

“We climb these sixty-six steps feeling

mighty lucky we have them to puff up.”
A new poker table sits there permanently,
with his portable typewriter usually parked
on it because he has an aversion to a con-
ventional desk. Shelves full of his books
flank both sides of the huge stone fireplace.

He spends more on records and books than
on any other hobby.
“When I marry I hope I don’t turn out

Surface Stuff. I try to be my true self

on dates so a girl knows where I stand.
I admit frankly I’m avoiding social life.

I was an only child and love it. I’ve never
been lonely, can be by myself quite
happily. I hate cocktail parties and I’m
conservative. Because my family lost all

their money when I was six, mother was
untrained for the work she had to do from
then on, and we had a tough time of it. I

began as an extra at fourteen and didn’t

get my first bit part until I was seven-
teen. I did two years of small roles before
I was even considered eligible for a lead.

I believe very emphatically in a college
education, even for an actor, so I had to

sandwich mine in with the movie progress.

“They say you have to put on ‘front’ in
Hollywood. I don’t. I don’t buy anything
on time, go without luxuries until I can
afford them. I want investments that’ll tide
over any lack of work in the future. I

intend to provide for my family. After I

branch out on my own, Mother will have
this building and the income from it.

“I don’t attempt to prove I’m like I am
in the movies. I sometimes am—and in
many ways I’m not. If a girl’s going to
be disappointed in me, she might as well
take it on the chin fast and look else-
where. I assume traits foreign to myself
only when a role calls for them.”

I
ON’S still recalling the evening he and
Ray Sperry, his best friend and now his

stand-in, double-dated Peggy Ann Garner
and Barbara Whiting. “I’m no cradle-
snatcher,” Lon grins. “I’m that creature
I once used to object to; an older boy!
While I was away the girls I knew of
my own age all seemed to get married.
Peggy Ann’s mature for her age and it’s

natural to step out with a girl doing a film
with you. Those two girls wore Ray and
me out that particular night. We made a
tour of the beach concessions and couldn’t
keep up with their pep. ‘Now that you
are out with an Older Man you’ll have to
stop stuffing candy and popcorn all at
once,’ I told Peggy Ann. After which you
should have seen me in that Spitfire plane
she chose for our next ride. I even broke
my glasses before we could climb out!”
He is still in the phase where he can be

attracted by the best of every type.
Cathy Downs’s gentility impresses him.
“She was America’s highest-paid model,
but she has the thoughtfulness and good
breeding the ambitious frequently consider
unimportant. Cathy has earned her oppor-
tunity. She had a terrific struggle to regain
her beauty after a bad childhood break

—

and how she’s come through!”
Lon points out that Allene Roberts sen-

sibly returned to her senior year in high
school after scoring in her first film. “We’ll
be doing another picture together this

year. Meantime, she’s smart to continue
school. Allene’s not a clinging-vine, either.

She’s intelligent, and she’s going far.”

He contends feminine charm isn’t de-
pendent on fame or money. His apprecia-
tion of its infinite varieties is evidenced
by his hilarious times with Nancy Walker,
the Broadway musical comedy star. Her
hail-fellow boisterousness appeals strongly
to his own awareness of pompousness. He
tries to top her gags, and confesses that
astounding Nancy is a big order.

He’s had one gala trip to New York
since the war, being sent there in style

to meet the metropolitan press. He gifted

Ray Sperry with a free jaunt-of-a-life-
time. They’ve been buddies since they
met as extras when fourteen, and that
long ago they resolved that whichever of

them hit the big time first would treat

the other to such a spree. Since Lon got
to New York a number of times while in

uniform, he had dozens of sights to show
Ray. In their three weeks’ stay they missed
practically nothing. By the time the two
flew home they were anxious to just lie

on the beach in the California sunshine.
“I’m not even thinking of marriage yet,”

Lon says. “I want to feel more mature
before I fall in love, because I won’t take

a wife lightly. I think divorce is a failure

you inflict on someone else along with
yourself. I intend to focus on being the
right sort of husband when I make that

step. Until then, I want my girl friends to

know me as I honestly am.”
His telephone was ringing furiously as

I started down his sixty-six steps. “Hello,

Ann!” he was replying. He told me he has
no line. It strikes me that in all Holly-
wood he’s the one with the grandest one.

The End



Casts of Current Pictures

DESIRE ME—M-G-M: Marise Aubert, Greer Gar-
son; Paul Aubert, Robert Mitchum; Jean Renaud,
Richard Hart; Martin, Morris Ankrum; Father Don-
nard, George Zucco; Dr. Andre Leclair, Cecil Hum-
phreys; Postman, David Hoffman.

FOXES OF HARROW, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Stephen Fox, Rex Harrison; Odalie, Maureen
O’Hara; Andre, Richard Haydn; Mike Farrel, Vic-
tor McLaglen; Aurore, Vanessa Brown; Desiree,
Patricia Medina; The Vicomte, Gene Lockhart; Sean
Fox, Charles Irwin; Otto Ludenbach, Hugo Haas;
Master of Harrow, Dennis Hoey; Tom Warren, Roy
Roberts; St. Angc, Marcel Journet; Achille, Kenneth
Washington; Zerline, Helen Crozier; Josh, Sam Mc-
Daniel; Angelina, Libby Taylor; Little Inch ( age 6),
Renee Beard; Tante Caleen, A. C. Bilbrew; Belle,

Suzette Haibin; Etienne Fox (age 6 ), Perry William
Ward; Ty Demon, William Walker; Mrs. Warren,
Mary Currier; Little Inch (age 3), Clear Nelson Jr.;

Etienne (age 3), James Lagano; Maspero, Henri
Letondal; Dr. Lefevre, Jean Del Val.

LOUISIANA—Monogram: Jimmie Davis, Himself;
Alvern Adams, Margaret Lindsay; Charlie Mitchell,

John Gallaudet; Jimmie Davis (boy), Ralph Freeto;
Mrs. Davis, Mary Field; Mr. Davis, Eddy Waller;
Henderson, Andrew Toombes; Tomlins, Tristram
Coffin; Miss Symington, Edna Holland; Mrs. Dupree,
Dorothy Granger; Judge, Ben Erway; Laura, Dottye
Brown; Nielson, Alan Edwards; Fred Astor, Russell
Hicks; Bartender, Larry Rio; Gambler, Allen Math-
ews; Old Timer, Lee “Lasses” White; Justin Jeffrey,
Bill Kennedy; Politician, Eddie Dunn; Politician,
Ray Teal; Policeman, Stanley Blystone.

OUT OF THE PAST—RKO : Jeff, Robert Mitchum;
Kathie, Jane Greer; Whit, Kirk Douglas; Meta Car-
son, Rhonda Fleming; Jim, Richard Webb; Fisher,
Steve Brodie; Ann, Virginia Huston; Joe, Paul Val-
entine; The Kid, Dickie Moore; Eels, Ken Niles.

RIDE THE PINK HORSE — Universal-Interna-
tional: Gagin, Robert Montgomery; Pancho, Thomas
Gomez; Carlo, Ritz Conde; Maria, Iris Flores; Pila,
Wanda Hendrix; Mr. Edison, Grandon Rhodes; Bell-
boy

t
Tito Renaldo; Jonathan, Richard Gaines; Mar-

jorie, Andrea King; Bill Rete, Art Smith; Barkeeper,
Martin Garralaga; Locke, Edward Earle; Red, Har-
old Goodwin; Elevator Girl, Maria Cortez; Hugo,
Fred Clark.

ROBIN HOOD OF TEXAS—Republic: Gene Autry,
Himself; Virginia, Lynne Roberts; Droopy, Sterling
Holloway; Julie Reeves, Adele Mara; Duke Mantel,
James Cardwell; Nick Castillo, John Kellogg; Lacey,
Ray Walker; Jim Preston, Michael Branden; Ace
Foley, Paul Bryar; Capt. Danforth, James Flavin;
Mrs. O'Brien, Dorothy Vaughan; Mr. Hamby, Stan-
ley Andrews; Sheriff, Alan Bridge, and the Cass
County Boys.

SPIRIT OF WEST POINT—Film Classics: Felix
“Doc” Blanchard, Himself; Glenn Davis, Himself;
Ralph Davis, Glenn Davis; Col. Red Blaik, Robert
Shayne; Mrs. Blaik, Anne Nagel; Oklahoma Cutler,
Alan Hale, Jr.; Joe Wilson, George O’Hanlon; Tom
Harmon, Himself; Mileaway McCarty, Michael
Browne; Ralph Davis Sr., Franklin Parker; Mrs.
Davis, Margaret Wells; Mildred, Tanis Chandler;
The Davis Twins (12 yrs.), Arthur and Allen Sacks;
Mrs. Blanchard, Mary Newton; Mr. Blanchard, Wil-
liam Forrest; Cabot, Lee Bennett; Quarterback,
Mickey McCardle; Ferris, John Gallaudet; Sports-
casters: Harry Wismer and Bill Stern; Young Doc
Blanchard, Rudy Wissler. And Ruth Allen, Joyce
Stewart, Robert Malcolm, Reed Howes, Douglas
Evans, Frank E. Pershing, James Farley, James
Blaine, Guy Wilkerson, James Horne, Eva Novak,
Helen Chapman, Elaine Koehler.

SPRINGTIME IN THE SIERRAS — Republic:
Roy Rogers, Himself; Taffy Baker, Jane Frazee;
Cookie Bullfincher, Andy Devine; Jean Loring, Steph-
anie Bachelor; Bert Baker, Hal Landon; Captain
Foster, Harry V. Cheshire; Matt Wilkes, Roy Bar-
croft; Old Timer, Chester Conklin; Old Timer, Hank
Patterson; Henchman, Whitey Christy; Henchman,
Pascale Perry; Themselves, Bob Nolan and The Sons
of the Pioneers and Trigger.

UNCONQUERED—Paramount: Capt. Christopher
Holden, Gary Cooper; Abby Hale, Paulette Goddard-
Martin Garth, Howard DaSilva; Guyasuta—Chief of
the Senecas, Boris Karloff; Jeremy Love, Cecil Kella-
way; John Fraser, Ward Bond; Hannah, Katherine
DeMille; Capt. Steele, Henry Wilcoxon; Lord Chief
Justice, Sir C. Aubrey Smith; Capt. Simeon Ecuyer,
Victor Varconi; Diana, Virginia Grey; Leach, Porter
Hall; Dave Bone, Mike Mazurki; Col. George Wash-
ington, Richard Gaines; Mrs. John Fraser, Virginia
Campbell; Lieut. Fergus McKenzie, Gavin Muir;
Sir William Johnson, Alan Napier; Mrs. Pruitt, Nan
Sunderland; Sioto—Medicine Man, Marc Lawrence;
Evelyn, Jane Nigh.

WHERE THERE'S LIFE — Paramount: Michael
Valentine, Bob Hope; Katrina Grimovitch, Signe
Hasso; Victor O’Brien, William Bendix; Krivoc,
George Coulouris; Hazel O’Brien, Vera Marshe;
Paul Stertorius, George Zucco; Minister of War Gru-
bitch, Dennis Hoey; Mr. Herbert Jones, John Alex-
ander; Finance Minister Zavitch, Victor Varconi;
Albert Miller, Joseph Vitale; Joe Snyder, Harry Von

19 MILLION MOTHERS NOW DO THIS TO

Soothe,Ease
COUGHING, MUSCULAR TIGHTNESS OF

Children's Colds
When anyone in your family

catches cold, do what more
than 19 million mothers do

—

Rub throat, chest and back
with warming, comforting
Vicks VapoRub. It’s the best-
known home remedy you can
use to relieve distress of colds.

VapoRub’s special Penetrat-
ing-Stimulating action (as
shown ) starts to work instantly
and keeps on working for hours
in the night to relieve cough-
ing spasms and ease distress.
It’s ideal for children—fine for
adults, too. Try it! Get the
one and only Vicks VapoRub.

S re*™*™*VlICKa

- .0 BRACELET/
A gl-amorous novelty

% bracelet that is new and dif-

x<>'bA
<l

ferent! Good-looking link bracelet
® chain with disc pendant. BUT SPIN IT

. . . and a kissing couple becomes visible.

Spin to win with the knock-out bracelet
that's a stand-out in the crowd. In gold
or silver finish.

GIFT HOUSE, FRO nt
B
°roy

93
a
5
l. va.

Dry HAIR
Jast try this SYSTEM on your hail
7 days and see if you are really en-
joying the pleasure of attractive hail
that so often captures love, romance.

MARVELOUS RESULTS
when scalp and hair conditions are

^
normal and the dry, brittle, breaking

. off hair can be retarded, it has a chance
’ to get longer and much more beautiful.
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM foe
7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send $1.00. (If C. O.D. plus postage).

Fully guaranteed. Your money back if you are not delighted.

1UEL CO., 4727 North Damen, DeptT-6 1 0, Chicago 25. III.

HIS N’A*M*E C*H«A*I*N
de4£y*ted 'Kut^eioK

Your personalized gift—HIS name linked for life to this lovely
reminder of your thought. Polished gold-finished initials, 18-in,

chain, boxed, ready for giving. Lifetime guarantee.

FIRST NAME (12-ietter limit)

FULL NAME (is-letter limit) $S.95
(POSTPAID, INCLUDING 20% FEDERAL TAX)
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oxmuute
RING BARGAINS

SEND NO MONEY!
Just pay Postman C.O.D. on delivery amount plus 20% Govern*
ment Tax and postage. Write Name and Address and Order
Number. On ring orders, state finger size or send string or strip of
paper. Money Back Guarantee. Send all orders to:

WORLD WIDE DIAMOND CO„ Dept. HA 930 I

2451 So. MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO 16, ILL '

IMITATION DIAMOND RING STERLING SILVER PAW BIRTH-MONTH RING

12 imitation DIAMONDS Wedding and Engagement Dazzling Individual Fancy
with Brilliant on STER- Ring set with Gorgeous, Birthstone Ring in Ster-
LING SILVER. Adorable! Fta->’Brilliant totaura lmg Silver. Send Month.
No. 2R-4.70nly$'.98 No . R-.2S Qnly 98c|

10 KT. GOLD Sterling Sihrer Bridal Pair

( ENGAGEMENT RING Engagement King with"
GENUINEGOLD 10KT. Large, fiery Brilliant.

I with gleaming fiery white Wedding Band has Sbd
Brilliant. imitation DIAMONDS.
|fsMM8 Only $2 98 No. R-492-Both $1.95

TRIPLE BRILLIANT”
MAN’S RING

3 Glittering imitation
DIAMONDS on Genuine

SterlingSilvermou n ting.

No. R-533 . Only $3.95

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I

Go aa rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

dent Sohool work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. 8. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. 8. subject*

completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

'American School Dept.H-992 Drexei at 58th.Chicago37

HEMSTITCHER

n>
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with

this handy attachment. Does two piece,

criss-cross, inlaid, circular and hem-

stitching for pleats; also tucking, smock-

ing and picoting. Makes rugs, comforters,

slippers, etc. out of any material. Easy

directions included.

Makes button holes on your sewing ma-

chine instead of by hand. Also dams
stockings, sews buttons, zippers; and can

be used for quilting. Sews in any direc*

tion — front, back or sideways.

SEND NO MONEY - Merely send

your name, address and pay postman

attachments postage
|

your money back.

LELANE CO. Dept mw*I27, Box 571 Kansas City 10, Mo.

P

EASE TIRED EYES
EYE-GENE

You’ll See, Feel The Difference In Seconds!
Just two drops of safe EYE-GENE in your eyes
tired or irritated from overwork, wind, glare, late
hours or over-indulgence—presto!—they will be
rested, cleared, refreshed! Yes,
EYE-GENE is gentle and safe.

Use it every day. At all Drug
stores in handy eye-dropper
bottles—25*. 60* and $1.00.

v Guaranteed by
i Good Housekeeping ,

.pmmtp

Time out for Laughter

(.Continued from page 40) of Sierra Pic-
tures, the company which will produce
“Joan of Lorraine.” And as co-owner, she
has a great deal more to say about the
story, casting and sets than she ever
would have had if Selznick had produced
the film.

Ingrid knows too, that as a producer
she will have to work twice as hard
as she did when she was only an actress.

But of one thing you may be sure—what-
ever the problems, she will tackle them
with the same joyousness she has displayed
when confronted by problems in the past.

Ingrid makes people laugh and loves
laughter herself—good, round, spontaneous
laughter that comes from the heart, and
doesn’t spring from wise cracks or the
easy pun. Each time she laughs you dis-
cover a new Ingrid.

She has never been quite able to under-
stand the psychology of the crowds which
crush about a movie actor or actress, and
literally pluck at their clothing. “Why,”
she says, “actors are just people doing
their jobs. I cannot imagine the bobby-
soxers swarming around a maker of fine

watches or a master craftsman in any
line of endeavor.”
But much as she may chuckle at Holly-

wood’s vagaries, she can laugh heartily
and long at herself.

O
N THE set when the work is not going
smoothly, when small annoyances creep

in and nerves become frayed, the director
can always depend on Miss Bergman to

ease the situation through her unfailing
and sometimes clownish sense of humor.
On the set of “Spellbound,” for in-

stance, she had been having difficulty

learning to pronounce the tongue-twisting
medical words required in her role.

She confided her difficulty to Director
Alfred Hitchcock, who assured her that
she had nothing to worry about. He
would personally give her a little drill

before each scene in which she was to use
them. He would spell the word to her in
syllables. He chose psychokinesia as a
starter for the day’s lesson.

“Si-ko-ki-nesi-a,” spelled Hitchcock
confidently.

“Si-ko-kene-sa,” tried Bergman.
“No,” Hitchkock told her and again he

gave her the syllables.

“Si-koki-nesa,” she tried again.
Over and over they tried, with Berg-

man becoming more despondent by the
minute. Hitchcock was growing discour-
aged, too.

“Nuts,” he said finally, in despair.
Bergman beamed. “That one,” she said,

“I can already say.”
Another time during the filming of “The

Bells of St. Mary’s,” Ingrid, playing the
role of a nun, was required to kneel be-
fore an altar. It was a touchingly poignant
scene and certainly offered no opportuni-
ties for laughter even though those two
zanies, Leo McCarey and Bing Crosby,
were present. Ingrid played her part
beautifully and delicately before an audi-
ence of nearly a hundred studio people who
sat in the pews as reverently as though
they were really attending a celebration
of the Mass. When the scene was finished,

Ingrid rose, still holding the spectators
dramatically as only a great actress can,
and with utter gravity, passed the collec-
tion plate. Still bemused by the intensity
of the passage of the story which they
had just witnessed portrayed with such
exquisite art, grips, technicians and execu-
tives dropped half dollars and bills into
the plate and didn’t wake up until they
saw Miss Bergman swaying with laughter.

Incidentally Reverend Father Devlin,
technical adviser on the picture and pastor

Safe for Skin!

Safe for

Clothes)

Keeps You Oo/ntyf

I Says EDNA HINES
L Registered Nurse A

VETO Colgate’s Antiseptic

Deodorant, Checks Underarm

Perspiration, Stops Odor Yet is

Doubly Safe!

Only VETO Contains DURATEX, exclusive new safety

ingredient! Veto is different from any other deo-

dorant . . . Does not rot clothes. Safe for any normal
skin. Stays moist in jar, never gritty, rubs in easily.

Use doubly safe Veto regularly to guard daintiness,

—and to check underarm per-

spiration, stop odor safely.

DOUBLY PREFERRED!

Registered Nurses who have
tried Veto prefer it almost 2

to 1 over any other deo-
i dorant, according to
' a nation-wide survey.

APPROVED SAFE FOR FABRICS—Better Fabrics Bureau

Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin

Grateful users, often j

years of suffering, report
the scales have gone, the
red patches gradually disappeared ,

—— ..
they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin again. Dermoil
Is used by many doctors and is backed by a positive agree-
ment to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or money is re-
funded without question. Send 10c (stamps or coin) for
generous trial bottle to make our famous ‘‘One .Spot Test .

Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write today for
your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print name
plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 547, Northwestern Station, Dept. 9804, Detroit 4, Mich.

NEW CHEMICAL MITT
Sensational t DRY Window Cleaner! Uses'*’^ no water.no
messy liquids. Chemically Treated. Simply glide over win*
dows; leaves glass sparkling clear. No heating water, no— heavy buckets to carry. No rags, J L

ois. No mess or muss. No red chappei
1

”L ' *
’fofog disappear like magic. Wonderful for c

w vli nUkll ( D mediately to all who
once. A penny postal will do. SEND NO MONEY—
». KRI5TEE CO., 454 Bar Street. AKRON. OHIO.

Earn *35 a week
AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women— 18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.

One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN I

Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. 8. E. P. started on her first case after

her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You.
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 48 tb year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

City_ -J
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INSTANTLY Relieved, QUICKLY Removed
Soft Corns occur only between the toes. To
instantly relieve and speedilv remove them, use
Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads in the special size and
shape for Soft Corns (Soft Corn Size). Be sure
to ask for them by that name. Sold everywhere.

D-
r
SchollsZino-pads

^^r^</DRESSES $399
A dress for every day within your means. As-
sorted Styles. Colors and Materials. USED but
CLEANED—-Some may need repairs. Sizes 12 to 18
only. Send $1.00 deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or pur-
chase price refunded promptly. FREE CATALOG.
OUR BETTER DRESSES (used) 4 CO QA
Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44 FOR W"**
COTTON DRESSES (used). ...5 for $2.95 Sizes
OUR BETTER GRADE 3for$2.55 12 to 20

CHILDREN'S DRESSES (used) Gfor$2.45 Sizes
OUR BETTER GRADE 6 for $3.00 1 to 10

COLUMBIA MAIL ORDER CO.
548 Grand St. Dept. 154G New York 2, N. Y.

Are you embarrassed and inconvenienced by too
frequent elimination during the day or night? This
symptom as well as Smarting Passages, Backache.
Leg Pains, Nervousness, Rheumatic Pains and Swol-
len Ankles may be due to non-organic and non-
systemic Kidney and Bladder troubles. In such cases
the very first dose of the scientifically compounded
medicine called Cystex usually goes to work right now
helping you these 3 ways: 1. Helps nature remove
irritating excess acids, poisonous wastes and certain
germs. 2. This cleansing action helps nature alleviate
many pains, aches, soreness and stiffness. 3. Helps
reduce frequent night and day calls, thus promoting
better sleep.
Get Cystex from your druggist today. Give it a

fair trial as directed on package. Money back guar-
anteed unless Cystex satisfies you.

ui ot. v icxor s in 1-.OS garnereu
a tidy sum for his charities.

Proud, humorous and shy, Ingrid is

fearless too. Her career as a producer
came about as a result of her five-year
dispute with Selznick over the loan-out
system.
Famed for his ability to recognize a

player with a future almost at first glance,
Selznick puts them under contract and
then begins farming them out to other
studios at a sum which means a substan-
tial profit to himself. The figures are
closely guarded, but it is generally sup-
posed that Selznick made one hundred
thousand dollars average on each deal
with other studios for Ingrid’s rental. Her
price naturally went up after she won the
Academy Award.

Ingrid’s husband, Dr. Peter Lindstrom,
exceptionally able business man in addi-
tion to being a brain surgeon, believes the
Hollywood custom of renting out stars
at fancy figures while paying them a com-
paratively small sum, is a bad one.

O
NE thing is certain, Ingrid didn’t re-
sign with Mr. Selznick. “Arch of Tri-

umph” is her first picture in the free

lance field; “Joan of Lorraine” her second.
Although Ingrid accepts the necessity

for compromise at times, on one issue

she is adamant. Her home life must be
her own. Her career, important though
it is to her, must never be allowed to em-
barrass her physician husband.

Ingrid loves houses and is continually
sketching new plans for a home of her
own. Always, these show the modern
influence and plastic is used in many
forms. Glass is interpreted in numerous
ways—one of the latest being some hand-
painted place mats which she designed for

her birthday party, on which she painted
designs with her daughter Pia’s water
colors, to represent the careers and inter-
ests of her ten guests.

No Bergman house plan is complete
without a swimming pool, for each morn-
ing, despite early rain or raw weather,
the blonde star swims. Her swim suits

invariably are navy blue. And, when
sun and shooting schedules permit, she
naps for a little while beside the pool,

the skin of her shoulder blades vividly
white against the blue of her scant suit.

She is fond of eating and her favorite
dish is ice cream. One of her best-known
habits is that of leaving an order at the
studio commissary for ice cream to be
served the cast and crew at four p.m.
every day that she’s working.

Ingrid is a great reader, a fast reader,
and makes a habit when she is working
on a picture made from a great novel, of

carrying copies of the book with her, as
well as the script. Those volumes have
marked passages with footnotes in her own
handwriting, which she believes are help-
ful in bringing the character to life on the
screen.
Every day—every moment of Ingrid

Bergman’s life, seems to present for her
a different role. And, strangely enough,
in Hollywood town where “typing” is the
rule, not the exception, she has never re-
peated a characterization.

Always, however, whatever she is doing
and irrespective of how hard she may be
working, Ingrid Bergman takes time out
for laughter. The same infectious laugh-
ter with which she attacked the first

hurdles in Hollywood. Laughter, to
Ingrid, is as essential as the air she
breathes.
One of her most regular correspondents

is a taxi driver in New York. “I like him
because he has a fresh outlook on life,”

she says. “And because he likes to laugh.
It is good to laugh.”

The End

uom neglect

CONSTIPATION
when you have a

• It’s important,
when you have a
cold, to keep your
bowels open. So, if

you need a laxative,
take Ex-Lax!
Ex-Lax gets results easily, com-

fortably—it isn’t violent or upsetting
as some laxatives are. When you take
Ex-Lax, you hardly know you have
used a laxative, except for the satis-

fying relief you get.

Yet, gentle as it is, you can depend
on Ex-Lax for a thorough bowel
movement. It is biologically tested for
effective action. Many doctors use
Ex-Lax in their practice.

And remember, Ex-Lax has a deli-

cious chocolate taste—not a bit like

medicine. It’s a real pleasure to take!

So get Ex-Lax. It’s America’s most
widely used laxative—the favorite of

old and young alike. Still only lOtf.

Economy size, 25(L

When Nature “forgets”...remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

@ 1947, Ex-Lax, Inc*

MATERNITY DRESSES
P’ Smart, youthful styles for Morning.oniitic, youthful styles for Morning. .

Street, or Afternoon at low budget CATALOG i
I
prices. Charming fashions with con- ^ *

Advance I cealing lines for the mother-to-be.
Styles I Also Maternity Corsets & Lingerie.

iCRAWFORD’S,Dfpt-//.729 Balt.Ave., Kansas City,Mo.

Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

FOLEY'S Honey & Tar
Cough Compound

Dennison, Dept. Z-145. Framingham, Mass.

FREE Please send me a whole day’s
supply of Dennison Diaper Liners.

-J Name

Street

t City State

o' 1%plfrp£ .eS
tdOV)B^

HEY, MOM! Don’t be a Diaper Drudge!
Dennison Diaper Liners reduce unpleasant-
ness in changing and washing my diapers. Just
fold a Liner inside diaper next to my skin.
When soiled, flush away. No hard scrubbing.
Sanitary. Helps prevent diaper rash. Costs

1

only a few cents a day. deluxe: 180 for $1;
CRADLE TIME fr DOWNEESOFT: 180 for 69ff.

WA/wm&QW/
DIAPER LINERS
Wherever Baby Goods Are Sold

P
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the only watch whose HEART*

GUARANTEED A LIFETIME
Gothic Jarproof Watches — for active

men and women—priced from $33.75
to $1,000. (incl. Fed. Tax). Sold by
selected Franchised Jewelers only.
Write for free booklet “MW”

•Balance staff and Its jewels

GOTHIC JARPROOF WATCH CORP
37 West 5 7 » h Street, New York 19, N. Y.

.v 'w;

ffet/elop a (jLa.moiou.1

OUutinj *Tijwie!
For irresistible figure-beauty, follow BONOMO
RITUAL for Beautiful Bust Contour—Complete,
improved and revised 6-week Course shows
how to develop alluring bust contour so im-
portant to romance. Features exclusive home
techniques created by Joe Bonomo, famous
beauty authority, publisher BEAUTY FaIR
magazine. 8V2" x 11", 124 diagrams, charts,

and illustrations of special exercises, bust
control methods; diet, food analysis; tables

of weight and correct
proportions, etc. Money

back if not delighted.
Sent C.O.D. for 98c plus

postage or send 98c and
we pay postage.

BONOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
Dept. B 6012

1841 Broadwa/ / NewYork23,N.Y.

I Lovely solid sterling I

I silver cushion shape I

I set ring in your own I

Birthstone Color
given for selling 4
boxes RosebudSalve

|

^

I at25c each remitting I

I the $1.00 tous. Send I

No Money. Order
[4 Rosebud Salve by one cent postcard. I

(Will mail ring and 4 salve now, ifyou send $1 .00 with order.)

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 70. WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allowing the nail
to be cut and thus preventing further pain and dis-
comfort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

WhitehallPharmacalCo.,Dept.MWG,N.Y.l6,N.T.

• Now; at home, you can quickly tint telltale gray to
natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde to dark-
est black. Brownatone and a small brush does it—or your
money back. Approved by thousands—Brownatone is
guaranteed harmless when used as directed. No skin test
needed. The principal coloring agent is a purely vege-
table derivative with iron and copper salts added for fast
action. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application
imparts desired color. Simply retouch, as new gray ap-
pears. Easy to prove on a test lock of your hair. 75c
and $1.75 at druggists. Get BROWNATONE now, or

Write tor FREE TEST BOTTLE
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Mention natural color of your hair. Send a post card
today—BROWNATONE, Dept. 28-D, COVINGTON, KY.

Fashion Reflections

(Continued from page 66) shaped, cut very
low, strapless and, of course, “wired for
sound,” but I’ve yet to see her in a too-
long street dress, or one of those chopped
off four-inches-from-the-floor gowns.

A
nother strong hold-out for sweep-the-
floor gowns is Van Heflin’s wife, Frances,

who looked stunning the night of the big
party for Walter Winchell at Mocambo, in
a white-topped evening dress, the black
skirt literally trailing the floor. Ava Gard-
ner has a breath-taking gown that Irene
designed of heavy slipper satin in emerald
green. It combines much of the new in-
fluence in clothes, yet retains the length
and charm of the “old.” The Edwardian
influence is seen in the draped hip-line.
Sleek-boned bodice, off-the-shoulder neck-
line and voluminous sweep of skirt, prove
again that nothing can top the elegance
of good lines and simplicity.
And speaking of parties, none of the

gals at the big party that Lana Turner
and Ty Power gave (just before Ty took
off on his flying trip to Africa) looked
any prettier in “the latest” than did Joan
Bennett. She was wearing her “Command
Performance” dress—the one she wore
when she was presented to England’s King
and Queen last spring. A beautiful, floor-
length bouffant of powder-blue net, splat-
tered with tiny sequins, tiny waisted and
very decollete. Joan was sporting a dia-
mond necklace too.

Cathy O’Donnell has two daytime dresses
worth noting for their simplicity. One is a
green wool princess style with gold but-
tons down the left side, a matching Peter
Pan collar and no belt. The other is a
casual dress that features unpressed pleats
and a belt of black shirred crepe.
June Allyson has a cute black wool jer-

sey and plaid dress that makes a bright
flash under fur coats these days. The skirt

is red, blue, green, black and white plaid.

The black top is perked up with tiny white
buttons, besides its small matching plaid
collar and cuffs.

Gadgets and gimmicks: Patricia Mori-
son is the only gal in Hollywood who has
table lamps she once wore on her feet!

When she was at the Texas Centennial in

Dallas, the committee gifted Pat with a
pair of boots made of solid silver. She
wore them for press photos and then had
them converted into lamp-bases for her
living room.
Walter Florell designed a black lace and

lucite picture hat for Lynn Bari. It sounds
a little fantastic but it came out on the
enchanting side . . . Anne Baxter carries a

tiny antique gold snuffbox, with a tiny
diamond crest on it, but all she carries in

it are a couple of aspirins. She used to

keep her saccharine in it when she was
dieting, but that’s over. Anne is down to

Petty girl proportions now.
In jewelry it’s just about everything

from Joan Crawford’s choker of five-carat

baguettes with an undescribable hunk of

stuff at the center of her throat—to Anita
Colby’s exquisite antique jeweled neck-
lace with matching earrings of baroque
pearls and small diamonds set in gold.

Anita invested a fortune in it.

And there’s the hat on which Sonja
Henie must have spent half the profits

from her last ice show, when she was in

Paris. She wore it to the swanky and beau-
tiful L’Aiglon Restaurant in Beverly Hills,

the night it opened—the restaurant, not the

hat! Sonja was with her new beau Greg
Bautzer and she was crowned with a stun-
ning black velvet circle, from which sprays
of black bird of paradise burst forth in all

directions. Remember when we tipped you
months ago that drop earrings would be
the rage by now? Lana Turner loves ’em.

I

CRANKY
KEYED-UP?

NERVOUS TENSION
If your nerves occasionally get
you all upset, try Miles Nervine.
Use only as directed. All drug
stores— two forms— Liquid

j

Nervine or effervescent tablets.

MILES

NERVIN E
STAMMER?
This new 128-page Book, “Stammering, It's Cause
and Correction,” describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 46 years. Benj. N. Bogue,
Dept. 7502, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Beads Restrung 75©!-
.per
/strand

(Knotted 1.50) 2-Day Service. NecklacesT^Pearls. All Work
Guaranteed. Prompt Service on mail orders. Just send
broken pieces. Returned to you C.O.D. Plus Parcel Post
and Insurance. Also Clasps Fixed.
STRINGMASTER. Box 767A, G.P.O., New York 1,

GET QUICK, amazing relief bv placing Dent’s Tooth
Gum—or Drop6—in cavity of aching tooth. Follow
directions. Cavity toothache frequently strikes when
you can’t see dentist. Be prepared. Ask
your druggist for package. Keep handy for
children too.

DENTS TOOTH GUM ^

TOOTH DROPS

WHY WEAR
DIAMONDS
when dazzling Zircons from the mines
of far-away mystic East are so effective

and inexpensive? Thrilling beauty, stand
acid, true backs! Exquisite mountings.
See before you buy.Write 1

for Free catalog. Address:

NATIONAL JEWELRY COMPANY
Dept. l-A Wheeling, W. Va.

Cata/04
FREE!

Just Send Your Name and Address
We will mail you this beautiful GLOW-
ING CROSS. Also FREE CATALOG
showing many VALUABLE GIFTS that
are GIVEN with FULL INFORMA-
TION on HOW TO RECEIVE THEM.
Enclose stamp or coin for mailing
GLOWING CROSS.
THE RELIGIOUS HOUSE, Dept. MAC,
7002 N. Clark St. Chicago 26, III.

HI
ALSO AN INCENSE BURNER!
It's different! It's beautiful! It’s use-

|

ful . . . attractive for home and office.
I Handcolored to look like the real fire*

L
stones. Smoke curls out the chimney.
^Holds generous supply of cigarettes

ind matches. Has metal fireplace
I grill cover which lifts out to re-
I move ashes. Ideal gift. $1.98—
3 includes a package of incense.

I

Illinois merchandise mart
Dept. 1 481 B, 122 7 LOYOLA AVENUE, CHICAGO 26, ILLINOIS
[] Rush Barbecue Ash Tray C.O.D. for $1.98 on money back guarantee.

NAME—

—

ADDRESS.



ARE YOU BEAUTIFUL?

60 E. 42nd St., Dept. DW. New York 17, N. Y.

GLENN VILLE PUBLISHERS

Do they say "She would
be beautiful if it weren’t

for her nose” or other de-

fects. Badly shaped noses

can be corrected in a short

time without discomfort.

For the past twenty years

this well known book,

“Before & After”
“Before” written by an experienced

and famous Plastic Surgeon, has helped thousands
of people like you. It tells all about the latest scien-

tific methods for the cor-

rection of badly shaped
noses, protruding ears,

thick lips, wrinkles and
signs of age. Also cleft

palate. Hare-lip, over
and under developed
breasts, etc. Richly illus-

trated, 125 pages. 25 i

coin or stamps. Woman or

man, girl or boy. Write

“After"

Authentic replica of championship rodeo

saddle! Handsomely formed from solid

Sterling Silver, by expert silver craftsmen.

Men's, Women's. Children's styles. Sent

on approval.

SEND NO MONEYI Just clip ad and

mail with name, address, ring style and

size. Pay postman only $4.95 (includes tax)

plus postage, wear 5 days. If not delighted,

return for fu' 1 refund.

Western Craftsmen i9o4
P
FimamIt. Omaha 2,Nebr.

fRelieveITPU
I Misery of 1 1 bil
| Relieve itching caused by eczema,

athlete’s foot, pimples—other itch-
ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-
less.Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bot-
tle proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

T^kINURSE?
E~S y 70 TRA,N AT HOME

ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED
Now yoa can prepare for practical experience
as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 65. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N.WayneAve., Desk G-24, CHICAGO 14, ILL.

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED

3 for $1.25

Size 8 x 10 Inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for fall length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarge-
ments of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEY JustmallBhoto
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, guaranteed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 67c plus postage — or send 69c with
order and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer now.
Send your photos today.

PROFESSIONAL ART STUDIOS
*00 East Ohio Street Dept. 1557-w Chicago (11). III.

use, welcome the comfort given by
vigorous rubbing with Absorbine Jr.

So does Claudette Colbert. And we must
speak more of Claudette. La Colbert has
been wearing that short fluffy bob of

hers for years y’know, and as your
mother says, “If you hang on to something
long enough it always comes back in style.”

Well, the gals around Hollywood are shear-
ing off their locks like mad again—not
cropped—but almost to a feather bob in

length and style. Lana, who is blonde
again but not too blonde, has cut hers. So
has Colby, Crawford—and many more.
And here’s what we consider the piece de

resistance in fashion news from Filmtown
for the month. The dream -skirt we’re
going to describe wasn’t designed by one
of the leading Hollywood stylists, but by
Barbara Barondess MacLean (who used to

be a movie star and is now a well-known
interior decorator) and she calls it the “Tea
Cozy.” .1 first saw it on Anita Colby, then
on Lana, then ordered one myself. When
you realize its “interchangeableness” and
newness you’ll understand why everyone
wants one now. Mrs. MacLean is busy
having them manufactured for the whole-
sale market and you’ll be able to buy one
yourself soon.

The skirt is of black quilted glazed chintz,

which is reversible and is white on the in-
side. It hangs to twelve inches from the
floor, is circular and very full—over four
yards around the bottom, but slim at the
hips and waist, the waist-band being two
inches wide. The skirt is so stiff because
of the quilting that when it’s off it stands
up by itself on the floor! I’ve seen Colby
wear it for daytime with a pale blue jersey,

short-sleeved shirt tucked in it. And have
seen her wear it to dinner parties with a
lovely black chiffon “shirtwaist” and lots

of jewelry. I’ve seen it on Lana who wore
it to a cocktail party, topped by a black
jersey high-necked but dressy sweater,
with about seven strands of pearls at her
throat and diamond and pearl drop ear-
rings. Come spring or summer and this

knockout “invention” can serve too with
peasant blouses, with softly ~>retty tops of

any kind for cocktail or dancing parties.

Just no end to its uses—and it’s simply
knockout for making entrances—it’s so
darned perky and flattering to legs and
feet—and waistline. Go to it, kids!

The End

SPORT MAGAZINE'S

movie of the month

SPIRIT of
WEST POINT”

produced by Harry Joe Brown
and John W. Rogers

STARRING

“DOC” BLANCHARD
and GLENN DAVIS

Army’s famous Touchdown Twins in the

thrilling story of the U. S. Military Academy.

“.
. . brings achievement in entertainment to

motion pictures.” SPORT Magazine

Read columnist Biff Bennett’s comments on
the picture and other sports happenings in

the current issue of SPORT

Look For This Film Classics Release At
Your Favorite Theater Soon.

Chest Cold Misery

Relieved by

Moist Heat of

ANTIPHLOGISTINE

POULTICE
SIMPLE

CHEST COLD
SORE THROAT
BRONCHIAL
IRRITATION
SIMPLE

The moist heat of an
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poul-
tice relieves cough,
tightness of chest mus-
cle soreness due to chest
cold, bronchial irritation
and simple sore throat.

SORE MUSCLES Apply ANTIPHLOGISTINE
BOILS poultice just hot enough
to be comfortable—then feel the moist
heat go right to work on that cough,
tightness of chest muscle soreness.
Does good, feels good for several hours.
The moist heat of an ANTIPHLOGISTINE
poultice also reduces swelling and relieves pain
due to a boil, simple sprain, bruise, or similar
injury or condition and limbers up stiff, aching
muscles. GetANTIPHLOGISTINE MEDICATED
POULTICE-DRESSING in tube or can at your
drug store NOW.

Antiphlogistinci
MEDICATED POULTICE-DRESSING

The WhitePackage with the Orange Band

mm
ortul pieces. Make child s play
clothes, sun-suits, rompers,aprons;
skirts, patchwork quilts, lunch
cloths, bed-jackets, etc. Full width
material included! Other pieces
size of large book or magazine.
All of usable size. You’ll be de-
lighted. Three pounds (18 yds. or
more). $1.98 plus postage. Sent
C.O.D. FREE to anyone—one
thousand yds. (1,000) thread,
white No. 50 free. Equals four-

teen 5c spools. Also dandy needleworker’s book free filled with
patterns, plans, suggestions and illustrations. SATISFAC*
TlON GUARANTEED. If not perfectly pleased, return
remnants (keep thread and book) and receive full refund
Including postage. You be the judge. You can’t lose! Get
yours now! Send no money. Just mail a card today;

KNIGHT'S REMNANTS. Dept. 32-N
3140 Roosevelt Rd. Chicago 12, Illinois

SAVE AU COINS IN THE NEW

_ Qeut and Stcttincf

^l,Sq j/ukeSox

Smart to Save
When every lime you drop

a coin in this romantic
Juke Box it lights up
ond (lashes on "It’s (un

to save.” This beauti- M j

fully designed plastic Vj, „
and metal BANK fV$
is fun forj3ll.^-j-rTyrj

||, ^

MONEY BACK GUARANTeT
Send no money. Pay postman $1.98 NnN „„t«
plus few cents postage (and C.O.D. feel looks

or send $1.98 and we pay all postage. I*ke a Juke Box

SURPRISE GIFT if full payment accompanies order

SILVER KING JEWELERS R
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% Parties I Can't Forget

HEADACHE RELIEF !

COMES FAST WITH

NEW “BC” TABLETS

Same famous formula I

as “BC” Powders

The same—both of them. "BC”
powders and tablets. The same
famous formula, the same fast re-

lief. Headaches, neuralgic pains
and minor muscular aches are
quickly relieved. Two tablets equal
one powder. On sale everywhere.

Help yourself to this quick relief

today! Caution: use
only as directed.

(Continued from page 49) comes to the
top,” said Bergen.
“So does scum,” said Charlie.
At approximately this time, or it might

have been a few nights later at some other
party, I said to my Beautiful Wife, “I must
be drunk, but that looks like Rudy Vallee
singing with that dance band.”
“You’re drunk all right,” my B.W. said,

“but it IS Rudy Vallee.”
“I’m going to stay anyway,” I said.

We had other magnificent entertain-
ment such as Jack Benny sawing his

violin, Kay Kyser making jokes, Eddie
Bracken doing his baseball bit, Ginny
Simms and Frances Langford doing a won-
derful duet, and one of the columnists do-
ing his specialty (slapping himself on the
back)

.

M
Y B.W. went to the ladies’ room and
wandered into a room where she found

thirteen 1934 Atwater Kent radios that had
never been opened. She turned one of

the radios on and got the Two Black
Crows.
Atwater Kent is one of Hollywood’s fin-

est old fellows and is rapidly becoming
legendary, which is a pretty high-toned
word for a piece like this. Anyway, this

legend says he always says “Charming” to

everybody no matter what they’re talking

about which is supposed to be absent-
mindedness.
One time one of his guests apologized

to him for not having been present at re-
cent parties, explaining that her mother
had died.

“Charming,” said Mr. Kent.
As I say this is a legend, but when I

spoke to him he didn’t say “Charming” to

me—or could this be because I ain’t?

Still, if Hollywood people like to fling

their dough around, I’m glad to have them
make some of it stick on me.
Of course there are the small teeny-

weeny-weeny Hollywood parties too, at

which hardly more than twenty-five guests
are invited. Usually only eighty people
can make it. (Yes, honey, there are crash-
ers out here. Sonja Henie, at her parties,

takes a pugnacious position at the door
and chases away the people she hasn’t

invited.)

One night I went to a party in honor of

the Howard Lindsays of “Life with Father”
fame. It was given by Armancl Deutsch
and his B.W., Benay Venuta.
“Bring a present,” I was told by Mrs.

Frank Loesser.
“What?” I said.

“Something they couldn’t possibly use.”

“You mean that?”
“Oh yes, something that is absolutely

useless.”

My B.W. got a feather duster and put
some flowers in it and made it look like a
gorgeous bouquet. Billy Brackett brought
a stuffed eagle with a six-foot wingspread.
(Larry Adler brought a grandfather’s clock
with the grandfather still in it.) An
anonymous donor sent a toilet seat with the
placard, “Do sit down.” It made a beau-
tiful junk heap when it was all opened up
and placed in a nice disorderly pile on the
rug, where the guests were allowed to trip

over it.

Beholding all this, Abe Burrows, the
gifted parodist and pianist, said, “Why
there’s enough stuff here to furnish your
own asylum!”
Burrows sang a song to the Lindsays:
“We’re glad you’re here today,
We’re glad you’re here to stay,

Why-in-hell didn’t somebody tell us
That you had been away?”

Burrows also favored with his new song
titled: “Oh How We Danced on the Night
We Were Wed, I Needed a Wife Like a
Hole in the Head.”
At most of these parties dress is optional,

although it is of course wise to wear a little

something, unless you are a prominent
society lady or Gypsy Rose Lee. Women
often wear long dresses and men can come
in shorts if they wish. However, at a party
given by the Danny Kayes, all the men
wore dinner jackets. All, I should say, but
me, for I lost my black tie. There was en-
tertainment by Groucho Marx, Leo Duro-
cher, Gene Kelly and George Burns, and
then came a lull. We all wondered who
would come next.
Groucho turned to Claudette Colbert

who was sitting there on a divan.
“Claudette,” he said, “why don’t you do

‘The Egg and I’?”

You can see from this brilliant descrip-

tion I have given you that a Hollywood
party is innocent and virtuous. Men bring
their wives—I would give their names but
it would be very humiliating to their mis-
tresses. Often you see some girl who came
out to make her fortune or somebody who
has one, but generally they are very nice

orderly parties and the girls are the type
that are respected and respectable—some
are even the type you would take home
to mother—but only if mother wasn’t
home.
Try to get to a Hollywood party some

time, even if you have to crash one. You
can crash them if I can.

The End

Do Dreams Come True?
YES! Find out how you can get your

fondest wish. Fabulous gifts awarded daily.

LISTED* TO

HEART’S DESIRE
Daytime—Monday through Friday

on the Mutual Network
Ben Alexander, granter ct

heart's desires.

DRAMA HUMOR LOVE
Do you want your dream to come true? Read the HEART’S DESIRE feature in this month s

TRUE ROMANCE Magazine



You, too, can have a Smoother Skin

with just One Cake of Camay

!

If beauty’s your goal and romance your

objective — start with a lovely skin! A
smoother, softer skin can be yours with

just one cake of Camay—if you’ll give up

careless cleansing — go on the Camay

Mild-Soap Diet. Just follow the brief

directions on the Camay wrapper. See if

Camay doesn’t bring you a skin that’s

softer to the touch, smoother and love-

lier to every admiring eye!

MEET MR. AND MRS. CHITWOOD!

Randolph’s from Virginia. Betty's tall,

chestnut-haired and lovely. Says she

—"My very first cake of Camay made
my skin feel softer . . . look clearer.”

The Chitwoods honeymooned on

Cape Cod — plan to go back there

every summer. And Betty plans

to stay on the Camay Mild-Soap

Diet— all the year around. Why
don’t you?

MRS. RANDOLPH CHITWOOD
the former Betty Adams of Jackson, Miss.

Bridal portrait painted by
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Onee upon a lifetime rolor! Crimson riding in a golden coacli

/?lwy

PHOTOGRAPH. RAWUNGS * OlAMOHCS, MU-TQN 6CHEPPT ERMINE WRAP, ESTHE

Cinderella’s was a magical pumpkin— remember.'' So don t expect to see orange.

When Revlon works its color magic, it’s crimson riding in a golden coach

for matching lips and fingertips.

Change, change into beauty rich and strange . . . with Cinderella s Pumpkin in Revl

* new Lastron; Nail Enamel that makes everything else seem obsolete!

There’s matching magic in Revlon Lipstick, Fashion Plate face make-up

and face powder, too.

on s

Match Box Set—
Lastron Nail Enamel ,

** AH-PIas" Lipstick—
1 .60 pins tax

REVLON
a
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Lastron Nail Enamel

l ipslit k

Fashion I’late Make-up

Revlon— rrealors of genius colors in make-up for well-dressed hands and lace
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Evening in Paris Eau de Cologne,

fragrant Talcum, and Bubbling

Bath Essence $3.35

BOURJOIS

Evening in Paris Perfume 75c to

$12.50 ; Lipstick 75e; Single Vanity

$3.00; Double $5.00; Triple $6.75

Evening in Paris Eau de Cologne

and Talcum in handsome holiday

package $2.25

Purse flacon of Evening in Paris

Perfume, Eau de Cologne. $1.50

All Prices plus lax

Evening in Paris Face Powder,

Rouge, Lipstick, in midnight
blue and silver package . $2.75

Perfume and Toilet Water in

sparkling midnight blue con min-

ers, a popular gift set . . $6.50

Evening in Paris Perfume, Eau de

Cologne, Talcum, Face Powder;

Rouge and Lipstick . . . $5.00



Are yon in the know?

Do this if you’d try—
Cartooning

A different hairdo

A new parlor game

Is your face round or square . . . long or

oval? Do you really know? Before trying a

different hairdo— put tracing paper over

your photograph, then outline your face. It

tells you your true type, so you can plan

your coiffure accordingly! Experts say that’s

important. Same as it’s important (on prob-

lem days) to know your type of sanitary

napkin. That’s easy, with Kotex. Just try all

3 sizes of Kotex: you’ll find the one that’s

very personally yours.

Feel neglected at a no-date party?

Crawl into a corner

Start a conversation

Choose./fie nearest exit

At a strictly stag-and-doe shindig, maybe you
haven’t snared a partner. So— you’re
crushed! To banish "wallflower panic” just

stroll up to that boogie man at the keyboard

. . . start a conversation. It’ll be a duet!

Self-assurance wouldn’t forsake you if you’d

learn to meet trying situations confidently.

Take trying days, for instance. You’d be

poised — feel secure — with Kotex and the

extra protection of that exclusive safely

center. Kotex keeps you fluster-proof!

Who should follow the head waiter ?

The girls

The boys

One couple

When a head waiter beckons, it’s no time to

be confuddled. Confidence is such a help . . .

like being sure that the girls should follow

first. The eyes of patrons are upon you!
Then’s when (at certain times) you bless

Kotex for those flat pressed ends that reveal

no outlines. You’re sure you’re smooth.
And at ease, with the comfort of your new
Kotex Sanitary Belt that fits snugly; doesn’t

bind . . . that’s adjustable; all-elastic!

More women choose KOTEX*

than all other sanitary napkins

Whaf’s the latest "dorm" doings?

D Snack smuggling

Platter spinning

Briefing-sessions

Even "dorm” life can be beautiful! Main
idea’s to be comfortable, though, say campus
queens. They’re the gals who know that

for comfort on difficult days there’s nothing

quite like the softness of Kotex: the napkin

made to stay soft while you wear it. They’re

the same, comfort -loving gals who are

"briefing” their bathrobes . . . chopping
’em off, for more freedom. Or sporting the

dreamy, poetic Study Coat pictured here.

Either way, brief’s the word!

3 guesses

whaf girls

forget most!

Keep dainty with deodorants
Practice good posture

Buy a new sanitary belt

Of course you’re careful about
daintiness, you say. And you keep
posture-perfect, too. But isn’t there
one thing you’ve overlooked?
A am el y, to buy a new sanitary belt?
res, because most girls forget
keep putting it off ''till next time'.”
.o Set att the comfort your napkin

gives, now s the time to buy a new,
Aotex Sanitary Belt!
Fact is -the Kotex Belt is made to

c
Hat

’ ’without twisting or curling
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BeI * fits Snusly; com-
iortably. It s adjustable

. . . all-
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SIS, WHEN
CHRISTMAS EVE IS

KISS-LESS EVE, IT'S TIME

TO SEE YOUR DENTIST,

EVEN A SNAZZY NUMBER
LIKE YOU CAN HAVE BAD

- BREATH,

JgplSkYOU KNOW!

IT LOOKS LIKE THE

REAL THINS! BUT
IT JUST CAN’T BE
MISTLETOE-OR
tD BE KISSED
BY NOW

!

TO COMBAT BAD BREATH,! RECOMMEND

/s77?/sMsf/efoe—

i, orPo/so/j fry?

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM! FOR SCIENTIFIC

TESTS PROVE THAT IN 7 OUT OF 10 CASES,

COLGATE'S INSTANTLY STOPS BAD BREATH
THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

“Colgate Dental Cream’s active penetrating

foam gets into hidden crevices between teeth
—-helps clean out decaying food particles

—

stop stagnant saliva odors—remove the cause
of much bad breath. And Colgate’s soft pol-

ishing agent cleans enamel thoroughly,
gently and safely/”
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"ThisTime for Keeps'

M-G-Mermaids
in Aqua-colossal

Water Ballets!

DAME MAY WHITTY • SHARON McMANUS • Screen Ploy by GLADYS LEHMAN . Story by ERWIN GELSEY AND LORRAINE FIELDING

Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK . A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

EAR Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen and deeply in love

with a fellow of twenty-five. We are
planning to be married soon. When I

first started to go with him, he told me
that he had been married when he was
twenty, but had been divorced for almost
three years. He talked about his first

marriage very frankly with me.
Now he and I think exactly alike. We

both enjoy sports, and think that trust
and partnership are the best foundations
for marriage. We want to build a house,
starting with one room on a GI loan. I

want to keep my job until we start our
family in about five years.
When I finally told my mother that

Bill was a divorced man, she said flatly

that I could never marry him with her
blessing. She said, “There are enough
nice single boys in this world without
your causing gossip by marrying a di-
vorced man.”

I am crazy about Bill and want to
marry him. But, I don’t want to do any-
thing to make my mother and father
unhappy.
Please tell me how to make them see

that it isn’t Bill’s past that counts, it is

his future—with me.
Penny B.

In your case, 1 would say that you
are still young enough to alloic your
love for Bill to be tested by time. Why
not wait another year before setting your
wedding date? The wise girl prolongs
her courtship days until she is quite cer-

tain that her respect and love are great
enough to last a lifetime.

Something about your letter impels
me to the belief that your mother is

using BilTs previous marriage as an
excuse to cover some other objection.
Why don’t you ask Bill to have a talk
with your parents. If he will outline his
previous marriage and divorce to them
as sensibly as he has to you, I think he
will be able to persuade them that he
has profited from a bitter experience
and that he is now a better human
being and will become a better husband
as a result.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a bride of ten months. I met my

husband in 1942. We were living in the
same apartment building and were in-

troduced by the manager. With me it

was love at first sight. After I caught on
to his routine I would “happen” to be

Claudette Colbert, star

of “Sleep, My Love”

around when he came home. I would
“happen” to be cooking dinner and would
invite him to come in to share it. Some-
times he would tap at my door when
he came in around ten o’clock in the
evening and we would have a glass of
milk together.
From the time I met him until he was

called into the Army in 1943, we had
only one formal date.
When he went into the Army I didn’t

see him for two years. Although I

wrote regularly, he would write only
once in three or four months. Yet, when
he was given a furlough, he came straight
to see me, said he had missed me and our
evenings together and asked me to wait
for him. We were married in late 1946.

I quit my job two weeks before we
were married and he has been after me
ever since to go back to work. He says
that two people can never get on in the
world unless both buckle down and stay
busy. He is continuing his studies at
night and works during the day, so we
really don’t have much married life. He
is nice and courteous to me, but some-
how I don’t feel that he adores me. We
are more like good friends occupying the
same apartment.
Do you think I should go back to work?

Can you think of some way to make my
husband fall in love with me—really in

love?
Anapola I.

You realize in your own heart, of
course, that you pursued this man. That
seldom pays.
A man likes to do his own hunting.

There are subtle ways in ivhich a girl

can encourage a man, but inviting him
to her apartment repeatedly is too
plain a folloicing of the old adage about
the way to a man’s heart.

I have a feeling that your husband
has never really noticed you as a

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

woman. He probably thinks of you as
a contemporary combination mother-
sister who provides him ivith the com-
forts of home.

Definitely, you should go back to
work. You should also enroll for some
sort of evening class so that you will be
as busy as your husband. Match his
moods (unless he is irritable), try to
live so deeply within yourself and your
own thoughts that you become some-
what mysterious.
Buy a fete becoming neic clothes and

wear them without calling his attention
to them. Make yourself more interesting
and more independent, and I believe
that—since your marriage is so new~—
you may be able to duplicate the old
novel title, “He Fell in Love ivith His
Wife.”

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a man of seventeen with a serious

problem. While I was visiting my aunt
in Chicago this summer, I met a won-
derful girl who was visiting the people
next door.
We spent the summer together, and

had a swell time. She is a wonderful girl

of sixteen and she is solid. She has al-

ways lived in California.

She is back in school out west now,
and we have been corresponding.

Since I am at home, I am not satisfied

with anything. I am also back at school,

but I am not getting good grades. All the
girls seem like squares and at home
things are really rough. My father drinks
and he doesn’t get along with my mother
and me.

I have half a notion to quit school, run
away to California and get married. I

don’t know what to do, but I don’t want
to continue going to school and living

in this mad house.
Harry L.

Being seventeen is a difficult respon-
sibility. You are no longer a child, nor
are you yet an adult. I receive many
letters from girls of seventeen who
ponder the relative merits of continuing
with their education or getting married.
Hoivever, you are the first boy to place
the question.

That query leads me to believe that

you have no very clear idea of the
seriousness of marriage—particularly

from a man’s standpoint. How would
you support a wife? For a time you
might be able (Continued on page 6)
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We’re heroes to the countless women who

use DeLong Bob Pins . . . They fasten a

medal on us every time they step up to the

counter and ask for DeLong, the Bob Pin

with the Stronger Qrip . . .We’re grateful, too.

That’s why we spare no effort to turn

out a better Bob Pin, one made of stronger

steel that keeps its snap and shape longer

and stays in your hair dutifully.

Always remember DeLong for—

StrongerGrip

Won t Slip Out

Quality [Manufacturers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
HOOKS & EYES HOOK a EYE TAPES
SNAPS PINS SANITARY BELTS

(Continued from page 4) to get a job
but the payment for unskilled labor is

small and building a marriage is ex-
pensive. In addition to feeding, clothing
and housing two persons, you would
also have to put something aside for
the countless emergencies which arise.

I believe that you, personally, should
settle down to making a success of your
school work, and that you should stand
by your mother who must need you very
much at this time.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I have two children by a former mar-

riage. My present husband doesn’t care
for these children. He says he loves me
with all his heart, which I believe he does,
and I love him deeply.
We had been married only a few months

when we separated because of the chil-

dren. Not because of anything really

wrong that they did, but disagreements
about what they should eat, how they
were to be disciplined, taught, etc.

When we were apart, I was miserable
and my husband said he was too. He said

we could start again in marriage only if I

would turn my children over to their

daddy’s mother to be reared. (She wanted
them.) Now that we’re back together
again, I miss my children terribly. I’m
just so mixed up I don’t know which way
to turn. Is it wrong for a woman to give

up her children for the man she loves?
(Mrs.) Leonard T.

You have answered your own question:
You don't feel right in your heart about
having given your children to their grand-
mother to bring up, and you know that I

can't reassure you. However, I do think
there is help to be had in this situation.

Your husband probably loves you very
much, and instinctively resents the chil-

dren because he fears that your love for
them diminishes your love for him.

This is a primitive attitude. A woman
loves her children one way, her parents
in another, and her mate in yet a different
way, and every thinking person must

—

for hrs own peace of mind—recognize
those facts.

I think that, if some tvise person (

a

social tcorker, a clergyman, a teacher)
could talk to your husband, explaining
some of the simple facts of psychology,
he could be persuaded to be happy with
you and your children.

If your husband could be made to see
that, by including the children in your
home, he teas not losing a part of your
love, but actually was gaining theirs, I

think his behavior would change and the

four of you could have a well-balanced

family life. At least it is worth trying.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

My husband and I have been married
four years and have two children.

I married at eighteen, my husband was
twenty-one and in the service.

Our first daughter was born while my
husband was away and he, for that reason,

did not supervise her early training, or

even get to know her until she was two
years old. Lee Anne is a sensitive, nerv-
ous child who needs a lot of care and
loving, yet he does not understand, nor
try to understand her.

My husband and I have similar tempera-
ments, and we argue over nothing at all.

For one thing we are continually on edge
because of Lee Anne. She cries so very
much. We’ve tried every method of cor-
rection—even spanking which was advised
by others—but nothing seems to turn her
into a good, sunny child.

Can you find any solution for me?
Adele T. H.

For two wonderful years your daugh-
ter’s world consisted only of herself and
you. All babies are little royalists who re-

gard themselves as the center of . the
universe. In Lee Anne’s case, a strange
man—and he was strange even if he
happened to be her father—began to
demand her mother's attention. So, in
order to gain attention, she became frac-
tious and difficult to handle.

You and your husband should have
been wise enough to anticipate and to
understand this. Lee Anne should have
been made to feel that her daddy loved
her, not that he—quite like another
child—teas jealous of her. And, while Lee
Anne was still bewildered about losing
half of her mother to a father, along
came another baby to take up even more
of your time.

In addition to this, I would imagine
that the atmosphere of your home—since
you and your husband have been having
temperamental troubles—has not been
conducive to a feeling of security for
the child. She shouldn’t be spanked.
That will only increase your trouble.

If it is at all possible, you and your
husband should see a child welfare ex-
pert together. The sooner you do this,
the better, because you have the beginning
of a serious maladjustment in your home.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Well, here we are, two Marines stationed

in China, who have gotten ourselves in
one heck of a snafu.
We have a buddy named A1 who is a

nice kid, but shy. At a dance one night he
saw this Russian girl and really fell for
her, but he didn’t do anything except make
barrack eyes at her.
We thought that was wonderful, so we

wrote him a letter, signing this girl’s name
and saying that she had noticed him and
would like to be his pen pal. He answered
it right away. This correspondence went
on for about two months, when we de-
cided that we had better fix it up with this
girl, just to add to the fun.
She agreed to pretend that she had writ-

ten the letters. We thought it was a howl
until A1 came to us the other night, saying
that he had asked this girl to marry him
and she had agreed. I went to see the girl
to tell her to lay off, but she said that she
had always wanted to go to the States and
here is her chance eventually.
What shall we do now?

(Sgt.) Denny T.
(Continued on page 8)

CUXte

Have you a problem
which seems to have

no solution?
Would you like the thought-

ful advice of

(Claudette CofU?

If you would, write to her in

care of Photoplay, 321 S.

Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills,

California, and if Miss Col-

bert feels that your problem
is of general interest, she’ll

consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your
protection.
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Sister, it can "BLITZ” you!

Start now with LlSTERINE ANTISEPTIC

Those distressing flakes and scales can put

you in plenty wrong socially, and can raise

hob with the health of your scalp and the looks

of your hair.

If you have the slightest symptom, better

start now with Listerine Antiseptic and mas-

sage. It’s easy. It’s delightful. And it treats the

infection as infection should be treated . . . with

quick germ-killing action.

Kills “Bottle Bacillus”

Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of the “bottle

bacillus” (Pityrosporum ovale) which many derma-

tologists say is a causative agent of the trouble.

Almost at once flakes and scales begin to

disappear. Your scalp feels healthier and your

hair looks healthier.

Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic

that has been famous for more than 60 years

in the field of oral hygiene.

In a series of tests, 76% of dandruff sufferers

showed complete disappearance of, or marked

improvement in, the symptoms of dandruff

after 4 weeks of twice-a-day Listerine Anti-

septic treatment.

Lambert Pharmacal Company

St. Louis, Missouri

As a precaution ... As a treatment

.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC and MASSAGE
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(Continued, from page 6)
I would like to go on record as viewing

all practical jokes, tvhen there is danger
of someone being hurt emotionally or
physically, as shocking examples of
human cruelty.

It will be useless for you to tell your
friend the truth now. He won’t believe
you if his lady love insists that she ivrote
the letters and you are only trying to
discredit her.

Luckily you have time on your side.
The thing to do, if this girl is as un-
desirable a wife as you seem to think, is to
diminish her charm in your friend’s eyes
by subtle means. You might ask him how
his mother would like the girl, how she
tvould fit into his home town, what sort
of a cook and housewife she would be,
whether he can imagine her taking care
of children properly.

It is to be hoped that the infatuation
wears off. In any case, this should teach
you not to mislead gullible and lonely
Marines in foreign outposts.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m twenty-two years old, and work in

a dress shop. In the morning I rush around
to get ready, tear down to work, wait on
cranky women all day, drag home at night,

have dinner without much appetite, then
go to my room and listen to the radio.

Once in awhile I see a movie, but that is

my only entertainment.
I used to go dancing with a group of

girl friends, but now they are nearly all

engaged or married, and those who are
still free live a long way from me. Be-
cause I don’t enjoy being a wallflower I

swore I’d never go dancing again.
The same thing goes for parties. I feel

silly playing any sort of a game, so rather
than be a bad sport or a drip, I stay away
from parties. I have had some good times,

but whenever I had a date it was because
some friend of mine got the date for me.
Miss Colbert, please tell me how I can

make my life a little interesting.

I’m miserable, and I’m making my family
miserable. Everything annoys me.

(Miss) F. S.

The first thing for you to do is to go
to a good medical doctor and have a
basal metabolism test made.

You should have a physical check-up
because it isn’t normal for a girl of
twenty-two to be as world-weary as your
letter indicates. If the doctor finds no
physical problem to be corrected, you
should take an inventory of your mental
attitudes. Life can be a bore for anyone
too glum or lazy to exert herself. We are
living in one of the most dramatic eras

of all time. What are you, personally,
doing about the challenge of the future?
Nothing. You are moping and feeling
sorry for yourself.

You live in a large city, where willing

hands are altvays needed. Why don’t you
go to night school and take up some
special course? Why don’t you volunteer
to work at the railway station for Travel-

er’s Aid once a week? Why don’t you
serve as a baby sitter one night a week
so that some weary young mother can
get some recreation?

In short, the secret of building a busy,
happy life is to be of service to the
community in which you live. Get busy,
contribute, and you ivill have so many

friends that you won’t know how to keep
up with all of them.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I clipped the enclosed advertisement

from a magazine which I was reading
recently. As you will see, the ad says that
a person can learn to become a motion
picture actress by studying their book-
let at home.
Since you are right there in Hollywood

I thought that you might know something
about this company.

Jane M.

Dear Miss Colbert:
Some time ago I received a letter from

a screen guild telling me that they were
conducting a talent search for new faces
for motion pictures, radio, stage, etc.

I sent them my photograph with the
other material requested, and two weeks
later I received a second letter, which said
I had been accepted for membership.
The membership fee is $10.00 payable in
advance.

Will you please tell me exactly how
reliable this guild is. Would I really have
a chance, or would I be wasting my hard-
earned ten dollars?

Doris B.

Dear Miss Colbert:
Recently I answered an advertisement

in a newspaper, and soon received a letter

from a man who calls himself “Chief Reg-
istrar of Studio Employment.” He is sup-
posed to be connected with a studio
registration bureau.
His letter says, “Our fee is $2.00 for

registration and photo processing, plus
50c a month, or $5.00 per year for keeping
your file on the active list.”

Would I be getting some value out of
spending $7.50 to be placed in these files?

Mary J.

If everyone, before paying out cash for
dubious investments, icould consult some-
one in a position to know what is an hon-
est offer and what is dubious, a great deal
of money would be saved and—more im-
portant—a great deal of unhappiness and
disappointment could be avoided.

I telephoned the Hollywood Chamber
of Commerce (to which all reputable
firms belong) and was assured that the
companies and individuals referred to in
your letters were entire strangers to their
bureau.

Next I checked the Los Angeles Better
Business Bureau, and received the same
answer. In short, none of these people
are operating legitimate business enter-
prises.

First of all, if a person really could be
taught to act by mail, why would studios
waste time and money training people in

Hollywood? Next, registration bureaus
undoubtedly do put your picture on file,

but I am convinced that no studio official

takes those files very seriously.

Please don’t be taken in by these
schemes. Check through your local Cham-
ber of Commerce, or tvrite directly to the
Hollywood Chamber of Commerce, Holly-
wood, California, or to the Better Business
Bureau, 725 South Hill Street, Los An-
geles 14, California, before you invest in

any Hollytvood training course or regis-

tration bureau.
Claudette Colbert

THERE’S SOMETHING TO BE SAID

•@!tout Diene &u.nne by £l±a Maxwell
In the January issue of Photoplay

it.
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shades cost so little you won’t believe

your eyes. Made of cellulose fibre, and

specially processed for that cloth-like

look, they lend an air of graciousness

to every room. At 5 and 10c stores,

Variety, Department and other stores.

"Some items a few cents higher Denver and West.”

Clopay
*Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

FREE BOOKLET:

"Beautiful Windows at Low Cost"

Write to: Clopay Corp., 1268

Clopay Square, Cincinnati 14, O.

O
N a mild September day in 1877 in

the city of London, England, Santa
Claus was born. At the time no one

who saw little Edmund Gwenn dreamed
that he would turn out to be Kris
Kringle. For who could have guessed
that seventy years later a new-fangled
entertainment known as motion pic-
tures would produce a story called “The
Miracle on 34th Street” in which Teddy,
a seasoned actor by this time, would
play Santa?
The Gwenn trek toward that goal

began when Edmund was seventeen.
In a stormy session with his father,

who expected his son to follow in his

British Civil Service career, Edmund
made it clear he preferred the stage.

Whereupon, disowned, he set out on
his own. For ten years he struggled.
Then George Bernard Shaw, who had
admired him in an obscure one-act
play in London, offered him the role
of a chauffeur in his play, “Man and
Superman.” Roles in five more Shaw
plays followed, and suddenly he was
a celebrity and a mighty fine actor to
boot.

During World War I, in which he
ranked as a Captain, he returned to
London where he aided a young juve-
nile called Ronald Colman in his first

play. British movies, twenty-one in

all, came next. And when he returned
to the theater in “Laburnum Grove”
Hollywood grabbed him right off the
stage for a role in “The Bishop Mis-
behaves.” Since then, except for a re-
turn trip to his native England for
“A Yank at Oxford,” his professional
efforts have been concerned with Holly-
wood movies and the Broadway stage.

To all Hollywood Teddy Gwenn is

a beloved and respected figure. His life

begins and ends with his work and,
since he has no family ties, his heart
belongs, rightly, to acting.

When the role of Kris Kringle was
offered to Teddy, he went first to his
M-G-M bosses for permission. They
had nothing on immediate schedule for
him so after “Green Dolphin Street” he
went over to Twentieth Century-Fox
to make picture history in “The Miracle
on 34th Street.”
During the shooting of “Green Dol-

phin Street” Teddy had not been feel-
ing well but, like the good trouper he
is, insisted on going straight into “The
Miracle . .

.” rather than hold up pro-
duction. He held on until the picture
was finished, then went into the hos-
pital where experimental injections
were administered every three hours.
It was during this time' that the studio
discovered a few additional lines were
needed from Santa. They rigged up the
sound equipment outside Teddy’s win-
dow and between injections he spoke
the additional lines.

“Thunder in the Valley” was next on
his schedule. It went into production
before he had his operation. However,
he thrived so in the rugged atmosphere
that the nurse assigned to go on loca-
tion with him returned to Hollywood.
And when this picture was completed,

alone with his chauffeur, he drove to
Ann Arbor for an operation that soon
had him spryly flitting about the
M-G-M studios in his role of the Scot-
tish doctor in “Hills of Home.”
For eleven years Teddy made his

home at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel,
but when he returned from the run of
a New York stage play to find himself
homeless, he and a friend moved into

a house in Beverly Hills.

Kindness and good humor, gentle-
ness, a deep sincerity—these are the
attributes that make Teddy Gwenn be-
loved in Hollywood. Like Santa Claus
he carries the spirit of Christmas in his
heart all year ’round.
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1. A softening lotion! Quickly helps
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Woodbury Lotion is beauty-blended
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Important social event: Lana

Turner’s party for Tyrone Power

All the girls received orchids! Clark

Cable brought favorite date Dolly O’Brien

Photographs by

Aloha to TyrThe invitation, signed
jointly by Lana and Tyrone, requested
Cal’s presence at a farewell-to-his-
friends party in the beautiful Cham-
pagne Room of Mocambo, and never
to Hollywood’s knowledge has there
been such a beautiful and lavish af-

fair. Tons of miniature orchids, flown
in from Honolulu, clung to the mir-
rored walls, hung from crystal chan-
deliers and draped each table and lady
guest. Lights from Hollywood below
twinkled and glowed through the win-
dowed wall while violins, twelve of
them, thrilled the stars who filled the
room.
Bob Hope with his pretty wife came

over to tell us how much he enjoyed
South America. “It was the kids’
trip,” he laughed. “They were the
stars wherever we went.” Clark
Gable, with the charming and lovely
Dolly O’Brien Dorelis, told Cal how
nice it was to be working with Lana
in “Homecoming.” And as always,
Cal had many a laugh with the witty
Clifton Webb.
Van Johnson, who got in at two

that morning from a personal appear-
ance tour, was pleased with the re-
sults, he told us. All doubts of his
popularity seemed dispelled. Evie,
looking well, was with him.

Darryl and Virginia Zanuck, the
Gary Coopers, the Louis Jourdans and
the Reggie Gardiners were among the
last to say farewell and to thank Lana,
looking a dream, and Tyrone for the
best party to date.

Comings and Goings: Marlene Die-
trich is headed back to Hollywood and
movies . . . Annabella on her way from
France to the States to secure that
long-expected divorce from Tyrone
Power . . . Lana Turner finishing up

Director Otto Preminger and Sara Hamilton, Photoplay

writer. The guests were serenaded by twelve wandering violinists
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Van Johnson chats with still-glam-

orous Carmel Myers, former screen siren

Fink and Smith

“Homecoming” so she can join Tyrone
Power on his return flight and go
back to Hollywood with him in his

private plane . . . Guy Madison and
Gail Russell are together again after
a minor spat . . . Judy Garland, dis-

pelling all those illness rumors, re-

ported back to the studio and is hard
at work recording her songs and re-
hearsing her dance numbers for
“Easter Parade.” Talk still is, how-
ever, that Betty Garrett (Mrs. Larry
Parks) will have the Garland role in

“Annie Get Your Gun” as soon as she
finishes “Big City” . . . Betty Hutton
is not building a nursery addition onto
her rambling low bungalow home for
the new baby. Betty is going to fulfill

a childhood yearning for a two-story
colonial house. She always felt it was
so elegant to have the children “go
upstairs”—more homelike too . . .

Don’t believe the rumors that Marie
McDonald will retire from the screen.
Now that she’s become Mrs. Harry
Karl, she will divide her time between
home and screen . . . Billy DeWolfe is

getting more fan mail than any other
male on the Paramount lot. Most of
the fans ask him to create a Mr. Mur-
gatroyd and now that he is back from
his personal appearances with “Va-
riety Girl” he’s hard at work. The
routine will be built around a Milque-
toast character who drives Mrs. Mur-
gatroyd to drink.

It’s the Little Things; Ronald
Reagan admits to a quick, hot, door-
slamming temper that wears off in less
than a day . . . Lynn Bari possesses
one of the best figures in Hollywood,
but never wears too revealing clothes.
She bakes cakes, too . . . Dan Dailey,
who is one of the best horsemen in
town and owns seven riding horses,

a
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Darryl Zanuck and Lana Turner. An ice replica of Ty

Power’s plane decorated center of Champagne Room at Mocambo

Cesar Romero and Mrs. Jack

Benny reflect evening’s gaiety

P
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Joe E. Brown and Keenan Wynn collapse while

Ed Wynn jeers—Father can take it! Ball game

turned into wrestling match, to fans’ delight.

Below, Danny Kaye and John Garfield wait turn

seldom talks about it. He doesn’t like gushy praise
either . . . Gary Cooper has a shy little half smile
off screen as well as on. And talks very little . . .

Bette Davis is superstitious about rain and believes
all good things happen to her during a downpour
. . . Bob Taylor likes to get out of Hollywood be-
tween pictures and fish and hunt. He doesn’t give
a fig about parties . . . Glenn Ford has a slow drawl
in his off-screen conversation and usually says
“Gee whiz” at the end of a sentence . . . Deanna
Durbin has had a will of iron since childhood, which
lends her considerable force and provides some
unhappy moments, too.

About People: Peggy Ryan back in Hollywood
after personal appearances in London . . . Donald
O’Connor, her former partner, telling friends at

Ciro’s his tuxedo is strictly pre-war and darned
if he isn’t as cute as ever . . . Hollywood wonders
how Europe will accept good old rough and ready
Wally Beery? Wally will entertain U. S. occu-

pation troops between sight-seeing jaunts . . .

Farley Granger, one of the most personable young-

lads in town, is beauing Ann Blyth, who plays
middle-aged Charles Boyer’s wife in “Mortal Coils”

of all things . . . Barbara Stanwyck likes to eat

dinner at the drugstore counter at Schwab’s new
Beverly Hills pharmacy . . . Dorothy McGuire,
bless her, gets herself up like a scarecrow in

“Wizard of Oz” and seems to enjoy it . . . Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer’s brand-new leading man, Cameron
Mitchell, has signed to pitch for the Las Vegas
baseball team between his “pitcher” chores in

Hollywood.



Martha Hyers, a cute kid, gets admir-

ing attention from Marshall Thompson

at the Ralph Edwards kiddie party

Set of the Month: Unbelievable is the only word
that can describe the get-up and the characteriza-
tion of Edgar Bergen as a mortician of the pre-gay
nineties. On the “I Remember Mama” set, we were
fascinated with Edgar’s performance as he sat on
a park bench talking to his wife, played so well by
Ellen Croby. There was no Charlie McCarthy to

steal scenes or distract attention.
Producer Harriet Parsons came over to chuckle

with us as the scene unfolded in the lovely park,
built in a corner of the stage. A group of pick-
nickers and children, all in costume, nonchalantly
played about while the dialogue went on. Philip
Dorn, who plays Irene Dunne’s husband, stood by,
also amused.

Director George Stevens discussed scenes be-
tween each take and if what we saw is a sample,
everyone will remember Mavia for a long, long time.

Writer Goes Actor: Tom D’Andrea, as a writer at
Warners, wrote some very funny dialogue for the
film “Pride of the Marines” and then, as you re-
member, delivered the lines himself. Thus Tom,
who plays straight to Errol Flynn in “Silver River,”
advanced from radio writing to presenting service
shows he organized and wrote himself as an Air
Force Sergeant, and on to studio writing and finally

acting. See how it’s done?
His first screen appearance was in “This Is the

Army.” From there he went into “Night and Day,”
“Never Say Goodbye,” “Two Guys from Mil-
waukee,” “Humoresque” and “Dark Passage.”
Tom, in his thirties, is a handsome guy, with just

a few silver hairs over the temple, wears good
looking suits, is unmarried, is now more actor than

Edgar Bergen is practising for the bubble gum cham-

pionship! Mrs. B., however, prefers his lollipop

Janet Leigh coaxes hubby Stanley Reams to

join the group for a swim in the pool
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Lovely

Barbara Whitmore

National winner of

Columbia Pictures

talent search contest.

Instantly . .

.

make YUUR lips more thrilling!
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Here is the most important charm

discovery since the beginning of

beauty. A "lipstick,” at last, that

actually can’t smear—that really won’t

rub off—and that will keep your lips

satin smooth and lovely. It isn't a

lipstick at all. It’s

a lush liquid in the

most romantic shades

ever! And so perma-

nent! Put it on at dusk

— it stays till dawn or

Ion ger.

Liquid. Liptone “CLEAR,” over cream lip-

stick gives marvelous smearproof, glossy coat.
Easy to use.
NEW OILY REMOVER. Removes any kind
of lip make-up. Also helps to keep lips soft
and smooth.

Mail CouDon for Generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 710-C
2709 South Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Trial Sizes. I enclose 12 4 (2 4 Fed. tax) for each.

Check shades wanted:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.

Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
Scarlet—Flaming red—definitely tempting.

Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.

English Tint— I nviting coral-pink.

Name (print)

Address—

City State

INSIDE

STUFF

Hollywood stars auc-

tioned rabbits, hams, etc.,

at Damon Runyon Cancer

Fund benefit at Ciro’s.

Looks as if the dog and

hostess Ann Sheridan will

have to be sold together

Ricardo Montalban,

dashing star of “Fies-

ta,” in Champagne
Room of Mocambo
with his wife Geor-

gianna, who is Lo-

retta Young’s sister

writer, loves his relatives who still live

in Chicago and is rapidly becoming one of
the best slow-tempo actors.

Goodbye Party: When it comes to par-
ties where invitations are really coveted,
none beats the wonderfully informal
gatherings given by Walter Lang and his

adored wife “Fieldsy.” So with a happy
heart, Cal set out for the farewell given
to Cesar Romero about to take off for
Maine with the “Spoonhandle” company.

In the play room were two bass drums,
two tenor drums, cymbals, a piano and a
bass fiddle, with only the guests to play
them. With Hoagy Carmichael at the
piano and Fred MacMurray aiding with
his own saxophone, the rest was all in

fun and strictly from no music at all.

Ann Sothern played the drums for hours
with Bob Sterling beating a tortured bass
fiddle. Despite any misbeats (when John
Hodiak attempted the bass fiddle misbeats
flew in every direction) a line-up of tap
dancers including Lana Turner, Cesar,
Zach Scott and Bob Sterling brought down
the roof.

Cute little Mona Freeman, who was
expecting an heir then, talked most of
the evening with Bill Powell. When un-
suspecting Bill gathered up masses of
white down on his blue suit, from the Lang
cushions, it took an hour to pluck him
clean. Pat Nerney, Mona’s husband, hov-
ered near the home-grown orchestra while
Ann Sheridan and Zach Scott reminisced
over “The Unfaithful.”

Celeste Holm told us all about her Yogi
exercises and psychology courses. Louella
Parsons made the toast of the evening,
while Virginia Bruce looked lonesome with
her husband Ali Apar over in Turkey.

Director Walter Lang and his wife
“Fieldsy” are two of the best-loved people
in Hollywood. Mrs. Lang, who was Carole
Lombard’s closet friend, possesses a flair

for comic pantomime that simply kills the
many friends (Clark Gable included) who
constantly seek out their home as the
friendliest place to be.

The Kayes “Okay”? By the time this
reaches print, it is an even-money bet
that the Danny Kayes will be back to-

gether. The seventh year of any marriage
is traditionally the hardest. In Holly-
wood the belief is that, had they not
been famous, the Kayes would have taken
a short vacation from marriage and the
dangerous seventh year would have
passed without damage. Because their
private lives made headlines, the split is

wider. Sylvia has a Warner contract to
work on all Danny’s pictures, and the bets
are that they will have settled all their
differences before the new contract starts.

Even after Danny moved into the Sun-
set Towers in September, they continued
to see each other almost daily. Separa-
tion seems to be teaching these two
intense, hard-working people that they’re
more dependent on each other than they
had realized. Sylvia is maternal, protec-
tive and gen- (Continued on page 19)



De luxe Frolic Gift Set-
Perfume, Eou de Toilette,

Sachet, Bath Softener,

and Talc, $5.95

April Showers
Perfume

$7.50; 4.50; 1 .25

April Showers Eau de Cologne
and Dusting Powder, $2.25

Frolic Perfume

$7.50; 4.50; 1.25

All prices plus tax



Make A LANE Your Christmas Love-Gift

!®
LANE §

Thrill your sweetheart with a Lane Cedar
Hope Chest for Christmas! Dream-come-true,
it’s the real love-gift that starts the home.
Symbol of your romance, it says:

ff
I love you

forever.”
The only testedAROMA-TIGHT Cedar Chest in

the world , with Lane’s exclusive Patented Features.
Backed by a free moth insurance policy written by
one of the world’s largest companies. The Lane

Company, Inc., Dept. K, Altavista, Va. In
Canada, Knechtel’a, Ltd., Hanover, Ont.

Ideal gift for sweetheart, sister, mother
or daughter. Lane Chests are designed in

many exquisite styles and woods.

No. 2180—Front panel of matched Ameri-
can Walnut stump; borders of exotic Afri-

can Zebra Wood. Balance of case is Amer-
ican Walnut. Has Lane’s pat- ^
enled automatic tray. V-L—

LANE
"A Million Maidens Yearn

for This Romantic Love-Gift ’ 1



INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 16) erous. Her
talent for giddy writing found its com-
plement in Danny’s zany delivery. Danny
is sensitive, high-strung, shy. He gives
more affection than most and needs more
than most. As their talents complement
each other, so do their characters.
One of the things that has given Danny

the most hurt is the implication of in-

gratitude to his wife and Samuel Goldwyn.
He always has made it a point, in public
and in private, of the importance of
Sylvia’s contribution to his career, and
continuing evidence of his gratitude and
regard for it is the separate contract he
was instrumental in negotiating for her
at Warner Brothers. It is equally unfair
to accuse him of ingratitude to Goldwyn
who brought him to the screen. It should
be remembered that Danny was making
$12,500 a week on the stage in a personal
appearance at the Roxy when both Gold-
wyn and Warners offered him movie con-
tracts. He chose to sign with Goldwyn
because he felt that it was wiser at the
beginning of his career to have the per-
sonal attention of that great producer
who concentrates his time and that of his
whole studio on one production at a time.
Many stars change studios without ac-
cusation of ingratitude. There is no rea-
son for Danny to be criticized because
he has signed a contract that gives him
wider choice of story, director and cast.

He Does It Again: “They want me for
‘The Hucksters,’ ” Sydney Greenstreet told
Cal several months ago. “What do you
think?” What we thought consumed the
rest of the evening, for if ever there was
a perfect bit of casting, Sydney in the
role of the soap tycoon was it. When we
met again after his first day of shooting
he was a little uneasy at having accepted
the part.
The results you’ve seen. His force and

personality explode all over, the screen.
Into that role went the same painstaking-
work and study Sydney gives to every
character.

His training began with the Ben Greet
Shakespearean Repertory Company with
whom he toured England and the United
States. Then came musical comedies with
Mitzi Hajos and years with Lunt and Fon-
tanne. With his only son John he lives a
quiet but full life. Best of all he loves
having in friends for dinner where talk is

lively and gay and the board groans with
good food.

Sydney is a simple person. Shopping
at Farmer’s Market for his own supplies,
chatting to customers at Schwab’s Drug-
store or playing cards with a few friends,
he’s never the “great star.” His mind and
heart are ever open to his fellow man.

Important Newcomers: Watch for them
—be in the know. This month the new

Tableau romantique:

Linda Darnell with

husband Pev Marley

in Mocambo tete-a-tete

Lucky you

!

“But I haven’t got my
driver’s license!” Judy

tells daddy Brian Don-

levy at kiddie party

given by Bob Hutton

and Cleatus Caldwell

King Iduiard
EXQUISITE

silverplate
NATIONAL SILVER COMPANY

• You'll be just as proud as you

are lucky when you own King

Edward Silverplate! Its exqui-

site beauty, fine craftsmanship

and enduring quality mean years

and years of pride and pleasure

for you!

• Two famous patterns:

King Edward— beloved for its

traditional elegance. Cavalcade

—distinction in the modern man-

ner. King Edward Silverplate is

guaranteed for unlimited service.

Ask to see the complete services

for 6 or 8 in anti-tarnish chests.

From $28.95. At silverware

departments and jewelers.

KING EDWARD CAVALCADE

r
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Directed by RICHARD WHORF

i Produced by JAMES J. GELLER • Screenplay by Philip MacDonald
|

From a Play by Frank Vosper • Based on a Story by Agatha Christie

|

A N EAGLE LION FILMS RELEASE

WITH

ISOBEL ELSOM

Preview for baby: At Joan Caulfield’s baby shower for Mona Free-

man—Wanda Hendrix, Virginia Welles, Diana Lewis Powell, Mona. In

background, Joan, Mary Phillips, Mary Lou Van Ness, Betty Caulfield

INSIDE STUFF
worth attention are Sam Wanamaker,
Leo Genn and Valli.

Wanamaker began his stage training
with the Goodman Theater Art Institute
and the Chicago Civic Theater and went
right on to becoming Ingrid Bergman’s
leading man in the Broadway show “Joan
of Lorraine.” Movies grabbed him for
“Ever the Beginning” with director
Elliot Nugent going crazy with Sam’s
questions of why, how come, and what
for. You see he isn’t content with being
an attorney and an actor; he must be a
director yet. He’s about five-foot-ten,

married, has a five-year-old child, Abby.
Valli once met Frank Sinatra in her

native Italy and said, “I hope some day I

make a picture with you.” She did, only
in “The Miracle of the Bells” they have
no scenes together. Darkly different,

arrestingly attractive and considered a

great actress in Europe, Valli has starred
in thirty-four Italian pictures. During
the war she had a narrow escape from
the German Secret Service when she re-
fused to work for the Nazis. In 1944 she
married Oscar de Mejo, the Italian
pianist and composer. Her first Amer-
ican film is “The Paradine Case.”

English Leo Genn, who plays Dr. Kit in

“The Snake Pit,” was an attorney and
chief Investigator and Assistant Prose-
cutor at the Belsen War Crimes trials.

What’s more, he was a Lt. Colonel in the
British Artillery and played in Laurence
Olivier’s “Henry V,” a role that brought
him to New York for the play “Another
Part of the Forest.” From there he
traveled to Hollywood to play in “Mourn-
ing Becomes Electra.” He’s married, has
black curly hair, brown eyes and was cap-
tain of the soccer team at Cambridge.

Lobster grill: Genial Alan Hale demonstrates the right approach

to broiled lobster to Mrs. Clarence Day and Gov. Hildreth. They’re

guests at world premiere of “Life with Father” in Skowhegan, Maine
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(And which had her permanent at a beauty shop? No one could tell the Ring twins'

permanents apart— can you? See the answer below!)

See how easy it is to give yourself

a lovely TONI Home Permanent for your date tonight

Soft, smooth, natural-looking curls and

waves. Yes a Toni is truly lovely. But,

before you try TONI, you will want to

know—
Will TONI work on my hair?

Yes, Toni waves any kind of hair that will

take a permanent, including gray, dyed,

bleached or baby-fine hair.

Is it easy to do ?

Easy as rolling your hair up on curlers.

That’s why every hour of the day another

thousand women use Toni.

Will TONI save me time ?

Definitely. The actual waving time is only

2 to 3 hours. And during that time you
are free to do whatever you want.

How long will my TONI wave last?

Your Toni wave is guaranteed to last just

as long as a $15 beauty shop permanent
— or your money back.

Why is TONI a creme?

Because Toni Creme Waving Lotion waves

the hair gently — leaves it soft as silk

with no frizziness, no dried-out brittle-

ness even on the first day.

How much will I save with TONI ?

The Toni Home Permanent Kit with re-

usable plastic curlers costs only $2 . . .

with handy fiber curlers only $1.25. The
Toni Refill Kit complete except for curlers

is just $1. (All prices plus tax. Prices

slightly higher in Canada.)

Which is the TONI Twin ?

Kathleene, at the right, has the TONI.
Ask for Toni today. On sale at all lead-

ing drug, notions or cosmetic counters.
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LI P-STAE'
the most sensational

cosmetic since lipstick!

on you. Before using this

magic clear liquid, apply

your favorite lipstick as

usual. Then brush Lip-Stae

lightly over your lips.

Now MAKE THE KISS TEST!

At last, kisses leave no tell-

tale mark. What's more,

Lip-Stae adds an alluring

sheen to your soft, soft lips.

•MT. PEND.

fcEMOIR PARPUM9 LTD*, H. Y. €. DISTRIBUTORS
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—whatever
your letters

205 E. 42nd

Correspondents Wanted:

This spot in Photoplay is

for readers to tell us—and
the world—what they think.

So send your letter, mail.it

today! Write what you think

about stars or double fea-

tures, censorship or English
movies, critics or Photoplay
is on your mind. Address
to Readers Inc., Photoplay,
Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Brain Waves

Dear Photoplay

:

Thanks for the story “On the Amber
Spot” in the June issue. It was wonder-
ful ! We're always interested to read
about this breathlessly awaited movie.
Why not publish portraits of the leading
members of the cast in the roles they
portray in “Forever Amber”? Above all,

you must give us a Paul Hesse cover por-
trait of Linda Darnell as Amber! A
Photoplay cover of the beautiful Linda
as the tempestuous heroine would be
worthy of hanging in a museum.

Bob Rosterman
Blair, Nebraska

Photoplay is playing the fairy god-
mother and you’ll have your ivish for a
Darnell cover by Hesse very soon.

Dear Editors

:

After many years of reading your
magazine, it is very refreshing to find an
article—even a short one—on Jerome
Cowan in the September issue.

It is my belief that the general public

has grown tired of the brilliant write-ups

on the more important players. Won’t
you publish soon one long article on Gene
Lockhart—a talented player who deserves

an Oscar for every performance?
Also, couldn’t you be a little less fan-

tastic in your descriptions of forthcoming
films? None of us have left the theater

“mopping our brow”—nor did we “scream
with fright.”

D. P. Shanks
Kansas City, Missouri

y^
Producers Take Note:

Dear Photoplay

:

Not so very long ago I read in our one
and only newspaper that the “Keeper of

the Bees” was coming to town. I was
thrilled, but when I saw what that pic-

ture did to such a grand book, I was so
disappointed I could almost have cried.

They took out the good and added an
almost cheap, worldly thing that we see
around us all the time. In fact, we see

so much of it, it’s a wonder we don’t all

lose what little faith we have in our
fellow man.

If a book has any backbone at all, for

goodness sake, don’t tear it out, or it

will do just what “Keeper of the Bees”
did—fall flat on its face.

Mrs. Ann Horton
Searcy, Arkansas

y^
Open Letter to Al Jolson:

Mr. Jolson, you’re terrific! The verve,

the vigor, the vitality of your voice

!

Why, it’s as fresh and youthful as it was
twenty, years ago w'hen I first heard you
in “The Singing Fool.” Unaltered by
time is the magic power of you and your
songs to sway an audience—to produce
a smile, a tear, and those nostalgic yearn-

ings for yesteryear. Stop me . . . I’m
ravin’.

So, let Larry Parks, Skolsky, Colum-
bia Pictures, et al, gather their well de-

served plaudits for “The Jolson Story.”

As for me, I’m gonna make with the

laurel wreaths and dust off that pedestal

for you, Al Jolson, ’cause you’re still

“the greatest entertainer of them all.”

Mrs. Charlotte White
Hastings, Nebraska

Editor’s Note: In the “Jolson Story”
Larry Parks played the role of A! Jolson,

but the singing was done by Al himself.

y^
Brickbat We Won’t Forget

Dear Sir

:

In the article “Conversation Piece” by
Anita Colby in your October issue it was
stated that Lauren Bacall was given a

whistle by Humphrey Bogart after pro-

duction of “Casablanca.” Ingrid Berg-
man starred in “Casablanca.” Also in

“I Can’t Forget” by Sheilah Graham, the

authoress mentioned that she would never

forget Van Johnson’s smiling face in

“Of Human Bondage.” It seems to me
that Miss Graham has already forgotten.

Mr. Johnson has never appeared in this

movie to my knowledge.
Please set me straight on these facts.

Harry Robinson
Muskegon Hgts., Michigan

( Continued on page 31)



At last! and it’s about time! A braid of fine,

imported real hair at a price you can afford!

Imagine! A braid, twenty inches long, of three strands of supple, lustrous real hair

matched beautifully to your own hair! A braid so natural no one can tell it from your

own hair. So versatile, dozens of different hair-dos are quickly yours. So ^vrn
simple to attach and secure—just follow directions. 6-strand $18.00, 3-strand .

.

MAIL order ONLY: Be sure you enclose ample hair samples— Snip one inch close to

scalp from top, side, and back to assure perfect match. No C.O.D.’s, please.

New York City residents add 2% sales tax to remittance

Victor Vito illustrates a jew ways with the braid he designed exclusively for Tresses. 3-strand braid shown. La Tausca Pearls.

25 Ways of a Maid with a Braid by VICTOR VITO

Victor Vito is one of the few creative hair stylists who believe in simple

but effective hair-dos you can manage at home. That’s why Victor Vito

designed these braids (right length, right widths) exclusively for

Tresses . . . then created 25 different ways to wear them. They’re all in

the illustrated booklet, “25 Ways of a Maid with a Braid,” that shows

you how quickly and easily you can do them at home. Booklet is

enclosed with your braid order.

TRESSES OF HAIR. INC., DEPT. P • 5 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

ONLY MAIL ORDER MAKES THESE LOW PRICES POSSIBLE • TRESSES ARE FULLY GUARANTEED



In pursuit of laughter: Blonde Signe Hasso and

Boh Hope score in “Where There’s Life”

^ (F) Where There’s Life

(Paramount

)

F
REE of the fancy trappings that impeded him
in “Monsieur Beaucaire,” Bob Hope goes

places in this latest laugh hit. Once more he’s

in the clutches of court life, a victim of mistaken
identity. This time he’s a carefree disk jockey,
peddling dog food; carefree, that is, until a sinis-

ter delegation, headed by Signe Hasso, descends
upon him, full of wild talk about becoming king
of a country he never knew was on the map.

In vain Hope pleads he’s about to be wed, and
simply can’t fly off to Barovia or anywhere else.

What with secret spies all over the place, deter-
mined to assassinate him on the one hand, and
his fiancee’s furious family of cops after him on
the other, life’s no picnic for poor Bob. How he
and the beautiful blonde foreigner manage to

outwit their pursuers makes for a gag-strewn
story of royal intrigue.

With the competent assistance of William Ben-
dix, Hope tosses about quips left and right—and
he’s the boy to toss ’em. Although he may never
become monarch of a mythical country, Bob
Hope can certainly claim the title of Crown
Prince of Comedy.

Your Reviewer Says: Bob Hope in top form.

A reliable guide to recent pictures.

^Good. l^Very good. i'WOutstanding.

F—For the whole family. A—For adults

^ (A) Out of the Past (RKO)

LOT of low characters play for high stakes in

this fast-moving motion picture based on the
novel by Geoffrey Homes, “Build My Gallows
High.”
As a private detective, attempting to outsmart

his gambler-employer and have himself a little

romance on the side, Robert Mitchum dominates
every scene. And Jane Greer effectively handles
her role of wily female, too greedy for her own
good. These two discover the dire consequences
of the old double-cross, but not before corpses
pile up one upon the other, involving them in no
end of trouble.

Virginia Huston is sympathetic as the girl who
loves Mitchum despite his unsavory past, pre-
carious present and dubious future. Decidedly
decorative is Rhonda Fleming, and Kirk Doug-
las’s smiling scoundrel is convincing. Much of

the crackling dialogue between them develops
into a sparring contest with nobody emerging as
the winner.
However, they do manage to drive home the

point that there’s no one in the world you can
trust.

Your Reviewer Says: A mui'der-packed meller.

Present tense: Bob Mitchum, Jane Greer

star in mystery hit, “Out of the Past”

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 105. For Best Pictures of the Month and



^ (F) Spirit of West Point
(Film Classics)

T
HAT great American sport, football, is in the
foreground here with that great American

institution, West Point, serving as background.
The leading players are the “touchdown twins”
themselves: “Doc” Blanchard and Glenn Davis.

Surprisingly enough, these giants of the gridiron
make acceptable actors; especially Blanchard
who, with his powerful build, ingratiating man-
ner, soft Southern accent, seems at ease before
the camera. However, it isn’t acting prowess
that counts, but the All Americans’ sensational
performances on the field. And when fame over-
takes Blanchard and Davis, they must decide
whether to switch to professional football with
its financial advantages, or stick to Army careers.

You’ll get your fill of football, as played by ex-
perts, including the exciting Army-Navy game
of 1944 with sportcasters Bill Stern and Harry
Wismer giving a play-by-play description of the
scrimmage. You’ll also get a glimpse of the grind
—physical and mental—that’s part of the training
of every would-be officer at the Academy.

It all adds up to a picture which for football
fans is at once thrilling, compelling, entertaining.

Your Reviewer Says: A field day for football fans.

Touchdown : Glenn Davis, “Doc” Blanchard,

Lee Bennett in “Spirit of West Point”

SHADOW STAGE
BY

ELSA

BRANDEN

^ (F) Ride the Pink Horse (Universal-

International )

S
EEMS Robert Montgomery—the kind of guy
your big sister dreamed of dating—is com-

peting with Bogart these days, in portraying
hard-boiled characters. He played a disillusioned

detective in “Lady in the Lake.” Again in the

dual capacity of actor-director, he’s a tight-lipped
gent who learns that revenge isn’t always sweet.

It’s primarily revenge for the murder of a pal

by big-shot crook Fred Clark—and a bit of

blackmailing on the side—that bring Mont-
gomery to a little town in New Mexico. There he
runs into a government detective Art Smith, also

seeking to get the goods on the gangster, and
the latter’s girl, Andrea King, a double-dealing
doll as dangerous as she’s deceitful. By way of

contrast Wanda Hendrix plays an enigmatic
young Indian maid, wise beyond her years, who
stubbornly sticks to Bob through thick and thin.

Another who proves a friend in need is the
owner of the town’s merry-go-round, Thomas
Gomez, himself merry and round.
One and all perform their parts adroitly

against the colorful background of a fiesta.

Your Reviewer Says: Hard-hitting gangster film.

Race for vengeance: Bob Montgomery, Wanda
Hendrix in “Ride the Pink Horse”

Best Performances See Page 27. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 29.
P
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I/ (F) The Foxes of Harrow
(20th Century-Fox)

N ultra-conventional costume drama
has been fashionqfl from Frank Yerby’s

novel set in New Orleans of 1830. The
picture’s principal asset is Rex Harrison,
who lends his extraordinary personal
charm to the role of Irish adventurer
turned country gentleman. A common
gambler robbed of his birthright, Rex
must live by his wits. He manages to win
a plantation and wed New Orleans’ most
beautiful belle—none other than Maureen
O’Hara.
Now Maureen’s a standoffish wench who

won’t admit his great attraction for her,

so the eternal war ’twixt the sexes is on!

She spurns Rex with single-minded per-
sistence, meanwhile suffering exquisitely.
Instead of bringing them together, their

child causes more misunderstandings.
They sulk and rage at each other until

you begin to wonder if these two ever
will reach that kiss-and-make-up stage.

Unfortunately, the story doesn’t travel
along a straight line but in a series of

spirals. Extraneous situations are dragged
in which are diverting enough, but have
little bearing on the main theme. Strange
voodoo rites among the slaves and violent
thunder storms achieve a theatrical rather
than dramatic effect. Standouts in an all-

around good cast are Richard Haydn,
Victor McLaglen, Gene Lockhart.

Your Reviewer Says: That Rex is so romantic!

(F) Desire Me (M-G-M)

M
OVIE-GOERS with a preference for

drama-drenched romance will revel
in this film from a Leonhard Frank novel,
originally bearing the more suitable title,

“A Woman of My Own.” True, there’s
nothing very new about the Enoch Arden
theme, but with Greer Garson to infuse
fresh life into it, and Robert Mitchum
and Richard Hart on hand to help her,
“Desire Me” becomes a dynamic drama
calculated to stir your emotions.

Garson, of course, has that elusive
charm that sets her apart from other
glamour gals. Her portrayal of a lonely
woman in a French fishing village, longing
for the return of her soldier-husband only
to have a fellow-prisoner of war show
up in his place, is a penetrating one. As
the crafty interloper who hopes to sup-
plant Mitchum, supposedly killed in a
Nazi camp, newcomer Richard Hart of the
Broadway stage imparts considerable
vitality to a demanding role. The story
builds up to a gripping climax when the
two men meet, one armed with a gun, the
other a knife, to fight for the woman they
love.

Your Reviewer Says: Plenty of punch.

'S (F) Unconquered (Paramount)

G
ET your Indian war whoops ready for
this boisterous business straight out of

Cecil B. De Mille’s sleeve. He’s here again
with his big all-star cast, his million-
dollar spectacle and a plot full of more
perils than Pauline ever encountered. The
cool and calm Captain Christopher Hol-
den is Gary Cooper, equal to any emer-
gency Mr. De Mille might cook 'ip; and in

this one he cooks up plenty Paulette
Goddard is Abhy who steps right off a
slave ship into the wilds of the colonies
where Indian chief Boris Karloff lurks be-
hind a tree with his war paint on. The
wicked conniver is Howard Da Silva and
Katherine De Mille is his Indian wife.

History comes in with lots of wonderful

Technicolor to dress up old Fort Pitt and
there’s some interesting chit-chat between
that young Indian fighter, Colonel George
Washington, and his stalwart cohorts, not
to mention some sets that must have cost
a pretty penny. Cooper settles into his
role in fine fashion, but Miss Goddard
sometimes looks as though she just thought
she was playing Injuns, which is certainly
no way to act when massacres are going
on.

If you like your history and your De
Mille you’ll find both of them here, blended
into a big motion picture production that
sometimes borders on the implausible side
but still has more hearty old-fashioned
action than you’ve seen in many a Holly-
wood day.

Your Reviewer Says: A De Mille special.

(F) Robin Hood of Texas

(Republic)

G
ENE AUTRY and the Cass County Boys
are themselves again, this time in a

Texas town where they get taken by some
city slickers and land behind the bars. But
not. for long—they get right out only
to land in more trouble in some place
called Serenity. Lynne Roberts backs up
the boys and Champion Jr. out on a dude
ranch where so many dastardly things
happen in fast succession, the Saturday-
afternoon audiences are going to run clean
out of yells.

Sterling Holloway looks familiar as do
the sets, but it’s all comfortable and
routine in straight Western style. Send the
children and if you like Gene and those
moments of hummin’ and strummin’ go
yourself.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, you know Autry.



(F) Louisiana (Monogram)

L
OUISIANA will sit up and take notice

of this movie starring their own gov-
ernor Jimmie Davis. Once they see it,

however, they may sink back in their

seats, for, while it’s something to watch
a “first man” playing a first on the screen,

“Louisiana” is still a boring movie. As a

short portraying the hard sharecropper’s-
farm-to-governor’s-mansion saga of the
crooning legislator who conducted his

campaign braced with a band, it might
have provided fifteen minutes’ adult enter-
tainment, but drawn out to a full-length
feature it’s apt to have its audience
squirming.
Jimmie Davis plays himself—which is

certainly something of a “first” in any
movie. He is not an actor and there’s no
one else around to carry the weight of

the piece. Margaret Lindsay fills in the
background as his wife, John Gallaudet
is Charlie Mitchell and there are some
familiar Hollywood faces as politicians.

The plot skimpers around trying to

make the most of Jimmy’s odd crooning-
professor-politician life, but it was more
enjoyable as a small magazine feature than
it is as a marquee headliner. Somebody
made a mistake.

Your Reviewer Says: Maybe—if you live in

Louisiana.

(F) Springtime in the Sierras

(Republic)

H
jHAT the title has to do with this Roy
Rogers endeavor is a little song hummed

by Roy and the Sons of the Pioneers. The
rest of the reels, in a questionable Tru-
color that sometimes endows everyone
with a greenish tinge, deals with the doings
of some illegal hunters who are shooting
venison out of season. One of the most
lethal of these is Stephanie Bachelor
who wears clothes well and looks as
though she should have a chance in some-
thing more than a Western. Jane Frazee
is the good girl with the bad brother and
Andy Devine is made to look and act silly

as a cameraman in a smock.
All told, this isn’t up to those nice Roy

Rogers films. It gets a little of a horror-
story touch with Roy locked up in an ice-

house. We like our Rogers straight, riding
Trigger over the range and catch-
ing the good old-fashioned villains in his
good old-fashioned way.

Your Reviewer Says: Not up to standard.

Best Picture of the Month

Where There’s Life

Best Performances

Robert Montgomery in

"Ride the Pink Horse’’

Rex Harrison in

"The Foxes of Harrow’’

Greer Garson, Robert Mitchum,
Richard Hart in

"Desire Me’’
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Are you trying

to tell me
All tissues aren’t

KLEENEX?

Homer, how can a mind like yours
get so confused?— chided my wife. I’ve

always told you Kleenex and ordinary

tissues aren’t the same! Why, even the

Kleenex box is different. It serves up
tissues— saves time and trouble. I

want Kleenex— there’s no other like it

!

PreCISELY! echoed Dean Doolittle. My
dear colleague, Kleenex is one species of

tissue — not a term for tissues as a

group! Indeed, I find Kleenex most
soothing for that (ahem!) sniffling

condition which accompanies a cold.

In short, there is only one Kleenex

!

Brain Boy, you're slipping! my sister

admonished me. I’m a teacher, too, but
in my book — Kleenex means just one
brand of tissues. Nice, soft tissues — to

remove my face cream gently! But do
you remember to ask for Kleenex ? No.
You mumble "tissues.” As if my skin

wouldn’t know the difference!

Why be a guesser. Professor? said my
nephew. Just hold this Kleenex tissue

to a light. See any lumps, or weak spots?

Ixnay! You see Kleenex quality smilin’

through— always the same— so you’re

sure Kleenex must be a softie, but tough
enough for any Joe Blow! Your eyes tell

you there’s only one Kleenex!

Lucky I learned. . .There is only oneKLEENEX
DitimDiTD 'ricciiD

by Don Loper

/
OAN CAULFIELD looked most
exquisite when she stepped into

the studio to be photographed
by Paul Hesse for Photoplay’s Christmas
cover. While she stood under the lights

and Paul began to line up his shots, I

glanced into Joan’s dressing room. Every-
thing was perfectly in order. The dress-
ing table had all her make-up neatly
placed on a white towel. The clothes Joan
had worn to the studio were tidily folded
over a chair back. Her shoes were ar-
ranged below in a straight line. She had
not simply stepped out of them and left

them lopsided. Everything was so neat
and orderly I knew we would get a won-
derful picture. You may wonder why
neatness should tell me this. Here is the

reason and an important reason it is, too:

You must be neat to know how to wear
your clothes. And you must have a

healthy respect and understanding of your
clothes to get the best effect.

Joan, as she walked under the lights,

asked Hesse where he wanted her. He
pointed to a low bench. Before Joan
sat down, however, she gently pulled
the fabulous silver lame dress to one
side. There would be no wrinkles, no
folds when she arose.

Have you ever watched a girl plop
down in a chair? Seen her skirt rise

above her knees? Watched her jacket

hunch on her shoulders? Observed her
waistline tighten and strain? Then, when
this girl stood up, have you seen her
pull and adjust her costume? These
things are not only unattractive to look

at, they are extremely bad for the suit

or dress. There is stress and strain on
the seams and, of course, where your
body has pressed against the fabric, there

are wrinkles and folds. Those who design

the clothes you wear work very hard
to make them flattering and beautiful.

So, my fashion tip is to be neat in every-
thing you do, a tip so simple that every-
good designer wishes he could tell it to

all his customers. I’ve told you because,

via this cover of Photoplay, I am in a

sense your designer.

What questions do you want to ask
about your clothes? About motion pic-

ture fashions in relation to your way of

life? About buying a wardrobe for all

occasions? I help solve the problems
of stars like Ginger Rogers, Diana Lynn,
Anne Baxter and all the other girls who
come into my shop and I would be very
happy to help you, the fashion-conscious

readers of Photoplay, too. Photoplay will

send your letters to me. See you next
month.
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ADVENTURE ISLAND—Pine-Thomas-Paramount:
The plot’s from Stevenson’s “Ebb Tide” and the act-

ing’s by that picturesque young couple Rory Calhoun
and Rhonda Fleming. (Oct.)

BLACK GOLD—Allied Artists: Anthony Quinn as

Charley Eagle is such a nice Indian. Katherine De
Mille, as his wife, has too much of an Oxford accent

to be convincing, but you may still warm to the affairs

of Charley and his Chinese protege. (Oct.)

yBLACK NARCISSUS—Rank-Universal : This is

a strange movie based on Rumer Godden’s strange

book about some nuns up in the Himalayas. Kathleen
Bryon may give you some shudders but Deborah Kerr
is too restrained to be outstanding. (Oct.)

L/BOB, SON OF BATTLE—20th Century-Fox: A
loved children’s classic gives Lon McCallister and
Peggy Ann Garner a chance to try out their Scotch
accents. Edmund Gwenn plays a fine Scot. (Sept.)

U/ BODY AND SOUL—Enterprise-UA : Smnething
more than just another prize-fight story with John
Garfield shaking everything out of his role and Lilli

Palmer as the prettier side of the picture. No hearts-

and-flowers story; the punches are delivered straight;

and you won’t want to miss Canada Lee. (Nov.)

yyBRUTE FORCE—Universal: A straight right

from Hollywood with a strong brutal plot about a

prison break and some brutal portrayals by Burt Lan-
caster, Hume Cronyn, Charles Bickford. (Sept.)

CARAVAN—Eagle-Lion: This has a plot straight
out of one of Grandma’s old novels with Stewart
Granger running into a long line of cut-throats in old

Spain. Ann Crawford is the beflounced heroine and
Dennis Price the monocle-twirling cad. (Nov.)

yy CROSSFIRE—RKO: An A-l movie, dealing
with plain facts and plain people—and the touchy
subject of intolerance, in an intelligent and coura-
geous manner. Robert Ryan and Robert Mitchum ex-
cellent as two soldiers poles apart in their ideas.

Robert Young solves the murder. (Oct.)

DARK PASSAGE, THE—Warners: Some plastic
surgery features in this. Lauren Bacall exchanges
weighted glances with convict Humphrey Bogart who’s
on the lam; Agnes Moorehead and Bruce Bennett try
hard to keep things in high gear. (Oct.)

DEEP VALLEY—Warners: On-the-dreary-side film
about a broken-down family with Ida Lupino in be
tween feuding parents Fay Bainter and Henry Hull,
and Wayne Morris being unexcitingly good and hon-
est. Convict Dane Clark snaps Ida out of her
depression, then comes the posse. (Sept.)

yFIESTA—M-G-M: Lively Technicolor happenings
down in Mexico including gay bullfights and sym-
phony concerts, centering around Esther Williams
and her twin brother newcomer Ricardo Montalban.
There’s Mary Astor, Fortunio Bonanova and Akim
Tamiroff to help carry this off successfully. (Sept.)

Mrs. Murgatroyd (Billy DeWolfe) just

couldn’t wait to remove her hat before

trying out the new Crosby Derby game

“No secret about a lovely-to-look-at complexion.

Just beauty-cleanse the way I do with Wood-

bury Cold Cream. Whisks off even the heaviest

movie make-up.” Ginny is wise to Woodbury.

It contains rich oils. It’s really deep cleansing.

Smooth it on quickly . . . skin blooms clean.

Try Woodbury for that “Always-Fresh” look.

Excitement in the air— enter Virginia. She

says, “First after work comes my date with

Woodhury. Its rich cleansing smooths my studio

dry skin. In a flash skin’s fresh

—

oh, so smooth

Woodbury’s four special softening ingredients

smooth skin— but surely. Try it, and see

!

WOODBURY DRY SKIN. First, cleanse with WOODBURY COLD CREAM, Soften

CREAMS with WOODBURY Special DRY SKIN CREAM -rich in lanolin's

FOR ~S
beautifying benefits. Skin looks fresher, younger!

. OILY SKIN. Cleanse with WOODBURY Liquefying CLEANSING
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y'y'FRIEDA — Universal-International: That man
Rank is here again with another good film on an up-
to-the-minute subject. Frieda is a German war bride
who comes home to trouble in a British village with
Flora Robson, David Farrar and Glynis Johns help-

ing you to make up your mind just what you would
have done. (Nov.)

GOLDEN EARRINGS—Paramount: Quentin Rey-
nolds plays himself to track down the story of why
British Colonel Ray Milland’s ears are pierced. It’s

some story, featuring Marlene Dietrich as a dirty-

faced gypsy and Murvyn Vye as a chorister. (Oct.)

HEAVEN ONLY KNOWS—Nebenzal-UA : Bob
Cummings sprouts some invisible wings and comes
down to earth as the Archangel Michael to straighten
out the life of bad man Brian Donlevy. Despite the
wings this is just another Western with Jorja Curt-
right looking exotically out of place. (Sept.)

]/HER HUSBAND'S AFFAIRS—Columbia : A
light touch of nonsense about the married life of
Lucille Ball and Franchot Tone, this has some big
laughs about bigger black beards and Edward Everett
Horton. Larry Parks bows in briefly. (Oct.)

^HUCKSTERS, THE—M-G-M
: Quick and to

the satirical point with Clark Gable as the advertising
“Huckster” and Deborah Kerr the lady who can resist

a sales talk. Sydney Greenstreet, Ava Gardner and
Adolphe Menjou help get the laughs. (Sept.)

yyi WONDER WHO’S KISSING HER NOW—
20th Century-Fox: Musical about the life of com-
poser Joe E. Howard. Mark Stevens, June Haver,
Lenore Aubert and Martha Stewart dress it up; the
songs and Reginald Gardiner’s clowning add the
finishing touches to a dandy musical. (Sept.)

y'IVY—Universal-International: “Ivy,” despite Joan
Fontaine’s deft manipulations, doesn’t give you as
many chills as she should. Despite nice performances
by Herbert Marshall, Richard Ney and Patric
Knowles you’ll still just go along with it. (Sept.)

y'y'KISS OF DEATH—20th Century-Fox: Mature
entertainment with Victor Mature coming through
a blue-ribbon actor in a realistic new-type gangster
film. Richard Widmark and Coleen Gray are two new
faces you won’t forget. (Nov.)

y'y'LIFE WITH FATHER—Warners: Father prac-
tically ran Broadway for six years and now, thanks
to a brilliant performance by William Powell, he[s

taking over the movie audiences. Irene Dunne is

Mother and Elizabeth Taylor mixes sweetly with the
four sons. On your don’t-miss file. (Nov.)

^LIVING IN A BIG WAY—M-G-M: The be-all

of this fairly chuckly little story about veterans’

housing is dancer Gene Kelly who does some pretty

footwork all the way through. Marie McDonald and
Phyllis Thaxter are the gals. (Sept.)

i/LONG NIGHT, THE—RKO : You’ll keep rather
dreary vigil with Henry Fonda in the room he refuses
to leave after he’s committed murder. Barbara Bel
Geddes and Ann Dvorak try and convince him to
face the police but before he does you’ll hear the story
of why he killed off slimy Vincent Price. (Sept.)

LURED—Stromberg-UA : This is all fairly hand-
some hokum conducted by Lucille Ball, George
Sanders and Boris Karloff. When all’s said and done
it’s still just a papier mache mystery. (Sept.)

^MAGIC TOWN—RKO: Everybody will see this
because Jimmy’s Stewart’s wandering around in it as
a public-opinion expert who comes up against small-
town philosophy expounded by Jane Wyman. (Nov.)

\/MERTON OF THE MOVIES—M-G-M: Red Skel-
ton takes over the famous Merton and brings him
up to date in a nice little slapstick comedy. Virginia
O’Brien keeps it all lighthearted and Alan Mowbray,
Gioria Grahame and Leon Ames play around. (Oct.)

MOTHER WORE TIGHTS—20th Century-Fox:
Betty Grable and Dan Dailey step up in a light-hearted
musical of the good old days. It’s a family-type story
with Mona Freeman and Connie Marshall as Mother’s
little girls and everybody pulling together to give you
a nice look at some good dancing. (Nov.)

^OUT OF THE BLUE—Eagle-Lion: A pretty sur-
prise in the way of a jovial comedy in which George
Brent wins handclaps in his role of the husband
henpecked by Carole Landis and picked on by Ann
Dvorak. Turhan Bey’s the romantic ticket. (Nov.)

RED STALLION
,
THE—Eagle Lion: Small fry

will probably love this business about a big horse
named “Red” and his young owner Ted Donaldson
who saves Grandma’

s

ranch right at the last moment.
Older audiences can pass with no regrets. (Oct.)

REPEAT PERFORMANCE—Eag\e-Uon : Rather
a different little idea in this: i.e., that a girl has the
chance to live over one year of her life again. Seeing
as how Joan Leslie shot husband Louis Hayward the
first time, you may be interested in seeing how she
fares on her second run. (Sept.)

1
/'ROMANCE OF ROSY RIDGE, THE—M-G-M:
Van Johnson gets mixed up in the feud that went on
down in the Ozarks after the Civil War. There’s
real music in that hill-billy accent, plus O. A. White-
head, Thomas Mitchell, Selena Royle and Janet
Leigh to keep the story running along. (Sept.)

\/\/ROOSEVELT STORY, THE—Tola Produc-
tions: A series of newsreel clips takes on the feeling

of a narrative film to recount the life of Franklin
Delano Roosevelt from the time of his marriage.
Whether you’re a Roosevelt man or no, you’ll be
intensely moved. (Sept.)

SADDLE PALS—Republic: Another Autry episode
with Gene and the Cass County Boys fighting a rent
rise and taming Lynne Roberts. (Sept.)

\/\/SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, THE—Goldwyn: Danny Kaye turns up as the daydreaming
Mitty of Thurber’s famous short story and with the
help of Fay Bainter, Ann Rutherford, Virginia Mayo
and Boris Karloff makes this a leader. (Oct.)

^SOMETHING IN THE WIND—Universal-Inter-
national: Deanna Durbin is a disk jockey eager to
find out why John Dali thinks she was mixed up with
his grandfather. There are some excellent songs as
usual from Miss Durbin including a chuckleful duet
with Jan Peerce. Donald O'Connor ducks in and out
of this fairly interesting piece. (Oct.)

i/\/SONG OF LOVE—M-G-M- : Schumann’s life

is portrayed by Paul Henreid in a fascinating interest-
rouser accented with great music with Katharine Hep-
burn as Mrs. Schumann, Robert Walker as Brahms,
Henry Daniell as Lizst. You’ll look and listen. (Nov.)

^UNFINISHED DANCE, THE — M-G-M: Mar-
garet O’Brien’s about the nicest little ballerina float-

ing around. Cyd Charisse and Karin Booth are prima
donnas with ease and all the proceedings have a de-
lightful Technicolor storybook touch. (Nov.)

I/UNSUSPECTED, THE—Warners: You’ll know
who’s guilty all along in this minor thriller starring
deft Claude Rains. Michael North plays along with
Joan Caulfield and there’s Audrey Totter, Hurd Hat-
field, Connie Bennett and Jack Lambert. (Nov.)

y'VARIEIY GIRL—Paramount: The history of
the Variety Club, “heart of show business,” is the
idea behind this. Everyone in Paramount makes a

bow, with Crosby and Hope leading. Mary Hatcher
and Olga San Juan center the theme adequately.
(Sept.)

\/'\/'WEB, THE—Universal-International: A fast-

moving film with fast dialogue bantered by Edmond
O’Brien, Vincent Price, Ella Raines and that sure-
fire character Bill Bendix. (Sept.)

WILD HARVEST—Paramount: Alan Ladd and his
toughminded harvesting crew, including Robert Pres-
ton and Lloyd Nolan, roll over the wheat fields in

those big new combines that are fun to watch. Not
so much fun is the high-heeled maneuvering of Dor-
othy Lamour who never belonged on a farm. (Oct.)

ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COIA COMPANY
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"John and I are terribly happy. He's given me just about everything a woman could want!**



kid GLADYS SWARTHOUT
And the cream she uses is PACQUINS, the choice of so many stars

It's amazing! . . . the way women are changing to

cream for hand care. To PACQUINS Hand Cream

But, then, it isn’t really so amazing when you see

and feel what Pacquins does for hands.

Reader's Inc.

( Continued, from page 22)

You are perfectly correct, and so are

a score of our readers who have already

noted this Photoplay error. Lauren Ba-
call's first, picture was “To Have and
Have Not." And Humphrey Bogart, ivlio

starred in that picture with her, gave her
the whistle which serves as a conversation

piece. Van Johnson was not in “Of
Human Bondage.’’ The picture referred

to should have been “The Hitman Com-
edy."

Casting
Dear Editor:
Now that 20th Century-Fox owns

screen rights to “Burlesque,” I am going
to start a return-to-the-screen campaign
for Alice Faye. I saw Miss Faye at her

broadcast here last spring. She was per-

fectly poised and beautifully groomed
and I now know who has the best look-

ing legs in Hollywood—and it ain’t Betty
Grable or Marlene Dietrich.

Incidentally it would be okay with me
if Fox borrowed Larry Parks to play

opposite her. Alice and Larry in “Bur-
lesque” would have a line at the Roxy
all the way to Radio City Music Hall.

David A. Powers
New York, N. Y.

Question Box:

Gentlemen

:

I am at a loss to know where else to

inquire the name of an actor appearing in

“Calcutta.” He was a gambler in that

picture and was shot at the end. I would
really appreciate it if you could tell me.

Mrs. F. da Costa
Vienna, Virginia

Lowell Gilmore plays the role of Eric
Tasser, the gambling-casino operator in

"Calcutta." A review and cast of the pic-

ture appeared in Photoplay last June.

Dear Sir:

Can you give me some information re-

garding the musical scores in “Cover
Girl” and “Cheyenne”? I would like to

know the names of the musical num-
bers played in these two pictures and
whether they were recorded.

John C. Berkel
Rochester, N. Y.

The musical score in “Cover Girl” was
written by Jerome Kern and the tivo hit

songs were “Long Ago and Far Away,”
and “Make Way for Tomorroiv." There
are a number of recordings.

The score for “Cheyenne” was by Max
Steiner. With the exception of “Going
Back to Old Cheyenne” and “I Am So
in Love I Don’t Know What I’m Doing”
the rest of the score is untitled. None of
these songs have been published.

Dear Editors

:

Would it be possible for you to give
me the name of the book that Joan Ben-
nett wrote several years ago? I believe

it was a book on manners.

Jean Marston
Minneapolis, Minn.

The title of Joan Bennett’s book is

"How to be Attractive” and it is pub-
lished by Alfred A. Knopf.

Dear Editors

:

In your latest edition I saw the picture

of Ann Blyth and Frankie Van discus-

sing his book on figure control. Would
it be possible for me to get a copy?

Bette Rxsch
Chicago, 111.

You may~ obtain a copy of Frankie
Van’s book by writing to Mr. Van, c/o
Universal Pictures, Universal City, Cal.

Tonight give your hands star care.

Cream care. Pacquins care.

Smooth on a dab of this snowy-white,

quick-melting, fresh-fragrant cream.

Ahh . . . feels good! Really luxurious.

What’s this? What’s happened to

that roughness, dryness, flakiness, chap?

Why, your skin feels smooth, soft, vel-

vety as the fabled gardenia petai.

And look! What’s milk ... or a pearl

... or a moonbeam got that your hands

haven’t? Nothing!

Try Pacquins tonight. Just a 12 -second

massage. And tomorrow morning. And
every night and morning. Pacquins isn’t

sticky or greasy. Disappears fast. It’s a

joy to use — as well as to have used. Try

changing to cream ... to Pacquins . . . now.

ELIZABETH WILKINSON,
NURSE, REPORTS:

"Pacquins was originally for-

mulated just for nurses and
doctors. Nurses’ hands take

a nasty beating — 30 to 40
washings and scrubbings a

day. We must have this kind
of hand care."
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rama, love, violence and spectacle

conquest! Fired witk passions —

e new worl

dynamic wil

PRESENTS

STARRING

' Antonio Moreno

JEAN PETERS -CESAR ROMERO
Thomas Gomez • Alan

Screen Play by Lamar Trotti

JOHN SUTTON - LEE J. COBB
Barbara Lawrence • George Zucco • Roy Roberts • Marc Lawrence

From the Novel by Samuel Shellabarger

Directed .HENRY KING LAMAR TROTTI CENTURY- FOX MAGNIFICENT EPIC!
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Again the Photoplay family circle enlarges.

Beginning with this issue, with the lovely Joan Caulfield por-

trait, Don Loper contributes to the Photoplay cover series, so

brilliantly executed each month by Paul Hesse. J he name of

Loper in the past year has become established in Hollywood for

top-drawer designing of wardrobes for films (most recently Eagle

Lion’s ' Out of the Blue and Prelude to Night ) and of star

clothes sold in the swank new Loper salon on the Strip.

For Photoplay, Don will design the cover costume to be worn

each month, consulting with Paul Hesse as to decor and color

scheme. Photoplay s editors immodestly herald future covers, cos-

tumed by Loper and executed by Hesse, as the most success ful in

Photoplay s history and invite readers to look forward next month

to June Haver, in a skating ensemble, the month thereafter to

the most eloquent camera study of Ingrid Bergman to cross these

editorial desks. Future months will bring Hesse portrait studies

of Betty Grable, Betty Hutton, Linda Darnell and Rita Hay-

worth, among others.

Then, beginning with the February issue, Mitch Leisen will

write a series of home decorating articles, illustrated with pho-

tographs taken in stars homes. The name of Leisen is familiar

to you as the director and/or producer of a long list of distin-

guished films. A few: Perils of Pauline, Golden Earrings,

Dream Girl (to be released). To Each His Own. In Holly-

wood, he is equally famous for the decorating he has done. Most

publicized of his achievements in this field is the apartment house

off Sunset Boulevard, where live many of the popular him stars,

more notably, Olivia de Havilland Goodrich and Paulette God-
dard Meredith.

For Photoplay s readers, Mitch Leisen will create articles to

guide them in the successful decorating of their own homes

—

whether one-room apartment, teen-age bedroom in the family

homestead, honeymoon cottage or substantial house. It is a series

intended to bring to Americans, interested in creating or re-creat-

ing beautiful homes, some of the brilliant talent reserved until

now for million-dollar motion picture productions.

Welcome, Don Loper and Mitch Leisen.
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So many rumors to be answered, so many questions

to be asked—who else but Greer Garson

could speak so revealingly about herself?

BY L0UE1LA 0. PARSONS

Black and white poodles complement a vivid redhead

“jITEVER again will I let troubles get me
jf down. All the unhappiness of the last

year is disappearing like a cloud. I

feel like a new person. I am a new
person.”

It was Greer Garson speaking. The past

ten unhappy months of frustration, ill

health and a bi'oken marriage are over

and past for her and she is herself again

—lovely, gay and independent.

If this were not true I would not be

writing this story, for when Greer was
completely miserable she saw no one, not

even her oldest friends.

In many cases, I’m inclined to have my
tongue in cheek over the “troubles” of

the successful and indulged beauties of

Hollywood. So many of them are just

the pinings and pipings of spoiled darlings

temporarily deprived of what they want.

But certainly Greer’s assorted bad

breaks were far from imagined.

Early in the year she suffered a bad

accident when she was washed against a

rock at Carmel, while making scenes for

the jinxed “Desire Me.” The injury and

shock resulted in months of ill health.

To add to this, (Continued on page 77)

Beauty’s field day:

Greer Garson of “Desire Me”

Bull
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It began in Hanyang, China, and

ended in Hollywood, where an old missionary’s

faith came to rest on a star

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

A
FTER five years at the Mission in Han-
yang, China, Father Ranaghan was back

in the United States to raise funds for

the work the St. Columban’s Foreign Mis-

sion Society was doing in China, Korea,

Burma and the Philippines.

It was a heartbreaking struggle but they

were winning over overwhelming odds. . . .

A wound healed at the dispensary, food

given to a starving family, dark eyes bright-

ening over the story of the Christ Child

born in the manger in Bethlehem. They
asked for that story now, “Yeh-su Sheng-

than,” they said, meaning Jesus’ Holy Birth.

The priest smiled to himself thinking of

their bubbly greetings on Christmas Day.

. . . “Gung-shi . . . Gung-shi”—meaning,

“Isn’t it wonderful, it’s a great day, a

Merry Christmas to you!”

As he drove along Sunset Boulevard that

warm sunny December afternoon, the be-

spectacled, cherub-faced Irish priest deter-

mined again that the good work must go

on and again asked himself how he could

better make this country see the distress

that existed there. Somehow he must find

his way to our hearts.

The air was heavy with orange blossoms.

Christmas poinsettias spread scarlet splen-

dor as far as the eye could see.

Hanyang and his beloved mission, 400

miles up the Yangtze River ... all the ig-

norance, destitution and famine—and the

Japanese massing at the border—seemed

very far away.

As he stopped the jalopy in front of the

Paramount Studios where Bing Crosby had

his offices then, (Continued on page 96)
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Y
OU’RE on Stone Canyon Drive, in the ultra

section of Bel-Air, just beyond Cary Grant’s

Normandy house and Greer Garson’s English

dwelling. The country is wooded and hilly. Bel-

Air used to be a wild bridle path. And the Bel-Air

Hotel, unique because of its tropical landscaping

and distinctive architecture, although opened in

1944, was completed only this year.

With our young honeymooners, Nancy Guild

and Charles Russell, we cross a stone bridge over

a brook bordered by flowering eucalyptus and

hibiscus and register at a long pink stucco build-

ing. The other buildings are detached yet linked by

gorgeous plants. The dining room, built around a

tall gray sycamore banked with ferns, boasts a

huge fireplace in which burn enormous logs. At
night, the hotel is at its dreamiest. Hidden flower-

shaped lights throw lacy shadows on the walls.

Recommended for honeymoons: Bel-Air Hotel.

Bride and groom, Nancy

Russell at the Bel-Air Hotel. A yellow

flagstone court, filled with expensive cars,

and a green canopy mark the entrance

to this center of Hollywood’s “elegantes.”

A lattice-work, formed by branches of

tall, stately trees, frames the lower



Join your Hollywood Tour

through famed Bel - Air

Hotel where life’s at its

dreamiest and enchanted

hours pass all too soon

Photograph* by Fink and Smith

No numbered halls or numbered doors here. Each room has a pri-

vate entrance, is furnished comfortably with smart simplicity. The

accent is on living in the sun in the tropical, fragrant setting of the . . .



Time out for a Bergman grin at

entrance to “Arch of Triumph” lot

It must be good: Sidney Kingsley,

writer, and Ingrid at Mocambo
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S
ILHOUETTED against the California dusk, a maid in

shining armor rides the crest of the hills. In the stretch-

ing shadows the animal beneath her seems more like a

mediaeval beast than a horse.

Residents of the upper Beverly Hills colony do a double-

take over their before-dinner cocktails. They think they

are seeing things. And they are—they are seeing a dream

realized. Eor Ingrid Bergman, in a coat of mail, has been

riding an immense percheron, the farm horse of the 15th

Century, in order to accustom herself to the rigidity of the

metal she wears in “Joan of Lorraine.”

It has always been Ingrid’s dream to play “Joan of Arc.”

Even as a child she pored through books on the subject of

her favorite heroine with the result that today she is an

authority on the life of the Maid of Orleans.

In fact, it was an unwritten agreement between her and
David O. Selznick that someday he would cast her as Joan,

which lured her to this country in the first place. That

understanding was never fulfilled, which is probably just

as well, for now Ingrid is half-owner (Continued on page 106)

Engstead BY KAY CAMPBELL
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He wears life like his old tweed coat,

JOTTEN always reminds me of Joe Cotten. I know
ther man who could be supported by his bride with-

losing her respect or his self-respect, -or both. But

naged this. You’ve heard, of course, how he and

met. Serving his acting apprenticeship with the

ivjuauu Civic Theater, Joe was cast in a role that required

him to play the piano. And he couldn’t play the piano. So

backstage, Lenore—Lenore Kipp then—played the ex-

quisite music that the audience believed Joe played on-

stage.

It didn’t take them long to discover they were meant for

each other. I’m literal, not sentimental, when I say that.

For still, over fifteen years later, they are inseparable and

indissoluble. To speak of one without the other would

never occur to me.

For a long time Joe’s career was, to say the least, uncer-

tain. Sometimes he worked and sometimes he didn’t. Lenore,

on the other hand, had the steady income of an editor of

Harper’s Bazaar.

Joe never liked this set-up but he managed to be civilized

about it most of the time. It was only when some disap-

pointment grimmer than others came along that he let off

masculine steam, that he expostulated, as he did one day:

“My God, Lenore, I can’t live on you forever!”

Upon such occasions, Lenore, bless her, always was mag-
nificently casual. “Darling,” she would say, “don’t worry!

You’re going to be so rich you won’t even mind when I

come to you for a new diamond necklace.

“We’re partners, Joe,” she would go on, not too seriously.

“I’m not unselfish or noble or ( Continued on page 95)

High percentage in tweeds: Joseph

Cotten of “Portrait of Jennie”

Miehle

with a debonair charm and

cosmopolitan air

BY ELSA MAXWELL

-
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A tennis enthusiast, Joe relaxes between

sets on the famed Cotten tennis courts

Joe and Lenore enjoy good cooking

—are noted for their dinner parties



ow close the narrow circle of embrace

Can hold a world of love, made manifest

In starfish hands, and flower-textured face,

In rosy flesh, by innocency blest,

By nature, vulnerable; the child, at birth,

A legatee of joy and grief and pain,

Also inherits wonder; and the earth

Aware, in patience, of both sun and rain.

Therefore, oh Child, who once from Alary ’s breast

Smiled to see dawn, and did not fear the night,

Christchild and Saviour, grant our Christmas prayer,

Give to all mothers, wisdom; dwell, as Guest

Within our homes; and shelter, in Thy Light,

All little children, always, everywhere.

FAITH BALDWIN
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Photoplay’s reporter takes a hard-boiled point of view of the recent

BY SHEILAH

Romantic interlude: Mark Stevens and

Hedy Lamarr. She’s in “Dishonored Lady”

August 1946, the happily married Mark and Annelle Stevens . . .

September 1947, the happily romantic pair, Mark Stevens and Hedy
Lamarr . . .

October 1947, the unexpectedly reunited Stevenses . . .

And by the time you read this who knows? For the Mark Stevens

marriage, I’m afraid, is too typical of recent Hollywood unions.

How emotionally unstable can you be, this reporter of the Holly-

wood scene asks herself, recalling that only three days before Mark
and Annelle announced that they had reconciled Hedy Lamarr was
decorating a small apartment in which Mark had set up bachelor’s

quarters.

Mark and Hedy fell in love, you’ll remember—or so they said—just



Reconciliation : Mark, of “The Snake

Pit,” is back home with Annelle

four days after Mark broke up with his wife and just six weeks after

Hedy had brought her divorce suit against her husband John Loder.

I don’t know how soon Mark telephoned Hedy for a date after he

moved out of his home with Annelle, but I believe it was within forty-

eight hours. And within two weeks after leaving Annelle, Mark was
flying with clockwork regularity to visit Hedy at Lake Tahoe where
her doctor had sent her to X’egain her shattered health. He flew four

times in four weeks, although each trip he could only stay one day,

Sunday. Because he was working with Olivia de Havilland (as her

husband) in “The Snake Pit” at the time, Mark made the long plane

journey to Hedy late Saturday night, returning on Sunday evening to

be ready to report for work Monday morning ( Continued on page 101)

GRAHAM
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They keep coming back when

he least expects them so this

restless reporter tosses away

the sleeping pills and tells all

!

BY EARL WILSON

Drawings by Van

m
I
S
1
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N HOLLYWOOD, the land of milk and honey,

the town where men are men and women are

padding, all the memorable events occur at

parties. And, by memorable events I of course

mean fights. Yet I’ve never seen anybody so

much as raise his dukes at a Hollywood brawl.

A Hollywood party isn’t like a party anywhere

else. One of the most brilliant that the Beautiful

Wife and I galloped off to was given by At-

water Kent, the enormously popular old geezer

who used to make radios in Philadelphia. In one

month Mr. Kent may give six, seven or eight

parties. One person laughingly said, “I haven’t

attended the last twenty.” But everybody has a

good time and enjoys the hospitality as the wine

and food are called. The first party at Kent’s

I attended was exclusive—only 150 guests.

As soon as you get inside the door (which is

not too easy in case you have been to a Holly-

wood cocktail party just before) a waiter sticks

a champagne glass in your hand. Just to be polite

you take a drink out of it. The waiter fills it up
and you take another drink—you have to be

well-mannered at a time like this—and this goes

on for some time. This can get very dangerous,

especially for poor Mr. Kent’s furniture.
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Good old Mr. Kent is so party conscious that

recently he was embarrassed when a guy came

up and said: “I heard something uncomplimen-

tary about you.”

“Heavens, what was it?”

“I don’t like to repeat. It’s only hearsay.”

“Out with it,” said Mr. Kent.

“Well,” stammered the guy, “I heard that one

night last week you had dinner . . . alone!”

Mr. Kent hung his head, and hollowly said,

“It’s true . . . but please don’t ever mention it.”

A thing like that could ruin him socially.

Well, about eight champagnes after we got

there, we all sat down and ate the most won-
derful dinner we’d ever had, which we wished

we could have seen, only we couldn’t, on account

of the champagne. Then there started a beautiful

evening of entertainment, with Edgar Bergen
sitting on Charlie McCarthy’s knee . . . excuse

me, that’s the way it looked to me at the time.

“Charlie, we have here the cream of society,”

Bergen said.

“Did you say scream of society?” said Charlie.

“No, cream of society.”

“Hasn’t it curdled in-spots?” said Charlie.

“But cream always ( Continued on page 110)
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HIS article is a plot, frankly—a plot designed to

make you a “Christmas Belle.”

All that is necessary to sketch in the background

of this plot is a thoughtful you. Cost is less impor-

tant than thoughtfulness. Remember, thoughtlessness can

be a very expensive thing when you try haphazardly to

fill a generous impulse just before stores close on Christ-

mas Eve.

Start by minutely planning your Christmas list, your

parties and your appearance. Self-discipline should be the

keynote of this planning. Begin right now by shaping up
your Christmas list with things carefully chosen, which

your friends really want and can use.

If you know how to knit, crochet, or sew, now is the time

to put your needles and your originality to work. Why not

make a stole of diamond-shaped design for a pretty young
girl who could use it?

Loretta Young this year took (Continued on page 99)

Illustrations by Claire McCanna

fjanis (Warier

has a different way—
ofsaying Uto

on (fhristmas GW

Morris

cJforetta fjouxig has a bright

idea for sleofiy=tmie glamour—
you 'iif;nd it here
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BY ANITA COIBY
Photoplay’s Beauty Editor
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BY

ITA HAYWORTH and Victor Mature—what a com-

bination for a Hollywood photographer. That was

something we boys never thought we’d see again.

Especially since we knew how Vic felt when Rita broke

off with him during the war, while he was on North

Atlantic Patrol, to marry Orson Welles. Many of us thought Vic had

never been able to forget her.

I’d heard from a fan at Ciro’s that they were having dinner at the

Chanteclair, so me and my camera hot-footed it over. And there

they were—in deep conversation. It was the first time I’d seen Rita

since she returned from Europe—and she looked beautiful! I told her

so too. (What guy wouldn’t?) She’s letting her hair grow and it’s

now in a long bob. I liked it and I told her that I did. “I’m awfully

glad, Hymie, because otherwise I’d feel badly about it,” Rita joked.

She said she and Vic were on the town doing the night spots “just like

old times.” Seems Vic had to leave the next morning at seven for

Kanab, Utah, where his picture “Ballad of Furnace Creek” is being

filmed. This was his only chance to see Rita for some time.

Just then the violinist came over to the table and asked them what

they’d like him to play. They settled for a Strauss waltz and that was

my last look—Rita and Vic, soft candlelight and sweet music.
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For Rita Hayworth and Victor Mature the muted strains of a Strauss waltz, recalling the past

It happened one eventful night when a chance remark

led Photoplay’s photographer to a candle-lit corner

where two people were meeting again, just like old times
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Going, going, gone! Gowns, hats, fabulous

as stars met in gay competition

Who’ll buy my wares? Claudette Colbert and William

Goetz couldn’t resist Jennifer Jones’s selling appeal Laraine Day and Leo Durocher were among guests who watched

m.c. George Murphy present star entertainment at the event

Auction, run by Mrs. Travis Banton for visually handi-

capped children, was held on Harold Lloyd’s estate
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jewels auctioned to the highest bidder

at lavish children’s benefit

Super strip-tease: It began when auctioneer Harry

Crocker sold evening dress worn by Esther Williams

. , . which fetched $350.00 for the cause. Delivery,

t

Esther immediately delivered, revealing a gold swim suit . . .
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Dick, of “Assigned

to Treasury,” has

set a new course

for his future!

Up to the minute:

Dick, an enthusias-

tic sailor, sets the

clock ahead for an

early rising but. . . .

June has other plans! She’s much

more enthusiastic about sleeping

L
ATELY, Dick Powell has been

haunting the docks in San Diego

and Balboa. He’s looking for

another sailboat. This time he’d

like one which is bosomy and com-

fortable about the waist. One which

won’t lift her skirts and go dancing

across the sea like a hussy, but will

wallow a bit and probably shake her

bustle as she waddles out of a long

trough—one, above all, that June

will enjoy and trust.

“That ship, that Santana,” Dick

still murmurs, talking of his erst-

while ocean-going sailboat. “Oh,

she was a lady. But she was dan-

gerous. That’s why June didn’t trust

her. For, like many beautiful ladies,

she was skittish, she was tempera-

mental. You couldn’t take your eye

off her for an instant. June has to
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That’s Dick Powell, who acquired

a new outlook instead of a large

waistline and proved a detour

can lead straight to success

be around things and people she

believes in.”

June Allyson’s complete distrust

of the Santana began one day re-

turning from Catalina when a brisk,

slatting breeze behind sent them

through the green combers with

their bow buried and their rail

awash.

“Every time the Santana rode a

big one out,” Dick says, “she shook

herself like a wet spaniel and got

set for another. I was at the wheel

and June was crouched behind a

companionway trying to keep one

square inch of her clothing dry. I

howled with a kind of insane delight

—which comes over people who like

sweet-going sailboats. June thought

I’d gone suddenly nuts.”

“There’s. (Continued, on page 92)

Hard-working Dirk still

finds time for a spot of fnn!

June came along at just the right time to he the cornerstone in Dick’s new life

BY HYATT DOWNING
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LINES ON LON
McCallister by name—young enougb to be intrigued

by life, old enough to be intriguing

BY BEN MADDOX

JjON McCALLISTER called for Ann Blyth at half-past

five, in his opinion the best time for a date to start on fine

evenings. They drove leisurely towards the Pacific, responding silently

to the sunset as they wound through the hills between

Hollywood and the ocean. He mixed in romantic music from his

car radio. He used to drive too fast, but Ann’s cured him of that.

Besides, less zipping through traffic lets him hold her hand

comfortably. Strolling to the end of the pier at Malibu Beach they

watched row after row of waves pour in below them. Any girl

Lon likes must savor the sea. Suddenly hungry, they hur-

ried into the Tail o’ the Cock, his favorite restaurant that’s

perched above the pounding (Continued on page 103)

Marriage is a hurdle he won’t tackle—yet

theAny girl he likes must savor

Naturally nice: Lon McCallister,

star of “Thunder in the Valley”

Fink
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Powell Sr. and Powell Jr., who thought his father

glamorous at seven— still does at twenty-two

He clings to an old bathrobe and a hat he

bought in 1912. He loves big words and uses them

exactly. He’s definitely Junior’s favorite Pop

BY BILL POWELL. JR.

HENEVER I am asked if I have ever been to Venice,

I make the questioner decide the answer for himself.

Here are the facts.

You see in 1924 my father, William Powell, and my

mother, Eileen Wilson Powell, had agreed to disagree.

They had not gone to the point of getting a divorce, but

a parting of the ways was decided upon. Unknown to one

another (both being romantic) they decided to go to the

same place to forget—Italy. They ran into each other in

Venice. It was midsummer. A full Italian moon was rid-

ing the skies—music floated up from the gondolas gliding

along the Grand Canal. I made my debut in 1925.

My first boyish awareness of my father was in 1929,

when he had come back from Paris. (In spite of Venice,

my arrival had worked no miracles. Shortly after my

birth, father ahd mother were legally separated, although

they remained good friends.) What a glamour parent

Father seemed to me then! ( Continued on page 80)
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Father's favorite sport—sitting in the sun

Off to the christening! Hilarious scene from Warner’s “Life with Father.’*

William Powell as Father has been raising chuckles and S. R. O. signs

Bill Powell a wicked samba



UNCONQUt'RED

In the early frontier period of America men or women white slaves were

sold for about fifty dollars. Convicted of'murder complicity, Abby Hale

(Paulette Goddard) has been sentenced to servitude in this country

Capt. Holden (Gary Cooper) buys Abby but she is tricked

into believing Garth (Howard Da Silva), trader and trai-

tor, owns her. Against a background of massacre and

horror they battle for love of this English bond slave

Hollywood shakes history

out of its doldrums with frontier

America the stage, Cecil B. DeMille

the lavish producer and the

heroine a beautiful bond slave

Capt. Holden’s trek through Indian

country has authentic background. Lo-

cation units traveled 5000 miles

—

spent 8 weeks in Pennsylvania forests
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A scandal is created when Capt.

Holden takes Abby to the King’s

Ball in the frontier post. Ft. Pitt— I

one day to become a steel

empire, Pittsburgh!

r

|

Torment and destruction

spreading across the fron-

tier bring Abby to the

torture stake and

Holden through the agony

of the historic ninety-day

siege of Ft. Pitt
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He prefers the hammock to the

hoe but Fred MacMurray must hav

swung both to be one of Holly-

wood’s highest paid actors in 194

By Herb Howe

Beaver Dam Bud in characteristic repose on set of “Miracle of the Bells”
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T
HE man who earned one of the highest

salaries paid for acting or anything else-

last year is a monument to our great

Midwest, rising six-feet-three in air from

pedestals size twelve. In Beaver Dam,
Wisconsin, they call him Bud.

Most men are like trolley cars running

contentedly on their rails, Somerset

Maugham observes, but now and then you

are fascinated by a sprightly flivver that

darts in and out of traffic and speeds

jauntily across country.

Beaver Dam Bud was a hot rod.

There was a time, after coming to Holly-

wood, when Bud hid out by day in a

woman’s apartment and baked pies to re-

lieve his tension. Under influence of pie the

woman married him. He has baked only

one pie since but continues to hold her.

He taught her to cook.

This colossus of the dramatic and do-

mestic arts is grandson of a Presbyterian

evangelist. The Rev. MacMurray must have

depended upon free-will offerings for his

livelihood but his take was nothing like

Bud’s. Our free-will offering last year to

Beaver Dam Bud, now revered as Mr. Fred

MacMurray by the United States Treas-

urer, amounted to $203,525.66.

“Mind the sixty-six cents,” says Mr.

MacMurray, of Scottish descent.

What, you ask, (Continued on page 84)

1

Mr. MacMurray avoids

tiresome words in favor of

the half-inch nod

In Hollywood they call them ranches, back in Wisconsin

they call them farms.

Farmer MacMurray, his missus, their two

sprouts, Robert and Susan
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T
HE stylists and garment-mak-

ers are begging Hollywood to

take a firm stand in the matter

of the extreme fashion changes

and tell the world what film stars

will or will not wear on the

screen these coming months.

Obviously, a lot of manufactur-

ers feel there’s no use making

the type of things that Holly-

wood glamour-pusses won’t

wear and consequently gals

across the nation won t buy.

Well, they really ought to talk

to some of the Hollywood

glamour-boys! I haven’t met up

with one yet who liked any of

the changes, and certainly not

the extreme ones. And as for

the padded hips, the rounded

shoulders, the long day-time

droops, Clark Gable says,

“Pretty soon every girl will be a

blind date!”

But, as we leap about we note

that most of the Hollywood

belles at this point are not going

to extremes. Take Joan Craw-

ford, for instance. I’ve seen her

in ballet-length cocktail and eve-

ning dresses (the one she wore

to the Darryl Zanucks’ party for

Gen. Montgomery was a dream

of white net-yards and yards

gathered to a tiny, corseted

waist—the bodice of which was

heart- (Continued on page 108)

Ava Gardner’s satin evening dress

shows its Edwardian influence in

the draped hip line and boned

bodice. Ava is in “Singapore”

Carpen ter



There’s a festive air to the Hollywood scene as

the old blends with the new in gay patterns of fun

BY EDITH fiWYNN
Photoplay*s Reporter-’about-town

Black magic: Dorothy McGuire’s evening dress by Kay Nelson, with deep round neckline and tiny

buttons parading down the back to the corselet waistband. Dorothy stars in “Gentleman’s Agreement”

Powolny
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HRISTMAS is really my favorite holiday

because of the opportunity it offers one

to relive the joyous, familiar incidents of

past years. Yuletide magic, compounded of

warmth, gayety, charity and generosity, rest

deeply in the hearts of everyone during this season.

To me, especially it is a “home holiday.” Being

an Easterner, I’m fond of a “White Christmas.” And,

when December arrives in Hollywood, Mother and
I busy ourselves arranging our return to New York,

where Dad and my sisters, Betty and Mary, are

living.

Our family are basically sentimentalists and we
go all-out for tradition. Milk-and-brandy punch
for the familiar Christmas Eve toasts—church on

Christmas morning for the familiar prayers—dinner

with the old-fashioned trimmings and, as a natural

result, the stuffed feeling that follows.

Some families open their gifts on Christmas Eve.

Our own custom is to wait until morning, perhaps

merely to heighten the suspense. Pile ’em under

the tree, and no one cares if one can’t sleep for

curiosity.

Then the exciting, shared joy of trimming the

tree. I confess I’m the careless type of trimmer,

but Mary, Betty and Mom, however, are the metic-

ulous type, hanging each gold and silver ball and

each string of tinsel with calculated artistry.

Luckily, the general over-all effect has never de-

pended on my usually ( Continued on page 70)



And chimes in her heart, reminding

her of Christmas past, Christmas

present and Christmas yet to come

Christmas is a “home”

holiday to Mom and Joan

Three sisters : Joan,

Betty and Mary—with

Joan’s dog Buttons

BY JOAN CAULFIELD
As, told to Dorothy Deere

(Sover
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(Continued from page 68) impatient efforts which

consist of tossing a handful of something shiny and

then hoping it has landed in the proper place.

Opening the dusty boxes of ornaments and lights

each year is akin to opening a memory book. One
finds the silver star that’s probably older than I.

Something would go wrong with my holiday world if

that particular star wasn’t twinkling on top of the

tree. And there’s the wax angel with the gauzy skirt.

She made her debut on the same tree that sheltered

the most exciting gift I ever received—my first wrist

watch.

As most of us do, I like lots of small gifts, and all

of them surprises—rather than one big and oh-so-final

present. However, in my gifts, I try to include one

gay, mad thing that the recipients wouldn’t think of

buying for themselves. By wrapping the presents

with colorful paper and ribbons I manage to give to

all packages a measure of mystery and excitement.

NTIL the present time I’ve liked to spend Christ-

mas afternoon alone with my sisters and parents.

“Until the present time,” I say, because this year

I find myself with the luck to be able to give some
pleasure to others just by offering some of the time

that used to belong entirely to me. If I may, I should

like to explain this by citing a recent incident.

It was shortly after finishing “Welcome Stranger,”

with Bing Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald, that I made
a personal appearance trip. One night, after the

theater, I was eating in a small, midwestern res-

taurant. Timidly, a waitress asked me to sign an

autograph book. It was for her daughter, a girl about

my age, slowly dying of tuberculosis of the bone.

Bedridden since she was fourteen, this girl had given

herself a college education. After hearing the story

I asked the waitress whether I could visit her daugh-

ter. She said we could and after she had finished

work we left for the hospital.

I can still see that girl’s eyes as I stepped through

the door of the ward. She had never seen me on
the screen. But I came from Hollywood, and appar-

ently she felt I brought with me some of the movie
magic from the pictures she hadn’t been able to see

for five years. Moreover, I had talked with—oven
worked with—Bing Crosby and Bob Hope. What
were they like in real life? Were they as happy-

go-lucky off screen as on?

She was holding my hand while we talked and
when I was about to leave, she let go of my fingers,

one by one. And as I left the ward I’ll always re-

member her face and the other faces and eyes

strained after me all the way to the door. Those
patients didn’t know where I came from—just the

coming of any visitor was a break in the terrible

monotony.

Remembering these things, I’ll make it a point to

see that a good part of my holiday this year will be

spent visiting hospitals, Veterans’ homes, or orphan-

ages and taking them simple gifts. It seems so little

to do for those less fortunate.

Another opportunity for added joy for those of us

who spend Christmas in this country is the realiza-

tion that we can do something to make Christmas a

little happier and less dreary for those overseas. For
my overseas gifts I hope to purchase those wonderful

little articles that cost us so little and still mean so

much. I read the newspaper ads and when I notice a

sale on cosmetics, for instance, I’ll buy them. I’ll

undoubtedly have a wonderful time visualizing the

European girls opening the lipsticks and scented

soaps—frivolities they haven’t been able to buy
for years.

No doubt about it, the way to get the most out of

the holiday is to give, and not only to receive. It

seems to me that in this way, we absorb so much
more of the good Christmas spirit.

It may sound a little silly but it would be wonder-
ful if one would mentally tie a string of tinsel around
one’s finger as a reminder that the good things of

life remain forever.

Christmas and the Christmas spirit could conceiv-

ably be 365 days a year.

The End
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This striped taffeta by Dartford Deb

has the new longer skirt and the newer minute waist.

Sizes 9—15. About $20.00 at Russek’s, New York

and The May Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

(For other stores in your vicinity see page 89)



Gail Russell has a special young ap-
pealing charnf. Watch for her in Para-
mount’s “The Night Has a Thousand Eyes”



For dances at Christmas—and

through the New Year

Lovely Beverly Tyler of

Metro’s younger set

A ballerina evening dress with the fullest

skirt and tiniest waist ever. A Fred

Perlberg original in bright danceable

taffeta. Sizes 9—15 and 10—16. $25.00.

At Win. Filene’s Sons Co., Boston, Mass.,

and Hutzler Bros., Baltimore, Md. (For

store in your vicinity where these

dresses are available see page 8
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PATTERN

OF THE MONTH

The dress Travis Banton designed for

Joan Bennett in

“Secret Beyond the Door”

Make this dress, wear this dress, for love-

liness and glamour. It has the new longer

length, soft shoulder line and easy grace

you love. Make it of Lucia martinized vel-

vet for dress-up-dates. In Mystilon which

is an all nylon sheer and comes in soft

pastel shades, which would be lovely for wed-

dings or dances. And it would be so wearable

now, under furs, made of a jersey screened

print. Concordia-Gallia fabrics.

More fashions on page 87

For other views of pattern see page 89

S

- Photoplay Patterns,

$ 205 East 42nd Street,

^ New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please

send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Joan Bennett-

“Secret Beyond the Door” dress in size (Circle size

you wish)
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My name and address is:

Name

Street

City
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Pretty teen-ager JANE
POWELL is giving her
family and relatives cos-

metics for Christmas.
Crazy about them herself,

her theory is that those

to whom she gives such
glamorous gifts should be as delighted to

receive them as she would be.

^Jfere s / lane s cJ^isl

For her mother, Mrs. Eileen Burce, she’s

getting a make-up kit. Every time Jane,

whose real name is Suzanne Burce (she

also answers to her two nicknames, “Hep”
and “Bert”), pauses at a cosmetic counter,

she admires the make-up kits displayed.

Some, no larger than pocketbooks, can be
used as one when the cosmetics are taken
out. Then there are the kind which, when
the tray is removed, make pretty jewelry
cases; or, if large enough, overnight bags.

She’s looked at the expensive as well as

the budget-priced ones. Like every Christ-
mas shopper, Jane has the budget problem,
too . . . Her grandmother, Mrs. Charles
Baker, of Portland, Oregon, loves perfume.
So Jane will give her a bottle of her
favorite scent.

isms are cJncluclea

For her twenty-two-year-old cousin,
Barbara Carlson, of Beverly Hills, Jane is

getting cologne and either sachet powder
(it’s really dry perfume) or novelty sachet
bags. They’re nice to scatter among lin-

gerie or to tie to dress hangers. She might,
if her budget permits, also buy Barbara
an attractive purse-size perfume dispen-
ser. They’re so reasonably priced . . .

Billy Ann Baker, another cousin, lives in
Tacoma, Washington. She’s eighteen and
has lots of dates. Like all young girls,

she’s always trying new lipsticks. So Billy
Ann is slated for a set of three or more
of the newest shades, so she can have a
regular lip-color bar . . . Her other Baker
cousins, Shirley, twelve, and Nancy, seven,
also live in Tacoma. She knows they’ll
squeal with joy over a set each of one of
the combination bath sets, containing two
or more of these lovely items: Perfumed
soap, bubble bath, bath powder, talcum,
bath salts, cologne, or toilet water . . .

Jane plans to give her male relatives
something nice in men’s toiletries . . . She
hopes that you’ll get some ideas from her
gift list for yours. She joins me in wishing
you all a Merry Christmas!

J^cke a melody,
Denlynes flavor lingers on . .

.

Clean-tasting! Deliciously different!

Dentyne Chewing Gum— it’s keen
chewing gum!

But there’s more to Dentyne
than refreshing, long-lasting flavor!

Dentyne’s firm, chewy texture helps
keep teeth sparkling, too!

Make your next pack of chew-
ing gum Dentyne. Enjoy the really

satisfying result of 75 years of Adams
know-how. And for variety, try the
other delicious Adams quality gums
. . . always—
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You
shall have

beauty

wherever

you

GOING AWAY? “All-Aboard” holds just the beauty aids you
need to arrive refreshed, radiant, fragrant. And this soft

blue washable plastic kit is so air-light, so compact, it

tucks away in a suitcase corner!

BEAUTY LOTION . . . quick cleanser, softener, powder base all in one.'

SKIN FRESHENER . . . tingling refresher to remove that travel "shine.”

DEODORANT COLOGNE ... for fragrant, flower-fresh daintiness.

FACE POWDER . . . with dainty puS. Can’t spill or leak—it's pressed!

CAKE ROUGE . . . smooth, easy-to-apply, lovely "blushing” color.

LIPSTICK . . . creamy, smear-proof, long-lasting, exciting new color.

Get “All-Aboard” at your favorite cosmetic counter . . $5.85*
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CHARM OF

Goleen

Winsome Coleen Gray charms

again in “Nightmare Alley”

I
OU saw Coleen Gray as Victor Mature’s
love in “Kiss of Death.” The critics of

course are still exclaiming that she is

“sensational” and “terrific.” Small wonder
then that the week before she had fin-

ished her next picture, “Nightmare Alley”
opposite Tyrone Power, she was scheduled
to start work in still another, “The Ballad
of Furnace Creek,” in which she will again
appear opposite Mature.
Honey-blonde and blue-eyed Coleen is

another of the “new intellectual school”
of newcomers now making good in motion
pictures. She holds a B.A. degree from
Hamline University, St. Paul, Minnesota,
and was well into her postgraduate work
at the University of Southern California
when she became interested in little

theater. An agent spotted Coleen in her
third play—then came the movies.

Coleen and her writer-researcher hus-
band, Rodney Amateau, have many spir-

ited arguments—usually about books. But
she has never been as annoyed with him
as she was the first day she met him

—

October 12, 1944, to be exact.

Coleen was to be tested by Twentieth
Century-Fox and during her interview
with the test director a strange man was
present. He didn’t say a word, but sat in

a corner and watched her with detached
interest. Coleen, uncomfortably aware of

him, tried to concentrate on the director’s

questions. But the more she thought about
the silent man, the madder she became.

After the test, the silent one introduced
himself and asked, “How did you like the
test I wrote for you?” Light dawned.
Coleen realized he had been observing her
under difficult conditions to see what kind
of test would suit her best. He’d done a

good job. She told him so—and a romance
was born.

Two days later the studio signed Coleen.

A year later she married Rodney Amateau
and now they have a year-old daughter,
Susan.

Rodney and Coleen love to go to the

little theater performances where strug-

gling novices showcase their talents.

The Actor’s Lab is their favorite little

theater, for it was here that Coleen
learned the techniques that helped her so

in her first picture, “Red River.” It was
her outstanding performance in this which
led to the lead in “Kiss of Death.”

Coleen has boundless energy and leads

a busy life. Besides working in motion
pictures, she keeps house herself, takes

ballet and is learning to paint. And—with
all this, she’s a good cook too!



Search for Happiness

(Continued from page 34) “Adventure,”
her co-starring picture with Clark Gable
cleaned up at the box office but met with
blistering reviews that must have struck
deep at the pride of a girl who, since she
has been in Hollywood, has been nom-
inated for the Academy Award every
year, except one. Greer has also been a

two-year winner of Photoplay’s Gold
Medal Award for “favorite actress” in

polls conducted by Audience Research,
Inc.

Last, but far from least, the moorings
holding her marriage to Richard Ney to-

gether were slipping and straining dan-
gerously.
At the time of their romance, her close

friends had begged her not to marry
young Ney. They had prophesied the
marriage would not last.

“But I was incurably romantic,” she
told me. “Richard represented youth,
romance and happiness to me. I flatly re-
fused to listen to the friends who told me
we were unsuited in temperament and
ideas.”

WE were sitting in Greer’s living room
in the beautiful home that frames her

personality so perfectly. She was wear-
ing a white dress with touches of her
favorite bright green, her red-gold hair
soft around her face, and I thought what
a bitter thing it must have been for this

proud woman to admit her hasty mar-
riage had been a mistake. She is so
independent, so self-reliant and such a
stickler for convention.

“I want to say very quickly, Louella,”
she went on, “that I am not sorry I mar-
ried Richard. We had happy years to-

gether and I am still fond of him. He can
be very amusing and witty and there were
times when we were very happy.”

“I think I understand,” I said. “His
jealousy and his juvenile actions were
difficult for a mature woman to take.

“Remember,” I told her, “I know Rich-
ard very well, and I, too, am fond of

him. But I realize his adoration of you
and his constant fear of losing you must
have been dreadful to live with. I still

say—somewhere, sometime there will be
a happy marriage in the cards for you,
Greer.”
She shrugged her shoulders almost im-

perceptibly. I knew she was thinking
of her first marriage in England, to a
barrister much older than she was, and
then of this second marrage to a boy emo-
tionally and mentally so much younger.

“It would be stupid of me to say I’ll
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with a lovely color portrait
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in the January issue of
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On sale December 10th

FRANCHOT TONE AND JANET BLAIR, CO-STARRING IN

COLUMBIA'S PRODUCTION "I LOVE TROUBLE"

HAS IDEALS ABOUT WOMEN”
says JANET BLAIR:
"Franchot likes feminine women - is

distressed by rough hands in a girl. He's
right - you can have soft, smooth hands. I

know — I use Jergens Lotion."

Other feminine Stars, too, use Jergens Lotion.

It’s their favorite hand care, 7 to 1.

Will you have even smoother, softer hands today?

Jergens Lotion is finer than ever today—more protec-

tive, too— due to new skin-care research. Two ingredients

now in Jergens Lotion are used by many doctors for

soft-smoothing the skin. 10(1 to $1.00 (plus tax).

And no oiliness; no sticky feeling.

For the Softest, Adorable hands, use Jergens Lotion

FREE!
Mail coupon now to Box 27, Cincinnati 14, Ohio
(Paste on penny postcard if you wish.)

Try-it Bottle

of this

finer hand care

the Stars use.

Nam e

Address

City State

(Please print name, address, plainly . . . Sorry, offer good in U.S.A. only.)
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Wise shoppers

look for this

The mark inlaid at

the back of the han-

dle means; two blocks

of sterling are inlaid

at backs of bowls and
handles of most used

spoons and forks.

This finer silverplate:

Fifty-two piece set

$68.50 with chest

(No Federal Tax).

: HOLMES & EDWARDS

| STERLING INLAID
0

Copyright 1947, The International Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Division,

Meriden, Conn. Sold in Canada by : Ibe T. Eaton Co., Ltd., °Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

COVERALL
This big Coverall apron by Starcross is

designed for you the busy mother, house-

wife, cook, who require plenty of dress

coverage and hard wear in an apron, yet

want to appear neat and attractive. Gay
floral prints—two large pockets. Material

in pre-war 80 by 80 percale. Sizes—36
to 50. Medium, large, extra large.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

St€Brcrass9 iVic*.
GREENVILLE. S. t. - 14.50 BJOADWAY. NEW YORK. N Y.

never marry again,” she replied, “but
now I don’t feel I ever shall. I have been
too deeply hurt twice. I am very romantic.
When I love, it goes very deep.
“Now, I want and hope to find happi-

ness in my friends. I used to be very gay
and I had so many amusing friends in
England. In Hollywood, I have been vir-
tually a recluse. Believe me, that was a
mistake. Now I want friends and vital
and interesting people around me.”
“Such as,” I suggested slyly, “—George

Sanders?” I knew Greer had been din-
ing and dancing with the fascinating Mr.
Sanders a number of times.
Greer threw back her head and laughed

gaily. “Oh, not you, Louella. The truth
about that is, I knew George in England
and we are old friends. He has been
very unhappy and lonely. Personally I

believe he is still in love with his wife.
But we find each other good company.
I enjoy going out with him. But as for
any romance—it’s just too ridiculous to

discuss.”
And I believe her!
We spoke of Greer’s career.

“I HATE the word career,” Greer said.

1 “Why do people use it as though it were
something you bought at the store? I love
acting. I couldn’t be anything else but
an actress—but it is nothing so intangible
as a career I’m seeking. I want good
acting roles—good, bad, old, young char-
acters, it makes no difference. But, if an
actress doesn’t get that opportunity, well,
what can she do?”
Before I could interrupt, Greer went

on quickly: “I don’t mean that I am un-
grateful to M-G-M. They couldn’t help
‘Adventure’ any more than I could. They,
too, were disappointed that it didn’t come
out the way everyone hoped. I would
be ungrateful, indeed, if I didn’t appre-
ciate the fine pictures Louis B. Mayer has
given me. I have had ‘Madame Curie,’

‘Random Harvest,’ ‘Blossoms in the Dust,’
‘Mrs. Miniver,’ ‘Goodbye Mr. Chips’ and
‘Valley of Decision’—all fine and success-
ful pictures.

“So, let’s forget ‘Adventure’—it wasn’t
any better for Clark Gable than it was
for me. It was as bad for him as ‘Par-
nell.’ ” There was mischief in her eyes
when she said that.

There had been rumors that Clark and
Greer did not hit it off so well during the
making of “Adventure” and that their

personalities didn’t click. My hostess
scoffed at this. “Nonsense. I like Clark
very much. If the right story came along
for both of us, of course we would make
another film together.

“As I look back, Louella,” she went on,

“I think that most of my misery of the
past year came from bad health. I really
hurt myself when I fell and was almost
drowned at Carmel. I am just now get-
ting over it. When you are ill, nothing
is right. Even trivial things assume night-
mare proportions. Being depressed men-
tally and physically, combined with emo-
tional upsets and my eagerness to make
a good picture, gave me months of un-
happiness. Now I have a new philosophy.”
“Which is—?” I prompted.
‘‘Liberty—and the pursuit of happiness,”

she replied with a challenging ring in her
voice. “There is no happiness without
personal liberty. I mean to have that.

I will never tie myself down again to the
point where I am overburdened with obli-

gations. I want to be gay, and above all,

cheerful, and find happiness in each and
every event in my everyday life.”

Greer, who has supported her widowed
mother from the time she was a little girl,

striving to give her beloved Nina every-
thing, is a wonderful daughter and is get-
ting an enormous kick out of Mrs. Gar-
son’s career as a movie actress. As Nina
Ross, Mrs. Garson is having the time of
her life accepting small but interesting
character roles.

In spite of “turning actress,” Nina still

has time to run Greer’s home delightfully
and to take the responsibilities of domes-
ticity off her daughter’s shoulders.
People who do not know Mrs. Garson

have been unkind enough to intimate that
it was her dislike of Richard Ney that
brought about the trouble. This, I know,
is not true. I believe Nina Garson made
a sincere effort to like and understand
Richard. He is a difficult boy, super-
sensitive and always conscious of his
wife’s position as an important star. More
than anything, Richard wants success him-
self. When that comes, I believe he will
no longer be so unhappy.

“I am convinced there is a future for
Richard,” Greer said. “Whether he real-
izes it now or not, our separation is good
for him. He wasn’t happy with me. Now
I believe he will find himself. When
matters between us were uncertain, he
couldn’t settle down to his work. But it

is over and done with now. He knows
any chance of a reconciliation is hopeless.”

“Is that why you went to court and
made the separation legal?” I asked.

“I made up my mind in a hurry to get
a divorce,” she replied. “I realized it was
wrong for me not to make a clean break.
I like to dine with other men, and it

wasn’t in accord with my ideas of pro-
priety to accept dinner and dancing en-
gagements when I was married. I knew,
too, if Richard once realized the whole
thing was definitely over, he would not
be so miserable. He would calm down.
“You see, I am fond of him and I do

want his happiness. I knew there wasn’t
happiness for either of us while we were
together. There could never be—no mat-
ter how many times we tried to make a
go of it. There is much I don’t want to dis-
cuss. It is unfair to both of us. Making the
break cleanly and swiftly may hurt for

a little while, but this way I can keep
Richard’s friendship.”

Of this I am sure—there is no sem-
blance of Greer’s carrying a torch in her
break with young Ney. Where she is

concerned, their marriage that lasted four
years is a closed chapter. He still has
her best wishes, her sympathy and her
friendship, but not her love.

Greer is definitely facing forward from
here on in. If her last two pictures have
not been to her liking—they, too, are
being relegated to the past while the lady,

herself, looks ahead.
“There are good things in the future,”

she told me with that self-assurance I

admire so much about Greer. “I love the
stories lined up for me this coming year—‘The Chimes of Bruges,’ ‘The Nutmeg
Tree’ and a sequel to ‘Mrs. Miniver’

—

all stories I like.

“But best of all, I like feeling like my-
self again—and belonging to myself again.”

And belonging to all of us again, I might
add, the same vivid, intense, independent
Miss Greer Garson who first won our
movie hearts seven years ago.

The End
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P Bretton
P Bretweave

The real thing in

basketweave watch

Among Fine Christmas Gifts

None Surpasses Bretton Bands

Ilrotton

Ultra-smart expansion band

. . . distinctive, graceful

streamlined. In white,

yellow or pink 14 kt.
|

gold, $50; 1/20 1 2kt. J
gold filled, $10.50.

bands for men — mas-

terfOily conceived and

/ designed. With expan-

sion center or exclusive

Supermatic safety catch. In

jjjj

white, yellow or pink 1/20

12' kt. gold filled, $10.50.

iSJHPftoil.

'rust mom and dad to know the kind of Christmas gifts that are as thrilling

to give as they are to get. Experience is on their side. Which explains why they

make it a point every year to give fine quality, superbly styled BRETTON watch

bands—as evidence not only of their good judgment, but of their good taste

as well. Take a tip from the wise—put BRETTON bands high up on your gift

lists, too. Popularly priced, at leading jewelers everywhere.

Bruner-Ritter, Inc., Fifth Ave., New York, and Montreal.
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Life with My Father

(Continued from, page 60) What a glamor
parent he still seems to me! He had
bought a new gold watch and, holding me
on his knee, like parents from time im-
memorial, he let me listen to it. “Tick,
tick,” said father. “Dig, dig,” I said to
myself. I associated that sound with him.
So I began calling him “Dig, Dig”—and I

still do, except for times like this when
I'm being full of dignity.

It wasn’t until 1930 that I got to know
him intimately. Mother had moved us out
from New York, and I went to live with
my father for two enchanted months. One
fatal day he sang “Old Man River” to me.
The way I got it was “Old Man Ribber”
and after that I tagged him everywhere
saying, “Dig Dig, sing ‘Old Man Ribber’.”
He was wonderfully patient with me.

On the street, when I’d urge him to break
into song, he’d turn his face so people
wouldn’t see him at it, but he would still

carol at my request.
From that time on, althought I spent

most of my time with my mother, I loved
Father in a special way. My mother
lived until 1942 and she was always won-
derful, but the human heart is arbitrary,
and no less than he charmed audiences,
my father was able to charm me.
And yet, I now know I must have been

jealous of him as I grew up, jealous of his
poise—which he had carefully acquired,
jealous of his wit, which was native to
him. He had carved out his own destiny,
starting with nothing but ambition in
Kansas City. I now began carving out
mine, in reverse.

I mean I became a problem child. This
started when I went to a grammar school
not far from the Paramount studios, and
for the first time became aware of the fact
that I was “William Powell’s son.” This

STOP
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gave me a rather uncomfortable sense of

importance. 1 was somebody special—but
it wasn’t on my own merit. It was because
of Father. So I set to work being a young
devil—and I did nicely at it for some time.

I went from there to a private school,

and from that to a military academy, and
from that to a summer camp, and from
that, eventually, to Hollywood High

—

and so on right until I got to Princeton, but
everywhere I was a horror.
Father tried. He certainly did. He isn’t

the type of guy who tells people how to

run their lives. But we did have a few
skirmishes.

1
REMEMBER those three awful sum-
mers when he insisted I go to camp,

which I hated, as it meant I packed off

around the entire West, roughing it in

mountains and desert, when I would much
have preferred being at my father’s then
luxurious home that was all white paint,

glitter, swimming pools, outdoor patios,

parties and that beautiful girl who for two
years was his wife, Carole Lombard.
Don’t misunderstand. Father didn’t send

me off because he wanted to get rid of me.
He thought I might get some little disci-

pline that way, and maybe I did, but it

wasn’t very noticeable.

I remember one time when Father was
interviewing the head of a highly select

school, which he w^s trying to worm me
into. Father was in the drawing room,
playing a very refined scene, detailing to

the visitor what a dear, quiet boy I was.
Little Lord Fauntleroy in Hollywood.
From the hall I overheard this conversa-
tion and, nattily arrayed in a beat-up
pair of riding trousers and an awful hat,

I picked up a revolver and rushed in on
the tableau, yelling, “Stick ’em up.”

It was quite a curtain.

I recall, too, when I first went to Prince-
ton and Father accompanied me down
there, from the Waldorf-Astoria where we
had been staying. My going to Princeton
was the gratification of a dream of his.

He’d never been able to afford college

but he attended the American Academy
of Dramatic Art and had played stock in

Trenton, N. J., in 1913. He had seen “the
gray, ivoried towers of Princeton” at that

time, and had never recovered.

When I checked in, Father decided to

help me unpack. As he opened one of my
bags, he found several of his best ties. But
that wasn’t what made him sore. I had also

packed two hotel towels. He hit the roof,

not so much because that isn’t done (it

says here!) but because of what the hotel
would think. “They will say William
Powell stayed here and stole towels,” he
pointed out with dignity. There was no
calming him until I sent the towels back.

As Father Day on screen in the present
ent “Life with Father,” he thunders about
magnificently—but that is acting. Person-
ally, when he gets sore, he never shouts.
Instead he goes in for a very chilling

reserve. But he is like Father Day in his

love of food. Every dinner is an occasion
and the food and service must be perfect.

When he goes into a new restaurant he
has the maitre d’ over, explains his likes

and dislikes. If the next time he goes
there, the maitre d’ doesn’t remember all

this he is very disturbed. His sense of

elegance is disturbed. He knows what
wine must be chilled to what degree, what
goes with what, and all the rest of the
epicurean routine.

Yet, though he dresses elaborately on
screen, or when any necessity for display
comes up in private life, among friends,

his favorite costume is a bath towel, no
more, how could there be less.

He has one hat. He bought it in 1912 and
he deeply loves it. In its youth, it was a
brown Fedora. Now it is battered and

tot. -HutiPLu /o
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stained, but he clings to it relentlessly. He
also has an old bathrobe which he has
owned for nobody knows how long. It

has a rip down the back, but he won’t
change it. Mousie, his wife, hopefully buys
him new ones but he gives those away.
When I was a little boy, he built a house

in Beverly Hills—the one that was all

white glitter pools. It cost a fortune—but
he was very lucky. For it worked all that
ostentation out of his system and then

—

trust him—he unloaded it at a profit. Now
he alternates between his comfortable
house in Beverly Hills, a small place he has
in Palm Springs, and the house in the
Valley where my wife and I live.

M
OUSIE is always up in the mornings,
bounding with energy. She plays a

mean game of tennis. Father used to play
and once he tried to teach it to me—but
n;w he says his favorite sport is sitting in

the sun on his two-by-six piazza. When
they are in Palm Springs, Mousie plays
daily at the Racquet Club and Father will

sit there, watching her, commenting on her
game. But all he wants is the sun-tan.
He drives back and forth to Palm

Springs in his Pontiac. The Pontiac is as

beaten up as his old hat, and he loves it

just as much. At premieres or swank
hotels, when cars are being called and big
slick Cads and Lincolns come rolling out,

they announce “Mr^Powell’s car” and then
that ten-year-old job comes rattling up.
People turn and say, “Why the poor man,”
but it doesn’t bother Father at all.

Every once in a while somebody asks
me what it is like to have a step-mother
who is merely five years my senior. I say
it is great—if she is like Diana Lewis. Ten
years ago, Father was very ill. He was
depressed and moody and he felt that the
best part of his life was over. Then he met
Di. He is inclined to be retiring. She is

all outward going. She taught him to play
games. She taught him to dance. He had
always insisted that he couldn’t dance, but
you should see him now. He is particu-
larly wicked at the samba.

She’s made him into a party hound. He
says he doesn’t want to go out, when the
invitations arrive. Di pleads, “Oh, come
on.” Father protests. He knows he is

going to be bored stiff. He’d rather stay
home. Then he goes to the party—and he’s

always the last guest to leave.

He has always loved big words, and he
uses them very exactly. He is constantly
“abjuring” me, and everything is “by tok-
en of.” Before he uses a word, he carefully

looks it up, getting its Latin or Greek
derivation. Then if it is something no
average human would use, he’ll start toss-

ing it about, and get a big boot watching
people squirm, not knowing what he is

talking about.
He is a very generous guy and he had

always, uncomplainingly, carried a great
responsibility. He started with nothing

—

and he now has a whole group of people
whom he supports. My grandmother is the

oldest, but there are many others.

I feel that I first began really appreci-
ating Father after I was in service. Just
before I enlisted we had our only clash.

I had survived a pretty wild semester at

Princeton, during which we had got our
wires crossed. I had understood Father to

say he’d send me a $100 a month allowance.
So my first New York weekend, I spent
the whole hundred, but fast. Then I wrote,
reminding him of his promise.

He replied that I was suffering a gross

delusion if I thought he was going to

finance me in a New York night-club
education. After that we wrote insultingly

back and forth. Finally he offered to loan
me money and I said I’d take it, but at 6%
interest. He refused. I insisted. He sent

me the $100 and I started paying it back,
32



twenty dollars a month and the interest.

It was very rugged.
Then the Christmas holidays came and

I went berserk. I majored in the Stork Club
and had to sell practically everything I

owned. Father had given me a typewriter.
When I started writing him in long hand
he knew what was up and I was in the dog
house. When I enlisted I still owed Father
$60 of that $100.

The Marines—or something—knocked
the idiot out of me. Whatever it was,
when I got out in 1945, I was glad to go
back to Princeton and really work.
When Father came to see me at that

time—and incidentally, he gave the best
performance as an old Princeton alumnus
you ever saw—I was delighted to discover
we had become closer than ever before.
He was no longer merely my old man. He
was my friend. It was great. Now that
I’m out of school and working here in Hol-
lywood, the closeness has kept on growing.

I’m no actor. I didn’t inherit Father’s
ability. I am in the story department at
Warners. And I’m very happily married.
Father is even mixed up in that. Except

for him having taken me to a cocktail
party in New York, I might never have
met my bride. It was a Sunday noon cock-
tail party and for me it was the end of
a tough night. The room was swarming
with pretty girls. One of them came over
to me, asked me if I felt as rocky as I

looked. Her name was Irene Booth and
she was a New York stage and radio
actress. Father had given me some tickets
to a game at the Polo Grounds. I asked
her to join me. She did—and now look.

She’s very cute. She insists her nose
turns up too much—but I don’t agree. I

like it just the way it is. I like her just
the way she is, which is a very nice deal.
Father and I pack these wives of ours

off to bed and then we sit up and have
bull sessions. We have the whole world
dissected before we finish. Then we put
it back together again the next night.
Father is constantly mellowing, and he

is much more liberal in his point of view
than he used to be. But he is still a kid
in many ways. He always will be. He
loves his work and he basically loves
life. He really suffers when he gets a bad
picture, but when he hits one like “Life
with Father’’ he is very happy about it.

I guess, if I tell the truth, and nothing
but, I’ll have to say that while I have al-
ways loved him, it is only the last few
years that I have come to appreciate his
sensitiveness, his artistry, his honesty.
He’s a great man.
And he is, definitely, my favorite father.

The End
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Laziest Man in Town

(Continued, jrorn page 65) has Mac that

the rest of us Macs haven’t got? Nothing.
Just more of the same.
Around the studios he is liked by all

hands, who consider him the regular
normal guy. He never blows up except in

his lines, and that he does often. He has
never overcome the diffidence that makes
us Midwesterners lovable. A gossip col-

umnist thinks there is something lacking
in a man who has not provided a line of

gossip during twelve years in Hollywood.
“I am lazy,” says Mr. MacMurray. “I

guess that’s why I am an actor.”

All men who prefer the hammock to the
hoe will hail him hero.

In longitudinal repose, Mac reaches from
end to end of his perambulating dressing

room. He could be mistaken for an em-
balmer’s display were it not for a flick of

the lip when speaking, harder to detect

than ventriloquist Bergen’s. He avoids
tiresome words in favor of um, humpf, and
a half-inch nod.
“You prefer comedy,” says the feeder.

“Um,” says Mr. M. “Easier.”

This oration depletes him. From pants
pocket he gropes a disheveled cigarette.

It revitalizes and he adds: “I’m not a
funny man though.”

L
UCK and laziness made him a funny
man he says. He neglected to latch his

trousers. He was conducting a band on the
stage at the time. He also was impersonat-
ing a seal and Leopold Stokowski. It was
as Mr. Stokowski that the neglect be-
came evident. The audience immodestly
whooped. His furtive attempts to reunite
the baggy trousers drove them hysterical.

Mac’s gift for relaxing brings to mind
that relaxed race of admirable Africans
as portrayed by the two Black Crows.
One sighed that the early bird catches the
worm; the other drawls, “Well, who wants
a worm?”
Bud was an early bird. There were ex-

tenuating circumstances. His father, a
concert violinist, had ambition for him.
At age four Bud was standing on a chair

fiddling for a concert audience.
“This is a heck of a life,” he mused.
He threw up the fiddle and the bow

and took up sketching. He drew a horse
and made seventy-five cents. Fame struck
over night. His name was published as a

contest winner. “That’s that,” said Bud,
washing up art along with music.
Casting about, he decided to be a gen-

eral. The reason there is not another Mac
wearing brass is that Bud quit military
school after one year. His mother and
father had been divorced and he rejoined
Mom in Beaver Dam to lend support.
Soon the fury of creative energy flared

again. He worked twenty hours a day in

a cannery during school vacations. He
canned every freedom-loving pea from
Rio Grande to Great Lakes.
Pea-rich Bud bought a baritone horn

and next season a sax. He blew hot jazz
in a five-man band. Fame struck again at
sixteen when he graduated from high.
The American Legion nailed a medal on
him. He had wrapped up all the athletic
and scholastic records.
With limelight hot on his tail he blew

to Chicago where he found work in

a sports goods department. Already six-
feet-three and weighing two hundred ten
he was proficient in selling men’s sweat-
ers and hunting jackets to women who
thought their husbands would look big as
Bud in them. When the ladies got home
and saw them hanging like shrouds on the
shrimps they had married there was a
wave of husband beatings in Chicago.
Bud sought refuge in art again. He

dropped in on the Chicago Art Institute

and spent three evenings.
Art still pursues him. Last Christmas,

Miss Lilli, the woman he had the pie
crust to marry, gave him a set of water
colors and brushes and sent him ski-
daddling to the big red barn on their
Brentwood place. Lights have been seen
burning nights. Artists are worried. They
fear paintings will flood the market soon.
Agents were sent sleuthing to determine
whether landscapes or marines or fat nudes
would be surplus.

“I haven’t got going,” Bud says. “I’ll

be doing a series of red barns a long time.”
He has come a long way since he scared

himself to death bopping the Paramount
boss for his first raise. He thought he
would be rubbed out, off the payroll
anyhow. He faded from his boarding
house and sought refuge in the apartment
of Miss Lillian Lamont. She is the only
girl he ever went steady with. Though
beautiful and smartly fashioned Miss La-

mont did not linger long in pictures.
“She looks sophisticated but she isn’t,”

says her husband. “That was her trouble.”
Miss Lamont had her chance. She was

tested for a star part, a flip-lip character
who was supposed to say things no girl

brought up in St. Joe, Missouri, would say.
The words would not come. Mutely Miss
Lamont led herself off the lot and took a
job modeling at Magnin’s.
When refugee Bud appeared at her door

she was naturally sympathetic. She gave
him a book to read and told him he could
hole uo there while she was working. The
book failed to quiet Bud’s nerves, so he
decided to bake a pie. Culinary art was
one he hadn’t tried. The woman who ran
his boarding house informed him the
secret was to use little water. Bud laid it

on with a teaspoon gently but then got
tough and beat the dough. Pies got tough
too. When he got around to giving them
the feather massage he turned out the
flakiest crust Miss Lamont ever tasted.

“It’s dreamy,” she said, swooning.
Soon she was on a plane for Las Vegas.

They were married on the wedding anni-
versary of Bud’s parents.
The MacMurrays have a farm sixty

miles north of San Francisco. In Holly-
wood they call it a ranch but back in Wis-
consin they call ’em farms and so it is a
farm, by gum.
“But six thousand acres is a ranch,” he

is told.

“Six thousand acres?” Mac mutters. “It

is only a thousand, I sold five hundred.”
At the MacMurray farmhouse door the

visitor probably will meet a Belgian stal-
lion named Mike, Mac’s chum and closest
follower on the little farm of a thousand
acres. Sheep gambol over pine-topped
hills and level meadows and in the pas-
tures 150 Shorthorns, with pedigrees going
back to the Mayflower, hold sedate picnics.
Mac also breeds quarter horses and raises
300 acres of prunes.
For six years Mac has invested all he

could save out of his sixty-six cents. This
year the farm shows profit.

“You don’t aim to get rich any more,”
farmer MacMurray says. But as an early
bird, before war taxes, he caught a num-
ber of worms, including a couple of apart-
ment houses, citrus orchards and stock in
refrigeration and other enterprises.
He used to think he would retire and

go fishing but now he is content to rest on
the set. “There’s plenty of time for fish-
ing between pictures,” he says.

Claude Binyon, who wrote seven of his
pictures, goes with him fishing. Mac is not
a mixer. A reserve due to shyness, along
with discrimination, kept him on his own.
The MacMurrays entertain little. The Ray
Millands, Dwight Taylors and Walter
Langs are often to dinner. Mac makes
a sage observation on Hollywood friend-
ships. He says this is a hard town to keep
friends; they move away or get divorced,
or somehow you aren’t thrown with them
steadily.

Though calm as Buddha, Mac has his
crosses to bear. The tall tales of press
agents unnerve him. In “The Miracle
of the Bells” he plays a press agent and
the big-tale boys are ribbing him. He
also had to eat pie in one sequence.
The press agent gleefully calculated
that with all the “takes” Mac con-
sumed twelve pies. Honest Mac quivered
over this, not only because the figure
wasn’t strictly true but because the pies
were bakers’ pies—not the flaky swoony
stuff of the old master.
Mac says he feels sorry for press agents

working on him.
“There is nothing to write about,” he

says. “No one could make me colorful.”

Go bake a pie, Bud.
The End
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Light and free you feel,

eager for the day’s surprises . .
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for the young, gay-hearted mood

is catching when you’re wearing

YARDLEY English Lavender.
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Cotton for Christmas

Susan Hayward, in private life Mrs. Jess

Barker is Mom to her small twin boys.

She wears anything she likes—and it all

looks well with her red hair and lovely

skin. You’ll see her next in Universal-

International’s production “Tap Roots”

Here is a new reversible peignoir to keep

you looking a dream child Christmas

morning and every morning. Wear it

checked side out or i*ed side out. It’s of

washahle Dan River gingham. Styled by
Dorian in sizes 10-18. About §20.00 at

Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y. and

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago, 111.

(For stores in your vicinity see page 89)
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Be festive with a Victorian Air

Liselle designs a delicious three-some. French crepe

blouse, $7.95. Black velveteen skirt with the new length and high

waistline, $12.95. Pearl and gold belt, $5.95. At John Wanamaker, New York, N. Y.

H and The Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Sizes 9—15 and 10—16.

0

J (For the store in your vicinity see opposite page)
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Angela Lansbury

whose charm and artistry

you will see in Metro’s

“If Winter Comes”
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Wherever

You Live

You Can Buy

P
If the preceding pages do not list

stores in your vicinity where Photoplay

Fashions are sold, write to the manufac-

turers listed below:

Striped Taffeta Dress

Dartford Deb
1400 Broadway
blew York City

Ballerina Taffeta Evening Dress

Fred Perlberg

525 Seventh Avenue
New York City

Chiffon and Ostrich Evening Dress

Nite Club
525 Seventh Avenue
Neiv York City

Cotton Peignoir

Dorian-Macksoud

1 East 33 rd St.

New York City

Blouse and Skirt

Herbert Labandter, Inc.

270 West 3 8th St.

New York City

For other views of pattern see page 74

BACK FRONT

Best of all, this wonderful pantie won’t ride up. Deftly styled— the magic inset prevents

rolling over, wrinkling, entirely eliminates the annoying discomfort of bones. Yes, it

STAYS UP WITHOUT STAYS. "Perma-lift” Panties, Girdles, and Foundations are

available at your favorite corset department— most styles priced from $5.95 to $12.50.

*"Perma*lift" and "Hickory" are trademarks of A. Stein & Company tReg. U. S. Pot. Off.)
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Photoplay’s Pattern of the Month

DREAMS OF FAIR WOMEN

and makes his dreams come

true with the clothes he designs

for Hollywood stars—and you

This year Travis Banton celebrates his 26th anniversary as

a Hollywood designer. Now, since he is with Universal, you
see such stars as Deanna Durbin, Maria Montez, Merle

Oberon, Yvonne De Carlo, Joan Bennett and Susan Hayward
looking even lovelier because of Banton designed clothes.

And because PHOTOPLAY’S pattern this month is one of

these Banton designs you, too, can be lovelier. Beside his

talent for making women look as they dream of looking

—

and he dreams of them looking—Travis has the most divine

sense of humor, a fascinating wife called Biddy who wears

his clothes to perfection and an apartment filled with beau-

tiful furniture and paintings gathered from the four, cor-

ners of the world.
_ _

Talking of current views on fashion, Travis says: I m
doing practically the same length skirt that I’ve done for

the last year—from 12 to 15 inches from the floor. I’m

very fond of the unpadded Chinese kimono type coat which

wraps snugly around the figure. I like normal shoulders.

Evening gowns, I think, almost without exception should

reach the ground. I am sick to death of ballet dancers. I

like to emphasize a womanly quality.”
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And Make? You Lovelier *

Something new and wonderful has

been added to your lingerie ward-
robe—Suspants. This revolution-

ary pantie, made of fine soft rayon,

fits like a dream with nary a wrin-

kle. But here’s the real news

—

Suspants are made with four garter

tabs that hold your stockings taut

so you can bend and twist. They
also offer plenty of figure control

for gals who like the smooth sleek

feeling without binding. They
come in sizes 9—17 and are about
$1.30.

The styles this year make your bra
wardrobe more important than
ever, so try on a bra before pur-

chasing. Renee of Hollywood has
designed a bra that will give you
the rounded contours you need for
the new tight little jackets and
snug-fitting dresses. Made of broad-
cloth and called Academy it has
“balanced support” because of a
special arrangement by which the

shoulder straps run into and be-

come part of the cups. The price

is $2.00.

•
A marvelous fabric by Skinner that

can be bought by the yard for
home sewing is called Sunbak*.
One side of this fabric, which com-
pletely eliminates interlining, is

soft wool and the other is shimmer-
ing smooth satin which all adds up
to warmth without weight. Just
think how easy it’s going to be
now to make a coat, jacket or
negligee that is really soft and
warm. Simply line these things
with Sunbak*.

•
Do you have a suit or dress you’d
like to “dress-up” a little different-

ly? Buy enough fabric to make
collar and cuffs and then neatly

fringe the edges of the fabric. A
plaid set would be charming on a
simple dress and you might even
top the whole thing off with a small
off-the-face beret in the same plaid.

•
Matching accessories are all the
rage in Hollywood these days. So
put the accent on one-color en-
sembles, which is the new mono-
tone look. This means your suit,

hat, bag and gloves will all he the
same color.

.. GIFT APROI

OF DAN RIVER FABF

Dan River’s Starspun*, cotton

mouth-watering as Christmas bonbo
in aprons that give year-round pleasu

as every gift should, stay true to co

and sizef no matter how often they

washed. Dan River Mills, Inc., Danvi]

Virginia.

Aprons by Nona-Lou, pink
blue predominating, jumb.o pockets,

gandy frill in choice of pastels. Ab<

at B. Altman & Co., New Yot

Marshall Field & Co., Chicago; T

J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit; Schuste:

Milwaukee; and other fine stores.

‘Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

fFabric shrinkage less than



SBamcut
co-starring in

“ROAD TO RIO”

A Paramount Picture

4

Highlight your natural soft beauty . . .

Let the lustre and moonlight glow of a strand of Dellab simulated pearls

add that sought-after touch of glamour to your decollete. Its close re-

semblance to precious Oriental pearls will make your Deltah necklace a

luxurious adornment for every costume, daytime or night. Necklace from

$3.00, earrings to match.

D. P.

(Continued from page 57) such a thing as
going quietly and harmlessly crazy,” June
says, “and there he was, screeching like a
banshee at nothing but water and wind.”
There aren’t any rational grounds on

which to explain men who love ocean-
going sailboats, and Dick knew better than
to try. So he sold the lovely Santana to
Humphrey Bogart, another actor half daft
with the song the wind makes in rigging.

And when June protested only faintly he
knew he had been right.

Dick’s a great one for tempering his
course to the prevailing winds. That’s why
D. P. today stands for his initials only.
You don’t have to be a dramatic war

evacuee, after all, to be a displaced person.
You can be one of the thousands who lose
their way in the everyday business of liv-

ing. As Dick did four years ago. He was
fortyish. He had had his divorce from Joan
Blondell. And younger crooners had shoved
him off the cinematic flower-strewn paths
along which he previously had wandered,
singing of moonlight and love.

He could have retired, of course, and ac-
quired a waistline and a conservative out-
look on living. But he didn’t.

“That’s all right for a member of the
Union League Club,” he says, “but not for

me. I want to wade into life up to my arm-
pits. I can still work fourteen hours a day
and come up fresh for a spot of fun.”

Now lest you think that all this is mere-
ly a frantic clutching at the things which
belong to youth, Dick’s flying instructor
will tell you that he has had few students
whose coordination and sense of timing
were better. “The guy’s a natural,” he says.

“He can put a ship down on a handker-
chief and his landings are smooth as silk.”

J
UNE ALLYSON came along at just the
right time to be the cornerstone of

Dick’s new life. For when he found he
was still young enough to earn a back-
ward glance from a twenty-two-year-old
actress over whom directors were dancing
in the street, he became more determined
than ever to convince producers he would
have greater bpx-office appeal as a screen
menace than he had had as a crooner. Fin-
ally Charlie Koemer at RKO listened. And
with “Murder, My Sweet,” Dick’s profes-
sional life became as elysian as his personal
life with June had turned out to be.

Now, with three box office sensations be-
hind him, Dick is looking into the future
with a certain equanimity and assurance.
He is excited about “Assigned to Treasury,”
a vivid tale of the dope traffic, and in his

forthcoming “Mr. Miracle.” And he has in

mind another toughie, “Pitfall,” a story
concerned with a- chain of events which
contribute to the disintegration of a happy
and successful life through a single sinister

contact. This he hopes to produce himself.

“This producing thing,” he says, “now
there is something. I’m not getting any
younger and the time will come when I’ll

have to content myself with a subtler form
of self-expression—perhaps from a pro-
ducer’s or director’s chair. And there’s

that little consideration—money. Some very
second-rate people have made a lot of it in

Hollywood and I’d like to try my luck.”

And so the world is wagging along at

a very happy rate for Mr. Richard Ewing
Powell, what with his married life with
June. With his spine chillers proving com-
pletely successful. With a new boat in

mind: “A good stout boat that will take

you where you want to go with no non-
sense about speed and grace.”
Once again Dick charts his course wisely,

and, good skipper that he is, he will bring
his barque safely into harbor.

The End
2



“the champagne bra

for gingerale budgets”

Available now in your

favorite Mangel store

If there is no Mangel store

nearby, use coup.

Allanta, Ga.

St. Louis, Mo.
New Orleans, La.

Memphis, T enn.

Omaha, Neb.
Tampa, Fla.

Mobile, Ala.

Tuscaloosa, Ala.

Charleston, S. C.

Charleston, W. Va.

Savannah, Ga.
Macon, Ga.

Montgomery, Ala.

Duluth, Minn.

Baton Rouge, La.

Columbia, S. C.

Huntington, W. Va.

Meridian, Miss.

Pensacola, Fla.

Jacksonville, Fla.

Dallas, Tex.

Johnstown, Penn.

Austin, Tex.

Charlotte, N. C.

Rockford, III.

San Antonio, Tex.

Chicago, III.

Miami, Fla.

Birmingham, Ala.

Philadelphia, Penn.

Raleigh, N. C.

Corpus Christi, Tex.

Little Rock, Ark.

Seima, Ala.

. . . and at all other!
^ ^

Mangel Stores. \ \

Magically molded for

graceful, fluid lines. Sheer

double nylon marquisette

body. Nylon satin cup,

satin shoulderstraps.

Colors: white, nude, black.

Sizes 32 to 38. Average cup.

$2.50
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FROM PHILCO THE LEADER...
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Here’s true enjoyment and lasting satisfaction in an automatic table

radio-phonograph at the lowest possible price. You hear the difference Philco quality makes in

the rich, full-bodied tone on radio and records. Changes up to 12 records automatically.

V_ J>

I

I

Powerful, sensitive radio reception. See the Philco 1253 . . .

a sensational value ... at Philco dealers now.

PHILCO
amioud

Tire new automatic way to play records

Famous Philco 1201 Radio-phonograph, just slide in a record and

it plays. No fussing with lid, tone arm or needle. Ideal for parties.

* Prices slightly higher Denver and West



100% Gotten

(Continued from page 43) anything of the

kind. I’m banking upon you becoming so

successful that I’ll have everything.”

Whereupon Joe would take a deep breath

and go out to look for a job. And he would
wear his one—but well-cut—tweed jacket

with such an air that no one suspected the

turmoil that went on under the pipe he
carried in his breast pocket.
Another thing about Joe and Lenore:

They don’t compromise. There was that

memorable time following Joe’s first sig-

nal success on the stage in “Philadelphia

Story” with Katie Hepburn, when a movie
producer offered him a leading role at

$1,500 a week. Believing Lenore ’s diamond
necklace to be within reach, Joe asked
for the script. He loathed it. He told

Lenore, “It has an ancient and fishlike

odor. And so will I if I play it!”

Visions of the diamond necklace faded.

Lenore still doesn’t have it actually, since

it never was anything more than a con-
venient figure of speech. The Cottens

are not the diamond-necklace type. They
go in for a tennis court; such a fine court

that the tennis pros make their way to it.

It gets around that anyone who plays a

good game and observes court etiquette is

welcome at the Cottens’. Rex Harrison
plays there frequently. So does Joe’s boss,

David O. Selznick. And, almost every day
Joe and Lenore play singles alone.

J
OE and Lenore also go in for a good
cook. The food at their intimate dinner

table—they never give large parties—sur-

passes that served in many more elaborate

homes. There’s just the right amount of

garlic in the salad and a touch of red
wine in the sauce, even if it is, as you
hope it will be, having had it there be-
fore, beef stew.
They have a beautiful garden too. And

Joe, when he isn’t in production, works
outside all day. But come five o’clock,

all over mud and weary from hauling
rocks or building a driveway, he will

shower and join Lenore on the tennis

court. Often, too, between pictures they
motor up to Santa Barbara and there,

where motion picture stars are not gen-
erally popular, have a wonderful time.

At a recent Santa Barbara party, a
music-loving hostess enchanted her music-
loving guests with a pianist, cellist and
flutist from one of our fine symphony
orchestras. It was late when dinner was
served, for one guest after another, over-
whelmed with the artistry of this trio,

would request one more selection.

“I enjoyed it for a few hours,” Joe re-'

lates. “But I was relieved when dinner
was announced. Imagine my horror there-
fore, when after dinner I saw the trio reas-
semble, and beheld Lenore with a look of

enchantment making requests for the most
abstract selections!

“Maybe our hostess heard me groan.
At any rate, all'smiles, she asked, ‘You’re
a music lover, like your wife, Mr. Cotten?’
I just shook my head. Then I said, ‘I used
to think so. Now I know better!’

”

Last winter found Joe and Lenore in
New York. The exteriors for the Selznick
production “Portrait of Jennie” were
filmed there. I didn’t know Joe and Lenore
had reached the city until driving in the
park one day, I saw a man who could be no
one but Joe Cotten and a girl resembling
Jennifer Jones, skating on one of the lakes.

“What in the world are you doing here?”
I asked, leaving my car and walking
towards them. “Singing for our supper,”
explained Joe, skating with Jennifer over
to the bank where I stood.

It’s typical of the unpretentiousness of
Joe and Lenore that they did not swank
in a big suite at an elegant hotel while

they were in New York. It would have
been no more than anyone would have
expected of an actor as successful as Joe.

This year, in fact, the nation-wide poll

which Dr. George Gallup’s Audience Re-
search, Inc., conducts for the Photoplay
Gold Medal Awards finds Joe one of the
ten most popular actors in the land. But
no, Joe and Lenore lived instead, down-
town in the very neighborhood they knew
before Joe struck it rich; in the very apart-
ment—that of John Housman, the writer

—

in which Joe toiled when he was associated
with Housman and Orson Welles and the
Mercury Players.

“It was wonderful,” Joe says, “to be
back in the old neighborhood, to walk
around the corner to the same grocery and
little French baker we patronized in the
old days. And in the apartment I found
all the familiar photographs and programs
—all the old relics of our Mercury days.”

It’s typical of Joe, too, that Orson Welles
remains a dear friend and a frequent and
welcome visitor at his home. This, of

course, is also a great tribute to Lenore.
Wives so often are jealous of a man’s
old associations. Plainly, however, Lenore
feels that it is the most natural thing in

the world for Joe to continue to hero-
worship Orson, even though Orson is

younger than he and, despite his genius,

not as over-all successful. During the war,
for instance, when Orson gave his circus

for the GIs, Joe labored as his assistant.

Irrespective of how long and hard he might
have worked in the studios that day, you
found him at Orson’s side.

Joe and Lenore, you see, neither regret
their past nor wish to forget it. They roar
with laughter over the old years. They
haven’t lost their sense of humor. And
they haven’t lost their ability to dream.
Mostly they dream of travel—which must
wait while Joe is in this success cycle.

A realistic novelist writing a love story
that began like Joe’s and Lenore’s in-

evitably would have Joe, once he was
successful, forget all that Lenore had done
for him and fly to the arms of a young
fluffy thing, not one-half as clever and
magnetic and soignee as Lenore. It hap-
pens, however, that reality is sometimes
more sentimental than realistic writers
like to believe. Which brings me to my
favorite story about Joe. . . .

A few years ago, Joe, working with one
of Hollywood’s attractive young women,
was as charmed with her as was Lenore.
Outside of the studio he met this girl at

several parties and danced with her. A
columnist, hungry for news, promptly
printed insinuating items about Joe and
this young star in her column.
“The next time I see you,” Joe told her

over the phone, “wherever we are I intend
to kick you in the customary place.”

She didn’t believe him; until they met
at a great reception. Both, it so hap-
pened, were on the dais. Nevertheless,
Joe remembered his promise with action
more humiliating than painful. For ev-
eryone saw it. “That will teach you!” he
told the columnist. “And if you ever
mention my name again you’ll get a much
harder kick—believe me!”
Obviously she did, for she has not men-

tioned his name since. She is terrified of
him. And other columnists, remember-
ing, are wary. Lenore, therefore, is spared
the hurt too many Hollywood wives know
when their husbands’ natural and harmless
admiration for other women is exaggerated
into a scandal.
My dictionary tells me a “cosmopolitan”

is “a citizen of the world, one free from
local prejudice or affection.” But I have
my own definition—Joe Cotten.

The End

IT'S SHEER BEAUTY
• Brunch Coat of rich lus-

trous washable rayon crepe

thickly quilted and softly

lined for intimate warmth.
• Sweetheart pocket and

self-lined quilted belt.

• Tailored matching pa-

jamas in the same delight-

ful print.

3-WAY WEARABILITY
The coat fo'r any-hour use

. . . The pajamas for bliss-

ful sleeping . . . The com-

plete set for comfortable lounge wear.

SOLD NATIONALLY AT $25. At
this, lower price truly a most sensible Gift

. . . for you, or for your gift list favorite.

NATIONAL MAIL ORDER CORP.

^333 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, Dept. 116

Please send me STARLET'S LOUNGE SET at 19.95

plus postage . . . Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Circle Size and Color: 12 14 16 18

Backgrounds of: Romance White—Demure Pink-
Dream Blue—Enticing Black (Check second choice).

SAVE 30c C.O.D. charges by mailing check or

money order for amount plus 15 postage. In

III. add 2% sales tax.
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Skillful designing and quality fabrics

combine to enhance your figure and give you

that heavenly feeling of freedom from restraint.

There is a Starlight Bra for every figure

type including teen age and long line.

Also wired bras with detachable straps.

At leading stores

everywhere

feel heavenly

l. & W. BRASSIERE CO., NEW YORK 1 0. N. Y.

give MOJUD

Christmas joy

...Lovely Mojud
nylon stockings...

a gift every woman
will welcome.

fc-

Postpaid

Tax Included

[
Cocktail Ring & Earring Set

I

Be the envy of your friends when you
wear this gorgeous jewelry. Each

piece hand-set simulated diamonds
in gold-filled mounting. Ring is self-

adjustable to any size, earrings have
screw backs. Each set attractively

boxed in colorful gold and plush.

Makes a perfect gift. Send check or

money order (no cash) with coupon
below. Send $4.68 only. Good in

U. S. only.

tPARKE-WHITE JEWELRY CO.,
1608 Bankers Securities Bldg.

Philadelphia 7, Pa.

PARKE-WHITE JEWELRY CO. P
1608 Bankers Securities Bldg., Phila. 7, Pa.

Please send postpaid cocktail ring and
earring sets. I enclose Check Money Order for
$4.68 for each set. Send no more!
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Christmas Gift

(Continued jrom page 36) the little priest
peered hopefully through his spectacles
at the confusing maze of buildings and the
hangar-like humps of studio sound stages.

In his worn, black bag, he carried a film
that had been made in China with an old-
fashioned hand-cranked camera. It showed
the mission, the dispensary and the or-
phanage. It showed natives working in
the rice fields. And it showed the famine,
floods and poverty. It was his hope that
this film shown at parishes throughout the
States would raise the funds needed for St.

Columban’s work to go on. He was sorry
the film was so old and worn. It needed to
be re-edited and brought up to date. May-
be Bing Crosby would help. Some priests
he was visiting in Los Angeles had sug-
gested his name.
But inside the studio the missionary

looked at the chattering extras in their
colorful costumes, at all the movie make-
believe, and again thought, “How can I

bring Hanyang here?” He passed the
wardrobe building and entered the Crosby
office next door.

B
ING and his brother Larry were both
in. The little priest rushed eagerly into

his story of the St. Columban Mission,
watched tense and hopeful as the old reel
of film was run off on a studio projection
machine.
Bing watched too, his casual blue eyes,

as always, giving no hint of his feelings.

“If only,” Father Ranaghan began timid-
ly when the film had run its length, “I

could have a new more up-to-date nega-
tive. Maybe you know someone who might
possibly be interested . .

.”

“Well, Father, we should be able to
knock that out for you here,” said Bing.
“And I think we should put a patter of
some kind with it so folks will know what
it’s all about.”
Larry, also deeply interested in the mis-

sionary’s tale, added, “Why not put the
dialogue on a sound track.”

“If we make a sound track for it,” Bing
said, “might as well throw in a musical
background, too.”

Father Ranaghan hadn’t even hoped for
this. Emboldened, turning to Bing, he
asked, “And would you, as part of the
background, perhaps, sing ‘Silent Night’?”
Bing had always believed that sacred

songs were, as he put it, “A little out of my
league.” But reasoning that this track
would only be played in the parishes, he
agreed.
The new print was made at Paramount

Studios complete with commentary and
musical background. The priest packed his

jalopy happily and headed cross-country
to raise funds.

It was spring before he came to Holly-
wood again. The hills beyond Paramount
were green. Promise of new life and hope
bloomed anew. “Oh, Come All Ye Faithful,”

he had asked. And they had' answered. He
called on Crosby to give him the good news.
“How much?” Bing asked, getting as

usual to the important point.

The good Father named a sum far in

excess of any collected before. Bing shook
his head. “Not enough rice,” he said. “Not
nearly enough rice.

“Tell you what, Father, we might take
some records off the sound track so you’ll

have something to sell when you pass the

hat.”

He had a number of recordings of “Silent

Night,” “Adeste Fideles,” “Stabat Mater”
and the “St. Columban’s Marching Song”
taken off the track and gave them to the
missionary who jubilantly headed out
again with his cargo for the Cause.

It was a year, this time, before Father
Ranaghan returned to Hollywood. Enthu-
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siastic over what he had netted that trip,

he again sought Bing promptly. And
again, “How much?” asked Bing. The
figure named, although impressive to the
priest couldn’t be compared with the money
possible to raise through a commercial
outlet.

“Not enough,” Bing said again. And any-
one who knew him well could have told by
his preoccupied manner that he had a plan.
He had decided to record “Silent Night”

and “Adeste Fideles” for Decca Records
with the understanding that his share of
the royalties go to the missionary’s fund.
Bing always had been one of the many

who are sentimental about “Silent Night.”
Just hearing it took him back to the days
when he was a little groaner back in Spo-
kane, brought memories of his Christmas
loot, the new skates that he broke in on
the lake up by the Jesuit Monastery. Of
his mother’s plum pudding, stuffed turkey
and hot raisin bread. Of a balcony seat
at the Orpheum Theatre on Christmas af-
ternoon, walking the four miles each way
from home to town so he could spend the
carfare at the confectionery after the show.
He had sung “Silent Night” on school

programs, in church and at neighborhood
parties. And he had sung it at the Christ-
mas clambakes at home, with his sister
Catherine on the ivories, his dad accom-
panying on the mandolin or guitar, and the
other Crosbys giving out with holiday har-
mony for which none of the neighbors had
asked Santa Claus.
He loved to sing “Silent Night,” actually.

But where, he had always asked himself,
did a crooner get off singing Christmas
carols on records or on the radio? He’d
better stick to the blue of the night and
gold of the day and leave religious songs
for fellows with a trained “up-town voice.”
But now, interested in the missionary’s

work, he talked himself into recording it.

Folks were pretty charitable around
Christmas, maybe he’d get away with it.

If the Columbans could brave what they
did in Korea and China, he could risk a
few tomatoes singing “Silent Night.”
The Irish priest was very happy. He set

out with a singing heart to make another
round of the parishes and add further to
the fund. That was the last time Bing saw

"REAL LIFE . . . CONDENSED

INTO 25 THRILLING MINUTES"

. . . These words sum up why
thousands of women listen

every day to “MY TRUE
STORY” Rad io Program,
brought to you in cooperation
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IMAGINE ONLY

IIP
Winter White with Black

or Wine Velveteen

Hearts will beat faster as you go by

in this saucy wool-like dress with a

back zipper way down to your hips!

Dress-up cap sleeves! Two deep, deep

patch pockets with heart-shaped buttons!

And velveteen where it looks best—
on the sleeves, the belt, 'cross your

heart! Window Pone Plaid in BLACK

or WINE on Winter White.

SIZES 9 TO 17

£ • w SEND NO MONEY I YOURS ON APPROVAL

DIXIE SHOPS Dept. 21

275 Seventh Ave., New York 1, N. Y*
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HEART" Dress. I'll pay postman $6.95

dIus postage.

Size-9 11 13 15 17 0

Indicate 1st and 2nd color choice

WINTER WHITE with BLACK WINE

Money back guaranteed if returned in 10 days
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Father Ranaghan. He was killed in an
automobile accident at Council Bluffs,
Iowa. With his death and the Japanese in-
vasion of China, which made communica-
tion almost impossible, Bing lost contact
with the group of St. Columban’s mission-
aries in Hanyang. Meanwhile, the royalties
on every recording of “Adeste Fideles”
and “Silent Night,” were coming in.

“Why not just spread it around among
all recognized charitable organizations,”
suggested Bing to Larry.
“A good idea,” Larry agreed. And ar-

ranged for the royalties to go into a trustee
account to be “spread around” among
church groups of all denominations every-
where. That was eleven years ago.
Today “Silent Night” is the largest sell-

ing record in the world. It spreads pretty
thin because of the impossible number of

requests for help the Crosby office receives.
Long before Christmas comes around again
the fund is depleted. There’s only enough
for a token contribution at any time, an ex-
pression of Bing’s faith in the good work
being done by the various groups to help
humanity . . .

It goes to Innsbruck, Austria, to help
provide a cup of milk a day for 3000 school
children during the cold winter months. A
few rupees go to a convent in India to en-
courage Sisters who are rescuing Indian
children abandoned in filthy market-places.
Some guilders go to war-torn Holland. A
token contribution goes to Franciscan
Fathers for packages of food for Poland.
There are the missionaries who are caring
for a group of lepers in a mud hut in South
Africa. To a small group of Methodists
here trying to buy an oil heater for their

country church. There’s that mission in

Kwangtung, China, for the relief of the
starving children found scrounging around
in garbage pails. That hospital for poor
colored children in Alabama. The Jewish
Children’s Hospital for under-privileged
children, in Denver. And to help repair the
roof of a Baptist church in Arkansas.
Today, thanks to the energetic dreams

of a little Irish priest none are too far away
to feel the encouragement of “Silent Night,”

Crosby’s Christmas gift to the world. It

reaches all races and religions and, at long
last through Father Joseph P. Mullen, a
missionary back from China, it has again
reached the St. Columbans, who during
the war years sheltered starving natives

from the enemy, guided our troops through
jungles of Burma and rescued the Doolittle

fliers and kept them in their mission at

Nanchang.
Just hearing the records is a gift for

the rest of us. For when Bing invites “Oh
Come All Ye Faithful,” our hearts lift and
when he sings “Silent Night,” we feel re-

assured that all is 'calm, all is bright. And
we determine anew to hold on to peace on
earth and good will to all men.

The End

Benny Goodman, Deanna Durbin confer

on script which “Voice of America” short-

waved to Russia at U. S. Embassy request



Be a Christmas Belle

(Continued from page 50) great delight

in haunting the lingerie shops for novel
and interesting bed jackets. She copied
the designs, picked the colors and mate-
rials best suited to the individual women,
and sewed each by hand. This was
thoughtfulness which is bound to be
appreciated.
Another indication of holiday, and every

day thoughtfulness, comes from Joan
Crawford. Joan is convinced it is never
necessary to guess or ask about gifts for

a friend or member of the family. She
advises you to be a thoughtful listener

and, without intention, they will tell you
what they want or give you an idea for

the ideal gift. How many times have you
heard a dear one say, “Oh, how lovely!
I must get that.”

The next item on our list of things to

do is one that can really be an expression
of you—your Christmas cards and sta-
tionery. Janis Carter uses Victorian em-
bossed cut-outs which she has found in

antique shops. She places the white sides
together to form a Christmas card. One
year Janis used white and red ribbon
for her messages. On the red ribbon she
pasted gold lettering spelling out “Sea-
son’s Greetings”; on the white ribbon she
pasted “from Janis” in gold lettering.

A
ND, while you are working out the
problem of what to do for others, do

not neglect yourself. For this is a season
of joy. Be a belle—from the top of your
soft, feminine head to the tip of your
subtly pointed toe.

Organize your affairs, business, shopping
and social, so that the holidays don’t lin-

ger in your memory as the “holidaze.”

Also, it’s a good idea after a day of

shopping, or working at the office, to

save an hour to unkink your nerves and
put sparkle into tired eyes. No Christmas
“belle” ever rang with fatigue.

Ella Raines has the perfect answer for

relief from tension during the day. She
sits in a chair, bent over slightly, allow-
ing her head, shoulders and arms to go
limp. Then she revolves her head slowly
to relax nerves at the back of the neck.

A beauty mask, one of those which
can be applied and removed in less than
twenty minutes, goes a long way toward
giving you a lovely rejuvenated look for

the evening. Be sure to cleanse your face
thoroughly before applying. Relax com-
pletely while the mask is drying. Wash
off with cool water or remove with a mild
astringent.

If you haven’t time to go home from
the office before going out for the eve-
ning, keep your own little beauty kit in

a desk drawer as well as a few touches to

dress up your outfit. A scarf tucked into

the waist of a dress or your best jeweled
clips or pendant earrings, will give you a
fresh approach to life.

If you can afford to play “Lady Boun-
tiful” and are thinking of giving furs, here
are a few tips.

New processing and dyeing have given
exquisite beauty and wearability to furs.

However, if you are petite, remember that
short-hair furs look best on short girls.

Leave the fox and lynx for the tall,

willowy creatures like Hazel Brooks.
Hazel, five-seven, can wear a luxurious
stole of silver fox. But a gal hugging
five feet will tend to look dumpy.
But whatever you do in this season of

goodwill—the old adage holds good: It

is always more blessed to give than to
receive.

And on this note we end our plot for

a Happy Holiday to you!
The End

An all-wool sweater success! Wear it with

accessories or not . . . for classes, dates and

everywhere. Black and green; brown and

beige; gray and red. Sizes 34 to 40.

About $4.00
At smart starts everywhere.. .For store nearest you, write

Kaufman Knitting Co. • Minneapolis, Minn.

Trust Maiden Form to know that

smart low-cut dresses need brassieres which

are deep V-shaped in front! Here's that

plunging line, in "lnler-Lude, one of

Maiden Form's most popular designs for

average bosoms, Tearose or White, $1.50.

"THERE IS A MAIDEN FORM TOR EVERY TYRE OF FIGURE!"
p

Send for free Style Folder: Maiden Form

Brassiere Company, Inc., New York 16
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The Adjustable

SLIM-MODE

Poes a bulging tummy make
you look years older than you
really are? Are ordinary girdles

uncomfortable to wear ... do
they fail to flatten out your
abdomen the way you want?
Then here at last is the answer
to your problem 1 SLIM-MODE,
the wonderful new adjustable
health supporter girdle is

scientifically constructed to
help you look and feel like a
"Slim Sixteen".

So why go on day after day
with /• a tired back that needs
•posture support to bring relief?

Why look droopy and beyond
your years because your mid-
section bulges and your clothes
don't fit right? Read below
why SLIM-MODE brings you
vital control where you need
it most . . . how it helps to
"harmonize" your figure to
more stylish lihes . . . why it's

ao comfortable to wear. Anti
remember, you can have a
SLIM-MODE sent to you to
wear on FREE TRIAL. See
eur offer in the coupon.

latter
By Lester Qottlieb

A crisp catalog of the latest recorded doings of film

personalities and the songs from the newest photoplays

KISS OF DEATH: Victor Mature earns stardom in this

20th Century-Fox gangster documentary and Alfred
Newman’s Manhattan mood music helps immeasurably.
Les Brown (Columbia) and his orchestra disk the major
theme, "Sentimental Rhapsody.”

BODY AND SOUL: Three more recording favorites,

Gordon MacRae (Capitol), Billie Floliday (Columbia),
and trumpeter Ziggy Elman salute the new John Gar-
field prize-ring saga with excellent versions of the haunt-
ing melody that inspired the film title. Incidentally,

MacRae is due for a picture build-up at Warners.

SUMMER HOLIDAY

:

M-G-M’s musical version of "Ah, Wilderness” has Mickey
Rooney in an appealing role and a sure-fire hit tune by Warren and Blane. It’s called

"Stanley Steamer” and both Dinah Shore (Columbia) and Jo Stafford (Capitol) don
dusters for pleasant rhythmic rides.

Cordon MacRae

P

HEALTH SUPPORTER
GIRDLE

LIFTS AND
FLATTENS YOUR
BULGING TUMMY
SLIM-MODE has a built-
in front-laced panel. Ad-
just the laces to your own
greatest comfort. Your
tummy is lifted in to shape,
flattened out . . .yet you
feel truly comfortable.

NATURALLY
CONTROLLED
S-T-R-E-T-C-H

SLIM-MODE is made of
two-way S-t-r-e-t-c-h
wonder cloth—it stretches
as you breathe, bend,
stoop, after meals, etc.

HEALTHFUL, ENJOYABLE FIGURE
CONTROL - ALL DAY LONG!

You can wear SLIM-MODE all day long. Will not bind
or make you feel constricted. That’s because the two-way
s-t-r-e-t-c-h cloth plus the front- laced panel brings you
perfect personalized fit. The design of SLIM-MODE is

based on scientific facts of healthful figure control. Made
by experts of quality materials. Comes with detachable
crotch of rayon satin material: also 4 detachable garters.
(Remove garters when not wearing stockings.) Color:
Nude. All sizes. Only $3.98 in regular
sizes. Sent on Free Trial. Give meas-
urements asked for in coupon below.

pprp "Magic" Plastic Laces. For
rl\CC your extra added comfort
you get a pair of Plastic laces that
stretch gently as needed. Try them
In SLIM-MODE instead of regular
laces. See which you prefer.

SEND NO MONEY
YOU TRY IT

BEFORE YOU BUY IT!

RONNIE SALES. Inc.. Dept. G-2112
I 13 Astor Place, New York 3, N. Y.

| Send me for 10 days’ FREE TRIAL a SLIM-MODE,
j

I will pay postman $3.98 (plus postage) (sizes 38
I and over $4.98) with the understanding that this
I payment is only my evidence of good faith and is

J
not to be considered a final purchase unless I decide

I to keep the garment. In 10 days I will either return
• SLIM -MODE to you and you will return my money,
|

or otherwise my payment will be a full and final
purchase price.

My waist measure is Hips are ,

My height is

Name
Address

City & Zone State.

D Save Money. We pay postage if you enclose pay
ment now. Same FREE TRIAL and refund privilege

DOWN TO EARTH: Columbia’s technicolor splash for Rita Hayworth and Larry

Parks has a winning love song called "They Can’t Convince Me” which Betty Rhodes
(Victor) sings convincingly.

LIONEL BARRYMORE: The veteran actor does double

duty as narrator and composer of a special M-G-M album
for Hallowe’en which the braver kiddies will adore . . .

Another Metro star, Keenan Wynn, also does a favor

for the younger ones as he tells on records the story of

"The Bear That Wasn’t There” (M-G-M).

DEEP VALLEY: This sombre Dane Clark Warner
drama is considerably lightened by Max Steiner’s lovely

theme song. Tommy Dorsey and his fine orchestra have

a slick Victor pressing of it.

IF YOU KNEW SUSIE: Eddie Cantor and Joan Davis click in this new RKO musical.

The film blends old tunes and new ones. So take your "cherce.” Mr. C. sings "Margie”

and the title number on a Columbia re-issue, while Vaughn Monroe (Victor) and Hal
McIntyre (M-G-M) play the new "My, How the Time Goes By.”

FUN AND FANCY FREE: Spearheading the rash of records caused by this latest

Disney feature is Capitol’s album "Mickey and the Beanstalk” with Johnny Mercer

as narrator and our old cartoon friends, Donald, Mickey, and Goofy, helping him
out. Gene Krupa (Columbia), The Dinning Sisters (Capitol), and Phil Harris (Vic-

tor), groove the title tune. Louis Prima (Victor) and The Modernaires (Columbia)

swing out the slap-happy "Say It with a Slap” while Margaret Whiting (Capitol)

and Johnnie Johnston (M-G-M) prefer the dreamy ballad, "Lazy Countryside.”

THE CLASSICAL CORNER: Bach dominates the serious music releases this month,

with Victor responsible for the unusual album featuring violinist Jascha Heifetz

playing both solo parts of the Concerto In D Minor, Columbia issuing the master’s

sacred arias reverently sung by contralto Carol Brice, and The Pittsburgh Symphony’s

capable treatment of the composer’s Suite No. 2 for flute and strings. Reiner conducts

and Sebastian Caratelli is the flutist . . . Debussy’s fragile Sonata No. 2 for flute, viola

and harp, effectively performed by Milton Katims, John Wummer and Laura Newell,

is another Columbia album for discriminating music-lovers ... A record event is

Victor’s Wagnerian program directed by Arturo Toscanini with the NBC Symphony
playing the stirring Ride of the Valkyries, Siegfried Idyll and a Faust Overture . . .

If you like French tenors, Raoul Jobin should suit you with his Columbia collection

of arias from French operas . . . Another in Victor’s Heritage re-issue of classics of

another day, is the 1907 disking of Schumann-Heink singing Donizetti’s "Brindisi.”
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SAMMY KAYE !
Swing and sway to eight "Year Round

Favorites," including Easter Parade, April

Showers, Summertime, Indian Summer, September

Song, White Christmas. Album P-184, $3.15.

GLENN MILLER!
Here's a brand-new album of records by the

original Miller band: Chattanooga Choo
Choo, Perfidia, Runnin' Wild, Bugle Call Rag,

Missouri Waltz, Pavanne, others. P-189, $3.15.

BERYL DAVIS !
The lovely new English star sings

Pass that Peace Pipe and The Best

Things in Life are Free. You'll

go for Beryl's voice— soft, sweet

and sultry. Record 20-2483, 600.

Can This Be Love?

(Continued from page 47) at nine. That’s

too far for too little unless you think

you’re in love. Or isn’t it?

It seems that almost the day after any-
one gets a divorce or separation in Hollv-

wood these days, he or she immediately
falls in love with someone else. And real

love, as I’ve had the happiness to know it,

doesn’t happen like that.

But in Hollywood, apparently, even love

is different. Take Lana Turner and Tyrone
Power, for instance. This fall while Ty was
still married to Annabella, he and Lana
threw a joint super-duper party at Mo-
cambo with Lana named as hostess and
Ty as host on the invitational telegrams!

And Danny Kaye had barely moved out of

his wife’s house before columnists and
radio reporters predicted that his next
wife would be Eve Arden! And even Greer
Garson. The day after she filed suit to

divorce Richard Ney, Greer was having a

cozy dinner in public with George San-
ders!

B
UT to get back to Hedy and Mark. In

trying to understand their romantic
interlude you should first ask two ques-
tions. Is Mark star-struck? And was
Hedy unconsciously using Mark to get out

of the doldrums caused by the break-up
of her marriage with Loder?

I’ve never seen a girl so mixed up in all

my years in Hollywood as Hedy was
following her separation and divorce from
John. It wasn’t until Mark Stevens came
into her life again that she snapped out of

what ailed her and became the old Hedy I

used to know.
Hedy and Mark first met back in 1942.

Hedy Lamarr, the great beauty and star,

had been loaned to Warner Brothers by
Metro, to star for them in “The Conspira-
tors.” And while she was at the studio

she met two men who were to become
very important in her life; John Loder
who had a role in a movie on the sound
stage next door, “Passage to Marseilles,”

and Mark Stevens who had a bit in the
same picture.

I remember Hedy describing that first

meeting with Mark. “He was in a corner
of the sound stage and no one was taking
the slightest notice of him.” Except Hedy.
Moved by compassion—or admiration—
Mark was wearing a naval uniform and
it suited him—Hedy singled him out from
everyone else on the set and talked to him.
She talked about his ambition to be a good
actor. And she encouraged him to believe
in himself. You can imagine the effect

this would have on a movie newcomer.
Here was the most beautiful woman in
Hollywood and a famous actress to boot,
talking to a nonentity called Steve Rich-
ards! He worshipped her there and then.
Hedy was not married. Neither was

Mark but he didn’t ask for a date. In
Hollywood that isn’t done. A bit player
calling a star for a date! Too presumptu-
ous.
And that was where Mark made a mis-

take because Hedy liked him—and per-
haps more important, she believed in him
as an actor. And when Hedy made
“Experiment Perilous” she marched to the
front office and demanded Mark for a big
part in the picture with her. Warners
refused to loan him. And shortly after-
wards Mark bought off his contract. He
was free matrimonially too, then. But
Hedy wasn’t. The meeting with John
Loder at Warners had developed into love
and they had been married. Not long after,
Mark married Annelle Hayes. And that
seemed to be that.

But it wasn’t quite. Even though she
was—at that time—happy with Loder,
Hedy, when she co-produced her own

"The Student Prince" Album — Al Goodman
and his Orchestra. Includes Deep in My Heart,

Dear; Just We Two; Serenade; Student's March

Song; others. All-star cast. K-8 (P-180), $3.75

"New Orleans Jazz"— Irving Fazola and his

Dixieland Band. Eight selections. HJ-12, $3.75.

Freddy Martin and his Orch.: Hora Staccato

and On the Santa Claus Express. 20-2476, 600.

Tony Martin: The Christmas Song (Merry

Christmas to You) and Begin the Beguine. With

Earle Hagen and his Orch. Record 20-2478, 600.

Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye: Hand
in Hand and Santa Claus for President. RCA
Victor Record 20-2482, 600.

Charlie Spivak and his Orchestra: Tennessee

and —And Mimi. Record 20-2422, 600.
Prices are suggested list prices, exclusive of taxes.

. . . plus RCA Victor quality! Two "exclu-

sives"— Victor's billion-record skill and RCA's

electronic wizardry— make music sound so true

to life on RCA Victor Records!

What! No phonograph?— You're missing

hours of fun! Hear the new Victrola radio-phono-

graphs. "Victrola"— T.M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

When you're in New York, don't miss the

radio and electronic wonders at RCA Exhibition

Hall, 36 West 49th $t., across from Radio City.

Free Admission. Radio Corporation of America.

th£ stars
/vWK6^ hits arc ov @ -

RCA Victor records
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TEETH should show

in your smile

NEVER in your

HAIR-DO

Teeth never show

with

KANT-SLIP* COMBS
Because only Kant-Slip Combs have

CONCEALED Tight-Gripping Teeth

Dnly Goody Kant-Slip Combs have this overlapping pat-

ented construction making the teeth invisible in yourjhair

Available in

a variety of popular sizes at leading
5 and 10c stores and notion counters.

•REQ. trademark

FOR BETTE* HAIR AIDS
BETTER REACH FOR GOODY

movie, “Dishonored Lady,” remembered
Mark and again tried to borrow him for
the most important man’s part in the pic-
ture—to play the one man she loved. But
now Twentieth Century-Fox refused to
loan Mark—he was under contract there
at the time and Hedy signed Dennis
O’Keefe instead. Perhaps it was just as
well because Loder also had a big role
in the picture as Hedy’s wealthy admirer,
and the man she hated most. Soon enough
both Hedy and Mark separated from their
mates and got together anyhow.
However, to the direct question “When

are you getting a divorce?” Mark always
replied, “I don’t know, nothing has been
arranged.” Still when Hedy returned to
town this state of affairs didn’t deter
him from being the first man up the steps
to the plane, and in full view of every
reporter and photographer, he and Hedy
put on a love scene better than any either
of them have ever done in their pictures!

It was this lack of reticence in their
romance, of course, that made everyone
wonder whether it was on the level. When
people are really in love, do they pose all

over the place gazing into each other’s
eyes?
As Hedy and Mark did at Lake Tahoe,

for instance. Even when they played golf
they posed for caddies or anyone else with
cameras. Whoever wanted to snap their
picture could do so. And as you can see
on these pages, Mark was delighted to
have his picture taken with Hedy at her
Beverly Hills home.
Mark’s studio did not like the resultant

publicity. Neither did Annelle Stevens, as
apparently she was prepared to change
the suit for separate maintenance to one
for complete divorce. “It’s no good,”
Mark’s friends told him. “You have your
baby to think about. Put a stop to this

before it goes so far you can’t stop it.”

At last Mark listened and the recon-
ciliation took place.

But Mark did not return to his home
with Annelle. Instead he went into the
hospital with a nervous breakdown.
Annelle visited him every day.
Meanwhile, Mark has signed over all

his present property and all future earn-
ings to his wife, but has decided not to
return home until he completes shooting
on his picture, “A Street with No Name,”
on location in Washington, D. C.

A reporter gets a little confused in
Hollywood. And so would you if you had
listened as I have to stars ecstasying over
a new romance and saying “This is it” and
the next day marrying someone else.

Like Hedy and Mark. For, the day be-
fore he went home to Annelle, he and
Hedy, holding hands, were in a trainee

at the Coronet. Yet in the same hour that
he and Annelle reconciled Hedy said,

calmly: “I talked to Mrs. Stevens on the
telephone. She seems to be a lovely
woman. She and Mark have a baby. I

told Mark I thought he should try to
save the marriage.”
Can this be love? It’s so confusing!

The End

PRESCRIPTION

for the doldrums

HERB HOWE'S story on BOB HOPE

" IVAete 'Tkate.'J 4jope.''

in January Photoplay

AT BIG SAVINGS
\

Bargain prices include Federal tax. Smart, accurate timepieces, S
made by Swiss master watchmakers. Latest styles. Written 2
money-back guarantee. Delivery by return mail. Please order 2
by number Each watch individually gift wrapped* 2

S Reliable Men’s Wristwatch

5 Expensive looking metal case, leather

g strap.

2 No. 101 only $3.95

2 No. 1015 (sweep second hand) 54.95
gNe. 101R ‘radium dial) 55.45

Smart Ladies' Wristwatch :
Neat, dependable, with accurate jew- J
elled movement. Polished chrome
case. Stainless Steel expansion band. •
Ho. 201 A find at 55.45 \

: Dependable Men's 7 Jewel Watch
5 Handsomely designed. Luminous dial,

sweep second hand. Has chrome case,

b stainless steel back. Pigskin strap.

% No. 170 only 59.95

Dainty 7 Jewel Ladies’ Watch
Adorably styled. Accurate timekeeper. 9
Genuine gold-filled top. Stainless steel

jj
back. Adjustable cord bracelet m
No. 270 only $14.95

Waterproof 15 Jewel Men's Watch Deluxe 15 Jewel Ladies’ Watch •
Super-accurate 15 jewel movement. Exquisitely styled in square modern®
Radium dial Sweep second hand. case. Optical crystal. Heavy silk ad- £
Stainless steel screw-back case. Stain- justable cord. ?
less Steel expansion bracelet. No. 290 A rare buy at $14.95®
No. 190 Special price 514.95 2

Send remittance and we pay postage. Or pay =

postman C. O, D. plus a few cents postage. 5

Send for Complete Catalog M) 2

R. W. SUMMERS, LTD., 516 FIFTH AVE., N. Y. 18. N.Y.

FUN TO HIT THE JACKPOT
Hove all the thrills of winning with "Pot-Luck'’

. . the familiar symbols of cherries, bells and

lemons turn up by just pushing plunger. You

can play for hours. It’s fun! Wonderful for

parties, games, etc. Hit the "jackpot" and

gather in your chips.

Sent to you complete with chips and in-

structions. Durably made of heavy pressed

steel. Take it with you on trips or use it at

parties for amazing enjoyment. Guaranteed

to please or REFUND OF PURCHASE PRICE IN

5 DAYS.

SEND NO MONEY - RUSH COUPON
FIFTH AVE. MDSE. MART, Dept. PL -26

150 Nassau St., New York 1, N. Y.
Send complete

’ 'POT-LUCK’’ outfit by return mall

It is understood If I am not delighted after 5 daya,

I may return for full refund of purchase price.

< ) Send C.O.D. I will pay $2.98 plus postage,

( ) Enclosed find $3.00 In full payment.

< ) Send 2, special price $5.50 plus postage.

Name — —
Address— —— —
City- _Zone_
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Natural color photographs by
Carlyle Blackwell , Jr..

Hollywood

Of course you use flattering face powder and just the

right lipstick. But do you neglect your most important

feature—your eyes? Here’s something smart modern
girls are realizing; when make-up stops with just a

nice complexion and brilliant red lips, neglected eyes

appear dull and drab by contrast.

It’s so easy to give your eyes their full share of

beautv-magic with MAYBELLINE! A few simple

brush strokes of this famous Mascara will

make your lashes look naturally dark, long,

sweeping. And it’s so easy to shape your

brows gracefully with the soft, smooth
Mas belline Eyebrow Pencil. Then behold

the difference! Your eyes are so much love-

lier! Your entire face is more attractive, for

your make-up is perfectly balanced,—raw

-

pletely flattering. .

'

So never, never forget to accent your
eyes, daytime or evening. Only be sure you
use MAYBELIJNE, the eye make-up in

good taste — preferred by smart women
everywhere.

MAYBE CLINE CAKE
MASCARA in new nil and
Hold-tali': nietu! v.initj . SI

.

Refills, 50c. Shades:
Bfack, Brown, Blue.
Also in 25c and
10c; sizes. I -

,

:

M AY BEl.LINE CREAM
MASCARA (applied without
water! comes in handy leath-

erette case, Si. (Also in 25c
and 10c sizes.) Shades: Black
and Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYEBROW
PENCIL soft, smooth quality,
tine point—so easy to Use! Black
or Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYE
SHADOW in subtle
shades of Blue. Brown,
Blue-gray, Green, Violet-,

Gray.



CHESTERFIELDS OF COURSE-
THERE’S LOTS MORE SMOKING PLEASURE TO THEM
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